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PREFACE .
•• •

TnE design of this work is to present in one volume the military
and naval scenes of the great contest recently closed. It contains not
only all the principal battles by land and sea, but every important
skirmish. The plans and objects of the various campaigns are
clearly stated, and the progress of the annies, step by step, in their
execution, is described and illustrated ·with distinct topographical
maps, chiefly obtained from official sources. The important naval
conflicts are described and illustrated in a similar manner. Portion~ of the work have been submitted to the inspection of distinguished military officers, relating to operations by armies under
their command, and received their approval for its completeness and
accuracy. By a reference to the Index at the end of the volume, the
military or naval career of General or Commanding officers can be
traced.
But it is not merely a work of skirmishes and battles.

The man-

ner of raising, organizing, and equipping the armies and fleets are
stated in detail ; also the sanitary measures for their preservation,
including hospitals and charitable organizations; the improvements
in the weapons and forts and floating batteries of military and naval
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warfare ; the treatment of prisoners, and the action relative to thQse
military questions arising between combatants.
It also embraces a statement of the civil ancl political pro9eedings
incidental to the war, whi<>h took place previous to its commencement
or during its progress ; such as the secession of the Southern States,
and the organization of their Confederacy ; the political issues of the
war and the triumph of emancipation, with the treatment of colored
men, whether soldiers or freedmen, and all other subjects properly a
portion of its direct history. It concludes with biographical tributes
to the principal military and naval officers who have fallen in the
contest.

MILITARY AND NAVAL HISTORY OF THE REBELLION.
INTRODUCTION.
THE recent war in the United States broke
out under circumstances so unusual, and displayed such a grandeur of military scenes, such
perfection in implements of destruction, and
such vastness of operations, as to deserve some
preliminary notice. Within less tlian the limits of a century jg comprised the existence of
the nation. During that period, its previous
great war had been known m_nong the people as
that of the Revolution. On its scenes their
minds have ever loved to dwell; its conflicts
have been unceasingly rehearsed as illustrations
of American bravery and fortitude; and the few
lingering survivors have been cheered by a veneration due only to a superior class of men.
The population of the country at the time of
that war is unknown, no census having been
taken until 1790. But the number of soldiers
furnished by each State, and the population at
the first cen~us, were about as follows :
STATES.

Soldiers.

Pepulatlon In

New Hampshire ...........•.•....
*Massachusetts (including Maine).•
Rhode Island .........•.•....•.•••
Connecticut ..................•...
New York •...........••.••....•..
New Jersey •.••.....••.........• ;
Pennsylvania ....•.................
Delaware ......•••....•............

12,497
67,907
5,908
81,959
17,781
10,726
25,678
2.386
13;012
26,678
7,263
6,417
2,589

141,899
475,257
69,110
238,141
840,120
184,189
434,373
59,096
S19,728
748,808
898,751
249.078
82,548

~:J~~:~.:
:·::::::::::::::::::::::
North Carolina •.............•...•
South Carolina...............•....
Georgia..••....•.......•..•••....

1790.

Territories.
Vermont ...............•..••.....
Tennessee........................ .
Kentuoky.............•..•.......

85,416
85,791
73,077
231,701

j

8,929,827

* The figures do not truly represent the aid given by the
respective States. Thus the number of soldiers furnished

1

The territories were then without any distinct civil organization, and as such furnished
no soldiers. Their reci·uits were doubtless included among those of the adjoining States.
The battles of this war, together with the
place and commander of each, and the losses,
were as follows :
Where fought.

I

American commanden

British commanden
nnd losa.

and loea.

Lexington... . • • . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . 84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245
Bunker Hill ... Warren ......... 453 Howe ........... 1,054
Flatbush ....... Putnam ........ 2,000 Howe......•.... 400
White Plains .. Washington ..... 300,Howe ......... .. 300
Trenton ....... Washington.....
9 Rahl ........ , .. 1,000
Princeton ..... Washington..... 100 Maw hood....... 400
Bennington., .. Stark ••••••.•.•. 100 Baum ........... 600
Brandywine •.. washington ..... 1,200 Howe .......•.. 500
*Saratoga ...... Gates ........... 850IBurgoyne ......• 600
Monmouth .... IWashington ....• 280 Clinton ....•.... 400
Rl~ode Island .. ;Sullivan......... 211 Pigott ........•. 260
Br1arCreek .... Ash .........•... 300 Pr~vost..... ... . 16
1
Stony Point. ... lWayne ......... l00Johnson
........ GOO
Camden ....... Gates ........... 720jCornwallis.. • • . 375
CO'_VJ?ens....... Morgan . . . . . . . • 72 Carleton... . . . . . . 800
Gmlford ....... Greene ..•...•.. 400 Cornwalhs ...... 528
Eutaw Springs. Grecne ...•..... 555 Stewart ... , ..... 1,000
1

1

1

1

1

The surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown,
October 19, 1781, closed the war. The number
surrendered was 7: 073.
by Pennsylvania is set down at 22,678; but to Massachusetts there is set down 67,507, although the population of the
two States was then about tho same in numbers. In one
sense this is correct. Pennsylvania did furnish but 25,000
recruits, while Massachusetts sent 67,000. But there was
this difference between the recruits : those from Pennsylvania were mostly enlisted for three years, or for the war;
while those of Massachusetts generally entered the army
for nine n:ionths. Thus, the Pennsylvania line was renewed
only once every three years, while, during this interval, the
Massachusetts line was renewed four times, or once every
nine months. In th!~ manner the latter nominally furnished four men, while the former furnished one, and this
while having only the some number in tbe .field.
* 5,752 British prisoners taken.
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On the sea there was no organized navy.
A few ships, as national vessels, had a brief,
though bold and destructive career.
Pe1·haps it may be interesting to add, that the
amount of currency, known as "Continental
money," issued, was as follows:
Amount issued in 1775.......... . . . . . . . • . . $2,000,000
in 1777... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 20,000,000
Total amount issued to ,July, 1779.......... 358,000,000

The whole expenses of the war, estimated in
specie, amounted to $135,193,703.
In the next war, known as that of 1812, between the same combatants, General Brown
crossed the Niagara River for the invasion of
Canada with about 3,500 men. Three weeks
afterwards, on July 25th, 1814, the battle of
Lundy's Lane was fought between 3,000 ·Americans and 4,500 British troops. The loss of the
former was 753 in killed and wounded, and
that of the latter 878. The most celebrated
uattle of this war was that fought at New Orleans. The entire force of the Britii;h army
landed above the mouths of the Mississippi for
the capture of that city, was 12,000 men. On
January 1st, 1815, an artillery duel took place,
in which the British had thirty heavy guns
behind a breastwork of hogsheads of sugar,
which, it was supposed, would be as protective
as sand-bags ; and the Americans ten guns behind cotton bales. The sugar hogsheads were
demolished, and the cotton bales set on fire.
After a loss of seventy men, the British force
drew off. The American loss was thirty-four.
Op. January 8th the decisive battle was fought.
The British advanced with 10,000 men against
6,000 under Gen. Jackson, of whom 3,500 were
defended by breastworks. The British were repulsed with a loss of more than 2,000 men,
while that of the Americans was but 27 in
killed and wounded. In this war the United
States had an organized navy of comparatively
small wooden ships, the exploits of which were
very brilliant and successful.
Peace now existed for thirty years, when the
war with Mexir.o took place. On May 8th,
1846, Gen. Taylor, marching with 2,288 men
from Point Isabel to Fort Brown, opposite
Matamoras, on the Rio Grande, was attacked
at Palo Alto by a Mexican force estimated
at 6,000 men. The most celebrated battle
in northern Mexico, that of Buena Vista,
was fought by Gen. Taylor with about 6,000
men against 14,000, partially exhausted by

crossing a desert previous to the action. The
march from Puebla to the city of Mexico
was made by Gen. Scott, with a force consisting of 10, '738 men, rank and file. He fought
the battles of Contreras, Churubusco, &c.,
August 20th, 1847, with 8,497 men. At Molina del Rey there were only three brigades,
with some cavalry and artillery, making in all
3,251. The operating force in the battles of
Sept. 12 and 13, was 7,180 men, and the city
of Mexico was entered with less than 6,000.
The opposing force in these battles is stated by
Gen. Scott, "upon accumulated and unquestionable evidence," to have been not less than
three and a half times greater in numbers than
his own. The total losses of Gen. Scott in all
these battles, including killed, wounded, and
missing, amounted to 2,703, of whorn 383 were
officers.
The amount of the public debt on Jlme 21st,
1848, after peace hacl been concluded, was
$48,196,321; of which $31,868,762 had been
incurred subsequent to July 1st, 1846. The
first battle of the war was on May 8th, 1846.
The Union consisted, in 184'7, of thirty States,
and by an estimate of the Government made at
that time, the number of the militia of all the
States was 1,821,093.
A period of profound peace now ensued.
The standing military force of the Government was reduced to the smallest number
practicable, being, in 1860, about 16,000 men,
most of whom were required on the Western
frontier to preserve the peace with the Indians.
Officers of the army, after the close of the Mexican war, resigned their commissions, and devoted their talents to the pursuits of private
life. Inventors vf implements of war found
their ingenuity to be unappreciated, and their
manufactures profitless.
The national Military School at West Point was regarded by the
mass of the people as an expensive and useless establishment, and motions to suspend or
refuse appropriations for its support were often
made i:q. Congress. Militia service in the several States had become almost disreputable.
If laws existed to promote an efficient organization, they were not enforced. Private establishments for the manufacture of arms had,
with one or two exceptions, ceased to exist, and
the Federal armories at Springfield and Harper's
Ferry were inactive. Meanwhile the warnings
of another and more terrible conflict, given by
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gathering clouds, were unheeded, except in
Massachusetts, where Governor Banks sec-qred
the adoption of legislative measures for a reorganization of the militia of the State, and in
South Carolina, where the authorities, in 1860,
secretly procured a considerable in portation of
muskets, which were at an early period of in-
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valuable service to the cause she had espoused.
Thus unprepared, and amid the most overflowing prosperity which the pursnits of peace ever
yielded to an industrious people, the nation was
alarmed by the sounds of an internal war that
called every man to the field, and brought to
pass the scenes described in the following pages.

...

___ ___
CHAPTER I.
Secession Movements in South Carolina, Florida, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Louisiana.

THE Legislature of South Carolina assembled
on the 4th of November, 1860, and having
chosen the Presidential electors, adjourned.
The election for President was held on the
6th of November, 1860. On that day the voteof the State was given by the electors to John
0. Breckinridge for President. 011 the next
day the Legislature again assembled, and the
subject of withdrawal from the United States
was taken up, and an act passed ca1Hng a State
Convention to meet at Columbia on the 17th
of December. Other measures were then introduced and adopted, the object of which was
to place the State in a suitable position to meet
the crisis about to be inaugurated.
On the 10th of December Francis·w. Pickens
was chosen Governor by the Legislature. He
was inaugurated immediately after his election,
and improved the occasion to declare the cause
of the movement on the purt of South Carolina
to separate from the Union. In his view it was
as follows:

worthy and patriotic ancestors, and all who know the
races well know that it is the only form of government
that ca,n preserve both, and administer the blessings
of civililization with order and in harmony. Any
thing tending to change and weaken the Government
and the subordination between the races, not only
endangers the peace, but the very existence of our
society itself. "\Ve have for years warned the Northern people of the dangers they were producing by
their wanton and lawless course. We have often appealed to our sister States of the South to act with
us in concert upon some firm and moderate system
by which we might. be able to save the Federal Constitution, and yet feel safe under the general compact of Union; but we could obtain no fair warning
from the North, nor could we see any concerted plan
proposed by any of our co-Sta.tes of the South calculated to make us feel safe and secure.
Under all these circumstances we now have no alternative left but to interpose our sovereign power
as au independent State to protect the rights and ancient privileges of the people of South Carolina.
This State was one of the original parties to the Federal compact of union. "\Ve agreed to it, as a State,
under peculiar circumstances, when we were surrounded with great external pressure, for purposes
of national protection, and to advance the interests
and general welfare of all the States equally and
alike. And when it ceases to do this, it is no fonger
a perpetual Union. It would be an absurdity to suppose it was a perpetual Union for our ruin.

For seventy-three years this State has been connected by a Federal compact with co-States, under a
bond of union for great national objects common to
all. In recent years there has been a powerful party,
organized upon principles of ambition and fanaticism,
After a few days the Legislature took a recess
whose undisguised purpose is to divert the Federal until the 17th of December, the day on which
Government from external and turn its power upon
the internal interests and domestic institutions of the State Convention was to assemble. Prepthese States. They have thus combined a party ex- arations for the Convention were commenced
clusively in the Northern States, whose avowed ob- immediately after the bill was passed by the
jects not only endanger the peace, but the very exist- Legislature. Candidates for membership were
ence of nearly one-half of the States of this Confederacy. And in the recent election for President and nominated. All were in favor of secession, and
Vice-President of these States, they have carried the the only important distinction to be seen among
election upon principles that make it no longer safe them consisted in the personal character of infor us to rely upon the powers of the Federal Govern- dividuals. Those who were known to be men
mcmt, or the guarantees of the Federal compact. of moderate and conservative views were genThis is the great overt act of the people in the Northern States at the ballot-box, in the exercise of their erally successful over individuals of a radical
.
sovereign power at the polls, from which there is no and ultra stamp. .
higher appeal recognized under our system of GovThe Convention assembled in the Baptist
ermneut in its ordinary and habitual operations. church at Columbia, the capital of the State,
They thus propose to inaugurate a Chief Magistrate, at noon, on the 17th of December. Unlike the
at the head of the army and navy, with vast powers,
not to preside over the common interests and desti- conventions of the other States, its sessions were
nies of all the States alike, but upon issues of malig- at first held with open doors, and its proceed
nant hostility and uncompromising war, to be waged ings published to the country. When the Con
upon the rights, the interests, and the peace of half veution was called to order, David F. Jamison
the States of this Union.
In the Southern States there are two entirely dis- was requested to act as president pro tem.
The names were called, but an oath was not
tinct and separate races, and one has been held in
subjection to the other by peaceful inheritance from administered to the delegates. For president
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of the Convention, on the fourth ballot, David
F. J arnison received 118 votes, J. L. Orr 30,
and James Chesnut, jr., 8. Mr. Jamison was
elected.
A motion was next made that the Convention adjourn, to meet in Charleston on the afternoon of the next day, owing to the prevalence of small-pox in Columbia. This motion
was opposed by W. Porcher Miles, who sa· d :
" We would be sneered at. It would be asked
on all sides, Is this the chivalry of South CaroJina i They are prepared to face the world, but
they run away from the small-pox. Sir, if every day my prospects of life were diminished by
my being here, and if I felt the certain conviction that I must take this disease, I would do
so, and die, if necessary. I am just from Washington, where I have been in constant, close,
continual conference with our friends. Their
unanimous, urgent request to us is, not to delay
at all. The last thing urged on me, by our
friends from Georgia, Mississippi, Florida,
North Carolina, Alabama, Texas, and Louisiana, and every State that is with us in this
great movement, was, take out South Carolina
the instant you can. Now, sir, when the news
reaches Washington that we met here, that a
panic arose about a few cases of small-pox in
the city, and that we forthwith scampered off
to Charleston, the effect would be a little ludicrous, if I might be excused for that expression."
The motion was adopted, and the Convention
assembled on the next day at Charleston.
The following committee was then appointed
to draft an ordinance of secession : Messrs. Inglis, Rhett, sen., Chesnut, Orr, Maxcy Gregg,
B. F. Dunkin, and Hutson, and another committee, as follows, to prepare an address to the
people of the Southern States, viz. : Messrs.
Rhett, sen., Calhoun, Finley, J. D. Wilson, W.
F. De Saussure, Cheves, and Carn.
'l'he following committees were also appointed, each to consist of thirteen members:
A Committee on Relations with the Slaveholding States of North America; a Committee
on Foreign Relations ; a Committee on Commercial Relations and Postal Arrangements ;
and a Committee on the Constitution of the
State.
On the same day Mr. Magrath, of Charleston,
offered the following resolution :
Resolved, That so much of the Message of the Presi•
dent of the United States as relates to what he designates "the property of the United States in South Carolina," be referred to a committee of thirteen, to report
of what such property consists, how acquired, and
whether the purpose for which it was so acquired can
be enjoyed by the United States after the State of
South Carolina shall have seceded, consistently with
the dignity and safety of the State. And that said
committee further report the value of the property of
the United States not in South Carolina; and the value
of the share thereof to which South Carolina would be
entitled upon an equitable division thereof among the
United States.

dent of the United States, he affirms it as his
right and constituted <luty and high obligation
to protect the property of the United States
within the limits of South Carolina, and to enforce the laws of the Union within the limits of
South Carolina. He says he has no constitutional powe to coerce South Carolina, while.
at the same t1me, he denies to her the right of
secession. It may be, and I apprehend it will
be, Mr. President, that tlie attempt to coerce
South CaroJina will be made under the pretence of protecting the property of the United
States within the limits of South Carolina. r
am disposed, therefore, at the Yery threshold,
to test the accuracy of this logic, and test the
conclusions of the President of the United
States. There never has been a day-no, not
one hour-in which the rigbt of property within the limits of South Carolina, whether it
belongs to individuals, corporations, political
community, or nation, has not been as safe under the Constitution and laws of South Carolina as when that right is claimed by one of our
own citizens; and if there be property of the
United States within the limits of South Carolina, that property, consistently with the dignity and honor of the State, can, after the
secession of South Carolina, receive only that
protection which it received before."
Mr. Miles, who had jrn~t returned from
Washington, stated the position of affairs to be
as follows:
"I will confine myself simply to the matter
of the forts in the harbor of Charleston, and I
will state what I conceive to be the real condition of things. I have not the remotest idea
that the President of the United States will
send any reenforcement whatsoever into these
forts .. I desire no concealment-there should
be no concealment-but perfect frankness. I
will state here that I, with some of my colleagues, in a conversation with the President
of the United States, and subsequently in a
written communication, to which our names
were signed, after speaking of the great excitement about the forts, said thus to him :
Mr. President, it is our solemn conviction that, if
you attempt to send a solitary soldier t0 these forts,
the instant the intelligence reaches our people, (and
we shall take care that it does reach them, for we have
sources of information in ·washington, so that no orders for troops can be issued without our getting information,) these forts will be forcibly and immediately
stormed.

"We all assured him that, .if an attempt was
made to transport. re~nforcements, our people
would take these forts, and that we would go
home and help them to do it ; for it would be
suicidal folly for us to allow the forts to be
manned. And we further said to him that a
bloody result would fo1low the sending of
troops to those forts, and that we did not believe tlrnt the authorities of South Carolina
would do any thing prior to the meeting of this
convention, and that we hoped and believed
that nothing would be done after this body met
Upon offering the resolution, be said :
"As I understand the Message of the Presi- until we had demanded of the General Govern-
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ment the recession of these forts. This was the
substance of what we said. Now, sir, it is !P-Y
most solemn conviction that there is no attempt
going to be made to reenforce these forts."
Resolutions were offered and refefred, which
proposed a provisional government for the
Southern States on the basis of the Constitution of the United States; also to send commissioners to W asbington to negotiate for the cession of Federal property within the State, &c. ;
also, the election of five persons to meet delegates from other States, for the purpose of ·
forming a Confederacy, &c.
On the 20th the committee appointed to draft
an ordinance of secession made the following
report:
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of the Convention announced the secession of
the State in these words: " The ordinance of
secession has been signed and ratified, and I
proclaim the State of South Carolina an independent Commonwealth." The ratified ordinance was then given to the Secretary of State
to be preserved among its archives, and the assembly dissolved.
·
On the 21st the committee to prepare an address to the Southern States made a report, reviewing the injuries to South Carolina imputed
to her connection with the Federal Union. An
ordinance was then adopted which prescribed
the following oath, to be taken by all persons
elected and appointed to any office :

I do solemnly swear, (or affirm,) that I will be
The committee appointed to prepare the draught faithful and true allegiance bear to the Constitution
of an Ordinance proper to be adopted by the Con- of the State of South Carolina, so long as I may convention in order to effect the secession of South Car- tinue a citizen of the same; and that I am duly qualiified under the laws of South Carolina, and will disolina from the Federal U uion, respectfully report:
That they have had the matter referred to under charge the duties thereof to the best of my ability,
consideration, and believing that they would best and will preserve, protect, and defend the Constimeet the exigencies of the great occasion, and the tution of this State. So help me God.
just expectations of the Convention by presenting in
In secret session, Messrs. Robert W. Barnthe fewest and simplest words possible to be used, well, J. H. Adams, and James L. Orr, were apconsistent with perspicuity and all that is necessary
to effect the end proposed and no more, and so ex- pointed commissioners to proceed to Washingcluding every thing which, however proper in itself ton, to treat for the delivery of the forts, magafor the action of the Convention, is not a necessary zines, light-houses, &c., within the limits of the
part of the great solemn act of secession, and may at State, also the apportionment of the public
least be effected by a distinct ordinance or resolution, debts and a division of all other property held
they submit for the consideration of the Convention
by the Government of the United States, as
the following proposed draught:
agent of the confederation of States, of which
.AN ORDINANCE to dissolve the, Union between the State qf
South Carolina and other States 'Utnited with her 1.vn- South Carolina was recently a member, an to
der the compact entitlecl " The Constitution of the
Uwited States of Amm•ica."

We, the people of the State of South Carolina, in
Convention assembled, do declare and ordain, and it
is hereby declared and ordained, that the ordinance
adopted by us in Convention on the twenty-third day
of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven
hundred and ei~hty-eight, whereby the Constitution
of the United :::;tates was ratified, and also all acts
and parts of acts of the General Assembly of the State
ratifying amendments of the said Constitution, are
_hereby repealed, and the Union now subsisting be, ·tween South Oarolina and other States, under the
name of "The United States of America," is hereby
dissolved.

The ordinance was then taken up and immediately passed by the unanimous vote of the
Convention. After its passage, the following
ordinance was passed to preserve the order of
affairs under the altered political relations of
the State:
Be it ordained by_ the People of South Carolina, by
their Delegates in Convention assembled, That, until
otherwise provided by the Legislature, the Governor
shall be authorized to appoint collectors and other
officers connected with the customs, for the ports
within the State of South ·Carolina, and also all the
postmasters within the said State; and that until
such appointments shall have been made, the persons
now charged with the duties of the said several offices
shall continue to discharge the same, keeping an ac.
count of what moneys are received and disbursed by
them respectively.

The Convention adjourned to meet at Institute Hall, and in the presence of the Governor,
and both branehes of the State Legislature, to
sign the ordinance of secession.
At the close of the ceremonies the president

negotiate all other arrangements proper to be
adopted in the existing relations of the parti~s.
Active movements immediately commenced
for resisting any attempt on the part of the
United States to exercise Federal powers within the limits of the State. Rumors that vessels
of war had started for Charleston harbor, and
that the commissioners to Washington were on
their way home, ·created great excitement in
the State, and all thought of peaceable secession was abandoned. A collector for the port
of Charleston was nominated to the Senate by .
President Buchanan, but that body failed to
confirm the nomination.
Meantime, Governor Pickens organized his
Cabinet, as follows : Secretary of State, A. G.
Magrath ; Secretary of War, D. F. Jamison;
Secretary of tlie Treasury, 0. G. Memminger;
Postmaster-General, W. H. Harlee; Secretary
of the Interior, A. 0. Gurlington.
On the 31st of December, the State troops, ·
which had been for some time 3,cting as a guard
to the arsenal, under orders from the Governor,
took full possession, and relieved the United
States officer who bad been in charge. At halfpast one o'clock on Sunday, the Federal :flag
was lowered after a salute of thirty-two guns.
The State troops were drawn up in order and
presented arms. The Palmetto flag was then
run up, with a salute of one gun for South
Carolina.
The arsenal contained at the time a large
amount of arms and other stores. Meanwhile
military preparations were actively pushed for-
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ward, and several volunteer companies from
other Southern States tendered their services.
Notice was given by the collector at Charleston
that the masters of all vessels from ports outside of South Carolina must enter and clear at
Charleston. Bank bills were also made receivable for duties.
The flag of the State, adopted by the Legislature, to w horn the subject had been referred
by the State Convention, consisted of a plain
white ground with a green Palmetto tree in
the centre, and a white crescent in the left
upper corner on a square blue field.
On the 14th of January the Legislature unanimously passed a resolution declaring that any
attempt by the Federal Government to reenforce Fort Sumter would be considered as an
act of open hostility, and as a declaration of
war. .At the same time they adopt~d another
resolution, approving the act of the troops who
fired on the Star of the West, and also resolved
to sustain the Governor in all measures necessary for defence.
The forts in Charleston harbor, occupied by a
small garrison of regular troops of the United
States, afforded a standing denial of the sovereignty and independence of South Carolina.
The first object to be accomplished by the State
authorities to secure that respect due to an independent nation, was to obtain possession of
t~e forts. For this object the following corre~ondence took place:
..

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,

l

EXECUTIVE OFFICE, CHARLESTON, Jan. 11 1861.
f
To Major Robert .Anderson, commanding_ Fort Sumter.
Srn: I have thought proper, under all the circumstances of the peculiar state of public affairs in the
country at present, to appoint the Hon. A. G . .Magrath
and Gen. D F. Jamison, both members of the Executive Council, and of the highest position in the State,
to present to dou considerations of the gravest public
character, an of the deepest interest to all who deprecate the improper waste of life, to induce the deliverl of Fort Sumter to the constituted authorities of
the State of South Carolina, with a pledge, on its part,
to account for such public property as is under your
charge.
Your obedient servant,
F. W. PICKENS.

MAJOR ANDERSON TO GOV •. PICKENS.
HEADQUARTERS FORT SUMTER,

S. C., January 1\ 1861.

Hu Ex.c'y F. W. Pickens, Governor of S. Carotina.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt
of your demand for the surrender of this fort to the
authorities of South Carolina, and to say, in reply,
that the demand is one with which I cannot comply.
Your Excellency knows that I have recently sent a
messenger to Washington, and that it will be impossible for me to receive an answer to my despatches,
forwarded by him, at an earlier date than next Monday. What the character of my instructions may be
I cannot foresee. Should your Excellency deem fitt•
prior to a resort to arms, to refer this matter to Washington, it would afford me the sincerest pleasure to
depute one of my officers to accompany any messenger
you may deem proper to be the bearer of your demand.
Hoping to God that in this, and all other matters,
in which the honor, welfare, and lives of our fellowcountrymen are concerned, we shall so act as to meet
His approval, and deeply regretting that you have
made a demand of me with which I cannot comply, I
have the honor to be, with the highest regard, your
obedient servant,
ROBERT ANDERSON,
Major U.S. Army, commanding.

Other States soon followed the example of
S~th Oarolina. Of these Florida was foremost.
Her Senators in Congress assembled, in secret
caucus, with those from other States to devise
the plan of action. Prompt measures were also
taken by the State auth01ities to secure success.
.At an early day a State Convention was called to
meet on the 5th of January, to which delegates were at once elected. The Oonvention
assembled at Tallahassee on the day appointed.
It consisted of sixty-seven members, one-third
of w horn were regarded as in favor of cooperation. On the '7th, a resolution declaring the
right and duty of Florida to secede was passed
-ayes, 62 ; noes, 5.
On the same day the ordinance of secession
was passed by a vote of 62 ayes to 7 noes. The
following is the ordinance :
Wherea8, All hope of preserving the Union upon
terms consistent with the safety and honor of the
slaveholding States, bas been fully dissipated by the
recent indications of the strength of the anti-slavery
scnti,m ent of the free States; therefore,
Be it enacted by tlie p eople qf Florida, in convention
assembled, That it is undoubtedly the right of the several States of the Union, at such time and for such
cause as in the opinion of the people of such States,
acting in their sovereign capacity, may be just and
proper, to withdraw from the Union, and, in the opinion of this Convention, the existing causes are such
as to compel Florida to proceed to exercise this right.
"re, the people of the State of Florida, in Convention assembled, do solemnl1, ordain, publish, and de.
clare that the State of Florida hereby withdraws herself from the Confederacy of States existing under the
name of the United States of America, and from tho
existing Government of the said States; and that all
political connection between her and the Government
of said States ought to be, and the same is hereby
totally annulled, and said Union of States dissolved ;
and the State of Florida is hereby declared a sovereign and independent nation; and that all ordinances
heretofore adopted, in so far as they create or recog'nize said Union, are rescinded; and all laws, or parts
of laws, in force in this State, in so far as they recognize or assent to said Union, be and they arc hereby
repealed.

The Convention, at a subsequent date, was
addressed by t]ie Commissioner from South
Carolina, L. W. Spratt. In bis address he admits that, if the Southern people had been left
to consult their own interests in the matter,
apart from the complications superinduced by
the action of South Carolina, they would never
have felt it their duty to initiate the movement
in which, for reasons partly long conceived and
partly fortuitous, she had now, as she thinks,
succeeded in involving them.
The other acts of the Convention completed
the work commenced by tl1e ordinance of secession. Delegates were appointed to a Confederate Congress, with instructions to cooperate with those from other States in the formation of a Government independent of the United
States. A session of the Legislature was held at
the same time, in order to pass such mea.. ures
as would give strength to the executive officers
in their new position.
The forts and arsenals of the United States
and the U. S. schooner Dano. were seized, un-
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der instructions from the Governor, at the
same time those in .Alabama were occupied by
tbe troops of that State. At the most important forts, as Pickens, Jefferson, and Taylor,
there were such garrisons as were able to defend them. The investment of the former was
immediately made by the troops from Florida,
with reenforcements from Georgia, ..Alabama,
and Mississippi. The navy yard and forts on
the mainland at Pensacola were thus occupied,
but Pickens defietl all the efforts of the besiegers.
Mississippi moved next. A session of her
Legis}ature was held at Jackson early in November, 1860, for making the preliminary urrangements for a State Oon-:rention. It passed
an act calling such Oonvention on the 7th of
January, and fixed the 20th of December as the
day upon which an election should be held for
members. The measures were passed unanimously. The following resolutions were also
adoptecl unanimously:

it will accept or reject the terms that a united
South will agree upon. If accepted, wen and
good; if rejected, a united South can win all
its rights in or out of the Union."
The State Convention organized on the '7th
of January, and immediately appointed a committee to prepare and report an ordinance of
secession with a view of establishing a new confederacy to be comprised of the seceded States.
The Committee duly reported the following
ordinance, and it was adopted on the 9thayes, 84; noes, 15 :

should withdraw and form a Congress of a new
republic, and appoint electors for President of
a Southern Confederacy. The Legislature adjourned on the 30th of November, 1860.
The people of the State were divided on the
question of secession. The election of members
of the State Oonvention took place on the 20th
of December. The number of members to be
elected was ninety-nine. Of these more than
one-third were cooperationists. This distinction
into cooperationists and secessionists only referred to the manner of proceeding which the
State should adopt. The latter advocated immediate and separate secession, the former preferred consultation and cooperation with the
other slaveholcling States. The ultimate object
of each was the same, as expressed in the following language by one of the citizens: " These
are household quarrels. As against Northern
combination and aggression we are united. We
are all for resistance. We differ as to the mode;
but the fell spirit of abolitionism has no deadlier and we believe no more practical foes than
the cooperationists of the South. We are willing to give the North a chance to say whether

Delegations from South Carolina and .Alabama were invited to seats in the Oonvention,
ancl were greeted with much applause. Efforts
were made to postpone action, but these were
voted down, and only fifteen voted nay on the
final passage of the measure. The vote was
Sltbsequently made unanimous. The first nggressive movement was made by Governor Pettus on the 12th of January, when he ordered a
piece of artillery to Vicksburg to be used in
stopping for examination boats passing on the
Mississippi. Movements were at the same time
commenced to complete the organizatjon of the
militia of the State. Judge Gholson, of the
United States Court, resigned. South Carolina
was recognized by the Convention as sovereign
and imiependent, and steps were taken to cut
asunder every tie to the United States, excepting the postal arrangements. The subsequent
movements were reported to the Legislature
by the Governor in a Message on the 15th of
January. He says:
"As soon as I was informed that the Governor of Louisiana had taken the arsenal at
Baton Rouge, I sent Ool. 0. G. Armstead with

The people of :Mississippi, in Convention assembled,
do ordain abd declare, and it is hereby ordained and
declared, as follows, to wit:
SEc. 1. That all the laws and ordinances by which
the said State of Mississippi became a member of the
Federal Union of the United States of America be,
and the same are hereby repealed, and that all obligations on the part of the said State, or the people
thereof, be withdrawn, and that the said State does
hereby resume all the rights, functions, and powers
which by any of the said laws and ordinances were
Resolved, That the Governor be requested to ap- conveyed to the Government of the said United States,
point as many Commissioners as in his Judgment may and is absolved from all the obligations, restraints,
be necessary to visit each of the slaveholding States, and duties incurred to the said Federal Union, and
and designate the State or States to which each Com- shall henceforth be a free, sovereign, and independent
,
missioner shall be commissioned, whose duty it shall State.
SEC. 2. That so much of the first section of the sevbe to inform them that this Legislature has passed an
!I.ct calling a Convention of the people of this State to enth article of the Constitution of this State, as reconsider the present threatening relations of the quires members of the Legislature and all officers,
Northern and Southern sections of the Confederacy, both legislative and judicial, to take an oath to supag~ravated by the recent election of a President upon port the Constitution of the United States, be, and the
prmciples of hostility to the States of the South, and same is hereby abrogated and annulled.
SEC. 3. That all rights acquired and vested under
to express the earnest hope of Mississippi that those
States will cooperate with her in the adoption of effi- the Constitution of the United States, or under any
cient measures for their common defence and safety. act of Congress passed in pursuance thereof, or an;v
Resolved, That, should any Southern State not law of this State, and not incompatible with this ordihave convened its Legislature, the Commissioner to nance, shall remain in force, and have the same effect
such State shall appeal to the Governor thereof to as if the ordinance had not been passed.
SEC. 4. That the people of the State of Mississippi
call the Legislature together, in order that its cohereby consent to form a Federal Union with such of
operation be immediately secured.
States as have seceded or may secede from the
One of the members, Mr. Lamar, advocated the
Union of the United States of America, upon the
separate secession of the State, aml recom- basis of the present Constitution of the United States,
mended that the Senators and Representatives in except such parts thereof as embrace other portions
the Federal Oongress from the Southern States than such seceding States.
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a letter to Gov. Moore, requesting him to furnish Mississippi with ten thousand stand of
arms on such terms as he might deem just.
Col. Armstead informs me that his Excellency
has responded to my request by ordering eight
thousand muskets, one thousand rifles, and six
twenty-four pound guns, with carriages, ancl a
considerable amount of ammunition, to be delivered to him, which will be shipped to Mississjppi as soon as possible."
Alabama soon followed. The southern portion of the State was strongly in favor of secession. Early in December, 1860, commissioners
were sent to the authorities and pe'ople of the
other slaveholding States, to urge forward a
movement in favor of secession, and a union of
these States in a separate Confederacy. All
represented that the purpose of Alabama was
fixed to secede, even if no other State did. The
announcement of the secession of South Carolina was hailed with great joy in Mobile. One
hundred guns were fired. Bells were rung.
The streets were crowded by hundreds expressing their joy, and many impromptu speeches
were made. A military parade ensued.
The first· official movement in Alabama toward secession was the announcement by Governor Moore of his intention to order an election of Delegates to a State Convention. He
advised the people to prepare for secession.
This el8ction was held on the 24th of December, 1860, and the Convention subsequently
assembled on January 7th. At the election, the
counties in North Alabama selected " cooperation" members. The members throughout the
State were classed as immediate secessionists,
and cooperationists. The cooperationists were
divided into those who were for secession in
cooperation with other cotton States, those
who required the cooperation -of a majority,
and those who required the cooperation of all
the slave States. Montgomery County, which
polled 2,719 votes on the Presidential election,
now gave less than 1,200 votes. The inference
drawn from this at the time was, that the
county was largely in favor of conservative
action. The vote reported from all but ten
counties of the State was : for secession, 24,445; for cooperation, 33,685. Of the ten counties, some were for secession, others for cooperation.
The Convention met at Montgomery on the
7th of January. All the counties of the State
were represented. Wm. M. Brooks was chosen
President . .A strong Union sentiment was soon
found to exist in the Convention. On the day
on which it assembled, the Representatives
from the State in Washington met, and resolved to telegraph to the Convention, advising
immediate secession, stating that in their opinion there was no prospect of a satisfactory adjustment.
On the 9th the following resolutions were
offered and 1'eferred to a committee of thirteen :

Resolved, That Alabama should invite the Southern
States ~o hold a Convention as early as practicable,
to consider and agree upon a statement of grievances
and the manner of obtaining redress, whether in the
Union or in independence out ofit.

· Mr. Baker, of Russell, offered a resolution requesting the Governor to furnish information
of the number of arms, their character and description, and the mnn ber of military companies, etc., in the State, which was adopted.
Also the following was offered and discussed:
Resolved, by the · people of Alabama, That all the
powers of this State are hereby pledged to resist any
attempt on the part of the ]'ederal Government to
coerce any seceding State.

After a lively discussion of some days, a brief
preamble and resolution refusing to submit to
the Republican Administration, were proposed
in such a form as to command the unanimous
vote of the Convention. It was in these words:
Whereas the only bond of union between the several
States is the Constitution of the United States ; and
whereas that Constitution bas been violated by a majority of the Northern States in their separate legislative action, denying to the people of the Southern
States their constitutional rights; and whereas a sectional party, known as the Republican party, has, in a
recent election, elected Abraham Lincoln for President and Hannibal Hamlin for Vice-President of these
United States, upon the avowed principle that the
Constitution of the United States does not recognize
property in slaves, and that the Government should
prevent its extension into the common territories of
the United States, and that the power of the Govemment should be so exercised that slavery should in
time be extinguished: Therefore be it
Resolved by tlie people ql Alabama in Oon1..1ention assembled, That the State of Alabama wil1 not submit to
the Administration of Lincoln and Hamlin, as President and Vice-President of the U nitcd States, upon
the principles referred to in the foregoing preamble.

On the 10th, the ordinance of secession was
reported, and on the 11th it was adopted in
secret session by a vote of ayes, 61; noes, 39.
It was as follows:
AN

to dissolve tlie Union betw~en tlle State of
.Alabama and other States 11,nited wider tlle compact styled" The Constitution of tlle United States of

ORDINANCE

.America."
Whe1·eas the election of Abraham Lincoln and Han,
nibal Hamlin to the offices of President and VicePresident of the United States of .America, by"a sectional party, avowedly hostile to the domestic institutions and to the peace and security of the people of
the State of .Alabama, preceded by many and dangerous infractions of the Constitution of the Umted
States by many of the States and people of the Northern section, is a political wrong of so insulting and
menacing a character as to justify the people of the
State of Alabama in the adoption of prompt and decided measures for t~eir future peace and security :
Therefore,
Be it declared and ordained by the people of the State
of Alabama in convention assembled, That the State of
Alabama now withdraws, and is hereby withdrawn,
from the Union known as " the United States of
America," and henceforth ceases to be one of said
United States, and is, and of right ought to be, a
sovereign and independent State.
SEc. 2. Be it further declared and 01·dained by the
people of the State of Alabama in convention assern'bled,
~That all the powers over the territory of said State,
and over the people thereof, heretofore delegated to
ReMl//Jed, That separate State action would be un- the Government of the United States of America,.be
and they are hereby withdrawn frcm said Governwise and impolitic.

.

,
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ment, and are hereby resumed and vested in the people of the State of Alabama.
And as it is the desire and purpose of the State of
Alabama to meet the slaveholding States of th.e South
who may approve such purpose, in order to frame a
provisional as well as permanent government, upon
the principles of the Constitution of the United States,
Be it 'resolved by the people ~f Alabama in convention
assembled, That the people of the States of Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Missouri, be, and
are hereby, invited to meet the people of the State of
Alabama, by their delegates, in convention, on the 4th
day of February, A. D. 1861, at the city of Montgomery, in the State of Alabama, for the purpose of consulting with each other as to the most effectual mode
of securing concerted and harmonious action in whatever measures may be deemed most desirable for our
common peace and security.
And be it further resolved, That the president of this
Convention be, a:u.d is hereby, instructed to transmit
forthwith a copy of the foregoing preamble, ordinance, and resolutions, to the Governors of the several States named in said resolutions.
Done by the people of the State of Alabama in Convention assembled, at Montgomery, on this, the 11th
day of January, A. D. 1861.
W.M. M. BROOKS, President of the Convention.

A majority and minority report were pi·esented on the ordinance of secession. Trouble
arose in the Convention, because a poi-tion of
the members desired that the ordinance should
not take effect until tho 4th of March. A number refused to sign it for this reason; and as late
as the 17th of January, a despatch was sent to
the Senators and Representatives of the State
in Congress at Washington, to retain their seats
until further advised.
A proposition was also made in the Convention to submit their action to the people, for
ratification or rejection. This was Tefused, and
an exciting scene ensued.
Nicholas Davis, of Huntsville, declared his
belief that the people of North Alabama would
never abide the action of that Convention, if
denied the right of voting upon it. Mr. Yancey thereupon denounced the people of North
Alabama as tories, traitors, and rebels, and said
they ought to be coerced into a submission to
the decree of the Convention. Mr. Davis replied tha,t they might attempt coercion, hut
North Alabama would meet them upon th(}
line and decide the issue at the point of the
bayonet.
The ordinance was adopted about two o'clock
in the afternoon. Subsequently in the afternoon an immense mass meeting was held in
front of the Capitol, and many cooperation
delegates pledged their constituents to sustain
secession. A flag which had been presented
by the ladies of the city to the Convention,
was then raised over the building, amid the
ringing of bellf? and firing of cannon.
In Mobile the news was received at once,
and the day became one of the wildest excitement. The people were at the highest point
of enthusiasm until a late hour at night. To
add to the excitement, news was received that
the State of Florida had passed a secession ordinance.
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Immediately on the receipt of the news, an
immense crowd ssembled at the " secession
pole " at the foot of Government Street, to witness the spreading of the Southern flag, and
it was run up amid the shouts of the multitude
and thunders of cannon. One hundred and one
guns for Alabama and fifteen for Florida were
fired, and after remarks from gentlemen, the
crowd repaired to the Custom-House, walking
in procession with a band of music at the head,
playing the warlike notes of the " Southern
Marseillaise."
·
Arrived at the Custom-Honse, a lone star
flag was waved from its walls amid enthusiastic
shouts. The balcony of the Battle House, opposite, was thronged with ladies and gentlemen,
and the street was crowded with excited citizens. Standing upon the steps of the CustomIlouse, brief and stirring addresses were delivered by several speakers.
The military paraded the streets. The Cadets
were out in force, bearing a splendid flag which
had been presented to them a day previous, and,
with the Independent Rifles, marched to the
public square, and firell salvos of artillery. The
demonstration at night was designed to correspond to the importance attached by the people
to the event celebrated. An eye-witness declares the display to lrnve been of the most
brilliant description. When night fell, the city
emerged from darkness into a blaze of such
glory as could only be achieved by the most
recklessly extravagant consumption of tar and
tallow. The broall boulevard of Government
street was an avenue of light, bonfires of tar
barrels being kindled at intervals of a square in
distance along its length, and many houses were
illuminated. Royal Street shone with light, the
great front of the buildings presenting a perfect
illumination. Rockets blazed, crackers popped, and the peopfo hurrahed and shouted as
they never did before. The " Southern Cross
was the most favored emblematic design in the
illumination, and cqmp·eted with the oft-repeated 'Lone Star ' for admiration and applause
from the multitude."
By previous concert with the Governors of
Georgia and Louisiana, " all the positions in
these three States which might be ma<le to follow the fashion set by Fort Sumter" were
seized. The arsenal at Mt. Vernon, forty-five
miles above Mobile, was seized at daylight on
the morning of January 14th; Fort Morgan was
taken on the same day, without opposition.
Previously, however, and on the 9th of J anuary, five companies of volunteers, at the request
of the Governor of Florida, left Montgomery
for Pensacola. They were sent to assist in capturing the forts and other property there belonging to the United States. In order to place
the city of Mobile in a better state of defence,
the Mayor issued a call to the people for a
thousand laborers. These were at once supplied, and also money sufficient to meet all
demands. The Common Council of the city
passed an ordinance changing the names of
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various streets. The name of Maine Street was
changed to Palmetto Street; assachusetts was
changed to Charleston Street New Hampshire
was changed to Augusta S~t; Rhode Island
was changed to Savannah. reet ; Connecticut
was changed to Louis
treet; New York
was changed to Elmira reet; Vermont was
changed to Texas S
t ; Pennsylvania was
changed to Monummetrv- Street.
The Union fee ·
the northern part of the
State continued
strong. Many delegates
from that regio. efnsed at first to sign the ordinance of ~sion which passed the State
Convention,
ess th& time for it to take effect
was.•lSTINm.ed to the 4th of March. Some of
them wit eld their signatures entirely. The
sessions of the Convention were conducted
wholly in secret, and only such measures were
made known to the public as were of such a
character as to prevent secrecy.
Upon the adjournment of the Convention the
President made an address, expressing the most
decided views upon the permanency of the secession of the State. He said :
"We are free, and shall any of us cherish any
idea of a reconstruction of the old Government,
whereby Alabama will again link her rights,
her fortunes, and her destiny, in a Union with
the Northern States i If any one of you hold
to such a fatal opinion, let me entreat you, as
you value the blessings of equality and freedom,
dismiss it at once. There is not, there cannot
be, any security or peace for us in a reconstructed Government of the old material. I
must believe that there is not a friend or advocate of reconstruction in this large body. The
people of Alabama are now independent ; sink
or swim, live or die, they will continue free, sovereign, and independent. Dismiss the idea of a reconstruction of the old Union now and forever."
After the adjournment of the Convention, a
Commissioner, Thomas J. Judge, was sent by
the State authorities to negotiate with the Federal Government for the surr~nder of the forts,
arsenals, and custom-houses within the limits
of the State. It appears that the President declined to receive him in any other character
than as a distinguished citizen of Alabama. In
this capacity he declined to be received, and returned home.
At this time, previous to the surrender of
Fort Sumter, a considerable Confederate force
was, in a manner, besieging Fort Pickens at
Pensacola, under the command of Gen. Bragg.
Meanwhile, the Federal fleet lay off at anchor.
Supplies having been taken to the fleet by the
sloop Isabella, Capt. Jones, of Mobile, the vessel
was seized and turned over to the military authorities, and the captain arrested. The charge
was that he had attempted to convey supplies
on his own private account, or that of his owners, to the United States vessels. On a writ of
habens corpus Jones was irregularly discharged.
The reputed owners of the sloop refused to receive her, intending to hold the captors responsible for all loss.

Georgia,was one of the latest of the first group
of States to secede. The session of the Legislature commenced in November, and its attention
was esly attracted to the movement. Various
propositions were offered and discussed, and on
the 7th of December the following preamble and
resolutions were adopted in the .Assembly-yeas
101, nays 2'T :
The grievances now a.1fecting the Southern States
must be effectively resisted.
The interests and destiny of the slaveholding States
of this Union are and must remain common.
The secession of one from the Union must, more or
less, involve or affect all; therefore
Re11<il'Deil 1Yu the General .A.aaemblg Qf G801'gia, That
in the judgment of this General .Assembly, any State in
this Union has the sovereign right to secede from the
Union, whenever she deems it necessary and proper
for her safet7, honor, or happiness; and that when a
right of secession, the Federal
Stf,te exercises t
Government has
right to coerce or m
war upon
her because of
-exercise of such righ
seceae ;
and should any: Southern State secede from the Amercan Union, and the Federal Government make war
upon her therefor, Georgia will give to the seceding
Southern State the aid, encouragement, and assistance
of her entire people. And should the State of Georgia secede from the Union by the action of the Convention of her people on the 16th of January next,
she asks the lik:e sympathy and assistance from her
Southern sisters whicli she hereby offers to them.

This
ntion was subsequently, under the
indioatiou of the strength of the popular feeling ag
t separate State secession, rescinded
by a vote of yeas 50, nays 4'T.
The Senate had previously indefinitely postponed all the resolutions on this subject which
had been pending in that body, for the reason
that a large majority of its members were indisposed to interfere with a matter upon which
they had called a Convention of the People to act.
N wnerons public meetings were at this time
held in many counties of the State, at which
resolutions were adopted expressing apprehensions of the consequences of the "election of
Lincoln and Hamlin," but manifesting a disinclination to proceed to acts of immediate secession, until other measures had been tried.
They were dignified and conservative in language, and clearly indicated that hostility to
the Union was neither deep-seated nor bitter.
The election for delegates to the State Convention took place on the 4th of January. The
vote on that occasion was thus spoken of soon
after:
" We know JlS well as any one living that the
whole movement for secession, and the formation of a new Government, so far at least as
Georgia is concerned, proceeded on only a quasi
consent of the people, and was pushed through,
under circumstances of great excitement and
frenzy, by a :fictitious majority. With all the
appliances brought to bear, with all the fierce
rushing, maddening events of the hour, the election of the 4th of January showed a falling off
in the popular vote of 25,000 or 80,000, and on
the night of that election the cooperationists
had a majority, notwithstanding the falling off,
of nearly 8,000, and an absolute majority of
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elected delegates of 29. But, upon assembling,
by coaxing, bullying, and all other arts, the majority was changed."
This Convention assembled at Millcclgeville
on the 16th of January. General W. Crawford
was elected President. Commissioners Orr,
from South Carolina, antl Shorter, from Alabama, were ipvited to seats in that body. On
the 18th, a resolution declaring it to be the
right and duty of Georgia to secede, and appointing a committee to draft an ordinance of
secession, was offered and put to vote. On a
division, the vote was-ayes, 165 ; noes, 130.
The ordinance was as follows :
ORDIN ANOE to dissoltie the 1mion, between the State of
Georaia and other State.'! united with her imder the compact ql Government entitled "The Constitution of the
Unitecl States."
We, the people of the State of Georgia, in Convention assembled, do declare and ordain, and it is hereby
declared and ordained, that the ordinance adopted by
the people of Georgia in Convention in the year 1788,
whereby the Constitution of the United States was
assented to, ratified, and adopted, and also all acts and
parts of acts of the General Assembly ratifying and
adopting the amendments to tne said Constitution, are
hereby repealed, rescinded, and abro&"ated ; and we
do further declare and ordain, that tlle Union now
subsisting between the State of Georgia and other
States, under the name of the U nitcd States of America, is hereby dissolved; and that the State of Georgia is in full possession and exercise of all those rights
of sovereignty which belong and appertain to a free
and independent State.

AN

The vote on its adoption was-ayes, 208 ;
noes, 89.
On the night after its passage, great demonstrations of joy were made at the Capital, including the firing of cannon, torch-light processions, sky-rockets, music, speeches, &c. In
Augusta there was an illumination with firew9rks, ringing of bells, and firing of cannon.
A substitute was introduced for the ordinance of secession, but was lost. It was also
moved to postpone the operation of the ordinance to March 3<l.. This motion failed. Subsequently a preamble and resolution were adopted,
the object of which was to remove the unfavorable impression created. by the large vote given
in opposition to the ordinance of secession. The
preamble was in these words:
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sion" at the ballot-box. If a majority of votes
were for secession, then the ordinance was to
take effect, and not otherwise. The resolution
was r~jectecl by a large majority.
Representatives to the Montgomery Congress
were appointed on the 24th. Before voting, an
assurance was given to the Convention, that
none of the candidates were in favor of forming a Government having in view an immediate or ultimate union with the Northern
States. No such idea could be entertain eel.
.All were for the establishment of a Southern
Confederacy on the basis of the old Constitution, and never, under any circumstances, to
connect themselves with the Northern States.
Notwithstanding this unanimity in the Convention, there was a great reaction in some
parts of the State, and the flag of the United
States was kept flying without regard to the
ordinance of the Convention. This was done
also in North Alabama, and in portions of Mississippi and Louisiana. Fears were expressed
by former members of Congress from Georgia,
that the reaction might be greatly increased in
the popular mind in the Gulf States, if a compromise was effected satisfactory to the Border
States.
Two regiments were ordered by the Convention to be organized as the army for the Republic of Georgia, over which a number of officers were appointed by the Governor, chiefly
those who had resigned from the army of the
United States.
In Louisiana the authorities were undoubtedly early enlisted in the plans for the secession
of the Southern States from the Union, and
ready to use all their efforts to secure success.
In November, 1860, Governor Moore issued a
proclamation for an extra session of the Legislature on the 10th of December. The reason
requiring this session was thus stated :

Wliereas, as a lack of unanimity in this Convention
on the passage of the ordinance of secession indicates
a difference of opinion amongst the mem hers of the
Convention, not so much as to the right which Georgia
claims or the wrongs of which she complains, as to a
remedy and its application before a resort to other
means for redress; and whereas, it is desirable to give
expression to that intention which really exists among
all the members of the Convention to sustain the State
in the course of action which she has pronounced to
be proper for the occasion ; therefore, &c.

Whereas the election of Abraham Lincoln to the
office of President of the United States by a sectional
and aggressive anti-slavery party, whose hostility to
the people and the institutions of the South bas been
evinced by repeated and long-continued violations of
constitutional obligations and fraternal amity, now
consummated by this last insult and outrage perpetrated at and through the ballot-box, does, in my
opinion, as well as that of a large number of citizens
of all parties and pursuits, furnish an occasion such
as is contemplated by the Constitution; and whereas
some of our sister States, aggrieved like ours, are
preparing measures for their future security, and for
the safety of their institutions and their people, and
both patriotism and the necessity of self-preservation
require us to deliberate upon our own course of action; now, therefore, I, Thomas 0. Moore, Governor
of the State of Louisiana, do hereby convene the Legislature of this State in extra session, and do appoint Monday, the 10th day of December next.

The resolution required every member to
sign the ordinance. This was adopted unanimously.
Before the Convention proceeded to sign the
ordinance, a resolution was offered, proposing
to snbmit it to a vote of the people, through the
proclamation of the Governor, and that the
question should be "secession" or "no seces-

On tlie day appointed this body met at
Baton Rouge, and caused to be prepared an act
providing for a State Convention, to be held
on the 23d of January, and for the election of
delegates. On the next clay the act was passed
by the Senate and House. In the Senate it was
eloquently opposed by Randall Hunt. In the
House a strong effort was made to cause the
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question "Convention or no Convention" to be
submitted to a vote of the people. It, however, failed of success. At the same time an
act passed both Houses, which appropriated
$500,000 for military purposes, and provided for
the appointment of a military commission, the
organization ancl arming of volunteer companies,
and for the establishment of military depots.
On the 12th, Wirt Adams, commissioner from
Mississippi, was introduced to the Legislature
in joint session, and made an address, announcing the action of Mississippi, and asking the cooperation of Louisiana. 'l'he speech was eagerly listened to by a crowded audience. On the
next day the Legislature adjourned to January
21st.
Friends of secession became active in New
Orleans, the great city of the State, as soon as
the movement commenced in South Carolina,
and the sentiment had gathered so much volume
that as early as December 21st a general elemonstration of joy was made over the secession
of that State. One hundred guns were fired,
and the Pelican flag was unfurled. Speeches
in favor of secession were made by distinguished
citizens, and the Marseillaise hymn and polkas
were the only airs played.
The movement had now commenced in earnest. The influence and efforts of New Orleans were expected to carry the rest of the
State. Only four days later a mass meeting
was held to ratify the nomination of the
"Southern Rights " candidates, as they were
called, for the Convention. It was the largest
assemblage of all parties ever held in the city.
Speeches were made by prominent citizens advocating immediate secession amid unbounded
enthusiasm. The Southern Marseillaise was
again sung as the banner of the State was
raised, with reiterated and prolonged cheers
for South Carolina and Louisiana. A citizen
of eminence in the southern part of the State,
writing upon the condition of affairs at this
time, thus says: "In our section the excitement is confined to the politicians, the people
generally being borne along with the current,
and feeling the natural disposition of sustaining
their section. I think that ninety-nine out of
every hundred of the people sincerely hope that
some plan will yet be devised to heal up the
dissensions, and to settle our difficulties to the
satisfaction of both the North and the South;
and a combined effort will be made to bring
about such a result, even after the States withdraw from the Union."
A State Convention was early called, and the
vote in New Orleans for members was close
enough to defeat a portion of the secession candidates. The city was entitled to twenty "representative delegates" and five "senatorial
delegates." The "immediate · secessionists "
succeeded in electing all of the latter class and
fifteen of the former, whilst the " oooperationists" obtained five of the "representative delegates." The mn:jority of the secessionists for
the senatorial delegates was about 350. The

number of votes polled was little upwards of
8,000, being less than one-half the voters regi&tered in the city. Their success, ho-wever, was
regarded as sufficient to be made the occasion
of great rejoicing. This election took place on
the 8th of January. On the next day three
separate military organizations departed to take
possession of Forts Jackson and St. Phillip at
the mouth of the Mississippi, ancl also the arsenal at Baton Houge.
On the 13th the United States revenue cutter,
Lewis Cass, was seized by a military company
at Algiers, opposite New Orleans. The vessel
war laid up and undergoing repairs. Her armament, consisting of one long 24-pounder and six
8-pounder carronades, with a large quantity of
cannon-balls, powder, and other military stores,
had been placed in the Belleville Iron Works,
an extensive and unoccupied brick building.
About the same time the barracks below the
city, which had been for several months OC·
cupiecl as a marine hospital, were taken possession of in the name of the State of Louisiana.
They contained at the time 216 invalids and
convalescent patients. The collector at New
Orleans was required to remove the con.vales-cents immediately, and the sick as soon as
practicable. The reason assigned for this act
· by the State authorities was that they wanted
the buildings for quarters for their own troops.
On the 24th the State Convention met at the
same place and organized. A committee of 15
was ordered to report an ordinance of secession.
Over the capital waved a flag with 15 stars.
On the 26th the ordinance of secession was
adopted by a vote of ayes 113, noes 17. The
following is the ordinance:
AN ORDINANCE to dissolve the wnion between the State of

Louisiana and other States 'U,nited with her 1tnder the
compact entitled " The Constitution of the United States
of .America."

We, the people of the State of Louisiana, in Convention assembled, do declare and ordain, and it is
hereby declared and ordained, that the ordinance
passed by us in Convention on the 22d day of N ovember, in the year 1811, whereby the Constitution of the
United States of America, and the amendments of said
Constitution, were adopted, and all laws and ordinances by which the State of Louisiana became a
member of the Federal Union, be, and the same are
hereby, repealed and abrogated; and that the union
now subsisting between Louisiana and other States,
under the name of the "United States of America,"
is hereby dissolved.
·
We do further declare and ordain, that the State of
Louisiana hereby resumes all rights and powers heretofore delegated to the Government of the United
States of America; that her citizens are absolved from
all allegiance to said Government; and that she is in
full possession and exercise of
those rights of sovereignty which appertain to a free and independent
State.
We do further declare and ordain, that all rights
acquired and vested under the Constitution of the
United States, or any act of Congress or treaty, or
under any law of this State and not incompatible with
this ordinance, shall remain in force, and have the
same effect as if this ordinance had not been passed.
The undersigned hereby certifies that the above
ordinance is a true copy of the original ordinance
ado]?ted this day by the Convention of .the State of
Louisiana.

all
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in spending money profusely, and the Convention' is
engag;ed in laying down a broad foundation for the
erect10n of a monstrous superstructure of debt.

Given under my hand and the great seal of Louisiana, at Baton Rouge, this 26th day of the month of
January, in the year of our Lord, 1861.
.
rL. s.J A. MOUTON, Pres. of the Convention.
J. 'THOMAS WHEAT, Secretary of the Convention.

In the Convention on the 31st, a resolution
was offered to instruct the delegates to the
Montgomery Convention, who had been pre.
viously appointed, to resist any attempt to re·
open the African slave trade. This was laid on
the table by a vote of 83 to 28.
On the same clay the United States Mint and
Custom.House at New Orleans were quietly
taken possession of by the State authorities, and
the oath was subsequently administered to the
officials under the ordinance. In the mint was
$118,311, and in the sub-Treasury $483,984.
A draft of the United States for $300,000 was
presented soon after, which the sub-Treasurer
refused to pay, saying that "the money in his
custody was no longer the property of the United
States, but of the Republic of Louisiana."

The aspect of New Orleans at the time of the
passage of this ordinance is thus reported:
Every thing in this city appears to be in rapid progress toward a war establishment. Trade is at a
stand still ; the importation of merchandise has almost entirely ceased ; the warehouses of the Federal
Government are everywhere literally glutted with
bonded goods; the banks arc·remorselessly curtailing
their discounts; ordinary creditors are endeavoring
by all means short of legal pressure to lessen the liabilities of their debtors; stores and manufactories,
traders and mechanics, are diminishing their expenses
by the discharge of hands, and, save the office-holders, an influential, wealthy, and important body,
electorially considered, everybody looks dubious
and bewildered, not knowing what to expect or what
may happen. The proceedings at Baton Rouge will
take no one by surprise. The Legislature is engaged

CHAPTER II.
Preparations for a Southern Confederacy-Meeting of Congress at Montgomery-Members and Organization-Inauguration
of a President-His Addresses-Cabinet-Proceedings of the Congress-New Constitution.-Its Features.

No sooner was secession an organized fact in
South Carolina, with a certainty that other
States would soon reach the same result, than
suggestions were made for a Southern Confederacy. .A. committee in the Legislature of Mississippi, on Jan. 19, reported resolutions to
provide for a Confederacy and establish a Provisional Government. Florida, Alabama, and
Georgia at once approved of this general object,
and delegates were appointed to a Congress to
be held at Montgomery. The design of this
Congress, as then understood, was to organize
a new Confederacy of the seceding slaveholding
States, and. such other slaveholding States as
should secede and join them; and to establish
first, a Provisional Government,. intended to
prepare for the general defence of those States
which were linked together by a common in.
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On th.e 4th ?f February thi s ongress me~ at
Montg_omery, m. a hall, on th e walls of whwh,
portraits of Mar1?n, Clay, Andrew~ ackson, and
several of Washmgton, ~ere hangmg. It was
composed 0,f the followmg membe~·s, exce~t
thosefrom Texas, who were not appomted until
Feb. 14 :

H. Hill, Alexander H. Stephens, Francis Bartow,
Martin J. Crawford, E. A. Nisbett, Aug's B. Wright,
Thomas R. R. Cobb, and Augustus Keenan.
.Alabama.-Ricbard W. Walker, Robert H. Smith,
Colin J. McRae, John Gill Shorter, S. F. Hale, David
P. Lewis, Thomas Fearn, J. L. M. Curry, and W. P.
Chilton.
Mississi_p_pi.-Willie P. Harris, Walker Brooke, A.
M. Clayton, W. S. Barry, J. T. Harrison, J. A. P.
Campbell, and W. S. Wilson,
Louisiana.-John Perkins, jr., Duncan F. Kenner,
C. M. Conrad, E. Spencer, and Henry Marshall.
Florida.-Jackson Morton, James Powers, and J.
P. Anderson.
Texas.-L. T. Wi~fall, J. H, Reagan, J. Ilemphill,
T. N. Waul, Judge u-regg, Judge Oldham, and Judge
W. B. Ochiltree.
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"The occasion which assembles us together
is one of no ordinary character. We meet as
representatives of sovereign and independent
States, who, by their solemn judgment, have
South Oarolina.-R. B. Rhett, James Chesnut, jr., dissolved the political association which con.
t
W. P. Miles, '11. J. Wi bers, R. W. Barnwell, C. G. nected them with the Government of the
Memminger, L. M. Keitt, and W.W. Boyce.
Georgia.-Robert Toombs, Howell Cobb, Benjamin United States. Of the causes which have led
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to this decision it is unnecessary now to speak.
It ls sufficient to announce that by the judgment of our constituents they have been pronounced ample and sufficient. It is now a fixed
and irrevocable fact. The. separation is perfect,
complete, and perpetual,.
" The great duty is w imposed upon us of
providing for these
tes a Government for
their future see: • and protection. We can
and should
to our sister States-our
late sister St.lLtNM¢'.:wbo are identified with us
in interest,
ng, and institutions, a cordial
welcome to ite with us in a common destiny
-cleeiro
the same time of maintaining
witll
former confederates, as with the
1vorld, tbe most peaceful and friendly relations,
both political and commercial.
"Our responsibilities, gentlemen, ar~ great,
and I doubt not we shall prove equal to the
ooeasion. Let us assume all the responsibility
which may be necessary for the successful completion of the great work committed to our
care, placing before our countrymen and the
world our acts and their results, as the justification for the course we may pursue, and the
policy we may adopt. With a consciousness
of the justice of our cause, and with confidence
in the guidance and blessings of a kind Providence, we will this day inaugurate for the
South a new era of peace, security, and :pros.parity."
'.lhe rules of the Convention were drawn on
the principle that it was a Congress of sovereign and independent States, and the members should therefore vote by States.
On the trth of February, the Committee on a
Provisional Government reported a plan which
was discussed in secret session. On the 8th,
the Constitution of the United States was
adopted with some amendments, as follows :
.Alterations.-1st. The Provisional Constitution differs from the Constitution of the United States in
this : That the legislative powers of the Provisional
Government are vested in the Congress now assembled, and this body exercises all the functions that
are exercised by either or both branches of the United
States Government.
2d. The Provisional President holds bis office for one
year, unless sooner superseded by the establishmen,
of a permanent government.
3d. Each State is erected into a distinct judicial district, the judge having all the powers heretofore vested
in the district and circuit courts ; and the several district judges together compose the supreme bench-a
majority of them constitutmg a quorum.
4th. ·wherever the word " Union" occurs in the
United States Constitution the word "Confederacy"
is substituted.
.A.dditions.-1st. ·The President may veto any separate appropriation without vetoing the whole bill m
which it is contained.
2d. The African slave trade is prohibited.
8d. Congress is empowered to prohibit the introduction of slaves from any State not a member of this
Confederacy.
4th. All appropriations must be upon the demand
of the President or heads of departments.
·
Omission.s.-1st. There is no prohibition against
members of Congress holding other offices of honor
and emolument under the Provisional Government.
2d. There is no provision for a neutral--spot for the

location of a seat of government, or for sites for forts,
arsenals, and dock-yards ; cons~uently there is no
reference made to the territorial powers of the Provisional Government.
3d. The section in the old Constitution in reference
to capitation and other direct tax is omitted ; also the
section providing that no tax or duty shall be laid on
any exports.
4th_. The proh~bit~on a~ainst S~ates. keeping troops
or ships of war m time of :peace 1s omitted.
5th. The Constitution bemg provisional merely, no
provision is made for its ratitication.
.Amendments.-lst. The fugitive slave clause of the
old Constitution is so amended as to contain the word
"slave," and to provide for full compensation in cases
of abduction or forcible rescue on the part of the
State in which such abduction or rescue may take place.
2d. Congress, by a vote of two-thirds, may at any
time alter or amend the Constitution.
Temporaru Provisions.-1st. The Provisional Government is required to take immediate steps for the
settlement of all matters between the States forming
it and their late confederates of the United States
in relation to the public property and the public debt.
2d. Montgomery is maa.e the temporary seat of government.
3d. This Constitution is to continue one year, unless
altered by a two-thirds vote or superseded by a permanent government.

The tariff clause provided that "Congress
shall have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises for revenue necessary
to pay the debts and carry on the Government
of the Confederacy, and all duties, imposts, and
excises shall be uniform throughout the Confederacy."
The first section of Article I. is as follows :
"All legislative powers herein delegated shall be
vested in tkis Congress, now assembled, until otherwise
ordained."

The fifth article is as follows :
"The Congress, by a vote of two-thirds, may, at any
time, alter or amend this Constitution."

The other portions of the Constitution are
nearly identical with the Constitution of the
United States.
Ou the next day after the adoption of the
Provisional Constitution, at the opening of
Congress, the President of the body was sworn
by R. W. Walker to support the new Constitution, and the oath was then administered in
turn by the President to all the members, in
the order in which they were called by States.
At a quarter past twelve o'clock in the afternoon the Congress threw open its doors, after
having previously gone into secret session, and
proceeded to elect a President. The ballots
were taken by States, each State being allowed
one vote. On counting, it was found tliat Jefferson Davis, of Mississippi, had received six
votes, the whole number cast. The same formality was gone through in the election of
Vice-President, resulting likewise in the unanimous election of Alexander H. Stephens, of
Georgia.
An immense crowd had gathered on the
floor and in the galleries to witness the election of the first President of "the Confederate
States of America." The election of Davis and
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Stephens was greeted with loud cheers and
applause from the spectators.
The President of the Convention was directed to appoint Committees on Foreign Affairs, Finance, Military and Naval Affairs, the
Judiciary, Postal Affairs, Commerce, Patents,
and Printing.
A bill was passed continuing in force, until
repealed or altered by Congress, all the laws of
the United States which were in force on the
1st of November, 1860, not inconsistent with
the Constitution of the Provisional Government.
A resolution was adopted instructing the Finance Committee to report promptly a tariff
bill for raising a revenue for the support of the
Provisional Government.
A resolution was also adopted authorizing
the appointment of a Committee to report a
Constitution for a permanent Government of
the Confederacy.
The name " Confederate States of North
America " was also adopted for the Union represented at Montgomery.
At the session on the next day, Mr. Stephens
appeared and announced his acceptance of the
office of Vice-President, and said:
"I have been notified by tbe committee of
my election as Vice-President of the Provisional Government of the Confederate States of
America. The committee requested that I
should make known to this body, in a verbal
response, my acceptance of the high position I
have been called upon to assume, and this I
now do in this august presence-before you,
Mr. President, before this Congress, and this
large concourse of people, under the bright sun
and brilliant skies which now smile so felicitously upon us.
" I take occasion to return my most profound
acknowledgments for this expression of confidence on the part of this Congress. There are
especial reasons why I place an unusually high
estimate on it. The considerations which induced me to accept it, I need not state. It is
sufficie11t for me to say that it may be deemed
questionable if any good citizens .can refuse to
discharge any duty which may be assigned
them by their country in her hour of need.
"It might be expected that I should indulge
in remarks on the state of our public affairsthe dangers which threaten us, and the most
advisable measures to be adopted to meet our
pressing exigencies ; bnt allow me to say, in
the absence of the distinguished gentleman
called to the Chief Executive Ohair, I think it
best that I should refrain from saying any
thing on such matters. We may expect Lim
here in a few days-possibly by Wednesdayif he is not providentially detained. When he
comes you will hear from him on these difficult
questions; and I doubt not we shall cordially
and harmoniously concur in any line of policy
his superior wisdom and statesmanship ruay
indicate.
"In the mean time, we may be profitably
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employed in directing attention to such mntters us providing the necessary postal arrangements, making provision for the transfer of the
custom-houses from the separate States to the
Confederacy, and the imposition of such duties
as are necessary to meet tlie present expected
exigencies in the exercise of power, and raise a
revenue. We are limited in the latter object
to a small duty, not exceeding ten per centum
upon importations. We can also be devoting
attention to the Constitution of a permanent
Government, stable and durable, which is one
of the leading objects of our assembling.
'' I am now ready to take the oath."
The oath was accordingly administered.
A committee of two from each State was
appointed to form a permanent Conititution for
the Confederacy.
On the 12th resolutions were offered to continue in office the revenue officers of the respective States.
It was also resolved "That this Government
takes under its charge all questions and difficulties now existing between the sovereign States
of thh-1 Confederacy and the Government of the
United States relating to the occupation of
forts, arsenals, navy-yards, custom-houses 1 and
all other public establishments, and the President of this Congress fa dfrected to communicate this resolution to the Governors of the respective States of the Confederacy."
On the 13th of February, the Oommitt4on
Naval Affairs, and also the Committee on Military Affairs, vvere instructed to include in any
plans they might propose for tl1e army nnd
navy, provisions for such officers as might. tender their resignations.
A resolution was also adopted instr~cting the
Committee on Commercial Affairs to inquire
and report upon the expediency of repealing
the navigation laws.
A debate took place on the s11bject of a Na.
tionnl flag, proposing to make only such changes
as might be necessary to distinguish it easily
from that of the United States.
Mr. Brooks, in the course of his remarks,
said the flag of stars and stripes is the idol of
the heart, around which cluster memories of
the past which time cannot efface, or cause to
grow dim.
Mr. Miles, in reply, said he l1ad regarded
from his youth the stars an<l stripes as the emblem of oppression and tyranny.
The Committee to whorn the subject was
referred made a report, which wns unanimously adopted. It recommended that the flag of
the Confederate Stntes should consist of three
bars of red and white-the upper red, middle
white, lower re<l. The lower bar should extend the whole width of the flag, and just above
it, next to the staff in the 11pper left hand corner
of the flag, should be a blue Union with seven
stars in a circle.
The form of Government adopted by the Congress was chiefly objected to, so far us it held
out any encouragement for reconstruction, or
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any inducement to tbe Border Slave States to
remain in the Union with the North.
On the 15th, Congress made arrangements
for the reception and inauguration of Jefferson
Davis. An official copy of the Texas secession
ordinance was presented, and the deputy present
invited to a seat, although the ordinance had
not been ratified.
There was then a secret session, during which
a resolution was passed removing the injunction
of secrecy from an act continuing in office the
officers connected with the collection of customs at the time of the adoption of the Constitution of the insurrectionary States, with the salaries and powers as heretofore provided; the
compensation not to exceed five thousand dollars. The collectors were required, within two
weeks, to execute the same bonds as heretofore,
and the subordinates to give bond. One week
after the collectors were required to take the
oath to discharge their duties and support the
Constitution of the Provisional Government.
The Secretary of the Treasury had been instructed to report a plan, to go into effect on
the first of April, diminishing the expenses of
collecting the revenue at each custom-house at
least fifty per cent.
On the 16th of February Mr. Davis arrived
at Montgomery, to be inaugurated and to enter
upon the duties of his office. Ile was greeted
with an ovation, to which he responded in an
ad ss reviewing the position of the South.
He said : "The time for compromise has now
passed, and the South is determined to maintain her position, and make all who oppose her
smell Southern powder and feel Southern steel
if coercion is persisted in. He bad no doubts as
to the result. He said we will maintain our
rights and government at all hazards. We ask
nothing, we want nothing; we will have no
complications. If the other Stfl.tes join our
Confederation they can freely come in on our
terms. Our separation from the old Union is
now complete. No compromise, no reconstruction is now to be entertained."
After reaching the Exchange Hotel he again
addressed the crowd from the balcony as follows: "Fellow-citizens and brethren of the
Confederated States of America-for now we
are brethren, not in name merely, but in factmen of one flesh, one bone, one interest, one
purpose of identity of domestic institutionswe have henceforth, I trust, a prospect of living
together in peace, with our institutions subject
to protection and not to defamation. It may
be that our career will be · ushered in in the
midst of a storm; it may be that, as this morning opened with clouds, rain, and mist, we shall
have to encounter inconveniences at the beginning; but as the sun rose and lifted the mist,
it dispersed the clouds and left us the pure sunlight of heaven. So will progress the Southern
· Confederacy, and carry us safe into the harbor
of constitutional liberty and political equality.
We shall fear nothing, because of homogeneity
at home and nothing abroad to awe us; be-

cause, if war should come, if we must again
baptize in blood the principles for which our
fathers bled in the Revolution, we shall show
that we are not degenerate sons, but will redeem the pledges they gave, preserve the rights
they transmitted to us, and prove that Southern
valor still shines as bright as in 1776, in 1812,
and in every other conflict."
In concluding his speech, Mr. Davis said:
"I thank you, my friends, for the kind manifestations of favor and approbation you exhibit
on this occasion. Throughout my entire progress to this city I have received the same flattering demonstrations of support. I did not
regard them as personal to myself, but tendered
to me as the humble representative of the principles and policy of the Confederate States. I
will devote to the duties of the high office to
which I have been called all I have of heart,
of head, and of band. If, in the progress of
events, it shall become necessary that my services be needed in another position-if, to be
plain, necessity require that I shall again enter
the ranks of soldiers-I hope you will welcome
me there. And now, my friends, again thanking you for this manifestation of your approbation, allow me to bid you good night."
The inauguration took place at Montgomery,
on· the 18th of February. The hill on which
the Capitol is situated, was crowded with the
wealth and beauty, the soldiers and citizens
from the different States. In the evening the
city was gorgeously illuminated. The President held a levee at Estelle Hall-bands of music played, fireworks were displayed, and a
grand and general demonstration was made.
The cabinet officers of this new Government
were as follows: Secretary of State, Robert
Toombs; Secretary of the Treasury, Chas. G.
Memminger; Secretary of War, L. Pope Walker.
On the 19th, measures were adopted to ad·
mit, duty free, all breadstuffs, provisions, munitions of war, or materials therefor, living animals, and agricultural products in their natural
state; also goods, wares, and merchandise fr0m
the United States purchased before the 1st of
March, and imported before the 14th of March.
Texas was excepted from the operation of the
tariff laws.
On the next day the Departments of War,
Navy, Justice, Postal Affairs, State and Treas..
ury, were organized.
·
On the 22d an act was unanimously passed
declaring the free navigation of the :Mississippi
River to be established.
Subsequently the nomination of Gustave T.
Beauregard, ~f Louisiana, as Brigadier-General
of the Provisional Army, was confirmed.
An act to raise provisional forces for the
Confederate States and for other purposes was
passed. It directed, among other provisions,
that the President should take charge of all the
military operations between the Confederacy
and other Powers.
An act was also passed to raise money to
support the Government. It authorized the
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President to borrow $15,000,000, payable in
ten years, at an interest of eight per cent. The
last section directed an export duty of oneeighth per cent. on each pound of cotton exported after the 1st of August following, to
create. a fund to liquidate principal and interest
of the loan.
The postnl system of the Confederate States
was adopted on the report of the Committee of
Congress, made on the 25th of February.
On Monday, '7th March, an act was passed
anthorizing a military force of 100,000 men to
be raised. The first section was in these words:
SEC. 1. TM Congress of the Confederate States qf
America do enact, That 1n order to provide speedily
forces to repel invasion, maintain the rightful possession of the Confederate States of .America in every
portion of territory belonging to each State, and to
secure the public tranquillity and independence
against threatened assault, the President be, and he is
hereby, authorized to employ the militia, military,
and naval forces of the Confederate States of America,
and ask for and accept the services of any number of
volunteers, not exceeding one hundred thousand, who
may offer their services, either as cavalry, mounted
rifle, artillery, or infantry, in such proportion of these
several arms as he may deem expedient, to serve
for twelve months after they shall be mustered into
service, unless sooner discharged.
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within every subsequent term of ten years, was
as follows:
The State of South Carolina shall be entitled to
choose six, the State of Georgia ten, the State of Alabama nine, the State of Florida two, the State of Mississippi seven, the State of Louisiana six, and tho
State of Texas six.

On the subject of impeachments, the following provision was made :
The House of Representatives shall choose their
Speaker and other officers, and shall have the sole
power of impeachment, except that any judicial or
other Confederate officer, resident and acting solely
within the limits of any State, may be impeached by
a vote of two-thirds of both branches of the Legislature thereof.

It was provided that the Senators of the Confederate States should be chosen by the State
Legislatures " at the regular session next immediately preceding the commencement of the
term of service."
It was provided that the concurrence of
"two-thirds of the whole number" of each
House should be necessary to the expulsion of
a member.
Congress was authorized to make the following provision in reference to heads of the
On the 11th of March the permanent Consti- Executive Departments:
tution was adopted by Congress. In nearly all
Congress may by law grant to the principal officer
its parts it adopts the precise language, and fol- in each of the Executive Departments a seat upon
lows in its articles and sections the order of ar- the floor of either House, with the privilege of discussrangement of the Constitution of the United ing any measures appertaining to his Department.
States. The parts in which it differs from the
The President was authorized to make the
latter, either by variations from, or additions following discrimination in giving his assent
thereto, are herewith presented. It begins with to appropriation bills :
the following preamble:
The President may approve any appropriation and
We, the people of the Confederate States, each disapprove any other appropriation in the same bill.
State acting in. its sovereign and ind~pendent char- In such case he shall, in signing the bill, designate
acter, in order to form a permanent Federal Govern- the appropriations disapproved, and shall return a
ment, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, copy of such appropriations with his objections to the
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and House i:q which the bill shall have originated, and the
to our posterity-invoking the favor and guidance of same proceeding shall then be had as in case of other
Almighty God-do ordain and establish this Consti- bills disapproved by the President.
tution for the Confederate States of America.
The following prohibition of the "protective

The second section of the first article imposed
the following restriction on the rights of suffrage in oi:der to correct an abuse which had
sprung from the action of certain States in the
Union which have granted the right of voting
to unnaturalized aliens:

policy " was engrafted in the Constitution in
enumerating the powers of Congress :

The House of Representatives shall be composed
of members chosen every second year by the people
of the several States ; and the electors in each State
shall be citizens of the Confederate States, and have
the qualifications requisite for electors of the most
numerous branch of the State Legislature; but no
person of foreign birth not a citizen of the Confederate States, shall be allowed to vote for any officer,
civil or political, State or Federal.

Internal improvements by tho Confederate
Government were also prohibited:

No bounties shall be granted from the Treasury,
nor shall any duties or taxes on importations from
foreign nations be laid to promote or foster any
branch of industry.

Congress shall have power to regulate commerce
with foreign nations and among the several States,
and with the Indian tribes; but neither this nor any
other clause contained in the Constitution shall ever
be construed to delegate the power to Congress to
appropriate money for any internal improvement intended to facilitate commerce; except for _the purpose of furnishing lights, beacons, and buoys, and
other aids to navigation upon the coasts, and the improvement of harbors and the removing of obstructions in river navigation, in all of which cases such
duties shall be laid on the navigation facilitated thereby as may be necessary to pay the costs and expenses
thereof.

In adjusting the basis of representation and
direct taxation, "three-fifths of all slaves" were
enumerated, as in the Constitution of the United
States, which substitutes for the word" slaves"
the term "other persons." The number of
Representatives given prior to an actual enumeration of the population, appointed to take
The Post-Office Department must pay its explace within three years after the first meeting penses from its own resources "after the first
of the Congress of the Confederate States, and day of March, 1863."
2
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In relation to the slave trade, the following of the Confederate States, as they may exist at the
time of his election.
provision was made:
Appointments and Tern ovals were regulated
The importation of negroes of the African race
.
from anv foreign country other than the slaveholding as follows :
States or Territories of the United States of America,
is hereby forbidden; and Congress is required to
pass such laws as shall effectually prevent the same.
Congress shall also have power to prohibit the iutrod uction of slaves from any Stn.te not a member of or
Territory not belonging to this Confederacy.

The imposition of export dutfos was restricted
by the following provision:
No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported
from any State, except by a vote of two-thirds of both
Houses.

The appropriation of money for other objects than those indicated and estimated for by
the several Executive Departments is thus restrained:
Congress shall appropriate no money from the
Treasury except by a vote of two-thirds of both
Houses, taken by yeas and nays, unless it be asked
and estimated for by some one of the Heads of Department, and submitted to Congress by the President,, or for the purpose of paying its own expenses
and contingencies, or for the payment of claims
against the Confederate States, the justice of which
shall have been judicially declared by a tribunal for
the investigation of claims against the Government,
which it is hereby made the duty of Congress to establish .
.All bills appropriating money shall specify in Federal currency the exact amount of each appropriation, and the purposes for which it is mu.de; and
Congress shall grant no extra compensation to any
public contractor, officer, agent, or servant, after
such con tract shall have been made or such service
rendered.

Akin to these regulations was the following
provision:
Every law or resolution having the force of law
shall relate to but one subject, and that shall be expressed in the title.

The principal officer in each of the Executive Departments, and all persons connected with the diplomatic service, may be removed from office at the
pleasure of the President. All other civil officers of
the ]hecutive Department may be removed at any
time by the President, or other appointing power,
when their services are unnecessary, or for dishonesty, incapacity, inefficiency, misconduct, or neglect
of duty; and when so removed, the removal shall be
reported to the Senate, together with the reasons
therefor.
The President shall have power to fill all vacancies that may happen during the recess of the Senate,
by granting commissions which shall expire at the
end of their next session; but no person rejected by
the Senate shall be reappointed to the same office
<luring their ensuing recess.

The following provisions were made in reference to the rights of transit and sojourn with
slave property, recovery of fugitive slaves, &c.
The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all
the privileges and immunities of citizens in the several
States, and shall have the right of transit and sojourn
in any State of this Confederacy, with their slaves and
other property; and the right of property in said
slaves shall not be thereby impaired.
A person charged in any State with treason, felony, or other crime against the laws of such State, who
shall flee from justice, and be found in another State,
shall, on demand of the Executive authority of the
State from which he fled, be delivered up to be removed to the State having jurisdiction of the crime.
No slave or other person held to service or labor
in any State or Territory of the Confederate States,
under the laws thereof, escaping or lawfully carried
into another, shall, iu consequence of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such service or
labor, but shall be delivered up on claim of the party
to whom such slave belongs, or to whom such service
or labor may be due.
·

The following was the provision in reference
Tonnage duties when levied by the several to the admission of States into the new ConStates were thus regulated:
federacy:

No State shall, without the consent of Congress,
lay any duty of tonnage, except on sea-going vessels,
for the improvement of its rivers and harbors navigated by the said vessels ; but such duties shall not
conflict with any treaties of the Confederate States
with foreign nations; and any surplus ofrevenue thus
derived, shall, after making such improvement, be
paid into the common treasury; nor shall any State
keep troops or ships of war in time of peace, enter
into any agreement or compact with another State, or
with a foreign Power, or engage in war, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent danger as will not
admit of delay. Ilut when any river divides or flows
through two or more States, they may enter into
compacts with each other to improve the navigation
thereof.

The President and Vice-President of the insurrectionary States hold office for the term of
six years, the President not being reeligil>le.
The qnalifications of eligibility were as follows:
No person except a natural born citizen of the
Confederate States, or a citizen thereof at the time of
the adoption of this Constitution, or a citizen thereof
born in the United States prior to the 20th of December, 1860, shall be eligible to the office of President;
neither shall any person be eligible to that office who
shall not have attained the age of thirty-five years,
and been fourteen years a resident within the limits

Other States may be admitted into this Confederacy
by a vote of two-thirds of the whole House of Representatives and two-thirds of the Senate, the Senate
voting by States; but no new State shall be formed
or erected within tho jurisdiction of any other State,
nor any State be formed by the junction of two or
more States, or parts of Rtates, without the consent
of the Legislatures of the States concerned as well as
of the Congress.

The "Territorial question" was thus disposed
of:
The Congress shall have power to dispose of and
make all needful rules and regulations concerning the
property of the Confederate States, including the
lands thereof.
The Confederate States may acquire new territory;
and Congress shall have power to legislate and provide governments for the inh:ibitants of all territory
belonging to the Confederate States lying without the
limits of the several States; and may permit them, at
such times and in such manner as it may by law provide, to form States to be admitted into the Confed.
eracy. In all such territory the institution of negro
slavery, as it now exists in the Confederate States,
shall be recognized and protected by Congress and by
the Territorial government; and the inhabitants of
the several Confederate States and Territories shall
hu.ve the right to take to such Territory any slaves
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lawfully held by them in any of the States or Territories of the Confederate States.

Amendments to the Constitution were to be
thus initiated and consummated;
Upon the demand of any three States, leo-ally assembled in their several Conventions, the Congress
shall summon a Convention of all the States to take
into consideration such amendments to the Constitution as the said Stutes shall concur in suggesting at
the time when the said demand is made; and should
any of the proposed amep.dments to the Constitution
be agreed on by the said Convention-voting by
States-and the same be ratified by the Legislatures
of two-thirds of the several States, or by Conventions
in two-thirds thereof-as the one or the other mode
of ratification may be proposed by the General Convention-they shall thenceforward form a part of this
Constitution.

The following temporary provisions were enumerated:
The Government established by this Constitution
is the successor of the Provisional Government of the
Confederate States of America, and all the laws pasfed by the latter shall continue in force until the same
shall be repealed or modified; and all the officers appointed by the same shall remain in office until their
successors are appointed and qualified, or the offices
abolished.

All debts contracted and engagements entered into
before the adoption of this Constitution shall be as
valid against the Confederate States under this Constitutio-n as under the Provisional Government.

The mode of ratification ancl the number of
States necessary to put the Constitution in force
were thus designated:
The ratificntion of the Conventions of five States
shall be sufficient for the establishment of this Constitution between the States so ratifying the same.
When five States shall have ratified this Constitution, in the manner before specified, the Congress
under the Provisional Constitution shall prescribe the
time for holding the election of President and VicePresident, and for the meeting of the Electoral College, and for counting the votes, and inaugurating the
President. They shall also prescribe the time for
holding the first election of members of Congress
under this Constitution, and the time for assembling
the sa.me. Until the assembling of such Congress,
the Congress under the Provisional Constitution shall
continue to exercise the legislative powers granted
them; not extending beyond the time limited by the
Constitution of the Provisional Government.

An act was also passed authorizing the issue
of one million dollars in Treasury notes, and an
appropriation bill to meet current expenses.

CH.APT ER III.
Inauguration of President Lincoln-Commissioners sent to Europe and Washington-Time for War had come-Despatches
from :Montgomery to Gen. Beauregard at Charleston-Condition of Fort Sumter-Occupied by Major Andcrson--Excitement-Surrencler demanded by Gov. Pickens-Negotiations at Washington-Preparations for attack on the FortWomen and ChHdren removcd:_Evacuation demanded by Gen. Beauregard-CoITespondence-Attack on the Fort-Its
Surrender~.A.ction of the Federal Government to 1,eJieve it.

Tim ceremonies at the inauguration of Mr.
Lincoln were in some respects the most brilliant and imposing ever witnessed at Washington. Nearly twenty well-drilled military companies of the district, comprising n, force of
more than two thousand men, were on parade.
Georgetovn1 sent companies of cavalry, infantry, and artillery of fine appearance. The troops
stationed at the City Hall uncl Willard's Hotel
became objects of attmction to va.st numbers of
both sexes. At noon the Senate Committee
called upon President Buchanan, who proceeclec.l with them to Willard's Hotel to receive the
President-elect. The party thus composed,
joined by other clistingnishecl citizens, then proceeded, in open carriage~, along the avenue at
a moderate pace, with military in front and
rear, and thousands of private citizens, in carriages, on horseback, and on foot, crowding the
broad street. The capitol was reached by passing np on the north side of the grounds, and the
party entered the building by the northern
door over H, temporary planked walk. During
the hour and a half previous to the arrival of
President Buchanan and the President-elect in
the Senate chamber, that hall presented a gayer
spectacle than ever before. The usual desks of
the senators hacl been removed, and concentric

lines of ornamental chairs set for the dignitaries
of this and other lands with which this country
was in bonds of amity and friendship. The inner half-circle on the right was occupied by the
judges of the Supreme Court, and by senators.
The corresponding half-circle on the extreme
left was occupied by the members of the cabinets of Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Lincoln, mingled
together, and further on by senators. The concentric circle further back was filled by senaton.. The next half-circle on the right by the
members of the diplomatic corps, all in the full
court dress of their respective countries. In
the half-circle immediately in the rear of that
occupied by the ministers were the secretaries
and attaches. The half-circles on tbe left, corresponding to those occupied by the corps diplomatique, furnished places for senators and
governors of States and Territories. Outside
of all, on both sides, stood-for there was no
further room for seats-the members of the
House of Representatives and chief officers of
the executive bureaus. The galleries all round
the Senate were occupied py ladies.
At a quarter-past one o'clock the President
of the United States and the President-elect entered the Senate chamber, preceded by Senator Foot of Vermont, and the marshal of the
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District of Columbia, and followed by Senators
Baker and Pearce. They took seats immediately in front of the clerk's desk, facing outward ; President Buchanan having the President-elect on his right, and the senators equally
distributed right and left.
In a few minutes Vice-President Hamlin,
who had been previously installed, ordered the
reading of the order of procession to the platform on the east of the capitol, and the line
was formed, the marshal of the District of Columbia leading. Then followed Chief Justice
Taney and the judges of the Supreme Comt,
the sergeant-at-arms of the Senate, the Committee of Arrangements of the Senate, the President of the United States and President-elect,
Vice-President of the United States and Senate,
the members of the diplomatic corps, govern.ors
of States and Territories, and members of the
House of Representatives. In this order the
procession marched to the platform erected in
the usual position over the main steps on the
east front of the capitol, where a temporary
covering had been placed to protect the President-elect from possible rain during the reading
of his inaugural address. The greater part of
an hour was occupiecl in seating the procession
on the platform, and in the delivery of the address of Mr. Lincoln, which he read with a
clear, loud, and distinct voice, quite intelligible
to at least ten thousand persons below him.
At close of the address Mr. Lincoln took the
oath of office from the venerable chief justice
of the Supreme Court. After the ceremony of
inauguration bad been completed the President
and ex-President retired by the same avenue,
and the procession, or the military part of it,
marched to the executive mansion. On arriving at the President's house Mr. Lincoln met
Gen. Scott, by whom he was warmly greeted,
and then the doors of the house were opened,
and thousands of persons rapidly passed, through,
shaking hands with the President, who stood
in the reception-room for that purpose. In this
simple and quiet manner was the change of
rulers made.
At Montgomery, on the other hand, commissioners were now appointed to the courts of
Europe and to the Federal Government. The
latter arrived at Washington on the 5th of
March. They were John Foi·syth, Martin J.
Crawford, and A.. B. Roman, appointed under
a resolution of Congress requesting it, and for
the pmpose of making a settlement of all questions of disagreement between the Government ofthe United .States and that of the Confederate States "upon principles of right, justice, equity, and good faith." Upon the arrival
of the commissioners at Washington, an informal notice was given to the Secretary of
State, and the explanation of the object of
their mission was postponed to the 12th of
March. On that day they addressed Secretary
Seward, informing him of the purpose of their
arrival, and stating their wish to make to the
Government of the United States overtures for

the opening of negotiations, and assuring that
Government that the President, Congress, and
people of the Confederate States desired a peaceful solution of the questions of disagreement
between them; and that it was neither their
interest nor their wish to make any demnnd
which was not founde<l on the strictest principles of justice, nor to do any act of injury to
their ·late sister States.
A memorandum, bearing date March 15th,
was delivered, as the reply to this communication, on the 8th of April, and then upon the request of the secretary of the commissioners, for
an answer to their note. This length of time
was permitted to elapse by the commissioners,
who waived all questions of form with the design of avoiding war if possible. All negotiation, upon the basis on which the commissioners desired to place it, failed. Official interjourse with them was declined by Secretary
Seward.
Meanwhile the United States Government
had prepared to send supplies to the handful
of troops besieged in Fort Sumter. Notice of
this intention was given to the Governor of
South Carolina, and if the Confederate Government was in earnest in what had been done, the
hour had come when the sword must be drawn.
On the 8th of April, 'the following telegraphic
correspondence commenced between the Secretary of War for the insurrectionary States
and the commander of their forces at Charleston harbor:
CHARLESTON,

.April 8th.

L. P. Walker, Secretary; of War:
·
An authorized messenger from President Lincoln
just informed Governor Pickens and myself that provisions will be sent to Fort Sumter peaceably, or
otherwise by force.
G. T. BEAUREGARD.
MoNTGOMEnY, 10th.
Gen. G. T. Beaureqard, Olia rleston:
If you have no cioubt of the authorized character
of the agent who communicated to you the intention
of the Washington Government to supply Fort Sumter
by force, you will at once demand its evacuation; and
if this is refused, proceed in such a manner as you may
determine, to reduce it. Answer.
L. P. WALKER, Secretary of War.
GnARLESTON, April 10.
L. P. Walker, Secretary of War:
The demand will be made to-morrow at twelve
o'clock.
G. T. BEAUREGARD.
MONTGOMERY, April 10.
General Beauregard, Oliarleston :
Unless there are especial reasons connected with
your own condition, it is co.nsidered proper that you
should make the demand at an early hour.
L. P. WALKER, Secretary of War.
CHARLESTON, April 10.
L. P. Walker, Secretary Qf War· :
The reasons are speciaf for twelve o'clock.
G. T. BEAUREGARD.
CIIARLESTON, April 11, 1861.
To Hon. L. P. Walker :
The demand was sent at 2 P. M., and until 6 was
allowed for the answer.
G. T. BEAUREGARD.
MONTGOMERY, April 11, 1861.
General Beauregard, Charleston :
Telegraph the reply of Major Anderson.
L. P. WALKER.
1
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CuARLESTON,

April 11, 1861.

To Hon. L. P. Walker :

:Major Anderson replies : "I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of 7our communication demanding the evacuation o this fort, and to say in
reply tl. . ereto that it is a demand with which I regret
that my sense of honor and of my obli ations to iny
9 Re adds
Government prevent my compliance.'
verbally, " I will await the first shot, and, if you donot batter us to pieces, we will be starved out in a
few days."
G. T. BEAUREGARD.
MONTGOMERY,

To General Beauregard:

Apri1'11, 1861.

Do not desire needlessly to bombard Fort Sumter.
If Major Anderson will state the time at which, as indicated by himself, he will evacuate, and agree that in
the mean time he will not use his guns against us unless ours should be employed against Fort Sumter,
you are authorized thus to avoid the effusion of blood.
If this or its equivalent be refused, reduce the fort, as
your judgment decides to be the most practicable.

L. P. WALKER.

To Hon. L. P. Walker:
He would not consent.

To Hon. L. P. Walker :

Wy opened fire

at 4:30.

CnA.RLESTON,

April ~2, 1861.

I write to-day.
G. T. BEAUREGARD.
CJI.ARLESTON,

April 12, 1861.

G. T. BEAUREGARD.

Vigorous operations had been commenced on
Fort Sumter, which is one of the defences of
Charleston, in the month of August, 1860, with
a view of placing it in a good defensive position
as soon as possible. The casemate arches supporting the second tier of guns were all turned;
the granite flagging for the second tier was laid,
on the right face of the work; the floors laid,
and the iron stairways put up in the east barrack; the traverse circle of the first tier of guns
reset; the blue-stone :flagging laid in all the
gun-rooms of the right and left faces of the first
tier; and the construction of the embrasure of
the second tier commenced, at the time that
the fort was occupied by Major Anderson.
Then the fears of an immediate attack and disloyal feelings induced the greater portion of
tbe engineer corps to leave. But those that
remained of this corps, fifty-five in number,
reduced toward the end of the investment to
thirty-five, were made very effective in preparing for a vigorous defence.
This fort was occupied by Major Anderson
on the night of the 26th of December. It is
the largest of the forts in Charleston harbor. It
is a work o;f solid masonry, octagonal in form,
and pierced on the north, east, and west sides
with a double row of port-holes for the heaviest
guns, and on the south, or land side, in addition
to openings for guns, loop-holes for musketry.
It stands in the middle of the harbor, like a
monster on the bosom of the waters, and near
the edge of the ship channel. The armament
consists of one hundred and forty guns, many
of them being the formidable ten-inch columbiads. The wharf, or landing, is on the south
side, and exposed to a cross-fire from all the
openings on that side. At twelve o'clock on
the 27th, the stars and stripes were hoisted
over the fort, and Charleston knew for the first
time that ·Major Anderson was in full pos-·

'\

session. The garrison now consisted of eighty
men as follows ·
'

•

NAMES.

Rank.

R. Anderson ....
S. W. Crawford.
.A. Doubleday ...
T. Seymour .....
'fheo. Talbot ....
Jeff. C. Davis ...
J. N. Hall.......
J. G. Foster.....
G. W. Snyder ...
R. K. Meade ....

Major ......
As,tSurgeon
Captain.....
Captain.....
1st Lieut ...
1st Lieut •.•
2d Lieut....
Oaptain ..•.
1st Lieut •..
2d Lieut....

Regiment
or
Corps.

Original
Entry into
Service.

Where
Born,

--

1st .Artil'y July 1, '25 Ky.
Med. Staff M'h 10, '51 Penn.
1st Artiry July 1, '42 N.Y.
1st Artil'y July 1, '46 Vt.
1st .Artil'y M'y 22, '47 D.C.
1st ArtiPy J'e 17, '48 Ind.
1st .Artil'y July 1, '59 N.Y.
Engineers ,Tuly 1, '46 N.H.
Engineers July 1, '56 N.Y.
Engineers July 1, '57 Va.

Officers, 10; Band, 15; .Artillerists, 55. Total, 80.

There were in addition fifty-five of the engineer corps, which was subsequently reduced,
as before mentioned, to thirty-five. This movement on the part of Major Anderson created
great excitement in Charleston. The State
authorities immediately commenced the preparation of batteries to reduce the fort, and
also opened negotiations for its surrender. An
effort had been made by tlle Government to send
provisions to the garrison in the fort. The
Star of the West arrived off Charleston on Jan.
!ith, and attempted to enter the harbor, but
being fired on she withdrew.
Governor Pickens first demanded a surrender
of the fort from Major Anderson. He replied,
on the 11th of January, that he bad "no power
to comply with such a demand." On the same
dav a demand on the President for the fort was
despatched to Washington by J. W. Hayne,
envoy of South Carolina. On his arrival, he
was addressed by several Senators from the
other seceded States, under date of January
15th. They dGsired him to postpone for a time
the delivery of the letter with which he was
charged to the President of the United States,
and mged their community of interest, of destiny, and of position, as a reason why he should
postpone action, and allow time for consultation. He agreed to do this, upon the condition
that, "until he can hear from his Government,
no reenforcements shall be sent to Fort Sumter,
pledging himself that, in the mean time, no attack shall be made upon that fort."
The Senators, through Messrs. Fitzpatrick,
Mallory, and Slidell, transmitted the correspondence between them and Mr. Hayne to
the President, asking him to take into consideration the substance of the said correspondence. The reply came through :Mr. Holt, who
gave no pledge that he would not attempt to
reenforce Fort Sumter. The only remark was,
that it was not at present deemed necessary to
reenforce Fort Sumter, but, if deemed necessary,
every e:ffort would be made to reenforce it.
The Senators to whom this was addressed
did not regard it as satisfactory, but told Mr.
Ilayne that they felt certain that at present no
attempt would be made to reenforce Sumter,
~nd upon their judgment he postponed the
deli ery of his letter to the President. On the
24th, he stated to the Senators, that he had,
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the day before, forwarded the correspondence
to Charleston. The reply of the Siate Government was lengthy, and bore down heavily upon
the tone of Mr. Holt's answer to the letter of
the Senators.
Col. Hayne was instructed to deliver his
letter conveying the demand for the surrender
of Fort Sumter; also, to ask if the President was
to be understood as asserting the right to send
reenforcements to Fort Sumter, stating that the
assertion of such right, with the attempt to exercise it, would be regarded. by South Carolina
as an act of war. If the President refused to
deliver the fort, then Co1. Hayne was to communicate that fact immediately. The President's answer could be transmitted within a
reasonable time to the Government at Charleston, and Col. Hayne was not instructed to wait
for it.
The final reply of the President, through Mr.
Holt, the Secretary of War, was made on the
6th of February. That reply closes with these
words : " If, with all the multiplied proofs
which exist of the President's anxiety for peace,
and of the earnestness with which he has pursued it, the authorities of that State shall assault Fort Sumter, and peril the lives of tbe
handful of brave and loyal men slrnt up within
its walls, and thus plunge our common country
jnto the horrors of civil war, then upon them
and those they represent must rest the responsibility."
The question of attacking the fort was fina11y
referred to the Confederate Congress at Montgomery. By that body all milhary matters
were placed under the charge of the President
of the Confederate States.
As it had been resolved to remove the women and children from the fort, they were, by
the permission oft.he South Carolina authorities,
taken to Charleston and placed on board the
steamer Marion, bound to New York. She left
on Sunday, February 3d; and as she proceeded
down the harbor, having among the passengers
the wives-twenty in number-and the children
of the soldiers stationed in the fort, quite an
exciting scene occurred, w bich an eye-witness
thus de.scribed : " On nearing the fort, the
whole garrison was seen mounted on the top
of the ramparts, and when the ship wns passing,
fired a gun and gave three heart-thrilling cheers
as a parting farewell to the dear loved ones on
board, whom they may possibly never meet
again this side the grnve. The response was
weeping and 'waving adieus' to husbands and
fathers-a small band pent up in an isolated
fort, and completely surrounded by instruments
of death, as five forts could be seen from the
steamer's deck with their guns pointing towards
Sumter."
Major Anderson, writing to the War Department, about March 1st, expressed his conviction that Fort Sumter would soon be attacked.
He could then clear~y discern with the naked
eye the arrangements for the assault, which he
believed would be of tLe most determined char-

acter. The fortification wus only tl1en entirely
completed. The utmost ingenuity of himself and
brother officers had been employed to strengthen
every part, and to provide means for resisting
the attack., which was certain to come.
Preparations were made under the direction
of the Confederate Government to capture the
fort, until the 11th of April, when the following correspondence took place between the commander of the Confederate forces, Gen. Beauregai-d, and the commander of the fort, Major
Anderson:
I!EAD-Q-uARTERS PROVISION AL ARMY C. 8 . .A.,
CIIAltLESTON, S. C., .April 11, 1861-2 P. M,

}

Srn: The Government of the Confederate States
has hitherto forborne from any hostile demonstration
against Fort Sumter, in the hope that the Government
of the United States, v;rith a view to the amicable adjustment of all questions between the two Governments, and to avert the calamities of war, would voluntarily evacuate it. There was reason at one time to
belieYe that such would be the course pursued by the
Government of the United States; and under that impression my Government bas refrained from making
any demand for tbe surrender of the fort.
But the Confederate States can no longer delay nssuming actual possession of a fortification comm au ding .
the entrance of one of their harbors, and necessary to
its defence and security.
I am ordered by the Government of the Confederate
States to demand the entcuation of ]fort Sumter. My
aides, Colonel Chesnut aud Captain Lee, are authorized
to make such demand of you. All proper• facilities
will be afforded for the removal of yourself and command, together with company arms and property,
and all private property, to any post in the United
States which you may elect. The flag which you have
upheld so long and with so much fortitude under the
most trying circumstances, may be saluted by you on
taking it down.
Colonel Chesnut and Captain Lee will, for a reasonable time, await your answer.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
G. T. BEAUREGARD,
Brigadier-General Commanding.
Major RonERT ANDERSON, Commanding at Fort Sumter,
Charleston Harbor, S. C.
HEAD-QUARTERS, FORT SUMTER,

s. c., l

.April 11th, 1861.

j

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication demanding the evacuation
of this fort, and to say~n reply tbel'eto that it is a demand with which I reg1 et that my sense of honor and
of my obligations to my Government prevent my compliance.
Thanking you for the fair, manly, and courteous
terms proposed, and for the high compliment paid me,
I am, General, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
ROBERT ANDERSON,
Major U. S. Army, Comman<ling.
To l3rig.-Gen. G. T. BEAUtrnGARD, Commanding Pro•
visional Army C. S . .A.
GENl!:RAL:

HEAD-QUARTERS PROVISIONAL ARMY C. 8 . .A.,~
Cll.<\.RLESTON, .April 11, 1801-11 P. M.

S

MAJOR : In consequence of the verbal observations
made by you to my aides, Messrs. Chesnut and Lee, in
relation to the condition of your supplies, and that
you would in a few days be starved out if our guns did
not batter you to pieces-or words to that effect ;-and
desiring no useless effusion of blood, I communicated
both the verbal observation and your written answer
to my commnnication to my Government,
If JOU will state the time at which you will evacuate
Fort Sumter, and agree that in the mean time you will
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not use your guns against us, unless ours shall be employed against Fort Sumter, we will abstain from openmg fire upon you. Colonel Chesnut and Captain Lee
are authorized by me to enter into such an agreement
with you. You are therefore requested to communicate to them an open answer.
I remain, Major, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
G. rr. BEAUREGARD,
Brigadier-General Commanding.
Major ROBERT ANDERSO~, Commanding at Fort Sumter, Charleston Harbor, S. C.
HEAD-QUARTERS, FORT SUMTER,

s. c., l

f

2.30 A. M., April 12, 1861.

GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your second comnrnnication of the 11th inst.,
by Col. Chesnut, and to state, in reply, that cordially
uniting with you in the desire to avoid the useless
effusion of blood, I will, if provided with the proper
and necessary means of transportation, evacuate Fort
Sutnter by uoon on the 15th instant;should I not receive, prior to that time, controlling instructions from.
my Government, or additional supplies; and that I
will not, in the mean time, open my fire upon your
forces, unless compelled to do so by some hostile act
against thjs fort, or the flag of my Government, by the
forces under your command, or by some portion of
them, or by the perpetration of some act showing a
hostile intention on your part against this fort, or the
:flag it bears.
I have the honor to be, General,
Your obedient servant,
ROBER'!' ANDERSON,
Major U.S. Army Commandino-.
To Brig.-Gen. G. T. BEAUREGARD, Commanding Provisional Army C. S. A.
FORT SUMTER,

s. c., }

April 12, 1861-3.20 A.

M.

Srn: By authority of Brigadier-General Beanregard,
commanding the provisional forces of the Confederate
States, we have the honor to notify you that he will
open the fire of his batteries on Fort Sumter in one
hour from this time.
We have the honor to be, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
JAMES CHESNUT, JR., Aide-de-Camp.
STEPH. D. LEE, Capt. S. C. A., and Aide-d&-Camp.
Major RoBERT ANDERSON, U. S. Army, Commanding
Fort Sumter.

At thirty minutes past 4 o'clock on the morning of Friday, April 12, the first gnn of civil
war was fired, discharging a shell from the
howitzer battery on James' Island. Tue sending of this deadly messenger to Major Anderson
was followed by a deafening explosion, caused
by the blowing up of a building that stood in
front of the battery.
While the white smoke was melting away into
the air another shell pursued its swift way
towards the silent fortification. The missive
described its beantifal curve through the balmy
air, and falling within the hostile fortress, scattered its deadly contents in all directions.
Fort Moultrie then took up the assault, and
in a moment the guns from the Gun Battery on
Cummings' Point, from Captain McOready's
Battery, from Captain James Hamilton's Floating Battery, the Enfilade Battery, and other fortifications, sent forth their wrath at the grim
fortress rising so defiantly out of the sea.
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Major Anderson received the shot and shell
in silence. But the deepening twilight revealed
the stars and stripes floating proudly in the
breeze. The batteries continued at regular intervals to belch forth iron shells, and still no
answer was returned by the besieged. About
an hour after the firing began, two balls rushed
hissing through the air and glanced harmless
from the stuccoed bricks of Fort Moultrie. The
embrasures of the besieged fortress gave forth
no sound again till between six and seven
o'clock, when, as if .wrathful from enforced delay, from casemate and parapet there poured a
storm of iron bail upon Fort Moultrie, Stevens'
Iron Battery, and the Floating Battery. The
broadside was returned with spirit by the gunners at those posts.
The firing now began in good earnest. The
curling white smoke hung above the angry
pieces of hostile brothers, and the jarring boom
rolled at regnfar intervals on the anxious ear.
The atmosphere was charged with the smell of
foul saltpetre, and, as if in sympathy with the
melancholy scene, the sky was covered with
heavy clouds, and every thing wore a sombre
aspect.
A brisk fire was kept up by all tbe batteries
until about 7 o'clock in the evening, after which
hour the guns fired at regular intervals.
The effect during the night was granJ and
terrific. The firing reached its climax at about
ten o'clock. The heavens were obscured by
rain-clouds, and the horizon was as dark as
Erebus. The guns were worked with vigor,
and their booming was heard with astonishing
distinctness, because the wind was blowing
in-shore. At each discharge a lurid sheet of
flame was belched forth, and then another and
another was seen before the report reached the
ears. Sometimes a shell would burst in midair, directly over the doomed fortress, and at all
times the missiles of this character could be
distinguished in their course by the trail of fire
left momentarily behind them.
The fire from all the forts, Sumter included,
and from the batteries of the Confederate States,
was kept up with vigor till early dawn. Then
the rapidity of the discharges gradually di·
minished.
Snob was the appearance of the contest during the first day and night.
The batteries firing upon Sumter were, as
nearly a.s could be ascertained, armed as follows:
On Morris' Island.-Breaching battery No. 1, 2
42-pounders; 1 12-pounder, Blakely rifled gun.
:Mortar battery, (next to No. 1,) 4 10-inch mortars.
Breaching battery No. 2, (iron-clad battery,) 3 8-inch
columbiads.
Mortar battery, (next to No. 2,) 3 10-inch mortars.
On James' Istand.-Battery at Fort Johnson, 3 24pounders, (only one of them bearing; on Fort Sumter.)
Mortar battery, south of Fort Johnson, 4 10-inch
mortars.
Sullivan's Island.-Iron-clad (floating) battery, 4
42~pounders.
Columbiad battery No. 1, 1 9-inch Dahlgren gun.
Columbiad battery No. 2, 4 8-inch columbiad.s.
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Mortar battery, west of Fort Moultrie, 3 10-inch
mortars.
Mortar battery, on parade, in rear of Fort Moultrie,
2 10-inch mortars.
Fo1·t Moultrie.-3 8-inch columbiads; 2 8-inch S. C.
howitzers ; 5 32-pounders; 4 24-pounders.
At Mount Plea,sant.-110-inch mortar.
Total, firing on Fort Sumter, 30 guns, 17 mortars.

Of the 43 workmen constituting the engineer
force in Fort Sumter, nearly all volunteered to
serve as cannoniers, or to carry shot and cartridges to the guns.
The armament of the fort was as follows :
Barbette Tier.-Rigbt fl.ank-1 10-inch columbiad;
8-inch columbiads; 4 42-pounders.
Right face.-None.
Left face.-3 8-inch sea-coast howitzers ; 1 32pounder.
Left flank.-1 10-inch columbiad; 2 8-inch columbiads ; 2 42-pounders.
Gorge.-1 8-inch sea-coast howitzer; 2 32-pounders;
6 24-pounders.
Total in barbette, 27 guns.
Oasemate Tier.-Right flank.-1 42-pounder; 4 32pounders.
Right face.-3 42-pounders.
Left face.-10 32-pounders.
Left fl.ank.-5 32-pounders.
Gorge.-2 32-pounders.
Total in casemate, 21 guns. Total available in both
tiers, 48 guns.

,!

Besides the above, there were arranged on
the parade, to serve as mortars, 1 10-inch colnmbiad to throw shells into Charleston, and 4
8-inch columbiads to throw shells into the batteries on Cummings' Point. The casemate guns
were the only ones used. Of these, those that
bore on Cummings' Point were the 42-pounder
in the pan-coupe of the right gorge angle; the
32-pounder next to it on the gorge, which, by
cutting into the brick wall, had been made to
traverse sufficiently; and the 32-pounder next
the angle on the right flank, wHich, by cutting
away the side of the embrasure, bad been made
to bear on a portion of the point, although not
on the breaching batteries.
The guns of the first tier, that bore on Fort
Johnson, were 4 32-pounders, on the left flank;
of these one embrasure had been, by order,
· bricked up.
The guns that bore on the three-batteries on
the west end of "S1illivan's Island" were 10
32-pounders, situated on the left face, and one
at the pan-coupe of the salient angle, (four embrasures being bricked up.)
The guns bearing on Fort Moultrie were 2
42-pounders, situated on the right face, and
one at the pan-coupe of the right shoulder
angle.
The supply of cartridges, seven hundred in
number, with which the engagement commenced, became so much reduced by the middle
of the day, although the six needles in tl10 fort
were kept steadily employed, that the firing
was forced to slacken, and to be confined to sL""{
guns, two firing towards Morris' Island, two
towards Fort Moultrie, and two townr<ls the
batteries on the west encl of Sullh·an'R Island.
At 1 o'clock on the 12th, two United States

men-of-war were seen off the bar, and soon
after, a third appeared.
The effect of the fire was not very good,
owing to the insufficient calibre of the guns for
the long range, and not much damage appeared
to be done to any of the batteries except those
of Fort Moultrie, where the two 42-pounders
appeared to have silenced the gun for a time,
to have injured the embrasures considerably,
riddled the barracks and quarters, and torn
three holes through the flag. The so-called
" floating battery " was struck very frequently
by shot, one of them penetrating at the angle
between the front and roof, entirely through
the iron covering and wood work beneath, and
wounding oneilllan. The rest of the 32-pounder
balls failed to penetrate the front or the roof,
but were deflected from their surfaces, w bich
were arranged at a suitable angle for this purpose.
The columbiad battery and Dahlgren battery, near the floating battery, did not appear
to be much injured· by the few shots that were
fired at them. Only one or two shots were
fired at Fort J obnson, and none at Castle
Pinckney or tlie city.
The fire towards Morris' Island was mainly
directed at the iron-clad battery, but the small
calibre of the shot failed to penetrate the covering when struck fairly. The.aim was therefore taken at the embrasures, which were struck
at least twice, disabling the guns for a time.
One or two shots were thrown at the reverse of
batteries "3" and "4," scattering some groups
of officers and men on the lookout, and cutting
down a small flagstaff on one of the batteries.
The barracks caught fire three times during
tl_ie day, from shells apparently, but each time
the flames, being in the first or second stories,
were extinguished by a pump and application
of the means at hand.
__
e e ec o
e on ederate fire upon Fort
Sumter during the day was very marked in respect to the vertical fire. This was so well directed and so well sustained, that from the seventeen mortars engaged in firing 10-inch shells,
one-half the shells came within or exploded )
above the parapet of the fort, and only about
en burie9- themselves in the soft earth of the
arade, without exploding. In consequence of
. his precision of vertical fire, Major Anderson
· ecide · ot-to man.the upper tier 0£..gt:l-B •
aturday dawned a bright and lovely day,
but the flags of each of the combatants were
still flying in stately defiance, and the cannon
continued to send forth their fiery thunder.
Within Fort Sumter, the last of the rice was
cooked that morning, and served with the pork,
the only other article of food left in the messroom. After this the :fire was reopened, and
continued very briskly as long as the increased
supply of cartridges lasted. The surrounding
batteries bad reopened fire at daylight, and continued it with rapidity. The aim of their guns
was better than on the previous day.
It soon became evident that they were firing
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hot shot from a large number of their guns,
especially from those in Fort Moultrie ; and at
nine o'clock volumes of smoke issued from the
roof of the officers' quarters, where a shot had
just penetrated. From the exposed position, it
was utterly impossible to extinguish the flames,
and permission was given to remove as much
powder from the magazine as was possible, befo1·e the flames, which were only one set of quarters distant, should encircle the magazine and
make it necessary to close it. All the men and
officers not engaged at the guns worked rapidly
and zealously at this ; but so rapid was the
spread of the flames that only fifty barrels of
powder could be taken out and distributed
around in the casemates before the fire and
heat made it necess'ary to close the magazine
doors and pack earth against them. The men
then withdrew to the casemates on the faces of
the fort. As soon as the flames and smoke
burst from the roof of the quarters, the surrounding batteries redoubled the rapidity of
their fire, firing red-hot shot from most of their
guns. The whole range of officers' quarters
was soon in flames. The wind, being from the
south ward, communicated fire to the roof of
the barracks, and this, being aided by the hot
shot constantly lodging there, spread to the entire roofs of both barracks, so that by twelve
o'clock all the wood work of quarters and of
upper story of barracks was in flames. Although
the floors of the barracks were fire-proof, the
utmost exertions of the officers and men were
often required to prevent the fire communicating down the stairways, and from the exterior to the doors, window-frames, and other
wood work of the east barrack, in which the
officers and men had taken their quarters.
The clouds of smoke and cinclers which were
sent into the casemates by the wind, set on fire
many boxes, beds, and other articles belonging
to the men, and made it dangerous to retain
the powder which had been saved from the
magazine. Orders were accordingly given that
all but fl ve barrels should be thrown out of the
embrasures into the water, which was done.
The small stock of cartridges now only allowed a gun to be fired at intervals of ten
minutes.
As the fire reached the magazines of grenades
that were arranged in the stair towers and implement rooms on the gorge, they exploded,
completely destroying the stair towers at the
west gorge angle.
About this time information was brought to
the commanding officer that Mr. Wigfall, bearing a white flag, was on the outside and wished
to see him. He accor!lingly went out to meet
Mr. Wigfall, passing through the blazing gateway, accompanied by Lieutenant Snyder. In
the mean time, however, Mr. Wigfall had passed
to an embrasure on the left flank, where, upon
showing the white flag upon his sword, he was
permitted to enter; and Lieutenant Snyder, entering immediately after, accompanied him
down the batteries to where some other officers
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were posted, to whom Mr. Wigfall commenced
to address himself to the effect that he came
from General Beauregard to desire that, inasmuch as the flag of the fort was shot down, a
fire raging in the quarters, and the garrison in
a great strait, hostilities be suspended, and the
white flag raised for this object. He was replied to that the flag was again hoisted on the
parapet; that the white flag would not be
hoisted, except by order of the commanding
officer ; and that his own batteries should set
the example of suspending fire. Ile then referred to the fact of the batteries on Cummings'
Point, from which.he came, having stopped firing, and asked that his own white flag might
be waved to indicate to the batteries on Sullivan's Island to cease also. This was refused;
but he was permitted to wave the white flag
himself, getting into an embrasure for this purpose. Having done this for a few moments,
Lieutenant Davis, First Artillery, permitted a
corporal to relieve him. Very soon, however,
a shot striking very near to the embrasure, the
corporal jumped inside and declared to Mr.
Wigfall that " he would not hold his flag, for it
was not respected."
At this moment, the commanding officer,
having reentered through an embrasure, came
up. To him Mr. Wigfall addressed nearly the
same remarks that he had used on entering,
adding some complimentary things about the
manner in which the defence had been made,
and ending by renewing the request to suspend
hostilities in order to arrange terms of evacuation. The commanding officer desiring to know
what terms he came to offer, Mr. Wigfall replied: " Any terms that you may desire ; your
own terms-the precise nature of which General Beauregard will arrange with you."
The commanding officer then accepted the
conditions, saying that the terms he accepted
were those proposed by General Beauregard on
the 11th; namely, to evacuate the fort with
his command, taking arms and all private and
company property, saluting the United States
flag as it was lowered, and being conveyed, if
he desired it, to any Northern port.
With this nnderstanding Mr. Wjgfall left,
and the white flag was raised and the United
States flag lowered by order of the commandin!! officer.
Very soon after, a boat arrived from the city,
containing three aides of General Beauregard,
with a message to the effect tLat, observing the
w bite flag hoisted, General Beauregard sent to
inquire what aid he could lend in extiqguishing
the flames, &c. Being made acquainted with
the condition of affairs and Mr. WigfaU's visit,
they stated that the latter, although an aide of
General Beauregard, had not seen him for two
days.
The commanding officer tlrnn stated that the
United States flag would be raised again; but
yielded to the request of the aides for time
to report to their chief and obtain his instructions.
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They soon returned with the approval of all
the conditions desired, except the saluting the
flag as it was lowered; and this exception was
subsequently removed after correspondence.
The evacuation was completed after saluting
the flag; in doing which, one man was instantly killed, one mortally and four severely wounded, by the premature discharge of a gun and
explosion of a pile of cartridges.
After the cessation of fire, about 600 shot
marks on the face of the scarp wall were counted, but they were so scattered that no breached
effect could have been expected from such fire,
and probably none was attempted except at the
right gorge angle. The only effect of the direct
fire during the two days was to disable three
barbette guns, knock off large portions of the
chimneys and brick walls projecting above the
parapet, and to set the quarters on fire with
hot shot. The vertical fu-e produced more effect, as it prevented the working of the upper
tier of guns, which were the only really effoctive guns in the fort, being columbiads, 8-inch
sea-coast howitzers, and 42-pounders principally, and also prevented the use of the columbiads arranged in the parade to be used as
• mortars against Cummings' Point.
The weakness of the defence principally lay
in the lack of cartridge bags, and of the materials to make them 1 by which the fire of the
fort was all the time rendered slow, and town.rd
the last was nearly suspended.
The contest continued thirty-two hours, and
the weapons usecl were of the most destructive
character, and in skilful·hanc.1s, but no life appears to have been lost on either side.
The garrison was taken by the steamer Isabel
to the Baltic, which lay off the harbor, and
thence transported to New York. The naval
force and supplies which had been sent to the
relief of the fort by tho Government, arrived

off Charleston harbor previous to the commencement of the assault, but wore prevented
from entering the harbor by n. gale of wind,
until after the attack began. The vessels, however, continued outside, and there was no communication between them and the fort.
The force and supplies thus sent by the Gov
ernment were composed as follows:
Vesaels.

Guns.

Men.

Sloop-of-war Pawnee, • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . 10
200
Sloop-of-war Powhatan, • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 11
275
Cutter Harriet Lane, • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . 5
96
Steam transport Atlantic, . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
353
Steam transport Baltic, . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • .
160
Steam transport Illinois, . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
300
Steamtug Yankee, . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. ... •. . . . . Ordinary crew.
Steam tug Uncle Ben, . . .. . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . Ordinary crew.
Total number of vessels, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
8
Total number of guns (for marine service),........
26
Total number of men and troops, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
1,380

Nearly thirty launches, whose services are
useful in effecting a landing of troops over
shoal water, ancl for attacking a discharging
battery when covered· with sand and gunny
bags, were taken out by the Powhatan, and
by the steam transports Atlantic, Baltic, a:id
Illinois. The official notification of the surrender of the fort, sent by Major Anderson to
the War Department, was as follows:
8TEAMSIITP BALTIC, o:fl'
A. 111.,

April 18, 1S61-10:30

Sandy Hook, }
via New York.

Having defended Fort Sumter for thirty-four hours,
until the quarters were entirely burnt, the main gates
destroyed by fire, the gorge walls seriously injured,
the magazine surrounded by flames, and its door
closed from the effects of heat; four barrels and three
cartridges of powder only being available, and no
provisions remaining but pork, I accepted terms of
evacuation offored by General Beauregard-being
the same offered by him on the 11th instant, prior to
the commencement of hostilities-and marched out
of the fort on Sunday afternoon1 the 14th instant,
with colors flyin~ and drums beatmg, bringing away
company and pnvate property, and saluting my flag
with fifty guns.
ROBERT ANDERSON,
Major First Artillery Commanding.
Hon. SrnoN CAMl!:RON, Sec'y of War, Washington.

CHAPTER IV.
State of .Affllirs-Action of the Union States-Proclamation of the President calling for men on the surrender of Fort
Sumter-Response of the Northern a.nd Central States-Attack on Massachusetts troops in Baltimore.

WnAT was the posture of affairs at the time
of President Lincoln's inauguration, especially
as compared with their situation 0n the day
of election in November ? Seven Southern
States had voted themselves out of the Union,
the officers of the Federal Government had
resigned, and there were no persons to represent its powers or execute its duties within
their limits, excepting in the Post-Office Department. Within these States, also, all the forts,
arsenals, dockyards, custom-houses, revenue
cutters, etc., embracing all the movable and
stationary articles connected therewith, had
been taken possession of by the authority of

these States individually, and were held by persons aml officers denying any allegiance to the
Federal Government, and avowing it to be due
by them only to a Government created by the
united action of these se-ven States. Only Forts
Pickens, Taylor, and J e:IIerson, near the Florida
coast, and Sumter, in Charleston harbor, contirmed under the flag of the Union.
The other forts thus seized were put in an
improved condition, new ones built, and armed
forces had been organized, and were organizing, avowedly to protect this property from
recapture, and to capture those not yet seized.
Around Fort Sumter batteries had been erected,
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with guns equal or heavier in calibre than hers,
arnI in far greater number. Officers of the
army and navy of the Union from these States,
had chiefly resigned, and had been reappointed
in the service of the latter. A complete Government for a nation was in operation in these
States, and the property thus seized was held,
as the new Government avowed, to be accounted for in a peaceful settlement with the
Federal Union, or to be used for the defence of
those States, if assaulted by th.e same Union.
They asked for peace, and to be "let alone,''
but were determined to hazard a war sooner
than return to their for-q1er allegiance.
Among the other States, Kentucky made an
application to Congress to call a National Convention to amend the Constitution of the United States, and requested the Legislatures of all
the other States to make similar applications,
and appointed commissioners to a conference
of the Border States to consider and, if practicable, agree upon some suitable adjustment of
the present tinhappy controversies. Some of
the States of the North appointed commissioners to this conference, which agreed upon terms
for an adjustment, but no State action followed.
Not a single slavebolding State complied with
the request of Kentucky to apply to Congress
to call a National Convention, whilst three nonslaveholding States so complied, and several
others prepared to follow.
A Peace Conference was called by Virginia,
in which twenty States ,vere represented. Such
measures would have been recommended as
were desired by the seceding States if they had
been present by their votes to secure their adoption. Three territorial bills were passed by
Congress, in no one of which was inserted the
prohibition of slavery as insisted upon hitherto
by the Republicans. The North condemned
the personal liberty bills of the States, declared
in favor of a faithful execution of the fugitive
slave law, and concurred in proposing, by the
requisite constitutional majority, an amendment of the Constitution guaranteeing positively
and forever the exemption of slavery in the
States from the interference of Congress. This
was· one of the guarantees embraced in the
scheme of Mr. Crittenden, and also in the
scheme of the Peace Conference.
Rhode Island repealed its personal liberty
law outright, whilst Vermont, Maine, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin had
under consideration the repeal or essential modification of their respective laws of this description. Not less than a quarter of a million of
the people of the North, besides societies and
representative bodies without number, petitioned Congress for the adoption of any adjustment satisfactory to the States of the Southern
border.
The attack on Fort Sumter began on the
12th. The fort surrendered on the afternoon
of the 13th, and was evacuated on Sunday, the
14th. As the news flashed over the country
by the telegraph it was instantly followed by
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the summons of the President, " to arms; to
arms." His proclamation, ordering seventy-five
thousand men into the field, was issued on the
night of the 14th, as follows:
By tl1,e President of tlie united States.
A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas the laws of the United St.ates have been
for some time past and now are opposed, and the execution thereof obstructed, in the States of South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi,
Louisiana, and 'rexas, by combinations too powerful
to be suppressed by the ordinary course of judicial
proceedings, or by the powers vested in the marshals
by law:
Now, therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, President of
the United States, in virtue of the power in me vested
by tbe Constitution and the laws, have thought fit to
call forth, and hereby do call forth, the militia of the
several States of the Union, to the aggregate number
of seventy-five thousand, in order to suppress said
combinations, and to cause the laws to be duly executed.
The details for this object will be immediately communicated to the State authorities through the War
Department.
I appeal to all loyal citizens to favor, facilitate, and
aid this effort to maintain the honor, the integrity,
and the existence of our National Union, and the
perpetuity of popular Government, and to redress
wrongs already long enough endured.
I deem it proper to say that the first service assigned to the forces called forth will probably be to
repossess the forts, places, and property which have
been seized from the Union; and in every event the
utmost care will be observed, consistently with the
objects aforesaid, to avoid any devastation, any destruction of or interference with property, or any disturbance of peaceful citizens in any part o·f the
country.
And I hereby command the persons composing the
combinations aforesaid to disperse and retire peaceably to their respective abodes within twenty days
from this date.
Deeming that the present condition of public affairs
presents an extraordinary occasion, I do hereby, in
virtue ~f the power in me vested by the Constitution,
convene both Houses of Con~ress.
Senators and Representatives are therefore summoned to assemble at their respective Chambers, at
12 o'clock, noon, on Thursday, the fourth .day of
July next, then and there to consider and determine
such measures as, in their ,visdom, the public safety
and interest may seem to demand.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington, this fifteenth day
of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
[L. s.J eight hundred and sixty-one, and of the independence of the United States the efo:hty-fifth.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By the President:
WILLI.Alf H. SEWARD, Secretary of State.

A call for troops was issued by the Secretary
of War, Mr. Cameron, in accordance with this
proclamation, and sent to the Governors of the
respective States, giving the quotas allotted to
each, as follows :
DEP.ART:\iENT OR WAR,

W .ASHINGTON, .April 15, 1861.

To His Excellency the Governor of - - :
Sm: Under the act of Congress for calling for the
"Militia to execute the laws of the Union, suppress
insurrections, repel invasions," etc., approved }~ebruary 28, 1795, I have the honor to request your Ex~
cellency to cause to be immediately detached from
the militia of your State the quota designated in the
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table below, io serve as infantry or riflemen, for the
period of three months, unless sooner discharged.
Your Excellency will :please communicate to me
the time at or about which your quota will be expected at its rendezvous, as it will be met as soon as
practicable by an officer or officers to muster it into
the service and pay of the United States.

These documents were spread through the
country on Monday, and on Wednesday the 6th
regiment of Massachusetts, completely equipped,
passed through New York for Washington, so
prepared was that State as to be the first in the
field.
A most uncontrollable excitement now existed in the country. Both North and South
rushed to arms-the former to maintain the
Government and to preserve the Union, the
latter to secure the independence of the Confederate States and the dissolution of the
Union.
The national city of Washington became the
most conspicuous object before the country.
Northern troops hastened thither to secure its
possession in the hands of the Government, and
Southern troops gathered on its outskirts to
seize it as their first prize.
The manner in which the requisition of the
Secretary of War for troops was received by
the authorities of the respective States, indicates the controlling sentiment of the people in
those States at this time. The Governor of
Kentucky replied on the same day : "Kentucky
will furnish no troops for the wicked purpose
of subduing her sister Southern States." The
Governor of North Carolina answered : " You
can get no troops from North Carolina." The
Governor of Virginia wrote on the next day to
the Secretary of War, saying: "The militia of
Virginia will not be furnished to the powers at
Washington for any such use or purpose as
they have in view." The Governor of Tennessee replied: "Tennessee will not furnish a
single man for coercion, but fifty thousand, if
necessary, for defence of our rights, or those of
our Southern brothers." The Governor of
Missouri answered that "the requisition is illegal, unconstitutional, revolutionary, inhuman,
diabolical, and cannot be complied with."
The Governor of Rhode Island replied by
tendering the services of a tlumsand infantry
and a battalion of artillery.
. The Governor of Massachusetts immediately
ordered out troops, and in fifty hours three
regiments had been gathered, equipped, and
had left for Washington.
The Governor of Connecticut also issued his
proclamation at once, calling for troops.
The Legislature of New York adjourned on
the 16th; but previously to adjournment appropriated three millions of dollars to defend
the Federal Government.
Orders for four regiments were issued by the
Governor of New Jersey on the 1'Tth.
A detachment of five hundred men left Philadelphia on the night of the 1'Tth for Washington.
The first regiment from Indiana left for

Washington on the 18th. The Legislature also
resolved, "That the faith, credit, and resources
of the State in both men and money are hereby
pledged in any amount and to every extent
which the Federal Government may demand to
subdue rebellion;" etc. At the same time, the
State Bank tendered to the Governor a loan for
the State of all the money necessary to fit out
the required quota.
In New York, the great city of the Union, all
shades of opinion seemed_ to vanish before the
one great fact, that the country was in danger
and must be saved. Citizens of all classes
breathed but one spirit of patriotism, and the
Mayor of the city issued the following :
MAYOR'S OFFICE, NEW YORK,

To the People of the Oity of New York.

April 15, 1861.

As Chief Magistrt;.te, reJ?resenting the whole people, I feel compelled at this crisis to call upon them
to avoid excitement and turbulence. Whatever may
be or may have been individual positions or opinions
on questions of public policy, let us remember that
our country now trembles upon the brink of a precipice, and that it requires a patriotic and honest effort
to :prevent its final destruction. Let us ignore the past,
rismg superior to partisan considerations, and rally
to the restoration ofthe Constitution and the Union,
as they existed in the days and in the spirit of our
fathers. Whether this is to be accomplished by fra.
tricidal warfare, or by concession, conciliation, and
sacrifice, men may differ; but all will admit that here
at least harmony and peace should prevail. Thus
may we, under the guidance of Divine Providence,
set an example of peace and ~ood will throughout
our extended country. In this spirit and with this
view, I call upon the people of New York, irrespective of all other considerations or prejudices, to unite
in obedience to the laws, in support of the public
peace, in the preservation of order, and in the protection of property.
FERNANDO WOOD, Mayor.

All citizens were now decorated with the
national emblem in every variety of form, while
from store, dwelling, church, and public buildings, signs, and lamp-posts, fluttered the Stars
and Stripes in every variety of form and in the
greatest profusion.
Instantly the military were in motion; every
drill-room and armory was alive with active
officers calling for and enrolling men. · On the
16th se-veral regiments were already partly
equipped. The 1st National Guard, Col. .A:llen,
the '7th Regiment, 79th Highlanders, the '71st,
the Fire Zouaves of Ellsworth, the 70th, the
55th, the 12th, and others, were rapidly organizing to march. On the 17th the 6th Massachusetts, Colonel E. J. Jones, arrived in New
York on its way to W ashjngton, and met the
most enthusiastic reception. It made a triumphal march through the city on the 17th of
April.
The intelligence that the favorite New York
regiment, the 7th, would leave for Washington
on the 19th, created an immense excitement.
Although it was announced that the departure
would not be before 3 P. M., the streets were
thronged at an early hour of tLat day. Lafayette Pface, where the regiment was to form
previous to marching, was very attractively
dressed-a huge flag being displayed from the
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Astor Library, with many others from private ment with their whole heart, regardless of who
buildings. The aspect of Broadway was very might administer it for the time. The fortunes
gay. The Stars and Stripes were floating and lives of the citizens were pledged to that
everywhere, from the costliest silk, 20, 30, 40 end.
feet in length, down to the homelier bunting,
A meeting of the merchants of New York
and the few inches of painted calico. But the City was held at the Chamber of Commerce,
gayest and, in this respect, the most remarkable April 19th. The proceedings were characterthoroughfare, was Cortlandt Street, which show- . ized by the utmost harmony and unanimity.
ed a gathering of flags, a perfect army of them. Resolutions upholding the Federal Government,
They were not, in that comparatively brief and urging a strict blockade of all ports in the
space, from Broadway to the Jersey City Ferry, secession States, were unanimously adopted. It
to be numbered by dozens or by scores ; every being announced that several of the regiments
building seemed like " Captains of Fifties," flag needed assistance to enable them to leave-on
over flag waving. From every window, from motion, a committee was appointed to receive
the first floor to the roof, from every doorway, donations, and in ten minutes the subscription
they waved responsive to the fluttering banners had reached over $21,000. What was still
that were held in every hand.
more important was the appointment of a large
Through this gay and ~xpectant throng committee of the most influential capitalists, to
marched the 8th Massachusetts, Col. Timothy use their exertions to secure an immediate takMonroe, accompanied by Gen. B. F. Butler, who ing of the $9,000,000 remaining of the Govern•
had been the Breckinridge candidate for Gov- ment loan.
ernor at the election in November, and was
On Monday, April 22, the Mayor of the city
now leading the Massachusetts troops. The of New York recommended, and the Board of
regiment was presented with colors on the way. Aldermen voted, $1,000,000 to aid in the deThis, which would have been an absorbing fence of the Government.
·
ceremony at another time, merely filled a porAt a meeting of the wholeNewYork Bar on
tion of the time till the 7th came.
the same afternoon, the announcement was reThey formed in Lafayette Place about 4 P. M., . ceived with enthusiastic cheers, and the Bar
- in the presence of an immense crowd, each raised $25,000 on the spot.
window of each building being filled with apThe city a1~ropriated the Park to the erecplauders. Before moving, the excitement of tion of extensive barracks for the entertainment
the crowd was made wild by the news of the of the troops, which iiJ:om North and East made
attack upon the 6th Massachusetts in Baltimore, New York their halting-place en route for the
and there were served out to the 7th forty-eight capital. The Worcester Rifles, the 1st Regiment
rounds of ball cartridge. Once in line, they of Rhode Island, per steamer Osceola, passed
proceeded through Fourth street to Broadway, through on Sunday the 21st, and on the same
down that great throroughfare to Cortlandt day departed the 6th, 12th, and 71st New York
Street, and across the ferry, in boats provided State Militia.
for the purpose, to Jersey City. The line of
The people were early astir on that day, arid
march was a perfect ovation. Thousands upon by ten o'clock every available spot where a huthousands stood on the sidewalks. The rel?;i- man being could stand, was occupied, through
ment was escorted by a band of Zouaves, who the entire length of Broadway ; and from near
volunteered for the occasion. Their gay uni- Canal street to Grace Church, not only the sideform and peculiar step revived the excitement walks, but the whole of the street, was densely
that had begun somewhat to droop among the thronged. Every window, door, stoop, balcony,
crowd that had waited for hours, as the regi- and housetop was alive with human beings, of
ment di4 not reach the Park till half-past five. every age, sex, and condition, in expectation of
After the Zouaves came a strong body of police, this most novel and exciting scene. From al~
and after the police the regiment. The officers most every housetop and store, from the winwere Ool. M. Lefferts, Lieut.-Ool. W. A. Pond, dows of almost everyprivate dwelling, from the
Major A. Shaler.
masthead of every ship, from the flagstaff of
The public bodies at once began to adopt every manufactory, from all the public buildmeasures to supply and move the troops. An ings, from the Roman Catholic cathedral, from
immense mass meeting, without distinction of the lofty spire of Trinity Church, from St.
party, was called for, April 20, in Union Square. Paul's Church, the national ensign was flying
It proved one of the largest and most enthusi- The other streets were thronged as on a gala
astic ever h eld. It was addressed by J . .A. Dix, day. On all coats were pinned the red, w bite,
Secretary of the Treasury under Mr. Buchanan, and blue cockade, and in every lady's bonnet
D. S. Dickinson, Senator Baker of Oregon, ribbons of the same colors were tastefully tied.
Robert J. Walker, formerly Secretary of the In the Park, cannons were booming at different
Treasury, Mayor Wood, Ex-Gov. Hunt, James times during the day. At the arsenal, regiT. Brady, John Cochrane, Hiram Ketchum, D. ments, just raised, were formally organized and
S. Coddington, Esq., and a. number ofirish and equipped.
.
German citizens, all breathing the one unaniAt the armories of the 6th, 12th, and 71st,
mous sentiment of ignoring the political opin- from early dawn all was bustle and animation,
ions of the past, and standing by the Govern- )reparing for the afternoon departure. At the
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rendezvous of the several regiments, the character of the day was ignored, and the maxim
realized that in war times there are no
Sundays .
.At the wharves great steamers were alive
with the bustle of preparation for conveying
large numbers of troops. In the stream at anchor was the steamer Osceola, with troops from
Rhode Island. .At the railroad depot in Jersey
City the greatest activity prevailed, and means
of transportation were being got in readiness
for moving as many regiments as might present
themselves.
Young men in uniforms, with knapsacks
strapped, were seen leaving luxurious homes in
aristocratic parts of the town, prepared to
l·ough it with the roughs in defence of the
country. Firemen were gathered at their engine-houses, and busy in doing what they could
to help off companions who had enrolled themselves in Ellsworth's regiment of Firemen
Zouaves.
.At noon, the 6th, 12th, and 71st regiments,
comprising three thousand men, marched down
Broad way, fully armed and equipped. The occasion was without hardly a parallel, and the
march a complete ovation. The 6th embarked
'in the steamer Columbia, the 12th in the steamer Baltic, and the 71st in the steamer R. R.
Schuyler. A. Massachusetts battft.lion and some
regulars went on board the .Ariel. .As the fleet
left, the harbor was a sce1!e of great excitement.
The piers, landings, and housetops of the city,
Jersey City, Hoboken, and Brooklyn, were
crowded. The Battery was covered with
people, and thousands of boats saluted the
steamers crowded with the troops. Flags were
dipped, cannons roared, bells rang, steam-whistles shrilly saluted, and thousands upon thousands of people sent up cheers of parting.
On the same Sunday many congregations
mingled practical patriotism with piety, and
took occasion to make contributions for the
outfit of volunteers, or for .the support of their
families. In a clrnrch in Brooklyn a letter was
read from the 13th Regiment N. Y. S. M., asking for uniforms for recruits, and the response
was a collection of about $1,100 for tlrnt patriotic purpose. In the Broadway Tabernacle,
the pastor preached a sermon in the evening on
" God's Time of Threshing." The choir performed 41 The Marseillaise" to a hymn composed
for the occasion by the pastor. A. collection
was taken for the Volunteers' Ilome Fund,
amounting to $450, to which a member of the
congregation afterwards added $100. Dr. Bethune'::; sermon was from the text: " In the name
of our God we will set up our banners." In
Dr. Bellows' church the choir sang " The StarSpangled Banner," which was vigorously applauded by the whole house. .At Grace Church
(Episcopal), Dr. Taylor began by saying, "The
Star-Spangled Banner has been insulted." At
Dr. McLane's Presbyterian church, Williamsburgh, "The Star-Spangled Banner" was sung.
Dr. T. D. Wells (Old School Presbyterian)

preached from the words : " He that hath no
sword, let him buy one." Dr. Osgood's text
was : ,~ Lift up a standard to the people."
On Monday, the march of troops continued
through the city, and on the 23d again New
York was alive with excitement to witness the
departure of the 8th, 13th, and 69th regiments.
The 8th, one thousand strong. Col. Geo. Lyon,
formed in Sixteenth Street, and at four o'clock
proceeded, amidst the cheering citizens, to pier
No. 36, North River, where they embarked on
board the steamer .Alabama. The 69th Irish,
Col. Corcoran, assembled at their armory, No.
42 Prince Street, at three o'clock. They received the order to march, and they proceeded
down Broadway amidst such greetings as the
excited Irish citizens alone could demonstrate.
.At half-past six they left in the James Adger.
The 13th, Col. .Abel Smith, left on board the
Marion. Thus through more than two months
the living stream of troops went out of New
York to support the Government.
During that period of time New York continued to pour out an average, in round numbers, of 1,000 men per day at the call of the
Government, not only supplying and equipping the men, but furnishing the money, and
lending large sums to the Government in addition.
All the Northern or free States responded
alike and instantly to the summons from
Washington. The defence of the Government
was proclaimed to be a most sacred cause, more
especially snch a Government as this of the
United States bad been. Arms, money, men,
railroads, ancl all other "sinews of war," were
freely offered. Men of wealth, influence, and
position, without regard to party, stepped forth
patriotically at this call.
Some apprehensions existed relative to the
mttnner in which Northern troops would be
received in :Maryland on their way to Washington. On the 19th a body of them were
expected to arrive at Baltimore by the Philadelphia and Baltimore Railroad. .At the depot a crowd of two or three thousand persons
gathered. Soon after 11 o'clock in the forenoon, the train from Philadelphia, comprising
twenty-nine cars, arrived. Without disembarking the soldiers from the train, horses were attached to the several cars, which were drawn
along Pratt Street to the Camden station. Six
cars were permitted to pass without any par~
ticular disturbance except hooting and yelling.
The horses attached to the seventh car becoming restive, were detached, and the car moved
without their aid nearly to Gay Street, where a
body of laborers were .engaged in repairing the
bed of the street, and for this purpose removing
the cob blc stones.
Some thirty or forty men assembled at this
point, having followed the car from the depot,
and with cheers for President Davis and the
Southern Confederacy, hurled bitter taunts at
the Northern Black Republicans, as they termed
them. The troops remained in perfect silence.
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This continued for several minutes, when, as wounded were taken to apothecary stores for
the horses were again attached and the car medical attendance.
moved off, it was proposed to stone it. Before
At the corner of South and Pratt streets a
the car had gone twenty yards, almost every man fired a pistol into the ranks of the military,
window therein was broken to pieces, and when those in the rear ranks immediately
a portion of the-crowd followed a considerable wheeled and fired upon their assailants, and
distance hurling paving-stones. The eighth car several were wounded. The guns of the solwas treated in the same manner, but the diers that had fallen wouncJed were seized, and
ninth car, apparently being empty, or at least fired upon the ranks witll fatal effect in two inno person being visible except the <lri ver of the stances._
team, escaped with only one stone thrown.
After they reached Calvert street they sucThe tenth car was observed approaching from ceeded in checking their pursuers by a rapid fire,
Pratt street bridge, when a number of persons, which brought down two or throe, and they
seizing the picks in the hands of the laborers, were not much molested until they reached
made an ineffectual effort to tear up the track. Howard street, where another large crowd was
Finding that they could not succeed, as a lust asseru bled. Some stones were thrown at them,
resort they took up the paving-stones, und threw but their gnns were not loaded, and they passed
them on the track, almost covering it from ob- on through the dense crowd down Howard
servation. They also dumped a cart-load of street towards'the depot.
The scene on Pratt street, as stated, was of
sand on the bed of the track, placing also four
or ~e large anchors thereon, having bodily a startling character. The wounded soldiers,
removed them from the sidewalk. This being three in number, were takerl up carefully and
accomplbhed, they, with loud hurrahs, dared carried to places of safety by the citizens along
the troops to come on; but tLe latter, observ- the street.
The rear portion of the troops received the
ing the posture of affairs, deemed it more prudent to turn back to the President street depot• brunt of the attack of the assailants. The pav.Mayor Brown hastened to the President ing-stones were dashed with great force against
street depot, and endeavored to prevent any their backs and heads, and marcl1ing thus in
disturbance. At this point there still remained close ranks, they were unable to effectually deupwards of twenty cars filled with the troops, fend themselves. When they dill turn and fire,
and fl ve or six cars which had been used for the it was without halt, and being thus mas5ed together, their shots took effect mostly on innoreception of ammunition, baggage, &c.
After the lapse of a quarter of an hour, the cent spectators who were standing ou the pavecommand was given for the troops to disembark ment. They stood the assault with stones withand form on the ontsic.le. While forming, they out resistance, the entire distance from the
were surrounded by a dense mass of people, President street depot until they reached the
who impedeu their march, up President street vicinity of South street, and then fired obliquely
by every possible means. Stones were thrown on to the pavements, rather than turning on
in great nnmbers. At Fawn street two of the their assailants. The police did their utmost
• soldiers were knocked down by stones and to protect the troops from assault, and partially
greatly inj nred.
succeecJed until they reached Gay. street, where
After the cars had been checked and return- the ct'owd, armed with paving-stones, were coled to the depot, as above stated, the military lected. They rushed in between the police and
formed and prepared to march through the city. the rear ranks, driving them back, and sepaFrom the President street depot to Pratt rating them from the military. After the firing
street briclge tl1ey were pursued by tbc excited commenced, the assaulting party dispersed, and
cr0wd, who continued to hurl stones, and, it fol' the balance of the route there was no attack
is stated, fired at them with muskets, &c. upon them. The four soldiers who fell wounded
Mayor Brown had put himself at the head of in the street, were struck down between Gay
the column, with a strong body of police. The and Calvert streets, where the fie1·cest of the
soldiers continued on up Pratt street over the attack was made on them. The troops combridge, where several more were badly injured posed the Sixth regiment of Massachusetts Inby the stones thrown at the rear ranks. They fantry, commanded by Colonel E. F. Jones, in
came along at a brisk pace, and w Len they all eleven companies, with an aggregate of eight
reached Market Spn.ce, an immense concourse hundred and sixty men, rank and file.
of people closed in behind them and commenced
It was about half-past twelve o'clock when
stoning them.
the train left the Camden station. A few
When they reached Gay street, where the minutes afterwards, a discharge of firearms attrack lrnd been torn up, a large crowd of men tracted the attention of the crowd to the corarmed with paving-stones showered them on . ne1: of Pratt and Howard streets, where a body
their heads with such force that several of them of infantry from one of the Northern States,
were knocked down i.n the ranks. These, about one hundred and fifty strong, were seen
after lying a few moments crawled on their rapidly approaching the depot, and' no doubt
hands and knees into some of the stores on anxious to reach the cars.
Pratt street. After they fell there was no furThe excitement now was beyond description,
ther attack made on them, and those thus and a man displaying the flag of the Confeder·
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ate States seemed to be the rallying point of
the disaffected f>eople. Some of these assaulted
the command with stones, when a number of
the latter discharged their muskets. At least
twenty shots were fired, but it happily proved
that no person was injured. There seemed to
be but little discipline among the troops, especially as they rushed along pell-mell. Whilst
they were entering the cars a crowd of young
men gave them several volleys of bricks and
stones, some of which demolished tlrn windows
of the cars, whereupon three or four of the
privates pointed their muskets through the car
windows and fired, but no one was injured.
The baggage and munitions, in two cars,
were seized by the crowd, but rescued by the
police. Other troops were sent back to the
borders of the State by orders of Gov. Hicks.
The military of the city were called out, and
quiet was restored at evening. Among the
killed was Robert W. Davis, a member of a
mercantile firm, and a person held in high esteem by a large circle of friends and acquaintances. Nine citizens of Baltimore were killed,
and many wounded. Twenty-five of the wounded Massachusetts troops were sent to the Washington hospital.
During tlJe night following a report prevailed
that more Northern troops were approaching
by the Northern Oentral Railway. It was immediately resolved to destroy the bridges nearest the city, on both the Northern roads ending
in Baltimore. The bridge at Canton was thus
destroyed, and two bridges between Cockeysville
nnd Ashland ; also the bridges over Little Gunpowder and Bush rivers. This was ordered to
be done by the authorities of Baltimore. Upon
a representation of the events to President Lincoln, he ordered that "no more troops should be
brought through Baltimore, if, in a military point
of view, and .without interruption or opposition,
they can be marched around Baltimore."
The public mind continued in a feverish state
from the excitement of Friday, when unfounded reports that Northern troops were approaching the city, aroused a most indescribable tumult, like ten thousand people bereft of reason.
The error of the rumors becoming finally
known, peace and order were restored.
The transmission of the mails, and the removal
of provisions from the city, however, were suspended by the orders of the Mayor and Board
of Police. Four car loads of military stores,
clothing, tents, and other army equipments,
sufficient for the accommodation of a thousand men, and the property of the Government,
were thus detained. On the 24th, the city presented much the appearance of a military camp.
The number of •volunteers there enlisted, was
put as high as 25,000. Large quantities of provisions were seized, and its departure from the
city stopped. About four hundred picked men
left the city for the Relay House, on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, for the purpose of
seizing and holding that important strategic
\)Oint. They were followed by a force of about

two hundred men, having with them four fieldpieces and an abundance of ammunition. It
was the intention of the military authorities to
concentrate there about 1,200 men. The object of the seizure was to cut off the communication of the Pennsylvanians.with Washington
by that route.
The troops at Cockeysville were removed to
York, Pennsylvania.
Immediately upon the departure of the train,
the authorities of Baltimore County despatched
a body of armed men to follow in the rear, and
destroy the bridges, which they did; burning
all the bridges, large and small, from Ashland
to the Maryland line, with one exception, the
"Big Gunpowder Bridge.,,.
The turnpike from Ashland to York was literally black with vehicles of every description,
containing whole families from Baltimore, who
were hurrying to the country. A great many
strangers were also proceeding to Penn,ylvania, for the purpose of getting into the more
Northern States.
Unparalleled as was the excitement in Baltimore, after one week quiet was not only restored, but a counter-revolution took place,
which by its mere moral force reestablished
the control of reason and judgment.
On the 5th of May, the volunteer militia
were dismissed by the authorities.
On the 10th of May, thirteen hundred troops
landed near Fort McHenry from transports, and
were thence transferred by trains to Washington.
The Board of Police Commissioners had at
noon detailed a large police force, who were present at Locust Point, and acted with great efficiency, under the direction of Marshal Kane. The
Board of Oommissioners were present in person,
as also the Mayor. Few spectators were present
a.t Locust Point, but the wharves on the cit;
side were filled with persons, who quietly looked on the scene of the disembarkation, which
was very tedious, and was not concluded until
between six and seven o'clock in the evening.
The troops were Sherman's Battery, five companies of the Third Infantry from Texas, and a
Pennsylvania Regiment.
On the 5th of May, the United States Volunteers under the command of General Butler, •
bad taken possession of the Relay House on the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and proceeded to
fortify their position. Subsequently, on the
13th, he moved a portion of his troops to Baltimore. It soon became known in the city, and
a number of people went to the Camden station to witness the arrival.
About half-past seven o'clock a long train
came, containing a portion of the troops. They
disembarked in good order, and marched from
the depot down Lee street and other streets
to Federal Bill, and, moving to the high ground
surrounding the Observatory, stacked arms, and
made preparations for a long rest.
The force under command of General Butler
was composed of a portion of the Boston Light
Artillery, Major Cook; a strong detachment
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of the 6th Massachusetts regiment, Col. Jones,
and about five hundred of the 8th New York
regiment, Lieut.-Ool. Waltenburg.
On the route to the Hill the streets were
thronged with people, who greeted the military
with cheers at every step, the ladies at the windows and the doors joining in the applause by
waving their handkerchiefs.
Thus quietly was military possession taken
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of the city of Baltimore. On the next day con.
siderable reenforcements arrived.
On the 16th of May, the regular passenger
trains between Baltimore and Washington re..
sumed their usual trips. Baltimore subsided
into one of the most quiet cities of the Union.
The military encampment was, however, main•
tained. Meantime the action of States. to secede
from the Union was renewed.

CHAPTER V.
Proceedings in Texas to effect Secession, and Military Mov-ements-Action in Virginia and Military Mov-ements-Action
in Arkansas and Military Mov-ements-Action in North Carolina and Military Mov-ements-.A.ction in Tennessee and
Military Mov-ements.

THE secession of more Southern States now
commenced. Of these Texas was foremost.
The call for her Convention was revolutionary.
It was signed by sixty-one individuals. Upon
this call delegates were elected.
About the same time one of the members of
the Legislature took the responsibility of issuing
a call for the meeting of that body in extra session. To avoid a conflict between the State
authorities and the revolutionists, Governor
Houston convened the Legislature in extra session at Austin on January 22d.
The following is the proclamation issued by
the Governor :
Wliereas, there has been and yet is great excitement
existing in the public mind, arising from various
causes, touching our relations with the Federal Government and many of the States, and a portion of the
people have expressed a desire that the Legislature
~ould be convened in extra session; and whereas
the Executive desires that such measures should be
adopted as will secure a free expression of the popular
will through the ballot-box upon the question at issue,
involv-ing their peace, security, and happiness, and
the action of the whole people made known in relation
to the course which it may be proper and necessary
for Texas, as one of the States of the Union, to pursue,
in order to maintain, if possible, her rights in the
Union, as guaranteed by the Federal Constitution;
and whm·eas our frontier is now invaded by Indians,
and the liv-es of our citizens taken and their property
destroyed; and wke1·eas the treasury is without means
either to defend the frontier or meet ordinary expenses
of Government ;
Now, therefore, I, Sam Houston, Gov-ernor of the
State of Texas, for the reasons herein set forth, do
hereby issue this my proclamation, ordering the Legislature of the State of Texas to conv-ene in extra session at the Capitol, in the City of Austin, on Monday,
the 21st day of January, A. D. 1861.

When the Legislature assembled, he addressed
a message to them, in which he favored delay as
long as possible in holding a State Convention.
He was himself opposed to calling one, and believed that the Union could be preserved.
The Legislature sanctioned the ~lection of
delegates to the State Convention, which assembled one week later, by the adoption of the
following
8

concerniny the Oor11Vention qfthe people
qf Tereas, called in, pursuance of the Bill of Rights.
Wlie1·eas the people of Texas, being much concerned

JomT RESOLUTION

for the preservation of the rights, liberties, and powers
of the State and its inhabitant~, endangered by the
political action of a majority of the States, and the
people of the same have, in the exercise of powers
reserved to themselves in the Bill of Rights, called a
Convention, composed of two members for each representative in the Legislature, from the various districts established by the apportionment law of1860, to
assemble on the 28th day of January, 1861, at the city
of Austin; which Convention, by the terms of the call,
made by numerous assemblages of citizens in various
parts of the State, was, when elected and assembled,
to hav-e power to consider the condition of public
affairs; to determine what shall be the future relations
of this State to the Union, and such other matters as
are necessarily and properly incident thereto ; and in
case it should be determined by said Convention that
it is necessary for the preservation of the rights and
liberties aforesaid that the sovereignty of Texas should
resume the powers delegated to the Federal Government in the Constitution of the United States, and
by the articles of annexation, then the ordinance of
said Convention resuming said delegated powers, and
repealing the ratification by the people of Texas of
said articles of annexation, should be submitted to a
v-ote of the qualified electors of this State for their
ratification or rejection. Therefore
Be it resolved by tke Legislature of tke State of Texas,
That the Gov-ernment of the State of Texas hereby
gives its assent to and approves of the Convention
aforesaid.
SEC. 2. That this resolution take effect and be in
force from and after its passage.
With a protest against the assumption of any
powers on the part of said Convention beyond the
reference of the question of a longer conn~ction of
Texas with the Union to the people, approved 4th
February, 1861.
SAM HO UST ON.

Resolutions had been offered for delaying '
the secession movement, but these were twice
laid on the table. A. resolution was also passed
repudiating the idea of using forcible means
for coercing any seceding State, and declaring
that any such attempt would be resisted to the
last extremity. .A bill was passed requiring
the ordinance of secession, jf adopted by the
State Convention, to be submitted to the people.
On the 28th of January, the State Convention assembled. The call having been irregu·
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lar, the vote for members was very light. to the people was quite as unanimous in the
There are 122 counties in the State, of which
nearly half held no election, and were not
represented in the Conventim. Some of these
were: Old Nacogdoches, with 1,023 legal vo- ·
ters ; Lamar, with 1,123 voters ; Blanco, with
1,139 voters; Cherokee, with 1,644 voters;
Fannin, with 1,183 voters.
The vote in some of the counties was as follows: Anderson, with 1,093 voters, only 387
voted; Bastrop, 769 voters, 153 voted; Collin,
1,119 voters, 211 voted; Grayson, 1,217 voters,
280 voted; Hays, 296 voters, 67 voted ; Jackson, 296 voters, 40 voted ; Lampasas, 285
voters, 50 voted; Red River, 879 voters, 60
voted ; Travis, 1,011 voters, 342 -voted. This
c.ounty has Austin within its limits.
On the 5th of February an ordinance of
secession was. passed in the Convention by a
vote of ayes 166, nays 7. The following is the
ordinance:
AN ORDINANCE to die8olve, the Union between the, State
of Texa8 and the other States mid er the compact styled
4
; The Constitution qf the United State8 of .America."
SEC. 1. Whereas the Federal Government has failed

to accomplish the purposes of the compact of union
between these States, in giving protection either to the
persons of our people upon an exposed frontier, or to
the property of our citizens; and whereas the action
of the Northern States is violative of the compact between the States and the guarantees of the Constitution; a.nd whereas the recent developments in ]federal affn.irs make it evident that the power of the
Federal Government is sought to be made a weapon
with which to strike down the interests and property
of the people of Texas and her sister slaveholding
States, instead of permitting it to be, as was intended
-our shield against outrage and ag~ession; therefore, "We, the people of the State ot Texas, by delegates in the Convention assembled, do declare and
ordain that the ordinance adopted by our Convention
of delegates on the fourth ( 4th) day of July, A. n. 1845,
and afterwards ratified by us, under which the Republic of Texas was admitted into the Union with other
States, and became a party to the compact styled
'The Constitution of the United States of America,'
be, and is hereby repealed and annulled."
That all the powers which, by the said compact,
were delegated by Texas to the Federal Government
are resumed. That Texas is of right absolved from
all restraints and obligations incurred by said compact, and is a separate sovereign State, and that her
citizens and people are absolved from all allegiance
to the United States or the Government thereof.
SEC. 2. The ordinance shall be submitted to the
people of Texas for their ratification or rejection, by
the qualified voters, on the 23d day of February, 1861;
and unless rejected- by a majority of the votes cast,
shall take effect and be in force on and after the 2d
day of March, A. n. 1861. Provided that in the representative district of El Paso said election may be
held on the 18th day of February, 1861.
Done by the people of the State of Texas, in convention assembled, at Austin, the 1st day of February,
A.. D.

1861.

Public sentiment was in favor of joining a
Southern Confederacy, and on the 11th an ordinance was passed favoring the formation of
such a Confederacy, and electing seven delegates to a Southern Congress.
On the 14th the Convention adjourned to
the 20th of February.
The vote to refer the ordinance of secession

Convention as was that on the adoption of the
ordinance. The election of delegates bejng to
some extent informal, and S<'arcely half of the
vote of the State having been cast, it was
thought best that the ordinance of secession
should receive the sanction of the people before
it should be declared final. It was submitted to
the voters of the State on the 23d of February,
which election was legalized by the Legislature,
and approved by the Governor under a protest
against the shortness of time intervening between the passage of the ordinance and the
day of election. The vote in eighty counties
of the State was: For secession, 34, 794 ; against
secession, 11,235. Majority for secession, 23,959.
The vote at the Presidential election in N ovember previous was: Lincoln, - - - ; Douglas,
- - - ; Breckinridge, 47,548; Bell, 15,438.
On the 2d of March the Convention reassembled without a quorum, and on the 4th the
vote was counted. When the result was announced in the Convention, and the President
declared that Texas was a free and independent
State, there immediately ensued a tremendous
burst of cheers and enthusiastic applause.
On the 5th the Convention passed an ordinance instructing the delegates, whom it bad
previously appointed to the Southern Congress, to apply for the admission of Texas into
the Southern Confederacy, and to that end to
give the adhesion of Texas to the Provisional
Constitution of the saia Confederacy.
The numerical strength of the United States
army in Texas was about 2,500 men, divided
into thirty-seven companies-twenty-two infantry, five artillery, and ten cavalry. Twenty
companies were on the Rio Grande-fifteen
infantry, and five artillery. The other seventeen companies were stationed in the interior,
from Camp Cooper, Phantom Hill, in the
northern part of the State, south as far as San
Antonio and Fort Inge, near Fort Duncan, on
the Rio Grande.
On the withdrawal of these troops, their
places on the Rio Grande were supplied by
State militia from Galveston and the neighboring counties.
Previous to this time, the surrender of MajorGeneral Twiggs, the United States commander
in that Department, to the authorities in Texas,
took place. This caused great astonishment at
Washington, where it was hardly anticipated.
The secession of the State was not then, in fact,
concluded. There had been no vote of the
people upon the ordinance. The United States
army was allowed to march to the coast by
the articles of agreement, and to take with
them their side-arms, facilities for transportation and subsistence, as well as two batteries
of flying artillery of fom· guns each. The means
of transportation were to be surrendered, and
left upon ·arrival at the coast. By this treaty,
without one drop of bloodshed, and "without
sullying in the least the honor of the United
States army," Texas came into possession of
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over thirteen hundred thousand dollars' worth
of property, principally consisting of munitions
of war.
The seizure of all the property of the United
States was complete. The revenue cutter was
surrendered, and the lighthouse supply-vessel
for the coast was captured. This vessel, the
Guthrie, sailed from New Bedford, Massachusetts, November 8, 1860, with a full cargo of
supplies for one year for all the lighthouses and
light vessels between Amelia Island, Georgia,
and the Rio Grande, Texas. The ma~ter in
charge reached the bay at Galveston on the 5th
of March, for the purpose of delivering the year's
supply of oil, &c., to the Bolivar Point and other
lighthouses in that vicinity. While he was absent from the vessel, attending to the delivery
of the supplies, the Guthrie was boarded by
several men, accompanied by an individual calling himself General Sherman, claiming to act
by authority, and under the onlers of the "Committee of Safety at Galveston." These men got
the vessel under weigh, and proceeded with her
nearer the cutter, where she was detained.
Some detachments of United States troops
still remained in the State, and these were made
prisoners, and released upon parole. On the
24th of April, Colonel Van Dorn, with a Texan
force on steamers, came down from Indianola
to Suluria, and anchored near the schooners
having on board the United States troops under Major Sibley, numbering 450. An interview took place during the next day between
the commanding officers,· which ended in the
surrender of the entire Federal force as prisoners of war. The officers were to be release.d
on parole, and the men on their oaths that they
would not take up arms against the Southern
Oonfederacy, after surrendering their arms and
all the property of the companies; such of the
men and officers as desired were to be received
into the Confederate army. Private property
was not to be molested, and the soldiers were
not permitted to leave the State except by way
of Galveston and the :Mississippi River.
On the 9th of May, six companies of the 8th
United States infantry, under command of
Lieut.-Oolonel Reeve, surrendered to a Oonfederate force under Colonel Van Dorn, near
San Lucas Springs, about twenty-two miles
west of San Antonio, and on the Castroville
road. Colonel Reeve's command consisted of
366 rank and file, with their approp1iate officers,
together with Colonel Bumford and several
other officers who were on leave, or under
orders to report at other points, and who, taking
advantage of the troops coming to San Antonio,
sought and obtained the escort of the same.
Colonel Van Dorn left his camp on the Leon
at four o'clock on Thursday morning, the 8th,
and took a position previously selected, about
two miles to the westward on the road leading
to Castroville, where he formed his command
into line of battle. Shortly after daylight the
pickets and spies reported Oolonel Reeve as
having left his camp at two o'clock A. M., as
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had been his custom on this march, and having
reached the high ridge of land near San Lucas
Springs, and at the ranche of Mr. Adams, where
he had halted his command, taken possession
of the large stone house, barricaded the road
with his wagons, and placed his troops in posi· tion behind the strong corral fences and in the
stone house, apparently to await the assault.
Upon this being announced to the colonel
commanding the Confederate troops, he ordered
a forward movement of the whole command,
and gave directions for the forming of the line
of battle. The. infantry, under the command
of Lieut.-Col. Duff, were placed on the right ;
the battery of flying artillery-six pieces, 12pounders-under Capt. Edgar, in the centre,
with the cavalry and mounted troops under Col.
H. E. McCulloch on the left; the whole command, numbering some 1,500 troops of all arms,
presenting a very fine appearance, with banners
flying, drums beating, sabres rtn.d bayonets glittering in the meridian sun, horses pawing and
neighing, the field officers flying from .one end
of the field to another, carrying the commands
of their chief.
Under a flag of truce, borne by Capts. Wilcox and Majors, a demand was made of an unconditional surrender of the United States
troops as prisoners of' war, and five minutes
given to answer it. Col. Reeve would not agree to the terms unless Col. Van Dorn would convince him that he had sufficient strength to enforce them, by permitting an officer of riis command, whom he would designate, to see the
troops and report to him; the prompt answer
returned was, that he should have that opportunity to see the troops, and the more he saw
of them the less he would like it. The officer
designated by Col. Reeve was Lieut. Bliss,
n young officer of distinguished bravery, well
known in the United States army, who mounted a horse, rode down the line of Confederate
troops, and was repeatedly cheered. Suffice it
to say, on his report Col. Reeve surrendei·ed
with his command, together with all the public
property in his possession, unconditionally, as
prisoners of war, giving his word of honor that
he would report himself and command at Col.
Van Dorn's camp on the Leon that evening at
6 o'clock.
The Confederates then retired to camp, where
they anived about 3 o'clock P. M. At 5
o'clock P. M. Col. Reeve's command arrived in
camp, and their ground being designated by
the proper officer, thei pitched their tents as
orderly, and stacked tlieir arms with as much
precision, as if on jnspection parade. Next
morning at 5 o'clock the infantry and cavalry
struck their tents and marched into San Antonio, where they arrived in good condition at 6
o'clock. Col. Reeve's command marched to
the San Pedro Springs, two miles above San
Antonio, to a camp deHignated by a proper officer, where all the arms and Government property~were given up. Other States now rapidly
followed in the secession movement.
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The State Oonvention of Virginia met at
Richmond on the 13th of February. John
Janney, of Loudon, was elected President of
the Convention, and upon taking the chair he
made an address friendly to the Union, but said
that Virginia would insist on her own construction of her rights as a condition of her remaining in the present Union. The next day was
devoted to perfecting the. organization.
The object of the people of Virginia, as expressed by their Legislature, and by their vote
at the election for delegates to the Oonvention,
was, if it could be done, honorably "to restore
the Union of the States, and preserve · that
Union for all time to come."
On the 16th numerous resolutions were offered, which, while expressing a hope that the
difficulties then existing might be reconciled
and the Union perpetuated, yet denounced the
idea of coercing in any way the seceding States.
Mr. Wise, of Princess .Anne, reiterated his
policy of fighting in the Union, and counselled
speedy action.
Mr. Moore, of Rockingham, opposed haste.
He would not be driven by the North, nor
dragged by the cotton States, who had acted
·
without consulting Virginia.
Addresses were also made to the Oonvention
by the Oommissioners from other States who
were present. Mr. Preston, from South Carolina, in his remarks, said that the Union could
never be reconstructed " unless power should
unfix the economy of good. No sanctity of
human touch could reunite the people of the
North and South."
On the 20th of February, numerous resolutions were offered nncl referred. They generally expressed an attachment to the Union
and the desire for an equitable settlement, but
denounced coercion, and declared a pmpose to
resist it. Others maintained that the union
of the South was the safety of the South, and
that each State should speedily resume the
powers delegated to the General Government.
A resolution was offered to raise a committee
to inquire whether any movement of arms or
men had been made by the General Government toward strengthening any fort or arsenal
"in or bordering on Virginia, indicating preparations for an attack or coercion. It was laid
on the table without further action, but taken
up the next day and adopted. The report of
the committee on the election of members
stated that all the counties except sixteen had
sent in returns thus far, and the majority for
referring the action of the Convention to the
people was 52,857'.
The Oonvention was occupied with debates
on general subjects until April 13th. On that
day the debate turned exclusively upon the
surrender of Fort Sumter. Messrs. Carlile and
Early deprecated the action of South Carolina
in firing upon the fort, and expressed devotion
to the flag of their country. Others applauded
the gallantry of South Carolina, and maintained that whatever the Convention might

do, the people would take Virginia out of the
Union.
A. communication was received from the Governor, submitting a despatch from Gov. Pickens,
giving an account of Friday's bombardment.
He said : " There was not a man at our batteries
hurt. The fort fired furiously upon us. Our
iron battery did great damage to the south wall
of the fort ; the shells fell freely into th~ fort,
and the effect is supposed to be serious, as they
are not firing this morning. Our ' Enfield ' battery dismounted three of Anderson's largest
columbiads. We will take the fort, and can
sink the ships if they attempt to pass the channel. If they land elsewher-e we can whip them.
We have now 7,000 of the best troops in the
world, and a reserve of 10,000 on the routes to.
the harbor. The war has commenced, and we
will triumph or perish. Please let me know
what your State intends to do."
Governor Letcher replied : " The Convention
will determine."
On the 15th the reply of the President was
presented by the Commissioners. A resolution
was offered to go into secret session to consider
this report. A debate followed. The proclamation of President Lincoln, calling for seventy-five thousand men, constituted the principal theme. Messrs. Scott and Preston (Unionists) declared, that if the President meant subjugation of the South, Virginia had but one
course to pursue. A. difference of opinion existed as to whether it would be best to secede
immediately, or await the cooperation of the
Border States, and it was beHeved the alternative propositions would be submitted to the
people. Some delegates doubted the authenticity of the proclamation, and, in deference to
their wishes, the Oonvention adjourned.
The reply of the Governor to the requisition
of the Secretary of War was made on the 16tll,
as follows:
EXEOUTIVE DEPARTMENT, RICIIMOND 1 VA., .April 16,

1861.

Hon. Sirnon Cameron, S ecretary of' Wa1·.
Srn: I received your telegram ·of the 15th, the genuineness of which I doubted. Since that time I liave
received your communication, mailed the same day,
in which I am requested to detach from the militia
of the State of Virginia "the quota designated in a
table," which you append, "to serve as infantry or
riflemen for the period of three months, unless sooner discharged."
In reply to this communication, I have only to say
that the militia of Virginia will not be furnished tc
the powers at Washington for any such use or purpose as they have in view. Your object is to subjugate the Southern States, and a requisition made
upon me for such an object-an object, in my judgment, not within the purview of the Constitution or
the act of 1'795-will not be complied with. You have
chosen to inaugurate civil war, and, having done so,
we will meet it in a s~irit as determined as the administration bas exhibited toward the South.
Respectfully,
JOHN LETCHER.

On the 16th the Convention assembled in
secret session. This was immediately after the
smrencler of Fort Sumter.
On the 17th an ordinance of secession was
passed by the Oonvention. The vote was 88 in
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its favor and 55 against it. Only 91 delegates
had signed it at the expiration of the first month
after its passage. It is stated by a member that
when the Convention assembled, a clear majority was for the Union, at which a mob excitement existed in Richmond. It was then
calculated that if ten Union men could be kept
away, there would be a majority for secession.
Accordingly, ten members were waited upon
and informed that they were given the choice
of doing one of three things : either to vote
for the secession ordinance, to absent themselves, or to be hanged. Resistance was found
to be useless, and the ten yielded and were
absent. The report of the vote, however,
shows that at the final moment the majority
in favor of the ordinance was large.
The following is the Ordinance of Secession :
.A.n Ordinance to repeal the ratification of the Constitution of the United States Qf America, by the State
of Vir{l_inia, and to resume all the rights and powers
granted unde1' said Constitution.
The people of Virginia, in the ratification of the
Constitution of the United States of America, adopted
by them in Convention, on the 25th day of June, in the
year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and
eighty-eight, having declared that the powers granted
under the said Constitution were derived from the people of the United States, and might be resumed whensoever the same should be perverted to their injury and
opp,:~ssion, and the Federal Government having perverted said powers, not only to the injury of the people
of Virginia, but to the oppression of the Southern
slaveholding States;
Now, therefore, we, the people of Virginia, do
declare and ordain, that the Ordinance adopted by the
people of this State in Convention on the twenty-fifth
day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
seven hundred and eighty-eight, whereby the Constitution of the United States of America was ratified,
and all acts of the General Assembly of this State ratifying or adopting amendments to said Constitution,
are hereby repealed and abrogated; that the union
between the State of Virginia and the other States
under the Constitution aforesaid is hereby dissolved,
and that the State of Virginia is in the full possession
and exercise of all the rights of sovereignty which belon<T and appertain to a free and independent State.
And they do further declare that said Constitution of
the United States of America is no longer binding on
any of the citizens of this State.
rrhis Ordinance shall take effect and be an act of this
day, when ratified by a majority of the votes of the
people of this State, cast at a poll to be taken thereon,
on the fourth Thursday in May next, in pursuance of
a schedule hereafter to be enacted.
Done in Convention in the city of Richmond, on the
seventeenth day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, and in the
eighty-fifth year of the commonwealth of Virginia.
JNO. L. EUBANK,
A true copy,
Secretary of Convention.

At the same time the Convent10n passed an
ordinance requiring the Governor to call out as
many volunteers as might be necessary to repel
invasion, and to protect the citizens of the
State. The following is the Governor's Proclamation:
Wliereas seven of the States formerly composing a
part of the United States have, by authoritv of their
people, SC?lemnly resumed the powers granted by them
to the U mted States, and have framed a Constitution and
organized a Government for themselves_. to which the
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people of those States are yielding willing obedience,
and have so notified the President of the United States
by all the formalities incident to such action, and
thereby become to the United States a separate, independent, and foreign Power; and whereas the Constitution of the United States has invested Congress with
the s9le power "to declare war," and until such declaration is made the President has no authority to call
for an extraordinary force to wage offensive war
against any foreign Power; and whereas on the 15th
instant the President of the United States, in plain
¥iolation of the Constitution, issued a proclamation
calling for a force of seventy-five thousand men, to
cause the laws of the United States to be duly executed
over a people who are no longer a part of the Union,
and in said proclamation thl'eatens to exert this unusual force to compel obedience to bis mandates ; and
whereas the General Assembly of Virginia, by a majority approaching to entire unanimity, declared at its
last session that the State of Virginia would consider
such au exertion of force as a virtual declaration of
war, to be resisted by all the power at the command
of Virginia; and subsequently, the Convention now
in session, representing the sovereignty of this State,
has re-affirmed in substance the same policy, with
nlmost equal unanimity; and whereas the State of
Virginia deeply sympathizes with the Southern States
in the wrongs they have suffered and in the position
they have assumed, and having made earnest efforts
peaceably to compose the differences which have
severed the Union, and baving failed in that attempt
througJ...this unwarranted act on the part of the President; •d it is believed that the influences which operate to produce this proclamation against the Seceded
States will be brought to bear upon this Commonwealth if she should exercise her undouhted rights to
resume the powers. granted by her people, and it is
due to the honor of Virginia that an improper exercise
of force against her people should be repelled :
Therefore I, John Letcher, Governor of the Commonwealth of Virginia, have thought proper to order
all armed volunteer regiments or companies within
this State forthwith to hold themselves in readiness
for immediate orders, and upon the reception of tl1is
proclamation to report to the Adjutant-General of the
State their organization and numbers, and prepare
themselves for efficient service. Such companies as
are not armed and equipped will report that fact that
they may be properly supplied.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand, and caused the seal of the Cornmon[ L. s.]
wealth to be affixed, this 17th day of April,
1861, and in the eighty-fifth year of the ComJOHN LETCHER.
monwealth.

During the next day, it was announced from
the hall of the Convention, that an ordinance
of secession had been passed, to take effect as
an act of that <lay, should the same be ratified
by the peopJe on a vote to be taken thereon on
the fourth Thursday of May. The intelligence
spread throughout Richmond and produced
immense excitement. Loud and prolonged
cheering proceeded from the assembled crowds.
In a very short time a rush was made by a
party of .citizens to the custom-house, for the
purpose of signalizing the act of secession in a
more demonstrative manner. The gilt letter
sign, " United States Court," over the portico
was speedily displaced and taken down, and .
the occupants of the building notified that the
United Statesjurisdiction overjhe property had
ceased. The next act was to raise a Southern
Confederacy flag, with right stars, over the
capitol, in which the Convention held its
sessions.

•
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The Confederate flag was displayed on the
same day from the custom-house, hotels, and
private residences, eight stars being generally
the number on the flag-one having been adde-d
for Virginia. The custom-house was also taken
out of the hands of the United States offaiials,
and placed under a guard of State troops .. The
steamships Yorktown and Jamestown (belonging to the Virginia and New York Steamship
Company) were both seized and put in charge
of Virginia State troops. Many other seizures
were also made.
The Traders' Bank at Richmond tendered the
State a loan of $50,000.
A proclamation was issued by the Governor, prohibiting the exportation of fl.our,
grain, and provisions from Virginia, and another was issued ordering all private vessels
and property recently seized or detained, with
the exception of the steamers Jam es town and
Yorktown, to be released and delivered up to
their masters or owners. For this purpose
proper officers of the State were assigned to
each of the rivers Rappahannock, York, Potomac, and James, with orders to release such
vessels and property, and give certificates for
damages incurred by their seizure or de tion.
The supply of troops, under the call of the
Governor authorized by the State Convention,
was so great that further orders were fasued
directing no more troops to proceed to Richmond until called for. About 6,000 had assembled there, and 4,000 at Harper's Ferry.
An intelligent citizen of Richmond thus describes the military spirit existing there on the
25th of April : "Our beautiful city presents the
appearance of an armed camp. Where all these
soldiers come from, in such a state of preparation,
I cannot imagine. Every train pours in its multitude of volunteers, but I am not as much surprised at the number as at the apparent discipline of the country companies. Some of them
really march like regulars, and with their stalwart forms, dark, fierce countenances, and the
red-coated negro fifers and drummers in front,
present quite a picturesque as well as most
warlike aspect.
" General R. E. Lee, late of the United States
Army, has been appointed by the Governor to
the chief command of the Virginia forces.
Colonel Walter Gwynn, formerly of the United
States Army, received a commission of MajorGeneral.
"Yesterday evening, in addition to the large
force pouring in from aU parts of the country,
five hunded troops arrived from South Carolina,
under command of Brigadier-General M. D.
Bonham. · About the same number from the
same State will arrive to-day.
" The Cadets of the Virginia Military Institute, under the Superintendent and officers, are
here drilling ancJ disciplining the ·various companies of military who require such aid. But
I can give you no idea of the military spirit of
the State. Augusta County, a strong Whig
Union county in Western Virginia, and Rock-

ingham, an equally strong Democratic Union
county, lying side by side with Augusta, each
contribute 1,500· men to the war. These are
like all our volunteer companies, farmers, mechanics, professional men, the bone and sinew
of the country.
It was of Augusta that Wash ..
ington said in the darkest hour of the Revolution that, if defeated everywhere else, he
would unfurl a banner on the mountains of·
Augusta, and raise the prostrate form of Liberty
from the dust. Amherst County, with a voting
population of only 1,500, contributes 1,000 volunteers.
"But the war spirit is not confined to the men
nor to the white population. The ladies are
not only preparing comforts for the soldiers,
but arming and practising themselves. Companies of boys, also, from ten to fourteen years
of age, fully armed and well drilled, are preparing for the fray. In Petersburg 300 free
negroes offered their services, either to fight
under white officers, or to ditch and dig, or any
kind of labor. An equal number in this city
and across the river in Chesterfield have volunteered in like manner."
The lights on the Virginia s110re of Chesapeake Bay were removed or extinguished, by
order of the authorities of the State.
The accession of Virginia to the Sonthern
Confederacy was announced by the Governor
in the following proclamation :
Wliereas the Convention of this Commonwealth
has, on this, the 25th day of April, 1861, adopted· an
ordinance "for the adoption of the Constitution of the
Provisional Government of the Confederate States of
America;" and has agreed to a " Convention between
the Commonwealth of Virginia and the Confederated
States of America, which it is proper should be made
known to the people of this Commonwealth and to the
world:
Therefore, I, John Letcher, Governor of the Commonwealth of Virginia, do hereby publish and proclaim
that the following are authentic copies of the Ordinance
and Convention aforesaid.
Given under my hand as Governor, and under
the seal of the Qommonwealth at Richmond,
[L. s.J this twenty-fifth of April, one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-one, and in the eighty-fifth
year of the Commonwealth.
JOHN LETCHER.
By the Governor.
• GEO. W. liuNFOnn, Secretary of the Commonwealth.
An Ordinance for the adoption of the Constitution of
tlie Provisional Govemment of tlie Conjederate
States of America.
We, the delegates of the people of Virginia, in Convention assembled, solemnly impressed by the perils
which surround the Commonwealth, and appealing to
the Searcher of hearts for the rectitude of our intentions in assuming the grave responsibility of this act,
do by this Ordinance adopt and ratify the Constitution
of the ·provisional Government of the Confederate
States of America, ordained and established at Montgomery, Alabama, on the eighth day of February,
eighteen hundred and sixty-one ; provided that this
Ordinance shall cease to have any legal operation or
effect if the people of this Commonwealth, upon the
vote directed to be taken on the Ordinance of Secession
passed by this Convention, on the seventeenth day of
April, eighteen hundred and sixty-one, shall reject the
same. A true copy.
JNO. L. EUBANK, Secretary.
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OonvenUon between the Commonwealth of Y:lr{linia and
the Confederate StatetJ qf America.
The Commonwealth of Virginia, looking to a speedy

union of said Commonwealth and the other slave
States with the Confederate States of America, according to the provisions of the Constitution for the
Provisional Government of said States, enters into
the following temporary Convention and agreement
with said States, for the purpose of meeting pressinoexigencies affecting the common rights, interests, ana
safety of said Commonwealth and said Confederacy :
1st. Until the union of said Commonwealth with
said Confederacy shall be perfected, and said Commonwealth shall become a member of said Confederacy, according to the Constitutions of both powers,
the whole military force and military operations, offensive and defensive, of said Commonwealth, in the
impending conflict with the United States, shall be
under the chief control and direction of the President
of said Confederate States, upon the same principles,
basis, and footing as if said Commonwealth were
now, and during the interval, a member of said Confederacy.
2d. The Commonwealth of Virginia will, after the
cousummation·of the union contemplated in this Convention, and her adoption of the Constitution for a
permanent Government of said Confederate States,
and she shall become a member of said Confederacy
under said permanent Constitution, if the same occur, turn over to said Confederate States all the public property, naval stores, and munitions of war, etc.,
she may then be in possession of, acquired from the
United States, on the same terms and in like manner
as the other States of said Confederacy have done in
like cases.
3d. Whatever expenditures of money, if any, said
Commonwealth of Virginia shall make before the
union under the Provisional Government, as above
contemplated, shall be consummated, shall be met
and provided for by said Confederate States.
This Convention entered into and agreed to in the
city of Richmond, Virginia, on the twenty-fourth day
of April, 1861, by Alexander H. Stephens, the duly
authorized commissioner to act in the matter for the
said Confederate States, and John Tyler, William
Ballard Preston, Samuel McD. Moore, James P. Holcombe, James C. Bruce, and Lewis E. Harvie, parties
duly authorized to act in like manner for said Commonwealth of Virginia; the whole subject to the approval and ratification of the proper authorities of
both Governments respectively.
Iu testimony whereof the parties aforesaid have
hereto set their hands and seals, the day and year
aforesaid and at the place aforesaid, in duplicate
originals.
[L. S.]
ALEXANDER H. STEPHENS,
Commissioner for Confederate States.
JOHN TYLER, WM. BALLARD PRESTON, s.
lfoD. MoouE, JAMES P. HoLcoMnE, JAMES
[L. S.]
C. BRUCE, LEw1s E. HARVIE, Commismissioners for Virginia.
. ~pproved an? ratified by ~he Convention of Virgm1a, on the 2t>th day of Apr1l, 1861.
.
JOHN JANNEY, President.
JNo. L. EunANK, Secretary.

In Western Virginia, on the 23d of April, at
a public meeting held in Clarksburg, Harrison
County, eleven delegates were appointed to
meet delegates from other northwestern counties at Wheeling on May 13th, to determine
what course should be purs'ued in the present
emergency. This movement resulted in the
separation of Western from Eastern Virginia.
The State Convention adjourned from the
first of May to the eleventh of June. The injunction of secrecy was still retained as to their
proceedings relative to the secession ordinance.
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The acts of violence which had been committod
thus far, such as the march upon Harper's Ferry, and the sinking of vessels at the mouth of
the Elizabeth River, were done in opposition to
the authority of the State. The Governor refused to consent that troops should be ordered
to the Ferry. It was his purpose to preserve
the State in an uncommitted position until after
the vote on the Ordinance of Secession. The
seizure at Harper's Ferry was, however, afterwards approved by him, and his thanks given
to the party who made it. He also issued his
proclamation calling out troops, in accordance
with the requisition of the Confederate Government. Whatever might have been his previous
purposes, he seems now to have had only one
object in view, which was, to secure Virginia
to the Southern Confederacy. The vote on the
Ordinance of Secession in the Convention was
not published by that body. It was rumored
to have been-ayes 88, nays 55. Many of the
negatives were subsequently induced to acquiesce with the majority.
· The popular vote on the Ordinance was .
almost unanimously against it in Western
Virginia, while with equal unanimity Eastern
Virginia voted in favor of it. It was carried
by a large majority of the votes cast. The
vote in the city of Richmond was 2,400 in
favor to 24 against it, being less than half the
vote (5,400) polled at the Presidential election
in November previous.
Great activity took place in Eastern and
Southwestern Virginia in the organization and
equipment of troops. It was claimed as early
as the 20th of May, that the whole number
volunteered was 85,000, and that48,000 of these
were under arms, and distributed at Richmond,
Norfolk, Petersburg, Lynchburg, Fredericksburg, Alexandria, Staunton, and Harper's Ferry. 'These points were nearly all connected by
railroad. There were said to be, in addition,
about 8,000 from other States.
As the troops arrived from the Soutn:, Richmond became the general rendezvous whence,
as soon· as inspected and properly outfitted for
active duty, they were distributed wherever
d d
B
h
.
h
moit nee e .
y anot er estimate t ere
were, by the 5th of June, in active service
. in Virginia, about fifty thousand Confederate
troops, namely: about eight thousand at or
near Manassas Junction· about five thousand
l ,
'
·
at Free ericksburg and fqma C:eek;. about
twelve thousand at Norfolk and its neighborhood; about five thousand at Yorktown and
Williamsburg; and about fourteen thousand at .
Harper's Ferry. Of this aggregate, nearly all,
exclusive of the force at Harper's Ferry, were
so posted that they could be concentrated by
railroad at any point between Norfolk and
Alexandria within twenty-four hours. About
forty thousand, it was calculated at Richmond,
could be thrown almost at onoe upon the.Union
troops whenevertheymight present themselves
along the line. Such a movement, however,
had a certain degree of hazard connected with
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it, as any concentration by which they withdrew their troops from the seaboard, exposed
them to invasion by forces from the fleet.
Arkansas also had become ripe for the movement. On the 16th of January her Legislature
unanimously passed a bill submitting the Convention question to the people on the 18th of
February. If a majority were in favor of a
Convention, the Governor should appoint the
time for the election of its members.
On the day appointed an election was helc1
throughout the State, and the vote in favor of
holding a Convention was 2'7,412 ; against it,
15,826 ; majority for a Convention, 11,586.
The vote of the State at the Presidential election in November was, for Douglas, 5,227;
Breckinridge, 28, 732 ; Bell, 20,094.
At the election of delegates to the Convention, tho Union vote was 23,626; Secession,
17,92'7; Union majority, 5,699.
The Convention assembled on the 4th of
March, and organized by the election of Union
officers, by a majority of six. On the 6th, the
. inaugural of President Lincoln was received,
and produced an unfavorable impression on the
minds of the people. Secession was strongly
urged upon the Convention, which had been
regarded as containing forty members opposed
to it, and thirty-five in favor of it.
Various resoluti@ms were offered and referred
to appropriate committees, looking to an endorsement, on the one hand, of the doctrine of
secession, and the right and duty of Arkansas
to secede, and on the other to a clear definition
of the position Arkansas should take, stopping
short of secession, with a view to the security
of her rights in the Union.
A conditional ordinance of secession was
debated, with a clause referring it back to the
people for ratification or, rejection. This was
defeated by a vote of ayes, 35; noes, 39. The
Convention was disposed to pass resolutions
appl-o~g the propositions of Missouri and Virginia for a conference of the border slave States,
and providing for sending five delegates to said
Conference or Convention, and agreeing with
Virginia to hold said Conference at Frankfort,
Kentucky, on the 27th of May.
At Van Buren a salute of thirty-nine guns
was fired in honor of the thirty-nine members
of the Convention who voted against tlie secession ordinance. The same number of guns
were fired at Fort Smith.
On the 17th, an ordinance was reported by ,a
self-constituted committee composed of seven
secessionists and seven cooperationists, as a
compromise measure between the two parties.
It was a{lopted as reported, unanimously, in the
Convention. It provided for an election to be
held on the first Monday of August, at which
the legal voters of the State were to cast their
ballots for " secession," or for " cooperation."
If on that day a majority of the votes were cast
for secession, that fact was to be considered in
the light of instructions to the Convention to
pass an ordinance severing the· connection of

Arkansas with the Union. If, on the other
hand, a majority of the votes of the State were
cast for cooperation, that fact would be an instruction to the Convention immediately to take
all necessary steps for cooperation with the
border or unseceded slave States, to secure a
satisfactory adjustment of all sectional controversies disturbing the country.
The next session of the Convention was to be
held on the 11th of August; and to secure the
return of all the votes of each county, each
delegate was made a special returning officer
of the Convention to bring the vote of his
county to the Capitol.
Besides this ordinance submitting the proposition of "secession " or "cooperation " to the
vote of the people, resolutions were passed providing for the election of five delegates to the
border slave State Convention, proposed by the
States of Virginia and Missouri, to be held some
time during the month of May. Thus the proceedings of that Convention would be beforo
the people, amply canvassed and understood,
when the vote of the State was cast on the first
Monday of August.
The result of the labors of the Convention,
although not exactly what either party desired,
was regarded as probably more nearly satisfactory to the public than any other action which
could have been taken by that body. Time
was given for investigation and deliberation as
to consequences.
Affairs remained quiet; the friends of the
Union were hopeful; those who sympathized
with the seceded States wero sanguine that
Arkansas would be one of them. The capture
of Fort Sumter, and the subsequent events,
roused Arkansas to take a stand either with the
North or with the South. Together with the
news of the fall of the fort, there came also the
President's Proclamation, and the requisition of
the Secretary of War for a quota of troops from
Arkansas. The reply of the Governor to this
requisition was dated the 22d of April. It
proved him to be decided in his friendship to
the secession movement. Ile wrote to the Secretary of War thus: "In answer to your requisition for troops from .1\.rkansas, to subjugate
the Southern States, · I have to say that none
will be furnished. The demand is only adding insult to injury. The people of this Commonwealth
are freemen, not slaves, and will defend to the
last extremity their honor, lives, and property,
against Northern mendacity and usurpation."
The President of the State Convention, entertaining similar views, immediately issued a call
requiring it to reassemble on the 6th of May.
The call was dated on the 20th of April.
On the 6th of May the State Convention
met, and immediately took the necessary steps
to prepare an ordinance to sever the relations
existing between the State and the other States
united with her under the Constitution of the
United States. The ordinance was prepared
and reported to the Convention at three o'clock
in the afternoon, and was passed immediately,
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with only one dissenting vote. There were
sixty-nine votes in the affirmative, and one
in the negative. An eye-witness describes the
passage of the ordinance as "a solemn scene."
Every member seemed impressed with the importance of the vote he was giving. The hall
of the House of Representatives was crowded
almost to suffocation. The lobby, the gallery,
and the floor of the chamber were full, and the
vast crowd seemed excited to the highest pitch.
A profound stillness prevailed all the time as
vote after vote was taken and recorded, except
occasionally, when some well-known Union
member would rise and preface his vote with
expressions of stirring patriotic Southern sentiments, the crowd would give token of its
approbation; but the announcement of the
adoption of the ordinance was the signal for
one general acclamation that shook the building.
A weight seemed suddenly to have been
lifted off the hearts of all present, and mani.festations of the most intense satisfaction prevailed on all sides. Immediate steps were taken
by the Convention to unite with the Confederation of States. The ordinance was as follows :
W71,ereas, in addition to the well-founded causes
of complaint set forth by this Convention, in resolutions adopted on the 11th March, A. D. 1861, against
the sectional party now in power at Washington
City, headed by Abraham Lmcoln, he has, in the
face of resolutions passed by this Convention, pledging the State of Arkansas to resist to the last extremity any attempt on the part of such power to
coerce any State that seceded from the old Union,
proclaimed to the world that war should be waged
against such States until they should be compelled
to submit to their rule, and large forces to accomplish this have by this same power been called out,
and are now being marshalled to carry out this inhuman design, and to longer submit to such rule
or remain in the old Union of the United States
would be disgraceful and ruinous to the State of Arkansas·
Ther~fore, we, the people of the State of Arkansas,
in Convention assembled, do hereby declare and ordain, and it is hereby declared and ordained, that the
"ordinance and acceptance of compact," passed and
approved by the General Assembly of the State of
Arkansas, on the 18th day of October, A. D. 1836,
whereby it was by said General Assembly ordained
that, by virtue of the authority vested in said General Assembly, by the provisions of the ordinance
adopted by the convention of delegates assembled at
Little Rock, for the purpose of forming a constitution and system of government for said State, the
propositions set forth in " an act supplementary to
an act entitled an act for the admission of the State
of Arkansas into the Union, and to provide for the
due execution of the laws of the United States within
the same, and for other purposes, were freely accepted, ratified, and irrevocably confirmed articles of
compact and union between the State of Arkan~as
and the United States," and all other laws and every
other law and ordinance, whereby the State of Arkansas became a member of the Federal Union, be,
and the same are hereby in all respects and for every
purpose herewith consistent repealed, abrogated,
and fully set aside ; and the Union now subsisting
between the State of Arkansas and the other States,
under the name of the United States of America, is
hereby forever dissolved.
And we do further hereby declare and ordain, that
the State of Arkansas hereby resumes to herself all
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rights and powers heretofore delegated to the Government of the United States of America-that her
citizens are absolved from all allegiance to said Government of lthe United States, and that she is in full
possession and exercise of all the rights and sovereignty which appertain to a free and independent
State.
We do further ordain and declare, that all rights
acquired and vested under the Constitution of the
United States of America, or of any act or acts of
Congress, or treaty, or under any law of this State,
and not incompatible with this ordinance, shall remain in full force and effect, in nowise altered or impaired, and have the same effect as if this ordinance
had not been passed.

The Oonvention also passed a resolution authorizing the Governor to call out 60,000 men,
if necessary. The State was divided into two
grand divisions, eastern and western, and one
brigadier-general from each appointed. Gen.
Bradley was elected to the command of the
eastern, and Gen. Pearce, late of .the U. S.
Army, to the western.
The Governor was authorized to call out the
military force, and two millions of dollars in
bonds were ordered to be issued in sums of five
dollars and upwards.
The first movement after the secession of the
State, was to get possession of the property of
the United States. The United States arsenal,
located at Little Rock, became the first object
for seizure. On the morning of February 5th
that city was thrown into high excitement by
the unexpected arrival of a steamboat with a
body of troops from Helena, with the avowed
purpose of taking the arsenal. In a few hours
another boat arrived with more troops, and on
the next day others arrived, until a force of four
hundred men was collected. The City Council
was assembled, and on application to the Governor, it was informed that the troops were
not there by his orders. The troops themselves
were of a different opinion, and came there, as
they thought, at his command ; but whether
so or not, they were there to take the arsenal,
and they determined to accomplish that object
before leaving. The Governor Wits then requested to assume the responsibility of the
movement, and in the name of the State to
demand the arsenal of the officer in command
of it. It was believed that Captain Totten
would surrender to the authorities of the State
rather than have a collision, but would not to a
body of men disavowed by the Governor and
acting in violation of law; and that as the
troops were determined on taking the arsenal
at all hazards, there would of course be a collision, and probably much sacrifice of life.
Consequently, the Governor consented to act,
and immediately made a formal demand upon
Captain Totten.
To the Governor's demand for the surrender
of the arsenal, Captain Totten asked until three
o'clock the next day to consider the matter,
which was agreed to. At the time appointed
Captain Totten made known his readiness to
evacuate the arsenal, and, after the details were
finally agreed upon, it was arranged that, at
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twelve o'clock the next day, the arsenal should
be delivered to the authorities of the State,
which was done.
About the same tjme the public property at
Fort Smith was seized in behalf of the State.
On the 18th of May Arkansas was admitted
as one of the Confederate States, and her delegates took their seats in Congress. They were
R. W. Johnson, A. Rust, A. W. Garland, W. H.
Watkins, and W. F. Thomason.
Equally prompt was North Carolina in her
movement. The Legislature being in session
in December, 1860, previous to the meeting of the State Convention in South Carolina, a series of resolutions were offered proposing to appoint Commissioners to the South
Carolina Convention for the purpose of urging
that body to await a general consultation of the
slaveholding States, and to provide also that
the Commissioners tihoulcl attend the Conventions in other States. They were made a spe•
cial order, but did not pass.
A strong Union sentiment was shown in the
State during the session of the Legislature, but
it was in favor ofrequiring additional guarantees.
The public sentiment at this time, being the first
of January, has been describeil in these words:
" The general feeling of North Carolina is
conservative. She would respond to any fair
proposition for an equitable adjustment of present national difficulties, but will insist on her
rights at all hazards."
On the 8th of January Forts Caswell and
Johnson were occupied by unauthorized persons, who presented themselves with some
show of force and demanded their surrender.
Governor Ellis ordered them to be immedfotehrestored to the proper authority. In a letter
to President Buchanan, on the 12th of January,
he thus describes his action:
Srn: Reliable information has reached this Department, that, on the 8th instant, Forts Johnson and
Caswell were taken J?OSsession of by State troops
and persons resident m that vicinity, in an irregular
manner.
Upon receipt of this information, I immediately
issued a military order requesting the forts to be
restored to the authorities of the United States,
which order will be executed this day.
My information satisfies me that this popular outbreak was caused by a report, very generally credited,
but which, for the sake of humanity, I hope is not true,
that it was the purpose of the Administration to
coerce the Southern States, and that troops were on
their way to garrison the Southern ports and to begin the work of subjugation. This impression is not
yet erased from the public mind, which is deeply agitated at the bare contemplation of so great an indignity and wrong ; and I would most earnestly appeal
to your Excellency to strengthen my hands in my
efforts to preserve the public order here, by placing
it in my power to give public assurance that no
measures of force nre contemplated toward us.
Your Excellency will pardon me, therefore, for
asking whether the United States forts will be garrisoned with United States troops during your Administration.
This question I ask in perfect respect, and with an
earnest desire to prevent consequences which I know
would be regretted by your Excellency as much as
myself.

Should I receive assurance that no troops will be
sent to this State prior to the 4th of March next,
then all will be peace and quiet here, and the property of the United States will be fully protected as
heretofore. If, however, I am unable to get such
assurances, I will not undertake to answer for the
consequences.
The forts in this State have long been unoccupied,
and their being garrisoned at this time will unquestionably be looked upon as a hostile demonstration,
and will in my opinion certainly be resisted.

To this communication the Secretary of War
replied on the 15th, as follows :
Your letter of the 12th instant, addressed to the
President of the United States, has by him been referred to this Department, and he instructs me to
express his gratification at the promptitude with
which you have ordered the expulsion of the lawless
men who recently occupied Forts Johnson and Caswell. He regards this action an the part of your
Excellency as in complete harmony with the honor
and patriotic character of the people of North Carolina, whom you so worthily represent.
In reply to your inquiry, whether it is the purposo
of the President to garrison the forts of North Carolina during his administration, I am directed to say
that they, in common with the other forts, arsenals,
and other property of the United States, are in charge
of the President, and that if assailed, no matter from
what quarter or under what pretext, it is his duty to
protect them by all the means whiclr the law has
placed at bis disposal. It. is not his purpose to garrison the forts to which you refer at prrsent, because
he considers them entirely safe, as heretofore, under
the shelter of that law-abiding sentiment for which
the people of North Carolina have ever been distinguished. Should they, however, be attacked or menaced with danger of being seized or taken from the
possession of the United S.tates, he could not escapo
from his constitutional obligation to defend and preserve them. The very satisfactory and patriotic assurance given by your Excellency justifies him, however, in entertaining the confident expectation that
no such contingency will arise.

The bill for calling a State Convention was
under debate a number of clays; so, also, was
the resolution proposing the appointment, on
the part of North Oarolina., of Commissioners
to a Peace Conference at Washington~ as proposed by Virginia. The Convention bill finally
passed on the 24th of January.
Ultimately, the Legislature s·e conded the
movement of Virginia, by appointing several
eminent men, of both parties, to represent the
State in the National Conference at Washington. Commissioners were also appointed to
represent the State in the Southern meeting
at Montgomery) Alabama, the avowed purposo
of which was to establish a Provisional Government over a Southern Confederacy, but with
instructions, adopted by a vote of 69 to 38 in
the Commons, that they were '' to act only as
mediators to endeavor to bring about a reconciliation." This vote was hailed as an unmistakable sign that North Carolina was not prepared for disunion and a Southern Confederacy.
The Convention bill, as it finally passed the
Legislature, provided for putting the question
to the people at the time of electing delegates;
Convention or no Convention.
It further provided that the election should
bo held on the 28th of January, and that ten
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days sho uld be allowed the sheriffs to make
their returns. If a majority of the people voted
for the Convention, the Governor should issuo
his proclamation fixing the day for the meeting. If the Convention was called, its action
should be submitted to the people for ratification or rejection. If a majority of the people
voted against the Convention, the Governor
should make known the fact by proclamation.
The action of the Convention was required to
be confined to Federal matters, and the members would be sworn to that effect.
A more guarded and restricted form could
hardly have.been adopted and permit any liberty
of action to the Convention.
On the 4th of February a resolution was
passed unanimously in the House, declaring
that, in case reconciliation fails, North Carolina
goes with the slave States. The military bill
passed in the ·House, authorized the arming of
ten thousand volunteers, and provided for the
entire reorganization of the mi.litia.
The election for members of the State Convention resulted in the choice of a considerable
majority who were in favor of the Union, and
opposed to secession. As expressed at the time,
"They, as Unionists, would not submit to the
administration of the Government on sectional
principles, but they were anxious to preserve
the Union on a constitutional basis, and to obtain such guarantees as would lead to a permanent reconstruction of it."
The official vote of the State on the question
of Conve-qtion or no Convention, including the
vote of Davie and Heywood counties, which
were reported, was: for Convention, 46,672;
against a Convention, 47,323. Majority against
a Convention, 651. The vote of the State was
smaller by about twenty thousand than at the
election in August previous.
Of the whole number of delegates, eightytwo were constitutional Union men, and thirty-eight secessionists. The Union majority,
therefore, was rather more than two to one.
After this election, the Governor determined
not to call the Legislature of the State together
in extra session unless something more urgent
than was known should occur.
No events of unusual interest occurred until
the attack upon Fort Sumter and the call by
the President for troops. To the requisition of
the Secretary of War, the Governor immediately replied by telegraph as follows :
•

RALEIGH,

.April 15, 1861.

Your despatch is received, and, if genuine-which
its extraordinary character leads me to doubt-I
have to say, in reply, that I regard the levy of troops
made by the Administration for the purpose of subjugating the States of the South, as in violation of
the Constitution and a usurpation of power. I can
be no party to this wicked violation of the laws of
the country, and to this war upon the liberties of a
free people. You can get no troops from North Carolina. I will reply more in detail when your call is
recefred by mail.
JOHN W. ELLIS,
Governor of North Carolina.
Hon. SrnoN CAMERON, Secretary of War.

The forts in the State which had been once

seized on a popular outbreak and restored by
the Governor, were once more seized, and at
this time by his orders. Guns and ammunition
were obtained in 0harleston for use at Fort
Macon and Fort Caswell. An extra session of
the Legislature was immediately summoned to
assemble on the 1st of May. The proclamation
of Gov. Ellis convening that body WfiS as follows:
Wliereas, by proclamation of Abraham Lincoln,
President of the United States, followed by a requisition of Simon Cameron, Secretary of War, I am
informed that the said Abraham Lincoln has made a
call for seventy-five thousand men, to be employed
for the invasion of the peaceful homes of the South,
and the violent subversion of the liberties of a free
people, constituting a large part of the whole population of the late United States; and whereas this highhanded act of tyrannical outrage is not only a violation of all constitutional law, utter disregard of every
sentiment of humanity and Christian civilization, and
conceived in a spirit of aggression unparalleled by
any act of recorded history, but is a direct step toward the subjugation of the entire South, and the
conversion of a free Republic inherited from our
fathers, into a military despotism to be established
by worse than foreign enemies, on the ruins of the
once glorious Constitution of equal rights;
Now, therefore, I, John W. Elli.s , Governor of the
State of North Carolina, for these extraordinary
causes, do hereby issue this my proclamation, notifying and requesting the Senators and Members of the
House of Commons of the General Assembly of North
Carolina, to meet in special session at the capital in
the city of Raleigh, on Wednesday, the 1st day of
May. And I furthermore exhort all good citizens
throughout the State to be mindful that their first
allegiance is due to the sovereignty which protects
their homes and dearest interests, as their first service is due for the sncred defence of their hearths,
and of the soil which holds the grams of our glorious
dead.
United action in defence of the sovereignty ofN orth
Carolina, and of the rights of the South, becomes
now the duty of all.
Given under my hand and attested by the great seal
of the State. Done at the city of Raleigh, the 17th
day of April, A. D. 1861, and in the eighty-fifth year
of independence.
JOHN W. ELLIS.

A call was also issued by the Governor, for
the enrolment of thirty thousand men. to be
held in readiness to march at a day's notice.
On the 1st of May the Legislature convened
in special session. In his Message, the Governor recommended that, in view of the secession of North Carolina from the Northern Government, and her union with the Confederate
States at as early a period as practicable, n.
Convention of the people be called with foll
and final powers. The powers of the Convention should be full because the sovereignty of
the people must be frequently resorted to dur~
ing the war, and it therefore became necessary
that it should be temporarily reposed in the
Convention. The action of the Convention
should be final, because of the importance of
a speedy separation from the Northern Government, and the well-known fact that upon
this point the people were as a unit.
He also recommended " the raising and organization of ten regiments, to serve during the
war, and that appropriate bounties be offered
to all persons thus enlisting."
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The Governor further said that the North
ern Government was concentrating a large
force in the District of Columbia, ostensibly to
protect the seat of Government. But such a
force cannot be allowed to remain within the
limits of .Maryland and on the borders of Virginia without seriously endangering the liberties of the people of those States. If they be
conquered and overrun, North Carolina would
become the next prey for the invaders. Policy,
then, as well as sympathy, and a feeling of
brotherhood, engendered by a common interest,
required them to exert their energies in the
defence of .Maryland and Virginia. Every battle fought there would be a battle in behalf of
North Carolina. The Legislature met at 12
o'clock M., and at 1 P. M. both Houses had
unanimously passed a bill calling an unrestricted Convention, whose action was to be final.
The election of delegates took place on the 13th
of May, and the Convention met on the 20th.
The Legislature unanimously repealed the
section of the Revised Code, which required all
officers in the State to take an oath to support
the Constitution of the United States before entering upon their duties. The act further provided that it should not be lawful to administer
any such oath or affirmation to any officer, civil
or military.
After a session of eleven days, the Legi.slature adjourned, to meet again on the 25th of
June. Among other measures, it passed a stay
law, to take effect immediately, and authorized
the Governor to raise ten thousand men, to
serve during the war, and also appropriated
$5,000,000 for the use of the State, giving the
Treasurer power to issue Treasury notes to the
amount of $500,000, in bills ranging from five
cents to two dollars, and with a conditional
clause, authorizing the issue of a larger amount
if necessary.
The forces of the State, under orders of the
Governor, seized the Federal forts on the coast,
and took possession of the mint at Charlotte
and the arsenal at Fayetteville, gaining, by the
seizure of the latter, 37,000 stand of arms, 3,000
kegs of powder, and an immense supply of
shells and shot. Of course, these acts placed
the State in the same category with the seceded
States, and the ports of North Carolina were,
therefore, included in the blockade ·ordereu by
the Government.
The State Convention assembled on the 20th
of May, the eighty-sixth anniversary of the
::Mecklenberg Declaration of Independence.
On the 21st the ordinance of~secession was
passed by the State Convention, as follows:
We, the people of the State of North Carolina, in
Convention assembled, do declare and ordain, and it
is hereby declared and ordained, that the ordinance
adopted by the State of North Carolina, in the Convention of 1789, whereby the Constitution of the
United States was ratified and adopted, and also all
acts and parts of acts of the General Assembly, ratifying and adopting amendments to the said Constitution, are hereby repealed, rescinded, and abrog_ated.
We do further declare and ordain that the Union

now subsisting between the State of North CarolinB
and the other States, under the title of the United
States of America, is 'hereby dissolved, and that the
State of North Carolina is in the full possession and
exercise of all those rights of sovereignty which belong and appertain to a free and independent State.
. Done at Raleigh, 20th day of May, in the year of
our Lord 1861.

The following ordinance was also passed:
We, the people of North Carolina, in Convention
assembled, do declare and ordain, and it is hereby declared and ordained, that the State of North Carolina
does hereby assent to and ratify the Constitution for
the Provisional Government of the Confederate States
of America, adopted at Montgomery, in the State of
Alabama, on the 8th of February, 1861, by the Convention of Delegates from the States of South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and
Louisiana, and that North Carolina will enter into the
federal association of States upon the terms therein
proposed, when admitted by the Congress or any
competent authority of the Confederate States.
Done at Raleigh, 20th day of May; in the year of
our Lord 1861.

Military preparations were immediately commenced, and as early as the 15th of June the
State had raised a force of twenty thousand
volunteers.
The following delegates to the Confederate
Congress were elected by the Convention : For
the State at large, W. W . .Avery and George
Davis; 1st district, W. N. H. Smith; 2d,
Thomas Ruffin ; 3d, T. D. McDowell; 4th, .A.
W. Venable; 5th, John M. Morehead; 6th, R.
C. Puryear; 7th, Burton Craige ; 8th, A. D.
Davidson.
The flag agreed upon for the State was said
to be handsome. The ground was a red field,
with a single star in the centre. On the upper
extreme was the inscription, '' .May 20, 1775,"
and at the lower, "::May 20, 1861." There
were two bars, one of blue and the other of
white.
The Governor now set to work to place the
coast defence in a satisfactory condition. At
the same time troops were sent forward to the
Confederate army as fast as they could be
equipped. No notice was taken by the Secretary of War of the request for a few welldrilled regiments for tlrn coast defence, although
the Governor offered fresh levies in tl1eir place.
The State, like South Carolina and others, was
expected to defend herself. The subsequent
capture of the forts at Hatteras Inlet occasioned
intense excitement; and although the work of
the expedition extended no further than to
"take and hold " those positions, it revealed
such a degree of weakness to resist any naval
attack, that it awakened the first serious apprehensions among the people for the cause of the
Confederacy.
'In Tennessee, in particular, of all the States
attempting to secede, a controlling conservative
sentiment manifested itself in the Legislature,
which, while it endorsed the position that the
grant of additional guarantees to the South
should be made a condition of Tennessee's remaining in the Union, determined that the State
should not be precipitated into secession. The
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bill calling for a convention of the people of the cliately called an extra session of the Legislature,
State, provided that any ordinance or resolution
which might be adopted by said Convention having for its object a change of the position or relation of the State to the National Union, or her
sister Southern States, should be of no binding
force or effect until it was submitted to or ratified by the people, and required a vote equal
to a majority of the votes cast in the last election for Governor to ratify it. Thus the people
had an opportunity, in voting for delegates, to
declare for or against secession; and should
the action of the Convention contemplate any
change in the Federal relations of the State,
they had still the opportunity of endorsing or
overruling alike their former decision and the
action of the Convention. The election for
members of the Convention was to be held on
the 9th of February, the Convention to assemble on the 25th.
The result of the election was highly successful to the friends of the Union. Even West
Tennessee gave a Union majority. The following returns, except a few counties, show the
relative strength of union and disunion in the
State:
Union.

East Tennessee. . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • 30,903
Middle Tennessee. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . • 36,809
West Tennessee. .. . . .. ... . . .. . .. . 24,091
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 91,803
Union majority .... ....... .

Disunion.

5,577
9,828

9,344
24,749
67,054

The returns from all the counties made the
actual majority 64,114. The question of holding a convention was determined in the negative by a large majority, thus declaring that
there was no neecl for a convention at all to
determine where Tennessee should stand. The
Union delegates at Memphis were elected by a
majority of 400. The vote of the State on the
Convention question was as follows:
East Tennessee voted no convention by
25,611 majority, or four and a quarter to one.
Middle Tennessee l,38~ majority; but West
Tennessee gave for a Convention 15,118 majority. The vote for no Convention was 69,673.
The total vote for and against Convention was
127,471, with a majority against the meeting
of a Convention of 11,875.
The people decided that no Convention should
be held, chiefly because they had seen that all
the conventions which had been held in the
Southern States had withdrawn their States
from the Union, and then had proceeded to sit
on tbeir own adjournments~ as if tbey conceived they possessed the right to continue
their own existence im1efinitely. The loyal
people of Tennessee now flattered themselves
that they had thus put an effectual stop to the
secession movement in the State, and so the
secessionists thought as well; and even the
Governor seemed, for a time, to have abandoned the scheme.
The proclamation of the President on the 15th
of April, however, produced an intense feeling
throughout the State. The Governor · imme-

to be convened on the 25th of April. He refused the requisition of the President for troops,
saying:
Hon. Simon Cameron :
Sm: Your despatch of the 15th inst., informing me
that Tennessee is called upon for two regiments of
militia for immediate service, is received.
Tennessee will not furnish a man for purposes of
coercion, but 50,000, if necessary, for the defence of
our ri~hts, and those of our Southern brothers.
l:::3HAM G. HARRIS, Governor of Tennessee.

On the 25th of April the Legislature assembled for the third time, although the members
bad been elected without any reference to the
momentous questions now about to be considered. In the Assembly, on the same clay, the
following resolution was offered.
Resolved, That upon the grave and solemn matters
for our consideration, submitted by the Governor's
Message, with a view to the public safety, the two
Houses of this Legislature hold their sessions with
closed doors whenever a secret session in either House·
may be called for by five members of ,said Rouse, and
that the oath of secrecy be administered to the officers and members of said House.

The resolution was ad@pted-ayes 42; noes 8.
The Message of the Governor was very strong
and decided in urging immediate secession.
On the 30th of April, Henry W. Ililliard,
commissioner from the Confederate States, appeared before the Legislature and made an address. He said his object was to establish a
temporary alliance between Tennessee and the
Confederate States, to continue until Tennessee
should decide for or against adopting the Constitution of that Government, and becoming
one of the Confederate States. He regarclecl
the issue now pending between the North and
the South something more than a mere right to
hold slaves. It was a question of constitutional
liberty, involving the rjght of the people of the
South to govern themselves. " We have said
that we will not be governed by the abolition
North, the abolition North says we shall," and
he would not hesitate to say there was not a
true-hearted man in the South but would
rather die than submit. He repudiated the
idea of settling the pending questions between
the North and South by reconstruction "by
going back to our enemies." He regarded the
Southern system of government established at
Montgomery, and based upon slavery, as the
only permanent form which could be established in this country.
On the 29th of Al)ril Governor Harris had
ordered to be seized sixty-six thousand dollars'
· worth of Tenne~see bonds and five thousand
dollars in cash, belonging to the United States,
which were in possession of the collector at
Nashville. He said :
" This seizure was conditional ; the property
was to be held in trust until the Government
restored the property of the State and its citizens involved in the seizure of the steamer
Hillman by troops of the Federa! Government."
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The steamer Hillman was seized at Cairo by
the Illinois troops, because she was laden with
munitions and other articles contraband of
war. The boat, and property not contraband,
was subsequently surrendered to the owners.
The Legislature in secret session. immediately,
on the 1st of May, passed a joint resolution directing the Governor to enter into a military
league with the Confederate States, subjecting
"the whole military force of the State" to the
control of the Confederate States. Acting upon
this authority, the Governor immediately appointed Gustavus A. Ilenry, .Archibald 0. W.
Totten, and Washington Barrow, as commissioners for that purpose. On the 7th of May
he sent a Message to the Legislature, stating
that he had appointed the said commissioners
on the part of Tennessee, etc., as follows :

4; in the House, 42 to 15-absent or not vot.
ing, 18.
Meanwhile, the Legislature had not been idle.
On the 6th of May it passed an ordinance entitled, "An Act to submit to a vote of the people a Declaration of Independence, and for
other purposes." The first section provided
that the Governor should, by proclamation, require the respective officers in each county to
hold the polls open in their several precincts
on the 8th day of June ensuing. The second
section provided that the following declaration
should be submitted to a vote of the qualified
voters for their ratification or rejection:

The vote in the Senate, on the adoption of
this treaty, was 14 to 6-absent or not voting,

vice. By the fifth section it was provided
that, under the rules and regulations prescribed

Declaration of Independence am,d Ordinance, di8solvin(J
the Federal· relations between the State of Te11,1ie8se-<3
and the United States of .America.

1st. We, the people of the State of Tennessee,
waiving an expression of opinion as to the abstract
To enter into a military league with the authorities doctrine of secession, but asserting the right as a
of the Confederate States, and with the authorities free and independent people to alter, reform, or
of such other slaveholding States as may wish to abolish our form of Government in such manner as
enter into it; having in view the protection and de- we think proper, do ordain and declare that all the
fence of the entire South against the war that is now laws and ordmances by which the State of Tennesbeing carried on against it.
see became a member of the Federal Union of the
The said commissioners met the Hon. Henry W. United States of America, are hereby abrogated and
· Hilliard, the accredited representative of the Confeder- annulled, and that all obligations on our part be
ate States, at Nashville n this day, and have agreed withdrawn therefrom; and we do hereby resume all
upon and executed a military league between the the rights, functions, and powers which by any of
State of Tennessee and the Confederate States of said laws and ordinances were conveyed to the GovAmerica, subject, however, to the ratification of the ernment of the United States, and aosolve ourselves
two Governments, one of the duplicate originals of from all the obligations, restraints, and duties incurwhich I herewith transmit for your ratification or re- red thereto; and do herE>by henceforth become a
jection. For many cogent and obvious reasons, un- free, sovereign, and independent State.
necessary to be rehearsed to you, I respectfully
2d. We furth~rmore declare and ordain, that Article
recommend the ratification of this league at tLe earli- 10, Sections 1 and 2 of the Constitution of the State
est practical moment.
of Tennessee, which requires members of the General Assembly, and all officers, civil and military, to
The Convention was as follows :
Convention between the State of Tennessee and the Confed- take an oath to support the Constitutio·n of the United
States, be and the same are hereby abrogated and
erate States qf .America.
The State of Tennessee, looking to a speedy admis- annulled, and all parts of the Constitution of the
sion into the Confederacy established by the Confed- State of Tennessee, making citizenship of the United
erate States of America, m accordance with the con- States a qualification for 0ffice, and recognizing the
stitution for the provisional government of said States, Constitution of the United States as the supreme
enters into the following temporary convention, law of this State, are in like manner abrogated and
agreement, and military league with the Confederate annulled.
3d. We furthermore ordain and declare that all
States, for the purpose of meeting pressing exigen. cies affecting the common rights, ii;it_e rests, and safety rights acquired and vested under the Constitution of
the United States, or under any act of Congress
of said States, and said Confederacy:
1st. Until the said State shall become a member of passed in pursuance thereof, or under any laws of
said Confederacy, accordin~ to the constitutions of this State, and not incompatible with this ordinance,
both powers, the whole military force and military shall remain in force and have the same effect as if
operations, offensive and defensive, of said State, in this ordinance had not been passed.
the impending conflict with the United States, shall
The third section provided that the election
be under the chief control and direction of the President of the Confederate States, upon the same basis, should be by ballot, ancl that those voting for
principles, and footing, as if said State were now and the declaration and ordinance should h:1ve on
during the interval a member of the said Confed- their ballots tbe word " Separation," and those
eracy-said forces, together with those of the Confederate States, to be employed for the common de- voting against it should have on their ballots
the words " No separation; " the returns should
fence.
2d. The State of Tennessee will, upon becoming a be made to the Secretary of State by the 24th
member of said Confederacy, under the permanent of June, and if a majority of votes were given
Constitution of said Confederate States, if the same for separation, the Governor was required imshall occur, turn over to said Confederate States all
the public property, naval stores,· and munitions of mediately to issue his proclamation declaring
war, of which she may then be in possession, ac- "all connection by the State of Te1.messee with
quired from the United States, on the same terms the Federal Union dissolved, and that Tennessee
and in the same manner as the other States of said is a free, independent Government, free from all
Confederacy have done in like cases.
3d. Whatever expenditures of money, if any, the obligations to, or connection with the Federal
said State of Tennessee shall make before she be- Government."
The fourth section authorized all volunteers
comes a member of said Confederacy, shall be met
and provided for by the Confederate States.
to vote, wherever they may be in active ser-
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for the election above ordered, the following the day of the election, June 8, 1861, he had
ordinance should be submitted to the popular most of it on foot, and distributed in camps
around Nashville and elsewhere, armed and
vote:
.AN ORDINANCE .for the adoption of the Oonstitution of the equipped, so far as it could be, with the muniProvisional Government of the Oonfederate States qf tions of the United States in possession of the
America.
State, and with such as could be obtained from
We, the people of Tennessee, solemnly impressed the arsenal at Augusta, Georgia, from which
by ihe perils which surround us, do hereby o.dopt
and ratify the Constitution of the Provisional Govern- they were brought by Gen. Zollicoffer. Thus,
ment of the Confederate States of America, ordained on the morning of the election, the people of
and established at Montgomery, Alabama, on the 8th Tennessee, for the first time in their lives, went
of February, 1861, to be in force during the existence to the polls conscious that they were no longer
thereof, or until such time as we mar, supersede it a free people; knowing that the Executive and
by the adoption of a permanent Constitution.
Legislative Departments of the State, with its
The sixth section provided that all voters in Treasury in their hands, and with all the arms
favor of adopting the Provisional Constitution, of the State in their possession, and with a forand thereby securing to Tennessee equal repre- midable army in their pay, had joined a consentation in the deliberations and councils of spiracy to overthrow their Government, and
the Confederate States, should have written or that nothing remained for them but to r~verse
printed on their ballots the word "Represen- their vote of the 9th of February, and to ratify
ta.tion ; " opposed, the words "No Representa- what their self-constituted masters had already
tion."
·accomplished. Even by voting against the
The seventh section provides for an election Declaration of Independence, and by refusing
of delegates to the Confederate Congress in case to absolve their officers from the oath to supthe Provisional Constitution was adopted. Tne port the Constitution of the Dnited States, and
vote on the Declaration of Independence in the declining to accept the Constitution of the insurSenate was-yeas 20, nays 4; in the House, rectionary States, they co M not free themselves
yeas 46, nays 21.
from the military incubus which had been imBy this act, provision was made to submit to posed upon them. In these circumstances it is
the vote of the people of the State, the adoption not to be wondered at that the election showed
or r~jection of a "Declaration of ·Independ- an apparent majority of 57,667 for secession. It
ence," whereby they were to separate them- must not be concluded, however, that this maselves from the Union, and adopt the insurrec- jority was real; for the men who could so
tionary States' Constitution, and abrogate that wantonly contemn the obligations of the law
part of their own Constitution which required as to resort to the measures above detailed,
every person chosen or appointed to any office could not escape from the suspicion of having
of trust or profit under it, or any law made in filled the ballot-box with spurious votes.
pursuance of it, before entering on the duties
By such means was Tennessee carried over
thereof, to take an oath to support the Consti- to the insurrectionary States, and in the employtution of the State and of ·the United Stn.tes; ment of these means there does not appear to
and requiring each member of the Senate and have been any semblance of regard, among the
House of Representatives, before proceeding to actors, for oaths or for the observance of the
business, to take an oath to support the Con- most solemn obligations of legal and constitustitution of the State and of the United States. tional duty.
.
(Constitution of Tennessee, art. x., sections 1, 2.)
The aggregate votes in the several divisions
By another act the Governor was required of the State were announced to be as follows on
to raise, organize, and equip, a provisional force the ordinance of separation :
of volunteers for the defence of the State, to
For Separation.
No Separation.
32,923
East Tennessee. . . . . . . • . . . . • 14,780
consist of 55,000 men; 25,000 of whom, or any
Middle Tennessee . • . . . . . • . . 58,265
8,198
less number demanded by the wants of the serWest Tennessee. . • . . . . . . . . . 29,127
6,117
vice, were to be fitted for the field, at the earMilitary Camps .............. 2,741
liest practicable moment, and the remainder to
104,913
47,238
be held in reserve, ready to march at short no47,238
tice. It authorized the Governor, should it beMajority . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 57,675
come necessa1•y for the safety of the State, to
"call out the whole available military strength
The Governor made an agreement with the
of the State," and to determine when this force Governor of Kentucky at this time, that no
should serve, and direct it accordingly. To troops should cross the Tennessee line for any
defray the expenses of this military organiza- purpose, unless upon the invitation or permistion, the Governor was authorized "to issue sion of the latter. This proved worthless when
and dispose of $5,000,000 of the bonds of the the Confederate Government deemed it necesState," in denominations of not less than $100, sary to move a force into Kentucky. The rights
or greater than $1,000, to run ten years, and of the State of Tennessee as a sovereign were
not taken into account.
bear interest at the rate of 8 per cent.
Confederate troops were sent at the earliest
Thus provided with a semblance of authority, the Governor hastened the organization of moment to take possession of the three gaps in
the provisional force of 25,000 men, and before the mountains of East Tennessee. known as the
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Fentress, Wheeler, and Cumberland. Cleveland
was also declared a military station. The mails
of the United States were, by order of the
proper department, continued in twenty-six of
the counties of East Tennessee at this time, in
consequence of the Union feeling which was
manifested. They were as follows: Anderson,
Bledsoe, Blount, Bradley, Campbell, Carter,
Claiborne, <Jocke, Grainger, Green, Hamilton,
Hancock, Hawkins, Johnson, Knox, Marion,
McMuir, Meigs, Monroe, Morgan, Polk, Rhea,
Sevier, Sullivan, and Washington.
On the other side every effort was made to
procure arms. The Governor sent instructions
to the clerks of all the county courts, requesting them to issue to each constable in their respective counties an order requiring him to
mak~ diligent inquiry at each house in his civil
district for all muskets, bayonets, rifles, swords,
and pistols belonging to the State of Tennessee,
to take them into possession, and deliver them
to the clerks. A reward of one dollar was to
be paid to the constable for each musket and
bayonet or rifle, and of fifty cents for each

sword or pistol thus reclaimeq.. The arms thus
obtained were to be forwarded, at public expense, to the military authorities at Nash ville,
Knoxville, and Memphis, as might be most convenient, and information sent to the military
and financial board at Nashville, of the result.
Stringent measures were adopted with the
Union people of East Tennessee. Many, upon
bare suspicion, were arrested and taken prisoners,
insulted, abused, and carried into camps, there
to be disposed of as the insurrectionary mob
thought proper. Squads of cavalry and infantry
were scouring over the country, offering the
people, male and female, every indignity that
ruffian bands are capable of; destroying crops
and substance without regard to the condition
or circumstances of the persons ; pasturing their
horses in corn-fields; wasting hay-stacks, taking
provisions of every description without regard
to quantity, not even asking the price or tendering an equi~alent therefor in any shape whatever. Nashville was put under martial law, passports were required, and all baggage was examined under directions of the Committee of Safety.

CHAPTER VI.
Effocts of tho President's Proclamation-Assembling of Troops at Washington-Destruction at Harper's Ferry-Destruction and abandonment of the Norfolk Navy Yard-Capture of the Star of the West-Other Events-Capture of Camp
Jackson, St. Louis-Other Events-Attack on Sewell's Point-Seizure of Ship Island-Occupation of Harper's Ferry
by Southern Troops-Movement of Troops from Washington into Virginia-Occupation of Alexandria-Blockade of tho
Mississippi-Attack on tho Batteries at Aquia Creek-Dash into Fairfax Court House.

TnE appearance of the proclamation of the
President, calling for seventy-five thousand men,
caused the most active efforts both at the North
and South to raise and equip troops. This was
immediately followed by hostile movements of
Southern forces upon the most important positions. At the North it was feared that Washington would be captured at once, unless it was
quickly garrisoned. Thither, therefore, the
troops from Pennsylvania, New York, and Mas-sachusetts immediately moved. The advance
of the 6th Massachusetts regiment through Baltimore on April 19th, has already been described.
At Washington, in the meanwhile, preparation for defence was commenced with the small
military and naval force on hand. But on the
18th, three days after the appearance of the
proclamation, several car loads of troops, numbering about 600 men, arrivea from 1lamsbul'g
'Via Baltimore, and were quartered in rooms in
the Oapitol. Other troops were also expected
soon to arrive, and the Massachusetts regiment
was the next which reached there.
During the whole day and night of the 18th,
the avenues of the city were guarded and
closely watched. Cannon were planted in commanding positions so as to sweep the river
along that front, and these were supported by

infantry. A proclamation was also issued by
Mayor Berret, exhorting "all good citizens
and s~journers to be careful so to conduct
themselves as neither by word or deed to give
occasion for any breach of the peace." After
the outbreak at Baltimore on the 19th, no
mail was received at Washington, either from
the North or South, except from .Alexandria
on the one side and Baltimore on the other,
until the 25th. On the 27th the New York •
7th regiment arrived, having left New York on
the 18th. A delay took place between Annapolis and Washington, in consequence of the
damage done to the railroad track. The news
brought to Washington by the 7th was that
four New York regiments were at Annapolis,
with a part of a Massachusetts regiment, the
remainder of which was at the Junction. The
7t\l, tb~-r~rm~e, as th~-y marched up Pennsylvania
.Avenue, preceded by their band, and making a
fine appearance, were received with the wildest
demonstrations of pleasure on the part of the
citizens. On the next day another body of
troops arrived. They consisted of one-half of
the Rhode Island regiment, 1,200 strong, commanded and headed by Gov. Sprague; and the
Butler brigade, under Brig.-Gen. Butler, of Massaclmsetts, numbering nearly 1,400 men. They
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were met at the depot by the 6th Massachusetts
regiment, stationed in the Capitol, .who greeted
their friends with the heartiest cheers. These
men, though severely worked by the toilsome
labor requisite to repair the bridges and road
track from Annapolis to the Junction, presented
a fine appearance as their long and serpent-like
lines wound through the streets. Troops now
began to arrive daily, and Washington soon
became the most military city on the continent.
Meantime hostile movements were com• menced at Harper's Ferry, where a United
States .Armory and a National Arsenal were
located. The situation of this town is at the
confluence of the Shenandoah River with the
Potomac, in Jefferson County, Virginia, on the
line of the ~ltimore- and Ohio Railroad. At
the armory 10,000 muskets were made annually, and the arsenal often contained 80,000 to
90,000 stand of arms. On the 2d of January,
orders were received from Washington for the
Armory Guard, Flag Guard, and Rifles to go
on duty, as a precautionary measure. A few
davs afterwards a detachment of unmounted
United States Dragoons, numbering sixty-four,
under command of Lieut. Jones, arrived there.
Affairs remained in a quiet condition until the
excitement created through the country by the
capture of Fort Sumter, and the issue of the
first proclamation by the President calling out
troops. .A movement was immediately made
by friends of the rebellion in Northern Virginia, to take possession of Harper's Ferry
Arsenal. As early as the 18th of April, Lieut.
Jones was informed that between 2,500 and
3,000 State troops would reach the ferry in
two hours. Deeming the information positive
and reliable, he gave orders to apply the torch
to the buildings. In ten minutes or less both
the arsenal buildings, containing nearly 15,000
stand of arms, together with the carpenter's
shop, which was at the upper end of a long
and connected series of workshops of the armory proper, were in a complete blaze. Lieut.
J ones then withdrew his small force, and
marching all night, arrived at Carlisle barracks
at half-past 2 o'clock the next afternoon. This
was done by orders of the Government. The
place was then taken possession of by the Virgin~an troops. Most of the machinery which
was not destroyed was removed to Richmond.
About six hundred arms were recovered.
But the severest blow at this time was given
near Norfolk, a city in Norfolk County, Va.,
situated on the right or north bank of Elizabeth
River,· eight miles from Hampton Roads. A
navy-yard was located at Gosport, a suburb of
Portsmouth, on the side of the river opposite,
accessible to the largest ships. A naval hospital and a large dry-dock were also prepared
there.
At the time of the secession of Virginia,
April 18th, the marines and Government forces
at the yard numbered nearly eight hundred
men. The vessels of war there at that time
were as follows·;
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Ships of the Line.-Pennsylvania, 120 guns;
Columbus, 80; Delaware, 84 ; New York (on
stocks), 84. Frigates.-United States7 50 guns;
Columbus, 50; Raritan, 50.. Sloops--of- War.Plymouth, 22 guns; Germantown, 22. Brig.Dolphin, 4 guns. Steam frigate-Merrimac,
40 guns.
As to their condition,. there was the liner
Columbus, useless ; liner Delaware, useless;
liner New York, never launched; frigate Columbus, out of order; frigate Raritan, out of
order; steam-frigate Merrimac, needing full repairs; corvette Germantown,. almost ready for
sea. The force of the Government was distribnted as follows: The flag-ship Cumberland,
300 men ; receiving-ship Pennsylvaniat 350 ;
marines at the barracks, 70; steamer Pocahontas, 60; total, 780.
· Upon the first excitement, a party of men,
without any authority, had seizecl the lightboats, ancl floating them to the shallowest point
at the mouth of the harbor, had sunk them, to
prevent the removal of the vessels of .war from
the navy-yard.
On the 19th Gen. Taliaferro and staff arrived
at Norfolk. He had command of all the Virginia troops in that section, and was waited on
shortly after his arrival by the captains of the
several military companies of the city and
vicinity for the purpose of reporting their
strength, condition, &c., and receiving orders.
On Saturday, the 20th, the greatest excitement prevailed in the -city. It was reported
that the Oumberland was about to sail fro• the
navy-yard, and preparatfons were made to prevent her. At twelve o'clock an officer came
from the yard bearing a flag of truce, and was
conducted to Gen. Taliaferro's headquarters,
where a consultation was held, which resulted
in a promise from Com. Macauley, the commandant of the yard, that none of the vessels
should be removed, nor a shot fired except in
self-defence.
This quieted the excitement; but it was renewed at a later hour, when it was ascertained
that tlie Germantown and Merrimac had been
scuttled, and that the heavy shears on the
wharf at which the Germantown was lying had
been cut away and allowed to fall midships
across her decks, carrying away the main topmast and yards. It was also perceived that
the men were busily engaged in destroying and
throwing overboard side and small arms, and
other property, and boats were constantly pass-.
ing between the Pennsylvania, Cumberland, and
other vessels.
About midnight a :fire was started in the
yard. This continued to increase, and before
daylight the work of destruction extended to
the immense ship-houses known as A and B
(the former containing the entire frame of tlie
New York, 74, which had been on the stocks,
unfinished, for some thirty-eight years), and
also to the long ranges of two-story offices and
stores on each side of the main gate of the yard.
The flames and heat from this tremendous mass
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of burning material were set by a southwest
wind directly toward the line of vessels moored
on the edge of the channel opposite the yard,
and nearly all of these, too, were speedily enveloped in flames.
.
The scene, at this time, was grand and terrific
beyond description. The roar of the conflagration was loud eno_ugh to be heard at a distance
of miles ; and to this were added occasional
discharges from the heavy guns of the old Pennsylvania, ship-of-the-line, as they became successively heated.
When the destruction of the ship-houses was
certain, the Pawnee, which arrived on Saturday, and had been kept under steam, was put
in motion, and, taking the Cumberland in tow,
retired down the harbor, out of the reach of
danger, freighted with a great portion of valuable munitions from the yard, and the commodore and other. officers. The ships proceeded as
far down as the barricades at the narrows,
where the Cumberland was left at anchor, and
the Pawnee continued on to Fortress Monroe.
The Cumberland subsequently passed out.
It afterwards appeared that the ship Pennsylvania was burnt, and the Merrimac, Columbus, Delaware, and Raritan, Plymouth, and
Germantown were scuttled and sunk, and a
vast amount of the machinery, valuable engines, small arms, chronometers, &c., had been
broken up and rendered entirely useless. Besides the ship-houses and their contents, the
range of buildings on the north line of the yard
(exoept the Commodore's and Commander's
houses), the old marine barracks, and some
workshops were burnt. Much of value, however, was not destroyed. The great dry-dock
was uninjured. The large number of two thousand five h1md.red cannon, of all kinds and
sizes, fell into the hands of the State of Virginia; also shot, shell, and other warlike missiles to a very large amount. Besid.Bs these,
the machinery of the yard was generally uninjured. A. collection of ship-building and outfitting material, large and valuable, including a
number of steel plates and iron castings, was
found ready for use, and capable of being turned
to account.
Old Fort Norfolk, used as a magazine, was
taken by the Virginia authorities without resistance. Within were three thousand barrels
of powder, containing three hundred thousand.
pounds; also, a large number of shells and other
missiles, loaded, and for that reason necessary
to be kept in magazines.
The value of the property destroyed was
estimated at several millions. The cost of the
immense and magnificent ship-houses and their
contents formed a considerable item in the account, and so did that of the Pennsylvania.
"It brings tears into our eyes," said a citizen
of Norfolk, "when we realize the destruction
of this noble ship, so long the ornament of our
harbor, and the admiration of thousands from
all parts of the country who visited our waters."
That splendid specimen of naval architecture,

the new and beautiful frigate Merrimac, and
four or five other vessels, were given to the
flames, or with their valuable armament sunk
in the deep water.
On the same day an order was issued by Gen.
Taliaferro, prohibiting the collector of the port
from accepting any draft from the United States
Government, or allowing the removal of deposits, or any thing else, from the custom-house.
The collector, being informed that on his refusal to obey the order a file of men would be
sent down to occupy the premises, acquiesced. •
On the 20th the Richmond Grays, a fine company numbering one hundreu rifle muskets,
arrived. They brought with them fourteen
pieces of rifle cannon of large $ize, one of the
pieces weighing ten thousand polljlds, and three
box cars filled with ammunition of various
kinds, to be distributed to the patriotic companies by the wayside.
On the night p:cevious, four companies of
Petersburg riflemen and infantry, numbering in
all four hundred men, reached. Norfolk. They
were followed by two additional companies of
one hundred each.
On the 22d, three companies of troops from
Georgia arrived in the express train from Weldon; the Light Guards, from Columbus, numbering eighty men; the Macon Volunteers,
eighty men ; and the Floyd Rifles, from Macon,
eighty men. The first and last commands
marched immediately to the naval hospital.
A.bout the same time the hull of the old ship
United States, in which Com. Decatur captured.
the Macedonian, was taken possession of at the
navy-yard by an efficient crew, and towed down
to the narrow part of the channel, a mile below
Fort Norfolk, where she was moored across the
channel and sunk. Only a few feet brought
her in contact with the bottom. Any naval
force that might attempt to pass up the harbor
must remove the hulk, while, in the mean time,
the shot and shells from the two forts aboveone on the right and the other on the leftwould be poured into them. Norfolk thus was
occupied by Confederate troops, who remained
in undisturbed possession through the year.
Excitement both at the North and the South
now ran high. Events daily occurred which
added fuel to the flame. Be\ides those already
narrated in connection with the secession of
the several States, space will permit here
merely a summary of other isolated incidents
in the order of time in which they took place.
On April 19th, the steamer Star of the West
was boarded off Indianola, by a party of volunteers from Galveston, and captured without resistance. She had been sent out to convey to
New York the force of regular troops to be
withdrawn from that State. On the same day
the President issued another proclamation declaring a blockade of the Southern ports.
On the 21st, Senator Andrew Johnson, of
Tennessee, was mobbed at Lynchburg, Va., and
narrowly' escaped.
On the 22d, the arsenal at Fayetteville,
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North Carolina, was surrendered to a force of
about eight hundred men, with thirty-five thousand stand of arms and some cannon, and considerable quantities of ball and powder.
On the 25th, the Legislature of Vermont,
being in session, appropriated $1,000,000 to
equip her volunteers.
At this time a large number of the officers
of the army and navy who were natives of
Southern States, sent in their resignation.
On the 26th, twenty-one thousand stand of
arms were removed, by order of the Federal
Government, from the arsenal at St. Louis, and
taken to Springfield, Illinois, for safety.
On the 29th, the Legislature of Indiana being
in session, appropriated five hundred thousand
dollars to equip her volunteers. On the same
day a number of Northern steamers at New
Orleans were seized and appropriated.
On the 30th, the Legislature of New Jersey
assembled in extra session, and authorized a.
loan of two millions of dollars to fit out her
troops. The command of her force was given
to Gen. Theodore Runyon. It immediately
started from Trenton for Annapolis, in fourteen
propellers, by canal to Bordentown, thence
down the Delaware River. The whole brigade
was armed with Minie rifles, and took also
four pieces of artillery. It was stated that "the
fleet of transports with a strong convoy made a
novel and splendid appearance steaming in two
lines up the Chesapeake Bay."
On May 3d, the Connecticut Legislature appropriated two millions of doUars for the public defence. These appropriations continued to
be made in the first months of the war, by
States, cities, and towns, until the amount exceeded thirty-seven millions of dollars.
On the same day, May 3<1, Gov. Letcher, of
Virginia, called out the State militia to defend
Virginia from invasion by Northern troops.
On the 9th, a resolution was adopted by the
Congress at Montgomery, authorizing their
Government to accept all the volunteers who
might offer.
On the 13th, a Convention assembled at
Wheeling, in Western Virginia, for the pupose
of separating the counties represented from
being a part of Virginia, and forming a Union
State Government. On this same clay the proclamation of Victoria, Queen of England, was
issued, recognizing the insurrectionary States
as belligcren ts.
On the 14th, a schooner at Baltimore found
to be loaded with arms was seized by the Federal authorities.
Ou the 16th, the first injury was done to the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, by the destruction of several bridges and portions of the
track.
.
On the same day, the brigade of State militia
under Gen. Frost at St. Louis, Missouri, surrendered to Gen. Lyon, an officer in the United
States service. A camp of instruction had been
formed under Gen. Frost in the western suburbs of the city, in pursuance of orders from
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the Governor of the State. He had directed
the other militia districts also to go into encampments with a view of acquiring a greater
proficiency in military drill. It had been reported to Gen. Frost that Gen. Lyon intended
to attack him, and, on the other hand, it had
been reported to Gen. Lyon that it was the intention of Gen. Frost to attack the arsenal and
United States troops. On the 16th, Gen. Frost
addressed a note to Gen. Lyon alluding to these
reports.
A.bout the same time Gen. Lyon's troops
were put in motion, to the number, as was
represented, of four or five thousand, and proceeded through the city to the camp of Gen.
Frost, and surrounded it, planting batteries on
all the heights overlooking the camp. Long
files of men were stationed in platoons at various points on every side, and a picket guard
established, covering an area of two hundred
yards. The guards, with fixed bayonets and
muskets at half cock, were instructed to allow
none to pass or repass within the limits thus
taken up.
By this time an immense crowd of people had
assembled in the vicinity, having gone thither
in carriages, buggies, rail cars, baggage wagons,
on horseback, and on foot. Numbers of men
seized rifles, shot-guns, or whatever other
weapons they could lay hands on, and rushed
to the assistance of the State troops, but were,
of course, obstructed in their design. The
hills, of which there are a number in the neighborhood, were literally black with people-hundreds of ladies and children stationing themselves· with the throng, but as t1tey thought out
of harm's way. Having arrived in this position, Gen. Lyon addressed a letter to G~en. Frost
demanding an immediate surrender.
Immediately on the receipt of the foregoing,
Gen. Frost called a hasty consultation of the
officers of his staff. The conclusion arrived
at was that the brigade was in no condition to
make resistance to a force so numerically superior, and that only one course could be pursued
-a surrendei\
The State troops were therefore made prisoners, but an offer was made to release them
on condition they would take an oath to support the Constitution of the United States, and
not to take up arms against the Government.
These terms they declined on the ground that
they had already taken the oath of allegiance,
and to repeat it would be to admit that they
had been in rebellion.
.About half-past five the prisoners left the
grove and entered the road, the United States
soldiers enclosing them by a single file stretche.d
along each side of the line. A halt was ordered,
and the troops remained standing in the position they had deployed into the road. The
head of the column at the time rested opposite
a small hill on the left as one approaches the
city, and the rear was on a line with the entrance to the grove. Vast crowds of people
covered the surrounding grounds and every
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fence and house top in the vicinity. Suddenly
the sharp reports of several fire-arms were
heard fron:i the front of the column, an<;l the
spectators that lined the adjacent hill were seen
fleeing in the greatest dismay and terror. It
appeared that several members of one of the
German companies, on being pressed by the
crowd and receiving some blows from them,
turned and discharged their pieces. Fortunately no one was injured, and the soldiers
who had done the act were at once placed
under arrest. Hardly, however, had tranquillity been restored when volley after volley of
rifle reports was suddenly heard from the extreme rear ranks, and men, women, and children were beheld running wildly and frantically
away from the scene. Many, while running,
were suddenly struck to the socl, and the
wounded and dying made the late beautiful
field look like a battle-ground. The total number killed and wounded was twenty-five. It
was said that the arsenal troops were attacked
with stones, and two shots discharged at them
by the crowd before they fired. Most of the
people exposed to the fire were citizens with
their wives and children, who were merely
spectators. It was now night, and the excitement in the city was indescribable. On the
next afternoon a large body of the German
Home Guard entered the city from the arsenal,
where they had been enlisted during the day,
and furnished with arms. They passed unmolested until they: turned up Walnut Street, and
proceeded westward. Large crowds were collected on the corners, who hooted and hissed
as the companies passed, and one man standing
on the steps of a church fired a revolver into
the ranks. A soldier fell dead, when two more
shots were fired from the wine.lows of a house
near by. At this time the head of the column,
which had reached as far as Seventh Street, suddenly turned, and levelling their rifles, fired
down the street, and promiscuously among the
spectators, who lined the pavements. Shooting, as they did, directly toward their rear
ranks, they killed some of their men as well as
those composing the crowd. The shower of
bullets was for a moment terrible, and the only
wonder was that more lives were not lost.
The missiles of lead entered the windows and
perforated the doors of private residences, tearing the ceilings, and throwing splinters in every
direction. On the street the scene presented,
as the soldiers moved off, was sad indeed. Six
men lay dead at different points, and several
were wounded and shrieking with pain upon the
pavements. Four of the men killed were members of the regiment, and two were citizens.
Immense crowds of pe@ple filled the streets
after the occurrence, and the whole city presented a scene of excitement seldom witnessed.
Among the arms taken at Camp Jackson were
three thirty-two pounders, a large quantity of
balls and bombs, several pieces Qf artillery,
twelve hundred rifles, of the late model, six
brass field-pieces, six brass six-inch mortars,

one ten-inch iron mortar, three six-inch iron
cannon, several chests of new muskets, five
box~s canister shot, ninety-six ten-inch and
three hundred six-inch shells, twenty-five kegs
of powder, and u forge number of musket stocks
and burrels, between thirty and forty horses,
and a considerable quantity of camp tools.
TLe number of prisoners taken to the arsenal
was six hundred and thirty-nine privutes and
fifty officers. On the same day a body of secessionists were dispersed at Liberty, Missouri.
On the 17th a number of persons were arrested at Washington, on the charge of being
spies from the inslll'rectionary States. The
transportation of any articles by express, to any
point further south than Washington, was also
forbidden. Some fortificutions were commenced by Southern troops at Harper's Ferry.
The yacht Wanderer, formerly noted as having
brought a cargo of slaves from Africa into the
State of Georgia, was at the same time seized
off Key West by the Federal steamer Crusader.
On the 19th the light ship in the Potomac
River was seized by a body of Virginjans, but
they were pursued and the vessel recaptured.
On the 19th a <;ollision took place at Sewell's
Point, which is the projection of land on the
right shore, where the Elizabeth River turns
from a north to an easterly course, becoming
then what is called Hampton Roads. It is on
this river that Norfolk in Virginia is situated.
The point was fortified immediately after the
secession of Virginia. The battery placed there
by her troops was the exterior of the line of batteries intended to guard the Elizabeth River, ·
through which Norfolk is approached. This
line of batteries consisted of seven, the heaviest
of which was at Craney Island, mounting about
thirty guns. Two batteries further inland
mounted about twelve and fifteen guns respectively. The other batteries mounted from seven
to ten guns. The battery at Sewell's Point
commanded the vessels blockading James River,
and if the guns were sufficiently heavy and
effective, it could cause them to remove. A
party being observed perfecting the earthworks,
the gunboat Star opened fire upon them with
two ten-inch guns and shell. Subsequently the
Freeborn, Oapt. Ward, arrived, and taking a
position near the shore, drove the defenders out
of the works, and disabled the battery.
The Star was struck by five shots of small
calibre, all of which took effect. One ball, a
six-pounder, penetrated the hull on the larboard bow, a few inches above the water line.
Two of her crew were injured, and one of them,
a boy, seriously. This was the first skirmish
between the floating batteries of the North and
land batteries of the South. On the other side,
Vice-President Stephens, in an address at Atlanta, Ga., on the 23d of May, spoke of the affair as resulting in " the vessel being repulsed
and disabled."
Southern troops now marched for· Ilarper's
Ferry, and on the 20th of May there were
on the spot 8,000, made up from Kentucky,
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Alabama, South Carolina, and Virginia. They
occupied all the neighboring heights on both
sides of the Potomac and Shenandoah Rivers,
and claimed to hold a pm;ition impregnable
to 40,000 men, so eligible were the points
of defence. They expected accessions to their
number, under the belief that the United States
Government intended to make an effort to replant the national flag wherever it had been
displaced.
A small force wa,s thrown over the river to
the heights on the :Maryfand shore, thus occupying a position important to the security of
Harper's Ferry. The invasion of :Maryland by
Virginia caused a remonstrance from Governor
Hicks, addressed to Governor Letcher, of Virginia. The latter replied that the movement
was unauthorized and should be countermanded. On the 14th of June the ferry was evacuated by the troops. Their total force on that
day in and around the place was about 10,000.
On the day when the evacuation commenced
the bridge over the Potomac was destroyed,
having been partly blown up and then set on
fire. by the retiring force. It was a long and
costly structure. This retreat of the Southern
troops was made in consequence of the movement of Union troops up the Potomac, from
Washington, and from Chambersburg, in Pennsylvania, toward Harper's Ferry. At a later
day, a small force of Confederate troops returned and burned the bridge over the Shenandoah and other property. After the passage
of the Union troops across the Potomac at Williamspqrt, under General Patterson, the Confederate forces retired, and the ferry remained
in possession of the former permanently.
On the 22d a body of men from the mainland
reoccupied Ship Island, near the mouth of the
Mississippi, on which the construction of an extensive fort had been commenced by the Federal
Government, and destroyed the wooden work
and the lighthouse structure.
On the night of the 23d of May troops from
Washington proceeded to occupy the heights on
the opposite side of the Potomac in Virginia.
The large camps of southern troops formed in
such places in Virginia, that a rapid concentration
by railroad could be made, rendered it prudent
for the Goverp.ment to occupy these positions,
which, in consequence of the railroad connections between Alexandria and Richmond, were
of great importance to the security of Washington. The night of the 23d was beautiful on
the Potomac. A full moon looked peacefully
down, and perfect quietness prevailed over all
the shores in the neighborhood of Washington.
Companies of infantry, cavalry, and artillery,
were stationed near and on the Long Bridge.
About midnight two companies of rifles were
advanced across the bridge to the neighborhood of Roach's Spring. Scouts were sent out
in all directions, who managed to get past the
line of Virginia pickets. Somewhat later the
latter, getting the alarm, set spurs to their
horses, and made off in haste down the road

.
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toward Alexandria. Volunteers of the District of Columbia were also advanced toward
Alexandria. At Georgetown, above, a movement was made about half-past eleven over
the aqueduct by the Georgetown battalion.
They drove off the two or three pickets on the
· Virginia side of the river, and soon established ·
themselves in position. Next followed the
5th Massachusetts regiment, 28th Brooklyn
regiment, Company B of the U. S. cavalry, and
the 69th regiment. The last-named regiment .
scoured .Alexandria County, and went back as
far as the Loudon and Hampshire Railroad. The
sight of the troops crossing the aqueduct, with
their burnished weapons gleaming in the bright
moonlight, was strikingly beautiful. About 2
o'clock in the morning another large body of
troops passed over from Washington and the
neighborhood. The '7th New York regiment
halted under orders at the Virginia end of the
Long Bridge; the 2d New Jersey regiment
we:p.t to Roach's Spring, half a mile from the
end of the bridge; the New York 25th and one
cavalry company, and the New York 12th and
the 3d and 4th New Jersey regiments, proceeded to the right, after crossing the bridge, for
the occupation of the heights of Arlington.
They were joined by the other troops, which
crossed at the Georgetown aqueduct.
Ellsworth's Zouaves, in two steamers, with
the steamer James Guy as tender, left their
camp on the East Branch, directly for Alexandri::t by water. The Michigan regiment, under
Col. Wilcox, accompanied by a detachment of
United States cavalry and two pieces of Sherman's battery, also proceeded by way of the
Long Bridge to Alexandria. At 4 o'clock
A. M. the Zouaves landed at Alexandria from the
steamers, and the troops, who proceeded by the
bridge, also reached that town·. .As the steamers drew up near the wharf, armed boats left
the Pawnee, whose crews leaped ashore just
before the Ellsworth Zouaves reached it. The
crews of the Pawnee's boats were fired upon
by a few Virginia sentries as the boats left
the steamship, by way of giving the alarm, but
these sentries instantly fled into the town.
Their fire was answered by scattering shots
from some of the Zouaves on the decks of the
steamers. Immediately on landing, the Zouaves
marched up into the centre of the town, no resistance whatever to their progress being offered. Thus quiet possession was taken of that
part of Alexandria, in the name of the United
States, by that portion of the troops immediately commanded by Col. Ellsworth. The
Michigan regiment, at the same time, marched
into the town by the extension of the Washington turnpike, and the cavalry and artillery came
in two or three streets below. The destination
of both these detachments was the depot of
the Orange and Alexandria Railroad, which
they instantly seized. They also found there
a disunion company of cavalry, of thirty-five
men, and as many horses, who were made prisoners, not having heard the alarm made b_y the
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Cobb, in a speech at Atlanta, Ga., on the 22d
of May:
"I presume that a curiosity to know what
we have been doing in the Congress recently
assembled at :Montgomery, has induced you to
make this call upon me. We have made all the
necessary arrangements to meet the present
crisis. Last night we adjourned to meet in
Richmond on the 20th of July. I will tell you
why we did this. The 'Old Dominion,' as you
know, has at last shaken off the bonds of Lincoln, and joined her noble Southern sisters.
Her soil is to be the battle-ground, and her
streams are to be dyed with Southern blood.
We felt that her cause was our cause, and that
if she fell we wanted to die by her. We have
sent our soldiers on to the posts of danger, and
we wanted to be there to aid and counsel our
brave 'boys.' In the progress of the war further legislation may be necessary, and we will
be there, that when the hour of danger comes,
we may lay aside the robes of legislation, buckle
on the armor of the soldier, and do battle beside the brave ones who have volunteered for
the defence of our beloved Sonth.
"The people are coming up gallantly to the
work. When the call was made for twelvemonths' volunteers, thousands were offered; but
when it was changed to the full term of the war,
the numbers increased! The anxiety among
our citizens iR not as to who shall go to the wars,
but who shall stay at home. No man in the
whole Confederate States-the gray-hair~d sire
down to the beardless youth--in whose veins
was one drop of Southern blood, feared to plant
his fodt. upon Virginia's soil, and die fighting for
our rights."
On the next evening the Vice-President, Mr.
Stephens, being at Atlanta, also made an address, in which the plan of the Government was
more fully unfolded: " The time for speechmaking has passed. The people have heard all
that can bo said. The time for prompt, vigorous, and decisive action is upon us, and we must
do our duty. Upon the surface affairs appear
to be quiet, and I can give you no -satisfaction
as to their real condition. It is true that threats
of an attack on Pensacola have been made. but
it is uncertain whether any attack will be made.
As you know, an attack was made at Sewall's
Point, near Norfolk, but the vessel making it
was repulsed and disabled. But the general
opinion and indications are that the first demonstration will be at Harper's Ferry, and that
there, where John Brown inaugurated his work
of slaughter, will be fought a fierce and bloody
battle. As for myself, I believe that there the
war will begin, and that the first boom of cannon that breaks upon our ears will come from
that point. But let it begin where it will, and
be as bloody and prolonged as it may, we are
prepared for the issue ! Some think there will
be no war; as to that I know not. But whatever others wanted, the object of the Confederate Government is peace. Come peace or
war, however, it is determined to maintain our
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position at every hazard and at every cost, and
to brive back the myrmidons of Abolitionism.
We prefer and desire. peace if we can have it ;
but if we cannot, we must meet the issue forced
upon us."
Richmond was promptly occupied by tho
Southern authorities, and was made the capital
of the new Confederacy.
Meanwhile President Lincoln had issued
another call for troops. On the 4th of May
a second proclamation appeared calling for
volunteers to serve during the war. So patriotic and enthusiastic were the people in
favor of preserving the Union, that, under
this call, two hundred and eight regiments
had been accepted by July 1st. A number
of other regiments were also accepted, on
condition of being ready to be mustered into
service within a specified time. All of those
regiments accepted under this call were infantry
and riflemen, with the exception of two battalions .of artillery and four regimehts of cavalry. Many regiments, mustered as infantry,
had attachecl to them one or more artillery
companies · and there were also some regiments
partly made up of companies of cavalry. Of
the two hundred and eight regiments above
mentioned, one hundred and fifty-three were in
active service on the 1st of July, and the remaining fifty-five within twenty days afterwards. The total force in the field on July 1st,
was computed as follows :
Regulars and volunteers for three months and for
tho war. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Add to this 55 regiments of volunteers for
the war, accepted and not then in service. 50,000
Add new regiments of regular army...... 25,000
Total force at command of Government • . . . . . . . . .
Deduct the three-months' volunteers . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Force for service after the withdrawal of the tbreemonths' men. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

232,875

75,000

307,875
77,875
230,000

Of this force, 188,000 men were volunteers,
and 42,000 men computed for the regular army.
The proclamation of the President of May
4th also called for an increase of the regular
army. This increase consisted of one regiment
of cavalry of twelve companies, numbering, in
the maximum aggregate, 1,189, officers and
men; one regiment of artillery, of twelve batteries, of six pieces each, numbering, in the
maximum aggregate, 1,909, officers and men;
nine regiments of infantry, each regiment containing three battalions of eight companies each,
numbering, in the maximum aggregate, 2,452,
officers and men, making a maximum increase
of infantry of 22,068, officers and men. ,.
The system adopted for the organization of
the volunteers was different from the one which
had existed in the regular army. The French
regimental system of three battalions to a regiment was adopted.
Such gatherings of forces along an irregular
and disputed line from east to west, soon led
to collisions before the earnest work of war
could. commence. A camp of insurrectionary
troops in the neighborhood of Philippi, Barbour
County, Western Virginia, were completely sur-
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prised by Union troops, consisti11g of Western
Virginia and Indiana volunteers, under Cols.
Kelly and Dumont, both under the commaitd of
Brig.-Gen. Morris. On the morning of the 2d
of June, five regiments, formed in two divisions,
left Grafton, Virginia, for an attack on the
forces of the insuITectionists. The first division
consisted of the 1st Virginia, part of the 16th
Ohio, ancl the Indiana 7th, under Col. Kelly;
the other consisted of the Indiana 9th and the
Ohio 14th, accompanied by Col. Lander, formerly engaged against the Western Indians.
The division under Col. Kelly moved eastward
by railroad to Thornton, five miles from Grafton, and thence marched to Philippi, a distance
of twenty-two miles. The Indiana 9th, uniting
at Webster with the 14th Ohio, forming the
second division, pushed on to Philippi, twelve
miles distant, on foot. The march of both divisions was performed on the night of the 2d,
through rain and mud. The division under Col.
Dumont arrived on the hill across the river
from and below Philippi early on the morning
of the 3d. They at once planted two pieces of
artillery on the brow of the hill, arwl prepared
to open on the enemy as soon as four o'clock
should arrive. This division was to attack the
enemy in front, while the other, under Col.
Kelly, made an attack in the rear ; but the
darkness of the night and the violence of the
rain so impeded the march as to render it impossible for the division to arrive before Philippi at the appointed hour. The artillery of the
division under Ool. Lander, opened fire soon after
four o'clock, when the enemy began to retire
at once, leaving their camp behind. At this
moment Col. Kelly, with the division, came up
across the river and below the camp. At the
same time Col. Dumont's force rushing down
the hill and over the bridge to unite in the at. tack, the retreat of the enemy became a complete rout, and he fled, leaving seven hundred
stand of arms, a number of horses, and all his
camp equipage and provision. The loss on both
sides was ~mall. Among the badly wounded
was Ool. Kelly; he, however, subsequently recovered from the wound. The town was occupied by the Federal force.
On the 5th of June an attack was made by
the steam-cutter Harriet Lane, upon a battery
located at Pig's Point nearly opposite Newport
News, to guard the entrance of James River.
The cutter was proceeding up the river to reconnoitre and look out for batteries. She soon
obseheu a large and heavy one planted npon
the point, and about five miles distant from
Newport News, and opened fire, which was
briskly returned by the batteriee, for nearly a
half hour. It was found that but one gun of
the cutter could reach the battery, the guns of
which being heavier, easily reached the former,
and several shot struck her. These were supposed to come from a rifled 32-pounder. Several shells were thrown into the battery by the
gun from the cutter. There were five injured
on the Harriet Lane.

On the 9th of June a movement of troops up
the Potomac took place from Washington. The
Rhode Island battery, under Ool. Burnside, was
sent to join the force under Gen. Patterson at
Chambersburg, and on the next day three
bodies of District of Columbia volunteers,
numbering 1,000 men, moved up the Rockville
road along the Potomac toward Ed wards'
Ferry" This point is aboµt thirty miles from
Georgetown, and equidistant from Washington
and Ilarper's Ferry. It is the only crossing for
teams between the Point of Rocks and the
District. The road passed from Frederick, Md.,
across a bridge over the Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal, to the established ferry across the Potomac, and terminated in Leesburg, Va., which
is only four miles distant from the crossing. At
tbe same time Gen. Patterson advanced from
Chambersburg toward Harper's Ferry.
Meanwhile the most important movement
which had yet taken place was ordered by Gen.
Butler against Great Bethel. This place is about
twelve miles from Fortress Monroe, on the road
from Hampton to Yorktown, and between two
and four miles beyond Little Bethel on the same
road. This latter spot, consisting chiefly of a
small church, is about ten miles from Hampton
and the same distance from Newport News, in
Elizabeth City County, Virginia. At Little
Bethel a Confederate outpost of some strength
was establishe<l, the main army being in the
vicinity of Yorktown. From Little Bethel the
Virginia troops were accustomed to advance,
both on Newport News and the picket guards
of Hampton, to annoy them. They had also
come down in small squads of cavalry and taken
a number of Union men, and forced them to
serve in their ranks, besides gathering up the
slaves of citizens who had moved away and left
their farms in charge of their -negroes, and sent
them to work on the intrenchments at Williamsburg and Yorktown. Gen. Butler, being in
command at Fortress Monroe, determined to
drive out the enemy and destroy his camp. A.t
Great Bethel, which is a large church near the
head of Back River, there was another outpost,
and a considerable rendezvous with works of
some strength in process of erection. Brig.Gen. E.W. Pierce was appointed to the command of the expedition, and issued the following orders:
llEA.DQUARTERS CAMP HAMILTON,

June 9, 1861.

General Order No. 12.-A plan of attack to-night
is herewith enclosed and forwarded to Col. Duryea,
commanding 5th Rev,iment New York State troops,
who will act accordingly. Col. Townsend, commanding 3d Regiment New York State troops, will march
his command in support of Col. Duryea; Col. Carr,
commanding 2d Regiment New York volunteers,
will detach the artillery company of his regiment, with
their field-pieces, caissons, and a suitable supply of
ammunition, and take their position at the burnt
. bridge, near Hampton. Cols. Allen, Carr, and McOhesneywill hold their entire commands in readiness, fully
prepared to march at a moment's notice. All the
troops will be s-:.1 pp lied with one day's rations, and each
man with twenty rounds of ball cartridges. That no

mistake may be made, all the troops as they charge the
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enemy, will shout " Boston." Cols. Allen, Carr,
Townsend, Duryea, and McChesney will take notice,
and act accordingly.
By command of
Brigadier-General E.W. PIERCE.

Some notes were added to this order, the
principal points of which were as follows:
A regiment or battalion to march from Newport
News. A regiment or battalion to march from Camp
Hamilton, Duryea's; each to be supported by sufficient 'reserves under arms in camp, and with advanceguard out on the line of march. Duryea to push out
two pickets at 10 P. M.; on~ also two and a half miles
beyond Hampton, on the county road, but not so far
as to alarm the enemy. This is important. Second
picket half so far as the first. Both pickets to keep as
much out of sight as possible. No one whosoever to
be allowed to pass through their lines. Persons to be
allowed to pass inward towards Hampton, unless it
appear they intend to go around about and dodge
·through the front. At 12 M., (midnight,) Col. Duryea
will march his regiment, with twenty rounds of cartridges, on the county road towards Little Bethel.
Scows will be provided to ferry them across Hampton
Creek. March to be rapid but not hurried. A liowitzer with canister and shrapnell to go, and a wagon
with planks and materials to repair the New Market
bridge. Duryea to have the two hundred rifles. He
will pick the men to whom they are to be intrusted.
Newport News movement to be made somewhat later,
as the distance is less. If we find the enemy and surprise them, we will fire a volley if desirable, not reload,
and go ahead with the bayonet. As the attack is to
be made by night, or gray of morning, and in two
detachments, our people should have some token, say
a white rag, or nearest approach to white attainable,
on left arm.

Accordingly, on that night, the regiment of
New York Zou aves, under Col. Duryea, and
the Albany (N. Y.) regiment, under Col. Townsend, were despatched from Fortress Monroe,
while the New York Steuben (German) regiment, under Col. Bendix, with detachments
from the First Vermont and the Third Massachusetts, were ordered from Newport News.
With . the di vision from Fortress Monroe, or
Camp Hamilton, as it was called, there was a
small detachment of United States Artillery,
Lieut. Greble commanding, with three pieces
of light artil1ery.
The Zouaves were ordered to proceed over
Hampton Creek at 1 o'clock in the morning,
and to march by the road up to New Market
Bridge; thence, after crossing, to go by a byroad, which would put them in the rear of the
enemy, and between Little Bethel and Great
Bethel. This wa.s to be done for the purpose
of cutting off the enemy and then to make an
attack on Little Bethel. This movement was
to be supported by Col. Townsend's regiment
with two howitzers, which was to march from
Hampton one hour later. The companies of
Massachusetts and Vermont were to make a
demonstration upon Little Bethel in front, supported by Col. Bendix's regiment with two
tieldpieces. The regiments of Cols. Bendix
and Townsend were to effect a junction at a fork
of the road leading from Hampton t0 Newport
News, about a mile and a half from Little Bethel.
Col. Townsend, in his report, thus describes the
manner in which this junction was made:
"In obedience to these orders, with the con-
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certed sign of a white· badge upon our left arm,
(at midnight,) I marched my regiment to Hampton, where the general met the command and
accompanied it.
"On approaching a defile through a thick
wood, about five or six miles from Hampton, a
heavy and well-sustained fire of canister and
small-arms was opened upon the regiment
while it was marching in a narrow road, upon
the flank, in easy step and wholly unsuspicious
of any enemy, inasmuch as we were ordered to
reenforce Col. Duryea, who had preceded us by
esome two hours, and who had been ordered to
throw out, as he marched, an advance guard two
miles from his regiment, and a sustaining force
half-way between the advance and the regiment; therefore, had Col. Duryea been obliged
to retreat upon us before we reached his locality, we should have heard distant firing, or
some of his regiment would have been seen retreating.
. "The force which fired upon us was subsequently ascertained to be on]y the regiment of
Oo]. Bendix, though a portion of the Vermont
and Fourth Massachusetts regiments was with
it, having come down with two 6-pounder fieldpieces from Newport News to join the column.
These regiments took up a masked position in
the woods at the commencement of the defile.
The result of the fire upon us was two mortally
wounded, (one since dead,) three dangerously,
and four officers and twenty privates slightly,
making a total of twenty-nine. At the commencement of the fire, the general, captain
chamberlain, his aide-de-camp, and two mounted howitzers were- about 250 paces in adv~noo
of the regiment ; the fire was opened upon them
first by a discharge of small•arms, and immediately followed by a rapidly returned volley
upon my regiment and the field-pieces; my
men then gener~lly discharged their pieces and
jumped from the right to the left of the road,
and recommenced loading and firing. In a few
minutes, the regiment was reformed in the midst
of this heavy fire, and by tl10 general's directions, retired in a thoroughly military manner,
and in order to withdraw his supposecl enemy
frbm his position. On ascertaining that the enemy were our friends, and on provi<ling for the
wounded, we joined Cols. Buryea and Bendix.,,
Col. Duryea, who was on the advance, thus
describes his movement :
"At half-past 11 o'clock, at night, we commenced the march, and for the first two miles to
Hampton Bridge, proceeded leisurely, waiting
for the howitzer which should be placed at the
head of the column. Arriving at Hampton
Creek, much delay was occasioned by the nonarrival of the surf-boats which were to convey
the regiment across the river, and it was 1
o'clock before the column was formed, ready to
push forward on the other side. We now advanced rapidly, and soon came up with our two
companies of skirmishers, who had been despatched ahead an hour and a half previous.
Proceeding steadily on without resting a m<r
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ment, we came about 4 o'clock in the morning
to Little Bethel, a distance of about ten miles.
.At this point we discovered and surprised the
picket-guard of the enemy, and a mounted officer with four or five foot were taken prisoners.
While pushjng forward towards Big Bethel, we
suddenly heard a heavy fire of musketry and
cannon in our rear, bespeaking a severe engagement. Supposing it to be an attempt of the
enemy to cut off our reserve, we immediately
countermarched in quick and double-quick time,
when, having proceeded about five miles, we
came upon two of our regiments, and learned
that in the darkness of the night they had mistaken each other for enemies, and an unfortunate engagement, accompanied with some
loss, had taken place."
Up to the time of this fatal mistake. the plan
had been vigorously, accurately, and successfully carried out. As a precaution, the commanding general had ordered that no attack
should be made until the watchword had been
shouted by the attacking regiment. Ten of
Ool. Townsend's regiment were w9unded, and
one mortally. All hope of surprising the enemy above the camp at Little Bethel was now
lost, and it was found, upon marching upon it,
to have been vacated, and the cavalry had
pressed on towards Great Bethel. Gen. Pierce
now consulted with his colo1;10ls, and it was
concluded to attempt to carry the works of the
enemy at Great Bethe1, and measures were
taken for that purpose. The force proceeded
on, and Great Bethel was reached about 10
o'clock. Over a small stream twelve mi1es from
Hampton, a bridge, called Oounty Bridge, crosses
on the road to Yorktown. On the opposite
side, and to the right, the enemy were posted
behind sand batteries. In front of their batteries was a broad open field, and nearer to the
bridge than that, and on the right of the advancing force, was a wood, and in front and to
the left, a corn-field. Between the wood and
the corn-fie]d, ran a road connected with that
by which the advance was maue. Ool. Duryea's regiment now advanced over the fence
and into the corn-field, and deployed into
an apple orchard on the enemy's right flank.
The Albany regiment took a supporting position on the right and rear· of Col. Duryea, while
it in turn was supported in like manner by Ool.
Allen's regiment. In the road in front of the
enemy's batteries, Lieut. Greble's howitzers
were placed, having in their rear Ool. Bendix's
regiment, which deployed on the right, in the
wood, and on the enemy's left flank with three
companies of the Massachusetts and Vermont
regiments. The fire of the enemy became at
once incessant and galling on the Federal right.
The howitzers of Lieut. Greble, supported only
by the ordinary force of gunners, opened fire
with great rapidity and effect, and were steadily advanced to within 200 yards of the enemy's
position. Several attempts were now made to
charge the batteries, bnt were unsuccessful, owing to a morass in their front and a deep ditch

or stream requiring ladders to cross it. The
troops were, however, gradually gaining ground,
although the action had continued nearly two
hours and a half, when the order was given by
Gen. Pierce to retreat. The howitzers maintained their position until their ammunition began to give out, when Lieut. Greble was struck
on the back part of the head by a cannon ball,
killing him instantly. The gunner having
been disabled, the pieces were withdrawn by a
small force under Ool. Washburn.
On the right, the Vermont companies had
outflanked the enemy, gaining a position in
their rear and pouring such a ·bot fire as to
silence the battery there. .A statement by one
of the Confederate force, says : " One company
under Oapt. Winthrop attempted to take the
-redoubt on the left. The marsh over which
they crossed was strewn with their bodies.
Their captain, a fine-looking man, reached the
fence and leaping on a log, waved his sword,
crying, ' Come on, boys ; one charge and the
day is ours.' The words were his last, for a
Oarolina rifle ended his life the next moment,
and his men fled." The force retired from the
field in order, about half-past 12 o'clock, and
the enemy on the same day fell back to Yorktown. The number of Federal troops was between three and four thousand, w bile that of
the enemy was nearly fifteen hundred. The
loss on the Federal side was sixteen killed,
thirty-four wounded, and five missing. The
loss on the Oonfederate side was small.
A statement was made by an officer of Col. ·
Bendix's regiment, that the latter had not received any intimation that the troops would
wear white badges round the arm for the purpose of mutual recognition, and if he had, he
would not have been able to distinguish such
badge at the distance and in the dusk of the
morning. Ool. Bendix's command did not wear
such badges. The uniform of Col. Townsend's
regiment was very similar to that of the enemy.
It was also further stated, that when Col. Townsend's troops approached the junction over a
slight ridge, they appeared to be a troop of
cavalry, because Gen. Pierce and staff and Ool.
Townsend ancl staff, in a body, rode in advance
of their troops, and without any advance guard
thrown out.
The expedition was originally undertaken
with the o~ject of cutting off a body of the
enemy supposed to be near Newport News, and
it was undertaken at night in order to surprise
their batteries. This surprise was frustrated
by the mistaken engagement between the two
regiments. Some of the officers were opposed
to an advance after this occurrence.
The bravery of the Federal troops was admitted even by the enemy, and if proper knowl~
edge had been obtained beforehand of the position, and no order for retreat had been given,
the attack w·ould have been successful. No investigation has ever been made of the affair,
nor lias the generalship displayed ever been
approved.
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The progress of military affairs in the western
part of Tennessee had been such that at this
time there were establish€d on the Mississippi
River five or six batteries of heavy guns, including mortars, columbiads, and 32 and 24pounders, commanding the river from Memphis.
to the Kentucky line. About fifteen thousand
troops were concentrated in West Tennessee
under 1foj.-Gen. G. J. Pillow, as commanderin-chief, with Brig.-Gens. Oheatham and Sneed.
Eight thousand troops of all arms from Mississippi had passed up the Mobile and Ohio Railroad, at Corinth, and at Grand Junction, on the
Mississippi Central RailroaJ, on their way to a
rendezvous near the Kentucky line, to act under
Maj .-Gen. Olark, of Mississippi, in concert with
Maj.-G®. Pillow, of Tennessee. With these
troops were some cavalry and two light batteries. At least seventy-five or one hundred
heavy guns had been placed in battery, and
other large guns were in the State ready for
use. A corps d' armee, under command of
Brig.-Gen. Foster, had assembled in Oamp
Cheatham. Gen. William R. Oaswell had assem blecl, and armed and equipped, a force
of considerable strength in East Tennessee,
ready to repel any attack in that division of
the State.
·
On June 11th a body of Virginia troops at
Mill Oreek, a few miles from Romney, Northern
Virginia, were surprised by an Indiana regiment under Col. Wallace. The Virginians fled
through Romney, on the road to Winchester,
abandoning their tents and arms. Some prisoners were taken with a small loss on both sides.
Meanwhile active operations commenced in
Missouri by the movement of troops from St.
Louis to Jefferson City.
On the 13th the steamer Iatan left St. Louis
with the second battalion of the First Regiment
Missouri volunteers, one section of Totten's
Light Artillery, and two companies of regulars,
and the steamer J. 0. Swan, with the first battalion of the First Regiment, under Ool. Blair,
and another section of Totten's battery, and a
detachment of pioneers, and Gen. Lyon and
staff, numbering fifteen hundred men. Horses,
wagons, and all necessary camp equipage, ammunition, and provisions for a long march, accompanied the expedition.
On the 15th they arrived at Jefferson City.
Five companies of Missouri volunteers, under
Lieut.-Col. Andrews, and a company of regular
artillery under Oapt. Totten, all under Gen.
Lyon, disembarked and occupied the city.
Gov. Jackson and the officers of the State Government, and many citizens, had left on tpe
13th. A company of regulars, under Maj.
.Conant, thoroughly searched the country for
contraband articles, and found some wheels and
other parts of artillery carriages. No violence
was ·offered, but, on the contrary, the boats
containing the Federal troops were received
with cheers by a large concourse of the citizens.
On the next day Gen. Lyon left for Booneville.
Previously, however, he placed Col. Henry
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Boernstein, of the Second Missouri volunteers,
in command.
Meantime Gov. Jackson, on leaving Jefferson
City, summoned the State troops to his support at Booneville, which is situated on the
south bank of the Missouri River, and fortyeight miles northwest of Je:fferson City. Several companies from the adjacent counties joined
him, under Ool. Marmaduke.
Leaving Jefferson Oity on the 16th, Gen.
Lyon proceeded on the steamers A. McDowell,
Iatan, and City of Louisiana, up the river, and
stopped for the night about one mile below
Providence. Early in the morning he started
with his force, and reached Rochefort before
six o'clock, when he learned that a small ft:>rce
of the State troops was a few miles below
Booneville, and preparing to make a vigorous
defence. Proceeding on, they discovered, about
six miles from Booneville, on the bluffs, a battery, and also scouts moving. A landing was
made about 7 o'clock two miles lower down,
on the south bank of the river, and the troops
began to move on the river road to Booneville.
Following it about a mile and a half to the spot
where it begins to ascend the bluffs, several
shots announced the driving in of the enemy's
pickets. On the summit of the bluffs the enemy were posted. The Federal force advanced
and opened the engagement by throwing a few
nine-pounder shells, while the infantry filed to
the right and left, and commenced a fire of
musketry. The enemy stood their ground manfully for a time, then began to retire, and withdrew in order. The Federal force was two
thousand ; only a small portion of which was
engaged, and its loss was two killed and nine
wounded. The number of the State troops was
small. They admitted ten as killed, and several as having been taken prisoners. Some
shoes, guns, blankets, etc., were taken by the
Federal troops. This was the first hostile collision in the State like a skirmish or battle between those representing the authority of the
United States and any of the officers of the
State Government or forces under them. Gen.
Lyon, therefore, deemed it necessary to issue
the following proclamation :
BOONE-VILLE,

June 18, 1861.

To the People of Missouri:
Upon leaving St. Louis, in consequence ofwarmade
by the Governor of this State against the Government
of the United States, because I would not assume on
its behalf to relinquish its duties, and abdicate its
rights of protecting loyal citizens from the oppression
and cruelty of the secessionists in this State, I published an address to the people, in which I declared
my intention to use the force under my command for
no other purpose than the maintenance of the authority of the General Government, and the protection of the rights and property of all law-abiding
citizens.
The State authorities, in violation of an agreement
with Gen. Harney on the 2d of May last, bad drawn
together and organized upon a large scale the means
of warfare, and, having made a declaration of war,
they abandoned the capital, issued orders for the destruction of the railroad and telegraph lines, and proceeded to this point to put into execution their hos-

.
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tile purposes toward the General Government. This
devolved upon me the necessity of meeting this issue
to the best of my ability, and accordingly I moved to
this point with a portion of the force under my command, attacked and dispersed the hostile forces
gathered here by the Governor, and took possession
of the camp-equipage left, and a considerable number of prisoners, most of them young and of immature age, and who represent that they have been
misled by frauds, ingeniously devised and industriously in~ulcated by designing leaders, who seek to
devolve upon unrefl.ectin~ and deluded followers the
task of securing the obJect of their own false ambition.
Out of compassion for these misguided youths, and
to correct the impressions created by unscrupulous
calumniators, I liberated them upon the condition
that they will not serve in the impending hostilities
agai1'st the United States Government.
I have done this in spite of the well-known facts
that the leaders in the present rebellion, having long
experienced the mildness of the General Government,
still feel confident that this mildness cannot be overtaxed even by factious hostilities, having in view its
overthrow · but lest, as in the case of the late Camp
Jackson affair, this clemency shall still be misconstrued, it is proper to give warning that the Government cannot always be expected to indulge in it to
the compromise of its evident welfare.
Hearing that those plotting against the Government have falsely represented that the Government
troops intended a forcible and violent invasion of
Missouri for the purposes of military despotism and
tyranny, I hereby give notice to the people of this
State that I shall scrupulously avoid all interference
with the business, right, and property of every description recognized by the laws of the State, and
belonging to law-abiding citizens~ But it is equally
my duty to maintain the paramount authority of the
United States with such force as I have at my command, which will be retained only so long as opposition makes it necessary, and that it is my wish,
and shall be my purpose, to visit any unavoidable
rigor arising in this issue upon those only who provoke it.
All persons, who, under the misapprehensions
above mentioned, have taken up arms, or who are
preparing to do so, are invited to return to their
homes and relinquish their hostilities toward the
Federal Government, and are assured that they may
do so without being molested for past occurrences.
N. LYON, Brigadier U. S. Army, Commanding.

On the 18th Gov. Jackson was at Syracuse,
about twenty-five miles south of Booneville,
with about five hundred men. Property was
taken from Union citizens, also the rolling
stock of the railroad by the force, when they
further retired to Warsaw, destroying the Lamoine bridge, a costly structure, six miles west
of Syracuse. On the same day a skirmish took
place near the town of Cole, between a force
of Union Home Guards and State troops from
Warsaw and that region, in which the former
were put to flight.
Military affairs now progressed so rapidly
that the force concentrated in the State reached
10,000 men, 2,500 of whom were stationed at
Herman and Jefferson City, 3,200 at Rolla, the
terminus of the southwest branch of the Pacific
Railroad, 1,000 on the North Missouri Railroad,
and 1,000 at Bird's Point, opposite Cairo. In
addition to this there was a force of 2,500 remaining at St. Louis, which could be increased
to 10,000 in a few hours by accessions from the
neighboring camps in Illinois. These troops

held the entire portion of the State north of
the river, the southeast quarter lying between
the Mississippi and a· line drawn southward
from Jefferson City to the Arkansas border,
thus giving to the Federal Government the important points of ·st. Louis, Hannibal, St. Joseph, and Bird's Point as a base of operations,
with the rivers and raih·oads as a means of
transportation.
On the 24th the State Treasurer, the Auditor,
and Land Register, who had retired with the
Governor, returned to Jefferson City and took
the oath of allegiance, and entered upon their
duties. The Home Guard of the capital were
furnished with arms, and drilled under the direction of Col. Boernstein, and intrenchments for
the defence of the place against attacks were
erected. Several expeditions were sent by
Gen. Lyon to various parts of the State where
collections of secessionists were reported, but
the latter succeeded in getting away before the
arrival of the Federal troops.
In the latter part of June Gen. Fremont was
ordered to take command of the Department
of the West. Since Gen. Harney had been
ordered to another post, Capt. Lyon, who had
been promoted to a brigadier-generalship, had
been in command.
·
The movement to separate the Union portion
of Western Virginia from the State was now
carried through. The Convention declared its
separation, elected Frank IL Pierpont Governor, and established a seat of Government at
Wheeling, which was acknowledged by President Lincoln, and Senators and Representatives admitted to seats in Congress.
On June 17th, :Vienna, a small village on the
railroad from Alexandria to Leesburg, was the
scene of surprise and disaster to the 1st Ohio
regiment, Col. McCook. On the day previous
a train of cars passing over this portion of
the road had been fired upon, and one man
killed. In consequence, the Government resolved to place pickets along the road, and
this regiment, accompanied by Brig.-G~eral
Schenck, set out in a train of cars, an.a the
.men were distributed in detachments along
the line. A.s the cars approached· Vienna, Col.
Gregg, with six hundred South Oarolinians, and
a company of artillery and two companies of
cavalry, on a reconnoitring expedition, heard
the whistle of the locomotive. He immediately
wheeled his column and marched back to Vienna, which he had just left. . This force had
scarcely time to place two cannon in position,
when the train, consisting of six flats and a
b'aggage car, pushed by the locomotive, came
slowly around the curve. As tbe train was
about to stop, the artillery opened a well-directed fire, which raked the cars from front
to rear. At the same time the coupling of the
locomotive became detached or destroyed, and
the engineer retired, leaving the cars in their
exposed position. The Ohio volunteers immediately took to the woods on each side, and
were pursued a short distance by the Oonfeder-
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ate infantry and cavalry. The Federal loss was
five killed, six wounded, and seven missing. The
cars were burned, ancl a considerable quantity
of carpenters' tools, lilankets, and other baggage
was taken by the enemy, who suffered no loss.
At the same time the Potomac was crossed
at WiUfamsport by the Union forces under the
command of Gen. Patterson, and Piedmont, a
village on the Manassas Gap Railroad, sixty-one
miles west of Alexandria, was occupied by the
enemy. As an offset a small squad of Missouri
troops, numbering thirty-five men, was captured at Liberty in that State.
On the 23d, by an order of Gen. J. E. Johnston, in command of the Southern troops, fortysix locomotives and .three hundred and five cars
oftheBalti.more and Ohio Railroad were gathered at Martinsburg, and with wo<,d from the
company's supply, piled around them, set on
fire and destroyed. The destruction of property was estimated at $400,000.
On the 26th an attack was made on a small
force sent on shore to clear the wood from
Mathias Point, on the Potomac, fifty miles below Washington. The party were about to go
on board the gunboat Freeborn, when they
were attacked. They escaped without loss under
the cover of the gun of the Freeborn, but Capt.
Ward, her commander, while sighting ti1e gun
was wounded, and died a few hours' afterwards.
On July 1st, Gen. Morris, commanding the
3d and 4th Ohio regiments, near Buckhannon,
on the east fork of the Monongahela River, attacked a body of Virginia troops under Gen.
Henry A. Wise, and routed them with a loss
of twenty-three killed and a number taken
prisoners. On the same day a skirmish took
place at Falling Water, Virgi · a, and on the
next day another at Martinsburg, with a very
small loss on either side. On the next day an
entire company of Confederates were captured
at N esho in Missouri. This was followed by
the seizure of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad by Tennesseans on the 4th, and a battle at
Carthage, Missouri, on the 5th, between some
of Gen. Lyon's troops under Col. Sigel, assisted
by Col. Solomon, and a body of State troops
under Gen. Rains and Col. Parsons. The
Union loss was thirteen killed and thirty-one
woundecl. The movement of Gen. Lyon up the
Missouri River and through the central part of
the State, it now appeared, had the effect to
restrain the secessionists and prevent them from
organizing a formidable force. Two days later
another skirmish occurred at Brier Forks near
Carthage, in which neither party gained any
special advantage. Meantime a skirmish occurred at Middle York bridge, near Buckhannon,
in which a part of a company of the 3d Ohio
regiment encountered a body of Virginians unexpecteclly, and escaped without serious loss.
On July 8th a communication was brought
to President Lincoln from Jefferson Davis by
Col. Taylor, relative to prisoners who had been
taken with vessels which sailed from Southern
ports as privateers. Ool. Taylor, in displaying
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a flag of truce before the Federal lines in Virginia, opposite Washington, was brought blindfolded into camp, and his letter sent to Lieut.Gen. Scott, who delivered it to the President.
Gen. Scott sent back as an answer, that the
President would reply. No reply was ever
made. The President of the new Confederacy
had issued a proclamation as early as April
17th, proposing to grant letters of marque and
reprisal on certain conditions. The announcement of this privateering policy caused at the ·
North, where there was so much at risk, a great
sensation, after it was seen that the insurrectionists would be successful in obtaining vessels, and were determined to do all the injury
possible to Northern commerce. President Lincoln, in anticipation of these efforts at privateering, closes his proclamation of April 19, announcing a blockade of Southern ports, with this
threat:
And I hereby proclaim.and declare that if any person, under the pretended authority of the said States,
or under any other pretence, shall molest a vessel of
the United States, or the persons or cargo on board
of her, such person will be held amenable to the laws
of the United States for the prevention and punishment of piracy.

Among the fust vessels to take out letters of
marque at the South, under the proclamation
of Jefferson Davis, was the Petrel, formerly the
revenue-cutter Aiken, which had been surrendered to the Oonfederates in Charleston harbor,
and the crew of which had volunteered under
the new government. This vessel had run the
blockade, but was no sooner at sea, July 28,
than she fell in with the United States frigate
St. Lawrence, and was captured. The captain
of the St. Lawrence observed the Southern vessel in the distance, and immediately hauled
down his heavy spars and closed his ports.
Then, with the men below, the old frigate
looked very much like a large merchant vessel,
and the privateer bore down, hoping to take a
good prize. The commander of the Petrel,
William Perry, of South Carolina, gave the St.
Lawrence a round ball over her bows and some
canister over the stern, but the frigate sailed on
as if trying to get away, when the Petrel gave
chase, and when in fair range of the frigate the
latter opened her ports and gave the Petrel a
compliment of three guns, two of grape and one
of round shot. The latter was a 32-pounder,
and struck the Petrel amidships, below the
water line, and she sunk in a few minutes.
Four of the crew were drowned, and the rest,
thirty-six in number, were rescued. Some of
the men, when :fished out of the water, were at
a loss to know what had happened to them.
The suddenness of the St. Lawrence's reply,
the deafening roar of the guns, and the splinters
and submerged vessel, were all incidents that
happened apparently in a moment.
The.Calhoun, a side-wheel steamer of 1,058
tons, was built in New York in 1851. She
was 175 feet long, 27 feet wide, 11 feet hold. She
was commanded by George N. Hollins, formerly of the United States navy, and carried
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one 24-pounder, and two 18-pounder Dahlgren
guns. By the 27th of May she had captured
and sent into New Orleans two schooners, the
John Adams and the Mermaid, of Provincetown,
and the brig Panama. Their united crews numbered 63 men, and they had on board 215 bbls.
whale and sperm oil. She captured also the
ship Milan, from Liverpool, with 1,500 sacks of
salt, worth $20,000; the bark Ocean Eagle,
from Rockland, Maine, with lime, worth $20,000; and the schooner Ida, from Tampico, with
fruit, worth $5,000. The Calhoun was commander Hollins's flag-ship when the attack on
the Union fleet was made on the Mississippi,
October 11.
The schooner William C. Atwater, Capt. Allen, belonged to New Haven, and was in the
service of the Government. The crew numbered eight men. Off Cedar Keys, Florida, on
the 10th of May, she was captured by the
steamer Spray, which had on board thirty-one
men, armed with bowie-knives, revolvers, muskets with bayonets, etc. The captors took her
to Appalachicola, where she arrived on the 13th
of May.
· The Ivey, a small steamer of 200 tons, was
armed with two 8-inch rifled 32-pounder guns.
She captured the ship Marathon, from Marseilles, in ballast, worth $35,000; and the ship
Albino, from Boston, with a cargo of ice,
worth $20,000. The armed steamer Murie captured the Marshall Sprague, of Providence,
from Havre, in ballast, worth $50,000; and
the ship John H. Jarvis, from Liverpool, worth
$10,000.
The steamer Wm. H. Webb was formerly a
towboat in New York, where she was built
in 1856; she was 650 tons, draught 7 feet,
197 feet long, 31 feet beam, ·12 feet hold, and
was one of the strongest and largest boats of
that class. A few years previous she had been
purchased by some of the New Orleans merchants for the purpose of towing the heavilyladen ships to and from that city. She was
converted into a gunboat and seized three vessels laden with oil, on the 24th of May.
The Dixie, a schooner of about 150 tons burden, was fitted out as a privateer in Charleston, from which place she ran the blockade on
the 19th of July, and on the 23d encountered
the bark Glen, of Portland, Maine, of which she
at once made a prize. On the 25th she captured the schooner Mary Alice, of New York,
with a cargo of sugar, from the West Indies,
bound to New York, and placed a prize crew
on board; she was, however, retaken by the
blockading fleet almost immediately after. On
the evening of the 31st the Dixie came up with
the Rowena, a bark laden with coffee, bound
to Philadelphia; she was taken possession of,
and the captain of the Dixie himself took the
place of prize-master, and successfully reached
Charleston on the 27th of .August, after several
narrow escapes from the vessels of the blockading fleet. The following were the officers of
the Dixie: captain, Thomas J. Moore ; first

lieutenant, George D. Walker; second lieutenant, John W. Marshall; third lieutenant, L. D.
Benton ; gunner, Charles Ware ; boatswain,
Geo. 0. Gladden; steward, C. Butcher. She
had also twenty-two seamen and a cook, and
her armament consisted of four guns.
The Jeff. Davis, early in June, appeared on
the eastern coast, running in as near as the
Nantucket Shoals, and making on her way prizes
that were roughly estimated at $225,000. She
was formerly the slaver Echo, that was captured about two years previous, and was condemned in Charleston harbor. She was a fullrigged brig, painted black on the outside, and
had a rusty, dull appearance, that would not be
likely to alarm any vessel of ordinary sailing
qualities; crew 260 men. Her armament consisted of a 32-pounder gun, placed amidships,
mounted on a pivot, so that it might be used in
all directions, and on each side a 32-pounder
and a 12-pounder, so as to equalize the strength
of the broadside. Captain Coxetter was her
commander. His first lieutenant, named Postel, was at one time a midshipman in the United
States navy, and also held a position in the Savannah custom-house.
The Davis had previously taken three prizes;
one of these, and the most valuable, was the
J. G. Waring, captured within 200 miles of
New York. The captain, mates, and two seamen, were taken out, and five of the Davis
crew put on board. The colored steward, W.
Tillman, was allowed to remain. The vessel
then made for Charleston. On the 16th of
July Tillman, aided by McLeod, a seaman,
killed the prize-captain and mates, and sailed
for New York, where he arrived with two
prisoners of the prize-crew. Tillman was
awarded salvage. The Jeff. Davis also took
the ship John Crawford, from Philadelphia,
for Key West, with arms and coal for the
United States. She drew 22 feet water, and
was burned.
In attempting, August 1'7, to cross the bar at
St. Augustine, Fla., the brig grounded on the
North Breakers. This was about half-past six
o'clock, Sunday morning. .A small boat was
sent ashore with Dr. Babcock and Lieut. Baya,
and the prisoners landed. The officers and
crew of the privateer then went ashore, and
were greeted with the most enthusiastic demonstrations by the inhabitants. About halfpast nine two lighter-boats went off to the
brig with Capt. Coxetter and other officers.
The starboard guns were thrown overboard
to lighten the vessel, in order to clear her
decks of water, and save as much as possible
of the supplies on board the brig. Every effort
was finally made to change her position, but
it was supposed that the guns when thrown
overboard stove her in and caused her to bilge.
The lighter boats, however, were filled with a
large amount of provisions and baggage, and
finally succeeded in saving all the small-arms
on board. About two o'clock all hands left,
and were conveyed to St. Augustine. The crew
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· afterwards arrived at Charleston. The brig
became a total loss.
Tho Bonita, a brig built, in New York, 1853,
was 276 tons burden and 110 feet long, 25
feet wide, and 11 feet deep. She was previously engaged in the slave trade, but was captured on the coast of Africa and was taken to
Charlest.on, and afterwards to Savannah, where
she was seized by order of Gov. Brown, and
converted into a vessel of war. She had always
borne the character of a fast sailer, and was in
perfect order.
The Sallie was a fore-and-aft schooner of one
hundred and forty tons burden, mounted one
long gun amidships, and had a crew consisting
of forty men. She was previously the schooner
Virginia, of Brookhaven, and was built at Port
Jefferson in 1856. Her dimensions were :
length, 9'7 feet 6 inches; breadth, 29 feet 4
inches; depth, 1:0 feet. She was commanded
by Capt. Libby. She ran out from Charleston
and made several prizes, among them the Betsey Ames and the brig Granada ; both these
vessels were sold in Charleston, under decree
of Judge Magrath, of the Admiralty Court.
In New Orleans, by the end of May, there
were the following prizes :
Name.

SHIPS,
Master.

Where from.

Abrelino ......•.•.. Smith ........ , ..... Boston.
Ariel. .............. Delano ........•.... Bath, Maine.
American Union .... Lincoln ............ Bath, .Maine.
C. A. Farwell ...... Farwell .........•.. Rockland.
Exprei::s .......•.... Frost .........•.•.. Portsmouth, N. H.
J. H. Jarvis ........ Rich.
. ........... Boston.
Marathon ...... . ... Tyler ........•..... New York.
Marshall ...•..•.... Sprague .........•.. Providence.
Milan ............... Eustis ............. Bath, Maine.
Robert Harding .... Ingraham ...•...... Boston.
State of Maine ...... Humphrey ........ Portland.
Toulon ....•••...•• Upshur ........•.•. New York.
BARKS.

Chester ...•......•. Bearse ............. Boston.
Ocean Eagle ........ Luce ............... Thomaston.
BRIG.

Panama ...••......••..••.......•..••.... Provincetown.
SCHOONERS,

E. S. Janes,. ....... Townsencl. ........ .
Henry Travers ....• Wyatt .............. Baltimore.
Ella .........•...• Howes .......•.•.. Philadelphia.
John Adams .................... . . . .. Provincetown.
Mermaid .............................. Provincetown.

The seizure of vessels made by the Confederate States, up to the close of 1861, is thus enumerated:
Off the different ports .................................. 18
In port ....................•.........•...••••.•••..•... 30
Steamers captured on the .Mississippi •.••...•....••.•..• 15
Total .............................................. 58

' These prizes were sold under a decree of the
Confederate Admiralty Court. In respect to
some of them there were points raised as to
the legal boundary of the '' high seas·" but
this was decided to be low-water mark.'
The following vessels were formerly United
States revenue-cutters, but were taken possession of by the Confederate Government, and
armed for its service :
Schooners: Lewis Cass, Savannah, 40 men one
68-pounder pivot; Washington, New Orlean; 42.
pounder pivot; Pickens, Pensacola, 8-in. columhiad,
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four 24-inch carronades; Dodge, 100 tons, one long
pivot; McClellan> Breshwood, one pivot, four sideguns.
Steamer: Bradford, formerly Ewing.

In addition to the above, the Navy Department of the insurrectionary Government purchased or fitted out the following vessels, which
acted as privateers:
The Gordon was a small sea steamer of about
500 tons burden, drawing from seven to nine
feet of water, and making an average of twelve
miles an hour. She was about ten years old,
and the most of that time she had been running
in and out of Charleston harbor. In 1859 she
was purchased by the Florida Steamship Oompany, ·and ran on the line between Charleston
and Fernandina as consort to the Carolina, a
steamer of her own size and build. The Gordon was fitted out as a vessel of war. She was
employed along the coast islands at llat1ieras,
in and out of Pamlico Sound via Hatteras Inlet,
when it was occupied by Union troops. She
succeeded in running the blockade at Charleston, with some vessels which she had made
prizes. She was armed with wo guns, and was
commanded by Capt. Lockwood, who was formerly engaged on the New York and Charleston line of steamers. His last employment,
previous to this position, was as commander
of the Carolina, on the Charleston and Fernandina line of steamers. He had succeeded
in running the blockade with his vessel seventeen times. The last feat of the Theodora, to
which the name of the Gordon had been
changed, was to carry to Cuba the ministers,
Slidell and Mason.
The Coffee, a side-wheel steamer carrying 2
guns, the steamer Marion, and the schooner
York, were consorts of the Gordon in Hatteras
Inlet. The Ooft'ee was wrecked-a total loss.
The McRea, formerly the steamer Habana,
plying between the ports of New Orleans and
Havana, was a propeller of 500 tons burden ;
she was built in Philadelphia in 1859, and was
owned in New Orleans previous to her being
used as a privateer. She carried a 64-pounder,
mounted on a pivot, four 8-inch columbiads,
and a rifled 24-pounder. She succeeded in running the blockade at the mouth of the Mississippi River.
The steamer Lady Davis was one of the first
vessels prepared in Oharleston, and was intended for the harbor defence. She was purchased by Gov. Pickens, at Richmond. She
received her name in honor of the wife of J efferson Davis. She was armed with two 24pounders, regularly equipped, and commanded
by Capt. T. B. lluger.
The Nina was a small steam gunboat, mounting one light gun.
The Jackson was a steamer, 200 tons, armed
with two 8-inU1 colum biads. She was commanded by Capt. Gwathemy.
The Incarora, steamer, carried one 8-inch
columbiad, and a 32-pounder rifled cannon.
The little steamer George Page, operating
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on Occoquan River and Quantico Oreek, was
famous for her boldness in running down to
within gunshot of the Federal batteries, and
occasionally throwing a shell into them, thereby keeping up continuous alarm.
The Judith, schooner, of 250 tons, armed
with a heavy pivot-gun, and four broadside
guns, was destroyed in Pensacola harbor, September 13. The Union loss was 3 killed, 12
wounded.
The Y Ol·ktown was formerly used in the
New York and Virginia line of steamers. She
was a side-wheel steamer of 1,400 tons burden, built in New York in 1859; length, 251
feet; breadth, 34 feet; depth, 18 feet. She
had been completely fitted out at Norfolk, her
sides having been plated with iron, and other
means taken to strengthen her, and to render
her formidable. She was commanded by Oapt.
Parish, her old commander, and carried two
pivots, and six broadside guns.
The Everglade was a small side-wheel steamer, purchased by the State of Georgia for the
sum of $34,000. She was made a gunboat, for
the purpose of c uising as a coast-guard at the
mouth of the Savannah River. Her officers, as
at first appointed, were as follows : comman:der, J. McIntosh Kell; midshipmen, R. F. Armstrong, S. N. Hooper, J. A. Merriweather; chief
engineer, Joshua Smith; assistant engineer, Norval Meeker; clerk, William J. Bennett.
The North Carolina steamer Winslow, Lieut.
Crossman commanding, captured off Cape Hatteras the schooner Transit, Knowles master,
last from Key West. The prize was in ballast,
having sailed from New York for Key -West

with provisions, shot, etc., about the 27th of
May. Having landed her cargo safely at Key
West, the Transit was upon her return north
when .captured. She was a fine schooner, of
195 tons burden, and was built at a cost of
$13,000. She was copper-fastened up to 9 feet,
and had galvanized iron fastenings above that.
She belonged to New London, Conn. The prize
was carried to Newbern, by Lieut. Seawell.
Lieut. Crossman also captured off Cape Hatteras, the Hannah Balch, a hermaphrodite brig,
which was captured previously off Savannah
by the United States ship Fla.g, Lieut.• Sarton.
She was just from Cardenas, and laden with
150 bafrels of molasses.
The little schooner Savannah was formerly
pilot boat No. 7, doing duty in Charleston
harbor, 54 tons burden. She carried one 18pounder amidships, ·and was commanded by T.
Hariison Baker, of Charleston, and had a crew
of 20 men. On the 1st of June she captured
the brig Joseph, of Maine, from Cuba, loaded
with sugar, and sent her into Georgetown, S.
C., in charge of eight men. On the 3d of
June, off Charleston, she fell in with the U. S.
brig Perry, which she mistook for a merchantman, and immediately engaged, but was soon
taken. Her crew were placed in irons on board
the United States steamer Minnesota, and she
was sent to New York, in charge of prize-master McCook. Iler appearance created great
interest among the people, on account of her
being the first privateer captured, and crowds
of people flocked to the Battery, off which she
lay, to see the little craft. She was afterward
taken to the navy yard.

CHAPTER VIII.

.
March of Gen. McClellan into Western Virginia-His .Address to the Inhabitants-Surprise at Philippi-Battle at Laurel
Hill-Defeat and Surrender of the Enemy-Manassas-Position of the Northern and Southern Armies-Forces of Gen.
McDowell-Advance to Centreville-Battle of Bull Run-Retreat..

MILITARY operations now began to be conducted with more concentrated forces. From
the first moment great activity in raising troops
had prevailed in the State of Ohio.
Gen. George B. MOlellan was invited from
his duties in connection with the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad by the Governor of Ohio, and
appointed to the chief command in the State.
Under his directions the volunteers were organized, and preparations for a campaign made.
Early in May the forces were ready to cooperate with the two or three regiments organized in Western Virginia, to oppose the advance of Virginia troops. T~ occupation of
Western Virginia, which had voted against the
ordinance of secession, and its control, was
early an object with the Confederate Government. To oppose them, Gen. McOlellan pushed

forward, under the orders of the United States
Government.
On the 26th of May he issued the following proclamation to the people of Western Virginia, from his headquarters at Cincinnati,
Ohio:
To tlie Union .Men of Western Virgirvia.
VIRGINIANS : The General Government has long
enough endured the machinations of a few factious
rebels in your midst. Armed traitors have in vain
endeavored to deter you from expressing your loyalty
at the polls. Having failed in this infamous attempt
to deprive you of the exercise of your dearest rights,
they now seek to inaugurate a reign of terror, arrd
thus force you to yield to their schemes and submit
to the yoke of traitorous conspiracy dignified by the
name of the Southern Confederacy. They are destroying the property of citizens of your State and ruining
your magnificent railways.
The General Government has heretofore carefully
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abstained from sending troops across the Ohio, or even
from posting them along its banks, although frequently
urged by many of your prominent citizens to do so.
It determined to wait the result of the State election,
desirous that no one might be able to say that the
slightest effort bad been made from this side to influence the free expression of your opinions, although
the many agencies brought to bear upon you by the
rebels were well known. You have now shown, under
the most adverse circumstances, that the great mass
of the people of Western Virginia are true and loyal
to that beneficent Government under which we and
our fathers lived so long.
As soon as the result of the election was known, the
traitors commenced their work of destruction. The
General Government cannot close its ears to the demand you have made for assistance. I have ordered
troops to cross the river. They come as your friends
and brothers-as enemies only to armed rebels, who
are preying upon you ; your homes, your families, and
your property are safe under our protection. All your
rights shall be religiously respected, notwithstanding
all that has been said by the traitors to induce you to
believe our advent among you will be signalized by
an interference with your slaves. Understand one
thing clearly : not only will we abstain from, all such
interference, but we will, on the contrary, with an
iron hand crush any attempt at insurrection on their
part. Now that we are in your midst, I call upon you
to fly to arms and support the General Government;
sever the connection that binds you to traitors; proclaim to the world that the faith and loyalty so long
boasted by the Old Dominion are still preserved in
Western Virginia, and that you remain true to the
Stars and Stripes. ·
G. B. McCLELLAN,
:Major-General Command ing. ·

On the same day he issued the following
proclamation to his troops:
SoLnrnRs : You are ordered to cross the frontier and
enter on the soil of Virginia. Your mission is to restore peace and confidence, to protect the majesty of
the law, and secure our brethren from the grasp of
armed traitors. I place under the safeguar~ of your
honor the persons and property of the Virgmians. I
know you will respect their feelings and all their
rigbts, 'and preserve the strictest discipline. Rememher, each one of you holds in his keeping the honor
of Ohio and of the Union. If you are called upon to
overcome armed opposition, I know your courage is
equal to the task. Remember, that your only foes are
armed traitors, and show mercy even to them when
in your power, for many of them are misguided.
When, under yonr protection, the loyal men of Western Virginia shall have been enabled to organhe and
form until they can protect themselves, you can return
. to·your homes with the proud satisfaction of having
preserved a gallant people from destruction.
G. B. McCLELLAN,
Major-General Commanding.

· The instructions to General McClellan were
to cross the Ohio, and, in conjunction with the
forces of Western Virginia under Colonel Kelly, to drive out the Confederate force, and
advance on Harper's !ferry. On the night of the
26th of May, orders were given to Colonel Kelly at Wheeling, to march on Grafton, which he
proceeded to execute early the next morning
with the First Virginia Volunteers. He was followed on the same day by the Sixteenth Ohio,
Oolonel Irvine, which bad been stationed at
Bellair, Ohio. These forces advanced by the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. At the same
time, the Fourteenth Ohio, Colonel Steadman,
crossed the Ohio at Marietta, and occupied
Parkersburg. These, advancing on the rail5
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road, were welcomed by crowds at every
station. On the same night, a Confederate
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that place was occupied, on the 29th, by the
Virginia and Ohio Volunteers. Here they were
joined by the Seventh and Nintl}, Indiana.
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retired to Philippi, where they prepared to
make a stand with considerable strength.
Philippi i~ twenty-four miles from Grafton,
and General McClellan determined to surprise
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2, tw:o divisions moved forward to accomplish
this purpose. The surprise was complete,
and the Confederate force, under Colonel G. A.
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or er e , was orce . o re ire, a an omng
a large amount of stores and arms, with a loss
of fifteen killed. Owing to the storm and
the darkness of the night, the first division,
under Colonel Kelly, was unable to arrive in
h C
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the rear of t e onfe erate 1orce soon enoug
to cut off its retreat. This force retired to
Laurel Hill, in the vicinity of Beverly, where the
enemy was concentrated in a strongly fortified
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to the southern part of the State, whence the
Confederate supplies were obtained, but from
which an attack upon the Federal forces was
constantly threatened. Laurel Hill is on the
western slope of a range of the Alleghany
Mountains, which runs from northeast to southwest, and which is impassable for an army except at certain points. The Confederate encampment was on a slope which de·clined gradually to the valley, and was strongly fortified
in front, below which passed the only road to
southern Virginia. The plan of General McClellan was to occupy the attention of the enemy, by the appearance of a direct attack, ·while
a strong force marched round to his rear to
take possession of the road by which his supplies
came. The enemy must then either come out
of his intrenchments and fight, or starve. Taking the main body of his army, composing a
force of ten thousand men, General McClellan
d t O Cl k b
d th
t B k
move
ar s urg, an
ence O UC hannon, on the west of Laurel Hill. Previously
however, and on the 7th of July, he ordered
General Morris to march upon Laurel Ilill,
to occupy the enemy. Taking with him
the Ninth Indiana, Colonel Milroy, the Fourteenth Ohio, the First Virginia, the Cleveland
Artillery, the Sixth and Seventh Indiana,
and the Sixth Ohio, in the order named and
making a force of about 4,000 men, he left
early in the morning, and reached Bealington
in front of the enemy at eight o'clock, with his
rig}:lt, having flanking parties on each side, and
two companies of skirmishers ahead. The
. Confederate pickets fired and r~treated. A
slight skirmish ensued with a party of the enemy in a wood beyond the town, about two
miles from the Confederate camp, which the
Federal force had occupied. On the 8th, a
brisk skirmishing was kept up all the aftern@on
with the Confederates, and some were killed
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on both sides. On the 9th, the skirmishing
wns renewed, and every outlet of the Confederate camp was watched except that back to
Beverly where General McClellan was soon expected to be. Thus the enemy was held in
check on .the north and occupied, while General
:McClellan was attempting to get in his rear.
Meantime as General McClellan reached Bnckhannon b'e found that the rear of the enemy
was str~ngly fortified at a position called Rich
Mountain, which was defended by one to two
thousand men, under Colonel Pegram. Ho
now formed the plan of capturing this entire
force. For this purpose, General Rosecrans
with about three thousand men was sent to
attack Ms rear, while General McClellan himself made a direct attack in front. General
Rosecrans with the Eighth, Tenth, Thirteenth
Indiana, and Nineteenth Ohio, therefore proceeded, on the 11 tb, along the line of hills southeast of the enemy's intrenched camp on tbe
Beverly road, to make an attack on the east
side, w bile General McClellan made it on the
west side, as soon as he heard from General
Rosecrans. A courier, who mistook the road
through the enemy's camp for the route of the
troops, gave the enemy intelligence of the
movement. Their posjtion was about two
miles west from Beverly, which is on the east
side of what is called Rich Mountain, a gap in
the Laurel Hill range, through which the
southern road passes. General Rosecrans arrived in the rear of the enemy at four o'clock,
and meeting a small force, immediately began
the attack, to which they made a vigorous resistance, but were unable to withstand it. The
effect was to alarm Colonel Pegram, and upon
finding out his exposed position he silently
movecl off with his tnain body, with the
hope of being able to join the camp at Laurel
Hill. Meanwhile General McClellan was in
position with his whole force during the afternoon ready to make an assault, but heard nothing from the other column except distant firing.
Early in the morning he was about proceeding to plant cannon upon an eminence commanding a portion of the Confederate camp, and
preparing to attack the whole next in front,
when it was ascertained that the enemy had
evacuated his position during the night, moving
towards Laurel Hill, leaving only a few men
in charge of the sick, cannon, and camp equipage and transportation.
The following despatch from General McClellan thus announced these movements :
Rrcn MOUNTAIN,

VA.,

9

.A.. M. ,

July 12.

Col. E. D. Townsend, Assistant-Adjutant Gmeral:
We are in possession of all the enemy's works up
to a point in sight of Beverly. We have taken all his
guns ; a very -large amount of wagons, tents, &c. ;
every thing he had; and also a large number of prisoners, many of whom are wounded, and amongst whom
ar.e several officers. They lost many killed. We have
lost i,n au. rerhaps twenty killed and forty wounded,
of whom .al but two or three were in the column under
Col. Rosecrans, which turned the po!ition. The mass
of the enemy escaped through the woo?s c~tirely dis-

organized. Among the prisoners is Dr. Taylor, formerly of the arm7. Col. Pegram was in command.
Col. Rosecrans column left camp yesterday morning an(} marched some eight miles through the mountains, reaching the turnpike some two or three miles
in the rear of the enemy. He defeated an advanced
force, and took a couple of guns. I bad a position
ready for twelve guns near the main camp, and as the
guns were moving up I ascertained that the enemy
bad retreated. I am now pushing on to Beverly-a
part of Colonel Rosecrans' troops being now within
three miles of that place. Our success is complete
and almost bloodless. I doubt whether Wise and
Johnston will unite and overpower me. The behavior
of our troops in action and towards prisoners was
admirable.
G. B. McCLELLAN,
Major-General Commanding.

By th.e retreat of Colonel Pegram, the rear
of the Confederate force at Laurel Hill was
entirely exposed. On the 11th, General Garnett first learned that General :McClellan was
in his rear. He immediately evacuated ltis
camp, and retired before General Morris,
hoping to reach Beverly in advance of General·
McClellan, and thus be able to withdraw his
forces by the road to southern Virginia. Upon
arriving within three miles of Beverly, the
fugitives of Colonel Pegram's force were met,
and finding escape impossible by that route,
General Garnett returned towards Laurel Hill,
and took the road branching off to the northeast towards St. George, in Tucker County. His
aim wus now to press along the base of the mountains down the Cheat River, with the hope of
·finding some practicable path across tlrn mountains into the valley of Virginia. The following
despatch of General McClellan describes tLe
precise state of affairs at this time :
B1:vnLY, VA.,

July 13, 1861.

To Col. E. JJ. Townsend :
The success of to-day is all that ~ could desire .. We
captured six brass cannon, of which one was rifled;
all their camp equipage and transportation, even to
their cups. The number of tents will probably reach
two hundred, and more than sixty wagons. Their
killed and wounded will fully amount to one hundred
and fifty. We have at least one hundred prisoners,
and more coming in c~nstantly. I ~now alre_ady of
ten officers killed and prisoners. Their retreat 1s complete. We occupied Beverly by a rapid m~rcb. G_art
nett abandon~d his cartip early t~1s. mornmg, l~avmg
bis camp eqmpage. He came w1tbm a few miles of
Be,rerly, but our rapid march tur~ed him back in great
confusion and he is now retreatmg on the road to St.
George. '1 have ordered Gen. Mords to follow him up
closely. I have tele~raphed for the .S~cond Pen?Jsylvania Regiment at Cumberland to JOlll Gen. Bill at
Rowlesburg. The General is concentra,ting all bjs
troops at Rowlesburg, to cut off Garnett s retrea_t, if
possible, to St. George. I may say we h~ve dnven
out some ten thousand troops, strongly rntrencbed,
with the loss of eleven killed and thirty-five wounded.
Provision returns were found showing Garnett's force
to have been ten thousand men. They were Eastern
Virginians, Georgians, 'l'ennesse~ns, and, I. think,
Carolinians. To-morrow I can give full particulars,
&c. Will rno,·e on Huttonsville to-morrow and endeavor to seize the Cheat ]\.fountain pass, where there
are now but few troops. I hope that Gen. Cox has
by this time driven Wise out of the Kanawha valley.
In that case I shall have accomplished the object ?f
liberating Western Virginia. I hope the GPneral will
approve my operations.
G. B. McCLELLAN,
Mn.jor-Generul Commanding.

U.P the mountains, through defiles, and

.
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over rugged ridges, guided by the tents, campfu1~nitare, provisions, and knapsacks thrown
away, the hot pursuit of the flying enemy was
pr.essed. Capt. Bonham led the advance, and
Gen. Morris the rear, and after fording Cheat
River four times, they came up with the
enemy's rear gua,rd at Carrick's Ford, where
the enemy attempted to make a stand, but were
attacked on the right flank and forced to retire.
At another turn in the river, about a quarter
of a mile below, the enemy again attempted to
stand. Gen. Garnett tried in vain to rally bis
men and gather them around him. While he
was thus standing with his back to the Federal
forces, he received a Minie ball on the left of
the spine. It made a terrible wound, piercing·
the heart and coming out at the right nipple.
He threw up his arm and fell dead. The Confederate rout was now complete. Only about
two thousand of the troops with which Gen.
Garnett left his intrenchments, escaped. Gen.
McClellan's despatch was as follows:
HUTTONSVILLE,

July 14, 1861.

To Erlw. Townsend.
Gn.rnett and forces routed. His baggage and one
gun taken. His army demoralized. Garnett killed.
We have annihilated the enemy in Western Virginia,
and have lost thirteen killed and not more than forty
wounded. ,ve have in all killed at least two hundred
of the enemy, and their prisoners will amount to at
least one thousand. Have taken seven guns in all.
I still look for the capture of the remnant of Garnett's army by Gen. Hill.
The troops defeated are the crack regiments of
Eastern Virginia, aided by Georgians, Tennesseans,
and Carolinians.
Our success is complete, and secession is killed in
this country.
G. B. McCLELLAN,
Maj.-Gen. Commanding.

Meantime Col. Pegram, hearing of the retreat of Gen. Garnett, surrendered the remnant
of his force to Gen. McClellan, who now issued
the following address to his soldiers :

.

V .A.., July 19, 1861.
Soldiers of the Army of the West :
I am mo.r.e than satisfied with you. Yo·u have annihilated two armies, commanded by educated and experienced soldiers, in trenched in mountain fastnesses
and fortified at their leisure. You have taken five
guns, twelve colors, fifteen hundred stand of arms, one
thousand prisoners, including more than forty officers.
One of the second commanders of the rebels is a
prisoner, the other lost his life on the field of battle.
You have killed more than two hundred and fifty of
the enemy, who has lost all his baggage and camp
equipage. All this has been accomplished with the
loss of twenty brave men killed and sixty wounded
.on your part.
You have proved that Union men, fighting for the
preservation of our Government, are more than a
match for our misguided and erring brothers. More
than this, you have shown mercy to the vanquished.
.You have made long and arduous marches, with insufficient food, frequently exposed to the inclemency
of the weather. I have not hesitated to demand this
of you, feeling that I could rely on your endurance,
patriotism, and courage. In the future I may have
still greater demands to make upon you, still greater
sacrifices for you to offer. It shall
my care to provide for you to the extent of my ability; but I know
now that, by your valor and endurance, you will accomplish all that is asked.
Soldiers! I have confidence in you, and I trust you
WESTERN VIRGINIA, BEVERLY,

be
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have learned to confide in me. Remember that discipline and subordination are qualities of equal value
with courage. 1 am proud to say that you have gained
the highest reward that American troops can receive
· -the thanks of Congress and the applause of your
fellow-citizens.
GEORGE B. McCLELLAN,
Major-General.

Gen. :McClellan was subsequently called to the
active command of the .Army of the Potomac.
Frequent collisions or skirmishes continued to
take place between detached parties or at small
advanced posts, as at Bunker Hill in Virginia,
on July 15th; Millville, Missouri, on the 16th,
Barboursville, Virginia, and Fulton, .Missouri,
on the 17th. Some loss was thus inflicted on
each side.
But movements of a more important character were now progressing in Virginia near
Washington.
The Southern Government having inclined to
the defensive policy as that upon which they
should act, their first object was to prevent an
advance of any Federal force into Virginia.
Early in the month of May tro~ps were assembled in Richmond, and pushed forward toward
the northeastern boundary of the State, to a
position known as Manassas Junction. The
name is given to this hilly region, as it is here
that a railroad from Alexandria, another from
Staunton up the valley and through :Manassas
Gap, and another from Gordonsville unite.
.At Gordonsville the railroad from Richmond
and the line from East Tennessee unite. As a
point for concentration none more eligible exists in northeas rn Virginia. The advantages
for fortification are naturally such that the place
can be rendered impregnable. Here the centre
of the northern force of the Squther:n army was
posted, with the left wing pus4ed forward to
Winchester, ap.d the right extended to the
Potomac, and sustained by heavy batteries which
served to blockade the river.
The Federal force, the advance of which was
assembled at Washington for the defence of
that city against any attack by the Southern
troops, was posted on the Virginia side of the
Potomac, on Arlington Heights, which were
strongly fortified. Their right was pushed some
distance up the Potomac, and chiefly on the
Maryland side, while their left occupied Alexandria. The armies of both sides consisted of
raw militia hastily brought together, and of
volunteers who for the first time bad put on the
uniform, and taken up the weapons of the soldier. On both sides the forces were constantly
accumulating. On the morning of June 27th,
the consolidated report of Gen. Mansfield, commanding the Department of W ashin~ton, gives
the number of troops in that city and vicinity.
The privates, including regulars and volunteers
present for duty, numbered 22,846 men. The
grand aggregate of the force, including officers,
etc., present and absent, was 34,160 men. The
force of Gen. Patterson, commanding in Maryland above Washington, and also on the Virginia side of the Potomac, on the 28th of June,
was returned, embracing officers and men on-·
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listed and present for duty, 15,923. Of these second, New York; Company G, Second Artillery.
about 550 were reported as sick.
The Confederate force was largely increased
The movement of troops to attack the Southby troops from South Carolina, Georgia, ::Missis- ern army commenced on the 16th of July. It
sippi, Alabama, and Texas. On the night after was :first made known to the inhabitants of
the battle Mr. Davis sent a despatch to Washington by their sudden disappearance from
Richmond by telegraph, saying: " The battle the opposite or Virginia side of the Potomac.
was mainly fought on our left. Our force was The force comprised in this movement consisted
15,000 ; that of the enemy estimated at 35,000. of five divisions, as above mentioned, but a few
Gen. McDowell in his official report says: . of the details were altered. A body of five .
"We crossed Bull Run with about 18,000 men, hundred mariners was also added. On the 17th,
of all arms." "The numbers opposed to us the advance of Gen. McDowell's entire comhave been variously estimated. I may safely mand was begun. It was made by four differsay, and avoid even the appearance of exag- ent routes. The right wing, composed of the
geration, that the enemy brought up all he :first division of four brigades under Gen: Tyler,
could, which were not kept engaged elsewhere." moved by the Georgetown road. The centre,
The force under Gen. McDowell, on the 8th composed of the second division of two brigades
of July, was organized into :five divisions. The under Col. Hunter, advanced by the Leesburg
:first division, under Brig.-Gen. Tyler, consisted and Centreville road. The left wing, consisting
of four brigades. The regiments in each bri- of the third .division of three brigades, under
gade were as follows : First brigade, under Col. Ileintzelman, moved by the Little River
Col. Keyes, First, Second, Third, Connecticut ; turnpike, and the other part of the wing, conFourth Maine; Varian's battery, and Company sisting of the :fifth division of two brigades,
B, Second Cavalry. In the second brigade, under Col. Miles, proceeded by the old Bradunder Col. Schenck, the regiments were as fol- dock road. The reserve consisted of the fourth
lows: First, Second, Ohio; Second New York, division of N cw Jersey troops, under Gen.
and Company E, Second Artillery. In the Runyon.
The following order, issued by Gen. Mcthird brigade, under Col. W. T. Sherman, were
the Thirteenth, Sixty-ninth, Seventy-ninth, Dowell from his headquarters at Arlington on
New York ; Second Wisconsin ; and Company July 5th, shows the condition of the men when
E, Third Artillery. In the fourth brigade, ready to march :
under Col. Richardson, Second, Third, MichWhen troops are paraded in light marching order,
igan ; First Massachusetts ; Twelfth New York. they will be equipped as follows: Their arms, acIn the second division,
der Col. David coutrements, and ammunition-the cartridge-boxes
filled. Their haversacks, with three days' cooked raHunter, were two brigades. These contained tions;
their blankets in a roll, with the ends tied to
the following regiments : In the :first brigade, each other, across the shoulder; nnd where it is posunder Cot Porter, were the Eighth, Fourteenth, sible, a pair of stockings inside of the blanket. Their
New York; battalion of regular infantry ; Com- canteens and cups ; knapsacks will be packed and
in the tent under a guard of the regiment, conpanies G and L, Second CavalrJ ; Company -, left
sisting of those men least able to march, and to the
Fifth Artillery. In the second brigade, under number to be specially designated for each corps.
Col. Burnside, were the First, Second, Rhode Knapsacks should be numbered or marked in such
Island; Seventy-first New York; Second New way as -will enable them to be readily claimed by
their owners. Commanding officers of brigades will
Hampshire; battery of Light Artillery, R. I.
measures to diminish as quickl,r as possible the
In the third division, under Col. Heintzelman, take
baggage of the regiments under their commands, by
were three brigades with the following regi- sending away every thing not absolutely necessary.
ments: In the :first brigade, under Col. Frank- This will apply to the personal effects of the officers
lin; were the Fourth Pennsylvania; Fifth Mas- and men, as well as to military property.
sachusetts; First Minnesota; Company E, SecNear Fairfax Court House obstructions had
ond Cavalry ; Company I, First Artillery. In been placed by the Southern tr~ops upon all
the second brigade, under Col. Wilcox, were the roads upon which the divisions advanced.
the First Michigan; Eleventh New York ; Com- The division of the centre marched with the
pany Di Second Artillery. In the third brigade, left brigade in front. This placed the Rhode
under Col. Howard, were the Second, Fourth, Island troops, under Col. Burnside, in advance.
Fifth, Maine; Second Vermont.
The Second regiment was employed as skirIn the fourth division, under Brig.-Gen. Run- mishers in front of the division. Their lines
yon, as a reserve, were the following regiments: extendecl from half a mile to two miles on each
First, Second, Third, Fourth, New Jersey three- side of the road. The Confederate troops remontbs' volunteers, and First, Second, Third, tired as fast as the head of the advancing colNew Jersey three years' volunteers.
umn made its appearance. Within three miles
In the fifth division, under Col. Miles, were of the Court House the division encountered
two brigades. In the first brigade were the the first barricade, consisting of trees felled and
following volunteers, Col. Blenker command- thrown across the road. The second was of a
ing: Eighth, Twenty-ninth, New York; Gari- similar character. They occasioned only a few
baldi Guard, and Twenty-fourth Pennsylvania. moments' delay. The third barricade was
In the second brigade under Col. Davies, were more formidable. It was at the entrance of a
the Sixteenth, Eighteenth, Thirty-first, Thirty- deep cut, about halfway up a steep hill, crowned
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on one side by a thick wood, and on the other
by an open field. A road was made through
the field, and the army passed around. When
the central division reached the village of Fairfax Court House, an order was sent to the left
wing to halt, and Gen. McDowell with his staff,
escorted.by a squadron of dragoons, proceeded
to Germantown, where the right wing was
halted. It was his desire to push forward without delay to Oentreville.
Germantown is a small village on the road
from Fairfax Oourt House to Centreville, and
about one-fourth of the distance beyond the
former.
The order to move forward was first given
to all divisions of the army on the 15th. Gen.
Tyler, of the right wing, communicated it to
his troops that evening, with orders to be ready
to move at 2 P. M. on the 16th, provided with
cooked rations for three days. Precisely at that
hour the right wing began to move forward,
and reached Vienna, and encamped for the
night.
At 5 o'clock the next morning, the onward
march was renewed. It was necessarily slow,
owing to the obst1~uctions placed in the road.
The enemy during the day rapidly retreated
upon the approach of the Federal army. Germantown was reached soon after noon. Col.
Miles' division of the left wing was at the
crossing of the old Braddock road with the
road from Fairfax Court House to Fairfax Station, on the railroad, when ordered to halt.
On the 18th it was ordered forward to Centreville by the old Braddock road. The other
brigades of this wing halted at Fairfax Sta.tion and below. Eleven of the enemy's force
were made prisoners at this station.
The right wing, Gen. Tyler, resumed its
march from Germantown to Centreville at 7
o'clock on the morning of the next day, the
18th. Upon coming in sight of Centreville, the
town proved to have been evacuated. Part
of the di vision proceeded through the village,
and turning into a by-road to the right, advanced a short distance toward Bull Run, a
valley traversed by a creek about three miles
from Centreville. A halt was then commanded, and the whole division encamped on both
sides of the road.
About 11 o'clock, Gen. Tyler. proceeded to
make a reconnoissance in force. He took the
fourth brigade of his division, composed of the
Second and Third Michigan, First _Massachusetts, and Twelfth New York, under Col. Richardson, together with Ayres' battery, and four
companies of cavalry. Advancing south on the
road from Oentreville to Manassas, which
ci-osses Bull Run at Blackburn's Ford through
a long stretch of timber, for about two miles,
they came to an opening, when sight was
caught of a strong body of the enemy. Ayres'
battery was ordered to advance and open on
them from a commanding elevation. Hardly
had the firing well commenced, when it was
replied to by a batte1·y which had not been
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seen, at a distance down the road. Some of tho
grape shot from this battery killed two horses
of the cavalry drawn up in a body on a hill,
and wounded two of the men. A vigorous response being kept up by Ayres' battery, the
enemy soon retired into the woods, when the
firing ceased. The Second Michigan was then
ordered to deploy as skirmishers on the left of
the road, and advance into the wood. They
briskly moved forward and entered the timber,
and quickly after their disappearance a ·lively
exchange of rifle shots took place for a few
minutes. This was soon followed by a succession of volleys, evidently discharged by large
bodies of men. · The Third Michigan, the First
Massachusetts, and the Twelfth New York,
composing the remainder of the brigade, were
then ordered to advance toward the wood. This
was promptly done. They then drew up in battle array in front and on the right of the timber.
All this time the firing in the woods wen\ on
in the liveliest style. Companies G and H and
others of the First Massachusetts, and some
companies of the New York Twelfth, were then
ordered into the woods as skirmishers, at the
same time the cavalry and two howitzers advanced to their edge. Meanwhile the firing
within was kept up. The howitzers then threw
some grape shot into the timber, when a terrific series of volleys of musketry was discharged
from the woods upon the troops outside. At
the same time a battery opened from an elevation in the rear, and poured a storm of' grape
and canister at the Federal troops. Fortunately
the fire was aimed too· high, and few outside
the woods were hit. A retreat was now ordered, and the whole brigade retired, and
formed behind their battery on the hill. In
doing this, the Twelfth New York and a portion of the First Massachusetts broke ranks and
scattered in different directions for some distance on their retreat.
At this time the third brigade, under Col.
Sherman, came up, headed by the Sixty-ninth
New York. The fire was now reopened from
the battery, and continued about an hour, to
which the enemy's battery vigorously replied.
Their shot and shells struck the houses in
front of the battery, and raked the woods in
the rear for a considerable distance. A retreat
was. then ordered by Gen. McDowell, who
had come up, and the entire force fell back,
having suffered a loss of one hundred killed
and wounded.
This reconno1ssance developed a degree ·of
strength and preparation on the part of the
enemy greater than had been anticipated.
During the day the centre and left wings came
up, and the whole force was concentrated at
Centreville.
The next two days were passed by the Federal force in strengthening its position. Me9,ritime the Commander-in-Chief was occupied in
obtaining more accurate knowedge of the position and strength of the enemy, and arranging
his plans for an attack. The result of these re-
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connoitrings is shown in the order of battle subsequently issued.
Meanwhile it would appear that an attack
upon the Federal forces was contemplated by
the Commander of the Confederate army.
Probably he was anticipated by the attack of
Gen. McDowell. This appears from documents
found in the camp at Manassas, after its evacuation by the Confederate force early in 1862.
One of these papers contains the plan of battle,
and shows by the details that the Confederate
force was not inferior to that of the Federal
army. It is as follows:
[ CONJ'IDBNTUL.]

•

Special Order .No.-.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF POTOMAC,

July 20, 1861.

5. To Col. Cooke'!:!-Col. Hemton's and Captains
Latham' s and Beckwith' s batteries, twelve pieces.
Col. Radford, commanding cavalry, will detail to
report _immediately, as follows:
To Brig.-Gen. Ewell, two companies cavalry.
To Brig.-Gen. Jones, two companies cavalry.
To Brig.-Gen. Longstreet, two companies cavalry.
To Brig.-Gen. Bonham, three companies cavalry.
To Col. Cooke, the remaining companies of cavalry, except those in special service.
7. The fourth and fifth divisions, after the fall of
Centreville, will advance to the attack of Fairfax
Court House via the Braddock and Turnpike roads,
to the north of the latter. The first, second, and
third divisions will, if necessary, support the fourth
and fifth divisions.
8. In this movement the first, second, and third
divisions will form the command ofBrig.-G-en. Holmes.
The fourth and fifth divisions, that of the second in
command.
The reserve will move upon the plains between
Mitchell's Ford and Stone Bridge, and, together with
the fourth and fifth divisions, will be under the immediate direction of Gen. Beauregard.
By command of Gen. BEAUREGARD.
THOMAS JORDAN, A. A. Adjt.-Gen.

The following order is published for the information
of division and brigade commanders:
1. Brig.-Gen. Ewell's brigade, supported by Gen.
Holfies' brigade, will march via Union Mills Ford
and place itself in position of attack upon the enemy.
It will be held in readiness either to support the attack uron Cerl'lreville, or to move in the direction of
Special Order No. -.
Sauter s Cross Roads, according to circumstances.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMA.01 }
The order to advance will be given by the ComJuly 20, 1861.
mander-in-Chief.
The plan of attack given by Brig.-Gen. Beaure2. Brig.-Gen. Jones' brigade, supported by Col. gard, in the above order, is approved, and will be
Earl's brigade, will march viaMcLane's Ford to place executed accordino-ly.
itself in position of attack upon the enemy on or
J. E. JOHNSTON, Gen. C. S. A.
about the Union Mills and Centreville road. It will
Mitchell's Ford, spoken of in the above orbe held in readiness either to support the attack on
Centreville, or to move in the direction of Fairfax: ders, is a short distance above Blackburn's
Station, according to circumstances, with its right Ford. McLane's Ford is about the same disflank toward the left of Ewell's command, more or
less distant, according to the nature of the country tance below Blackburn's Ford. Union Mills is
and attack. The order to advance will be given by still further below, near the crossing of the
the Commander-in-Chief.
Alexandria and Orange Railroad.
3. Brig.-Gen. Longstreet's brigade, supported by
The result of observations on the part of
Brig.-Gen. Jackson's brigade, will march via Mc- Gen. McDowell convinced him that the mass
Lane's Ford to place itself in position of attack upon
the enemy on or about the Union Mills and Centre- of the Southern force had not been advanced ·
ville roads. It will be held in readiness either to from Manassas to the back <;>f the creek called
support the attack on Centreville or to move in the Bull Run. This tortuous stream runs from
direction of Fairfax Court House, according to cir- northwest to southeast, through the entire field
cumstances, with its right flank toward the left of
Jones' command, more or less distant, according to of battle. At the extreme part on the norththe nature of the country. The order to advance west, is SucUey's Spring, where it is fordable;
three miles lower down is a cro8sing known as
will be given by the Commander-in-Chief.
4. Brig.-Gen. Bonham's brigade, supported by Col. the Stone Bridge, and still lower is Blackburn's
Bartow' s brigade, will march via Mitchell's Ford to Ford; further down is Union Mills, mentioned
the attack of Centreville. The right wing to the left
of the third division, more or less distant, according in Gen. Beauregard's order. Centreville is a
to the nature of the country -and of the attack. The village of a few houses, mostly on the west side
order to advance will be given by the Commander-in- of a ridge running nearly north and south.
Chief.
The road from Centreville to Manassas Junc5. Col. Cooke's brigade, supported by Col. Elzy's tion was along this ridge, an<.l crossed Bull Run
brigade, will march, via Stone Bridge and the fords
on the right thereof, to the attack of Centreville. about three miles from the former place.
The right wing to the left of the fourth division, more Through Centreville, running nearly east and
or less distant, according to the nature of the country west, passes the vVarrenton turnpike, and
and of the attack. The order to advance will be crosses Bull Run about four miles distant.
given by the Commander-in-Chief.
The conviction of Gen. McDowell was that
6. Brig.-Gen. Bee's brigade, supported by Col.
Wilcox's brigade, Col. Stuart's regiment of cavalry, the mass of the enemy's force was at Manassas.
and the whole of Walton's battery, will form the re- He says in his report: '' On the evening of the
serve, and will march via Mitchell's Ford, to be used 20th my command was mostly at or near Cenaccording to circumstances.
treville. The enemy was at or near Manassas,
The light batteries will be distributed as follows :
. 1. :ro Brig.-Gen. Ewell's command-Capt. Walker, distant from Centreville about seven miles to
the southwest." Thus conceiving the mass
six pieces.
2. To Brig.-Gen. Jones' -Captains Albertis' and of the Confederate army to be at Manassas,
Stonewood' s batteries, eight pieces.
the order of battle was prepared accordingly,
3. To Brig.-Gen. Longstreet's-Col. Pendleton's and issued on the night of the 20th, to be exand Capt. Imboden' s batteries, ei~ht pieces.
4. To Brig.-Gen. Bonham's-uaptains Kemper's ecuted the next day. It was manifest that
the crossing of Bull Run would be disputand Shields' batteries, eight pieces.
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ed; but the greatest contest, anticipated the
next day, was expected to come when the attempt should be made to destroy the railroad
leading from :Manassas to the valley ofVirginia.
The orders for the 21st were as follows:
IfuADQUilTERS DEPARTMENT ARMY EASTERN VA.,
CENTREVILLE,

July 20, 1861.

t

I

The enemy has planted a battery on the Warrenton
turnpike to defend the passage of Bull Run; has
sei:rnd the Stone Bridge and made a heavy abatis on
the right bank, to oppose our advance in that direction. The ford above the bridge is also guarded,
whether with artillery or not is not positively known,
but every indication favors the belief that he proposes
to defend the passage of the stream.
It is intended to turn the position, force the enemy
from the road, that it may be reopened, and, if possible, destroy the railroad leading from Manassas to
the valley of Virginia, where the enemy has a large
force. As this may be resisted by all the force C>f the
enemy, the troops will be disposed as follows:
The first division (Gen. Tyler's), with the exception of Richardson's brigade, will, at half-past two
o'clock in the morning precisely, be on the Warrenton turnpike to threaten the passage of the bridge,
gut will not open fire until full daybreak.
The second division (Hunter's) will move from its
camp at two o'clock in the mornin~ precisely, and,
led by Capt. Woodbury, of the Eogmeers, will, after
passing Cub Run, turn to the ri~ht and pass the Bull
Run stream above the ford at Sudley's Spring, and
then turning down to the left, descend the stream and
clear away the enemy who may be guarding the
lower ford and bridge. It will then bear off to the
right and make room for the succeeding division.
The third division (Heintzelman's) will march at
half-past two o'clock in the morning, and follow the
road taken by the second division, but will cross at
the lower fora after it has been turned as above, and
then, goins- to the left, take place between the stream
and secona. division.
•
The fifth division (Miles') will take position on the
Centreville Heights (Richardson's brigade will, for
·' the time, form part of the fifth division, and will continue in its present position). One brigade will be in
the village, and one near the present station of Richardson's brigade. This division will threaten the
Blackburn Ford, and remain in reserve at Centreville.
The commander will open fire with artillery only, and
will bear in mind that it is a demonstration only he is
to make. He will cause such defensive works, abatis,
earthworks, etc., to be thrown up as will strengthen
his position. Lieut. Prime, of the Engineers, will be
charged with this duty.
These movements may lead to the gravest results,
and commanders of divisions and brigades should
bear in mind the immense consequences involved.
There must be no failure, and every effort must be
·made to prevent straggling.
No one must be allowed to leave the ranks without
special authority. .After completing the movements
ordered, the troops must be held in order of battle,
as they may be attacked at any moment.
By command of B}ig.-Gen. McDOWELL.
JAYES B. FRY, Adjt.-Gen.

The position of the Federal forces on the
night previous to the battle can be briefly told.
The first dinsion, which had been the right
wing thus far, was stationed on the north side
of the Warrenton turnpike and on the eastern
slope of the Centreville ridge, two brigades on
the same road and a mile and a half in advance,
to the west of the ridge, and one brigade on
the road from Centreville to Manassas, where
it crosses Bull Run at Blackburn's Ford, where
the engagement on the 18th was. The second
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division was on the Warrenton turnpike, one
mile east of Centreville. The third division was
about a mile and a half out on the old Braddock
road, which comes into Centreville from the
southeast. The fifth division was on the same
road as the third division, and between it and
Centreville. ·
The fourth division (Runyon's) had not been
brought to the front further than to guard our
communications by way of Vienna aud the
Orange and Alexandria Railroad. His advanced regiment was about seven miles in the
rear of Centreville.
At half-past two, on the morning of the 21st,
the division under Gen. Tyler, which had heretofore been the right wing, moved, with the
exception of Richardson's brigade, to threaten
the passage of the Warrenton turnpike bridge,
or Stone Bridge, on Bull Run. After moving a
short distance Col. Keyes' brigade was halted
by order of Gen. McDowell, to w1tch the road
coming up from Manassas. Thffl was about
two miles from the run. The two remaining
brigades of this division, being those of Cols.
Schenck and Sherman, with Ayres' and Carlisle's batteries, proceeded on and arrived in
front of the bridge about 6 A. M. · An examination of the position was made, and the brigades and artillery got into position. The first
gun, as a signal that they were in position, was
fired at half-past six o'clock. As the design was
to threaten the brigade, Col. Schenck's brigade
was formed into a line, with its left resting in
the direction of the bridge and the Confederate
battery, which had been established to sweep
the bridge and its approach, so as to threaten
both. Col. Sherman's brigade was posted to
the right of the turnpike, so as to be in position
to sustain Col. Schenck or to move across Bull
Run, in the direction to be taken by Col. Hunter's division.
A 30-pounder gun attached to Carlisle's battery was posted on the turnpike, with Ayres'
battery considerably in its rear, while Carlisle's
battery was posted on the left of Col. Sherman's
brigade. In this position they were ordered to
remain, awaiting the appearance of the divisions of Cols. Hunter and Heintzelman on the
other side, until such time that the approach to
the bridge could be carried and the bridge r~
built by the engineers, who had on the spot
materials for that purpose.
While this had been going on with the first
division, the first brigade of the second division,
under Col. Porter, had been silently paraded in
light marching order at two o'clock in the
morning. Owing to frequent delays in the
march of troops in front, it did not reach Centreville until half-past four. It proceeded out
on the Warrenton turnpike, and it was an hour
after sunrise when its head was turned to the
right to commence the flank ,· movement by
crossing at Sudley's Spring. The second brigade of the division, which was now in advance, made such slow and intermittent progress
through the woods, that it was four hours be-
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fore the head of the division reached Bull Run.
This was about half-past nine o'clock, and intelligenre was here received that the Confederate t.roops were in front with considerable
force. A halt of half an hour was now ordered, to obtain a supply of water, and to rest
and refresh the men. The shade of the green
and waving foliage of the trees, and the water
of the creek, on this hot summer morning, were
delightful to the perspiring men. Only the
gleam of bayonets and the equipments of war in
sight on every side, indicated the terrific con·
flict so close at 11 and.
Not only was the intelligence received that
the enemy- was in front with a considerable
force, but· from the heights where the troops
rested, a vast column could be plainly descried,
at the distance of a mile or more on the left,
moving rapidly towards the line of march ·in
front, which the ha1ting troops were about to
resume. Skirmishers were now thrown out
upon either flank and in front, by Col. Slocum, of
the Second Rhode Island. The column moved
forward, however, before this was completed,
and in about thirty minutes emerged from the
timber, whence the rattle of the musketry and
occasional crash of round shot through the
branches of the trees indicated tbe opening of
the battle. The Second Rhode Island, of the
second brigade, under Col. Burnside, was immediately sent forward with its battery of artillery,
and the balance of the brigade was formed in
a field to the right of the road. · At the same
time the head of the first brigade was turned
slightly to the right, in order to gain time and
room for deployment on the right of tbe second
brigade. Griffin's battery found its way through
the timber to the fields beyond, followed promptly by the marines, while the Twenty-seventh
took a direction more to the left, and the Fourteenth followed upon the trail of the batteryall moving up at double-quick step.
Sjnce this division left tbe Warrenton turnpike by turning to tbe right, it had moved in
a semicircle, crossing Bull Run at Sudley's
Spring, and it was now approaching tbe turnpike again. Along this turnpike the enemy
now appeared drawn up in a long line, extending from a house and haystack upon the extreme right of tbe advancing division to a house
beyond its left. Behind that house there was
a heavy battery which, with three others along
the Confederate line, but on the heights behind it, covered with all sorts of projectiles
the ground upon which the Union force was
advancing. A grove in front of the enemy's
right wing afforded it shelter and protection,
while the shrubbery in the fences. along the
road screened somewhat his left wing. TBe
battery of Griffin advanced within a thousand
yards, and opened an unerring and deadly fire
upon the enemy's batteries, (on the right,) which
were soon silenced or driven away. The right
of the Union force was now rapidly developed
by this first brigade of the second divh,ionthe marines, the Twenty-seventh, Fourteenth,
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and Eighth, with tbe cavalry in the rear of tho
right. The enemy retreated in more precipitation than order, as this part of the line advanced. Meanwhile, it appearing that the
Second Rhode Island, of the second brigade,
was closely pressed by the right of the enemy, Col. Bur.Q.side ordered the Seventy-first
New York and Second New Hampshire to
advance, intending to hold tbe First Rhode
Island in reserve ; but, owing to delay in the
formation of the Seventy-first and Second,' the
First Rhode Island was at once ordered on the
field. It performed most efficient service in
assisting its comrades to repel the attack of
the enemy's forces, which the Second Rhode
Island J:wld steadily borne, and lrnd bravely
stood its ground, even compelling him to give
way. Soon the Seventy-first came into action,
planting the two howitzers belonging to the
regiment upon the right of its line, and working them most effectively. Next came the
Second New Hampshire into ~be field; and
the whole of the second brjgade was engaged
in action on the right of the enemy.
The enemy now clung with so much tenacity
to the protecting wood, and the Rhode Island
battery became so much endangered, as to impel the commander to call for tbe battalion
of regulars. This battalion was composed of
two companies of the Second, five ·companies
of the Third, and one company of tLe Eighth
U. S. Infantry. It was a part of the first brigade, and was at once ordered to support the
second brigade, under qol. Burnside, which
was now suffering from a severe fire in its
front. The line of the battalion was rapidly
formed, opening fire, and a column under Col.
Heintzelman appearing at the same moment on
the left of tbe battalion, the enemy fell back
to the rising ground in his rear.
Tbe third di vision, consisting of three brigades,
under Col. Heintzelman, was under arms, in light
marching order, with two days' cooked rations
in their haversacks, and commenced the march
at half-past two in the morning. It followed
immediately in the rear of the second division,
Col. Hunter, and with tliat division, turning to
the right from tbe turnpike by a country road,
_and crossing Bull Run at Sudley's Spring. It
was the intention that this di vision should turn
to the left and cross a ford about midway between the Warrenton turn~>ike and Sudley's
Springs. But tbe road was either missed or
did not exist. Probably missed, as there is a
ford called "Poplar or R~d Hill Ford," midway between the Stone Bridge and Sudley's.
Before the third di vision reached Sudley's the
battle bad commenced. Smoke could be seen
rising on theideft from two poin.t s a mile or
more apart. Two clouds of dust were also
visible, showing tbe advance of troopF from
the direction of Manassas. Two regiments
were at this time ordered forward, to prevent
the enemy from outflanking the second division, under Col. Hunter. Accordingly, the
Minnesota advanced on the left of the road
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which crossed the run, the Eleventh 'Massachusetts moved up it, followed by the remainder of
the di vision, except .Arnold's battery, w hicb,
supported by the First Michigan, was posted a
little below the crossing of the run as a reserve.
The advance of the battalion of regular infantry and the regiment detached from Ool.
Heint.zelman, to support the second brigade,
under Ool. Burnside, above mentioned, caused
the enemy to come flying from the woods
towards th~ right, and the Twenty~seventh
complet~d their retrnat by charging directly
upon their centre in the face of a scorching
fire, while the Fourteenth and Eighth moved
down ti.le turnpike to cut off the retiring foe,
and to support the Twenty-seventh, which was
standing the brunt of the action, with its ranks
thinning in the dreadful fire. Now the resistance of the enemy's left became so obstinate
that the beaten right retired in safety. This
retreat of the enemy's right afforded an opportunity for the brigades of Cols. Sherman and
Keyes, belonging to Gen. Tyler's division, to
cross over, as will be presently noticed.
The appearance of the head of Col. Heintzelman'g column upon the field at the moment of
the obstinate resistance of the enemy's left,
enabled the Fifth Massachusetts and Eleventh
New York (Fire Zouaves) to move forward to
support the centre of the first brigade of Col.
Hunter's division, which had been on the
right and constantly engaged. At this time
the Eighth New York, under Col. Lyons, of
this brigade, had broken. They were only partially rallied again. This was the first regiment to break ranks and retire on the field
that day. The Fourteenth also broke, but was
soon rallied in rear of Griffin's battery, which
soon took a position further to the front and
right, from· which its fire was delivered with
such precision and rapidity as to compel the
batteries of the enemy to retire far behind the
brow of the hill in front.
At this time the first brigade of Col. Hunter's di vision occupied a line considerably in
advance of that first occupied by the left wing
of the enemy. The battery was pouring its
withering fire into the batteries and columns
of the enemy wherever exposed. The cavalry
were likewise engaged in feeling the left flank·
of the enemy's position, during which some
captures were made. Early in the action Gen.
Hunter had been wounded and conveyed from
the field, and the command of the division had
devolved on Col. A. Porter.
The orders to Gen. Tyler were to threaten
the passage of the Stone Bridge. Soon after
getting into position, it was discovered that
the enemy had a heavy battery with infantry
in support, commanding both the road and
bridge approaches, on which both .Ayres and
Carlisle at different times tried the effect of
their guns without success. The banks of the
run proving impracticable for the passage of
artillery, the batteries remained comparatively
uaeless until the approach to the bridge was

cleared. During this period of waiting, t1ie 8()..
pounder was occasionally used with considerable effect against bodies of infantry and cavalry, which could be seen from time to time
moving in the direction of Col. Hunter's column, and out of the range of the ordinary
guns. When it appeared that the divisions of
Cols. Hunter and Heintzelman were arrested
in their progress, and the enemy seemed to be
moving heavy reinforcements to support their
troops, the brigade of Col. Sherman was ordered
by Gen. Tyler to cross over and support the columns engaged. The brigade of Col. Keyes was
also ordered to follow. This brigade, ou reaching the high ground across the run, was ordered to form on the left of Col. Sherman's
brigade, which was done with great steadiness
and regularity. After waiting a few minutes,
the line was ordered to advance and come into
conflict on its 1·ight with the enemy's cavalry
and infantry, which, after some severe struggles, it drove back, until the further march of
Keyes' brigade was arrested by a severe fire
of artillery and infantry, sheltered by some
buildings standing on the heights · above the
road leading to Bull Run. .A charge was here
ordered, and the Second Maine and Third Connecticut, which were opposed to this part of
the enemy's line, pressed forward to the top of
,t he hill until they reached the buildings which
were held by the enemy, and drove them out
and for a moment held possession. The gallantry of this charge upon infantry and artillery,
says Col. Keyes, H was never, in my opinion,
surpassed." .At this point, finding the brigade
under the fire of a strong force behind breastworks, it was ordered to march by the left
flank across an open field until tLe whole line
was sheltered by the right bank of Bull Run,
along which the march was conducted, with a
view to turn the battery, which the enemy had
placed on the hill below the point at w bich the
Warrenton turnpike crosses Bull Run. The
enemy were forced to retire for a considerable
distance below the Stone Bridge, and an opportunity was afforded to Capt. Alexander to pass
over the bridge, cut out the abatis which had
been placed there, and prepare the way for Col.
Schenck's brigade and two batteries to pass over.
Meanwhile Col. Sherman's brigade, which
had been ordered by Gen. Tyler to cross over
in advance of Col. Keyes, found no difficulty
in the movement and met no opposition in as·cending the steep bluff with the infantry. .Advancing slowly and continuously with the head
of the column to give time for the regiments in
succession to close up their ranks, the brigade
proceeded with caution towards the field, and
soon formed in rear of Col. Porter's brigade.
Here orders were given to Col. Sherman to
join in pursuit of the enemy, who were falling
back to the, left of the road by which the army
had approached from Sud]ey's Spring. The
brigade moved in the following order : Thirteenth New York in advance, followed by the
Second Wisconsin, Seventy-ninth and Sixty-
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ninth New York. The Thirteenth aclvanced or table land. The hottest part of the contest was
steadily down the hill and up the ridge, from for the possessfon of this hill, with the house
which it opened fire upon the enemy who had on it. General McDowell thus describes it:
made another stand on ground very favorable "The force engaged here was Heintze]man's
to him, and the regiment continued advancing division of Wilcox's and Howard's brigades on
as the enemy gave way.
the right, supported by part of Porter's brigade,
TLe position which the battle bad now at- of Hunter's division, and the cavnlry under
tained was as follows: Early in the morning Palmer, and Franklin's brigade, of Heintzelthe force of the enemy had been stationed along man's division, Sherman's brigade, of Tyler's
Bull Run, from the Stone Bridge down to the division, in tho centre, and up the road, whilst
Union Mills, below Blackburn's Ford. But Keyes' brigade, of Tyler's division, was on the
owing to the crossing of the Federal troops at left attacking the batteries near tbe Stone
Sudley's Spring, further up than the extreme Bridge. The Rhode Island battery, of the Burnleft of the enemy at the Stone Bridge, the line • side brigade, also participated in this attack, by
of the latter was entirely changed. It formed, its fire from the north of the turnpjke. Rickas bas been stated, along the Warrenton turn- etts' battery, together with Griffins' battery,
pike, which crosses at the Stone Bridge, and was on the side of the hill and became the obcontinues on in a due western course. In this ject of the special attention of the enemy, who
position the enemy wa::; found by the first succeeded, through a mistake by wld.ch one of
troops that crossed over. On the Federal side, his regiments was thought to be a Federal force,
Col. Richardson's brigade, of the first division, in disabling the battery, and then attempting
was posted at Blackburn Ford, to prevent the to take it. Three times was be repulsed by
enemy from crossing, and also to make a feint different corps in succession, and driven back,
to cross when the firing of Gen. Tyler at the and the guns taken by band, the horses having
Stone Bridge above should be heard, which was been killed, and pulled away. The third time,
so done. Gen. Huntei"s division opened the at- it was supposed by us all that the repulse was
tack upon the enemy's line formed on the War- final, for be was driven entirely from the hill,
renton turnpike. The brigade of Col. Porter and so far beyond it as not to be in sight, and
on the right bad been strengthened by Col. all were certain the day was ours.
Heintzelman's division, consisting of Cols. Wil"The enemy was evi<lently disheartened and
cox's and Howard's brigades and a part of Col. broken. But we had been fighting since halfFranklin's. To these was now added Col. Sher- past 10 o'clock in the morning, and it was aner
man's brigade, from Gen. Tyler's first divisiou. 3 o'clock in the afternoon; tlie men lrnd been up
Further on the left the attack was commenced since 2 o'clock in the morning, and bad made
by Col. Burnside, with the second brigade of what to those unused to such things, seemed a
Col. Hunter's division, and sustained with long march before coming into action, though
great gallantry and resolution, especi&lly by the longest distance gone over was not more
the First and Second Rhode Island and the than nine and a half miles; and tl10ugh they had
Rhode Island battery, until strengthened by three days' provisions served out to them the day
Major Sykes' battalion of regulars, and still before, many no doubt did not eat them, or threw
further by a portion of Col. Heintzelman's them away on the marcl1, or during the battle,
force and Keyes' brigade, of Gen. Tyler's divi- and were therefore without food. They had
sion. AU the Federal force was now on the done much severe fighting. Some of the regifield of battle, excepting the division of Col. ments which had been driven from the hill in
:Miles, consfoting of Cols. Blenker and Davies' the first two attempts of the enemy to keep
brigades, and also the brigade of Col. Richard- possession of it, had become shaken, were unson at Blackburn's Ford, and the brigade of steady, and had many men out of the ranks."
Col. Schenck at the Stone Bridge, with the
Colonel Porter, in command of Hunter's diaccompanying batteries. The effect of this vision after Colonel Hunter was wounded, thus
strong and firm attack on the enemy's line had reports the same scenes: '' The flags of eight regcaused it to yield at all points. The Federal iments, though borne somewhat wearily, now
force was in possession of the Warrenton turn- pointed towards the hill, from which disordered
pike from the Stone Bridge westward. On masses of the enemy had been seen hastily retheir right the enemy had retreated nearly a tiring. Griffin's and Ricketts' b.atteries were ormile and a half. On the left they had also dered by the Commanding General to the top of
given way so that Col. Schenck's brigade was the hill on the right, as supporting with the Fire
about to cross over the Stone Bridge.
Zouaves and marines, while the Fourteenth enThe road taken by the troops from Sudley's tered the skirt of wood on their right, to protect
Spring down to the Warrenton turnpike, de- that flank as a column composed of the Twentyfleets to the left somewhat, near the turnpike, seventh New York, and Eleventh and Fifth Masand crosses it at about right angles. On the sachusetts, Second Minnesota, and Sixty-ninth
left of this road, after it crosses the turnpike, is New York moved up towards the left flank of the
a hill with a farm-house on it, where the enemy batteries; but so soon as they were in position,
had, early in the day, planted some of his most and before the flanking supports bad reached
annoying batteries. Across the road from this theirt, a murderous fire of musketry and rifles
hill was another bill, or rather elevated ridge, opened at pistol range, cut down every cannon-
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" The battery of the Second Rhode Island
ier and a large number of horses. The fire came
from some infantry of the enemy, which had been changed its position into a field upon the right,
mistaken for our own forces; an officer in the and was brought to bear upon the force which
field having stated that it was a regiment sent Colonel Porter was engaging. The enemy's inby Colonel Heintzelman to support the batteries. fan try having fallen back, two sections of Captain
"The evanescent courage of the Zouaves "\V. H. Reynolds' battery advanced, and succeedprompted them to fire perhaps a hundred shots, ed in breaking the charge of the enemy's cavalry,
when they broke and fled, leaving the batteries which had now been brought into the engageopen to a charge of the enemy's cavalry, which ment. It was nearly 4 o'clock P. M., and the
took place immediately. The Marines, in spite battle had continued for almost six hours since
oftheirgallantofficers,gavewayindisorder. The the time when the second brigade had been
Fourteenth, on the right, and the column on the engaged, with every thing in favor of our
left, hesitatingly retired, with the exception of • troops, and promising decisive victory, when
the Sixty-ninth and Thirty-eighth New York, some of the regiments engaging the enemy upon
who nobly stood and returned the fire of the ene- the extreme right of our line broke, and large
my for fifteen minutes. Soon the,,slopes behind us numbers passed disorderly by my brigade, then
were swarming with our retreating and disorgan- drawn up in the position which they last held."
The position of the battle described in these
ized.forces, while riderless harses and artillery
teams ran furiously through the flying crowd." extracts was its turning point. The view taken
Colonel .Sherman, in his report of this part of the contest at this time, by the Commanderof the conflict, says: " At the point where the in-Chief of the Confederate forces, is of great
road from Sudley's Spring crossed the bridge interest. In his official report, General Beaureto our left, the ground was swept by a most gard thus speaks :
severe fire, by artillery, rifle, and musketry, and
" The topographical features of the plateau,
we saw in succession several regiments driven now become the stage.of the contending armies,
from it, among them the Zouaves and battalion must be described in outline. A glance at
of marines. Before reaching the crest of the hill, the map wiJl show that it is enclosed on three
the roadway was worn deep enough to afford sides by small water courses, which empty into
shelter, and I kept t.he several regiments in it :J3ull Run within a few yards of each other, half
as long as possible. But when-the Second Wis- a mile to the south of the Stone Bridge. Rising
consin was abreast of the enemy, it was ordered to an elevation of quite one hundred feet above
to leave the roadway by the left flank, and at- the level of Bull Run at the bridge, it falls off
tack the enemy. This regiment ascended to the on three sides, to the level of the enclosing
brow of the hill steadily, received the severe streams in gentle slopes, but which are furrowfire of the enemy, returned it with spi;rit, and ed by ravines of irregular direction and length,
advanced, delivering its fire. It was repulsed, and studded with clumps and patches of young
rallied, and repulsed again. By this time, the pines and oaks. The general direction of the
Seventy-ninth New York had closed up, and in crest of the plateau is oblique to the course of
like manner it was ordered to cross the brow of Bull Run in ·that quarter, and on the Brentsthe bill, and drive the enemy from cover. It ville and turnpike roads, which intersect each
was impossible to get a good view of the ground. other at right angles. Completely surrounding
In it there was one battery of artillery, which the two houses before mentioned, are small
polJ_red an incessant fire upon our advancing col- open fields, of irregular outline, and exceeding
umn, and the ground was irregular, with small 150 acres in extent. The houses, occupied at
clusters of pines, affording shelter, of which the time, the one by widow Henry, and the
the enemy took good advantage. The fire of other by the free negro, Robinson, are small
rifles and musketry was very severe. The Sev- wooden buildings, densely embowered in trees
enty-ninth, headed by its Colonel, charged across and environed by a double row of fences on
the hill, and for a short time the contest was two sides. Around the eastern and southern
severe. They rallied several times under fire, brow of the plateau, an almost unbroken
but finally broke, and gained the cover of the fringe of second-growth pines gave excellent
hills. This left the field open to the Sixty-ninth shelt.er for our marksmen, who availed themNew York, Colonel Corcoran, who, in his turn, selves of it, with the most satisfactory skill. To
led his regiment-over the crest, and had in full. the west, adjoining the fields, a broad belt of
open view the grou.n d so severely contested. The oaks extends directly across the crest, on both
firing was very severe, !lnd the roar of cannon, sides of the Sudley road, in which, during tho
rifles, and musketry incessant. It w:as manifest battle, regiments of both armies met and conthe enemy was here in great force, far superior tended for the mastery. From the open ground
to us at that point. The Sixty-ninth held the of this plateau the view embraces a wide exground· for some time, but finally fe]l back in pn.nse of woods and gently undulating open
disorder. At this time, the Thirteenth New York country of broad grass and grain fields in all
occupied another ridge to our left, overlooking directions, including the scene of Evans' and
the same field of action, and simila ly engaged. Bee's recent encounter with the enemy-some
Here, at 3½ P. M., began the scene of disorder." twelve hundred yards to the northward. In
Colonel Burnside reports from another part reply to the play of the enemy's batteries, our
of tho field:
own artillery had not been idle or unskilful.
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The ground occupied by our guns, on a level
with that held by the batteries of the enemy,
was an open space of limited extent, behind a
low undulation, just at the eastern verge of the
plateau, some 500 or 600 yards from the Henry
house. Here, as before said, some thirteen
pieces, mostly six-pounders, were maintained in
action. The several batteries of Imboden, Stanard, Pendleton, (Rockbridge Artillery,) and
Alburfo,', of the Army of the Shenandoah, and
five guns of Walton's, and Heaton's section of
Rogers' battery, of the Army of the Potomac,
alternating to eome extent with each other, and
taking pa-'t as needed; all from the outset displaying that marvellous capacity of our people
as artillerists which has made them, it would
appear, at once the terror and the admiration of
the enemy. As was soon apparent, the Federalists had suffered severely fr.om our artillery,
and from the fire of our musketry on the right,
and especially from the left flank, placed under
cqver, within whose galling range they had
been advanced. And, we are told in their official reports, how regiment after regiment,
thrown forward to dislodge us, was broken,
never to recover its entire organization on that
field. In the mean time, also, two companies
of Stuart's cavalry (Carter's and Hoge's) made
a dashing charge down the Brentsville and Sudley road upon the Fire Zouaves-then the enemy's right on the plateau-which added to the
disorder wrought by our musketry on that
flank. But still the press of the enemy was
heavy in that quarter of the field, as fresh
troop,s were thrown forward there to outflank
us ; and some three guns of a battery, in an
attempt to obtain a position apparently to enfilade our batteries, were thrown so close to the
Thirty-third Regiment, Jackson's brigade, that
that regiment, springing forward, seized them,
but with severe loss, and was subsequently
driven back by an overpowering force of Federal musketry.
"Now, full 2 o'clock P. Jr., I gave the order
for the right of my line, except my reserves,
to advance to recover the plateau. It was done
with uncommon resolution and vigor, and at
the same time, Jackson's brigade pierced the
enemy's centre with the determination of .veterans1 and the spirit of men who fight for a
sacred cause ; but it suffered seriously. With
equal spirit the other parts· of the line made
the onset, and the Federal lines were broken
and swept back, at all points, from the open
ground of the plateau. Rallying soon, however,
as they were strongly rei:aforced by fresh regiments, the Federalists returned, and by weight
of numbers pressed our lines back, recovered
their ground and guns, and renewed the offensive: By this time, between half-past 2 and 3
o'clock P. M., our reinforcements pushed forward, and directed by General Johnston to the
required quarter, were at hand just as I had ordered forward to a second effort for the recovery of the disputed plateau, the whole line, including my reserves, which, at this crisis of the
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battle, I felt called upon to lead in person.
This attack was general, and was shared in by
every regiment then in the field, including the
Sixth (Fisher's) North Carolina Regiment, w hicn
had just come up and taken position on the
immediate left of the Forty-ninth Virginia Regiment. The whole open ground was again
swept clear of the enemy, and the plateau
around the Henry and Robinson houses remained finally in our possession, with the
greater part of the Ricketts and Griffin batteries, and a flag of the Fir::,t Michigan Regiment,
'captured by the Twenty-seventh Virginia Regiment, (Lieutenant-ColonelEcholls,) of Jackson's
brigade. This part of the day was rich with
deeds of individual coolness and dauntless conduct, as well as well-directed embodied resolution and bravery, but fraught with the loss to
the service of the country, oflives of inestimable
preciousness at this juncture. The brave Bee
was mortally wounded, at the head of the
Fourth Alabama and some Mississippians, in
.a n open field near the Henry house; and a few
yards distant, the promising life of· Bartow,
while leading the Seventh Georgia Regiment,
was quenched in blood. Colonel F J. Thomas,
Acting Chief-of-Ordnance, of General Johnston's staff, after gallant conduct, and most efficient service, was also slain. Colonel Fisher,
Sixth North Carolina, likewise fell, after soldierly behavior, at the head of bis regiment,
with ranks greatly thinned. Withers' Eighteenth
Regiment, of Cocke's brigade, had come up in
time to follow this charge, and, in conjunction
with Hampton's Legion, captured several rifle
pieces, which may have fallen previously in
possession of some of our troops; but if so, had
been recovered by the enemy. These pieces
were immediately turned, and effectively served
on distant masses of the enemy, by the hands
of some of our officers.
"While the enemy had thus been driven back
on our right entirely across the turnpike, and
beyond Young's branch on our left, .the woods
yet swarmed with them, when our reinforcements opportunely arrived in quick succession,
and took position in that portion of the field.
Kershaw's Second, and Cash's Eighth South
Carolina regiments, which had arrived soon
after Withers', were led through the oaks just
east of the Sudley-Brentsville road, brushing
some of the enemy before them, and, taking an
advantageous position along and west of that
road, opened with much skill and effect on
bodies of the enemy that had been rallied
under cover of a strong Federal brigade posted
on a plateau in the southwest angle, formed
by intersection of the turnpike with the Sudley-Brentsville road. .Among the troops thus
engaged, were the Federal regular infantry.
At the same tim.e, Kemper's battery, passing
northward by the S.-B. road, took position
on the open space-under orders of Colonel
Kershaw-near where an enemy's battery had
been captured, and opened with effective results upon the Federal right, then tho mark
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also of Kershaw's and Oash's regiments. Preston's Twenty-eighth Regiment, of Oocke's brigade, had by tliat time entered the same body
of oaks, and encountered some Michigan troops,
capturing their brigade commander, Oolonel
Wilcox.
"Another important accession to our forces
had also occurred about the same time, at 3
o'clock P. M. Brigadier-General E. K. Smith,
with some 1, 'TOO infantry of Elzey's brigade,
of the Army of the Shenandoah, and Beckham's battery, ca.me upon the field, from Camp
Pickens, Manassas, where they had arrived by
railroad at noon. Directed in person by General Johnston to the left, then so much endangered, on reaching a position in rear of the oak
woods, south of the Henry house, and immediately east of the Su<lley road, General Smith
was disabled by a severe wound, and his valuable services were lost at that critical juncture.
But the command devolved upon a meritorious officer of experience, Colonel Elzey, who
led his infantry at once somewhat further to
the left; in the direction of. the Chinn house,
across the road, through the oaks skirting the
west side of the road, and around which he
sent the battery under Lieutenant Beckham.
This officer took up a most favorable position
near that house, whence, with a clear view of
the Federal right and centre, filling the open
fields to the west of the Brentsville-Sudley road,
and gently sloping southward, he opened fire
with his battery upon them with deadly and
damaging effect.
"Oolonel Eady, who, by some mischance, did
not receive orders until two o'clock, which had
been sr.n t him at noon, came on the ground
immediately after Elzey, with Kemper's Seventh
Virginia, Hay's Seventh Louisiana, and Barksdale's Thirteenth · Mississippi regiments. This
brigade, by the personal direction of General
Johnston, was marched by the Holkham house,
across the fields to the left, entirely around the
woods through which Elzey had passed, and
under a severe fire, into a position in line of
battle near Ohinn's house, outflanking the enemy's right. At this time, about half-past 3 P. M.,
the enemy, driven back on their left and centre, an<l brushed from the woods bordering the
Sudley road, south and west of the Henry house,
had formed a line of battle of truly formidable
proportions, of crescent outline, reaching on
their left from the vicinity of Pittsylvania, (the
old Oarter mansion,) by Matthew's, and in rear
of Dogan's, across the turnpike nea1· to Ohinn's
house. The woods and fields were filled with
their masses of infantry, an<l. their carefully preserved cavalry. It was a truly magnificent,
though redoubtable spectacle, as they threw
forward in fine style, on the broad, gentle slopes
of the rid~e occnpied by their main lines, a
cloud of skirmishers, preparatory for another
attack. But as Early formed his line, and Beckham's pieces played upon the right of the enemy, Elzey's brigade, Gibbon's Tenth Virginia,
Lieutenant-Colonel Stuart's First Mary land, and

Vaughn's Third Tennessee regiments, and Cash's
Eighth, and Kershaw's Second South Carolina,
Withers' Eighteenth, and Preston's Twentyeighth Virginia, advanced in an irregular lino
almost simultaneously, with great spirit, from
their several positions upon the front and flanks
of the enemy, in their quarter of the field. At
the same time, too, Early resolutely assailed
their right flank and rear. Under the combined
attack, the enemy was soon forced, first over tho
narrow plateau in the southern angle made by
the two roads, so often mentioned, into a patch
of woods on its western slope, thence back over
Young's branch and the turnpike, in o the fields
of the Dugan farm, and rearward, in extreme
disorder, in all available directions, towards
Bull Run. The rout bad now become general
and complete.''
In his report, General McDowell thus remarks on the position of the battle :
"It was at this time tl.tat the enemy's reinforcements came to his aid, from the railroad
train, understood to have arrived from tlrn valley with the residue of Johnston's army. They
threw themselves in the woods on our right,
and opened a fire of musketry upon our men,
which caused them to break, and retire down
the hillside. This soon degenerated into disorder, for which there was no remedy. Every
effort was made to rally them, even beyond the
reach of the enemy's fire, but in vain.''
A line drawn through the battle-field to
Manassas Junction, would run about due south.
The railroad from Winchester to Manassas
Junction comes in on a southeast course. Oonsequently, the line above mentioned, and the
railroad, converge, and meet at the Junction.
The Dumfries road, bounding the west side of
the battle-field, and running straight south,
crosses the Winchester railroad about two miles
from the Junction. Up this road came the last
reinforcements of the enemy, from General
Johnston's .command at Winchester. This was
nearer than to proceed to the Junction, and
caused the clouds of dust seen:
Oolonel Porter, commanding the di vision of
Oolonel Hunter, thns continues his report:
"All further efforts were futile. The words,
gestures, and t.hreats of our officers were
thrown away upon men who had lost all presence of mind, and only longed for absence of
body. Some of our noblest and best officers
lost their lives in trying to rally them. Upon
our first position, the Twenty-seventh New
York was the first to rally, under the command of
Major Bartlett, and ai;ound it, the other regiments
engaged soon gathered their scattered fragments. The battalion of regulars, in t11e mean
time, moved steadily across the field from the
left to the right, and took up a position where
it held the entire forces of the enemy in check
until our forces were somewhat rallied.
'' The Oommanding General then ordered a
retreat upon Centreville, at the same time
directing me to cover it with the battalion of
regulars, the cavalry, and a section of artillm·y.
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The rear-guard thus organized followed our
panic-stricken troops to Centreville, resisting
the attacks of the Confederate cavalry and artillery, and saving them from the inevitable deitruction which awaited them, had not this
body been interposed."
A prompt retreat of the fragments of his army was resolved upon by Gen. McDowell; and
while the stragglers had pushed on from the
battle-field to Washington without halting, the
organized masses commenced leaving about nine
o'clock that night. By midnight all but the
wounded and the dead of that well-equipped
army which commenced its march from Washington five days previous, proud, exultant, and
confident of victory, was panic-stricken, groping its way, under cover of the darkness of
night, to the intrenchments opposite Washington. Never had the flag of the Union trailed
so low in the dust before; never was so brilliant a career opened before it as that which
commenced on the day after that dreadful night.
Fortunately for the remnants of the :Federal
army, the Southern forces did not pursue their
flying foe. The reasons for this omission are thus
stated by Gen. Johnston in his official report :
"The apparent firmness of the United States
troops at Centreville who had not been engaged, which checked our pursuit; the strong
forces occupying the works near Georgetown,
Arlington, and Alexandria; the certainty, too,
that Gen. Patterson, if needed, would reach
Washington, with his army of thirty thousand
men, sooner than we could ; and the condition
and inadequate menns of the army in ammunition, provisions, and transportation, prevented
any serious thoughts of advancing against the
capital. It is cel'tain that the fresh troops within the works were, in number, quite sufficient
for their defence; if not, Gen. Patterson's army
would certainly reenforce them soon enough."
The loss on the Federal side, according to the
official returns, was 481 killed, 1,011 wounded,
and 1,216 missing. Among the killed were
Col. Cameron, of the New York 79th; Lieut.Col. Haggerty, of the New York 69th ; Col.
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Slocum, 2d Rhode Island; also Maj. Ballou and
Capt. Tower.
The artillery lost was as follows :
Company D, 2d artillery, 6 rifle guns.
Company I, 1st artillery, 6 rifled Parrott 10pounders.
Company E, 2d artillery, 2 rifled guns and 2
howitzers.
Company -, 5th artillery, 1 rifled gun.
Company G, 1st artillery, 1 30-pounder Parrott gun.
Rhode Island battery, 5 rifled guns.
To this should be added 180 boxes of small
arm cartridges, 8'7 boxes of rifled cannon ammunition, 30 boxes of old fire-arms, 12 wagons
loaded with provisions, and 3,000 bushels oats,
a large number of muskets thrown away, and
an immense number of blankets and knapsacks.
Gen. Beauregard, in his report, states the
number of his force on the 18th of July at 1'7,000
effective men; an.d on the 21st 2'7,000, which
includes 6,200 sent from Gen. Johnston, and
1, '700 brought up by Gen. Holmes from Frederickslmrg. The report states the number
killed to have been 269, wounded 1 483, aggregate 1,852. The same report states the number of prisoners taken at 1,460.
On the left the Southern force was commanded by Brig.-Gens. Evans, Jackson, and
Cocke, and Col. Bartow. The centre was
under Gens. Jones, Longstreet, and Benham.
On the extreme right was Gen. Ewell. Early
in the day an order was sent to him by Gen.
Beauregard to attack and attempt to turn the
left flank of the Federal force. The messenger
was killed, and the orders were not received.
It is manifest that this battle was well fought.
In the fore part of the afternoon the Southern
troops were nearly outflanked. At three
o'clock th~ Federal force believed they bad
the victory ; and that, indeed, they had, and
would soon have reached and obtained possession of the railroad leading to Winchester.
But the arrival of four freBh regiments, who
entered the field with great spirit and energy,
changed the result.

CHAPTER IX.
Extra Session of Congress-Its Action-Strength of the Army-Southern troops organized-Skirmishes in Missouri-At
Monroe Station, Millville, and Fulton-Movements of Gen. Lyon-Battle of Wilson's Creek-Surrender of Major Lynch
in New Mexico-Skirmishes-Attack on Galveston-Expedition against the forts at Hatteras Inlet.

THE Congress of the United States assembled
in extra session at Washington on July 4th.
The President in his message asked for authority
to enlist 400,000 volunteers for three years or
the war, and for an appropriation of $400,000,000. The wants of the War Department were estimated by Secretary Cameron above $185,000,000. These were distributed to the several
branches of the service as follows :

Quartermaster's Department. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $70,289,200 21
Subsistence Department.................... 27,278,781 50
Ordnance Department....................... 7,468,172 00
Pay Department............................ 67,845,402 4.8
Adjutant-General's Department..............
408,000 00
Engineer Department.......................
635,000 00
Topograpldcal Engineer Department.........
50,000 00
Surgeon-General's Department.............. 1,271,841 00
Due States which have made advances for
troops.................................. 10,000,000 00

Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185,299,397 19
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The Navy Department asked fo.r $32,000,000
for immediate use.
Immediately after the disaster at Bull Run,
Congress authorized the enlistment of 500,000
men, and appropriated $500,000,000. An appropriation for the navy was also passed. The enlistment and organization of troops were entered
upon with great activity and warm popular approbation during the ensuing three months, when
it was restricted. Many circUpJ.stances aided the
enlistment. The cause of the Union was approved by every one; a general stagnation or inactivity pervaded all industrial pursuits, and multitudes were partially or wholly unemployed,
and the wages offered to the soldier were -then
extremely liberal. The pay offered to privates
by the United States was $13 per month, and
a bounty of 100 acre$ ofland at the close of the
war. In addition, many of the States gave to
each married citizen volunteer about one dollar
per week for his wife, and. in proportion for
each child of his family between certain ages.
Where such a sum was not given to the family
of the private by the State, it was in numerous
instances bestowed by the city or town in
which he lived.
The pay of officers was on an equally liberal
scale ; and civilians in profitable social positions, as well as those in no position, aspired,
in the rawest state, to obtain the rank of officers. Too many unworthy persons wero successful. It cost the Government millions, and
required the efforts of all the military skill in
the country, to bring the accumulated mass np
to the discipline and order of an approved
army.
On the 1st of December, 1861, the entire
strength of the army, both volunteers and regulars, was estimated as follows :
•
VolU/fl,teers/01• tlie War.
California ........................ ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,608
Connecticut. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 12,400
Dela,vare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000
Illinois. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80,000
Indiana.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57,332
Iowa.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19,800
Kentucky. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,289
Maryland........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,000
Massachusetts..................................... 26,760
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28,550
Minnesota......................................... 4,160
Missouri. . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,130
New Hampshire................................... 9,600
New Jersey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,342
New York ........................................ 100,200
Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . 81,205
Pennsylvania........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 94,760
Rhode Island. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 5,898
Vermont.......................................... 8,000
Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,000
Wisconsin.................................. . ..... 14,153
Kansas............................................. 5,000
Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000
Nebraska.......................................... 2,500
Nevada....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000
Ne,v Mexico.. . ................................... 1,000
District of Columbia............................... 1,000

640,637
Estimated strength of the regular army, including
the new enlistments under act of Congress of
July 29, 1861. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 20,334
Total..................................

660,971

This estimate, which was prepared at the

War Department, as representing the force of
the army, varied unquestionably from the
amount of troops in the field. It was not to
be expected that the precise force could be
stated with strict accuracy while the enlistment
was not closed. The quota of New York in
the field was about the amount stated ; the
same was the case with the force assigned to
other States. The several arms of the service
were estimated as follows:

Infantry ...................
Cavalry ....................

.Artillery ................•.
Rifles and Sharpshooters .•.
Engineers .................

Volunteers.

Regulars.

.Aggregate.

557,208
54,654
20,880
8,395

11,175

..........

MS,383
59,398
24,688
8,395

640,63T

20,384

..........

4,744

4,308

107

107

I

660,971

The appropriation asked for to sustain the
army, by the Secretary of War, on the 1st of
December, was $360,159,986.
The appropriation was computed for a force
of 500,000 men. Some portion was to cover
deficiencies arising from an excess of force in
the field over the estimate for the previous six
months.
In the beginning of July, also, a session of the
Southern Congress commenced at Richmond.
The report of the Secretary of War stated the
number ofregiments of troops then accepted was
194, and 32 battalions, besides various detachments of artillery, and companies of cavalry.
Ile urged the continued acceptance of troops
until the number reached 300 regiments. The
success at Bull Run awakened such a degree of
enthusfasm and confidence in the ultimate triumph of the Confederacy, that the army, in a
short time, increased to a greater number than
had been anticipated. Forward movements
were made from Manassas and Centreville, and
the flag of the " Stars and Bars " was flaunted
from the summit of Munson's Hill, where the
inhabitants of the city ofWashington could see
its folds proudly waving. For some time a division of opinion existed, even in the Cabinet of
Mr. Davis, on the policy of a forward movement of the army. It was apprehended by those
who were opposed, that an attack upon and
destruction of Washington would thoroughly
arouse the North. Some asserted that the true
policy at that time, was to await the action of
the French and English Governments, and thus
the difficulties might be arranged without further effusion of blood. At the same time the
army was desirous of a forward movement, the
capture of Washington, the recovery of Maryland, and the possession of Baltimore for their
winter-quarters. The final decision was ad..
verse to a forward_ movement. The rapid increase in the Federal force, its improving dis·
cipline and reorganization, rendered doubtful
the result. A change was also made in the
war policy of the Federal Government, the design of which now was to attack the Confederate States elsewhere than in Virginia. All
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The next morning the march was resumed, and
about five o'clock that afternoon a body of the
enemy were overtaken, when a brisk interchange of shots between the skirmishers took
place. Upon this, a body of the enemy's in7
fantry, about five hundred in number, approached, apparently with the design of cutting
off an ·advanced body of the Federal infantry.
Several volleys were interchanged, when a
charge was made by a body of regulars. The
enemy's ranks were thus b1'oken, and they retreated. The place of this skirmish was Dug
Springs. The march was continued as far as
Curran, twenty-six miles from Springfield, but
the he.at of the weather, shortness of provisions,
and the fact that a strong Confederate force
was posted in front, and a large division had
also moved in the direction of Sarcoxie, while
it was necessary that communication should be
kept operi to Springfield, led Gen. Lyon to determine to return to that town.
On the 5th Gen. Lyon, learning that Gen.
Price, of the Confederate army (Missouri State
Guards), had effected a junction with Gen. Ben.
McCulloch, and that the consolidated force was
within ten or twelve miles of Springfield, resolved, though aware of the hazard of ·the
movement, as a last resource, to attack the
Confederates at their camp on Wilson's Creek,
nine miles from Springfield. His entire force
amounted to 5,200 men, of whom one regiment,
the 5th Missouri, were three-months' men,
whose time had expired nine days before the
battle, but who had been retained by the urgency of Col. Sigel. There were in all less than
500 cavalry, while the Confederates had over
6,000, according to Gen. Ben. McCulloch's report. He had also three batteries, comprising
in all sixteen guns, all of light calibre. This
force marched from Springfield at 8 P. M. on
the 9th or August, intending to commence the
attack at daybreak the next morning. They
were in two columns, the larger consisting of
three sma11 brigades ancl not quite 4,000 men,
under the command of Gen. Lyon himself, the
brigades being severally commanded by Major
Sturgis, Lieut.-Col. Andrews, and Col. Deitzler;
the smaller column, of about 1,300 men and one
battery of six pieces, was commanded by Col.
(afterwar~s Maj.-Gen.) Sigel. The enemy's
-camp was situated along Wilson's Creek for a
distance of five or six miles, and in the ravines,
and
the heights west of the creek; and Gen.
Lyon's plan of attack was to march his main
column, which he divided into two, giving the
command of one to Maj. Sturgis, in front and
to the left flank of the enemy, so as to enfilade
their position on the creek ; while Col. Sigel
with his column, taking another road from
Springfield, and crossing the creek, which here
assumes the form of an inverted U, lower down,
should endeavor to turn their right flank.
Sigel's column fell into an ambuscade, and suffered severely, losing five of his six cannon, and
was thus unable to render as efficieflt service as
had been intended. The fight was continued
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in front, and on the enemy's left, with terrible
effect for over six hours ; the Confederates
twice, in the course of the battle, came up to
the Federal lines with the Union flag flying,
and thus deceived the Federal troops till they
could get so close as to pour a most destructive
fire upon them, but they themselves fell back,
when the artillery, which was served by officers and men of the regular army, was brought
to bear upon them. Gen. Lyon, who was ,
thrice wounded early in the engagement, and
had had his horse killed under him, mounting
another horse, led the 2d Kansas regiment,
which had lost its colonel, for a charge upon
the enemy; but was killed ini;;tantly by a rifle
ball, which struck him in the breast. His death
did not, however, throw the Federal troops into
confusion, and the battle, in which M~j. Sturgis
now commanded, was continued for nearly
three hours longer, when the enemy were forced
from their camp and the field. Finding his
force too much reduced to hold the position,
Maj. Sturgis gave the order to fall back on
Springfield, and there resigned the command to
Col. Sigel, who made a masterly retreat with
the remnant of his army, his baggage trains,
and $250,000 in specie, to Rolla. The loss of
the Federal force in this battle was 223 killed,
721 wounded, 292 missing, mostly prisoners.
The enemy's loss, according to their own
account, was 517 killed, about 800 wounded,
and 30 missing. Three of their generals were
wounded, two of them mortally.
This battle at Wilson's Creek, in its effects,
proved quite disastrous to Gens. McCulloch and
Price. It not only served to check their progress, but discouraged many lukewarm sympathizers. Meanwhile the accumulation and or- ·
ganization of Union troops at St. Louis and
other points added to the strength of Gen.
Fremont, who had been ordered to the command of the Department.
In New Mexico a loss was. suffered by' the
Union cause in the surrender of Maj. Lynde,
with 750 men, on August 2d, without resistance. Again, on the 7th, the village of Hampton, two and a half miles from Fortress Monroe,
having been previously evacuated by the Federal troops, was burned by a body of Virginians
under the orders of Gen. Magruder. This was
done to prevent its reoccupation by the Union
troops. A few minutes after midnight the
torch was applied. Most of the five hundred
houses composing the village having been built
of wood, and being very dry, were soon in
flames, and a strong south wind fanned them
into a terrible conflagration. The :fire raged
during the remainder of the night, and on the
next day, at noon, only seven or eight buildings
remained. Four churches were among the
buildings burned. On the 28th the 7th Ohio
regiment, under Col. Tyler, was surrounded at
Summersville, Va., while at breakfast, and attacked on both flanks and in front simultaneously. The troops, about nine hundred strong,
although surprised, fought bravely, and forced
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their way through the enemy with considerable
loss. No permanent advantage was gained by
the Virginians, as Gen. Cox, with a larger Federal force, was stationed at Gauley's bridge.
On the other hand, an advantage was gained
over the enemy at Athens, Missouri, ·on August
5th, by which their loss was between thirty and
forty. .At Potosi, in the same State, on the
9th, an affair occurred in which the enemy suffered some loss. An advantage was also gained
in a small skirmish at Lovettsville, in Virginia,
on the 8th ; and another at Grafton on the 13th,
at which the Virginians met with some loss.
At Fortress j\fonroe, Gen. Wool, of the regular army, had taken command, and Gen. Butler
had been relieved for duty elsewhere. A passport system had been adopted by the authorities at Washington under a non-intercours~
proclamation issued by the President on Ang.
16th, by which no person was permitted to go
to the seceding States without an official permit.
On the water some movements had taken
place. At Pokomoke Sound in Virginia, a number of small vessels belonging to the enemy had
been destroyed, with some stores, on Aug. 2d.
At Galveston in Texas, on the 3d, a few
shots were fired from the blockading Schooner
Dart at the batteries on the island. This was
intended as a sort of reconnoissance. ,4gain,
on the 5th, the steamer N Qrth Carolina opened
:fire upon the same ·batteries, and threw some
sheels into the city. A large number of persons
having collected on the sand hills a little east
of the batteries, a shell fell among them, killing
one, and wounding three others.
A protest was made by the foreign consuls,
and Capt. Alden, on the next clay, sent a reply,
stating the facts to have been as follows :
Early on the morning of the 3d, our gunboat found
herself near the shore, and shortly after, as the result
proved, within range of some of the batteries. The
first warning she got was a shot-not a blank cartridge, but a shot-not fired ahead or astern of her to
warn her off, but straight at her. She of course fired
back, and some shots were exchanged; then she came
back and reported the facts to me. This was in the
morning. I waited till nearly five in the afternoon
hoping explanation, some disavowal, of the a.ct would
be sent off. None came. I then got under way and
stood in for the batteries, which, you are aware, are in
the rear and close to the town, merely to see if they
could, when they knew the town must be injured by
our return fire, repeat such an act of aggression by
commencing upon us. We were no sooner within
range of their guns, however, than they opened their
fire, when we, after exchanging a few shots, retired,
preferring that it should appear that we were beaten
off rather than continue a contest where, as the result
shows, so many unoffending citizens must necessarily
suffer.
Again, you protest against my firing a shell into a
crowd of unarmed citizens-amongst whom were
many women and children. Good God! gentlemen,
do you think such an act was premeditated? Besides,
was it not the duty of the military commandant, who
by his act in the morning had invited me to the contest, to see that all such were out of the way? Did be
not have all day to prepare? It was evident to my
mind they knew we were coming, or why was that
demonstration of the steamer Gen. Rusk?
In conclusion, let me add that no one can regret the
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injury clone to unoffending citizens more than I do.
Still, I find no complaints of my acts of the 3d instant
comin~ from military or civil authorities of Galveston,
and with due deference to your consideration and
humanity, I must respectfully remark that it is the
first time I have ever heard that the women and children and unarmed citizens of an American town were
under the protection of foreign consuls.
Yours, etc., etc.,
JAMES ALDEN.

On the 13th of August, when General Wool
took command at Fortress Monroe, he found
that preparations had already been made for an
expedition to the North Carolina coast. Hatteras Inlet, the point of destination, was a gap
in the sandy barrier which lines the coast of
North Carolina, about 18 miles southwest of
Cape Hatteras, and 160 miles below Fortress
Monroe. Its channel was intricate, but accessible without difficulty to those who were
accustomed to it, provided the weather was
good. This and Ocracoke Inlet were the principal entrances to Pamlico Sound, a large body
of water lying between this sandy beach and
the mainland of North Carolina. Hatteras Inlet
would admit vessels drawing 7 feet water, but
its tortuous channel, from which all the buoys
had been removed, made it difficult to enter
in rough weather, without danger of grounding.
On the sandy beach, commanding the inlet,
the Confederate forces had erected, during the
summer, two forts-the larger, named Fort
Hatteras, being intended for 15 guns, though
only 10 had been mounted; the smaller for 7
guns, of which 5 had been mounted. These
forts were built of sand, and were 20 feet wide
at top, and turfed. They had each a bombproof, the one at the larger fort capable of
protecting about 400 men ; that at the smaller
300. The guns were mounted en barbette
(that is, on the top of the earthworks). The
guns on both forts were thirty-two pounders,
except one eight-inch shell gun · on Fort Hatteras. Most of these particulars had been communicated to the Federal authorities about the
1st of August by Mr. Daniel Campbell, master
of the schooner Lydia Frances, which had
been wrecked about the 1st of :May on the
coast near Hatteras Inlet, wbo bad been detained as a prisoner at the inlet for three
months. The expedition intended for the capture of these forts consisted of the United
States steamers Minnesota, Capt. Van Brune;
Wabash, Capt. Mercer; Monticello~ Commander Gillis; Pawnee, Commander Rowan, and
Harriet Lane, Capt. Faunce; the U. S. chartered steamers Adelaide, Commander Stellwagen, and George Peabody, Lieut. Leroy, and
the steamtug Fanny as transports, together
with schooners towed by the steamers having
surf-boats on them. The steam-frigate Susquehanna and the sailing frigate Cumberland
were ordered also to join the expedition. The
naval portion of the expedition was under the
command of Commodore S. H. Stringham,
whose broad pennant was hoisted on the Minnesota. To this naval force was added a body
of about 880 troops, consisting of 500 of the
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20th Regiment N. Y. Volunteers, under command of Col. :Max Weber; 220 of the 9th
N. Y. Volunteers, (Hawkins' Zouaves,) under
command of Col. R. C. Hawkins; 100 of the
Union Coast Guard, Capt. Nixon commanding,
and 60 of the 2d U.S. Artillery, Lieut. Larned
commanding, who were embarked on the transports George Peabody and Adelaide, and were
under the command of Maj.-General Benj. F.
Butler. The expedition left Fortress Monroe
on the afternoon of Monday, Aug. 26tll, and
arrived off Hatteras Inlet about 4 o'clock P. M.,
Tuesday. At daylight the next morning arrangements were made for landing the troops, and
for an attack upon the forts by the fleet. The
swell upon the beach was so heavy that after
landing 315 men, including the regular troops
and 55 marines, with two guns, one. a 12-pound
rifled boat gun, the other a howitzer of the
same calibre, the boats were stove and swamped, and no more could be landed that day.
Meantime the fleet had opened fire on the
smaller fort, which was nearest the inlet, and
continued it till about half-past 1 P. M., when
both forts hauled down their .flags, and the garrison of the smaller escaped to the larger. A
small detachment of the troops already landed
immediately proceeded to take possession of
Fort Clark, and raised the Union flag. The
fleet ceased firing, and the Monticello was sent
in to the inlet to discover what the hauling
down of the flags meant. She entered and
proceeded within about 600 yards of Fort Hatteras, when the occupants of that fort commenced firing upon her, and inflicted serious
injury to her hull; whereupon the Wabash, Susquehnnna., and Minnesota came to her assistance, and the Confederates took themselves to
their bomb-proof, and ceased firing. The little
force which had landed now withdrew from
Fort Clark to a safer position, where they threw
up a slight intrenchment, and mounted their
two cannon on it, together with one they had
taken from the enemy. The General and the
force on board the fleet felt much anxiety in
regard to this little company, as it was supposed that the Confederates, who were known to
have a considerable body of troops on board
steamers in the Sound, would be largely reenforced in the night, and would take them prisoners. At 7 o'clock next morning, however,
the Union troops were seon advancing in good
order upon· Fort Clark, and it appeared that
Capt. Nixon of the coastguard with his company had occupied that fort during t~ night,
and had hoisted the Stars and Stripes there.
As a reenforcement from the fleet approached
the shore, they heard firing, which they afterwards found proceeded from the temporary battery erected by the Union troops, and was
directed at tlile Confederate steamer Winslow,
which had come down the sound loaded with
reenforcements, but which, on meeting with this
reception, made the best of its way out of
range. The fleet renewed its fire upon Fort
Hatteras at a little past 8 o'clock, and, sub-

stituting 15~second for 10-second fuzes, dropped
almost every shell from their heavy guns inside
the fort. At ten minutes past 11, a white
flag was displayed from the fort. Gen. Butler
went at once on board the steam tug Fanny, and,
entering the inlet, sent Lieut. Crosby on shore
to demand the meaning of the white flag. He
soon returned with the following memorandum
from the commander of the fort, who proved to
be a former commodore of the U. S. Navy.
Fon

HATTERAS, ..4.'U{l,

29th, 1861.

Flag-officer Samuel Barron, C. S. Navy, offers to
tiurrender Fort Hatteras with all the arms and munitions of war. 'l'he officers allowed to go out with
side-arms, and the men without arrrl,'I to retire.
S. BARRON,
Commanding Naval Division, Va. and N. Car.

Accompanying this was a verbal communication stating that he had in the fort six
hundred and fifteen men, and a thousand more
within an hour's can, but that he was anxious
to spare the effusion of blood. Gen. Butler sent
in reply the following memorandum:
.Aue,. 29th, 1861.

Benjamin F. Butler, Major-General United States
Army, commanding, in reply to the communication of
s~imuel Barron, commanding forces at Fort Hatteras,
cannot admit the terms proposed. The terms offered
are these: Full capitulation, the officers and men to
be treated as prisoners of war. No other terms admissible. Commanding officers to meet on board flagship Minnesota to arrange details.

After waiting three-fourths of an hour, Lieut.
Crosby returned, bringing with him Capt.
Barron, Major Andrews, and Col. Martin, the
commanding officers of the Confederate force,
who informed Gen. Butler that they had accepted the terms of capitulation he had proposed, and had come to surrender themselves
and their command prisoners of war. General
Butler inform~cl them that, as the expedition
was a combined one from the army and navy,
the surrender must be made on board the flagship and to Corn. Stringham, as well as himself. The party then proceeded to tbe flagship
Minnesota, and the following articles of capitulation were there signed:
OFF HATTERAS INLET,

u. s. FLAGSHIP MINNESOTA, t

Aug. 29th, A. D. 1861. )
Articles of Capitulation between Flag-officer Stringham, commanding the Atlantic Blockading Squadron,
and Benjamin F. Butler, U. S. Army, commanding on
behalf of the Government, and Samuel Barron, commanding the naval force for the defence of North
Carolina and Virginia, and Col. Martin, commanding
the forces, and Major Andrews, commanding the same
forces at Hatteras.
It is stipulated and agreed between the contracting
parties, that the forces under command of the said
Barron, Martin, and Andrews, and all munitions of
war, arms, men, and property under the command of
said Barron, :Martin, and Andrews, be unconditionally
surrendered to the Government of the United States in
terms of full capitulation.
And it is stipulated and agreed by the contracting
parties, on the part of the United States Government,
that the officers and men shall receive the treatment
due to prisoners of war.
In witness whereof, we, the said Stringham and
Butler, on behalf of the United States, and the said
Barron, Martin, and Andrews, representing the forces
at Hatteras Inlet, hereunto interchangeably set our
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hands, this twenty-ninth day of Au~ust, A. D. 1861,
and of the independence of the Umted States the
eighty-fifth year.
S. H. STRINGHAM,
Flag-Officer Atlantic Illockading Squadron.
BENJAMIN F. BUTLER,
Major-General U. S. A., Commanding.
S. BARRON,
Flag-Officer C. S.N., Com'g Naval Forces Va. &N. C.
WILLIAM F. MARTIN,
Col. Seventh Light Infantry N. C. Volunteers.
W. L. G. ANDREWS,
Major Com' g Forts Hattems and Clark.

The results of this capitulation were the capture of 715 men, including the commander,
Com. Barron, who was at the time Acting Secretary of the Navy of the Confederate States,
and Major Bradford, Chief of the Ordnance
Department of the Confederate States army,
2 forts, 1,000 stand of arms, 75 kegs of powder,
5 stand of colors, 31 pieces of cannon, including one 10-inch columbiad, a brig loaded with
cotton, a sloop loaded with provisions and
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stores, 2 light boats, 150 bags of coffee, &c.
The forts were held and garrisoued by U. S.
troops, and the Fanny and Monticello retained
at the inlet to keep off the Confederate gunboats, an.cl capture vessels attempting tQ. run
the blockade. On the 30th Sept. a fortification
called Fort Oregon at Ocracoke Inlet, about 15
miles below Hatteras Inlet, was abandoned by
the Confederate forces, and on the 16th of
September an expedition from Hatteras Inlet
visited and destroyed it. On the 7th of September, four Confederate vessels, and on the 8th
a fifth, attempted to enter Hatteras Inlet, and
were all captured by the steam-tug Fanny. On
the 2d of October the Fanny was captured by
a party of Oonfederates in armed steam-tugs;
her two brass cannon and 35 men belonging to
the 9th N. Y. volunteers (Hawkins' Zouaves)
were taken, and a considerable quantity of
stores.

CH.APTER X.
Campaign of Gens. Wise, Floyd, and Lee, in Western Virginia-The Campaign of Gen. Fremont in Missouri-Affairs in
Kentucky-Neutrality abandoned-Occupation of the State by troops-Military Operations.

A CAMPAIGN was now commenced by the
enemy in Western Virginia. Gen. Henry A.
Wise was at Lewisburg, the capital of Greenbrier County, organizing his brigade for an
advance down the Kanawha valley, when Gen.
Floyd (ex-Secretary of War) arrived with three
regiments of infantry and a battalion of cavalry.
.After a consultation with Gen. Wise, whom he
outranked, he resumed his march westward.
.A.t Tyree's, on the west side of Sewall Mountain, he was first met by the Union pickets,
who were driven back upon their command
with a loss of fom• killed and seven wounded.
.A.t Locust Lane he was overtaken by Gen.
Wise, and the two commands advanced to
Dogwood Gap at the intersection of the Summerville road with the turnpike from Lewisburg to Charleston. The main body of the
Union force was stationed at Hawk's Nest, on
New River, seven miles east of Gauley bridge,
under Gen. Oox, with outposts at Oross Lanes
and Carnifax ferry. Leaving at Dogwood
Gap posted two pieces of artillery to keep
open his line if a flank movement should be
attempted from Carnifax ferry, Gen. Floyd
advanced to Pickett's Mills. Here learning
that his rear was threatened by the Union
troops at Carnifax ferry and Cross Lanes, he
left Gen. Wise to hold the turnpike, and moved
at once upon Oarnifax ferry to attack the
Federal troops supposed to be there. He arrived at noon, but the Federal troops were at
Haw k"s Nest. On attempting to cross the
river with his force, the boat was capsized and
drawn over the rapids. His infantry and a small

portion of his cavalry had crossed, but the
mass of the cavalry and four pieces of artillery
were still on the eastern side of the river. With
great efforts another boat was prepared in a drty
and the transportation completed. Meanwhile
Col. Tyler advanced from Hawk's Nest, but arrived too late to gain an advantage over Floyd,
whose forces were now concentrated. On the
contrary, the regiment was surprised by Gen.
Floyd while at breakfast on the 26th of August,
and with difficulty escaped capture.
Gen. Floyd then proceeded to strengthen his
position and to bring up supplies for his men.
Meanwhile Gen. Rosecrans, on Sept. 10th, advanced to attack the enemy; and about three
o'clock in the afternoon he sent forward Gen.
Benham, with his brigade, to make a reconnoissance in force. They were soon engaged
with the enemy, and after a severe action were
about being reenforced, when, from the great
difficulties of the position rendering night fighting almost impossible, Gen. Rosecrans ordered
his men to form in order of battle and rest
upon their arms, intending to renew the attack
in the morning. During the night Gen. Floyd
and his force withdrew across the Gauley,
leaving their camp, baggage, small arms, und
munitions of war, and burning the bridge which
he had constructed, and the ferry boats. Being
unable to effect a crossing of the river, Gen.
Rosecrans could not pursue them, but took a
few prisoners. The Federal loss was, according
to official report, 15 killed and 80 wounded;
that of the Oonfederates was less, as they were
· protected by the forest and their fortifications.
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Meanwhile Gen. Wise had marched down to
Big Creek in Fayette County, where a slight
skirmish took place with some Union troops.
Gen. Floyd, on retreating from Carnifax
ferry\. went to the summit of Big Sewell Mountain, .having been joined on his way by Gen.
Wise. Here a consultation was held, and it
was decided to retreat to Meadow Bluff as a
position which guarded all the approaches to
Lewisburg and the railroad. Gen. Wise, however, refused to retreat, and proceeded to fortify his position, which he called Camp Defiance. Meanwhile Gen. Rosecrans advanced
to Tyree's, a public house on the turnpike road
in Fayette County. Such was the position of
the enemy's forces in the Kanawha valley when
Gen. Robert E. Lee arrived and took command.
After· the defeat of Garnett and his forces
on July 14th, by Gen. McClellan, Gen. Lee was
ordered to succeed him, and with as Ii ttle
delay as possible to repair to the scene of operations. He took with him such reenforcemen ts that on joining the remnant of Gen.
Garnett's command, his force was about sixteen thousand men. His plan was to dislodge
the"forces of Gen. Rosecrans from Cheat Mountain, and thus relieve northwestern Virginia.
In August he arrived in the neighborhood o'f
the mountain on the Staunton and Parkersburg
turnpike, and found Gen. Reynolds in command
of the forces under Gen. Rosecrans, who, since
the removal of Gen. McClellan to Washington,
was in ·chief command in northwestern Virginia.
The aim of Gen. Lee on perceiving the
strength of Gen. Reynolds, was to dislodge
him by strategic movements, and capture his
forces. With this object he cautiously moved
along the road leading from Huntersville to
Huttonsville in Randolph County, and, reaching
Valley Mountain, halted to arrange his plans
for attacking a body of Union troops stationed
about eight miles below on Tygert's Valley
River, and about five thousand strong. Thence
he moved over the spurs of the mountains, and
with great difficulty succeeded in getting below
this body of Union troops, and at the same
time placed a force east and west of them.
Meantime fifteen hundred men of the forces of
Gen. H. R. Jackson, under Col. Rust, of Arkansas, advanced from Greenbrier River around
another position of the Union troops at Cheat
Mountain pass, ten miles distant from the former
Union force, for the purpose of an attack. This
attack was to be the signal for Gen. Lee to
attack the force on Tygert's Valley River.
, But Col. Rust finding the position so well prepared for defence, concluded that the attack
could not be made with any hope of success,
and ordered a retreat. No signal was thus
given to Lee, and no attack therefore made by
his forces, which retreated back to Valley Mountain without firing a gun. The attack of Col.
Rust was designed merely to hold the force at
Cheat Mountain Pass w bile the contest took
place on the Valley river. Probably the attack

of Lee would have been successfnl if it had
been made without regard to the retreat of
Rust, and would have resulted in giving him
control for a time of that portion of West Virginia.
Lee now determined to move to the Kanawha
Valley to relieve Gens. Floyd and Wise. Gen.
Rosecrans was already on his march thither to
oppose Floyd. All their forces were thus concentrated under Lee at Wise's position on Big
Sewell Mountain, amounting nearly to twenty
thousand men. The position was strengthened
by a breastwork extending four miles. Meanwhile Gen. Rosecrans, who had approached
within view of the enemy's posjtion, where he
remained some days prepared to receive an
attack, concluding that it was not likely to be
made, and that the enemy's position was too
strong for him to assail successfully, qmetly
withdrew to his former position on the Gauley
River, thirty-two miles distant. The reasons
given by the enemy for not following, were the
muddy roads, swollen streams, and the weakness of his artillery horses.
Meanwhile, on Oct. 2d, Gen. Reynolds, with
about 5,000 men, left his camp at Cheat Mountain to make an armed reconnoissance of the
forces of the enemy encamped on Greenbrier
River and in the neighborhood. He reached
the enemy's camp shortly after day light, drove
in the pickets, and his advanced regiments
approached to within 700 yards of the intrenchments, and opened fire. A battle followed, of
about four homs' duration. The Confederate
force at the camp were driven from their guns,
three of which were disabled ; their reserve ·
came up after the action had continued about
two hours, and, thus reenforced, they maintained their position behind their breastworks,
but did not sally out to attack the Federal
troops. Gen. Reynolds, finding his ammunition
exhausted, and having accomplished his purpose, withdrew in order, without being pursued,
and returned the same night to his camp. The
Federal loss was 8 killed and 82 wounded.
The Confederate loss was much larger, and was
estimated by Gen. Reynolds as at least 300.
Gen. Reynolds brought away 13 prisoners.
The enemy state that their loss did not exceed
fifty, and estimated that of Gen. Reynolds between two hundred and fifty and three hundred.
On the approach of winter Gen. Lee was
ordered to take charge of the coast defences of
South Carolina and Georgia; Gen. Wise was
order~d to Richmond, and the forces wero all
withdrawn by the authorities at Richmond,
except those under Gen. Floyd, and a force of
1,200 men on the .Alleghany Mountain. On
December 13th this force, at Camp Alleghany,
was attacked by Gen. Milroy.
The Union troops consisted of portions of the .
9th and 18th Indiana, the 25th and 32d Ohio,
and the 2d Virginia, numbering in all 1,750
men. The Confederate force was under the
command of Gen. Johnson, of Georgia, and was
estimated at 2,000. The action commenced
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about daylight and lasted till 8 o'clock in the
afternoon, when the Confederates set fire to
their camps and retreated to Staunton, in the
vall'3y of Virginia, thus vacating Western Virginia, at least that portion west of the Kittatinny range. The loss, as officially reported,
was about equal on both sides: the Federal
troops having 20 killed and 107 wounded; and
the enemy 25 killed, 97 wounded, and about 30
of their men being taken prisoners.
Meantime Gen. Floyd, after the departure of
the other Southern troops, moved by the way
of Richard's ferry, Raleigh, and Fayette Court
House, to Cotton Hill on the west side of the
Kanawha River. Cotton Hill is in Fayette
county, opposite the mouth of the Gauley
River. Gen. Rosecrans was posted on both
sides of the Gauley River above the mouth,
and the hostile forces were in full view of each
other. To cut off the retreat of Gen. Floyd, a
movement was planned by Gen. Rosecrans across
Miller's, Montgomery's, and Loop Creek ferries,
concentrating at Fayetteville. Floyd detecting
the movement immediately fell back, barely in
time to escape capture. His rear was attacked
and pursued some twenty miles, causing considerable loss. He now retired, and was subsequently transferred to Tennessee.
Some skirmishes took place during this
period in West Virginia, attended with small
loss to either side, but without special importance.
Meanwhile military movements of considerable interest had been made in Missouri.
After the battle at Wilson's Creek, the forces
of Gens. McCulloch and Price retired to the
frontier of Arkansas. Here they remained until the latter part of August, when Price with
a considerable force of Missourians began
another movement into the State. As he advanced reenforcements joined him. Among
others was Gen. Thos. A. Harris with about three
thousand men, who been engaged in active
guerrilla operations in northern Missouri. On
September 7th a skirmish took place between
a body of Kansas troop! under Gen. Lane,
which encountered the advance of Price at a
stream called Drywood, near Fort Scott. The
Kansas troops, although presenting a bold front,
were soon compelled to retire. Fort Scott
was also evacuated. Price then continued his
march toward Lexington, where Col. Mulligan
was in command. Lexington, the capital of
Fayette County, is in a high and healthy situation, on the right bank of the Missouri River,
120 miles, by the road, west of Jefferson City.
The population was about 5,000.
On the 29th of August a body of Home
Guards, with some United States regulars
posted at Lexington, were attacked by a large
Confederate force. The Federal force numbered 430~ and was intrenched. The assailing
party had no artillery, and were repulsed with
a considerable loss, and subsequently withdrew.
This attack showed the importance of sending
forward reenforcements. Accordingly, on the
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9th of September, the town was occupied by an
Irish Brigade under Col. Mulligan, which, in
addition to a small force there, consisting of
Home Guards, a few Kansas troops, a portion
of the Missouri 8th regiment, and seven hundred
of the Illinois cavalry, swelled the number to
2,500 men. Soon after a Confederate force
under Gen. Price threatened an attack upon
them. No time was lost in the work of intrenching their position, chosen about midway
between the new and old towns of Lexington,
which are about a mile apart, connected by a
scattering settlement. Midway stood a solid
brick edifice, built for a college, and about this
a small breastwork had been already begun.
By Col. Mulligan's order this was extended,
and the troops commenced the construction of
an earthwork, ten feet in height, with a ditch
eight feet in width, enclosing a large area,
capable of containing a force of 10,000 men.
The army train, eorn,isting of numerous mule
teams, was brought within this area. The work
was pushed with great vigor for three days, or
until Thursday, the 12th, at which time that
portion assigned to the Irish Brigade was well
advanced, that of the Home Guard being still
weak on the west or New Lexington side.
The college building, within the fortification,
became Col. Mulligan's headquarters. The magazine and treasure were stored in the cellar
and suitably protected. The hospital of the
troops was located just outside of the intrenchments, in a northwesterly direction. The river,
at that point, is about half a mile wide, and
about half a mile distant from the fortifications.
The bluff there is high and a~upt, the steamboat landing being at New Lexington.
The artillery of Col. Mulligan consisted of
five brass pieces and two mortars, but, having
no shells, the latter were useless. The cavalry
had only side-arms ·and pistols.
On th,e 12th, scouts ancl advanced pickets
driven in reported the near approach of the
enemy's force. The attack was led by Gen.
Rains with a battery of nin~ pieces of artillery
against the point least prepared to resist assault. The Oonfederates were repulsed, and
the result warned them that they had no easy
task on hand. The hospital, containing about
twenty-four patients, was not spared by the assailants. Some of the sick were pierced with
bayonets or sabres in their cots. The chaplain
and surgeon of the brigade were taken prisoners.
Skirmishing continued for several days, during which the enemy brought more of their artillery into action. Messengers had been sent
to Jefferson City by Col. :Mulligan to urge the
necessity of reenforcements, but they had been
captured. At the same time, sufficient troops
were sent out by the enemy to intercept any
Federal reenforcements. Thus a party of 1,500
Iowa troops were met and forced to retire when
they had arrived within sixteen miles of the river.
The situation of the Federal force was daily
growing more desperate. Within their lines
were picketed about the wagons and trains n
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large number of horses and mules, nearly three Col. Mulligan, 800; 13th Missouri, Col. Peathousand in all, now a serious cause of care and body, 840; 1st Illinois, Col. Marshall, 500;
anxiety; for, as shot and shell plunged among Home Guards, Col. White, 500 ; total, 2, 6•10,
them, many of the animals were killed or with one 4, three 6, and one 12-pounders, and
wounded, and from the struggles of the latter two 4-inch mortars. The Confederate forco
the danger of a general stampede was imminent. had been increased from 3,000 by the arriYal
The havoc in the centre of the intrenchment of reenforccments to a large number, estimated
was immense. Wagons were knocked to pieces, at 10,000. It appears by the official report of
stores scattered and destroyed, and the ground Gen. Price, who took command at the outset,
strewn with dead horses and mules.
that, in addition to the large force he brought
On the 17th the water gave out, and being cut with him from the southwest, he was joined,
off from the river, the ifoion troops were re- before the battle, by the forces under Martin
duced to great straits. Rations, also, began to Green, Harris, Boyd, and Patten, all of w horn
grow short. Meanwhile, the contest continued participated in the siege. Green's force, when
with little cessation, as a brilliant moon shone he crossed the river at Glasgow, was 2,500
all night. Gen. Price had sent to Col. Mulligan a men; Harris had 2,700 when he crossed; and
summons to surrender, to which the latter sent Patten and Boyd had a considerable number.
a refusal, saying, "If you want us, you must The force of the garrison was only 2,640 men.
take us." The Home Guard, however, had The loss of water, and the inferiority of numbecome discouraged and disheartened, and on bers caused the surrender. Gen. Price says
the 21st, while Col. Mulligan was engaged in that the firing was continued for fifty-two hours.
another part of the camp, a white flag was The enemy adopted for defence a breastwork
raised by Major Becker, of the Guards, in the · of hempen bales, which they rolled before
portion of the intrenchments assigned to him. them as they advanced. Their Joss they state
As soon as this was made known to Col. Mulli- at 25 killed and 72 wounded. The Federal loss
gan, he ordered the flag to be taken down, which in killed and wounded was estimated from 300
was done. The severest of the fighting during to 500. Gen. Fremont, upon hearing of this
that day followed in a charge made upon the surrender, sent the following despatch to Washenemy's nearest battery. Subsequently the ington:
HEADQUA.RTERS WESTERN DEPARTMENT,}
Home Guards left the outer work and retreated
ST. Louis, Sept. 23, 1861.
within the line of the inner intrenchments, Ool. E. JJ. Townsend, Adjutant-General:
about the college building, refusing to fight
I have a telegram from Brookfield that Lexington
longer, and here again raised the white flag, has fallen into Price's hands, he having cut off Mullithis time from the centre of the fortifications, gan's supply of water. Reenforcements 4,000 strong,
when the fire of the enemy slackened and under Sturfo-is, by the capture of the ferry boats, had
no means o crossing the river in time. Lane's forces
ceased. Under this state of affairs, Col. Mulli- from
the southwest, and Davis from the southeast, upgan, calling his officers into council, decided to wards of 11,000 in all, could also not get there in time.
capitulate, and Capt. McDermott went out to I am taking the field myself and hope to destroy the
the enemy's lines, with a handkerchief tied to enemy either before or after the junction of the forces
McCulloch. Please notify the President immea ramrod, and a parley took place. Major under
diately. J.C. FREMONT, Major-Gen. Commanding.
Moore, of the brigade, was sent to Gen. Price's
Some remarks appeared in the St. Louis
headquarters, at New Lexington, to know the
terms of capitulation. These were: that the "Evening News" a few days after, commenting
officers were to be retained as prisoners of upon the neglect of the authorities at St. Louis
war, the men to be allowed to depart with to send out reenf01;cements, when the paper
their personal property, surrendm'ing their was immediately suppressed by Gen. Fremont,
arms and accoutrements. Reluctantly this was and its publisher filld editor sent to prison,
acceded to.
from which they were subsequently uncondiAt 4 P. M. on Sept. 21st, the Federal forces tionally released.
As a strategetical point, the loss of the town
were marched out of the intrenchments. They
left behind them their arms and accoutrements, was a serious affair to the Federal cause, and a
reserving only their clothing. The privates, gain of no small value to the Confederates. Its
numbering some 1,500 strong, were first made possession would tend to retain that part of
to take the oath I)Ot to serve against the Con- Missouri on the Union side, while its Joss would
federate States, when they were put across the expose Kansas, as well as the northern and
river, and, in charge of Gen. Rains, marched western parts of Missouri.
The capture of Lexington, the most imon Saturday night to Richmond, sixteen miles;
whence, on Sunday, they marched to Hamilton, portant affair to the Confederates which oca station on the Hannibal and St. Joseph's curred in the State, doubtless caused Gen.
Railroad, where they were declared free to go Fremont, on September 27th, to hasten from
wherever they pleased. While on this march St. Louis to Jefferson City. On the 3d of
they experienced generous and humane treat- October Gen. Price abandoned Lexington, and
ment, both from Gen. Rains and from the resi- as the Union force concentrated at Jefferson
dents.
City, he retired to Springfield and still further
The Federal force at Lexington was com- south. His force was extravagantly estimated
posed of the 23d regiment (Irish Brigade), at this time at twenty thousand men and up,
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ward. The original purpose of Gen. Price
had been to move from Lexington northward
and destroy the railroad, and then attack the
Federal forces in Northwestern Missouri, but
the approach of Fremont prevented its accomplishment. No one of the Confederate generals
sustained his position so well us Gen. Price,
with the slender resources at his command. It
was necessarily, therefore, a part of his system
of operations to avoid a doubtful conflict. Retiring produced no discouragement u'?on his
men. At the same time, by retiring, he came
nearer to Arkansas, from whence he could expect supplies and reenforcements, whilst the
Federal force, on advancing, would be removed
further and further from its chief source of sup .
plies. The advance of Gen. Fremont, in the
southwest, was made in five divisions, under
Gens. Hunter, Pope, Sigel, Asboth, and McKinstry. Each division was subdivided, and was
composed of cavalry, artillery, and infantry,
ambulances, &c., and whatever was necessary
to enable it to act independently. Gen. Fremont accompanied the advance with Gens.
Sigel and .Asboth.
On the 14th of October he arrived at Warsaw on the Osage River, sixty-five miles southwest of Jefferson City, where he prepared to
cross by means of bridges. On the opposite
bank was a considerable rebel cavalry force
at the time of his arrival, which was dispersed
by canister-shot. The bridge was finished
about the 21st, and on the 26th the troops
reached Bolivar. Gen. Fremont left on Sunday
with Gen. Sigel by forced marches, fur Springfield. Gen. McKinstry still continued at Warsaw with the reserve, and Gen. Pope was on
the other side of the Osage. Gen. Hunter was
with the right wing advancing, and Gen. Sturgis with the left. On the 27th Gen. Fremont
arrived at Springfield, where the national flag
was displayed by the people with every demonstration of joy. · On the 25th a dashing
charge was made by Maj. Zagonyi with a hundred and fifty of Gen. Fremont's Body Guard,
armed with Colt's rifles, upon a force of the
enemy about half a mile west of the town, by
which the latter were dispersecl.
The retreat of Gen. Price had been steadily
in advance of the Union troops. On the 13th
he was at Clintonville, Cedar County, twentyfive miles south of Papinsville, on the Carthage
Road. His entire army had passed the Osage.
On the 17th he was expected by the Union
general to make a stand, and again on the 19th.
On the 24th he was at N esho, in Newton
County, and had united with Gen. McCulloch.
The Legislature of the State had convened here
at this time. Only a small number of members
were present.
In Northwestern Missouri, Col. :Morgan, on
the 19th, with two hundred and twenty of the
18th Missouri, had a skirmish with a larger
rebel force at Big Harrison Creek in Carrol
County. Fourteen of the enemy were reported
to have been killed, and eight were taken
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prisoners. The Federal loss was two killed
and fourteen wounded. On the 21st the rebel
garrison at Fredericktown was surprised by a
portion of the 1st Missouri regiment, and the
town recaptured.
In South western :Missouri, a skirmish took
place near Lebanon on the 13th of October between two companies of mounted men under
Major Wright and a small body of secession
cavalry, in which the latter wero surprised and
routed with a small loss. On the 17th a skirmish took place near Pilot Knob, and on the
22d another at Fredericktown. Several other
skirmishes of small importance, otherwise than
as showing the activity of both Federal and secession troops, occurred during the month of
October.
So much complaint had been made relative
to the management of the Western Department
by Gen. Fremont, that the Secretary of War
proceeded to St. Louis for the purpose of investigation. An interview with Gen. Fremont
took place at Tipton, and when about to return
from St. Louis to Washington, the Secretary
issued the following order:
ST. Louis, October 14, 1861.

The Secretary of War directs me to communicate the following as bis instructions for your
government:
In view of the heavy sums due, especially in the
Quartermaster's Department in this city, amounting
to some $4,500,000, it is important that the money
which may now be in the hands of the disbursing officers, or be received by them, be applied to the current expenses of your army in :inssouri, and these
debts to remain unpaid until they can be properly
examined and sent to W ashiugton for settlement;
tlie disbursing officers of the army to disburse the
funds, and not transfer them to irresponsible agents ;
in other words, those who do not hold commissions
from the President, and are not under bonds. All
contracts necessary to be made by the disbursing
officers. The senior Quartermaster here has been
verbally instructed by the Secretary as above.
It is deemed unnecessary to erect field-works around
this city, and you will direct their discontinuance; also
those, if any, in course of construction at Jefferson
City. In this connection, it is seen that a number of
commissions have been given by you. No payments
will be made to such officers, except to those whose
appointments have been approved by the President.
This, of course, does not apply to the officers with
volunt<ter troops. Col. Andrews has been verbally so
instructed by the Secretary; also, not to make transfers of funds, except for the purpose of paying the
troops.
The erection of barracks near your quarters in this
cit).; to be at once discontinued.
1 he Secretary has been informed that the troops
of Gen. Lane's command are committing depredations
on our friends in Western Missouri. Your attention
is directed to this, in the expectation that you will
apply the corrective.
Maj. Allen desires the services of Capt. Turnley for
a short time, and the Secretary hopes you may find
it proper to accede thereto.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obe.
dient servant,
L. THOMAS, .Adjutant-General.
Major-General J. C. FREMONT,
Commanding Department of the West, Tipton.
GENERAL :

On the 1st of November an agreement was
entered into between Gens. Fremont and Price
that a joint proclamation should be signed by
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both, and issued, w hjch should provide for certain objects therein specified, as follows:
To all peaceably-aj,sposed Citizens of the State of Missowri, greeting: Whereas, a solemn agreement has
been entered into by and between Maj.-Gens. Fremont and Price, respectively commtnding antagonistic forces in the State of Missouri, to the effect that
in future, arrests or forcible interference by armed
or unarmed parties of citizens within the hmits of
said State, for the mere entertainment or expression
of political opinions, shall hereafter cease ; that families, now broken up for such causes, may be reunited,
and that the war now progressing shall be exclusively
confined to armies in the field. Therefore be it known
to all whom it may concern:
1. No arrests whatever on account of political
opinions, or for the merely private expression of
the same, shall hereafter be made within the limits of
the State of Missouri; and all persons who may have
been arrested and are held to answer on such charges
only, shall be forthwith released. But it is expressly
declared, that nothin&' in this proclamation shall be
construed to bar, or interfere with any of the usual
and regular proceedings of the established courts
under statutes and orders made and provided for
such offences.
2. All peaceably-disposed citizens who ma;r have
been driven from their homes because of their political opinions, or who may have left them for fear of
force or violence, are hereby advised and permitted
to return, upon the faith of our positive assurances
that, while so returning, they shall receive protection from both armies in the field whenever it can bo
given.
3. All bodies of armed men acting without the authority or recognition of the Major-Generals before
named, and not legitimately connected with the
armies in the field, are hereby ordered at once to
disband.
4. .Any violation of either of the foregoing articles
shall subject the offender to the penalty of mi1itar;r
. law, according to the nature of the offence. In testimony whereot: the aforesaid Maj.-Gen. John C. Fremont, at Springfield, Mo., on the 1st day of November, A. n. 1861, and Maj.-Gen. Sterling Price, at
Cassville, on this 5th day of November, A. n. 1861,
have hereunto set their hands, and hereby mutually
pledge their earnest efforts to the enforcement of
the above articles of agreement, according to their
full tenor and effect, to the best of their ability.
JOHN C. FREMONT,
Major-General Cornmandin~ U. S. A.
STERLING PR1CE,
Maj,-General Commanding Missouri State Guards.

On the 2d day of November, Gen. Fremont,
at Springfield, received the order for his removal from the command of the Department'of the
West. He bad arrived there only a few days
previous at the head of an army, and was then
in the act of marching on after a retiring enemy. Although not altogether unexpected, it
occasioned much excitement in the army, and
many officers were disposed to resign, declaring
that they would serve under no other commander. Gen. Fremont, however, issued a
patriotic farewell address, urging the army to
cordially support bis successor, and expressing
regret to leave on the eve of a battle they were
sure to win. The following is his address :
HEADQUARTERS WESTERN DEPARTMENT,}
SPRINGFIELD, November 2, 1861.

Soldiers of the Mississip_pi Army: Agreeably to
orders received this day, I take leave of you. Although our army has been of sudden growth we have

grown up together, and I have become familiar with
the brave and generous spirits wliich you bring to
the defence of your country, and which makes me
anticipate for you a brilliant career. Continue as you
have begun, and give to my successor the same cordial and enthusiastic support with which you have
encouraged me. Emulate the splendid example which
you have already before you, and let me remain as I
am, proud of the noble army which I have thus far
labored to bring together.
Soldiers, I regret to leavelou. Most sincerely I
thank you for the regard an confidence you have
invariably shown me. I deeply regret that I shall
not have the honor to lead you to the victory which
you are just about to win; but I shall claim the right
to share. with you in the joy of every triumph, and
trust always to be personallv remembered by my
companions in arms.
JOHN C. FREMONT,
Major-General.

Gen. Fremont immediately surrendered his
command to Gen. Hunter, and returned to St.
Louis, where he arrived on the 8th of N ovember.
After his departure, Major-Gen. Hunter, on
the 7th of November, addressed a letter to
Gen. Price, in which he recapitulated the agreement, and said: "As General commanding the
forces of the United States in this Department,
I can in no manner recognize the agreement
aforesaid, or· any of its provisions, whether implied or direct, and I can neither issue, nor
allow to be issued, the 'joint proclamation'
purporting to have been signed by yourself and
Maj.-Gen. Fremont, on the 1st day of November, .A. n. 1861."
Some of the objections of Gen. Hunter to
this agreement, were that it would render the
enforcement of martial law impossible, that it
would practically annul the confiscation act of
Congress, &c.
The Federal force in Missouri at this time was
estimated at 2'7,000 men, of whom 5,000 bad
been under the command of Gen. Hunter, 4,000
under Gen. Sigel, 4,500 under Gen. Asboth,
5,500 under Gen. McKinstry, 4,000 under Gen.
Pope, under Gen. Lane 2,500, and under Gen.
Sturgis 1,000.
When Gen. Fremont left the army was in
good spirits, and no battle was soon expected.
The chief command was held by Gen. E unter as
the oldest officer in the :field, who expected soon
to be superseded by Gen. Halleck. Gen. Price
fell back near the State line, and remained until
the Federal army began to recede, about the
15th. They were accompanied by long trains
of emigrant wagons containing Union refugees.
As they retired, Gen Price followed up after
them. The advance of Gen. Price was made
in three divisions, and with the intentiop. of
moving upon Kansas, and making that the
:field of future operations. The opinion in the
Southern States was that Gen. Price never had
any difficulty to procure men. His only obstacle had been the want of arms.
On the 30th of November his right wing,
6,000 strong, was at Stockton. The len wing
held position near Nevada under Gen. Rains,
4,000 strong. The centre, under Gen. Price,
5,000 strong, was near Monticello.
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In Boone County, on the 3d, Gen. Prentiss
broke up a secession camp, with some loss on
both sides.
On the 18th of November Gen. H. W. Halleck arrived at St. Louis, and took command
of the Western Department. Gens. Sturgis
and Wyman arrived on the same day. The dirisions of Gens. Hunter and Pope had reached
different points on the Pacific Railroad, there to
await the orders of Gen. Halleck. About the
20th the divisions of Gens. Sigel and .Asboth
·
arrived at St. Louis.
The plan of Gen. Price now, was to approach
the boarders of Kansas, and supply his forces
with arms, destroy the track of the Northern
Railroad, and thus cut off the communication
with St. Louis. This, however, was defeated
by the strategical combinations of Gen. Halleck, and on the 25th of December almost a
clean sweep had been made of the country between the Missouri and Osage Rivers, and Gen.
Price was cut off from all supplies and recruits
from Northern Missouri, and in full retreat for
Arkansas.
In the last two weeks of December, the Federal army captured 2,500 prisoners, including
70 commissioned officers, 1,200 horses and
mules, 1,100 stand of arms, two tons of powder,
100 wagons, and an immense amount of commissary stores and camp equipage. Several
skirmishes took place during these operations.
On the 22d of November the town of Warsaw
was burned by incendiaries, to prevent its further occupation by Union troops. At Salem a
skirmish took place on the 3d of December,
between a small Federal force and a body of
State Guards. Several were killed and wounded on both sides. At Shawnee Mound, on the
· 18th of December, Gen. Pope captured 150
Confederate prisoners, with wagons, tents, and
baggage. .At Milford, on the 18th, a body of
the enemy were surrounded, and surrendered.
Thirteen hundred prisoners were taken, including three colonels and seventeen captains, and
one thousand stand of arms, one thousand
horses, sixty-five wagons, and a large quantity
of tents, baggage, and supplies.
The close of military operations in Missouri
at the approach of winter left Gen. Halleck free
to use a large part of his army in Western Kentucky. The struggle in the State during the
year had been vigorous und active, especially
on the part of Gen. )?rice, under the contracted
resources at his command.
It was stated at Richmond, Va., that after
the capture of Mulligan, Gen. Price intended to
attack Gen. Fremont before he could concentrate his army, but was prevented by a lack of
ammunition from executing his design. When
Lexington surrendered he had but 2,000 percussion caps in his whole command. He sent
to Gen. Hardee and to Gen. McCulloch for a
supply, but for some reason it was not sent. It
was thought at that time in Richmond that if
Gen. Price had been zealously and efficiently
seconded, he would soon have driven the Fed-
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eral force from Missouri, and thus have secured
to the Confederacy one of the most important
Western States. A consequence of such an acquisition would involve tho destinies of Kansas,
the Indian nation, .Arizona, and New Mexico.
The possession of the vast countries which lie
to the west and southwest was the occasion
of the contest made by the Southern States in
Missouri.
Op. the 21st of November, after Gen. Halleck
had taken command, he issued, at St. Louis, an
order, setting forth that, as important information- respecting the numbers and condition of
his forces had been conveyed to the enemy by
fugitive slaves, no such persons should thereafter be permitted to enter the lines of any
camp, nor of any forces on the march. On the
9th of December he issued an order directing
the Mayor of St. Louis to require all municipal
officers immediately to take the oath of allegiance prescribed by the State Convention, and
· also directing the provost-marshal to arrest all
State officers who had failed to subscribe the
oath within the time fixed, and subsequently
attempted. to exercise authority.
On the night of December 20, some men who
had returned from Gen. Price's army destroyed
about one hundred miles of the ·Missouri Rail~
road, or rendered it useless. Commencing eight
miles south of Hudson, they burned the bridge,
wood piles, water tanks, ties, and tore up the
rails for miles, bent them, and destroyed the
telegraph. It was a preconcerted and simultaneous movement of citizens along the road.
On the 23d Gen. Halleck issued an order
fixing the penalty of death on all persons en~
gaged in destroying railroads and telegraphs,
and requiring the towns and counties where it
is done to repair the damages and pay expenses,
On the 25th he issued the following order,
declaring qualified martial law:
In virtue of authority conferred on me by the President of the U uited States, martial law is her'eby declared, and will be enforced in and about all the railroads in this State.
It is not intended by this declaration to interfere
with the jurisdiction in any court which is loyal to
the Government of the United States, and which will
ai.d the military authorities in enforcing order and
punishing crimes.

The attack upon Fort Sumter and the call
of President Lincoln for seventy-five thousand
men, were turned to the utmost advantage by
the friends of the seceded States, to promote
their cause. Kentucky, however, refused to
take part either with the North or the South.
The State Union Committee issued an ad..
dm~s to the people on the condition of the
country, declaring it to be the duty of the State
to maintain neutrality, and to take no part
either with the Government or the Confederates.
The present duty of Kentucky, they said, was
to maintain her present independent position,
taking sid(js not with the Government, and not
with the seceding States, but with the Union
against the1'1 both ; declaring her soil to be sacred from the hostile tread of either, and, if ne-
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cessary, making the declaration good with her
strong right arm. And, to the end that she
might be fully prepared for this last contingency, and all other possible contingencies, they
would have her arm herself thoroughly at the
earliest practicable moment.
Subsequently, Governor Magoffin issued a
proclamation with the following warning:

.

I hereby notify and warn all other States, separate
or united, especially the United and Confederate
States, that I solemnly forbid any movement upon
Kentucky soi], or occupation of any post or place
therein, for any purposes whatever, until authorized
by invitation or permission of the Legislative and
Executive authorities. I especia1ly forbid all citizens
of Kentucky, whether incorporated in the State
Guard, or otherwise, from making any hostile demonstrations against any of the aforesaid sovereignties,
to be obedient to the orders of lawful authorities, to
remain quietly and peaceably at home when off military duty, and refrain from all words and acts likely
to provoke a collision, and so otherwise to conduct
themselves that the deplorable calamity of invasion
may be averted; but in the meanwhile to make
prompt and efficient preparation to assume the paramount and supreme law of self-defence, and strictly
of self-defence alone.

Volunteers from Kentucky entered both the
Northern and the Southern armies. Those attached to the former were ordered to Western
Virginia, and there entered into active service.
So stringent had the restrictions upon all
intercourse between the North and the South
now become that commerce was to a great
degree cut off, except by the route of the Louisville and Nash ville Railroad. It had long become manifest that the blockade of the South
would not be complete unless the transit of
supplies through Kentucky was stopped. But
how this should be effected while Kentucky
was herself in so doubtful a position, was a
question not easily determined. The authorities ·of Tennessee solved it, however, by placing
a complete embargo on the Tennessee end of
the road.
They forbade the exportation of cotton, tobacco, rice, and turpentine to Kentucky. From
their own point of view the act was one of
folly, for the freight sent North was never onefifth part of that sent South, and at that moment especially must have been vastly inferior
in importance to the constant supply of provisions fl.owing into Tennessee from Louisville.
They thought, however, that they could afford
the step, and therefore forbade all exports from
Tennessee.
This cut the knot as to the enforcement of
the blockade at Louisville. It put an end to
all scruples on the part of Kentucky, except
among the open sympathizers with secession;
it placed the secessionists in the wrong in
" neutral " eyes, and gave the Government
firm ground on which to stand. The blockade
being undertaken with vigor, those who were
forwarding supplies to the secessionists attempted to break it by legal proceedings. They
crowded the Louisville freight sttttions with
merchandise consigned to Nashville, and sued

the company as common carriers for refusing
to receive and forwnrd it. The decision of the
Court justified the company in its course of
obedience to the Federal Government, :md gave
to the Government the authority of legal approval, as well as the sympathy of right-minded
citizens. It still remained, however, for the
Tennessee secessionists, in their whidom, to
conceive one more plan for perfecting the work
undertaken by the Government. This scheme
they carried out on the fourth of July, by stopping the running of car~ on the railroad altogether, and by doing this in such a manner as
to seriously injure a great interest in Kentucky.
Of this proceeding we have the following
account:
The Louisville and Nashville Railway is 286
miles in length, forty-five miles of it lying in
Tennessee. These forty-five miles cost $2,025,000, of which Tennessee contributed in all bonds
to the amount of $1,160,500, the remaining
$864,500 being raised by the Kentucky owners.
On the first of July a Tennessee General, named
Anderson, ordered the company to keep a larger
amount of its rolling stock at Nash ville. James
Guthrie, president of the company, stated, however, that " there being no provision in the
charter to the effect that the company should
be subject to the military orders of Tennessee,
the order was not complied with." On the 4th
of July, General Anderson seized two trains
that were about to leave Nash ville, and one that
came in, together with such machinery as could
be found in Tennessee, and then called for a fair
division of the rolling stock of the road, and
agreed that while arrangements were in progress for this end the trains should be uninterrupted; but to this Mr. Guthrie astutely made
answer that he could thus have no guarantee
against the interference of others besides General Anderson, who was supposed to be acting
under orders. This brought out the Governor
of Tennessee as the real actor in the matter, for
he at once replied to Mr. Guthrie with a proposition to continue the use of the road while
a division of property was made. Mr. Guthrie
at once rejoined, disproving the charge made
by the Tennessee authorities, that their end of
the road had not hitherto had its share of the
rolling stock, and showing the impossibility of
managing the road under Governor Harris\,
proposition.
The result was that the road was closed.
The Kentucky stockholders declared that their
chartered rights in Tennessee had been no
protection to their property, and refused to
risk any more within the limits of that State.
All questions as to the blockade upon this
route were therefore disposed of by the breaking up of the route itself. The secessionists
felt the extent of their error, for they urged
Governor Magoffin to seize the Kentucky end
of the road, and to run it in connection with
Governor Harris; but it was evident that such
a step would only serve to remove the last
scruple on the part of Union men as to forcible
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resistance to the bold plans of the secessionists
in Kentucky.
The question as to the transit of provisions
to the South by this railroad was thus settled;
and, although it did not close other routes
through Kentucky, which were equally important, the controversy which had sprung up
took such a turn as to have an important effect
throughout the State, stimulating the Union
men everywhere to a more active support of
tho. Government. A small encampment of
Federal troops was formed in Garrard County,
which occasioned some excitement, as it was
n.n infringement of the neutrality assumed by
Kentucky. Letters were addressed to the commnnding officer, Gen. Nelson, asking the special object which the Government had in view
in the establishment of the camp called " Camp
Dick Robinson.', In reply, the commanding
officer said: '' The troops assembled here have
been called together at the request of Union
men of Kentucky. They are intended for no
hostile or aggressive movement against any
party or community whatever, but simply to
defend Kentucky in case they are needed for
that purpose, preserve its tranquillity, and protect the rights of all the citizens of the State
under the Constitution and the laws; and the
object of myself and all the officers in command
. will be, by all honorable means, to maintain
that peace and tranquillity." Commissioners
were then sent by the Governor to President
Lincoln to insist on the neutrality of the State.
Governor Magoffin, in his letter to the President, said: ~, In a word, an army is now being
organized and quartered in this State, supplied
with all the appliances of war, without the consent or advice of the authorities of the State,
and without consultation with those most
prominently known and recognized as loyal
citizens. This mov0ment now imperils that
peace and tranquillity which from the beginning of our pending difficulties have been the
paramount de:;;ire of this people, and which, up
to this time, they have so secured to the State.
"Within Kentucky there has been, and is
likely to be, no occasion for the presence of military force. "The people are quiet and tranquil,
feeling no apprehension of any occasion arising
to invoke protection from the Federal arm.
They have asked that their territory be left
free from military occupation, and the present
tranquillity of their communication left uninvaded by soldiers. They do not desire that
, Kentucky shall be required to supply the battle-field for the contending armies, or become
the theatre of the war.
"Nol\·, therefore, as Governor of the State
of Kentucky, and in the name of the people I
have the honor to represent, and with the single and earnest desire to avert from their peaceful homes the horrors of war, I urge the removal from the limits of Kentucky of the military force now organized and encamped within
the State. If such action as is hereby urged be
promptly taken, I firmly believe the peace of
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the people of Kentucky will be preserved, and
the horrors of a bloody war will be averted
from a people now peaceful ancl tranquil."
To this the President replied: "In all I
have done in the premises I have acted upon
the urgent solicitation of many Kentuckians,
and in accordance with what I believed, and
still believe, to be tho wish of a majority of all
the Union-loving people of Kentucky.
"While I have conversed on this subject
with many eminent men of Kentucky, including a large majority of her members of Congress, I do not remember that any one of them,
or any other person, except your Excellency
and the bearers of your Excellency's letter, has
urged me to remove the military force from
Kentucky, or to disband it. One other very
worthy citizen of Kentucky did solicit me to
have the augmenting of the force suspenclecl fur
a time.
"Taking all the means within my reach to
form a judgment, I do not believe it jg the popular wish of Kentucky that this force shall be
removed beyond her limits ~ and, with this impression, I must respectfully decline to so remove it.
"I most cordially sympathize with your Excellency in the wish to preserve the peace of
my own native State, Kentucky. It is with
regret I search, and cannot find, in your not
very short letter, any declaration or intimation
that you entertain any desire for the preservation of the Federal Union."
A similar letter was addressed by the Governor to the President of the insurrectionary
States. In the reply, Mr. Davis said: "The
Government of the Confederate States of America neither intends nor desires to disturb the
neutrality of Kentucky. The assemblage of
troops in Tennessee to which you refer had no
· other object than to repel the lawless invasion
of that State by the forces of the United States,
should their Government approach it through
Kentucky, without respect for its position of
neutrality. That such apprehensions were not
groundless has been proved by the course of
that Government in Maryland and Missouri,
and more recently in Kentucky itself, in which,
as you inform me, 'a military force has been
enlisted and quartered by the United States
vuthorities.'
"The Government of the Confederate States
has not only respected most scrupulously the
neutrality of Kentucky, but has continued to
maintain the friendly relations of trade and intercourse which it has suspended with the people of the United States generally.
'' In view of the history of the past, it can
scarcely be necessary to assure your Excellency
that the Government of the Confederate States
will continue to respect the neutrality of Kentucky so long as her people will maintain it
themselves.
H But neutrality, to be entitled to respect,
must be strictly maintained between both par..
ties ; or if the door be opened on the one side
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for the aggressions of one of the belligerent President Davis requesting their immediate
parties upon the other, it ought not to be shut withdrawal."
to the assailed when they seek to enter it for
Gen. Polk, in command of the secession
the purpose of self-defence.
forces, in reply to the Governor of Kentucky,
"I do not, however, for a moment believe stated that he had occupied Columbus and
that your gallant State will suffer its soil to be Hickman, in Kentucky, on account of reliable
used for the purpose of giving an ·advantage information that the Federal forces were about
to those who violate its neutrality and dis- to occupy the said points. He proposed subregard its rights, over those who respect them stantially that the Federal and Confederate
both."
forces should be simultaneously withdrawn
It should be stated that previous to this cor- from Kentucky, and enter into stipulation to
respondence, Kentucky had been invaded by respect the neutrality of the State.
In the proclamation issued on the 4th of
Tennessee forces, and six cannons and a thousand stands of arms taken. The Richmond September, Gen. Polk gives this reason for
Congress, on .August '7th, passed an ·act author- invading Kentucky: "The Federal Governizing enlistments in Kentucky. The Legisla- rnent having, in defiance of the wishes of the
ture assembled on the 2d of September, and on people of Kentucky, disregarded their ne~trality
the 5th a large barbecue was to be held in by establishing camp depots for their armies,
Owens County, about twelve miles from t.he and by organizing military companies within
seat of Government. The apprehensions of the the territory, and by constructing military
Unionists were greatly excited on this occasion. works on the Missouri shore immediately opThe State Guard were invited to attend; they posite and commanding Columbus, evidently
consisted of an organized body of troops about intended to cover the landing of troops for the
fifteen thousand strong, under the control of seizure of that town, it has become a military
the friends of secession in the State. Intimida- necessity for the defence of the territory of the
tion of the Legislature was feared. Happily Confederate States that a Confederate force
the affair passed over without any special in- should occupy Columbus in advance."
On the 9th, the Governor communicated the
terest. .A Peace Convention was also to be
held on the tenth of the same month, which following to the Legislature: "The underawakened apprehensions of an attempt to or- signed yesterday received a verbal message,
ganize the secession force. But these likewise through a messenger, from Gov. Harris. The
proved groundless. The Legislature stood 27 message was that he (Gov. H.) had, by teleUnion and 11 Southern Rights Senators, and 76 , graphic despatch, requested Gen! Polk to withUnion and 24 Southern Rights Represent- draw the Confederate troops from Kentucky,
atives. The message of the Governor to that and that Gen. Polk had declined to do so;
body on the 5th of September, asserted that Ken- that Gov. Harris then telegraphed to Secretary
tucky had a right to assume a neutral position Walker, at Richmond, requesting that Gen.
in the war; that she had no agency in fostering Polk be ordered to withdraw his troops from
a sectional party in the Free States, and did not Kentucky, and that such order was issued from
approve of separate action. and the secession of the War Department of the Confederacy; that
the Southern States. Lawless raids had been Gen. Polk replied to the War Department that
suffered on both sides, private property seized, the retention of the post was a military necescommerce interrupted, and trade destroyed. sity, and that the retiring from it would be atThese wrongs had been borne with patience, tended by the loss of many lives. This embut a military Federal force had been organized, braces the message received."
equipped, and encamped in a central portion of
On the same day the Go,ernor also received
Kentucky, without consultation with the State the following by telegraph from Gen. Polk:
authorities. If the people of Kentucky desired
Gov. B. MAGOlmN : A military necessity having
more troops, let them be obtained under the required me to occupy this town, Columbus, I have
Constitution of Kentucky. He recommended taken possession of it by the forces under my com.
the passage of a law to enable the MilitarY.. mand. The circumstances lead_ing to this act were
Board to borrow a sufficient sum to purchase reported prompt_ly to the President of ~he _Co~fedarms and munitions for the defence of the State. fh:t!c~i~a~~s. His reply was, the necessity Justifie~
He also recommended the passage of resoluAs a matter of course, the invasion of the .
tions requesting the disbanding or removal of
all military bodies not under State authority, State by the Tennessee troops brought in a
from the State.
Federal force under Gen. Grant from Cairo.
On the same day the Legislature were notified Thus ended the neutrality of Kentucky.
that Confederate troops had invaded the State,
It was on the 6th of September that Gen.
and occupied and fortified strong positions at Grant, with two regiments of infantry and a
Hickman and Chalk Bluffs. Governor Harris, company of light artillery, in two gunboats,
of Tennessee, replied to a demand of the Ken- took possession of Paducah, Kentucky. He
tucky authorities, that the troops "that landed found secession flags flying in different parts
at Hickman last night did so without my knowl- of the town, in expectation of greeting the
edge or consent, and I am confident without the arrival of the Southern army, which was re..
consent of the 'President.' I have telegraphed ported to be 3,800 strong, and only sixteen
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miles distant. The loyal citizens tore down the
secession flags on the arrival of the Federal
troops. Gen. Grant took possession of the
telegraph office, railroad depot, and the marine
hospital. He found large quantities of · complete rations, leather, etc., for the Southern
army.
He issued a proclamation saying that he came
solely for the purpose of defending the State
from aggression, and to enable the State laws
to be executed. _
.,
On the 11th of September, the Assembly of
the Legislature adopted a resolution directing
the Governor to issue a proclamation ordering
the Oonf'ederate troot>s to evacuate Kentucky
soil. The vote was seventy-one against twentysix. The House refused to suspend the rules to
allow another resolution to be offered ordering
the proclamation to be issued to both Federals
and Confederates.
This resolution was subsequently passed by
the Senate, and vetoed by the Governor. It
was then passed, notwithstanding the Governor's objections, by a vote in the House of 68
to 26, and in the Senate of 25 to 9. The Governor then issued his proclamation as follows:
In obedience to the subjoined resolution, adopted
by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, the Government of the Confederate States,
the State of Tennessee, and all others concerned,' are
hereby informed that "Kentucky expects the Confederate or Tennessee troops to be withdrawn from
her soil unconditionally."
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my name,
and caused the seal of the Commonwealth to be affixed. Done at Frankfort this the 13th day of September, A. n. 1861, and in the seventieth year of the
Commonwealth.
B. MAGOFFIN.
By the Governor :
THos. B. MONROE, Jr., Secretary of State.
Resolved, by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That bis excellency Governor
Magoffin be, and he is hereby instructed to inform
those concerned that Kentucky expects the Confederate or Tennessee troops to be withdrawn from her
soil unconditionally.

Preparations were now commenced for different military movements.
While Gen. Polk was thus invading the State
on the west, Gen. Zollicoffer was operating on
the east. With about four thousand men he
came to Cumberland Ford, which is situated
near the point where the corner of Virginia
runs into Kentucky, and captured a company
of Home Guards. On the 17th, the Legislature
received a message from Governor Magoffin
communicating a telegraphic despatch from
Gen. Zollicoffer, announcing that the safety of
Tennessee demanded the occupation of Cumberland, and the three long mountains in Kentucky, and that he had done so, and should
retain his position until the Union forces were
withdrawn, and the Union camp broken up.
Col. Crittenden, of Indiana, who was the first
to bring a .regiment from another State into
Western "Virginia in aid of the Federal Government, was also the first to go to the aid of
Kentucky. His regiment, well armed, passed

through Louisville on the 20th of Sept., toward
the Nashville depot, and were enthusiastically
received. At the same time Gen. Buckner, once
the Inspector-General of Kentucky, but afterwards a Brigadier in the Southern service, advanced on Eliz"a bethtown, the capital of Hardin Oounty, and on the railroad from Louisville
to Nash ville. Troops were now rapidly concentrated in the State, and despatched to points
invaded by the Confederates.
Gov. Magoffin issued a proclamation, directing Gen. Thomas L. Crittenden to call out the
State troops to resist the invasion of the State,
and Gen. C. accordingly called out the militia.
IIamilton Pope, Brigadier-General of the Home
Guards, also called upon the people in each
ward in Louisville tp organize themselves into
companies for the protection of the city.
Thus was Kentucky launched with her whole
soul into the bloody contest for the maintenance
of the Government and the preservation of the
Union.
On the 23d the House passed a bill authorizing the Military Board to borrow one million
dollars, in addition to a million authorized May
24th, on the State bonds, payable in ·ten years, .
and established a tax to pay the bonds and interest. The above sum was to be appropriated
to the defence of the State.
On the next day a bill was passed calling out
40,000 volunteers for service from one to three
years. The votes were, in the House, 67' to 13,
and in the Senate 21 to 5. The Senate also
passed a bill providing that Ke-ntuckians who
voluntarily joined the Confederate force invading the State, should be incapable of taking
estate in Kentucky by devise, bequest, division,
or. distribution, unless they returned to their
allegiance within sixty days, or escaped from the
invaders as soon as possible.
A bill was also passed tendering the thanks
of the Legislature to Ohio, Illinois, and Indiana,
for having so promptly forwarded troops to aid
in repelling the invasion of the State ; and the
Governor was instructed to communicate he
same.
The Bank of Kentucky promised her quota
of the $2,000,0G0 for the defence of the State.
The Bank of Louisville, whose quota was nearly
$100,000, promised $200,000. The Northern
Bank promised $25,000 more than her quota ;
and the Farmers' Bank promptly responded to
her quota.
The military operations in the State, though
marked by no great achievement during 1861,
were nevertheless the forerunner of very important results. Oivil, commercial, and agri- ·
cultural pursuits had engrossed the entire attention of the people. In a military point of view
the State, like nearly all .her sister States, was
entirely defenceless. Men, arms, ammunition,
were abundant, but an organizod, drilled, and
completely-equipped force, ready to take the
field and go into active service on a day's notice,
could not be expected to exist. N otwithstancling the position of neutrality, after President
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Lincoln's proclamation, imperfect organizations
were formed, under the name of Home Guards.
Their object was to drill novices, and impart
the preliminary information needed for the future soldiers. These embraced considerable
numbers, and finally formed the chief portion
of the furce obtained by the secessionists in the
State. Large numbers also left the State, and
volunteered in the Federal and Confederate
armies.
The first appearance of a military force withm Kentucky was made under Gen. Polk, commander of Confederate troops from Tennessee,
as has been previously stated. They commenced
fortifying Hickman and Columbus. The former
is situated in the western part of the State, near
the Tennessee line, and the.latter about twentyfive miles north. Its position is on the southern
slope of a high bluff of the Mississippi bank,
which commands the stream for about five miles.
Wolf's Island is in the centre of the river in its
immediate vicinity. The place was occupied
on the 4th of September by Gen. Polk's troops.
This closed the navigation of the Mississippi to
the steamboats belonging to the States above.
The fortifications were pushed to such an extent as to render it one of the strongest points
held by the Confederate troops. Three one
hundred and twenty-eight pounders were placed
j.n such a position as to command the river from
the highest part of the bluff, being seventy-five
feet above the water. Above on the river was
another battery of fourteen guns, most of which
were rifled.
On the northern slope of the bluff were two
light batteries and a rifle-pit, one mile in length,
which were designed specially to protect the
place against a laud attack from the north, while
on the summit of the hills was a strongly-intrenched work, commanding all directions, and
manned by eight cannon.
On the south side, and to protect the town
from a rear attnckJ was a small battery of eight
guns. The whole number of guns has been estimi.ted at between eighty and a hundred. In
addition, there was a floating battery of twenty
guns capable of being moved to the most exposed points.
About the same time Gen. Grant, as before
stated, commander oftJrn Federal force at Cairo,
took possession of Paducah, on the Ohio River.
The distance between the two positions is fortyseven miles. It is below the mouth of the Tennessee River, and 340 miles below Louisville.
The town was occupied about eight o'clock on
the morning of September 6. The 9th Illinois
regiment, Major Phelps, the 12th Illinois, Col.
McArthur, with four pieces of artillery, left
Cairo for Paducah on the previous evening.
Upon their arrival the disembarkation was
quickly performed. Every place of business
was closed.
At the railroad depot it appeared that all the
rolling stock had been sent off. · A large quantity of contraband supplies, marked for towns
in the insurrectionary States, was found in tho

depot, and immediately seized. They were
marked for Fort Gibson, Memphis, Union City,
and New Orleans. The whole value of the
seizure was over twenty thousand dollars. On
the next day, part of the 8th regiment, the 41st
Illinois, and the American Zouaves from Capo
Girardeau, poured in, increasing the force to
about 5,000 effective men. Gen. Polk, it was
supposed, intended to seize Paducah, but was
barely anticipated by Gen. Grant. It was necessary for the former as a defence for the rear
of his positions on the Mississippi. He advanced
as far as Mayfield two or three times with a
large force, but his prudence caused him to retreat.
•
In the southeastern part of the State, Gen.
Zollicoffer advanced from Tennessee with a
considerable force, and on the 18th of September a slight skirmi h took place at Barboursville between some of his men llild a
portion of Home Guards: but without any
serious results on either side. The Confederate cavah-y scoured the country in the vicinity of their camp, arrested prominent Union
men, and destroyed their property. They also
occupied the small towns in the vicinity. Subsequently, a portion of the same force entered
Manchester, in Olay County, in the vicinity of
the Cumberland Mountains. On the 1st of October a retreat was commenced toward Barboursville, which was continued to the Cumberland Ford. This is fifteen miles within the
limits of Kentucky, and was fortified by Gen.
Zollicoffer; meanwhile, his advance wns pushed
to London, and the country ravaged. The saltworks in this region were an important possession to the Confederate force. In their rear
was aJso the Cumberland Gap-a most important point-from which the East Tennessee and
Virginia Railroad, forty miles below, would be
accessible to a Federal force. This raih-oad was
one of the main lines for the transportation of
supplies to the troops in Virginia. During this
period, a Federal force of Ohio and Indiana
troops, with some Kentucky vohmteers, were
advancing to hold the enemy in check, and,
if able, to route them. This force was under
the command of Gen. Schrepf. The first affair
of any importance took place at o, place called
Camp Wildcnt, on the 21st of Oct. About
eleven o'clock in the forenoon, a body of
rebel troops, consisting of two regiments of
Tennessee volunteers, under Cols. Newman and
Bowler, advanced upon four companies of the
33d Indiana regiment, Col. Coburn, ond o, portion of Col. Woodford's regiment of Kentucky
cavalry. The Confederate force opened upon the
33d Indiana on the left wing with cannon, and
almost simultaneously their column appeared
on the side of the hill, within sixty or seventy
yards of the Indiana troops. A charge was ordered upon the latter, which was met with such
a galling fire as brought the Tennesseeans to a
stand, when a charge by the Kentucky cavalry
was made upon them, and they retired with severe loss. At one P. 111. another attack wrui
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made at another point, and at a late hour a
third" attack made by Gen. Zollicoffer. It was
supposed that the camp was defended only by
a small force under Ool. Garrard. The attacking force consisted of Mississippians, Georgians,
and Tenesseeans. The opposing force was under
Gen. Schoopf, consisting of Ohio, Indiana, and
Kentucky troops. The Oonfederates were generally armed with flint-lock muskets and altered
locks, buckshot guns, nnd navy-revolvers. The
Federal force carried the Millie rifle. Reenforcements were added to each force daring the
day, and the different attacks were probably
made after they were received by the Oonfederate commander. The enemy were repulsed
with severe loss, and retired to Barboursville.
The small Federal force in Eastern Kentucky
was under the command of Gen. Nelson, a
Lieutenant in the Navy, who had been detached from liis naval duties and sent to Kentucky,
of which State he was a native, and well known
to her citizens. Being furnished with arms by
the Federal Government, he collected and organized a force in the eastern part of the State,
near Virginia. With these he o.dvanced, and
on the 2d of November occupied Prestonburg
without any resistance. The enemy fell back
about six miles.
His next movement was on Pikeville, near
which a Oonfederate force under Gen. Williams
• had taken position. Pikeville is the capital of
Pike Oouaty, on the west fork of the Big Snndy
River. On the forenoon of the '7th he despatched a force, under Ool. Sill, of one regiment of
infantry with a. light battalion of three companies, and two companies of Kentucky volunteers
mounted from the teams, and a section of artillery, to marcli by the way of John's Oreek, and
pass to the left of Pikeville, where was the
enemy's position-a distance of about forty
miles-and turn or cut them off. On the 8th;
at 5 A. M., Gen. Nelson moved forward with
three Ohio regiments, a battalion of Kentucky
· volunteers, and two sections of artillery, and
took the State road direct to Pikeville, distant
twenty-eight miles. Eight miles from Prestonburg they met a picket of about forty cavalry,
which escaped. At 1 P. M., the cavalry had
advanced along the narrow defile of the mountain that ends at Ivy Oreek. This mountain is
the highest along the river, very precipitous,
and thickly covered with brush and tmdergrowth, o.nd the road, which is but seven feet
wide, is cut along the side of it, about twentyfive feet above the river, which is close under
the road. The ridge descends in a rapid curve
and very sharp to the creek, or rather gorge,
where it makes a complete elbow. Behind this
ridge, and along the mountain side, the enemy,
seven hundred strong, lay in ambush, and did
not fire until the head of the Kentucky battalion,
Ool. 0. A. Marshall, was up to the elbow. Four
were instantly killed and thirteen wounded, and
the Kentuckians were ordered to charge. Ool.
Hards led his 2d Ohio regiment up the moun~
tain side with much gallantry, and deployed
'l
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them along its face. Ool. Norton, who had
just reached the defile, led his 21st Ohio regiment up the northern ridge of the mountain,
deployed them along the creek, and made an
attack. Two pieces of artillery were got in
position on the road, and opened on the enemy.
In an hour and twenty minutes the rebel force
dispersed and fled, leaving a number killed and
wounded, of whom thirty were found dead on
the field. Th'e Federal loss was six killed and
twenty-four wounded. In their retreat they
obstructed the road by felling trees and burning
or cutting all the bridges.
On the morning of the 10th Gen. Nelson
reached Pikeville, where Col. Sill had arrived,
according to orders, on the previous day, having twice encountered mounted men. The result of these movements was so effectual, that,
on the 10th, Gen. Nelson issued the following
proclamation:
SOLDIBRS :-I thank you for what you have done.
In .a campaign of twenty iays you have driven the
rebels from Eastern Kentucky, and · given repose to
that portion of the State. You ho.ve made continue.I
forced marches over wretched roads, deep in mud.
Badly clad, you have bivouacked on the wet ground,
in the November rain, without a murmur. With
scarcely half rations, you have pressed forward with
unfailing perseverance. The only place that the
enemy made a stand, though ambushed and very
strong, you drove him from, in the most brilliant
style. For your constancy and courage I thank you,
and with the qualities which you have shown that
you possess, I expect great things from you in future.

Thus closed the campaign in Eastern Kentucky. In the central part of the State the
military movements were more extensive.
Louisville, the headquarters of the Union Department, is situated on the Ohio River, on the
northern boundary of the State, and connected
by river and railroad with all the Northern
States, and by railroad with the localities of
active operations near the borders of Central
Tennessee. The level land on which the city
is located, extends uninterruptedly south to
Rolling Fork River, a stream two hundred feet
in width and three feet deep. Crossing by
bridge or a ford, a good road leads through a
level country for two miles to a series of rugged
hills, known as Muldraugh's Hills. The railroad follows a stream called Olear Oreek, crossing it about half way up the ascent by a tresselwork ninety feet high, and two miles further
south enters at its base Tunnel Hill. It emerges
on a smooth level plain, which extends many
miles south to Green River. Elizabethtown is
four miles from Tunnel Hill and forty-two miles
from Louisville. Nolin Oreek is the first stream
of. any importance south of Elizabethtown, and
fifty-three miles from Louisville. Munfordsville is on the right bank of Green River, .and
seventy-two miles from Louisville. Green River
empties into the Ohio, and is navigable by
steamboats most of the year. The railroad
crosses it by an extensive bridge. Bowling
Green is on the railroad, one hundred and fourteen miles from Louisville and seventy-one
miles from Nashville. It is also at the head
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of navigation on Barren River, which flows
into Green River thirty miles below. A branch
railroad to Memphis commences here; the distance by which to Clarksville, on. the Oumberlan.d River, is sixty-two miles, and from thence
to Mempl;lis one hundred and fifty-seven miles.
The importance of Bowling Green is manifest
from its position at the junction of t.wo roads
leading into Tennessee, furnishing great facilities for transportation.. The en.trance of hostile
forces in.to the western. part of the State, in.
September, produced great excitement at Louisville. Union. Home Guards began. to assemble,
and other Union. troops began to arrive from
Ohio, Indian.a, and Illinois. On the 18th of
September a body of the latter advanced to
Rolling Fork, where they found the bridge
had been. destroyed by a hostile force under
Gen. Buckner, formerly commander of the State
Guard. This force was then five miles below,
on Muldraugh's Hills, but subsequently withdrew to Elizabethtown,. At this time Gen.. Anderson, formerly in command at Fort Sumter,
was ord~red to the Department of Kentucky,
but was soon compelled to resign his command,
in consequence of ill health, and was succeeded
by Gen. W. T. Sherman., who for the same reason retired, and was succeeded by Gen. Buell.
As early as the 10th of October, ·a very considerable Federal force was in Camp Dick Robinson, in Garrard County; which was tlaily
becoming more formidable. At the same time
the ·Confederate General Buckner, who · had
boasted of an intention to spend the winter in
Louisville with his troops, began to retile t-0
Bowling Green, and on the 13th a portion of the
iron bridge over the Green. River was blown up.
Friends in Louisville and throughout the State
had given. him strong assurances that ifhe would
come to Louisville, or even. to Bowling Green,
at the head of a force capable of maintaining its
position for a short time, reenforcements would
immediately pour in by thousands, rendering his
army too powerful to be resisted. Unquestionably he came with the full conviction that these
assurances would be verified, but he found them
all fnlsified. There was reason to believe that
not more than a thousand men. joined him.
Accumulations of Federal troops from the
States north of the Ohio River, with stores for
a vast army, were made during the month of
November. · On the part of the South the same
course was pursued. On the 1st of December,
the Federal troops in the State were estimated
at '70,000, of which there were 9 regiments
from Illinois, 16 from Indiana, 1'7 from Ohio,
8 from Pennsylvania, 1 from Michigan, 3 from
Wisconsin, and two from Minnesota, and at
least 25,000 of her own soldiers.
This vast force was looking to Nashville and
the State of Tennessee; to withstand it, there
was the force of Gen Buckner, estimated at
30,000 men. No affair of importance occlll'red
between these hostile troops during the year,
except at Munfordsville. The precise position
was on the south bank of the Green River,

near the iron. bridge of the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad. This bridge had been
partially destroyed by the rebel troops, to prevent thQ passage of the Federal force, but a
temporary structure had been thrown over tho
river. Four companies of the 32d Indian.a regiment, under command of the lieut.-colonel,
had, crossed, and were advanced as pickets in
squads of eight or ten upon an open meadow at
the distance of about one hundred yards from
the river bank. At the Munfordsville depot
there was a battery of three guns, and an.other
of an equal number about a mile distant, in a
southerly direction. A belt of timber skirted
the position. of the Indiana companies.
Some Con.federate soldiers being espied in the
wood, two companies were ordered to advance
and effect their dislodgement. They retreated
half a mile to their main body without firing a
shot, and the two companies advanced stealthily as skirmishers. A body of cavalry, consisting of Texan rangers, then made a dash upon.
the companies, who returned the fire from
their shot-guns with a galling effect. When
the batteries opened, the~dianian.s, who reached
the wood under cover of -the trees, did fearful
execution in. the ranks of the cavalry.
The rangers fled, leaving their dead upon the
field, including the body of Col. Terry, who
was killed by a musket-ball. His body was
sent back afterwards under a flag of truce.
The enemy's loss was considerable. There
were found upon the field _sixty-three dead
bodies, and the bodies of twelve or fourteen.
horses. In addition., a large number are known
to have been wounded. The Federal loss was
thirteen killed and an equal number wounded.
T\vo regimen.ts of Federal troops, the 36th
Indiana .and the 16th Ohio, came pr·omptly up
to the relief of the four companies from the 32d
Indiana, but the fight was not renewed.
The hopes of the Richmond Government
that Kentucky would join the Confederacy,
were extremely sanguine. Indeed s.o confident
were the friends of the Government of her ultimate secession that a Convention. was called by
them to organize the forms of that movement.
It met at Russellville about the 2'7th ofNovember, and was in session during three days.
It passed a Declaration of Independence and
an. Ordinance of Secession. A Provisional
Government, consisting of a Govern.or, Legislative Council often, a Treasurer, and an Auditor,
was agreed upon. George W. Johnson., of
Scott, was made Govern.or.
·
· The Commissioners to Richmond were H. 0.
Burnett, W. E. Simms, and Wm. Preston.. .All
executive and legislative powers were> vested
in the Governor and Council. Acts to be done
by the Provision.al Government required the
concurrence of a majority of its members; the
Council were authorized to fill vacancies, but
no councilman should be made Governor to fill
a vacancy. The old Constitution. and laws of
Kentucky were declared in. force, except where
inconsistent with the acts of the Confederate
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Government. Bowling Green was fixed as the hundred members not elected by the people.
new capital. Fifty-one counties were said to Ex-Vice-President Breckinridge and others
be represented in the Oonventiop. by over two about this time joined the Southern forces.

CHAPTER XI.
Attack on Wilson's Regiment-Bombardment of Fort Pickens-Burning of Warrenton-Attack on the Federal fleet at the
mouths of the Mississippi-Repulse at Ball'H Bluff-Expedition against Port Royal: its success-Resignation of Lieut.Gen. Scott-Battle at Belmont-Capture of Messrs. Mason and Slidell-Occnpntion of Accomac and Northampton
Counties, Vn.-The Stone Blockade of Charleston-Affair at Drainesville-Treatment of Slaves-Exchange of Prisoners-PJans of the Government.

SoME operations, too important to be overlooked, but forming no part of a military plan
of campaign, arose out of the general situation
of the combatants with respect to each othe1\
They indicated an active state of hostilities, and
resulted in advantag~ or loss to each side.
At Pensacola Bay, hostile movements were
early commenced as has already been stated.
This fine bay is located in the northwest corner
of Florida., and at the mouth of the Escambia
River. On the east side of the entr::mce, and
on the extremity of Santa Rosa Island, is Fort
Pickens. Nearly opposite, being a little further
-outward or seaward, is Fort McRea. Facing
the entrance, on the farther side of the bay,
is Fort Barrancas, and nearly one mile to
the eastward, along the shore, is the navy
yard. On the secession of Florida the Barrancps was abandoned, its guns spiked, and its
munitions removed by Oommandant Armstrong, of the navy; and on the 12th of January this fort and navy yard were occupied
by Florida and Alabama troops. The commandant had a force of about sixty men, and
the opposing force consisted of nearly five
hundred and fifty. IDtimately all the military
positions came into the possession of the Southern troops, except Fort Pickens. They immediately mounted at the navy yard four Dahlgren
long 32s, and at Fort Barrancas twenty-five
32s; at Fort McRea were four columbiads and
a large number of heavy guns. This work was
carried on until the guns were all mounted,
additional batteries erected along the shore,
and every thing made ready to attack Fort
Pickens, or to resist any attack which might
be made.
.
·
Lieut.. A. J. Slemmer, who had been in command of the little Federal force in charge of
the forts, took possession of Fort Pickens on
the :first indication of any thing like an attempt
to seize it. It was the strongest and most important of all the fortifications of the bay. In
this position he remained securely until relieved of his command. When the Federal
Government determined to relieve Fort Sumter, it afso resolved to reenforce Fort Pickens,
and immediate arrangements were made for
that purpose.
•

On the '7th of April, the steamer Atlantic
sailed from New York -w ith 450 troops on
board, including two companies of light artillery, and a company of sappers and miners,
under command of Ool. Harvey Brown, together with 69 horses and a large quantity of
munitions of war and supplies. On the 13th
she reached Key West, and took on board
more troops and ordnance, etc., and arrived at
Pensacola on the 16th, in the afternoon. With
the assistance of the boats of the squadron then
there, the larger portion of the officers and
men werEI landed, and entered Fort Pickens
before midnight. Between that time and the
23d the remaining troops, stores, etc., were all
safely landed. Before the arrival of the Atlantic, and on th~ night of the 12th of April, reenforcements, consisting of one company of artillery, being 86 men and 115 marines, were sent
to the fort. The old garrison consisted of 82
men and with this addition amounted to 283
men. The arrival of the Atlantic increased
the number, and the steamer Illinois followed,
until the garrison amounted to about 880 men.
Meantime, farther reenforcements were sent
out, and a large amount of stores, while quite
a fleet of vessels were stationed outside in the
Gulf. The :first volunteer troops sent, consisted
of a New York regiment, under Ool. William
Wilson. This regiment encamped on the island
near the fort. No serious eon.flict, however,
took place, although the hostile forces were
within a short distance of each other. Some
daring exploits were performed by Federal
troops, one of which, under Lieut. Russel's
command, is thus described by a Oonfederate
officer : "The enemy executed, last night, the
most brilliant and daring act which has yet
marked the history of the war. For some time
past they have exhibited unmistakable indications of eagerness for a :fight, and have grown
more and more audacious. First they :fired on
one of our schooners. Next they burned the
dry dock, and lMt night, September 13th, they
made a most daring and reckless raid upon the
navy yard. About three o'clock in the morning, :five launches, containing about thirty men
each, pulled across from Santa Rosa Island to
the navy yard, a distance of about two miles.
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Each launch had in it a small brass howitzer open fire upon the batteries occupied by the
on a pivot. Their main object seems to have Southern troops.
been to burn the largest schooner of our harbor
Having invited Flag-officer McKean to cooppolice, which was anchored near the wharf. erate in the attack, on the morning of the 22d
They were led by an officer with the courage of November, Col: Brown opened his batteries
of forty Numidian lions, and their success was on the enemy, to which, in the course of half an
perfect. Under cover of the darkness, silently, hour, he responded from his numerous forts
with muffled oars, they approached the wharf; and batteries, extending from the navy yard
and were not discovered until very near it. to Fort McRea, a distance of about four miles,
They then pulled rapidly to the schooner, and the-whole nearly equidistant from Fort Pickens,
grappled to her, when their daring leader and on which line he bad two forts-McRea
shouted, 'Board her,' leading the way himself and Barran.cas-an.d fourteen separate batteries,
with a cutlass in one hand, and a blazing fire- containing from one to four guns, many of
ball in the other. He threw the :flambeau into them being ten-inch columbiads, and some
the hold of the schooner, and feeling sure that twelve and thirteen-inch seacoast mortars, the
she was on fire, he ordered his men to take to distance varying from two thousand one buntheir launches and pull for life, as he said that dred to two thousand nine hundred yards from
a shower of grape would soon be rattling after Fort Pickens. At the same time Flag-officer
them. They pulled off a short distance ; but McKean, in the Niagara, and Capt. Ellison, in
before going, they sent back a shower of grape the Ric-hmon.d, took position. as near to Fort
from their howitzers, dil~cted upon our men McRea as the depth of the water would permit,
as they were forming. The darkness rendered bat which unfortunately was not sufficiently
the fire uncertain, and only two of our men deep to give fall effect to their powerful batterwere wounded. The schooner burned rapidly, ies. They, however, kept up a spirited fire on
an.cl we had to cut her loose from the wharf to the fort and adjacent batteries during the whole
save it from destruction. She :floated off on the day. The fire from Fort Pickens was incessant
tide, emitting a brilliant flood of light over the from the time of opening until it was too dark
surrounding darkness of the scene." Such is to see, at the rate of a shot for each gun every
the brief account of this very daring adven- fifteen or twenty minutes, the fire of the enemy
tore.
being somewhat slower. At noon the guns of
Affairs continued quiet until the night of the Fort McRea were all silenced but one, and
8th of October, when the enemy attempted a three hours before sunset this fort and the addaring attack upon the forces on the isla.µd. joining batteries ceased firing. The guns of
They hoped to break up the encampment of batteries Lincoln, Cameron, and Totten were
the volunteer regiment. Early in the evening directed principally on the batteries adjacent
Col. J ackson visited the camp of the 5th Geor- . to the navy yard, those of Battery Scott tQ
gia regiment at Pensacola, and informed the Fort McRea and the lighthouse batteries, and
troops that he required one hundred and fifty those of Fort Pickens to an: They reduced
men for an important service, also twenty- very perceptibly the fire of Barrancas, entirely
seven from the Olin.ch Rifles, and nineteen from silenced that in the navy yard, and in one or
the Irish Volunteers. Every man who was two of the other batteries.
willing to volunteer, was requested to shoulder
The next morning Col. Brown again opened
arms, and every one did so. The captains were about the same hour, the navy unfortunately,
then ordered to select the men, who were put owing to a reduction. in the depth of water,
under the command of Lieut. Hallenquist. The caused by a change of wind, not being able to
expedition was accompanied by Col. Jackson.. get so near as on the day before ; consequently
It consisted of 1,200 men, undel' the command the distance was too great to be effectual. The
of Gen . .Anderson. .A.bout two o'clock in the fire of Fort Pickens, this day, was less rapid,
morning they landed on the island, and and more efficient. Fort McRea did not fire.
marched upon the Zouave camp. They were One or two guns of the enemy were entirefirst met by ¥ajor Vodges, with 85 men, some ly silenced, and one in Fort Pickens · was
distance above the camp. The major was disabled by a shot coming through the emtaken prison.er. The Zouaves were taken chiefly brasure.
by surprise, but as soon as they recovered,
.A.bout three o'clock fire was communicated"
fought desperately. The Confederates pen- to one of the houses in Warrington, and shortly
etrated the camp, which was almost entirely afterwards to the church steeple, the chlll'ch and
destroyed. .A. number of prisoners were taken the whole village being immediately in rear of
on both sides. The invader's loss was severe. some of the Confederate batteries. Of the largest
Of the Zouaves and regulars, fourteen were and most valuable buildings along the street,
killed and thirty-six wounded. The officers probably tw9-thirds were consumed . .A.bout the
and men lost almost every thing.
same time fire was discovered issuing from the
In November, t~e force at the fort and on back part of the navy yard, probably in Wolcott,
the island was thirteen hundred men, and it a village to the north and immediately adjoinwas supposed that upon the opposite side were ing the yard, as Warrington does on the west.
near eight thousand, when Col. Brown, the Finally it pen_lltrated to the yard, and continued
commandant of Fort Pickens, determined to to burn brighlly all night. Very heavy damage
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was also done to the buildings of the yard by
the 11hot, shel~ and splinters.
The steamer Time, which was at the wharf
at the navy yard at the time, was abandoned on
the first day. The fire was continued till dark,
and with mortars occasionally till two o'clock
the next morning, when the combat ceased.
Fort Pickens, at its conclusion, though it
had received a great many shot and shell, was
reported in every respect, save the disabling of
one gun carriage and the loss of service of six
men, as efficient as at the commencement of the
combat. No i;erious damage was done to the
frigates Niagara or Richmond.
The only hostile movements within the limits
of Louisiana in 1861, were made at the mouths
of the Mississippi. On the 12th of October,
near four o'clock in the morning, as the Federal
steamship Richmond, under the command of
John Pope, was lying at the Southwest Pass receiving coal from the schooner J. H. Toone, a
floating ram, as it was called, was discovered
close upon the ship.
By· the time the alarm could be given, she
had struck the ship abreast of the fore channels,
tearing the schooner from her fasts, and forcing
a hole through the ship's side.
Passing aft, the ram endeavored to effect a
breach in the stern, bnt failed. Three planks
on the ship's side were stove in about two feet
below the water line, making a hole about five
inches in circumference. At the first alarm the
crew promptly and coolly 1:epaired to their
quarters, and as the ram passed abreast of the
ship the entire port battery was discharged at
her, with what effect it was impossible to discover, owing to the darkness.
Th.e sloops of war Preble and Vincenpes,
and the smaller steamer Water Witch, were
lying at anchor a short distance below. A red
light was shown from the Richmond as a signal of danger, and the vessels, having slipped
their cables, were under way in a few minutes. Soon, three large fire rafts stretching
across the river were seen rapidly approaching,
while several large steamers and a bark-rigged
propeller were astern of them. The squadron,
however, moved down the river, and, under
the advice of the pilot, an attempt was made
to pass over the bar, but in the passage the
Vincennes and Richmond grounded, while the
Preble went clear. This occurred about eight
o'clock in the morning, and fire was opened on
both sides. The shot of the fleet fell short,
while shells of the enemy burst lllOund them,
or went beyond them. About half-past nine
o'clock the commander of the Richmond made
a signal to the ships outside of the bar to get
under way. This was IIDstaken by Captain
Hardy of the Vincennes as a signal for him to
abandon his ship. Accordingly, with his offi-·
cers and crew he left her, after having lighted
a slow match at the magazine. But as no explosion occurred for some time, he was ordered
to return and attempt to get her off shor~. At
ten o'clock the enemy ceased firing. No one
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was killed or wounded on the Federal fleet.
No damage was done to any vessel except to
the Richmond. The schooner J. H. Toone wns
captured, having about fifteen tons of coal on
board.
The ram, as it was called, was the hull of a
steamer, iron-plated with railroad iron, and hav-ing a projection on her bow beneath the water
line, sufficient to punch a hole in the hull of
a wooden vessel when struc~ with forcl:l. It
was under the command of Capt. Hollins, formerly of the United States navy, the officer
who was in command at the bombardment of
Greytown, Nicaragua.
Some events occurred in Mississippi Sound,
east of the mouths of the river, which it may
not be out of place here to mention. The
Sound is bounded on the south by Ship Island.
On June 28th the United States steamer Massachusetts visited the island and found it unoccupied, ?Jld captured five .Confederate schooners
in its vicinity. On the 8th of July she again
visited the island, and found a considerable
force there, who were throwing up intrenchments and had mounted some heavy guns. .An
attempt was made to dislodge them, but unsuccessfully, and they were allowed to remain
in possession till the 16th of September, when,
under the apprehension that a large naval expedition was coming to attack them, they abandoned the island and escaped to the shore,
taking most of their ordnance with them.
During tlie two months of their occupation
they had rebuilt the fort, constructing eleven
fine bomb-proof casemates and a magazine,
and had mounted twenty guns. They named
it Fort Twiggs. On the 1'7th September the
Massachusetts landed a force on the island,
who took possession, and having been reenforced, have continued to hold it. They mounted cannon on the fort, and strengthened it still
further by the addition of two more bombproof casemates, and a formidable armament
of Dahlg1·en 9-inch shell guns and rifled cannon. They also erected barracks for troops,
with brick, left on the island by the Confederates, and lumber captured from them. On
the 19th October, Com. Hollins, in command
of the Confederate gunboat Florida, appeared
in Mississippi Sound, and challenged the United
States gunboat Massachusetts to a naval battle.
The challenge was accepted, and after a sharp
engagement of forty-five minutes the Florida
retired, seriously disabled, and put into Pass
Christian, apparently in a sinking condition.
Four of her crew were killed. The Massachusetts was injured, but not seriously, by a 100-lb.
shell, which struck her five feet above her
water line, but was repair~d in a few days.
None of her crew were killed, and only one
slightly wounded. On the 21st November the
gunboat New London arrived in the Sound,
and in the course of a fortnight captured five
Confederate vessels.
In Virginia, a serious repulse was suffered by
the Union troops at Ball's Bluff, or Leesburg
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Heights. This is the name given to a part of
the bank of the Potomac River, on the Virginia
side, east of Leesburg and opposite Harrison's
Island. The height of the bluff is variable, in
some parts being one hundred and fifty feet.
It is steep, with brush, trees, rocks, and logs
on its front, and at the JJOint of ascent was,
on the day of the battle, rendered soft and
muddy· by the passage of the troops. Opposite
the bluff and about one hundred yards distant
is Harrison's Island, a long narrow tract of four
hundred acres, between which and the Virginia
shore the river runs with a rapid current. On
the other side of the island, which is one hundred and fifty yards broad, the distance to the
Maryland shore is two hundred yards, and the
stream not quite so rapid. At the head of the
island passes Oonrad's Ferry from the Maryland
to the Virginia shore. Six miles below is Edwards' Ferry, which is on the direct road from
Poolesville to Leesburg.
On the opposite banks of the Potomac the
hostile forces of the North and South had confronted each other for many months. The distance thus occupied extended from Great Falls
up the river beyond Harper's Ferry. It was
here that the Richmond Government contemplated an advance into the Stat-e of Maryland, and an opportunity to flank the force on
the Virginia shore opposite Washington, placed
for the defence of that city. The Federal Government, ·anticipating such intentions, had stationed a strong force to prevent them. This
was in several divisions: the first, under General Banks, was stationed from Great Falls nearly to Edwards' · Ferry. From that point to
Conrad's Ferry was the division under General
Stone; next was Oolonel Lander's force and
thl).t of Colonel Geary. The principal points
occupied by the Richmond troops on the Virginia borders of the Potomac were Dmnes~
ville, Leesburg, and Oharlestown. It became
an object to learn with what strength the former
of these positions was then held. For this purpose a reconnoissance was ordered by the Oommander-in-Ohief, General McClellan, to be made
toward Dranesville, and the duty was assigned
t~ ~~neral McOrul, who was in command of a
d1v1S1on on the extreme right of the force beyond the Potomac opposite Washington. These
orders wer!;l successfully executed on the 19th
of October, and on the forenoon of the 20th he
returned to his former position, in compliance
,vith orders received the afternoon previous.
At the same time notice was given to General
Stone of this movement on the part of General
McCall in the following despatch:
To Briga,d;ier- G1me1•al Stone, Poolesville:
General McClellan desires me to inform you that
~en~ral McCall o~cupied Dranesville yesterday, and
1s still there. Will send out heavy reconnoissances
to-day in all directions from that point. The General
desires that you keep a good look-out upon Leesburg
to see if this movement has the effect to drive them
away. Perhaps a slight demonstration on your part
would have the effect to move them.
,
.Assistant Adjutant-General, A. V . COLBURN.

Later in the day GenQral Stone replied to this
despatch as follows :
.
00TOBEB

20, 1861.

To Major-General M'c(Jlellan:
Made a feint of crossing at this place this afternoon,
ai:id at the same time started a reconnoitring party
toward Leesburg from Harrison's Island. The enemy's pickets retired to intrenchments. Report of reconnoitring party not yet received. I have means of
crossing one hundred and twenty-five men once in ten
minutes at each of two points. River foiling slowly.
C. P. STONE, Brigadier-General.

On communicating General Stone's report of
the battle to the Secretary of War, General
McOlellan, in a note, said: "My despatch did
not contemplate the making an attack upon
the enemy or the crossing of the river in force
by any portion of General Stone's command."
Immediately upon the receipt of these instructions, General Stone went to Ed wards 'Ferry with
General Gorman's brigade, the Seventh Michigan, two troops of the Van Alen cavalq, and
the Putnam Rangers. This was at one o'clock P .M.
At the same time he ordered four companies of
the Fifteenth Massachusetts to proceed t6 Harrison's Island, under Colonel Devens, who already ~ad one company on the island. To
Conrad's }ferry, above, which was in his department, he also ordered Oolonel Lee with a battalion of the Massachusetts Twentieth, a section
of the Rhode Island battery, and the Tammany
Regiment. These three movements of troops
were ordered--one to Edwards' Ferry one to
Harrison's Island, and· one to Oonrad1s Ferry
above. General Stone says that at this time
General McCall's movement on Dranesville had
evidently attracted the attention of the enemy, as a regiment appeared from the direction
of Leesburg, and took shelter behind a hill
about one mile and a half from his position at
Edwards' Ferry. This day is Sunday, and at
half-past four P. M. Van Alen's battery of two
twelve-pound Parrott guns opens with shell
upon the Confederate force upon the Virginia side. Their explosion can be distinctly
heard. Seven are thrown within ten minutes,
and no -response comes across th~ water. The
direction given to the shells is varied so as to
find out the location of the force, which is supposed to be concealed in a thick wood to the
southwest, on the hill. At five o'clock P. M .
the bat~ery in charge of Lieut. Frink, a quarter
of a mile from the ferry, also opens with shell.
and the two batteries keep up the fire with
rapidity. Just as the sun is going down the
First Minnesota and Second New York come
down over the hill and take the road to the ferry.
The sun sets gloriously, his rays reflecting from
the thousands of bayonets which lina the road.
Gen. Gorman is ordered to deploy his forces
in view of the enemy, making a feint to cross
·the river with a view of trying wl1at effect the
movement may have upon the enemy. The
troops evince by their cheering that they are
all ready, and determined to fight gallantly when
the opportunity is presented. Three flat-boats
are ordered, and at the same time shell and
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spherical-case shot are thrown into the place setts, was also ordered to move with a battalion
of the enemy's concealment. Elsewhere all to the river bank opposite Harrison's Island by
around the air is perfectly still, and the close · daybreak. Two mounted howitzers, in charge
of the,pleasant Sabbath is impressively beauti- of Lieut. French, of Ricketts' battery, were
ful, while the view of the Virginia hills is al- ordered to the tow-path of the canal opposite
most enchanting. Soon something resembling Harrison's Island.
Col. Devens, in pursuance of his orders,
the sound of a drum corps is distinctly heard,
and the shelling and the launching of the boats crossed the river and advanced to the point ininduces the quick retirement of the Confederate dicated, while one company of the MassachuThree boat-loads of thirty-five men setts Twentieth, of one hundred men, tonk pofor~e.
each from the First Minnesota crossed and re- sition at the landing-place on the bluff, to cover
crossed the river, each trip occupying about six the return of Col. Devens, as ordered. Upon
or seven minutes. At dusk Gen. Gorman's arrival at the point indicated as the position
brigade and the Seventh Michigan returned to of the enemy's camp, Col. Devens found that
camp. The other forces at Harrison's Island the scouts bad been deceived by the uncertain
light, and had mistaken openings in the trees
and Conrad's Ferry remained in position.
Here the movement should have stopped. for a row of tents. He found, however, a wqod
The orders of Gen. McOlellan bad been obeyed, in w hicb he _.concealed his force, and proceeded
and their object "bad been accomplished. The to examine the space between that and Leessubsequent orders were not authorized by any burg, sending back at the same time a report
superior authority to Gen. Stone, and the re- that thus far he could see no enemy.
In order to distra-ct the attention of the enesponsibility for their consequences must rest
upon him. Had a brilliant achievement ensned, my, during this movement of Col. Devens, and
the honor -of it would likewise have belonged also to make a reconnoissance in the direction
to him.
of Leesburg from Edwards' Ferry, Gen. Stone
J>revious to one o'clock P. M. four compa- now directed Gen. Gorman to throw across
nies of the Massachusetts Fifteenth, as above the river at Edwards' Ferry two companies of
stated, had been ordered to Harrison's Island, the F,frst Minnesota, under cover of a fire from
which had for some time been guarded by one Ricketts' battery, and send out a party ofthirtycompany of the same -regiment. .At night Col. o:t;1e Van .Alen cavalry under Major :Mix, with
Devens ordered Capt. Philbrick of Company orders to advance along the Leesburg road
H, and Quartermaster Howe of his staff, with westwardly until they should come to the vicina detachment of twenty men, to cross from Har- ity of a battery which was known to be on that
rison's Island to the Virginia shore, and follow road, and then turn to the left and examine
a bridle path which bad been discovered, to the heights between that and Goose Creek, and
the -vicinity of Leesburg, and report what was see if any of the enemy were posted in the
seen. The party executed the order by ap- vicinity, find out their num hers as nearly as posproaching within three-fourths of a mile of sible, their disposition, examine the country
Leesburg, and returned to the starting-point by with reference to the passage of tr6ops to the
10 o'clock at night, after having discovered, as Leesburg and Georgetown turnpike, and return
they supposed, a small Confederate camp one rapidly to cover behind the skirmishers of t.he
mile from Leesburg. There appeared to ·be Minnesota First. This reconnoissance was-.
about thirty tents. No pickets were out any most gallantly conducted, and the party prodistance, and the party approached within ceeded along the Leesburg road nearly two
twenty-five rods without being challenged.
miles from the ferry; and when near the poUpon receiving this report, Gen. Stone in- sition of the hidden battery came suddenly upon
stantly ordered Ool. Devens to cross over with a Mississippi regiment, about thirty-five yards
four companies to the Virginia shore, and march distant, received its fire and returned it with
silently under cover of night to the position of their pistols. The fire of the enemy killed one
the camp, and to attack and destroy it at day- horse, but Lieut. Gouraud seized the dismountbreak, pursue the enemy lodged there as far ed man, and, drawing him on his horse behind
as would be prudent, and return immediately him, carried him unhurt froin the field. One
to the island-his return to be covered by a private of the Fourth Virginia cavalry was
company of the Massachusetts Twentieth, to brought off by the party a prisoner, who, being
be posted over the landing-place. Col. Devens well mounted and armed, his mount replaced
was ordered to make close observation of the the one lost by the fire of the enemy. ·
position, strength, and movements of the eneWhile this was going on, Gen. Stone remy, and, in the event of there being no enemy ceived the report of Col. Devens that no enemy
there visible, to hold on in a secure position could be seen. On the reception of this inforuntil he could be strengthened sufficiently to mation, he immediately or.dared a non-commismake a valuable reconooissance. At this· time sioned officer and ten cavalry to join Col.
orders .were sent to Col. B~er. to send the Devens, for the purpose of scouring the country
First California Regiment to Conrad's Ferry, near him while be was engaged in liis reconto arrive there at sunrise, and to have the re- noissance, and to give due notice of the apmainder of bis bri~ade ready to move early. proach of any force. At the same time Col.
Lieut.-Col. Wood, of the Fifteenth Massncbu- Ward was ordered, with his battalion of the
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Massachusetts Fifteenth, to cross over and
move half a mile to the right of the landingplace of Ool. Devens, and in a strong position
to watch and protect the flank of the latter on
bis return, and secure a good crossing more
favorable than the first and connected by a
good road with Leesburg. Neither of these
orders w~re carried out to their full extent, for
which no reason has been given. The squad
of cavalry crossed over to the Virginia side,
but were sent back without having left the
shore to go inland; thus Col. Devens was deprived of the means of obtaining warning of
the approach of any hostile force. The battalion under Ool. Ward was detained on the bluff
instead of being directed to the right.
At an early hour, Col. Baker, in pursuance
of the orders sent at ten o'clock at night, arrived
at Conrad's Ferry with the First California
Regiment. Leaving bis regiment he went to
Edwards' Ferry below, and reported to Gen.
Stone that bis regiment was at Conrad's Ferry,
and the three other regiments of his brigade
were ready to march.
The orders now given to Col. Baker are
thus related in the words of Gen. Stone: "I
directed him to Harrison's Island to assume the
command, and in a full conversation explained
to him the position as it then stood. I told him
that Gen. McCall had advanced bis troops to
Dranesville, and that I was extremely desirous
of ascertaining the exact position and force of
the enemy in our front, and of exploring as far
as it was safe on the right toward Leesburg,
and on the left toward the Leesburg and Gum
Spring road. I also informed Col. Baker that
Gen. Gorman, opposite Edwards' Ferry, should
be reinforced, and that I would make every
effort to push Gorman's troops carefully forward to discover the best line·from that ferry
to th~ Leesburg and Gum Spring road already
mentioned ; and the position of the breastworks
and· hidden battery, which prevented the movement of troops directly from the left to right,
were also pointed out to him. The means of
transportation acros11, of the sufficiency of
which he (Baker) was to be jndga, was detailed,
and authority given him to make use of the
guns of a section each of Vaughan's and Bunting's batteries, together with French's mounto.ip. howitzers, all the troops of his Brigade and
the Tammany Regiment, beside the Nineteenth
and part of the Twentieth Regiments of Massachusetts Volunteers; and I left it to his discretion, after viewing the ground, to retire from
the Virginia shore under the cover of his guns
and the fire of the large infantry force, or to pass
over reinforcements in case he found it practicable and the position on the other side favorable. I stated that I wished ·no advance made
unless the eneuiy were of inferior force, and
under no circumstance to pass beyond Leesburg, or o. strong position between it and Goose
Creek, on the Gum Spring, i. e., the Manassas
road. Ool. Baker was cautioned in reference
to passing artillery across the river, and I beg-

gad if he did do so to see it well supported by
good infantry. I pointed out to him the position of some bluffs on this side of the river,
from which artillery could act with effect on
the other; and leaving the matter of crossing
more troops or retiring what where already
over to bis discretion, gave him entire control
of operations on the right. This gallant and
energetic officer left me about nine A. :M., or
half-past 4ine, and galloped off quickly to bis
command."
The following orders have been received as true
copies of the orders given to Col. Baker, the
originals of which were found in bis bat after
bis d~atb. The first is of such date as to have
been delivered to him on Sunday night, and the
second was delivered .to him on the battle-field
by Col. Coggswell, who, perceiving that it bad
no bearing upon the then condition of affairs,
said so to Col. Baker, who put it in his· hat
without reading. Some other order, it may
be presumed, preceded these two.
JI. Q. CORPS OF [Here the bullet struck and a word }
is missing.] EDWARDS' FEBBY, October 21, 1861.

Colonel E. D. Baker, Com. of Brigade:
COLONEL : In case of heavy firing in front of Harrison's Island, you will advance the California Regiment
of your brigade, or retire the regiments under Colonels
Lee and Devens, now on the [almost rendered illegible
by blood] Virginia side of the river, at your discretion
-assummg command on arrival.
Very respectfully, Colonel, your most obt. servt.,
C.EJAS. P. STONE, Brig.-Gen. Commanding.

Tbe'second order which follows, was delivered on the battle-field by Col. Ooggswell, who
said to Ool. Baker, in reply to a question what
it meant, ".All right, go ahead." Thereupon
Col. Baker put it in bis bat without reading.
An hour afterward be fell:
liEA.D·QUARTERB CORPS OF OBSERVATION, 2
EDWARDS' FERRY, Oct<Jbwr 22-11.50. S
E. D. Baker, Commanding .Brigade:
COLONEL : I am informed that the force of the enemy
is about four thousand, all told. If you can push them,
you may do so as far as to ha,e a strong position near
Leesburg, if you can keep them before you, avoiding
their batteries. If they pass Leesburg and take. the
Gum Springs road, you will not follow far, but seize
the first good position to cover that road.
Their design is to draw us on, if tbey are obliged to
retreat, as far as Goose Creek, where they can be reinforced from Manassas, and have a strong position.
Report frequently, so that when they are pushed,
Gorman can come up on their flank.
Yours respectfully and truly,
CHARLES P. STONE,
Briga~ier-General Commanding.

The following are the copies said to have
been made·by General Beauregard's order and
sent to General Stone, of the orders given to
Devens and Baker at Ball's Bluff and found on
the !field by the Oonfederates_.
lIEAD·QU.AltTl!BB CORPS OF OBBIIIRVATION,
l

PoOLRBVILLE, Octobe,r 20, 1861-nbout 11 A. M. f
COLONEL: You will please send orders to the canal to
have the two new fiat-boats now there, opposite the
island, transferred at once to the river, and will at 2
o'clock P. H. have the island reinforced by all of your
regiments now on duty at the canal and at the New
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York battery. The pi,ckets will be replaced by the
companies of the Nineteenth Massachusetts there.
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHARLES P. STONE, Brigadier-General.
Col. CHARLES DEVENS, Commanding Fifteenth Regiment Mass. Vols.
A true copy.
WY. R. HYSLOP, Lieut. and A. D. C.
fuAD•QUA.RTERS CORPS OF OUSERVATION 1
POOLESVILLE, Oct. 20, 1861-10½ P, Y.

}

SPECIAL ORDERS, No.-. Colonel Devens will land
opposite Harrison's Island with four companies of his
regiment, and proceed to surprise the camp of the
enemy discovered by Captain Philbrick in tlie direction of Leesburg. The landing and march will be
effected with silence and rapidity.
Colonel Lee, Twentieth Massachusetts Volunteers,
will immediately after Colonel Devens' departure occupy Harrison's Island with four companies of his
regiment, and will cause the four-oared boat to be
ta!ren across the island to the point of departure of
Colonel Devens.
One company will be thrown across to occupy the
heights on the Virginia shore, after·Colonel Devens'
departure to cover his return.
Two mountain howitzers will be taken silently up the
tow-path, and carri~d to the_opposite side of the island,
under the orders of Colonel Lee.
Colonel Devens will attack the camp of the enemy
at daybreak, and having routed, will pursue as far as
he deems prudent, and will destroy tlie camp, if practicable, before returning.
He will make all the observations possible on the
country, will under all circumstances keep his command well in hand, and not sacrifice this to any supposed advantage of rapid "Pursuit. .
Having a.ccomplished this duty, Colonel Devens will
return to his present position, unless be shall see one
on the Virginia side, near the river, ;which he can undonbtedly bold until reinforced, and one which can be
successfully held against largely superior. numbers.
In such case he will bold on and report. .
CHARLES P. STONE, Brigadier-General.
Great care will be used by Colonel Devens to prevent any unnecessary injury of private property, and
any officer or soldier straggling from the command for
curiosity or plunder will be instantly shot.
CHARLES P. STONE, Brigadier-General.
A true copy.
WY. R. HYSLOP, Lieut. and .A. D. C.

The following is given as the last order to
Ool. Baker. It could never have reached him.
It shows what report he sent to Gen Stone, and
indicates under what orders he was acting:
IlEAD•QUA.RTERS CORPS OF OBSERVATION,}
EDWA.RDS' FERRY, Oct. 21-8.45 P, M,

Colonel E. I). Baker, Oommanding Right Wing :
COLON.SL : Yours of 2.30 is received. I am glad you
find your position tenable. If satisfied with it, bold
on, nod don't let the troops get fatigued or starved
while waiting.
Please detail plenty of officers to attend to the food
of the men. Do you need more artillery than the
eight pieces now at your disposition ?
Respectfully,_your obedient servant,
CH.AS. P. STONE, Brig.-Gen. Com'g.
A true copy.
WILLIAY R. HYSLOP, Lieut. and .A. D. C. •

In the morning a skrrmish took place between the command of Ool. Lee, of the Massachusetts Twentieth, who bad been ordered to
cover Ool. Devens' retreat, and about one hundred Mississippi riflemen. Ool. Devens then
foll back in good order on Ool. Lee's position.
Presently be again advanced, his men behaving admirably, fighting, retiring, and advancing
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in perfect order, and exhibiting every proof ot
high courage and good discipline. Had the cavalry scouting party sent to him in the morning
been with him, then he could have had timely
warning of the approach of the superior force
which afterward overwhelmed his regiment.
Between twelve and one P. M. the enemy appeared in force in front of Ool. Devens, and a
sharp skirmish ensued, and was maintained for
some time by the Fifteenth Massachusetts, unsupported; and finding he would be outflanked,
Ool. Devens retired a short distance, and took
up a position near the wood, half a mile in
front of Col. Lee, where he remained until two
o'clock, when he again fell back, with the approval of Ool. Baker, and took his place with
the portions of the Twentieth Massachusetts
and First Oalifornia which had arrived.
The movement of troops now to the Virginia
side was constant-until '700 of the Fifteenth
and three companies of the Twentieth Massachusetts, the First California battalion, and
some companies of the Tammany Regiment
had crossed, and four pieces of artillery.
· At one o'clock the order had been given to
the right battery detached from the New York
Ninth to report to Gen. Baker at the Maryland
side of the Potomac, opposite Harrison's Island.
In half an hour the four pieces arrived at the
spot, in command of Lieut. Bramhall. At this
time but little firing was heard upon the opposite shore, and that only desultory.
At about half-past two P. M., however, the
firing of musketry suddenly became very brisk,
accompanied by occasional discharges of artillery. At this time Ool. Baker, who had been
actively engaged in superintending the despatch
of reinforcements, crossed himself, accompanied
by but one officer, Major Young, of his command, leaving word to forward the artillery
with all despatch. The means provided for this
purpose '· consisted of two scows, manned by
poles, and which, owing to the swiftness of the
current, consumed a great deal of time in the
trip from the mainland to the island,
Ljeut. Bramhall thus describes the crossing in
his report: "I took command, and ordered the
immediate embarkation of the pieces. I crossed
with the first piece, (which happened to be a
Rhode Island piece,) accompanied by Ool.
Ooggswell, of the Tammany Regiment, arriving
upon the island after a half hour's hard labor to
keep the bo!},t from floating down the stream.
We ascended the steep bank, made soft and
sloppy by the passage of the troops, and at a
rapid gait crossed the island to the second
crossing. At this point we found only a scow,
on which we did not dare to cross the piece and
the horses together, and thus lost further time
by being obliged to make two crossings. Upon
arriving on the Virginia shore we were compelled to dismount the piece and carriage, ancl
p.aul the former up by the prolonge, the infantry
assisting in carrying the parts of the latter to a
point about thirty feet up a precipitous ascent,
rendered almost impassable with soft mud,
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where we remounted the piece, and, hitching
up the horses, dragged it through a perfect
thicket up to the open ground above, where the
fighting was going on.
. "During all this time the firing had continued
with great briskness, and that the enemy's fire
was very effectual was evident from the large
number of wounded and dead who were being
borne to the boats. But a few moments previous to coming into position the firing had
ceased, and when I arrived I found that our
men were resting, many wi.t h arms stacked in
front of them. The ground upon which was
such of the fight as I engaged in was an open
space, forming a parallelogram, enclosed entirely in woods. Our men were disposed in a
semicircle, the right aud left termini of which
rested upon the woods, with, as nEiar as I could
discern, skirmishers thrown out upon each
flank, while the convexity of our lines skirted
the cliff overhanging the river. The ground
slop_ed from a point about forty yards from the
cliff sufficiently to afford a very tolerable cover
for our men."
The field was about seventy-five yards ·in
breadth by two hundred in length. .At the distant front and down the right and left, a thick
dark forest skirted its sides. Behind, the bluff
fell steeply off to the river. A. winding spur of
the field extended a few rods into the woods
on the left, half way between the opposing
lines. Directly on the left, and near where a
crooked path led the Federal force to the :fight,
a ravine fell slightly off, its opposite bank
ascending to . the thicket of woods which thus
totally surrounded the field. About four o'clock
P. M., Col. Baker formed his line for action.
.At this time no enemy was anywhere visible
in rank, but from the woods in the extreme
front a galling irregular fire poured out upon
his men. They were then rangeC½ in no very
exact order, from right to l~ft, the wings partially covered by the thicket-portions of the
centre lying close to the edge of the hill-while
others boldly stepped forward, delivered their
fire at the woods, returned to load, and advance
again and again. The men of the Fifteenth. and
Twentieth Massachusetts were placed on the
right, the Californians on the left, while the
artillery, with the Tammany companies, were
'!_:losted in the centre. A. quick consultation was
held. Intimations of a large hostile force near
were received. No retreat could be effected in
safety. The :fire was growing- hot. A. retrograde movement would only bring seventeen hundred men to the river's brink, with
two boats, capable of carrying sixty persons
each, to transport them over a swift channel,
while it would cause a rush of the enemy upon
them. Their only hope was in maintaining
their ground until troops by the Edwards'
Ferry could force a way ·to their aid. The
e)lemy had evidently concentrated here under
the appl'ehensiQn that the principal attack
would come from this quarter. The battle
now commenced in earnest on the left and was

brought on by pushing two companies forward
to feel the enemy in the wood. They advanced
half the distance, and were met by a murderous fire from the enemy, which was followed
by a terrific volley along their whole front.
They still kept their cover, but the bullets rattled against the whole Federal line, which gave
a quiok reply. Instantly both ends of the field
were clouded in smoke, and the contest raged
hotly for an hour. Feeling their strength, the
enemy pressed down the sides of the field, and
the fight grew close until Col. Baker fell while
cheering his men, and by his own example sustaining them in the obstinate resistance they
were · making. The command so.on devolved
on Col. Coggswell, who saw that the day was
lost, and that the time for retreat had come.
The enemy pursued to the edge of the bl~
over the landing-place, and poured in a heavy
fire as the Federal force were endeavoring to
cross to the island. The retreat was rapid, but
according to orders. The men formed near the
river, maintaining for nearlJ' half ali hour the
hopeless contest rather than ·surrender.
· The smaller boat had disappeared, no one
knew where. The larger boat, rapidly and too
heavily loaded, swamped at fifteen feet from
the shore, and nothing was left to the soldiers
but to swim, surrender, or die. With a devotion worthy of .the co.use they were serving,
officers and men, while quarter was being
offered to such as would lay down their arms,
stripped themselves of their swords and muskets and hurled them out into the river to
prevent them falling into the hands of the foe,
and saved themselves as they could, by swimming, floating on logs, and concealing themselves in the bushes of the forest, and to make
their way up and down the river bank to a place
of crossing.
The fate of the piece of artillery which had
been.' so effective, is thus described by Lieut.
Bramhall, who commanded it:
" Finding that the battle was lost to us, and
with but one man left to aid me, (Booth 1 ~f the
O.alifornia regiment,) and growing weak and
stiff from my wounds, of which I received
three, none dangerous, I caused the piece to be
drawn down to the edge of the cliff, whence it
was afterward thrown down, lodging in the
rocks and logs, with which the descent was
cumbered, and, assisted by two privates of the
Fifteenth Massachusetts Regiment, made my
way to the boat and over to the island. Here
I found my own section and the other piece belonging to the Rhode Island section, one of
which ~ had had; and leaving directions to
command the ford at the upper end of the
island with two pieces, and to hold the other
in reserve to act where circumstances might
require aid to cover the retreat of our own infantry, I crossed to the mainland. I had first
despatched a messenger for Lieut. Clark, of our
battery, who soon after arrived and took command. The only projectile with which the- ammunitiou chest was provided was the James
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shell, I have been told by those from the right
and left who could correctly observe their effect,
that they burst, and with great effect. The
short range at which they were fired would 6f
course hardly ::u.lmit of any very appreciable
deviation from a direct course, such as has been
remarked of the projectile. The piece, I have
since learned, was taken by the enemy ; with
it there were but eight or ten rounds of shell,
and about twenty blanks. I do not think it
was possible to have saved the piece from capture, for it would have required a full half hour
to have gotten it down to the river, when if it
·were shipped upon the boat it would have been
necessarily to the exclusion of the wounded,
who were being conveyed to the opposite shore.
Indeed, I very much doubt if it could have
crossed at ~ for the scow sunk with its weight
of men the next trip after I returned in it. The
horses belonging to the piece were all shot; arid
I learn from Oapt. Vaughan, who has since been
over to bury the dead, that five of them lay
dead in one heap. I regretted that the canister
which was to be sent over to us did not reach
us, as with it I might have at least kept·the
enemy sufficiently in check to have given time
to many of the wounded who were left on the
Virginia side to have escaped."
The report of the Oonfederate General Evans
states his killed and wounded at three hundred.
He speaks of his force as twenty-five hundred
men, without artillery, engaged aga'iust ten
thousand with five batteries. The force to
which he was opposed was about twenty-one
hundred, with one piece of artillery that was
served effectively, the other three being fired
. only at intervals. The Oonfederate fot'Ces engaged were the Eighth Virginia, and Seventeenth and Eighteenth Mississippi Regiment11.
The First Mississippi was held in reserve.
The Massachusetts Fifteenth lost, in killed,
wounded, and missing, three hundred and twenty-two, including a Lieut-Oolonel and fourteen
out of twenty-eight line officers who crossed.
The Massachusetts Twentieth lost, in all, one
hundred and fifty-nine. The Tammany companies lost one hundred and sixty-three. The
First Oalifornia Regiment lost three hundred,
killed, wounded, and missing.
·
Meantime at Edwards' Ferry, where the facilities for transportation consisted of two
scows and a yawl boat, Gen. Stone was preparing to push forward to the road by which
the enemy's retreat would be cut off, if driven.
He says :-" The additional artillery had already been sent, and _when the messenger, who
did not leave the field until after three o'clock,
was questioned as to Oolonel Baker's position,
he informed me that the Colone.I, when be left,
seemed to feel perfectly secure, and could doubtless hold his position in case he should not
advance. The same statement was made by
another messenger half an hour later, and I
watched anxiously for a sign of advance on the
right, in order to push forward Gen. Gorman.
It was, as had been explained to Colonel Baker,
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impracticable to throw Gen. Gorman's brigade
directly to the right by reason of the battery in
the woods, between which we had never been
able to reconnoitre.
"At four P . :r.r., or thereabouts, I telegraphed
to General Banks for a brigade of his division,
intending it to occupy the ground on this side of
the river near Harrison's Island, which would be
abandoned in case of a rapid adv!ll)ce; and shortly after, as the fire slackened, a messenger was
waited for, on whose tidings should be given
orders either for the advance of General Gorman
to cut off the retreat of the enemy, or for the disposition for the night in the position then held.
"At five P . M. Captain Candy arrived from
the field and announced the melancholy tidings
of Oolonel Baker's. death, but with no intelligence of any further disaster. I immediately
apprised General Banks of Col. Buker's death,
and I rode quickly to the right to assume command. Before .a rriving opposite the island,
men who had crossed the river plainly gave
evidence of the disaster, and on reaching the
same I was satisfied of it by the conduct of the
men then landing in boats.
·
" Orders were then given to hold the island
and establish a patrol on the tow-path from opposite the island to the line of pi9kets near the
Monocacy,· and I returned to the left to seoure
the troops there from disaster, and make prepa1·ations for moving them as rapidly as possible.
"Orde1:s arrived from Gen. McClellan to hold
the island ancl Virginia shore at Edwards' Ferry at all risks, indicating at the same time that
reinforcements would be sent, and immediately
additional means of intrenchments were forwarded, and. Gen. Gorman was furnisl1ed with
particular <;lirections to hold out against any
and every force of the enemy."
The crossing was ultimately continued, and
by Tuesday morning four thousand infantry, a
section of Ricketts' battery, and Van Alen's
cavalry detachment were safely on the -Virginia shore. Five hundred feet of intrenchment was thrown up. 4t 3 A. :r.r. on Tuesday, Gen. Banks arrived and took command.
All Tuesday night the whistles of the locomotives bringing Confederate reinforcements
to Leesburg were distinctly heard. On Tuesday
morning Gen. li{cClel.lan was disposed to hold
the position on the Virginia side, but further
information caused a change of purpose. A
bridge of boats taken from the canal, together
with others passing up and down which were
stopped, was formed, and on Wednesday the
entire force returned to the Maryland shore.
The first cause of failure consisted in the lack
of suitable means of transportation. The Federal force at Ball's Bluff was evidently outnumbered and overpowered. The crossing was at an
exceedingly unfavorable spot; it was the same
as crossing two ferries at a point where the current being narrow, becomes swifter. The movement should have ceased with what had been
done 011 Sunday night. No suitable preparations
were made for that afterward undertaken.
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The Hatteras expedition having proved successful, the Government was encouraged to
prosecute with all diligence a much greater
and more formidable undertaking, which it bad
already projected. The finest harbor on the
Southern Atlantic coast was that of Port Royal
in South Oarolina--a broad estuary, formed by
the junction of Broad and Port Royal Rivers,
and Archer's Oreek and their debouchure into
the Atlantic. The interlacing of these and
other rivers in the vicinity has formed a large
group of islands, of which Hilton Head, Hunting, St. Helena, Paris, and Port Royal are the
principal. This harbor is situated about halfway between Oharleston and Savannah, with
both which cities it has an interior water communication. The parish, of which these islands
form the greater part, was the richest agricultural district in South Oarolina. It was the
most important seat of the production of the
fine long-stapled Sea Island cotton, and was
also largely engaged in the rice culture. - It was
the largest slaveholding parish in that State,
having 32,000 slaves to less than '7,000 whites.
The village of Beaufort and the adjacent country on Port Royal and the other interior islands
,vas the summer residence of the wealthy planters of South Oarolina.
The Government at first seems to.have purposed sending the expedition to some other
point (perhaps Savannah) on the coast, but
wisely referred the final decision of the point
to be first attacked, to the thorough professional knowledge and skill of the flag-officer of
the expedition., Oom. S. F. Dupont, who, after
much deliberation and consultation with the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy, },,fr. Fox, fixed
. upon Port Royal, as being the best spot from
which to move either northward or southward.
The preparations for the expedition were on an
extensive scale, and required a longer period for
the completion of all its equipments than was
at first expected. It :finally set sail from Hampton Roads on the 29th of October, consisting of
fifty vessels, including transports. A fleet of
twenty-five coal vessels, to supply the necessary
fuel, had been despatched the previous day.
The naval vessels connected with the expedition were the Wabash (the flag-ship), the Susquehanna, and the gunboats Mohican, Seminole,
Pawnee, Unadilla, Ottowa, Pembina, Isaac
Smith, Bienville, ·Seneca, Ourlew, · Penguin,
Augusta, R. B. Forbes, and Pocahontas, the
steam-tug Mercury, the frigate Vandalia, and
the little steam-cutter Vixen. There were also
thirty-three transports, many of them of the
first class, · such as the Baltic, Ocean Queen,
Vanderbilt, illinois, Oahawba, Empire City,
Ariel, Daniel Webster, Ooatzacoalcos, Ericsson,
Oriental, Philadelphia, S. R. Spaulding, Winfield
Scott, Atlantic, &c., &c. ; and such sailing vessels as the Great Republic, Ocean Express,
Golden Eagle, &c. The naval command was,
as has ah-eady been said, assigned to Oom. S.
F. Dupont, but the transports carried out an
army of about 15,600 troops, under the com-

mand of Acting Major-General Thomas W.
Sherman. This force was divided into three
brigades, commanded respectively by BrigadierGenerals Egbert S. Viele, Isaac J. Stevens, and
Horatio G.'Wright. The first brigade consisted
of the 3d New Hampshire, 8th Maine, 46th,
47th, and 48th New York regiments; the 2d
brigade of the 8th Michigan, 50th Pennsylvania,
Roundhead Pennsylvania, and '79th New York
(Highlanders); the 3d brigade of the 6th and
'7th Oonnecticut, the 9th Maine, the 4th New
Hampshire, and the 3d Rhode Island, with
Hamilton's Oate Sherman's) battery of six rifled
cannon, and a battalion of Serrell's volunteer
engineers.
· The weather, which was unsettled when the
fleet left Hampton R"oads, soon changed into a
storm of. wind of great violence, which, increasing on the 31st October, became on Friday, Nov. 2, a hurricane from the southeast,
and scattered the ships so widely that, on
Saturday morning, but one of the whole fleet
was in sight from the deck of the Wabash. On
Sunday the wind had moderated, and the
steamers and ships began to reappear. The
Isaac Smith had been compelled to throw her
battery overboard to keep from foundering ;
the Governor and the Peerless, two of the
transports, sank; but the soldiers and crews
were saved except seven of the marines on the
Governor, who were drowned by their own
imprudence. On the morning of the 4th, Com.
Dupont anchored off the bar of Port Royal
harbqr, with twenty-five of his vessels -in company. The channel of the harbor was that day
found, sounded out, and buoyed under the direction of Commander Davis, the fleet captain.
The gunboats and lighter transports were, before dark of the same day, anchored inside of
the bar, in the secure roadstead, and Oom. Tatnall's (Oonfederate) fleet chased under their
own batteries. The next day a reconnoissance
in force was made by the Ottawa, Seneca, Ourlew, and Isaac Smit~ which drew the fire of
the Confederate forts, and showed wbicb was
the strongest. On the 5th, the Wabash and
Susquehanna, and the large transports crossed
the bar, and the buoys w hioh marked the shoal
lines were planted. A storm postponed the
attack until the '7th, when it was commenced
at about half-past nine o'clock, A. M., and continued for four hours, closing with the complete rout and flight of the enemy's force from
both forts. The fortifications were Fort Walker, on Hilton's Head Island, at the right of the
channel-a strong earthwork mounting twentythree guns, all of the heaviest calibre and most
approved pattern for sea-coast defence, some
of them rifled, and several imported from England since the war commenced. A small outwork, mounting a single rifled gun, had been
erected near the fort and beyond it on the sea
front. Fort Beauregard, at Bay Point, on Phillips or Hunting Island, on the left bank of the
channel, 2t miles from Fort Walker, was also a
strong work, though not as formidable as Fort
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Walker. It mounted 20 guns of the same general charaoter as those in the other fort, and was
supported by an outwork nearly n, half mile distant, mounting 5 guns. .About 2 miles above the
forts, where the Port Royal or Beaufort River
joins the Broad, Oom. Tatnn,ll's (Oonfederate)
fleet of six or seven gunboats was stationed.
The circumstances thus detailed influenced
Oom. Dupont in deciding upon his plan of
attack. He first stationed his transports n,t
anchor, beyond the range of the guns of the
• forts; then leading the way with the Wabash,
followed immediately by the Susquehanna, Mohican, Seminole, Pawnee, Unadilla, Ottawa,
Pembina, and Vandalin,, towed by the Isaac
Smith, he passed up the centre of the channel,
delivering his fire at the forts on each side,
and, sailing in an ellipse, passed down within
600 yards of Fort Walker, firing slowly and deliberately, but never losing the range. Men,nwhile the Bienville, Seneca, Curlew, Penguin,
and .Augusta had passed up on the left side of
the channel, pouring their broadsides into Fort
Beauregard, and then taking a station where
t)ley could cut off Tatnall's fleet from any participation in the fight, and at the same time
maintain n, destructive flanking fire upon the
weak left flank of Fort Walker. Three times
th·e line of vessels traversed their elliptical circuit, the last time aided by the fire of the Pocahontas, the R. B. Forbes, and the Mercury tug,
which came up about twelve o'clock, M. .At
the completion of the third circuit, the guns of
the forts were mostly disabled, and the garrisons, consii;ting in Fort Walker of two South
Carolina regiments, and in Fort Beauregard of
one, had fled in a terrible panic, leaving their
weapons, overcoats, and, even their watches and
papers behind them. '.L'he Federal loss was:
killed, 8 ; wounded seriously, 6 ; wounded
slightly, 17. Total killed and wounded, 81.
Confederate loss not known, but considembly
larger than this. With these forts were captured
48 cannon, 43 of them of excellent quality, and
mostly of large calibre, and large quantities of
ammunition and stores. On the 9th of N ovember the Seneca, Lieut. .Am men commanding, proceeded to Beaufort, and found the town in possession of the negroes, the whites having fled.
The other islands were successively occupied,
and on the 25th Nov. Com. Dupont reported to
the Navy Department that he had taken possession of Tybee Island, commanding the entrance of the Savannah River. Meantime the
troops under Gen. Sherman, though debarred
by the circumstances from any active participation in the capture of the two forts, had not
been idle. liaving landed on Hilton Head, they
occupied and strengthened the fortifications,
and made that point the base of further operations on Savannah, Oharleston, and other places.
On the 81st of October Gen. Winfield Scott,
the Lieutenant-General of the army of the United
State~, or the · executive officer under the President, who is the cominander-in-chief, determined to resign his position. .Age and its in.firm-
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ities had imposed this atep upon him. This
office was created and tendered to General Scott
after the close of the Mexican war, in which he
conducted the .American arms ,vith so much
glory into the very halls of the Montezumas.
Born near Petersburg, in Virginia, June 18,
1785, he entered the army as captain of·light
artillery, May 3, 1808, and served his country
with unvarying success for more than half a
century. In that time he proved his right to
rank with the first commanders of th age.
He was twice -honored with a gold medal from
Congress for distinguished services, and now
retired from active duty with the reputation,
after fifty years of command, of never having
lost a battle when he was present in person.
To accomplish his purpose, he addressed the
following letter to the Secretary of War :
li:EADQUAnTERS OF THE ARMY,

W A~lIINGTON, Ocwbe-r 81, 1861.

}

The Hon . S. PAMERON, Secretary of War:
SIR: For more than three yenrs I have been unnble,
from a hurt, to mount o. horse, or to walk more than
a few paces at o. time, and that with much pain. Other
and new infirmities- dropsy and vertigo-admonish
me thntrepose of mind and body, with the appliances
of surgery and medicine, are necessary to add a little
more to a life already protracted much beyond the
usual span of man.
It is under such circumstances-made doubly painful by the unnatural and unjust rebellion now raging
in the Southern States of our (so late) prosperous and
bo.ppy Union-tho.t I am compelled to request that
my name be placed on the list of army officers retired
from active service.
As this request is founded on an absolute right,
granted by o. recent net of Congress, I am entirely at
liberty to so.y it is with deep regret that I withdraw
myself, in these momentous times, from the orders
of a President who bas treated me with distinguished
kindness and courtesy; whom I know, upon much
personal intercourse, to be patriotic, without sectional partialities or prejudices.; to be highly conscientious in the performance of every duty, and of unrivalled activity and perseverance.
And to you, Mr. Secretary, whom I now officially
address for the last time, I beg to acknowledge my
many obligations for the uniform high consideraµon
I have received at your hands; and have the honor
to remain, sir, with high resrect, your obedient
ser~nnt,
W NFIELD SCOTT.

This letter was laid before n, Cabinet meeting called for the purpose of considering it,
and it was concludea, under the authority of a
recent act of Congress, to place Gen. Scott on
the retired list of the army, with the full pay
and allowances of bis rank. At 4 o'clock on
the afternoon of the same day the President,
accompanied by the Oabinet, proceeded to the
residence of General Scott, and read to him the
official order carrying out this decision.
The venerable general, oppressed by infirmity
and emotion, rose with difficulty to make to
the President his acknowledgments, which he
did in touching terms, concluding with the declaration that the kindness manifested toward
him on this occasion he felt to be the crowning
reward of a long life spent in the service of his
country, and his deep conviction of the ultimate
triumph of the national arms and the happy
termination of the. unnatural war.
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The President responded, expressing the
profound sentiment of regret with which the
country, as well as himself, would part with a
public servant so venerable in years, and so
illustrious for the services he had rendered.
The following was the official order:
On the first day of November, A. D. 1861, upon his
own application to the President of the United States,
Brevet Lieutenant-General Winfield Scott is ordered
to be placed., and hereby is placed, upon the list of
retired officers of the army of the United States,
without reduction of his current pay, _subsistence, or
allowances.
•
The American people will hear with sadness and
deep emotion that Gen. Scott has withdrawn from
the active control of the army, while the President
and unanimous Cabinet express their own and the
nation's sympathy in his personal affl.iction, and their
profound sense of the important public services rendered by him to his country during his long and
brilliant career, among which will ever be gratefully
distinguished his faithful devotion to the Constitution,
the Union, and the flag, when assailed by parricidal
rebellion.
.A.BR.AH.AM LINCOLN.

On the same day an order was issued by the
President, directing Maj.-Gen. George B. Mc_Olellan to assume the commal'ld of _the army of
the United States. ·
It wns stated in a previous chapter that Oolum bus, on the · Mississippi River, in Kentucky,
was occupied by Gen. Polk with Southern
troops, and Paducah, on the Ohio, likewise in
Kentucky by Gen. Grant, with troops from
Illinois. Meantime a small body of the enemy
occupied a position near BelmoJ1t, on the Missouri side of the Mississippi River, under Ool.
Tappan. This force Gen. Grant determined to
dislodge or capture. · Early on the morning of
Sept. 7th, he therefore landed with a force a
few miles above Belmont. This movement was
detected by the enemy, and Gen. Pillow was
ordered to cross from the Kentucky side to aid
Ool._ Tappan. Gen. Grant immediately advanced upon the enemy'5 position, now reenforcecl by Gen. Pillow. A sharp contest ensued
for some hours, when Gen. Pillow finding it
impossible to maintain himself without reenforcements and a further supply of ammunition,
fell back in some confusion to the river bank.
At this time reenforcements arrived, and a flank
movement up the river upon Grant was made
by the enemy. Meantime the camp of Ool.
Tappan's forces had fallen into the possession
of Gen. Grant, and he had also planted batteries
to attack the steamers bringing reenforcements
across the river. The flank movement disconcerted the Federal troops, and, apprehe:nding
an attack in the rear, they fell ba:ck to the
transports and mpidly embarked, leaving many
dead and wounded behind. The loss. of the
enemy wa.s 632 in killed, wounded, and missing.
That of Gen. Grant was 84 killed, 288 wounded,
and 235 missing.
.
An event occurred at this time in the capture
of Messrs. Mason and Slidell, which produced
a profound sensation, from the serious guestions
which it raised.
The British mail steamer Trent, belonging to

the line of English merchant steamers which
run from Vera Cruz and Havana to St. Thomas,
carrying the mail by contract, and thence connecting with a line to England, left Havana on
the morning of the 7th of November, under the
command of Captain Moir, having on board
Messrs. J. M. Mason and John Slidell-the former sent by the Government of the insurrectionary States, as amba.ssador to England, and
the latter to France. Nothing of interest occurred till about noon on the 8th, when in the
narrow passage of the old Bahama channel, op.
posite the Panador Grande light, a steamer was
observed ahead, apparently waiting, and showing no colors.
An officer of the U.S. steamer San Jacinto thus
reports the affair: "About 11.40 .A.. M., the lookout at the masthead reported a smoke as from
a steamer from the westward, and about 11 .A.. M.
she was visible from the deck. We were all ready
for her, beat to quarters, and. as soon as she was
within reach of our guns, every gun of our starboard battery was trained upon her. A shot from
om pivot gun was fired across her bow. She
hoisted English colors, and showed no dispo·
sition to slacken her speed or ~eave to. We
hoisted the 'Star Spangled Banner,' and as
soon as she was close upon us, fired a shell
across her bow, which brought her to. Our captain hailed her, and said he would send a boat
on board, and ordered Lieutenant Fairfax to
board her; he went in the second cutter ; at the
same time Lieutenant Greer was all ready in the
third cutter to shove from the port side should
his assistaµce be required. On coming alongside the packet, Lieutenant Fairfax ordered the
other officers to remain in the boat with the
crew until force should become necessary, and
he went on board alone. The captain of the
mail steamer refused to show his papers and
passenger list, knowing very well the object
of our visit and the character and mission
of the commissioners. But Mr. Mason being
recognized, a part of the armed crew wa.s
ordered from the boat, and came on board.
Messrs. Mason and Slidell were then requested
to come on board the San Jacinto, but declined,
and said that they would only yield by force;
Mr. Slidell making the remark that ' it would
require considerable force to take him on board
the- San Jacinto.' Lieutenant Fairfax then ordered Mr. Houston to return to our ship and
repor-t that the Confederate commissioners were
on board the mail steamer, and refused to come
on board the San Jacinto by other means than
force. Lieutenant Greer then shoved off and
went alongside the Trent, sent his armed crew
and marines on board, and stationed them at
both gangways, and then, after a 'gentle application ' of force, the four gentlemen were take:n
in the second cutter and conveyed on board of
our ship, where they were received by Captain
Wilkes at the gangway, and shown into his
cabin, which they afterwards occupied. Two
other boats were then sent on board to remove
the luggage, and the ladies having declined
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the hospitalities offered them, at 3.30 we parted
company from the Trent."
The commissioners made a protest to Captain
Wilkes on the next day, in which they say
that when the Trent got withing hailing distance, her captain inquired what was wanted i
The reply was understood to be: " They would
send a boat." Both vessels were then stationary, with steam shut off. A boat very soon
put off from the ship, followed immediately by
two other boats, with full crews, and armed
with muskets and side-arms. A lieutenant in
the uniform of the United States navy, and
with side-ari:ns, boarded .the Trent, and, in
the presence of most of the passengers then
assembled on the upper deck, said to Captain
Moir that he came with orders to demand his
passenger list. The captain refused to produce
it, and formally protested against any right to
visit his ship for the pm·pose indicated. After.
some conversation, implying renewed protests
on the part of the captain against the alleged
object of the visit, and on the part of the officer
of the San Jacinto that he had only to execute his orders, the latter said that two gentlemen, naming Messrs. Slidell and Mason, were
known to be on board, as also two other gentlemen, naming Messrs. Eustis and McFarland, and
that his orders were to take and carry them on
board the San Jacinto. Ou first addressing the
captain, he announced himself as a lieutenant
of the United States steamer San Jacinto. The
four gentleman named being present, the lieutenant addressed Mr. Slidell and afterwards.Mr.
Mason, repeating that his orders were to take
them, together with Messrs. Eustis and McFarland, and carry them on board his ship. Messrs.
Slidell and Mason, in reply, protested in the
presence of the captain of the Trent, his officers
and passengers, against such threatened violation
of their persons and their rights, and informed
the lieutenant that they would not leave the
ship they were in unless compelled by the employment of actual force greater than they
could resist, and Messrs. Eustis and McFarland
united with them in expressing a like purpose.
That officer stated that he hoped he would not
be compelled ~o resort to the use of force, but
if it should become necessary to employ it; in
order to execute his orders, he was prepared to
do so. He was answered by the commissioners
that they would submit only to such a force.
The lieutenant then went to the gangway
where his boats were, the commissioners going
at the same time to their state i.·ooms on the
next deck below, followed by Capt. Moir and
by the other passengers. The lieutenant returned with a party of his men, a portion of
whom were al.lrned with side-arms, and others,
appearing to be a squad of marines, having
muskets and bayonets. Mr. Slidell was in his
state room immediately by and in full view.
The lieutenant then said to Mr. Mason •that,
having his force now present, he hoped to
be relieved from the necessity of calling it
into actual use. The gentleman again answered
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that he would only submit to actual force
greater than he could overcome, when the lieutenant, and several of his men, by his order,
took hold of him, and in. a manner and in numbers sufficient to make resistance fruitless; and
Mr. Slidell joining the group at the same time,
one or more of the armed party took like hold
of him, and those gentlemen at once went into
the boat.
One account says, an exciting scene took
place between Mr. Slidell, his eldest daug:!.iter,
a noble girl devoted to ·her father, and Lieut.
Fairfax. With flashing eyes and quivering
lips she threw herself in the doorway of the
cabin where her father was, resolved to defend
him with her life, till, on the order being given
tp the marines to advance, which .they did
with bayonets pointed at this defenceless girl,
her fathe1' ended the painful scene by escaping
from the cabin by a window, when he was immediately seized by the marines and hurried
into the boat'. The commissioners .were taken
by the San Jacinto to Fortress Monroe and
transferred to Fort Warren, in Boston harbor,
where they remained as prisoners . .
.A. most intense excitement was aroused in
England upon the arrival of the news of the
transaction. Preparations for war with the
United States were commenced, troops were
sent to Canada, and a formal demand was made
for the surrender of the commissioners, and an
apology for the act by the Government.
On the 30th of November, Mr. Seward writes
to Mr. Adams that Capt. Wilkes, in the steamer
San Jacinto, hacl boarded a British colonial
steamer, and taken from her deck two insurgents who were proceeding to England on an
errand of treason against their own country.
He then proceeds :
We have done nothing on the subject to anticipate
the discussion, and we have not furnished you with
any e:1.--planations. We adhere to that course now, because we think it more prudent that the ground taken
by the British Government should be first made known
to us here, and that the discussion, if there must be
one, shall be had here. It is proper, however, that
you should kno,v one fnct in the case, without indicating, that we attach much importance to it namely,
that, m the capture of Messrs. Mason and Slidell on
.board a British vessel, Capt. Wilkes haviug acted
without any instructions from the Government the
subject is therefore free from the embarrass~ent
which might have resulted if the act.had been spe. cially directed by us.

Earl Russell on the same day writes to Lord
Lyons, the British Minister at Washington, relating the facts of the case as he had received
them froin the. commander of the colonial
steamer Trent, and thus states the demands of
his Government in relation to the inatter:
Her Majesty's Government, bearing in mind the
friendly relations which have long subsisted between
Great Britain and the United State~, are willing to
believe that the United States naval officer who committed the aggression was not acting in compUance
with any authority from his · Government, or that if
he conceived himself to be so authorized he greatly
misunderstood the instructions which be bad received.
For the Government of the United States must be
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fully aware that the British Government could not
allow such an affront to the national hono.r to pass
without full reparation, and her Maje sty's Government are unwilling to believe that it could be the deliberate intention of the Government of the United
States unnecessarily to force into discussion between
the two Governments a question of so grave a character, and with regard to which the whole British
nation would be sure to entertain such tlnunimity of
feeling.
Her Majesty's Government, t.herefore, trust that
when this matter shall have lieen brought under the
consideration of the Government of the United States,
that Government will, of its own acco rd , offer to th e
British Government such redress as alone could satisfy the British nation, namel:y, the liberation of the
four gentlemen and their delivery to your lordship,
in order that they may again be placed under British
protection, and a suitable apology for the aggression
which has been committed.
Should these terms not be offered by Mr. Seward
you will propose them to him.

Later, on the same day, Lord Job.ii Russell
addressed .another note to Lord Lyons, of a
private nature, as follows:

by himself in the affirmative, and only the fifth
remained for consideration.
Other nations besides Great Britain took a
lively interest in this seizure of Messrs. Mason
and Slidell. On the 10th of December, the
:Minister of France for Foreign .Affairs writes to
the representative of that court at Washington
that " the arrest had produced in France, if not
the same emotion as in England, at least extreme astonishment and sensation. Public sentiment was at once engrossed with the unlawfulness and the consequences of such nn act."
A.gain he says :
The desire to contribute to prevent a conflict, perhaps imminent, between two powers for which the
FJ:ench Government is animated by sentiments e9ually
friendly, and the dut;r to uphold, for the purpose of
placing the right of its own flag under shelter from
any attack, certain principles, essential to the security
of neutrals, have, after mature reflection, convinced
it that it could not, under the circumstances, remain
entirely silent.

.After examining the reasons which might be

In my previous despatch of this date I have in- urged to justify the arrest of Mason and Slidell,
structed you, by command of her Majesty, to make if the United States approved of the act, he procertain demands of the Government of the United
States.
.
ceeds to show the disash·ous effects which their
Should Mr. Seward ask for delay in order that this detention would have on the principles governgrave and painful matter should be deliberately con- ing neutral rights.
sidered, you will consent to a delay not exceeding
There remains, therefore, to invoke, in explanation
seven days. If, at the end of that time, no answer is
iven,
or
if
any
other
answer
is
~iven
except
that
of
of
their capture, only the pretext that they were the
g
.
'th h d
d ·h M · t , G
bearers of official despatches from the enemy; but
a comp1iance wi t e eman s O er aJes Y s ov- this is the moment to recall a circumstance which
ernment, your lordship is instructed to leave Washington witlr all the members of your legation, bring- governs all this affair, and which renders the conduct
h
hi
f th 1 t'
dt
of the .American cruiser unjustifiable.
·
·h
rng mt you t e arc ves O
e ega wn, an
reThe Trent was not destined to a point belongin 0rr to
pair immediately to London.
If, however, you should be of opinion that the re- one of the belligerents. She wa-11 carrying to a neutral
t f h M · ty' G
t
b t
country her cargo and her passengers; and, more·
q_mremen s O er aJes s overnmen are su s an- over, it was in a neutral port that they were taken.
tially complied with, you may report the facts to her
Majesty's Government for their consideration, and
The Cabinet of Washington could not, without
remain at your post till you receive further orders.
striking a blow at the principles which all neutral
nations are alike interested in holding in respect, nor
A. copy of the first despatch was sent to Mr. without taking the attitude of contradiction of its own
Seward by Lord Lyons, who gave him a reply course up to this time, give its approbation to the ·
on the 26th of December. After stating the proceedings of the commander of the San Jacinto.
facts in the case, Mr. Seward proceeds thus:
In this state of things it evidently should not, according to our views, hesitate about the determination to
Your lordship will now perceive that the case before be taken.
C
Wilk
d
us, instead of presenting a merely flagrant net of violence on the part of Capt. Wilkes, as mi~ht well be
A. vote of thanks to _aptain
es passe
inferred from the incomplete statement of it .that went the House of Representatives of Congress, but
u_p to the British Government1 was undertakell as a the authorities at Washington sent instructions
simple le_gal and customary belligerent proceeding by · to the commandant at Fort Warren to deliver
Capt. Wi~es to ~rrest and capture a neutral vesseJ the Confederate commissioners to the representengaged m carrymg contraband of war for the use
.
. .
and benefit of the insurgents.
atives of the ~ntish Government. They were,
The question before us is, whether this proceeding therefore, qmetly placed on board of a small
w~s auth<?rized by,_ and conducted ac_cording _t<? the steamer and taken to nn English steam vessel at.
law of nnt1ons. It rnvolves the followmg _mqumes:
anchor near Provincetown some distance from
1st. Were the persons named and their supposed B ·
I h
h
'
d
h
despatches contraband of war?
. o~ton.
n er t ey were conveye t_o t e
2d. Might Capt. Wilkes lawfully stop and search island of St. ThomM, and thence by the hne of
the 'Crent for these contraband persons and de- steam packets took passage to England, where
spatche~?
.
.
.
they safely arrived, and were lapded without
3d. Did he exercise that. right in a lawful and any special official attention
proper manner ?
.
·
4th. Having found the contraband persons on board
Next m the order of events was the occupannd in presumed possession of the contraband de- tion of Virginia, east of the Ohesapeake Bay.
spatches~ had he a ri_ght to caP.ture the persons_?
It is a peninsula, having the Atlantic Ocean on
5th. Did he exercise that _right of capture rn the the east, and the bay above mentioned on the
allowed and recogmzed by the law of na- west. It was understood, n~ar ~he close of the
If all these inquiries shall be resolved in the affirm- year,. that a body of secess1omsts, who were
ative, the British Government will have no claim for chiefly residents, wer& in arms and exercising
reparation.
a hostile control over the inhabitants of these

°
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The first four questions are briefly answered two counties.

Gen. Dix, then in command of
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that Department, with his head-quarters at
Baltimore, despatched a body of troops to restore the Federal authority. At the same time
he issued a proclamation, stating the objects of
the expedition, which produced the happiest
results. The troops as they advanced met with
no opposition. The people declared their intention to submit to the authority of the United
States before the arrival of the military force.
On the night of November 15 a force of Oonfederate troops, in Accomac Ooup.ty, mostly
drafted militia, disbanded. They gave as reasons that they were satisfied with the proclamation, and they believed they could not
withstand the-military force. In Northampton
Oounty the secessionists, to the number of 1,800,
laid down their arms, and the Union troops
held peaceful possession of the entire county.
The following was the proclamation of Gen.
Dix:
HEADQUARTlIBS, BALTIMORE,

Nov. 18, 1861.

To the People of Accomac and Northampton Oownties, Va. :
The military forces of the United States are about
to enter your counties as a part of the Union. They
wiU go among you as friends, and with the earnest
hope that they may not by your own acts he compelled to become your enemies. They mil invade no
right of person or property. On the contrary, your
laws, your inetitutions, your usages, will be scrupulously respected. There need be no fear that tho
quietude of any firesides will be disturbed, unless ·
the disturbance is caused by yourselves. Specfal
directions haTe been given not to interfere with the
condition of any person held to domestic servitude;
and, in order that there may be no ground for mistake or pretext for misrepresentation, commanders
of re~iments 01· corps have been instructed not to
permit such persons to come within their lines.
The command of the expedition is intrusted to
Brig.-Gen. Henry H. Lockwood,ofDelaware-a State
identical in some of the distinctive features of its social organization with your own. Portions of his
force come from counties in Maryland bordering on
one of yours. From him and from them you may be
assured of the sympathy of near neighbors, as well
as friends, if you do not repel it by hostile resistance
dr attack.
This mission is to assert the authority of the United
States, to reopen your intercourse with the loyal
States, and especially with Maryland, which has just
proclaimed her devotion to the Union by the most
triumphant vote in her political annals to restore to
commerce its accustomed guides, by reestablishing
the lights on your coast; to afford you a free export
for the produce of your labor, a free ingress for the
necessa,ries and comforts of life which you require in
exchange, and in a word, to put an end to the embarrassments.and restrictions brought upon you by
a causeless and unjustifiable rebellion.
If the calamities of intestine war which are desolating other districts of Virginia, and have already
crimsoned her lands with fraternal blood, fall also
upon you, it will not be the fault of the Government.
It asks only that its authority may be recognized. It
sends among you a force too strong to lie successfully opposed-a force which cannot be resisted in
any other spirit than that of wantonness and malignity. If there are a.n_y among you, who, rejecting till
overtures of friendship, thus provoke retaliation and
. draw down upon themselves consequences which the
Government is most anxious to avert, to their account
must be laid the blood which may be shed, and the
desolation which may be brought upon peaceful
homes. On all who are thus reckless of the obligations of humanity and duty, and all who are found
8
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in arms, the severest :imnishment warranted by the
laws of war will be visited.
To those who remain in the ~uiet pursuit of their
domestic occupations, the pubhc authorities assuro
that they can give l?eace, freedom from annoyance,
protection from forei~n and internal enemies, a guarantee of all constitutional and legal rights, and the
blessings of a just and parental Government.
JOHN A. DIX,
.
Major-General Commanding.

The importance of a stringent blockade of
the harbor of Oharleston was early app3.l'ent.
This had been maintained during the temperate
months of the year; but on the approach of
winter the Government resorted to another
method to stop the trade. The attempt was
made to seal up the channels with sunken ships.
The Secr~tary of the Navy thus states the plan:
"One method of blockading the ports of the
insurgent States, and interdicting communication, as well as to prevent the egress of privateers which seught to depredate on our commerce, has been that of sinking in the channels
vessels laden with stone. The first mqvement
in this direction was on the North Oarolina
coast, where there are numerous inlets to Albemarle and. Pamlico Sounds, and other interior
waters, which afforded facilities for eluding the
blpckade, and also to the privateers. For this
purpose a class of small vessels were purchased
in Baltimore, some of which have been placed
in Ocraeoke Inlet.
"Another and larger description of vessels
were bought in the eastern market, most of
them such as were formerly employed in the
whale fisheries. These were sent to obstruct
the channels of Oharleston harbor and the Sa.
vannnh River; and this, if effectually done,
will prove the most economical and satisfactory method of interdicting commerce at those
points."
Two fleets of vessels were obtained for the
blockade of Oharleston and Savannah. The
first consisted of twenty-five vessels; the sec- ·
ond of twenty. The largest number of these
vessels had been used in the whale fisheries and
in the trade to India. They were ships aud
barks of a burden between two and five huncired tons, 'W bioh had become too old to enc.ounter any longer the hazards of a long voyage at
sea. They were purchased by the Government
at about ten dollars per ton, principally in the
seaports of Now Bedford and New London.
Tho vessels, although old, wei·e substantial and
generally double-deckers. They were stripped
of their copper and other fittings not necessary
for so short o. voyage, and loaded with pioked
stone as deeply as was safe. At light-water
ruo.rk in each· vessel one or more holes wero
bored through the sides, into which a lead pipe
was carefully inserted, the ends of which were
nailed down on each side of the vessel, a plug
was driven in from the outside and another
from within, and both secured by a rod passing
through them, and fastened within by a nut and
screw. Each fleet carried about six thousand
tons of stone. The vessels were each manned
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by about. fourteen_men. The orders given to fences increased and put in a complete stn.te of
readiness to resist an attack. •
tJie commander were as follows:
On Dec. 20th an affair occnrred nt Dranes"To Cap tam - - , Sir: The - - now under
ville,
in Virginia, near Washington, which was
your command, having been purchased by the Navy
bepartment for service on the Southern coast of the so favorable to the Federal side that it was reUnited States, the following are your orders for your garded with much gratification. A brigade of
proposed voyage :
.
·
Gen. McCall's division, under the command of
"You will proceed from this port on - -, the Gen. E. 0. 0. Ord,having been ordered to advance
- - instant, or with the 11rst fair wind, and when
clear of the laud make a direct passage to the port in the direction of Dranesville, for the purpose
of - - , and there deliver your ship to the com- of obtaining a quantity of forage known to be
manding officer of the blockading fleet off said port, in the posse.ssion of sec-essionists, they marched
taldug liis receipt for her return. to me. After the from camp about six o'clock in the morning.
delivery of your vessel, yourself and crew will be Apprehending that they might be attacked,
provided with passages to the port of New York, by
the Navy Department, and on your arrival there you Gen. McOall ordered another brigade, under
will call on - - , who will furnish you with funds Gen. Reynolds, to follow at eight o'clock.
to return to this port.
Meantime Gen. Orel's brigade, having advanced
" On the voyage down it would be well; as far as nearly to Dranesv;ille, were assailed by a Oonpracticable, to keep in company of your consorts, to
exhibit lights by night and sound horns or bells in federate force in ambush. A spirited engage-ment ensued, which lasted nearly an hour, when
case of fog near the coast.
"You will 11lso examine daily the pipe in the quar- the enemy's force fled in the direction of Fairter of your ship under water, to ·see tbat it reµiains fax Comt House, abandoning on the field a
sufe.
"The only service required of you is the safe de- number of their killed and ·wounded, besides
livery of your vessel; and as she is old and heavily arms, 'clothing, and other articles. The force
laden, you will use special care that she sustains no under Gen. Reynolds did not come up until the
damage from unskilful seamanship or want of pru- action was qver. The Union force, after redence and care.
maining at Dranesville till near sttn.down, re" On a close approach to your port of destination-,
begin to put between-decks caro-o into lower bold, turnea. to their camp, .which they reached beand, before anchoring permanentfy, have your second tween nine and ten o'clock at night, bringing
anchor and chain (if you have one) secured on deck. with them fifty wagon loads of forage, ,and the
Ou leaving your vessel, unless otherwise ordered, ·prisoners and abandoned articles.
yoi;i will bring away papers, chronometer charts,
The enemy's force was composed of the 1st
compasses, spy-glass, and any other valuatle :portable articles' not required by the commander of the and 11th Kentucky regiments, and the 10th
blockading fleet there, and return them safely to me. Alabama, with a regiment of cavalry and a bat" In case of disaster, to J>reclude going on, you can tery: of ·cannon, all under the command of Ool.
call at Fortress Monroe, Hampt on Roads, to r epair John H. Forney, acting Brigadier-Genera.I.
dam~es, reporting to the flag-officer there. ·
They left on the field ninety dead bodies and
" wishing you a safe and speedy passage,
ten of their wounded. Eight of their number,
" I am yours, respectfully,
--."
unhurt, were taken prisoners.
The effect of sunken vessels upon the chanOn the Union side, about seven were killed
nels of a harbor, if uninfluenced by winds and and sixty-three wounded. ·
Clll'rents, is to stop the navigation. These old
The position which had thus far been taken
hulks become points for the accumulation of by the Federal Government relative to the Oonalluvials which the rivers bear down, and of the federate States, was to regard them still as a
sands which the tides carry back. Becoming part of the United States, whose inhabitants
thoroughly im beddecl in the sand, they cause were in a condition of insurrection against the
the accumulations to increase with time, form- Government. Those carrying on active hostiliing unconquerable obstacles to reopening the ties were to be subdued by military force. When
chanpels. The strong westerly winds which all vestiges of military power on the pru:t of the
prevail at Charleston tend to sweep out the insurgents were destroyed, it was e2,..-pected that
channels of its harbor by the increased force of the good sense of the people of those States
the ebb tide. Two or three hulks which were would convince. them of the great blessings of
sunk by the State authorities before the bom- the Union, and induce their hearty return to its
bardment of Fort Sumter were soon afterwards support. Fl'om the outset the Government was ·
swept out in this manner. In some instances confident of its ultimate success. This was
obstructions of this kind have caused the water founded upon the peculiar character of the into cut out new channels. On the 21st of De- surgent people, being that of masters rather
cember seventeen of these vessels were sunk than laborers, .and upon their commercial inaa.cross the principal entrance to Oharleston by bility to sustain a long war. The v.olicy of the
orders from the Navy Department at Wash- Government, therefore, was to blockade all the
ington. They were placed in three or four rows ports, and thereby shut out all foreign mal\ufacacross the channel, not in uniform, but in a tures and all foreign aid from a people excluchequered order.
sively devoted to agriculture, and almost entireThe occupation of Beaufort by the Federal ly dependent ;upon other States or nations for
troops with an immense fleet of transports ex- their market, and for all the comforts and luxcited great apprehensions at Oharleston. An uries of life. The military conquest was exincreased military force was gathered; the de- pected t0 be very easy and rauid. until the dis-
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aster at Bull Run taught the Government that
success would result only from the most extensive, careful, and thoroughly organized military
preparations.
On the other .hand the people of the insurroctionary States had, at first, looked upon secession as hopeless, if it should be powerfully opposed by the Federal Government and Northern
people; but within a short period they had become convinced that the North would not fight,
and therefore flattered themselves that certam.
success was within their grasp. · Their amazement at the valor, bravery, and vigor of the
Northern troops has been m.expressible, and
with the loss of all hope of foreign assistance,
they have seen their prospects of success fading
away.
The course of the Government relative to the
slave property in the Confederate States was
designed to be in strict conformity with its
views. of the Constitution and laws. But as the
Southern States were in insurrection, there was
no obligation to return fugitive slaves to them;
consequently all slaves who came within the
army lines were treated as freemen.
As to prisoners captlll'ed by either side there
was no recourse but to exchange, accorC4Ug to
the laws of war. This the Federal Government
hesitated to do, for the reason that it might be
construed into acknowledging belligerent rights
on the part of the Confederates. The necessity
of exchange became urgent, and the friends of
prisoners were clamorous that something should
be done for their relief. The .Administration
fkactically ignored the question, bem.g impressed with the idea that it would derogate from
the dignity of its position to accept any mterchange of colll'tesy. By exchanging prisoners,
nothing is conceded or admitted except what is
· patent to the world-that actual war exists.
Pre.vious to the battle of Bull Run the number
of prisoners on either side was not large. By
that disaster the Southerners captured about
1,400 northern troops. They released numbers at ilifferent pom.ts on parole, and the
matter was compromised in V(l;l'ious ways. In
September an exchange took place between
Gen. Pillow and Col. Wallace, of the Federal
army.
.
On the 1st of November Gen. Fremont m~de
a treaty with Gen. Price, of Missouri, among
the provisions of which was one for the exchange of prisoners. Certain parties named
are authorized, whenever applied to for the
purpose, to negotiate for the exchange of any
and all persons who may hereafter be taken
prisoners of war and released on parole ; such
exchanges to be made upon the plan heretofore
approved and acted upon, to wit: " grade for
grade, or two officers of lower grade, as an
equivalent in rank for one of a higher grade, as
shall be thoughtjust and equitable." This was
signed by both parties. Gen. Hunter, having
succeeded Gen. Fremont on the '7th of Nov.,
repudiated this treaty.
At the close of the year t¥ee commissioners
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were appointed by the Federal Government·to
proceed to the Confederate States and examine
the condition of the Union prisoners there.
They were refused admission within the Confederate territory-, and thus the fate of prison~
ers was left to the discretion of each commander, who excbanged them at his will. But, while
such were the terms on which exchanges were
effected for those taken as prisoners on either
side upon land, only an informal regulation had
been established respecting the persons detained
on a charge of piracy, because found waging
war against Federal commerce on the high seas,
and in retaliation for whose treatment the Confederate authorities· imprisoned in the common
Jail a corresponding number of United States
officers.
In his message to Congress on the 20th of
Jnly, Mr. Davis refers to a despatch sent t o
Washington, as before stated, and after stating
the reasons upon which it was sent, thus proceeds : "To this end I despatched an officer
under a flag of truce to President Lincoln, and
informed him of my resolute plll'pose to check
all barbarities on prisoners of war by such
· severity of retaliation on prisoners held by us
as should secure the abandonment of the practice. This communication was received nnd
read by an officer in command of the United
States forces, and a message was brought from
him by the bearer of my communication that a
reply would be returned by President Lincoln
as soon as possible. I earnestly hope this promised reply (which has not yot been received)
will ·convey the asslll'ance that prisoners of war
will be treated in this unhappy contest with
that regard for humanity which has made such
conspicuous progress in modern warfare. As
measures of precaution, however, and until this
promised reply is received, I shall retain in
close custody some officers oaptm·ed from the
enemy, whom it had been my pleasure pre- ·
viously to set at large on parole, and whose fate
must necessarily depend on that of prisoners
held by. the enemy."
The foreign policy of the Government was
conducted on the principle that the troubles of
the country formed a aomestic affair of its own,
and the interference of foreign nations was
neither desired nor would be allowed. The
prompt manner in which the Confederate States
were acknowledged as belligerents by FrflJlce
and England is a proof that not a doubt was
entertained by the Governments of those nations of the ul,timate independence of the. new
C~nfederacy.
After the adjournment of the e~ra session of
Congress in July, the plan of the Government
was to make the most ample and perfect preparations to recover and repossess the strongholds in the Oonfederate States. In its progress
due regard was had to the will of Congress,
and the requirements of the emergency. With
a surprising unanimity among the people, its
measm·es were steadily sustam.ed.
The army around Washington was reorgan-
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ized, greatly increased in numbers, and brought
np to the highest state of discipline. In its
front the camps of the flower of the Southern
States were spread, and the year closed with
the two armies watching each other. The one

was growing more formidable and better prcpared for the approaching strife, while the other
was growing weaker by the overstrained ·effort
to maintain a position which it finally yielded
without a single blow.

CHAPTER XII. Views of the Combatants-Condition of the Federal Navy-Its Increase-Ir/Jn-Clads-Western Fleet-Numbers nnd position of the ho~tile .Armies-Campaign In Eastern Kentucky-Batt.le of Mill Springs-Death of Zollicoffer-Campaign
In Western Kentucky and Tennessee-Federal Troops ecgaged-Capture of Fort Henry-Surrender of Fort DonelsonAdvance of Gen. Buell-Surrend~r of Na>Shville.

been chartered !J steamers, carrying from 2 to 9
guns each. By these additions, the naval force
in commission has been increased to 82 vessels,
carrying upwards of 1,100 guns, and with a
complement of about 13,000 men, exclusive of
officers and marines. There are also several
steamboats and other small craft which are
temporarily in the service of the department.
"Purchases of sailing ships have been made
for transporting coals to the steamers that are
performing duty as sentinels before the principal harbors. *
* *
"The squadron on the Atlantic coast, under
tJie command of Flag-officer S. H. Stringham,
consists of 22·vessels, 296 guns, and 3,300 men.
" The squadron in the Gulf, under the command of Flag-officer William Mervine, consists
of 21 vessels, 282 guns, and 3,500 men. ·
•
" Additions have been made to each of the
squadrons, of two or three small vessels that
have been captured and take,n into the service.
The steamers Pawnee and Pocahontas, and the
flotilla under the late Oommander Ward, with
several steamboats in charge of naval officers,
have been employed on the Potomac River, to
prevent communication with that portion of
Virginia which is in insurrection. Great service
has been rendered by this armed force, which
has been vigilant in intercepting supplies, !Ind
in protecting transports and supply vessels in
their passage up and down the Potomac.
"The squadron in the Pacific, under the command of Flag-officer John B. Montgomery, consists of six vessels, 82 guns, and 1,000 men.
"The West India squadron is under the command of Flag-officer G. J. Pendergrast, who has
been temporarily on duty, with his flag-ship,
tlrn Oumberland, at Norfolk and Hampton
Roads, since the 23d of March. He wi1i, at an
early day, transfer his flag to the steam-frigate
Roanoke, and proceed southward, having in
charge our interests on the Mexican and central
Guns.
American
coasts, and in the West India Islands.
Vermont, ship-of-line . .............................. ... 84
"The East India, Mediterranean, Brazil, and
Drandywlne, frigate .................................... 50
Decatur, sloop, nt Ban Francisco......................... 16 .African squadrons, excepting one vessel of each
John lfancook, steam tender at San Francisco.... .. .. .. . . 8
of the two latter, have been recalled.
" There have been recently added to the navy,
" The return of these vessels will add to the
by purchase, 12 steamers, carrying from 2 to 9 force for service in the Gulf and on the Atlanti-::
gnns each, and 8 sailing vessels. There have coast, about 200 guns f!,nd 2,500 men."
WHEN the new year began, the anticipations
of the two antagonists were materially changed.
The South, rendered exultant and hopeful by
the successes at Bull Run and Leesburg or Ball's
Bluff, believed that foreign interference was
certain, and that the war would be short.
Under these influences a serious state of apathy
was beginning to prevail The enlistment of
troops was for the short period of twelve m~nths,
and the naval preparations for defence were on
a limited scale.
Meanwhile the North had begun to realize
the gigantic nature of the contest in which it
was engaged, and to put forth corresponding
efforts of preparation. Besides the organization
of vast armies, naval preparations were commenced on an immense scale, and embracing
every variety ofimprovement. The Federal Govemment also, in order to strengthen itself, had
resorted to the imprisonment of all persons who
by words or actions manifested a strong.sympathy for the Southern cause. At the same
time many newspapers whose general spirit
was hostile to the Government, were suppressed,
and their circulation forbidden.
The Secretary of the Navy, in his report of
July 4th, 1861, presented the following statement of the vessels at that time in service:
" Of the 69 vessels, caiTying 1,346 guns,
mentioned as available for service on the 4th
of March last, the sloop Levant has been given
up as lost in the Pacific; the steamer Fulton
was seized at Pensacola; and one frigate, two
sloops, and one brig were burnt at Norfolk.
These vessels carried 1'72 guns. The other
vessels destroyed at Norfolk were considered
worthless, and are not included in the list of
available vessels.
" These losses left at the disposal of the
department 62 vessels, carrying 1,1 '74 guns, ill
of which are now, or soon will be, in commission, with the exception of the
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so great and rapid an increase, and never have
our seOIDen come forward with more alacrity
and zeal to serve the country.
In -the need of a substantial class of vessels
suitable for performing continuous duty off the
coast in all weathers, the department contracted
for the building of 23 steam gunboats, each of
about 500 tons burden, and made preliminary
arrangements for several larger and fleeter vessels, in addition to taking measures for carrying out the order of Oongress of the preceding
session for the construction of seven sloops of
war, with the addition of one more. At each of
the Northern navy yards, Portsmouth, Boston,
New York, and Philadelphia, two of this last
class were directed to be built. The following
table comprises a summary of the vessels purchased for naval service during the year 1861 :.

He also stated in his report that 259 officers
of the navy had resigned their commissions, or
been dismissed from the service, since the 4th
of March; for which reason many of the -yessels were necessarily sent to sea without o. full
complement of officers. Many, however, who
hacl retired to civil pursuits, had promptly come
forward in this time of their country's need,
and voluntarily tendered their services, while
many masters and masters' mates were also
appointed from the commerci3:l marine. So
promptly di.d seamen present themselves at the
naval rendezvous of all the principal seaports,
under the authorized increase and abbreviated
term of enlistment, that only one or two ships
experienced any detention for want of a crew,
and none beyond two or three days. Never,
as the Secretary states, has the no.val force had
Cu.es ov Vxss1wa.

I

Side-wheel stcnmers ... • ...... .... . .
Screw steamers .......•.... . ........
.A.uxlliary·steam bark................

i~~ts·:::. '.'.'.'. ·:::. ·.:::. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.':::::::
5

Bnrka'ntlne ...................... . ..
Schooners . ..... . ..... . ............ .
Brigs ............................. . .

No.

86
42
1
13
17
1
25
2

1 Number.of
guns to
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Total

.

number

Tonnage of ench.

ToW cost.

of gun,.

Total
tonnage.

Cost of each.

each.

1 to 10
1 to 9

160
170
5

128 to 1,800
G5 to 2,100

$12,000 to $200,000
5,000 to 172,1500

lto 8
2 to 6

52

1 to 4
2

'iii>

26,680
19,985
418
9,998
8,136
296

$2,418,108
2,187,587
27,500
813,508
843,400
16,000
241,790
19,000

78
4

Of side-wheel steamers nine we1•e first-class
steamships, all of them costing from $85,000 to
$200,000 each, except one, the Alabama, which
was bought for $23,000. Among th13 steamers
were eighteen ferry-boats and tug-boats, the
former purchased from the Brooklyn and New
Jersey companies.
The .armed vessels were almost exclusively
ordered, on entering into the service, to proceed to the Southern ports, for the purpose of
enforcing their blockade, and the result of their
operations is shown in the following summary
of vessels, captured and destroyed from April
23 to November 15. These are '7 ships, 12
barks, 9 brigs, 115 schooners, 8 sloops, and '7
miscellaneous, the last including the steamer
Salvor, loaded with arms, from Havana, and
bound to Tampa Ba-y. Most of these vessels
contained valuable cargoes, and three of them
were privateers. A few were recaptured prizes,
and were r estored to their owners.
.
The year 1861 will al ways be famous in naval
history for the material change then first fairly
established in the construction of vessels of
war, by rendering them as nearly impenetrable
as possible to the heo.viest shot, by means of a
coating of iron plates. The superiority of a
few guns of the heaviest calibre to the large
• batteries of the older ships was then first generally appreciated, and the whole system of
ship-building in the navies of France and England, as also of some of the minor. naval powers
of Europe, underwent a more complete change
than had followed the introduction of steam.
The building o. wooden vessels was entirely
abandoned, except in soT,Ue special cases where
they were to be covered with ·plates of iron,
and the day of old wooden frigates and line-

884. t~ ·1,375
265 to 888
1)8

"i~'

196 to

849
264

15,!~

. ...

7,000 to
11,500 to

40,000
82,000

6,000 't-.;. 1S,000
9,000 to 10,000

of-battle ships was looked upon as having
passed.
The subject came before Oongress in 1861,
and on the 3d of August an act was approved,
directing the Secretary of the Navy "to appoint
a board of three skilful naval officers to investigate the plans and specifications that may be
submitted for the construction and completing
iron-clad steam-ships or steam-batteries, ahd
on their report, should it be favorable, the
Secretary of the N a-..y will cause one or more
.armored, or iron or steel-clad steam-ships or
floating steam-batteries to be built; and there
is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the
treasury not otherwise ap~opriated, the sum
of $1,500,000." Oommodores Joseph Smith
and H. Paulding, with Oapt. 0. H. Davis, were
appointed this board, and their report was presented of the date of Sept. 15. While considering iron-clad ships as without doubt formidable
adjuncts to coast and harbor fortifications, the
bon,rd questioned their advantages and ultimate
adoption as cruising vessels, chiefly on account
of the enormous weight added to the vessel by
the armor, which involved greater power to
propel her, and at the same time largely increased
the cost of construction. To·meet the immediate
demand for vessels as far as practicable invulnerable to shot, and adapted by their light
draught of water to penetrate our shoal harbors,
rivers, and bayous, the boo.rd recommended
"that contracts be made with responsible parties
for the construction of one or more iron-clad
vessels or batteries, of as light a draught of
water as practicable consistent with their weight
of armor." They also advised the construction
in our own dock-yards, of one or more ·of these
vessels upon a large o.nd more perfect scale
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when Congress shall see fit to authorize it.
The report concludes with a synopsis of the propositions and specifications submitted,· amounting to l '7 in number, the terms of construction
for the different vessels ranging from $32,000 to
$1,500,000. Three only of these were seleQted
as worthy of recommendation, the others being
put aside, either owing to too great cost or for
other reasons. The three proposals recommended were those of J. Ericsson, New York;
Merrick & Sons, PhiladelpMa; and 0. S. Bushnell & Co., New Haven, Conn. Of these the
remarks of the board are as follows :
"J. Ericsson, New York- This plan of a
floating battery is novel, but seems to be based
upon a plan which will render the battery shot
and shell-proof. It is to be apprehended that
her properties for sea are not such as a seagoing vessel shonld possess. But she may be
moved from one place to another on the coast
in smooth water. · We recommend that nn
experiment be made with one battery of this
description on the terms proposed, with a guru·antee ancl forfeiture in case of failure in any of
the properties nnd points of the vessel as proposed. Price, $275,000; length of vessel, 1'74
feet; breadth of beam, 41 feet; depth of hold,
11¼feet; time, lOQ days; draught of water, 10
feet; displacement, 1,245 tons; speed per hour,
9 statute miles.
" Merrick & Sons, Philadelphia.- Vessel of
wood and iron combined. Thls proposition we
consider the most practicable one for heavy
armo1:. We recommend that a contract be
made with that party, under a guarantee, with
forfeiture in case of failure to comply with the
specifications; and that the contract require the
plates to be 15 feet long and 36 inches wide, with
a reservation of some modifications, which may
occur as the work progresses, not to affect the
cost. Price, $.'780, 000; length of vessel, 220 feet;
breadth of beam, 60 feet; depth of hold, 23 feet;
time, 9 months; draught of water, 13 feet; displacement, 3,296 tons; speed per hour, 9½ knots.
" S. 0. Bushnell & Oo., New Haven, Conn.,
propose a vessel to be iron-clad, on the·rail and
plate principle, and to obtain high speed. The
objection to this vessel is the fear that she will
not float her armor and load sufficiently high,
and have stability enough for a sea vessel.
With a guarantee that she shall do these, we
recommend on that basis a contract. Price,
$225,250; length of vessel, 180 feet; breadth
of beam - feet ; depth of hold, 12¾ feet ; time,
4 months; draught of water, 10 feet; displacement, - tons; speed per hour, 12 knots."
The recommendation was adopted by Congress, and the 3 vessels ordered to be built.
The contract made with Capt. Ericsson stipulated for the completion of his battery within
100 days from the signing of the contract,
which was October 5, 1861 ; and the extraordinary provision was introduced, that the test of
the battery, up9n which its acceptance by the
U. S. Government depended, should be its with.standing the fire of the enemy's batterieR at the

,•

•

J

shortest ranges, the United States agreeing to
fit out the vessel with men, guns, &c. The
v:essel was not completed, and delivered to the
U. S. Government for trial until March 5, 1862.
Soon after taking command of the Western
Department, Maj.-Gen. Fremont became convinced of the necessity of preparing a fleet of
gunboats and mortar-boats, for the purpose of
commanding the Mississippi and other navigable waters of the West, and decided upon the
plans and ordered the construction of the umber of each he deemed necessary. Their completion, and the furnishing of them with their
ru·mament and crew, and the collection of the
requisite land force to accompany them, was
not completed till February. 1862. ·
The fleet consisted of twelve gunboats, cruTying an ru-mament in all of 126 g~ms, viz. :
Benton ........ . .... . . . .................•........ 16 guns.

Essex . ...... . ................ . ......... . ........ . 9 "

Mound Oity; . . . . ..........•.......•........ . ..... 18

~1;~11:.-.·.-.:~:.-:
:::: :::: :::::::::::::::: :: ::::: i:
Carondelet .................... . ............. . .... 18

"

St. Louis ...... . ......•.. . .... ~..... .
. ........
Cairo ..•.. . ....•..... . •.... .. ..••.......•..... . .•
Pittsburl(h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lexington......... . ................. . ... . .. . .....

Conosto;n.. , .. ~. , .... ~ .. , .. , .......... , . , . , . . . • . . . 9

"
"
"
"
"
u

18
18
18
9

.

Tyler ..... _....... . .. . . . . • .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 0

None of these guns were less than 32-pounders, some were 42-pounders, some 64-pounders,
and one (on the Essex) threw a shell weighing
128 lbs. In addition to tl10se, each boat carried a Dahlgren rifled 12-pounder boat howitzer
on the upper deck. Several of the larger guns
on each boat were rifled. Naval officers regru·ded the 10-inch Dahlgren shell guns as their
most efficient weapons. The Benton cru-ried
two of these guns in her forward battery; the
others cru·ried one each.
.
Seven of the gunboats were iron-clad, and
able to resist all except the heaviest solid shot.
These boats cost on an average $89,000 each.
The other five were of wood, but strongly and
substantially built; all were. fast sailers.
· Besides these, thirty-eight mortar-boats were
ordered, each about sixty feet long and twentyfive feet wide, surrounded on all sides by ironplate bulwarks, stx or seven feet high. The
mortru· itself weighed 17,200 . lbs., bad a bore
easily admitting a 13-inch shell, -and from the
edge of the boi·e to the outer rim was seventeen
inches. The mortar bed weighed 4,500 lbs.•
Tb:e mortar-boats were thoroughly tested
before being used in actual service, and w~re
found to produce but slight recoil, and the concussion caused by the iron bulwarks was remedied. With a chru·ge of 11 lbs. of powder the
mortars threw a shell, weighing 215 lbs. a distance of 21 mil¥; and with a charge of 15 to 23
lbs. the same shell was thrown from 3 to 3¼ miles.
There was also a sufficient number of steamboats and tugs provided for towing and transport service. The fleet was placed under the
command of Flag-officer Andrew H. Foote, an
experienced and able commander in the navy ;
anu each boat was in charge of a lieutenant
commfil).ding, who bad already seen service.
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.A.t the commencement of the year 1862, the
position of the Federal and of the Oonfederate
forces were as follows: .A.t Fortress Monroe
and Newport News, under the command
of Gen. Wool, there were estimated to be
15,000 men in a good state of organization
and discipline. Thence proceeding up the Po. tomac, Gen. Hooker's division, including Gen.
Sickles's brigade, was south of Washington, and
partly on the Maryland side of the Potomac..
They numbered about 10,000 men. Southwest of Washington, and in the neighborhood
of that city, was the mass of Gen. McClellan's
army, consisting of a large portion of the men
who had volunteered from the middle and eastern States, for the war. They were organized
into eight divisions, and becoming disciplined
for foture operations. The divisions of Gens.
Keyes and Oasey were in and around Washington, that of Gen. Stone was at and neat Poolesville, and that of Gen. Banks near Darnestown,
with detachments on the Potomac to Williamsport. The entire force thus organized, was not
for from 160,000 men, which, in connection
with other troops on the line of railroad to
Baltimore, at that city, and in the vicinity,
was something less than 200,000 men. This
force before Washington was subsequently designated as the .A.rrny of the Potomac. It was
organized into divisions, each commanded by a
major-general, or by a brigadier-general acting
as a major-general; and each di vision consisted of three brigades, each brigade of four, a
few of five, r egiments of infantry, making
twelve infantry regiments in a division, one
regiment of cavalry, and three and sometimes
four batteries of artillery, or about twenty
pieces. To each division generally one :regiment of cavalry was assigned, and one or two
of them had four instead of three batteries.
Further up the Potomac, was Gen. Kelly's
force, of which Gen. Lander soon took command, looking up the valley of the Shenandoah,
toward Winchester. Gen. Rosecrans was in
western Virginia, with a force somewhat less
than 20,000 men.
.A.t Louisville, in Kentucky, Gen. Buell had
collected and combined the scattered Federal
forces, and was now organizing and preparing
for future operations, an army ' of more than
100,000 men. .A.t St. Louis and Oairo, Gen.
Halleck was performing a similar service, and
at the same time holding in check the Oonfederate forces in Missouri, and preparing to drive
them entirely over its southern border. The
force he was thus organizing, was nearly equal
to that under Gen. Buell in Kentucky.
On the western frontier preparations were
also making for an expedition, which- was designed to be more than 20,000 strong, for the
purpose of penetrating from Kansas to the 8-ulf
of Mexico. .A. naval force was also collected
at Oairo and St. Louis, 'to cooperate, by gunboats, with the military force, at important
points on the western rivers. The entire Federal force, including the troops under Gen.

,. ......

Sherman in South Carolina, and those under
Gen. Burnside on their way to North Oarolina, and the regiments designed for the expedition under Gen. Butler, mane not more than
450,000 to 475,000 in the field.
The position and force of the Oonfederate
army at the commencement of the year, were
nearly as follows: .A.t Norfolk and Yorktown
there was a considerable force, probably over
30,000 men. The larger portion of this force
was at Yorktown. · .A. small force also manned
batteries on the James and York rivers. The
army before Washington was fortified on a very
exten4ed line. Iti? right wing rested upon the
Potomac;- beyond Fredericksburg, and at Stafford Court House,. Dumfries, &c., and thus ·
formed a support to the batteries which blockaded the Potomac river, and endangered the
navigation between Washington and the lower
Potomac into Chesapeake Bay. The main body
was at Centreville and Manassas. The former
place was strongly fortified, and held not less
than 75,000 troops. The left wing occupied
.A.ldie and Leesl:furg, and considerable forces
were stationed at Winchester and Martinsburg.
This entire force has been estimated to have
reached 175,000 men, under Gen. Joseph Johnston. .A. small force was in western Virginia.
In Kentucky, the Oonfederate forces were
stationed at Prestonburg, Hazel Green, Bowl- •
ing Green, Oolumbus, Hickman, Donelson and
Fort Henry, and amounted to 30,000 men.
The points occupied by the Confederate
forces in Tennessee, were Cumberland Gap,
Nashville, Waverly, Humboldt, Ohattanooga,
Jonesboro, Memphis, and forts Osceola, Wright,
Randolph, Rector and Harris. These troops
·amounted to 20,000 men.
There were also Confederate troops stationed
at Vicksburg, Natchez, New Orleans~ Mobile,
Savannah, Oharleston, and at various points in
Missouri. The total force under arms, was not
far from .350,000 men.
..
The Oonfederate forces at this time occupied
half of Missouri, nearly half of Kentucky, including the strong positions of Oolumbus and
Bowling Green, western Virginia, nearly as
far north. as the Kanawha river, the whole of
eastern Virginia, except a few miles around
Washington and Fortress Monrqe and Newport
News, the whole of North Carolina, except
Hatteras Inlet, the whole of Florida except
Key West, and Santa Rosa Island, and all the .
rest of the Southern States.
The results of the previous year when compared with the purposes entertained by the citizens of the North, appear most insignificant.
But this is not a true view of the case. It was
too soon to expect results, and nothing was
done which had any influence upon the termi- ·
nation of the war. These gigantic combatants
were yet unprepared for the conflict. Armies
had been collected and hastily equipped, and .
the work of organization and discipline to
change raw militia into men of war wa!! pro- ·
grassing on both sides. So unused, however,

.. . .... ..- ..... ·~
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were the people to such events, that a speedy
close of the contest had been anticipated by
them. War, in their minds, was to be -begun,
carried on, and closed up with the despatch of
ordinary enterprises. .
It was not on Ly necessary to organize and discipline armies, but to provide food, munitions,
and transportation, and to organize artillery
reserves, the engineer corps, the pontoon trains,
the telegraphs, and the hospitals; but also to
manufacture or import from other countries
cannon, carriage harness, cavalry equipments,
small arms, artillery, camp equipage, bridge
trains, &c. The time required to secure these
objects, under the most favorable circumstances,
. was even longer than bad been assigned for the
duration of bostilities'by the people of both the
N ortbern and Southern States.
The Federal Government proposed to blockade the coast to cut off the Confederate
States from all communication with other nations. The recovery of the :Mississippi valley,
by which the western States of the Confederacy would be separated, and the outlet of
the N ortbwest to the ocean recovered, was
also a part of the purpose of the Government.
The recovery of the Border _Slave States
by actual military force, and their protection
against invasion by the Confederate Government, which claimed them as a part of its Union,
,yas the occasion of the most active and extensive military operations. It was anticipated that
·t he signal success which would attend the execution of these purposes, would so emphatically
convince the Southern people of the irresistible
power of the North as to satisfy them that the
attainment of their independence was hopeless.
.At the same time it was believed their efforts
of resistance would so exhaust their limited resources as to make a return to the Union on
their part .a necessity. Such appear to have
been the purposes of the Federal Government,
and sci.ch were the views of the people: On
the opposite side, the purposes of the Confederate Government were no less determined, and
the views of the people no less sanguine and
exalted. A defence was to 1be made to the last
extremity, and if this was successful, an invasion of the enemy was to follow, when the
smoking ruin_s of Philadelphia, New York, o.nd
Cincinnati would wring humiliating conditi-ons
from the North. . The year whicb passed bas
thus witnessed mm,t stupendous military operations conducted on a theatre which was almost
the size of a continent, with o. profusion of expenditure and a waste of resources sufficient to
engulf most nations. The actors in these terrifip scenes now stand forth to receive the judg. m~nt of mankind not only upon their skill, ability, and sincerity, but upon those higher and nobler qualities which are the jewels of humanity.
The military operations in the interior of the
country have been conducted chiefly with o.
reference to the lines of the railroads nod the
· water courses. The facilities for the transportation of supplies and for the concentration of
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men furnished by these railroads and the rivers,
in a country so covered with woods, and so
poorly supplied with common roads, has resulted in making some of them the base of all im•
portant movements.
. At the beginning of the year preparations
were vigorously pushed forward both at the
West and with the .A.rlfJy of the Potomac. The
forces of each side on the line between the Federal and Confederate States maintained their
respective positions during the month of January, excepting in eastern Kentucky. There
Col. .Humphrey Marshall bad a few months
previous intrenched the Confederate forces
under bis command, consisting of a few regiments of infantry, one battery of artillery, and
five or six companies of cavnlry at a town called
Paintville. It was expected in the Confederate
States that be would be aule to sweep thew hole
of eastern Kentucky, take possession of Frankfort, the seat of the State Government., and set
up the authority of the Provisional Governor
Johnson. Meanwhile Col. John .A. Gnrfield,
commanding a brigade of Union forces, ha,ing
the 42d Ohio and 14t)1 Kentucky infantry and a
squadron of Ohio cavalry, advanced tD encounter
the Oonfedero.tc force. Embo.rrassed by the difficulty of moving supplies at that low stage of
the Big f;andy river, it was the 7th of Januo.ry
when his advance, consisting of five companies
of the 42d Ohio, under Lieut.-Col. Sheldon,
reo.cbed Paintville. The Confederate force had
then evacuated its intrenchments two and a
half miles south of the town, but a part of it
~vas placed in ambush at Jennie Creek, two
•miles west.. This body was driven out immediately by Col. Bolles, of the 1st Virginia cavalry, who bad come up. At the same t ime Col.
Garfield, with eight companies of the 42d Ohio
•and two companies of the 14th Kentucky,
moved upon the main position of the enemy,
who wero found to have l'iastily retreated. On
the next day the 40th Ohio, Col. Cranox, and
six companies of the 1st Kentucky cn,valry
joined Col. Garfield; a part of the 22d Kentucky, under Lieut.-CoI Munroe, bad also reached him. With a portion of this force, the pursuit of the enemy was immediately commenced
up the road along the Big Sandy river.
The following desnatcbes from Col. Garfield
describe his movements:
P AJNTSVTLLB, Janmary 8.
Ta Oapt. J.B. Fry, .Assistant .11.<ijutant-Gemml:
I entered this pince yesterdny with the 42d Ohio, the
4th Kentucky, and 800 of the 2d Yirgiuin cnvulry. On
bearing of my approach, the main rebel force left their
strongly intrenched camp nnd fled. I sent my cavalry
to the mouth of Jennie Creek, where they attacked
and drove the rebel cnvnlry, which had been left ns n
vnngunrd, a distance of five miles, killing three and
wounding n considerable number.
Marshall's whole nrmy is now flying in utter confusion. He hnd nbnndoned nnd bumed n lnrge amount
of his stores. We have tnkeo fifteen_prisoners. O~r
loss is two killed and one wounded. I start in pursuit
to-morrow morning.
J. A. GARFIELD,
(Signed)
Col. commanding Brigade.
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To Oapt. J. B. Fry, .A.ssutant .A.iijutant-General:
I left Paintsville on Thursday noon with 1,100 men,
and drove in the enemy's pickets two miles below
Prestonburg. The men slept on their nrms. At 4
o'clock yesterday morning we moved toward the mnin
body of the enemy nt the forks of Middle Creek, under
command of Marshall. Skirmishing with his outposts
began at 8 o'clock, and at 1 p. u. we engaged his force
of 2,500 men and 3 cannon, posted on the hill-fought
them until dark, having been reiinforced by 700 men
from Paintsville, and drove the enemy from all their
positions. He carried off the majority of his dead and
all of his wounded.
'
This morning we found twenty-seven JJf his dead
on the field. Eis killed cannot· be less than sixty.
We ho.,,e twenty-five prisoners, ten horses, and a quantity of stores. The enemy burned most of his stores,
and fled precipitately. To-day I have crossed the
river, and am now occupying Prestonburg. Our loss
is-two killed and twenty-fiv.e wounded.
(Signed)
J. A. GARFIELD,
Col. commandiug Biigade.

This was a rapid and spirited movement on
the part of Ool. Garfield, and it resulted in
forcing Ool. Humphrey Marshall with his
troops to retire from eastern Kentu_cky.
On the 16th of January Ool. Garfield issued
the following address to the inhabitants:
HEADQUARTERS EIGIITEENTH BRIGADE,

PAINTSVILLE (KY.),

Janua1·y 16, 1862.

}

Citizens of the Sandy Valle?J :
·
I have come among you to restore the honor of the
Union and to bring back the Old Banner, which you
all once loved, but which, by the machinations of evil
men !llld by mutual misunderstanding, bas been dishonored among you. To those who are in arms against
the Federal Government I offer only the alternative of
battle or unconditional surrender. But to those who
have taken no part in this war, who are in no way
aiding or abetting the enemies of the Union-ev1!n to •
those who bold sentiments averse to the Union, but
yet give no aid and comfort to its enemies-I offer the
foll protection of the Government, both in their persons and property.
Let those who ho.ve been seduced away from the
love of their country to follow after and aid the destroyers of our peace lay down their arms, return to
tbeit· homes, bear true allegiance to the Federal Government, and they shall also enjoy like protection.
The army of the Union wages no war of plunder, but
comes to bring back the prosperity of peace. Let all
peace-loviug citizens who have fled from their homes
return and resume again the pursuits of peace and industry. If citizens have suffered from any outrages
by the soldiers under my command, I im•ite them to
make known their complaints to me, and their wrongs
shall be redressed and the offenders punished. I expect the friends of the Union in this valley to banish
from among them all private-fends, and let a liberalminded love of country direct their conduct toward
those-who have been so sadly estranged and misguided
hoping that these d:iys of turbufeuce may soon b~
coded and the days of the Republic soon return.
J. A. GARFIELD,
Col. commanding Brigade.

But the µiost important action of the month
was fougbt at a place called Webb's Oross Roads
on the 19th. It is known as the battle of Mill
Sp1·ings, although this place is about five miles
distant from the spot where the battle was
fought. For three months previous the Federal General Schoepff had been stationed at
Somerset, o. small town in south-eastern Ke!ltucky, with a force of about 8,000 men. The

object was to prevent the advance of the Oonfederate force any further north. At the same
time the Oonfederate General Zollicoffer, with
nearly the same force, was intrenched directly
south on both banks of the Oumberland river,
for the purpose of defending the approach to
the Ournberland Gap and the road into C1n.st
Tennessee against any Federal force. .About
two weeks previous to the action, Gen. Zollicoffer was reenforced by the di vision under
Gen. Crittenden, which had been previously
stationed at Knoxville, Tennessee. Gen. Crittenden took command, and issued the following
proclamation :
DIVISION HEADQUARTERS, Mn.L SPRINGS, KY., }
January 6, 1862.

To the People of Kentucky :
•
·
When the present war between the Confederate
States and the United States commenced, the State of
Kentucky determined to remain neutral. She regarded this as her highest interest, and, balancing between
hope for the restoration of the Union and love for her
Southern sisters, she declared and attempted to maintain a firm neutrality.
The conduct of the United States Government
toward her haS been marked with duplicity, falsehood,
and wrong. From the ,err beginning, the President
of the United States, in h1-s :Messages, spoke of the
chosen attitude of Kentucky with open denunciation,
and on the one baud treated it with contempt aud
derision, while on the other band he privately promised the people of Kentucky that it should be respected. In violation- of this pledge, but in keeping with
bis first and true intention, be introduced into the
State arms which were placed exclusively in the bands
of persons known or believed to he in favor of coercion, thus designing to control the people of Kentucky,
and to threaten the Confederate States. Then the Government of the Confederate States, in self-defence, advanced its arms into your midst, and offer you their
assistance to protect you from the calamity of Northern
rµilitary occupation.
By the administration of your State Government,
Kentucky was being held to the United States, and
bound at the feet of Northern tyranny. That Government did not rest upon the consent of your people.
.A.nd now, having thrown it off, a new "Government
bas been established and Kentucky admitted into
the Southern Confederacy. Can Kentuckians doubt
which Government to sustain? To the South you
are allied by interest, by trade, by geography, by
similarity of institutions, by the ties of blood, and
by kindred courage. The markets of the Nortb do not
invite your products-your State is, to the centre of its
trade, society, and Jaws, but a distant province, despised for it,; customs and institutions-your heroic lineage forbids aasociation in arms with their warriors of
Manassas, of Leesburg, and of Belmont; and your former devotion to the Union must intensify ;rour hatred
toward that section which bas, in its Abolition crusade,
broken to pieces the Consti"tution, and which is. now
vainly endeavoring to destroy the liberty of the Southern States!
At first you may have been deceived as to the purposes of the North. They talked of restoring tho
Union. Do you not see that it is hopelessly lost 10 the
storm of war, and that, while the rotten Government
of the North is shaking over its ruins, the South hl\s
erected out of them a new:, powerful, and free constitutional republic! And now, indeed, the mask is thrown
off, and you find the North, through its President, and
Secretary of War, and public journals, and pur~y lenders, giving up the claim of Union, and·proclaiming the
extinction of slavery and the subjugation of the South.
Can you join in this enterprise? The South wonld
never in uoy event conseq,t to a reconstruction. She
is contending with unconquerable spirit, with great
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force. It is probable, however, that the Federal force was supposed to be much smaller th~
it in truth was, and hence the Confederate
~eneral was tempted to advance and make
an attack. That day (Sunday) he was defeated
and retired to his intrenchments. During the
night he abandoned his camp, and by the aid
of a small steamboat crossed the Cumberland
with his entire force. The Federal forces most
actively engaged were : the 9th Ohio, Col.
McCook; 2d Minnesota, Col. Van Cleve, 4th
Kentucky,. Col. Fry; 10th Indiana, Col. Munson ; with the batteries of Capts. E;tanhart and
Wetmore. These were supported by the 14th
Ohio, Col. Steadman; and the 10th Kentucky,
Col. Haskin. The force of Gen. Schmpff came
ilp and joined in the pursuit. 1'he Confederate
force consisted of the 15th Mississippi, Col.
W althal; 19th Tennessee, Col. Cummings;
20th Tennessee, Capt. Battle; 25th Tennessee,
Capt. St,out9n; 17th Tennessee, Col. Newman;
28th Tennessee, Col. Murray; 29th Tennessee, Col. Powell; 16th Alabama, Col. Wood,
with two batteries. The Federal loss was 88
killed and 194 wounded; the Confederate loss
was 190 killed (among whom was Gen. Zollicoffer), 60 wounded, and 89 prisoners. The
forces of Gen·. Thomas and Gen . Crittenden
were about equal. The force-of ·Gen. Schmpff,
however, was equal to a reserve for Gen. Thomas. The artillery of Gen. Thomas was of
longer range than the Confederate guns.
The following order of thanks was issued by
Previous to the junction of the force of President Lincoln in consequence of this vicGen. Crittenden with that of Gen. Zollicoffer, tory:
Gen. Buell, in command of the Federal departWAR DEPARTMENT, Jan11a1-y 22, 1S62.
ment, with his headquarters at Louisville, had· The President, commander-in-chief
the nrm;r and
.detached from his main body a divisi0n-under nary-, has received information of a of
brilliant victory
Gen. Geo. H. Thomas to attack the rear of achieved by the United States forces over a large body
Gen. Zollicoffer, whose position was a strong of armed traitors and rebels at Mill Springs, in the
one. It was about fifteen miles south-west of State of Kentucky.
He returns thanks to the gallant officers and soldiers
Somerset, forty miles south-east of Columbia, who
won that victory; and when the official reports
and six· miles below the head of steamboat navi- shall be received, the military skill and personal valor
gation. It was considered to be one of the displayed in battle will be acknowledged and rewardthree Co)lfederate str-ongholds in Kentucky- ed ID a fitting manner.
The courage that encountered and vanquished the
the first being Columbus, in the extreme
superior numbers of the rebel force, pursued
West; the second, Bowling Green in central greatly
and attacked them in their intrenchrnents, and paused
Kentucky; and the third, this one in the south- not until the enemy was completely routed, merits and
east, commanding the coal mines and many of receiYes commendation.
The purpose of this war is to attack, pursue, and
the salts wells south of the Cumberland, and
destroy a rebellious enemy, and to deliver the country
suitable to check any Federal advance into from
danger menaced by traitors. Alacrity, ·daring,
east Tennessee. The h?lls on the immediate courageous spirit, and patriotic zeal, on all occasions
bank of the river are between three and four and under every eircurnstanoe, are expected from th13
hundred feet in height and their summits were army of the United States.
In the p1·ompt and Spirited movements and daring
fortified. The actual situation of the Con- battle
of Mill Springs, the nation will realize its hopes,
federate force has been variously represented. and the peC>ple of the United States will rejoice to
· It was nearly destitute of supplies, and upon honor evei'y soldier and officer who proves his courage
hearing of the approach of the Federal force, by charging'with the bayonet and storming intrenchor in the blaze of the enemy's fire.
the choice was presentea. to Gen. Crittenden, ments,
By order of the P1·esident.
either to retreat without striking a blow, or to
EDWIN M. S'l'ANTON, Secretary of War.
remain in his position aml be stormed out, oito surrender upon the approach of starvation,
This victory opened the path into east Tenor to make an advance. The latter measure nessee, but no advantage was taken of it by tho
was chosen, and for this reason the Confederate Federal Government. It also produced an
general was · found without his intrenchments exhilaration in the North far above its imand making an attack upon the approaching portance.
military power, with unbroken success, for constitutional freedom, and for her own national government.
Where is your spirit of other days, that you do not
rush to her victorious standard? Shall· the sons of
Tennessee, Virginia, Mississippi, and other Southern
States, with wtiom you have gathered the laurels on
other battle fields, win them all in this war of independence, while you are inactive and Jost in slothful
rndolence? May the proud genius of my native Kentucky forbid it.
In these mountains, where freedom and patriotism
stir the human heart, can you sleep with the clarion
of a glorious war ringing in your e.ars? True, you
have refused to bear the arms and wear the livery of
Northern despotism. Their base hirelings hlwe been
among you, but ha Ye not seduced you into their ranks.
Will you stay at borne and let noble bands of soldiers,
armed in your cause as in their own, pass on to battle
fields, on your own soil, consecrated by no deed of
your valor?
HaYing assumed command of the forces of the Confederate States on Cumberland river, in south-eastern
Kebtucky, I make this appeal to you. You are alceady
assured that we come among you as friends and
brothers, to protect you in your personal liberties and
property, and only to make war against the invaders
of your home and our common enemies. I invoke you
to receive us as brc,thers, and to come to our camp and
share with us the dangers nnd the honor of this stru~gle. Corne to these headquarters, us individuals or m
companies, and you will be at once accepted aud mustered in with pay and aqns from the Government of
the Confederate States. At first many Kentuckians
entered the army of the · South for the great cause it
supports; now this has become the cause of Kentucky,
and it is your duty to espouse it. Duty and honor
unite in this call upon yoµ. Will you join in the moving columns of the South, or is the spirit of Kentucky
dead?
GEO. B. CRITTENDEN, Major-General.

...
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Some important reconnaissances were made
in' western Kentucky at this time, extending
even to the · Tennessee line. The country
around Fort Oolumbus was fully explored, the
length and condition of the roads as-certained:
the· number of bridges and their strength, the
depth of the streams without bridges, and the
sentiments of the inhabitants. Fort Henry
was twice approached by the gunboat Lerington, and its strength estimated. These reconnoissances were made by forces from tbe Department of Missouri, then under the command of
Maj.-Gen. Halleck. Early in J anuary tro0ps
began to concentrate at Cairo, Paducah) and
Fort Jefferson from different quarters. To such
o.n extent had this progressed that, in the public
mind, it was supposed that a great movement
was on foot.
The plan of the campaign in the West now
began to be manifest. .A.t the time when
Gen. Bnell was ordered to the command of
the department of the Ohio, the views of the
Government were favorable to an expedition
to the Cumberland Gap and into east Tennessee, for the purpose of seizing the Virginia and
east Tennessee line of railroad and affording
aid to the loyal citizens. The Confederate
line of defence h"ad now become so fully developed, with its strong positions of Bowling
Green and Columbus, that the propriety of an
expodition by the forces in Kentucky into east
Tennessee became a question for military investigation. The mountainous character of
the country through which the Gap had to be
reached, the roughness of the roads, rendering
the conveyance of artillery extremely difficult
and slow, and subjecting an army at every
interval to formidable resistance, were discouraging obstacles to an advance in that direction.
.On the other hand, the movement of troops
from Oairo up the Oumberland river .by transports and gunboats against Naslrville, so as to
reach the rear of the Confedaralte army under
Gen. Buckner, presented an e1sy manner of
breaking the enemy's line and compelling the
evacuation of Kentucky. Its successful achievement might be attended w.ith the capture
of the Confederate force at Bowling Green.
These views finally prevailed and measures
were 'taken to carry them into execution. The
otiginal plan of the western campaign had been
for a military and naval expedition to proceed
from St. Lquis and Oairo down the Mississippi
river. For this purpose the gunboats were
originally constructed. They were found to be
of sufficiently light draft to n?-vigate the Oumberland and Tennessee rivers, and the cooperation of the western department under Gen.
Halleck was also secured. Indeed the Missis:
sippi river expedition was thus diverted at the
outset, and Gen. Halleck, by order of the President, f}Ssumed the entire commahd After a
·union of these two armies, they were expected
to control the whole country to New Orleans.
The reconnaissance of Fort Henry had oon-

vinced Oom .. Foote, in command of the western
fleet of gunboats, that it could be easily reduced by his gunboats. .A.t au early day ho
applied to Gen. Halleck for" permission to attack the fort. These views undoubtedly had
an important influence on the plan of the
western campaign.
The States which contributed chiefly to the
force organized by Gen. Buell in Kentucky
were: Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and
Tennessee, as follows: Ohio, thirty regiments
of infantry, two and half regiments of cavalry,
and eight batteries of artillery; Indiana, twentyseven regiments of infantry, one and half regiments of cavalry, and 'five b atteries of artillery;
Illinois, three regiments of infantry; Kentucky,
twenty-four regiments of infantry, four regiment, of cavalry, and two batteries of artillery;
Pennsylvania, three regiments of infantry, two
regiments of cavalry, one battery of artillery;
· Michigan, three regiments of infantry, one battery of artillery; Wisconsm, three regiments of
infantry; Minnesota, two r egiments of infantry,
and one battery of artillery; Tennessee, two
regiments of infantry. Besides th ese there
were of regulars, three · regiments of infantry,
and three batteries of artillery. Thus making
one hundred and two regiments of infantry,
t en regiments of cavalry, and· twenty-one batteries of artillery; which might be summed up
as follows: infantry 100,000, cavalry 11,000,
artillerists 3,000; total 114,000 men, and 126
pieces of artillery. This army was divided into
four grand di visions under the command of Gens.
Alexander McDowell McOopk, Geo. H. ·Thom• as, . Ormsby M. Mitchell, Thos. L. Orittenden.
Among· the brigade commanders, of whom
there were twenty, were the following officers:
Ebenezer Dumont, Albin Schcepff, Thos. J .
Wood, Wm. Nelson, Richard W. Johnson, Jerre
T. Boyle, Jas .. S. Ne,gl.ey, Wm. T. Ward.
The force organized by Gen. Halleck, with
his headquarters at St. Louis, was concentrated
at that place and Oairo and Paducah, excepting
that portion which was in the field in the State
of Missouri. It was somewhat less in numbers tban the army of Gen. Buell. For operations in Kentucky and Tennessee it was placed
under the command of Gen. Grant. It was
drawn chiefly from the States adjacent to Missouri.
Th e naval force prepared to cooperate with
the military consisted of twelve gunboats carrying an armament in all of orie hundred and
twenty-six guns. None of these guns were
less than 32-pounders, some were 42-pounders, •
and also 9 and 10-inch naval colnm.biads. In
addition, each boat carried a rifled Dahlgren
12-pounder boat howitzer on the upper deck.
Several of the larger guns on each boat were
rifled.
The boats were built very wide, in proportion
to their length, giving them almost the same
steadiness in action that a stationary land battery would possess. They were constructed
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with the sides sloping upward and downward
from the water -line, at an angle of forty-five
degrees. The bow battery on each boat consisted of so.lid oak timber twenty-six inches in
thickness, plated on•the etterior surface with
iron two and a half inches thick.
The side and stern batteries were somewhat
thinner, but had the same thickness of iron
over that portion covering the machinery.
The boats were built so that in action they
could be kept "bow on ; " hence the superior
strength of the bow battery. Broadsides were
so arranged as to be delivered with terrible effect while shifting position. To facilitate movements in action, the engines and machinery were
of the most powerful kind. The boilers were
five in number, constructed to work in connection with or independent of each other.
..._ Seven of these boats only were iron clad.
The number of mortar boats ordered was thirtyeight. Each one which" was built, carried a
mortar of 13-inch calibre. The charge of
powder for the mortar was about twenty-three
pounds. Each boat was manned by a captain,
lieutenant, and twelve men. Formidable as
this naval force appears, its preparation was
very tardily undei·taken by the Government,
and at the moment when first needed, but few
of the boats were re·ady.
On the 27th of January, the President of the
United States appeared as comwancler-in-chief
oftlie army and navy, and issued the following order:
ExEOUTIVE MANSION,

W A8IIIN0TON, Jan. 27, 1862.

No. 1.
Ordered, That the 22d day of February, 1862, be the

PnESIDENT's GENERAL WAR ORDER,

day for a ~eneral movement of the land and navnl forces
of the United.States against the insurgent forces.
That especially
The Army at and about Fortress Monroe,
The Army of the Potomac,
The Army of Western Virginia,
The Army near Munfordsv1lle, Kentucky,
The Army and Flotilla at Cairo,
And a Naval Poree in the Gulf of Mexico,
be rflady for a movement on thnt day.
.
That all other forces, both land and naval, with their
respective commanders, obey existing orders for the
ti_me, aud be ready to obey additional orders when duly
given.
That ~he Hends of Departmeots, and especially the
Sec;etar1es ofWarnnd of the Navy, with nil their subordinates, and the General-in-Chief, with all other commanders nnd subordinates of land and naval forces, will
severally be held to their strict and full responsibilities
for the prompt execution of this order.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

This order was unproductive of direct military effect, but was viewed as an indication of
the .President's desire that active measures
should be .ta~en speedily toward the initiation
of hostilities. Gen. McClellan still continued
to be genernl-in-chief, and all the movements
of Gen. Buell up .to the occupation of Nashville, and those of Gens. Halleck and Grant,
weI'e made under bis instructions up to the
11th of March, when the order of the President was issued, relieving him "from the command of the other military departments."
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By the "Army near Munfordsville,Kentur.k y,"
were designated the forces of Gen. Buell. After
the battle of Mill Springs, movements were made
by order of Gen. Buell, as if with the purpose
of advancing into eastern Tennessee in force.
The Cumberland i:iver was crossed at Waitsboro',
and a column was pushed toward Cumberland
Gap, while two brigades were moved from G-en.
Buell's centre toward his left. The Confederates understood that east Tennessee was the
destination of these troops, and hastily sent a
large force by railroad from Bowling Green
through Nash ville to Knoxville. But the army
of Gen. Thomas, instead of going to east Tennessee, turned back to Danville and subsequently marched to join Gen. Nelson, at Glasgow, and flank Bowling Green on the left.
Thus, instead of dividing his forces, Gen. Buell
concentrated them by a movement from the
left to the centre. Meanwhile t.he centre of
Gen. Euell's force, under Gen. Mitchell, had
been advanced toward Munfordsville, on the
road to Bow ling Green.
By the term "The Army and Flotilla at Cairo," was dooignated the military force of Gen.
Halleck's department, collected at Cairo, Paducah, and Fort Jefferson, under Gen. Grant,
together with the gunboats, and intended for
the Tennessee river expedition. •
·
A mo.,ement against Fort Henry on tbe Tennessee river was at once undertaken. This fort
is situated near the line of Kentucky and Tennessee, on the east bank of the stream. It
stands on the low lands adjacent to the river,
about the high water mark, and being just below a bend in the river, and at the head of a
straight stretch of about two miles, it commands
the river for that distance, and very little else.
On Saturday night, Feb. 1, the gunboats St.
Louis, Cincinnati, Carondolet, Essex, Tyler, and
Lexington, in an incomplete state of preparation, being the only ones manned, left Cairo,
and proceeded to the mouth of the Tennessee
at Paducah. Here they were joined by, the
gunboat Conestoga and a fleet of transports,
with a land force under Gen. Grant, and on
Monday afternoon proceeded up the river. By
Tuesday all were anohored about eight miles
below the fort, which being an unfavorable
place for the debarkation of troops, a reconnoissance was made by the Essex, St. Louis, and
Cincinnati. A suitable place for the landing,
encampment, and general rendezvous of the
troops was found just below the range of the
guns of the fort. The troops were landed during the afternoon, and the transports returned
to Paducah for more regiments. By Thursday
morning, Feb. 6, a large force was gathered,
and a body of troops· under Gen. Smith were
also landed on the west side of the river, where
it was supposed that a considerable Confederate
force was encamped. The troops after being
landed were formed into two divisions; the
first, consisting of the 8th, 18th, 27th, 29th, 30th,
an"'d 31st, making one brigade; and the 11th,
20th, 45th, and 48th Illinois regiments making
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Houses of Congress in open session. The country
another brigade, with one regiment (~he 4th Il- appreciates
your gallant deeds, and this depart
linois) and four independent compames of cav- ment
desires to convey to you and your brave assoalry, ~nd four batteries of artillery, under Gen. ciates its profound thanks for,the service :r.ou have
McClernand. This division was ordered to rendered.
GIDEON WELLES.
move across the country to a point on the road
Secretary oftbe Navy.
-leading from the fort to the town of Dpver, on
Flag Officer A.H. FooTE, U.S. N., commanding . ·
the Cumberland river, for the purpose of pre.
the United States naval forces, Cairo, Ill.
venting reenforcements to the enemy and cut~
ting of his retreat. The second division conBy the possession of Fort Henry the Federal
sisted of the '7th, 9th, 12th, 28th, and 41st Il- forces were in the rear of Columbus on · the
linois regiments, the 11th Indiana, '7th and 12th Mississippi, and within ten miles of the bridge
Iowa, 8th and 13th Missouri, with artillery and by which the railroad connection was made
cavalry, under Gen. Smith. About ten o'clock between Columbus and Bowling Green. There
the 1and force commenced the march over the was now no obstacle to the passage of the gunhilltops, and the gunboats began to move un- boats to the sources of the Tennessee river in
der steam toward the fort. Passing up the northern Alabama.
narrow passage to the westward of the island
Immediately after the surrender, Commander
below the fort, they were protected from its Phelps was ordered to proceed with the gunguns until within a mile, and emerged in line boats Conestoga, Tyler, and Lexington, up the
of battle, the St. Louis, Lieut. Paulding, on the river to the railroad bridge, and to destroy so
left, next the Carondolet, Commander Walke, much as would prevent its use by the enemy,
next the flag ship Cincinnati, Commander and thence 'proceed as far up the river as the
Stembel, and next upon the right the Essex, stage of water would permit, and capture the
Commander Porter. The other boats acted as gunboats and other vessels which might be usea reserve. Firing upon both sides soon com- ful to the enemy.
After dark, on the same day, the expedition
menced, but the gunboats continued to approach
until within six hundred yards of the Confed- arrived at the bridge for the railroad crossing
erate batteries. The action lasted for one hour about twenty-five miles above Fort Remy,
and a quarter, when the flag on the fort was where considerable camp equipage was destroyhauled down. Meantime the high water and ed. Theuce the expedition proceeded as far
muddy roads prevented the arrival of the land up the river as Florence in Alabama, at the
forces under Gen. Grant, and the Confederate foot of the Muscle shoals. Here the enemy
troops in the fort retired, and escaped. Com- burnt six of their steamers and two were capmodore Foote, commanding the naval portion tured, beside a half complete gunboat and conof the expedition, says: "The garrison, I think, siderable lumber. Two hundred stands of
must have commenced their retreat last night, arms, a quantity of stores and ciothing were
or at an early hour this morning. Had I not also seized, and the encampment of a regiment
felt it an imperative necessity to attack Fort~ destroyed. This sudden appearance of the FedHenry to-day, I should have ~ade the invest- . eral gunboats was like an unexpected appament complete and delayed until to-morrow, so rition to the inhabitants, and loyal and friendly
as to secure the garrison. I do not now believe, feelings were manifested on ·every side.
The next step of Com. Foote was to return
however, the result would have been anymore
satisfactory."
to Cairo to prepare the mortar boats for operaThis Confederate force was supposed to nnm- tions against Fort Donelson. He desired a deber between four and five thousand. .The fort lay of a few days to complete them, believing
was _arme~ with twen~y guns, 32 a~d 34-pound- that thereby the garrison, however extensive,
ers, mcludmg one 10-mch Columbiad. Before could be shelled out without much loss of life
the close of the action a shot entered the boiler to the Federal force. But Gen. Halleck reof the Essex, which resulted in wounding and garded an immediate attack as a military ntlscalding ~wenty-nine officers and men. Eighty- . cessity, and it. was made although the fleet
three pnsoners were taken, among whom was was reduced to a crippled state and the loss of
Brig. Gen. Tilghman, and a larga ·amount of life was considerable. There' is no qnestion
stores, and everything belonging to the re- of the correctness of Gen. Ha11eck's views relatiring force. On the gunboats two were killed tive to the attack· the deficiency resulted from
and nine wounded in the actio1;1, and on the a degree of precipitation in the entire mo\repart of the Confederates five killed and ten ment after the issue of the President's proclawounded.
mation.
The result of this action occasioned great
At this time Gen. Crittenden in command
joy in the Northern States. The Secretary of of the right wing of Gen. Buell;s 'army, having
the Navy, Gideon Welles, sent the following advanced to the left bank of Green river near
South Carrollton and manreuvred in front of
despatch to Com. :J]'oote:
NAVY DEPARTMENT, February 9, 1862.
the Confederate ((Jen. Buckner's) force, _suddenly r.etreated to Calhoun on Green rrv_er.
'Your despatch announcing the capture of Fort Hen- Steamers were there awaiting him, on which
ry,,by the squadron which you command, has given
ak d
th
the highest gratification to the President, to Congress, his force was embarked and t en own e
nnd the country. It was re~eived and rend in both Green river to the Ohio, down the Ohio, and
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up the Cumberland, where a junction was ef- )?lied to you. You responded nobly, by placing your
iorces at my disposal.
fected with Gen. Grant's army.
This enabled us to win the victory. Receive my
Troops were also sent from St. Louis, Cairo, most heartfelt thanks.
and Oi~cinnati, until the following regiments
(Signed)
H. W. HALLECK, Major-General.
and batteries were under the command of Gen.
A
respectable
authority wrote as follows, on
Grant, not including the force · brought by
the
morning
of
Feb.
14:
Gen. Crittenden:
At eleven o'clock last night we arrived within two
Illinois Infantry.-'lth, Col. John Cook, acting brigadier-general ; Lieut.-Ool. Andrew J. xfiiles of the fort. Here we found the Cnrondolet at
anchor. She had been engaging the enemy during the
Bab·c ock; 8th, Ool. Richard J. Oglesby, act- afternoon,
at a distance of a mife, had fired about two
ing brigadier-general; Lieut:-Col., Frank L. hundred shots, and retired without receivh1g any damRhodes ; 9th, Ool. Augustus Marsey ; 10th, age. By six o'clock this morning, sixteen transports
Ool. James D. Morgan; 11th, Ool. Thomas had arrived from St. Louis, Cairo and Cincinnati, carrying in all about 10,000 troops, cavalry, ·artillery.and
E. R. Ransom ; 12th, Ool. John :AfcArthur ; infantry.
The debarkation occupied about four hours.
16th, Ool. Robert F,. Smith; 18th, Ool. Michael The sight of such strong reenforcements encouraged
K. Lawler; 20th, Ool. 0. Carroll Marsh; 22d, all our men greatly. Knowing already that the fort
Ool. Henry Dougherty (invalid); Lieut.-Ool. H. was surrounded by Gen. Grant's command-estimated
E. Hart; 27th, Col. Napol eon B. Buford ; 28th, at 30,000-we felt that such a large addition to his
Ool. Amory K. Johnson; 29th, Oal. James numbers would make assurance doubly sure.
Senauir Trumbull thus stated, in the Senate
S. Riordan ; 30th, Ool. Philip B. Fouke, absent; Lieut.-Ool. E. B. Dennis ; 31st, Ool. .of the United States, his view of the force enJohn A. Logan; 32d, Ool. John Logan ; 41st, gaged : " I think there is a disposition to overOol. Isaac 0. Pugh; 45th, Ool. John E. Smith ; estimate the number of men upon both sides
46th, Col. John A. Davis; 48th, Ool. Isham N. in the field. We have seen a statement within
Haynie; 49th, Col. Wm. R. Morrison, wound- a few days going the rounds of the papers, that
ed; Lieut.-Ool., Thomas G. Allen ; 50th, Col. Fort Donelson was invested by an army of fifty
Moses M. Bane; 52d, Lieut.-Col. John S. Wil- thousand men; I have seen it in a number of
cox ; 55th, Col. David Stuart; 57th, Ool. S. papers; but when we come to see what regiD. Baldwin.
ments were there, instead of being fifty thouIllino-is· Artille1·y .-2d regiment, Col. Silas sand, there were not thirty thousand men. A
Noble; 3d regiment, Col. Eugene A. Carr; gentleman direct from Oairo, well acquainted
4th regiment, Col. T. Lyle Dickey; 7th regi- with all the troops engaged in that gallant afment, Ool. Willimn Pitt Kellogg.
fair, informs me that the p.umber of our troops
fllinois Artillery Batteries.-Schwartz's, was less than twenty-eight thousand."
The Confederate regiments in the fort were
Dresser's, Taylor's, McAllister's, Richardson's,
Willard's, and Buell's; in ail, thirty-four guns. reported as follows : .
Troops from othe1· Btates.-Bd Iowa, Ool. N.
Regiments.-Tennessee, 11; Mississippi, 8;
G. Williams; 7th Iowa, Ool. John G. Lauman; •Texas, 1; Kentucky, 2; Arkansas, 1; Vir11th Iowa, Col. Abraham F. Hare; 12th Iowa, ginia, 4 ; Alabama, -1.
Col. Jackson J. Wood; 13th Iowa, Col. MarCavalry Battalions.-Aiabama, I ; Tennescellus M. Crocker; 14th Iowa, Col William T. see, 1 ; Mississippi, 1.
Shaw ; 8th Missouri, Ool. Morgan M. Smith ;
The location of the fort wai, on a fine slope,
13th Missouri, Ool. Orafts J. Wright; 1st Mis- one hundred and .fifty feet high, on .a slight
souri Artillery, Major Cavender; 11th Indi- bend on the west side of the Cumberland
ana, Ool. George F. McGinniss ; 23d Indiana, river. At this point the Cumberland and
Ool. Wm. L. Sanderson; 48thlndiana, Col. Nor- Tennessee rivers, both running north, approach
man Eddy ; 52d Indiana, Col. James M. Smith. within about twelve miles of each other. OpGen. Lewis Wallace commanded a third di- posite -0n the Tennessee is situated Fort
vision, in which were the following regiments Henry. There were two batteries at Fort
who were engaged in the battle at Donelson: Donelson-the first about twenty-five feet
28th Kentucky, Col. James' L. Shackelford; · above the water, consisting of nine guns, eight
81st Indiana, Maj. Fred. Arn; 44th Indiana, 32's and one, IO-inch; the second having one
Ool. Hugh B. Reed; 17th Kentucky, Col. John rifled 32-pounder and two 32-pound carronMcHenry.
ades, located sixty feet higher up. The main
The force of Gen. Grant had grown within fort was in the rear of these batteries, occupya few days into almost gigantic proportions. ing a high range cloven by a deep gorge openIts numbers have been variously stated. After ing toward the south. The outworks conthe surrender of Donelson, Gen. Halleck sent sisted in the main of rifle pits. .A.long the
the following despatch to Gen. Hunter:
front of the extension line, the trees had been
felled and the b,:ush cut and bent over breast
HT.ADQUAllTERS, DEPARTMENT OF ST. Louts, Ftb'y 19.
high, making a wide abati~ very difficult to
To .MaJ,·Gen. I). Hunter, Oommandvnq
pass through. The Confederate camp was beJ)epm·tment of Kansas at l[ort Leavenwvrth :
hind the hill and beyond the reach of shot and
To you more tbnn any other man out of this depart·
ment, are we indebted for our success at Fort Donel- shell from the gunboats.
At three o'clock on the afternoon of Feb,
son.
In my strait for troops to reiinforce Gen. Grant, I np- 14, Oom. Foote began the conflict wit.h four
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iron-clad gunboats and two wooden ones. It
continued for an hour and a quarter, and the
latter part of the time within four hundred
yards of the fort, when the wheel of one vessel and the tiller of another were shot away, and
both rendered unmanageable, and drifted down
the ;river. At this time the Oonfederates appeared to be deserting their batteries along the
water. The other boats were injured between
wind and water, and fifty-four had been killed
and wounded, when all retired. Oom. Foote
deeming his services to be less required on the
spot than at Oairo, "until damages could be repaired, and a competent force brought up from
that place to attack the fort," retired to Oairo.
At the same time he sent a gunboat up the
Tennessee to render the railroad bridge above
Fort Henry impassable. This had not been
done by Lieut. Phelps who had gone up that
river with three gunboats.
The land forces under Gen. Grant left Fort
Henry on the 12th of February, in two divisions, stated by Gen. Grant as "about fifteen
thousand strong,"-six regiments having been
sent round , on transports. The head of the
marching column arrived within two miles
of Fort Donelson at twelve o'clock. The
Confederate fortifications were from this point
gradually approached and surrounded, with
occasional skirmishing on the line. The next
day the investment was extended on the Oonfederate flanks, and drawn closer to their works,
with skirmishing all day. That night the gunboats and reenforcements arrived. On the
next day the attack of the gunboats was made,
and after its failure Gen. Grant resolved to
make the investment as perfect as possible, and
to partially fortify and await the repairs to the
gunboats. This plan was frustrated by a vigorous nttack upon his right under Gen. McOlernand, by the enemy. The battle was closely
contested for several hours, and with considerable advantage to the enemy, when they
were finally repulsed, having inflicted upon the
Union troops a loss of one thousand two hundred in killed, wounded, and· missing. At this
time Gen. Grant ordered a charge to be made
on the left by Gen. Oharles F. Smith with his
division'. This was brilliantly done, and the
contest here, which continued until dark, resulted in giving to him possession of part of the
intrenchments. Soon after this charge was
commenced, an attack was ordered by Gen.
Grant to be made by Gen. Wallace of the third
division, and two regiments of the second di vision, on the other Oonfederate flank, by which it
was still further repulsed. .A.t the points thus
gained, all the troops remained for the night,
feeling that, notwithstanding the brave resistance, a complete victory awaited them in the
morning.
The result of this conflict convinced the
Oonfederate officers that without fresh troops
they would be unable to hold their position on
the next day. Gens. Pillow and Floyd determined therefore to withdraw as no reenforce9
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ments would reach them, leaving Gen. Simon
B. Buckner in command. By means of two or
three small steamboats these officei;s retired
during the night taking about five thousand
troops with them.
Early the next morning a flag of truce was
se:i;i.t to Gen. Grant with the following letter :
HEADQUARTERS, FORT Do:irnLSON,

F eb. 16, 186~.

Srn : In consideration of all the circumstances governing the present situation of affairs at this station, I
propose to the commanding officer of the Federal
forces the appointment of commissioners to agree upon .
terms of capitulation of the forces at this post under
my command. In that view I suggest an armistice
until twelve o'clock to day.
I nm, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
S. B. BUCKNER.
.
Brigadier-General C. S. Army.
To Brig.-Gen. U. S. Grant, Commanding
'
United States forces near Fort Donelson.

The r eply of Gen. Grant to this letter was
as follows :,
HEADQUARTERS, ON TITE FIELD,
FORT DONELSON, Feb. 16, 1862.

l

f
To Gen. S. B. BUCKNER:
Sm: Yours of this date, proposing an armistice and
the appointment of commissioners to settle on the
terms of capitulation, is just received.
No terms, except unconditional and immediate surrender, can be accepted. ·
I propose to move immediately on your works.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
U.S. GRANT,
Brigadier-General Commanding.

The answer of Gen. Buckner was as follows:
HEADQUARTERS, DOVER

(TBr.'N.), F 6b. 16, 1862.

Brig.-Gen. U. S. Grant, U. S. A:rmy:
Srn : The distribution of the forces under my command, i11cident to an unexpected change of commanders, and the overwhelming force J,tnder your command, compel me, notwithstanding tlie brilliant success
of the Confederate arms, to accept the ungenerous and
unchivnlrous terms which you propose.
·
I am, sir, your servant,
S. B. BUCKNER.
Brigadier-General C. S. Army.

The fort was subsequently given up and occupied by the Union troops.
In the action 231 were killed and 1,00'T
wounded on the Oonfederate side. The number was larger on the Union side. About
10,000 prisoners were made, and 40 pieces of
cannon and extensive magazines of all kinds
of ordnance, quartermasters' and commissary
stores were captured.
The following is a list of the regiments which
were captured at Fort Donelson : 49th Tennessee regiment, Col. Dailey; 43d Tennessee regiment, Ool. Abernethy; 27th .Alabama regiment,
Ool. Jackson; 42d Tennessee regiment, Ool.
Quarrells; Oaptain Guy's battery; 26th Tennessee regiment, Ool. Billiard; 14th Mississippi
regiment, Ool. Baldwin; -18th Tenµesse~ regiment, Ool. Palmer ; 2d Kentucky regiment,
Ool. Hanson; 20th Mississippi regiment, Major
Brown ; Oaptain Milton's company; 15th Virginia regiment, Lieut. Haslep ; Texas regiment,
Col. Gregg; 15th Arkansas regiment, Ool. Le~.;
Oapt.. Oreston's cavalry; 15th Tennessee reg1-
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.A. Water Batteries-Lower Batt~ry, 8 32-pounder guns; 110-inch Oolumbiad.
Upper Battery, 1 32-pounder heavy rifled gun; 2 32-pounder carronades.
B Rifle Pits, carried by General Smith's division.
C General Grant's Headquarters during the siege.
D Part of Confederate Intrenchments, carried by a portion of General McOlernand's
division.
E Fallen Timber.
F Confederate Tents.
G Confederate Log Huts.
H Woods.

•
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ment, Maj. Clark ; one Oompany, Ool. Lugg ;
Porter's artillery; 3d Tennessee regiment, Ool.
Brown; 8th Kentucky regiment, Oapt. Lyon;
30th Tennessee regiment, Maj. Humphrey; 32d
Tennessee regiment, Ool. Oook; 41st Tennessee regiment, Ool. Forquehanor; Mississippi
regiment, Ool. Davidson. .A portion of the
Federal troops in Gen. McOlernand's division
were under arms two days and nights, amid
driving storms of snow and rain.
The foll of the fort occasioned great rejoicing in the Northern cities.
The commanding general (Grant) thus addressed his troops:
lIEA.DQUARTERS, DISTRICT OF WEST TENN., }
FonT Dmn,LSON, Feb. 17, 1S62.

The General commanding takes great pl!:asure in
congratulating the troops of this command for the
triumph over rebellion gained by their valor on the
13th, 14th, and 15th instant.
For four successive nights, without shelter during
the most inclement weather known in this latitude,
they faced au enemy in large force in a position chosen
by himself. Though strongly fortified by nature, all
the additional safeguards suggested by science were
added. Without a murmur this was borne, prepared
at all times to receive an attack, and with continuous
skirmishing by day, resulting ultimately in forcing the
enemy to surrender without conditions.
'l'he victory achieved is not only great in the effect
it will have in breakin~ down rebellion, but has secored
the greatest number of prisoners of war ever taken in
any battle on this continent.
Fort Donelson will hereafter be marked in capitals
on the map of our united country, aud the men who
fought the battle will live in the memory of a grateful
By order
U. S. GR.A.NT,
people.
Brigadier-General Commandµ,g.

The following is the order of Gen. Halleck:
lIEADQUAn°TERS, DEPARTMENT OF "MISSOURI. }

ST. Louis, Feb. 19, 1862.
The Major-General commanding the department congratulates Flag-Officer Foote, Brig.-Gen. Grant, and
the brave officers and men under their command on
the recent brilliant victories on the Tennessee and
Cumberland.
.
The war is not ended. Prepare for new conflicts and
new victories. Troops are concentrating from every
direction. We shall soon have ·an army which will be
irresistible. The Union Flag must be restored everywhere, and the enthralled Union men in the South
must be set free. The soldiers and sailors of the Great
West are ready and willing to do this. 'l'he time nod
place have been determined on. Victory and glory
await the brave!
By command of Maj. Gen. H.ALLECK.
N. H. McLEAN, Assistant Adjutant-General.

The Oonfederate Oongress being at that time
in session, the following Message was addressed
to that body by President Davis·
E:nouTrvE DEPARTMENT,

Narc!,, 11, 1862.

To the Speaker of the House of Re-p1•esentatives :
I transmit herewith copies of such official r eports as
have been received at the War Department of the defence and fo.11 of Fort Donelson.
They will be found incomplete and unsatisfactory.
Instructions have been given to fornish further information upon the several points not made intelligible by the reports. It is not stated that reEnforcements
were at nny time asked for; nor is it demonstrated to
have been impossible to have saved the army by evac~ating the position; nor is it known by what means
it was found practicable to withdraw a part of the
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garrison, leaving the remainder to surrender; nor upon
what authority or principles of action the senior Gen·
erals abandoned responsibility by transferring the
command to a junior officer.
In a former communication to Congress, I presented
the propriety -of a suspension of judgment in relation
to the disaster at Fort Donelsop, until official reports
could be received. I regret that the information now
furnishe~ is so defective. _In the mean time, hopeful
that satisfactory explanat10n may be made, I have
directed, upon the exhibition of the case as presented
by the two senior Generals, that they should be relieved from command, to await further orders when·
ever a reliable judgment can be rendered on the merits
•
JEFFERSON DAVIS.
of the case.

The successful operations against Fort Donelson were followed by the immediate evacuation
of Bowling Green by the Oonfederate troops
under Gen. Johnston. The centre of Gen.
Euell's army under Gen. :Mitchell was advancing from Munfordsville upon Bowling Green
on the 14th of Februm·y, and by a forced march
reached the ,river at that place on the next day.
He immediately began to reconstruct the '
bridge, which had been burned some hours
previous to his arrival, and took possession of
the fortifications on the next day.
Si.rice the battle of Mill Springs the intention
of holding Bowling Green hacl been given up
by the Oonfederate commander, and the troops
were gradually withdrawn. .About tile 25th
of J anuar:,· Gen. Floyd, with a command composed of his brigade and those of Gens. Wood
and Breckinridge, left Bowli:qg Green and went
to Nashville and east Tennessee. The brigade
of Gen. Buckner about the same time moved
in the direction of Hopkinsville, near which
place he manamvred in front of Gen. Orittenden until the latter left to join Gen. Grant,
when Gen. Buckner fell back and combined his
forces with those at Fort Donelson. The force
then remaining at Bowling Green ijOnsisted of
the brigades commanded by Gens. Hardee
and Hindman, which were chiefty Arkansas
regiments, and twelve in number. This forqe,
being about 8,000 men, was totally inad~quate
to defend the position against the forces of
Gen. Mitchell and the reserve of Gen. Buell
commanded by Gen. McOook.
On the 19th of February Oom. Foote left
Fort Donelson with the gunboats Oonestoga
and Oairo on an armed reconnoissance. At
Olarksville he learned that nearly two thirds
of the citizens had fled in alarm, and therefore
issued a proclamation, assuring "all peaceably
disposed persons that they could with safety
resume their business avocations, and requiring
only the military stores and equipments to be
given up and holding the authorities responsible that it should be done without reservation."
Olarksville is on the line of railroad communication between Memphis and Nashville and
Memphis and Bowling Green and Louisville.
Below the town were two small forts which
were taken by the Federal force without any
resistance. They mounted three guns each.
One span of the railroad bridge had also been
destroyed.
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your path. The fire of your artillery and the bursting
of your shells announced your arrival. Surprised and
ignorant of the force that had thus precipitated itself
upon them, they fled in consternation.
•
In the night time, over a frozen, rocky, precipitous
pathway, down rude.steps for fifty feet, you have passed the advance guard, cavalry, and infantry, and before the dawn of day, you have entered in triumph a
position of e:i....tr-aordinary natural strength, and bv your
enemy proudly denominated the Gibraltar of Kentucky.
With your own hands, through deep mud, in drenching rains, and up rocky pathways next to impassable,
and across a footpath of your own construction, built
upon the ruins of the railway bridge, destroyed for
their protection, by a retreating and panic-stricken foe,
you have transported upon your own shoulders your
baggage and camp equipage.
The General commanding the department, on receiving my report announcing these facts, requests me
to make to the officers and soldiers under my command
the following communication :
"Soldiers who by resolution and energy overcome
great natural difficulties, have nothing to fear in battle, where their energy and prowess are taxed to a far
less extent. Your command have exhibited the high
qualities of resolution and energy, in a degree which
leaves no limit to my confidence m them in their future
movements.
"By order of
"Brig. Gen. BUELL,
"Commanding Department of the Ohio."
Soldiers! I feel a perfect confidence that the high
estimate placed upon your power, endurance, energy,
and heroism, is just. Your aim and mine has been to
deserve the approbation of our commanding officer,
and of our Government and our country.
I trust you feel precisely as does your commanding
General, that nothing is done while anything remains
to be done.
By order of
Brig.-Gen. 0. M. MITCHELL,
Commanding.

The fate of Nashville was now settled. With
a high state of the water of the Cumberland
river, there were no obstacles to the immediate
approach of the gunboats with a force on
transports. The centre of Gen. Euell's army
had already arrived a'; ~owling Green, within

two days' march of Nashville. Its progress
had been attended with many difficulties, and
Brig.-Gen. Mitchell in command issued the follo,ving address to his soldiers:
BOWLING

GnnN, .Feb1•uary 19, 1862.

Soldders of tl!e 1'hird .Division I You have executed a
march of forty miles in twenty-eight hours nnd a half.
The fallen timber and other obstructions opposed by
the enemy to your movements, have been swept from

The certainty of the capture of Nashville
showed to the Confederate generals the d11nger
in which Columbus, their strong positiol). on the
Mississippi, was placed. Even the occupation
of Clarksville by the Union forces put into
their possession that part of the railroad running to Columbus, and opened the way to approach that position from the rear. At the
same time the river in front was under the
control of the Fedei:al gunboats. Gen. Beauregard, having previously retired from his command at Manassas, was now the commanding
officer in this Confederate department with
· Gen. Johnston. Orders were accordingly issued on the 18th of February to destroy a portion of the track and· bridges of the :Memphis
and Ohio railroad preparatory to a removal of
the forces at Columbus to Island No. Ten, about
forty-five miles below on the Mississippi river.
At the same time preparations were made to
remove the Confederat!3 stores and other pub.lie property from Nash ville. The near approach
of the Federal forces filled the authorities of the
State with great alarm. The Legislature, which
had just been con-vened in extra session, retired
with Go-v. Harris to Memphis, taking the archives and treasury of the State. Extreme
measures and the destruction of property were
proposed by the Governor to the citizens, but
without gaining their approval. The railroad
and the suspension bridges over the river were,
howei;r'.lr, destroyed.
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After talring possession of Ola.rksville, Oom.
Foote returned to Cairo for the purpose of obtaining an additional gunboat and six or eight
mortar boats. ·Meantime the troops of Gen.
Grant, under Brig.-Gen. Smith, were pushed
forward to Clarksville, and at the request of
Gen. Smith, Lieut. Bryant, of tl.).e gunboat Cairo, preceded seven transports with the brigade
of Gen.Nelson up the river to Nash ville. They
arrived on the 24th. The troops were landed
without any opposition, as tnere was not any
hostile force on the banks of the river. On the
same day the advance of Gen. Euell's centre
from Bowling Green arrived on the opposite
sid~ of the river, to see the Stars and Stripes
already floating in triumph from the staff on the
State capitol. The Confederate force under
Gen. Albert S. Johnston retired to Murfreesborough, a small town thirty-two miles distant
on the Nashville and Chattanooga railroad.
Here they' were soon after joined by the force
under the Confederate General Crittenden.
An invasion having now been commenced
within the limits of the States attached to the
Confederacy, the Major-General commanding
the department of Missouri issued the following order for the regulation of the troops :
HEADQUARTERS, DEPARTMENT OF Mmsoum, 2

ST. Louis, Foln"li0try 22.
I
The Major-General commanding the department desires to impre&s upon all officers tlie importance of preserving good order and discipline amoug their troops as
the armies of the West advance into Tennessee and the
Southern States. Let us show to our fellow citizens in
these States that we come merely to crush out rebellion, und to restore to them {>eace and the benefits of
'the Constitution and the Union, of which they have
been deprived by their selfish and unprincipled leaders.
They have been told that we come to oppress and
plunder. By our nets we will undeceive them; we will
prove to them that we come to restore, not to violate,
the Constitution and laws in restoring to them the flag
of the Union. We will assure them that the1, shall
enjoy under its folds the same protection of life and
property as in former days.
Soldiers, let no excess on your part tarnish the ilory
of our arms. The orders heretofore issued in tlus department iu regard to pillaging, marauding, the destruction of private property and stealing, and the concealment of slaves, must be strictly enforced.
It does not belong to the military to decide upon the
relation of master and slave. S-qch questions must be
settled by civil courts. No fagitive slave will, therefore, be admitted within our lines or camps except
when especially ordered by the General commanding. Women, children, merchants, farmers, mechanics, and all persons not in arms, are regarded as noncombatants, and are not to be molested in their persons or property. If, however, they aid and assist the
enemy, they become belligerents, and will be treated
as such. If they violate tbe laws of war, they will be
made to suffer the penalties of such violation.
Military stores and public property must be surrendered , and any attempt to conceal such property by
fraudulent transfer or otherwise, will be punished; but
no P.rivate property will be touched unless by orders
oj the General commanding.
_Wh~never it becomes necessary to levy forced contnbut1ons for the supply and snbsistence of our troops,
s11ch _levies will be made as light as possible, and be so
distributed its to produce no distress among the people. All property so taken must be receipted and fully
accounted for, as heretofore directed.
These orders will be read a.t the head of every regi-
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ment, and all officers are commanded to strictly enforce
them.
By command of Maj.-Gen . HALLECK.
N. II. MoLEAN, Assistant Adjutant-General.

.The effect of these military operations was a
great excitement in the neighboring Confederate States. To witness their strongest positions
for defence flanked and evacuated without .a
blow, to see other fortified points compelled to
a quick surrender by an •irresistible fo ce of
men and gunboats, revealed to them the gigantic contest in which they were engaged. Tb1:iy
said: "No people were ever engaged in a more
serious struggle. It is emphatically a com bat
for life or death."' The Governor of Mississippi
issued a proclamation calling upon every citizen able to bear arms to have his arms in readiness. Boards of police in all the counties of
the State were required to appoint " enrollers"
preparatory, to drafting, and to establish gun
shops to repair arms. The Governor of Arkansas issued a proclamation drafting into imI11ediate service every man in the State subject to military duty, and requiring them to
respond within twenty days. Gov. Harris of
Tennessee issued a proclamation, saying: " .As
Governor of your State and Commander in
Ohief of its army, I call upon every able-bodied
man of tho State, without regard to age, to enlist in its service. I command him who can
obtain a weapon to march with our armies. I
ask him who can repair or forge an arm to
make it ready at once for the soldier. I call
upon every citizen to open his purse and his
storehouses of provision to the brave defenders
of our soil. I bid the old and the young, wherever they may be, to stand as pickets to ou,
struggling armies." Thus was set on foot a
system of measures which led to the passage
of a conscription act -by the Confederate Congress and the raising of an immense Confederate army during the ensuing summer monthf).
Meanwhile, on the morning of the 4th of
March, an expedition consisting of the gunboa~sLouisville,Carondelet, St. Louis, Pittsburg,
LeXlilgton and four mortar boats, left Oairo for
Oolumbus on the Mississippi. Transports with
the following troops formed a part of the expedition: 42d and 27th Illinois, 6 companies
of the 55th Illinois, four companies of the 71st
qhio and one company of the 54th Ohio. On
arrival the fort was found to be unoccupied,
except by two hundred and fifty of the 2d Illinois regiment, who had reached it by a land
march a short time previous. The enemy had
commenced the evacuation on the 26th ult.
Almost everything difficult t_o move had been
more or less destroyed. Still a large amount
of army material was obtained. The enemy
had retired down the river.
At Nash ville order was speedily restored.
Ool. Matthews of the 51st Ohio was appointed
provost marshal and the troops were all quartered without the city. .An immense amount
of military stores of the Confederate Government was found in the city. '.They consisted
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of pork, beef, rice, corn, and molasses. Gen.
Buell removed his headquarters to the city, and
the reserve of his army under Gen. McCook
had arrived and were in quarters before the 2d
of March.
This division in its progress had protected
the milroad and repaired the bridges and roads
on the route to Louisville. All of Gen. Euell's
force was concentrated at Nashville and encamped along the different turnpikes leading
from the city in a southerly direction at distances
from two to five miles from the city, with pickets extending to the distance of ten miles.
Thus the Confederate line of defence from the
Mississippi east to the mountains was swept
away. The strongholds were evacuated and
the less impregnable positions captured. There
was nothing to withstand the triumphant march
of the Federal forces southward over the oountl'y but the military force which might be
gathereu from the Confederate States.
Meanwhile the events which occurred in
Nashville after the news of the first Southern
defeat reached there, are too interesting to be
overlooked Intelligence of the capture of Fort
Donelson reached the city on Sunday, Februru.·y
16th, and produced the utmost consternation.
The Confederate governor, Harris, immediately
convened the Legislatme, but they speedily adjourned to Memphis, whither the public archives
and money were also removed. On the so.me
day Gen. A. S. Johnston passed through the
city on his retreat from Bowling Green, and, before nightfall, hundreds of families were abandoning their homes and making their way southwal'd. The general confusion was increased by
the destruction of unfinished steamers at the
wharves, and the free distribution of the stores by
the military authorities to all who would take
them. On Monday the public stores were
closed, and an effort was made by Gen. Floyd,
who had been placed in command of the city,
to recover what had already been given out; but
on Tuesday the distribution began again, and
continued until Satm·day morning. On Tuesday
night the tl'oops destroyed the wire bridge and
railroad bridge across the Cumberland River, in
spite of the eamest remonstrances of the leading
citizens. The former cost $150,000, and the latter $250,000. Governor Harris made a speech
recommending the citizens to burn their private
property, and calling on Tennesseeans to rally
and meet him at Memphis ; but little or no response was made to his appeal. The machinery
was removed from many of the most important
workshops and carried to Chattanooga. On the
23d, the rear guard of the Confederates evacuated the city, and the same day the advance of
Gen. Euell's column occcupied Edgefield, a small
town on the opposite side of the 1·iver. The
next day Mayor Cheatham and a committee
from Nashville waited upon the general, and
agreed to surrender the city at a certain hour
on the following morning (the 25th), receiving
assurances that the liberty and property of all
citizens should. be sacredly respected. Before
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the surrender was effected, however, Gen. Nelson arrived with his column on transports, accompanied by the gunboat St. Louis, and landed at Nashville. The following proclamation
_was afterward issued by the mayor:
The committee representing the city authorities and
people have discharged their duty by calling on Gen.
Buell, at his headquarters, in Edgefield, on yesterday.
The interview was satisfactory to the committee, and
there is every assurance of safety and protection to the
:i?eople, both in their persons and property. I therefore respectfully request that business be resumed,
and that all our citizens of every trade and profession
pursue their regular vocations. The county elections
will take place on the regular day, and all civil business will be conducted as heretofore. Commanding
Gen. Buell assures me that I can rely upon his aid
in enforcing our police regulat.ions. One branch of
business is entirely prohibited, viz., the sale or giving
away of intoxicatmg liquors. I shall not hesitate to
invoke the aid of Gen. Buell in case the recent laws
upon the subject are violated. I most earnestly call
upon the people of the surrounding country, who are
inside the Federal lines, to resume their commerce
with the city, and bring in their market supplies, especially wood, butter, and eggs, assuring them that
they will be fully protected and amply remunerated.
R. B. CirnATHAM, Mayor.

The city remained perfectly quiet, and the
Federal troops, to use the words of the Southern press, " conducted themselves with marked
propriety." The Union feeling in the city,
however, was for many weeks extremely faint.
..A correspondent, writing ten days after Gen.
Euell's arrival, says: "The disagreeable, but
irresistible conviction forces itself upon the
mind of even a superficial observer, thnt whatever the number and warmn ess of Unionists
may have been at the time when, .and for som~
time, after Tennessee was juggled out of the
Union, eight out of every ten have been made
submissionists by the protracted secession pressure that was brought to bear upon them."
The same writer adds: "Most of the stores
continued closed. But few male and fewer female inhabitants are visible upon the streets.
Victorious soldiery alone enliven them. Half
of the private residences are deserted, and add
further gloom to the aspect by their closed
doors and window shutters and grave-like stillness. Hardly less than a third of the population must yet be absent."
Senator Andrew Johnson, military governor
of Tennessee, by appointment of President Lincoli;i, arrived at Nashville March 12th.
The newspapers of Nashville had all suspel;lded publication on the evacuation of the
city, but they soon reappeared, and one of
Governor Johnson's first official acts was to
place them under military supervision.
On the 25th of March, Governor Johnson requested the municipal officers to take the oath
of allegiance. The city council refused, by a
vote of sixteen to one.
On the 29th the mayor and several other
citizens were arrested for treason, and a few
days later Governor Johnson issued a pl'Oclamation ejecting from office the mayor and most
of the city councilmen, and appointing other
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persons to fill their places. Numerous arrests
were made for disunion practices about the same
time. The condition of the city on the 1st of
May is thus described by the "Union" :
"Our courts are proceeding pretty much as
formerly. The United States com;t is in session,
and the regular business pursuing its accustomed channels. PrQcess is being issued daily from
the circuit and chancery courts, retm·n able to
their next terms. The magistrates' courts are
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also in continuous session. Business is beginning to recover and to wear its accustomed appearance, and as facilities are being opened
with the country, it is extending in all directions. Our city market is daily improving.
Prices. are rapidly moderating to a reasonable
standard, and custom proportionately increasing. The passenger and freight trains on the
Louisville and Nashville railroad are making
daily trips.

CHAPT ER XII I.
Gen. Burnside's Expedition sails-The Fleet and Transports in a Storm-Advance up Pamlico Sound-Capture of Roanoke
Island-Other Operations-Provisional Government set up in North Carolina-Operations in South Carolina- Bombardment and surrender of Fort Pulaski-Operations in Florida--Oapture of Fernandina, Jacksonville, and St. AugustineOther Naval Operations-Treatment of Slaves by the F ederal Government-Orgauized as Troops at Hilton Head.
MEANTIME important events had taken place
elsewhere. The military and naval expedition
under Gen. Burnside was making important
captures in the most populous and fertile part
of the State of North Oarolina. His force, being engaged at the time in active operations,
was not included in the order of the President
for a general advance. This army corps comprised three brigades. The first, under the
command of Brig.-Gen. John G. Foster, consisted of the 23d, 24th, 25th and 27th Massachusetts, and the ·10th Oonnecticut regiments;
the second, under the command of Brig.-Gen.
Jesse L. Reno, consisted of the 51st New York,
51st P ennsylvania, 21st Massachusetts, 6th New
Hampshire, and 9th New Jersey regiments; the
third, under the command of Brig.-Gen. John
G. Parke, consisted ot' the 8th and 11th Oonnecticut, 53d and 89th New York, and a battalion of the 5th Rhode Island, together with battery F of the Rhode Island artillery. These
three brigades numbered about 16,000 men, and
requi'red more than 30 transports to take them
to their destination- 5 vessels to transport the
horses, 8 or 10 to carry the supplies, a siege
train and 2 pontoon bridge schooners, a division
hospital, and one for the signal corps. The naval
portion of the expedition was under the command of L. M. Goldsborough, subsequently
raised to the rank of rear admiral
The chief of staff was Oommander A. L. Oase,
staff medical officer S. 0 . Jones, signal officer
H. G. B. Fisher. The names of the steam gunboats and of their commanders were as follows:
Name.

Stars and Stripes
Valley City . .. . .
Underwriter .. . .
Hetzel.... . . . . . .
Delaware . . . . .. .
Shawsbene......
Lockwood . . ... .
Ceres . . . ........
Morse......... .
Whitehead... .. .
J. N. Seymour...
PhlladelpJ,>ia.. . .
Henri.' Brmcker.
Gramte.........

Guns.

7
4
2
2
6
2
8
2
2
1
2
2
l
1

Commander.

Rnnk.

A. H erden •. ... .. Lieut.Commanding.
J. C. Oba plin. . . . "
"
N. V. Jefford... "
"
H. K. Davenport. "
"
S. p_ Quackenbush "
T. G. Woodward . . .. .. ... Act. Master.
G. L Graves ..... .. ... .. . "
"
J. McDlarmid . .. .. . ..... "
Peter Hays ... .. ..... . ... "
Ohnrles A. French ..... ..
F. B. Welles....... .. .... "
S. Reynolds ...... .. ..... "
"
J.E. G!ddillgs .. . ....... .
E. Boomer......... .. . . . '·

General Putnam.
Hunchback..... .
Southfield.......
Com. Barney....
Com, P erry. . . . . .

McCook .... Lieut. Commanding·
4 E. R. Cnlboun .. . .. . . Act. Lieut. Com•
4 0. F. W. Ilebm .. ltct. Vol Lieut. Com.
2 R. D. Ronsbaw ... ... Act. Lieut. Com.
2 Chas. W. Flusser . . ..... . . Lieut. Com.

2 -

Total.. .... . .. Ill

To these may also be added the Virginia,
Louisiana, Young America, Jenny Lind. These
steamers were of three classes : screw and side
wheel tugs, navy screw gunboats, and armed
ferry boats. Their armaments consisted chiefly
of 30-pounder Parrotts rifled, and long smooth
32's, 64's, and some of much heavier calibre.
A coast division of gunboats, with the transports, consisted of the Pic½et, 4 gyns, Pioneer
4 guns, Hussar, 4 guns, Vidette, 3 guns, Ranger, 4 guns, Ohasseur, 4 guns. The transport
portion of the expedition was under the command of Samuel ]!'. Hazard of the U. S. Navy.
Nothing had been withheld that was necessary to secure success, and the accomplished
officers, the disciplined and gallant men, .and
the abundant material, awakened the most sanguine expectations on the pm·t of the Governm~nt and the people.
The expedition sailed from Hampton Roads
on the 12th of January, consisting of .over 100
vessels of all classes.
The order to &ail was issued on Saturtlay
night the 11th, and by daylight on Sunday
morning the largest portion of the fleet had
passed outside the capes. Some vessels, and
especially the water boats, refused to leave the
capes. The first part of the day was pleasant,
with a light wind from the southwest. During
the afternoon it was thick weather, and the
sailing vessels were generally obliged to cast
off from the steamers and take care of themselves, and two or three of the canal boats, with
hay and horses on board, broke away and were
blown ashore. The expedition was bound to
Hatteras Inlet, which is an entrance from the
ocean to Pamlico Sound. It is a narrow passage with seven feet of water on the bar, and
diffic~lt to enter in rough weather without dan-
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ger of grounding. The entrance to the inlet
was commanded by two forts, which were
captured by an expedition- under Gen. B. F.
Butler and Commodore Stringham during
the preceding year. (See preceding pages,
chap 9.)
•
The wind changed to the southeast and continued blowing in that quarter for several dnys after the vessels began to arrive. This brought
in a considerable sea or swell, which made it
dangerous for all the vessels drawing much
water to cross the bar and attempt to enter except at the top of the tide. Those drawing th'e
least water got in first, the others anchored outside watching an opportunity. In this perilous
situation, with a high sea, a strong wind blowing on shore, and shoal water, with a crooked
channel, several days p11$sed during which. the
fleet was endeavoring one by one to get within
the inlet. The steamer City of New York
grounded on the bar, and the sea .swept clean
over her and quickly reduced her to a wreck.
The gun boat Zouave sunk in the inlet, and two or
three other small vessels were equally unfortunate. Within the inlet the anchorage was narrow
and the change of the tide brought the vessels in
contact, ancl the roughness of the water caused
a constant chafing of rigging and spars, and
crashing of bulwarks.
For two days the wind and sea were so high
as to prevent all communication with the. outer
vessels, or with each other. The New Jersey
regiment was then called to enter upon its work,
with mourning in its ranks. Its Colonel, J. W.
Allen, and its surg~on, F. S. We]Jer, were
drowned b1 the overturning of a small boat in
the breakers at the inlet.
The gale increased; dark clouds swept down
from the east and seemed almost to touch the
vessels' masts as they swayed to and fro. A
single person here and there appeared on some
vessel's deck, holding on by the rail or the rigging, and n few scattered groups of the soldiers
who had been landed, were seen hurrying on
the beach as if in search of shelter from the
fury of the blast. The tents of the Massachusetts 24th, which had been pitched on the beach,
were swept away, and the poor soldiers spent
a fearful night, exposed to the peltings of a
pitiless storm, with yet a more fearful night to
follow. Even the brave commander of · the
expedition was heard to exclaim in suppress. ed tones, " This is terrible I When will the
storm abate ? "
This violent storm was followed by a high
tide, and on the 24th, nearly all the vessels
which had arrived were within th e entrance,
and by the 26th repairs had been made and the
force was ready to move. Fortunately the few
Confederate gunboats on the sound kept aloof
and made no attack.
Preparations were now made for a speedy
movement. The object was to proceed up
Pamlico Sound, and open the pa sr.ige into Albemarle Sound. This passage was called Oroatan Sound, and was bounded on t~e one side by

the mainland and on the other by Roanoke Island, which is low and marshy. As this was
the principal communication between Pamlico
and Albemarle, the enemy had erected fortifications in the upper part of the passage, on Roanoke Island, and had also obstructed it by piles
and sunken vessels. They had a fleet of seven
small gunboats, prepared to c.ontest the passage,
and stationed near the batteries.
On the 3d of February, Gen. Burnside issued
the following general orders :
HEADQUARTERS, DEPARTMENT OF NORTll CAROLINA,}

P ..uILICO Somm, Feb1'UUl"!J 8, 1862.

No. 5.
'!'bis expedition being about to land on the soil of
North Carolina, the General Commanding desires his
soldiers to remember that they are here to support the
Constitution and the laws, to put down rebellion, and
to protect the persons and property of the Joyal and
peaceable citizens of the State. In the march of the
army, all unnecessary injuries to houses, barns, fences,
and other property will be carefully M•oided, and in all
cases the laws of civilized warfare will be carefully observed.
Wounded soldiers will be treated 'Wth every care
and attention, ·and neither they nor prisoners must be
insulted or annoyed by word or act.
With the fullest confidence in the valor and the character of his troops, the General Commandin~ looks forward to o. speedy and successful terminat10n of the
campaign.
By command ofBrig.-Gen. A. E. BURNSIDE.
LEWIS RICHMOND, Asst. Adj.-Gen.

GENERAL ORDERS,

Further orders relative to signals, and to the
disembarkation of the troops, were issued Oij
the next day.
Everything being ready, the forward movement commenced at half past seven on the
morning of the 5th of February. The naval
squadron following the flag officer's vessel, headed the fleet. Their course was at first southward,
following the zigzag channel, until it :finally
became north by west. At regular and short
intervals the gunboats filled their places in the
line, and with scarcely perceptible motion,
steadily stretched away to the horizon. Next
came the transports and gunboats carrying the
troops, consisting of sixty-five vessels, of all
classes and characters. Each brigade formed
three columns, beaded by the flag ship of the
brigade. Each large steamer had one, two,.
and in some instances, three !!Chooners in tow.
Tbe aisles between the three columns of vessels
were kept lmbroken, through the whole length,
which extended almost two miles over the surface of the sound, except by the two or three
small propellers whose duty consisted in conveying orders.
At sundown the fleet came to anchor abo1,1t
ten miles from tbe southern. point of Roanoke
Island. The next morning, at eight o'clock, it
was in motion. The preceding beautiful day
was followed by a stormy one, and anchors
were again dropped at the entrance of the inlet
or strait. This was the day on which Fort Henry
was taken. The next morning was clear, and
tbe sun rose in a sky marked only with clouds
enough to give it peculiar beauty. By ten
o'clock !lll preparations had been made, and the
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gunboats moved forward, entering the inlet.
The flag ship of Gen. Burnside next followed,
but the remainder of the transports were detained nearly two hours. .A. gun fired from one
of the-Confederate gunboats announced the approach of the Federal squadron. .A.t half past
eleven the conflict commenced between the
gunboats at long range, but it was noon before
they were engaged in close action. The Confedernte boats gradually retired, drawing their
opponents within range of the forts, when fire
.
was opened by the latter.
The contest between the boats-and the battery
continued with varied energy during the next
three hours, in which time the barracks within
the forts were consumed. .A.t three o'clock the
troops began to land, under the protection of
the fire of three of the gunboats. .A.t this time
the Confedernte gunboats drew near and recommenced the action, which was continued
nntil their ammunition was exhausted. They
then retired up the inlet or sound. The battery continued to fire until the Union gunboats
retired for the night. The bravery of the Confederate defence was admitted on every side.
On the Federal side, five had been killed and
ten wounded. In the fort, the Confederates
reported, one killed and three wounded, and in
the gunboats five wounded, and the largest
gunboat snnk, and another disabled.
Byfour o'clock the transports had all arrived,
aid the first body of troops were landed unobstructed at five o'clock. In a short time six
thousand were on shore, and the remainder of
the force landed soon after.
The next morning the troop_s started in three
columns, the centre under Gen. Foster, .composed of the 23d, 25th, and 2'7th Massachusetts,
and 10th Connecticut; the next, or left flanking
column, under Gen. Reno, consisted of the 21st
Massachusetts, !Hst New York, 9th New Jere
sey, and 51st Pennsylvania; the third, or right
flanking column, under Gen. Parke, consisted
of the 4th Rhode Island, first battalion of the
5th Rhode Island, and the 9th New York. The
approach to the enemy was by a road through
a swamp, on each side of which was a thick
underbrush. .A.n earthwork about thirty-five
yards wide had been erected across the road
for defence. The attack was bravely made,
as it had been planned, upon the enemy's position, and after a most spirited and splendid defence, as reported by the assailants, they were
obliged to give way ·before this overwhelming
force, arid retiring further up the island were
overtaken, and Col. Shaw, their commander,
surrendered. Th~s six forts, forty guns, over
two thousand prisoners, and three thonsand
stand of arms were captm•ed. The Union loss
was thirty-five killed and two hundred wounded. The Confederate loss in killed was reported
to be sixteen, and wounded thirty-nine. The
artillery of each side consisted of some heavy
pieces, such as 100-pound Parrotts, and a 100pound Sawyor gun captured by the Confeder,
ates some time previous. The contest bet'Yeen
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the battery and the gunboats, in the morning,
was unimportant, a!!d the latter proce~ded to
remove the obst;ructions in the channel.
On the reception of the report of Gen. Burnside at Washington the following order was
issued by President Lincoln :
W ABBINGTON, Feb. lo,

The President, Commander-in-ChiefoftheArmy and
Nary, returns thanks to Brigadier-General Burnside
and Flag Officer Goldsborougll, and to General Grant
and Flag Officer Foote, and the land and naval !'orces
under tlieir respective commands, for their gallant
achievements in the capture of Fo.rt Henry and at Roan-.
oke Island. While it will be no ordinary pleasure for
him to acknowledge and reward in a becoming manner
the valor of the Ii ring, he .also recognizes his duty to
pay fitting honor to the memory of the gallant dead.
The charge at Roanoke Island, like the bayonet charge
at Mill Springs, proves that the close grapple and sharp
steel of loyal and patriotic citizens must always put the
rebels and traitors to flight. The late achievements of
the navy show that the flag of the Union, once borne in
proud glory around the world by no.val heroes, will
soon again floitt over every rebel city and stronghold,
and that it sh!\ll foreve1· be honored and respected as
the emblem of Liberty and Union in every land and
upon every sea.
By order of the President.
(Signed)
EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of War.
GIDEON WELLES, Secretary of the Navy.

On the afternoon of the next day after the
snrrender, Commodore Rowan, by order of
Com. Goldsborough, with fourteen steamers,
proceeded toward Elizabeth city. It is the
capital of Pasquotank county , North Carolina,
situated on the Pasquotank river, about twenty
miles from its mouth and thirty miles from
Rqanoke Iiiland. That night the fleet anchored about eighteen miles from the city.
Next morning, the 10th, on approaching the
town, seven Confederate . gunboats and one
schooner were discovered, and after a brief
contest they retired under the guns of a small
fort, were set on fire, and abandoned. This
fort on Cobb's Point, mounting four guns, was
also abandoned. .A.t the same time the town
was deserted by the Confederate forces, after
having set on fire some of the houses, which
were burned. .A.11 .t he Confederate gunboats
were def}troyed excepting one. Two were
killed and about twelve wounded .on tlie Union
gunboats. The loss on the other side is not
known. Commander Rowan immediately sent
the gunboats Louisiana, Underwriter, Commodore Perry, and Lockwood, under Lieut. .A..
Maury, to Edenton, on the west end of Albemarle Sonnd. It is the capital of Chowan county and is at the head of Edenton bay, which
opens into Albemarle Sound a little below the
mouth of Chowan river. On the 12th the
town was taken possession of by Lieut. Maury.
Part of a light artillery regiment, from one to
three hundred in number, withdrew without
firing a gun. No fortifications existed, nor was
any opposition made. Eight cannon and one
schooner on the· stocks were destroyed. Two
schooners with four thousand bushels of corn
were captm·ed on the sound, and six bales of
cotton taken from the custom house' wharf.
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On the next day, the 14th, Lieut. Jeffers was
sent by Lieut. Maury with the gunboats Underwriter, Lockwood, Shawshene, and Whitehead,
towing a couple of schooners to the mouth of
the Ohesapeake and Albemarle canal. The
enemy were found engaged in placing obstructions in the mouth of the canal. These works
were completed by sinking the two schooners
and burning all that remained above water.
This small expedition then returned to the
mouth of North River. This was two days beJore the surrender of Fort Donelson. On the
18th of February the joint commanders of the
Union forces in North Oarolina issued the following proclamation, declaring to the people of
that State the object o~ their mission:
ROA..'iOXE ISLAND, NoRTII CAROLINA,}

February 18, 1862.
To the People of Noi·tli Cm·olina :
The mission of our joint expedition is not to invnde
any of your rights, but to assert the authority of the
United States, and to close with you the desolating war
brought upou your State by comparatively a few bad
men m your midst.
Influenced infinitely more by the worst passions of
human nature than by any show of elevated reason,
they are still urging you astray to gratify their unholy
purposes.
They impose upon your credulity by telling you of
wicked and·eveu diabolical intentions on our part; of
our desire to destroy your freedom, demolish your
property, liberate your slaves, injure your women, uud
such like enormities-all of which, we assure you, is
not only ridiculous, but utterly and wilfully false.
We are Christians as well as yourselves, and we profess to know full well, and to feel profoundly, the sacred
obligations of the character.
No appreheusioDs need be entertained that the demands of humanity or justice wiU be disregarded. We
1,hall inflict uo injury, unless forced to do so by yaur
own nets, and upon this you may confidently rely.
Those men are your 1,orst enemies. They, in truth,
ha,e drawn you into your present condition, and are
th() real disturbers of your peace and tbe happiness of
your firesides.
·
WI) invite you, in the name of the Constitution, and
in that of virtuous loyalty and civilization, to separate
yourseh'es at ouce from these malign influences, to return to your allegiance, nud not compel us to resort
further to the force nuder our control.
The Government asks only that its authority may be
recognized; and we repeat, in no manner or way does
it de~re to interfere with your laws constitutionally
established, your institutions of any kind whatever,
your property of any sort, or your usages in any respect.
L. hl. GOLDSBOROUGH, Flag Officer,
Commanding North Carolina Blockadin~ Squadron.
A. E. BURNSIDE, Brigadier-\jeueral,
Commanding Department of North Carolina.

It may be thought thnt this part of North
Oarolina was in a very defenceless condition.
In many respects this was not so. · It cost the
United States two military and naval expeditions before it was reached. The first expedition, under the command of Gen. Benjamin F.
Butler and Oommodore S. H. Stringham, consisted of the steam frigates Minnesota and Wabash, and armed steamers Monticello, Pawnee,
and Harriet Lane, and the steam transports
Adelaide and George Peabody, and the tug
Fanny. The steam frignte Susquehanna also
joined the expedition. The military force consisted of 880 men. These forces captured the

forts at the entrance of Hatteras Inlet, and
made no further advance. The result of the
expedition was the acquisition of the forts captured, the control of the island in which they
were located, and the closing of the inlet against
the passage of vessels running the blockade.
The expedition under Gen. Burnside entered
the inlet and captured the fortifications on
Roanoke Island and destroyed the Confederate
navy, when the country lay at its mercy. Small
fortifications and some IT}ilitary force was found,
however, at every town of any importance. No
civil, commercial, or political changes were
made such as to indicate that the inhabitants
regarded themselves as restored to the Union.
Those in whose hands was held the local civil
and political power, retired to safe quarters upon
the approach of the Federal force. They acknowledged another allegiance due to a power
wbi0.h they believed or hoped would yet be able
to expel the Union troops. So long as that
power retained its strength they either feared
or declined to acknowledge allegiance elsewhere. That invariable follower of the invasion of hostile armies, the provost marshal, ormilitary governor, attended the footsteps of
the Burnside expedition as be bas almost every
other which has entered within the limits of the
Confederate States during this year.
On the 19th of February a reconnoitring expedition left Edenton for Winton, the capital
of Hereford county, situated near the bead pf
navigation on the Chowan river, about fifty
miles above its mouth. It consisted of the flotilla under the command of Commander Rowan
and a company of Ool. Hawkins' N. Y. regiment. This force had been informed at Elizabeth Oity, that five hundred Union men at
Winton had raised "the Stars and Stripes" and
desired protection. Upon arriving opposite the
landing of the town, which was a short distance
in the rear, a perfect shower of balls and buck~
shot were fired upon the advancing vessel. The
river here is about a hundred yards wide and
the banks high. The boats ascended and
brought their guns to bear and fired several
shells, and retired about eight miles down the
river for the night. The next morning they
returned and shelled the village. The military
were landed and found it deserted, when the
buildings were set on fire and burned.
The movements of the Federal forces caused
efforts to be made by the State authorities to
resist them. On the 22d Governor Olark issued
the following proclamation :
NonTir-CAROLINIANS I Our country needs y.our aid
for its protection and defence against an invading foe.
The President of the Confederate States has made a
requisition upon our State to complete her quota of
troops in the field. Our own borders are invaded by
the enemy in force, now threatening au advance to
deprive us of liberty, property, and all that we bold
dear, as a self-governing and free people. We must
resist him nt all hazards and by every menus in our
power. He wages a war for our subjugation-a war
forced upon us m wrong and prosecuted without right,
nud in a spirit of vengeful wickedness without a parallel in the history of warfare among civilized nations.
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As .vou value your rights of self-government and nil
the blessings ot freedom-the hallowed endearments
of home and fireside, of family 1md kindred-I call
upon you to rally to their defence, and to sustain the
noble aud sacred cause in which we are engaged.
North Carolina has always proved true, constant and
brave in the hour of trial and of danger. Never let it
be sai'd, that in the future she bas failed to maintain
her high renown. If we are threatened now more
than heretofore, and upon our own soil, let our exertions be equal to every demand on our patriotism,
honor, and glory. No temporary reverses dampened
the ardor of your ancestors, even though the enemy
marched in columns through the State. The fires of
liberty still burned brightly in their breasts.
They were moved to new energy and resisted by
gallant deeds, with abiding hope and unflinching
courage and perseverance, bravel.i: contendin_g with
enemies at home as well as the foreign foe, until, after
u struggle of seven long years, our inde~en~ence w~s
achievei:l and aoknow[ed!7ed. Let us 1m1tate their
glorious example. The etemy is redoubling his efforts
and straining every nerve to overrun our country and
subjuo-ate
us to bis domination-his avarice and ambi0
tion. Already it is proposed in their Congress to
establish a territorial government in a portion of our
State. Now is the time to prove our zeal and auimate
by example. I call upon the brave and patriotic men
of our State to volunteer, from the mountains to the
sen.
You are wanted both to fill up our quota in the confederate army and for the special defence of the State.
I rely, with entire confidence, on a prompt and cheerful response to this call upon your patriotism and
valor. Tender yourselves in companies and squads,
under officers of your own selection. You will be at
once accepted and organized into regiments under the
laws that are or may be made, and which it is my duty
to execute. The Adjnt.-int-Genernl will issue the necessary orders for this purpose.
Fellow citizens! Your firstnlleginnce is due to North
Curolina. Rally to her banners. Let every man do
his duty and our country will be safe.
Given under my hand and the seal of the State, at
Raleigh, this twenty-second day of February, 1862.
[SEAL]
HENRY T. CLARK.

•

Preparations were now made by Gen. Burnside for an attack upon Newbern. This city is
situated at the confluence of the Neuse and
Trent rivers, about fifty miles from Pamlico
Sound near its southern extremity. It is second
in commercial importance in the State, and is
connected by railroad with Raleigh the capital.
On the 11th of March the troops intended for
the expedition were ernbru·ked and ordered with
the naval force to rendezvous at Hatteras Inlet.
The latter force was under Commander Rowan;
Com. Goldsborough having been ordered to
Hampton Roads. These forces baviug combined left Hatteras the next morning and arrived about sunset at Slocum's Creek, eighteen
miles below Newbern, and the place selected
for disembarking the troops. The landing was
effected the next morning with great enthusiasm
under cover of the gunboats, and after a toilsome march of twelve miles through the mud,
the bead of the column reached, that evening,
within a mile and a half of the Confederate
stronghold. The remainder came up during the
night with eight pieces of artillery, chiefly boat
howitzers. The gunboats shelled the road in
advance of the march o~ the troops, and covered their encampment at night. Early the next
morning Gen. Foster's brigade was ordered by
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Gen. Burnside to proceed up the main country
road to attack the enemy's left, Gen. Reno up
the railroad to attack the enemy's right, and
Gen. Parke to follow Gen. Foster and attack
the enemy in front, mth instructions to support ej.ther or both brigades. The engagement
which ensued continued for four hours, and
resulted in carrying a continuous line of Confederate field work, over a mile in length, protected on the river flank by a battery of thirteen heavy guns and on the opposite flanl,, by
a line of redoubts over half a mile in length
for riflemen and field pieces in the midst of
swamps and dense forests. This line was defended by eight Confederate regiments of
infantry, five hundred cavalry, and three batteries of field-artillery, each of six guns.
The position was finally carried by a brave
charge, which enabled the Federal force to gain
the rear of all the batteries between that point
and Newbern. This was done by a rapid advance of the entire force up the main road and
railroad, while the gunboats proceeded up the
river throwing their shot into the forts and in
front of the advancing forces. The enemy in
retreating destroyed the country road bridge
and the draw of the railroad bridge over the
river Trent, thus preventing pursuit, and escaped by the railroad. Meantime the gunboats
arrived at the wharves and commanded the
city, but it was not occupied by the troops until
Gen. Foster's brigade was brought up by the
vessels. Thus eight batteries containing fortysix heavy guns, three batteries of light artillery
containing six guns each, two steamboats, a
number of sailing vessels, wagons, horses, a
large quantity of ammunition, commissary an.cl
quartermasters' stores, forage, ·and two hundred prisoners were captured. The Union
loss was ninety-one killed and four hundred
and sixty-six wounded. The Confederate loss
was severe, but not so great, as they were effectually covered by their works. They retired
to Tuscarora about ten miles from Newbern.
Gen. Gatlin being indisposed, they were com·manded by Gen. 0 . B. Branch.
On the next day Gen. Burnside issued the
following address to his force :
fuA.DQUARTERS, DEPT. Ot' NORTH CAROLINA,
N EWDERN, .iJla1•ch 15.

l
l

General Order, No. 17.
'l'be General Commanding .congratulates his troops
on their brilliant and hard won victory-of the 14th.
Their courage, their pntience, their endurance of fatigue, exposure and toil, cannot be too highly praised.
After n tedious march, drawing their howitzers by
hand through swamps and thickets, after a sleepleils
night, in a drenching rain, they met the enemy in bis
chosen position, found him protected by strong earthworks, mounting many and heavy guns, and in an open
field themsel ves-thcy conquered. With such soldiers,
advance is victory.
.
The General Commanding directs with peculiar
pride, that, as a well-deserved tribute to valor in this
second victory of the expedition, each regiment engaged shall inscribe on its banner tbe memorable
name" Newbern."
By command of Brigndier-G~nernl
· A. E. BURNSIDE.
LEWIS Rrcmrol'm, Adjutant-General.
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On the 20th Gen. Parke's brigade comm~nced riously to invest the fort.
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All communication

to march from Newbern for Beaufort, and by land or water was cut off, and guns were
on the 23d .entered Moorhead city, thirty-six
miles from Newbern, and foun~ it evacuated.
It is a short di.stance from Beaufort and connected by a steam ferry. A flag of truce was
then sent over to Fort Macon, and a surrender
demanded. This was refused, and vigorous
measures were at once commenced to reduce
it by a siege. Beaufort is the capital of Carteret county, situated at the mouth of Newport
river, and a few miles from the sea. The
harbor is the best in the State, and its entrance
is defended by Fort Macon.
Meanwhile, on the 20th, a naval column consisting of the gunboats Louisiana, Delaware,
aud Com. Perry, with the transport Admiral,
having on board eight companies of the 24th
Massachusetts regiment, proceeded to W asbington, a small town on the left bank of the Tar
river about forty miles from Pamlico Sound.
On the 25th, the force arrived before the town,
and were received by the authorities without
opposition. Below the town obstructions bad
been placed in the river, and abandoned fortifications were found on each shore adjacent. ·
The commander, A. Maury, thus reported to
his superior officer : " I found on flll'ther consultation with the authorities, on-whom I made
my demand for the restoration of the Hatteras
Light property, that underlying an apparent acquiescence of the people of the town and
neighborhood, in permitting the building of
gunb'oats, and the construction of batteries to
repel the approach of the Federal forces, was
a deep-rooted affection for the old Union, and
not a little animosity for its en_emies; the latter· element not being diminished by the importation of troops from a distant State. The
result of this state of affairs was, as could be
anticipated, the abandonment of its defences
by the troops, followed by the destruction of
what remained of Coufederate property by .the
people. The launched gunboat had been towed several miles up the river, loaded with turpentine, and fired on the night of our arrival.
A few hundred bushels of meal and corn left
in the corilmissarJ store, were distributed to
the poor by my orders. All the Hatteras
Light property in the town was secured. The
woods and swamps were represented as being
alive with refugees from the draft. Many of
them, encouraged by our presence, came in.
They were bitter and deep in their denunciations
of the secession heresy, and promised a regiment if called to aid in the restoration of the
flag." This force returned to Newbern.
The force in the neighborhood of Fort Macon, however, was not idle. A detachment
from Gen. Parke's brigade, consisting of the
4th Rhode Island and" 8th Connecticut, on the
night 2f the 25th, crossed over and took possession of Beaufort without opposition. In the
day time this passage would have been resisted
by the fort. No military force was found in
tho town. Preparations were now made se-

put into position to reduce it. The garrison
consisted of nearly five hundred men under
command of Col. White. The regi;ilar siege
operations commenced on the 11th of April
when a reconnaissance in force was made by
Gen. Parke. The pickets of the enemy stationed on Bogue Beach, two miles from the fort,
were driven in and a good situation for the
siege guns was found. Everything beipg in
readiness, on the morning of the 25th of April,
fire was opened upon the fort from a breaching battery eleven hundred feet distant, and
flanking mortars planted at a distance of about
fourteen hundred yards, and behind sand banks
which prevented the garrison fr9m seeing
them before the fire was opened. At the same
time the blockading gunboats Daylight, Commander Lockwood·; State of Georgia, Commander Armstrong ; Chippewa, Lieut. Payson and bark Gemsbok, Lieut. Caverdy; approached the .fort and began to fire. The
three steamers assisted the bark, and kept
under way, steaming round in a circle and de- ·
livering their fire as they came within range,
a mile and a quarter distant from the fort.
After an hour and a quarter, the sea became
so rough and their fire consequently so inaocurate, that the fleet retired. The action
however continued between the batteries and
the fort until toward evening, when the lat:
ter was surrendered with the honors of war.
All the guns on the side of the fort opposite
that attacked, were dismounted, and also all
but three of those bearing upon the Federal
force, when it became untenable. The firing
of the fleet did no injury to the fort. The
Daylight was struck by an 8-inch solid shot
which entered her quarter. Seven of the garrison were killed and eighteen wounded. One
was reported killed on the Federal side.
While thig siege was pressed forward, Gen.
Burnside,. iJ?- order to create the impression at
Norfolk, Va., that he was approaching with
bis whole force, sent Gen. Reno with the 21st
Massachusetts, 51st Pennsylvania, a part of the
9th and 89th New York, and 6th New Hampshire in that direction. Proceeding nearly to
Elizabeth City, he disembarked at a point about
three miles below, on the night of the 19th of
April. Col. Hawkins was ordered forward with
the 9th and 89th New York and the 6th New
Hampshire toward South Mills, to be followed
by Gen. Reno four hours after, upon getting
the remaining troops ashore. Col. Hawkins
lost his way and came in behind Gen. Reno on
the march, and was ordered to follow. Ha-ring
marched about sixteen miles, and within a
mile and a half of South Mills, a Confederate
force opened with artillery upon the advanced
guard before it was discovered. They were
found posted across the road, with their infantry in ditches, and their artillery commanding all the direct approaches. Their rear was
protecteq. by a dense forest. Gen. Reno or-
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dered the 6th New Hampshire to form in 0, line
on the left of the road and support the four
pieces of artillery, while the 51st Pennsylvania
and 21st Massachusetts filed to the right and
passed ever to the edge of the wood to turn the
enemy's flank, and the New York regiments
supported them. The effect of these movements, and the sharp firing that ensued, caused
the enemy soon to retire iu a rapid manner.
The force rested until evening, and then withdrew to their boats. The Federal loss was
fourteen killed and ninety-six wounded, and two
taken prisoners. The Federal force remained
on the field for seven hours, bmied their dead,
aud transported all the wounded except fomteen, so severely wounded that they could not
be moved, but who were comfortably provided
for and left in charge of a surgeon and chaplain.
"In obedience to orders," says Gen. Burnside,
"Gen. Reno then returned to his fleet and embarked his men." Ten or fifteen prisoners were
taken, most of whom belonged to the 3d Georgia
regiment. The loss of the Confeclerate force was
unknown ; thirty killed and wounded were left
on the field. They reported one regiment and
three pieces of artillery as the entire force engaged.
On the 23d of April a naval expedition, consisting of the gunboats Lockwood, Whitehead,
and Putnam, under Lieut. Flosser, was sent
to obstruct the entrance of the Dismal Swamp
canal. This was done by means of sinking a
schooner, and filling the canal with brush,
stumps, rails, and earth, and trunks of trees.
On the 6th of June a sharp engagement occurred eight miles from Washington near Pactolus, between a Confederate force under Col.
Singleterry and the 24th Massachusetts under
Oapt. Potter. This latter officer had been stationed at Washington with a small force, and
hearing of the gathering of the enemy, obtained
reenforcements, anc1 successfully attacked them.
Seven were killed and eleven wounded on the
Federal side.
Some other military movements, ·to be hereafter stated, took place during the succeeding
months. This portion of North Carolina was
held by the Union forces throughout the year.
Its ports were closed to imports for the Confederate States, and its commerce ceased entirely. The principal part of the forces under
Gen. Burnside were subsequently brought to
Newport News, where they remained in transports until the Army of the Potomac returned
to Alexandria. They then united with it under
Gen. Pope.
This expedition in its outfit, vigor of action
and complete achievements, showed that it wu;
commanded by an e:\..-perienced, judicious, and
able officer. It was necessarily confined in its
operations to the shores of the country, where
it could act in concert with the gunboats. It
had not been in the field four months, when
the Government found itself entirely without
soldiers who could be sent to reenforce him.
At the approach of Gen. Burnside's com-

mand upon the coast of North Carolina much
confidence was felt on the part of the authorities that they would be able to make a successful resistance. A few days served to dispel
these delusions, and change the aspect of their
situation. The entire coast was exposed to the
invasion of the Federal troops. This change
quenched a spirit of dissatisfaction with the
Confederate Government, which was beginning
to prevail under grievances that the State had
suffered. Efforts, however, were now made to
prevent the advance of the Federal troops into
the interior, and to make as successful opposition to their movements as might be possible.
The election for State officers in North
Carolina takes place on the second Thursday
in August. Some months before this election
the person who should be the next governor of
the State became a subject of active discussion.
One party desired a man who was not a proscriptive secessionist, and the other desired one
who was radical and thorough on secession, and
who would sustain the Oonfedern.te Government,
even at the expense of State rights. Both parties
sustained the war. The candidates nominated
for the office were William Johnson, of Mecklen berg County, and Zebulon B. V3nce, of Buncombe Oounty.
The result of the election was the choice of
Col. Vance as governor by a large majority.
On the l'Tth of November the Legislature
assembled at Raleigh, and the governor delivered his message. He urged a vigorous prosecution of the war, but complained of the bad
faith of the Confederate Government in sending agents into the State to obtain clothing and
supplies, after agreeing not to do so if the
State undertook to clothe her own troops. He
condemned the conscription law, and stated that
the soldiers were suffering greatly for want of
shoes and clothing. The ·debt of the State at
the beginning of the year was $2,098,361.
Flour and corn commanded such prices as to
be used only by wealthy persons.
The Legislature adopted the following resolutions on the 2'7th of November:
Resowed, That the Confederate States have the
means and the will to sustain and perpetuate the
Government they have established, and that to that
end North Carolina is determined to contribute all
her power and resources.
Resowed, That the separation between the Confederate States and the United States is final, and that
the people of North Carolina will never consent to a
reunion at any time or upon any terms.
Resolved, That we ho.,e full confidence in the ability
and patriotism of his Excellency President Davis, and
that his administration is entitled to the cordial support of all patriotic citizens.
Reso~ved, That we heartily approve of the policy
for the conduct of the war set forth by his Excellency
Gov. Vance to the General .Assembly, a.nd that he
ought to be unanimously supported in the manly and
patriotic stand he has taken for our independence.

The number of men obtained in the State by
the Confederate conscription law was stated to
exceed forty thousand, three-fourths of whom
were reported by the examining physicians as
unfit for.nrilitary duty.
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On the 15th of May, Edward Stanley, formerly a distinguished citizen of North Oarolina,
arrived at New York from Oalifornia, for the
purpose of entering upon the office of temporat·y governor of North Oarolina, which had
been tendered to him by President Lincoln.
The part of Carolina placed under bis jurisdiction was that in which the Federal arms held
control. The instructions of the Federal Government to Gov. Stanley were similar to those
given to Gov. Andrew Johnson in Tennessee,
and were as follows:
WAR DEPARTME1''T 1 W ASlllUGTON, D. 0., May 2, 1862.
Hon,. ErJ;ward Stan,ley, Military Gove-rMr of North
Oai·olin,a:

SIR: The .commission you have received expresses
on its face the nature and extent of the duties and
power devolved on you cy the appointment of military governor of North Carolina. Instructions have
been given to M:aj.-Gen. Burnside to aid you in the
performance of your duties and the exercise of your
authority. He has been instructed to detail an adequate military force for the special purpose of a governor's guard, and to act under your direction. It
is obvious to you that the great purpose of your appointment is to reestablish the authority of the Federal Government in the State of North Carolina,
and to provide the means of maintaining peace and
security to the loyal inhabitants of that State until
they shall be able to establish a civil government.
Upon your wisdom and energetic action much will
depend in accomplishing that result. It is not deemed necessary to ~ive any specific instructions, but
rather to confide m your sound discretion to adopt
such measures as circumstances may demand. You
may rely upon the perfect confidence and full support
of this department in the performance of your duties.
With great respect, I am your obedient servant,
EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of War.

On the 26th of May he arrived at Newbern,
and entered upon his duties. On the 17th
of June he made an address to the people at
Washington, N. 0. Permission bad been given
to the citizens to enter the Federal lines for the
purpose of hearing this address, and they were
present from seventeen counties. The speech
was a review of the past, an examination of
present affairs, and an urgent appeal to tbe
citizens to resume their allegiance to the Federal Government. The result showed that so
long as the Oonfedera~e Government retained
its organization and power, the citizens could
not be expected to turn against it; especially
as the fortune of war might soon place them
under its control again.
.A.t all the military posts of the Federal Government in the State, the slaves from the interior who had run away collected. This was
especially the case at Newbern, where five
thousand had come in. When Gov. Stanley
arrived there he found schools established for
their instruction, but expressed the opinion:
that it was injudicious, as contrary to the laws
of the State, and if upheld by him it must
desti:oy his influence with the people. 'The
schools were temporarily suspended.
The
course pursued by the governor was designed
to restore the con:fidence and good will of the
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people, which bad been lost by the belief that
it was the pUl'pose of the Federal .A.dministra- •
tion to destroJ. their institutions and subjugate
the people. A conference was proposed by
Gov. Stanley to Gov. Vance, for the.purpose of
restoring peace in the State. The latter re.fused to meet, but referred the former to the
Confederate Government at Richmond. Apparently little had been gained for the Federal
cause thus far by the military organization on
the borders of the State.
The achievements of the military and naval
expedition to the coast of South Oarolina and
Georgia, should be described in this connection.
For an account of its outfit, departUl'e, and
occupation of Hilton Hend see Chapter XI.
Undoubtedly there was a double object in tbi
expedition. On the one hand it was designed
to seize and hold as large a district of the coast
as might be practicable, and on the other prepare a base for future operations against Oharleston and Savannah, South Carolina, and the great
State of Georgia. The point designed for its
headquarters, and for the base of future operations, was occupied at once. The first labor
was to prepare Port Royal for the purposes in
view. Immense cargoes of commissary stores,
ordnance, and means of transportation wero
landed from the large ocean steamers which
accompanied the expedition. Extensive warehouses were erected for the preservation of the
stores ; w bile for the security of the depot
whence supplies were to be drawn for all portions of the command, and to enable as many
troops as possible to be spared for distant operations, long lines of defence had to be constructed. While the works were pushed forward
reconnaissances were made in every direction
to ascertam the position and strength of the
enemy, to learn the depth of water in the numerous creeks and inlets, and remove all obstructions that might have been placed in important channels of communication.
.A.t the beginning of the year it was observed ,
to be the design of the enemy to shut up the
Federal troops in Port Royal Island, by placing
obstructions in Ooosaw River and Whale Branch,
by constructing batteries at Port Royal Ferry,
at Seabrook, and at or near Boyd Oreek, and
by accumulating men in the vicinity so as to
be able to throw a force of twenty-five hundred
or three thousand upon any of these points,
at a short notice. It was determined to arrest
their designs peremptorily, and in such a manner as .would serve a subsequent purpose.
Oommander E. R. P. Rodgers bad charge of
the naval force of the expedition, consisting of
the gunboats Ottawa, Lieut. Stevens, Pembina,
Lieut. Bankhead, and foUl' armed boats of the
Wabash, carrying howitzers, and under the
command of Lieuts. Upshor, Lane, Irwin, and
Master Kempff, which were to enter the Coosaw by Beaufort River; and the gunboat Seneca,
Lieut. Ammen, and tugboat Ellen, M~ster
Budd, which were to move up Beaufort River,
and approach the batteries at Seabrook and
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Port Royal Ferry by Whale Branch. The tug tookplaceontbe26tbofJanuary, in consequence
• boat E. B. Hale, Master Foster, was added to of explorations which bad been previously made,
the expedition after it started. The part assign- and which were of such an adventurous nature
ed to the naval force was to protect the land- as to entitle to honor the parties engaged. The
ing of the 'troops at Haywood's plantation, the city of Savannah is about fifteen miles from the
first point of debarkatipn, to cover the route of mouth of the riv~r of that name, and si!uated
the advancing· column, and the second point of. on its right or southern bank. The approach
debarkation, and to assail the batteries on their to it by water is defended by Fort Pulaski
front. The militaryforce consisted ofthe47th (captured by the Georgians in 1861), a caseand 48th New York regiments, Ools. Frazer and mated work .on Cockspur Island, at the mouth
Perry, the 79th New York, 50th and 100th of the river, and Fort Jackson, a barbettework
Pennsylvania, and 8th Michigan, with a naval on the Illa.inland, only four miles below the city.
howitzer force of forty men, under Lieut. Ir- The left bank of the river is formed by a sucwin. After the forces, landed at the two points, cession of islands, and the channel is also interhad marched, driving all of the enemy who rupted by large and numerous ones. The netwere seen before them, and formed a jrmction, work of creeks and bays which surround Hilthey were divided into centre, right, and left ton Head terminates to the southward in Cal-wings, and ordered forward to attack the bat- ibogue Sound, which is separated from Savanteries of the enGmy. .A. sharp skirmish of half nab river at its moutB. by Turtle and Jones
an hour ensued upon their approach to the bat- Islands. The waters that bound two sides of
tery, when the enemy retired, and the works Jones Island, which is triangular in shape, are
were completely destroyed. .An incomplete called Mud and Wright rivers; the latter is the
work at Seabrook, two miles from Port Royal more southern, and separates Jonesfrom Turtle
Ferry, was destroyed at the same time. The l;,sland, which lies next to Dawfuslrie Island, the
result of the expedition was the destruction of western shore of Calibogue Sound. The water
the two batteries, driving the enemy five miles on the third side of Jones Island is the Savaninto the rear, and rendering the Broad and Coo- nab river. This island is about five miles long,
saw rivers secure for the gunboats. The land . and between two and three broad. .A.bout half
force was commanded by Gen. Stevens. Eleven way between its upper and lower angles, and
privates were wounde~ and two of them missing. fronting on the Savannah, is Venus Point,
Four of the enemy were found dead.
where a Federal battery was subsequently
While all the improvements were urged for- placed to cut off communication between Savanward at Hilton Head, reconnoissances were con- nab and Fort Pulaski.
Lieut. J. H. Wilson, of the topographical
stantly made. The next movement of interest

engineers, becoming convinced, from j.nformation obtained of negro pilots and others, that
an interior passage existed, connecting Calibogue Sound with the Savannah river, and
which, if passable by gunboats, might lead to
cutting off Fort Pulaslri from communication
with Savannah, was despatched by Gen. Sherman on a reoonnoissance. Taking with him two
row boats, and about seventy men of the Rhode
Island regiment, he left Calibogue Sound with
his negro crew and pilots, ::tnd ventured by night
through the intricate passages. At this time

the Union troops had not advanced beyond
Dawfuskie Island, and on some of these rivers
Confederate pickets were still stationed. The
oars of the reconnoitring party, however, were
muffled, and they passed by the pickets without discovery. Under cover of the darkness
they penetrated several miles up one of these
streams, leaving the pickets in their rear. If
discovered, retreat or escape would have been
impossible for them, as there was no opportunity of returning except on the same route by
which they came. The river which they thus
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oxplored led into no other channel, but wasted
o.way in a marsh. They got back into another
stream. Finally the creeks became so shallow
as to be unnavigable for any but the smallest
craft. At one point an artificial channel bad
been constructed about two bunclred yards long,
called Wall's Out. This led to the rear of Jones
Island, and into both the Mud and Wright rivers,
both of which, as stated above, empty into the
Savannah, the former about six miles, and the
latter about two miles above Fort Pulaski.
This cut had, however, been obstructed by
three rows of piles driven across its entire
width, and by a large brig sunk in the same direction, across the channel. At high tide the
reconnoitring party were able to get over the
piles and pass the brig. The reeds on both
bauks were very high, and the cut altogether
invisible from Savannah, while the marshy nature of the re~ion prevented any approach by
land. There was danger of meeting pickets or
stray parties of sportsmen, shooting wild ducks
abounding in those waters. The party remained concealed by the reeds during the day, and
at night pmsued their explorations. They found
the channel of Mud river impassable for large
vessels by reason of its shallow water, but got
easily through the Wright river, and rounding
the point of Jones Island, entered the Savannah.
There they remained nearly all night, moving
at times under the guns 'of Fort Pulaski, near
enough to hear the challenge of the lonely sentinels, or the conversation of the gunners on
the parapets before tattoo. They found the
depth and bearings of the channel in all directions; went up the river beyond Venus Point,
and even passed the enti-ance of Mud river, and
then returned into the Wright, establishing to
their own satisfaction that gunboats of ten feet
draught could pass by that route into the Sa vannah, without incurring any material risk from
the guns of Pulaski, which were at the nearest
point a mile and three-fourths distant.
Upon this report G~n. Sherman caused another and fuller reconnoissance to be made.
Major Beard of the 48th New York was sent
to remove the obstructions in Wall's Out. A
party of volunteer engineers and a company
of the 7th Connecticut accompanied him; and
while some kept a careful watch, otliers were
engaged at the obstructions. They were removed in three weeks of unremitting night
labor. All the piles were sawn off a foot below the bottom of the cut, and the brig turned
lengthwise, leaving a passage wide enough for
the gunboats. All this was accomplished
without awakening the suspicions of the enemy,
whose pickets had been withdrawn. All
stragglers, white or black, who approached
were seized; of these, four or five whites seemed to have been hunting, for they were in
boats loaded with game; others were slaves
who had escaped from Savannah. All were
astonished to s~e their captors there. No
scouts were ever detected, and no boats passed
on the Savannah river except the steamers
10
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plying to Fort Pulaski from Savannah. On
some nights the rain fell furiously, but the
work proceeded. After the obstructions had
been removed, a violent storm that lasted for
several days rendered any further operations
impracticable ; still t.he pickets kept up their
watch on the dismal and muddy marsh, and
every straggler or spy was seized.
A naval reconnoissance was now made by
Capt. John Rodgers and Lieut. Barnes, in company with Lieut. Wilson. Like all the others
it was made in the night. The party were able
to pass through the cut, take soundings in the
Wright river, enter the Savannah, and ascertain all that was necessary to determine the
practicability of the passage of gunboats. Capt.
Rodgers reported favorably, and was willing
to command the movement. It was determined
therefore that a reconnoissance in force should
be made, and preparations were commenced for
that purpose. ,
It had always been known that a passage
existed on the right side of the Sa-iannah, leading from Warsaw Sound through tbe Wilmington river until it narrows into St. Augustine
Creek, and finally empties into the Savannah
just below Fort Jackson. This passage was defended by a battery. Information was however obtained from negroes of another passage
leading up also from Warsaw, but much nearer
to the Savannah and entering it lower do"·n
than St. Augustine Creek. This second passage is called Wilmington Narrows. Several
reconnoissances were made along its course and
the result was a determination by Gen. Sherman and Com. Dupofit' to send a force up
Wilmington Narrows, at the same time that
operations should begin in the vicinity of Wall's
Out. Accordingly on the 26th of January,
Gen. Wright with the 4th New Hampshire,
Qol. Whipple, 6th Connecticut, Ool. Chatfield,
and 97th Pennsylvania, Col. Guess, on the
transports Cosmopolitan, Boston, and Delaware
were convoyed by the gunboats Ottawa,. Seneca,
and others under Capt. 0. H. Davis to Warsaw
Sounq. The force then proceeded up the
Wilmington Narrows for some miles and in
the rear of Fort Pulaski until it arrived at a
place where piles had been placed to obstruct
its further progress. The gunboats remained
at this spot a short distance from the Savannah
during the night, while rec.onnoissances were
made on land and water. In the morning
Capt. John Rodgers with three gunboats appeared on the opposite side of the Savannah
in W nll's Out. Two of these vessels passed
into Wright river. About eleven o'clock in the
forenoon Com. Tatnall and the five Confederate steam gunboats attempted to pass down
t11e river with scows in tow, when iire was
opened upon them by the gunboats on each
side. The country on each side is so flat that
but little obstruction to the sight intervened.
In less than half an hour Oom. Tatnall and one
of his vessels were driven back ; the other
three escaped injury apparently and mado
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good their passage down to Fort Pulaski.
They returned at low water and escaped uninjured. The objects of the reconnoissance being now attained the forces returned to Hilton
Head. The gunboats in Wright river did not
go down as far as the entrance to .the Savannah,
as they would be in reach of the guns of Fort
Pulaski, and Oapt. Rodgers feared that they
might get aground. This withdrawal of the
boats from Wall's Out was regarded by the
Oonfederate commander as an abandonment of
the purpose to enter the Savannah by that
route. Oon:.fidence was thus restored in the
minds of the citizens of Savannah, and the
wisest hoped that the fort, which was the key
of the city, might be enabled to detain their
enemy for an indefinite length of time. The
greatest consternation therefore prevailed in
Savannah when the fort was ultimately captured.
Gen. Sherman now commenced a series of
measures by: which to cut o:ffall communication
between the city and the fort. This consisted
in the planting of batteries on the river. The
most important one was at Venus Point on the
river side of Jones Island. A road was made
with almost herculean labor across its marshy
surface from Wall's Out, by the 48th New York
regiment. Over this road the cannon were
brought and placed in the battery. An attack
was made on this battery by the Confederate
gunboats on the 14th of March. After an engagement of an hour they were driven off.
Another battery was placed on the extremity
of Long Island, which was on the other side of
the channel of the river, and still another was
placed on floats at the mouth of Mud river.
Some weeks were passed before this work was
done and the communication entirely cut off.
Preparations were next commenced for the reduction of the fort. This was to be done by
batteries established on Tybee Island adjacent to
Oockspur Island, on which the fort is located.
These were not completed until the 9th of
April, when the following order for the bombardment of the fort was issued :
Geneml Orders-No. 17.
HEADQUARTERS UNTIED STATES li'OROES,
TYBEE ISLAND, GA., Al)'rit 9, 1862.

•
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The batteries established against Fort Pulaski will
be manned and ready for service at break of day tomorrow.
The sigunl to be~in the action will be one gun from
tho right mortar ot Battery Halleck (2,400 yards from
the work), fired under the direction ofLientenant Hornee Porter, chief of ordnance; charge of mortar 11
lbs., charge of shell 11 lbs., elevation 55°, and length
of fuse 24l1.
This battery (two 13-inch Mortars) will continue
firing at the rate of fifteen minutes to each mortar alternately, varying the charge of mortars nnd length of
fuse, so that ibe shells will drop over the arches of the
north and northeast faces of the work, and explode
immediately after striking, but not before.
The otber batteries wiU open us follows, viz :
Battery Stanton (three 13-iuch mortars, 3,400 yards
distant), immediate)y after the signal, at the rate of
fifteen minutes for each piece, alternately from the
right; charge of mortar 14 lbs., charge of shell 7 lbs.,

elevation 45°, and length of fuse 23", varymg tho
charge of mortar and length of fuse as may Ee required. The shells should arop over the arches of the
south face of the work, and explode immediately after
striking, but not before.
Battery Grant (three 13-inch mortars, 3,200 yards
distant), immediately after the ranges for Battery
Stanton have been determined, at the rate of fifteen
minutes for each piece, alternatel7 from the right;
charge of shell 7 lbs., elevation 45 , charge of mortar
and length of fuse to be varied to suit the range, as
determined from Battery Stanton. The shells should
drop over the arches of the south face of the work, and
explode immediately after striking, but not before.
Battery Lyon (three 10-incb columbiads, 3,100 yards
from the work), with a curved fire, immediately after
the signal, allowing ten minutes between the discharges for each piece, alternating from the right;
charge of guns 17 lbs., charge of shell 3 lbs., elevation
20°, and length of fuse 20 11 ; the charge and length of
fuse to vary as required. 'l'be shell should pass over
the parapet and into the work, taking the gorge and
north face in reverse, and exploding at the moment of
striking, or immediately after.
Battery Lincoln (three 8-inch colurobiads, 8,045
yards from the work), with o. curved fire, immediately
after the signal, allowing six minutes between discharges for each piece, alternating from the right;
charge for gun 10 lbs., charge of sbell H lbs., elevation 20°, and length of fuse 20", directed the same as
Battery Lyon, upon the north face and gorge in reverse, varying the charge and length of fuse accordingly.
Battery Burnside (oue 13-inch mortar, 2,'750 yards
from the work), firing ever-y ten minutes, from the
range as obtained for Battery Sherman ; charge of
shell 7 lbs.; elevation 45° ; charge of mortar and
length of fuse varying as required from those obtained
for Battery Sherman. The shells should drop on the
arches of the north and northeast faces, and explode
immediately after striking, but not before.
Battery Sherman (three 10 inch-mortars, 2,650 yards
from the work), commencing immediately after the
ranges for Battery Grant -have been determined,
and firing at the rate of fifteen minutes for each piece,
alternatinc? from the right; charge of shell 7 lbs.; elevation 45 ; charge of mortar and length of fuse to be
fixed to suit the range as determined from Battery
Grant. The shells should drop over the arches of the
north and northeast faces.
Buttery Scott (three 10-inch and one 8-inch columbiads, 1,677 yards from the work), firing solid shot and
commencing immediately after the barbette fire of the
works has ceased. Charge of 10-inch columbiads 20
lbs., elevation 4½ charge of 8-inch columbiad 10 lbs.,
elevation 5°. This battery should breach the pancoupe between the south and southeast faces, and the
embrasure next lo it in the southeast face: the elevation to be varied accordingly, the charge to remain
the same. Until the elevation is accurately determined eacli gun should fire once in ten minutes; after
that, every six or eight minutes .
Battery Sigel (five 30-pounder Parrotts and one 24pounder James', 1,620 yards from the work), to open
with 4¾" fuse on the barbette guns of the fort at the
second discharge from Battery Sherman. Charge for
30-ponnders, 3¼ lbs. ; charge for 24-pounder, 5 lbs. ;
elevation, 40° for both calibers.
As soon as the bo.rbette fire of the work has been
silenced, this battery will be directed, with percussion
shells, upon the walls, to breach the pancoupe between
the south nnd southeast face, and the embrasure n~xt
to it iu the southeast face, the elevation to be vane~
accordingly, the charge to remain the same. Until
the elevation is accurately determined, each gun
should fire once in six or eight minutes; after that,
every four or five minutes.
Battery McClellan (two 42 and two 32-pounder
James', 1,620 yards from the work) opens fire immediately after Battery Scott. Charges for 42-pounder,
8 lbs.; cbarge for 32-pounder,_6 H5s.; elevation of 42·
0
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angle, and at the moment of surrender, 2 o'clock
of the 11th, preparations had been commenced for storming. Forty-seven guns, a
great supply of fixed ammunition, forty thousand pounds of powder, and large quantities
of commissary stores, and three hundred and
sixty prisoners were taken.
I
t d tS
ah th t
tt k
t was expec e a avann
a an a ac •
would be immediately made upon Fort Jackson,
to be followed by its surrender, and that of the
city also. Nothing of the kind, however, was
t
1 t d Th U ·
d
·
con emp a e ·
e ruon comman er was ·m
no condition to underteke such an enterprise,
and actually was obliged to content himself
with holding what had been acquired. The
possession of Fort Pulaski prevented any furh bl k d · t S
ther attempts to run t e oc a e 111 o avannah by the mouth 0f the river.
While these operations had been going on
against Fort Pulaski, the other portion of the
military and naval forces at Hilton Head had
not been idle. On the 28th of February Com.
Before the bombardment was commenced on Dupont sailed from Port Royal in the steam
the lOth,·the fort was summoned to surrender. frigate Wabash, accompanied by the following
The following is the correspondence:
vessels: Ottawa, Mohican, Ellen, Seminole,
HEADQuAaTi,ms DxrARTME:<T oF T1rn: souTn,}
Pawnee, Pocahontas, Flag, Florida, James
TYBEE IsL..u.-o, GA., April 10, 1862.
Adger, Bienville, Alabama, Key Stone State,
To the Commanding Officer, Fort Putaski:
Seneca, Huron, Pembina, Isaac Smith, PenSm: I hereby demand of you the immediate surren- guin, Potomska, armed cutter Henrietta, armed
der and restoration of Fort Pulaski to the authority and transport McClellan, the latter having on board
possession of the United States.
al
d
h
d
This demand is made with a view to avoiding, if pos- the batt ion of marines un er t e com.man
sible, the effusion of blood which must result from the of Maj. Reynolds, and the transports Empire
bombardment and attack now in readiness to be opeued. City, Marion, Star of the South, Belvidere,
The number, caliber, and completeness of the bat- Boston, and George's Creek, conveying a britcries surrounding you, leave no doubt as to what must
d
d h
d fB · G
W · lt
result in case of refusal: and as the defence, however ga e un er t e comman o
rig.- en. rig l .
obstinate, must eventually succumb to the assailing
On the 2d of March the expedition came to
force at my disposal, it is hoped you will see fit to avert anchor in St. Andrew's Sound, and on the next
the useless waste of life.
morning a portion of the gunboats and trn.nsThis communication will be carried to you under a ports, under Commander Drayton, proceeded
flag of truce by Lieut. J. H. Wilson, United States Army, who is authorized to wait nny period not exceeding down Cumberland Sound toward Fernandina
thirty minutes from delivery for your answer.
on the north extremity of Amelia Island. OumI have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient ser- berland Sound is the passage between Oumbervant,
DA.YID HUNTER,
land Island and the mainland. Amelia Island
l\Ii~or-General Commanding.
is next in order below Cumberland Island; the
Gen. Hunter had been placed in command north point of the former and the south point
of the Federal forces, and Gen. Sherman, be- of the latter being nearly opposite. The refore completing the enterprises he had com- mainder of the fleet proceeded down outside to
menced, was recalled. The Confederate com- the entrance between Cumberland and Amelia
mander of the fort replied to this demand as· Islands. The object of sending a portion of the
follows:
fleet through Cumberland Sound was to turn
HEADQuAaTEns,' FoaT PULASKI, Apr-it 10, 1862.
the works on the south end of Cumberland
Maf.-Gen. J)avidHwnter, commanding on Tybee Island: and the north end of Amelia Islands. The
Sm: I have to acknowledge receipt of your commu- enemy having received information of the expenication of this date, demanaing the unconditional sur- dition, abandoned their works on its approach
render of Fort Pulaski.
and retired. Fort Clinch on Amelio. Island was
In reply I can only say that I am here to defend the
fort, not to surrender it.
taken possession of and garrisoned. The town
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obe- of Fernandina, which was almost deserted, was
dient servant,
CHAS. H. OLMSTEAD,
occupied by the Union force, and a small steam
Colonel First Volunteer regiment of boat loaded with stores was overtaken and
nd
st
Georgia, comma ing po .
captured. The Confederate force stationed at
On this refusal, and at twenty-three minutes Fernandina consisted of the 4th Florida, Col.
of eight o'clock in the morning the fire was open- Hopkins, with a number of companies of cavaled. Three minutes after the fort replied from a ry and light artillery. Reconnoitring expedi10-inch barbette gun, and soon after the firing tions were sent out in different directions with
became general on both sides. .After eighteen successful results. New Fernandina on Amelia
hours the fort was breached in the southeast Island, about a mile and a half from Old Fer-

pounder, 4¼', and 32-pounder, 4". Each piece should
fire once every five or six: minutes after the elevation
bas been established, charie to re~ain the same;
This battery should breach t e works m the pancoupe
between the south and southeast faces, and the embrasure next to it in the southeast face. The steel
scraper for the grooves should be used after every fifth
or sixth discharge.
Battery Totten (four 10-inch siego mortars, 1,685
ynrds from the work) opens fire immediately nfter Battery Sigel, firing each piece about once in five min utes;
charge of mortar, 8¼ lbs.; charge of shell, 3 lbs.: elevation, 45".; and length of fuse, l Bf'. The charge
of mortar and length of fuse vary, so as to explode the
shell over the northeast and southeast faces of the work.
If any battery should be unmasked outside the work
Battery Totten should direct its fire upon it, varying
the charge of mortars and length of fuse accordingly.
The fire from each battery will cease at dark, except
especial directions be giv.en to ·the contrary.
A signal officer at Battery Scott, to observe the effects
of the 13-inch shells, will be in communication with
other signal officers stationed near Batteries Stanton,
Grant, and Sherman, in order to determine the range
for these batteries in succession.
By 0rd er of
Brig.-Gen. Q. A.. GILLMORE.

P. M.
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nandina, is the eastern termination of the railroad across the peninsula. The western termination is Oedar Keys, a small town located on
one of a group of small islands close to the west
coast of Florida. It was captured by a Union
force on the 16th of January. On the same
night that Fernandina was taken Oommander
E. R. P. Rodgers in the Ottawa ascended the
St. Mary's river, and° took possession of the
town of that name, driving out a picket of the
enemy's cavalry. This town and Fernandina
were uninjured. Preparations for a most vigorous defence were found to have · been made
at both . places, but the State troops were
probably required for the Oonfederate army.
The difficulties arising from the indirectness of
the channel and from the shoalness of the bar
would have added to the defences by keeping
approoohing vessels a long time exposed to fire
under great disadvantages. Having turned the
property over to the military power the expedition was ready for further mOV$3ments.
A principal and ultimate object of this entire
expedition was, in its first conception, to take
and keep under control the whole line of seacoast, especially of the State of Georgia. Having beard at Fernandina that the works _at
Brunswick in Georgia had been abandoned,
Oom. Dupont on the 7th of March despatched
a force, consisting of the Mohican, Pocahontas,
and Potomska, under Oommander Gordon, to
hold the place. It is a port of entry in the extreme southeastern part of the State of Georgia,
pleasantly situated on Turtle river, and has a
spacious harbor. It is the eastern terminus of
the Brunswick and Florida railroad. Oommander Gordon with his vessels crossed the bar
on the 8th, and anchored at sundown within
two miles of the forts comm~dingthe ch::tnllel.
The next day he took possession of the batteries
on St. Simon's Island and on Jekyl Island.
When abandoned, all their guns and ammunition had been removed. The town also was
entirely deserted, and nearly all the property
which could be removed had been taken away.
Proclamations were posted by Oommander Gordon on several public buildings, urging the inhabitants to return to their homes and promising protection to the property of all good citizens. The force then retired to the vessels.
On the 13th with the Potomska and Pocahontas Oommander Gordon proceeded from St.
Simon's Sound through the inland passage . to
Darien on the Altamaha river. Piles had been
driven in two places across the passage, which
were removed. Darien like Brunswick was
entirely deserted, and also all the plantations
on St. Simon's Island. But one white man
was found on the jsland, and one old negro,
although about fifteen hundred troops had been
quartered there a few months previous. The
former appeared to be in great qread of the
coming of the Union force, and had been told
that they would destroy even women and
children.
At the same time when this force was order-
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ed to Brunswick on the 7th of March, Oom.
Dupont sent the gunboats Ottawa, Seneca, Pembina, and Huron, with the Isaac Smith and Ellen under Lieut. Stevens to St. John's river with
instructions to cross its difficult and shallow
bar, feel the forts if still held, and push on to
Jacksonville and even Pilatka and capture
river steamers. St. J obn's river empties into
the Atlantic sq_me twenty-five miles south of
Fernandina. On the 11th Lieut. Stevens succeeded in crossing the bar and ancborea: for
the night. During the evening large fires were
seen in the direction of Jacksonville, which
proved to have been made under the order of
the Oonfederate commander, Gen. Trapier, by
the burning of mills, houses, and property belonging to .Northern men suspected of entertaining Union sympathies. On arriving at
Jacksonville during the next day, the corporate
authorities came off to Lieut. Stevens and gave
up the town, The 4th New Hampshire, Col.
Whipple, was landed and took possession. The
location of the town is on the northern bank
of the St. John's, about twenty-five miles from
its· mouth. It contains about three thousand
inhabitants. From almost all the houses a
white flag was displayed on the approach of
the force, and men, women, and children of all
colors turned out to see the display. A Union
feeling wm; aroused and encouraged. A public
meeting was called and resolutions adopted in
favor of organizing a Union State Government
and calling a convention to meet at Jacksonville for that purpose on the 10th of .April,
then approaching. On the. 8th of April th e
Union commander, Gen. Wright, evacuated the
town, and then sent information of bis movement to the Oonfederate commander, Gen.
Trapier, inviting him to come and re-occupy the
town, and requesting him to take care of the
women and children remaining. On the 9th
the Confederate officers stood on the dock and
watched the vessels sailing away. On the 10~h,
the Union convention, which bad been warmly
encouraged by these retiring officers with their
force, was called to assemble. Of course it
was not held. The more active Unionists bad
through fear left with the fleet.
Com. Dupont, immediately after having despatched Commander Gordon to Brunswick and
Lieut. Stevens to Jacksonville, as above stated,
proceeded himself toward St. Augustine. Arriving off the harbor be ordered Oommander
Rodgers to approach the city with a flag of truce,
presuming that if there were any people along
the coast likely to remain in their houses, they
would be found at St. Augustine. As Oommander Rodgers approached the city, a white
flag was hoisted upon one of the bastions of
Fort Marion. As be landed upon _the wharf
and inquired for the chief uuthority, be was
soon joined by the mayor and conducted to
the city liall, where the municipal authorities
were assembled. His report to Com. Dupont
proceeds as follows :
I informed them that, having come to restore the
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authority of the United States, you had deemed it
more proper to send in an uuarmed boat to inform the
citizens ol' your determination, than to occupy the town
at once by force of arms; that you were desirous to
calm all apprehensions of harsh treatment, and that
you should carefully resp~ct the persons and, property
of all citizens who submitted to the authonty of the
United States· that you had a single purpose to restore
the state of affairs which existed before the rebellion.
I informed the municipal authorities that so long as
they respected the authori_ty of th7" Govern_ment we
serve and acted in good faith, mumcipal affairs would
be left in their own hands, so far as might be consistent
with the exigencies of the times. '!'be mayor and
council informed me that the place had ~een evacua~ed
the preceding ni"'ht by two compames of Flonda
troops, and that tifey gladly received the assurances I
.
gave them, and placed the city in my hands.
I recommended them to hoist the flag of the Umon
at once, and in prompt accordance with the advice, by
order of the mayor, the national ensign was displayeq
from the flag staff of the fort. The u1ayor proposed to
tum over to me the five cannon mounted at the fort,
which are in 11jOOd condition and uot spiked, and also
the few munitions of war left by the retreating enemy.
I desired him to take charge ot: them for the present,
to make careful inventories and establish a patrol and
guard, informing him that he would be held respon·
siblei"or the pince until our force should enter the harbor.
I called on the clergymen of the city, requestinl!
them to re-assure the people, and to confide in our
kind intentions toward them. About 1,500 people remain in St. Augustine, about one-fifth of the inhabitants having fled. I believe there are many citizens
who are earhestly attached to the Union, a large number who are silently op'Posed to it, and a still larger
number who care very httle about the matter. There
is much violent and pestilent feeling among the
women ; they have a theatrical desire to figure as
heroines! Their minds have doubtless been filled
with the falsehoods so industriously circulated in regard to the lust and hatred of our troops.
On the night before our arrival a party of women
assembled in front of the barracks and cut down the
flag staff, in order that it might not be used to support
the old flag. The men seemed aux-ions to conciliate
in every way. There is a great scarcity of provisions
in the place. There seems to be no money, except the
wretched paper currency of the rebellion, and much
poverty exists.
In the water battery at the fort are three fine army
32-pounders and two 8-inch sea coast howitzers, with
shot and some powder. Several good guns were taken
away some months ago. The garrison of the place
left from St. Augustine at midmght on the 18tli, for
Smyrna, where are said to be about 800 troops, a )Jattery, the steamer Caroiina, and a considerable quantity
of arms and ammunition.

master, were sent in advance and ordered to
cross the bar and establish an inside blockade
and guard from incendiarism the live oak timber on the Government lands. On their arrival they started with four or five light boats
and forty-three men and moved southward into
Mosquito lagoon, but when returning, they
were unexpectedly fired on, upon landing, and
the commanding officers and three men were
killed, and several wounded, and two taken
prisoners.
By these operations along the Florida coast
some small steamers and other vessels were
captured, and the blockade was rendered more
effective by the actual occupation of the principal ports. The country appeared to be undefended and entirely unprepared to make any
resistance against the overwhelming Union
force . Many fortified positions were found,
but the soldiers were not seen. The white
population in Florida in 1860 was '7'7,7'78, and
during the previous year the State sent about
ten thousand men to the Confederate army.
Her military strength was thus reduced to a
feeble condition. Whatever progress was made
in r estoring the Union was defeated by the
sudden evacuation of Jacksonville and the
abandonment of many Union citizens there. It
taught the people of the State that so long as
the Confederate Government existed in security, it might at any time return and demand
their allegiance.
Commodore Dupont now returned to Port
Royal, leaving a small force- at all the points
taken. On his arrival on the 27th of March,
he learned that the formidable Confederate
batteries on Skidaway and Green islands had
been abandoned, by which complete control
was obtained of Warsaw and Ossibaw sounds
and the mouths of Vernon and Wilmington
rivers, which form a part of the approaches
from the south to Savannah.
Toward Oharlestol). the only movement of
importance which had been made by Gen.
Sherman was the occupation of Edisto Island
by the 47th New York. This took place on
the 11th of February. This island is about
twelve miles long and nine broad, and is about
ten miles from the mainland, twenty miles
from the Charleston and Savannah railroad,
and forty miles from Oharleston. The island
was found to be entirely deserted except by
the negroes. Oonsiderable cotton was gathered,
although the greater portion of 'that produced
had been burned.
On the 31st of March Maj.-Gen. David
Hunter assumed the command of the department of the South, consisting of the States of
South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. Thus
Gen. Sherman was relieved of the command
and assigned to another post. In a proclamation issued on the same day, Gen. Hunter announced the division of his department into
three districts as follows :

The fort at this place is the second one of
the old forts ia Florida of which possession had
then been recovered. The other is Fort 01inch
at Fernandina. St. Augustine is farther south
than Jacksonville and situated on the north
shore of Matanza.s Sound about two miles from
the sea, from which it is separated by the island
of Anastasia. The population exceeds two
thousand.
The next object of Oom. Dupont was to visit
Musquito Inlet, fifty miles farther south. It
had been reported to him that the inlet was
resorted. to by vessels of light draft for the
introduction of arms transhipped from English
vessels and steamers at the English cclony of
Nassau. Accordingly the Penguin, Lieut. T.
1. The first, to be called the Northern District, will
A. Budd, and the Henry, Andrew S. W. Mather, comprise the States of South Carolina, Georgia, and
l
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all that part of Florida north and east of II line extendin$ from Cape Co.navernl northwest to the Gulf
coast, JUSt north of Cedar Keys and its dependencies,
o.nd thence north to the Georgia line. The headquarters of this district will be at Port Royal, Sou~h
Carolina, and Brio-.•Gen. H. W. Benham (who mil
relieve Brig.-Gen. §herman) is o.ppointed to command
this district and the troops therein, which troops will
constitute a division, to be co.lied the First Division
of the Department of the South.
2. The second, to be called the Southern District,
will comprise o.11 of Florido. and the islands adjacent,
south of the so.id line from Cape Canaveral, extending
northwest to the Gulf coast, just north of Cedar Keys.
The headquarters of this district and the troops will
remo.in, as at present, under command of Brig.-Gen.
J. M. Brannan.
3. The third, to be called the Western District, will
comprise that part of Florida west of the line before
described as running north from Cedar Keys to the
Geor$io. line. The heo.dquarters of this district will
remam at Fort Pickens, as at present, with Brig.-Gen.
L. G. Arnold commanding.

The ·preparations, commenced by Gen. Sherman for the capture of Fort Pulaski, were
pushed forward by Gen. Hunter, until the fort
surrendered in .April, as has been above described. The subsequent movements under
Gen. Hunter consisted in reconnoissances in
force toward Oharleston. The southern boundary of the harbor of Oharleston is formed by
James !Aland. This island is bounded on the
north by the harbor of Oharleston and the
.Ashley River, on the northwest by W appoo
Oreek, on the south and southwest by Stono
River, and on the east are a few small islands
and the ocean. Wappoo Oreek connects with
the Ashley River in the immediate rear of
Charleston, and by entering Stono River and
into Wappoo Creek, gunboats can reach Charleston. The next island south of importance is
John's Island, and the next Edisto Island. Between these and Hilton Head are a number of
islands of much less · size. Early in May Corn.
Dupont ordered the channel of Stono River to
be sounded out and buoys to be placed. This
was completed on the 20th of May, and the
gunboats Unadilla, Pembina, and Ottawa crossed
the bar and entered the river. .Along the
river, owing to its great importance as a means
of access to the city, a vast number of earth-

A.'1f.in .
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work fortifica.tions had been erected. .All of
these were abaniloned as the gunboats proceeded. The distance from the mouth of the
Stono to W appoo Oreek is about eight miles.
Little was done in the river by the fleet for
many days, except silencing some of the Confederate batteries, and preventing the erection of
others in commanding points likely to be needed on the march toward Oharleston, of which
this was designed as a preliminary movement.
No signs of the approaching ru-my appeared for
two weeks, during which several reconnoissances were made by the fleet. The fire of the
forts at the entrance to Wappoo Creek was
drawn from two large rifled cannon at the
lower battery of seven guns. The Hlll'on and
Pembina were anchored within range of these
guns and within three miles of Oharleston.
From their mastheads could be seen a dozen
spires, cupolas and observatories, the top-masts
of two or three large ships, and nearly all the
northwesterh part of the city. On the 2d of
June the military advance with Gens. Hunter
and Benham arrived and were landed on James
Island, to await the corning of Gen. Wright with
cavalry, artillery, and additional infantry from
the Edisto. An important fortification which
had been vacated was occupied on James Island.
On the 5th the additional forces arrived, and a
series of skirmishes ensued for the next ten
days both on ·James and John's Islands. On
the 13th a sharp contest occurred between several new York and Pennsylvania regiments
•
and the 47th Georgia.
Meanwhile a diversion was made by a small
Southern force against Hilton Head, which
caused much consternation there, but effected
nothing further.
It was soon manifest that the Confederate
force had been increased, and nothing of importance could be flll'ther effected by Gen.
Hunter without reenforcements. As the Government had none at this time to send, not
being able to reenforce the more important
army in Virginia, military operations were
comparatively suspended.
Some operations of the South .Atlantic and
West Gulf squadrons during the year are
worthy of notice in this place. On the
first of January a combined attack was
made by land and water upon a Oonfederate post at Port Royal Ferry, S. C.,
the naval forces, consisting of three gunboats, two tugs, · and four armed boats
from the Wabash, being under the direction of Oornmander 0 . R. P . Rogers.
On January 27th a fleet of two gunboats, four a1-med steamers, and two armed
launches under Fleet Captain C. H. Davis,
accompanied by 2,400 men on transports
commanded by Bri.g.-Gen. Wiight, made
a reconnoissance of Little Tybee River and
the adjacent waters, with a view of preparing for the cutting off communication
between Fort Pulaski and Savannah and
the ultimate capture of the fort. While on
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this duty thajr were u.ttacked by five Oonfedera.te vessels under Oommoclore Tatnall, which
they repulsed after a half hour's fight, two of
the enemy being driven back to Savannah, and
the others running under the guns of the fort.
On April 29th Lieut. Rhind, with the steamer
E. B. Hale, captured and destroyed a battery
near the junction of the Dawho, Pow Pow, and
South Edisto Rivers.
On May 13th the steam-tug planter, an armed
despatch and transportation steamer attached
to the engineer department at Oharleston, under
Brig.-Gen. Ripley, was brought out by her
pilot, Robert Smal~ a very intelligent slave,
and suLTendered to the blockading squadron.
She had on board eight men, five women, and
three children, all negroes, and was armed with
a 32-pounder pivot gun and a 24-pounder
howitzer, besides which she had four large
guns, one of them belonging to Fort Sumter,
which she was to have transported that morning to the new fort on the midcUe ground. At
4 o'clock in the morning, while the captain was
on shore, she left her whaif with Palmetto and
Oonfederate flags flying, passed the forts, saluting as usual by blowing her steam whistle, and
after getting out of reach of the last gun, hauled
down the Oonfederate :flags and hoisted a white
one. The steamer, from her excellent machinery and light draught, p~·ovecl a valuable
acquisition to the blockaders.
On the 19th, Flag-Officer Dupont, having
been lecl to believe, chiefly by the information
given by Robert Small, that the Oonfeclerates
were erecting batteries on Stono Inlet, caused
a reconnoissance to be made which established
the truth of the report. The inlet was immediately occupied by the gunboats and an important base thus secured for future operations
against Oharleston.
The military forces sent to occupy Jacksonville, Fla., after its capture in March, were afterwards withdrawn, and a battery was planted
by the Oonfederates on St. John's River, some
distance below the town, which caused considerable annoyance to the gunboats employea'
on the inside blockade of the river. Oommander Steedman and Gen. Brannan accordingly moved on the 30th of September with a
joint naval and land force, silenced and occupied the battery, capturin_g nine guns, and afterwards ascended the river as far as Lake
Beresford, a distance of two hunclrecl and thirty
miles, a,ncl captured a transport steamer.
The East Gulf squadron was under the command of Flag-Officer McKeon. Early in January he sent the steamer Hatteras, Oommander
Emmons, to Cedar Keys, where about the 10th
she captured or destroyed a quantity of artillery and military stores, and several schooners
the place being an important depot of the enemy'.
In the latter part of March Commander Stellwagen of the Mercedita arrived oft' Appalachicola with that vessel and the Sagamore, and
organized a boat expedition, the immediate object of which was the capture of a number of

vessels understood to be at or above that city.
The place, however, had already been evacuated
by the enemy's troops, and the expedition met
with no resistance. The inhabitants received
the sailors favorably and raised the United
States flag. Several vessels were brought out
and otl10rs were destroyed.
On the night of April 6th a .hoat expedition
from the bai·k Pmsuit, under Acting Master
Elnathan Lewis, surprised and captured at St.
Andrew's the rebel. steamer Florida, of five hundred tons, with two hundred bales of cotton on
board, and brought her safely out.
On the 4th of October a boat expedition from
the steamer Somerset proceeded to the main
land near Oedar Keys for the purpose of destroying some salt works, but was fired upon
from a house on which a white flag was flying,
and compelled to return without thoroughly
accomplishing their purpose. On the 5th a
stronger force, consisting of four boats from the
Somerset and fom from the gunboat Tahoma,
landed at the same place, completing the destruction and dispersing a small guerrilla force.
The movements already described brought
the Federal forces into more immediate con- .
tact with the slaves, hence· the questions relative to the political, civil and social position
of "colored persons of African descent," became more prominent during 1862 than in
nny previous period. An elaborate opinion
was prepared . by the U. S. Attorney-General, Mr. Bates, on the question, "Are colored
men citizens of the United States?" The chief
points of the opinion were-that the Constitution does not define the word citizen, the Attorney-General therefore examines history and
the civil law from the existence of the Roman
Empire to the present clay to discover its meaning. His conclusion is-that all free persons,
without distinction of race or color, if native
born, are citizens. A distinction is made between the inherent rights of citizens and the
political privileges of certain classes. All citizens have a right to protection, but only certain
classes enjoy the privileges·of -voting and holding office. Hitherto not only the public but
jurists have often confounded the two. A
child or a woman is a citizen, though not always privileged to vote or hold office. The
Dred Scott opinion is pronounced void and of
no authority, since the province of the Supreme
Oourt was only to settle the questions of the
jurisdiction of the Oircuit Oourt. They are
simply entitled to the respect due to the views
of emine11t gentlemen, and no µi.ore.
In Massachusetts, Governor Andrew ordered
negroes to be emolled as well as white persons
for the purpose of drafting soldiers. The Attorney-General of the State justified the order
on the ground that-" Oongress ancl the war
department both leave out the word white from
the description of the class to be enrolled."
He further adds: "The only possible question
now open is whether colored men are citizens
of Massachusetts, which no one, I presume, will
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have the hardihood to deny, inasmuch as they
are tax-payer:;, voters, jurors, and eligible to
office, and there is no inequality founded on
distinction of races known to our laws."
On the other band the CiJ:cuit Court of Illinois sitting in Montgomery County decided that
negroes were not citizens.
The operations of the Federal forces within
slaveholcli,ng States necessarily released many
slaves from the restraints of their masters. The
mass of them took advantage of this circumstance to escape from servitude. Their presence
within the Federal lines led to the adoption of
various measures by the commanding officers
and by the Federal Government relative to
them, all looking toward their ultimate freedom.
In January the Marshal of the District of
Columbia was instructed by order of the President "not to receive into custody any persons
claimed to be held to service or labor within the
District, or elsewhere, and not charged with
any crime or misdemeanor, lmless upon arrest
or commitment, pursuant to law, as fugitives
from such service or labor, and not to retain
any such fugitives in custody beyond a period
of thirty nays from their arrest and commitment, unless by special orde1· from the civil
authority." The effect of this order was to
relieve from any fears of apprehension all the
fugitives that had escaped to the District from
Virginia. Thousands of slaves flocked to the
District and were sustained throughout the
year by rations furnished by the Government.
In Missouri, Gen. Halleck had, previous to
this time, issued au order that fugitive slaves
should not be permitted to enter the lines of
any camp, or any forces on the march. This
order occasioned much discussion, especially in
Congress, as it cut off an opportunity for escape
to thousands of slaves: It was explained by
Gen. Halleck in these words: "unauthorized
pe1sons, black or white, free or slave, must be
kept qut of our c~mps, unless we are willing
to publish to the enemy every thing we do, or
intend t~ do."
In .Arkansas, Gen. Curtis issued orders of immediate emancipation under confiscation of a
number of slaves who had been at work for
the Confederate Government by the consent of
their masters.
Similar orders were issued by Gen. Hunter,
under like circumstances, in the Department of
South Curolina. These were extended until he
at length issued an 01·der confiscating and emancipating all the slaves in his military district,
em bracing Sou th Carolin a, G;-eorgia, and Florida.
This was countermanded by the President.
At Baton ·Rouge, in Louisiana, Brig.-Gen.
Williams issued an order that, in consequence
of the demoralizing and disorganizing tendencies to the troops of harboring runaway negroes, the commanders should turn all such
fugitives beyond the limits of their respective
guards and sentinels. Col. Paine of this brigade refused obedience, and justified himself by
the following act of Congress :
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Be it enacted by tile Senate and House of Repi·csentatives of tlie United States of America in Congress assemblid, That hereafter the following shall be promulgated as an additional article of war for the government of the Army of the United States, and sball
be obeyed and observed as such:
ART. -. All officers or persons in the military or
naval service of the United States are prohibited
from employing any of the forces under their respective commands for the purpose of returning
fuaitives from service or labor who may have escaped from any person to whom such service or
labor is claimed to be due, and any officer who sliall
be found guilty, by a court-martial, of violating this
article, shall be dismissed from the service.
SEC. 2. And be it f'u1·t!ur enacted, That this act shall
take- effect from and after its passage.

The. effect of all the regulations adopted, except in Missouri and Baton Rouge, was to se•cure freedom to every slave that -would make
the effort to obtain it. Wherever permanent
headquarters for Federal troops were established within slavebolding States, they soon
became crowd£d with hundreds and thousands
of fugitive slaves. The Government was immediately obliged to feed them or starvation
would ensue. A.t Washington, at Fortress
Monroe, Newbern, and Port Royal were large
nu!llbers furnished with quarters and fed at the
national expense. Various schemes were devised for the occupation of these negi:oes, particularly in the department of South Carolina.
Subsequeutly the Secretary of War issued
orders, which developed the following plan for
a social experiment with the negroes : .
·

General Order No. l 'r.
HEA1>Q'ns E.

c., HILTON HEAD, s. c., March 8, 1862.

1. Mr. Edward L. Pierce having been appointed by

the Hon. Secretary of the Treasury General Superintendent and Director of all persons engaged rn the
cultivation of the laud and the employment of the
blacks, he is hereby announced as such.
2. The following instructions to the general commanding are hereby published fo, the information
of all concerned; and commanding officers of all
posts and stations within the limits ol' this command,
will be governed in strict conformity thereto :
,Van DEPARTMENT, Febru11ry 18, 1862. ·
To Gen. T. W. Slurrman, Oonimanding at Port
Royal, S . C. :
GENERAL: You are hereby directed to afford protection, subsistence, and facilities, so far as may be
consistent with the interests of the service and the
duties and objects of your command, to all persons
who may present to you written permits, issued to
them under the authority of the Secretary of the
Treasury, setting forth that said persons have proceeded to Port Royal under the sanction of the Government, for the collection, safe keeping, and disposition of cotton, rice, and other property abandoned
by the possessors within your military . department,
and for the regulation and employment of persons of
color lately held to service or labor by enemies of the
United States, and now within the occupying lines
and under the military protection of the army.
Such permits, signed by the Collector of Customs
at New York City, will be considered by you as
emanating from the Treasury Department.
Under the head of subsistence ,viii be included rn-tions to such persons ns may be employe? under the
direction of the Treasury Depa.rtment1 m the te_mporary charge of the abandoned plau_tntions ;_ or, with
its sanction to labor for the instruction and improvement of the' laboring population.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
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Several societies undertook to take charge of
the matter, and seventy-two persons, farmers,
mechanics, physicians, and teachers, were sent
out by the Government, receiving each one
ration a day from the commissai-iat, and paid
salaries by the affiliated societies. They were
" to teaoh Christianity and civilization to the
freed men of the colored race, to imbue them
with notions of order, industry, and ·economy,
and self-reliance, and to elevate them in the
scale of humanity, by inspiring them with selfrespect." The cost of rations to the Government, a part of which were consumed in this
experiment, was estimated at $100,000 per clay.
Educational associations were formed in Boston
and other places, by whom the teachers were
procured. On the 2d of June the agent, E. L.
Pierce, made a report to the Secretary of the
Treasury, Mr. Obase, in which be stated that
seventy men and sixteen women were engaged
in missionary work among the negroes, under
the auspices of the Treasury Department. The
number of plantations under the care of these
persons was 189, having on them 9,050 .Africans,
classified as follows: 309 mechanics and house
servants, 693 old, sickly, and unable to work,
8,619 children, not useful for field labor, 4,429
field hands, of whom 3,202 were full hands, 295
three-quarter hands, 59'7 half hands, and 335
quarter hands. The amount of labor performed was as follows :
The aggregate result makes (adding the negro
patches to the cornfields of the plantations) 8,314.12
ucres of provisions (corn, potatoes, &c.) planted,
4,489.11 acres of cotton planted-in all, 13,'795.23
acres of provisions and cotton planted. Adding to
these the 2,394 acres of late corn, to a great extent for
fodder, cowpens, &c., to be planted, and the crop of
this year presents a total of 16,189.2 acres. The crops
arc growmg, and are in good condition.
'l'ne sum of $5,4'79 has been distributed among
4,030 ncgroes in payment for labor on the plantations.
The rate is $1 per acre for cotton.

After the novelty bad passed away very little
was accomplished by the sbves. .A. report in
September makes· the effective hands 3 81'7
non-effective 3,110; acres of corn, 6,444; pota:
toes, 1,40'7; cotton, 3,384; which was considered more than enough for their own support
but not sufficient to reimbmse the Government'.
The whole experiment finally failed, and was
abandoned by order of Gen. Hunter, and the
negroes fell upon the Government for support.
The negroes near Fortress Monroe made a
better. u~e of their a~van_tages. 'Fhe military
comm1 s10n to examme mto then· condition,
stated that by the report of the provost marshal at Oamp Hamilton, it appears that for the
five months ending 1st January, 1862, he had
drawn rntions amounting to about three hundred and eighty-three per day, which was issued
to about six hundred and fifty women and
children and old infirm men, all of whom returned little or no equivalent to the Government. But since the 1st of January the rations
issued there have not exceeded seventy, nnd
for part of the time were less than forty per
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day. A.s a consequence the negroes have been
thrown very much upon their own exertions to
provide for themselves ; and the commission of
inquiry do not find that any amount of suffering
has ensued; but in many instances the effort at
self-support has been successful and improving.
Schools have been in successful operation at
Oamp Hamilton under the charge of clergymen,
assisted by other teachers, black a_n d white,
where children and adults were daily instructed
in reading, writing, and the elements of arithmetic; also religious instruction, and meetings
were regulru·ly held on Sunday and stated evenings during the week.
Another measure undertaken, in order to put
the negroes to a useful purpose, was to organize
the able-bodied ones into regiments of soldiers.
The most conspicuous friends of the negroes,
who have long urged the measure, have doubtless hoped that so much military spirit might
thereby be infused into a considerable number
as to qualify them to strike for the emancipation of their race.
·
On the 9th of June resolutions of inquiry
relative to the organization of a negro regiment
in South Carolina were offered in the House of
Representatives in Oongress, and adopted soon
after. The resolution was referred to Gen. Hunter by the secretary, who replied as follows:
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMJ'JlfT OF TilE SOUTU, t

PORT ROYAL, s. c., June 23, 1862.
l
Hon. Erl;wvn M. Stanton, Sedy of Wa1·, Wasliington:
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt
of a communication from the adjutant-general of the
army, dated June 13, 1862, requesting me to furnish
you with the information necessary to answer certain
resolutions introduced in the House of Representatives, June 9, 1862, on motion ot the Hon . Mr. Wickliffo, of Kentucky, their substance being to inquirelst. Whether I had organized or was organizin~ a
regiment of" fugitive slaves" in this depnrtm P. ut?
2d. Whether any authority had been 15iven to me
from the War Department for such orgamzation? and
3d. Whether I had been furnished by order of the
War Department with clothing, uniforms, arms,
equipments, &e., for such a force?
To the first question, therefore, I reply that no regiment of "fugitive slaves" has been or is being organized in this department. There is, however, a, fine
r.e giment of persons whose late masters are "fugitive
rebels "-men who everywhere fly before the appearance of the national flag, leaving their servants bel}ind them to shift as best they can for themselves.
9o far, indeed, are the loyal J.lersons composing this
regiment from seeking to avoid the presence of their
late owners, that they are now, one and oll, working
with remarkable industry to place themselves in a
~osition to go in full and effective pursuit of their
fugacious and traitorous proprietors.
To the second question I have the honor to answer
that the instructions given to Brig.-Gen. T. W. Sherman, by the Hon. Simon Cameron, late Secretary of
War, and turned over to me by succession for my
guidance, do distinctly authorize me to employ all
foyal persons offering their services in defence of the
Union and for the suppression of this rebellion, in any
manuer I might see fit, or that the circumstances
might call for. There is no restriction as to the character or color of the persons to be employed, or the
nature of the employment, whether civil or militarv,
in which their services should be used. I conclude,
therefore, that I have been authorized to enlist "fugitive slaves" as soldiers, could any such be found in tnis
departmP.nt. No such characters, however, bnve yet
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appeared within view of our most advanced pickets;
the loyal slaves everywhere remaining on their plantations to welcome us, aid us and supply us with
food, labor, and information. It is the musters who
have in every instance been the "fugitives," runnin~
away from Joyal slaves as well as loyal soldiers, ana
whom we have only partially been able to see-chiefly
their heads over ramparts, or, rifle in hand, dodging
behind trees-in the extreme distance. In the absence of any "fugitive master law," the deserted
slaves would be wholly without remedy had not the
crime of treason given them the right to pursue, capt.ure, and bring back those persons of whose protection they have been suddenly bereft.
·ro the third interrogatorr it is my painful duty to
reply that I never have received any specific authority
for issues of clothing, uniforms, arms, equipments, and
so forth, to the troops in question-my general instructions from Mr. Cameron to employ them in any manner I might find necessary, and the military exigencies
of the department and the country, being my only, but,
in myjudgment, sufficient justification. Neither have
I had any specific authority for supplyin~ these persons with shovels, spades, and pickaxes wnen employing them as laborers, nor with boats and oars when
usmg them as lightermen; but these are not points
included in Mr. Wickliffe's resolutions. To me it
seemi:d t~at l(bertY: to ~m:P,loy men in any particular
crapac1ty implied with 1t hberty also to supply them
with the necessary tools i and acting upon this faith
I have clothed, equippect, and armed the only loyal
regiment yet raised iu South Carolina.
I must say, in vindication ofmy own conduct, that
had it not been for the many other diversified and imperative claims on my time a much more satisfactory
result might have been hoped tor; and that in place
of only one, as at present, at least five or six welldrilled, brave, and thoroughly acclimated regiments
should by this time have been added to the loyal forces
of the Union.
·
The experiment of arming the blacks, so far as I
have made it, has been a complete and even marvellous
success. They are sober, docile, attentive, and enthusiastic, displaying great natural capacities for acquiring the duties ofthe soldier. '!'hey are eager beyond
all things to take the field and be led into action; and
it is the unanimous opinion of the officers who have
had charge of them, that in the peculiarities of this
climate and country they will prove invaluable auxiliaries, fully equal to the similar regiments so long
and successfully used by the British authorities in
the West India Islands.
In conclusion, I would say it is my hope-there appearing no possibility of other reenforcements owing
to the exigencies of the campaign in the Peninsula-
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to have organized by the end of next fall, and to be
able to present to the Government, from forty-eight
to fifty thousand of these hardy and devoted soldiers.
Trusting that t.his letter may form part of your answer to Mr. Wickliffe's resolutions, I have the honor
to be, most respectfully, your very obedient servant,
D. JIUmER, Major-General Commanding.

On the 18th of October Gen. Saxton, in command of the Department, issued an order to
organize the 1st regiment of South Carolina volunteers as soon as possible. The enlisting of the
negroes had proceeded very slowly. Thfrteen
dollars a month, with army rations and clothing,
was to be the pay of the soldier. By the close
of the year the regiment was completed.
The attempt was made in Kansas by Gen.
Lane to enlist negroes, but it failed of success.
An attempt was made by Gen. Sprague, of
Rhode Island, to raise a regiment of free negroes, but it met with no success. An attempt
was also made at New Orleans to organize
negro troops, but at the close of the year it
was still an experiment.
Another measure proposed relative to the
slaves was thefr colonization in Ohi.riqui, in
Central America. For this purpose Senator
Pomroy, of Kansas, who had been very successful in organizing "Emigrant .A.id Expec1itions" from Massachusetts at the time of the
Kansas disturbances, received a kind of general
permission :from the President to settle at any
suitable point within the tropics, being charged
"to maintain the honor of the republic abroad."
Some progress was made in organizing this enterprise, but it was abandoned. Another measure proposed was the removal of a portion of
those at Fortress Monroe to Massachusetts and
other Northern States, both for "humane and
military reasons."
N otwitnstanding all the measures proposed,
the Southern slaves remained a great burden on
the hands of the Government, ·excepting those
who had pressed forward t~ the free States, already well supplied with white labor. The action of the President relative to emancipation
will be stated in a subsequent page.

OHAPTER XIV.
Military Operations in Missouri and Arkansas-Advance of Gen. Curtis-His Address to the People of the Southwest-Battle of Pea Ridge-Retreat of Gen. Price-Further Operations-Advance of the Fleet against Columbus, Ky.-Evacuated
-Further progress down the Mississippi-Island No. 16: its Bombardment-Gunboats pass th11 Batteries in the nightEvacuation of the Island-Advance of the Fleet toward Memphis-Naval Battle before the City-Its Surrender-Occupied by Federal Troops-Proceedings during the Year.

UP to this time movements of some importance had taken place in Missouri and Arkansas.
Two sharp skirmishes took place-the one at
Mount Zion, eighteen miles southwest of Sturgeon, on December 28 1 1861, and the other
near Fayette, on January 8, 1862. In the
former Brig.-Gen. Prentiss commanded, and
in the latter Major Torneru. They produced
no special influence on the campaign in that

department. On the 29th of January, Gen.
Earl V fill Dorn took command of the Confederate forces in the trans-Mississippi district, which comprised a considerable portion
of the State of :Missouri, with his headquarters
at Little Rock. On the preceding day, the division of the Union army under the command
of Ool. Jeff. O. Davis left :Marseilles for Springfield. It consisted of four regiments-the 8th
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and 22d Indiana, 37th lliinois, and 9th Missouri, with two batteries, and three companies of cavalry. The other fo1'Ces immediately
moved forward, and combined under Gen.
Onrtis. On the 11th of Febri,ary this army
moved forward from Lebanon, formed in three
divisions-the right under Col. Davis, the centre under Gen. Sigel, and the left under Col.
Carr. Six miles ft·om Springfield on the 12th,
a skirmish took place between the advance of
this force and a body of Confederate troops,
with serious loss to both sides. During the
night a continuous fire was kept up between
the pickets. On the next morning the Confederate force had retreated, and Gen. Curtis
occupied Springfield without opposition. About
six hund1·ed sick ancl a large amount of stores
were left behind by the Confederate General
Price. Gen. Halleck, in command of this department, sent the following despatch to th_e
commander-in-chief, Gen. McClellan, at Washington:
ST. Louis, February 14, 1862.
The flaa of the Union floats over the court house in
Springfield. The enemy retreated after a short engagement, leaving a large amount of stores and equipments, which were captured by Gen. Curtis. Our cavnlry are in close pursuit.
H. w. HALLECK, Major-General.

Such had been Gen. Halleck's skilful management of this department, that a few days
previous h~ had received the following despatch
from the Secretary of War:
W ASllINGToN, F ebr1iary 8, 1862.

Maj.-Gen. Halleck, St. Louis : Your energy and
ability received the strongest commendation of this
Depal'tmeut. You have my perfect confidence, and
you may rely upon my utmost support in. your undertttkings. The pressul'e of my engao-ements has
pre,ented me from writing you, but I wiil do so fully
rn a day or two.
EDWIN U. STANTON, Secretary of War.

As Gen. Price retreated Gen. Curtis followed ·
rapidly in pursuit. • On the 16th his army had
advanced sixty-nine miles south of Springfield,
and on the 18th had crossed the Arkansas line.
Several skit-mishes to_ok place in the mountain
defile~. The followmg despatch was sent to
W ashmgton by Gen. Halleck :
ST. Louis, February 1s, 1862.
To .Maj.-Gen. McClellan, Washington:
The flag of the Uniou is floating iu Arkansas. Gen.
Cnrtis has drfren Price from Missouri, and is several
miles across the Arkansas liue, cutting up Price's
rear, aucl hourly capturing prisoners and stores. The
army of the Southwest is cloing its duty nobly.
H. W. HALLECK, Major-General.

On the 19th Gen. Price had been reenforced
by Gen. McOulloch, and made a stand at Sugar
Creek crossing, but was defeated after a short
engagement, and retreated. Squads of recruits
from Missouri, on their way to join the Oonfederate force, were captured at this time,
among whom was B·rig.-Gen. Edward Price,
son of Gou. Price. On the 26th Gen. Price had
been driven from his stronghold at Cross Hollows, leaving his sick and wounded, and such
stores M he could not destroy. He burned his

extensive barracks at that place. The Federal
forces had now, for some days, been subsisting
chiefly on provisions which they had captured.
On tho 27th, Gen. Halleck sent the following
despatch to Washington :
HEADQUall.TERS,

BT. LOUIS, February 27•

.Maj.-Gen. McCtellan:
Gen. Curtis has taken possession of Fayetteville, Arkansas, capturing a large number of prisoners, stores,
baggage, &c.
'l.'he enemy burnt a part of the town before they left.
They have crossed the Boston Mountains in great confusion. We are now in possession of all then· strong·
holds.
Forty-two officers and men of the Fifth~issou!i cavalry were poi.loned at Mud Town by eatm~ po1Soned
food which the rebels left behind them. 'Ihe gallant
Capt. Dolfort died, and Lieut. Col. Von Dutch and
Capt. Lehman have suffered I:?uch, but ~re recovering.
'fhe anaer of our soldiers 1s very great, but they
have be~u restrained from retaliating upon the prisonH. W. HALLECK, Major-General.
ers of war.

Gen. Price thus reported his retreat from
Missouri, under date of Feb. 25 :
'' About the latter part of January my scouts
reported that the enemy were concentrating in
force at E,olla, and shortly thereafter they occupied Lebanon. Believing that this movement could be for no other purpose than to atk"
d kn ·
th t
d
tac me, an
owmg a my comman was
inadequate for such successful resi~tance· as the
interests of my army and the cause ·demanded, I appealed to the commanders of the Confederate troops in Arkansas to come to my assistance. This, from correspondence, I was
led confidently to expect, and relying upon it,
I held my position to the last moment, and, as
the sequel proved, almost too long; for on
Wednesday, February 12, my pickets -&ere
d ·
·
d
d h
d
·
riven m, an reporte t e enemy a vancmg
upon me in force. No resource was now left
me except retreat, without hazarding all with
greatly unequal numbers upon the result of one
engagement. This I deemed it unwise to do.
I commenced retreating at once. I reachecl
Cassville with loss unworthy of mention in
any respect. Here the enemy in my rear commenced a series of attacks running through
four days. Retreating and fighting all the
way to the Cross Hollows in this State, I am
rejoiced to say my command, under the most
exhausting fatigue, all the time with but little
re.st for either man or horse, and no sleep, sustained themselves, and came through, repulsing
th
·
'th
td
e enemy upon every occas10n Wl grea etermination and gallantry. My loss does not
exceed four to six killed and some fifteen to
eighteen wounded."
On the 1st of March, Gen. Curtis issued the
following address to the people of the Southwest:
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF TITE SOUTRWEST, }
CAMP HALLKOK, ARK., .JJia,·cl, 1, 1SG2.

I have received a private communication from nn intelligent writer, a citizen of Arkansas, who says: "We,
as citizens, have left our homes and firesides for the
purpose, as we supposed, of having to defend oursel,es
against a brutal soldiery that would lay waste our humbfe homes, and outrage the chastity of our wives and
daughter;;, aud place our own lives in j eopurdy. We
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li11ve organized what is called Home Guard Companies,
partly of Union men and partly of Southern men, all
of whom are anxious to return to their homes. We
are happy to find that you and your men are not composed of that class of persons commonly called jay hawk•
ers, who do not regard the rights of citizens and ~roperty, but confine tlie war to its legitimate object.'
'l'be falsehoods circulated concerning us have driven
thousands from theii· homes, and I take the liberty of
responding publicly to the sentiments expressed by the
writer, because these falsehoods have involved the
whole community in the troubles which he seeks to
mitigate.
The only legitimate object of the war is peace, and
the writer only does me justice when he says I adhere
to this legitimate object. Peaceable citizens shall be
protected as far ns possible. I act under strict orders
of Maj.-Gen. Halleck. The flight of our foes from
their camps, and the imitation of their conduct b7 the
citizens, in fleeing from their homes, leaving their effects abandoned as it were for the victors, have much
embarrassed me in my efforts to preserve discipline in
my command, as these circumstances offored extruordiuary temptations.
The burning of farms and fields of grain in Missouri,
and extensive barracks and valuuble mills in Arkansas
hy the enemy, hns induced some resentments on the
part of my troops, which I have severely punished.
Necessary supplies for my command could not keep
up with my rapid movements, and peaceable citizens
not being at home to sell them to my quartermasters,
I am compelled to take them without purchase, making settlement difficult and doubtful; occasioning ir•
regularities which I have always labored to counteract.
If peaceably disposed citizens will stay at home, or return home, and check the clandestine, stealthy warfare
that is carried on under the cover and cloak of peaceable citizens, much of the havoc of war will be avoided,
and many poor families can be protected from distress
and misery. I ha,e followed the war-path through
the entire State of Missouri, have seen the havoc and
devastation surrounding it, and I deplore the prospect
of these disasters in the virgin soil of Arkansas.
Armed men, in the garb of citizens, are concealed
by citizens, and the unfortunnte condition of· Missouri
will be tran$ferred to Arkansas, if you allow this complicit,)' of yourselves in the struggle. If you do not
discruninnte by requiring soldiers to wear some distinctive badge, you must not complain if we cannot
discriminate.
There is no honor, no ~Jory, no good tbttt can be
gained by tnking up arms ID this way, to defend your
homes, for we do not wish to mol est them if you are
peaceably disposed. We only wish to put down rebellion by making war against those in arms, their aiders
and abettors. We come to vindicate the Constitntion,
to preserve nnd perpetuate civil nnd religious liberty,
under a flag that was embalmed in the blood of our
:8,evolutionnry fathers. Under that flag we have lived
ID pence and prosperity until the flag of rebellion involved us iu the hoi-rors of civil war.
We hnve restored the Stars and Stripes to north- ·
w~s~ern Arkansas, where I am glad to find mnny who
reJ01ce to see the emblem of their former ~Jory and
hope for a restoration of the peace and hnpprness' they
hnve enjoyed under its folds. A surrender to such a
flag is only a return to your natural allegiance, and is
more honorable than to persist in a rebellion that surrendered to the national power at Forts Henry and
Donelson, at Nash ville and at Ronnoke, and throughout
the most powerful Southern States. Why then shall
the West be devastated to prolong a struggle which
the ~tates of Mnryland, Virginia, Kentucky, North
Car?lma, and Tennessee cannot successfully maintain?
. D1sb!!nd your companies; surrender your arms; for
m nil rnstances where men in arms have voluntarily
surrendered nnd taken the oath of all eaiance to our
common country, they have been disch arged. No prisoners have, to my knowledge, been shot or hung, or
cruelly treated by us.
I know of no instance where my troops have treated
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females with violence, and I have not beard of a complaint of any kind. I enjoin on the troops kindness,
protection, and suoport for women and children. I
shall, to the best of my ability, maintain our country's
flag in Arkansas, and continue to make relentless war
on its foes, but shall rejoice to see the restoration of
pence in all the States and Territories of our country
-that peace which we formerly enjoyed and earnestly
desire; and I iinplore for each and all of us that ultimate, eternal peace "which the world cannot give or
take away.'' I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
SAMUEL R. CURT ,5,
Brig.-Gen. Commanding Army of the Southwest.

On reaching .lfrkansas the forces of Gen. '
Price were rapidly reenforced by regiments
which had been stationed in Arkansas and the
Indian Territory. Knowing this fact, Gen.
Ourtis expected an attack would soon be made
upon him. He therefore selected Sugar Oreek,
as the strongest of several strong places taken
from the enemy, to make a stand against any
and all odds.• The position of Gen. Curtis's
force on the 6th of March was as follows:
The first and second divisions, under Gens.
Sigel and Asboth, were four miles southwest
of Bentonville under general orders to move
round to Sugar Oreek about fourteen miles
east. The third division, under Ool. Jeff. C.
Davis, had moved to take position at Sugar
Creek, under orders to make ·some preparatory
arrangements and examinations for a stand
against the enemy. The fourth division wa"s at
Oross Hollows under command of Col. E. A.
Oarr, about twelve miles from Sugar Creek on
the main telegraph road from Springfield to
Fayetteville. The number of bis fotce is stated
by Gen. Ourtis to have been not more than
10,500 cavab-y, and infantry with forty-nine
pieces of artillery. The following were the
forces engaged in the battle of Pea Ridge: 1st
division, under command of Col. Osterbaus,36th Illinois, 12th Missouri, 17th Missouri, battalion of 3d, two battalions of Benton Hussars
cavalry, one battalion 39th Illinois cavalry, batteries A and B, twelve guns. .A. brigade, consisting of the 25th and 44th Illinois, was command.ed by Ool. Ooler. Another brigade was
commanded by Col. Greusel.
The second division, commanded by Brig.Gen. Asbotb, consisted of the 2d Missouri, Ool.
Schrefer; 2d Ohio battery, six guns, Lieut.
Chapman; 15th Missouri, Ool. Joliet; 6th Missouri cavalry, Col. Wright ; light battery of
six guns, Oapt. Elbert; battalion 4th Missouri
cavalry, Maj. Messaur. These two divisions
were commanded by Gen. Sigel.
The .third division, commanded by Brig.-Gen.
Jeff. 0. Davis, consisted of 2 brigades: the 1st,
commanded by Ool. Barton, was composed of
the 8th, 18th and 22d Indiana, and an Indiana
battery of six guns. The 2d brigade, commanded by Ool. White, was composed of the 3'7th Illinois, 9th Missouri, 1st Missouri cavalry, and a. .
battery of four guns.
•
The fourth division, commanded by Ool. Oarr,
consisted of 2 brigades ; tbe 1st, commanded by
Col. Dodge, was composed of the 4th Iowa,. 35th
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Illinois, and an Iowa battery. The 2d brigade, enforcements from Gen. Ourtis arrived. What
commanded by Ool. Vandever, consisted of the made this march a more difficult achievement,
9th Iowa, 25th Missouri, 3d Illinois cavalry, and was the condition of the road s, which were in
a battery. There were also two battalions of many places very narrow and badly cut up.
the Iowa 3d cavalry and a mountain howitzer This movement brought Gen. SigePs division
battery of four guns. A considerable number of to the west end of Pea Ridge, where be formed
sick soldiers belonging to many of these regi- a junction with Gen. Davis and Ool. Carr.
On this day Gen. Curtis had been engaged
ments had been left at Rolla and Lebanon.
On the 5th of March, a cold, blustering day, in diligently preparing earthwork defences
snow having fallen so as to cover the ground, and cutting timber to check the progress
as Gen. Curtis was engaged in writing, not ap- of the enemy along the Fayetteville road,
prehending an immediate attack, he was in- where they were confidently expected by him.
' formed by scouts and fogitive citizens that the But during the day and the ensuing night Gen.
enemy were rapidly approaching to give battle. Van Dorn moved his entire army around tho
His cavalry would be at Elm Springs, twelve west side of Gen. Curtis's army, so that Gen.
miles distant, that night, and his infantry had Price occupied the Fayetteville road north of
then passed Fayetteville. Couriers were im- Gen. Curtis's camp, while Gens. McCulloch and
mediately sent to Gen. Sigel and Col. Oarr to McIntosh lay north of Gen. Sigel. Thus the
Oonfederate forces fronted south, and the divimove with thefr divisions to Sugar Creek.
1'he Confederate forces were under the com- sion under Gen. Price formed their left wing.
mand of Gen. Van Dorn, who had arrived at The distance apart of the main bodies of the
their camp on the 2d of March. They were stat- two wings of each army was nearly three miles,
ed to be composed of between twenty-five and . thus forming in fact four distinct armies.
thirty thousand men, as follows: Missouri troops Gens. Van Dorn and Price were opposed to
under Brig.-Gen. Price ; Arkansas, Louisiana, Gen. Cuttis, who had with him Gen. Davis and
and Texan troops under Brig.-Gen. McCulloch; Cols. Carr and Asboth, leaving one division
Choctaw, Cherokee, and Chickasaw Indians un- to Gen. Sigel opposed to Gens. McCulloch
der Brig.-Geu. Pike.
and McIntosh. Gen. Curtis was thus comGen. Sigel, upon receiving the 01·ders of pelled to make a change of front, and formed
Gen. Curtis to march to Sugar Creek, and be- it almost two miles further: north and resting
coming aware of the dangerous position of his on the brow of a range of bills fronting
command, immediately ordered Col. Schrefer . north, called Pea Ridge. In this position the
to break up his camp, and send the cavalry enemy occupied the line of retreat for Gen.
company to Osage Springs to cover his right Curtis, if defeated. The battle commenced on
flank and to march with his regiment to Ben- the '7th on the right of Gen. Ourtis's column,
tonville. All the other troops he ordered to and raged furiously during the entil-e day. The
be prepared to march at two o'clock on the brunt of it was borne by Ool. Oarr's division.
next morning. Commencing his march in the The Oonfederate forces, owing to their superior
moming, he reached Bentonville, and, retaining numbers, the numerous and deep ravines and
a smaU force to set as a rear guard, he sent his the thick brush which covered the hills, suctrain forward. At ten o'clock it was r eported ceeded in driving the Union right from the
that large masses of troops, consisting of in- ground occupied in the morning, with a severe
fantry and cavalry, were moving from all sides loss on both· sides. They encamped on the
toward the front and both flanks of the rear battle ground during the night, and the right
guard at Bentonville. By a mistake a part of wing of Gen. Curtis fell back neal'ly a mile.
this force designed to act as rear guard had The field occupied by this portion: of both
gone forward, leaving about six hundred men armies during the ~ay did not exceed three
with five pieces of the light battery. These fourths of a mile in diameter.
troops were ordered by Gen. Sigel to march
On the left wing Gen. McCulloch commenced
in the following order: two companies of the in the morning by moving his force to the south
12th Missouri regiment at the head of the and east, evidently intending to form a junccolumn deployed on the right and left as tion with Gens. Van Dorn and Price. Gen.
skirmishers, followed by the light battery; one Sigel, perceiving this movement and the effect
company of the same regiment on the right it would have toward surrounding the Federal
and one on the left of the pieces, marching by force, sent forward three pieces of light artilthe flank, and prepared to fire by ranks to lery, with a supporting force of cavalry, to take
the right and left, the remainder of tlie regi- a commanding position and delay the movement being behind the pieces; two companies ment of the enemy until the infantry could be
of cavalry to support the infantry on the right brought into proper position for an attack.
and left, and the Fest of the cavalry with one Hardly had the artillery obtained their position
piece of artillery following in the rear. Thus and opened fire, when an overwhelming force
the troops advanced slowly in this formation, of the enemy's cavalry came down upon them,
modified from time to time according to cir- scattering the cavalry and capturing the arcumstances, fighting and repelling the enemy in till ery. This terrible onslaught of the enemy
front, on the flanks, and rear, whenever be stood allowed their infantry to reach unmolested the
or attacked, for five hours and a half, when re- cover of a dense wood. On the west of this
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wood was a large open field. Hore and in the
surrounding wood a protracted struggle ensued
between Gen. McCulloch ancl the forces of
Col. Osterhaus. But the arrival of Gen. Davis's
force, as a reenforcement, so strengthened Gen.
Sigel that the enemy were finally routed and
driven in all directions. At the same time
Gens. McCulloch and McIntosh and a number
· of the Confederate officers were killed.
Thus the right wing of Gen. Curtis was defeated, and his left was victorious. The discipline of the right wing, however, was such as
to keep the troops completely together, while
the right wing of the enemy, which was defeated, was greatly disorganized in consequence
of their loss of officers and lack of discipline.
During the night all the Confederate forces
formed a junction on the ground held by theitleft wing, which was a strong position, and
they felt confident of a complete victory on
the ne:i;:t day. On the Federal side the prospect was gloomy. The night was too cold to
sleep without fires, and their position and nearness to the enemy would not allow fires along
the advance Jines. The men were exhausted
by two days' fighting and the loss of sleep.
The enemy's forces, in far superior numbers,
held the only road for their retreat, and nearly
a thousand of their companions were dead or
wounded. No alternative was presented to
them but to conquer or be destroyed.
With the rising sun the battle commenced.
Col. Carr's division had been reenforced by a
large part of that of Gen. Davis, thus enabling the right barely to hold its position. Gen.
Sigel began to form his line of battle by changing his front so as to face the right flank of the
enei;ny's position. For this purpose he first
ordered the 25th Tilinois, Col. Coler, to take a
position along a fence in open view of the enemy's batteries, which at once opened fire upon
the regiment. He next ordered a battery of six
guns, partly rifled twelve-pounders, into a line
one hundred paces in the rear of the 25th infantry, on a rise of ground. The 15th Missouri
then formed into a line with the 25th Illinois
on their left, and another battery of gtms was
similarly disposed a short distance behind them.
Thus more infantry with batteries in their rear
was placed until about thirty pieces of artillery,
each about fifteen or twenty paces from the
other, were in continuous line, the infantry in
front lying down. Each piece opened fire as it
came in position, and the fire was so dil'ected as
to silence battery after battery of the enemy.
For two hours the Confederate forces stood
unshaken before that fire, with their crowded
ranks decimated and their horses shot at their
guns. One by one their pieces ceased to reply.
Then onward crept the infantry and onward
came the guns of Gen. Sigel. The range became shorter and shorter. No charge of the enemy could face those batteries or venture on that
compact line of bayonets. They turned and
fled. .Again the Union line was advanced with
a partial change of front, when an _order to
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charge the enemy in the woods was given.
Then the infantry rising up pressed forward
into the dense brush, where they were met by a ·
terrible volley, which was fiercely returned·
volley followed volley, still the line pushed for~
ward until more open ground was obtained,
when the Confederate force broke iu confusion. As Gen. Sigel advanced, Gen. Curtis
also ordered the centre and right wing forward.
The right wing turned the left of the enemy
and cross-fired into his centre. This placed
him in the arc of a circle. The charge was
then ordered throughout the whole line, which
utterly routed their forces as above stated,
and compelled them to retire in complete confusion, but rather safely through the deep wd
almost impassable defiles of Cross Timbers.
Gen. Sigel followed toward Keetsville, and the
cavalry continued the pursuit still further.
The Union loss in this battle was 212 killed,
9213 wounded,. and 124 missing. The Confederate killed ancl wounded was larger in numbers, with a loss of nearly 1000 prisoners.
.Among their killed were Gens. McCulloch and
McIntosh.
On the 9th Gen. Van Dorn, under a flag of
truce, requested permission to bury bis dead,
which was readily granted. In the reply to
this request Gen. Curtis said: "The General
regrets that we find on the battle-field, contrary to civilized warfare, many of the Federal
dead~ who were tomahawked, scalped, and their
bodies shamefully mangled, and expresses the
hope that this important struggle may not degenerate to a savage warfare."
To this statement, Gen. Van Dorn replied:
"He hopes you have been misinformed with
regard to this matter, the Indians who formed
part of his forces having for many years been
regarded as civilized people. He will, however, most cordially unite with you in repressing the horrors of this unn atural war; and that
you may cooperate with him to this end mo:r:e
effectually, he desires me to inform you
· that many of our men who surrendered themselves prisoners of war, were ·reported to him
as having been murdered in cold blood by their
captors, who were alleged to be Germans.
The general commanding feels sure that you
will do your part, as he will, in preventing
such atrocities in future, and that the perpetrntors of them will be brought to justice,
whether Germw or Choctaw."
Gen. Curtis in answer further said: "I may
say, the Germans charge the same against your
solcliers. I enclose a copy of a letter from
Gen. Sigel, addressed to me before the receipt
of yours, in which the subject is referred to.
As 'dead men tell no tales,' it is not easy to see
how these charges may be proven, and the
General hopes they are mere 'camp stories,'
having little or no foundation. The Germans
in the army have taken and turned over many
prisoners, and the General bas not before heard
murder charged ngainst them; on the contrary,
they have seemed peculiarly anxious to exhibit
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the number of their· captured as evidence ot
their valor. Any act of cruelty to prisoners,
or those offering to deli:ver themselves as such,
on the part of the soldiers of this army, coming
to the knowledge of the Generai commanding,
will be punished with the extreme penalty of
the law."
The following is Gen. Halleck's despatch to
Washington, announcing this battle:
ST. LoUIS, March 10, 1862.
To Maj.-Gen. McClellan:
The army of the Southwest, under Gen. Curtis, after
three days' hard fighti~g near Sugar Creek, Arka~sas,
has gained a most glonous victory over the combined
forces of Van Dorn, McCulloch, Price, and 111cintosb.
Our killed and wounded are estimated at one thousand.
That of tbe enemy still larger. Guns, flags, provisions, &c., captured in large quantities. Our cavalry
is in pursuit of the flying enemy.
H. W. HALLECK, 111ajor-General.

The Oonfederate force retired south of the
Boston Mountains unpursued by Gen. Ourtis,
to obtain reenforcements and to recover from
their loss. Meantime reenforcements were
sent to Gen. Curtis from Kansas and Missouri.
He fell back to Keetsville, and remained through
the month. On the 5th of April, it being supposed that Gen. Price was moving on Springfield, Missouri, Gen. Ourtis began a march in
that direction. On that day he advanced eigh
teen miles and on the next twenty, to the junction of Flat Rock with James river. Failing in
an attempt to cross the James, the force moved
to Galena, where a crossing was effected in . a
rain storm. On the next day, the 9th, Bear
Creek, thirteen miles, was reached, and on the
10th Forsyth, eighteen miles, where the army
was concentrated. The high water of the
river delayed active operations. Gen. Price,
with a body of mounted men, was encamped
about five miles south and on the other side of
the river. Ou the 16th of April an expedition
was sent out under Ool. McCrellis to destroy
some saltpetre works located eight miles below
the Little North Fork, south side of White
river. It was entirely successful. .A.bout ten
thousand pounds nearly prepared for transportation were destroyed. The army next moved
to West Plains, eighty-seven miles, thence to
Salem, Arkansas, which is southeast of Forsyth, Mo., and distant one hundred and seventeen miles. Thence it advanced to Batesville,
crossed the White river, and took the route to
Little Rock, the capital of the State. It advanced to Seo.rcy, :fifty miles from Little Rock,
where an order was received from Gen. Halleck
to send ten regiments by a forced march to Oape
Girardeau and thence to Oorintb. The army
then fell back to Batesville, which is the capital of Independence county and the most important town in the northeastern part of the
State. It is situated on the White river about
four hnndred miles from its mouth. The river
is navigable to this point for small steamers.
Such was the scarcity of supplies that the 11rmy
suffered severely. An expedition was fitted
out in J'une from Memphis to descend the Mis-

s1ssippi to the mouth of Arkansas and thence
up the White river to Batesville. (See page
168.) It was unsuccessful. Supplies were subsequently sent by land from Missouri, which
reached Gen. Curtis about the 1st of, July.
His position during this period was critical, and
.excited much apprehension, as he was known
to be nearly destitute of provisions, far distant
from the sources of supply, and surrbunded in
the midst of a wilderness by foes. From
Batesville he now advanced to Jacksonport at
the confluence of the White and Black rivers,
thence passing through Augusta and Clarendon
he reached Helena on the Mississippi river, on~
hundred and seventy-five miles from Batesville.
It was reported soon after that Confederate
troops under Gen. Price were crossing the Mississippi at a point bQtween Napoleon and Vicksburg, and Gen. Curtis started with a body of
troops on transports to malre an exploration.
The steam ferry boat at Napoleon, upon the
approach of Gen. Curtis, was withdrawn up the
Arkansas river, whither he foll0wed and captured it with :fifteen other ferry and flat boats.
.A. large number of boats were destroyed on the
Arkansas by this expedition, which soon after
returned to Helena. Gen. Curtis was then absent until the close of September, when he was
appointed to command the department of Missouri, containing the States of Missouri_ and
Arkansas and the adjacent Indian Territory,
with his headquarters at St. Louis. Helena
continued to be occupied by the Federal troops,
but o.ctive military operations were suspended.
This closed the campaign of Gen. Curtis .
.A.fte1· the departure of Gen. Curtis from Helena on the 15th of November, an expedition
under Gen. Alvin P. Hovey, consisting of eight
thousand infantry and cavalry, started for the
White river; but in consequence of new bars
which h~d formed, and the low stage of the
water, it entirely failed of the object intended,
and returned. The command of the post was
then tu.ken by Gen. Steele, who had arrived with
a division of troops. Subsequently Gen. Hovey
was sent upon an expedition from Helena into
Mississippi to cooperate with Gen. Grant on
his advance into that State. The particulai:s
of this expedition are sto.ted in connection with
the campaign of Gen. Grant.
The subsequent military operations in Arkansas exerted no special influence on the conduct
of the war. They may be briefly stated in this
place. The Confederate forces in the State, in
October, were estimated to consist of :five thousand men lmder Gen. Hindman, posted five
miles north of Little Rock; :five thousand men
under Gen. Roan, posted :fifty miles southeast
of Little Rock at White Sulphur Springs, near
Pine Bluff on the Arkansas river; at Oross
Hollows in the northwestern part of the State,
between four and :five thousand men, chiefly
conscripts under Gen. Rains; Gen. Holmes, Ill
chief command, was at Little Rock with two
thousand men ; Gen. McBride was at Bates,
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ville with two thousand more. Sniall forces
were also at Arkansas, Crystal Hill, and Arkadelphia. The latter post had been made the
seat of government. These forces were estimated ut twenty thousand men with a deficient
outfit. In the northwestern part of Arkansas,
near Cross Hollows, twelve i;niles south of Fayetteville, Gen. Herron had a severe conflict
with a Confederate force near the end of October. Again on the 28th of November Gen.
Blunt made an attack on Gen. Marmaduke with
about eight thousand men, at Cane Hill, fortyfive miles north of Van Buren, which caused
the Confederate force to retreat to Van Buren.
Again, on the 7th of December, the combined
Confederate forces under the command of Gen.
Hindman, estimated at fifteen thousand men,
made an attempt to cut off reenforcements for
Gen. Blunt, ten miles south of Fayettevil1e.
The Confederate forces advanced on the flank
of Gen. Blunt's position, and attacked Gen.
Herron with the reenforcements, who held them
in check until they were attacked in the rear
by Gen. Blunt at Crawford's Prairie. The :fight
continued obstinate until dark, when the Confederate forces retreated across Boston Mountains. The loss was severe on both sides, and
the advance of the Confederate troops into
Missouri was checked.
· .
The campaign in the West was now pushed
through. The evacuation of Columbus, and
the flanking of other Confederate positions
on the Mississippi river by the force on the
advance up the Tennessee river, led to the :fitting out of an expedition to move down the
Mississippi. On the 4th of March an armed
reconnoissance, commanded by Flag Officer
Foote and General Cul1um, was made as far as
Columbus. This consisted of six gunboats, four
mortar ·boats, and three transports having on
board two regiments and two battalions of
infantry under Gen. Sherman. On arriving
at Columbus, it was found to have been
evacuated and subsequently occupied by two
hundred and fifty of the 2d illinois on a scouting expedition. The Confederate troops bad
chiefly retired down the river to Island No. 10
and New Madrid. The evacuation was a consequence of the position being :flanked on both
sides of the river. The distances to various
points down the river are as follows: Cairo
to Columbus, 20 miles; Hickman, 37; I sland
No. 10, 45 ; New Madrid, 55 ; Point Pleasant,
87 ; Plumb Point, 154; Island No. 33, 164;
Fort Wright, 167; Fulton Landing, 168 · Hatche River, 170 ; Island No. 34, 170; Fort Randolph, 175 ; Fort Pillow, 238; Memphis, 242;
This force returned to Cairo, and on the 14th
a formidable expedition left to move down the
river. The following vessels formed the fleet :
flag ship Benton, Lieut. Phelps acting flag
captain; gunboats Cincinnati, Commander R.
N. Stembel; Carondelet, Commander Walke;
Mound City, Commander Kelly; Louisville,
Commander Dove; Pittsburgh, Lieut. Thompson commanding; St. Louis,. Lieut. Paulding

commanding ; Conestoga, ~ieut. Blodgett commanding-the only boat in the fleet not ironclad.
The mortar boats assigned to the expedition
were designated numerically. Each had a
mortar of 13-inch calibre and discharging a
round shel1 weighing two hundred and fifteen
pounds without its contents. The "sailing"
or "running" crews of these mortar boats consisted of one captain and two men. The force
to :fire the mortal'S in action was one captain to
each brace of mortars, and· one lieutenant ancl
twelve men to each boat. The Nos. of the
vessels were, 6, 7, 11, 19, 22, 23, 27, 29, 30, 38,
under command in chief of Capt. H. E. Maynadier, U.S. Army. The steamers Hammit and
Wilson, lashed together, towed four; the Pike
and Wisconsin four others; Lake Erie, No. 2,
towed two others. Then followed a steamer
with a barge laden with coal in tow, niter which
came the two ordnance steamers, and two
transports with the 27th niinois, Col. Buford,
and 15th Wisconsin, Col. Hey, infantry-the
latter regiment being composed exclusively of
Norwegians-and also a battery of the 2d Dlinois artil1ery. With the gunboats on the right,
followed by the mortar fleet, ordnance boats,
and transports with troops, the gunboat Conestoga brought up the rear, protecting the
transports, while eight or ten little screw propellers, used for conveying orders and despatches from the flag ship to the fleet, were busily
darting in all directions.
The expedition reached Columbus at 1 P. M.,
and at 3 o'clock left for Hickman, where it
arrived between :five and six o'clock. A
smal1 force of Confederate ca'\Talry left upon
its approach. The town was partly deserted;
a few Union flags, however, were waved. The
next morning it proceeded down the river to
within half a mile of the Missouri point above
Island No.10, which by an air line was two and
a half miles distant, while by the river, owing
to the bend, it was four miles distant. In this
position the flagship opened fire upon a Confederate battery discovered on the Kentucky
shore, but, owing to the distance, without effect. Two of the mortar boats then, having got
into position, opened upon and soon silenced it.
A large Confederate force appeared to be en.
camped on that side.
Island No. 10 is situated in the corner
of that bend of the Mississippi river which
touches the border of Tennessee, a few miles
further up the river than New Madrid, although
nearly southwest of that point. It is situated
about two hundred and forty miles from SL.
Louis, and nine hundred and fifty from New
Orleans. The average depth of the water at
this point is from ninety to one hundred llDd
twenty feet, and . the breadth of the stream
from mainland to mainland about nine hundred yards. The current runs by the island at
a moderately fast rate, and with the power of
three rivers-Mississippi, Missouri, and Ohiocombined. The island is near the southern, or
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what might be termed the eastern bank of the
river, but at this point the stream varies from
its southern course and turns abruptly to the
northwest, leaving this island in the southern
angle of the bend. It is about forty-five miles,
by the course of the river, south of Columbus,
and about twenty-six miles from Hickman. It
is near Obionville, which is in Obion county, in the nouthwest extremity of Tennessee,
where it borders on Kentucky and Missouri.
The Mississippi river passes to the north and to
the south of Obionville, leaving a land distance
between the two waters very inconsiderable,
and easily walked across in less than an hour,
although the voyage by water between the
same points, owing to the bends in the river,
is about twenty miles. The surface of the surrounding country is nearly level. Obionville
is connected by a turnpike road with Columbus,
in Kentucky, via Hickman, and with Troy, the
capital of the county.
The fortifications on the island and mainland adjacent consisted of eleven earthworks,
wit.}i seventy heavy cannon, varying in caliber
from thirty-two to one hundred pounders,
rifled. The bombardment commenced on the
16th of March, and continued with more or
less vigor until the '7th of April. A different
plan, however, was arranged for the capture
of the island. This consisted in c.u tting a
canal across a portion of the narrow and low
peninsula, by which the transports could pass
below the island, and a part of the troops with
Gen. Pope at New Madrid be taken across the
river, and thus completely invest the island.
On the 21st of February, by orders of Gen.
Halleck, Gen. Pope proceeded to Commerce in
Missouri above Cairo, and was followed by a
force numbering in the aggregate about forty
thousand men. With this army Gen. Pope proceeded southwardly in the early part of the
last week in February, destined for New Madrid. In a direct line the distance from Commerce to New Madrid is about fifty miles, but
by the road it is between sixty and seventy-five
miles. On the 3d of March he arrived with
his forces before New Madrid, and found the
place occupied by five regiments of infantry
and several companies of artillery. The defensive works consisted of one bastioned earthwork, mounting fourteen heavy guns, about
half a mile below the town, and another irregular work at the upper end of the town, mounting seven pieces of heavy artillery, together
with lines of intrencbment between them; six
gunboats, carrying from four to eight heavy
guns each, were anchored along the shore between the upper and lower redoubts. The
country being perfectly level and the river so
high that the guns of the boats looked directly over the banks, Gen. Pope found the approaches to the town commanded for miles by
guns of heavy caliber.
His first step was to occupy Point Pleasant,
twelve miles below, in such a manner that his
force could not be driven out by the Confed-
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erate gunboats, and thus blockade the river from
below. He next procured siege guns from Cairo,
which arrived on the 12th of March, and were
placed in battery during the night within eight
hundred yards of the enemy's main work, so as
to command that and the river above it. The
battery consisted of two small redoubts connected by a cm-tain, and mounting four heary
guns, with rifle pits in front and on the flanks
for two regiments of infantry. As soon as day
dawned on the 13th, these batteries opened :fi,·e,
and were replied to by the whole of the enemy's heavy artillery on land and water. In a
few hours several of the gunboats were disabled,
and three of the heavy guns dismounted in the
enemy's main work. Tho cannonading continued all day without producing any impression
on the position of Gen. Pope, other than the
disabling of one gun by a round shot. The effect of the contest during the day convinced
the Confederatti commander that he could not
hold the town, although be had previously received r eenforcements of men and g:ans from
Island No. 10. Accordingly in the night, during a violeDt storm of rain, he evacuated the
town by crossing over to the Kentucky shore.
This evacuation was made with considerable
precipitation. Almost everything was left behind. Even the pickets were abandoned.
"Thirty-three pieces of artillery, magazines
full of fixed ammunition, several thousand stand
of small arms, hundreds of boxes of musket
cartridges, tents for an army of ten thousand
me~, horses, mules, wagons, &c., were among
the spoils."
The. Confederate fleet was commanded by
Com. Hollins, and their land force by Gens.
McCown, Stewart, and Gantt. The Union loss
was fifty-one killed and wounded; the Confederate loss was estimated by Gen. Pope to be
larger. A number of their dead were left unburied. By the possession of these works Gen.
Pope commanded the river, so as to cut off all
communication with Island No.10 from below.
It was on the day after this evacuation that the
fleet left Cairo.
In order to cut off entirely the retreat of the
Oonfederate force from Island No. 10, it was
necessary that a portion of Gen. Pope's army
should be taken across the Mississippi to the
Tennessee shore. To bring down transports a
channel was made, twelve miles long, six of
which were through heavy timber. The trees
standing in water, had to be cut off four feet
below its surface. While this work was pushed
forward the bombardment of the island was
continued. On the night of the 1st of April,
under the cover of darkness and storm, a
boat expedition from the fleet, with a small
force under the command of Col. Roberts of
the 42d Illinois, landed at the upper or No.
1 Fort on tho Kentucky shore and spiked
the six: guns mounted, and retired without
injury. The pickets of the enemy fired and
fled, and the troops in the vicinity also retreated. As the work on the canal approached
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completion, it was evident that the assistance
of the gunboats would also be required to make
a successful landing of the troops across the
river. The enemy, to oppose any attempt that
might be made to cross the river, had planted
field pieces along the left bank for the distance
of several miles above and below New Madrid.
Gunboats were also needed to protect the transports from any gun boat of the enemy that might
appear during the passage across the river.
For these reasons the gunboat Carondelet,
Capt. Walke, undertook to run down past the
batteries of the island on the night of the 4th
of April. For this purpose her hull was protected in all weak places by additional covering,
and a barge laden above with hay was taken in
tow on her left side. Starting at ten o'clock on
the night of the 4th, amid the darkness of an
impending storm, she proceeded on in silence.
Twice as she approached the batteries of the
enemy the soot in the chimneys caught fire,
and a flame five feet high leaped out from their
tops, lighting brightly the' upper deck of the
vessel, and everything around. It was seen by
the enemy, and the amd.ous listeners for the
signal of her safety in the fleet above now
heard the long roll beat in the camps on the
island. At the same time five rockets were
sent up from the mainland and the island, and
were followed by a cannon shot frem Fort No.
2. A full head of steam was now let on, to
make the greatest possible speed; and while
vivid flashes of lightning lit up the hurried
preparations of the enemy, while peal after peal
of thunder reverberated along the river, and
the rain fell in torrents, the moment for coolness and heroism came. For thirty minutes
the discharge of cannon and musket ball at the
dark and silent object, revealed on the waters
only by the lightning flash, was furious, but
no injury was done. Then stopping her machinery, her officers fired the signal guns to
inform their companions in the fleet that she
was safe. On the night of the 6th, the gunboat Pittsburg, Lieut. Thompson, ·also passed
the batteries. On the morning of the '7th the
transports were brought into the river from
the bayou where they had been kept concealed,
and while the division of Col. Paine was embarking, the gunboats ran down the river and
silenced the enemy's batteries at the place of
landing. Then the 'passage of the wide and
swift river commenced, and was completed at
the hour of midnight.
•
As soon as the troops began to cross-the river
the enemy began to evacuate the island and
his batteries along the Kentucky shore. The
divisions were pushed forward as fast as they
landed, that of Col. Paine leading. The Confederate force was driven before him, says Gen.
Pope; and although it made several attempts
to form in line of battle and make a stand, Col.
Paine did not once deploy bis columns. It was
pushed nll night vigorously until, at four o'clock
A. M. it was driven back on the swamps and
1
forced to surrender. "Three generals, seven
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colonels, seven regiments, several battalions of
infantry, five companies of artillery, over one
hundred heavy siege guns, twenty-four pieces
of field artillery, an immense quantity of ammunition and supplies, several thousand stand
of small arms, a great number of tents, horses,
and -wagons were taken." The force that
surrendered was under the commnnd of Gen.
Mackall. Before abandoning Island No. 10,
the Confederate officers sunk the gunboat
Grampus and six transports. The force surrendered consisted of Tennessee, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Alabama, and Louisiana regiments,
and numbered about five thousand. At the island a large amount of commissary stores was
found with the tents a:od baggage of the enemy.
Besides there were eleven earthworks, with
seventy heavy cannon varying in caliber from
32 to 100-pounders, rifled. The works, erected
with the highest engineering skill, possessed
great strength. , There appeared to be no concert
of action between the force on the island and that
on the shore. Gen. Pope did not lose a man
or meet with an accident in crossing the river
or afterward. The canal was made on the snggestion of Gen. Schuyler Hamilton. A part of
the distance the route was through a bayou.
The cut made was about four miles, sufficient
for steamboats of moderate size, and about one
thousand trees, ranging from six inches to three
feet in diameter, were sawed off about four feet
under water by means of long saws worked by
hand. When the canal was finished, the water
came through with such a current that the
boats bad to be dropped by lines nearly the
whole distance. The work was done by an
engineer regiment, under the superintendence
of Ool. Bissen.
The position thus taken was regarded by the
Confederate officers as one of the highest importance to the new line of defenc& proposed
by them. Upon their .ability to hold it depended the l,\afety of Memphis, and of the entire.
Mississippi valley thereabout. This line was
adopted by the Confederate commander, with
his left resting on the Mississippi, his centre between Jackson, Tenn., and Corinth, Miss., and
his right between Florence and Decatur.
· On the 12th of April the gunboats under
Com. Foote, with the mortar boats, followed
by the transports, left New Madrid, and stood
down the river. The order of a line of battle
was observed. A part of Gen. Stanley's division, and those of Gens. Hamilton and Palmer,
were on the transports. Their destination was
Fort Pillow or Wright, which is situated on the
fir.st Obickasaw Bluffs, hear Islands Nos. 33 and
34, and about seventy miles above Memphis.
At Plum Point the Missi-ssippi makes a sharp
bend, running for some distance eastwardly, and.
at the first Chickasaw Bluffs turns off abruptly
south-southwest, which course it continues below Island No. 34, where it again bends; the
convex side of the curve being to the Tennessee
shore. Here are tho second Chickasaw Bluffs,
surmounted by Fort Randolph, some twelve
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miles below Fort Pillo,v. The location of these
fortifications was admirably adapted for defence,
and in case of a determined stand it would have
been very difficult to reduce them. Opposite
Plum Point is the village of Osceola in .Arkansas.
On the next day, at evening, the fleet arrh-ed
at Plum Point and anchored. A force of three
Oonfederate gunboats were in sight most of
the t ime d1u·ing that day, but kept at a safe distance. The anchorage was about thr~e and a
half miles from the fort. Operations against
the fort were commenced by moving the mortars to the Arkansas shore at Craighead Point,
and opening upon the enemy's gunboats and
batteries with shells. Tho distance of the
contending forces across the point Willi three
fourths of a mile, although by the river around
the point it was three miles. In the afternoon
of the I '7th of April fire was opened from the
mortars, and rapidly and accurately answered
by the fort. This continued nntil mi~ght
and then ceased ; daily afterward it was repeatod without any expectation of an immediate reduction of the fort. The high water of
the r iver prevented cooperation of the land
forces. On the 4th of May a battle occurred
between the gunboats and a Confederate ram
and gunboats, which has been thus related:
"The enemy appeared with four boats-three
gunboats and a ram-the latter a powerful
contrivance, combining immense weight and
strength with high speed and admirable steeriug facilities. Her hull and boilers, as well as
all the Confederate rams, were those ·of old
New Orleans towboats. The upper works of
these were cut away; their sides protected, in
somo iustanoe!i with a layer of railroad iron,
and iu others only with bales of tightly 9ompressed cotton, hooped and bound together,
oue to the other, with iron bands. Their bows
were pointed nud sharp, and apparently of solid
iron.
" At their first appearance the gunboats manifested ao disposition to come up the river, but
sent the ram ahead to attack and destroy the
Oinoinnati, thinking then, doubtless, to run up
and make an easy prey of the defenceless
mortar boats. The commander of the Oincinnat.i perceived the movement and apprehended
its intent. The ram was already halfway up
to hor before she was cut loose, and then the
accumulated driftwood on her bows prevented
her getting her head out into ~he stream. To
back out would be to run directly upon the
enemy while they were seekingto run into her,
thus adding to the. force of the blow with
wllich they would sti-ike her. In this dilemma
she let fly her stern guns full into the face of
the enemy, and at the same time attempted to
crowd along up the bore, hoping, before moving for, to succeed in getting her head out.
Hor guns made not the slighest apparent impression upon the ram, which still held its
oour e and wns rnpidly coming upon t'he entanglecl gunboat.

" Again tho stern guns were let go full into
the face of the enemy but till ber pr .,.reS:3
was not retarded in the slightest. A mom nt
more and her t:remendou weight came with
terrible force upon the ~tarboard stern quarter
of the gunboat but without inflicting ony
serfous damage The force of th blow however, threw the tern of the ,essel in and enabled her to get ho. dwD.y from the shoro.
Then, in turning out her broadside was discharged directly into the Confederate croft
which wa backin_, off prep1mtory to renewing the assault.
"Again the gunboat prepares to open fire on
her assailant and the rrun seeks an apportunity
to renew the as aolt. The Oincinnati has
worked herself away from the shore nnd is
now more easily handled. Turning to and fro,
she gives her antr.gonist broadside for broadside, with no apparent result. Still he comes
on. As he nears his object, his steam apparatus is got ready, and hls crew, armed with
small arms, prepare to board the Federal cruft.
Commander Stembel, seeing these demonstrations orders out carbines, boarding pikes, and
cutlasses, and also puts his steam battery in
readiness to gi,e the enemy a warm reception.
. On they come, closer and closer, and strike!
The boats collide with fearful ,iolence, followed
by the crashing of timbers, and the bending of
iron, and the shouts of men, and the discharge
of .musketry, and, abo,e all, another broadside
directly into the enemy now immediately alongside. Amid this general uproar Commander
Stembel rushes upon deck, and, seizing a pistol, with admirable aim discharged its contents
into the head of the Oonfederate pilot, killing
him instantly. The pilot's mate seized a gnn
in retaliation, and shot the gallant commander,
just as he was turning to give hls attention to
some other duty, the ball entering high np on his
shoulder behind, and, passing in at an upward
direction through his neck, went out under his
chin. He fell instantly, and was carried below.
"While this :fierce enga~ement was in progress, the shots from the other vesse:ls had exploded the boiler on one of the Confederate
gunboats, and set fire to ,mother which was
burned to the water's edge.
"The Cincinnati th11s relcasecl from her antagonist, sought othors of the foe. It was
soon after this withdrawal that the Mallory,
which is also fitted as a ram, tbougJ_1 carrying
n heavy armament, moved np and s1nglcd out
the crippled Cincinnati as hc:r ~per,ial victim.
This craft was more lumbering and slower than
the rams proper and could not be so easily
moved about. Sl~e workecl very J111rcl to get her
nose into the C'inoinnati's side, but every time
was foiled by tl10 movements of the latter. .At
last she had apparently secured the doHired opportunity, and wa!l crowding n11 stcnm to make
good heaclwo.y, wbon o.n unlookecl~for nrlvorsary appeared. The St. Louis horo down upon
her, uosoen, until close on her, and then came
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tho nnavoidablo collision-the rmn was out
half into nnd sunk immediately. Her crew
peri hed with her but half a dozen or so escaving by clinging to the St. Louis. This was
a brillinnt manamne on the part of the St.
Louis, relieving and probably saving the Cinoinnnti, which was al.randy half sunk a.nd almo t unmanageable from the weight of ,,-ater
in her hold. Seeing her condition, the acting
flng officer signalled her to withdraw, and she
was run upon the shoal at the foot of the island,_
and sunk to the bottom.
"The action had now lasted about forty-five·
minutes. One of the enemy's boats bad been
sunk and two blown up. The rest of their fleet
was crippled. To prolong the fight was to insure its de"traotion. They therefore gradually
fell back, under oo,er of the smoke, around the
point to the protection of their land batteries: The Cincinnati was the only boat injured
in the Union fleet. Four were wounded on
board of her."
On the night of the 4th of June Fort Pillow
was evacuated. E,erything of value was either
destroyed or remoYed by the Confederate offic81'S. On the ssme .night Fort Randolph, some
miles below, was evacuated. The few guns
were dismantled. Com. Ellet in his report to
the Secretary of War, said: "Randolph, like
Pillow is weak, and could not ha.a held out
long against a ngorons attack." The remark
is worthy of notice, as it raises an inquiry why
such an attack was not made. The forts were
not attacked because this expedition, was not
snstained at the critical time for its success.
There were no land foroea to cooperate with
the fleet.
On the 13th of April thegnnboats and transports arrived before Fort Pillow, and on the
4th of June this fort and. the one below were
e,nouated, and the way clear for the :fleet to
attnck: Memphis. O.n the '7th of ..April the battle of Pittsburg Landing took place between
the Federnl forces. under Gen. Grant, and the
Conferumrt-e forces: under Gen. Beauregard.,
which. resnlted in the withdrawal, by Gen.
B ~ of :ill his foTces from the battle
field. to the s.m:mgposmon at Corinth. Reenfim:ements were requi.red.bytbeFederal army,
:md. Gen- Pope was: ordered to jron it. On the
21.s of April be imived in trunspmts up the
Te1111ess..--e river at :Pittsburg Lmuling. Ilis
fuTC.-e nmninrred. b(mliemt twenty and twentyfu-e thomamr.d mm, imd. were taken on soone
tmrtytmmipmm.. Tirinritbilrnwal ootblJfOTce
m G1m. P~ put a &top to the :vrowcas oo
th£, :Missimippi rive? e.rpl:ilitfon, Tho gmt•
"be~ :EtO'Weve-ir, W8re &blif,.-OO to rMDmn in sn0b
force as; tGJ ::llJreVeDtr llllly IDO'V~lmt oo tbo C'cm•
fedmnste g:imlitCl'lllta' niptb&- meir. &©TI fri"fortbe
wffi!dmw!lll. fJJ:f Ge.J11. P-0pe, C'om, Fol\1ie c,l;iain•
ed I~e oi ai~eer MW tlie oommimd oo the
ff~ Wlli$ tnilt-e:H by <ThairfEiS· Ell et, jT., nntil the
mriv"niI of Ch'lllttel!' n. Dms~ the snooessm- (jf
C0m. Fo10ile..
.As 1:is, b"el::m stat~ Forl& P}lfow 1md Raii•
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dolph were evacuated on the night of tho 4th
of June. This eYacuation was in consequence
of the withdrawal of a large portion of the Confedemte army from Tennessee, and their abandonment of Corinth. The positions of Fort
Pillow, Randolph, and Memphis could not be
held under these circumstances, and were therefore wisely e,acuated.
Nothing now remained to oppose the Federal
fleet but the Confe<lerato gunboats. On the
5th of June the fleet arrived within two rnEes
of Memphis, and came to anchor for the night.
On the 6th, at 4½ o'clock in the morning, the
gunboats Benton, Cairo, Carondelet, Louisville,
and St. Louis, and the four rams Monarch, Lancaster, No. 3, and Queen of the West, weighed
anohoi-, and dropped slowly down toward·the
city. The Confederate gunboats were seen
approaching in order of battle. This was in
two lines, the.first consisting of theBeauregnrd,
Little Rebel, Gen. P1·ice, nnd Gen. Bragg, the
second of the Gen. Lo,ell, Gen . Vnn Dorn, Jeff.
Thompson, and the Sumter. When within
three fourths of a mile, a shot from the Little
Rebel, the flag ship, fell within a sl1ort distance
of the Cairo, which replied with a broadside,
and soon the engagement became general. TJ1e.
Confederates bad fewer guns than their op·
ponents, but exceeded them in the number
J:!_f gunboats. The scene of the battle w11s in
front of the city of Memphis, a11d the shores
were crowded with spectators. .After lrnJJ an
hQnr two of the rams, Monarch and Queen of
the West, which had been lying on th0Arkru1sas side, in rnar of the line of battle, steamed
out toward the scc,ne of action . The Queen of
the West started directly for the Beimregard,
and. that gunboat fired at, but mis ed her. .A
second shot struck the ram but did her no in,
jury, and she steamed stea<lily and swiftly toward her adversary. When she , a" within
ten feet the latter swung ronnd, and t i rnm
missed her proy. Wot discouraged, how v r,
tho Queen ran toward the Gen. Price, which
fired several shots but ilid no damage, ancl
thrust her iron prow into tho whec1Lorn,e of tLe
Prico, orushing it to pieces, and causing theves•
wl to leak so badlytLat she was run to the Al'•
ksnsas shoTe, to prevontherfromsinking. The
Beauregard now determined to av nge t;ho
Price, and hurried townTd the Q11een, -while
the ram in full motion was dashing towntd lier
foe. They born clown upon each otlrnr brnvoly,
but the skilf11l pilot af tho e11orny oontri 1·ccl to
ovad,,tho s1wc:k: of the Quocn, and stlTlok be!'
aft so heavily that tho nun WM clisa1,1od n11d
begmi to leak. TJ.10 M011uroh, seeing tlrn stato
af rofnirs, dashed baldly at tho B•mt1rcgnrd.
The lnttffi' fired fonr times at the ram, a.11d
strnok htff lmh9nik:s 011cc, tl10 bt\l1 gltmolng
bnmms~Jy. 8110 ccmld nut1 however, avoid tbo
tmm-ring nim af tho M0'11ENrob1 -w]Jid.1 orashod
tbrO'Ugli bttr bow, nnd enused her to :BJ! i11 a few
minutes and go dwn ns far LIS bor onhl11,, thu
sbalfowness oo tho -wo.ter p.rev071tln§ her smkiDg lower, and the white flag she lmd mn up

,,
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stopping further damage from the fleet. The
Monarch then looked after her disabled consort,
the Queen of the West, and towed her ashore,
placing her in a position of security. The gunboats now increased their fire against the enemy, when the flag' ship, having obtained an excellent range, threw a 50-pound ball from a rifled Parrott, striking the Gen. Lovell aft above
the water line, tearing a great hole in her,
through which the water rushed like a torrent.
She began to sink at once, giving few of the
officers and crew time to save themselves. In
less than four minutes ·the vessel had sunk in
seventy-five feet of water, and passed entirely
ont of sight. Some of the crew went down
with the Lovell, but about fifty of them
leaped into the river, and were struggling ' in
the water, when the Benton's crew arrived in
advance of several other cutters from the flotilla, and just in time to see the chimneys of
the hostile gunboat disappear beneath the water.
Many of the crew had already begun to
swim for the shore. Some six or seven, however, were rescued by the cutter, but the current was so strong that a large number were
carried off and drowned. The engagement still
continued warm and desperate. The smoke of
the battle so obscured the boats that it was difficult to see them at any- distance, yet the
levee of :Memphis was black with the crowd of,
human beings. From the time the rams made
their appearance, the Confederate gun boats had
been steadily falling back, though continuing to
fire heavily, before the advance of the Federal
gunboats.
The Jeff. Thompson, Gen. Bragg, Sumter,
and Van Dorn were the only vessels remaining, and these were so frequently, struck and
saw so little opportunity of escaping, that they
turned their bows ashore. .A.s soon. as the
Thompson reached the shore her officers and
crew'1.eaped off, and ran through tlie woods ;
but a shell exploding on the vessel, she took firo
and was burned to the water's edge. The Gen.
Bragg reached the shore about half a mile below the Thompson, and her officers and crew
escaped. The Sumter followed next, and the
Gen. Van Dorn, which was a swift vessel, alone
escaped down the river. The Federal fleet now
came to anchor before the city. The engagement had lasted over an hour. No one was killed on the fleet. The loss of the other side could
not be stated. .A.bout one hundred were made
prisoners. The other mortar boats, o\ving to
a misconception of orders, were non engaged.
The following correspondence then ensued
between Oom. Davis and the city authorities:

lliYon's 0FFIOI!:, ME:IIPIDB, Juno 6, 1862.
Sm: Your note of this date is received, and contents
noted. Ia reply .I have only to say that, as the civil
authorities have no means of defence, b, the force of
circumstances the city is in your hands. •
Respectfully:,
JOHN P..A.RK, Mayor.
To C.H. D..1.vis, Flag Officer commanding, etc.

Oommander Daviswrote·in reply as follows:
UNITED STATES FLAG STRA:111!:R BENTON, }
OFF MEMPmB, Juno 6, 1862.

Sm: The undersigned, commanding the naval military forces of the United States in front of Memphis,
-has the honor to say to the Mayor and the city that
Col. Fitch, commanding the Indiana brigade, will take
military possession immediately.
Col_. Fitch will be happy to receive the cooperation
of His Honor the Mayor and the city authorities in
maintaining pence and order. To this end he will be
pleased to confer with His Honor the Mayor at the military headquarters at 8 o'clock this afternoon.
Yours, etc.,
C. H. DAVIS,
.
Flag Officer commanding, etc.
To the Mayor of the City of Memphis.

The military occupation of the city followed,
and the appointment of a provost marshal.
:Memphis is the most populous and important
town, on the Mississippi river, between St. Louis
and New Orleans. Its population in 1860 was
22,625 .
.A.bout the 10th of June the gunboats St.
Louis, :Mound"Oity, Lexington, and Conestoga,
with the transport New National, haying on
board the 46th Indiana regiment, Ool. Fitch,
left Memphis, on an expedition up the White
river, to open communication with the army of
Gen. Curtis, and to remove the obstructions in
that river. The White river is formed by the
junction of three small branches, which unite
a few miles east of Fayetteville, .Arkansas. It
flows first northwesterly into Missouri, and
after making a circuit of about one hundred
miles, returns into .Arkansas, and pursues a
southeasterly course to the mouth of Black river.
Thence its direction is nearly south, until it
enters the Arkansas fifteen miles above its
mouth. It is navigable by steamboats to the
mouth of Black river, three hundred and fifty
miles, in all stages of water.
.A.s the expedition approac110d St. Oharles,
the :Mound City, being in advance, was fired
on from two concealed batteries. This was
returned. Meantime the troops were landed
below for the purpose of marching in the rear
and capturing the batteries. .A.t this juncture
a ball from a siege-gun on the bluff struck the
forward and left side of the :Mound Oity and
penetrated the casemate and passed through
the steam drum. The vessel was immediately
filled with the escaping vapor and nearly
every one on board was scalded; only twentythree of the officers and crew, numbering one
UNIT&D ST,I.T&S FLAG STEA!<l!:R BENTON, l
OFF M&llPllIS, June 15, 1862.
f · hundred and seventy-five, escaped uninjured . .A.
Sm: I hn,e respectfully to request that you will sur- horrible scene ensued. Many of the crew,
render the city of Memphis to the authority of the frantic with pain, jumped overboard, and some
were drowned. The boats from the Conestoga,
United State , which I have the honor to represent.
I am, Mr. Mayor, with high respect,
which was coming up at the time, were sent to
C. H. D.A. VI , Flag O!ficei: commanding, etc. their relief, but the enemy fired on the men in
To His Honor the Mayor of the City of Memphis.
the water with grape and canistei; from their
Tho answer of the mnyor Wa3 as follows :
field pieces, killing most of those who wero
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attempting to escape. Meantime Col. Fitch,
learning t1l0 facts, pushed forward with his
regiment and carried the works at the point
of the bayonet. They consisted of · two batteries, the lower of which mounted six fi.eldpieces, and the upper one three heavy siege
guns. About thirty prisoners were taken,
among whom was Col. Frye, commanding the
post. l'his expedition failed to open communication with Gen. Curtis, as has been heretofore
stated.
As Memphis was the second important city
in the West captured by the Federal troops, a
more full statement of affairs there after its occupation will serve as a general illustration of
the proceedings in the captured <)ities.
A satisfactory arrangement was made as
aforesaid with the civil authorities, all the
more readily as the mayor and a great many
of the citizens-according to some accounts
the majority-were Union men. Although
previously Col. Ellet, commanding the ram
fleet, had made an independent movement
toward placing the city under the Federal authority, of which the following is 'bis official
report to the Secretary of War :
U. 8. RA..\I 8WITZERLA1m,
OPPOSITE MEM:PIDS, Jtme 7, P. Y,

Hon. E . H. Stanton, Secreta1·y of War:

l_

f

Srn: Yesterday, after the engagement with the
reber fleet had nearly terminated, and the gunboats
and one of my rams had passed below, I was informed that a white flag had been raised in the city. I
immediately sent my son, a medical cadet, Chas. R.
Ellet, ashore with a flag of truce and the following
note to the authorities:
"OPPOSITE MEMPms, June 6. I understand that
the city of Memphis has surrendered. I therefore
send my son, with two United States flags, with instructions to raise one upon the custom house and
the other upon the court house, as evidence of the
return of your city to the care and protection of the
Constitution.
"CHAS. ELLET, Jn., Commanding."
The bearer of the flags and the above note was accompanied by Lieut.-Col. Conkell, of the Fifty-ninth
lliinois regiment,and sixty-two men of the boat guard.

The following -is the reply of the mayor of
the city:
MEM:PIIIS, Ju,rie 6.
"Col. Oli,a;,. Ellet, Jr., Oommandvng, ci;c.:
'' Srn: Your note of this date is received and the
contents noted. The civil authorities of this city are
not advised of its surrender to the forces of the United
Stati;is Government, and ·our reply to you is simply
to state respectfully that w.e have no power to oppose
the raising of the flags you have directed to be raised
over the custom house and post office.
·
"JOHN PARK, Mayor
On receiving this reply the small party proceeded
to the post office to rmse the national flag, and were
there joined by the mayor. It is proper to say that
the conduct of the mayor and some of the citizens
was unexceptionable. The party was surrounded
by an excited crowd, using angry and threatening
language, but they ascended to the top of the post
office and planted the flag, though fired UP.OD several
times and stoned by the mob below. Still I believe
~bis conduct was reprobated by the people of standmg iu the place; indeed, many evidences of an extensive Union feeling there reach me.
~espectfully,
CHAS. ELLET, Jn., Commanding Ram Fleet.
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The same evening the citizens, to the number
of some two thousand, reported themselves,
armed and equipped, to the provost marshal to
prevent the destruction of property by the mob,
who it was feared would fi.i-e the city, in fulfilment of a threat which had been made some
time previously ; but, beyond the breaking
open of the Mississippi and Tennessee Railroad
depot, little 'Or no disorder occurred. The same
day Col. Fitch issued a proclamation to the citizens, announcing that he had taken milit ry
possession of the city. "Residents who may
have fled from their homes," he continues, "are
exhorted to return; merchants and others who
have abandoned their business are reqnested to
reopen their stores and shops, excepting those
dealing in intoxicating liquors, who are forbidden to resume that traffic under penalty of
having the stock immediately destroyed. The
mayor and common council will continue 'in
the exercise of their municipal functions, the
military authorities simply cooperating with
them in enforcing all proper ordinances, unless
some exigency arises rendering it imperative to
place the city under martial law. It is hoped
and believed, however, noth'ing will occur to
render this step necessary." In fact, the most
perfect tranquillity continued to prevail ; the
municipal authorities cooperated cordially with
the military in preserving order ; and great
numbers of citizens, who had fled on the destruction of the Confederate fleet, began to return to their homes. Before the surrender,
1,494 bales of cotton, and large quantities of
sugar ancl molassses, had been destroyed by
order of the Oonfederate Government, but th6
citizens had sneceeded in concealing probably
$150,000 worth of these staples, which now
began to find their way to the levees. Any
person was allowed to go North, or ship goods
thither, on taking the oath of allegiance.
Trade' was extremely dull for a week or two;
many of the shops remained closed, and owing
to the lack of every species of currency except
Confederate scrip, Northern merchants, who
had sent goods to Memphis, were in several instances compelled to reship them.
The Memphis post office was reopened on
June 13th.
.
On the same cla;y Col. James R. Slack, of the
47th Indiana volunteers, assumed command of
the city, and immediately issued the following
order·:
General Orders No. 3.

FoROES, l
MEMl'lll8, 'l'ENN., J,une 18, 1862.
f
Hereafter the dealing in and P,nssage of currency
known as "Confederate Scrip ' or " Confederate
Notes" is positively prohibited, nnd the use thereof
as a circulating medium is regarded ns an insult to
the Government of the United States, and an im·
.
position upon the ignorant and deluded.
All persons offending against the provisions of this
order will be r.romptly arrested nod severely punished by the m1litnry authorities.
By order of
JAS. R. SL.A.CK,
Colonel Commanding Post.
HEAilQUAltTERS UNITED STATES

The Mayor and Board of Aldermen addressed
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n letter to Ool. Slack, representing that in the
absence of almost all othel' money the order
above cited wa.s certain to cause great distress
and suffering among the laboring class, and requesting him to leave the matter for su."ty
days "to the judgment and discretion of the
people." Their request was not granted, Ool.
Slack reminding them, in his answer, "that the
!:lo-called Oonfederate States issued all their
notes in 'bills of the denomination of $50's and
$20's," and that consequently the laboring clas&
probably had very few of them in their possession. " The ruinous effect to which you !).llude,"
he continued, "will strike a different class altogether. The calamity of having to contend
with a depreciated currency, and to which you
refer, ·will. come upon the people sooner or
later, and I see no reason why it may not as
well come now as sixty days hence.
"Those who have been the most active in
getting up this wicked rebellion, are the individuals whoso pockets are lined with Oonfederate notes; and if sixty days' time should be
given them, it is only giving that much time
for those who are responsible for its issue to
get rid of it without loss, and the worthless
trash will b.e found in the hands of the unsuspecting and credulous, who have always been
the dupes of designing Shylocks, by inducing
them to accept of a circulating medium ·which
was issued to aid in the destruction of the first
and best Government ever known to civilization."
On the 1'Tth Gen. Lewis Wallace arrived at
Memphis, and assumed the chief command by
virtue of his rank. His principal official act,
<l.uring the few days that he remained in Memphis, was to take possession of the "Argus "
newspaper office, where he installed the correspondents of the "New York Herald " and
'' New York Tribune" as editors. The provost
marshal also issued orders to the guard to shoot
ony one tearing down United States flags, and
imprison citizens carrying concealed weapons.
On the 20th Ool. Slack issued the following
"General Orders No. 8: "
Members of the Board of Aldermen, the Mayor,
City Recorder, and all other persons dischar~ing any
official duty within the city of :Memphis, ana under
the charter thereof, are required to come before the
Provost :Marshal and take the oath of allegiance to
the Government of the United States within three
daysi ?r, in .d~foult thereof, _will be re/$arded ns sympathizrng, aidmg, and abetting rebellion, and will be
arrested and treated as only traitors deserve.

On the 25th a Union meeting was held in
Oourt House Sqmu·e, at which some 350 or 400
persons were present, about 200 of them being
citizens.
fter several speeches had been made,
a series of resolutions were passed pledging the
support of the meeting to the Union ticket at
the municipal election to be held the next day;
and the meeting then adjourned, to reassemble
in the evening for the purpose of nominating
candidates. The election on the 26th passed
off quietly, not more than '700 votes being cast.
John Park, the Union candidate, was reelected

mayor without opposition. All persons offering to vote were required to take the oath of
allegiance.
The city was now for some weeks the headquarters of Gen. Grant, and Ool. J. D. Webster
was appointed commandant of the post. '1'1he
editors of the "Argus" were permitted to resume the direction of their paper, with the
understanding that their immediate arrest and
the suppression of the paper would follow the
appearance of any disunion article in it.
The Northern shipments from Memphis up
to the 27th of June were, according to the
report of the Trade Committee, 9,206 hhds. of
sugar, 8,117' hhds. of molasses, and '7,061 bales
of cotton. The number of persons who had
taken the oath of allegiance in the city at the
same date was estimated at 3,000.
On the 1st of July the" Memphis Avalanche"
was suppressed, but its reissue being allowed·
on condition of the retirement of the chief editor, it appeared the next day as a "Bulletin."
On the 10th of July Gen. Grant published
the following order:
The families now residing in the city of Memphis,
of the following persons, are required to move South
beyond our lines within five days from the date hereof:
1. All persons holdin.,. commissions in the so-called
Confederate army, or who are voluntarily enlisted in
said army, or who accompany and are connected with
the same.
2. .All persons holding office under or.in the employ
of the so-called Confederate Government.
3. All persons holding State, county, or municipal
offices who claim allegiance to the said so-called
Confederate Government, and who have. abandoned
their families and gone South.

Gen. Grant went to Oorinth on the 11th,
and was succeeded at Memphis by Gen. A. P.
Hovey, who published an order on the 16th
requiring all male residents of the city, between
18 and 45 years of age, to take the oath of
allegiance within six days or go South. About
1,300 took the oath and 500 were sent South.
On the 17th it was discovered that a Oonfederate telegraph operator had interrupted the
line between Memphis and Oorinth, over which
passed Gen. Halleck's messages to Flag-Officer
Davis, Gen. Ourtis, and the commandant at
Memphis, and with the aid of a pocket instrument had read all the official despatches sent
over the wires for four days.
· Maj.-Gen. W. T. Sherman reached Memphis
with reenforcements on the 20th, and took
command of the post. On the 24th he published an order reopening trade and communication with the surrounding country under
certain restrictions. Travel into and out of
the city, over five specified roads, without
passes or any hindrance except the right of
search by the guard at the discretion of the
officer in c<1mmand, was freely permitted to
farmers, planters, and business men with their
families and servants. This travel must in all
ca.ses be by daylight, except in the case of
market and supply carts. Another order prohibited the payment of gold, silver, or treasury
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notes for cotton, ancl ordered quartermasters
to seize all cotton purchased after that date and
send it North to be sold, the proceeds to be
held subject to the claim of the owners. Tennessee or Southern paper might be used for the
purchase of cotton, or buyers might give obligations to pay at the end of the war, or at the
pleasure of the Government, or might deposit
the vahie of it with the quartermaster, to be
held in trust for the planters. This order was
soon afterward modified by direction of the
Government at Washington.
.A. few days later Gen. Grant directed Gen.
Sherman to "take possession of all vacant stores
and houses in the city, and have them rented
at reasonable rates, and to be paid monthly in
advance." These buildings, with their tenants,
were to be turned over to the proprietors on
proof of loyalty. Houses wbich had been
leased by disloyal owners were also to be
seizecl, and the rents appropriated by the
United States. Early in August he also ordered
the families of all persons absent in the Oonfederate States to be sent out of Memphis.
On the 9th of the same month it was announced that one artillery and three infantry
companies, comprising in the aggregate 400
men, had been enlisted in Memphis for );be Federal army and bad taken the field, and two
others were recruiting.
Toward the close of the month Gen. Sherman
issued an order prohibiting the importation and
sale, except by permit; of arms, mnmunition,
salt, and salt meat; and commanding dealers to
keep an account of goods received and the disposition made of them, said account to be subject to inspection at all times by the provost
marshal. Dealers in arms and medicines, detected in endeavoring to get the same outside
the Union lines, were to suffer the extreme
penalty of military law.
·
.A. meeting of citizens was called by the General on the '7th of September, at which he made
an address in answer to various complaints
wbioh bad been made of bis administration.
The attendance was very large, and an unmistakable feeling of loyalty was indicated by the
assembly.
.A.bout the 10th a joint order was issued by
Gen. Sherman and W. D. Gallagher, agent of
the Treasury Department, for the regulation
of commercial intercourse between Memphis,
Helena, and other points. No boats were to
receive goods without permits, and persons
who bad never encouraged secession were to
receive facilities for shipping supplies on their
taking oath that no part of the same were to
be sold to disloyal parties.
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On the 25th of October Gen. Sherman published stringent regulations for the government
of the city. .A. military commission of three
army officers was to sit daily to try offenders
under the laws of war. Vagrants, thieves, and
other disreputable characters, were to be or
ganized into gangs and set to work in the·
trenches or on the streets. Oitizens lurking
about the camps were to be treated as spies.
The inhabitants were to keep within doors between tattoo and reveille, unless atten,Jing
church, places of amusement, a party of friends,
or necessary business. .After midnight all persons must be in their houses, except the guard.
Assemblages of negroes were forbidden, except
by permission previously obtained from tho
provost marshal.
On the '7th of November another Union
meeting was held at Memphis.
.A.bout the same time the,general commanding prohibited the importation of liquors, except by gentlemen-citizens and officers, for the
exclusive use of themselves and their families; by
regular apothecaries for medicinal purpose8, to
be retailed on a physician's prescription; or by
keepers of hotels and licensed saloons, in limited
quantities, not exceeding one montlt's supply at
a time.
Gen. Sherman took the field about the
middle of December, and the c·ommand of
Memphis devolved upon Gen. Hurlbut, who
immediately caused all drinking saloons to be
closed.
On the 21st of December the guerrillas, who
hacl been for some time growing daily bolder
in their operations about Memphis, burning
cotton, intercepting supplies, and fo11cing conscripts into the Confederate army, attacked the
suburbs of the city, committed great depredations, and carried off 100 head of cattle and 180
mnles. The next day a meeting of the citizens
was held to provide means of defence. On the
24th the guerrillas appeared again, drove the
Federal pickets within the fortifications, and
plundered the neighboring shops and houses.
Two companies of citizens were immediately
enrolled for home defence, and the provost
marshal interdicted for the time all trade with
the surrounding country. The arrival of two
regiments of Federal troops, however, soon
quieted the public alarm. In consequence of
these occurrences, the election for member of
Oongress in the distdct of which Memphis
forms a part, which was to have been held,
under Gov. Johnson's proclamation, on the
29th ,of December, was postponed twenty days.
.A. quiet state of affairs ensued. The population
of Memphis in 1860 was 22,623.
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OHAPTER XV.
A.dmnce of Gen. Grant up the Tennessee River-Position of tho Southern Forces-Movements of Gen. Bnell-.A.dvanco
of Gen. Johnston to attack Gen. Grant-Commencement of the Battlo at Shiloh-Arrival of Gen. Bnoll-Second dny
of Battle-Retreat o! Southern Troops-Message of Mr. Davis to Congress at Richmond-Arrival of Gen. HnlleckMnrch on Corinth-Its Evacuatlon-Movements of Gen. Mitchel-Provisional Government in Tennessee-Its Proceedings.

THE military operations in Tennessee, which
finnlly controlled the movements of the Mississippi River expedition, had paused after the
co.pture of Nashville, as above described, but
were soon resumed again. The first step consisted in fitting out a great expedition to proceed under Gen. Grant up the Tennessee River.
More than :fifty-seven steamers and two gunboats were required to transport o.nd convoy
the force. It was organized iu five divisions,
each consisting of infantry, cavalry, and artillery. The advance was under the command of
Gen. Sherman, 2d division tinder Gen. Hm-1but, 3d division under Gen. McOlernard, 4th
division under Gen. L. W nllace, and 5th division
under Ool. Lanman of the 7th Iowa regiment.
On the 11th of March the transports began to
arrive at Savannah in Tennessee. On the night
of the 12th the Tyler and Lexington were sent
1.1p the river to reconnoitre as far as Eastport,
forty miles above Savannah. The enemy was
found constructing fortifications and with a
considerable force. It was known that the Oonfedemte forces were also concentrated along
the lines of railroad south and southwest of the
river.
The line of defence now adopted by the Oonfederate commander after bis first line was
broken up, had for its base the Oharleston and
Memphis Railroad, the preservatri.on of which
was absolutely necessary to any pretence of
resistance through northern Mississippi, Alabamn, and Georgia. Along this railroad are
Tuscmn bia and Florence, at the foot of the
Mnscle shoals in the Tennessee River and the
junction with the Florence and Nashville Railrond; Decatur, near the head of the lo·wer
Muscle Shoal; Huntsville and Bellefontaine;
Steven on, important as the junction with the
raih-oad from Nashville through Murfreesboro'
and Ohattanooga, a strong position. All these
points are east of Oorinth. On the west of Oorinth the railroad runs in a neatly straight line
to Memphis, ninety-three miles distant; and
northwest runs the rond to Jackson, alm~st in
the centre of West Tennessee.
The Union line was the Tennessee River, extending from Paducah, Kentucky, to Eastport
in Mississippi. The gunboats Lexington and
Tyler, by moving up and down the river, prevented the erection of batteries. Above Eastport, at Ohickasaw Bluffs and at some other
points, Oonfeclerate batteries were placed to
command the navigation of the river.
·
On the 5th of March Gen. Beauregard ns-

sumed the command of the Southern forces in
this department, when he issued the following
address to bis soldiers :
SOLDIERS: I assume this day the command of the
army of the Mississippi, for the defence of our homesteads and liberties, and to resist the subjugation,
spoliation, and dishonor of our people. Our mothers
and wives, our sisters and children, expect us to do
our duty, even to the sacrifice of OlJ,l.' lives.
Our losses since the commencement of this war, in
killed, wounded, and prisoners, are now about the
same as those of the enemy.
He must be made to atone for the reverses we have
lately experienced. Those reverses, far from disheartening, must nerve us to new deeds of valor and
patriotism, and should inspire us with an unconquerable determination to drive back our invaders.
Should any one in this army be un equal to the task
before us, let him transfer bis arms and equipments at
once to braver, .firmer hands, and return to bis home.
Our cause is as just and sacred as ever animated
men to take up arms ; and if we are true to it and to
ourselves, with the continued protection of the .Almighty we must and shall triumph.

Associated with Gen. Beauregard in command
were Gens. Albert Sidney Johnston, Bragg,
Polk, Pillow, Oheatham, and others. The Oonfederate force consisted not only of the troops
from the adjacent States which had been in
service for months, but also of new levies now
called out by the governors on the requisition
of Mr. Davis. They were encamped principally
at Oorinth, with detachments at various points
on the railroad, so situated that they could be
easily concentrated on any point.
Oorinth is at the intersection of the Mobile
and Ohio and Memphis and Oharleston Railroads, in Tishemingo Oo., Mississippi, forty miles
from Grand Junction, :fifty-eight miles from Jackson, Tennessee, and about eighteen miles from
Pittsbmg on the Tennessee River. It is situated
in a hilly, semi-mountp.inous country.
The Federal forces at first concentrated nt
Savannah, a small town of two b,undred inhabitants, on the Tennessee River, about one hundred and seventy miles above Fort Henry.
The number of transports which arrived by the
13th of March, was eighty-two. This force
comprised all of Gen. Grant's original command, with an additional force of infantry,
almost entirely from the State of Ohio. All
the steamers that formed the regular line of
packets between Louisville and New Orleans
and between Louisville· and St. Louis were in
the fleet, carrying from 1,200 to 1,500 men each, .
and heavily laden. The demonstrations of the
inhabitants along the shore of the river were of
the mostcextravagant character. One declared •
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it to be "the second coming of Christ." The
command of the army was taken by Gen.
Grant soon after its arrival at Savannah, and it
was ndvanced seven miles to Pittsburg Landing.
Savannah was made a depot for stores, with
only a few troops. Here troops and supplies
were sent to Gen. Grant by Maj.-Gen. Halleck,
both from St. Louis and Cairo. There had also
been such a change in the position of the enemy before Gen. Buell at Nashville, that the
o-riginal plan was altel'ed, and he was directed
by Maj.-Gen. Halleck to make a junction of his
forces with those under Gen. Grant. By General War Order No. 3 of the President, dated
March 11th, the Departments of Kansas and
Kentucky, respectively under the command of
Gen. Hunter and of Gen. Buell, were united
with that of the Missouri, under the designation
of the Department of the Mississippi, and of
this consolidated Department Gen. Halleck was
assigned the command.
It was the original plan of Gen. B.uell to
advance with his army in several columns
upon northern Alabama over the principal
roads leading to that region from Nash ville.
With this obje.ct in view, the divisions of Gens.
Mitchell, Nelson and McCook )eft Nash ville
on the same day, and by different roads. But
the Confederates, having retired from Murfreesboro and formed along the new line they
proposed to defend, rendered necessary a corresponding change in the plan of Gen. Buell.
A direct advance upon Alabama by Gen.
Euell's forces would not only have involved
an unnecessary amount of labor and slowness
of movement, owing to the destruction of
bridges over the watercourses, and other impediments, but the passage of the Tennessee
into northern Alabama being practicable for a
large army at a few places only, the Confederates
could by means of tha railroad have easily
collected a large force to dispute it at any
point. This concentration of the main body
of the Confederate forces in localities within
the contemplated field of the operations of Gen.
Grant's army, not only gave to the latter an
opportunity to employ the whole of his force
to the best possible advantage, but enabled
Gen. Halleck to order Gen. Buell to turn his
army toward western Tennessee, to cooperate
· with Gen. Grant and cross the river. Thus
combined, they were regarded as certain to be
superior to the Confederate army in the number, armament, and fighting trim of thoir"!iommands.
On the 28th of March, Gen. Buell left Nashville and passed the advance of his divisions at
Columbia. On the 28th, 29th, and 30th the
divisions of his army had crossed Duck river
on o. new bridge, o.nd advanced through
Oolumbio., distant eighty-two miles from Savannah.
• Meantime most active preparations had been
made to assemble a large Confederate force at
Corinth, and to fortify that position, which is
about eighteen miles south of Pittsburg Land-
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ing. The force of Gen. Grant was posted at
Pittsburg and along both sides of the river toward Crump'sLanding 'and Savannah, but kept
in active service scouring the country. The
importance of the approaching contest to the
Confederate States could not be concealed. If
Corinth fell, Memphis would also fall, and the
whole territory of the Gulf States would be
open to an army larger than that of the Potomac. The plan adopted by Gens. Johnston and
Beauregard was to strike an unexpected b ow
before the arrival of Gen. Euell's forces. On
the 3d of April, Gen. Johnston issued the following address to his soldiers:
fuADQUARTERS AnMY 01' MISS~ll'PI, }
CORINTH, Miss., ApnZ 8.

Soldiers <?f tlie Army of the Mississippi :
I have put you in motion to offer battle to the invaders ol lour country, with the resolution and discipline an valor becoming men, fighting, as you are,
for all worth living or dying for. Yon can but march
to a decisive victbry over agrarian mercenaries sent to
subjugate and despoil you of your liberties, proper.ty,
and honor.
Remember the precious stake involved; remember
the dependence of your mothers, your wives, your
sisters, and your children on the result. Remember
the fair, broad, abounding lands, the happy homes
that will be desolated by your defeat. The eyes and
hopes of eight million people rest upon you. You are
expected to show yourselves worthy of your valor and
courage, worth;r of the women of the . South, whose
nohle devotion m this war has never been exceeded in
any time. With such incentives to brave deeds, and
with the trust that God is with us, your general will
lend you confidently to the combat, assured of success.
(Signed)
A. S. JOHNSTON1
General Commanding.

The orders accompanying the address divided " the Army of the Mississippi" into three
corps. Gen. Beauregard was proclaimed to
be in command of the whole force. The first
corps was assigned to Gen. Polk, and embraced
all the troops of his former command, exceptmg detached cavalry and artillery, and reserves
detached for the defence of Fort Pillow and
Madrid Bend. The second corps was assigned
to Gen. Bragg, and was to consist of the second
.division of the army of the Mississippi, less
ar'tillery and . cavalry "hereafter detached."
The third corps was assigned to Gen. Hardee, and consisted of" the Army of Kentucky."
To Gen. Crittenden was assigned a command
of reserves, consisting of not less than two
brig~des.
From two to three miles out on the road to
Corinth from Pittsburg Landing lay the five divisions of Gen. Grant's army. The advance
line was formed by three divisions: Brig.-Gen.
Sherman's, Brig.-Gen. Prentiss's, and Maj.-Gen.
McClernand's. Between these and the landing
lay the two others, Brig.-Gen. Hurlbut's and
Maj.-Gen. Smith's, commanded in his absence
by Brig.-Gen. W. H. L. Wallace. On the extreme left of the line was one brigade of Gen.
Sherman's division, while the other brigades
were some two miles distant, forming the extreme right of the advance line. To the left,
though rather behind a portion of tho line
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. NOTE
Maj.

.-------- l'osifion, of
cen·t Cranf , Forcu on the Morning of Apri/6tA.
l 'ositions of .Maj Gen' I Gran( s Forcu and the Divi,;fons of
Gm'/&. .Nelson a11d Critfcnckn on the Eveni119 of .April 6th.
- - - - - Pori:ions of .Maj Gr'1°ls Grant and Bu.di 011 the .3Ior11i119 of April 71A,
"'="'====="-l'osifiona of lJaj. Gen'ls Grant and Dutil on the Evening of April 1llt.

--====-=

1'he Dit.i.slons of JlaJ. Gm'/ C. F Smith and Drig Gm'I Prentis1, oiL'i119 to t/1e lmsof a~ntral
Officers, u:ert subdivided and assigntd to fht othu Division, on StmJay Ft!}• .tipriJ 6th.
The lube/ lints were !JlncraJty paratltl to those herein i11tlicatcc.l
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formed by Sherman's main brigades, lay Gen.
McOlernand's division, and between it and
Gen. Sherman's brigade, on the extreme left,
lay Gen. Prentiss's division. No preparations
had been made for any means of defence in case
of attack, although the position was an exposed
one.
The information that Gen. Buell was near at
hand, determined Gen. Beauregard to make the
attack at once. The movement of his troops
from Corinth commenced on the 3d of April.
Owing to the difficulties of the roads, they did
not reach the vicinity of the Federal forces
until Saturday afternoon, the 5th. It was then
determined that the attack should be made on
the next morning, at the earliest hour practicable, and in three lines of battle : the :first and
second extending from Owl Creek, on the Confederate left, to Lick Creek on their right-a
distance of about three miles-supported by the
third and the reserve. The first line consisted
of Gen. Hardee's corps, augmented on his right
by Gladden's brigade of Bragg's corps, deployed
in line of battle, with their respective artillery
following immediately, and the cav:alry in rear
of the wings. The second line followed the
first at a· distance of five hundred yards, in the
same order as the first. The corps under Gen.
Polk followed the second line, at the distance
of about eight hundred yards, in lines of brigades, deployed with their batteries in rear of
each brigade, the left wing supported by cavalry. The reserve followed closely the third line
in the same order, its right wing supported by
cavo.lry. These two corps constituted the reeorve, and were to support the front lines of
bottle by being deployed, when required, on the
right and left, or otherwise act according to the·
exigencies of the battle .
..A.t half past five on the morning of April 6,
the Confederate lines and columns were in motion. Like an .Alpine avalanche they came, attacking first the left of Gen. Grant, under Gen.
Prentiss, who, with two thousand of his men,
were soon made prisoners. This attack was in
part a surprise. Scarcely had the men time to
seize their weapons and form, after knowing of
the approach of the Confederates. Gen. Grant
himself was at Savannah at the commencement,
but early reached the raging field. . Gradually,
as the Confederate line came up, the engagement had become general, and as Gen. Prentiss's division fell back, abandoning their camp,
they were supported by Gen. Hurlbut, and
thus for a time checked the progress of the
Confederates. ..A.t the same time the left of
Gen. Bherman's division on the right was
forced back, and the brunt of the battle, in the
centre, fell upon Gen. McClernand's division.
Desperate as was their determination, yet at
eleven o'clock this division liad been pressed
back in a line with Gen. Hurlbut. It still did
some gallant :fighting; once its right swept
round and drove the Confederates for a considerable distance, but again fell back, and at
the last it brought up near the position of the

camps of Gen. Smith's division, commanded
by W. H. L. Wallace. Thus tho divisions of
Prentiss, Sherman, and McOlernand were driven back, their camps were all in the hands of
the Confederates, and the whole front line,
for which Hurlburt and Wallace were but the
reserves, was gone, excepting Stuart's brigade
of Sherman's division, on the extreme left.
The position of this brigade was along the circuitous road from the Landing to Ham burg,
some two miles distant from the former, and
near the crossing of Lick Creek. They had
remained isolated until after the division of
Gen. Prentiss fell back, when the Confederates
advanced upon them in such force as to be irresistible m their position, and they fell back
a fourth of a mile arid made a stand for three
fourths of an hour. ..A.t this juncture a brigade
of Gen. Wallace's r eserve, under Mc.Arthur, was
sent over to their support. They were, however, soon forced to fall back to one ridge,
and then to another, and finally at twelve
o'clock, badly shattered and disordered, they
retreated to the right and rear of Mc..A.rthur's
brigade to reorganize.
Six hours had passed since the approach 9f
the Confederates, and at this time only the
divisions of Gens. Hurlbut and Wallace stood
between the army and destruction or surrender. Still all was not lost. The divisions of
Gens. Hurlbut and Wallace began to make n
most gallant stand. The brigade of the latter
had been sent to reenforce Mc.Arthur':,, and
thus reunited, filled the space in the line on
the left made vacant by the falling back of Gen.
Prentiss's division and Stuart's brigade of Gen.
Sherman's division, and tlms were on the left
of Hurlbut's division. By the early breaking
of Gen. Prentiss's line, the onset of tpe Confederates had been made to v~er chiefly to the
Union left. Here the contest continued stubborn. .Four times the Confederates attempted
to charge on Gen. Wallace's men. Each time
the infantry poured in rapid volleys, and the
artillery redoubled their efforts, thus compelling them to retreat with heavy ·slaughter. Farther to the right, Gen. Hurlbut's division, which had taken an advanced position,
was compelled to fall back through its camp
to a thick wood behind. Here, with open
fields before them, they coulrl rnke the approach of the Confederates. Three times their
heavy masses bravely charged upon the division, and each time they were repulsed with
severe loss. The tro'ops from the driven divisions were reorganized so far as available,
and re-sent to the field. Thus the right of
Gen. Hurlbut, which was almost wholly unprotected, and the weakness of which does not
appear to have been discovered by the Confederates, was in a measure patched out. It bad
been previously determined that in case of an
attack at Pittsburg Landing, the division under
Gen. L. Wallace at Grump's Landing, :fi,e miles
below, should come up on the right and flank
the enemy. But n? message was sent to this
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diVJsion until nearly noon, and it missed the
way on coming up, and did not arrive until
night. The division of Gen. Hurlbut at length
became exhausted, and fell back out of sight
of their camps to a point within half a mile
of the Landing. Iu consequence of losing this
support, the division of Gen. Wallnce, thus in
isolated advance, was compelled to fall back,
the last to leave the .field. Just at this moment
its commander was mortally .wounded.
It was now half past four o'clock. The front
line of the divisions had been lost since eleven
o'clock, and the reserve line was gone too. The
Oonfederates occupied the camps of every division except Smith's, commanded during his
sickness by 0-en. Wallace, who had just been
wounded. The whole army was crowded in tbe
region of Wallace's camp, and to a circuit of one
half to two thirds of a mile around the Landing. The next r epulse would put it into the
river, and there were not transports enough to
cross a single di vision before the enemy 'Yould
be upon them. Nearly half the field artillery
was lost, nearly all the camps and camp equipage. Prisoners had been taken in great numbers.
.At this time a lull took place in the firing,
the first which had occurred since sunrise. It
was thought that the enemy were either preparing for the grand final rush that was to
• crown the day's success, or that they were
puzzled by the last retreat, and were moving
cautiously. These few minutes were golden
ones for that driven and defeated army, and
they were improved. Col. Webster, chief of
staff, armnged the guns which he could collect
of those that remained, in a sort of semicircle
to protect the Union centre and left, upon
which it was thought the enemy were now
sure to advance. Corps of artillerists to man
them were gathered from all the batteries.
Twenty-two guns were thus placed in position,
two of which were long 32's. In front was
a victorious enemy; behind were the remnants
of the repulsed divisions of the army driven
within half a mile of the Landing, beyond
which was a deep and rapid river. Gen. Wallace's division at Crnmp's Landing had not been
heard from. Across the river now was seen
the first glitter of the advance of Gen. Buell,
but it could not be brought over in time to do
milch good. Suddenly a broad flash of light
leapeq ont from the darkening woods, and the
whistling leaden hail swiftly followed. The
enemy were about to make their crowning effort for the day. Instantly the artillery replied, and as they approached nearer, the infantry fired volley after volley. At this time
the gunboats, Lexington and Tyler, approached
the mouth of Lick Oreek, and were able with
their guns to reach the field occupied by the
Confederates near the river. This was a :fire in
their flank, which disconcerted their plans.
Amid this terrible conflict dar1.'Iless came on ..
The enemy had been held at bay.
Meantime Gen. Wallace had arrived with his
12
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division, and Gen. Buell with his forces, part
of which took part in the battle of the afternoon, and it was decided after the sounds of
battle had ceased, to attack the Confederates as
soon as possible after daybreak. Gen.Wallace's
division was to tak.e the right and sweep back
toward the position from which Gen ..Sherman
had been driven during the morning, and Gen.
Nelson was to take the extreme left. Gen.
Orittenden was to take a position during the
night next to Gen. Nelson, and Gen. McCook
with his division neA"t to Crittenden. The space
between Gens. McCook and Wallace was to
be filled with the reorganized <livisions of Gen.
Grant's army. Stealthily the troops crept to
their new positions, and lay down in line of
battle on their arms. All through the night.
Gen. Euell's men were marching up from Savannah to the point opposite Pittsburg Landing, and were ferried across, or were coming
up on transpo;rts. At nine o'clock, the gunboat.; commenced a cannonade of the Ctnfederate position, which was kept up all night. It
produced little or no effect.
Gen. Beauregard thus reported his position
on Sunday night: "At six o'clock P. M., we
were in possession of all encampments between
Owl and Lick creeks but one. Nearly all of
his field artillery, about thirty flags, colors, and
standards, o,er three thousand prisoners, including a division commander (Gen. Prentiss)
and several brigade commanders, thousands of
small arms, an ii;nmense supply of subsistence,
forage, and munitions of war, and a large amount
of means of transportation-all the substantial
fruits of a complete victory-such indeed as
rarely have followed the most successful bnt .
tles ; for never was an army so well provided
as that of our enemy.
" The remnant of his army had been driven
in utter disorder to the immediate vicinity of
Pittsburg, under the shelter of the heavy
guns of his iron-clad gunboats, and we remain-.
ed undisputed masters of his well-selected,
admirably provided cantonments, after over
twelve hours of obstinate conflict with his
forces, ·who had been beaten from them and
the contiguous covert, but only by a sustained
onset of all the men we could bring into action ."
The Federal forces arrangedfor the battle of
the next day were: the divisions of Gens. N elson, Orittenden, McCook, Hurlbut, McOiernand,
and Sherman, including in the three latter the
shattered and disorganized commands of Prentiss and W. H. L. Wallace, which were without
commanders, and the fresh division of Gen. L.
Wallace. These divisions were arrang(:ld in the
order· above named, beginning on the left.
The change produced in the position of the
Oonfederate forces, by the shells of the gunboats during the night, prevented them from
opening the battle at daylight.
At seven o'clock in the morning, Gen.Nelson
on the extreme left formed his line of battle,
and advanced, with skirmishers thrown ont, for
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nearly a mile before meeting the enemy in force.
They immediately became engaged. There was
no straggling, as upon the previous day. Gen.
Nelson slowly but steadily advanced, pushing
the exhausteq. enemy before him until half past
ten, when under cover of t~e timber and a furious cannonading they made a general rally.
Suddenly the masses of the enemy were hurled
with tremendous force against the Federal lines,
whie-h now halted, wavered, and fell back. .A.t
this moment Terrill's battery of 24-pounder
howitzers rushed up, and iu a few minutes was
unlimbered and firing into the compact and advancing ranks of the enemy. Here was the turning point of the battle on the left. The enemy
were only checked, not halted; then followed
for two Lours a contest.of artillery and musketry
at short range. The enemy began to waver, when
Gen. Buell coming up, saw at a glance the chance
~d ordered a charge by brigades, at "double
quick." The Confederates fell back for a quarter
of a IJ¥le, becam,e more confused, and at half past
two that point of the field was cleared. The
next divisions, of Gens. Crittenden and McCook,
after an obstinate struggle, were equally successful. The divisions of Gens. McOlernand and Hurlbut, nothing daunted by the reverses of the preceding day, fought with much bravery. On the
right the contest was more severe, an_d longer
continued. A design was manifested by the en·
emy to tlll'n the flank of Gen. Wallace's division.
This was thwarted, and the enetny steadily
driven back until four"!'· M., when a general retreat took place on the right. · Thus the original
pl::tn of the enemy was frui,trated. It was his de-sign to drive Gen. Grant into his transports and
the river, or to capture his force in time to profit
by the victory, and i;emove to the rear all the
stores and munitions that would be taken. This
was to be done before the arrival of Gen. Buell.
On the retreat of the .Confedei·n.te army, the
origino.l ground, and even the tents of Gen.
Grn.nt's army, were recovered. No regular pursuit was attempted until the next clay. The
number of the Federal army engaged on Sunday, was estimated by Gen. Beauregard at five
divisions of nine thousand men each, or fortyfive thousand men. The reenforcelnents of
Sunday night were estimated by him at twentyfive thousand from Gen. Euell's army and
eight thousand under Gen. Wallace, and the
.entire force on Monday fifty-three thousand.
This estimate slightly exceeds the Federal force
engaged, especially in the number of reenforcements furnished by Gen. Buell. On the other
hand, the Confederate force was estimated at..
sixty thousand by the Union officers, which was
undoubtedly an overestimate. Gen. Grant had
a force somewhat less than the enemy on Sunday, but on Monday he outnumbered them. No
official statement of numbers has been afforded
on either side. The Federal loss was 1, '735 killed, '7,882 wounded, and 3,956 taken prisoners.
Total, 13,573. The Confederate loss was killed
1, '728, wounded 8,012, missing 959. Total,
10,699.

.A.t the close of the battle on the. first day,
Gen. Beauregard sent the following despatch to
Richmond:
·
OF BHTLon, .April
via Corinth and Chattnnoogn.

BATTLE FIELD

6,}

Gene1·al S. Cooper, Adjutant- General:
We have this morning attacked the enemy in a strong
position in front of Pittsburg, and after a severe battle of ten hours, thanks to Almighty God, gained a
c_omplete victory, driving the enemy from every position.
The loss on both sides is heavy, including our Commander-in-Chief, Albert Sidney Johnston, who fell
gallantly lending his troops into the thickest of the
fight.
. (Signed) G. T._BEAUREGARD, Gen'! Com'd'~·

In consequence of the reception of this ~essage1 President Davis sent the following Message to the Confederate Congress, then in session at Richmon·d, on the 8th of April:
To tlie S enate and House of .Representatives of the Conf ederate States of America:
.
The great importance of the news just received from
Tennessee induces me to depart from the established
usages, and to make to you this communication in advance of official reports. From official telegraphic
despatches, received from official sources, I am able to
announce to you, with entire confidence, that it has
pleased Almighty God to crown the Confederate arms
with a glorious and decisive victory over our invaders.
On tl:ie morning of the Gth, the converging colmtms
of our army were combined by its Commander-in-Chief,
Gen. A. Sidney Johnston, in an assault on the Federal
army, then enc.amped near Pittsburg, on the Tennessee river.
•
After a hard-fought battle of ten homs, the enemy
was driven in disorder from his posttion, and pursued
to the Tennessee river, where, under cover of the gunboats, he was at the Inst accounts endeavorin ~ to effect
his retreat by aid of bis transports. The details of th is
great battle are yet too few and incomplete to enable
me to distinguish with merited. praise all of those who
may have conspicuously earned the right to such distinction, and I prefer to delay our ow.n gratification in
recommending them to 7our special notice, rather than
incur the risk of woundmg the feelings of any by failing to include them in the list.
When such .a victory bas been won over troops as
numerous, well-disciplined, armed, and appointed, as
those which have just been so signally routed, we may
well conclude that one common spirit of uqfiinching
bravery and devotion to our country's cause must have
animated every breast, from that of the Commanding
General to that of the humblest patriot who served in
.the ranks. There is enough in the continued presence
of invaders on our soil to chasten our e.xultntiou over
this brilliant success, and to remind us of the grnve
duty of continued exertion, until we shall extort from
a proud and vain-~lorious enemy the reluctant acknowledgment of our ngbt to self-government.
But an All-wise Creator Jias been pleased, while
vouchsafing to us his countenance in battle, to afflict us
with a severe dispensation, to which we must bow in
humble submission. The last long, lingering hope has
disappeared, and it is but too .true tliat Gen. Albert
Sidney Johnston is no more. The tale of bis death is
simply uarmted in a despatch from Col. William Preston, in the following words:
"Gen. Johnston fell yesterday at . half past two
o'clock, while leading a successful charge, turning the
enemy's right, and gaining a brilliant victory. A
:Minie ball cut tl;ie artery of his leg, but be rode on _until, from loss of blood, be fell exhausted, and died w1~bout pain in a few moments. His body has been mtrusted to me by Gen. Beauregard, to be taken to New
Orleans1 and remain until directions are received from
his farrnly."
My long and close friendship with this departed
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chieftain and patriot forbids me to trust myself in giv- and the enemy's advance. I did not believe,
ing vent to the feelings which this sad intelligence bas however, that they intended to make a deterevoked. Without dorng injust!ce_ to the living, it may
safely be asserted that o·ur loss 1s irreparable. Among mined attack, but simply to make a reconMy headquarters were at
the sbiuino- hosts of the great and good who now clus- noissance in force.
ter around°tbe banner of our country, there exists no Savannah, though I usually spent the day at
purer spirit, no more beroi~ ~onl, th.an that o~ the illus- Pittsburg. Troops were constantly arriving to
trious man whose death I JOm you 10 lamentmg.
be assigned to .the different brigades and diviIn bis death be has illustrated the character for
which throuo-h life he was conspicuons-tbatof single- sions. All were ordered to report at Savannah,
ness of purp~se and devotio_n to dnty-;--witb bis_ whole making it necessary to keep an office and some
energies. Bent on obtainmg the victory which he one there. I was also looking for Buell to ardeemed essential to bis cou n tf'y' s cause, he rode on to rive, and it was important that I should have
the accomplisbmeut of bis object, f?rgetful of self? while
his very life-blood was fast ebbmg away. Hts last .every arrangement complete for his crossing
breath cheered bis comrades on to victory. The last and transit to this side of the river."
sound be beard was their shout of victory. His last
Gen. Beauregard issued the preliminary ortbouo-ht was of bis country, and long and deeply will bis ders for his troops to move from Corinth at
country mourn bis loss.
JEFFERSON D.A.VIS. · one o clock on the morning of the 3d of April.

On the 10th of April, President Lincoln, The movement did not commence until during
having received repo1:ts of_ the ·battles at Pi~ts- the forenoon. It was expected to reach the
burg Landing, or Shiloh, issued the followmg Federal lines in time to commence the attack
proclamation:
·
on the 5th. They arrived too late in the afterW .ASIIINGTON, .Apru 10, 1862.
noon of that 9-ay to attack. It could not have
It bas pleased Almighty God to vouchsafe_ signal
victories to the laud and naval forces engaged m sup- been with the advance of this force that " skirpressing an internal rebellion, and at the same time to mishing had been going on for two' days."
On the 9th of April, Maj.-Gen. Halleck, with
avert from our country the dangers of foreign intervention and invasion.
·
a portion of his staff, left St. Louis for PittsIt is therefore recommended to the people of the burg Landing, to assume coinmand in the ~~ld.
United States that, at their next weekly assemblages
in thei1· accustomed places of public worship, which His first efforts were devoted to reorgamzmg
shall occur after the notice of this Proclamation shall the army. Two days after his arrival, an exhave been received, they especially acknowledge and pedition was sent under convoy of the gunboats
render thanks to our Heavenly Father for these ines- to destroy the railroad bridge over Bear Creek,
timable blessings; that they then and there implore
spiritual consolation in behalf of all those who have seven miles inland t1om Chickasaw. This was
been brought into afiliction by the casualties and ca- successfully done by Gen. Sherman, and cut the
lamities of sedition and civil war, and that they rever- communication between. Richmond, Va., and
ently invoke the Divine guidance for our national Corinth. The state of the roads delayed for some
counsels, to the end that :they may speedily result in days any movement of importance. Frequent
the restoration of peace, harmony, and unity throughout our borders, and hasten the establishment of fra- skirmishes, however, took place with the Conternal relations among all the countries of the earth.
federate infantry and cavalry hovering near.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand aud On the 22d of April, Gen. Pope, with his divicaused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washingtou, this tenth day ot' April, sion, numbering about 25,000, arrived at PittsOn the
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred burg Landing from New Madrid.
and sb:ty-two, and of the independence of the United 2'Tth, ordei;s were issued by Gen. Halleck for
States the eighty-sixth.
the army to bold itself in readiness for an im.A.BRAH.AM LINCOLN.
mediate movement. Gen. Grant's divisions
By the President-WM. H. SEW Ano, Secretary of State. formed the right wing of the army, those of
On the 8th Gen. Sherman, with a body of Gen. Buell the centre, and those of Gen.
cavalry and infantry, advanced on the Corinth Pope the left wing. Gens. Grant and Buell
road . . His progress was at first checked by a retain·e d the immediate command of their reforce of t11e enemy's cavalrYJ which afterward spective armies. The advance of the army
was driven back. The roads were found in a was now gradually commenced, Day after
bad state, in consequence of the heavy rain on day a division or a brigade was moved a few
Sunday night, and strewn with abandoned wag- miles, and the outposts extended. On the 1st
ons, ambulances, and limber boxes. A general of May, Monterey was occupied. It is a small
hospital, containing about two hundred and nine- village in McNairy Co., Tenn., four miles from
ty wounded Confederate soldiers, was also found. the Mississippi line, and e,bout midway beThe force of Gen. Sherman returned to camp tween Pittsburg Landing and Corinth. A few
at night.
days previously, an expedition under Gen.
It was charged against Gen. Grant that the Wallace had gone as far as Purdy, abo11t twencommencement of the battle was a surprise to ty miles west of Pittsburg Landing, and dethe Federal forces, and that he was absent stroyed the bridge of the railroad connecting
from the field until some hours after. In re- Corinth with Jackson.
ply he said: " As to the talk of our being surOn the 2d of May, Gen. Beauregard issued
prised, nothing could be more false. If the the following address to his soldiers :
·
enemy had sent us word where and when they
ll.EAJ>QUA.RTERS
OF
Tm<
FORCES
.AT
0oRtNTII,
l
would attack, we could not have been bettei:
.
MISSISSIPPI, JJlay 2, 1862.
f
prepared. Skirmishing had been going on for
Soldiers of Shiloli and Elkho1•n: We are !lbout to
two days between our reconnoitring parties meet once more, in the shock of battle, the invaders
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of our soil, the despoilers of our homes, the disturbers
of our fami ly ties, face to face, hand to hand. We are
to decide whether we are to be freemen or vile slaves
of those who are free only in name, and who but yesterday were vanquished, although in largely superior
numbers, in their own encampments, on the ever-memorable field of Shiloh. Let the impending battle decide our fate, and add a more illustrious page to the
history of our revolution-one to which our children
will point with noble pride, saying, " Our fathers
were at the battle of Connth." I congratulate you on
your timely junction. With your mmgled banners,
for the first time during this war, we shall meet our
foe in strength that should give us victory. Soldiers,
can the result be doubtful? Shall we not drive back
into 'l'ennessee the presumptuous mercenaries collected for our subjugation ? One more manly effort, and,
trusting in God and the justness of our cause, we shall
recover more than we have lately lost. Let the sound
of our victorious guns be reechoed by those of the
army of Virginia on the historic battle field of Yorktown.
G. T. BEAUREGARD,
General Commanding.
J . M. 0!1'EY, Acting Assistant .Adjutant-General.

On the 3d of May, the army, commnnded by
Gen. Halleck, numbering 108,000 men, was
within eight miles of Corinth. The bridges
burned had been rebuilt, and the roads had
become dry enough to render transportation
easy. Few can conceive the difficulty of moving such a mass of men with their tents, baggage; artillery, and supplies, over an uneven,
marshy country, covel'ed with woods, and without roads.
Corinth is a small village in the northe:!st
corner of Mississippi, ninety miles east from
Memphis, and about twenty miles west from the
Tennessee river. The Memphis and Charleston mill'oad runs through it from east to west,
and the Mobile and Ohio from north to south.
The country between it and the Tennessee
river is very uneven, broken into ridges of
hills and abrupt valleys, and covered with a
heavy forest. The bridges over the creeks had
been destl'oyed ; the roads over the marshes
had been torn up, and timber had been felled
in great quantities over them.
On the same day Gen. Paine, with his division, made a reconnoissance to Farmington, five
mi1es northwest of Corinth, and found about
4,500 Confederate troops, who, on being attacked, retreated with a loss of 30 killed and
200 taken prisoners. .A.t the same time an artillery reconnoissance to Glendale on the
Charleston and Memphis railroad, destroyed
two tl'estle bridges and some of the track.
.A.t this time the organization of Gen. Halleek's force had been somewhat changed.
Gen. Thomas was assigned to the command
of the right wing, composed of five divisions,
viz. : his own, Hurlbut's, Sherman's, that of
Gen. Smith, deceased, and Gen. Davies' ; the
centre consisted of four divisions under Gens.
McCook, Wood, Nelson, and Orittenden; the
left under Gen. Pope, to which was added
one division of Gen. Curtis's army from Arkansas. Gen. Grant was appointed second in
command. The reserve under Gen. McOiernand consisted of his own and Gen. Wallace's
divisions~ The advance upon Corinth was

made with the extremity of each wing thrown
back in echelons to prevent a flank attack.
Meantime the Confederate forces at Corinth
were active in strengthening their position and
accumulating reenforcements. Pensacola and
New Orleans had at this time been captured by
the Federal forces, and Gen. Lovell had with
his force arrived at Corinth from the neighborhood of the latter city. On the 9th, a strong
Oonfederate force drove in the Federal pickets
beyond Farmington, and advanced upon the
brigade occupying the farther side of the creek
in front of the Federal camp. The brigade
maintained its position for some time, but Gen.
Pope, :finding it.would be necessary to move his
whole force across the creek, contrary to orders,
in order to sustain it, directed it to retire.
Great as was the army of Gen. Halleck, the
Confederates were believed to be stronger, and
the people of the Southern States now looked
forward to a signal and brilliant victory.
The advance of the Federal lines was slow,
and on the 21st their batteries were within
three miles of Corinth. The skirmishing of the
pickets now increased every day, and soon became constant along the entire line. Almost
daily the artillery was engaged, and the hour
for battle was close at hand.
The railroad communication to the northward
and eastward of Corinth had been destroyed at
Purdy and Glendale. With a view to prevent
still further, so far as it was in his power, either
the reenforcement or the retreat of the Oonfederate armies at Corinth, Gen. Halleck directed
that the railroad to the southward of Corinth
and in the direction of Mobile should be also
cut. To efl:"ect this, Ool. Elliott, with two regiments of cavalry, started on the night of the ,
27th, and early on the 30th reached Booneville,
24 miles south of Corinth. .A. large amount of
stores was found and destroyed, consisting of
five railroad cars loaded with small arms, five
loaded with loose ammunition, six with officers'
baggage, and five with subsistence stores, harness, saddles, &c. Some hundreds of sick Oon•
federate soldiers were paroled. The trains, engines, and depot were burned.
On the 28th, Gen. Halleck sent the following
despatch to Washington :
HEADQUAltTJ!:RB DEPABTMlOJNT MlBS,IBSIPPI,} •
CAJdP ON CORINTH RoAD, May 28.

H011,. E . .M. Stanton, Secretary of War :
Three st;ong reconnoitring columns adrnnced this
morning on the right, centre, and left, to feel the ene·
my and unmask his batte1'ies. The enemy hotly contested his ground at each point, but was driven back
with considerable loss. The column on the left en·
countered the strongest opposition. Our loss w11a
twenty-five killed and wounded. The enemy left
thirty dead on the field. The losses at other points
are not yet ascertained. Some five or six officers and
a number of privates were captured. The fighting
will probably be renewed to-morrow morning at day·
break. The whole country is so thickly wooded thtit
we are compelled to feel our way.
H. W. HALLECK, Major-Genel'lll.

The following despatches were sent on the
30th:
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Represent/I .Linl!8 of l;i,tre1whmsnt8 tJ,,rown
up by U. S. Force&.
~

R~rese1tt8 Li1tes of .lntrenchnne,nt/J tltroum
up by Oo,ifed6,·ate For=
a.r0U11d Oorint/1,,
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Nn.u CORINTH, MOIIJ 80, 1862.

Hrvn. E. H. Stanton, Secretary of Wai·:
Gen. Pope's heavy batteries opened upon the enemy's intrenchments yesterday, about 10 A. M., and
soon drove the rebels from their advanced battery.
Maj.-Gen. Sherman established another batter! ye~terday afternoon within one thousand yards of thell'
works, and skirmishing parties advanced at daybreak
this morning.
·
,
'l'hree of our divisions are already in the enemy s
advanced works, about three quarters of a mile from
Corinth, which is in flames.
The enemy has fallen back of the Mobile railroad.
H.·W. HALLECK.
NEAR CORINTH,

May 80, 1862.

Hon. Edwvn, H. Stanton, Secretar11 of War :
Our advanced guard are in Corinth. There are
conflict.inoaccounts as to the enemy's movements.
0
They are believed to be in strong force 01!- our left
flank, some four or fivi miles south of Cormth, near
the Mobile and Ohio railroad.
H. W. HALLECK, Major-General.
HEADQUABTER8 CA.\IP NEAR CORINTH,

.iJfay 80.

Hon. E . H. Stanton, Secretary of Wm• ·
.
'l'he enemy's position and works in front of Cormth
were unexpectedly strong. He cannot occupy a
stronger position in his fligbt.
'l.'h1s morning he destroyed 11n immense amount of
public and private property, stores, provisions, wagons, tents, &c.
For miles out of the town the roads are filled :with
arms, haversacks, &c., thrown away by his flying
troops.
A large number of prisoners and deserters have
been captured, and are estimated by Gen. Pope at two
tholtsand.
Gen. Beauregard evidently distrusts his army, or he
would have defended so strong a position. His troops
are generally much discouraged and demoralized: In_
all their engagements for the last few days their resistance has been weak.
H. W. HALLECK, Major-General.

The Confederate officers began to remote
their sick from Corinth preparatory to an evacuation on Monday, the 26th of May. On the next
day, Tuesday the 2'7th, Gens. Beauregard and
Bragg were making · arrangements for falling
back, which process was completed in great haste
on Thursday night, the 29th. On Wednesday
the entire line of Gen. Halleck was advanced
from one half to three quarters of a mile and
up into easy range of the enemy's works. The
heavy siege guns· were put into position on
that day on the works thrown up by the
advanced column. This movement throughout
was hotly contested, the enemy doubtless seeking to keep their opponents at a safe distance
· if possible, .until theii;. evacuation should be
completed. They continued to show an unbroken front and to work their batteries with
energy and without interruption throughout
that and the next day. On Thursday morning
operations were resumed with the same earnestness as on W edoesday. The enemy appeared
still in position, and contested every inch of
the Union advance with the utmost determination. .A.t nine o clock on that morning, however, their musketry firing ceased, and was
not again resumed. After that hour there
were no further close eogagemeots. The batteries on both side , however, were kept in
play, though a gradual diminution of the en-

emy's fire was observable as the day wore
away and before night it had wholly ceased.
Dur~g the night heavy explosions were heard
in the enemy's works, which were conjectured
to be the destruction of their magazines and
ammunition, which subsequently proved true.
Flames were also seen issuing from the town
in the latter part of the night. These indications were plain to those in the advance of the
Federal lines, and were understood to be the
movements for an evacuation.
.As no opposition was made to the advance
on Friday morning, some officers dashed ahead
to satisfy themselves of the enemy's. position.
The first party rode into the town at 6h. 30m.
in the morning, and then was \liscovered the
whole extent of the success gained. Destruction, waste, and desolation were visible on
every hand. Huge piles of commissary stores
were smouldering in the flames. The remains
of buildings destroyed were conspicuous on the
streets. The enemy had fled, taking care that
what they could not carry away should at least
not be left for the victors. One large warehouse, filled with provisions, was all that _remained undamaged of boundless stores of similar goods, sufficient to withstand a much longer
siege. Sacks were torn open, barrels broken,
hoO'sheads knocked to pieces, and their contents
mi~ed in common piles, upon and about which
huge bonfires had been lit.
So complete was the evacuation that not
only was 'the Confederate army successfully
withdrawn, but they took every piece of
ordnance. .A. large quantity of ammunition
was left behind in a damaged state.
.A.t Corinth the Confederate line of fortifications was about fifteen miles long, with strong
batteries or redoubts at every road or assailable
point. Between the fortifications and a marshy
stream covering the whole'. front, the dense
timber had been cut down to form a very strong
abattis, through which no cavalry or artillery
could have passed, nor even infantry except as
skirmishers. The lines thrown up by the Federal troops at the end of the day's advance were
mere rifle pits, while the fortifications around
Corinth were, as stated above, a strong continuous line, constructed with great care and
labor, and, independent of their position, were
in themselves immeasurably stronger than the
mere precautionary defences on the Federal
part against any sudden sortie of the enemy.
The Confederate works, moneover, were on the
brow of a ridge considerably higher than any
in the surrounding country, at the foot of
which was a ravine correspondingly deep.
The zigzag course of the line gave to the defenders the command of all the feasible ap·
proaches, and hundreds could have been mowed
down at every step made by an assailing army.
.A.t the time of the evacuation of Corinth the
hot weather of summer had commenced and
the period of low water in the rivers was close
at hand. Even the Tennessee could not be
relied upon as a route by which to transport
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all the supplies required for the Federal army.
Gen. Halleck consequently took immediate
steps to open a new line direct to Oolumbus, Ky., to which place the ra\lroad was
speedily repaired. These circumsta11i,ces would
impose · a limit upon the military operations
of Gen. Hal.leek's · army for some months.
Even if Oorinth was evacuated and a part
of the Oonfederate force withdrawn entirely,
no serious blow could be struck by Gen. Halleck. These considerations must have presented themselves to the Oonfederate Government at the time when Richmond was
closely pressed by Gen. McOlellan, and really
in danger of capture. Without doubt they exerted an influence in producing the determination to evacuate Oorintb. And when it became evident that the position could not be.
held against the force that was advancing upon
it, they pointed out the manner in which this
evacuation could be turned to advantage.
At this time Gen. McClellan bad crossed the
Ohickahominy, Gen. Banks was retreating before Gen. Jackson up the Virginia vnlley, Forts
Pillow and Randolph and the city of Memphis
had surrendered, and a Federal force was making an attack on Vicksburg.
The pursuit of the retreating forces of Gen.
Beauregard was . made as follows: On the
morning after the evacuation, Gen. Pope's forces
entered the town about twenty minutes before
seven o'clock, just as the last of the Oonfederate cavalry were leaving. One company of
cavalry, being Gen. Pope's escort, pushed after
them, and had a brisk skirmish, in which several
were killed and captured. The pursuit, however, was arrested by the burning of a bridge
over a swampy creek; and the cavalry returned.
A brigade of cavalry and a battery und er Gen.
Granger were then sent out by Gen. Pope on
the Booneville road. It left Farmington · at
noon on the 30th, and the same day came up
with the rear guard of the enemy posted on
Tuscumbia Oreek eight miles south of Oorintb.
The next day they -were driven out, and on
Sunday, June 1, the pursuit was recommenced.
Gen. Gra!}ger passed Rienzj only two hours
behind the retreating army, and found the
bridges between that place and Booneville
so recently fired that the timbers were nearly
a.ll saved. That afternoon the advance overtook the retreating Oonfederate rear four miles
from Booneville, and pursued it within one mile
of' the town, and.halted for the night. At five
o'clock on the next morning the town was
entered, and skirmishing was kept up all day
with the Oonfederates on every road leading
westward or southward as far as Twenty Mile
Oreek. On the next day a reconnoissance with
force was made toward Baldwin, and the Oonfederate force driven across Twenty Mile
Oreek; and on the 4th another Teconnoissance
was made by Ool. Elliot via l3locklands, 'IT'ith
similar results. On the 10th Baldwin and Guntown were occupied by Fede1:al troops, which
wns the termination of the pursuit. Boone-
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ville, above mentioned, is twenty-four miles
by the railroad from Oorintb. The Oonfederate
force fell back to Tupello. The position of.the
forces at Oorinth remained unchanged until the
10th of June, when Maj.-Gen. Buell, under instructions from Gen. Halleck, moved his army along the line of railroad toward Cha1.tanooga.
He was then between Huntsville and Stevenson, when it became necessary to move upon
Louisville to counteract the designs of Gen.
Bragg. Meantime the army under Gen. 0rant
occupied the line of west Tennessee and Mississippi extending from Memphis. to Iuka, and
protecting the railroads from Oolumbus south,
which were then their only channels of supply.
On the 23d of July Gen. Halleck left the department to take the position of general-inchief at W asbington. Gen. Grant continued in
the position above stated until a portion of
his troops were withdrawn from Mississippi
and sent to Kentucky and Oincinnati to give
confidence to the new levies brought into the
field upon the invasion of Kentucky by Gen.
Bragg.
.
It will have been observed that the division of
Gen. Bu ell's army, under the command of Gen .
,Mitchell, has not been spoken of as cooperating
with the other divisions at Pittsburg Landing
and Corinth. This division left Nashville on
the same day with the otbe~·s, but took the
road to Murfreesboro. There it remained in
occupation of the place and repairing the
bridges until the 4th of .April. Long before
this time the Confederate troops, which occupied · Nashville and retreated to Murfreesboro,
bad withdrawn and united with those under
.Gen. Beauregard on the new southern line of
defence.
On the 4th of April, Gen. Mitchell marched to Shelbyville, the county sent of Bedford county, Tenn., twenty-six miles distant. On the '7th he advanced to Fayetteville,
twenty-seven miles fart.he1·, and the next forenoon, the 8th, fifteen miles beyond, he crossed
the State line of Alabama. Continuing his
march six miles farther, and being within ten
miles of Huntsville, .A.la., be halted for the artillery and infantry to come up. No tents
were pitched. The men lay round camp fires.
Just as the moon was going down, the shrill
bugle call was sounded. .A.11 were up, and in
a few minutes read_y to move. A battery
was put in advance, supported by two brigades. Four miles from Huntsville, the shrill
whistle of a locomotive -was beard, and in
a few minutes the train came in sight, and
was stopped by the call of the brilss guns
of the battery. The train was captured together with 159 prisoners. On to the town
was now the order. The citizens were quietly
sleeping as the army entered. Says a spect11tor of the scene : " The clattering noise of the
cavalry aroused them from their slumber ere
the dawn of the morning, and they flocked to
door and window, exclaiming with blanched
cheek and faltering tongue, ' They come, they
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come, the Yankees come l ' Never in the history of any military movement was surprise so
complete. Men rushed into the streets almost
naked, the women fainted, the children screamed, the darkies laughed, and for a short time
a scene of perfect terror reigned. This state
of affairs soon subsided."
Col. Gazley, of the 37th Indiana. regiment,
was appointed provost marshal, and his regiment occupied the city as guard. Then commenced an examination of the results of this
bloodless capture. At the railroad depot were
found seventeen first-class locomotives and a
great quantity of passenger and freight cars,
and at the foundery two or three cannon, together with several small arms. Gen. Mitchell soon mo.de good use of the engines. Before
the close of day, one hundred miles of the
Memphis and Charleston railroad were in his
possession, stretching in one direction as far as
Stevenson, and in the other as far as Decatur.
At the latter place, the entire camp equipage
of a regiment was captured. · From Decatur
he pushed on at once to Tuscumbia.
Thus, without the loss of a single life,
Gen. Mitchell placed his army midway between Corinth and Chattanooga, prevented
the destruction of a fine bridge at Decatur,
opened communication with Gen. Buell, and
also the navigation of the Tennessee. The
occupation of Huntsville also cut off all communication between the east and west by the
Memphis and Charleston railroad. The expedition east on the raikoad, under Col. Sill,
penetrated as far as Stevenson at the junction
of the Chattanooga road, at which place fl ve
locomotives and an amount of rolling stock were
captured. An expedition went as far south from
Tuscumbia as Russelville. Lagrange and Florence were also visited, and Confederate property of the military kind was found.
This extension of Gen. Mitchell's lines to
hold the railroad rendered his situation precarious. Soon the enemy began to gather in
force and throotcn him. His course however
received the commendation of the War Department. He was raised to the rank of a
major-general, and ordered to report directly
to the department, and his force was constituted an independent corps. But he got

no reenforcerrients. He was left in such
a condition that he at first hardly had
anything to report'but that he had been
gradually driven from those positions,
the.gaining of which had made him a
n
major-general. On his right, the enemy
were now in'force, and picket skirmishing was constant. On his left, at Chattanooga, a strong force threatened. his
rear and the safety of Nashville. In his
front, cavalry came up and attacked his
line at times. Gen. Halleck sent to him
100,000 rations under convoy of a gunboat. Of these 40,000 were burned to
prevent their capture.
On the 24th
of .April, the retreat from Tuscumbia commenced. On the 26th the bridge at Decatur
was crossed, when it was fired and burned.
It was the only crossing of the Tennessee east
of Florence, above the head of navigation, and
west of Bridgeport near Chattanooga. The
bridge was destroyed in an hour and a half, but
before its destruction was complete, the enemy's
cavalry appeared on the opposite side. Having
returned to Huntsville, theright wing of the force
commenced operations toward Chattanooga.
On the 30th of April, an expedition was sent
to Bridgeport near Stevenson, the result of
which placed under the control of Gen. Mitchell
the bridge across the river. As there was no
bridge below his position since the destruction
of the one at Decatm·, and as he had control
of the one above near Chattanooga, and as his
communication between the extremes of his
line was by railroad, wbich was in his possession, and the Tennessee river lay in front of
him, on the farther side of which was all the
enemy he anticipated, he thus closed his report
to the Secretary of War under date of May 1 :
"The campaign is ended, and I now occupy
Huntsville in perfect security, while all of Alabama north of the ·Tennessee river floats no
flag but that qf the Union." It was stated that
if Gen. Mitchell had been sustained with a sufficient force, he would have crossed the Tennessee river at its extreijle southern point in
Alabama, and reached Gunter's Landing-a
march of forty miles thence would have placed
in his possession Gadsden on the Coosa river,
where he could have destroyed the steamboats
on the river, or seized them and proceeded to
Rome and destroyed large armories and founderies. From Gunter's Landing there is also a
fine road to Rome, eighty miles distant. In two
days bis cavalry could have passed that distance,
destroyed the founderies at Rome, and cap-'
tured engines and cars enough at that i,l ace
and Kingston to have enabled him to proceed
up the road with an armed force to protect
them in burning the bridges. This movement
would have cut off Gen. E. Kirby Smith, then
advancing upon Huntsville, from reenforcements
or retreat . The Confederate forces in Knoxville, Greenville, and Cumberland Gap, in east
Tennessee, and even in western Virginia,
would all have been dangerously exposed by
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little more extended operations along the railroads by Gen. Mitchell.
Subsequently he advanced upon Chattanooga, which compelled the Confederate forces
in Eastern Tennessee to make a backward
movement. Only a single stem of railroad
connects Chattanooga with Atlanta, and thence
connects with other parts of Georgia, Alabama,
and South Carolina, and its loss would compel evac uatio~ above, as in the case of Bowling
Green. Several expeditions were sent out by
Gen. Mitchell dm-ing the month of May against
small bands of cavalry upon the same side of the
river. One or two skirmishes of considerable
spirit, and with r espectable numbers, also took
place. On the 6th of June Gen. Negley, from
the opposite side of the river, made an attack
with his artillery upon Chattanooga. This
was replied to from some earthworks. On the
next day a considerable force under Gen. E. K.
Smith opened fire upon Gen. Negley, but were
compelled to retire. Chattanooga was :finally
abandone~ by the Federal force in consequence
of the difficulty of procuring supplies.
On the advance of Gen. Buell, this division
of his army under Gen. Mitchell was placed
under the command of Gen. Rousseau, and Gen.
Mitchell was ordered to the command at Port
Royal, South Carolina.
The result of the militru-y operations that
have been thus far described, was at this time
of the year such as to leave in the hands of the
Southern Government a lru·ge military force,
which it could use without additional hazard
wherever it pleased, while the Federal Government, struck with panic from other causes, was
actually calling upon the governors of the loyal
States to hm-ry forward to its protection even
three months' volunteers. The acquisition of
territory, however, was all on the side of the
Federal Government, which had got its bands
so full in proportion to its military prepru·ations,
that it must either relinquish some portion of
it or submit to defeat somewhere, if its antagonist was active, skilful, and dexterous. This
state of affairs culminated in the midst of the
Virginia campaign, and it was decisive not only
of that campaign, but it presented to the world
magnificent displays of the skill and power of
the respective antagonists.
It has been said that the Southern Government had a large militru·y force with which
it was free to act, without additional hazard.
This force consistecl of part of the levies of the
previous year, some of the levies raised by the
goverl).ors of the States, under a call from President Davis in February of this year, and some
of the ti-oops beginning to come up under the
conscription act passed by the Richmond Congress early in April. In Missouri the success
of Gen. Curtis had been such as to drive out all
the regular Confederate troopsi, and he had
established himself just within the borders of
Arkansas. But the requisition upon him to send
ten regiments to fue assistance of Gen. Halleck,
so limited his ability for offensive operations,
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that the troops of Arkansas were tc a considerable extent free to act wherever the Southern Government needed. Kentucky and Middle and Western Tennessee had been evacuated
by the Confederate forces, which held them at
the beginning of the year. These forces congregated at Corinth, and, upon its evacuation,
the vast army was not in a condition, at that
hot season of the yeru·, to follow the fugitives
any considerable distance, or to push forward
its offensive operations, as has been befor"l observed. A limited Confederate force was therefore kept in the :field, to observe the operations
of Gen. Halleck. The cessation of military operations against Charleston and Savannah, and
also in North Carolina, by the Federal Government, caused the Confederate Government to
keep lio more than a force of observation in the
field, and left it at liberty to concentrate its
other troops wherever their presence might be
most needed. These troops we1'e therefore sent
to Virginia, to engage in the campaign going on
in that State.
On the 23d of February the Oonfederate
troops evacuated Nashville; and on the 25th
the city was occupied by the advance of the
Federal army under Gen. Nelson. A large
portion of the State having now been reconquered to the Union, President Lincoln nominated Andrew Johnson Military Governor of
Tennessee, with the rank of brigadier-general
of volunteers, and the nomination was confirmed by the Senate on the 5th of March.
Governor Johnson, a native of North Cru·olina,
had been :five times a Representative in Congress,
and twice Governor of Tennessee, and at the
time of his appointment was United States Senator ft-om that State. He reached Nashville
March 12th, in company with Emerson Etheridge, Clerk of the House of Representatives,
and Horace Maynard, Member of Congress from
Tennessee, and the next evening, in response to
a serenade, he made an address, which he afterwards published as an "Appeal to the People
of Tennessee." After briefly recounting the
history of the secession movement, and the
measures adopted by the Federal Government,
he proceeded as follows :
The President has conducted this mighty contest,
until, as commander-in-chief of the army, he has
caused the national flag again to float undisputed over
the Capitol of our State. Meanwhile the State Government has disappeared. The executive has abdicated; the L!!gislature has dissolved; the judiciary is
in abeya.nce. The great ship of State, freighted with
its precious cargo of human interests and human
hopes, its sails all set, and its glorious old flag unfurled, has been Suddenly abandoned by its officers
and mutinous crew, nnd left to float at the mercy of
the winds, and to be plundered by every rover upon
the deep. Indeed, the work of plunder has nb-eady
co=enced. The archives have been desecrated,
the public property stolen and destroyed; the vnnlts
of the State bank violated, and its treasures robbed,
including the funds carefully gathered and consecrated for all time to the instruction of our child1·en.
In such a lamentable crisis the Government of the
United States could not be unmindful of its high co?stitutional obligation to guarantee to every State m
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this Union a republican form of governme1;1t, an o_bligation which every State hns 1i direct and immediate
rnterest in having observed toward every other State;
and from which, by no action 011 the part of the people in any State, can the Federal Governme;it be absolved. A. republican f?rm of gove~nment rn c~ms0nance with the Constitution of the Umted States, is one
of the fundamental conditions of our political existence, by which evi:ry part of the country is. alike
bound · and from which no part can escape. This obligatio~ the national Government is now attempting
to discharge. I have been appointed, in the absence
of the reo-ular and established State authorities, as
Military <fovernor for the time bei1;1g, to preserve ~he
public property of the State, t~ give the protection
of law aoti vely enforced to her citizens, and, as speedily as may be, t~ restore h~r ~overnm~n~ to the same
condition as before the ei--istmg rebellion.
In this grateful but arduous undertaking, I shall
tn:ail myself of all the aid that may be afforded by my
fe llow citizens. .And for this purpose I respectfully
but earnestly invite all the peoJ?le of Tennessee, desirous or williu~ to see a restoration of her ancient Government witnout distinction of party affiliations or
past poli'~ical opinions_ or action, to unite wit~ me, b_y
counsel and cooperative agency, to accomplish this
greut end. I find most, if not all of the offices, both
t:ltate and Federal, vacated either by actual abandonment, or by the action of the incumbents in attempting
to subordinate their functions to a power in hostility
to the fundamental law of the State, and subversive
of her national allegiance. These offices must be
filled temporarily, until the State shall be restored so
far to its accustomed quiet, that the people can peaceably assemble at the ballot box and select agents of
their own choice. Otherwise anarchy would prevail,
and no man's life or property would be safe from the
desperate and unprincipled.
I shall, therefore, as early as practicable, designate
for various positions undet the State and county Gov.ernments, from among my fellow-citizens, persons of
probity and intelligence, and bearing true allegiance
to the Constitution and Government of the United
tu.tes, who will execute the functions of their respective offices until their places can be filled by the
action of the people. Their authority, when their
appointments shall have been made, will be accordingly respected and observed.
·
To the people themselves, the Jlrot~ction of the Govarumeut is ei'teuded. A.ll theu· rights will be duly
respected., and their wrongs redressed when made
known. '!'hose who through the dark and weary
night of the rebellion have maintained their allegiance
to the Federal Government will be honored. The erring and mis~uided will be welcomed on their return.
And while it may become necessary, in vindicating
the violated majesty of the law, and in r eassertin~ its
imperial sway, to punish intelligent and eonsc1ous
treason in high places, no merell r etaliatory or vindictive policy will be adopted. 'Io those, especially,
who iu a private, unofficial capacity have assumed an
attitude of hostility to the Government, a full and
complete amnesty for all past nets and declarations is
offered, upon the one condition of their again yielding
themselves peaceful citizens to the just supremacy of
the laws. This I advise them to do for their own good,
and for the peace and welfare of our beloved State,
endeared to me by the associations of long and active
yoars, and by the enjoyment of her highest honors . .

The addre was listenecl to with respect and
some favor; but the Union feeling developecl
in ashville and other parts of Middle Tennes·ee, after their .occupation by the Federal forces,
wa far from answering the expectations of the
orth, or even · of the Tennes ee Unionists
themselves. On the 9th of March the citizens
of Shelbyville, in Bedford County, burned a
quantity of stores, to prevent thorn from falling

into the hands of the Confederates; and soon
afterwards the people of Gallatin., a place in
whlch the Southern party had before been
stronglyin the ascendant, held a town meeting,
and expressed a readiness to return to their allegiance; but these were exceptional instances,
and the Federal occupation did not become
popular until there seemed reason to think it
would be permanent.
On the 20th the following letter was addressed to the governor by seven Tennessee
officers, confined at Camp Chase, near Columbus, on behalf of themselves and " a great
m!l.Ily others whose names were -not subscribed":
To .A.nwrew Johnson, Governor, &:c., of tl.e State of
Tennessee.
We the undersigned, citizens of Columbia, Tenn.,
having gone into service, under the last call of Gov.
Harris, the circumstances of which call, and onr enlistment, you have by this time become fully aware
of; are very desirous of returning to loyalty by taking
· the oath of allegiance to the Federal Government,
and will ever feel grateful to you for our deliverance
from our present confinement.

Several other letters of like import, from Tennesseans who had served in the Southern army,
were published about the same time.
Trade, for some time after the occupation of
Nashville, gave no sign of reviving. Northern
merchants hacl followed the national armies
into Tennessee, in the expectation of buying
cotton, and obtaining markets for their own
commodities, lmt there was little or no cotton
at Nashville and other river ports, and the
planters of the interior showed no disposition to.
send it forward . N ortbern products of nearly
all sorts were in great demand, and quoted at
high prices; but the people had no money except the currency of the Southern Confederacy, wbich the Northern speculators, of course,
refused to take. In a few weeks' time, however, United States money became comparatively plentiful throughout Middle Tennessee,
confidence in the depreciated bills of Tennessee
banks was restored, and cotton gradually found
its way to the ports of outlet.
Buyers began to scour the coUiltry in all directions, within, and sometimes even beyond
the Federal lines. The reluctance of the cotton planters to sell was soon entirely overcome.
Good middling brought, in April, 16 and 1'7
cents in specie, or United Stutes Treasury notes,
and. 22 and 25 cents in current Tennessee paper.
Rice wns also shipped to some extent, and
the quantity of both these staples sent into the
loyal Stutes would have been much greater but
for guerrilla bands, who made it their object to
prevent the crops from being sold. .A. proclamation was issued by the governor, threatening
to imprison five or more secessionists of the
neighboi·hoocl where such things occurred.
On May 12, ~n pursuance of 11 call signed by
a number of prominent citizens, requesting
"their follow-citizens of the State of Tennessee, who nre in favor of the-restoration of the
form3r relations of this State to the Federal
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Union to be pres!)nt at a public meeting to be
held at the Capitol, in the city of Nashville," a
large gathering of persons from different parts
of the State took place in the Hall of Representatives. Ex-Gov. Wm. B. Campbell (now
brigadier-general) was chosen president of the
convention, and on taking the chair made a few
remarks, in the course of which he said:
We invite all to help us in restoring the supremacy
of Jaw over Tennessee, and reinstating her in oil the
privileges and immunities of the Union. We ,vish to
welcome back all our deluded fellow-citizens cordially.
The Government intends no sweeP.iJ;ig confiscation,
nor wild turning loose of slaves against the revolted
States. It designs no infringement on the rights of
property. All mil be protected who ,vill be loyal to
the Government. "\V c bear no malice toward any
oue, but deep sympathy for the deluded. He had dear
friend s and dear relations who had gone astray, and
his heart yearned for their return. The Federal Government will pursue a kind, liberal, and benevolent
policy toward the people of the South, to bring them
to the Union.

Addresses were made by W. H. Wiseman,
Hon. W. B. Stokes, Edmund Cooper, Col. W.
H. Polk, Gov. Johnson, Col. L. D. Campbell,
Gen. Dumont, and others.
At the request of many persons present at
this convention, the chairman appointed Allen
A. Hall, John Lellyett, Russell Houston, Horace
H. Harrison, and M. M. Brien, a "State Central Union Committee," for the purpose of communicating with the friends of Union in various
parts of the State.
The United States Circuit Court opened at
Nashville on the 13th, and in his charge to the
Grand Jury Judge Catron instructed them to
ferret out and indict all persons guilty of aiding
and abetting the marauding parties .who infested the State.
On the 14th Ex-Gov. Neil S. Brown, ORe of
the leaders of the secession party in Tennessee,
was arrested, by order of Gov. Johnson, on
charge of treason, but was afterward released
on parole. He took the oath of allegiance, and
became a prominent advocate of the Union.
The following notice was issued at N ash:ville
on May 18:
After this date no shipment of merchandise from
this city or State mil be allowed, except upon permits therefor issued by the proper constituted officers of the Government of the United States.

On the 21st, D. F. Carter, president, and
John Herriford, cashier of the Bank of the
Union at Nashville, were arrested on charge of
treason, and placed in confinement.
An election for judge of the circuit court of
Nashville, held on the 22d, resul~ed in the
choice of Turner S. Foster, secessionist, by a
majority of about 190. The Union vote was
about 1,000; the vote against separation in
Nashville, in June, 1861, was only 300.
Judge Foster received his commission from
the provisional governor on the 26th of July,
and the same day was arrested. and sent to the
penitentiary.
On the 24th ·of May a Union meeting was
held at Murfreesboro', at which speeches were
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made by Gov. Johnson and others, and the resolutions of the Nashville Union Convention of
the 12th were unanimously adopted. Thirtyfour soldiers of a Tennessee regiment in the
Southern army came before the provost marshal on that occasion, and took the oath of allegiance.
On the same day, under the provisions of the
general confiscation act of August 6, 1861, the
United States Marshal for the Middle District
of Tennessee seized at Nashville the offi..:es of
the "Republican Banner," "Union an'd American," and " Gazette " newspapers, and the
Southern Methodist Publishing House, :1Dd on
the 26th the · Baptist Publishing House, and
"Patriot" newspaper office, all having been active supporters of the secession movement. He
also seized two gun factories in South Nashville, belonging to stock companies.
Governor Johnson, about the same time, issued an order providing that all persons who
should be arrested for using treasonable and
seditious language, and who should refuse thereafter to take the oath of allegiance and give
bonds in the, sum of $1,000 for futme good behavior, should be sent South beyond the Federal lines, with the distinct understanding that
if they returned they would be treated as spies.
On the '7th a Union meeting was held at
·Shelbyvi.lle, Gov. Johnson, Ool. May of Kentucky, and James L. Scudder, formerly a prominant secessionist and assistant inspector general of State troops under Gov. Harris, being
among the orators.
On June 1'7th Gov. Johnson summoned six
prominent secession clergymen of Nashville to
meet him at the Capitol, and r equested them to
take the oath of allegiance to the Federal Government. At their urgent desire, a few days
were granted them for deliberation. On the
28th, as they refused to take·the oath, five were
sent to the penitentiary, to be kept in close confinement until arrangements could be made for
escorting them beyond the lines : the sixth; being in feeble health, was paroled. On the same
day Dr. J. P. Ford, and on the next day the
Rev. 0. D. Elliott, principal of a girls' boarding-school, and Dr. Cheatham, superintendent
of the State Lunatic Asylum, were arrested at
Nashville, and similarly disposed of. At a
Union meeting held in Pulaski June 1'7, Mr.
Ge01·ge Baber, formerly identified with the
Southern pro-ty as editor of the Nashville
"Banner," delivered an address in which he
disavowed·· his past course. Another meeting
of the p~ple of Giles County was held at the
same place on the 21st, when resolutions were
passed, whereby the citizens pledged themselves to use their influence for the speedy ,:estoration of the State to her Federal relations.
Giles County is one of the most flourishing ~
Middle Tennessee. It was lro·gely engaged m
cotton growing, and works ·over 5,0_00 negroes.
On the 23d five of the most promment secessionists of Pulaski, including the Rev. Mr.
Mooney, a Methodist clergyman, were arrested
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and sent beyond the Federal lines under an escort of cavalry.
A Union meeting was held at Valley Springs
Meeting House, Dickson county, on the 21st.
The anniversary of American independence
was celebrated with great enthusiasm, and
Union speeches were delivered at the capital
and in other parts of the State.
Arrests continued frequent, and in the early
part of July twenty-eight persons were arrested
at Goodlettsville, but were all released on taking the oath of allegiance.
In the mean time, the Union citizens of the
State had been almost incessantly harassed
by roving bands of guerillas and marauders,
of whom the cavalry forces of Cols. Forrest
and Morgan acquired the greatest notoriety.
Scarcely a day passed which did not bring a
repvrt of their seizing horses, cattle, and stores,
burning bridges, tearing up railroad tracks, destroying tel egraphic communications, and not
unfrequeutly killing prominent Union men or
falling unexpectedly upon small detachments
of Federal troops. On the 1st of May a party
of Col. Morgan's horsemen entered Pulaski
and destroyed the goods of a shop keeper of
that place. A military commission examined
the case on the 20th, and ordered the provost
marshal to collect from the secession authorities of the town, or failing in that, from certain
well-known Confederate citizens, a sum sufficient to cover all the damages. As soon as Memphis had fallen the Confederate cavalry began
to infest the line of the Memphis and Charleston railroad, burning cotton, carrying off Union
citizens, and threatening to seize the person
and destroy the property of any one who attempted to enter Memphis upon whateve1· pretext. On the 7th of July the pickets of a Minnesota brigade were attacked near Murfreesboro' by a party of civilians, and two of the
soldiers were killed. The next day 90 guerillas
were captured between Gallatin and Hartsville.
On the 9th a wagon master and a sutler were
fired upon from an ambush near Franklin, the
the latter being killed and the former severely
wounded. Similar murders were perpetrated
near Memphis. On the 13th Colonels Forrest
and Warner, with a regiment of Texan Rangers
and a strong force of other Confederate troops,
captured Murfreesboro'; and on the 21st a party
of'Forrest's guerillas captured the Federal pickets on the Lebanon road.
The greatest excitement now existed at Nashville, and the loyal citizens proceeded to enroll
themselves in anticipation of an attack upon
the city, but in a few days recnforcements arrived and the guerillas fell back toward McMinnvill.i. On the 17th an attack was made by about
60 guerillas upon a small scouting party belonging to Gen. N egley's command, between Mount
Pleasant and' Columbia. The Federal soldiers,
only 8 in number, took refuge in a house and
defended themselves for 6 hours, the guerillas
finally retiring. On the 19th a party of 11
guerillas entered Brownsville and destroyed n

large quantity of cotton. 0.n the 2d of August
Gen. Nelson occupied McMinnville, the Oonfederates falling back before his arrival. Gen.
Negley about the same time led an expedition
against the guerillas in the direction of Columbia, dispersing a large assemblage of the marauders at Williamsport, and engaging them
again with success at Kinderhook: On the
12th a detachment of Ool. Morgan's guerillas
surprised Gallatin, on the Louisville and Nashville railroad, making 130 prisoners and capturing a quantity of government stores, with a
train of grain and 65 horses 011 the way from
Louisville to Nasbville. A force was immediately sent from Nash ville to intercept them,
but arrived only in time to capture a wagon
load of arms, and exchange shots with stragglers on the outskirts of the town. On the
16th a party of workmen sent to repair the
railroad which had been injured by Morgan
near Gallatin were captured by guerillas, and
the same day two Federal couriers were made
prisoners a few miles south of Nash ville. Railroad communication with the latter place wa~
now entirely cut off on every side, bridges being burned and the track torn up for considerable distances, but the interruption lasted only
a short time. On the 18th a railroad train was
fired into near Oolumbia, a woman and child
and two Federal soldiers being killed. The
day afterward Olarksville was captured by a
guerilla force, assisted by the disunion inhabitants of the town, Ool. Mason of the '71st
Ohio and about 300 men surrendering without
resistance.
On the 20th a guard of'20 men under Captain Atkinson of th e 50th Indiana volunteers,
being attacked at Edgefield junction by an
overwhelming force of guerillas under Ool.
Morgan, defended th emselves for 3 hours behind a stockade, repulsing their assailants
three times, and saving the train to Bowling Green which it seems to have been Morgan's intention to capture.
A second engagement with Morgan at Gallatin on the 22d proved a much more disastrous
affair than the raid on the 12th. Gen. R. W.
Johnson was taken prisoner, and more than
half his command of 800 men were killed or
captured. The guerillas emboldened by success now became more than ever troublesome.
Travel ceasecl to be safe even within a few
miles of the capital; the mails were robbed;
Union citizens were seized and sent to the
South, and small detachments of Federal troops
were frequently surprised by these daring
horsemen, whose rapid movements generally
set pursuit at defiance. At McMinnville they
attacked the stockade, but the -little guard repulsed them with heavy loss ; and on the 28th
Col. Forrest's band had a severe engagement
with a Federal Kentucl7 regiment near Woodbury, losing 8 killed, 30 wounded, and 15
prisoners. On the 10th of September some
Federal officers were captured by guerillas
while diu;:ag at a house two or three miles
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from Nash ville. At Covington, Tipton county,
in the western part of the State, where such
raids had been common, tbe citizens gave bonds
in the stun of $50,000 to protect Union residents, and declared their purpose of hanging
all guerillas who fell into their hands. The
interior of the State was not only harassed by
organized bands, such as those of Forrest and
Morgan, who held regular commission~ in the
Confederate army, but were also ravaged by
marauders of the worst description, vAJ.o had
no object but plunder, and robbed both
partiei, alike. The guerillas also gathered
in considerable force in the counties bordering on the Mississippi, and attacked trans.ports and other vessels on the river, generally with musketry alone, but sometimes
with light field artillery. On the 23d of September a party of twenty-five or thirty men .at
Randolph, armed with r)fles, muskets, and
shot-guns, signalled the steamer Eugene to
Jund. As the boat had two passengers and
1.ome freight for that point, she rounded to,
none of t!ie officers perceiving the guerilla
banu, who in fact had kept in the background
up to that time. It was now apparent, as the
guerillas sprang from their hiding place, that
the intention was to seize the boat; and the
captain, regardless of the demancl to surrender,
boldly pushed back into the stream amid several volleys of musketry. There were a great
many passengers, on board, including women
and children, but no one was killed or·hurt.
The outrage having been reported the next
day to Gen. Sherman, at Memphis, he sent-the
forty-sixth r egiment of Ohio volunteers and a
section of Willard's Chicago battery to destroy
the town. These troops took passage on the
steamers Ohio Belle and Eugene, which arrived
at Randolph on the 25th . The inhabitants
seemed to have been impressed with the conviction that the town would be destroyed, and
consequently most of them had left the place.
The quartermaster of the regiment went through
the town and took an inventory of the buildings and their probable worth, with their
owners' names, as far as they could be learned,
This having been done, and everything in each
house having been removed, every house in
the town was burnt to the ground, except the
Methodist church, which was left standing for
the accommodation of the few persons turned
out of doors by the fire. All the cotton and
other property of value as merchandise was
brought away.
The town of Randolph, thus destroyed, contained about ninety houses, said to be mostly
in a dil.apiclated condition. It is situated about
sixty miles above Memphis, and was the site
of extensive Confederate fortifications before
the Mississippi river was opened.
To prevent similar occurrences in future,
General Yf. T. Sherman, commanding at Memphis, ordered that for every boat fired upon
ten disloyal families should be expelled the
city.
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On Oct. 21st the President recommended un
election for members of Congress to be held in
several districts of Tennessee, and instructed
the military commanders to take measures to
facilitate the execution of the order.
The progress of the campaign had now .
brought the Confederate forces almost within
sight of Nash ville, and tbe guerillas, hovering
over the route of the regular forces, carried
off stragglers from the Federal columns and
rendered important service to their cause by
burning briuges, skirmishing with pickets, and
threatening the Union supply trains. On the
19th of October, Col. Forrest was defeated on
the Gallatin turnpike about 7 miles from Nashville by a Union brigade under Col. Miller .
On Nov. 5th Morgan made a dash at a Federal
camp north of the Cumberland, but was repulsed with some loss. The same active chieftain on the 9th was driven out of Gallatin by a
detachment of Gen. Crittenden's corps, and the
next day wAs beaten at Lebanon, where the
Federalists captured a quantity of stores and
some prisoners. On the following m9rning
Morgan returned and carried off thirty men
from the Union camp, soon after which exploit
he joined the rebel army near Murfreesboro'.
Col. Forrest's cavalry was also active in the
same part of the State, but the.vigorous measures of the Federal generals soon succeeded in
checking this species of irregular warfare.
Some of the Federal soldiers, however, had
been guilty of excesses hardly less outra11eous
than those of the guerillas, and 1·igid orders
were issued by Gen. Grant to prevent it.
On the 7th of November, a portion of one of
the Illinois regiments broke open a shop at
Jackson, Tenn., and plundered and destroyed
property to the value of some $1,242. Gen. Grant
ordered that sum to be assessed against the
regiment, and such of its officers as were absent without leave at the time when the depredations were committed, the money when collected to be paid to the persons who had suffered by the outrage; and two officers who
had failed to prevent it were mustered out of
the service.
Toward the close of the same month, a plan
was matured by the governor and Gen. Rosecrans for requiring bonds and sureties for good
behavior from persons suspected as disunionists, or known to have been formerly secessionists.
On the 7th, a brigade of Gen. Dumont's
division was . captured by Col. Morgan, at
Hartsville, nea.r Nash ville, having been surprised in their camp, and forced to surrender
after a short and desultory resistance. The
Confederate military authorities proclaimed a
general conscription in Tennessee, and proceeded to draft into the Confederate army all
able-bodied men under 40, in the portions of
the State under their control. The Umon men
made a determined resistance. but in general,
as might be supposed, with little effect. Even
in Middle and W e&t Tennessee, where the na-
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tional arms _were nominally paramount, the
guerrillas were employed to drive conscripts
into the ranks. East Tennessee suffered still
more severely, and it is stated that particular
care was had to draft into the Oonfederate
ranks those persons who were most conspicuous for their devotion to the Union.
In accordance with the President's order of
October 21st, Governor Johnson, in the early
part of December, issued a proclamation, calling
for au election of Representati,ves to the 37th
Oongress, to be held on the 29th, in the Ninth
and Tenth Districts of Tennessee. The Ninth
District embraces the counties ofHemy, Wenkly,
Dyer, Oberon, Lauderdale, Tipton, Gibson, Oarroll, and Henderson, and the Tenth includes the
counties of HaY'-vood, Madison, Hardeman, Fayette, and Shelby. The governor ended_hisproclamation with the notice that "no person will
be considered an elector qualified to vote who,
in addition to the other qualifications required
by law, does not give satisfactory evidence to
the judges holding the election, of his loyalty
to the Government of the United States."
· About the same time Gov. Johnson reissued
a former order assessing the wealthy secessionists of Nash ville and the vicinity to the amount
of $60,000, for the support of the poor during
the winter. The first order was as follows:
NASIITILLE, August 18, 1862.

Judge of the County Court, to be by him distributed
among these destitute families in such manner as may
be prescribed.
Respectfully, &c.,
. ANDREW JOHNSON, Military Governor.
Attest: EowARo H. EAST, Secretary of State.

, On the 20th a body of Oonfederate horsemen
made a raid on the raib-oad near Jackson, in the
western part of the State, blll'ned a long trestle
work, and tore up the track for a considerable
distance. The day following a small guerrilla
force e~tered the sublll'bs of Memphis, pillaged
several shops, and carried off 100 cattle and
180 mules. As the armies of Gens. Bragg
and Rosecrans began to prepare for battle, the
guerrilla raids became more numerous and more
destructive; Nashville was again almost isolated.
and the situation of the Union troops, in continual danger of having their supplies out off,
became extremely precarious. Soon after the
close of the year, the Ohattanooga "Rebel "
published the following from an official source:

Gen. Morgan's report of bis expedition shows that
2,000 prisoners were paroled, and several hundred
of the enemy killed and wounded, and an immense
quantity of arms and property destroyed.
Forrest's report shows 1,500 prisoners taken, 1,000
of the enemy killed and wounded, an immense quantity of arms, ammunition, and stores destroyed, and
bis whole command splendidly equipped ffom their
captures.
·
Our operations at Murfreesboro', including the capture of 5,000 prisoners and the capture of 2,000 at
Sm: There are many wives and he!Pless children Hartsville and around Nashville, sum up 10,000 pris.
•
in the city of Nashville nod county of ,Davidson, who oners in less than a month.
· - have been reduced to poverty and wretchedness in . We have also captured and sent to the rear 30 canconsequence of their husbands and fathers baving non, 60,000 small arms, with 2,000 more in the bands
been forced iuto the armies of this unholy and ne- of our troops; 1,500 wagons destroyed, and the mules
farious rebellion. Their necessities have become so and harnesses secured. The enemy's loss in killed
manifest, and their demands for- the necessru;ies of and wounded is estimated at 20,000, including 'l genlife so urgent, that the laws of justice and humanity erals.
would be violated unless something was doue to reThe exploits of Cols. Forrest and Morgan
lieve their suffering and destitute condition.
You are therefore requested to contribute the sum referred to in this summary were performed
of
dollars, which you will pay over principally in the latter half of December and
within the next five days to James Whitworth, Esq., early part of Jan.nary, 1863.

CHAPTER XVI.
Prepnrntions for the capture of New Orleans-Occupation of Ship I sland-The Mortar Fleet-Arrival of Captain Farragnt--Ilombnrclme.nt of t]ie Forts on the Mississippi-Preparation to run past the Forts-The Scenes which ensued-'-Arrival
ot' the Fleet before New Orleans-Surrender of the City-Advance up the River-Surrender of the Forts to Oo=odore
__Porter-Gen. Butler occupies New Orleans-His .Administration-Superseded by Gen. Banks.

PREPARATIONS for the capture of New ,Orleans had early in the wu.r been commenced.
As o. preliminary movement an expedition to
Ship Island was projected in September, 1861,
almost immedio.tely after Gen. Butler's return
from the expedition to Hatteras Inlet, and he
was authorized to enlist troops for it in New
England. Ooming into collision with Gov.
Andrew of Massachusetts, in relation to the
appointment of persons as field-officers for the
regiments he raised in Massachusetts, whom
tho Governor rego.rded as unfit for their posts,
· an.cl refused to commission, the expedition was

delayed for a time. The first instalment of
troops for it were embarked at Boston, on the
19th of November, on the U.S. transport Oonstitution, and sailed at first for Portland, Me.,
and thence for Fortress Monroe, which they
reached on the 26th November, and sailed the
next day for Ship Island, where they arrived
on the 3d December. They consisted of the
Twenty-sixth Massachusetts regiment, Ool.
Jones, the Ninth Oonnecticut, Ool. Oahill, o.nd
the Fourth battery of Massachusett.s artillery,
Oapt. Manning, and were under the command
of Brig.-Gcn. John W. Phelps, a n:i,tive of Ver-
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:::nont, and graduate of West Point iu 1836. He
served for 23 years in the army, but resigned
in 1859, and was. living at Brattleboro', Vt., at
the commencement of the war.
Having completed- the debarkation of his
command, Gen. Phelps issued a proclamation
to the loyal citizens of the Southwest, for which
there seemed no occasion, as his superior in
command, Maj.-Gen. Butler, had not arrived,
and there were on the island none but U.S.
troop~, and no invasion had been made upon the
territory claimed by the Confederate Government. The proclamation was not circulated
upon the mainland to any considerable extent;
but it created much dissatisfaction among Gen.
Phelps's own command.
The Constitution left Ship Island on the '7th
of December on her return to the North, and
nrrived at Fortress Monroe on the 15th; in
January, 1862, she returned with another c·onsiderable body of troops. Thus the military
part of the expedition for the capture of New
Orleans under Gen. B. F. Butler, was trans• ferred to a position in the neighborhood of
that city.
On the 3d of February Oapt. D. G. Farragut
sailed from Hampton Roads in the U. S. steamer
Hartford· to assume the duties of flag-officer
of the Western Gulf blockading squadron. In
addition to the ordinary duties of the blockade,
he was specially charged with the reduction of
the defences guarding the approaches to New
Orleans. "There will be attached to your
squadron," said the Secretary of the Navy in
his letter of instructions, "a fleet of bomb vessels, and armed steamers enough to manage
them, all under command of Commander D. D.
Porter, who will be directed to report to you.
* * * When these formidable mortars arrive,
and you are completely ready, you will collect
such vessels as can be spared from the blockade
and proceed up the Mississippi River, and reduce the defences which guard the approaches
to New Orleans, when you will appear off that
city and take possession of it under the guns
of your squadron, and hoist the American flag
therein, keeping possession until troops can be
sent to you. If the Mississippi expedition from
Oai.ro shall not have descended the river, you
will take· advantage of the panic to push a
strong force up the river to take all thefr defonces in the.rear."
This fleet .of mortars spoken of by the Secretary was fitted out at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard, and was for some months in preparation.
It consisted of one gunboat, the Octorara,
mounting 18 guns, and serving as Oom. Porter's
flag-ship, but subsequently diverted from the expeclitiou to Fortress Monroe, and 20 schooners,
of from 200 to 300 tons each, of great strength
~d solidity, and carrying each a mortar, weighmg 8} tons, of thirty-nine inches length of bore,
forty-three inches external and fifteen inches internal diameter, and intended to throw a 15-inch
t!hell, weighing, when unfilled, 212 lbs. They
nre elevated or depressed by means of projections
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on the breech. Each vessel also carried two 82pounders, rifled.
This class of vessels had been selected because
they were stronger in proportion to their size
than larger ones, at the same time that their light
draft enabled them to go into shallow water; and
from their small tonnage they could be handled
by a small number of men.
To fit them to receive the mortars, a bed had
beenprepared,whichwassupportedbyanalmost
solid mass of wood, built from the keel t the
deck. This consisted of timbers over one foot
square and twelve feet in length, interlaced and
firmly fastened. The bed rose two or three
inches above the deck, and consisted of a solid
horizontal surface, circular in form 1 with a truck
near its edge, upon which run rollers bearing a
revolving platform. The bed itself was carefully
braced a_nd supported by the entire strength
of the vessel, so as to sustain the recoil of the
mortar.
The circular platform surmounting the bed
and bearing the mortar carriage, was constructed
of heavy timbers, and was one foot in depth and
nearly twelve feet in diameter. When in position for a discharge, it laid fiat and firmly on
the bed, but by ingenious mechanism it might llf)
made to revolve, in order to aim the mortar in
any direction; or to resight it if the vessel shifted
its position. The change of directi!)n was easily .
and quickly accomplished. By means of four
· eccentl'ic axles in the platform, to which levers
were fitted, the mortar and machinery (weighing
altogether over ten tens) might be raised; and tl1e
weight transferred ·by the same movement to
a great number of metallic rollers attached to a
framework of immense strength under the platform. Then, by means of tackle, already arranged, the whole mass might be moved to its
desired position, and instantly, by a reverse
movement~ replaced on the bed. In the centre
of the platform, and extending into the solid
mass beneath, was an iron cylinder or spindle
which prevented any side movement.
·
The mortar carriage was constructed almost
exclusively of wrought-iron. Its length was
about nine feet, and its height and width each
four feet. In form it had the slightest possible I"esemblance to a land carriage-gradually
sloping at the point where the mortar rested, in
the direction of the breech; and having wheels,
yet not resting on them when the mortar was
discharged. The carriage was composed principall:r. of plate iron, riveted together, braced and
bolted. It was a framework of excellent design,
and though weighing probably not more than
two tons, was capable of resisting a pressure of
one to two hundred tons.
Two wheels were set close to the framework,
directly under the mortars; and connected with
them were eccentric axles, so atTanged as to permit so lnrO'e a part of the weight to be thrown
on the wh~els that the carriage might be moved
on them.
'
It was not intended, however, that the recoil
of the mortar should in any degree be taken up
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or lessened in its effect by the moving of the
To reduce these formidable defences, Oapt,.
wheels. The carriage laid firmly on the plat- Farragut was able to collect the following vesform when the mortar was discharged, and the sels: steam sloops Hartford, 24 guns (flag-ship),
only possible motion was that of the vessel in Richmond, 20, Pensacola, 24, Brooklyn, 24,
the water.
Mississippi, 12, Iroquois, 91.. Oneida, 9, sailing
The born bs were the most formidable ordnance sloop of war Portsmouth, l '/, gunboats V ara.na,
missile known, except those usecl in the Rod- 12, Cayuga, 6, and Winona, Katahdin, Itasca,
man columbiad of 15-inch bore. In addition to Kineo, Wissabickon, Pinola, Kennebeck, and
tho two 32-pounder guns, the vessels were pro- Sciota, 4 each. '.L'he frigate Colorado, 48, could
vided with pikes, cutlasses, and other necessary not pass over the bar, and the entrance of some
.
of the other large ships was only effected with
weapons.
The mortars could not be fired directly over the expenditure of much time and labor. The
the sides of the vessels, and therefore the latter mortar fleet comprised twenty schooners, each
were partially beaded toward the point of mounting one large mortar and two small guns.
attack. The vessels were therefore anchored, They were accompanied by the steamers Harriet
and a part of the rigging removed. The extra- Lmie, 4, the flag-ship of Commodore Porter,
ordinary weight and strength of the mortars, Miami, 7, Westfield, 6, Clifton, 6, and Owasco,
the unprecedentedly large charge of powder, the 5. Some of these were merely armed tµgs, inlong range and high velocity of the projectiles, tended principally to serve the purpose of towwith their destructive character, combined to ing the bomb vessels into position. Including
render this novel expedition one of the most the coast-survey steamer Sachem, the number
important undertaken during the war. The of vessels under Capt. F arragut's command was
vessels made their first rendezvous at Key therefore forty-six, and their aggregate armaWest, and subsequently proceeded to Ship ment, counting boat howitzers placed in the·
Island, Mississippi.
maintops, was about three hundred guns and
Oaptrun Fanagut arrived at Ship Island on mortars. There were no iron-clads in the
the 20th, having been detained for some time fleet.
at Key West, and immediately began to or:
Nearly three weeks were consumed in getganize his squadron for the important duty ting all the ships of the squadron over the bars
which had been nssigned to him. There are at the mouths of the Mississippi. Capt:Fartwo routes by which New Orleans may be ap- ragut found the depth considerably less than
proached by water, one through Lake Borgne it had been bid clown on the officinl maps;
and Lake Pontchartrain, and the other directly no doubt for the reason that the daily passing
up the Mississippi River; - but the former, on of large ships, before the port was blockaded,
account of the shallowness of the water, is had kept the channel open. On the 28th of
i npracticable for any but vessels of very light March, Fleet Oaptain H. H. Bell made a recondraft. The Confederates had consequently de- noissance with two gunboats fr-0m the head of
voted their hLbors chiefly to the fortification of the Passes ~ward the forts. He found the
the ~i sissippi. Some seventy-~ miles_b~lo~ left Qank qui~e clear _of trees and bushes, but
the ~ity, and about twenty-five m i l e ~ e::;•9n the west side a thick wood extended about
' Passes" or mouths of the river, they haa pos- four miles below Fort Jackson. By the 8th of
session of two strong works constructed many April the Mississippi and Pensacola were over
years before by the United States Government, the bar, and the mortar boats were moving up
Fort St. Philip on the left, or north bank, and toward their appointed stations. On the 13th
Fort Jackson on the right. Their united arma- a detachment from the coast survey party set
ment was one hundred and twenty,six guns, out under protection of the Owasco, and spent
m:my of them of the very.largest calibre. ~tart- three clays in making a minute boat survey of
ing opposite Fort Jackson and extending to a the river and banks, much of the time under fire,
point a quarter of a mile below Fort St. Philip, and marking the positions which the mortar
a. stout cha.in cable was stretched across the vessels were to occupy. On the 18th two distream (here seven hundred yards wide) sup- visions of Oommancler Porter's flotilla were
ported by a r3!t_ o~ logs and eight hulks securely moored under the lee of the wo~n the ri~ht
moored. .A.cl,1ommg Fort Jackson was a water bank of the river, screened' fro }. bse\·vation
batte1:1. Under cover of the forts was a fleet by the thick growth of trees ii rwoven with
of thirteen. ~unboats, the_ powerful iron-clad vines; the masts and rigging were dressed o-ff
battery Loms1ana, and the n·on-clacl ram Manas- with bushes which were renewed as often as
safl, the naval force~ being commanded by Com- they were blown away. T~ head vessel was
moclore G. N. Hollins. Between New Orleans 2,850 yarcls from Fort Jackson and 3,680 from
and the forts several earthworks, well armed, Fort St. Philip. The remaining division, comcommanded the channel. " Om· only fear," said posed of six vessels was stationed under the
the press of N_ew Orleans of April 5, "is that opposite bank, the ~earest being 3,680 yar~s
the Northern mvaclers may not appear. We from Fort Jackson. There was nothing on this
have made such extensive preparations to ·re- side to screen them from observation but their
ceive them that it were vexatious if their in vin- hulls were covered with reeds and willows.
cible armada escapes the fate we have in- store
The bombardment opened on the 18th, the
for it."
mortar essels taking the lead, and the gunboats
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A, B, C, D, &c., are points on the left bank, and 1, 2, 8, 4,

&c., points on the right bnnk or the river, established for
placing the gunboats and mortar boats in position.
The position of the mortar flotilla on tho first dny of tho
bombardment, April 18th, wns as follows: Six mortars on
the left bank between C and J, dlstance to Fort Jnckson
8,680 to 4,500 yards; fourteen mortars on the right bank,
from 1 to 5, distance to Fort J nckson 2,850 to 8,490 yards.
On the 19th, tho second day of the bombardment, they
were all on the right bank, and twenty mortars were placed
distant from Fort Jackson 8,010 to 4,100 yards. They re. mnined on the third and fourth days nearly in the same position. All the large armed steamers and gunboats were
placed from one quarter to one and a quarter miles below
the lowest mortar vessel.
On the first 1111.y the small steam sloops and the gnn boats
went to abrenst of the Smoke stack, where they engaged the
forts and the Confederate steamers.
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running up occasionally to draw tho enemy's ished the fire of the forts in any perceptible
fire when the mortars required relief. Each degree.
On the 23d orders were issued to the fleet to
boat having its precise distance from the forts
marked out by the surveyors, the firing was re- prepare for attacking and passing the forts.
markably accurate. At the given signal they The mortars were to continue the bombarclopened in order, each one throwing a shell ment while this movement was in progress, and
every ten minutes. Fort Jackson was the prin- to try to drive the garrisons from their guns.
cipal object of attack. On the first day the cit- The five steamers of Por~er's flotilla, assisted
adel was set on fire and burnec1 until two o'clock by the Portsmouth, were assigned the duty of
the next morning, all the clothing and commis- enfilading the water battery of six guns, and
sary stores in the fort being destroyed, and the barbette of guns which commanded.the apgreat suffering caused by the intense heat. JJnr- proach to the forts. The rest of the ships and
ing the night the firing ceased on both sides. gunboats were to push on past the forts, engage
Two of the mortar vessels had been injured by the Confederate fleet, and if victorious proceed
the enemy's fire and were accordingly moved to New Orleans, leaving the final reduction of
to another position. On the 19th the mortar the forts to Commander Porter and the land
schooner Maria J. Carleton w·as sunk by a rifle forces under General Butler. Flag-Officer Farshell passing down through her deck, magazine, ragut now separated his gun boats into two diand bottom, but nearly all her stores and arms visions, of six boats each, the first under Capt.
were saved. One or two men were wounded, Theodorus Bailey, his second in command, and
but very little other damage was done except the second under Fleet Capt. H. H. Bell. The
to the masts and rigging of some of the schoon- first division of ships comprised the flag ship
ers. On the other hand the officers' quarters Hartford, Commander Wainwright; Brooklyn,
in Fort Jackson were set on fire .a nd entirely Captain Craven ; and Richmond, Commande1
consumed, the artillerists were driven from the Alden. The second was composed of the Penparap(;)t guns, and the batteries were silenced sacola, Captain Morris, and Mississippi, Comevery time the shells were concentrated on any mander Melancton Smith. "Every vessel,"
one point. The fuzes being bad, however, a says Captain Farragut, "was as 'Yell prepared
great many exploded prematurely in the air. as the ingenuity of her commander and officers
Commander Porter accordingly gave up timing could suggest, both for the preservation of lifo
them and put in full-length fuzes, to burst after and of the vessel, and perhaps there is not on
they had entered the ground. The soil being -record such a display of ingenuity as has been
wet and soft, the shells penetrated 18 or 20 feet evinced in this little squadron. The first was
into the ground, and then exploded with an ef- by the engineer of the Richmond, Mr. Moore,
feet like an earthquake. The levee was broken by suggesting that the sheet cables be stopped
ih more than 100 places, and the water rushing up and down on the sides in the line of the eninto the fort flooded the parade ground and gines, which was immediately adopted by all
casemates. On the night of the 20th an expe- the vessels. Then each commander made his
dition was sent up under Commander Bell to . own arrangements for stopping "the shot from
break the obstructions across the river. With penetrating the boilers or machinery that might
the gunboats Pinola, Lieut.-Com. Crosby, and come in forward or abaft, by hammocks, coal,
Itasca, Lieut.-Oom. Caldwell, he made for the bags of ashes, bags of sand, clothes-bags, and in
hulks, under a heavy fire, while all the mortars fact every device imaginable. The bulwarks
opened at once upon the forts to distract the were lined with hammocks by some, with splinenemy's attention. Petards were arranged to . ter nett,ings made with ropes by others. Some
blow up the boom by means of a galvanic cur- rubbed their vessels over with mud, to make
rent, but they failed to ignite. Lieutenant their ships less visible, and some whitewashed
Caldwell however, boarding one of the hulks, their decks, to make things more visible by
managed to slip the chain, and thereby made an night during the fight." On the night of the
opening sufficiently large for the fleet to pass. 23d Lieut. Caldwell made a second visit to the
His vessel was swept ashore by the current, obstructions, and ascertained that the passage
·which was running with great violence, but the was still clear. He was discovered and fired
Pinola got her off after about half an hour's upon by the enemy, who had chosen that time
labor iu full sight of the forts, the terrible fire to send down some of their fire rafts, and had
of the mortar fleet being probably the ouly lighted fires on the shore near the chain. At
thing that saved the two boats from destruction. two o'clock on the morning of the 24th the sigThe bombardment continued with undiminish- nal was given to get under way, and the whole
ed vigor for 3 days longer, with little damage squadron moved up the river in two columns,
to the squadron. Almost every night the Con- Captain Bailey in the Cayuga leading the right,
federates sent down fire rafts, but Capt. Farra- composed of the 1st division of gunboats and
gut easily avoided them, and had them towed the second division of ships, and the Hartford,
ashore. On the 23d Oommander forter sue- with Captain Farragut, taking the post ofhonor
ceeded in breaking a heavy rifled gun on Fort on the left. On passing the barrier chain the
St. Philip, which had been annoying him seri: right column attacked Fort St. Philip, and the
ously for some time. Wth this single excep- left Fort Jackson. They were discovered some
ti.on the 6 days' bombardment had not dimin-. time before they reached the barrier, and both
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forts opened upon them a hot fire, to whioh the
squadron at first could only reply with their
bow guns. As soon as their broadsides were
brought within range the engagement became
general. "The flames," said Commander Porter, " seemed to be literally eating the vessels
up." In attempting to avoid a fire raft the Hartford grounded on a shoal, and in this position
was set on fire, the flames bursting through
the ports and running up the rigging ; but,
with great exertion, they were extinguished,
and the ship's guns, which had meanwhile
been worked without interruption, were now
brought to bear upon Fort St. Philip, and that
work was {tlmost completely silenced. In the
mean time, the Brooklyn and some other vessels, owing to the darkness and smoke, became
entangled in the barrier, and were exposed to
· a raking fire from the forts for a few minutes,
but managed to extricate themselves, and the
Brooklyn, finding herself unexpectedly close
abreast of Fort St. Philip, poured in such a
storm of grape and canister that the garrison
were seen, by the ·flash of the bursting shrapnells, running from their guns. Before the
squa,dron had fairly passed the forts, the Confederate fleet of gunboats and rams appeared,
and took part in the fight. They were :Iii-st
encountered by Captain Bailey in the Cayuga,
who was considerably in advance of the rest, at
a moment when no supporting ship was in
sight. By skilful steering he frustrated their
attempts to board and butt, and had forced
three to surrender, when the Oneida, Commander Lee, and Varuna, Capta'in Boggs, hove
in sight. The Oneida, discovering a Confederate gunboat crossing her bo,ys, ran into her
with a full head of steam, and cut her down,
leaving her to drift down the stream with the
current. The V aruna, after passing the forts,
and destroying or driving ashore a gunboat
and three transports, found herself, about daylight, completely surrounded by the enemy.
The Governor Moore, iron-clad about the bow,
first attacked her, butting her twice, and sending a raking fire along her port gangway,
killing four and wounding nine of the crew ; .
but Captain Boggs, by a, few well-directeEl
shells, drove her off, partially disabled. ·While
still engaged with her, another Confederate
steamer, iron-clad, with a prow under water,
struck the Varuna in the port gangway, doing
considerable damage. She backed off for
another blow, and struck again in the same
place, crushing in the . side; "but by going
ahead fast," says Glaptain Boggs, "the concussion drew her bow around, and I was able,
with the port guns, to give her, while close
alongside, five eight-inch shells abaft her armor. This settled her and drove her ashore
in flames. Finding the V aruna sinking, I ran
her into the bank, let-go the anchor, and tied
up to the trees. During all this time, the
guns were actively at work crippling the Morgan (Governor Moore), which was making
feeble efforts to get up steam. The fire was
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kept up until the water was over the guntrucks, when I turned my attention to getting
the wounded and crew out of the vessel."
Just at this moment the Oneida came up, took
off some of the men from the V aruna, and
completed the destruction of the Gov. Moore,
which was run ashore and set on fire by the
crew, pp.rt of whom afterward surrendered to
Commander Lee. Three of the gunboats were
obliged to put back, one having been disabled
early in the action, and the others caught in.
th~ barrier chain and delayed until the day
had broken and the rest of the fleet had gone
past the forts. Within two hours from the
commeJcement of the fight, nearly the whole
Confederate fleet was captured or destroyed,
and the victory was secured; but, "just as the
scene appeared to be closing," writes Captain
Farragut, " the ram Mru:rassas was seen coming
under full speed to attack us. I directed Capt.
Smith, in the Mississippi, to turn and run her
down. The order was instantly obeyed by the
Mississippi ·turning and going at her at full
speed. Just as we expected to see the ram
annihilated, when within fifty yards of each
other, she put her helm hard a-port, dodged
the Mississippi, and ran ashore. The Mississippi poured two broadsides into her, and sent .
her drifting down the river a total wreck."
As she came into the midst of Porter's flotilla,
several of the mortar boats and steamers opened· fire upon her ; "but I soon discovered,"
writes Porter, "that the Manassas could harm
no one again, and I ordered the vessels to save
their shot. She was beginning to emit smoke
from her ports, or holes, and was discovered to
be on fire and sinking. Her pipes were all
twisted and riddled with shot, and her hull
was also well cut up. She had evidently been
used up by the squadron as they passed along.
I tried to save her as a curiosity, by getting a
hawser around her and securing her to the
bank, but just after doing so she faintly exploded. Her only gun went off, and emitting
flames through her bow port, like some huge
animal, she gave a plunge and disappeared
under the water." About 5 o'clock the Cayuga came upon the camp of the Chalmette regiment, Col. Szymanski, on the right bank of
the river. . Casting anchor, Captain Bailey
opened upon it with canister, and opliged the
whole force to surrender, with their arms,
camp equipage, &c. Boon afterward, the signal was given to cease action, and 12 vessels
dropped anchor above and out of range of the
forts, and began to prepare for further operations. Two of the gunboats were immediately sent ahead to cut the telegraph wires ~
various places, ·and one was sent, by way of
the Quarantine bayou, no communicate with
Commander Porter and General Butler. With
his nine remaining vessels, Captain Farragut
then proceeded up to New Orleans, meeting
on the way abundant evidence of t.he panic
which prevailed in that city. '.' Cotton-loaded
.ships, on fire, came floating down, and work·
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ing implements of every kind, such as are used
in shipyards." "I never witnessed such vandalism in my life," he writes to the Secretary
of the Navy, "as the destruction of property;
all the shipping, steamboats, &c., were set on
:fire and consumed." The squadron reached the
English Turn about 10.30 .A. M. on the 25th,
and soon descried the new earthwork forts on
the old lines on both shores, some 6 or 7 miles
below• the city; these were known as the
Chalmette batteries. The fleet formed, as before, in two lines, each taking its own wetrk,
but Oaptain Bailey, with the Cayuga, was far
in advance, not having noticed the s~nal for
close order, and sustained alone a cross fire for
about 20 minutes, at the end of which time the
Hartford ranged up ahead, and g·a ve the batteries a broadside of shells, . shrapnell, and
grape, the fl rst discharge driVIDg the men on
the right bank from their guns. Tho Pensacola, the Brooklyn, and then the rest of the
fleet, came up in quick succession, and in about
15 or 20 minutes "the forts were silenced, and
those who could run were running in every
direction." From this point no obstacles were
encountered, except burning steamers, cotton
ships, fire rafts, and the like, and at one o'clock
P. M. the squadron anchored in front of New
Orleans.
A. terrible and melancholy spectacle was
presented to the victors. Tb,e whole levee, for
miles, was wrapped in smoke from the burning
gun carriages and cotton which the authorities
had ordered to be consumed. In the river were
many hulls of burning ships, and the utmost
ingenuity was required to avoid them. A.s the
squadr on neare d t h e 1evee t h e sail ors gave a
cheer which was answered by some persons in
the crowd on shore. Pistol shots were immediately fired at these latter by the excited
tlt't d
d
1
d d
m1 I u e, an
severa persons were woun e ·
After a delay of half an hour or so, Oapt. Bailey
was sent ashore to demand the surrender of the
city. He was received by the mob with the
most violent demonstrations, but under escort
of a number of citizens.proceeded unmolested
to the mayor's office, the mob at ]1is heels contenting itself with furiously assaulting citizens
suspected of sympathy with the Federal Union.
On reaching the Oity Hall, Oapt. .Bailey demanded the surrender of the city, and the display of the United States flag over the custom
house, post office, mint, . and city hall. The
mayor replied that he had no authority, the
city being under military control, and a messenger was accordingly sent for Gen. Mansfield
Lovell, the commander of the department.
Gen. Lovell informed Oapt. Bailey that he had
already evacuated the city, and would now
turn over the control to the municipal authorities, leaving them free to act as they saw :fit.
It was then arranged that Oapt. Bailey should
return to his fleet, and await the action of the
common council. To the demand to haul down
the flag of Louisiana from the Oity Hall the
mayor gave an unqualified refusal. The com-
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· mon council was already in seEsion, and the
mayor at once sent in a message, recommending that an answer be returned to Onpt. Farragut, representing that the city being incapable of offering any resistance yielded to physical force alone, without giving up its allegiance
to the Confederate Government; that the custom house, post office, and mint were the property of the Confederate Government, and the
municipal authorities had no control over them;
and that all acts involving a transfer of authority must be performed by the invading forces
themselves. The sentiments ~xpressed in this
message were unanimously adopted by the
council, and on the next day the following cor·respondence was opened between Capt. Farragut and the mayor :
U.S. FLAG SHIP IlABTFORD, off New Orleans,}
April 26, 1862.

To His E-xcellency the .Mayor of Mw Orleans:

Sm: Upon my arrival before your city I had the
honor to send to your honor Capt. Bailey, U.S. N.,
second in command of the expedition, to demand of
you the surrender of New Orleans to me as the representative of the Government of the United States.
Capt. Bailey reported the result of an interview with
yourself nod the military authorities. It must occur
to your honor that it is not within the province of a
naval officer to assume the duties of a military commandant. I came here to reduce New Orleans to obedience to the laws of and to vindicate the offended
majesty of the Government of the United States.
'l'he rights of persons and property shall be secured.
I therefore demand of you, ils its representative, the
unqualified surrender of the city, and that the emblem
of the sovereignty of the United States be hoisted
over the City Hall, Mints, and Custoa Bouse by meridinn this day; ·nod that all flags and other emblems
of sovereignty other than those -of the United States
be removea from nil the public buildings at that hour.
I further particnlarly request that you shall exercise
. your authority to quell disturbances, restore order,
and call upon nil the good people of :Kew Orleans to
return at once to their vocations, and I particularly
demand that no person shall be molested in person or
property for sentiments of loyalty to their Govern·
ment.
I shall speedily and severely punish any person or
persons who shall commit such outrages as were witnessed yesterday, by armed men firing upon helpless
women and children for giving expression to their
pleasure at witnessing the old flag.
I am, very respectfully,
D. G. FARRAGUT,
Flag-Officer Western Gulf Squadron.
U. S. FLAo Bmt> HARTFORD, nt nnchor off the l
City of New Orleans, April 26, 1862. f
To lvis Honor the Mayor of New Orleans:

Your honor will please give directions that no flag
but that of the United Stales will be permitted to fly
in the presence of this fleet, so long as it has the power
.to prevent it; and as nil displays of that kind may be
the cause of bloodshed, I have to request that you will
give this communication as general n circulation as
pols~~:~ the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D. G. FARRAGUT,
.Flag-Officer Western Gulf Blockading Squadron.
MA Yon's 0.-Fion, C1TY Oi' NEw Onu:.u.e, C1TY }
HALL, April 26, 1862.

To Flag· Officer ]). G. Farragut, (f. S. Flag SMp
Hartford:

Sm: In pursuance of a resolution which we thought
proper to take, out of regnrd for the Jives of the wom·
en anA children who still crowd the metropolis, Gen,
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Lovell has evacuated it with his troops, and restored
back to me the administration of its government and
the custody of its honor.
I have, in council with the City Fathers, considered
the demand you made of me yesterday of an unconditional surrender of the city, coupled with a requisition
to hoist the tla.,. of the United States on the public
edifices and haiT! down the flag that still floats upon
the breeze from the dome of this hall.
It becomes my duty to transmit to you nn answer
which is the universal sentiment of my constituents,
no less than the promptings of my ow,n heart on this
sad and sol-emn occasion.
The city is without the means of defence, nnd is utterly destitute of the force and material that might en11ble it to resist the overpowering nrmament displayed
.
in sight of it.
I nm no military man, and possess no authority beyond that of executing the municipal laws of the city
of New Orleans. It would be presumptuous in me to
attempt to lead an army to the field, if I had one at
command, and I know still less how to surrender an
undefended place, held as this is at the mercies of your
gunners and your mortars.
To surrender such a pince were an idle and unmeaning ceremony. The city is yours by the power of
brutal force, not by my choice or the consent of the
inhabitants. It is for yon to determine the fate that
awaits her. As to hoisting any flag not of our own
adoption or allegiance, let me say to you that the man
lives not in our midst whose hand and hea-rt would not
be paralyzed at the mere thought of such an net; nor
could I find in my entire constituency so desperate
and wretched a renegade as would dare to profane
with his hand the sacred emblem of our aspirations.
Sir, you have manifested sentiments which would
become one engag;ed in a better cause than that to which
you have devotea your sword. I doubt not that they
spring from a noble though deluded nature, and I
know how to appreciate the emotions which inspired
them. You luive a gallant people to administrate
during your o~upaucy of this city-a peo(lle sensiti,•e
to all that can in the least affect their digmty and selfrespect.
Pray, sir, do not fail to regard their susceptibilities.
The cbligations which I shall assume in their name
will be religiously complied with. You may trust
their honor, though you might not count on their submission to unmerited wron.gs.
Iu conclusion, I beg you to understand that the people of New Orleans, while unable to resist your force,
ao not allow themselves to be insulted by the interference of such as have rendered themselves odious
and contemptible by their dastardly desertion of our
cause in the mighty struggle in which we are engaged,
or such as miglit remind them too forcibly that tbey
are the conquered and you the conquerors.
Peace and order may be preserved without resort to
measures which I could not at this moment prevent.
Your occupying the city does not transfer allegiance
from the government of their choice to one which they
have deliberately r epudiated, and that they yield the
obedience "·hich the conqueror has a right to extort
from the conquered. Yours, respectfully,
JOfL"'i' F. MONROE, Mayor.
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hoisted by my orders on the Mint was pulled down and
dragged through the streets.
All of which goes to show that the fire of this fleet
may be drawn upon the city at auy moment, and iu
such an event the levee would, in all probability, be
cut by the shells, and an amount of distress ensue to
the innocent population, which I have heretofore endeavored to assure you that I desire by all means to
avoid.
The election, therefore, is with you. But it becomes
my duty to notify ~·ou ~o _remove ~he women ~nd
children from the city w1thm forty-eight hours, if I
rightly understood your determination.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
(Signed)
D. G. FARRAGUT,
Flag-Officer, Western Gulf Blockading Squadron.
CITY HALL,

.ApriZ 26, 1862.

To Flag- Ojjicer IJ. G-. Farragut, United States Ftag Shi.p

Hai·ifo1·d:
Your commun'ication of this morning is th~ first intimation I ever had that it was by your strict orders
that the United States flni was attempted to be hoisted
upon certain of our public edifices, by officers sent on
shore to ·communicate with the authorities. The officers who approaohed me · in your name disclosed no
such orders and intimated no such design on your
part nor would I have for a moment entertained the
rem~test suspicion that they could have b~en invested
with power to enter on such an errand while the_ negotiations for a surrender between you and the city authorities were still pending. The interference of any
force under your command, ns long as those negotiations were not brought to a close, could not be viewed
by us otherwise than as a flagrant violation of those
courtesies, if not of the absolute rights, which prevail
between belligerents under such circumstances. My
views and sentiments with reference to such conduct
remain unchanued. You now renew the demand
made in yom· former communication, and you insist
on their being complied with unconditionally, under a
threat of bombardment within forty-ei&ht hours; and
you notify me to remove ~he wom en ana children from
the city, that they may be protected from your shells.
Sir, yau cannot but know that there is no possible
exit from this city for a population which still exceeds
in number one hundred and forty thousand, oud you
must therefore be aware of the utter inanity of such a
notification. Our women and children cannot escape
from your shells, if it be you1· pleasure to murder
them on a question of mere etiquette. But if they
could, there are but few among them who would consent to desert their families and their homes, and the
graves of their relatives, in so awful II moment. They
would bravely stand the sight of your shells tearing
up the graves of those who are so dear to them, ana
would deem thnt they died not ingloriously by tho side
of the tombs erected by their piety to the memory of
dep_arted relatives.
You nre not satisfied with the possession of an undefended city, opposing no resistance to your gnus,
because of its bearing its hard fate with something of
manliness and dignity, and you wish to humble aud
disgrace us by the performance of an not against ll'hich
our natures rebel. This satisfaction you cannot oxpeot
to obtain at our hands.
U. 8. FLAG SHIP HARTFORD, at anchor of tho City t
We will stand your bombardment, unarmed and unof New Orleans, ..tip1·il 2S, 1662. f
defended os we are. 'rho civilizod world will consign
To Fu Honor the Mayor and Oiftu Oownca of the Oity to
iadclible infamy the heart thnt will conceive the deed
of Ntw Orleans :
and the hand that will dare to .consummate it.
Your communication of the 26th instant has been
Respectfully,
JOHN T. MONROE,
received, together with that of the City Council.
Mayor of the City of .New Orlouns.
I deeply regret to see both by their contents, and
UlfrTSO STATP:S l1'LA0-8ntP IlAl<TVOIID, At Anchor t
the contianed display of the flag of Louisiana on the
otl' the, Olty of :New Orleat18 . .Ap,•tt 20, 1802.
f
court house, a determination on the part of the city
authorities not to haul it down. Moreover, when my To His Jionor tlic Mayor of tl,o (JIJ,y of NeW Orlcam:
officers and men were sent on shore to communicate
Sm: Tho Ports St. Philip nad ,fookHon lll\viuK s11r•
with the authorities, and to hoist the United Stales rendered, and 11!1 tho milit11ry dofoaccs of thu city be·
flag on the Custom Hoase, with the strictest order nut iug either captured or 11bundoaed, you aro rcquir~d, \18
to use their arms nnless assailed, they were insulted in tho sole roprcsental.ive of' 1111y su pposed aulliority 111
the grossest manner, and the flag wlilcb had been th& city, to }111111 down aad suppress uvory ensign nud
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symbol of Government, whether State or Confederate,
except that of the United States. I am now about to
raise the flag of the United States upon the Custom
House, and you will see that it is respected with all
th e civil power of the city.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obeD. G. FARRAGUT,
dient servant,
Flag-Officer, Western Gulf Blockading Squadron.
HAnTPonn, At Anchor}
off the City of New Orleans, .il.p1'il 30, 1862.

UmTED STATES Ft.AG SrrrP

GENTLEl!EN: I informed you in my comll)unication
of the 28th of April, that your determination, as I understood it, was not to haul down the flag of Louisiana
on the City Hall, and that my officers and men were
treated with rudeness when they landed, even with a
flag of truce, to communicate with the authorities, &c.,
and, if such was to be the determined course of the
people, the fire of the vessels might at any moment be
d rawn upon the city. This you have thought proper
to construe into a determination on my part to mlll'der
your women and children, and made your letter so offensive tbat it will- terminate our intercourse; and so
soon ns Genernl Butler arrives with his forces I shall
turn over the charge of the city to him and assume my
naval duties. Very respectfully, &c.,
D. G. FARRAGUT,
Flag-Officer Western Gulf Blockading Squadron .•
His Honor the Mayor and City Council of New Orleans·

Oaptain Farragut then seized all the steamboats which had not been destroyed,-among
them the famous Tennessee, for which the
blockaders had long been watching-and sent
them down to Quarantine for GeDeral Butler's
forces. There were several iron-clad rams
building, at the time of the capture, of the
city, the principal one of which, the Mississippi, soon came :floating by in flames. Another was sunk in front of the custom house,
and there were others at Algiers, opposite
New Orleans, just begun.
" I next went above the city eight miles, to
Oarrolton," writes Oaptain Farragut, •1 where I
learned there were two other forts; but the
panic had gone before me. I found the guns
spiked, and the gun carriages in flames. The
first work, on the right, reaches from the Mississippi nearly over to Pontchartrain, and bas
29 guns; the one on the left had 6 guns, from
which Oommander Lee took some 50 .barrels
of powder, and completed the destruction of
the gtm carriages, &c. A mile higher up there
were two other earthworks, but not yet armed.
" We discovered here, fastened ta the right
bank of the river, one of the most Herculean
labors I have ever seen_:._a raft ·and chain to
extend across the river to prevent Foote's gunboats from descending. It is formed by placing
three immense logs of not less than three ·o r
four feet in diameter, and some thirty feet
long: to the centre one n 2-inch chain is attached, running lengthwise the raft; aud the
three logs and chain are then frapped together
by chains from one half to one in ch, three or
four layers, and there are 96 of these lengths
composing the raft. It is at least three qua1·ters
of a mile long. * * *
"I sent on shore and hoisted th e American
flag on the custom house, and hauled down
the Louisiana State flag from the city ball, as
the mayor bad avowed that there was no man

in New Orleans who dared haul it down; and
my own convictions are that if such an individual could have been found he would have
been assassinated."
The operations of Oommander Porter below
the forts were as follows : As soon as Captain Farragut was ready to proceed, the five
steamers attached to the mortar flotilla moved
up and took position under the batteries, the
leading vessel 500 yards o:ff, and the others
closing up as the fire commenced. As soon as
the Hartford, Brooklyn, and Richmond passecl
they opened with shrapnell on the water battery and forts, having received the fire ten or
fifteen minutes before replying to it. As the
fire was high and they were close in shore,
nearer the forts than the enemy supposed, they
occupied, as it turned ont, a safer position than
the vessels farther out, there being only one
killed and one wounded on board the Harriet
Lane, while the other steamers remained untouched. The mortars meanwhile poured a
heavy fire upon Fort Jackson. In one hour and
ten minutes from weighing anchor, the fleet
had passed the forts, and Oommander Porter,
having accomplished his part, hung out the signal to retire, and sent Lieutenant Oommanding
Guest with a flag of truce to demand the surrender of the forts. The flag was fired upon
and put back, but a boat soon came down with
an apology and received the summons, to which
Lieut.-Ool. Higgins, commanding the forts, r eplied that until be received official information of the fall of New Orleans ~ proposition
for a surrender could be for a moment entertained. Giving the men one day to rest,
Oommander Porter resumed the bombardment
on the 26th, but there was no response. Learning that the formidable iron-clad battery Louisiana, mounting 16 be.avy guns, had escaped
Captain Farragut, and with three Confederate
steamers which the flotilla bad also left behind
them, was about to malre an attack upon the
mortar boats, he sent the schooners, which
would have been almost defenceless against
such an adversary; down the river to refit and
prepai·e for sea, six of them having orders to
pass around 'to the rear of Fort Jackson to prevent supplies from getting in, and two being
sent to the rear of Fort St. Philip to
assist in landing troops. Three oftbem drifted
over to the mouth of Barataria Bay, and received the surrender of Fort Livingston. On
the 27th, the possession of the forts being an
urgent necessity, Oommander Porter renewed
the demand, offering honorable terms, the officers to retain their side arms, and both ,officers
and men to be paroled, private property to be
respected, the arms and munitions of war and
public property to be surrenderecl, and no damage to be done by the garrison to the defences.
These terms were accepted the next day, partly, no doubt, in consequence of the landing of
General Butler at Quarantine in the rear of
Fort St. Philip, which entirely cut off reenforcements ; and partly, according to Oommand•
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er Porter, on account of disaffection in the garrison. Two hundred and fifty in fact of the
garrison of Fort Jackson, after spiking the guns
bearing up the river, surrendered themselves
tp Gen. Butler's pickets on the night of the
28th, averring that they had bee11 impressed
and would fight no longer. While the capitulation was being drawn up, the Confederate naval
officers towed the ram Louisiana to a point
above the forts, and having set her on fire, turned her adrift, with guns shotted, in the expectation that she would explode in the midst of
the fleet. The final catastrophe, however, took
place sooner than they had hoped. Just as the
battery got abreast of Fort St. Philip it blew
llP with a tremendous noise, and sunk immediately. The ouly injury was to a Confederate
soldier in the fort, who was killed by one of
the fragments. As soon as the .capitulation
was completed, the Harriet Lane turned her
attention ·to the three Confederate steamers
which were lying about half a mile a;bove.
One of them had already been scuttled ; the
others surrendered without resistance, and 14
dfficers, '7 engineers, the crews of.the steamers,
and 300 men and two companies of marine artillery belonging to the Louisiana became prisoners of war. The men were released on parole; the officers, in consequence of their conduct in setting fire to the battery, and attempting to destroy the fleet while a capitulation
was in progress, were sent to the North as close
prisoners. · Gen. Phelps now aPi-ived, ancl
Porter turn1d over to him the forts, guns, and
captured prnperty. The loss of the Confederates during the bombardment was 14 killed
ancl '39 wounded. The casualties in the fleet
were, during the six days' bombardment, 2
killed and 24 wounded ; during the passing of
the forts and the engagement with the Chalmette batteries, 8'7 killed, and ·14'7 wounded;
on board the mortar boats, 1 killed and 6
wounded; tqtal, 40 killed, and 1'7'7 wounded.
Fort St. Philip was very little injured, only
one of the ftiortars haring fired upon it, because its fate evidently depended upon that of
Fort. Jackson. · The latter was described by
Commander Porter after the surrender as " a
perfect wreck." Over 1,800 shells fell inside
the work proper, 1'70 in the water battery, and
by the estimate of the. soldiers, about 8,000 in
the ditches around the works. A.II the buildings in and near the fort were burnt; the ramparts were severely damaged on every side, and
particularly on the north, but had been repaired
with sand bags which were constantly sent
down -from New Orleans during the bombardment; the walls of the citadel were cracked in
many places very badly; the casemates were
cracked from end to end, several of them showing wide :fissures in the roofs and sides, and
their floors were three inches under water.
Still there. is .little question that, but for the
interruption of their communications with New
Orleans, these works could have held out much
longer, the extent of the damage being for from
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proportionate to the time and powder expended
in the bombardment. If the formidable 18-inch
mortars did not fully answer the expectations
which had been formed of them, this fact must
be attributed first to the softness of the soil
which allowed the shells to sink 20 feet, by
measurement, before they exploded, and secondly to the difficulty of getting accurate range:
the forts rose but little above the surrounding
bushes, and the vessels which_ we1:e moored behind the wood often had to fire almost at random ; the mortars could ouly be pointed from
sights fixed to the mast heads, :µid the most
curiol:l.s expedients were resorted to for obtaining correct firing.
After the conquered forts and city had been
occupied by the military forces, Oommander
Porter was ordered to repair to Ship Island.
The Portsmouth, the Pensacola, and one gunboat were stationed at New Orleans; seven
vessels were SE)nt up the river under command
of Captain Craven, " to keep up the panic ; "
and the smaller steamers, under command of
Oaptain Lee, were ordered to ascend as far as
Vicksburg.
Commander James S. Palmer arrived off Baton Rouge with the Iroquois, May '7, and demanded the surrender of the town and all property belonging to the Confederate Government,
promising tc respect the rights and property of
· private citizens, but requiring that the United
States flag should be hoisted on the arsenal.
The mayor, while admitting that the city wa9
without the means of resistance, refused to surrender or to hoist the flag. Com. Palmer
accordingly landed a force and took possession
of the arsenal, and Flag-Officer Farragut arriving soon afterward took measures to secure
proper respect for the national ensign, and to
cause all other flags to be suppressed.
On the 12th the Iroquois anchored off
Natchez in company with several other vessels,
and Commander Palmer sent on shore a demand for surrender which the people at the
wharf refnsed to receive. He then made dispositions for landing an armed force, but was
met at the shore by a deputation from the common council with an apology for the previous
refusal. The mayor sent a reply to the summons similar to that given by the mayor of
Baton Rouge, but he issued a proclamation
urging the citizens to commit no act to provoke
the displeasure of the United States forces. As
Natchez however had never l,een occupied as
a military position, Commander Palmer deferred taking formal possession of it.
Commander S. P. Lee witJ! the advance of
the squadron arrived near Vicksburg, May 18.
and in reply to his demand for surrender received a defiant refusal. He then gave 24 hours
for the removal of women and children, after
which time he declared be should consult his
own judgment as to the propriety of immediately opening fire. Flag-Officer Farragut arrived
a few days afterward, accompanied by a column
of troops under General Williams. Subsequent-
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ly an addit10p.al naval and military force was
brought up, including Porter's mortar fleet, and
the latter opened the bombardment on the
night of June 26-2'7, directing their fire partly
against the town and partly against some formidable batteries on the heights. On the
morning of the 2'7th the Owasco, Lieut. Guest,
ran up abreast of the town and threw in some
incendiary shells, w hioh failed to explode. At
3 o'clock on the morning of the 28th the squadron made a move to pass the batteries, the
mortar fleet supporting them as at the battle
of Forts J aokson and St. Philip. The Hartford
and several other vessels succeeded in passing
the range of batteries, which extended full three
miles, and did this too in the face of a strong
current, but as there was not a sufficient land
force to cooperate in the attack, no substantial
benefit resulted from the movement. The
enemy were several times driven from th~ir
batteries, but returned to their guns as soon as
the shlps had passed. Forming a junction with
the western gunboat flotilla of Flag-Officer 0.
IT. Davis, Farragut concerted with that officer
and Gen. Williams an expedition up the Yazoo
River, consisting of the gunboats Oru:ondelet
and Tyler and the ram Queen of the West,
strengthened by sharpshooters from the army.
They started on the morning of July 15, and
near the mouth of the river encountered the
Oonfederate ram Arkansas. A severe fight ensued, in which both the Carondelet and the
Tyler were partially disabled, and the Arkansas then entered the Mississippi and passing
boldly through the surprised fleets of Farragut
and Davis, took refuge under the guns of Vicksburg. Farragut now determined to repass the
batteries, for tbe double purpose of supporting
the rest of his squadron and destroying the
Arkansas in passing; to assist in w hioh FlagOfficer Davis added to his force the ram Sumter,
Lieutenant-Commanding Erben. Toward evening Davis opened a bombardment, for the purpose of covering the movement, and Capt. Farragut succeeded in getting below Vicksburg
again with little loss of life, but his designs
against the Arkansas were defeated by the darkness of the night. On the 22d Commander W.
D. Porter with the iron-clad gunboat Essex,
and Lieut.-Ool. Ellet, with the ram Queen of
the West, made another attempt to dest1·oy the
Confederate vessel, but the attack, though executed with great gallantry under the fire of
the batteries, did not succeed. The Essex ran
down to Farragut's fleet, and Farragut having
been instructed by the navy department to
drop down the fiver before the water got too
low, it was arranged that Commander W. D.
Porter should remain below Vioksbmg with
the E sex and Sumter.
On the 28th of July Farragut arrived at New
Orleans, leaving the Katahdin and Kineo at
Ba.ton Rouge. On the 5th of August the Oonfederates made a vigorous land attack upon the
latter place, w hioh was repulsed after a severe
contest. The gunboats were not able to assist

until toward tho close of the action, when they
threw their shells directly into the midst of the
enemy with great effect. The Arkansas had
dropped down the river to take part in the attack, but was not brought into action, one of
her engines having broken down. The next
morning Porter, who was then at Baton Rouge,
with the Essex, moved up to attack her, but
before the fight had fairly begun her other engine gave way, and she was run ashore, abandoned, and set on fire by the crew. About an .
hour afterward she blew up. On the 11th
Farragut sailed for Ship Island and Pensacola,
which latter place, having been evacuated by
the Oonfederates, was now made the depot of
the Western Gulf squadron.
Oommander W. D. Porter remained at Baton
Rouge until August 23, when the town having
been evacuated by the Federal troops, he proceeded up tbe river to reconnoitre batteries reported to be erecting at Port Hudson, and
thence ascended to Bayou Sara to obtain coal,
where his boat's crew was fired upon by guerrillas. Some of the buildings were thereupon
burned, and a few days afterward, as the firing
was repeated, the rest of the place was destroyed. Afterward, a boat's crew from the Essex,
sent ashore at N atohez to procure ice for the
sick, was attacked by some two hundred armed
citizens, one of the sailors being killed, and an
officer and five men wounded. Oommander
Porter immediately opened fire on the town,
set a number of houses in flames, and continued
the bombardment for an holll', after which the
mayor Slll'rendered. On her way down to New
Orleans the Essex had a brisk engagement, on
the '7th of September, with the Port Hudson
batteries.
In the. mean time, several vessels of Capt.
Farragut's squadron had been employed on the
coast of Texas, where actjng volunteer Lieut.
J. W. Kittredge, with the bark Arthur, the little steamer Sachem, and a launch, captured
Corpus Christi, after several spirited engagements with t'he enemy's batterie!, but was unable to hold the town, and was himself made
prisoner, September 14, while · on shore exploring.
On May 1, several days after the surrender of
the city to Flag-Officer Farragut, formal possession was taken of New Orleans _b y the land
forces of the United States under the command
of Major-Gen. B. F. Butler, who, after a conference with the municipal authorities and some
of the principal inhabitants, issued a proclamation adapted to the circumstances of the captured city and its inhabitants. After assuring
pr9tection to all well-disposed persons, natives
as well as foreigners, and requiring keepers of
public property and manufacturers of arms and
munitions of war to make a return of the kind
and quantity of material in their possession, the
proclamation proceeded as follows :
All the rights of property of whatever kind will be
held inviolate, subject only to the laws of the United
States. ~11 the inhabitants are enjoined to pursue
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their usual avocations. All shops and places of amusement are to be kept open i~ the accustomed mann~r,
and services are to be held m the churches and religious houses, as in times of profound peace. Keepers
of all public houses and drinking saloons are to report their names and numbers to the ·office of the
Provost Marshal, and they will then receive a license
and be held responsible for all disorders and disturbances arising in their respective places. Sufficient
force will be kept in the _ci~y to preserye order !1-nd
maintain the laws. The kiliLng of American soldiers
by any disorderly person or mob is ~imply assassination and murder, rind not war, and 1V1ll be so regarded
and punished. The owner of any liouse in which
such murder shall be committed will be held responsible therefor, and the house be liable to be destroyed
by the military authority. All disorders, disturbances of the peace, and crimes of an aggravated nature, interfering with the forces?: laws of the Unit~d
States will be referred to a military court for trial
and p~nishmen~.. Other mi~de~ea_nors iyill be subject to the mumcipal authority, if it desire~ to net.
Civil causes between party and party will be referred
to the ordinary tribunals. The levy and collection of
taxes, save those imposed by the laws of the United
States, are su p1;>ressed, except those for keeping in
repair and lightmg the streets and for sanitary purposes. These are to he collected in the usual manner.
'fhe circulation of Confederate bonds, evidences of
debt (except notes in the similitude of hank notes),
issued by the Confederate States, or scrip, or any
trade in the same, is forbidden. It has been represented to the commanding general by the civil authorities that these Confederate notes, in the form of
bank notes, in a great measure, are the only substitutes for money \1•hich the people, have been allowed
to have, and tha-t great distress would ensue among
the poorer classes if the circulation of such notes
should be suppressed. Such circulation, therefore,
will be permi~ted so long as any one will be inconsiderate enough to receive them until further orders.
No JlUblication of newspapers, pamphlets, or handbills
givi':$ accounts of the movements of the soldiers of
the united States within this department, reflecting
in any way upon the United States, intending in any
wn,y to influence the public mind against the United
Stn,tes, will be permitted, and a!I articles on war
news, editorial comments, or correspondence making
comments upon the movements of the armies of the
United States, must be submitted to the examination
of an officer who will be detailed for that purpose
from these headquarters. The transmission of all
communications by telegraph will be under the
charge of an officer from these headquarters.
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set up, and was worked off in the eilition of the
paper for May 2.
The landing of troops at New Orleans and at
Algiers, on the opposite side of the Mississippi,
meanwhile went vigorously on, and, by the direction of Gen. Shipley, the military governor,
the principal points of approach to the city
were occcupied in force, with pickets thrown
out as far as the crossing of the Jackson and
Jefferson Raih-oad. Gen. Butler established his
headquarters at the St. Oharles Hotel, an~ another large hotel, the Evans House, on Poydras
street, was converted into a hospital. A sufficient force of gunboats remained in front of
the city to oppose any sudden rising of the inhabitants or attack by a Oonfederate army,
while the remainder with a portion of the mortar fleet proceeded up the river to Oarrollton,
Baton Rouge, and other places. Whether on
account of the hopelessness of opposition, or of
the indifferei;i.ce with which- the large foreign
element in the population (about 40 per cent.)
regarded the fate of the city, or because perhaps
the inhabitants were satisfied with the immense
destruction of cotton and sugar which bad already been accomplished, the city remained
comparatively tranquil. "Our streets," says
the ''Delta" of May 1, "are remarkably quiet.
Most of the stores have been closed since Friday last (April 25), and remain closed, with a
few exceptions. The p1-incipal hotels are closed,
and there is some difficulty among those who
have been in the habit of making these estab.
lishments their homes in effecting other arrangements. The bar rooms have all been
closed since F1·iday last. For some days there
was great difficulty in passing the miserable
currency we are cursed with, but, thanks to the
judicious measures taken_ by 'the authorities,
confidence in it has been partially restored.
The markets are still very meagrely furnished,
and, to provide regular supplies of food for this
large population, will require all the wisdom of
those who have our welfare in theiJ., keeping,
for the ordinary intercourse between the city
and country must, to a considerable extent,
* * * "'
continue broken up." *
The first conside1;ation brought to the notice
of the military and. municipal authorities was
the destitute condition of a large portion of the
population, who were literally at the point of
starvation ; and in accordance with a recommendation from the mayor and common council Gen. Butler gave orders, on May 2 a.nd 3,
for the safe conduct of cargoes of flour, live
stock, and other necessaries from Mobile and
various places in the interior. These proving
ineffectual to relieve the prevailing ilistress? ~e
issued on the 9th of the month a proclamation,
known as General Order No. 25, the purport
of which can be best understood by quoting the
document in full :
fuADQU.A.JITERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF, t

Gen. Butler further requested that outrages
committed by the soldiery upon the persons or
property of citizens should be reported to the
provost guard, prohibited the assemblage of
persons in the streets, suspended the munici"pal
authority so far as the police of the city and
crimes were concerned (except that, fo1· the
effective promotion of order, an armed body of
foreigners known as the European Legion,
which was employed subsequent to the evacuation of the city by Gen. Lovell to protect the
lives and property of the citizens, was invited
to cooperate with the military authorities), and
in general imposed upon the city the ordinary
conditions of martial law. Oopies of the proclamatio:q were sent to all the newspaper offices;
and upon the editors unanimously refusing to
print it, forcible possession was taken of the
"True Delta" office, and by the aid of Northern
NEW ORLEA.'<B :Mny 9, 1862.
f
printers, selected from the different regiments
The deplorable state of destitution. and _hu1;1ger of
of national troops, the document was speeilily the mechanics and working classes m this city has
1
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been brought to the knowledge of the commanding
general.
He has yielded to every suggestion made by the
city government, and ordered every method of furnishing food to the people of New Orleans that that
government desired. No relief by those officials bas
yet been afforded. This hunger does not pinch the
wealthy and influential, the leaders of tbe rebellion,
who have gotten UP, this war, and are now endeavoring to prosecute 1t, without regard to the starvin,g
poor, the working-man, his wife and child. Unminafnl of their suffering fellow-citizens at home, they
have caused or suffered provisions to be carried out
of the city for the Confederate service since the occupation by the IT nited States forces. .
·
Lafayette Square, their home of affluence, was made
the depot of stores and munitions of war for the rebel
armies, and not of provisions for their poor neighbors.
Striking hands with the vile, the gambler, the idler,
and the ruffian, they have destroyed the sugar and
cotton which might have been exchanged for food for
the industrious and good, and regrated the price of
that which is left, by discrediting the very currency
they had furnished while the;y- sloped with the specie,
as well us that stoleµ from the United States, as the
banks, the property of the good peopl!l of New Orleans, thus leaving them to ruin and starvation-fugitives from justice many of them, and others, their
associates, staying because too puerile and insignificant to be objects of punishment by the clement
Government of the United States.
They bave betrayed their country.
They have been false to every trust.
They hnve shown themselves incapable of defending the State they have seized upon, although they
have forced every poor man's child into their service
as soldiers for that purpose, while they made their
sons and nephews officers.
They cnnnot protect those whom they have ruined,
but have left them to the mercies and assassinations
of a chronic mob.
They will not feed those whom they nre starving.
Mostly without property themselves, they have
plundered, stolen, and destroyed the means of those
who had property, leaving children penniless and old
age hopeless.
.
Men of Louisiana, working-men, property-holders,
merchants and citizens of the United States, of whatever nation you may have had birth, how long ,vill
you uphold these flagrant wrongs, and by inaction
suffer yourselves to be made the serfs of these leaders?
The United States have sent land and naval forces
here to fight and subdue rebellious armies in array
aga_i~st her authority. We find, substantially, only
fugitive masses, runaway property-owners a whiskey-drinking mob, and starving citizens w'ith their
wives and children. It is our duty to call back the
first, to puni h the second, root out the third, feed
and protect the last.
Ready only for what we had not prepared ourselves
to feed the hungry and relieve the distressed with
provisions. But to the extent possible within the
power of the comm11nding ~eneral it shall be done.
He has captured a quantity of beef and sugar intended for the rebels in the field. A. thousand barrels
of those stores will be distributed among the deserving poor of this city, from whom the rebels had plundered it; even although some of the food will go to
supply the craving wants of the wives and children
oi those now herdrng at Camp Moore and elsewhere
in arms against the United States.
'
Capt. J obn Clark, acting Chief Commissary of Subsistence, will be charged with tbe execution of this
order, and will give public notice of the place and
manner of distribution, wbich will be arranged as far
ns possible so that the unworthy and dissolute ,vill
not share its benefits.
By command of Major-General BUTLER,
Gxo. C. STRONG, .Assistant A.djt.-Gen., Chief of Staff.

In accordance with this proclmnntion, a pub
lie distribution of the captured stores was com
menced on the 13th, by which means, together
with the subsequent revival of traffic, all apprehensions of immediate distress were dispelled.
In reply to the severe strictures. of Gen. Butler,
several of the city newspapers stated, that since
the preceding August the poor had been gratuitously supplied twice a week with provisions,
that millions of dollars had been subscribed by
private individuals for similar purposes, and
that the existing suffering was due to two causes:
first, the blockade, or non-intercourse with the
country from which provisions had previously
been drawn, and, secondly, the derangement of
the currency, the United States commander having, u1 his proclamation, warned the people of
the danger of receiving the only currency in
circulation, or rather the basis of the only currency in circulation.
With a view to procure a remedy for the la~
ter evil, a committee of the Associated Banks
of New Orleans requested permission to restore
to their vaults the specie which had been conveyed from the city previous to its occupation
by the national forces; to which Gen. Butler
replied that the specie should have safe conduct through his lines and be protected, so long
as it should be used in good faith to make good
the obligations of the banks to their creditors
by bills and deposits. " In order," he added,
" that there may be no misunderstanding, it
must be further observed that I by no means
pledge myself that the banks, like other persons,
shall not return to the United States authorities
all the property of the United States which they
may have received. I came_to " retake, repossess, and occupy all and singular the property of
the United States of whatever ·name ancl nature.
Further than that I shall not go, save upon the
most urgent military necessity."
Acting in the spirit of these words, Gen.
Butler hacl on the 10th of the month taken
forcible possession of a large amount of specie
' deposited in the office of M. Oontu;rie, consul
of the Netherlands, ancl which, it was supposed,
belonged to the Oonfede.rate Government, or
was to be expended in their behalf. The proceeding drew forth a formal protest from the
entire consular body of New Orleans, as being
in contravention of treaties between their goYernmen ts and the United States. In reply
Gen. Butler expressed his regret that the consuls should have acted without investigating
the facts of the case, and stated that it would
be demonstrated at the proper time that -the
flag of the Netherlands had been used to cover
and conceal property of an incorporated company of Louisiana, secreted under it from the
operation of the laws of the United States.
"No person," be concluded, "can exceed me in
the respect I shall pay to the flags of all nations
and to the consular authority, even while I do
not recognize many claims made under them ;
but I wish it to be most distinctly understood,
that, in order to be respected, the consul, bis
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office, and the use of his flag, must each and
all be respected."
The rigor and decision which marked Gen.
Butler's conduct in this instance characterized
his administration from the moment of his
arrival in New Orleans, and by a prompt and
sometimes severe exercise of the rules of
martial law, particularly in the matter of arrests and imprisonments, he kept the city in
au orderly condition, although the inhabitants,
dist1•usting his ability to maintain his authority
for any considerable period, at first manifested
no enthusiasm at the restoration of the national
.supremacy, and carefully abstained from committing themselves in favor of the Union. A
notable exception was found in the conduct of
a portion of the female population, who availed
themselves of the license usually permitted to
their sex, to offer gross insults and indignities
to the national soldiers while in the orderly
discharge of their duties. Apprehending that,
if this conduct should be unrebuked, the soldiers
Inight be induced to retaliate, or brough~ into
such contempt as to provoke open assaults from
the disaffected portions of the populace, Gen.
Butler issued on May 15 the following order,
known as General Order No. 28 :
HEADQUARTERS, DEPARTMENT OF GULF, NEW ORLEANS.

As officers and soldiers of the United States have
been subject to repeated insults from women, calling
themselves ladies, of New Orleans, in return for the.
most scrupulous non-interference and courtesy on our
part, it is ordered hereafter, when any female shall
by mere gesture or movement insult, or show contempt for any officers or soldiers of the United States,
she shall be regarded and held liable to be treated as
a woman about town plying her avocation.
By commaad of Major-General BUTLER.

Its publication excited violent opposition
from disloyal citizens: and the mayor of the
city, John T. Monroe, made it the subject of an
angry communication to the municipal government, and of a letter to Gen. Butler, placing
an exceedingly offensive construction upon the
order. The latter immediately directed him to
be deprived of his official functions, and committed to Fort Jackson 1mtil further orders.
At a subsequent interview with the commanderin-chief at headquarters, the mayor was informed that a withdrawal of his letter, and an
apology' for the language which it contained,
would alone relieve him from incarceration ;
whereupon ·he made the annexed apology and
retraction, and was allowed to resume the
functions of his office :
GEN, BUTLER : .This communication, having been
sent.under a mistake of fact, and being improper in
language, I desire to apologize for the same, and to
withdraw it.
JOH~ T. MONROE, Mayor.
May 16, 1862.

In explanation of the meaning and intent of
the order, · Gen. Butler, at the same time,
addresseil. the following letter to the mayor,
which was published, together with the apology
of the latter, in the daily papers of New
Orlea.ns:
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HEADQUARTERS, Dm>ARTbffiNT OF THE GULF, }
NEW ORLEANS, May16, 1862,

Sm: There can be, there has been, no room for
misunderstanding of General Order No. 28.
No lady will take any notice of a strange gentleman,
and d,foi·tiori of a stranger, simply in sucli form as to
attract attention. Common women do.
Therefore, whatever woman, lady, or mistress, gentle or simple, who, by gesture, look, or word, insults,
shows contempt for, tbus attracting to herself tho
notice of my officers and ~o\diers, w1U- be deemed to
aot as becomes her vocation as a common woman,
and will be liable to be treated accordingly. This
was most fully explained to you at my office.
I shall not, as I have not, abated a single word
of that order; it was well considered; if obeyed, it will
protect the true and modest women from all possible
rnsult. The others will take care of themselves.
You can publish your Jetter, if you publish this
note and your apology. Respectfully,
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major-General Commanding.
JoHN T. MONROE, Mayor of New Orleans.

The agitation consequent upon the publication of Orde1· No. 28 was not confined to New
Orleans or its neighborhood, but throughout
all the States, loyal and disloyal, the language
of Gen. Butler was made the subject of comments varying with the feelings or circumstances of the writer. Gen. Beauregard read it
at the head ofhis army, as an incitement to
renewed efforts against the "Northern hordes;"
the Oonfederate journals denonnced it with all
the resources of the language at their. command; and even in the North many editors and
public speakers expressed -themselves strongly
against the order, and called upon the President
to disavow it publicly and rebuke its author.
In the European journals unfriendly to the national cause, and in some also of. opposite views,
it was criticised ,vith char~cteristic· asperity.
The order was nevertheless tolerated by the
President, and, in spite of the obloquy sought
to be associatecl with it, was, .in the opinion of
persons competent to judge, in no respect oppressive iµ its operation, but rather productive
of substantial good by preventing an indulgence
in wanton insults by any class of the popula.
tion.
On May 29, the further circulation of Oonfederate money, which had been permitted for
a -limitecl period, ceased, in accordance with an
order from the commander-in-chief, and on
June 1, the port of New Orleans was declared,
by a proclamation of the President, again open
to commerce. Oharles L. Lathrop, a former
resident of the city, was appointed collector,
ancl steam commnnication was almost imme
diately resumed with the Northern States.
This change was not effected without a
resort to measures which were denounced as
arbitrary and tyrannical. Arrests of suspected
persons had. constantly to be made, at the discretion of the commander-in-chief, including,
among others, Pierre Soule, who was sent
North; the "thugs," gamblers, and o~her de_sperate characters who had long dommated m
the city, were dispersed or intimidated ~to
silence; the newspapers were on _one occas10n
temporarily suppressed for advocating the burn-
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ing of cotton and produce; and the bakers and
other venders of food who had taken advantage
of the scarcity of provisions to charge exorbitant prices, were compelled to conform to the
tariff fixed by the city ordinances. For the
further protection of the citizens, stringent
orders were issued on May 27 and June 5,
prohibiting officers and soldiers from taking private property or for_cibly entering and searching private dwellings without written authority
from the proper officers.
On June 7 took place the first military execution since the occupation of the city, the
sufferer being one William B. Mumford, who
was arrested for hauling down, on the morning
of April 26, an American flag hoisted on the
Mint by a boat's crew from Flag-Officer ;Farragut's fleet, and subsequently assisting in tearing
it into shreds, and otherwise insulting it in the
presenc_e of a large and riotous crowd of citizens.
'the act, if unnoticed, was deemed to offer so
pernicious a precedent for future offences, that
Mumford was directed to be tried before a military commission, by whom he was convicted
and sentenced to be hung. The ssmtence was
approved by Gen. Butler, and carried into effect
in the presence of an immense throng of citizens,
who made no demonstrations and dispersed
quietly to their homes. A univer~aJ. cry of
indignation at what was denounced as an act
of murder went up from the seceded States, the
hoisting of the flag, pending the formal sm·render of the city, being deemed an unauthorized and unjustifiable proceeding on the part .
of the United States authorities, and one against
which the mayor had protested in a written
communication to Flag-Officer Farragut. On
the other hand, it was claimed that the flag had
been hoisted on a public building of the United
States, and that the tearing of it down was an
overt act of treason, done for the purpose of exciting other evil-minded persons to further rE)sistance to the laws and arms of the United States. .
To the deep feeling of revenge which this
execution aroused was due the vindictive retaliatory order subsequently issued by J efferson
Davis, and the rewards for the assassination of
Gen. Butler, which have from time to time appeared in the Southern papers. The clemency
of Gen. Butle1· hacl, however, a few days previous, been successfully invoked in favor of six
Oonfederate soldiers paroled at Fort Jackson,
and subsequently sentenced by a court-martial
to be shot for being engaged in a conspiracy to
raise a company to serve in Gon. Beauregard's
army; and on another occasion he manifested
his desire to administer justice impartially, by
oausing sentence of death against two soldi_ers
of the garrison, convicted of robbery by a courtmartial, to be carried into effect. These were
the only military executions which have taken
place in New Orleans dming its occupation by
the national forces.
The difficulties with which Gen. Butler had
become involved at the very outset of his administration, with the foreign consuls in New

Orleans, foreshp.dowed a long series of complications em bodying several grave questions
of international comity. The news of the
proceeding in the case of the consul of the
Netherlands made some stir in the Northern
States, and the subject having been brought to
the notice of Mr. Seward by the British minister
in the latter part of May, orders were issued
from the War Department directing General
Butler to refrain from practising any severities
or strictness of doubtful''right toward consuls or
the subjects of any foreign power.
Business meanwhile began to assume some
activity ; a degree of order previously unknown
in the city was maintained, and: owing to the
stringent quarantine regulations enforced by the
commander-in-chief, the sanitary condition of all
classes of the inhabitants was unusually good.
On June 14, the first of a series ofUnionmeetings
was held, at which several of the old residents
were present and made speeches, and the papers
of the 17th announced a gratifying increase of
Union sentiment among the population at large.
Dm-ing the summer no material change in
the condition of things was experienced, the
attel).tion of Gen. Butler being directed toward
the gradual weakening of the latent disunion
powe1· which still . existed to a considerable extent among the wealthy classes. By an order
issued July 25th, all negrol)s leaving New Orleans by direction of their masters, and who
joined the national forces, were declared free;
and early in the succeeding month a tax of
$312,716 for the relief of the poor was levied
on disloyal corporations and firms, being 25 per
cent. of their contributions in aid of the Southern Oonfederacy. Oonfiscations of the property
of prominent secessionists, as Gen. Twiggs and
John Slidell, were also ordered. Subsequent to
August 11, all the inhabitants of New Orleans
were disarmed by order of the military commandant of the city, a proceeding which elicited
a ~·emonstrance from the French consul in behalf of French ~ubjects. In reply, Gen. Butler
stated that he " could see no just cause for
complaint against the order," and promised the
protection of the United States troops against
any attempts, at violence upon disarmed· persons, no matter by whom attempted. To the
Spanish consul, who protested against the stringency of the quarantine laws, he replied that
his object in enforcing these laws in their strictness was "to save the inhabitants of New Orleans, as well Spanish as others, from the
epidemic of yellow fever." In the latter part
of August the initiatory step in the formation
of a negro soldiery was taken by reorganizing
the " Native Guards," a colored corps of the
Louisiana State militia, raised under the certificate issued by the former governor of the
State, o.nd placing them in the service of the
United States. Other organizations of a similar
kind followed, and by the close of the year this
branch of the service was established on a permanent footing.
On Septamber 24, Gen. Lewis G. Arnold
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assumed command of all the national troops
at New Orleans and Algiers, and on the same
day Gen. Butler created a panic among the secession sympathisers, by ordering all .A.mericans,male and female, in bis department, to renew
their allegiance to the United Stat'es Government, under pain of fine and imprisonment at
hard labor, and at the same time to submit a
return of the amount of their real and personal
propel'ty. The native population consequently
flocked en masse to registe1; their allegiance,
and within a comparatively short time upward
of 60,000 persons had complied with the order.
Soon afterwards an order was issued prohibiting
all persons in New Orleans holding moneys or
other property in trust for persons in or sympathizing with the Confederate service; or from
paying over the same without an order from the
military headquarters, under penalty of having
to refund a similar amount to the United States;
and on October 22 the relief commission, whose
labors had been regularly prosecuted since the
previous May, was directed to supply no family
where there was an able-bodied male member
over 18 and under 45 years of age, who was
either not employed, or had not enlisted in the
United States army.
The month of November was distinguished
by a further series of orders. The most important of these was one, framed in accordance
with the provisions of the confiscation act of
July, 1862, declaring sequestered all the property
in the district called La Fourche, on the west
side of the Mississippi, and all in that part of
the State lying east of the Mississippi, except
the parishes of Orleans, St. Bernard, and Plaquemines. Within these portions of the State
sales or transfers of property were prohibited,
and a commission was appointed to take possession of the districts in question, under whose
direction the sugar plantations were worked in
the absence of their owners, and the property
of disloyal persons inventoried and sold for the
benefit of the Government. From these sales,
which continued until the middle of December, considerable sums were realized. Another
order suppressed distilleries and other manufactories of intoxicating liquors; another announced that any officer found drinking intoxicating liquors in any public drinking place,
would be recommended to the President for
dismissal from the service; and a third "prohibited the aJ.Test of any slave unless known to
be owned by a Union citizen, or the imprisonment of a slave unless his expe!!ses should be
prepaid, the sla"."e to be released when the
money was exhausted. Gen. Butler also oi~ered a list of slaves confined in the police jail
m the month of November to be published, and
o.11 whose jail fees were not paid within ten
clays to be discharged, adding : "This is the
course taken in all countries with debtors confined by creditors, and slaves have not such comm~rcial value in New Orleans as to.justify their
bemg held and fed by the city, relying upon any
supposed lien upon the slave."
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A prominent feature in the history of this
month was a Union meeting, held on the 15th,
which was terminated by a grand torchlight
procession through the principal streets.
On December 3, in compliance with an order
from Gen. Shepley, the military governor of
Louisiana, an election for members of Congress
was held, at which Benjamin F. Flanders and
Michael Hahn were chosen to represent the first
and second districts of the State, the elective
franchise being accorded to all citizens wli bad
taken the oath of allegiance.
The next event of importance w!ls the arrival, on the evening of December 14, of Gen.
Banks, who bad been appointed to supersede
Gen. Butler in command of tbe•Department of
the Gulf. The news excited surprise among all
classes, and not a few of those opposed to the
restoration of the national supremacy were
sorry to part with an officer who, if obnoxious
from bis zeal in the discharge of his duties, bad
brought unexampled order and security to the
city .• A meeting of the two generals took place
on the ·15th, at which Gen. Butler tendered a
cordial welcome to his successor, assuring him
that the troops would render a cheerful obedience to bis orders; and, on the 16th, Gen.
Banks issued a general order assuming command of the Department of the Gulf and of the
State of Texas. Another order required all
military and civil officers in the department to
report to him, and a third suspended all public
sales of property on account of the United
States until further orders.
On assuming command, Gen. Banks issued
the following proclamation :
IlEADQU.AllTERS DEP.AllTMENT OF TUE GUI.F,}

NEW Om.EANS, Dec 16, 1862.

In obedience to orders from the President of the

United States, I assume command of the Department
of the Gulf, to which is added, by bis special 01·der,
the State of Texas.
The duty with which I am charged requires me to
assist in the restoration of the Government of the
United States. It is my desire to secure to the people
of every class all the J?rivileges of possession and enjoyment consistent with public safety, or which it is
:possible for a beneficent and just government to confer. In execution of the high trust with which I am
charged, I rely upon the cooperation and counsel of
all loyal and well-disposed people, and upon the
manifest interest of those dependent upon the pursuits of pence, as well as upon the support of the naval and land forces.
M;y instructions require me to treat as enemies
those who are enemies, but I shall gladly treat as
friends those who are friends. No restrictions will
be placed UJ?On the freedom of individuals which is
not imperatively demanded by considerations of public safety· but, while their claims will be liberally
,considered, it is due also to them to state that all the
rights oftbe Government will be uuflincbingly maintamed. Respectful consideration and prompt reparation will be accorded to all persons who are wronged
in body or estate by those under my command.
The Government does not profit by the prolotigation of the civil contest or private or public suff~n~gs
which attend it. Its 'fruits are not equ~lly d1st~1buted. In diRloyal Stat.es desolation hns its emi,nre,
both on sea and on land. In the North the war 1s an
abiding sorrow, but not yet a calamity. Its cities and
towns are increasing in popnlation, wealth, and power,
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Refug':les from the South alone compensate in great
part for the terrible decimations of battle.
The people ol' this department who are disposed to
stake tbeu· fortunes and lives upon resistance to the
Government may wisely reflect upon the immutable
conditions which surro11nd them. The valley of the
Mississippi is the chosen seat of population; product,
and power on this continent. In a few years twentyfive millions of people, unsurpassed in material resources and capacity for war, will swarm ·upon its
fertile rivers. 'l'hose who assume to set conditions
upon their exodus to the Gulf count upon power not
given to man. Tbe country washed by the waters
of the Ohio, Missouri, and Mississippi, can never be
permanently severed. If one generation basely barters away its rights, immortafhonors will rest upon
another that reclaiins them.
Let it never be said either, that the East and the
West may be separated. Thirty days' distance from
the markets of Europe may satisfy the wants of Louisiana. and Arkansas, but it will not answer the demands
of Illinois and Ohio. The valley of the Mississippi
will have its deltas upon the Atlantic. The physical
force of the West will debouch upon its shores with
power ns resistless as the torrents of its giant river.
This country cannot be permanently divided.
Ceaseless wars may drain its blood and treasure; domestic tyrants or foreign foes may grasp the saeptre
of its power; but its destiny will remain unchanged.
It wiU still be united. God has ordained it. What
avails, then, the destruction of the best Government
ever devised bJ. man, and the self-adjusting, self-cor1·ecting .C onstitution of the United States?
People of the Southwest, why not acce.i?t the conditions imposed by the imperious necessities of geographical configuration and commercial supremacy,
and reestablish your ancient prosperity and renown?
Why not become founders of States, which, as entrepots and depots of your own central and upper valleys, may stll,nd in affluence of thefr resources with-

out a superior, and in the privileges of the people
without a peer among the nations of the earth?
N. P. BANKS, Mnj.-Gen. Com'g.

, The commencement of Gen. Banks's administration was marked by much leniency; but a
portion of the people abused his clemency by
various demonstrations, which brought out the
following significant warning:
llEADQUAltTERS DEPAnT:M:ENT OFTIIE GULF.}
NEW ORLEANS, I)ec, 21, 1862.

Information has been received at these headquarters that publications, injurious to the character of
soldiers of the United States, are circulated in the
streets, and that anonymous and threatening letters
are sent to officers connected with the public service.
Such practices are indecent, oJfensive, and criininal,
and must be suppressed. The troops of this depart.
ment are instructed to observe a respectful deportment to all persons, and the same deference will be
exacted from all persons in thefr favor. Any attempt
on the part of any person whatever by oJfensive personal conduct to excite , passion, or which tends to
personal altercation or controversy and the disturbance of the public pence, will be punished with the
sharpest severity known to the military laws. The
Commanding General requests that any violation cif
this order may be reported to these headquarters or
to the Provost Marshal General.
By command of
Maj.-Gen. BANKS.

That this did not immediately produce the
effect intended was shown by the riotous conduct of several citizens, who, on Ohristmas Day,
cheered in the p~1blic streets for President Davis,
and used threatening language toward the military authorities. Prompt measures were taken
to·prevent the repetition of such acts.

CHAPTER XVII.
Position of the forces near Wnshington-Move]llents of Gen. Lander-Fortifications ot Manassas-Plans of Gen. McO!ellan
-Evaountion of Manassns-Commanders appointed by the President-Advance of the .Army of the Potomac by waterDelay of Gen. McDowell-Safety of Washington-New Departmonts created-Advance of the Army of the Potomac
on York-town-Its Siege-Evacuation-Pursuit by the .Army of the Potomac-Evacuation of Williamsburg-Naval
Battle and destruction of the Iron-clad Merrimac-Capture of Norfolk-Attack on Drury's Bluff-Advance of the .Army
of the Potomno up the Peninsula-Position on the Chlcknbominy-Withdrawal of Gen. McDowell.

THE position and number of the Federal
troops in Virginia at the beginning of the year
have already been stated. The distinct bodies
of men were those under Gen.Wool at Fortress
:Momoe and Newport News; those under Gen.
Hooker south of Washington; those under Gen.
McOlellan southwest of Washington; those
under Gens. Keyes and Oasey in and around
Washington; those under Gen. Stone at and near
Poolesville, a.nd those 1mder Gen. Banks near
Darnestown with detachments on the Potomac
to Williamsport. Oumberland was the headquarters of Gen. Kelly, and Grafton in western
Virginia, on the line of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, the headquarters of Gen. Rosecrans,
while Geo. Cox was up the Kana,vha vnlley.
On the 5th of January Gen. Lander arrived at
Hancock, on his way to Oumberland to relieve
Gen. Kelly, who wns sick. He found the enemy,
under Gen. Jackson, on the other side of the
Potomac, in considerable strength. It had been

designed for two months that General Jackson
should move northwest toward Romney; but he
was delayed by the impression of the Confederate Government that the Federal army would
make a general advance, and risk a battle during
the winter. On the 3d or 4th of January he
left Winchester and moved northward toward
Hancock, a distance of forty miles, and attacked
four companies of Federal troops stationed at
Bath, driving them to Hancock, where, having
been reenforced by Gen. Lru+der, they made a
stand. Here Gen. Jackson made a: feint attack
by throwing some shells. across the Potomac,
which di<l only slight damage. He then mov~d
westward with the intention of coming into
Romney, on the Union left, by way of Springfield, and thus cut off the supplies from Oumberland and the raili;oad. The relative positions
of Winchester, Hancock, and Romney are at
the points of an equilateral triangle : Hancock
north of Winchester, and Romney northwe,st.
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The day before Gen. Jackson retired from before Hancock, Gen. Kelly, who was in Cumberland, sent an order to Col. Dunning, the commandant at Romney, to make an attack on the
enemy's force stationed at Blue's Gap, a strong
position, sixteen miles from Romney, on the
road to Winchester. On the night of the 6th,
an expedition, consisting of the 4th, 5th, '7th,
and 8th Ohio, 14th Indiana, and 1st Virginia,
with two companies of cavalry and a battery,
was sent to Blue's Gap, and made an attack
upon the enemy, who, being in small force, were
completely driven out. At this time Gen. Loring, with a considerable Confederate force, was
within six miles of the gap, expecting the Federal column to push on and attack him. Meantime, as soon as Gen. Jackson left Hancock,
Gen. Lander, anticipating bis intentions, proceeded to Cumberland to Gen. Kelly, and assumed the chief command, and thence to Romney,
where be arrived on the night of the Tuesday
on which the expedition returned from Blue's
Gap. Everything was put in readiness for a
struggle. On Friday follO'IVing it was reported that Gen. Jackson, in command of his right
wing of ten thousand men, was within twelve
miles east of Springfield, resting bis men, and
waiting for his other forces to get into position.
His centre under Gen. Loring, about eight thousand strong, was at Blue's Gap, and his left wing
of. three thousand had moved up from toward
Moorefield, and taken position on the New
Creek road, some six miles in the rear of Romney. Tlius, excepting at one point, Romney
was completely surrounded by Gen. Jackson.
If Gen. Lander could march north eight miles,
to the Springfield crossing of the South Branch
of the Potomac, before Gen. Jackson could
march west twelve to Springfield, then Gen.
Lander could get beyond him, or fight him with
ten thousand men, at a less disadvantage than
iu Romney, where Gen. Jackson would concentrate twenty thousand. The entire force of
Gen. Lander was about four thousand five hundred men. On Friday night everything was
ready for the march. The sick, the hospital,
and commissary stores were sent forward under a strong guard, and at midnight the rear
guard of Gen. Lang.er withdrew from the town.
It had rained during the day, and the rate of
advance over the bad roads was a mile and a
quarter to the hour. At five o'clock the next
morning Gen. Lander reached Springfield. The
men were so tired and exhausted that, after
making fires of the fences, they lay down in
files on the cold, wet ground and slept. In
two hours they were again on the march. But
Gen.Jackson, instead of following, went to Romney, and thence retir'ed to Winchester, leaving the former place occupied by Gen. Loring.
He also evacuated it after a few days, partly
in consequence of Gen. Lander having gathered
bis forces, and prepared for a march upon it.
Subsequently Moorefield was captured, and
Bloomery Gap, by Gen. Lander. On the 11th
of February Gen. Lander t elegraphed to Gen.
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McClellan, the commander-in-chief, as follows: "The railroad was opened to-day to
Hancock; also the telegraph. Papers taken,
and my own reconnoissance to the south, prove
the country clear, and Jackson and Loring in
Winchester. The enemy have been driven out
of this department."
The failure of Gen. Lander's health compelled
him soon after to resign bis command.
The time was now approaching when some
movement should begin among the vast t rces
encamped in northeastern Virginia. With the
Confederate Government, which still adhered
to the defensive policy, the. question was,
wbeth er it should maintain its advanced position before Wasbington, or fall back on Richmond? Its position was so well fortified that
it could resist any attack in front, but would
be in danger if either. of its flanks were turned.
Winchester, in the Shenandoah Valley, was the
extreme poin,t on the northwest occupied by
the Comederate m·my, and Aquia Creek and
Matthias Point on the southeast. This extent
of line was too great to be maintained before
the vast F ederal forces organized in front. The
flanks might thus be turned by the way of
Leesburg on the north, or the Potomac on the
south, and serious disaster would ensue. At
the same time, -the farther Gen. McClellan was
drnwn from bis position before being encountered, so much the easier would his army be
overcome, and at a greati;1r cost to the North.
These and similar considerations determined the
Confederate Government to evacuate the position held by its army at Manassas. This measure was, however, not executed until March. ,
On the 30th of January, Gen. Beauregard,
having been ordered to command in Kentucky
and Tennessee, issued the following address to
the soldiers at Manassas :
Jiu.DQUAnrnns FmsT CORPS .A.nMY 011 THE PoTo~rAo, }

Near CENTREVILL'E, JOITl,UQ/r'IJ 80, 1S62.
Soldiei·s of tl,e Fil-st Co1ps Army of tlie Potomac: .
My duty calls me away, and to a temporary separation
from you. I hope, however, to be with ;rou agaiu, to
share your labors and your perils, and m defence of
our homes and our rights, to lead you to new bat£Jes,
to be crowned with signal victories.
You are now undergoing the severest trial of a sold_ier's life; the one by which his discipline and capacity for endurance are thoroughly tested. Uy faith in
your patriotism, your devotion and determination, and
1n your high soldierly qualities, is so great that I shall
rest assured you will pass through the ordeal resolutely,
triumphantly. Still, I cannot quit you without deep
emotion, without even deep anxiety, in the moment
of our country's trials and dangers. Abo~·e all, I nm
anxious that my brave countrymen, here iu arms,
fronting the haughty array and muster of Northern
mercenaries, should thoroughly appreciate the exigency, and heuce comprehend that this is no time for the
army of the Potomac-the men or-Manassas-to stack
their arms and quit, even for a brief period, the standards they have made glorious by then· manhood, All
must understand this, and feel the magnitude of the
conflict impendins:, the universal personal sacnfices
this war has entailed, and our duty to meet them as
promptly and unblenchingly as you have met the enemy in line of battle.
· To the army of the Shenandoah I desire to return my
thanks for their endlll'ance in the memorable march to
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my assistance last July, their timely, decisive arrival,
nud for their conspicuous steadiness and gallantry on
lhe field of battle.
'rhose of their comrades of both corps, and of all arms
of the army of the Potomac, not so fortunate as yet to
have been with ns in conflict with our enemy, I leave
with all confidence that on occasion they will show themselves fit comrades for the men of Manassas, Bull Run,
and Ball's Bluff:
G. T. BEAUREGARD,
.
General Commanding.

Twelve months had now nearly passed since
the first soldiers of the Confederate army took
the field, and their term of enlistment was about
to expire. This fact is not only referred to in
the address of Gen. Beauregard, but it was made
the occasion of ·the following address by Gen.Johnston, now in command of the same forces:
HEADQUARTEns, DEJ:ARTMENToF NonTIIBRR vmaINU,} •

•

Ji'ebruar1J 4, 1862.

SOLDIERS: Your country agam calls you to_ the ~efence ot the noblest of hu_m_an causes. To th e rnd omitable courage already exhibited on the battle field, you
have added the. rarer virtues of high endurance, cheerful obedience, and self-sacrifice. .Accustomed to the
comforts and. l~uries of bo;ne1 you have -~et and
h~r~e th~ ~ri:'at10ns of ca_mp life, tb_e exactions_ of
military d1sciplme, and the rigors of a wmter campaign.
The ric!:i results of your courage, patriotism, and unfaltering virtue are before you. Intrusted with the
defence of this impottant frontier, you have driven
~ack the immense army which th~ en~my b~d. sent to
mvade our country, a~d to establish his dommion_over
our people by the wide-spread havoc of a war maugurated without a shadow of constitutional ri~ht, and
prosecuted in a spirit of ruthless vengeance. By your
valor a':1d firmness, you have kept him in check, un~il
the no.twos of the earth b_ave been forced to see u_s m
our true character-not dismembered and rebellious
communities but an empire of confederate States with
u constituti~n safe in the affections of the p~ople,
institutions and laws in full and unobstructed operat\o':1,. a popul~tion enjoying all the comforts of life, and
a. ci~1zen. soldiery who laugh to scorn the threat of
subJuga.t1on.
Your country now summons you to a noble and a
greater deed. The enemy has, ~athered up all bis
energies for a final conflict_. His enormo~s. masses
tbre!1~en us on the west; his naval expeditions are
assmlmg us upon our whole southern coast; and upon
the Potoplac, within a few hours' march, be bas a
gigantic 'nrmv, inflamed by lust and maddened by
fanaticism. But tb_e plains of Ma':1assas ar~ n?t. forgotten, and he sbrmks from meetmg t_he disciplmed
her~s who hurled across the Potomac his grand army,
ro?ted and disgraced. He does not propose to attack
this army so long ns it bolds its present position with
undimimshed numbers and unimpaired discipline; but,
P.rotected by bis fortificat\ons, he awaits the expiration ~f your ter°:1 of service. _He recollects t~at bis
own ignoble soldiery, when their term of service expired, "mni;ched away from the scene of conflict to the
sound o_f_the enemy's cannon," and he ~opes that at
that cri~icnl mom~n~ ~outhern men _\Vlll consent to
B?o.re wi th th em th1 s m!amy. _Expectrng a large porti?n. of our army to be ~oon ~1sbanded, be hopes that
his immense numbers will easily overpower your gallaut comrades who will be left here, and thus remove
the _chief.obstacle to his cherished scheme of Southern
sub;11gat1on.
.
The Commandrng General calls upon the twelve
months' men to stand by their brave comrades who
have volunteered for the war, to re-volunteer at once,
!1nd ~bus show to th_e world that th~ patriots eng~ged
m this st~u~gle for mdependence will not swerve from
the b~ood1est path they may be called to tr~ad. The
enem1e.~ of your country, as well as her friends, are
watchiug your action with deep, intense, tremulous
interest. !3uch is your position that you can act no
obscure part. Your decision, be it for honor or dis-

honor, will be written down in history. You cannot,
you will not, draw back at this solemn crisis of out
struggle, when all that is heroic in the land is engaged,
and all that is precious bangs trembling in the balance.
JOS. E. JOHNS'rON, Major-General C. S . .A.

It was not the purpose of Gen. McClellan
while commander-in-chief to move on ,.,entre"-'
ville, but by the lower Chesapeake upon Richmond. His object was to capture and hold Chattanooga, Tenn., before the army of the Potomac
advanced. In this, however, be was overruled
by the President, who, on the 27th of January,
issued an order, as above stated, for a general
advance of all the armies on the 22d of February. This order was thus undoubtedly premature; and while it served to present the President before the country as anxious for a movement, it was really of no benefit to the cause,
but, on the contrary, an actual injury. Previous
to its issue a change had been made in the head
fth W D
S
o . e ar epartment. ecretary C~meron had
resigned and was succeeded by Edwm M. Stanton, who had been a member of the cabinet
o.t the close of the previous administration.
Th .m t
th O nfi d t St t
f
e euec s upon
e. o e era e a es ~
the movements made m consequence of this
order were thus described at Richmond: "Had
not the impatience of the Northern people and
the pressure of the European Cabinets forced
M
the hand of cClellan, an~ had he been able
to assemble and arrange h1s troops and stores
in the position he desired, without a conflict to
arouse the attention of the Southern people to
h t
·
d' · ·
·
W a was gomg on, our con 1t10n 1Il April and
May would have been tenfold more dangerous
than it now is. The disasters we have suffered
are mortifying to us and exhilarate our enemies;
but they hav!) startled without cripplin the
C?nfiederacy. H ad ~t
· l a~
· still ~wo months gmore,
mth the army dwmdling daily under the farlough system, disgusted with the inaction of stationary camps wbile the Government was squabbli
'th th' G
al
d h
l · kin
. ng_ WI_
e ener s an t e peop e sm g
mto mdi:fference, we would have been overrun
between the 15th of April and the 1st of May.''
Gen. Lander having cleared his department
f th fi
f th
t
o
e orces o
e enemy, a movemen was
now commenced lower down the Potomo.c by
a portion of Gen. Banks's command. On the
24th of February the 28th Pennsylvania regiment Col. Geary crossed the Potomac from
'
'
.
,
Sandy Hook and took possession of Harpers
Ferry. The object of this movement upon
Harper's Ferry was to cover the reconstruction
of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad and at the
t·
d.
·
'
same 1me to 1 aw the attent10n of the Confederates to their left flank, which was threatened
by the movement. The operations of crossing
the Potomac and the occupation of Harper's
F .
d Ch ·l t
·
d db
erry an
ar ?S own were super";lten e Y
Gen. McOlellan m person. The bndges were
thrOWJ:! over the Potomac by Capt. J.C. Duane,
U. S. engineers, on the 26th of February, and
on the same day Gen Banks O
· d H rper's
F
. tl ·
ccupie
a
er~y perman~n Y, a_nd the advance took possession of Bohvar Heights. On the 2'7th recon·
noissance:; were pushed forward to Oharle&-
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town, and some prisoners taken ; Loudon
Heights were also occupied. On the 28th of
February Oharlestown was occupied by a strong
force with the intention of holding it against
any attack. On the 3d of March Martinsburg was
occupied by the 13th Massachusetts, who left
camp at Williamsport on the previous afternoon.
This is an imp.ortapt town on the Baltimore
and Ohio railroad between Harper's Ferry and
Hancock. It is distant from the former fifteen
miles, and is twenty miles north of Winchester,
with which it is connected by a turnpike road.
All the iron of the double track of the railroad
had been removed excepting half a mile of
track made of compound r ails. On the 2d,
Leesburg was occupied by Uol. Geary. The
retreat of the Oonfederate army had now
commenced along its entire line from Aquia
Oreek to the Shenandoah. This movement
threatening its left flank was undoubtedly
the cause of this abandonment of Manassas.
, All their important positions were occupied
by the Federal troops during the next ten
days, including the strong one at Oentreville.
Winchester was evacuated by Gen. J acksoJ:!
on the night of the 11th of March. Gen.
Shields, in command of Gen. Lander's division, soon followed up this retreat, and on
the 19th he discovered Gen. J ackson reenforced in a strong position near New Market,
and within supporting distance of the main
body of the Oonfederate army under Gen.
Johnston. In order to draw him from this
position Gen. Shields fell back rapidly to Winchester on th~ 20th, as if in retreat, having
marched his whole command thirty miles in
one day. On the ti.ext day the Oonfederate
cavalry under Gen. Ashby showed themselves
in sight of Winchester. On the 22d the entire
command of Gen. Banks, with the exception of
Gen. Shields's division, evacuated Winchester
and marched for CentrevUle. This movement,
and the masked position in which Gen. Shields
placed his division, led the enemy to believe
that the town was evacuated with the exception
of a few regiments to garrison it. That afternoon at 5 o'clock Gen. Ashby attacked the
pickets of Gen. Shields and drove them in, but
was repulsed by a small force pushed forward
by Gen. Shields for that purpose, who now
made preparations for a contest in the morning.
Only a small Confederate force appearing in
the morning, Gen. Shields ordered a portion
of his artillery forward to open fire and unmask it. This had the desired effect, when a
battle ensued, during which Gen. Shields by an
attack upon the Confederate left flank force cl that
wing back upon its centre and placed the enemy
in a position to be routed by a general attack,
which was made at five o'clock in the afternoon
with great success. The Confederates were
driven from the field. Two guns, four caissons,
three hundred prisoners, and a thousand stand of
small arms were captured. The force of Gen.
Shields was between seven and eight thousand
men. His lo~s in killed and wounded was be14:

tween three and four hundred. On the previous evening the arm of Gen. Shields was
broken above the elbow by the fragment of a
shell. The Oonfederate loss in killed and
wounded was large. Considerable numbers
were subsequently found in the houses of the
inhabitants as the force of Gen. Banks advanced.
The Confederate force was estimated at near
ten thousand men. The brigades of Gens. Jackson, Smith, Garnett, and Longstreet were engaged, and prisoners were taken from the 2d,
4th, 5th, 21st, 23d, 27th, 28th, 33d, 37tl;i, and
42d Virginia ; 1st regiment of the Provisional
Army, and an Irish battalion. For these movements Gen. Shields was complimented by the
War Department in the following despatch:
W A:n D

EPARTMENT,

March 26, 1862.

To Brig.-Gen. Sliields :
·
Your two despatches relative to the brilliant achievement of the forces under your command have been
received. While rejoicing at the success of your gallant troops, deep commiseration and sympathy are
felt for those who have been victims in the gallant and
victorious contest with treason and rebellion.
Your efforts as well as your success proves that
Lander's brave division is still bravely led, and that
wherever its standard is displayed rebels will be routed and pursued. To you and to the officers and soldiers under y__()_ur_ command ·the Department returns
thanks. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary ofWar.

The following wa.s also received by Gen.
Shields:
fuADQUARTERS ArulY 01' THE POTO~IAO, t
8 E M1NARY,

Ma1•ch 27, 1862.

)

To Brig.-Gen. Sliields:
The Commanding General congratulates you and
the troops under your command upon the victory gained by your energy and activity and their bravery on
the 23d. He is pained to learn that the wound you
have received in the skirmish on the day before is
more serious than at flrst supposed.
By command of
:Maj.-Gen. GEO. B. McCLELLAN.
S. WrttLUis, Assist. Adj.-Gen.

The following congratulations and instructions were sent to Gen. Banks :
FAII\PAX

SEMINARY,

Marek 21, 1862.

To MaJ.·Gen. Banks :
The General Commanding congratulates you and
the brave troops under your command on the splendid
achievement commenced in your department, news c1f
which he has just received. He desires you to follow up
rapidly the enemy's troops as far RB StrRBburg if possible. S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant-General.

This little affair at Winchester is said to have
caused orders to be issued which were attended with momentous consequences. They will
be stated hereafter. It occurred on the date
of March 23d.
·
The evacuation by the Confederate army of
their positions before Washington wa.s condncted in a most successful manner. When the Union
troops entered their intrenchments, all were
gon!i). Their evacuation had been effected by
means of th_e railroad fromManassas to Gordonsville, while the state of the roads was such as
to prevent au immediate active campaign by
the Union army. Their retreat was arres~ed
at the Rappahannock river, and a new line
formed for the purpose of defence. It stretch-
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ed from the Rappahannock by a circle to Cumberland Gap near the extreme southwestern
part of tbe State, embracing the Central and
the Virginia and Tennessee railroads, the chief
cities of Virginia, and tbe valley- of the James
river with its canal and railroads. It was
simply a line of defence, and assumed as a
necessity in view of the immense Federal force
that had been marshalled and put quietly in
position.
The design of Gen. McClellan, as above
stated, was, so far as he was master of his own
movements, to attack Richmond by the water
line, on the gronnd that such a movement
would certainly force the Confederate army
out of Manassas. By the James river, Richmond could be approached by transports and
gunboats of light draft, and without a long line
for tbe transportation of supplies. At this
time the President as commander-in-chief issued the following order:
EXEOUTIVE MANSION,

W ASIIINGTON, March
General Wai· Order, No. 2.

s, 1862.

}

On the 11th of March, the President issued
another order relieving Gen. McClellan from
the command of all the military departments
except that of the Potomac, and re-arranging
the departments as follows:
l

EXECUTIVE MANSION

w ABBINGTON, ltfa1·ch 11, 1862. f

General War Or,Jer, ho. 3.
Maj.-Gen. McClellan having personally taken the
field nt the head of the Army of the Potomac until
otherwise ordered, he is relieved from the command
of the other military departments, he retaining command of the Department of the Potomac.
Ordered, jurtMr, That the two departments now
under the resp·e ctive commands of Gens. Halleck and
Hunter, together with so much of that under Gen.
Buell ns lies west of n north and south line indefinitely
dra~vn through Knox"ille, Tenn., be consolidated and
designated tbe Department of the Mississippi and
that until otherwise ordered, Maj.-Gen. Halleck'bnve
command of said department.
Orrlered, also, That the country west of the Department of the Potomac nnd east of th e Department of the
Mississippi be a military department, to be called the
Mountain Department, and that the same be commanded by Maj.-Gen . Fremont.
That nil the Commanders of Departments, after the
receipt of this order by them r espectively, report severally and directly to the Secretary of War, and that
prompt, full, and frequent r eports will be expected of
all and each of them.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

Orde1·ed, I. That the Major-General commanding
the Army of the Potomac proceed forthwith to organize that part of said army destined to enter upon active operations (including the reserve, hut excluding
the troops to be left in the fortifications about W a.shThe effect of thfo order was to put under the
ington ), .into four army corps, to be commanded accharge of the Secretary of War a class of ducordina to seniority of rank, as follows:
Firsf Corps, to consist of three divisions, and to be ties which had heretofore been under the dicommanded by Maj.-Gen. I. McDowell.
rection of the highest military command. It
Second Corps, to consist of three divisions, and to relieved Gen. McClellan from the supervision
be commanded by Brig.-Gen. E. V. Sumner.
Third Corps, to consisL of three divisions, and to be of military operations in any other department
than his own. He retained still under his imcommanded by Brig.-Gen. S. P. Heintzelman.
Fourth Corps, to consist of three divisions, and to be mediate command the five corps of the army
commanded by Brig.-Gen. E. L. Keyes.
of the Potomac, as is manifest by his despatchII. That the divrsions now commanded by the officers above assigned to the commands of corps, shall es, dated March 27, to Gens. Banks and Shields,
be embraced in and form part of their respective corps. after the battle at Winchester. It also shows
III. The forces left for the defence of Washington that the corps of Gen. Banks was at that date
will be placed in command of J3rig.-Gen. J a.mes Wads- expected to operate under his command, alworth, who shall also be Military Governor of the
though he had then embarked a portion of his
District of Columbia.
IV. That this order be executed with such prompt- army to Fortress Monroe.
Assuming the distinct command of the ·Army
ness and despatch, ns not to delay the commencement
of the operations already directed to be undertaken of the Potomac, as his forces were now desigby the Army of the Potomac.
V. A fifth army corps, to be commanded by Maj.- nated, for the purpose of r.onducting a campaign,
&en. N. P. Banks, will be formed from his own and Gen. McClellan issued the following address to
his soldiers :
Gen. Shields's (late Gen. Lander's) division.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
HEADQUARTERS .Am!Y OF THE POTOMA0
l
1

In compliance with this order of the President, Gen. McClellan, on the 13th, issued an
order dividing " the active portion of the army
of the Potomac" into army corps as follows:
The corps of Gen .. McDowell was composed
of the divisions of Gens. Franklin, McCall, and
King.
The corps of Gen. Sumner was composed
of the divisions of Gens. Richardson, Blenker
and Sedgwick.
'
The corps of Gen. Heintzelman was composed of the divisions of Gens. Kearney, Hooker, and Fitz John Porter.
The corps of Gen. Keyes was composed of
the divisions of Gens. Couch, Smith, and Casey.
The corps of Gen. Banks was composed of
l:he divisions of Gens. Williams and Shields.

FAIRFAX COURT HOUSE, VA.,

J[arch 14, 1862.

f

Soldders of the .111-my of the Potomac :
For a long time I liave kept you inactive, but not
without a purpose. You were to be disciplined, armed,
and instructed; the formidable artillery you now have,
had to be created; other armies were to move and to
accomplish certain results. I have held you back Lhnt
you might give the death blow to the rebellion that has
distracted our once happy country. The patience you
have shown, and your confidence in your General, are
worth a dozen victories. These preliminary results nrf
now nccompli_shed. I feel that the patient labors o
many months have produced their fruiL; the Army of
the Potomac is now a real army-magnificent in ma·
terial, admirable in discipline and instruct.ion, excelj
lently equippe_d and armed- your commanders ai:e nl
that I could wish. The moment for action has arrived,
and I know that I can trust in you to sa,-'e our couotry.
.A.s I ride through your ranks, I see in your faces the
sure presage of victory; I feel that you will do whatever I ask of you. The period of inaction hc.s passed.
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I will bring you now face to face with the rebels, and
only pray that God may defend the right. In what1:ver
direction you may move, however strange my actions
may appear to you, ever bear in min~ that ~y fate is
linked with yours, and that all I do 1s to brmg you,
where I know you wish to be-on the decisive battle
field. It is my business to place you there. I am to
watch over you as a parent over his children ; and you
know that your General loves you from the depths of
his heart. It shall be my care, as it has ever been, to
gain su~ce_ss with the least ~ossi~l~ loss; but I know
that, if 1t 1s necessary, you will willingly ~ollow me to
our graves, for our righteous cause. God smiles \tpon us,
victory attends us; yet I would not have you thrnk that
our aim is to be attained without a manly struggle. I
will not disguise it from you: you have brave foes to
encoun~er, foemen well worthy of the steel that y~u
will use so well. I shall demand of you great, heroic
ex~rtic_ms, rapid and Jong m'.'-rches, desperate combats,
pr1 vat1ons, p·erhaps. We \VIII share all these together ;
and wben this sad war is over we will return to our
homes, and feel that we can ask no higher honor than
the proud consciousness that we belonged to the Army
of the Potomac.
GEO. B. McCI.:ELLAN,
Major-General Commanding.

The Prince de Joinville, in a narrative of the
campaign on the peninsula, has described with
much detail the reasons for the evacuation of
Manassas by the Oonfederate forces, and the
change of the plan for the campaign under Gen
McO!ellan. He states as follows:
" While we were riding forward, grave events
were occurring in the highest regions of the
army. There exists in the American army, as
in the English, a commander-in-chief, who exercises over the head of all the generals a supreme
authority, regulates the distribution of the troops,
and dil"ects military operations. These functions, which have been greatly curtailed in
the British army since the Orimean war, were
still exercised in all their vigor in America.
From the aged General Scott, who had long
honorably discharged them, they had passed to
General MoOiellan. We learned, on reaching
Fail"fax, that they had been taken away from
him. It is easy to understand the diminution
of force and the restrictions upon his usefulness
thus inflicted upon the general-in-chief by a.
blow in the rear at the very outset of his campaign.
•
"Yet this was but a part of the mischief done
him. McOlellan had long known, better than
• anybody else, the real strength of the rebels at
Manassas and Oentreville. He was perfectly
familiar with the existence of the 'wooden cannon' by which it has been pretended that he
was kept in awe for six months. But he also
knew that till the month of April the roads of
Virginia are in such a state that wagons and artillery can only be moved over them by constructing
plank roads-a tedious operation, during which
the enemy, holding the railways, could either
retreat, as he was then actually doing, or move
for a blow upon some other point. In any event,
had McOlellan attacked and carried Oentreville, pursuit was impossible, and victory
would have been barren of results. A single
bridge burned would have saved Johnston's
whole army. Such are the vast advantages of
a rail way for a retreating army-ad vantages
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which do not exist for the army which pursues
it.
" We have the right, we think, to say that
YcOlellan never intended to advance upon Oentreville. His long-determined purpose was to
make Washing ton safe by means of a strong
garrison, and then to use the great navigable
waters and immense naval r esources of the
North to transport the army by sea to a point
near Richmond. For weeks, perhaps for months,
this plan had been secretly maturing. Secrecy
as well as promptness, it will be understood,
was indispensable here to success. • To keep the
secret it bad been necessafy to confide it to few
persons, and hence had arisen the long ill feeling
toward the uncommunicative general.
"Be this as it may, as the day of action drew
near, those who suspected the general's project,
and were angry at not being informed of it;
those w horn his promotion had excited to envy;
his political enemies (who is without them in
.America i) ; in short, all those beneath or beside
him who wished him ill, broke out into a chorus
of accusations of slowness, inaction, incapacity.
McOlellan, with a patriotic courage which I have
always admired, disdained these accusations,
and made no reply. He satisfied himself with
pursuing his preparations in laborious silence.
But the moment came in which, notwitbstonding the loyal support given.him by the President,
that functionn.ry oould no longer resist the tempest. .A. council of war of all the divisional generals was held; a plan of campaign, not that of
McClellan, was proposed and discussed. McOlellan' was then forced to explain his projects, and
the next day they were known to the enemy.
Informed no doubt by one of those female spies
who keep up his communications into the domestic circles of the Federal enemy, Johnston evacuated Manassas at once. This was a skilful"manreuvre. Incapable of assuming the offensive, threatened with attack either at Oentreville, where defence would be useless if successful, or at Richmond, the loss of which would be a great check,
and unable to cover both positions at once, Johnston threw his whole force before the latter of
the two.
"For the Army of the Potomac this was a misfortune. Its movement was unmasked before
it had been made. Part of its transports were
still frozen up in the Hudson. Such being tho
state of affairs, was it proper to execute as rapidly as possible the movement upon Richmond
by water, or to march upon Richmond by land 7
Such was the grave question to be settled by
the young general in a miserable room of an
abandoned house at Fairfax within twentyfour hours. And it was at this moment
that the news of his removal as general-inchief reached him; the news, that is, that he
could no longer count upon the cooperation of
the other armies of the Union, and tbl!-t. the
troops under his own orders were to be d1V1~ed
into four grand corps under four separ!lte chiefs
named in order of rank-a change which wonl<l
throw into subaltern positions some young gen-
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erals of division who had his personal confidence. It is easy to see that here was matter
enough to cast a cloud upon the firmest mind.
'But the general's resolution was promptly taken.
" To follow the Oonfederates by land to Richmond at this season of the year was a material
impossibility. .An incident had just proved this
to be so. Gen. Stoneman, with a flying column,
had been sent in pursuit of the en~my. This
column came up with the enemy on the Rappahannock, along the railway to Gordonsville, and
had two engagements with him of no great importance. .tfhen came the rain. The fords
were swollen, the bridges carried away, the
watercourses could no longer be passed by
swimming; they were torrents. Stoneman's
column began to suffer for want of provisions,
and its situation was perilous. In order to communicate with the army, Stoneman bad to send
two of McOlellan's aides-de-camp, who had accompanied him, across a river on a raft of logs
tied together with ropes.
"Such was the country before the army.
Furthermore, the enemy was burning and breaking up all the bridges. Now with the wants of
the .American soldier and the usual extravagance
of bis rations, and with the necessity of transporting everything through a country where
nothing is to be found, and where the least storm
makes the roads impassable, no army can live
unless it supports its march upon a navigable
watercourse or a railway. In Europe our military administration assumes that the transportation service of an army of one hundred thousand men can only provision that army for a
three days' march from its base of operations.
In .America this limit must be reduced to a single
day. I need only add that upon the roads to
Richmond there were viaducts which it would
have required six weeks to reconstruct.
"The land march was therefore abandoned,
and we came back to the movement by water.
But this operation also was no longer what it
had been when McOlellan had conceived it.
The revelation of his plans to· the enemy had
allowed the latter to take bis precautions. The
evacuation of Manassas had preceded instead
of following the opening of the Federal campaign. The movement by water qould no
longer be a surprise. Unfortunately it was also
to lose the advantages of a rapid execution."
The movementoftroopshad been as follows:
The last detachment of the Oonfederate army
left Manassas on the 9th of March. On the
morning of the 10th Gen. McOlellan moved the
.Army of'the Potomac toward the <leserted position. The object of moving to Manassas was
to verify its evacuation, to take the chance of
cutting off the enemy's rear guard, to deceive
the enemy, if possible, as to the real intentions
of Gen. McOlellan, and to gain the opportunity
of cutting loose from all useless baggage, and
to give the troops a few days' experience in
bivouac and on the march. .After reaching
Manassas, Gen. M.cOlello.n returned to Washington on the 18th, and the army at once counter-

marched, and on Sunday the 16th it was massed
in new positions near .Alexandria, ready to embark with the least possible delay. During the
ensuing week it began toJembark on transports
a.t .Alexandria for Fortress Monroe. The number of transports promised was to be sufficient
to convey :fifty thousand men, but the number
collected was found to be hardly enough for
the conveyance cf half that number. Instead
of moving the whole·army with its equipage
at once, as it had been intended, a number of
trips were required. The embarkation commenced on the 117th of March.
By reference to the order of the President
issued on the 8th of March, (seep. 210), it will
be seen that the army was divided into :five
corps. Of these, the corps of Gens. Banks and
McDowell did -not embark. Of the second
corps, under Gen. Sumner, one division, that
of Gen. Blenker, was withdrawn and sent to
Gen. Fremont in the Mountain Department.
There remained therefore to be embarked,
two divisions under Gen. Sumner, three under
Gen. Heintzelnian, and three under Gen. Keyes
-being in all eight divisions. The Prince de.
Joinville, in his statement of the numbers of
the entire army, says it consisted of " 11 divisions Q,f infantry, 8,000 to 10,000 strong; 1
division of regulars (infantry and cavalry),
6,000 strong; 350 pieces of artillery. The total
effective force may have been 120,000 men."
·From this number are to be deducted the corps
of Gen. McDowell and the division of Gen.
Blenker. This will make the effective force of
Gen. McOlellan embarked for Fortress Monroe
about eighty-five thousand men. Two weeks
were occupied in transporting this force to
Fortress Monroe.
·
It has been stated that Gen. Blenker's division. was withdrawn from Gen. Sumner's corps,
and- sent to Gen. Fremont in the Mountain Department. This was done one or two days before Gen. McClellan sailed. The reason given
was "political pressure" exercised to get a
command for Gen. Fremont. No military
reason was stated for this withdrp.wal. The
following letter from President Lincoln to Gen.
McClellan, produced at a court martial in Washington, thus explains it:
W ASIIINGTON, .April 9, 1862.

Maj.-Gen. Mc(Jlellan:
MY DEAR Sm: Your despatches complaining thnt
you are not properly sustained, while tliey do not offend me, do pain me yery much.
Blenker's division was withdrawn from you before
you left here, and you know the pressure under which
I did it ; aud, as I thought, acquiesced in it-certainly
not without reluctance.
After/ou left I ascertained that less than twenty
thousau unorganized men, without a single field battery, were all you designed to be left for the defence
of Washington and Manassas Junction; and part.of
of this even was to go to Gen. Hooker's old position.
Gen. Banks•s corps, once designed for Manassas
Junction, was diverted and tied up on the line of Winchester and Strasburg, and could not leave it without
again exposing the Upper Potomac and the Bultimore
and Ohio railroad. This presented (or would present,
when McDowell and Sumner should be gone) a great
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temptation to the enemy to turn back from the Rappa- though it may be anticipating some events, jt is
bannock and sack Wasbingt_on.
proper that the explanation of the withdrawal of
My explicit order that Washington should, by the McDowell'scorpsshouldbeherenoticed. Inthe
judgment of all the commanders of corps, be lef~ en- Senate, Mr. Wilson of Massachusetts, chairman
tirely secure, had been neglected. It was precisely
this that drove me to detain McDowell. I do not for- of the Oommittee on Military .A.ffairs, said: "I
get that I was satisfied with your arrangement to will state that the Secretary of War is not re•
leave Banks at Manassas Junction; but when that ar- sponsible for the movements charged upon him
rangement was broken up, and notbiuo- was substi- b h S
f
K t k
Th p 'd t
tuted for it, of course I was not satisfied; I was conY t e enator rom en uc Y·
e res1 en
alone is responsible for whatever has occurred,
strained to substitute something for it myself.
.A.nd now allow me to ask, " Do you really tbiuk I both for arresting the advance of General Mcshould permit th~ line from Richmond, via Manassas Dowell to Yorktown, and withdrawing a porJnnction, to this city, to be entirely open, except.what tion of Gen. Banks's forces. The order arrestresistance could be presented by le~s _than twenty
D
ll
d
thousand unorganized troops?" This 1s a question ing the advance of Gen. Mc owe was. ma e
which the country will not allow me to evade.
by the President, with the approval of the
There is a curious mystery about the n1'mbe,;- of Secretary of War, General Hitchcock, and sevtroops now with you. When I telegraphed you on the eral other military men. It was given for tho
6th, sayino-.that you bad over one hundred thousand
h
with you,"'I had just obtained f'.rom.tbe Secretary of best of purposes, and I am sure t ere was no
War a statement taken, as he said, from your own re- intrigue about it, nor personal objects gained.
tm1ns, making one hundred and eight thousand then It may have been an error; but, if so, it was
with you, and en route to you.
an error· committed by the President for an
You all
nowensay1·oute
you will
haveshall
but eighty-five
thousand
when
to you
have reached
you. honest and patriotic purpose, under the advice
How can the discrepancy of twenty-three thousand be of the military men whom· he consulted. I
accounted for?
understand the fact to be that the President
As to Gen. Wool's command, I understand it is do- gave written orders-in fact I have seen .the
ing for you precisely what a like number of your own orders-that the number of men necessary for
would have to do, if that command was away.
I sup-pose the whole force-which has gone forward the defence of Washington should be left here,
for you 1s with you by this time; aud, if so, I think it and that.that number should be agreed upon
is the precise_ time fo: you to. strike a blow. By ?,eiay . by the commanders of the various corps of the
th_e ene_my will relativel;ir gin_n upon you__ ; that 1s, he army. The commanders of corps held a conwill gam faster by fort1ficat10ns trnd recnforccments
.
.
fi
h
d
than you can by reenforcements alone.
sultat10n, and decided that forty- ve t ousan
And, once more, let me tell you H is indispensable men were necessary to be held for the defence
to you. that you ~trike a blow.. I_ nm powerless to of this city. .A.ll the forces were ordered to be
help th1~ .. You Will do_me the Jnst1ce to ~emember I withdrawn from this city with the exception
always rns1sted that gorng down the bay rn search of
f · t
th
d
d~
th
l f th t
~
a field, in'stead of figl!ting at or near Manassas, was O mne een ousa,n , an 1our ousanc o
only shifting and not surmounting a difficulty; that number were sent for. Nearly all of the re~1we would find the same enemy and the same or equal ments left here were recently brought into the
intrenchments at either place. The country will not service and four or five of them were cavalry
fail to note-is now noting-that the present hesita· 't
t
t d
d t·
d't'
tion to move upon an intrenched enemy is but the regunen _s, no moun e ' an :10 m q. con l ion
story of Manassas repeated.
for service. Under these crrcumstances, apI beg to assure rou that I ~ave never wri~ten you prehending precisely what has taken place, the
or spoken ~o you rn greater kindness _of feelmg than President withheld thirty thousand men nn!JOW, nor mtb e._fulli:r purpose to su~tam you so far as der Gen. McDowell. Ten thousand of this
m my most anxious Judgment I consistently can. But ti
d G
F nkl'
t th
t
.
you must act.
orce, nn er en. ra m, a
e urgen reYours, very truly,
A. LINCOLN.
quest of Gen. McClellan, were sent forward to
Yorktown, but McDowell was held back with
When Gen. McOlellau sailed he supposed twenty thousand men on the Rappahannock
that Gen. McDowell'~corps would follow him, to protect the capital and menace Richmond.
and it was not until he was before Yorktown The President then, in orq.er to concentrate a
that he received the first intimation to the con- force here and threaten Richmond, and aid
trary. The reason of this change should also Gen. McOlellan's movements, ordered Gen.
be stated.
Shields to unite with Gen. McDowell, thus
By reference to a preceding page, it will be making an army of about forty thousand men,
seen that the battle of Winchester took place the intention of which was to move on Richon the 23d of March, about the time the army mond by land, so as to cover Washington in
of the Potomac was embarking. It startled their movement. This left Gen. Banks a small
the Government b.f revealing a much stronger force, and a movement has been made upon
force of the enemy m their immediate front than him, and he has been compelled to evacuate
they had supposed. .A.t the same time the num- the Shenandoah Valley and reQross the Potober of troops at Washington being limited, it mac. These movements were directed by the
was decided that one of the two corps which had President ; and he is alone responsible for thein.
not embarked (either McDowell's or Sumner's) In doing what he did, I have no doubt he was
should be withheld, and the decision fell upon actuated by honest purposes, and he ha~ tho
Gen. McDowell. The same question came up in sanction and support of his .military ad v1sers,
Oongress on the 26th of May, after Gen. Jackson including the Secretary of War."
. ·
had made his brilliant dash up the Shenandoah,
Mr. Trumbull of illinois said: "While the
and driven Gen. Banks across the Potomac. .A.I- Sena.tor from Massachusetts is making his state-
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ment, I should like to inquire of him if it was
not at the urgent and repeated request of Gen.
:McClellan that troops should be sent to him
to aid in his attack upon Richmond that this
has.been done?"
Mr. Wilson of :Massachusetts: "In response
to the Senator's question, I will say that I
understand that Gen. McClellan desired to
have the forces reserved under Gen. McDowell
sent forward to him by the steamers. · Upon
his request, Gen. Franklin . with bis division
was sent forward to Yorktown. The President,
to protect Washington, and at the same time
fo aid Gen. McClellan by menacing Richmond,
withdrew Gen. Shields's division from Gen.
Banks, thus concentrating on the Rappahannock
forty thousand men. This force could move on
Richmond, or act directly for the protection of
Washington, according to circumstances. Yesterday the President, in view of what has occurred, stated that this force of twenty thousand men, which be bad reserved, and for w bich
he takes the entire responsibility, had been
reserved by him in apprehension of precisely
such a movement of the enemy threatening
this city as has already ta.ken place.
"The President may have made a mistake in
withdrawing so much of the force of Gen.
Banks, but I am sure he acted according to the
best lights he possessed. Gen. Banks has been
forced to retrace his steps, to abandon the Shenandoah Valley, and to recross the Potomac."
On Dec. 10, before a court martial at
Washington, Gen. McClellan, in answer to the
question, What communication he received from
the President through Gen. Franklin, &c.? said:
" The substance of the communication of Gen.
Franklin fr.om the President was that the President assumed the responsibility of the change
of destination of Gen. McDowell's corps, regarding that corps necessary for the defence of
Washington, although the troops actually left in
Washington and in front of it, disposable for its
defence, were rather more than double the garrison fixed by the engineer and artillery officers,
and considerably more than the largest number
recommended by any of the corps commanders
to be left in the vicinity of Washington."
The following orders of Gen. McOlellan will
show his plans for the protection of Washington:
HEA.D QUARTERS, .Am,rY OF TUE POTOMAC, l
March 16, 1862.
f
Brig.-Gen. James S. Wadsworth, lmlitm-y Governor
of the District of Govumbia :
Sm: The command to which you have been assigned, by instruction of the President, ns Military Governor of the District of Columbia, embraces the geographical limits of the district, and will also include the
city of .Alexandria, the defensive works south of the
Potomac, from the Occoquan to Difficult Creek, and the
post of Fort Washington. I enclose a list of the works
and defences embraced in these limits. Gen. Banks
will command at Manassas Junction, with the divisions of Williams and Shields, composing the Fifth
.Army Corps, but you should, nevertheless, exercise
vigilance in your front, carefully guard the approaches
in thnt quarter, and.maintain the duties of advanced
guards. You will use the same precautions on either

flank. .All troops not actually needed for the police of
Washington and Georgetown, for the garrisons north
of the Potomac, and for other indicated special duties,
should be removed to the south side of the river. In
the centre of your front you should post the Il)ain
body of your troops, in proper proportions, at suitable
distances toward your right nod left flanks. Careful
patrols will be made to thoroughly scour the country
m front from right to left.
It is specially enjoined upon you to maintain the
forts and their armaments in the best possible order,
to look carefully after the instruction nnd discipline ot
their garrisons, ns ,veil as nil other troops und er your
command, and by frequent and rigid inspection to insure the attainment of these ends.
The care of the rail ways, canals, depots, bridges, and
ferries within the above-named limits will devolve
upoi:J. you, and you are to insure their security and
provide for their protection by every means in your
power. You will also protect the depots of the public
stores and the tr~sit of the stores to the troops in actual service.
By means of patrols you will thoroughly scour the
neighboring country south of the eastern branch, and
also on your right, and 7.ou will use every possible precaution to intercept ma1Js, goods, and persons passing
unauthorized to the enemy's lines.
The necessity of maintaining ~ood order within your
limits, and especially in the capital of the nation, cannot be too strongly enforced. You will forward and
facilitate the movement of all troops destined for the
active part of the .Army of the Potomac, and especially
the transits of detachments to their proper regiments
• and corps.
The charge of all new troops nniving in Washington, and of all troops temporarily there, will devolve
upon you. You will form them into provisional brigades, promote their instruction and discipline, and
facilitate their equipments. Report all arrivals of
troops, their strength, composition, and equipment,by
every opportunity. Besides the regular reports and
returns 'which you will be required to render to the
.Adjutant-General of the army, you will make to these
headquarters a consolidated morning report of your
command every Sunday morning, and a monthly return on the first day of each montll.
The foregoin~ instructions are communicated by
command of MnJ.-Gen. McClellan.
Very respectfully, ;your obedient servant,
.Assistant .Adjutant-General.
HEADQUARTERS,

ARMY

OF TJP, POTO.!li0 1

J,farcl1, 16, 1862.

l
f

To Maj.-Gen. N. P. .Banks, Vommanding Fijtl~ Oo1ps,
A?'7n'!J of the Potomac :
Sm: You will post your command in the vicinity
of Manassas, intrench yourself strongly, and throw
cavalry pickets well out to the front. Your first care
will be .the rebuilding of the rail way from Washington
to Manassas and to Strasburg, in order to open your
communications with the valley of the Shenandoah.
.As soon as the Manassas Gap railway is in runnini
order, intrench a brigade of infantry-say four regiments, with two batteries-at or near the point where
that railway crosses the Shenandoah. ~omething l_ik,e
two regiments of cavalry should be left ID that vicm1ty to occupy Winchester, and thorou ghly scour the
country south of the railway and up tfie Shenandoah
Valley, as well as through Chester Gap, which might
perhaps be occupied advantageously by a detachment
of infantry well rntrenched. l3lock houses should bo
built at all the railway bridges occupied by grand
guard, Warrenton Junction or Warrenton itself, and
also some still more advanced points on the Orange and
.Alexandria railroad, as soon as the railroad bridges aro
repaired.
Great activity should be observed by the caval17..
Besides the two regiments at Manassas, another regiment of cavalry will be at your disposal to scout to·
ward sl!e O,ccoquan, and probably a fourth toward
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Leesburg. To recapitulate, the most important points
that should engage your atte_ntion are a~ follow_s: .
First-A strong force, well 1Dtrenched, ID the vicinity of Manassas, perhaps even Centreville, and another
force a brigade, also well intrenched uear Strasburg.
Se~on<l-Block houses at the railroad bridges.
T/iir<l-Constant employment of cavalry ,~ell to the
front.
Fourtli-Grand guards at Warrenton, and in advance as far as the Rappahannock, if possible.
Fi,/tl,,-Great care to be exercised to obtain full and
early information as to the enemy.
Sia:tk-The general object js to cover the line of the
Potomac and Washington.
The foregoing is communicated by order of Maj.Gen. McClellan.
- - --,
Assistant Adjutant-General.

On the 1st of April Gen. McOlellan addressed the following additional note to Gen.
Banks:
HEADQUARTERS, ARMY OF TIIE P0To11.1..o,}
ON BO!.llD COMMODORE, .April 1, 1862.

Haj.-Gen. N. P. Banks, Commanding Fifth A1·m-y
Corps :

GENERAL: The cbau~e in affairs in the valley of the
Shenandoah has rendered necessary a corresponding
departure, temporarily at least, from the plan we some
days since agreed upon.
In my arrangements I assume that yon have a force
amply sufficient to drive Jackson before you, provided
he is not reenforced largely. I also assume that you
may find it impossible to find anything toward' Manassas for some days, probably not until the operations
of the main army have drawn all the rebel force toward Richmond.
You are aware that Gen. Sumner bas for some days
been at Warrenton Junction, with two divisions of
infantry, six batteries, and two regiments of cavalry,
and that a recounoissance to the Rappahannock forced
the enemy to destroy the railroad bridge at Rappahannock Station, on the Orange and Alexandria railroad.
Since that time our cavalr,Y have found nothing on this
side of the Rappahannock ID that direction, and it seems
clear that we have no reason to fear any return of the
rebels in that quarter. Their movements near Fredericksburg also indicate a final abandonment of that
neighborl:iood.
•
I doubt whether Johnston mll now reenforce Jackson with a view to offensive operations. The time
has probably passed when he could have gained anything by so doing.
I have ordered one of Sumner's divisions (that of
Richardson) to Alexandria for embarkation. Blenker's
has been detached from the Army of the Potomac, and
ordered to reµort to Gen. Fremont. Abercrombie is
probably at Warrenton Junction to-day; Geary at
White Plains.
Two regiments of cavalry have been ordered out,
nnd are now on the way to relieve the two regiments
of Sumner. Four thousand infantry and one battery
leave Washington at once for Manassas. Some three
thousand more will move in one or two days, and soon
after three thousand' additional.
I ,vill order Blenker to move on Strasburg and report to you for temporary duty; so that, should you
find a large force in your front, you can avail yourself
of his aid. As soon as possible, please direct him on
Winchester, thence to report to the Adjutant-General
of the Army for orders ; but keep him until you are
sure what you have in front.
.
In regard to your own movements, the most important thing is to throw Jackson well back, and then to
assume such a position as to enable you to prevent his
return. As soou ns the railway communications are
reestablished, it will be probably important and advisable to inovo on Staunton ; but this would require
communications and a force of 25,000 to 30,000 for
active operations. It should also be nearlr coincident with my own move on Richmond: At al events,
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not so long before it as to enable the rebels to concen•
trate on you and then return to me.
·
I fear that you cannot be ready in time· although
it ma;r come in very well with a force less than I have
ment10ned, after the main battle near Richmond,
When Gen. Sumner leaves Warrenton Junction, Gen.
Abercrombie will be placed in immediate command of
Manassas and Warrenton Junction, under your general orders. Please inform me frequently by tele~raph and otherwise as to the state of things in your
front.
I am, very truly yours,
GEO.B.McCLELLAN,
.Maj.-Gen. Commanding.
P. S. From what I have just learned, it would
seem that the two regiments of cavalry intended for
" ' arrenton Junction have gone to Harper's FeITy.
Of the four additional regiments placed under your
orders, two should as promptly as possible move by
the shortest route on Warrenton Junction.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEO. B. McCLELLAN,
Maj.-Gen. Commanding.
H E ADQUARTERS, .ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,/
8 TEillER COMMODORE, .April 1, 1802.

5

To B1·ig.-Gen. L'. Thomas, Adj.-Gen. U.S. A.:
GENERAL: I have to request that you will lay the
followin g communication before the Hon. Secretary of
War. 'l'he approximate numbers and positions of the
troops left near and in rear of the Potomac are about
as follows:
Gen. Dix has, after guarding the railroads under
his charge, sufficient troops to give him five thousand men for the defence of Baltimore, and one
thousand nine hundred and eighty-eight available for
the eastern shore, Annapolis, &c. Fort Delaware is
very well garrisoned by about four hundred men.
The garrisons of the forts around Washington amount
to ten thousand men, other disposable troops now with
Gen. Wadsworth being about eleven thousand four
hundred men. The troops employed in guarding the
various railroads in Maryland amount to some three
thousand three hundred and fifty-nine men. These it
is designed to relieve, being old regiments, by dismounted cavalry, and to send them forward to Manassas. Gen. Abercrombie occupies Warrenton with a
force which, including Col. Geary's at White Plains,
and the cavalry to be at their disposal, will amount to
some seven thousand seven hundred and eighty men,
with twelve pieces of artillery.
I have the honor to request that all the troops organized for service in Pennsylvania and New York and
in any of the Eastern States, may be ordered to Wash- ·
ington. This force I should be glad to have sent at
once to Manassas-four thousand men from Gen.
W adsworth to be ordered to Manassas. These troops,
with the r ailroad guards above alluded to, will make
up a force under the command of Gen. Abercrombie
to something like eighteen thousand six hundred aud
thirty-nine men. It is my design to push Gen. Blenker from Warrenton -upon Strasburg. He should remain at Strasburg long enough to allow matters to assume a definite form in that region before proceeding
to his ul timate destination. The troops in the valle;r
of the Shenandoah will thus-including Blenker's division, ten thousand and twenty-eight strong, with twenty-four pieces of artillery, Banks's Fifth Corps, which
embraces the command of Gen. Shields, nineteen thousand si..-..: hundred and eighty-seven strong, with fortyon13 guns, some three thousand six hundred and fiftyth,ee disposable cavalry, and the railroad guard, about
twenty-one hundred men-amount to about thirty-five
thousand four hundred and sixty-seven men.
.
It is designed to relieve Gen. Hooker by one rew.ment-say eight hundred and fifty men-being, with
five hundred cavalry, thirteen hundred and fifty men
on the Lower Potomac. To recapitulate: At Warrenton there are to be seven thousand seven hundred and
eighty; at Manassas, say ten thousand eight ~nodred
and fifty-nine; in the Shenandoah Valley, thirty-five
thousand four hundred nnd sixty-seven ; on the Lower
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Potomac, thirteen 1.uodred nod fifty-in all, fifty-five pp. 223 &c. ), and the insecurity of the transthousand four hundred and fifty-six. There would ports, while the navy really had not entire conthen be left for the garrisous in front of Washington trol of the James river, caused the troops to be
and under Gen. Wads worth some eighteen thousand
men, exclusive of tbe batteries, under instructions. landed at Fortress Monroe, and the march to
The troops organizing or ready for service in New be commenced overland from that point.
York, I len.rn, will probably number more tban four
About the 1st of .April the force above stated
thousand. These should be assembled at Washington, had reached Fortress Monroe, Gen. McClellan
subject to disposition where their services may be
arrived on the 2d, and commenced active opernmost needed.
tions. On the 4th of April the following order
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEO. B. McCLELLAN,
was issued from the War Department:
Maj.-Gen. Commanding.

•

Some explanation of these orders is to be
found in answers of Gen. McClellan to interrogatories before the court martial above mentioned. In one answer he said: "The force
left disposable for the defence of Washington
was about '70,000 men, independent of the
corps of Gen. McDowell." Again, he said:
"My recollection of the suggestions as to the
forces to be left varied from forty to fifty thousand. I think Gen. McDowell proposed the
latter number. Of one thing I am confident:
that, with the facts fresh in my mind, I thought
that I left more than was suggested by any
corps commander."
As to the necessity that Gen. McDowell
should remain for the defence of Washington,
he said : "I think that Gen. McDowell was
correct in his opinion that it was safe and proper for him to unite with the Army of the Potomac. I think that immediately after the occupation of Hanover Oourt House by a portion
of the ATmy of the Potomac, there was no
rebel force of any consequence between Hanover Oourt House and Gen. McDowell. I think
that the main object of Jackson's movement
against Gen. Banks was to prevent reenforcements from being sent to the Al'my of the Potomac, and expressed that opinion in a telegram
to the President within a day of the time I received information of Jackson's movements. I
think that if Gen. McDowell had moved direct
upon Hanover Oom-t House, instead of in the
direction of Front Royal, Jackson would have
rapidly retraced his steps to join the main rebel
army at Richmond. With a strong army of
our own in the vicinity of Richmond, and
threatening it, I do not think .that the r ebels
would have detached a sufficient force to seriously endanger the safety of Washington."
Before Gen. McOlellan left Washington, an
order was issued placing Gen. Wool and all his
troops under his command, and he was expressly authorized to detail a division of about
10,000 men from the troops under Gen. Wool
and to attach them to the active army. After
operations had commenced on the peninsula,
on the 3d of April Gen. McOlellan received an
order from the Secretary of War countermanding all this. No explanation of this has ever
been made.
The design of Gen. McOlellan was to make a
aure and rapid movement upon Richmond, but
other causes still occurred to defeat this purpose.
The contest between the Monitor and Merrimac
took place on the 9th of March (see below

W AB

DEP ABTMENT, WASHING TON,

.April 4, 1862.

Ordered, 1.-That the portion of Virginia and Maryland lying between the Mountain Department and
the Blue Ridge shall constitute a military department,
to be called the Department of the Shenandoah, and be
under the command ofMaj.-Gen. Banks.
2.-That the portion of Virginia east of the Blue
Ridge and west of the Potomac and the Fredericksburg and Richmond railroad, including the District
of Col um bin and the country between the Potomac and
the Patuxent, shall be a military district, to be called
the Department of the Rappahannock, and be under
the command of Maj.-Gen. McDowell.
. By order of the PRESIDENT.
EnwIN M. STL"iTON, Secretary of War.

The effect of this order was to take from
under the control of Gen. McClellan the forces
of Gens. Banks and McDowell, aud the direction
of all military operations in his department
west of the Richmond and Fredericksburg railroad, and in low.er Maryland, and to confine him strictly to the remainder of eastern
Virginia. On the 11th of April, the following
order was sent to Gen. McDowell :
WAR DEPARTMENT,

.ApriZ 11, 1862.

.Maj.-0en. .Mc])oweU Oommandinf:
Srn: For the present, and unti further orders, you
will consider the national capital as especially under
your protection, and make no movement throwing
your force out of position for the discharge of this
primary duty.
ED}VIN M. ST.A.NTON, Secretary of War.

On the 5th of April, :firing was opened by
the enemy at Yorktown on the extreme Federal right, to repel a bold reconnoissal!ce.
While this was going on, Gen. McClellan heard
for the first time that Gen. McDowell was withdrawn from his command. Yorktown is a post
village, port of entry, and shire town of York
county, Virginia. It is situated on rising ground
on the right bank or south side of York river,
eleven miles from its mouth. It is seventy
miles east-southeast of Richmond, and had be·
fore the war about sixty houses, four hundred
and :fifty 'inhabitants, and several thousand tons
of shipping.
The army of the Potomac had commenced its
march upon this place wholly in the dar~. as
to the nature of the country, or the pos1t1on
and strength of the enemy. The maps which
were furnished by the commanders at Fortress
Monroe were found to .be entirely erroneous.
The peninsula is bounded on the north by York
river, which is commanded by Yorktown and
Gloucester, on either side. Both places were
strongly fortified to obstruct the entrance of
the river by gunboats. The Oonfederate batte·
riesmountedfilty-six guns, many of which were
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rifled one-hundred pounders, and could have vanced up the left bank of the York .river,
sunk the entire fleet of these gunboats. The in the direction of West Point, and rendered
James river, which bounded the peninsula on the position of the Oonfederate :11·mymost perthe south, was in full possession of the enemy. ilous, if they had persisted in holding it. Tho
The line of defence at Yorktown was selected execution of this movement had been confided
with great judgment. Taking advantage of the to the corps of Gen. McDowell, which was to
highest ground on the peninsula at that place, have embarked the last of all, at Alexandria,
and projecting a line of intrenchments and forts and arrive at Yorktown at the moment when
bearing a little southwest to a point connecting the rest of the army, coming from Fortress Monwith the head of Warwick river, the enemy had roe, appeared before that place. This corps of
continued his works down that stream to James Gen. McDowell was detained, as ]:las already
river, making the entire distance from point to been stated. The effect of its detention is thus
point eight and a half miles. While the flat and stated by Prince De J oinville:
marshy surface of the peninsula, together with
"We received the inexplicable and unexplainstreams constantly fed with copious supplies ed intelligence that this corps had been sent to
of water from the swamps, afforded peculiar another destination. The news was recei'10d
means of defence, it was equally unfavorable by the army with dissatisfaction, although the
to offen ive operations, especially when distant majority could not then foresee the deplorable
from the harbor for supplies and with bad consequences of an act performed, it must be
roads. The country was also covered with supposed, with no evil intention, but with indense forests of pine, which formed a valuable conbeivable recklessness. Fifteen days earlier
shield to the positions of the enemy.
this measure, although it would always have
From the 5th to the 8th, when the unfavor- been injurious, would not have had so bad an
able weather suspended active hostilities on effect; for new arrangements might have been
both sides, there were frequent skirmishes, and made. Now, it was the mainspring removed
firing by artillery, to prevent the enemy from from a great work already begun. It deranged
constrncting further defences and mounting everything. Among the divisions of the corps of
additional guns, with few casualties on either Gen. McDowell there was one-that of Franklin
side. On the 8th, 9th, and 10th there was a -which was regretted more than all the rest,
succession .of extraordinary storms of rain and both on account of the troops themselves and of
hail with some sleet and snow. The enemy the officers commanding them. The commandtook ad vantage of this weather to complete er-in-chief had carefully superintended its ortheir defences. Much work was done in the ganization during the winter. He held it in great
interval by the Federal army in making and esteem and earnestly demanded its restoration.
corduroying roads to the depots, &c.
It was sent back to him, without any explanaWhen the army left Fortress Monroe, Gen. tion, in the same manner as it had been withKeyes with three divisions proceeded along drawn. This splendid division-eleven thouthe James river until he reached the Warwick. sand strong-arrived, and for a moment the
In seeking for a ford he discover~d the Oonfed- commander thought of intrusting to it alone
erate line of defence. Dykes had been erected the storming of Gloucester; but the idea was
in different parts of this stream, converting it abandoned." ·
into a kind of pond. These dams were defendThe next step was to search the Oonfederate
ed by redoubts, artillery, and rifle pits.
line of defence for weak points. It was believThe supplies of the army consisted in provi- ed that if any were found and forced, the result
sions for two days, which each soldier had taken. would be, that the enemy would, as is usual
After these two days the army was entirely in such cases, believe that bis position was turndependent on the wagons for subsistence. ed at both extremities, and his forces would
It was therefore necessary to construot roads. become demoralized. Then if he was vigorThese were made by cutting cfown trees of ously pushed with overwhelming force, a seriequal size, and from one foot to ~ighteen inches ous, if not fatal disaster might be_ inflicted
in diameter, and placing the pieces from twelve on his army. This point was supposed to
or eighteen feet in length, side by side, on the exist about the centre of the line, on Warground. All the infantry that were not on wick river or creek, below Winn's Mills and
picket duty on the outposts, were employed near Lee's Mills. Here the Federal forces had
11p to their ~'llees in mud and water in this la- thrown up a considerable work, with wings for
boi:. By tlus means the cannon. an~ wagons riflemen, in which guns were mounted. Diarrived at . places_ where otherwise 1t would rectly opposite the enemy, were protected by a
have been 1mposs1ble to have brought them.
demi-lune with two embrasures with long inIn order to avoid the delays of a siege, Gen . .. fantry epaulements extending fr~m each wing.
McOlellan had formed a plan to turn the posi- • An open field some six or seven hundred yards
tion at Yorktown. This was to be done by ef- in width intervened. The enemy's works rest~ecting a landing on the Severn ri:7er, n?rth and ed on the skirts of a pine forest, while the Fedm the rear of Gloucester, by wlnch this latter eral were in the centre of the field. The forest
position might be carried, and thus render the extended like a curtain clear across the north
York river less difficult of entrance by the gun- edge of the field, in which sharpshooters on
boats. The Federal force could then have ad- either side were pom..ed. :
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On the lGtli four Federal batteries of light sand laborers were unceasingly employed cutartillery, under Oapts. Ayres, Mott, Kennedy, ting through the woods and forming roads,
and Wheeler, opened furiously upon the oppo- trenches, and batteries. It wa.s a curious spec•
site work, and soon drove the enemy's cannon- tacle. A straight arm of the sea, fringed by'
eers to shelter. Detachments consisting of a thick and strong vegetation, mixed with trees
companies E, 1r, D, and K, of a Vermont regi- of all kinds, living and dead, entangled with
ment, were ordered forward through the woods withes and moss, approached in a serpentine
to capture the Confederate work. These brave . form. to the front of the attack. The first parmen pushed forward firmly under a scattering allol was made. The wood which surrounded
fire of musketry, and were struggling through us was an admirable protection. This arm of
the creek, when the enemy, in superior force, the sea was covered with bridges. Roads were
opened upon them a galling fire of rifles and out along"its margin in the midst of tulips, fl.owmusketry. They still went forward unfalter- ers of Judea, and azaleas in full bloom. From
ingly, and their ranks were rapidly thinning, this natural parallel others were formed by the
when they were recalled. Not more than half hands of man, and we rapidly approached the
their number had crossed the stream. They place. The ~efenders opened a terrific fire on
reluctantly obeyed, but soon it became more those works that they could see, as well as upon
difficult to return than it had been to advance. those· which they supposed were in progress.
The enemy suddenly opened a sluice above, Shells whistled on every side through the large
and almost overwhelmed them with a fl.ow of trees, cutting down branches, frightening horses,
water which reached theii- armpits. They but otherwi1Je doing very little harm. Nobody
maintained their order firmly, however, under cared about it. In the evening, when all the
cover of the batteries, which with the sharp- laborers r eturned in good order, with their rishooters kept the enemy within their intrench- fl.es on th eir backs, and their shovels on their
ments, and in a short time extricated them- shoulders, the fire became more furious, a~ if
selves, bringing away all their dead and wounded the enemy had marked the hour of their return.
except six. The casualties exceeded one hun- We went to this cannonade a.s to a show; and
dred and fifty. The attempt to force through when, on a beautiful night in spring time, the
the enemy's line was afterward abandoned, troops gayly marched along to this martial
having presented unforeseen difficulties.
music thrvugh the flowering woods; when the
Sharpshooting was a feature of the early balloon, with which we made our reconnoispart of the campaign on the peninsula. An sances, was :floating in the air, we seemed to be
spectators at a fete, and for a moment wero
officer thus describes one or two scenes:
"The operations of our fellows were extreme- made to forget the miseries of war.
ly interesting. One man was securely posted
"The siege, however, still went on. Powerbehind an embankment with a glass, and upon ful artillery, with great difficulty', had been
discovering an enemy, he signalized the active brought up; 100 and even 200-pounder rifl ed
riflemen. The latter, covered by rifle pits or cannon, and 13-inch mortars were ready to battrees, were constantly blazing away, and at t er the place. Fourteen batteries were con.each successful shot would make some satisfac- structed, armed, and appo~ted. If our fire
tory sign. One of them afforded considerable h ad not been yet opened, it was because it was
amusement by his daring antics. Depositing designed to open all. our batteries togeth~r
his rifle every now and then behind a tree, he along the whole line; and for this reason we
would dash across the field from his cover to our waited until nothing was wanting to complete
bastion and back again quickly, courting a shot, all our preparations. We could not, however,
while his comrades watched for a victim. He resist the desire to try the 200-pounders. These
must have made twenty trips while we observed enormous pieces were handled with incredible
him. Once or twice the enemy's balls knocked ease. Four men sufficed to load and aim them,
up the dust a few feet from him, and quicker without any more difficulty thau in the workthan thought a leaden messenger would be sent ing of our old 24-pounders. At a distance of
after the unlucky enemy. We left the saucy three miles their fire was admirably precise. One
fellow continuing his hazardous pranks."
day one of these immense pieces bad a kind of
The siege of Yorktown was now commenced duel with a rifled piece of somewhat smaller
in earnest. The Federal army was encamped caliber, in position on the bastions at Yorktown.
before it in line of battle order. The arrange- The curious among us mounted on the parapet
ment of the columns, however, was influenced to see where the missiles might fall, and, while
by the nature and topography of the position they communicated their observations to one
invested. It is thus summarily described by another, the sentry on the lookout would anPrince de Joinville:
nounce when the enemy was about to fire in
"The last operation, like that on Gloucester, turn ; but the distance was so great that, benot being accomplished, nothing remained but t_ween the discharge and the arrival of the proto begin a regular siege against Yorktown. All jectile, everybody had time to descend without
this wandering in the dark had, unfortunately, any hurry, and to place himself under the shelconsumed much time, and the siege itself would ter of the parapet. Such, however, was the
consume much more, although it should be precision of the fire that we were sure to se~
pushed with the greatest energy. Ten thou- t~e enormous proj~ctile passing over the very
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spot where the group of observers had been
standing but a moment before; then it would
bound along and tear up the earth some fifty
or sixty yards off, and its inflammable composition would burst with a loud explosion, throwing into the air a cloud of dust as high as the
water jets of St. Oloud.
"It was evident that with the powerful means
at our disposal the capture of Yorktown was
but a work of time. Shattered beneath the
tremendous fire which was about to be opened
npon it, without casemates to cover their soldiers, without any other defence than outworks,
and palisades, the place had not even the chance
of opposing a lengthened resistance. Everything was ready for the final blow-. Not only
was a teri"ific born batdment about to be opened
upon the town, not only were the most select
troops set apart to follow up this bombardment by a, grand assault, but the steam transports on1y awaited a sign to push immediately
up the York river, and to land Franklin's
troops at the upper part of the stream, on the
line of ·retreat of the Oonfederate army. A
part of these troops were also to remain on
board the transports. They would have taken
but a few hours to traverse by water the distance it would have taken the enemy's army
two days at least to march by land. Driven
from the lines of Yorktown by a powerful attack, pursued sword in hand, intercepted on
the route by fresh troops, that n.rmy would have
been in a most critical position, and the Federals would have obtained what they so much
desired-an astonishing military success.
"A gre~t success of the Federal army before
Yorktown was therefore of vital importance to
the Government at Washington. Unfortunately,
the Oonfederate leaders and generals were of
the same opinion, and, as able and resolute men,
they took the best means to render it impossible."
On the nights of the 3d and 4th of May,
Yorktown and the Oonfederate lines of the
Warwick .river were evacuated. This work,
doubtless commenced several days before, and
was conducted with great skill and energy. On
the 3d the fire of the enemies batteries was redoubled in seve1·ity. This was done to mask
their retreat, and it was highly successful. The
absence of all signs of them on the morning of the 4th, caused their lines to be closely
· examined, when it was soon ascertained that
they were abandoned. The capttli-e of this
strong position of Yorktown and its armament
with scarcely any loss of life, was a brilliant
military success.
The impossibility for the navy to cooperate
with the army, the want of forces to turn the
flank of the enemy, as had be~n originally planned, and their obstinate courage and efforts to
prevent. the capture of Yorktown, had caused
the delay of a month before that place. During this time tho defences of Richmond had
been pushed fonyard, and the spring time of
the year had so for passed away, that the hot

season was at hand, which would produce dis,
eases in the low lands of the peninsula, and
thus greatly aid the enemy. The loss thus far
on the Federal side was about three hundred.
That of the Oonfederates has not been as~
certained. They left in their works at Yorktown two 3-inch rifled oonnon, two 4½-inch
. rifled cannon, sixteen 32-pounders, six42-pounders, nineteen 8-inch columbiads, four 9-inch
Dahlgrens, one 10-inch columbiad, one 10-inch
mortar, and one 8-inch siege howitzer, with
carriages and implements complete. Each
piece was supplied with 76 rounds of ammunition. At Gloucester there was captured nine
9-inch D11hlgrens, two 32-pounders rifled, five
32-pound navy guns, five 42-pound carronades;
making at both places a total of seventy-three
guns and much ammunition.
'Their force has been estimated at 100,000
men. Some of the Federal soldiers were killed
and horses injured by the explosion of instruments of destruction left by the enemy. It was
at this tim·e that New Orlea1is was captured.
The next important point before the Federal
army was the city of Williamsburg. There were
two roads to that city: one direct from Yorktown; and the other, from the left of the Federal army, crossed W arwiok river at Lee's Mills,
and uniting with the first formed a fork near
Williamsburg.
This city is the capital of J ames City county,
and is situated near the narrowest part of the
peninsula between the J ames and York rivers,
and is three miles from James river and about
fiv.~ and a quarter from York river. It is one
of the oldest towns in the State, and contained
a population of about fifteen hundred.
As soon as the evacuation of Yorktown was
known, the entire cavalry and horse artillery
with five divisions of infantry were advanced
in pursuit. Gen. Franklin's division was ordered to move at once by water to the vicinity
of West Point to endeavor to check the retreat
of the enemy, and to be supported by other divisions as rapidly as water transportation could
be obtained. The remaining divisions were
massed near Yorktown, ready to move by land
or water, as might be necessary. Gen. McOlellan meanwhile remained at Yorktown until Monday noon, the 5th, pushing the movement of th~ troops to West Point by water and
awaiting the development of events. It was
not until that time that he was made a,ware of
the serious resistance encountered at Williamsburg. .All the information up to that time indicated nothing more than an affair of a rear
guard. As soon as the true state of affairs was
known he moved rapidly to the front arid assumed the immediate command.
Gen. Stoneman had led the advance, with his
cavalry and four batteries of artillery, on the
direct road from Yorktown. After the bridge
had been constructed over Warwick river, Gen.
Smith advanced on the narrow road from the
Federal left to Yorktown. He encountered a
Oonfeo.~rato force, which fell back before him.
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.A. report of this was sent to the commanderin-chief, who ordered Gen. Stoneman on the
other road to press forward, and en~eavor to
intercept this retiring force before its junction·
with.the main body, which was supposed to be
at Williamsburg. Gen. Stoneman pushed forward with all the rapidity possible in the miry
condition of the roads, and as he came out at
the point where the road from Warwick Creek
united, he was saluted by an artillery fire from
nlllilerous fieldworks known as Fort :Magruder.
.A. vain attempt was made to take this work
with cavalry, during which Major Williams displayed great bravery, but the column was
forced to retreat and await thE\ arrival of the
infantry. Gen. Smith 1s division subsequently
arrived, but the lateness of the hour and the
heavy rain caused the attack to be put off.
The pursuit by Gen. McClellan's forces had
been so rapid tl'.iat the Confederate officers
found it to be necessary to give it a check, in
order to continue their retreat with success.
This led to the battle of Williamsburg on the
next day, and the retreat of the Confederate
army. Their plan for the campaign was thus
developed. It was to delay the Federal army
as long as practicable at Yorktown, and thus
secure time to place Richmond in a defensive
condition, and also to meet them in final battle
near the marshes of the Chickahominy ri:ver.
The Confederate position at Williamsburg
consist(,'ld of thirteen works, extending nearly
across the peninsula. Excepting two or three
narrow roads, it was approachable only through
dense forests. These roads were made worse
by a heavy rain which commenced on Sunday
afternoon, the 4th, and continued during the
next day.
When Sunday night came, the dh:-ision of
Gen. Smith, of Keyes's corps, had reached Gen.
Stoneman's position after he fell back from
Fort :Magruder. Gen. Hancock's brigade formed the advance of this division. Gen. Hooker,
of Heintze~an's corps, was approaching on the
left by the road from Warwick river. His force
consisted of the 11th :Massachusetts, Qth, 6th,
and '7th Wisconsin, 26th Pennsylvania, Sickles's
New York brigade, and four batteries. Thus
the advance of the Federal line had arrived
within about two and a half miles of the works
at Williamsburg. The Union troops slept on
their arms without tents, without food, and in
a hard rain. The Confederates determined to
make the attack in the morning upon the
Federal left and rear. .A.bout eight o'clock they
threw out a body of infantry on their right,
which soon exchanged fire with the advance
of Gen. Tiooker's division. This continued intermittently for some time. Some light batteries
became engaged, and drove the enemy back until they came within range of his heavy guns,
when the former suffered severely. Bramhall's battery lost all its horses, the guns became
mired, and the forces of the enemy pressing
upon it in greatly increased numbers, it was lost.
Encouraged by this success, the enemy pushed
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forward, and Gen. Hooker was finally forced
to give way and fall back, leaving his wounded,
about two thousand in number, behind. The
Confederates followed him as he fell back, until
the division of Gen. Kearney came up and restored the battle. At the same time the enemy
was strongly reenforced, and the fight was sharp
and fiei·ce. The state of the roads had prevented an earlier.arrival of Gen. Kearney's division. His intrepidity was brilliantly shown
on this occasion, a:lthough Gen. Heintze1man
commanded the joint divisions. Meantime the
part of the army on the road to the right remain. ed passive. .A. single division only had come
up. Of this the brigade of Brig.-Gen. Peck, of
Couch's division of Gen. Casey's corps, was
ordered by Gen. Sumner, who was in chief
command, into the woods on the left toward
the point where the battle was raging against
Gen. Hooker's division. This brigade was composed of the 93d, 98th, and 102d Pennsylvania,
the 55th and 62d New York, and West's battery. Placed on the right of that division, with
other regiments amounting to six thousand men,
it stopped the Confederate advance by repulsing with great obstinacy every attempt made.
Supported later in the day by Gen. Palmer's
brigade, they formed a strong centre.
Gen. Smith's division had formed on the
right of the Federal line, and at an early honr
a reconnoissance was made with a view of finding a route to the enemy's left flank. One was
finally found, which bad been overflowed with
water by the enemy, and another was cut
through the woods. The only obstacles to reaching the flank were two forts, strong from position and construction. To extilore this route
in force, and if possible occupy these works,
Gen. Hancock was sent forward in the afternoon with his brigade. This consisted of the
6th and '7th Vermont, 5th Wisconsin, 33d and
49th New York, and Kennedy's battery. The
two wo~·ks were found to be unoccupied, and
garrisoned by his tnen. .A. third at a distan'ce
be attacked with artiller,y and silenced. The enemy, seeing the fatal consequences to themselves
from this attack, if successful, sent out two
brigades to drive back the Federal force. The
latter allowed them to come up, and received
them with a most destructive fire of artillery.
The enemy unshaken pushed forward within
thirty yards of the cannon's mouth, when they
wavered. Gen. Hancock, seizing the moment,
ordered his brigade to charge upon them with
the bayonet, which they could not withstand,
and broke and fled, leaving their dead and
wounded on the field. Gen. McClellan now arrived, and gave orders to support Gen. Hancock,
and to press the advantage already gained in that
direction. In a few minutes seven thousand
men were on the march for that point. Night
fell before they reached it, and no more was
done that day. The ploughed land and the
day's rain made·a soft bed on which the weary
soldiers sank down during that night.
The success of Gen. Hancock on the Oonfed-
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erate left flank caused them to retreat that
d ., d 1· ht 11 th 6 f' ts
th F d
· ht
. or
mg , an a" ay .1~ a
on e e eral front and Williamsburg 1ts~lf were found
completely abandoned by the entire Oonfederate
army. On the roads and in the woods were
found the Confederate dead left unburied and
,
,
·
· l ' ,
the wounded m their agon~es. Their oss lil
killed and wounded was estrmated at nearly a
thousand.
Gen. McOlellan evidently had not anticipated
so serious a resistance at Williamsburg. In a
despatch to the Secretary of War on Sunday
evening the 4th, he says: " Our cavalry and
horse artillery came up with the enemy's rear
guard in their intrenchments about two miles
on this side of Williamsburg. A brisk fight
ensued just as my ,aid left. Smith's division
of infantry arrived on the ground and, I presume, carried his works, though I have not
yet heard. The enemy's rear is strong, but I
have force enough up there to answer all purposes."
The force that was actually before Williamsburg would have been routed on the next day,
if they had not been sustained by the arrival of
fresh troops. These troops were delayed greatly by the bad roads. They were a portion of
those whom Gen. McClellan, unaware of the
great difficulty of the roads, and uninformed of
the true state of the case by correct reports
of the front, supposed were before · Williamsburg. As it was, Gen. Hooker's division alone
for hours withstood the enemy, ·even within
hearing of other troops who wore unable to
come earlier to his relief.
In tbe evening after his arrival Gen. McOlellan sent a despatch to the Secretary of War, in
which he says: "After arranging for movements up York river, I was earnestly sent for
here. I find Gen. Joe Johnston in front of me
in strong force-probably gi;eater a good deal
than my own.
" I shall run the risk of at least holding them
in check here while I resume the original plan.
" My entire force is considerubly inferior to
that of the rebels, who will fight well; but I
will do all I can with the force at my disposal."
On a subsequent day Gen. McOlellan took
occasion to address three of the regiments of
Gen. Hancock's brigade, which was engaged on
the enemy's left. His remarks indicate the
importance which he afterward ascribed to the
action of the brigade on that day.
To the men of the Fifth Wisconsin regiment
he said:
Mu Lads : l have come to thank you for the bravery
and discipline you displayed the other day. On that
day you wou laurels of which you may ever be proud
-not only you, but the army, the State, and the country to which you belong. Through you we won the
day, nod Williamsburg shall be inscribed u on your
banner. I cannot thank you too much, nod am sure
the reputation yo·Jr i;allantry bas already achieved
will always be maiotnmed.
To the Seventh Maine regiment he said:
So"ldiers of tlie Stventli Maine: l have come to thunk
you for your bm,ery and good conduct in the action of
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yesterday. On thi.s .bnttleplain you andyourcomrndes
arrested the progress of the advancing enemy, and
turned the tide of victory in our favor. -You have deserved well of your country and your State, and in
· their gratitude th/lY. will n~t forget to bestow upon_you
the thanks and praise so Justly your due. _Contmue
to show the _conduct of yesterday, and the trm.~ ph of
our cause will be speedy and sure. In recogmt1on of
your merit you shall hereafter bear tbe inscription
"Williamsburg" on your colors. Soldiers, my words
are feeble; but from the bottom of my heart I thank
you.
To the Thirty-third New York regimeµt he
addressed the following:
Officers and Soldiers of tlte Thirty-third : l have
come to thank you in person for your conduct and
bravery on the 5th of May. I will say to you as I hnve
said to the other regiments engaged with you nt that
part of the field, that all did well-did nil that I could
have expected. The other troops engaged elsewhere
fought well nnd did their whole duty, too; but you won
the day, and to you and your i;omrades belongs the
credit of the victory of Williamsburg.
You acted like veterans! Veterans of mnny battles
could not have done better. You shnll have" Williamsburg" inscribed upon your flag. I have accorded the
snme privilege to the other regiments engaged with
you.
You have woo for yourselves a name that will last
you through life.
Soldiers, again I thank you.
It has been stated that the division of Gen.
Franklin, belonging to the corps of Gen. McDowell, was subsequently sent to the army of Gen.
McOlellan. This division arrived previous to
the surrender of Yorktown, and remained on
board of the transports in order to proceed up
the York river as soon as the enemy's batteries
might be taken. The division was delayed on
the 5th by the weather. On the 6th it left
Yorktown, and landed at Brick House Point
on the same day. This is the point where the
Pamunkey river enters the York river and on
the right bank of the latter. The Pamunkey
is navigable for gunboats of light draft some
twenty miles above White House. .It unites
with the Mattapony and forms the York river.
On the tongue of land between the two rivers
at their junction is West Point opposite to
Brick House Point. From West Point a railroad runs to Richmond, and crosses the Pamunkey at White House. Although at this time
an insignificant village, West Point was anciently a place of considerable pretensions. It is
about twenty-five miles by water from Yorktown and about thirty-five by railroad from
Richmond. The troops were landed on the
same night, and encamped on a plain surrounded on three sides by woods, and on the fourth
bounded by the river. That evening a part of
the division of Gen. Sedgwick, under Gen. Dana,
arrived. During the next day the enemy were
discovered in the woods, and made an attack
in which they had the advantage for a short
time, but were repulsed and driven a consider~
ble distance. Two batteries were brought to
bear, which caused them to press upon the
Federal left. The gunboats then opened upon
them and did effective service, contributing
materially to the success of the day. The divi-
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sion of Gen. Porter subsequently arrived on
transports, but no further skirmishing took
place at that position.
The success at Williamsburg proved to be
more complete than had been at first expected.
The strong works of the enemy, the town, and
bis sick and wounded being taken, indicated
that his loss had been great, and that his retreat was rapid and disorderly. The retreat
was followed up by the Federal cavalry for one
or two days, and constant skirmishing kept up
with the Oonfederate rear guard. The terrible
condition of the roads rendered a more active
pursuit out of the question. Three days were
spent by the army at Williamsburg looking after
their wounded, who were scattered through the
woods, and waiting for provisions from Yorktown, the arrival of which was delayed by the
state of the roads.
After the movement of Genernl McClellan
commenced, a serious blow was given to the
strength of the enemy by the destruction of
the Merrimac and the breaking up of the blockade of the James River, which had been caused
by tlie Merrimac taking a position off Oraney
Isfand, and subsequently by their loss of
Norfolk.
The Merrimac was the steam frigate of that
name which had been sunk at the Norfolk navy
yard at the time it was abandoned. The vessel
was subsequently raised by the enemy, razeed
or cut down and covered with a roof like a
house, but composed of railroad iron. Her
sides were also protected with plates of iron.
She took a position as above stated, and to
watch her the wooden frigates Oumberland
and Oongress were stationed at Newport News,
and the Minnesota, Roanoke, St. Lawrence, and
other ships at Fortress Monroe. At the same
time iron clads were in process of rapid construction at New York arid elsewhere, with the
hope of being ready to encounter the Merrimac,
or Virginia, as sb.e was called by the enemy,
whenever she should come forth.
.A.bout half-past eleven .A.. M., on S11turday,
March 8th, the Merrimac, armed with ten guns,
appeared to be coming down, accompn,nied by
the Patrick Henry, Oom. Tucker, six guns;
the Jamestown, Lieut. Bo.rne:i-, two guns; Raleigh, Lieut. Alexander ; Beaufort, Lieut. Parker; Teazer, Lieut. Webb, each one gun, and
moved directly toward the Oumberland. Immediately all bands were ordered to their
places, and the Oumberland was sprung across
the channel, so that her broadside would bear
on the Merrimac. The armament she could
bring to bear was about eleven nine and teninch Dahlgren guns, and two pivot-guns of
the same ·pattern. The former came up at
the rate of four or five knots per horn·, and
when she arrived within about a mile, the
Oumberland opened on her with her pivotguns, and soon the whole broadside commenced. The balls bounded from her mailed
sides like India-rubber, apparently making not
the least impression. Six or eight broadsides
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hail been fired when a shot was received from
one of her guns which killed five marines. It
was impossible for the Oumberland to get out
of her way, and the Merrimac soon crushed her
iron horn or•ram into the frigate, just forward the
main chains, knocking a hole in the side near the
water-line, as large as the head of a hogshead,
and driving the vessel back upon her anchors
with great force. The water came rushing into
the hold. The Merrimac then backed out and
discharged her guns again, the · shot passing
through the main bay and killing five sick men.
The water was al). the while rushing in the hole
made by the ram, so that in five minutes it was
up to the sick-bay on the berth-deck. In the
mean time her broadsides swept the men away,
maimed and killed, and also set the frigate on
fire in the forward part. The fire was extinguished. The sick-bay, berth-deck, and gundeck, were almost literally covered with men
killed and wounded, but the surviving ones
still fought well, and every one displayed the
utmost heroism. The fight· lasted about threefourths of an hour. The Gumberland fired
rapidly, and all the time the water poured in
the hole, and by and by into the ports as her
bow kept sinking deeper and deeper. Nea.r the
middle of the fight, when the berth-deck of the
Cun1berland ha.d sunk below water, one of the
crew of the Merrimac came ont of a port to the
outside of her iron-plated roof, and a ball from
one of the guns instantly cut him in two. The
Merrimac fired occasionaUy, but every shot told
upon the wooden vessel, as her guns being
without the least elevation, pointed straight at
the Oum berlancl, and her nearness, being much
of the time within three hundred yards, made
it an easy matter to send each ball to its exact
mark. Finally, after about three-fourths of an
hour, the frigate sank, the stars and stripes still
waving. That flag was finlLily submerged, but
after the hull grounded on the sands, fifty-four
feet below the surface of the water, the pennant
was still flying from the topmast above the
waves. None of the men were captured, but
many were drowned as the vessel went
down. There were about four hundred on
board, and from one hundred and fifty to two
hundred were killed during the engagement
and drowned at the sinking. Lieut. George M.
Morris was in command of the vessel, Capt.
Radford being absent on the Roanoke at a
court of inquiry. Very few of the men swam
ashore, most of those who were rescued from
the water being saved by small boats. The
Merrimac seemeu to be uninjured, although her
small boats and flagstaff were shot awa.y in the
commencement of the action.
The Merrimac next surged up, and gave the
Congress a broadside, receiving one in return,
and getting astern, raked the ship fore lllld aft.
This fa-e was te1•ribly destructive, a. shell killing
every man at one of the guns except one. Co~ing again broadside to the Oongress, the Mernmac ranged slowly backward and forward at
less th11D one hundred yards distant, and fired
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broadside after broadside into the Congress.
The latter vessel replied manfully and obstinately, every gun that could be brought to
bear being discharged rapidly, but with little
effect upon the iron, monster. Finclly the ship
was on fire in so many places, and the flames
gathering such force, that the National flag was
hauled down and a white flag hoisted at the
peak.
The loss o.f life on the Congress was about
one hundred. The remaining officers and a
part of the crew escaped ashore, and the others
were taken off by a gunboat of the enemy.
During the night the Congress woo burned to
the water's edge and sunk.
On the first appearance of the Merrimac, the
steamship Minnesota left Fortress Monroe for
the scene of action. On approaching within a
few miles, the ship got aground. She was followea by the frigate St. Lawrence, which also
grounded. The Roanoke also made an attempt
to get up to the scene, but owing to the shallow water was obliged to return.
·
After sinking-the Cumberland and firing the
Congress, the Merri.mac, with the Yorktown
and Jam es town, stood off in the direction of
the steam-frigate Minnesota, aground about
three miles below Newport News. This was
about five o'clock on Saturday evening. The
commander of the Merri.mac, wishing to capture this splendid ship without doing serious
damage to her, did not attempt to run the
Minnesota down. He stood off about a mile
distant, and with the Yorktown and Jamestown threw shell and shot at the frigate. The
Minnesota, though from being aground unable
to manomvre or bring all her guns to bear, was
fought splendidly. She threw a shell at the'
Yorktown which set her on fire, and she was
towed off by h er consort the Jamestown. She
received two serious shots: one, an eleven-inch
shell, entered near the waist; another shot
through the chain-plate, and another through
the main-mast. Six of the crew were killed
outright on board the Minnesota, and nineteen
wounded.
.
About nightfall the Merrimac, satisfied with
her afternoon's work of destructi6n, steamed in
behind Sewall's Point. The day thus clos·ed
with the most gloomy apprehensions of what
would occur on the next. The Minnesota was
at ·the mercy of the Merri.mac, and .t here appeared no reason why the iron monster might
not· clear the Roads of the fleet, destroy all the
stores -and warehouses on the beach, drive the
troops into the Fortress, and command Hampton Roads against any number of wooden vessels the Government might send there. Meantime the iron-clad, called Monitor, had been
completed in New York. and was taken in tow
from New York harbor by a steam-tug, on the
6th of March, 1862, and propelled by her own
steam-power also, was hurried towards Hampton Roads, to be in readiness, if possible, for the
threatened descent of the Merri.mac. In case
of encountering storms, the original plan was

to make a harbor, and thus avoid the dangers
to which a vessel of this character would be
subjected. The voyage, however, was performed through a heavy gale of wind and
rough seas, which the vessel happily weathered,
although the waves rolled over the top of the
tm-ret, and the water was driven with violence
through the apertures necessarily left for ven. tilation, for the escape of smoke, &c. Tl;lis
threatened several times to extinguish the fires,
and caused the engines to work so feebly that
they were incompetent to expel the noxious
gases, or pump out the water. Several of the
men and officers were rendered senseless by
the suffocating fumes from the fires, and were
only restored by being brought up into the turret, and exposed to the fresh air. In the height
of t~e gale the tiller rope was thrown off the
wheel, and but for the strong hawser connecting the battery with the tug-boat ahead, the
former must have foundered before her movements could have been brought under any control. During the night, when these dangers
were most imminent, no means whatever were
available for signalling to the tugboat the 'need
of seeking protection nearer the shore, from
which direction the wind came,· and all on
board were thus kept in constant alarm.
To those- upon whom rested the responsibility of the great trial upon which they were
about to enter, no sleep was afforded after Friday morning the '7th of March. On Saturday
evening the Monitor entered Hampton Roads as
the engagement of the day was terminating.
During the night the Merrimac Jay at anchor
near Sewall's Point, and-the Monitor remained
near the Minnesota, which was fast aground
between Fortress Monroe and Newport News.
Early on Sunday morning the Merrimac was
seen advancing toward the Minnesota, to renew the work of destruction she had so succesfully prosecuted the day before. When within
range, her _shot were disch3:1"ged at the frigate
aground without any heed being paid to the
apparently insignificant stranger within a mile
of which she was passing. At this distance,
those on board the Merrimac must have been
astonished as one of the 11-inch Dahlgrens from
the curious littlo tower upon the raft-like structure opened upon the ship with its hundred
and sixty-eight pound shot. From that timo
the attack upon the Minnesota was abandoned,
and attention was directed only to this new antagonist. The vessels soon came into close action, and no effect resulting from the shot of
the Merri.mac striking the Monitor, an attempt
was made by the former to run down and crush
or snk the·smaller vessel. Five times the two
vessels struck each other, and each t-ime one of
the guns of the Monitor was discharged directly against the plated sides of the Menimac.
The Minnesota directed her fire against the
Merri.mac, and two of her balls struck the Monitor, without, however, inflicting any damage.
After the contest bad raged for some hours,
the Monitor, entirely unharmed, withdrew to
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some distance for the purpose of hoisting more Gen. :Wool was wet at half-past fom in the
shot into her turret; which being done, the afternoon by the mayor 'and a committee of
fight was immediately recommenced. The the council, who surrendered it. Ile immediMerrimac soon appeared to be in a disabled ately took possession, and appointed Brig.-Gen.
condition, and gradually worked away towards Viele military governor, with directions to see
the batteries at Sewall's Point. .A.s afterward that the citizens were protected in " all their
ascertained, the heavy iron prow, projecting civil rights." The troops bivouncked on the field
six feet from the stem of the Merrimac, was so outside of the limits of the city for the night.
wrenched by the concussion agninst the side of About four o'clock the next morning a bright
the Monitor, that the timbers of the frame were light was observed from Fortress Monroe, in the
started, causing the vessel to leak badly. It is direction of Craney Island, which was supposed
not known that the shot of·the Monitor pene- at first to be a signal of some description fro.m
· trated the sides of her opponent; but it has the Confederate iron-clad steamer Merrimac or
been reported and denied that the timbers be- Virginia. It was closely watched by the officers
hind the iron plating were shattered by the of the picket boats, as well as by the various
tremendous force of the blows. The Merrimac naval vessels of the fleet, and precisely at halfreceived some injury, and loss of life was incur- past four o'clock an explosion took place, which
red from the shot of the Minnesota. During made the earth tremble for miles around. In
the fight, the first officer of the Monitor, Capt. the midst of the bright flames that shot up
.A.. R. Worden, took bis station in the pilot- through the distant blaze, the timber and won
house, and directed the firing by signals to the · of the monster steamer could be seen flying
First Lieutenant, S. Dana Greene, by whom the through the air, while immense volumes of
guns were trained and fired. One of the last smoke rose up,. and for a time obscured every
shots of the Merrimac. struck the pilot-house thing. No doubt was entertained that the
near the aperture through which Capt.Worden Merrimac had ceased to exist, and had doubtwas looking at the instant. The blow, which less been abandoned by the crew.
was so heavy as to break one of the great
A naval reconnoissance was immediately sent
wrought-iron beams of the pilot-house, stunned out toward Norfolk. The fortifications on
this officer, seriously injuring his eyes and face. Craney Island were found to have been abanOn the retiring of the Merrimac, the second doned. On the main front of the island,
officer took charge of the vessel, knowing that commanding the approaches by the river chananother shot striking the pilot-house would be nel, the works were casemated. Nine of these
likely to comp:IJote its destruction, and render casemates were :finished, in each of which were
the vessel unmanageable by disabling the steer- nine or ten-inch gi.ms, principally Dahlgrens,
ing apparatus; and acting under orders which and the work of erecting five more casemates
restricted the Monitor to -a defensive course, was in progress at the time of the evacuation,
except so far as might be n_ecessary to protect in one of which a gun was mounted. The
the Minnesota, declined to pursue the Merrimac, whole number of guns mounted was thirty-nine,
and remained by the Minnesota.
of which two were Parrotts and a number
On the '7th President Lincoln arrived at For- rifled Dahlgrens. There were also about six
tress Momoe, and after examining the fortress guns in the works which bad not been mountand the camp at Newport News, mged a move- ed. None of them had been removed.
ment on Norfolk, which had already been reOn the line of the river leading from Oraney
ported as abandoned in consequence of the ad- Island to Norfolk there were not less than six
vance of the army of the Potomac up the pen- heavy earthworks, mounting in all about sixty.:
insula. An expedition: was accordingly organ- nine cannon, all of which were in position, exized, under the direction of Maj.-Gen. Wool, cept those that were in the works near the
which embarked atFortressMoru-oe during the Naval Hospital. These had been taken to
night of the 9th of May, and landed at Wil- Richmond.
loughby's Point, a short distance from the Eip
Not far above Craney Island was the river
Raps and eight miles from Norfolk, at daylight barricade. Alt.hough the river is here nearly
on the 10th. The force consisted of the 10th a mile wide, a line of piles had been driven
New York, Col. Bendix; 20th do., Col. Weber; from shore to shore, with the exception of an
99th do.; 1st Delawa1·e, Col. Andrews; 16th opening in the centre of the channel for vesMassachusetts, Col. Wyman; 58th Pennsylva- sels to pass in ancl out. Here were two
nia, Col. Bailey; a battalion of mounted rifles, steam pile-drivers which had been used for
and a company of 4th regular artillery. Gens. this work, and near the opGning was moored
Mansfield and Weber proceeded over a good· the hulk of the old frigate United States,
road on the direct route to N oifolk, but finding which it was proposed to sink in case Federal
the bridge over Tanner's Creek on fire, and a vessels should have succeeded in passing the
small force of the enemy on the opposite side fortifications.
with three small howitzers, a march of eight . Immediately commanding this river barricade
miles was then made by the Princess Anne was a casemated battery, forming a half circle,
road, around the bead of the creek to Norfolk. and mounting eleven heavy guns. On the opThe defences of the city were found to have posite bank of the rivel' was another battery,
been abandoned. At the limits of the city with two or three other small works, before
15
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old Fort Norfolk on one side of the river, and
the Naval .Asylum batteries on the other, were
reached.
In addition to the amount of ammunition left
in the sheds of the batteries, the magazines,
of which there was a great number, were well
filled. The amollllt of powder in the magazines
was estimated at five thousand pounds, and the
fi:x:ed ammunition could be enumerated by the
cargo. All the workshops, storehouses, and
other buildings at the Gosport navy yard were
burned, and the dry dock had also been partially
blown up with powder on the night after Norfolk was surrendered. While this was taking
place, another party was engaged in burning
the shipping and steamboats in the harbor.
There is no doubt this vast sacrifice was permitted by the Oonfederate Government, only to
enable it to summon to Richmond the troops
in and about Norfolk under Gen. Huger. · They
were about eighteen thousand in number.
At the same time when this movement was
made on Norfolk, steps were taken to open the
blockade of James river. On the 8th of May
the gunboats Galena (iron clad), .Aroostook,
and Port Royal started up the river, and were
successful in silencing the batteries at its mouth
and on its banks. They were subsequently joined by the Monitor and Naugatuck, and on the
18th were repulsed by a heavy battery at
Drury's Bluff, about eight miles below Richmond. The biockade of the river below that
point was raised.
Meantime the army of Gen. Mc01e1lan was
advancing toward Richmond. On the 8th of
May the advance was beyond Williamsburg, on
the 11th it was at Barnhamsville, on the 13th at
New Kent Oourt House, and on the 15th at th.a
White House. This was the point where the
railroad from West Point to Richmond crossed
the Pamunkey river. It took its name from
a fine building, once the property of Gen.
W asbington, 'but now of his heirs. The railroad was in good order, and locomotives and
cars, brought on the transports, were immediately placed. on the track. It was intended
that the supplies of the army, as it advanced,
should be taken over this road. The Pamunkey river, at the White House, was of sufficient
depth to float large vessels, and an immense
amount of stores was there collected. A reconnoissance was made on the 16th by one of
the ·smaller gunboats, with two companies of
infantry under Major Willard, and one section
of Ayres' battery, up the Pamunkey river a distance of twenty-five miles, to a point krl~wn as
Russell's Landing. A steamboat, a I)Topeller
and fifteen small schooners were found in flame~
upon their arrival. Most of these vessels were
loaded with corn. On the same day the Confederate troops, consisting chiefly of a corps of
observation, were driven over the Chickahominy on the main road to Richmond, at Bottom's
Bridge, w bich was burned. When the Federal
troops arrived within a half mile of the bridge,
o. brisk fire of artillery from the opposite side
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opened · upon . them. -T he Confederate army
bad now retreated across the Obickahominy,
determined beyond that r.iver to dispute the
possession of Richmond. The Cbickahominy
river is formed by the junction of Horsepen
Branch, Rocky Branch, N ortli Run, and Brook
Run, near Meadow Bridge, five miles .directly
north of Richmond. .All these streams, and
several others too small to have names, rise
within ten miles nortbweBt of Richmond, in a
rough, 11.nfertile country, exceedingly broken
and unfit for culti,;ation.
Meadow Bridge is nearly north of Richmond,
five miles in a direct line by railroad, and is
the outlet of a considerable swamp, and the
place of crossing for Meadow Bridge road and
the Virginia Central and Louisa railroad. The
stream at this bridge is an insignificant brook,
receiving another creek from the Richmond
side, a short distance below. Less than two
miles from Meadow Bridge is the bridge of the
Mechanicsville turnpike, four and one half
miles from the Confederate capital and fifteen
from Hanover Court House.
Two miles further on, it receives a small creek
with the name of Brandy Run, and from this
yoint it grows considerably wider, more sluggish, with swampy shores at intervals, and low
banks often overflowed. Near this place is a
small bridge, and a road crosses, but little used.
Four miles from Mechanicsville turnpike
bridge is New Bridge, in a direct line northeast from the city six miles, and seven and a
half miles by the road. Four miles farther, and
directly east from the city, is a military bridge.
From this bridge three miles farther to Bottom's Bridge the banks of the stream are quite
swampy, but it i.s ·still of no considerable size,
although several creeks have emptied their waters into it. A mile before reaching Bottom's
Bridge it is crossed by the Richmond and York
·River railroad, running to White House and
West Point. The course of the river from its
source is east-southeast, so that it is constantly
leaving Richmond, and at Bottom's Bridge is :fifteen miles away from· the city. · Its nearest
point is at Mechanicsville bridge. The bank of
the stream on the north side is for the most
part rolling bluffs, covered with forests, with
an occasional opening, where can be seen finely
situated plantations. Upon the south side of
the stream, and from one to two miles from the
bank, a considerable bluff extends the entire
distance to the vicinity of the lower military
bridge. This bluff is highest opposite New
Bridge, where a point of it is known as Lewis
Hill. A road runs along on the brow of this
hill, and there are some very fine residences
situated upon it, which, as it is only some
three or four miles, at most, fr.o.m the city,
are. very desirable locations. Other bridges
were constructed by orders of Gen. McClellan.
The soil along the York River railroad is of
too pliable a nature to admit of the transportation of heavy guns, or, in fact, any others, ~t
the time of severe rains. The same may be said
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of all the localities between tho Chickahominy and secure its successful advance upon Richand Richmond. After the passage of a hundred mond, Gen. McClellan began to look anxiously
teams it becomes necessary to construct new for the expected cooperation .of Gen. McDowroads. Some days passe~ in bringing up the rear ell. It was evident that the retreat of the eneof the army, in making preparations to cross the my could be made but very little farther. The
Cbickahominy, and in securing the conveyance campaign had ripened for the battle, and the
of the supplies for the army. The railroad from conflict must be near at band. The enemy had
the White House became the base for this pur- always declared that Richmond would never
pose, and was kept open until the 25th of June. be captured so long as any men were left to
Meantime the Federal army was diminishing in defend it. They bad shown their willingness to
numbers, while the Confederates were gather- wait, and no one believed they would retire withing troops by every method they could devise. in the defences of Richmond until they wore
Prisoners were taken, who belonged to regi- forced to do it by tbe disastrous issue of a battle.
ments which had opposed Gen. Burnside iJi
On the 17th of .May, the War Department
North Carolina. And Norfolk had been sacri- sent the following instructions to Gen. McClelficed to send her troops to Richmond. The Ian. Unfortunately the reenforcements spoken
conscription act, passed by the Confederate of therein, were destined never to arrive :
Congress in April, made every man between
w AR DEPARTMENT
}
the ages of eighteen and thirty-five years a sol- .
WAsmNGToN CITY, D. c., May'11, 1862.
dier. The new levies were now collecting be- .Maj.-Gen. Geo1·geB. .McClellan, Oomma11di11g
fore Richmond
Anny of tho Potomac bef01·e Ricltmond :
:
f h 21 t G
M Cl ll
Your despatch to tµe President, asking for reen0 n th e even!ng
O t e
S
en. C e an forcements, has •been received and carefully considersent the followmg despatch to the War Depart- ed. The President is not willing to uncover tbe capiment: "I have just r eturned from Bottom's tal entirely, and it is believed that even if this were
Bridge; have examined the country on the prudent, it would require more time to effect a juncother side and made a reconnoissance on the tion between your army and that of the Rapp~han•
l 1 fth'
h
b bl d"d t lik th nock, by the way of the Potomac and York rivers,
1e~s? eenemy,w opro a Y. 1 no_ -e e thanby~landmarch.
In order, therefore, to increase the strength of the
skirm1sh of yesterday. The l;mdge will be repaired by to-morrow morning, and others con- attack upon Richmond at the earliest possible moment,
structed. All the eamps have advanced to-day," ~en ..McDowell has been ordered. to march upon t~at
· d
h
b
b b city by the shortest route. He 1s ordered-keepmg
0 n th e n~xt
:LY t e troops ega~ to cross. ot himself always in position to cover the capital from all
at Bottom s Bridge and at the railroad Jmdge, possible attack-so to operate as to put his left wing
and took up a position one and a half miles m communic~tion with your right! and 1ou are i~beyond. Reconnoissances made during the day str1;1cted to cooperate S!) as to establish _this comm~mgave no assurance that the Confederates were cn_t1on as soon as poss\ble. By ~~end1~g your ng~t
.
.
wrng to the north of Richmond, it 1s believed that tb1s
~ any _conS1de:able for~e near at ?and, but led communication can be safely established, either north
to the impression that 1t was their purpose to or south of the Pamunkey river. In any event, you
make a stand in a selected position near Rich- will be able to prevent the main body of the enemy's
mond. On the next day, the 23d, the advance forces _from leaving Richmond and filling jn overwas within seven miles of Richmond The C _ W?elmmg force _upon Gen. McDowell. Ile will move
.
·
?n with between thirty-five and forty thousand men.
federates were at the same t1me attacked with
.A. copy of the instructions to Maj.-Gen. McDowell
shells on the opposit~ side of the river near is with this. The specific task assigned to his comN ew. Bridge. This was followed up on the next mai:d has been t? provide against any danger to ~-he
day with more skirmishing. During these days capital of the 111!-tion. .A.t your earn~st call for reen.
h
h d
d h .·
' forcements, he 1s sent forward to cooperate m the resmce t e a_rmy a. re~cbe t e nver, the un- duction of Richmond, but charged, in attempting this,
usual quantity of ram tliat fell had rendered the not to uncover the city of Washington, and you will
roads almost impassable for artillery, at the giv~ no orders ei_ther before o.r. after your ju?cti_on,
same time it had greatly retarded the construe- which can keep him out ?f pos1~1on to cover this city.
ti
f th
.
b ··d
· b" b G
M
You and he will commumcate WJth each other by teleon
~ numerous ! 1 ges W ic
en.. c- graph or otherwise as frequently as may be necessary
Clellan wished to build over the Ch1cka- for efficient cooperation.
•
hominy. There were two principal objects
Wb_en Gen. McDowell is in position on your right, his
now before the commander-in-chief: one was sn_pp\1es must be drawn from West Point, and you
to capture Richmond and the other to secure Will 1:11struct your staff officers to be prepared to sup'
.
ply h1m by that route.
.
.
~upp110s for hrs army. For tlus latter purpose,
The President directs that Gen. McDowell retain the
1t was necessary for him to be prepared to de- command of the Department of tbe Rappahannock,
rend the railroad against every attack upon and of the forces witl:i ~vhich he moves forward.
1t. The Confederate general Johnston by bavBy or/ler of the President.
ing possession of the bridge~ over tbe'river on
EDWINM. STANTON, Secretary ofWar.
the north of Richmond, could at any moment
On the 26th, an order was given for a movetbrow a force over and attack Gen. McClellan's ment, tho design of which was to open a com•
line of supplies.. The river therefore was ne- mui.lication with Gen. McDowell, as well as to
cessarily made passable to the Federal army at scatter o. force known to be collecting near
all times, to enable the commander to mass his Hanover Court Hoi.1se to threaten the right of
troops on either side as might be necessary. Gen. McClellan and bis communications.
While arrangements were making to render
About four o'clock on the morning of the
the position of the Army of the Potomac safe 27th, the division of Gen. Morrell, of Gen. Por-

°
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ter's corps, commenced its march in a heavy
rain which had continued all night. It turned
off from the road to New Bridge, and took that
to Hanover Court House. The whole column
marched fifteen miles steadily, with great rapidity, and with· very little struggling. Soon
after noon the enemy's pickets were met and
driven in. This was near the railroad and
about four miles from the Court House. The
advance, consisting of Gen. Martindale's brigade, composed in pnrt of the 18th and 22d
Massachusetts, 2d Maine, and 25th New York,
had met the enemy in considerable force. The
latter regiment suffered severely by the enemy
on either flank, until the artillery opened its
fire. This continued for half an hour, when the
arrival of Gen. Butterfield's brigade soon settled
the affair. After an advance of a mile farther
the Federal fo1'.ce halted. Durii;ig this halt the
enemy marched so aa to flank it and made an
attack upon its left, when a severe battle ensued,
which finally resulted near sundown in driving
the enemy from the field. The Federals, in both
contests, bad fifty-four killed and one hundred
and ninety-four wounded and missing. The
loss was chiefly in the 25th New York. The
Confederate force was estimated at eight
thousand, and wounded prisoners were taken
to the hospitals belonging to fourteen different
regiments. Their loss was between two and
three hundred killed and wounded, and about
five hundred taken prisoners. The expedition.
was under the command of Gen. Porter. The
battle was near Peak's Station, on the Virginia Central Railroad. Ffodericksburg, the
headquarters of Gen. McDowell, was distant
about forty-five miles, and his advance was at
Bowling Green, distant only fifteen miles. This
was the moment for the junction of the two
armies. Prince de J oinville thus speaks of the
actions of this hour :
"It needed only an effort of the will ; the two
armies were united, and the possession ofRfoh-

mond certain I Alas! this effort was not made;
I cannot recall those fatal moments without a
real sinking of the heart. Seated in an orchard
in the bivouac of Porter, amid the joyous excitement which follows a successful conflict, I
saw the Fifth cavalry bring in whole companies
of Confederate prisoners, with arms and baggage, their officers at their head. But neither
the glad confidence of the Federals nor the discouragement of their enemies deceived me,
and I asked myself how many of these gallant
young men who surrounded me, relating their
exploits of the day before, would pay with their
lives for the fatal error which was on the point
of being committed. Not only did not the two
armies unite, but the order came from Washington to burn the bridges which had been seized.
This was the clearest way of saying to the
Army of the Potomac and to its chief that in
no case. could they count on the support of the
armies of upper Virginia."
Gen. McOlellan, in his testimony before the
court-martial at Washington in the case of Gen.
McDowell on December 10, said : "I have no
doubt, for it has ever been my opinion, that
the Army of the Potomac would have taken
Richmond, had not the corps of Gen. McDowell
been separated from it. It is also my opinion
that had the command of Gen. McDowell joined
the Army of the Potomac in the month of May,
by way of Hanover Court House from Fredericksburg, we would have had Richmond in a
week after the junction. I do not bold Gen.
McDowell responsible for a failure to join with
me on any occasion. I believe that anwers the
question."
The principal bridge burned was the one over
the South Anna River. The report of the destruction of this bridge, made from the army at
the time says: "It cuts off the communication
by railroad between Richmond and the forces
under Gen. Jackson." On the 29th the expedition returned to its origin.al camp.

CHAPTER XVIII.
Junction of Gen. Shields with Gen. McDowell-Both ordered to the Shenandoah Valley- March of Gen. Fremont to the
same point-Previous advance of Gen. Banks up the Shenandoah-Position of the Forees-Advnnce of Gen. Jackson
down the Valley-Attack at Front Royal-Retreat of Gen. Banks-Excitement in tho Northern States-Gen Jackson
falls back-Pursuit by Gens. Fremont and Shields-Battle at Cross -Keys-Battle at Port Repnbl!c-Advance of
Gen. Ileath.

· TITE explanation of this failure on the part
of Gen. McDowell to cooperate ·with the
army of Gen. McOlella:q. at this critical moment, involves a statement of the milit:try
operutions which had been taking place in
the Department of the Potomac, the Mountain Department, and the Department of
the Shenandonh, and which culminated at
this time. .On the Confederate side, the de-

sign of these military operations was not only
to prevent this j tmction of Gen. McDowell
with Gen. McOlellan, but also to prevent an_y
reenforcement whatever to the latter. In this
last object they were also partly successful.
The corps of Gen. McDowell was not allo'fed to embark for Fortress Monroe with tbe
other forces of Gen. McClellan by order of the
Presiden , s has been stated. The Department
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of the Rappahannock created soon after, and to prevent the main body of the enemy's army from
laced under the command of Gen. McDowell, leaving Richmond and throwing itself upon your colP
•
umn be~re a juncfifon between tbe two armies is effectbecame the field of his operations. The division ed. A copy of his instructions in regard t-0 the emof Gen. Franklin having been sent to Gen. Mc- ployment of your forces is annexed.
Olellan, the forces of Gen. McDowell consisted
EDWIN Ji!. STANTON, Secretary of War.
of the divisions of Gens. McOall and King.
A few days previously a small force had
These forces were in Virginia, southwest of crossed over to Fredericsburg by order of Gen.
Washington. On the 15th of April the order McDowell, but the main body of his corps refor their advance was issued. On the night of mained at Falmouth, where it could sustain the
that day the advance reached Oatlett's Station. advance if necessary. The enemy had retired
On the 1 '7th the march again commenced, and, only a short distance from the town. So ar
six miles out, the pickets of the enemy were as related to numbers, the division of Gen.
found and driven in, and several skirmishes took Shields was not needed by Gen. McDowell ;
place during the day. On the morning of the · but the soldiers of the former had been on
18th the small force of the enemy were driven many a hard field, while those of the latter had
across the bridges into Fredericksburg, which hardly stood the shock of battle. The division
place they were not prepared to defend, and of Gen. Shields, just from a march of one
soon after abandoned it, having d_estroyed every- hundred and ten miles, was appointed to take
thing of value to themselves which could not the -advance upon the enemy. This division
be carried away. Gn the next day the city was consisted of the following brigades: first brieurrendered by the.authorities. It was so com- gade, Gen. Kimball, 4th and 8th Ohio, 14th
pletely under the guns of the Federal force Indiana, and ith Virginia; second brigade, Gen.
planted opposite the town, that any resistance Terry, '7th, 29th, and 66th Ohio, and '7th Indiin its unprotected state would have been useless. ana; third brigade, Gen. Tyler, 5th Ohio, 1st
The Oonfederate force which retired before Virginia, 84th and 110th Pennsylvania; fourth
tlie advance, consisted of one regiment of in- brigade, Ool. Oarroll acting brig.-gen., '7th and
fantry and one of cavalry. On the 23d of 62d Ohio, 13th Indiana, arid 39th Illinois.
April Gen. McDowell was ordered by the PresiOn Saturday evening, May 24, the order
dent not to occupy Fredericksburg for the pres- was received for the division of Gen. Shields
ent, but t9 prepare the bridges and his trans-4 and other forces, to fall back.
portation. On the 30th he was authorized
The following was the order:
to occupy it. On the 4th of May the bridges
w AS~oToN, May 24, 1862.
across the Rappahannock had been restored, Maf.-Gen.McDowell:
and the city was occupied by the Federal troops.
Gen. Fremont bas been ordered, by telegraph, to
At the same time when the order was given to move to Franklin and Harrisonburg, to relieve Gen.
· k b
Banks, and capture or destroy Jackson and Ewell's
G en. M cD owe11 t o a dvance upon F re d enc
s urg, forces. you are instructed, lnyiog aside for the presan order was given to Gen. Shields to withdraw ent the movement on Richmond, to put twenty thouwith his division from the corps of Gen. Banks sand men in motion at once for the Shenandoah, moving
in the Department of the Shenandoah, and to on the line, or in advance of the line, of the Manassas
join the corps of Gen. McDowell. Upon the Gap railroad. Your object will be to capture the
issue of this order detaching Gen. Shields from force of Jackson and Ewell, either in cooperation ,vith
Gen. Fremont, or, in case want of supplies or transthe command of Gen. Banks, the War Depart- portation interfered with his movement, it is bement was warned by experienced military offi- Jieved that the force which you move will be sufficient
cers that disaster would certainly follow from to accomplish the object alone. The information thus
it. Gen. Shields immediately moved to comply far received here makes it _probable that, if the enemy
operates actively against Gen. Banks, you will not be
with the order, and on the 19th his division en- able to count upon much assistance from him, but may
camped half a mile south of Catlett's Station. have even to release him. Reports received this moHe was ordered then to Fredericksburg, and ment are tbat Banks is fighting with Ewell, eight miles
reached Falmouth on the 22d of May.
from Harper's Ferry.
.A.BRAHAM LINCOLN.
On the 1'7th of May the following instructions
The reply of Gen. McDowell to this order
were given to Gen. McDowell:
was as follows :
W ABlTINGTON

WAR DEPARTMENT,
}
CITY, D. C., .May 17, 1S02.

To Maj.· Gen. McDowell, Commanding Deparf;ment of
tke Rappaltannock :
GEN;1!RAL: Upon be!ng joined by Shields's division,
you w~I move upon R1clim~nd by the general route of
the Richmond and Fredericksburg railroad, cooperating witb the forces under Gen. McClellan now tlireatening Richmond from tbe line of the Pamunkey and
York rivers. While seeking to establish ns soon as
possible a communication between your left wing and
the right wing of Gen. McClellan, you will bold yourself arways in such posftion as to cover the capital of
the nation against a sudden dash by any large body of
the rebel forces .
. Geo. McClellan will be furnished with a copy of these
mstructions, and will be directed to bold himself in
readiness to establish communication with your left and

HEADQUARTERS, DEPAXTllllNT OF TillC RAPPAHANNOOX,}

.lJiay 24, 1862.

Hon. E. H. Sta1iton, Secreta,if of War :
The President's order has been received, and is in
process of execution. Tbis is a crushing blow to us.
IRVIN McDOWELL, MnJor-General.

To this the President responded as follows:
WASHINGTON, J£QIIJ

24, 1862.

Maj.- Gen . .McDowell :
I nm highly gratified by your alacrity in obeyi~g my
orders. 'l.'he change was as painful to me as 1t can
possibly be to you or to any one.
.
Everything now depends upon the celerity nod vigor
of your movements.
A. LINCOLN:
The reply of Gen. McDowel~ to this .1:l~ssage is important, as showing the probabilities
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that his movement would be unsuccessful. It plan of the campaign for Gen. Fremont was to
move up the l~ft bank of the Big Sandy river
was as follows :
•
in Kentucky, to Prestonville and Pikeville,
HEADQUARTERS, DEPARTMENT 01!' TUE RAPPAIIANNOOK
through Cumberland Gap to Knoxville, and
OPPOSITE FRJIDERIOXSBURG, May 24, 1862.
thus command the southern railroad, and cut
His Excellency tl,e President :
I obeyed your order immediately; for it was posi- off any retreat from or any reenforcements to
tive and urgent, and, perhaps, as a subordinate, there Richmond. On the 29th Gen. Fremont, at
I ought to.stop; ~ut I trust I ~ay be all?wed_ to ~ay
something ID relation to the subJect, especially ID view Wheeling, assumed the command, and Gen.
of your remark that everything depends upon the Rosecrans retired and took command of Gen.
celerity and vigor of my mov~ments; I beg to say that Pope's corps under Gen. Grant. The new decooperation between Gen. Fremont and myself to cut partment was bounded on the east by that of
off Jackson and Ewell is not to be counted upon, even
if it is not a practicable impossibility; next, that I am the Potomac under Gen. McClellan, and on the
entirely beyond helping distance of Gen. Banks, and west by that of the Mississippi under Gen.
no celerity or vio-or will be available as far as be is Halleck. Active preparations had been made
concerned; next, that by a glance at the map it will by Gen. Rosecrans for the spring campaign.
be seen that the line of retreat of the enemy's forces
up the valley is shorter than mine to go against him. On the same day Gen. Fremont issued 11n orIt will take a week or ten days for the force to get to der assigning Brig.-Gen. B. F. Kelly to the
the valley by the route which will give it food and for- command of the railroad district, consisting of
age, and by that time the enemy will have retreated. 1111 of western Virginia, north and east of the
I shall gain nothing for you there, and lose much for counties of J ackson, Roane, Calhoun, Braxton,
you here. It is, therefore, not only on personal grounds
that I have a heavy heart in the matter, but I feel that Lewis, Barbour, and Tucker inclusive, 11nd
it throws us all back, and ·from Richmoqd north we west of the .A.lleghanies, Maryland, and Pennshall have all our large mass paralyzed, and shall have sylv:ania.
to repeat what we have just accomplished.
,
Military operations in this department, unI have ordered Gen. Shields to commence the movement to-morrow morning. A second division will fol- der Gen. Fremont, commenced about the 1st
low in the afternoon. Did I understand you aright oj .April. Gen. Milroy, who had been some
that you wish that I personally should accompany this time holding the pass of Cheat Mountain in
expedition?
Very respectfully,.
Randolph county in the northern .part of the
IRVIN McDOWELL.
State, advanced twelve miles to Camp GreenThe division of Gen. Shields, accompanied ' brier, thence nine miles in a northe!lsterly diby other portions of McDowell's forces, was on rection to Camp Alleghany, a position occupied
the march at noon of the next day, and moved by the enemy1 who retreated before him. On
fifteen miles, and the next day, the 26th, en- the 10th he had occupied Monterey, being an
camped six miles beyond Catlett's Station. advance of sixteen miles. This position was
Early the next morning, moving again, it pass- evacuated by the Confederates, and also Huned Manassas Junction during the day, where t ersville. The next day he moved toward
it met a portion of the force driven from Front McDowell, distant ten miles, and occupied it
Royal, and learned 'that Gen. Banks was flying anq. advanced subsequently to Fort Shenbefore Gen. Jackson, and halted at Haymarket. andoah eight miles. Thus far Gen. Milroy
Twelve days previous this division had left had followed the retreating foe from Monterey
Gen. Banks's army to join Gen. McDowell, on in the direction of Staunton in the Shenanhis way, as it was believed, to cooperate with doah Valley.
Gen. McOlellan before Richmond. It had been
On the 3d of May Gen. Fremont left Wheelthe division of Gen. Lander, and had become ing and arrived at New Creek on the Baltifamiliar with the Shenandoah Valley, up more and Ohio railroad, and on the 5th, accomwhich they had pursued the enemy from the panied by his staff and body guard, and one or
Potomac to the northern base of the Massanut- two regiments of infantry and a battery, he adten Mountains. Now the work of a whole vanced about six miles; on the '7th he reached
winter and spring was before them to do over P etersburg, a small town twelve miles beyond
again. In cooperation with Gen. Fremont's Moorefield, and forty-four from New Creek,
forces they prepared to aid in cutting off the Gen. Schenck's brigade had left Petersburg on
retreat of Gen. Jackson after having driven the 3d. Their aim was to effect a junction with
Gen. Banks across the Potomac. On the 2'7th Gen. ;Milroy, whose situation was becoming
a column under Gen. Kimball, embracing, as a exposed in consequence of forces of the enemy
part of it, the entire division of Gen. Shields, advancing from the east. Gen. Milroy in his adcommenced its march for Front Royal, which, vance had driven the Confederates beyond the
without serious opposition, it was expected to Shenandoah Mountains, the boundary of Gen.
reach in three days, and Strnsburg in four.
Fremont's department, 11nd had made his headThe advance of Gen. :McDowell at the time quarters at McDowell. On the 51lh of May the
it was countermanded had reached Bowling 32d Ohio regiment was advanced beyond the
Green, fifteen miles from Hanover Court House, ShenandoahMountains, about sixteen miles fr?m
which was two days later occupied by a force McDowell, for the double purpose of scout~g
from Gen. McOlellan's army under Gen. Porter. and foraging. The '75th Ohio and 8d Virgirua,
The order -~eating the Mountain Department with Hyman's battery, were encamped at the
was issued 1'y the President on the 11th of foot of the mountain on the west side, and
March. It Wall supposed at this time that the the rem inde! of Gen. Milroy's force was at
1 }
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McDowell. This is a small to"\tl on the Bull Pasture river at the foot of mountains bearing the
same name, and about forty miles distant from
Harrisonburg in the Shenandoah Valley, where
Gen. Banks's forces then were. To prevent the
junction of these forces, pr. to . cut them up
before Gen. Milroy could be reijnforced, Gen.
Jackson collected all the Confederate forces in
the region, and marched against him. On the
'7th he attacked the 32d Ohio, which fell back
with the loss of their camp equipage and baggage, through lack of transportation. At the
same time the force west of the mountain fell
buck in orde.r to McDowell, where a stand was
determined upon. Gen Milroy at the earliest
moment sent despatches to Gen. Schenck, who
was thirty miles distant, to hasten to his assistance. In the afternoon the enemy a1'peared
in large force on the tops of the mountains in
the rear of the town, arranging for an attack.
A force was immediately sent forward by Gen.
Milroy to occupy the hilltops adjacent to the
ones upon which the enemy appeared, more for
the purpose of skirmishing and reconnoitring
than for bringing on a battle. A fierce contest ensued, which was increased by the arrival
of Gen. Schenck with his brigade, and continued until night. The forces of t~e enemy
being manifestly greatly superior, Gen. Milroy
determined to retreat. The march was commenced at midnight, and at daybreak they
had retired thirteen·miles. After a halt of two
hours it was continued with the enemy pressing upon them. Upon reaching the camp of
Gen. SchE'J].ck, arrangements were made for protection. Every hill was surmounted with cannon, and ten different regiments were placed
to support them, and for over thirty hours the
artillery by a constant fire kept the enemy at a
distance. On the morning of the 14th all of
the enemy had disappeared, which was subsequently explained by the arrival of Gen. Fremont with Blenker's division. The Federal
loss in this conflict was twenty killed, one
hundred and seventy-seven wounded, and two
missing. The Confederate loss was forty
killed, and two hundred wounded. It was
nearly a flight of the Federal forces, and only
the arrival of Frem·ont probably saved it from
final capture. The Federal loss in tents, baggage, and stores was great. The enemy were
present in much superior numbers.
Gen. Fremont now made his headquarters at
Franklin, eighty miles south of New .Creek,
twenty-four miles from Monterey, and sixtyfive from Staunton. Here he remained quietly,
reorganizjng and refreshing his forces for ten
days. This repulse of his advance, with his
withdrawal to Franklin, now gave Gen. Jackson the opportunity to carry out the plans
against Gen. Banks as soon ns the moment
came for their execution. Consequently no
further movement of importance was made on
the'Part of Gen. Fremont until he was ordered
to hurry to the relief of Gen. Banks. This
order was received by him on Saturday, the

24th of May, under the form of a despatch
from thea,ecretary of War, directing him to
fall back with his entire command to the support of Gen. Banks. That evening the order
was given to be ready for a movement early on
the t;ollowing morning. As eayly as half past
three o'clock on Sunday morning the noise of
preparation was heard, and at six o'clock the
army was in motion.
It seems that when Gen. Fremont was ordered to go to the relief of Gen. Banks, the order
prescribed the route by which he should go. (See
p. 23'7.) This route, thus specilied by the President, would have brought Gen. Fremont in the
rear of Gen. Jackson; whereas that taken by
Gen. Fremont brought him in front of Gen.Jackson. But Gen. Fremont, judging it to be an impracticable route, took the responsibility. of going by another. The President telegraphed to
him, saying: "You are ordered to go so and so.
I hear of you el sew here. What does this mean i"
To which Gen. Fremont replied, giving the
reasons, viz. : that he knew of a Jl!iorter and
easier route by which he could more effectually perform the service .desired, and on which
his half-famished troops would meet their
transportation and supplies. He also stated
that when one iii " in the field," it is essentially
difficult to obey literally orders transmitted
from one necessarily unaware of present exigencies, but that if it was expected of him so
to do, he would do it. To this the President,
with characteristic simplicity, replied that he
was satisfied.
The first six miles of the road were indescribably bad, owing to the recent rains and
the heavy wagons that bad been passing over
it. Wounded and sick had been left at
~ranklin, but the entire train of wagons was
taken. At night the army bivouacked about a
mile beyond the upper crossing of the South
Branch of the Potomac on the road to Petersburg. The distance marched was fourteen
miles. On Monday, the 26th, the advance
reached Petersburg after noon, having marched
sixteen miles, and halted until the next morning. Orders were here issued that knapsacks,
tents, and baggage of every description, which
could possibly be dispensed with, should be
left behind. Five days' rations of hard bread
were given to the troops, and on Tuesday, the
27th, after marching twelve miles, they halted
on the highlands east of the village of :Moorefield. On Wednesday, the 28th, the army advanced ten miles, passing over Hunting Ridge,
and about two o'clock halted to rest and await
supplies. The roads continually grew worse,
and the rain fell steadily. Thursday, no movement was made. A small force under Col.
Downey, on a reconnoissance, encountered a
small body of Confederate cavalry. On Friday,
the 30th, an advance of twenty miles was made,
and the army bivouacked at Wardensville. A
heavy rain fell during the afternoon. On Saturday, the 31st, •he last of the intervening
mountain ,a.nges was crossed, and the western
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barrier of the Shenandoah Valley alone remained to be traversed. The troops pushed
on twelve miles through the rain, and halted at
night where the Winchester o.nd Strasburg
roads divide. On the narrow ridges, along
which the path wound in constant ascent, there
was no plane or table rlan&· for ..camp. That
rainy night the tired troops dropped and slept
by the roadside or in the swimming fields.
The next morning, Sunday, June 1, the advance moved at six o'clock, and at eight the
whole column was in motion on the road to
Strasburg. In about an hour and a half later
a skirmish ensued near Strasburg, and Gen.
Fremont had reached the position to cooperate
with the force of Gen. McDowell against the
advance of the enemy upon Gen. Banks.
After the battle of Winchester, on th~- ~Bd
of March, the retiring Confederate forces in' the
Shenandoah Valley were followed up by Gen.
Banks. On the 1st of April he moved from
Strasburg to Woodstock, where his entrance
was disputed, by a force of cavalry, infantry,
and artillery under Col. Ashby. They however retreated to Edinburg, destroying one
r ailroad and two turnpike bridges. The ad,vance was subsequently continued with occasional skirmishes, and on the 26th Harrisonburg
was occupied. A considerable body of Confederate troops was in the neighborhood, but
in a position from which a retreat could easily
be made.
The order of the President, which divided
the army in Virginia into five corps, placed the
fifth under the command of Gen. Banks. It
was to be composed of his division and that of
Gen. Shields, which had previously been commanded by Gen. Lander. This was the force
now encamped near Harrisonburg. About the
15th of May an order was issued from the War
Department withdrawing the division of Gen.
Shields from the corps of Gen. Banks, and directing him to report immediately at Oatlett's
Station on the Orange and Alexandria railroad,
as above stated. At the same time orders
were given to Gen. Banks to fall back to Strasburg and fortify. Gen. Shields left at once,
and on his arrival at Catlett's Station he was
ordered to join Gen. McDowell at Fredericksburg immediately.
At Strasburg the Massanutten range of
mountains rise in the middle of the valley,
and divide it. Strasburg is favorably located
for defence against an attack from the south
by the western valley. But the eastern valley,
by opening out at Front Royal, affords another
road to the Potomac, and also a good plank
road, which runs direct to Winchester, going
round Strasburg.
Gen. Banks had not actually fallen back to
Strasbur~ when Gen. Shields marched over
the mountain and down the eastern branch
of the valley to Front Royal. At that very
time an attack was expected on the front, and
a portion of his forces had been daily skirmishing with a Confederate force in the gap of the
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Massanutten Mountains. It was also known
that Gen. Jackson, having attempted to dislodge Gen. Milroy in the Mountain Department,
was returning to the Shenandoah Valley, and
that Gen. Ewell was with a strong force on the
road running from Harrisonburg to Gordonsville, and also that Gen. Taylor was still higher
up the valley with another Confederate force.
In addition, Gen. Jackson could be easily reenforced from Gordonsville. With this force
menacing the valley, Gen. Banks was left with
less than six thousand men, including cavalry
and artillery, to defend the whole valley, and
that, too, before he had time to· prepare himself for resistance by fortifications.
Eastward of Front Royal there was another
force under Gen. Geary, charged with the protection of the Manassas Gap railroad. The
headquarters of Gen. Geary were at Rectortown, and there were only between seven and
eight hundred troops at Front .Royal. Still
farther east; at Oatlett's Station, on the Orange
and Alexandria railroad, about ten miles south
of Manassas Junction, was the brigade of Gen.
Duryea, consisting of three New York and one
Pennsylvania regiment. These forces formed
the ·connection between Gen. Banks and the
main body of the army of the Rappa,hannock,
under Gen. McDowell, at Fredericksburg.
The enemy,knowing the position and strength •
of these forces, formed a plan to capture the entire force of Gen. Banks. This plan was to be
executed on the proper signal being given from
Richmond. At this time Gen. McClellan was
within fifteen miles of Richmond. Gen. McDowell had been r eenforced by Gen. Shields,
and orders were expected every hour for him
to advance toward Richmond. It was all-important for the defence of that capital that reenforcemen~s should be prevented from reaching
Gen. McClellan. After the junction of Gens.
Shields and McDowell, dense columns of
smoke could be seen at evening ascending for
miles south of Fredericksburg, which were
caused by the burning of bridges to retard
the, Federal advance. Something greater than
the mere burning of bridges was needed ; for
it was not only necessary to prevent the Federal reenforcements to Gen. ll:cClellan, but ·
also to gain time to accumulate the Confederate
forces before Richmond from such parts of
the South as they could be ta.ken, and by the
levies of the conscript law. The moment had
come for the <lash on Gen. Banks, and the
signal from Richmond was given. Meanwhile Gen. Banks, according to the orders of
the War Department, bad fallen back, and now
occupied Strasburg. The first movement of the
enemy, who had retired from their advance on
Fremont, and were already concentrated under
Gens. Jackson o.nd Ewell for the purpose,
was to advance a heavy column rapidly up the
valley between the Blue Ridge and Massanutten
mountain range to Front Royal, with the design of capturina the force there, and then press
on by a good plank road to Winchester, and
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thus get in the rear of Gen. Banks. The guard
at Front Royal consisted of the 1st Maryland
regiment, Ool. Kenly, with three companies of
the 29th Pennsylvania, two rifled guns of
Knapp's battery, and two companies of the
5th New York cavalry. To their bravery is due
the partial defeat of the Oonfederate plan. On
Friday noon, May 23, the enemy were reported
to be approaching, and Ool. U::enly formed in a
position about one mile east of the Shenandoah
river. The fight commenced by a strong dash
of cavalry under Col. Ashby upon this position.
After a contest of two hours the enemy were
repulsed with considerable loss. Finding that
a. large force of infantry was approaching to
the aid of the cavalry, Ool. Kenly ordered his
men to fall back to the west side of the Shenandoah and to destroy the bridges after them.
This was done in good order and the smaller
bridge destroyed ; but a flanking force of the
enemy fording above came upon them before the
larger one was destroyed. Ool. Kenly immediately got bis guns in position and formed his
men, and another struggle ensued, which checked the enemy a couple of hours longer. Finding
the force of the enemy increasing, he placed his
artillery in the rear and commenced falling
back. This was continued for .three miles,
when the force was overwhelmed by a charge
of the enemy, their lines broken, and no further
resistance could be made. Col. Kenly was
severely wounded, but afterward recovered.
This check retarded the Confederate advance.
The news of this affair reached Gen. Banks
that ev:ening, with such details a.s convinced him
that the enemy were at hand with a force from
fifteen to twenty thousand strong. It was evident to him from the large Oonfederate force,
composed as it must be of all their troops in the
valley concentrated, that they were close upon
him for some purpose not yet developed. That
purpose must be nothing less than the defeat of
his own command, or its possible capture by
occupying Winchester, and thus intercepting
supplies or reenforcements and cutting off all
opportunity for retreat. Under this interpretation of the enemy's plans, one of three courses
was open for him to pursue: first, a retreat
across the little North Mountain to the Potomac
river on the west; second, an attack on the
enemy's flank on the Front Royal road; third,
a rapid movement direct upon Winchester with
a view to anticipate the occupation of the town
by the enemy, and thus place his own command
in communication with its original base of operations in the line of reenforcements by Harper's
Ferry, and secure a safe retreat in case of disaster.
To remain at Strasburg was to be surrounded;
to move over the mountains was to abandon his
train at the outset, and to subject bis command to flank attacks, without possibility of
succor; and to attack the enemy in such overwhelming force could only result in certain de~
struction. It was, therefore, determined by Gen.
Banks that to enter the lists with the enemy in
a race or a battle, as. he should choose, for the

possession of Winchester, the key of tho valley, was, for him and his force, the path to
safety.
Accordingly, the advance guard was called in,
and at three o'clock on the next morning several
hundred disabled men, left in charge by Gen.
Shields's division, were put upon the march to
Winchester, followed by the wagon train under
escort of cavalry and infantry. The rear Wll.9
protected by nearly the whole force of cavalry
and six pieces of artillery, The attack of the
enemy was expected in the rear. When all the
column except the rear guard had passed Cedar
Oreek, three miles from Strasburg, information was rec~ived from the front that the enemy
had attacked the train and was in full possession
of the road at Middletown. The danger being
now in _front, the · troops were ordered to the
head of the column and the train to the rear.
After this change the head of the column encountered the enemy in force, fifteen miles from
Winchester, who were attacked with artillery
and infantry and driven back some two miles.
The neglect of the enemy to attack the train
and throw it into confusion when at the head
of the column secured a successful continuation
of the march. On the remainder of the route
to Winchester, the enemy pressed the main
column with the utmof:lt vigor, and defeated at
every point all efforts of detachments to effect
a junction with it. At five o'clock in the afternoon the advance guard arrived at Winchester,
and Gen. Banks became satisfied that the force
of the enemy was not less than twenty-five
thousand men. His command consisted of two
brigades of less than four thousand men, with
nine hundred cavalry, ten Parrott guns, and one
battery of smooth six pounders. To this should
be ~dded the 10th Maine regiment of infap.try
and five companies of Maryland cavalry, stationed n,t Winchester. During the night Gen.
Banks determined to test the strength of the
enemy by actual collision, and measures were
promptly taken to prepare the troops. The
rolling of mu!iketry was heard during the latter
part of the night, and before the break of day
a sharp engagement occurred .at the outposts.
Soon after four o'clock the artillery opened its
fire, which continued without cessation ·until
the close of the engagement.
The main body of the Confederates was hidden during the early part of the action by the
crest of a hill and the woods in the rear.
Their force was massed apparently upon the
Federal right, and their manceuvres indicated
a purpose to turn them upon the Berryville
road, where, it appeared subsequently, they had
placed a considerable force with a view of preventing reenforcements fr.om Harper's Ferry.
But the steady fire of the F l deral lines held them
in check until a small portion of tho troops, cin
the right of the Federal line, made a movement
to the rear. This was done under the erroneous
impression that an order to withdraw had been
given. No sooner was this observed by the
enemy than its regiments swarmed upon the
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crest of the hill, advancing from the woods upon
the Federal right, which, still continuing its fire,
steadily withdrew toward the town.
The overwhelming Confederate force thus
suddenly showing itself, made further resistance
unwise, and orders were sent to the left to withdraw, which was done in an orderly manner.
By this engagement the enemy were held in
check five hours.
The retreat was now continued in three parallel columns, each protected by an efficient rear
guard, in the direction of Martinsburg, with the
hope of meeting reenforcements. The pursuit
of the enemy was prompt and vigorous, and
the retreat rapid and without loss. At Martinsburg the columns halted two hours and a half,
and the rear guard remained in the rear of the
town until seven in the evening, and arr~d at
the river at sundown, forty-eight hours after
the first news of the attack on Front Royal. It
was a march of fifty-three miles, thirty-five of
which were performed in one day. The scene
at the river when the rear guard arrived was
of the most animated and excited description.
A thousand camp fires were burning on the
hillside; a thousa.nd carriages of every . description were crowded upon the banks of the
broad stream between the exhausted troops and
their coveted rest. The ford was too deep for
the teams to cross in r-egular succession ; only
the strongest horses, after a few experirqents,
were allowed to essay the passage over before
morning. The single ferry was occupied by
the ammunition trains, the ford by the wagons. The cavalry was secure in its form of
c_rossing. The troops only had no transportation. No enemy appeared in sight. Fortunately there were several boats belonging to
the pontoon train brought from Strasburcr
which were launched and devoted exclusively
to the soldiers. Gen. Banks says in his report:
" There never were more grateful hearts in the
same number of men than when at midday on
the 26th, we stood on the opposite shore." The
loss was as follows: killed, 38; wodnded 155 ·
miss~g, 'Tll; total, 904. The _ wagon' trai~
consisted of nearly five hundred wagons· of
which fifty-five. were lost. All the guns ~ere
saved. The loss of the enemy has not been
stated.
. On the morning of the 28th, Gen. Jackson
1Ssued the following address to his soldiers :
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The e~!anation 'of the severe exertions to which the
commanding General called the army, which were endured ~ythe~ with ~uch cheerful confidence in him,.is
now given 10 the vJCtory of yesterday. He receives
this proof of their confidence in the past with pride
and gratitude,and asks only a similar confidence in the
future. But his chief duty to-day, and that of the
army, is to recognize devoutly the hand of a protecting
Providence in tl:ie brilliant successes of the last three
days, which have given us the resuit of a great victory
without great losses, and to make the oblation of our
thanks to God.for his mercies to us and our country in
heartfelt acts of religious worshil). For this purpose
the troops will remam in camp to-day, suspencilng as
far as practicable all military exercises, and the chap·
lains of the regiments will hold divine service in their
several charges at 4 o'clock P. :ar., to-day.
By order of Maj.-Gen. JACKSON..
·
R. D. DANBY, Asst. AdJ.-Gen.

When the news of the attack on the Maryland
regiment at Front ' Royal on the 23d, reached Gen. Geary, who, with his force, was
charged with the protection of the Manassas
Gap railroad, h~ immediately began to move
to Manassaa Junction. His troops hearing the
most extravagant stories of the fate of the
Maryland regiment, and isuppo~ing they were
about to be swallowed up, burnt their tents
and destroyed a quantity of arms. Gen. Dur- .
yea, at Oatlett's Station, became alarmed on ·
learning of the withdrawal of Gen. Geary took
his three New York regiments, leaving the
Pennsylvania one behind, and hastlmed back
to Oentreville, and telegraphed to Washington
for help. He left a large quantity of army
stores behind, and also for two days his camp
equipage. A pariic prevailed at Catlett's Station and Manassas Junction for two days. At
night the camps were kept in constant alarm
by the sentinels firing at stumps or bowing
bushes, which they mistook for Confederate
guerillas. The alarm spread to Washington,
aud Secretary Stanton issued orders calling for
the militia of the loya-1 States to defend that
city.
The following is the despatch sent to the
Governor of Massachusetts :
WASHINGTON,

May 25, 1862.

To the G()'l)ernor of Massacliusetts :
Intelligence f:om various ·q uarters leaves no doubt
~hat the enemy !n great force are marching on Wash1~gton. You will .~l~nse organize and forward immediately all the militia and volunteer force in your
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
State.

. This alarm at W.ashington, and tbe call for
its defence, produced a most indescribable panic
in the cities of the Northern States on Sunday
HEADQUARTll:RB, V. D.,
}
the 25th, and two or three days afterward. '
WINCHESTER, JJiay 28, 1862.
The Governor of New York on Sunday
General Order, No. 53.
, Within four weeks ~his army has made long and rap- night, the 25th, telegraphed to Buffalo, Rochesid marches! fought six c~mbats and two battles, sig- ter, Syracuse, and other cities as follows:

nally defeatmg the enemy 10 each one, capturing several
Orders from_ Washington render it necessary to forstands of colors and pieces of artillery, with numerous ward to that city all the available militia force. What
priso~ers and vast medical and army stores, and final- can Buffalo do?
E. D. MORGAN.
ly driven the boastful host, which was ravishing our
Gov~rnor Curtin, of Pennsylvania, issued the
beautiful country, into utter rout. The General commanding would warmly express to the officers and · followmg 01;der:
men under his command his joy in their achievements
HEADQUAllTl!lRB P1rnNSY'I.VARIA Mn.ITU,}
and his thanks for their brilliant gallantry in action'
•
HARRISBURG, May 26 . .
and their obedience under the 1:iardships of forced
· General Oriler, No. 23.
marches, often more painful to the brave soldier than
On pressing requisition of the President of the Unitthe dangers of battle.
ed State!! in the present emergency, it is ordered that
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Rally, then, men of Ohio, and respond to this call,
the several major-generals, briga:dier-generals, and
colonels of regiments, throughout the Commonwealth, as becomes those who appreciate our glorious Govmuster, without delay, nil military organizations with- ernment. Three classes of troops will be accepted:
First. For three years1 or durmg the war.
in their respective divisions or under their control, toSecond. For a term ot three months.
gether with all persons willing to join their comThird. For guard duty within the limits of the State.
mands, and proceed forthwith to the city of Washington or such other points as may be indicated by future
All are requested to report for duty at Camp ChnMe,
where the organization will take place.
orders.
The number wanted frpm each county has been inBy order A.G. CURTIN, Governor nnd Commnnderdicated by special despatches to the several Military.
in-Chief.
Committees.
(Signed)
A. L. RussilLL, Adjt.-Gen.
Everything is valueless to us if our Government is
The Governor of Massachusetts issued the overthrown.
following proclamation:
Lay aside, then, your ordinary duties, and help to
He-n of Hassackusetts /-The wily and barbarous bear afloat the glonous flag unfurled by our fathers.
DAVID TOD, Governor.
horde of traitors to the people, to the Government, to
our country, and to liberty, menace again the national
At the same time the Secretary of War at
capital. They have attacked and routed Maj.-Gen.
Banks, are advancing on Harper's Ferry, and are Washington, caused the following order to be
marching on Washington. The President calls on issued:
W A8IIINGTON 1 May 21$, 1862.
Mnssnchusetts to rise once more for its rescue and
defence.
Or.red. By virtue of the authority vested by au
The whole active militia will be summoned by a act of Congress, the President takes military possesgeneral order, issued from the office of the Adjutnnt- sion of all the railroads in the United States, from and
Genernl, to report on Boston Common to-morrow; after this date, until further orders, aud directs that
they will march to relieve and avenge their brethren the respective railroad companies, their officers and
and friends, and to oppose with fierce zeal and cou- servants, shall hold themselves in readiness for the
rageous pnti-iotism the progress of the foe.
transportation of troops and munitions of war, as may
May God encourage their hearts and strengthen be ordered by the military authorities, to the exclusion
their arms, and may He inspire the Government and of all other business.
all the people !
·
By order of the Secretary of War.
Given nt Headquarters, Boston, 11 o'clock, this
M. C. MEIGS, Quartermaster-General.
(Sunday) evening, May 25, 1862.
JOHN A. ANDREW.
When the alarm thus indicated in the headOver three thousand men responded on quarters of Government had disseminated itself
throughout the military and social ramificaMonday.
The Governor of Rhode I sland issued the tions of society, the excitement was almost
tumultuous. In Baltimore, crowds pursued
following order :
PnovmENoE, May 25 , 1862_
persons suspected of sympathy with the cause
Citizens of the State capable of bearing arms will at of the South, until all such disappeared from
once report themselves to the nearest military organ- the streets. The display of flags was demandizations.
ed from public buildings. Almost half a milThe commandants of the chartered and volunteer lion of men offered themselves for the defence
military companies will at once organize their com- of Washington within twenty-four hours after
panies, and the men so reporting mto companies of
eighty-three men rank and file, and report to these the issue of the proclamations.
headquarters, when they will be armed, equip:ped, and
Meanwhile Gen. Jackson, having seen Gen.
moved under the direction of the Commander-m-Chief Banks safely escaping to the ford of the Pototo Washington, to protect the national capital from mac, turned away from further pursuit to carry
the advance of the rebe1s who are now rapidly ap- out the other details of his plan, little conceivproaching.
Gen. Robbins is directed to organize and command ing of the panic his movements had occasioned
the first regiment; and will order his brigade under . in the departments at Washington and the
arms and form it into a regiment.
offices , of the Governors of States. In fact a
The second regiment will be under command of captured despatch from Gen. J ohnston to Gen.
Capt. Bliss, of the United States Army.
The Providence Marine Corps of artillery will be Jackson shows that the chief object of Gen.
placed under the command of Lieut.-Col. E. C. Gallup J ackson's movement was to prevent reenforceas captain, and he is directed to organize the same.
ments to Gen. McOlellan. The effect of this
Col. Shaw is ordered to assemble the National causeless panic on the part of the autliorities at
GuaFd for organization.
Rhode Island troops will move through Baltimore Washington was extremely disastrous to the
and if their progress is imaeded by the rebel mob of Federal cause; fully as much so as the groundthat city, they will mete ont to it the punishment less fears for the safety of the capital, which
which it has long merited. Our regiments will move determined the detention of Gen. McDowell's
to Washington to defend the capitur in common with
f
f h p
· h b
thousands of our patriotic countrymen, who will rush corps rom the army o t e otomac 1n t e eto arms to ward off the danger which is imminent.
ginning of the month of April. The War DeWM. SPRAGUE.
partment manifestly did not realize the selfAuo. EfoPPIN, Assistant Adjutant-General.
evident fact, that Washington being strongly
The Governor of Ohio issued the following fortified, its surest defence consisted in the
proclamation:
presence of a large army threatening Rich. C0Ltn1nua, o., llfay 2~. · mond from the peninsula.
. To ~he Gallant Men of Ohio: I have the astoundmg
On the 28th Gen. Jackson advanced upon
mtelhgence that the seat of our beloved Government H
, F
f
01 1 t
dr' · · be
is threatened with invasion, and am called upon by
arp~r s erry rom iar ?S _own, 1vmg ~n. •
the Secretary of War for troops to repel aud over- fore him a Federal reconno1trmg force consist mg
whelm the ruthless invaders.
of the 111th :Jennsylvanis. infantry, Ool. Schlan-
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decker; the 1st Maryland cavalry, Major Deems,
and a section of Reynolds's battery. Small bodies of the enemy appeared in the neighborhood
during that and the ensuing day, as if with the
object of alluring the Federal forces from their.
stron"' defensive position to one where they
coula°be more easily attacked and overpowered. This was the opinion of the Federal comm:mder. The whole force of Gen. Jackson
-was not before Harper's Ferry. Finding the '
strength of front presented against him, he
determined to collect all the plunder he could
convey with prisoners, and retire .. To ~fleet this
object more securely and to deceive his ene1;0y
respectin(l' his movemen,ts, he left a force with
Gen. Ew;ll, which became his_ rear guard, and
which made the demonstrat10n upon Harper's Ferry. Gen. R. Saxton, who was in command at Harper's Ferry, fearing a flan~ movement on the part of the enemy, crossing the
Potomac al,ove and occupying Maryland Heights
on the Maryland side at the same time that an
attack shoulcl be made in front, determined to
defeat it. He therefore withdrew his forces
from Bolivar Heights on the Virginia side to
an inner line of defence, on the heights known
as Oamp Hi.11, immediately above the town of
Harper's Ferry. The occupation of this inner
line presented a twofold advantage: First, that
beiBg much less extended, it could be heicl by
a smaller force-the enemy, from the nature
of the ground, being unable to bring into action
a larger force than the Federal ; secondly, that
it would enable Gen. Saxton to bring his naval
battery on the Maryland Heights to bear upon
th_e enemy, as they advanced down the declivity
of Bolivar Heights into the valley which separates it from Oamp Hill. They would thus
be exposed for a considerable time to a heavy
fire from this formidable battery, where great
elevation would enable it to throw shells
directly over the heads of the Federal forces on
• Oamp Hill into the face of the advancing foe.
With the force rendered by this contraction'of
his front av_ailable for other purposes, he deemed it prudent to occupy the crest of the hill
above thenaval b~ttery, on the Maryland shore,
to frustrate any attempt of the enemy to take
this bill in the rear and turn his batteries
·
against him.
On Friday night, the 30th, about dark, the
enemy advanced beyond Bolivar Heights to
storm the works on Oamp Hill. The batteries
on Oamp Hill, and the one on Maryland Heights,
opened upon them. The scene at thjs time
was very impressive. The night was intensely
clark ; the hills around were alive with the
signal lights of the enemy; the rain descended in torrents; vivid flashes of lightning illumined at intervals the green and magnificent
scenery, while the crash of the thunder, echoing among the mountains, drowned into comparative insignificance the roar of Federal artillery.
.After an action of about one hour's duration
the enemy retired. He made another unsuc-
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cessful attack at midnight, with regiments of
Mississippi and Louisiana infantry, and after a
short engagement disappeared. Signal lights
continued to be seen in every direction.
A reconnaissance the next day developed
that the rear of the Oonfederate force passed
th,ough Oharlestown about one hour before
the arrival of the Federal reconnoitring force
from Harper's Ferry.
Gen. Jackson was now on his retreat. If he
had not accomplished all that he aimed at, the
result will show that he was completely successful in cutting off nearly all reenforcements
to Gen. McOlellan. The fear of having his
own retreat cut off now caused his rapid movements. Gen. Fremont from the west, and Ool.
Kimball with the division of Gen. Shields from
the east, were on the march to intercept him.
The Oonfederate movements, which had been
made to prevent the retreat of Gen. Jackson
from being cut off, consisted in the march of Gen.
Smith up the Shenandoah from Strasburg to
prevent Gen. Fremont from crossing over, as
he was ordered, to Harrisonburg. If Gen.
Fremont could have successfully crossed to
this point, he might have taken up a position so far in the rear of Gen. Jackson as
to have effectually cut him off. It has been
said that it was impossible for Gen. Fremont
to cross to Harrisonburg. When he received
the order to come to the aid of Gen. Banks
he was at Franklin, sixty-five miles from
Staunton, and a Jess distance from Harrisonburg. Instead of taking this route, he marched a hundred miles to Strasburg. The Oonfederate forces which attacked Gen. Milroy and
drove him back from McDowell, crossed the
mountains, whence they retired to Staunton
or Harrisonburg. This was some three weeks
previous. The enemy also expected Gen. Fremont to cross to New Marke.tor Harrisonburg,
thus showing that no local obstacles prevented.
The means of transportation were limited; the
supplies co!11d hardly have been found by that
route.
On Thursday, the 29th, Gen. Jackson ordered
a retrograde movement, and sent off his train
and prisoners. Early Friday morning, he left
camp between Halltown and Charlestown and
his advance rested the first night at or' near
Middletown, and the next day (Saturday) entered S~·asburg.. On Saturday morning, Gen.
Ewell, disappearing from Harper's Ferry with
the rear guard, followed Gen. Jackson and encamped on Saturday night at Middleto~, thus
performing a march of thirty-four miles in one
day.
Where now were the pursuers of Gen. Jackson, who were to cut off his retreat? On Saturday night the advance of Gen. Fremont arrived at Brent's Gap, about six miles northwest
of Strasburg. It was at noon of the previous
day that Gen. Fremont was expected to be in
Strasburg by Gen. Shields, who was advancing
from the east, having been ordered to be in Front
Royal at that hour, which he was. The ad-
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vance of Gen. Fremont's force on Sunday, June
1, encountered the enemy three or four miles
from Strasburg, on the road to Winchester.
Gen. Jackson had arrived in Strasburg on the
previous day, and tarried to secure the safe
arrival and departure of all his force. This
encounter of the advance of Gen. Fremont ¼as
with the rear of Gen. Jackson. Col. Cluseret,
with the 60th Ohio and 8th Virginia and a battery, formed this advance. The contest was
with artillery, and was continued by Col.
Oluseret until about noon, when be was ordered to retire under the hope of drawing Gen.
Jackson on to attack the position which Gen.
Fremont bad in the meanwhile taken. He had
formed a line of battle in a strong position, with
Gen. Milroy on the left, Gen. Schenck on the
right, and Gen. Stahl in the centre, with Blenker's division in reserve. In this affair five of
the 8th Virginia and two of the 60th Ohio were
wounded. While Gen. J ackson's rear was thus
engaged with the advance of Gen. Fremont, the
main body of his troops was pushing on
through Strasburg, which was accomplished on
Sunday. Thus Gen. Jackson reached Strasburg just in time to pass between Gen. McDowell on the one side, and Gen. Fremont on the
other. The advance of Gen. McDowell reached
Strasburg soon after the advance of Gen. Fremont. The afternoon wore away without any
appearance of Gen. Jackson. 'fhe truth was
that the attack on the advance of Gen. Fremont
was made to divert his attention from the
retreating movement Gen. Jackson was then
making. .A. reconnaissance was made during
the nigl1t beyond Strasburg. On Monday
morning, June 2, Gen. Fremont pushe(l on to
Strasburg only to find that Gen. Jackson was
on his way to Woodstock unchecked and uninjured. The advance of Gen. Fremont's main
force as it entered Strasburg met tho 1st New
Jersey and the 1st Pennsylvania cavalry under
Gen. Bayard, then just coming in, as a part of
Gen. McDowell's force.
Meanwhile the force of Gen. Shields which
bad been ordered to cooperate, had left Manassas Junction, and halted at Haymarket on
Tuesday, the 27th of May, as has been stated.
On the 28th this division, followed by other
troops from Gen. McDowell's corps, advanced
as far as Rectortown, thirteen miles, having
passed over steep and rocky roads through
Thoroughfare Gap. On Thursday, the 29th, it
started at five o'clock P. M., with orders to be
in Fixmt Royal, twenty-eight miles distant, on
the next day at noon, at which time Gen.
Fremont was to reach Strasburg. Their entire
train was left behind and at the appointed time
their advance brigade, under Gen. Kimball,
struck the enemy at Front Royal, completely
routing them and taking a number of prisoners
and a large amount of commissary and quartermaster's stores. On the next day a party of
eighteen cavalry entered the outskirts of Strasburg. Finding that the enemy had retired
before Gen. Fremont, and that be was follow-

ing them, Gen. Shields moved up the east side
of the ·Massanutten range of mountains to
Luray, while Gen. Fremont advanced on the
west side. Gen. Shields was in hopes of striking the enemy at New Market, but finding the
Whitehouse and Columbia bridges burned, he
resolved to push on further up the east side of
the Shenandoah, to intercept the enemy at
Conrad's Store (Miller's Bridge), Port Republic, or W aynesborough on the railroad eleven
miles east of Staunton. Col. Carroll, in command of the 4th brigade, moved rapidly forWiJ,rd with one regiment, followed by the remainder of the brigade. .A. violent rain on the
night of the 3d .caused a delay: and various
portions of the command were separated by
rapid streams overflowing their banks; He,
however, reached Port Republic in advance of
the enemy.
·
.A.t this time forces were gathering in other
quarters. The 5th New York cavalry, Ool. De
Forrest, left Williamsport on Friday night, the
30th, at the time the attack at Harper's Ferry
was made, and advanced to Martinsburg on Satnrday morning, the 31st, and occupied the town.
On the 2d of June G"en. Banks, having recrossed
the Potomac,-reached Bunker Hill, twelve miles
from Winchester. Also by special train from
Baltimore, Gen. Sigel arrived at Harper's Ferry
.on Sunday evening, June 1. During the next
forenoon, be inspected the positions of the
forces, and ordered a march at four o'clock in
the afternoon. The next morning the advance
of his division, consisting of Gen. Cooper's brigade, was beyond Charlestown, pushing forward
to Winchester, where a junction was formed
·
with Gen. Banks. '
Meantime Gen. Fremont was in full chase of
the swift-footed foe. Fin<ling that the enemy
had escaped him at Strasburg, and being joined
by an advance of Gen. McDowell's, consisting
of Gen. Bayard's cavalry, he ordered the ca.va.lry-and artillery to .the front, and pursuit to •
be given.
.A. stand was rnacle several times by the retreating enemy, during Monday, the 2d. A
mile and a half beyond Strasburg, at a narrow
and defensible pass called Fisher's Hill, the
road, after crossing a bridge, turns abruptly to
the right, and curving to the left passes the
base of a thickly wooded hill with a deep ravine on the right, and continues up the hill
through a deep and densely wooded defile.
Here the fast stand was made by the rear
guard ,under Gen. Ewell. His artillery occupied elevated positions overlooking the road
on bis front for a mile, and commanding a
range of hills adjacent to the road on the right
of Gen. Milroy. Finding it to be impossible to
ch-ive the enemy's centre, Gen. Milroy chose
other elevated positions for his guns on the
right, and a fierce contest ensued for several
hours. The enemy at night encamped three
miles beyond Woodstock, while the forces of
Gen. Fremont occupied the town.
The pursuit was commenced at seven o'clock
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on the next morning, Tuesday, June 3. The at half past eight his advance opened upon the
advance to Edinburg was made without inci- enemy. Gen. Fremont says:
"The battle began with. heavy :firing at
dent. A military bridge constructed by Gen.
Banks across Stony Oreek, a swift, wide stream, eleven o'clock, and lasted, with great obstinacy
was half burned by the flying enemy. The de- and violence, until four in the afternoon, some
lay in repairing the bridge and crossing gave skirmishing and artillery firing continuingfrom
the enemy time to move to Mt. Jackson, eight that time until dark."
The right wing was )J.Ilder Gen. Schenck,
miles beyond Edinburg, where he halted until
noon of the next day, the 4th, when he was the left under Gen. Stahl, and the centre under
again in motion, owing to the approach of Gen. Gen. Milroy. The right wing was not assailed,
Fremont's advance. One mile ·beyond Mt. except by skirmish :fighting. The contest was
Jackson, is a long bridge over the Shenandoah, hot on the centre, and Gen. Milroy forced the
a river too swift and deep to be forded. Gen. enemy back from point to point. He had penJackson left his artillery in position long enough etrated the centre, and -almost reached the ento delay the advance of Gen. Bayard's cavalry, emy's guns, when the order to r etire was given.
then crossed the bridge before the guns of his This :filled him with indignation, but he obeyed.
Gen. Stahl's brigade was all engaged. Of
pursuers could be brought up; and burned the
.bridge in face of their cavalry. The bridge was this, the 45th New York . and the 2'7!;h Pennrebuilt by noon of the next day, the 5th, and sylvania :first met the enemy, and being threatthe ariny of Gen. Fremont was again in motion. ened by superior numbers, the 8th New York
At three o'clock the advance entered New Mar- was sent to support them on the left, and the
ket, a distance of seven miles, and encamped 41st New York on the right. These regiments
two miles beyond. On the 6th, Friday, the ad- were soon all engaged, and the enemy appeared
vance reached Harrisonburg about two o:clock to be bearing . heavily upon this wing of the
P. M. None of the enemy were, seen on the army. It finally gave way, and the whole line
way. · Almost every bridge, however small, · was ordered back to a more favorable position.
was found to have been burned. Information The enemy did not advance, but co=enced a
was immediately received that a body of Oon- retreat. The army encamped that night on
federate cavalry was near the town. Oannon the ground where their line was :first formed
were plantecl on the highlands north, and a in the morning. They drove the enemy's pickforce of cavalry, under Ool. Wyndham, was ets and sktl'mishers over it at first, for no atsent out to reconnoitre, with instructions to en- tempt was made on the_other side to support
gage the enemy if the force was only two or them. The place where the :fighting occurred,
three companies, but not if it was in force and the dead and wounded were strewn over
and supported by infantry. Some three miles the :field, was in the enemy's possession all night.
beyond the town, Ool. Wyndham discovered
The loss was very severe on .both sides. In
the Oonfederate cavalry and made an effort Gen. Stahl's command the loss was 69 killed,
to oppose them, but unfortunately came upon wounded 254, missing '79. The total loss was
a large force of infantry, which opened such a estimated by Gen. Fremont, immediately after
volley upon him that his troops were throw~ the battle, at 125 killed and 500 wounded.
into confusion, and. suffered severely, and he The enemy's loss was less than this, owing to
himself was taken prisoner. Later in the day ·the shelter of their forces.
Gen. Bayard and Ool. Oluseret witb. a force of
The despatch of Gen. Fremont to the War
• cavalry and infantry encountered the enemy. Department, dated on the next morning, says:
One regiment, the Bucktail rifles of P ennsyl va" There was no collision with the enemy
n:ia, numbering one hundred ana twenty-five, after dark last n:ight. This morn:ingwe renewunder Ool. Kane, suffered a severe loss of fifty- ed the march against him, entering the woods
five men. This small force was rashly led in battle order ; his cavaJ.ry appearing on our
against an overwhelming Confederate mass. flanks. Gen. Blenker had the left, Gen. Milroy
The Union forces were finally withdrawn, and the right, and Gen. Schenck the centre, with
the enemy subsequently disappeared. Among a reserve of Gen. Stahl's and Gen. Bayard's
the killed of the Oonfederate force was Ool. brigades."
Ashby, · a brave and dashing cavalry officer.
Port Republic is a small town on the south
The forces of Gen. Fremont remained at Har- fork of the Shenandoah river, near which is
risonburg on Saturday, the '7th of June. A re- the bridge by which the river is crossed. It is
connaissance was made by Gen. Milroy, about a few miles distant from Oross Keys, where the
seven miles on the road to Port Republic, conflict between Ciens. Fremont and Jackson's
where the enemy was found in a position well forces took place. It has already been stated
protected by woods. It seems that Gen. Jack- that Ool. Oarroll, in co=and of the advance
son, before reaching the :final bridge across the of Geu. Shields's division up the east side of
Shenandoah, determined to fight Gen. Fremont, the Shenandoah, arrived at Port Republic in
and thereby check his pursuit. · For this pur- advance of Gen. Jackson. This means, in adpose he had chosen his position as above stated, vance of the main force of the enemy. On
at a spot called Cross Keys, near Un:ion Church. Saturday, the '7th, Ool. Oarroll received orders
At six o'clock on Sunday morning, June 8, to move forward to Waynesborough, distant
the army of Gen. Fremont began to move, and some thirty-five or thirty-seven miles, by the
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way of Port Republic, for the purpose of de•
stroying the railroad depot, trackr and bridge,
at that place, and to seize Gen. Jackson's train
and throw his force upon Gen. Jackson's flank.
Ool. Oarroll marched in obedience to these·
orders, on Saturday afternoon. His infantry,
cavalry, and artillery had in the mean time
come up, and he started for Oo~rad's Store
with less than a thousand of the form er, with
one hundred and fifty cavalry, and with a single battery of six guns.
Halting, in the night, six miles before reaching Port Republic, Ool. Oarroll sent forward a
party of scouts, who r eturned with the information that Gen. Jackson's train was parked near
Port Republic, with a drove of beef cattle
herded near by, and the whole guarded by
about two or three hundred cavalry. On learning this he pushed forward, with the design
of capturing the train and cattle, as his orders
directed. He holted some two miles from the
town, made a reconnoissance, and received
further information confirming the report of
his scouts, and then dashed into the town with
his cavalry and two pieces of artillery, driving
the enemy's cavaky out and taking possession
of tbe bridge. He holted there for his infantry
to come up, and disposed his pieces and little
force to prevent a repulse from the train guard,
when, before he h ad occupied the village any
length of time, he was attacked by a force of
the enemy superior to bis own, and forced to
retire and abandon his further march to
W aynesborough. Thus the enemy recovered
possession of the bridge and held it.
Col. Canoll brought bis forces to a stand at
the first defensible position, about two miles
north of the town. At this time the conflict
was going on between Gens. Fremont and
J ackson at Cl"oss Keys, several miles distant,
and it was ovel" this bridge that Gen. Jackson
must retreat or be placed between the forces
of Gens. Fremont and Shields. At two o'clock
in the afternoon Gen. Tyler arrived to the aid
of Ool. CarroL. As commanding one of the
brigades of Gen. Shields's division, he had also
been ordered to proceed to Waynesborough.
He left Columbia Bridge on the 7th, and
reached Naked Creek on the same day, and
went into camp under orders to march at four
A.M. When within six miles of Port Republic he
learned of the engagement of Col. (acting brig.gen.) Carroll, and pressed forward immediately with infantry and artillery to his support, and r eached him at two P. M.
Gen. Tyler in his report thus explains his
proceedings: "From Ool. 1\Jhum I learned the
enemy had eighteen pieces of artillery_, planted
so ns to completely command all the approaches to the town, and from the engagemen t with Gen. Carroll that morning, had obtained the range of the different points. Immediately on the arrival of my command, Col.
Daum urged an attack with the combined force
of infantry and artillery, to which I so far consented as to order the infantry into. position

under cover of a thick wood which skirted the
road, and commenced observing the enemy's
position myself, whioh appeared to me one to
defy an army of 50,000 men. I at once sent
for Col. Carroll, Lieut.-Col. Sclu·iber, Oapts.
Clark and Robinson, who had been over the
ground; they all agreed in the opinion that
an attack would result in the destruction of
our little force."
The infantry was ordered back to bivouac for
the night, and early in the morning Gen. Tyler
was informed that the enemy were advancing
evidently with the intention of outflanking
him on his left. Forces were ordered up to
counteract this movement, which was sucessfully done. The enemy retired into the woods,
and a part crossed over and joined the forces
attacking the right wing. The engagement
now became very heavy on the right, additional troops having been brought up on both
sides. Under cover of this conflict, the enemy
threw another force into the woods, pressed
down upon the battery on the left, and with a
suddin dash captured it. The contest continued until Gen. Tyler, perceiving additional
reenforcements for the enemy approaching,
about ten o'clock orderecl his troops to fall
back, with a view of retreating until he should ·
meet reenforcements. The retreat, he says,
"save the stampede of those who ran before
the fight, was as orderly as the advance." The
number of his force is stated at three thousand,
and that of the enemy much larger. This was
evidently the rear guard of Gen. Jackson's
.army, which had been engaged, and some reenforcements were sent back to it. Gen Jackson retired from before Gen. Fremont on Sunday night, and on Monday morning crossed the
bridge at Port Republic, and while the main
body continued to retreat, Gen. Tyler was
thus held in check.
Meanwhile Gen. Fremont, as has been stated,
commenced his march for Port Republic that
morning, with his army in battle array. During the afternoon his whole army reached the
river opposite the town, and be learned that a
portion of Gen. Shields's division had engaged
the enemy on both Sunday and Monday on the
other side of the river. During the march of
Gen. Fremont's forces from the battle field of
the preceding day to the river, they could hear
brisk cannonading, and see the heavy volumes
of smoke arising from the valley where the
contest was going on. When they arrived the
Oonfederate force was gone. Thus closed the
pursuit of Gen. Jackson with a portion of the
forces of four major-generals of the U. S. army
on his line of retreat, beside those of Brig.-Geo.
Shields. The loss of men on both sides occasioned by this expedition was not very great
either in killed, wounded, or prisoners. No accurate details are at present accessible ; but
the destruction of Federal stores was vast.
On the night of the arrival of Gen. Fremont's
forces at the. river, an alarm was raised in
camp. Horses were harnessed, and men placed
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in a condition for an immediate movement, but 36th and 44th Ohio and some batteries. The
affairs finaJly became quiet, and a part of a advance of Gen. Heath was met with so much
night's rest was obtained. On the next morn- vigor and promptness, that his forces were
ing the 10th, orders to march were issued, and soon defeated, with the loss of his four pieces
the' army wl1S soon in motion back to Harrison- of artillery, and one hundred and fifty killed
burg, a distance of twelve miles, which it and wounded, and three hundred stand of
reached in a pitiless storm dming the after- arms, and a number taken prisoners. On his
noon. On Wednesday it moved eighteen miles retreat, the Greenbrier bridge was bmned to
to New Market, and on Thursday reached Mt. check or prevent pursuit. This affair occurred
Jackson, seven miles, and encamped for rest. on the day previous to the reception of the
Some forces of Gen. Jackson's ,army returned order by Gen. Fremont to march to the aid of
to Harrisonburg almost as soon as the Federal Gen. Banks. The ill success of this enterprise
troops had left it. The division of Gen. Shields was such that it failed to cause any diversion
also fell back to New Market.
from Gen. Fremont's command.
The force of Gen. Jackson was estimated by
This exploit of Gen.Jackson, undoubtedly one
his opponents at twenty-five thousand men. of the most brilliant and successful thus far of
The force of Gen. Fremont, on leaving Frank- the war, if its objects are considered, introduced
lin, was stated to be about ~wenty thousand men. into the whole campaign in Virginia a disturbIt should be stated in this connection, that ing element of considerable magnitude. It dion the very day on which Gen. Jackson at- verted large masses of men from movements
tacked the 1st Maryland, under Col. Kenly, at designed to accelerate events on the peninsula,
Front Royal, the 23d of May, the Confederate. delayed the -advance of Gen. McClellan, and deGeneral, Heath, in the western part of. the prived him of the reenforcements he expected.
Mountain Department, advanced rapidly and The time required for the transfer of troops in
boldly with nearly three thousand men and at- the South and Southwest, where the Confedtacked Col. Crook, acting brigadier-general, erate campaign had been a failure, to Richmond,
at Greenbrier Bridge, thirty-five miles from was thus gained, and when Gen. McClellan was
McDowell, and nine miles from 'Camp Alleghany. next prepared to move, he found the enemy in
The command of Col. Crook consisted of the · accumulating force in front of him.

\

013:APTER XIX.
General McOlellan crosses the Ohioknhoniiny-Battle of Fair Onks-Retreat of the Enemy-Mnroh in the rear of Gen.
McClellan-Bridges o-ver the Ohtckahominy completed-Battle nt Mechanics-ville-Gen. McClellan moyes toward
the James-Battles at Sayage Station, White Oak Swamp, and Charles City Cross Rpads-Confusion of the EnemyAttack at Malvern Hill-Army at Harrison's Lauding-Arri-val of Gen. Halleck-Ills Views-Army of the Potomac
withdrawn from the Peninsula.

ON the 25th of May Gen. McClellan issued
a general order, which was read throughout the
camps, directing 'the troops, as they advonced
beyond the Chickahominy, to be prepared for
battle at a moment's notice, and to be entirely
unencumbered, with the exception of ambulances ; to carry three days' rations in their
haversacks, leaving their knapsacks with their
wagons, which were on the eastern side of the
river, carefully parked. Besides practical directions as to conduct, this oi·der says to officers
and soldiers: "Let them bear in mind that iihe
Army of the Potomac has never yet been checked,
and let them preserve in battle perfect coolness
and confidence, the sure forerunners of success."
The divisions frorn the corps of Gens. Heintzelman and Keyes were among the first to cross
the Cbickahominy. They took a position on
the right bank somewhat advanced therefrom.
The right wing rested near New Bridge, the
centre at Seven Pines, and the left flank on
the White Oak Swamp. Gen. Sumner's corps
remained on the east side of the river. On the
16

30th the Confederate Gen. Johnston made arrangements for an attack upon the Federal
army, fqr the purpose of cutting off, if possible,
the corps of Gens. Heintzelman and Keyes before they could be joined by £ten. Sumner.
He selected the divisions of Gens. Longstreet,
Huger, G. W. Smith, D . .H. Hill, and Whiting,
His plan was that Gens. Hill and Longstreet
should advance by the road to Williamsburg
and make the attack in front, and that Gen.
Huger should move on the road to Charles·
City and attack in flnnk the troops assailed by
Gens. Hill and Longstreet. Gen. Smith was
ordered to the junction of the New Bridge
Road and the Nine Mile Road, and to be in
readiness to faJl on the right flank of Gen.
Keyes and to cover the left of Gen. Longstreet.
The forces of Gens. Hill, Longstreet, and Smith
were in position early on the morning of Saturday, May 31, and waited until afternoon for
Gen. Huger to get into position. Prince de
J oinville, who was a competent spectator, thus
describes the scenes which followed this attaok:
,: At the moment it was thus attacked the
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Federal army occupied a position having the
form of a V. The base of the Vis at Bottom
Bidge, where the railroad crosses the Chickahominy. The left arm stretches toward Richmond, with this railroad and the road from that
city to Williamsburg. There stood the left
wing, composed of four divisions echeloned,
one behind the other, between Fair Oaks and
Savage stations, and encamped in the woods on
both sides of the road. The other arm of the
V, the right, follows the left bank of the river;
that is the right wing. There are these five
divisions and the reserve. Should one desire
to communicate from one extremity to the
other of those two wings, going by Bottom's
Bridge, the way is very long, not less than ii
or 15 miles. In an air line the distance, on the
contrary, is very trifling, but between the two
arms of the V flows the Chickahominy. It
was to connect both arms, in the space between
them, that the construction of 3 or 4 bridges
had been undertaken, only one of which was
serviceable on the 31st of May. It had been
built by Gen. Sumner, nearly halfway between
Bottom's Bridge and the most advanced point
of the Federal lines. It saved the army that
day from a disaster." The other bridges were
not ready. They were structures of logs, and
time was r~quired to build them. The approaches were always bad, and the tedious
labor of corduroying long distances was •cessary.
"It was against the left wing of the army that
every effort of the enemy was directed. That
wing had its outposts at Fair Oaks station, on
the York river railroad, and at a place called
Seven Pines, on the Williamsburg road. There
the Federals had thrown up a redoubt in a
clearing, where a few houses were to be seen,
and constructed abatis, to'increase the field for
sharpshooting of the troops posted there. The
rest of the country was completely covered
with woods. The previous day there had been
a frightful storm, with torrents of rain, and the
roads were frightful.
"All at once, about one o'clock in the afternoon., the we~ther being dad: and gloomy, a
very spirited fusilade is h eard. The pickets
and sen.tries are violeptly driven in ; the woods
which surround Fair Oaks and Seven Pines are
filled with clouds of the enemy's ·sharpshooters.
The troops rush to arms and fight in desperation. ; but their adversaries' forces constantly
increase, and 'their losses do not stop them.
The redoubt of the Seven Pines is surrounded,
and its defenders die bravely. Col. Bailey,
of the artillery, among others, there upon his
pieces finds a glorious death. In vain Gens.
Keyes and N aglee exhaust themselves in a
thousand efforts to keep their soldiers together:
they are not listened to. In this moment of
con.fusion. they perceive a little French battalion, known as the Garde Lo.fayette, which
has remained in good order. They rush to it,
place themselves at its head, charge the enemy
r.nd retake a battery. The battalion. loses a,

fourth of its men in this charge ; but, like true
Frenchmen, always and everywhere the same,
they cry, " They can call us the Garde Lafourchette now? " alluding to an offensive nickname
that had been given them.
"Meanwhile Heintzelman rushes to the rescue with his two divisions. .A.s at Williamsburg, Kearney arrives in good time to reestablish the fight. Berry's brigade, of this division,
composed of Michigan regiments and an Irish
battalion, advances fil'm as a wall into the
midst of the disordered mass which wanders
over the battle field, and does more by its example than the most powerful reenforcemen.ts.
.A.bout a mile of ground has been lost, fifteen
pieces of cannon, the camp of the division of
the advanced guard, that of Gen. Casey; but
now we hold our own. .A sort of line of battle
is formed across the woods, perpendicularly to
the road and the railroad, and there the repeated assaults of the enemy's masses are resisted.
The left cannot be turned, where is the White
Oak Swamp, an impassable morass ; but the
right may be surrounded. At this very moment, in fact, a strong column of Confederates
has been directed against that side. If it succeeds in interposing between Bottom's Bridge
and the Federal troops, which hold beyond
Savage's Station, the entire left wing is lost.
It will have no retreat, and is doomed to yield
to numbers; but precisely at this momen.trthat is to say, at 6 o'clock in the evening-new
actors appear on the scene. Gen. Sumner, who
has succeeded in passing the Chickal10miny,
with Sedgwick's division., over the bridge constructed by his troops, and who, like a brave
soldier, baa marched straight through the
woods to the sou.nd of the cannon, arrived suddenly on the left flank of the column with
which the enemy is endea,orin.g to cut off
Heintzelman and Keyes.
"He plan.ts in the clearing a battery which
he has succeeded in bringing with him. They
are not those rifled cannon, the objects of extravagant admiration of late, good for cool
firing and long range in an open country: these
are the true guns for a fightr-twelve-pound
howitzers,* the old pattern, throwing either a
round projectile, ·which ricochets and rolls, or
a heavy package of grape. The simple and
rapid discharging of these pieces makes terrible havoc in the opposing ranks. In vain Johnston sends again.st this battery his best troops,
those of South Cai·olina-the Hampton Legion
among others. In vain he rushes on it himself; nothing can shake the Federals, who, at
nightfall, valiantly led by Gen. Sumner in person, throw themselv.es upon the enemy at the
point of the bayonet, and drive him furiously,
with frightful slaughter ll.nd fear, back as far
as Fair Oaks Station.
" Night put an end to the combat. On both
sides nothing was known of the result of the
battle but what each one had seen with his
• They wero "Napoleon" guns.-(ED.
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own eyes. :Friends and enemies, lost in woods ucross at other points. It was necessary to
they were unacquainted with, lay down amid work without a moment's loss to construct
heaps of dead and wounded, wherever dark- them, and not be disturbed by the obstacles the
ness overtook them. The fatigue of this obsti- enemy would not have failed to present to the
nate struggle as well as the obscurity of the undertaking. .A. brigade was displayed for full
/ night bad imposed on the combattmts one of effect and scarecrow fashion, opposite the points
those tacit truces so frequent in war.
n aturally marked out for crossing; but the
" Evidently Johnston had flattered himself, stake was so large, the result so important, and
in throwing all his forces on the four divisions the occasion itself so unforeseen and so favorof the left wing, that he could annihilate them able for playing a decisive part, that nothing,
before any aid could come to them from the in our opinion, should have prevented 'that
main body of the army on the left bank of the operation from being attempted.
Chicka:hominy. For the moment he had re"Here, again, was evident that American
ooiled before the energetic resistance of those slowness which belongs much more to the charfour divisions, and also before the furious and acter of the army than that of its chief. It
unforeseen attack of Sumner's troops. No was not until 7 o'clock in the evening that the
doubt be had counted on the terrible storm of idea of securing all the bridges without delay,
the previous day to have swelled the Ohicka- and causing the whole army to cross at dayhominy so as to render the establishment of a break to the right bank of the Ohickahominy,
bridge impossible, or to sweep away in its over- was entertained.
flowing waters those already established; but
" It was now too late. Four hours had been
the capricious river baffled his plans, as it did lost., and the opportunity-that moment so
' some hours later those of his adversaries. The fleeting, in war as in other circumstances-had
effect of the deluge was not immediate; the gone. The rise, on which Johnston had vainly
rise in the water delayed its appearance 24 counted, and which had not hindered Sumner
hours. Was this unhoped-for delay turned to from crossing, came on during the night. The
account with all desirable activity on the part . river rose suddenl:t from two feet, and continuof the Federals? That is a question which will ed to swell with rapidity, carrying away the
remain always in dispute, as are so many others new bridges. tearing up and sweeping off the
of the same kind, which form one of the ne- trees which formed the planking of Sumner's
cessary chapters of the history of most great bridges, and covering the entire valley with its
battles.
overflowing waters. Nothing could cross. ·
"It was only at one o'clock in the afternoon
".A.t the earliest dawn of day the combat
that the action had commenced. We had was resumed with great fury on the left bank.
waited some time to ascertain if the attack on The enemy came on in a b6dy, but without
that side was not a feint, intended to draw the order or method, and rushed upon the Federals,
Federal troops to .that point while the bulk of who, knowing that they were inferior in num- •
the enemy's forces was hastening to debouch bars and without hope of being supported, did
on the left bank. We had been promptly re- not attempt to do more than resist and hold
lieved of our uncertainty by the violet.ca of their: ground. They fought with fierce deterthe attack and by the reports of the aeronauts, ·mination on both sides, without any noise,
who saw the entire Confederate army marching without any cries, and whenever they were too
to the point of attack.
hardly pressed they made a charge with the
" Then Sumner had received orders to cross bayonet. The artillery placed on the emithe water with his two divisions. He had exe- nences in the rear, fired shell over the comcuted the movement with rapidity, marching at batants. .A.h I I could have wished that all
the head of his column, without any other those who, forgetful of the past, and impelled
guide than the sound of the cannon, and he by I do not know what kind of egotistical calarrived at the right moment and at the critical culation, have lavished their encouragement on
place. But some persons thought then, and the f?i.tal rebellion of slaveowners, could have
still think, that if, at the moment Sumner re- been present at this fratricidal struggle. I
ceived the order to cross the river, the same could have wished them, as a punishment, a
order had been.given to all the divisions of the sight of this terrible battle field where the
right wing, it would have been practicable. dead and dying were piled up by thvusands. I
We fancy what might have happened if, in wished that they could have seen those templace of throwing 15,000 men on Johnston's porary ambulances formed around .the fe"; habiflank, 50,000 had been thrown. Sumner's tations found here and there. , Oh I what misbridge, doubtless, would not have answered for ery-oh I what suffering! The ambulances
the crossing of so many. .A.t midnight the tail had something about them particularly horriend_of his collll!1~ wa~ still ~rossi~g, struggling ble. _The houses were altogether too few to
agamst all the difficulties which bndges formed contam the smallest proportion of the woundof trunks of trees that turn under the feet, ed, and they were therefore compelled to lay
muddy slou~hs and a ·dark night-:-the darkneas them outside; but although they did no~ make
rendered still deeper by the th1c~ness of the any complaints, and bore their fate . with the
woods-present to horses and artillery. Sev- most stoical courage, their exposure m one poeral bridges were, however, ready to be thrown sition beneath the rays of the sun of the middle
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of June soon became intolerable. They were
then to be seen putting forth all their remaining strength, and crawling to seek a little shade.
I will always remember a bed 'Of roses, whose
sweet-scented flowers I was admiring while
conversing with one of my friends, when he
drew my attention to one of these unfortunate
men, who' had just died beneath its bushes.
W o looked at each other without saying a word,
the heart being oppressed with the most painful imotion. Mournful scenes, from which the
pen of the writer, like the eye of the spectator, hastened to turn away.
" Toward midday the fire gradually diminished, then ceased. The enemy retreated; but
the Federals were not in a position to pursue
them . No one then knew what a loss the
Southerners had just suffered in the person of
their commander, Gen. Johnston, who was severely wounded. It was to his absence that
was owing, in a great measure, the tmskilfnl
attacks against the Federal army in the morning. When the firing ceased at midday, the
Oonfederates, tfred of the prolonged .strife
which they had been sustaining, and being no
longer commanded, were, it is said (for in the
midst of these immense wooas one sees nothing,
and is compelled to guess everything), in a
state of inextricable confusion. Who can say
what would have been the result if at this moment the 35,000 fresh troops left on the other
side of the Ohickahominy had appeared on the
flank of this disorclered mass after having successfully crossed the bridges? ·
" Such is the history of this singular battle,
which, although complicated by incidents su9perior to human will, must not be taken otherwise than as a type of American battles. The
conflict was a bloody one, for the North had lost
5,000 men, the South at leaet 8,000; but the
results were barren on one side as on the other.
Although the losses of the enemy were much
greater than those of the Federals, the result
was especially distressing to the latter. They
had lost a rare opportunity of striking a decisive blow. These· occasions did not return, and
therefore, in the circumstances in which they
were placed, the result was against them."
The crossing of Gen. Sumner's corps 9ommenced about four o'clock in the afternoon.
At that time the head of the advance, Gen.
Gorman's brigade, turned from the swamps on
the left bank of the river to cross by the bridge
built by Gen. Sumner,-a battery moved next,
then Gen. Burns's brigade, then artillery, and
finally Gen. Dana's brigade, all of Gen. Sedgwick's division. In consequence of the morasses, all the batteries except Kirby's were left
behind ; but all the troops except the 19th
Massachusetts, which was detached to ·assist
the artillery, were moved swiftly onward to
the scene of action. Gen. Richardson's division
was detained until quite late in the evening by
the obstructed causeway. At seven o'clock,
it was in the position to which it had been assigned, It took no part in the battle on Saturday.

#

Now was the time to capture the city. The
retreat of the army caused great consternation
at Richmond. The Confederate force had retired in confusion, and if they bad been sharply
followed up, the gates of the city would have
been reached, if friend and foe had not gone in
together. It is useless to speculate on poss1'bilities. . The force with which Gen. McClellan
commenced his march had been diminished
before Yorktown and Williamsburg, and by
constant skirmishing. It garrisoned Yorktown and Williamsburg, and occupi~d the
White House, and the line 'of the railroad. It
had received no 1·e~nforcements up to this time
except the division of Franklin. It w·as also
impossible for him to move the corps of Gens.
Porter and Franklin over the Chickahominy at
the decisive moment, as even the bridge on
which Gen. Sumner had crossed bad been so
far destroyed by the river, which was swollen
by the rains of Friday and Saturday, that it
was impassable for a single horseman. The •
three corps which had been engaged in tho
battles of Saturday and Sunday were too much
cut up and wearied, by their conflict with superior numbers, to be able to pursue the retreating Confederates, particularly as they might
probably have been met at the outworks of the
city by fresh troops, in numbers fully equal to
themselves; and a strong artillery in position.
He was in no condition to risk anything.- He
had fought the enemy in equal or superior numbers, and they had retired in confusion. The
corps of Gen. McDowell, if on hand now, might
have taken Richmond, but without it the commanding general was not strong enough to risk
its immediate attack. There were other considerations to govern his conduct. He was
leadin,g an invading army without reserves to
fall blfok upon. A repulse would have ended
in serious, if not complete disaster. Such a
result to the peninsular campaign would have
been fatal to the cause to which the Army of
the Potomac was devoted. It would have convinced foreign powers that there was such a
degree of military strength in the Confederacy
as to render the immediate recognition of its
independence both safe and politic. But there
was probably one consideration which outweighed all others, and exerted a decisive influence upon the movements. This was the
certain and safe reception of sufficient supplies. The single line of railroad was not
capable of transporting them. The horses
were kept on half forage, and if the distance
had been increased, the army itself would have
suffered. What hope was there- of holding
Richmond, even if it had been taken, with a
line of transportation not capable of bringing
forward sufficient to sustain the army, and one
which, from the inadequate force to guard it,
was liable at any mome]Jt to be broken up 1
Finally, for many days after the battle, the
fields and road.s were in such condition as to
render it impossible to move any amount of artillery over the!!!. To have advanced without
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it would have placed infantry in front of works
armed with heavy guns.
The danger of his position was soon demonstrated to the commanding general. It was
determined in Richmond at this time, to penetrate the lines of the Federal'army, and make
a full and thorough reconnoissance of its position and strength. For this purpose, early on
the 8th of June, Gen. J.E. B. Stuart, with the
1st, Col. Fitz Hugh Lee ; 9th, Col. F. H. Fitz
Hugh Lee; and 4th Virginia cavalry, Lieut.
Gardner; the Jeff. Davis troop, with two.
pieces, of flying artillery, a 12-pound howitzer,
and a 6-pound rifled English piece, numbering
about fifteen hundred men, left Richmond and
proceeded down the Charlottesville turnpike.
That night they encamped at Ashland, not
deeming _it safe to proceed after dusk, and communicated by signal rockets with Richmond.
As soon as day dawned, they proceeded carefully and cautiously, and penetrated the Federal lines. Near Hanover Court House, two
or three ~mall bodies of.Federal cavalry were
met, and skirmishing ensued, but the latter-, being unable to withstand the heavy Confederate
force, were quickly routed. The camps of
these Federal outposts were visited and destroyed ; wagons on th0' road were overtaken
and burnt, and the entire route f1'om Ashland
by Hanover _Oourt House to Tunstall's Station,
on the York River railroad, was to this force
a continuous scene of triumph and destruction.
Commissary and quartermasters' stores were
seized and burned; prisoners and horses were
taken and sent to the rear.
The amount
of property destroyed, however, was very
small.
Upon approaching the railroad, cars were
heard advancing, and the whistle sounded.
By orders, every man was instantly dismounted and ranged beside the track.· Thinking the
force to be a friendly one, the train was stopped, when one company of the troop opening
fire, disclosed its character. The train was
· immediately started under full steam for the
Ohickahominy, and despite logs placed on the
track, made its escape. It consisted chiefly
of uncovered platform cars, on which were
some soldiers who were fired upon and killed
or wounded. A deta'chment was immediately
sent toward the White House on the Pamunkey river, where a number of wagons ·loaded
with stores, and four transport vessels were
found. Two of the vessels with their stores
were destroyed, and a few wagons at Garlick's
Landing. New Kent Court House was made the
rendezvous whither the main body had gone,
and where they were soon joined by this detachment. Here a halt was made until midnight. Some prisoners were taken, and sutlers'
stores consumed or destroyed. At midnight
they quietly moved by a lonely road toward the
Chickahomfoy, and passing near a considerable
body of the Federal forces, they reached its
hanks a little before dawn on Sunday, the 11th,
and were ready to cross. They had arrived
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far below the bridges, and where deep water ·
flows, and knew not how to cross. Their perplexity is thus descriMtl by a Confederate
writer : "Here was an awful situation for a
gallant band! Directed to Blind Ford, it was
fifteen feet deep ! The enemy had blocked np
all t.he main roads, and had thousands scouring
the country, eager to entrap or slaughter it . .And
without means to cross l Quietly taking precautions against all surprise, strict silence being enjoined upon the prisoners, first one
horsemau plunged into the flood, and then
another at different points-all too deep; no
ford discoverable, no bridge! The horses, it
was thought, would follow each other, and
swim the stream-it was tried, and the horses
carried away by the current! Breaking into
small parties, the cavalrymen swam and reswam the river with their horses, and when
some fifty or more had been landed, a stra,nge
but friendly voice whispered in the dark,
' The old bridge is a few yards higher up~it
can be mended l ' 'Twas found, and mended
it could be! Quietly working, tree after tree
was felled, earth and twigs and branches were
carried and piled up on the main props ; old
logs were rolled and patched across the stream ;
yet after long and weary labor the bridge was
built, and the long and silent procession of
cavalry, artillery, prisoners and spoils, safely
and quietly passecl this frail impromptu bridge,
scarcely any sounds being heard but the rush
of waters beneath. Once across and in the
swamps, all was industry and expedition. Artillery axles sank low in the mire-ten Yankee
horses were hitched to each piece, and as the
first rays of morning crimsoned the tree tops,
the long line rapidly sought the shade of woods
away from the Federal lines. Yet the troops
had not proceeded far when the advance was
halted. ' Who comes there? ' cried the Federal horsemen in the swamp. ' Who goes
there ? ' calls another, and quicker than
thought the advance guard dashes away into
the open ground; the Federals fire nal.f a dozen
shots, and rush in pm-suit. Into the thicket
some half dozen Federal horsemen dart and
are surrounded and niade pr.isoners."
The crossing was made thirteen miles from
Gen. McClellan's headquarters, and five miles
from his pickets. They were now soon within
the lines of the Confederate army. The delay
caused by the vigorous skirmishing with the
enemy encountered, caused them afterward to
make so much haste to escape, that the amount
of property destroyed was small, and estimated at fifty thousand dollars. Three hundred
mules and some prisoners were taken away.
This small force of the enemy's cavalry bad
passed entirely round and in the rear of the
Federal army. The hope for the cooperation
of Gen. McDowell amid these perilous scenes
was again, for the third time, now rekindled
in the mind of Gen. McClellan, and not enlrlrely in vain. On the 10th of June1 Gen. MoDowell wrote as follows:
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Jwne 10, 1862.

left bank of the Ohickahominy from Beaver

Maj.-Gen. G. B. Mc(Jl,sllan, Oomm.andd,ng 1Jepa1•wn,ent Dam Oreek to a point below New Bridge.
of Virgima, before .Qiclimond :
For the third time I am ordered to join you, and The centre, consisting of Gens. Smith's, Sedghope this time to get through. 11;1 view of the rem:ii:ks wick's and Richardson's di-visions, was sti·etchmade with reference to my_ leavmg you and not _JOlll· ed in~ line from Golding on the right bank of
ing you before, by your friends, and of somethmg I the river to a point south of the York river
have heard as coming from you on that subject, I wish
to say I ~o with the greatest satisfaction, and ho,e to railroad. The left wing, consisting of Gens.
arrive with my main body in time to be of service. Hooker's, Kearney's, and Oouch's divisi'ons, exMcCall goes in advance by water. I will be with you tended from the left of Gen. Richardson's posiin ten days with the remainder by Fredericksburg.
sion to a point considerably south of the W_ilIRVIN McDOWELL,
liamsburg stage road, on the borders of White
Major-General Commanding.

On the 12th, he again wrote, as follows:
HEADQUAJITEBS DEPARTMENT OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK,}
MANA88AB, Jwne 12, 1862.

Maj.- Gen. G. B. Mc (11,eUan, Oommanding IJepai·tment
of Vi1·ginia, bejore Riclimond :
The delay of MaJ .-Gen. Banks to relieve the division
of my command in tbe valley beyond the time I had
calculated on, will prevent my joining you with the remainder of the troops I am to take below at as early a
day as I named. My third division (McCall's) is now
on the way. Please do me the favor to so place it that
it•may be in a position to join the others as they come
down from Fredericksburg. IRVIN McDOWELL,
Major-General Commanding.

Oontrary to the expectation of both, the division of Gen. McOall was the only one of Gen.
McDowell's corps which subsequently reached
the army of the Potomac.
On the next day after the battle of Fair Oaks,
above described, Gen. McClellan recovered
without resistance the stations of Fair Oaks
and Seven Pines, and the two armies were
once more in the same position as before. ·
On the 2d of June President Davis issued
the following address to the Oonfederate army:
EXECUTIVE OFFIOE,

To tha Army of R-iclimond:

Jzme 2, 1862.

·
I render to you my grateful acknowledgments for
the gallantry and good conduct you displayed in the
battles of the 31st of May, and the l'st instant, and
with pride and pleasure recognize the steadiness and
intrepidity with which you attacked the enemy in position, captured his advanced iutrenchments, several
batteries of artillery, and many standards, and everywhere drove them from the open field.
.A.ta part of your operations it was my fortune to be
present. Ou .no other occasion have I witnessed more
of calmness and good order than you exhibited while
advancing into tlie very jaws of death, and nothing
could exceed the prowess with which you closed upon
the enemy when a ~heet of fire was bl_nzing in your
faces.
In the renewed struggle in which .you are on ,the eve
of engaging, I ask and can desire but a continuance of
the same conduct which now attracts the admiration
and pride of the loved ones you have left at home.
You are fighting for all that is den.rest to men; and,
though 0p].>osed to a foe who disregards many of the
usages of civilized war, your humaruty to the wounded
and the prisoners was the fit and crowning glory to
your valor.
Defenders of a just cause, may God have y-ou in His
holy keeping!
JEFFERSON D.A.VIS.

Gen. McClellan now set to work to complete
in a substantial manner the bridges across the
Ohiokahominy and put ·the two wings of his
army in communication with each other in
spite of any inundations. Entrenchments were
then thrown up along the whole line. The
right wing, consisting of the divisions of Gens.
McOall, Morrell, and Sykes, was posted on the

Oak swamp. The Oonfederate line pressed so
close to the Federal line on the right bank of
the river that neither could advance a regiment
outside their respective breastworks without
provoking a contest. In this position the two
armies remained until near the close of the
month.
The demonstration in the rear of the Federal
army had convinced the commanding general
that a change of position might become necessary, and some vesse~s loaded with am~unition, provisions, and other supplies wbre msely
sent to James river near Oity Point, but no
further steps for this purpose were taken.
On Wednesday, the 25th of June, the first
movement on the part of Gen. McOlellan was
made. This consisted in directing Gen. Hooker
to .take up ail advanced position of a mile on
Fair Oaks farm, near the Williajllsburg road
leading dfrectly to Richmond. It was calculated that this movement might be followed by a
general resistance on the part of the Oonfederates, which would renew the battle of Fair
Oaks, and by the advantage of the bridges the
whole army could be concentrated. If the battle was not renewed then it would be one step
in advance toward Richmond. The ground
Gen. Hooker was ordered to occupy was taken,
lost and retaken with a loss of from four to five
hundred men. He was ably supported by
Brig.-Gens~ Grover and Sickles. During the
ensuing night information was ·received that
Gen. Jackson, returned from the Shenandoah
Valley, was in force near Hanover Oourt House.
This indicated that the Oonfederate army had
now been concentrated, and the object of Gen.
Jackson in that position was to attack the Federal communications, and cut them off by seizing the York river railway in their rear. The
advance upon Richmond could not therefore
be further prosecuted by the diminished forces
of the Federal army. Gen. Hooker was consequently recalled from his advanced position on
the next day.
It appears that on the 25th a council of all
the Oonfederate generals was held at Richmond.
Gens. Lee, Baldwin, Jackson, A. P. Hill, D. H.
Hill, Huger, Longstreet, Branch, Wise, Anderson, Whiting, Ripley, and Magruder were present. It was determined ihat Gen. Jackson
should move upon the right flank of t~e F~deral army, and if Gen. McDowell remamed mactive in his position near Fredericksburg, then
a general and simultaneous attack was to be
made upon he whole line of Gen. McOlellan.
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A demonstration along the Richmond road
made at that time by Gen. McDowell would
have rendered the flank march of Gen. Jackson entirely impracticable. This demonstration was feared by Gen. Lee; but he was unaware that it had then been determined at
Washington to concentrate the corps of Gen.
McDowell with the other forces before Washington and form the army of Virginia under
Gen. Pope. The order for that pmpose was
issued on the 2'7th, at Washington, the '2nd
day after the council of officers at Richmond;
and thus prevented entirely the movement
feared by Gen. Lee.
On the 26th Gen. Jackson reached Ashland,
there to commence his flanking operations.
His advanced guard drove in the little Federal
force posted there and pushed on without loss
of time to Hanover Oourt House, where he
threw forward Gen. Branch's brigade between
the Ohickahominy and the Pamunkey rivers to
establish a junction with Gen. Hill, who was tQ
cross the former stream at Meadow Bridge.
It was the movement of Gen. Hill's troops,
seen poming out of Richmond by the Federal
army, in the direction where Gen. Jackson was
known to be, which convinced them of the serious work at hand on their right. Gen. D. H.
Hill began his offensive operations about 1 P. M.
by an attack upon Mechanicsville and met with
a brave resistance. Gen. McOall's Pennsylvi!nia reserves were stationed there supported by
Gen. Morrell and Gen. Sykes, and strongly intrenched for defence. Storming attacks were
made again and again with fury, and were as
often repelled with a cool determination. In
vain Gen. D. H. Hill sent his aids in quest of
Gen. Branch. The latter did not arrive until
night, when the conflict had ended.
At this time eight divisions of the Federal
army were on the right bank of the Ohickahomihy occupying entrenchments fronting
Richmond. Before these troops lay the mass
9f the Oonfederate army also in entrenched
positions. Upon the left bank of the river
connected by numerous bridges was Gen. FitzJohn Porter with two divisions and Gen. Sykes'
regulars.. It was against this latter force that
the Oonfederate attack was made. Two separate armies of great force were thus about to
attack Gen. McOlellan, and his position was
extremely critical. If he concentrated on the
left bank of the Ohickabominy, he abandoned
the attempt to capture Richmond, and risked
a disastrous retreat upon the White House and
Yorktown with the entire Oonfederate army in
pursuit, and where he could hope for no support. If he moved to the right bank of the
river, he risked the cutting off of his communications with the White House by the enemy,
who might seize the railroad over which his
supplies came. He would then be foroed to
open new communications with James river,
and move at once in that direction. There he
would receive the support of the navy, and if
reenforced could operate against Richmond or
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Petersburg, the fall of the latter place involving
the fall of the former. This latter movement
had been thought of some time previous, and
transports, with a prudent foresight, had been
sent to the James river. It was now determined upon. The distance froni Fair Oaks to
the James river was ab.o ut seventeen miles. A
single road only existed by which the baggage
and stores could be moved. This was exposed
in front to the enemy, who, by several roads
radiating from Richmond, could throw a considerable force at once upon different porn.ts.
The activity with which this movement was
performed was such that it was nearly completed before it was anticipated by the enemy.
During the night in which Gen. D. H. Hill
was held in check at Mechanicsville, the whole
of Gen. Porter's baggage was sent over to the
right bank of the river and united with the
long train which ·was to set out on the evening
of the 2'7th for James river. At the same time
orders were .given to reship or destroy all the
stores along the railroad to White House and
to evacuate that depot. This duty was assigned
to Gen. Stoneman with a flying column. He
was also ordered to delay the advance of the
enemy and to fall back after the execution of
these orders on Yorktown. All this was successfully dooo.
For the next ~lay, Friday, the 2'7th, the
orders to Gen. McOall on the extreme right
were to fall back on the bridges thrown across
the Ohickahominy at Gaines's Mill. Joining
the other troops of Gen: Porter's corps, consisting of the division of Gen. Morrell and the
regulars of Gen. Sykes, their duty was to make
a stand in front of the bridges in order to give
the army time to execute its general movement.
Gen. Porter, with this force, was not to cross
the bridges until evening, and then to destroy
them. The manner in which these orders were
executed will now appear.
Scarcely had the morning of the 2'7th dawned,
when the Oonfedetate forces, under Gen. D. H.
Hill, that had been held in check the previ'ous
evening, opened a tremendous fire of artillery
upon the front of Gen. McOall, who, upon seeing' the brigade of Gen. Branch, ordered on the
previous day to support Gen. Hill, advancing
to attack his right, began to fall back, fighting,
further down the stream. This secured the
crossing of the Ohickahominy at Mechanicsville
to the Oonfederates, and thefirstreenforcements
ordered from their main body during the night,
consisting of the veteran corps of Gen. Longstreet, and the division of Gen. A. P. Hill, now
arrived. An order to advance was now given
all along the Oonfederate lin0j except the right
wing under Gen. Magruder, which now confronted Gen. McOlellan ori. the right bank of
the Ohicltahominy. The divisions of Gens. A.
P. Hill, Anderson, and Whiting formed the
centre, and moved toward Ooal Harbor, while
Gens. Jackson, D. H. Hill, and Longstreet
formed the left nearer the Pamunkey river.
Apprehensions wer~ still entertained by Gen.
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Lee of the approach of Gen. McDowell, and it
was not until he received reliable intelligence
of the latter's inactivity that he resolved upon
a general attack. As soon, therefore, as he
was informed that Gen. Jackson had reached
Coal Harbor, steps were taken for an immediate
attack on the retiring corps of Gen. Porter,
which was supposed to be the mass of Gen.
McClellan's army, and which had taken up the
position it was ordered to hold on the left bank
before the bridges. The Confederate attack
was opened by the columns of Gen. D. H. Hill,
Anderson, and Pickett. !'hese br~ve masses
rushed with " thundering hurrahs" upon the
musketry of Gen. Porter's corps, and whole
ranks went down ·under the terrible fire that
met them. After a fierce struggle the Confederate troops began to give way, and at length
all orders and encouragements were vain. They
were falling back in the greatest disorder. Immediately Gen. Cobb appeared on the field with
his legion, and the 19th North Carolina, and
14th Virginia, and renewed the attack, but all
their efforts were in vain. Broken to pieces
and disorganized, the fragments of ·that legion
came rolling back from the charge. The 19th
North Carolina lost eight standard bearers, and
most of their officers were either 'killed or
wounded. The shattered regiments of Gens.
Hill and Anderson were again led up, but their
foes quietly and coolly held out against every
attack that was made. During this moment of
success for the Federal army, Gen. McClellan
hastened to throw upon the left bank all the
troops not absolutely necessary to guard the
lines in front of Richmond. It was nearly night
when some of the divisions reached the river,
and at this time the Confederate left and reserves had been brought up. The weight of
their attack was made on the Federal left,
where the troops had sustained an unequal
fight all day, and were worn out, having fired
almost their last cartridge. The left gave way
and disbanded. This disorder extended until it
reached the centre of the Federal lines, which fell
back in increasing confusion, until the fresh brigades of Gens. Meagher and French were met.
The vigorous shouts of these troops, and the
placing a few guns anew in battery and opening
fire served to check the enemy, who paused at
this final determination, and darkness closed the
contest at Gaines's .Mill.
The left win'g, under Gen. Porter, subsequently supported from the main body, had accomplished the purpose of holding the Confederates in check, and that night the train of
five thousand wagons, the seige train, a herd of
twenty-five hundred oxen, and other material
was in motion for James river. During the
night the troops of Gen. McClellan repassed the
bridges of the Chickahominy in perfect order,
destroying them after they had passed. The
field of battle, with the dead, and those most
seriously wounded, a few guns and some prisoners. was abandoned.
The corps of Gen.
Keyes in the advance toward James river took
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possession of the road across the White Oak
Swamp, and the principal lines of communication by which the Federal army could be annoyed by their enemies.
Meantime the Confederate officers and men
supposed, from the manner in which the day
closed, leaving them in possession of the field
of battle and its spoils, that Gen. McClellan
was completely cut off from his base o retreat.
The capture or destruction of the entire Federal army was regarded as certain. The rejoicing bordered on frenzy. Their demonstration on the 28th was made to the White House,
where the immense stores which were-expected
to fall into their hands were found to have been
destroyed, and nothing but ruins remained.
The burial of the dead, and the care for the
wounded, and repose for the troops, and uncertainty as to the position of the Fedei;-al army,
caused the day to pass without any movement
of the Confederate troops~ The mass of them
were now on-the left bank of the Chickahominy,
over which the bridges had been destroyed,
while Gen. McClellan's army united was on the
right bank. Time now was worth everything
to them. Before they could be attacked, however, it was necessary for the Confederate force
to rebuild the bridges, or to fall back some distance to the Mechanicsville bridge. It was not
until the reports of the state of affairs at the
White House were made in the afternoon of
the 28th, and the statements of prisoners, that
Gen. Lee comprehended tlie real movements of
Gen. McOlellan, and that he was on his way to
.James river to form a junction with the fleet.
The twelve brigades of Gens. D. H. Hill and
Longstreet were instantly put in motion to give
the death blow to the enemy, whom they supposed now to be flying.
The position of Gen. McClellan on Saturdav
night was such that the Confederate officers,
who were unaware of his design, were confident
of his capture. Having abandoned, and, as they
supposed, been driven from all his strongho;tds
on the north side of the Chickahominy, cut off
from all communication with his supplies at the
Wh)te House, and with the Cliickabominy in
his rear, and the divisions of Gens. Longstreet,
Magruder, and Huger in his front, all hopes of
his escape were thought to be impossible.
The morning of the 29th was spent by Gen.
McClellan's troops in destroying all that could
not be carried away from the cru:nps. A complete railroad train, locomotive, tender an.d ·cars,
which had been left on the track, was sent
headlong over the broken bridge into the r~ver.
N othin_g was left but three siege guns which
could not be moved.
The corps of Gens. Sumner and Franklin had
been left in the works at Fair Oaks with instructions to evacuate and protect the baggage
and supply trains on their way to the river.
Hardly had they commenced to fall back on the
railroad and Williamsburg turnpike, when the
enemy, perceiving the movement, pressed forward, giving the former barely time to place
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their men in position. The attack was commenced by the Confederates about two o'clock
P. M., about one mile and a half above Savage's
Station, and the conflict continued until near
night. The enemy, advancing in solid masses
to within a short distance of the artillery, suffered severely and were repulsed. During the
night Gens. Sumner and Franklin fell back to
White Oak Swamp bridge.
On the morning of Monday, the 30th of June,
all the troo·ps and all the trains were in safety
beyond White Oak bridge, which presented a
new obstacle to the Confederates. Gens. Sumner and ·Franklin were left to act as a rear
guard, and hold the passage of the White Oak
Swamp, whilst Gens. Heintzelman, with the
divisions of Gens. Hooker, Kearny, Sedgwick,
and McCall, were placed at the point of intersection of the roads leading from Richmond,
called Charles City cross roads. These movements protected the trains until they arrived
at the James river, precisely at the time when
the transports with provisions and ammunition
and hospital stores ani ved from Fortress Monroe.
The advance of the Confederate force was
actively resumed early.in the morning. Gens.
D. H. Hill, Whiting, and Ewell, under the command of Gen. Jackson, crossed the Chickahominy by the Grapevine bridge, and followed
the Federal retreat by the Williamsburg road
and Savage's Station. Gens. Longstreet, .A.. P.
Hill, Huger, and Magruder took the Charles
City road with the intention of cutting off the
Federal retreat. .A.t the White Oak Swamp
the left wing under Gen. Jackson came up with
the Federal force under Gens. Franklin and·
Sumner, about 11 A. M. They had crossed the
stream and burned the bridge behind them.
.A.n artillery :fu-e was opened upon both sides,
which continued with great severity and destruction until night. The result of this battle
was to prevent the further advance of the enemy in this direction, which was the single line
of road over which the trains had passed.
Late on the same day, a battle was fought
between the forces under Gen. Heintzelman and
the main force of the enemy, which attempted
to advance by the Charles City road to cut off
the retreat. This force was led by Gens. Longstreet, .A.. P. Hill, and Huger. The former,
however, being called away, the command devol v~d upon Gen. Hill. As the masses advanced
upon the Federal batteries of heavy guns they
were received with such a destructive fire of
artillery and musketry as threw them into disord&r. Gen. Lee sent all his disposable troops
to the rescue, but the Federal fire was so terrible as to disconcert the coolest veterans. Whole
ranks of the Confederate troops were hurled
to the ground. Says an actor in the conflict,
"The thunder of the cannon, the cracking of
the musketry from thousands of combatants,
mingled with the screams of the wounded and
the dying, were terrific to the ear and to the
imagination." The conflict thus continued
within a narrow space for homs, and not a foot

of ground was won by the Confederates. Night
was close at hand. The Federal lines were
strengthened and the confidence of the Con·
federate general began to falter. The losses of
his exhausted and worn out troops in attempting to storm the batteries were terrible. Orders
were given to Gen. Jackson to cover the retreat in case the army should have to fall back,
and directions were sent to Richmond to get
all the public property ready for removal. Tho
Federal forces, perceiving the confusion, began"
step by step to press forward. The posture of
affairs at this time i thus related by a Confederate officer : "The enemy, noticing our confusion, now advanced, with the cry, ' Onward to
Richmond ! ' Yes, along tbe whole hostile'
front rang the shout, ' Onward to Richmond I '
Many old soldiers who had served in distant
Missouri and on the plains of Arkansas wept
in the bitterness of their souls like children.
Of what avail bad it been to us that our best
blood had flowed for six long days 1-of whut
avail all our unceasing and exhaustless endurance ~ Everything, everything seemed lost,
and a general depression came over all our
hearts. Batteries dashed past in headlong
flight ; ammunition, hospital and supply wagons
rushed along, and swept the troops away with
them from the battle field. In vain the most
frantic exertion, entreaty and self-sacrifice of
the staff officers I The troops had Jost their
foot-bold, and all was over with the Southern
Confederacy.
"In this moment of desperation Gen . .A.. P.
Hill came up with a few regiments he had managed to rally, but the enemy was continually
pressing nearer and nearer ; louder and louder
their shouts, and the watchword, ' On to Richmond I I could be heard. Cavalry officers
sprang from their saddles and rushed into the
ranks of the infantry regiments, now deprived
of their proper officers. Gen. Hill seized the
standard of the Fourth North Carolina regiment, which he had formerly commanded, and
shouted to the soldiers, 'If you will not follow me, I will perish alone.' Upon this a number of officers dashed forward to cover their
beloved general with their bodies; the soldiers
hastily rallied, and the cry 'Lead on, Hill; head
your old North Carolina boys ! 1 rose over the
field. And now Hill charged forward with
this mass he had thus worked up to the wildest
enthusiasm. The enemy halted when they saw
these columns, in flight a moment before, now
advancing to the attack, and Hill burst upon
his late pursuers like a famished lion. .A. fearful band to hand conflict now ensued, for there
was no time to load and fire. The ferocity
with which this combat was waged was incredible. It was useless to beg the exasperated
men for quarter ; there was no moderation, no
pity, no compassion in that bloody . work of
bayonet and knife. The son sank dymg at his
father's feet; the fathe:i: forgot that he had a
child-a dying child; the brother did not see
that a brotbr was expiring a few paces from
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him ; the friend heard not the last groans of a
friend; all natural ties were dissolved; only
one feeling, one thirst, panted in every bosom
-revenge. Here it was that the son of Major
Peyton, but fifteen years of age, called to his
father for help. .A. ball had shattered both his
legs. ' When we have 'beaten the enemy then
I will help you,' answered Peyton; 'I have
here other sons to lead to glory. Forward! '
But the column had advanced only a few paces
farther when the major himself fell to the earth
a corpse. Prodigies of valor were here performed on both sides. History will ask in vain
for bruver soldiers than those who have fought
and fell. But of the demoniac fury of both
parties one at a distance can form no idea.
Even the wounded, despairing of succor, collecting their last energies of life, plunged their
knives into the bosoms of foemen who lay near
them still breathing.
"The success of General Hill enabled other
generals to once more lead tneir disorganized
troops back to the fight, and the contest was
renewed along the whole line, and kept up until deep into the night ; for everything depended
upon our keeping the enemy at bay, counting,
too, upon their exhaustion at last, until fresh
troops could arrive to reenforce us. .A.t length,
about half past ten in the evening, the divisions
of Magruder, Wise, and Holmes, came up and
deployed to the front of our army.
"So soon as these reenforcements could be
thrown to the front our regiments we1'e drawn
back, and as far as possible reorganized during
the night, the needful officers appointed, !ind
after the distribution of provisions, which had
also fortunately arrived, measures were adopted for the gathering up of the wounded and
the burial of the dead."
In this conflict Gen. McCall was taken prisoner by the Cop.federates.
During the same day an attack was made
th
f G
p t b th d" · ·
·
upon e co~ps O • en. or er Y e lVlSI~ns
of Ge~s. Wise and Holmes near Malvern Hill,
but without success.
On the night of the 30th all the divisions of
the Federal army were united at Malvern Hill,
··
h
a strong pos1t10n w ere the whole train, including the siege guns, were sheltered. The army
was thus in communication with its transports
and supplies. Five dn.ys of incessant marching
and fighting had passed, during whioh many
h ad been sun struck by the heat, and others
from exhaustion had quitted the ranks and fell
into the procession of sick and wounded. .A.ttacked by a force far superior to itself, it had
.
succeeded m reaching a position where it was
out of danger and from which, if reenforced, it
could have advanced.
Gen. McClellan immediately put his army in
·
,,
a position 1or defence by arranging his batteries along the high grounds so a.s not to interfere with the defence by the infantry of the
sort of glacis upon which the enemy would be
obliged to advance to the attack. .A.bout four
P. M. on the 1st of July, the Confederate forces
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advanced to storm the position. Bnt a destrnctive fire of grape mowed them down until the
fragments of their divisions were compelled to
seek shelter in the woods. The position being
within range of the gunboats they also opened a
destructive fire with their hundred pounders
upon the enemy. The attack was a failure, the
loss of the Confederates being immense while
that of the Federal troops was insignificant.
On the evening after the battle the exhausted
enemy retired to Richmond to appear no more,
and the army of the Potomac took up a posttion at Harrison's Bar, a spot chosen by the
engineers and naval officers as the most favorable for defence and for receiving supplies.
These battles were fought at a time when the
military strength of the Confederate States had
been brought into the field and concentrated at
Richmond. Thus the Confederate army greatly outnumbered the Federal force, reduced by
losses during the campaign and by sickness, on
the banks of the Chickahominy. No official
reports have appeared of the losses on either
side. They were not far from fifteen thousand men. On the 3d of July the War Department published a despatch from Gen. McClellan dated at Berkeley, Harrison's' Bar, stating
that he had lost but one gun, which broke
down and was abandoned, and that the rear
of his train was then within a mile of camp
and only one wagon abandoned.
On the 4th of July Gen. McClellan issued
the following address to his army:
HEADQUARTERS, ARMY oF TnE PoTOMAo, 2
CAYP NEAR HARRISON'SLANDING, July 4, 1862. S
SOLDIERS OF THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAC: Your
achievements of the past ten days have illustrated the
valor and endurance of the .American soldier. Attacked by superior forces, and without hopes of reenforcements, you have succeeded in changing your base of
operations by a flank movement, always regarded as
the most hazardous of military operations. You have
saved ·an your guns except a few lost in battle, taking
in return guns and colors from the enemy.
Upon your march ou have been assailed, day after
day, with desperate
by men of the same race and
· nation, skilfully massed and led. Under every disadvantage of_ number, an~ necessarily of position also,
you J:iave m every conflict beaten back your foes with
enormous slaughter.
y ?ur co~duct ranks y~u among the celebrated
armies of history. None will now question what each
of you may always, with pride, say: "I belonged to
the Army of the Potomac." You have reached this new
base complete in organization and unimpaired in spirit.
The enemy may at any time attack you-we are prepared. to meet them. I have personally established
your Imes. Let them come, and we will convert their
re1yulse into a final defeat.
our government is strengthening you with the resources of a great people. On this, our nation's birthday, 'Ye declare to our f?es, who are rebels against the
best mterests of mankind, that this army shall enter
t~e capital o_f t~e so-called Confederacy; that our _national Const1tut10n shall prevail, and that the Umon,
which can alone insure mternal peace and external
security to each State, must and shall be preserved,
cost what it may iu time, treasure, and blooa.
·
GEO. E. :McCLELLAN,
Major-General Commanding.
On the 5th President Davis issued the following address to the Confederate army:

fury,
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Rrcmr.oNo, Ju'{;g 5, 1862.

To the Army in EO$tern Virginia :

Sotomns; I congratulate you on the series of brilliant victories whicb, under the favor of Divine Providence, you have lately won, and as the President of
the Confederate States, do heartily tender to you the
thanks of the country, whose just cause you have so
skilfully and heroically served. Ten days ago, an
invading army, vastly superior to you in numbers and
the material of war, closely beleaguered your capital
and vauntingly proclnimed its speedy conquest; you
marched to attack the enemy in his intrenchments;
with well directed movements and death-defying valor,
you charged upon him in his strong positions, drove
mm from field to field over a distance of more than
thirty-five miles, and despite his reenforcements compelled him to seek safety under the cover of his gunboats, where he now lies cowering before the army so
lately derided and threatened with entire subjugation.
The fortitude with which you have borne toil and privation, the gallantry with which you have entered mto
each successive battle, must have been witnessed to be
fully appreciated; but a grateful people will not fail to
recognize you and to bear you in loved remembrance.
WeU- may it be said of you that you have" done enough
• for glory;" but duty to a suffering country and to the
cause of constitutional liberty, cfaims from you ;yet
further effort. Let it be your prid·e to relax in nothmg
which can promote your future efficiency; your one
great object being to drive the invader from your soil,
and, carrying your standards beyond the outer
boundaries of the Confederacy, to wring from an unscrupulous foe the recognition of your birthright, community, and independenqe.
[Signed]
JEFFERSON DA.VIS.

Early in July Gen. Halleck resigned his command of the army of the West, and in obedience to an order of the President assumed, on
the 23d of July, the duties of general-in-chief
of the entire army of the United States. This
was the position held by Gen. McClellan, previous to his departure from Washington to conduct the peninsular campaign. Its duties had
been subsequently performed by the Secretary
of War, under the supervision of President Lincoln, assisted by the counsel of Maj.-Gen. Hitchcock, an elderly officer of the army. Qen. Halleck, upon assuming these duties, had his attention immediately called to the army of the
Potomac. He thus relates his action in relation
to it:
"The first thing to which my attention was
called on my arrh al here (at Washington), was
the condition of the army at Harrison's Landing, on the James river. I immediately visited
Gen. McOlellan's headquarters for consultation.
I left Washington on the 24th and retumed on
the 27th. The main object of this consultation
was to ascertain if th~re was a possibility of an
advance upon Richmondfrom Harrison's Landing, and if not to favor some plan of uniting
the armies of Gen. M.cOlellan and Gen. Pope
on some other line. Not being familiar with
the position and numbers.of the troops in Virginia and on the coast, I took the President's
estimate of the largest number of reenforcements that could be sent to the army of the
Potomac.
"On the day of my arrival at Harrison's
Landing Gen. McOlellan was of opinion that
he would require at least 50,000 additional
troops. I informed him that this number could
0

not possibly be sent; that I was not authorized
to promise him over 20,000, and that I could
not well see bow even that number could be
safely withdrawn from other places. He took
the nig)lt for considering the matter, and informed me the next morning that he would
make the attempt upon Richmond with the additional 20,000, but immediately on my return
to Washington he telegraphed that he would
require 35,000, a force which it was impossible
to send him without leaving Washington and
Baltimore almost defenceless. The only alternative now left was to withdraw the army of
the Potomac to some position where it could
unite with that of Gen. Pope, and cover Washington at the same time that it operated
against the enemy. After full consultation
with my officers, I determined to attempt this
junction on the Rappahannock, by bringing
McClellan's forces to .A.quia Oreek.
"'Accordingly, on the 30th of July, I telegraphed to him to send away his sick as quickly as pos~ible, preparatory to a movement of
his troops. This was preHminary to the withdrawal of his entire army, which was ordered
by telegraph on the 3d of August. In order
that the transfer to .A.quia Creek might be made
as rapidly as possible, I authorized Gen . McOlellan to assume control of all the vessels in
the James river and Ohesapeake Bay, of which
there was then a vast fleet. The quartermaster-general was also requested to send to that
point all the transports that could be procured.
On the 5th I received a protest from Gen. McOlellan, dated the 4th, against the removal of
the army froin Harrison's Landing. On the
1st, of August I ordered Gen. Burnside to immediately embark his troops at Newport News,
transfer them to .A.quia Creek, and take position
opposite Fredericksburg. This officer moved
with great promptness, and reached Aquia
Oreek on the night of the 3d. His troops were
immediately landed, and the transports sent
back to Gen. McOlellan.
"About this time I received information that
the enemy were preparing a large .force to
drive back Gen. Pope, and attack either Washington or Baltimore. The information was so
direct and trustworthy that I could not doubt
its correctness. This gave me serious uneasiness for the safety of the capital and Maryland,
and I repeatedly urged upon Gen. McOlellan
the necessity of promptly moving his army so
as to form a junction with that of Gen. Pope.
The evacuation of Harrison's Landing, however,
was not commenced till the 14th, eleven days
after it was ordered."
The following correspondence, respecting
this removal of the army of the Potomac, took
place between Gen. McOlellan and Gen. Halleck:·
BERKELEY,

Vo., ..il:ugu~t 4, 12 M.

..Maj_.-Gen. Halleck, Oommande1'-in- (Jhief:

X our telegraph of last' evening is received. I must
confess that it has caused me the greatest pain I ever
experienced, for I am convinced that t.he order to wit~draw this arwy to Aquia Creek will prove disastrous lil
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the extreme to our cause. I fear it will be a fatal blow.
Several days are necessary to complete the prepar.ations for so important a movement as this, a!ld w~ile
they are in progress, I beg that car!lful con.~idernti~_n
may be given to my statement. This army is now m
excellent discipline and condition. We hold a de·
bouche on both banks of the James river, so that we
are free to act in any direction, and, with the assistance of the gunboats, I consider our communications
as secure.
We are twenty-five miles from Richmond, and are
not likely to meet"the enemy in force sufI\cieut to fight
a battle until we have reached fifteen to eighteen miles,
which brings us practically within ten miles of Richmond. Our longest line of land transportation would
be from this point twenty-five miles, but with the aid
of the gunboats we can supply the army by water, during its advance, certainly to within twelve miles of
Richmond. At Aquia Creek we would be seventy-five
miles from Richmond, with land transportation all the
way. From here to Fortress Monroe is a march of
about seventy miles, for I regard it as impracticable
to withdraw this army and its material, except by land.
The result of the movement would thus be to march
one hundred. and forty-five miles to reach a point now
only twenty-five miles distant, and to deprive ourselves
entirely of the powerful aids of the gunboats and water
transportation. Add to this the certain demoralization
of this army, which would ensue; the terrible depressing effect upon the people of the North, and the strong
probability that it would influence foreign Powers to
recognize our adversaries; and these apl?ear to me
sufficient reasons to make it my imperative duty to
urge in the strongest terms afforded by our language,
that this order may be rescinded, and that, far from recalling this army, it may be promptly reenforced to
enable it to resume the offensive.
It may be said that there are no reenforcement.a
available. I point to Gen. Burnside's force, to that of
Gen. Pope, not necessary to maintain a strict defence
in front of Washington and Harper's FerrYi to those
portions of the Army of the West not required for a
strict defence there. Here, directly in front of this
army, is the heart of the rebellion. It is here that all
our resources should be collected to strike the blow
which will determine the fate of this nation. All points
of secondary importance elsewhere should be abandoned, and every available man brought here. A decided
victory here, and the mi!Itary strength of tl;le rebellion
is crushed. It matters not what partial reverses we
may meet with elsewhere, here is the true defence of
·washington; it is here, on the bank of the James river,
that the fate of the Union should be decided.
Clear in my conviction of right, strong in the consciousness that I have ever been, and still am, actuated
solely by love of my country, knowing that no ambitious or selfish motives have influenced me from the
commencement of-this war; I do now what I never
did in my life before, I entreat that this order may be
rescinded. If my counsel does not prevail, I will, with
11 sad heart, obey your order to the utmost of my power, devoting to the movement, which I clearly foresee
will be one of the utmost delicacy and difficulty, whatever skill I may possess, whatever the result may be,
and may God grant that I am mistaken in my forebodings. I shall at least have the internal satisfaction,
that I have written and spoken frankly, and have
sought to do the best in my pow~r to arrest disaster .
from my country.
GEO. B. McCLELLAN, Major General.
GEN. lLu.LECK TO GEN. McCLELLA.....,..
W ASllINGTON,

Aii{l

6, 1562.

Maj.-Gen.. Geo. B . .Mc/JteUan, Commanding, &:c.,
Be1·kele:1J, Va. :
GENERAL- Your telegram of yesterday was rece\ved this morning, and I immediately telegraphed a
brief reply, promising to write you more fully by mail.
Y(!U, General, certamly coald not have been more
p_amed at receiving my order than I was at the necessity of issuing it. I was advised by high officers, in
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whose judgment I bad great confidence, to make the
order immediately on my arrival here, but I determined
not to do so until I could learn your wishes from a personal inter,iew; and even after that interview I tried
every means in my power to avoid witbdrawino- your
armr,, and delayed my decision as long as I dared, to delay it. I assure you, General, it was not n hasty and
inconsiderate act, but one that caused me more anxious
thought than any other of my life. But after full and
mature consideration of all the pros and cons, I was reluctantly forced to the conclusion that the order must be
is1<ued. There was to my mind no other alternative.
· Allow me to allude to a few of the facts of the case.
You and your officers, at our interview, estimated tJ,e
enemy's forces in and around Richmond at 200,000
men. Since then you and others report that they have
received and are receivinP. large recnforcements from
the south. General Popes army, now covering Washington, is only 40,000. Your effective force is only
about 90,000. You are thirty miles from Richmond,
and Gen. Pope eighty or ninety. With the enemy
directly between you, ready to fall with his supeFior
numbers upon one or the other, as he may elect,
neither can reenforce the other in case of such an attack.
If Gen, Pope's army be diminished to reenforce/ou,
Washington, Maryland, and PennsylYania woul be
left uncovered and exposed. If your force be reduced
to strengthen Pope, you would be too weak to even
hold the position you occupy should the enemy turn
round and attack you in full force. In other words, the
old Army of the Potomac is split into 'two parts, with
the entire force of the enemy directly bet"'een them.
They cannot be united by land without ei11osing both
to destruction, and yet they must be united. To send
Pope's forces by water-to the peninsula is, under present circumstances, a military impossibility. The only
alternatiie is. to send the forces on the peninsula to
some point by water-say Fredericksburg-where the
two armies can be united. Let me now allude to some
of the objections which you have urged.
You say that to withdraw from the present position
will cause the certain demoralization of the army,
which is now ii. excellent condition and discipline. I
· cannot understand why a simple chan~e of position to
n new and ·by no means distant base witl demoralize an
army in excellent discipline,' unless the officers themselves assist in the demoralization, which I am satisfied
they will not. Your change of front from your extreme
right at Hanover Court House to your present position
was over thirty miles, but I have not heard that it
demoralized your troops, notwithstanding the severe
losses they sustained in effecting it.
.A. new base on the Rappahannock, at Fredericksburg, brings you within about sixty miles of Rich;
mond, and secures a reenforcement of forty or fifty
thousand fresh and disciplined trOOJ?S. The change
with such advantages, will, I think, 1f properly repre:
sented to your army, encourage rather than demoralize your troops. Moreover, you yourself suggested
that a junction might be effected at Y orldown but
that a flank march acr~ss the genin.sula would be :Uore
hazardous than to retire to ] ort Monroe. You will
remember that Yorktown is two or three miles further
from Richmond than Fredericksburg is. Besides the
latter is between Richmond and Washington and
covers Washington from nny attack by the enemy.
The political effect of the withdrawal may at first
look unfavorable, but I think the public are beginning
to understand its necessity; and that they will have
much more confidence in a united army than in its
~eparate fragments. Butfou will reply, Why not reenforce me here, so that can strike Richmond from
my present position? To do this, you said at our
interview that you required 50,000 additional troops.
I told you that it was impossible to give you so many.
You finally thought you woulci have "some chance"
of success with 20,000 ; but you afterward telegraphed
to _me that you would require 35,000, as the enemy was
bemg largely reenforced.
If your estimate of the enemy's strength was c~rrect,
your requisition was perfectly reasonable; but it waa
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utterly impossible to fill it until new troops could be
enlisted and organized, which would require several
weeks. To keep your army in its present position
until it could be so reenforced would almost destroy it
in that climate. The months of August and September are almost fatal to whites who live on that part
of James River; and even after you got t he reenforcements asked for, you admitted that you must reduce
Fort Darling ancl the river batteries before you could
advance on Richmond. It is by no means certain
that the reduction of these fortifications would not
require considerable time, perhaps as much as those
at Yorktown. This delay might not only be fatal to
the health of your army, but in the mean time Gen.
Pope's forces would be exposed to the heavy blows
of the enemy, without the slightest hope of assistance from you. ,
In regard to the demoralizing effect of a withdrawal
from the peninsula to the Rappahannock, I must remark that a large number of your highest officersindeed a majority of those whose opinions have been
reported to me-are decidedly in fa.rnr of the movement. Even several of those who originally advocated
the line of the peninsula now adnse its abando nment.
I have not inquired, and do not desire to know, by
whose advice or for what rea;;on the Army of the Po-

tomnc was separated into two parts, with the enemy
before them. I must take things as I find them. I
find our forces divided, and I wish to unite them.
Only one feasible plan has been presented for doing
this. If you or any one else had presented a better
one, I certainly should have adopted it; but all of your
plans require reenforcements which it is impossible to
give you. It is very easy to ask for reenforcements,
out it is not so easy to give them when you have no
disposable troops at your command. I have written
very plainly as I understand the case, and I hoJ.le you
will give me credit for having carefully considered
the matter, although I may have arrived at different
conclusions from your own. Very respectfully, your
obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
(Official Copy.) J. C. KELTON, Assistant Adj.-Gen.

Thus the campaign was closed. The once
proud Army of the Potomac was witLdmwn
from the peninsula to Aquia Creek and Alexandria) and its corps were immediately ordered
into the field to reenforce the army of Gen. Pope
southeast of Washington, and to act under his
command.

CHAPTER ·x4.
General Pope takes command of the Almy of Virginia-Call of- the President for more Men-Advance of Gen. Lee-Battle
of Cedar Mountain-Capture o f ~ C,ourt House-Gen. Pope falls back-Dash on Catlett's Station-Further advance of the Enemy-Attack at ~A.ttnck at Bristow's Station-Battle near Manassas-Battle at Gninesvill&-Battle near Bull Run-Excitement in the Northern States-Retreat of Gen. Banks-Battle at Chantilly-Retreat of
Gen. Pope to the fortifications at Washm.,<>ton.

BY an order of the President n the 2'7th of
June, Maj.-Gen. Pope1 who had been in command of a force in the West, enrered upon the
chief command of the army of Vir~.
The following is the order of the President
creating the Army of Virginia, and putting Gen.
Pope in command, dated June 2'7, 1862 :
I. The forces under Maj-Gens. Fremont, Banks,
and McDowell, including the troops now under Brig.Gen. Sturgis, at Washington, shall be consolidated
and form one army, to be called the Army of Virginia.
II. The command of the Army of Virginia is specially assigned to Maj .-Gen. John Pope as commanding general.
The troops of the Mountain Department, heretofore
under command of Gen. Fremont, shall constitute the
First Army Corps, under the command of Gen. Fremont.
The troops of the Shenandoah Department now
under Gen. Banks, shall constitute the Second Army
Corps, and be commanded by him.
The troops under the command of Gen. McDowell
except those within the fortifications and the city of
Washington, shall form the Third Army Corps, and be
under his command.

The creation of the several separate and independent commands which constituted the
forces west and southwest of Wasbington had
a1 ways been looked upon with distrust. Renee
the consolidation of these forces lmder one commander was regarded with much satisfaction by
the public, as a wise and prudent meas11re.
The appointment of Gen. Pope to the chief
command was not favorably received by Maj.-

Gen. Fremont. Consequently an order was
issued from the War Department, relieving him
from command.
·
On the next day Gen. Fremont issued an order declaring his resignation of the command
of his forces and assigning it to Brig.-Gen.
Schenck. The ground upon which the resignation of Gen. Fremont was made, was understood to be that Gen. Pope, who had been appointed to the command of the Army of Virginia, was his inferior in rank1 and he could not
consistently command a corps under him. Gen.
Schenck, on assuming command, issued his
orders.
At night of the same day he learned that
Gen. Rufus King had been ordered to the command of that corps, and sent in his request to
be relieved of command in that portion of the
army. But on the subsequent day, still further
learning that Gen. King had been detached and
Gen. Sigel ordered to the same command, he
withdrew his resignation.
Meantime Maj.-Gen. Pope was making his
arrangements to take the field. On the 14t~
of July he issued the following address to h1s
army:
To tlw Offecers and Soldiers qf tlie .A.1-my of Vii-gitnia :
By special assignment of the President I have assumed command of this army. I have spent two weeks
in learning your whereabouts, your condition, and
your wants, in preparing you for active operations, and
m placiug you in a position from which yon can net
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promptly and to the purpose. These labors are nearly
completed, and I am about to join you in the field.
Let us understand each other. I have come to you
from the West where we have always seen the backs
of our enemies-from an army whose business it has
been to seek an adversary and beat him when found;
whose policy has been attack and not defence. In but
one instance has the enemy been able to place our
Western armies in a defensive attitude. I presume I
have been called here to pursue the same system, and
to lead you against the enemy. It is my purpose to
do so and that speedily. I am sure you long for an
opportunity to win the distinction you are capable of
achieving; that opportunity I shall endeavor to give
you. In the mean time I desire you to dismiss certain
phrases I am sorry to find much in vogue amongst
you. I hear constantly of taking strong positions and
holding them-of lines of retreat and bases of su~I_>lies.
Let us discard such ideas. The strongest position a
soldier should desire to occu~y is one from which he
can most easily advance agamst the enemy. Let us
study the probable line of retreat of our opponents,
and. leave our own to take care of itself. Let us look
'before us, and not behind. Success and ilory are in
the advance--disaster and shame lurk m the rear.
Let us act on this understandin~, and it is safe to predict that your banners shall be mscribed with many a
glorious deed, and that your names wlll be dear to
your countrymen forever.
(Signed) JOHN POPE, Maj.-Gen. Commanding.

Subsequent orders issued by Gen. Pope at
this time indicate the manner in which be proposed to conduct the camp-aign, as fol\_ows:
HEA.DQUARTERS 01!' THE ARMY OF VrnGmu, }
W ASIIINGTON, Juby 18, 1862.

General Orders, No. 5 :
Hereafter, as far as practicable, the troops of this
command will 8ubsist upon the country in which their
operations are carried on. In all cases supplies for
this purpose will be taken by the officers to whose department they properly belong, under the orders of
the commanding officer of the troops for whose use
they are intended. Vouchers will be given to the
owners, stating on their face that they will be payable
at the conclusion of the war upon sufficient testimony
being furnished that such owners have been loyal
citizens of the United States since the date of the
vouchers.
Whenever it is known that supplies can be furnished in any district of the country where the troops are
to operate, the use of trains for carrying subsistence
will be dispensed with as far as possible.
By command of Maj.-Gen. POPE.
GEo. D. RUGGLES, Col. A . ..A..-G. and Chief of Staff,
HEA.D(lUARTl!lRS OF THE ARlIY OF VIRGINIA, J'lil,y 1S, 1862.
General Orders, No. 6 :
·
Hereafter in any operations of the cavalry forces in
thi~ c?mm3:nd no supply or baggage trnins of any descript10n will be used unless so stated especially in the
or_der for t~e movement. Two days' cooked rations
will be earned on the persons of the men, and all villages. and neighbor~ood~, t~rough which they pass, will
be laid under contnbut10n m tJ:ie manner specified by
General Orders, No. 5, current series, from these head•
quarters, for the subsistence of men and hor~s.
Movements of cavalry must always be made with
celerity, and no delay in such movements will be excused hereafter on any pretext.
Whenever the order for the movement of any port!on of the army emanates from these headquarters, the
tim_e of marching and that to be consumed in the execution of the duty will be specifically designated, and
no ~epart~re therefrom will be permitted to pass unnoticed without the gravest and most conclusive reasons.
<:Jommanding officers will be held responsible for
st~ict and prompt compliance with every provision of
this order.
By command of Maj.-Gen. POPE.
GEo. D. RuaGLEs, Col. A. ..A..-G. and Chief of Staff.
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Another order was issued on the same day,
declaring that the inhabitants along the lines
of railroads and telegraphs and the routes of
travel, would be held responsible for any injury done to track, line, or road, or for any
attacks on trains or stragglers by bands of
guerillas in their neighborhood. In cases of
damage to roads the citizens, within five miles,
would be turned out in mass to repair the damage. If a soldier or legitimate follower of the
army was fired upon from any house, the same
should be raz• to the ground. By anotaer
order all disloyal citizens within the lines of
the army, or within the reach of its reSl)ective
officers, were to be arrested at once. Those
taking the oath of allegiance, and giving sufficient security for its observance, were to be
allowed to remain; all others were to be conducted to the South, beyond the extreme
pickets, and if again found anywhere within
the lines, were to be treated as spies and subjected to the extreme rigor of military law.
These orders of Gen. Pope were followed by
the pillaging of private property and by insults
to females to a degree unknown heretofore during the war. The Oonfederate Government, by
way of retaliation, issued an order declaring that
Gen. Pope and the commissioned officers serving under him, were " not entitled to be coll!sidered as soldiers, and therefore not entitlea
to the benefit of cartel for the parole of future
prisoners of war. Ordered, further, that in
the event of the capture of Maj.-Gen. Pope, or
an.1 commissioned officer serving under him,
the captive so taken shall be held in close confinement so long as the orders aforesaid shall
continue in force, and unrepealed by the competent military authority of the United States,
and that in the event of the murder of an un
armed citizen or inhabitant of this Oonfedera.cy
by virtue or under pretence of the order herein•before recited, it shall be the duty of the commanding general of the forces of this Oonfederacy to cause immediately to be hung, out of
the commissioned offi~rs prisoners as aforesaid,
a number equal to that of our own citizens thus
murdered by the enemy."
The main divisions of Gen. Pope's army
were now stationed at Onlpepper Oourt House
and Fredericksburg. Oulpepper Oourt House
is about seventy miles from Washington and
equally distant from Richmond. The route
crosses the Long Bridge at Washington thence
through Alexandria, Fairfax, Manassa~ Warrenton, &c. Fredericksburg is con'nected
with Washington by steamboat navigation on
the Potomac to Aquia Oreek, thence _b y railroad, fifteen miles, to Fredericksburg, which is
sixty miles by railroad from Richmond. Gen.
Pope, although not personally in the field until
the 2'7th of July, had been engaged in concentrating his forces. His delay in taking the field
was occasioned by the absence of Maj.-Gen.
Halleck, who arrived at Washington on tho
23d of July, and entered upon the duties of
general-in-chief.
4

.[
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.A. show of force had been kept up in the coln issued the following order, calling out an
Shenandoah Valley, and east of the Blue Ridge, additional three hundred thousand men to
by the Confederate Government throughout serve for nine months:
the month of July, chiefly for the purpose of
w AR DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, .August 4, 1862.
preventing reenforcements to Gen. McClellan.
Orde·r ed Fi?'St-That a draft of three hundred thou·
The knowledge which it had of the position sand militia he immediately called into the senice of
the United States, to service for nine months, unless
and strength of the Federal forces made it sooner discharged. The Secretary of War will assign
manifest that no reenforcement to the Army the quotas to the States, and establish regulations for
of the Potomac would come from any other the draft.
quarter. The departure of the division of Gen.
Second-That if any State shall not by the 15th of
Burnside from Newport News where it had August furnish its quota of the additional three hun··perate wi'th ficiency
dred thousand
volunteers
authorized
by also
law,bethemade
debeen ,.,c 0 r some weeks ready to•oo
-C
of volunteers
in that
State will
Geo. McClellan in any forward movements up by a sv.ecial draft from the militia. The Secretary
to Aquia Creek on the 1st of August, was of War will establish regulations for this purpose. ·
d' t 1 kn
· R' h
d lt h
d
Tl1,ii'd-Regulations will be prepared by the War
·
1mme la e Y own lil IC mon ·
s owe
Department, and presented to the President, with the
not only that no reenforcements were com- object of securing the promotion of officers of the army
ing to the Army of the Potomac, but also that and volunteers for meritorious and distinguished
this army would soon evacuate the peninsula. services, and of :ereventing the nomination and appointThe 'star of their fortune now appeared to be in ment in the military service of incompetent or un-.
the ascendant. The day, so long and anxiously worthy officers. The regulations will also provide for
ridding the service of such incompetent persons as
looked for, had come, in which they should be now hold commissions.
able to take their great and powerful adversary
By order of the PRESIDENT.
at a disadvantage, and demon~trate to civilized
Enwrn M. STANTpN, Secretary of War.
nations their own military strength and ability
The Confederate army began to move immeto win that independence which they had pro- diately after the 1st of .August, and the divisions
claimed. Consultations were immediately held of Gens. Jackson, Ewell, and Hill were hurried
at Richmond, and their purposes were soon· . to the Rapidan river, :which is the south fork
formed. It was resolved to abandon the of the Rappahannock. On Friday, the 8th of
defensive policy and to r epeat the exploit August, Gen: Pope reached Culpepper Court
which Gen. Jackson had performed by driving House, from his last encampment near WashGen. Banks out of the Shenandoali Valley, on ington, the county seat of Rappahannock. At
a scale of national magnitude. Rumors were the same time the corps of Gen. Banks was in
set afloat that Tennessee, Kentucky, and the motion in the direction of Culpepper. The
whole of Virginia were to be r ecovered .at corps of Gen. Sigel was encamped at Sperryville,
once; Maryland liberated from her oppression, twenty miles from Culpepper, and on the road
and not only Washington and Baltimore cap- from Washington, Rappahannock county. At
tured, but also Harrisburg and Philadelphia Culpepper Court House was Brig.-Gen. Crawin the east, and Cincinnati in the west. It was ford, with his brigade belonging to Gen. Banks's
a magnificent enterprise for a people situated corps, and Gen. Ricketts's division, belonglike those in the Confederate States at that ing to Gen. McDowell's corps. They had artime. Measures were immediately adopted for rived two days previous from Warrenton with
the execntion of these plans. Gen. McOlellan • Gen. McDowell, who took command of all the
was to be left to retire from the peninsula with- forces then at Culpepper. Gen. Bayard with
out any further attacks than were necessary to his cavalry had been guarding the fords of the
· cover their real designs, tind their forces were Rapidan from Racoon ]'.ord to a point fourteen
to be prepared for an immediate movement miles below, and south of the railroad at Burnorthward. The Oonfederate forces at this nett's Ford, where he comiected with the cavaltime were greater than ever before. Not less ry of Gen, Buford. At noon on Friday he sent
than one hundred and fifty thousand men were information to Culpepper Court House that the
at Richmond and in communication with it. enemy had early that morning crossed the river
All this force, excepting a strong corps of ob- and driven in his pickets with such force that
ser:vation, was to be precipitated at once upon he was obliged to retire before them. He was
Mary land.
·
retiring to the north and east 13ide of Robertson's
The preparations to advance into Maryland river, aaout eight miles from Culpepper, there
which were making at Richmond, were imme- to await a supporting fol.'.ce. The numbers of
diately known at Washington and awakened the enemy he estimated at two regiments of ingreat anxiety. An order was issued to Gen. fantry, two pieces of light artillery, and three
Cox in western Virginia to send his main small regiments of cavalry. Gen. Buford at
forces, with all possible despatch, by railroad to the same time reported the enemy to be adjoin Gen. Pope. To facilitate the withdrawal vancing in heavy force upon Madison Oourt
of the army from Ilarrison's Landing, as stated House, thus leaving it in doubt whether the
by Gen. HaUeck, and to gain time also by a movement was directed toward Culpepper: or
demonstration against the enemy, Gen. Pope Madison. Wishing to maintain the commumcawas ordered to push his forces across the Rap- tion with Fredericksburg at all hazards, Ge~.
pahannock, and occupy Culpepper and threaten Pope resolved to concentrate at Culpepper, 1D
Gordonsville. At the same time President Lin- order to Jnep his forces interposed between
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the main body of the enemy and the lower
fords of the Rappahannock. He accordingly
immediately ordered Brig.-Gen. Crawford to
march to Gen. Bayard with his brigade, which
consisted of the 28th New York, 10th Maine,
46th Pennsylvania, 25th Conn.ecticut, with ten
pieces of artillery. He proceeded rapidly to
the front, and occupied .a position about seven
miles from Culpepper, immediately in rear of
the line of Gen. Bayard's cavalry. Soon after,
Gen. Pope oruered the remainder of Gen.
Banks's corps to move rapidly from Hazel River
bridge, nine miles from Culpepper, where it
was the night before, to the scene of expected
conflict. By eight o'clock that night, the head
of Gen. Ban.ks's column was descried marching
around the village to its destination, which it
reached before midnight. That .point was immediately in the rear of Gen. Crawford. Gen.
Sigel was at the same time ordered up from
Sperryville by a forced march of twenty
miles, his advance reaching Culpepper late in
the afternoon, where it was halted.
Throughout Friday night and Saturday forenoon, skir,mishing was continued between Gen.
Bayard's cavalry and the advance of the enemy,
until the latter had advanced within long
range of Gen ..Crawford's artillery. The enemy
soon developed a strong force, and occupied
both sides of Cedar Mountain, a sugar-loaf eminence situated two miles west of the Orange and ·
Alexandria railroad at Mitchell's Station. The
artillery of the enemy opened early in the afternoon of Saturday, but he made no advance
until near five o'clock, at which time a few
skirmishers were thrown forward on each side
under cover of a heavy wood, in which his
force was concealed. A strong force was pushed forward in tlie rear of the skirmishers, and
Gen. Banks advanced to the attack. The engagement did not fairly open until after six
o'clock P. M., but for an hour and a half was
furious and unceasing. The report of Gen.
Banks to Gen. Pope had expressed the opinion
that no action was imminent that afternoon, and
it was not until after it was fully commenced
that the latter ordered Gen. McDowell to advance Gen. Ricketts's division to the support
of Gen. Banks, and also Gen. Sigel to bring his
men on the ground as soon as possible. At tr
P. M., when Gen. Pope arrived, the action was
. raging fiercely, but Gen. Banks held the position he took early in the morning. During the
action he had fallen back about one mile from
the spot where it first eommenced, but without
any disorder or confusion. The enemy were
evidently pressing close, and the artillery was
firing at short range. The division of Gen.
Ricketts pushed forward and occupied the right
of Gen. Banks, taking the place of his right wing,
which was ordered to mass upon the centre.
Before this change could be effected it was quite
dark, and the musketry firing ceased, but the artillery kept up an intermittent firing until near
midnight. Th& Federal troops rested on their
arms during the night in line of battle. At day-

light the next morning the enemy fell back two
miles, and still higher up the mountain, and the
pickets of Gen. Pope advanced and occupied
the ground. The army rested during the day.
Monday was spent in burying the dead and in
getting off the wounded, and during the night
the enemy disappeared, leaving many of his
dead unburied and his wounded, on the ground.
The slaughter on both sides was severe; much
of the :fighting having been hand to hand. A
cavalry and artillery force under Gens. Buford
and Bayard was thrown forward in pm-suit, and
followed the enemy to the Rapidan, over which
his rear guard passed about ten 9'clock on Tuesday morning. The Federal loss was :fifteen hundred killed, wmmded, and missing, of whom
near three hundred were taken prisoners. Gen.
Pope also lost two Napoleon guns, :fifteen hundred muskets, and considerable ammunition.
The Confederate loss was severe, among whom
were Gens. Winder and Trimble. The battle
commenced with the advance of Gen. Ewell,
consisting ·of ten thousand men, who were reenforced by Gen. Jackson with :five thousand
more, and the balance of his command got into
position early in the night.
On the Federal side the contest was main·
tained entirely by the command of Gen. Banks,
and was conducted with great skill and bravery. The object' of this attack on the part of
Gen. Lee was undoubtedly to feel the strength
and temper of Gen. Pope's army. His forces
retired across the river, a few miles toward
Gordonsville, to await the approach of the
main army, while Gen. Pope pushed forward
his whole force in the direction of the Rapidan,
where he occupied a strong position, extending
from Robertson's Rise on the right to near
Racoon Ford on the left.
On the 16th a party of Confederate cavalry
were surprised and captured at Louisa Court
House. Upon them w~re found important
despatches, including an autograph letter from
Gen. Lee, which informed the Federal Government that Gen. Lee was moving by forced
marches the main body of the Confederate
army to attack Gen. Pope before a junction
could be formed between him and the .Army of
the Potomac. Thus their. plan was to throw
overwhelming forces upon him, cut off his
rear, and annihilate, if possible, his entire
army. In consequence of this reliable information, Gen. Halleck, the general-in-chief, on
the 17th ordered Gen. Pope not to cross the
Rapidan, but advised him to take a position in
rear of the North Fork, where he could be more
easily reenforced. This . movement was commenced by Gen. Pope on the 18th, and dur~ng
the 19th the main body of his forces was behmd
that river, and prepared to hold its passes.
Ten miles above Fredericksburg the Rap·
pahannock river receives the two tribut~ries which form it. The southern stream IS
called the ·Rapida,n, the northern one i9
called the North Fork. This latter is the
stream. behind which Gen. Pope was advised to
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retire, and which he effected on the 18th and
the subsequent day. Below the junction of the
tributaries the stream is called the Rappahannock. This junction is twenty miles below the spot where the Culpepper or Orange
and Alexandria railroad crosses the North Fork.
Gen. Lee comme~ced reconnoitring on the
day that Gen. Pope retired, and at night a
considerable body of his troops had crossed the
Rapidan. On the 19th he crossed with a large
force, comprising cavalry, infantry, and artillery.
Gen. Pope had thus far received some reenforcements from Gen. Burnside, 'who landed
at Fredericksburg from the mouth of the James
river on the 4th of August. On the 6th, at six
P. :r.r., Gen. Reno, with his division of Gen.
Burnside's corps, left camp to march to Gen.
Pope. On the 10th Gen. King, of McDowell's
corps, hurried forward to Oulpepper Oourt
House foi; the same purpose, and on the 13th
Gen. Stevens, with six regiments of his division,
and four of Gen. Wright's, which had been detached from Port Royal, S. 0., followed.
Thus nearly forty regiments of infantry, fully
armed and provided with trains and a large
force of artillery and cavalry, were sent forward from Fredericksburg. He was also authorized to call the main portiqn of Gen. Oox's
forces from western Virginia.
.
The Orange and Alexandria railroad, which
runs from Alexandria, a!).d connects with the
Virginia Central railroad at Gordonsville, was,
at the end near Alexandria, the route by which
Gen. Pope received his supplies. The stations
on that part of the road wer.e as follows:
Alexandria, to Springfield, 9 miles; to Burke's,
14 miles; to Fairfax, 18 miles; to Union Mills,
23 miles; to Manassas Junction, 2'7 miles; to
Bristol, 31 miles; to Oatlett's, 38 miles; to
Warrenton Junction, 41 miles; to Bealeton,
4'7 miles; to Rappahannock, 51 miles; to Brandy, 56 miles; to Culpepper, 62 miles; to
Mitchell's, 69 miles. The road crosses the
North Fork at the Rappahannock station, ten
miles beyond Warrenton Junction. At Manassas Junction the Manassas Gap railroad comes
in from the northwest. The first station west
of Manassas Junction is Gainesville, distant 8
miles; the next is Thoroughfare, distant from
Manassas Junction 14 miles. At the Warrenton Junction comes in from the northwest the
Warrenton railroad. It connects Warrenton
with Warrenton Junction. All these positions
were in the rear of Gen. Pope's army on the
North Fork, and were involved in the subsequent movements.
When the retreat of Gen. Pope commenced,
Gen. Sigel's command was in the advance, Gen.
Reno's held the left in the vicinity of Mitchell's
Station, on the line of the Orange and .Alexandria railroad, and Gen. McDowell's forces, supported by Gen. Banks, occupied the right centre.
At half-past ten on the night of the 18th of
August, Gen. Sigel commenced moving back
toward Oulpepper. Previous to this hour,
however, the troops in the rear were in motion,
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The night was dark and cold, and the march
slow in consequence of the immense train of
transportation wagons placed in advance of
the troops. The ·u sual camp fires · were extinguished, excepting those necessary for the safe
passage of th~ trains, and all unnecessary noise
was avoided. At midnight the advance of Gen.
Sigel reached Oedar Mountain, the scene of the
late battle, and at a late hour on Tuesday morning, the 19th, it reached Culpepper. The forces
of Gen. McDowell, including Gen. King's division, had theri passed through the town. Gen.
Banks's division was at an encampment on the
right of the road, and Gen. Sigel brought up
the rear. F ar as the eye could reach, there was
to be seen nought but moving masses of infantry, cavalry, and artillery ; beyond that it could
catch an occasional glimmer of the white-covered tops of the wagon trains slowly winding
up the distant hills. All the sick and wounded,
excepting eighty-five men whose injuries were
of such a kind iis to prevent their removal, and
all the stores of the medical department, had
· been sent off by railroad before five o'clock that
afternoon. The rear guard of the army consisted of the cavalry under Gen. Bayard. The
movement of the troops during the day, although
made in different directions, all tended toward
one point, the Rappahannock station on the
railroad, at which was the bridge crossing the
North Fork. During the forenoon of the 19th,
the advance crossed, and the rear, which was
that day under Gen. Sigel, encamped at night
some four miles from the bridge. All night,
long army trains, infantry, and artillery were
moving across the bridge, and by noon on the
20th the cavalry composing the rear guard
made its apt)earance just on the west side of
the bridge, and was then drawn up in line of
battle to meet the enemy's cavalry, with w horn
Gen. Bayard had been skirmishing from Oedar
Mountain. .A.bout one o'clock the Oonfederate
cavalry made a charge, but accomplished nothing except wounding a few men. The Federa.l cavalry then came across the bridge, and the
r etreat behind the North Fork of the Rappahannock was complete.
During the afternoon and night, the Oonfederate artillery came up. On the next day, the
21st, being Thursday, an attempt was made by
them to cross a few miles above the bridge.
The New York battery of ,Crowell and the
Third Maryland regiment, stationed at the ford,
would have been driven off except for the additional batteries sent to their support. At the
same time an attack was made at Kelly's Ford ;
this was also repulsed. .An attack of the enemy
was expected during the night, and the Federal
force slept on their arms. Early the next morning a Oonfederate battery opened at the spot
where the first attempt to cross was made,
which kept up a fire for some time. .A. little
farther up the stream a bridge was discovered
which the enemy had erected during the night.
A Federal battery opened, which slackened fire
soon after and appeared to be silenced by the
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batteries of the enemy. It was apparently
withdrawn, when the enemy began to cross.
The batteries of Gen. Sigel's command again
opened upon their approach, and they were
here also ch-iven back. It was on this occasion
that Gen. Henry Bohlen lost his life. Attempts
to cross were also made at other fords. On
Friday afternoon and night of the 22d, rain fell
so heavily as to swell the river and make it
unfordable between the mountains.and a few
miles back of Warrenton Springs, which checked the efforts of the enemy. The firing of
artillery at nearly all the fords was kept up on
the 23d and 24th with more or less spirit, but
with no special results. On the 23d the bridge
at the Rappahannock station was burned by
Gen. Ricketts. While this was going on during
the 24th, Gen. Lee made a flank movement, advanced higher up, and ltttempted to throw a
portion of his force over at Waterloo bridge,
about twelve miles above the Rappaha,nnock
bridge, which was burned. '.Chis attempt was
defeated. The strategy of the movements of
Gen. Pope consisted in the hope that by his falling back across and holding the fords of the
North Fork, sufficient time would be gained for
the Army of the Potomac to come to his aid.
On Friday evening, the 22d, while the Federal force was thus in possession of the fords of
the Rappahannock, a body of Confederate cavalry under Gen. Stuart, consisting of detachments
of the 1st, 4th, and 9th Virginia cavalry, made
a dash upon Catlett's Station on the Orange
. and Alexandria railroad, thirty-five miles from
Washington, and thirteen miles in the rear of
the Rappahannock station. They met with only
slight resh,tance. There were a gieat number
of trains in a circle round the station at the
time, which first occupied their attention; but a
terrible storm of rain setting in a few moments
after their arrival, the wagons could not be destroyed by fire, and only few were injured.
They remained some hours, and left at four
o'clock in the morning, their pickets having
been driven in. They took away over two
hundred horses of Gen. Pope's train, and twenty from Gen. McDowell's. They took all Gen.
Pope's baggage and everything belonging to bis
staff officers. All the sick were taken from the
hospitals, and most of them put on the captured
horses to ride. A few were killed on both sides,
and the number of prisoners taken was about
two hundred. This force had crossed the North
Fork at Porter's Ford, two miles above White
Sulphur Springs. The Federal force at Catlett's
consisted of a small guard from the Pennsylvania regiment under Col. Kane, and the Purnell
Legion of Maryland. In the neighborhood
were other trains likewise having small guards,
upon some of which an attack was made.
After a body of the Confederate force bad
crossed at Waterloo bridge on the 24th, as above
stated, an attack was made upon them by order
of Gen. Pope, with the hope of cutting thetn
off. This was unsuccessful, but the enemy was
compelled to retire, move farther up the river,

and enter the valley which lies between the Blue
Ridge and the Bull Run mountains. The object
of this movement was to get in the rear of Gen.
Pope and cut off his supplies from Washington.
It put the Confederate army in such a position that it could move either upon Washington
or upon Leesburg, for the purpose of crossing
into Maryland. Nevertheless, Gen. Pope was
successful in preventing the enemy from crossing at any of the fords of the North Fork, and
compelling him to move still higher up on the
west side of the Bull Run mountains. Thus,
during eight days, Gen. Lee bad advanced no
nearer to Washington. It now remained for
Gen. Pope to guard the passes of these mountains in order to prevent the approach of the
enemy any nearer to Washington, or to meet
him after crossing the mountains and defeat him.
On the other band it was the object of Gen.
Lee to pass the mountains and take Gen. Pope
in the rear if possible. At all events it was
necessary for him to get rid of the army of Gen.
Pope if he intended to cross over the Potomac
into Maryland.
. When it appeared doubtful if the North Fork
river could be held long enough to effect a junction of the forces of Gen. McClellan with those
of Gen. Pope, a. part of the former were ordered to land at Alexandria and move out by railroad as rapidly as possible. After this movement of Gen. Lee, the remainder of Gen. McClellan's forces were ordered to land at Alexandria, and Gen. Burnside was ordered to evacuate Fredericksburg and Aquia Creek.
As soon as Gen. Pope discovered that a large
force of the enemy was turning his right toward Manassas, and that the divisions which
he expected to be there from Alexandria bad
not arrived, be broke up bis camps at Warrenton and Warrenton Junction and marched rapidly back in three columns. At this time the
corps of Gen. Heintzelman from Gen. McClellan's army had reached Warrenton Junction,
although without artillery, wagons, or horses
for the field and general officers. One division
of the corps of Gen. Porter from Gen. McClellan's army coming by the way of Fredericksburg, arrived at Bealston's Station, eleven miles
south of Warrenton Junction in advance of
Gen. Heintzelman, about four thousand five
hundred strong. The other. division was at Kelly's Ford. This corps had marched night and
day to jojn the army under Gen. Pope, and was
broken down with excessive labor. Both these
divisions were immediately concentrated at Warrenton Junction. When Gen. Pope determined
to fall back he had no other course to pursue, except to detach a sufficient force to defeat the Confederate troops attempting to turn his flank, and
still preserve bis front before the main body of
the Confederate army. The reason assigned by
Gen. Pope for not pursuing the latter ~our~e
was the lack of a sufficient force to mamtalll
his front after a suitable body bad been detached to defeat Gen. Jackson on bis flank. Re
estimutes the number of his troops at forty
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thousand, before the arrival of Gen. Heintzelman with ten thous~nd. The Confederate army
before him was not less than eighty thousand
in number. - On evacuating Warrenton and
Warrenton Junction, Gen. McDowell was ordered to march rapidly with his own corps and
that of Gen. Sigel, and the division of Gen.
Reynolds, by the turnpike upon Gainesville, the
first station west of Manassas Junction, on the
Gap railroad, for the purpose of intercepting
any reenforcements coming through Thoroughfare Gap to Gen. Jackson, who he learned
was on the railroad. At the same time Gen.
Reno, from Gen. Burnside's corps, and Gen.
Kearny, from Gen. Heintzelman's corps, were
ordered to march upon Greenwich, so as to support Gen. McDowell if necessary. Greenwich
is a little south of Gainesville, and alittle southwest of Manassas Junction. The division of·
Gen. Hooker, under Gen. Pope, moved back
upon Manassas, on the line of the railroad.
Gen. Porter was ordered to remain with his
corps at Warrenton Junction until relieved by
Gen. Banks marching from Fayetteville, and
then to push forward in the direction of Gainesville, where the main collision with the enemy
was expected.
On Tuesday night, the 26th, the pickets at
Manassas Junction were_ driven in, and two
companies of Pennsylvania infantry, one company of Pennsylvania cavalry, and a battery
· of artillery stationed there were surprised and
attacked by a large force under Gen. Ewell.
The tr nion force, after a brief skirmish, retreated across Bull Run. There, at Union Mills,
were the 11th and 12th Ohio regiments under
Ool. Scammon, being a portion of Gen. Oox's
division brought on from western Virginia.
They immediately advanced to meet the Confederate force, and early on Wednesday morning, the 2'7tb, a conflict took place between
Manassas Junction and Bull Run. This continued for a couple of hours, when Ool. Scammon was forced to retire across Bull Run bridge,
which he attempted to hold. About noon,
after considerable loss, he was obliged to retire
along the railroad in the direction of Alexandria, halting at a point midway between Centreville and Fairfax Court House. About two
o'clock on the same morning, the New Jersey
brigade under Brig.-Gen. Taylor, being a portion of Gen. Franklin's division of Gen. McClellan's army, left their encampment near Alexandria, and proceeding out the Fairfax road some
distance, made a detour to the left, and during
the forenoon arrived on the old battle ground
near Manassas. The enemy, being aware of
their approach, were drawn u to meet them.
As they emerged from the w ds the enemy
opened upon them with a severe fire of artil1ery.
Gen. Franklin, having -no artillery, was compelled either to make a charge or retire. He resolved to charge upon the enemy's battery, but
as these were supported by infantry, it proved
ineffectual, and be then fell back in order to
Sang·ster's Station, toward Fairfax, holding the
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enemy in check. At this station two Ohio regiments, sent to reenforce him, came up, :who were
at first mistaken for a body of the enemy. The
troops of Gen. Taylor were now thrown into
confusion, but finding out the mistake, rallied
and joined in an attack upon the enemy, who
now retired toward Manassas. Gen. Taylor
then fell back to Fairfax Court House, having
left one regiment at Sangster's Station as a
guard. The losses during these actions were
about three hundred.
On the same night of the 26th, when MaPassas Junction was taken, a body of Confederate cavalry, being a detachment of the force
of the enemy at Manassas, made an attack upon
a railroad train at Bristow's Station, four miles
from Manassas Junction. This train was the one
which had conveyed, a few hours previous, the
division of Gen. Hooker to Warrenton Junction,
and was now returning empty. The cars were
destroyed and the track torn up for a considerable distance. ,This fo;rce was increased ]:>y the
arrival of more troops from Gen. Ewell's division, who had taken Manassas Junction, where
was an immense depot of Federal stores valued
at nearly one million of dollars. This was the
body' of the enemy which Gen. Pope pad designed to intercept by ordering Gen. :McDowell
to fall back on Gainesville. Unfortunately, his
order was too late, for the first reenforce-ments
to Gen. Jackson, then in the rear of Gen. Pope,
had passed through Thoroughfare Gap and
Gainesville, and were in possession of :Manassas
at the time when the order was given to Gen.
McDowell. The stores captured at Manassas
served to sustain the Confederate army in extending its march into Maryland. Vast quantities,
however, -were burned, because, as Gen. Lee reported, "they had captured more than they could
u_se or carry away." On the 23d, the next day
after the attack upon Oatlett's Station, Gen. Halleck had sent a despatch to Gen. Pope in these
words: " By no means expose your railroad
communication with Alexandria. It is of the
utmost importance in sending your supplies and
reenforcements." Gen. Pope, in his report,
says: "The movement of Gen. Jackson toward· White Plains and in the direction of
Thoroughfare Gap, while the main body of the
enemy confronted me at Sulphur Springs and
Waterloo bridge, was well known to me, but I
relied confidently upon the forces which I had
been assured would be sent from Alexandria,
and one strong division of which I had ordered
to take post on the works at Manassas Junction.
I was entirely under the belief that these would
be there, and it was not until I found my communication intercepted that I was undeceived.
I knew that this movement was no raid, and
that it was made by not less than twenty-five
thousand men."
The army of Gen. Pope was now on the 2'7th
on the retreat in three columns. The one
moving back along the railroad toward Manassas Junction, under Gen. Hooker, was the first
to encounter the Confederate forces in thP.
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rear. It was the advance of the same force, n.
portion of which had repulsed Col. Scammon
and Gen. Taylor in separate actions during the
forenoon. That portion of the force had ceased
to follow them beyond Sangster's Station, as
they would thereby have been drawn away
from the main body, and also from the support
of Gen. Lee's army marching upon White
Plains and Thoroughfare Gap, and because
Gen. Pope was falling back upon them. Upon
the approach of Gen. Hooker's force to Bristow's Station the Confederate forces fell back
about one and a half miles across Kettle Run,
and formed upon its left bank. Their main
bocly was at Manassas, a little farther in the
rear, to which their line of battle extended. A
severe action ensued, which terminated at
dark. Gen. Ewell's force was driven from the
field, with the loss of his camp equipage and
about three hundred killed and wounded. Gen.
Hooker's division had brought with them only
forty rounds of ammunition, and at night there
were only five rounds to the man left. Upon
learning this fact, Gen. Pope immediately sent
back orders to Gen. Porter to march with his
corps at one o'clock that night, so as to be.with
Gen. Hooker at daylight in the morning, the
28th, with Morell's division, ancl also directed
him to communicate with Gen. Banks the order to move forward to Warrenton Junction.
All trains ~ere ordered this side of Cedar Run,
and to be protected by ·a regiment of infantry
and a section of artillery. Owing to insurmountable obstacles and the limited time given
him to make the march, Gen. Porter did not
arrive as early as expected.
The position of Gen. Jackson after the defeat
of Ewell on the night of the 27th was dangerous.
Without reenforcements he must retreat before
the powerful foe in front. Only two routes were
open for him. The one by which he had come,
which was through Gainesville and Thoroughfare Gap ; and the· other toward Centreville.
If he attempted the first one, he would meet
the forces of Gens. McDowell and Sigel, aud
the P ennsylvania reserve under Gen. Reynolds,
who were already at Gainesville, whither they
had been ordered two days previous by Gen.
Pope. His only course of safety was to fall
back toward Centreville, which he did that
night, and took position on the farther line of
· Bull Run. At noon on the 28th Manassas was
occupied by the troops of Gen. Pope, and on
the same day Gen. Heintzelman's corps, consisting of the divisions of Gens. Hooker and
Kearny, pushed on to Centreville, and entered the place soon after the rear of Gen. Jackson had retired. At this time Gen. Reno, who
ha<l cooperated with Gen. McDowell, had
reached Manass11s Junction, and Gen. Porter
was at Broad Run, where he had been ordered t~ halt. It was now of the utmost importance to Gen. Lee that Gen. Jackson
should be reenforced or he might be cut off.
Foreseeing the danger, Gen. Lee had ordered
Gen. Longstreet to proceed on the 24th from

Warrenton by way of Thoroughfare Gap, a
pass in the Bull Run mountains, fifteen miles
west of Centreville, and unite with Gen. Jackson. The advance of Gen. Longstreet appears
to have reached Thoroughfare Gap on the
evening of the 28th, and encountered Gen.
Ricket's division, which retired that night to
Bristow's Station. The enemy was thus free
to join Gen. Jackson both by Thoroughfare
and Hopeville Gaps. The advance of Gen.
Jackson retiring to join Gen. Longstreet encountered, near Gainesville on the Warrenton
turnpike, Gen. Gibbon's brigade of King's division-or all of King's division-:-which was a
part of Gen. :McDowell's force. The division
behaved handsomely, and suffered severe loss.
The contest closed with the darkness, and the
division retired to :Manassas Junction before day
of the 29th. The road was open for the union
of Gen. Longstreet with Gen. Jackson, and the
junction was effected on the morning of the
29th, at 10 A. M., in person an<l with large force.
Hopeville is about three miles northeast of
White Plains, on the road from White Plains
to Aldie. The road across the mountains is
some three miles north of Tl;10roughfare Gap.
Gen. Halleck in his report says : "McDowell
had succeeded in chec~ing Lee at Thoroughfare
Gap ; but the latter took the road from Hopeville to Haymarket, and hastened to the relief
of Jackson, who was already in rapip. retreat."
The next morning found Gen. King's division
fallen back from· Warrenton turnpike toward
Manassas Junction. It had been driven back
by the forces of Gen. Jackson. The passage
. of the Gap was no longer disputed, an~ reenforcements to Gen. Jackson were passing
through during the whole day. Gen. Lee, in
his despatch to :B,ichmond, says that Gen. Longstreet reached Gen. J aokson on the 29th. The
posture of affairs was now changed. The overwhelming forces of Gen. Lee were at hand, and
it became a question with Gen. Pope what the
oonsequences to ·him might pe. He seems to
have apprehended the facts. He cautioned
Gen. Porter, in his order, not to go farther in
his march to effect a junction with Gen. Heintzelman than might be necessary, adding, "as
he might be obliged to r etire behind Boll Run
that night for subsistence, if nothing e1se." It
is worthy of notice that the movements of Gen.
J ackson for the last two days had been in the
direction.of Thoroughfare Gap, in order to be
nearer the approaching reenforcements, which
he was confident would surely come. Soon
after daylight on the next morning, the 29th,
the contest began on the part of Gens. Sigel and
Reynolds's divisions of Gen. McDoweU's corps
and the Confederate forces. The divisions were
on the west toward Gainesville. The plan of
Gen. Pope was for Gen. Heintzelman, with Gens.
Hooker, Kearny, and Reno, to proceed from
Centreville toward Gainesville and attack the
enemy on that side, and Gen. Porter, with
Gen. King's division, to make another att!3-ck
from the south, and Gens. McDowell and Sigel
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from the west, thus attacking them on three
sides. The contest, as has been stated, commenced early in the mornmg on the part of Gens.
Sigel and Reynolds, and was contmued rather
feebly· until the afternoon, when Gen. Hemtzelman's corps joined Gen. Sigel, and soon
after Gen. Longstreet had joined Gen. Jackson.
Here Gen. Grover's brigade of Gen. Hooker's
division made a brilliant bayonet charge
through two lines of the enemy and into a
third one, losing thirty per cent. of its force in
twenty minutes. Gen. McDowell also brought
his whole corps into the field in the afternoon,
and, as Gen. Pope says, "taking a conspicuous
part in that day's operations." Gen. Porter,
reduced by the withdrawal of Gen. King's division, was on the direct road to Gainesville,
along the railroad from Manassas Junction,
holding in check a large force of the enemy's
right wing, strongly posted to guard the flank
of that portion confronting Gen. Pope's right.
About 7 P. M. Gen. Heintzelman's right division
under Gen. Kearny turned the enemy's left toward Sudley Springs and went into action, driving them back fully a mile. Thus the day ended
successfully for the Federal arms. The entire
force of Gen. Pope, except Gen. Banks's corps,
was thus engaged with the two wings of Gen.
Lee's army. The loss on this day by Gen. Pope
was reported at eight thqusand, which was an
overstat~ment. Both parties slept upon their
arms that night on the same spot, near the old
battle ground of Bull Run. The contest was renewed the next day, the 80th. The object now
with Gen. Pope was, if possible, to maintain his
position. The design of the enemy appeared to
be to accumulate such a force on his right as to
crush the Federal left and occupy the road to
Centreville in its rear. Gen. Lee, of the Confederate army, thus reports the action of this day:
" The enemy, being reenforced, renewed the attack on the afternoon of the 30th, when a general
advance of both wings of the army was ordered,
and after a fierce combat, which raged until
after nine o'clock, he was completely defeated
and driven beyond Bull Run. The darkness
of the night, his destruction of the stone bridge
after crossing, and the uncertainty of the fords,
stopped the pursuit." The only additional
force brought into this part of the field on this
day by Gen. Pope was the corps of Gen. Porter,
which was moved from the extreme left to the
centre, travelling a distance of six miles. Gen.
Pope, in his report, thus describes the conflict of
the 30th : " The enemy's heavy reenforcements
having reached him on Friday afternoon and
night, he began to mass on· his right for the
purpose of crushing our left, and occupying the
road to Centreville in our rear. His heaviest
assault was made about five o'clock in the afternoon, when, after overwhelming Fitz John
Porter, and driving his forces back on the centre and left, mass after mass of his forces was
p~shed against our left. A terrible contest,
with great slaughter, was carried on for several hours, our men behaving with firmness and
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gallantry under the immediate command of
Gen. McDawell. When night closed our left
had been forced back about half a mile, but still
remained firm and unshaken, while our right
held its ground. Gen. Franklin, with his
corps, arrived after dark at Centreville, six
miles in our rear, whilst Sumner was four miles
behind Franklin. I could have brought up
these corps in the morning in time to have renewed the action, but starvation stared both
men and horses in the face, and, broken and
exhausted as they were, they were in no condition to bear hunger also. I accordingly retired to Centreville that night in p·erfect order."
It appears that the contest with artillery
commenced early in the day, and but little
damage was .done on either side. Early in
the afternoon an attempt was made to break
the line of Gen. Porter stationed on Gen.
Pope's centre. This was unsuccessful, but
caused a severe loss to Gen. Porter. In the
latter part of.the afternoon the enemy's forces
were concentrated upon the corps of Gen.
McDowell on the left of the centre. The batteries there, Lapine's 5th Maine, Thompson's
New York, and Howell's, not being sufficiently
supported by infantry, were soon captured, and
McDowell's troops were driven irresistibly
back. The right and centre still maintained
their positions, but the disaster on the left, and
the appreh.e nded design of the enemy to occupy tlie road to Centreville in their rear, made
it necessary for them to fall back. In doing
so the bridge across Bull Run was destroyed.,
The field of battle with its dead and wounded
was left in the hands of the enemy. The
right wing of the army was this day command~
ed by Gen. Heintzelman, and did not give one
inch of ground to the enemy until ordered so to
do after the repulse received by the left wing.
The losses on both sides were severe, but have
never been officially made public. The report
of Qen. Pope was made before the reports of hhl
subordinate officers were received. These, in
consequence of his absence in the West, had not
been made near the close of the year. The
ent!re loss of Gen. Pope was estimated at between 15,000 and 20,000.
At Richmond the following despatch was
received from Gen. Lee:
HEADQU.1.RTXRS Am,rv NORTHERN VmOINIA, GBOVR·}
TOWN, ..IJ:uu. 80, P.
'1ia :Rapidan.

ll!.,

To President Davis :
This army achieved to-day, on the plains of Manas·
sas, a signal victory over the combined forces of Gens.
McClellan and Pope. On the 28th and 29th each wi~,
under Gens. Longstreet and Jackson, reJ>ulsed witn
valor attacks made on them separately. We mourn
the loss of our gallant dead in every conflict, yet our
gratitude to Almighty God for His mercies rises higher
each day. To Hun and to the valor of our troops a
nation's gratitude is due.
R. E. LEE.

This was followed on the 2d of September
by the following Message of President Davis to
tb.e Confeder!te Congress :
To the Senate andHouse of R eprescntauves of tlie 0011,,
f ederate Statu :
I have the gratification of presenting to Congress
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two despatches from Gen. Robert E. Lee, commanding
the army of Northern Virginia, communicating the
result of the operations north of the Rappahannock.
From these despatches it will be seen that God has
again extended His shield over our patriotic army,
and has blessed the cause of the Confederncy with a
second signal victory <.,n the field already memorable
by the gallant achievement of our troops.

.

JEFFERSON DAVIS.

.A.t Washington, on Saturday, the 30th, the
War Department invited the citizens to go out
to the battle-field and assist in taking care of
the wounded soldiers. .A. large number responded to the invitation. From three to seven
o'clock, P. M., th.e streets swarmed with people
and conveyances loaded with blankets and
baskets and rolls of lint. Every public carriage
and vehicle was impressed into the service.
.A. thousand persons at least went out. More
would have gone on Saturday morning, but ·
the invitation was recalled, and passes refused. The entire movement turned out as ill
advised. Very few persons were allowed to go
far enough to find the wounded they sought,
and some were made prisoners by the Oonfederates. The movement thus begun at Washington instantly extended through all the principal cities of the Northern States. In Boston,
Massachusetts, which will serve as an illustration of the others, the greatest excitement prevailed on Sunday, the 31st. .A. despatch had
been received on the previous evening from
Washington, by Gov. Andrew, asking that
the surgeon-general of the State should send
on twenty surgeons with hospital supplies as
soon o.s possible. This demand was made public at an early hour in the morning, with the
notice that contributions would be received at
Tremont Temple. Those notices were also
read from pulpits, which is the usual manner
of advertising on Sunday in New Englanu, and
many congregations were immediately dismissed
to procure contributions. .A.t an early hour
these contributions began to be received at -&he
Temple, and continued to pour in during the
whole day-..old sheets for bandages, shirts,
dressing gowns, pillows, liquors, jellies, and
sweetmeats of all kinds-in a word, every variety of article which could suggest itself to a
kind heart as necessary to the comfort of the
wounded soldier. Bundles and packages of
every conceivable size and shape were momentarpy arriving. Ladies brought bundles, who
were never seen to carry bundles before; and
stout gentlemen in gold spectacles were seen
driving heavy-laden carts through the streets,
or lending a hand at the boxes. .A.11 these articles were received at the side doors of the
Temple and taken within, where corps of packers inclosed them in boxes, which were then
taken out of the main entrance to the express
wagons, which crowded the streets .. Thus twenty-one hundred cases were packed, and all sent
forward by tho evening train, except about one
hundred and fifty. ..A.t the same time subscriptions wero taken at stands on the sidewalks,
and over five thousand dollars collected.

To an application from Gen. Pope for a truce
to gather the wounded, Gen. Lee on the same
day, August 31st, replied as follows:
Sm: Consideration for your wounded induces me
to consent to your sending ambulances to convey
them within your lines. I cannot consent to a: truce
nor a suspension of the military operations· of this
army. If you desire to send for your wounded, should
your ambulances report to Dr. Guilet, Medical Director of this army, he will give directions for their
transportation. The wounded will be paroled, and
it is understood that no delay will take pince in their
removal. Very respectfully, your obedient serv't,
R. E. LEE, General.

On Sunday, the 31st, the Oonfederate army
was put in motion toward the Little River
turnpike for the purpose of turning the right
of Gen. Pope. During Sunday night and Monday morning, Gen. Pope, anticipating this design of the enemy, changed his front by causing his right wing to fall back to the heights
of Germantown. Thus when the enemy reached
Ox Hill on Monday, he discovered Gen. Pope's
army in his front on these heights. The ultimate design of the enemy was to cut the rear
of Gen. Pope in the direction of Fairfax Oourt
House. The Little River turnpike runs from
Middlebmg to Alexandria, and mtersects the
Oentreville turnpike about a mile east of Fairfax Oomt House. Germantown is a small village
between· Fairfax Oourt House and Oentreville,
and about one-fourth of the whole distance beyond the former.
Meanwhile, during the conflict on Fri.clay and
Saturday, Gen. Banks, with his command, was
covering the extreme left of Gen. Pope's line,
to keep off reenforcements for the enemy, and
to be used as a reserve. He crossed to Bristow's Station, on the railroad four miles beyond
Manassas Junction, and on Sunday was approached by a large force of the enemy, before
which he fell back and joined Gen. Pope. The
bridge at Bristow's station having been destroyed by the enemy at the time of their attack
upon it, and that over Bull Run not having
been repaired, he destroyed the property of the
United States before retiring. Thfa consisted
of some 200 railroad cars, five locomotives, and
a large quantity of fixed ammunition, ordnance
stores, &c. The enemy, however, obtained
great spoil. On the same day, Sunday, Sept. 1,
Fredericksburg was evacuated by Gen. Burnside.
Falmouth station was burned, and a quantity
of commissary stores. The bridge erected in
place of the old railroad bridge, the wire bridge,
and the boat bridge were destroyed. The evacuation of .A.quia Oreek followed.
Gen. Pope states that by the reports of the
commanders of corps of his army it consisted
on the 1st of September, of less than 60,000
men. The position taken by his orders on thi11
day was as follows : The division of Gen. Oouch
and one brigade of Gen. Sumner's corps were at
Fairfax Oourt House. Gen. Hooker was posted at
or in front of Germantown, and had command
of his own troops and those at Fairfax. Gen.
McDowell's corps was stationed on the Warren-
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ton turnpike about two miles west of Fairfax.
Gen. Reno was pushed north of the turnpike
at a point about two and a half miles east of
Centr~ville, and supported by Gen. Kearny's
division of Gen. Heintzelman's corps.
Lute in the afternoon the force of Gen. Lee,
composed of infantry and cavalry, approached
Germantown by the Little River tlll'npike, and
were met by Gen. Hooker at that place and by
Gen. Reno farther west. The conflict raged for
an hour, when they concentrated their force on
the left of Gen. Reno's line, which was commanded by Gen. Stevens. Their intention was
to turn his left flank. G'1. Stevens was soon
killed by a bullet through his head, and his
troops were driven back. The Confederate
force now began to advance on the main body
of Gen. Reno, which was short of ammunition,
when the division of Gen. Kearny came up
and took the position ocqupied by the troops
of Gen. Stevens.. Night bad now set in, rendered thickly _dark by a thunder storm. The
rain fell in torrents, and the position of the
contending ru·mies was revealed only by the
flashes of lightning. At this time Gen. Kearny, anxious tq lmow the natlll'e of the ground
npon which he expected so soon to fight, rode
out to examine it. Inadvertently he passed the
line of his own pickets and approached those
of the Confederate force, when he was shot by
one of them. He was soon missed from his
camp, and not being found, Gen. Birney took
command of the division. Dlll'ing the next
df\Y his body was brought in under a Confederate flag of truce. Thus two most valuable
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officers and brave soldiers were slain in this
conflict. After Gen. Birney had taken command, he ordered a bayonet charge to be made
by Col. Egan, commanding the 1st and 40th,
and Col. W arcl, of the 38th New York regiments,
before which the enemy retired.
By morning, on the 2d of September, the
whole of Gen. Pope's ru-my was massed behind
Difficult creek, between Germantown, Flint
Hill, and Fairfax. On that day orders were
issued by the general-in-chief for the Army of
Virginia to fall back within the defences of
Washington. The object of the gen~ral-in-chief
in giving t11is order was " to reorganize the
different corps, to get the stragglers back into
the ranks, and to supply deficiencies of ammunition, clothing," &c. This movement was executed on the 2d and 3d of September. During
these days might be seen on the roads leading
to Alexandria and the fortifications around
Washington, the worn and bleeding fragments
of the once proud a'rmies of the North, as they
straggled in from their fifteen bloody days of
fighting and retreating. There were the remnants of the decimated regiments of Maine,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
and Michigan-stragglers belonging to every
army corps, wounded, weak, and dispirited,
retiring before a victorious enemy to obtain
safety in the fortifications. Many of them had
fought theil' way up the peninsula, contesting
almost every inch from Williamsburg against
bullets and bayonets 1mtil they stood in sight
of the spires of Richmond, and then were required to abandon their position and withdraw.

CH.APTER XXI.
Advance of Gen. Lee into Maryland-His Address to the People-Gen. McOlellan ordered to take command at Washington
-His Orders-Advances into Maryland to meet Gen. Lee-Confidential Order of Gen. Lee-Battle of South Mountain-Attack of the Enemy on Harper's Ferry-Its Surrender-Battle of .Antietam-Retreat of Gen. Lee.

TIIE rebel force which was repulsed near
Centreville on Monday night, September 2d,
moved towlJ,rd Vienna, about twelve miles west
from Washington, for the pm·pose of making a
demonstration near the Chain Bridge, and the
fords of the Potomac above Washington. The
chief object in this movement was to divert
the attention of the Federal officers from what
Gen. Lee was doing elsewhere. The withdrawal of the army of Gen. Pope left the field
clear for the ru·my of Gen. Lee to follow it,
and assault the strong fortifications of Washington, or to pass over the Potomac into Maryland. Tbe assault upon the fortifications of
Washington was not to be thought of. But
tho invasion of Maryland might be followed by
such a welcome from the mass of the citizens
and such cooperation, as to enable Gen. Le~
not only to holcl a portion of the State, but to

attack Washington in the rear, and perhaps invade Pennsylvania: In any event it would be a
demonstration to the Federal Government and
to nations in Europe, of the vigorous e~ergy
and strength of the Richmond Government.
Accordingly, on the 31st of August, while Gen.
Pope was resting his exhausted forces at Centreville, Gen. Lee drew off the main body of
his ru·my and moved ~o Leesburg. Thence
he moved to the Potomac, near Point of
Rocks, and crossed at Noland's Ford, five
miles below, Md at a ford three miles above
on the 5th. His force consisted of the dinsions
of Gens. Longstreet, Jackson, Ewell, A. P. Hill,
and D. H. Hill. It proceeded along the eastern
slope of the Catoctin Mountains, in the direction of Frederick, Maryland. On the night of the
5th the advMce reached, White Oak Springs,
about iliree miles from tllat city, which is fifty
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miles from Centreville. On the same night information was received at Frederick of the approach of the Confederate force 1 and it produced much excitement. A. large number of
the inhabitants fled toward Pennsylvania and
Baltimore. Frederick, the capital of the State
of Maryland, is forty-four miles northwest of
Washington, and sixty miles west of Baltimore.
It is the second' city of the State in wealth and
commercial importance, and the third in population, containing 8,143 inhabitants. The military force in the city consisted of only one
company, which could make no opposition.
The Federal provost marshal removed all the
military stores possible, and, leaving enough for
the hospitals, in which .there were about six
hundred patients, burned the remainder. .A.bout
ten o'clock the next morning, the 6th, .the Confederate troops quietly entered the city. These
soldiers were in a destitute condition, in respect to clotb:es and shoes, yet the most scrupulous regard was had to private property.
They had no tents, nor were burdened with any
baggage. Their only trains were ammunition
trains. If enduring great hardships without 11,
murmur, and-most bravely and heroically fighting, are evidences of goo!l, soldiers, seldom has
the world witnessed better than 'those who
composed the army of Gen. Lee. .A. Confederate provost marshal was appointed (Bradley
Johnson), and a proclamation 'issued to the citizens, stating that the army came as friends, and
not as enemies, to relieve the people of Maryland from the tyranny by which they were oppressed; that they did not purpose to interfere
with any non-combatants, or to disturb private
property, or to inquire into the opinions of citizens; and that whatever stores they required
would be paid for, either in Confederate notes
or United States Treasury notes, as the seller
might prefer. .A.t night the soldiers were all
ordered to their camps outside of the city.
Meantime foraging parties were sent out in
various directions, which returned at evening
with droves of sheep, cattle, hogs, and horses.
These droves were all taken toward the Potomac. Pickets were thrown out from Frederick
both. cast and west for considerable distances.
On Sunday they were reported to have advanced within ·seven miles of Westminster,
causing a great excitement in the town, but
disappeared during the night. No Confederate
force, however, came farther east at that time
than Uniontown, twenty miles from Westminster. The main body encamped for some days
on a line between Frederick and the Potomac
river. Recruiting offices were opened in the
city, and citizens invited to enlist. Very few
volunteers, however, were obtained.
On the 8th, Gen. Lee issued the following address to the people of Maryland:
Il&ADQUARTERS, ARMY OF NORTIJ'BRN Vmoniu, l

limits of your State, so far as that purpose conce_rns
yourselves.
The peo)?le of the Confederate States have long
watched w1th the deepest sympathy the wrongs ana
outrages that have been inflicted upon the citizens of
a Commonwealth allied to the States of the South by
the strongest social, political, and commercia~ ties, and
reduced to the condition of a conquered provmce.
Under the pretence of supporting the Constitution, .,
but in violation of its most valuable provisions, your
citizens have been arrested and imprisoned, upon no
charge, and contrary to all the forms oflaw.
A. faithful and manly protest against this outrage,
made by a venerable and illustrious Marylander, to
whom in his better dap no citizen appealed for right
in vain, was treated w1tltscorn and contempt.
The government of your chief city has been usurped
by armed strangers ; your Legislature has been dissolved by the tm1awful arrest of its members; freedom
of the press and of speech bas been sul?pressed; words
have been declared offences by an arbitrary decree of
the Fedeml executive i and citizens ordered to be tried
by military commissions for what they may dare to
speak.
·Believing that the people of Maryland possess a
spirit tao lofty to submit to such a government, the
people of the South have long wished to aid you in
throwing off this foreign yoke, to enable. you again to
enjo;r the inalienable rights of freemen, and restore
the mdependence and sovereignty of your State.
In obedience to this wish, our army bas come among
yr:,J, and is prepared to assist you with the power of
1ts arms in regaming the rights of which you have been
so unjustly despoiled.
This, citizens of Maryland, is our mission so far as
you are concerned. No restraint upon your free will
1s intended-no intimidation will be allowed within the
limits of this army O:t least. Marylanders shall once
more enjoy their ancient freedom of thought .a~d
speech. We know no enemies among you, and w1ll
protect all of you in every opinion.
It is for you to decide your destiny freely and without constraint. This army will resp ect your choice,
whatever it may be; and, while the Southern people
will rejoice to welcome you to your natural position
among them, they will only welcome you when you
come of your own free will.
R. E. LEE, General Commanding.

On the 10th Gen. Lee began to evacuate
Frederick, and by the 12th his entire force had
left. His forces moved in the direction of Hagerstown. That same night the city was occupied by the advance of Gen. McClellan's army,
under Gi!'n. Hooker.
On the afternoon of the 10th, Hagerstown
was entered by a Confederate force. On the
6th and 7th the banks of the town, anticipating
this approach, removed their specie, to Harrisburg and other places east for safety. The
Government stores there were also removed.
Meantime, on the first approach of the Confederate army across the Potomac, the greatest
excitement prevailed in Pennsylvania, especially
in York and .A.dams counties, and through the
Susquehanna and Oumberland valleys. The
farmers sent away their wives, children, and
cattle, and hastened to take up arms. In
many of the towns of the State stores were
closed, bells rung, guns fired, public meetings
held, and citizens in their excitement assembled
in mass to drill. On the 10th Gov. Curtin isN&Alt FREDERICKTOWN, Sopt. S, 1S62.
f
sued an order calling upon all the able bodied
To the People of Maryland:
It is right that you should know the purpose that men of Pennsylvania to organize immediately
has brought the army under my command within the for the defenco of the State, and ·to be ready
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for marching orders upon an hour's notice. On
the 11th he issued a call for fifty thousand of
the freemen of the State to enter immediate
oorvice to repel the imminent danger of invasion. On the same day he addressed the following despatch to the mayor of Philadelphia:
We have reliable information this evening that the
rebel generals have moved their entire army from
Fredenck to Cumberland V n11ey, and their destination
is now Ilarrisburg and Philadelphia. We need ev~ry
available man immediately. Stir UJ? your populat10n
to-night. Form them into compames, nud send us
twenty thousand to-morrow. No time can be lost in
massing a force on the Susquehanna to defend the
State and your city. Arouse every man possible and
l!end him here.

Gov. Bradford, of Maryland, also issued a
proclamation calling upon the citizens to organize without delay. such a fgrce as might
effectually assist in defending their homes and
firesides. The effect of these appeals, especially
in Pennsylvania, was to brip.g to the governor
a response from more than seventy-five thousand men. Harrisburg, the capital, overflowed
with troops. The excitement, however, was
not confined to P ennsylvania. In the adjacent
States, troops under the first call for three hundred thousand men were hurried to Washington and to Harrisburg. It created another
military excitement, and volunteers promptly
came forward in all the States to fill up the call
of the President.
. On the 2d of September, the following order
was issued by the general-in-chief:
WAB DEPARTME?."T, AD.roTANT-GENERAL'S OEFICE,}
W:..1.smNGTON, S&
ptomber 2, 1862.

General Orders, No. 122.
Maj.-Gen. McClellan will have command of the
fortifications of W nshington, and of nil the troops for
the defence of the capital.
By command of Maj.-Gen. HALLECK.
E. D. TowNsEND, Assist. Adj.-Gen.

When Gen. McClellan arrived at Washington
from Harrison's Landing, he was in the department of Gen. Pope, which included the
District of Columbia. This was about the middle of .August. Subsequent to that time he was
without a command, excepting a body of ninety-six men, until this order was issued. Each
corps of his army had been sent forward to
Gen. Pope. In foot the active forces under the
command of Gen. Pope consisted of the Army
of Virginia, embracing the corps of Gens.
McDowell, Banks, Sigel, a portion of Gen. Cox's
force from western Virginia, a part of Gen.
Burnside's force from North Carolina, about
ten regiments from Port Royal in South Carolina, under Gen. Stevens, and the .Army of the
Potomac, consisting of the corps of Gens.
Heintzelman, S-qmner, Porter, and Franklin,
and the divisions of Gens. McCall and Couch,
without including the troops stationed in the
fortifications around Washington. With this
force he was not able to withstand the overwhelming march of the Confederate army.
Yet this same Confederate army was the force
which the Army of the Potomac, under Gen.
McClellan, single handed and unaided, was re
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quired to meet and conquer, and thus obtain
the capital of the Confederaoy, which was in
their possession. In this unequal struggle no
dishonor ever tarnished the .Army of the 'Potomac.
On the 4th of September, Gen. McClellan,
having received the order above stated, issued
another assuming command of the forces above
mentioned, together with some new levies which
had arrived at Washington under the call of
the President for three hundred thousand men.
His order assuming the command acteu like
an electric shock upon these dispirited, .defeated masses. It was as follows :
W ASIIINGTON, Sept. 4, 1862.
Generai Orders, No. l.
1. Pursuant to General Orders No. 122, from the
War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, of the 2d
instant, the undersigned hereby assumes command of
the fortifications of Washington and of nil troops for
the defence of the capital.
2. The heads of tl:ie staff departments of the Army
of the Potomac will be in charge of their respective
departments at these headquarters. .
8. In addition to the consolidated morning reports
required by circular of this date from these lieadquarters, reports will be made by corps commanders as to
their compliance with the assignment to positions heretofore given them, stating definitely the ground occupied and covered by their command, nna as to what
progress has been made in obedience to orders already
issued to J?lace their commands in condition for immediate service.
GEO. B. McCLELLAN, Moj.-Gen.
Official: S. WILLIAMS, Assist. Adj.-General.
HEADQUARTERS,

It was now known that Gen. Lee had marched into Maryland, and the orders given to Gen.
McClellan were to pursue him with all the
troops which were not required for the defence
· of Washington. On the next day most of his
army was in motion, and rapidly advanced into
Maryland. Gen. Couch's division, consisting
of three brigades, commanded by Gens. Howe,
Devens, 'and Cochrane, on the morning of the
6th had reached the road. from Rockville to
Great Falls, eight miles beyond Tenallytown.
Other corps were rapidly pressing on. Three
days after assuming command, on the 7th, at
six P. M., he left Washington to take the :field.
That night he passed through Rockville, :fifteen
miles from Washington, stopping only long
enough to refresh his horses. On the morning
of the 10th, the army had advanced to Damascus, thirty-four miles from Washington and
sixteen miles from Frederick. The first movements of the army were such as to occupy positions which commanded all the lower fords
of the Potomac, thus presenting to the Oonfederate army the alternative of meeting him
in battle, or retiring before him, and crossing
the Potomac higher up, which would take
them further from Washington, and oblige them
to retreat through the Shenandoah Valley.
Meantime Gen. Lee, after his successes
against Gen. Pope, had no reason to apprehend
that the same army would soon be in pursuit
of him; yet, like a prudent commander, he, upon
learning of the approach of Gen. McClellan,
immediately took precautions to secure his
own safety. His army had met with no such
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welcome from the citizens of Maryland as to
give any hope that the State would, under any
circumstances, rise in opposition to the Federal
Government. On the contrary the people had
shown that it was the Government of their
choice. Very few recruits had joined the Oonfederate army, and no contributions of importance had been made to it. The following is a
copy of Gen. Lee's order of march, found at
Frederick, on the 13th of September. It discloses his plans:
[CONFIDENTIAL.]
HEADQUARTEns, ARlIY OF NonTIIERN VIRGINIA,}

Sept. 9, 1862.

Special Order, No. 191.
III. The army will resume its march to-morrow,
taking the Hagerstown road. Gen. Jackson's command will form the advance, and after passing Middleton with such portion as he may select, take the route
toward Sharpsburg, cross the Potomac at the most
convenient point, and by Friday morning take possession of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, capture such
of the enemy as may be at Martinsburg, and intercept
such as may attempt to escape from Harper's Ferry.
IV. Geu. Longstreet's command will J?Ursue the
main road as far as Boonsboro', where it will halt with
reserve, supply, and ba"gage trains of the army.
V. Gen. McLaws, witb his own division and that of
Gen. R. H. Anderson, will follow Gen. Longstreet, on
reaching Middletou will take the route to Harper's
Ferry, and by Friday mor:1ing possess himself of the
Jiiaryln.nd Heights, and eudeavor to ·capture the enemy
at Harper's Ferry and vicinity.
VI. Gen. Walker with his clivisiou, after accomplishing the object in which he is now engaged, will cross
the Potomuc at Check's Ford, ascend its ri"ht bank to
Lovettsville, take possession of Loudon 'Heights, if
prnticable, by Friday morning, keep the ford on his
left, and the road between the end of mountain and the
Potomac on his right. He will, as far as practicable,
cooperate with Gen. McLaws and Gen. Jackson in iuterceptiug the retreat of the enemy.
VII. Gen. D. H. Hill's division will form the rear
guard of the nrmv, pursuing the road taken by the
main body. The reserve artillery, ordnance, and supply_trains wiHprecede Gen. Hill.
VIII. Gen. Stuart will detach a squadron of cavalry
to accompany the commands of Gens. Longstreet,
Jackson, and McLaws, and with the main body of the
cavalry ,vill cover the route of the army, and bring up
all strac,o-Jers that may have been left behind.
IX. The commands of Gens. Jackson, JiicLaws, and
Walker, 11fter accomplishing the objects for which
they have attached [been detached ?l, will join the main
body of the nrmy at Boonsboro' or 1Iagerstown.
X. Each regiment on the march, will habitually carry
its axes in the regimental ordnance wa"ons for use of
the men a.t their encampments to procu~e wood, &c.
By command of Gen. R. E. LEE.
(Si.,.nedb
R.H. CmLTON, A. A.-General.
For Maj.-c1en. . H. I:IrLL, Comd'g Division.

It is cleat· from this order that Gen. Lee intended first to capture the garrison at Harper's
Ferry, and then to enter Pennsylvania by the
Oumbedand Valley ; at all events, that he had
no idea of abandoning Maryland until forced to
do so by the battles of South Mountain and
Antietam. He evacuated Frederick, and taking
the road to Hagerstown crossed the Oatoctin
Mountains, passed through the valley in which
Middletown is situated, and drew up his forces
along tho crest of South Mountain there to await
1
10 advance of Gen. McOlellan. .A.t the same
,.:ne he detached a portion of his force, amount'

ing to twenty-five thousand men, and sent them
to Harper's Ferry by the route of Williamsport,
where they crossed the Potomac. The chief
command of this force was given to Gen. Jackson. It embraced his division with those of
Gens . .A.. P. Hill and Walker, and one or two
others. By this route, although longer, they
were more certain to reach Harper's Ferry without the knowledge of the Federal Government
than if their movement had been more direct.
The distance from Frederick to Williamsport
was thirty miles, and from Williamsport to
Harper's Ferry thirty miles.
The advance of Gen. McClellan entered Frederick on the 12th, and he immediately sent forward cavalry and artillery to follow and harass
the Oonfederate rear. Gen. Pleasanton was in
command of the cavalry, and several skirmishes
took place during the succeeding days. The line
of the Federal army extended from the Potomac
river in the region of Point of Rocks in a northeasterly direction to the region near Frederick,
and thence in an easterly and southerly direction along the Baltimore and Ohio railroad to
Baltimore. On Saturday the 13th, the main
column of Gen. McOlellan's army reached
Frederick, and was received with the highest
demonstrations and encamped two miles beyond. The same afternoon the Oonfederate
rear was driven by his advance out of Middletown, which was held by the latter during the
night. West of Frederick and running nearly
due south is the Oatoctin range of mountains,
a continuation of the Blue Ridge. On the
south it terminates in Maryland at Point of
Rocks, but still continues in Virginia. On the
north it unites at the Pennsylvania State line
with the South Mountain range, which, tending
to the southwest, slopes down to the Potomac
at Knoxville four miles east of Harper's Ferry.
Between these two ranges, nestles the loveliest
valley in Maryland-the valley of Catoctin.
The village of Middletown,·ten miles from Frederick, is in the centre of this valley. On Sunday
morning, the 14th, the Oonfederate army were
found posted on the east side of the South
Blue Ridge Mountain and stretching on a line
from north to south from points immediately
opposite Middletown and Jefferson, both of
which villages are about eight miles from Frederick. Middletown is on the road .to Hagerstown and Jefferson on the direct road· to Harper's Ferry. The right of the Federal army, at
that time under Gen. Burnside, rested on Middletown, and the left under Gen. Franklin on
Jefferson. Early in the morning, the advance
beyond Middletown overtook the Oonfederate
r ear, who retreated slowly, contesting the road
toward Boonsboro' step by step. The conflict
that ensued during the morning was chiefly
with artillery, and came to closer quarters in
the afternoon. .A.t this time the Confederate
line of battle was formed with the left resting upon Turner's Gap and the turnpike road
toward Hagerstown which passes through the
gap, and the right covering Orampton's Gap.
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Prepatations for moving the main body of the
Federal army had commenced at daylight, and
shortly after the whole army was advancing
rapidly tow'ard the mountains followed by the
ambulances, artillery, and baggage wagons.
Middletown was reached with ease, beyond
which was now the scene of conflict. As they
approached the field the long black lines of infantry were halted and opened to make way for
the artillery and ammunition trains which advanced to their positions.
The battle of South Mountain really commenced at a bridge over Catoctin Creek half a
mile west of Middletown, where Confederate
artillery had been posted to dispute the passage. Dislodged from this position it retreated to a stronger one up the mountain side.
The main body was massed on wooded bluffs
to the right and left for a distance of more than
two miles. On the right of Turner's Gap they
were stormed out of their stronghold by Gen.
Burnside's corps. Gen. Cox's Kanawha division
in Gen. Reno's corps, attacked and carried the
crest on the left of the gap. Of this division,
the 23d Ohio, known as the ''.psalm singers of
the Western Reserve," here came in contact
with the 23d South Carolina, and the encounter
was most stormy. So desperate were the Carolinians in the fight that before a single man surrendered he would beat his gun against a rock
or tree to render it useless to his enemy. The
Kanawha division was supported by the divisions of Gens. Wilcox, Rodman, and Sturgess.
After very severe fighting they repulsed several
attacks of the enemy, and retained entire possession of the crest. .A.bout 3 P. M., Gen. Hooker
attacked the heights on the right of the pass,
the Pennsylvania reserves leading, ali.d after a
desperate resistance carried the crest about
dark, and held it. Shortly before dark Gen.
Gibbon's brigade of Gen. Hooker's corps, attacked by the main road, and after an obstinate
conflict gained the entrance to the pass some
time after dark. Only by a display of equal
valor in all the other regiments, and often at
close quarters, was the enemy driven over
the crest of the mountain into the valley on
the west side of the South Mountain. In the
centre and on the left, equally desperate was
the battJe. A severe fire of artillery had been
opened all along the front. Under· cover of
this, the infantry advanced, and poured in a
firo'of musketry; this continued until 3 o'clock
P. M. when the battle raged at its height. Success being soon gained on ihe right, desperate
charges were made with the bayonet before
which the Confederate troops wavered, broke,
and foll back in confusiom The loss sustained by the Union · forces was 2,325 · killed and
wounded. Among the killed was Gen. Reno,
who was shot through the body. Turner's Gap,
where the last desperate stand of the Confederate force on the right was made, is two miles
from the base of the mountain. Six miles
south is Crampton's Gap, through which passes
tho road from Jefferson to Roherville. This
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strong position on the left was carried by Gen.
Franklin's corps, after a succession of brilliant
bayonet charges. · Gen. Franklin, had followed
the line of the Potomac closely. On Saturday he reached Sugar Loaf Mountain, and
drove out the Confederate cavalry occupying it for a signal station. On Sunday, he
passed through the small village of Burkitsville, and advanced about a mile, when he met
the Confederate pickets at the South Mountain
range, and near Crampton's Gap. The gap
was strongly held by a Confederate fo1:zie under Gen. Howell Cobb, and his artillery immediately opened fire upon the Federal advance, which was under the command of Gen.
Slocum. The division of Gen. Slocum consisted of three brigades under Gens. Bartlett, Torlitt, and Newt.on. These were formed in line
of battle and ordered to advance up the side
of the mountain. They had proceeded only a
short distance before they came under the fire
of a strong Confederate force concealed behind
a stone wall running along the base of the gap.
At this point a desperate hand to hand fight
ensued which lasted nearly an hour, when
the Confederate troops were routed. They
did not attempt to make a stand again until
they reached the crest of the mountain, where
they turned and prepared to hold the Federal
advance at bay. It came rushing up, composed
of New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania
regiments, until the top of the mountain was
gained, when another bloody struggle ensued.
The Confederate force finally gave way and
fell back in disorder down into the valley,
leaving four hundred prisoners, three regimental colors, two pieces of artillery, and
three thousand stand of arms. The Federal
loss in this affair was one hundred and five
killed, and four hundred and forty-eight wounded. .The Confederate loss was still larger.
The seizure of this gap exposed the flank of
Gen. Lee's army, and brought the Federal left
into Pleasant Valley, and within five miles of
Harper's Ferry. That night the Federal' army
occupied the battle ground, and the Confederate
army fell behind .Antietam Creek and took a
position admirably adapted for defence.
Meantime the Federal garrison at Winchester
and Martinsburg had been ordered to Harper's
Ferry, and the commanding officer at that post
had been advised to confine his defence, in case
he was attacked by a superior force, mainly to
the position of Maryland Heights, which could
be held a long time against overwhelming
numbers. A large amount of artillery and stores
had been collected at Harper's Ferry by the
Federal Government, which it would have been
necessary to destroy or leave to the enemy if
the troops there had been withdrawn. It was
therefore determined by the general-in-chief
(Halleck) to hold the position until Gen. McClellan could relieve it, or open communication •
so that it could be evacuated in safety.
On Friday, the 12th of September, two days
before the battle of South Mountain, the Confed-
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on the next morning a detachment of the ·
89th volunteers, sent there by Col. D'Utassy,
returned with four field pieces and a wagon
load of ammunition. On the 13th the Confederate force began to establish batteries on
Loudon Heights, and on the next day opened
fire from those heights and also from Maryland
Heights. On the night of the 18th, Col. Miles
sent a despatch to Gen. McClellan that the position could not be held forty-eight hours longer
without reenforcements. This was the night
before the battle of South Mountain. On the
night of the 14th, the cavalry force under Col.
Davis cut their way through the enemy's lines
and reached Greencastle, Penn., in safety on
the next morning, having captured by the
way an ammunition train belonging to ihe
corps of the Confederate general Longstreet.
Early in the morning of the 15th Col. Miles
surrendered. At that time Gen. McClellan's
left wing was in Pleasant Valley, within
five miles of him. It has been stated that
the ammunition for the batteries was nearly
exhausted, and for this reason the place became no longer tenable. The enemy, not perceiving the white flag that had been raised,
continued their fire some time afterward, by
which Col. Miles was mortally wounded by the
fragment of a shell. Th~ principal fighting took
place on Saturday; there was very little on Sunday, and none worthy of mention on Monday,
when the surrender took place. The militarJ"
mistake was in abandoning Maryland Heights.
No enemy could have occupied the village, or
disturbed the railroad or pontoon bridges so
long as they were held. Provisions and forage
for a siege of four or five days could have been
readily transferred to the heights by. a road
made some months previous. There are abundant springs of good and cool water gushing
out from its rocky and wooded sides. When
these and the other heights came into the possession of the enemy, surrender or destruction
were the only alternatives to Col. Miles. If
his entire force had been transferred to Maryland Heights, the Confederate force present
could not for many days have taken Harper's
Ferry. By the terms arranged for the surrender,
HARPER'S FERRY, Se,pt. 18, 1862.
the officers were allowed to go on parole wit"!i
Col. Ford, C'ommandinq Maryland Heiqlits:
Since I retui:0;ed to this side, ?n close inspection I side arms and private property, and the privates
find your pos1t1ou more defensible than it appears with everything except equipments and guns.
when at your station, covered as it is at all points by The forces which surrendered were as follows:

erate force of Gen. Jackson, which had been
prdered to Williamsport and thence to Harper's Ferry, commencec). an attack on Maryland
Heights. As early as the 15th of August Col.
Miles, then in compiand, received orders from
Gen. Wool, commanding the department, to
fortify Maryland Heights, which is considered
to be the key of the position. He,however, disobeyed the orders, and did nothing to improve
its defences. On the 5th of September Col.
Thomas H. Ford took comm!tlld of the force
stationed on the heights, and, apprehending an
attack from the Confederate army, sent a requisition to Col. Miles for reenforcements and
for tools necessary to erect defensive works.
He received reenforcements, but not the tools;
and with a few borrowed axes constructed a
slight breastwork of trees near the crest of the
hill on the same day upon which the advance
of Gen. Jackson appeared. The forces at Harper's Ferry had been increased that day to
about thirteen thousand men, of whom twentyfive hundred were cavalry, by the arrival of
Gen. Julius White with the garrison from
Martinsburg. Gen. White, although entitled to
the command, waived his right in favor of Col.
Miles. The only position fortified by Col.
Miles was Bolivar Heights behind the town of
Harper's Ferry. This is commanded by Maryland Heights and by Lqudon Heights situated
on the Virginia side of the Potomac and on the
right bank of the Shenandoah.
The attack of the Confederate force was renewed, on the morning of the 13th, on the
forces stationed on Maryland Heights, and they
were driven behind the breastwork. This
was soon after attacked, and the enemy were
repulsed. Subsequently, through the precipitate flight of a portion of the troops and the
premature retreat of the remainder, in consequence of a mistake of orders, the heights were
about midday entirely abandoned. Col. Miles,
who had visited the position early in the morning, left Col. Ford with permission to exercise
his discretion in determining whether to hold
or abandon the heights. Subsequently Col.
Miles sent to him the following order.

the cannon of Camp Hill. You will hold on, and can
hold ou until the cows' tnils drop off.
Yours, , D.S. MILES, Col. 21st Infantry.

T.he answer of Col. Ford to this order, as
stated by Col. Miles, did not indicate that he bad
the slightest intention of giving up the heights.
Col. Ford, after the events above mentioned,
disobeyed this order of Col. Miles, abandoned
the position, and withdrew his forces across the
river. It was only necessary, after this dis• graceful retreat, for the enemy to plant their
batteries and the position of Harper's Ferry
must surely fall. The heights were not, however, immediately occupied by the enemy, and

Col. Down ye, 3d
Maryland Home
Brigade.........
Col. Maulsby, 1st
Maryland Home
Brigade. . . . . . • . •
115th Nmv York ...
120th New York . . .
89th New York....
111th New York ...
125th New York ..•
82d Ohio..........
12tb N cw York S.M.
8'7th Ohio.........
9th Vermont .. . . ..

65th Illinois.... • . . • 850
. Graham's battery.. 110
600 McGrath's battery. 115
.·
15th Indiana batt'y. 142
Phillips's N. Y. bat120
900
tery ........... .
100
1,000 Potts's battery .•..
1,000 Rigby's battery . . 100
50
580 Scatt'd companies.
1,000 Officers connected
1,000
with Headquar654
ters and Commis504
sary Department
50
900
800 Total. ............ 11,588

The following guns were surrendered :
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2-inch rifled, 6 James's rifled, 6 24-pound howitzers 4 20-pound Parrott guns, 4 12-pounders,
4 12-pound howitzers, 2 10-inch Dahlgrens, 1
50-poond Parrott, and 6 6-pound guns.
The Federal loss in killed and wounded was
reported at about two hundred-; the Oonfederate loss has not been stated. In the latter
part of the year the circumstances attending
this surrender were examined by a court of inquiry at Washington, in accordance with whose
suggestions Ool. Ford and other officers were
dismissed from the United States army. The
conduct of Ool. Miles was stated in their report
to have exhibited "an incapacity amounting
almost to imbecility."
.
The surrender of this position with so little
resistance was followed by serious consequences. It took place on the 15th. On the
next day, the 16th, most of the Oonfederate force
left it in great haste, crossed the pontoon
bridge into Maryland, and joined Gen. Lee at
Antietam in time to engage in the great battle
on the next day, the 17th. Without the assistance of this force Gen. Lee's army would undoubtedly have been badly defeated and his
retreat into Virginia probably cut off. That
the importance of their aid was known to their
commander, is manifest from the haste of the
evacuation and the subsequent celerity of their
movements. By their arrival the Oonfederate
army outnumbered the F ederal army in the
battle of Antietam.
The battle on which was staked "the invasion
of Maryland,, in the view of ~he Federal, and
"the deliverance of Maryland" in the view of
the Oonfederate Government, but in reality the
sovereignty of the Union, was now near at hand.
On the morning of the 15th the whole right
wing and centre of Gen. McOlellan's forces
were pushed forward in pursuit of the enemy,
who were found in the strong position made
memorable by the battle of the Antietam.
The troops were not up in sufficient force to
make the attack on that day- ; but soon after
night fell the greater part were in bivouac
behind the heights on the left bank of the Antietam, sheltered from, but within range of the
enemy's batteries.
On the left the three divisions of Gen. Franklin were ordered to occupy Roherville, and to
push in the direction of Brownsville in order
to relieve Harper's Ferry if possible. During
the morning Gen. FrankJin received intelligenc_e of the surrender of Harper's Ferry, and
found the enemy in force in a strong position
near Brownsville. As he had but two division!! with him, the third not having yet arrived, he was not in sufficient force to dislodge
the enemy, and was obliged to content himself
with watching them and endeavoring to hold
them in check.
The morning of the 16th was occupied in
reconnoissances of the enemy's position, in rectifying the position of the Federal troops, and
perfe'cting the arrangements for the attack.
Very sharp artillery firing took place without
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any material loss on the Federal side. The
position of Gen. McOlellan's forces on that
morning was as follows : Gen. Hooker's corps
was on the right, next that of Gen. Sumner,
with Gen. Mansfield's corps in the rear; in the
centre was Gen. Porter's corps, only two divisions being present; on the left was Gen.
Burnside's ninth corps. Gen. Franklin was
still in Pleasant Valley.
At about 3 P. M., Gen. Hooker crossed the
Antietam by the bridge in the village on the
Hagerstown road and an adjacent ford, and "Oon
gained the crest of the height on the right bank
of the stream. He then turned to his left and
followed down the ridge under a strong opposition, until brought to a stand still by the
darkness. During the evening Gen. Mansfield
was ordered to follow Gen. Hooker so as to be
in a position to support him at daybreak.
At daylight on the 17th, Gen. Hooker attacked the forces in his front, and for a time
drove them pefore him. The enemy however
rallying, and strengthened from their supporting columns, repulsed him. Gen. Mansfield's
corps was then drawn to Gen. Hooker's support, and the two masses repelled the enemy.
Gen. Mansfield was killed and Gen. Hooker
wounded at this crisis, and obliged to withdraw
from the field. Shortly afterward Gen. Sumner's corps reached this portion of the field
and soon became hotly engaged. This corps
suffered greatly at this period of the contest,
Gens. Sedgwick and Orawford being wounded,
and portions of the line were compelled to fall
back. The enemy were here, however, checked by the Federal artillery. Gen. Franklin
shortly arrived to the relief of Gen. Sumner's
line with two divisions of his corps, one of
which, that of Gen. W. F. Smith,· drove back
.t he enemy and recovered the lost ground.
The enemy did not retake it. Gens. Richardson's and French's divisions held the extreme
left of the Federal right with tenacity during
the day. Gen. Richardson was wounded.
In the centre Gen. Porter's corps w.ns held
as a reserve with cavalry and horse artillery.
The contest on the right had been mo{?t obstinate, and the several corps which participated in it had lost heavily.
Gen. Burnsid.e's corps on the left was ordered early in the day to carry the bridge across
the Antietam at Rohrback's farm, and to attack the enemy's right. The approaches to
the bridge being in the nature of a defile, and
b_eing swept by batteries of the enemy, the opposite bank of the Antietam was only reached
_after a severe struggle. It was afternoon before the heights were in his possession. The
enemy were driven back, and a portion of their
line in disorder. By the most desperate efforts, however, the enemy rallied their retreating regiments, strengthened their line with
all their available fresh troops, and opened
batteries on the hills, from positions which the
amphitheatrical character of the ground, it
seems, abundantly furnished. Gen. Burnside
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conld not maintain his advantage, and was
obliged to withdmw from the extreme position
which he had gained near Sharpsburg to one
slightly in rear of it. He, however, held his
bank of the river completely, and maintained
much ground beyond it which he had taken
from tho enemy. During the advance on the
left Gen. Rodman was wounded.
The Federal artillery is represented to have
played an important part during this battle.
Notwithstanding substantial and decided successes of the day, the Federal forces had suffered so severely during the conflict, having lost
11,426 in killed and wounded, and among them
many general and superior officers, that it was
deemed prudent by Gen. McClellan to reorganize and give rest and refreshment to the troops
before renewing the attack. The 18th was

accordingly devoted to those objects. On the
night of the 18th, however, Gen. Lee withdrew
his forces hastily across the Potomac, abandoning further contest with the Union forces, and
yielding all hope of further remaining on the
Maryland soil.
The Oonfederate army is supposed to have
lost nearly 30,000 men during its brief campaign
in Maryland. The Federal forces captured 39
colors, 13 guns, more than 15,000 small arms,
and more than 6,000 prisoners.
On the 20th Harper's Ferry was evacuated
by the Oonfederate troops, which fell back in
the direction of Charlestown and Winchester.
Gen. McClellan took a position along the left
bank of the Potomac, and active movements
were suspended for u short time in order to
prepare for a vigorous advance.

CHAPTER XXII.
:Message of the President recommending Emancipntion with Compensation-His Conference with Mumbers of CongressProolnmntion threatening Emancipation-Finances of the Federal Government-Increase of the Armies-Efforts of the
South to raise Armies-Conscription-Officers o! the Southern Government-Its Finances-Its Navy DepartmentCrniscrs-The Oreto-The .Alabnma: vessels destroyed by her-Other Operations-Diplomatic Corresponilence with
the British Government.
•
MEASURES to secure the emancipation of the
slaves were early adopted by the Government.
On March 6th President Lincoln sent a message to Congress, then in session, recommending that a joint resolution should be passed,
substantially declaring thut the United States,
in order to cooperate with any State which
might adopt graduo.1 abolition of slavery, would
give pecuniary aid to be used by such State,
in its discretion, to compensate it for the inconve11iences, public and private, produced by such·
a change of system. Again, on May 19th, after
Gen. Ilunter had issued an order at Hilton
Heacl, declaring slavery and martial law incompatible, the President issued another proclamation, ·declm·ing the emfillcipation of the slaves
to be a question reserved to himself for decision,
and he farther added, relative to the resolution
above mentioned: " The resolution in the langnuge above quoted was adopted by large majorities in both branches of Congress, and now
stands an authentic, definite, and solemn proposal of the Nation to the States and people
most interested in the subject matter. To the
people of these States now I mostly appeal.
I do not argue-I beseech you to make the
arguments for yourselves. You cannot, if you
would, be blind to the signs of the times.
" I beg of you a calm and enlarged consideration of them, runging, if it may be, for above
partisan und personal politics.
"This proposal makes common cause for a
common object, casting no reproaches upon
any. It acts not the Pharisee. The change it
contemplates would come gently as the dews

of Heaven, not rending nor wrecking any thing.
Will you embrace it1 So much good has not
been done by one effort in all past time, as in
the Providence of God it is now your high privilege to do. May the vast future not have to
lament that you have neglected it."
Subsequently, on July 12th, he held a conference with the members of Congress from
Maryland, Delaware, Kentucky, and Missouri,
in which he urged them to use their efforts to
secure with their respective States the adoption
of a system of emancipation, with cpmpensation
to the owners of slaves. This measure was discussed in those States, but not adopted by any
one.
Subsequently, on September 22d, the Presideµt issued a proclamation, as follows:
PROCLAMATION.

I, AnnAIIAM LINCOLN, President.of the United States
of America, and Oommander-in-Chief of the army and
navy thereof, do hereby proclaim and declare that
hereafter, as heretofore, the war will be prosecn_ted
for the object of practically restoring the constitutional relation between the U uited States and each
of the States, and the people thereof, in which States
that relation is or may be suspended or clistur~ed.
That it is my purpose, upon the next meetmg of
Congress, to again recommend the adoption of a
practical measure tendering pecuniary aid to the free
acceptance or rejection of all Slave States, so call~d,
the people whereof may not then be in rebellion
against the United States, and which States may then
have voluntarily adopted, or thereafter may voluntarily adopt immediate or gradual abolishment of
slavery within their respective limits; and that ~he
effort to colonize persons of African descent, ~th
their conG:mt, upon this continent or elsewhere, with·
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the previously obtained consent of the governments
existing there, will be continued.
That on the first day of January, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, all
persons held as slaves within any State, or designated
part of a State, the people whereof shall then be in
rebellion against the United States, shall be then,
thenceforward, and forever free; and the Executive
Government of the United States, including the military and naval authorit! thereof, will recognize and
mmntain the freedom of such persons, and will do no
act or acts to repress such persons, or any of them,
in any efforts they may make for thei.JI actual freedom.
That the Executive will, on the first day of January
aforesaid, by proclamation, designate the States and
parts of States, if any, in whicli the people thereof
respectively shall then be in rebellion against the
U mted States; and the fact that any State, or the
people thereat, shall on that day be in good faith
represented in the Congress of the United States, by
members chosen thereto at elections wherein a majority of the qualified voters of such State shall have
participated1 shall, in the absence of strong countervailing testimony, be deemed conclusive evidence
that such State, and the people thereof, are not then
in rebellion a~ainst the United States.
That attention is hereby called to an .A.ct of Congress entitled ".A.n Act to make an additional Article
of War," approved March 13, 1862, and which act is
in the words and figures following:
Be it enacted by_ the Senate and Hou.se of RepresentaUves of the lliUtid 'States of America in Congress aBB/J'TJl,bled, That hereafter the foflowing shall be promulgated
as an additional article of w:ar for the government of
the army of t_h e United States, and shall be obeyed and
observed as such;
AnTICLE.-All officers or persons in the military or
naval service of the United States are prohibited from
employing any of the forces under their respective
commands for the purpose of returning fugitives from
service or labor who may have escaped from any persons to whom such service or labor is claimed to be
due; and any officer who shall be found guilty by a
court-martial of violating this article shall be dismissed from the service.
SEC. 2. And be it fu1·ther enacted, That this act shall
take effect from ana. after its passage.
Also, to the ninth and tenth sections of an act entitled "An Act to Suppress Insurrection, to Punish
Treason and Rebellion, to Seize and Confiscate Property of Rebels, and for other Purposes," approved
July l'l, 1862, and which sections are in the words
and figures following:
SEC. 9. And be it f'urther enacted, That all slaves of
persons who shall llereafter be engaged in rebellion
against the Government of the United States, or who
~ball in any way give aid or comfort thereto, escaprng from such persons and taking refuge within the
lines of the army; and all slaves captured from such
persons, or deserted by them and coming under the
control of the Government of the United States; and
all slaves of such persons found or being within
any place occupied by rebel forces and afterwards
occupied by the forces of the United States, shall be
deemed captives of war, and shall be forever free of
their servitude~ and not again held as slaves.
SEc_. 10. Ana be it further enacted, That no slave
escapmg into any State, Territory, or the District of
Columbia, from any other State, shall be delivered
up, or in any way impeded or hindered of bis liberty,
except for crime, or some offence against the laws,
unless the person claiming said fugitive shall first
~ake oath that the person to whom the labor or service of such fugitive is alleged to be due is his lawful
owner, and bas not borne arms against the United
S_tates in the present rebellion, nor in any way given
aid an~ _comfort thereto; a?d no person engaged in
the military or naval service of the Unitea States
shall, under any pretence whatever, assume to decide
on the validity of the claim of any person to the ser-
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vice or labor of any other person, or suITender up
any such person to the claimant, on pain of being
dismissed from the service.
And I do hereby enjoin upon and order all persons
. engaged in the military and naval service of the
United States to observe, obey, and enforce, within
their respective spheres of service, the act and sections above recited.
And the Executive will in due time recommend
that all citizens of the United States who shall have
remained loyal thereto throughout the rebellion shall
(upon the restoration of the constitutional relation
between the U n~ted States and their respective States
and .People, if that relation shall have been suspended
or disturbed) be comJ?ensated for all losses by acts
of the United States, mcluding the loss of slaves.
In witn-ess whereof I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington, this twentysecond day of Sept.ember, in the year of our
[L. s.] Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixtytwo, and of the Independence of the United
States the eighty-seventh.
.A.BR.A.HAM LINCOLN.
Br the President:
W1LLLU1 H. SEWARD, Secretary of State.

The finance; of the Federal Government
steadily improved after the commencement of
the difficulties. There seemed to be a settled
purpose on the part of the people to furnish the
Government with all the men and money it
might need to restore the Union. The vast
expenditures incident to the military and naval
operations were met with a promptitude and
certainty unusual under similar circumstances.
On January 1st, 1862, the state banks of the
country suspended specie payments, which
made large issues of United States notes unavoidable. These were subsequently, by !lCt of
Congress, made a legal tender, and constituted
the chief circulating medium of the country to
the close of the war.
The receipts into the Treasury from all sources
during the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1862,
were $583,885,24'7; of this amount the sum of
$529,692,460 was raised by loans of various
forms. The disbursements for the same period
were $5'70,841, '700 ; of this amount there was
expended by the War Department the sll.lil of
$894,368,40'7, and by the Navy Department
$49,6'74,569.
The commerce of the country was shorn of
its proportions by the war, and became hazardous on the ocean. No trade of importance
took pl~ce fro_m ports c_aptured from the enemy.
The forces m the field were largely increased
by calls from the President for more men.
About June 1st a call for militia to serve three
months was made on the States of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, Pennsylvania,
and Ohio. Nearly 40,000 men were sent forward. On July 1st the iresident called for
800,000 more volunteers l'or the war, and on
August 9th for 300,000 for nine months, who
were to be drafted unless they volunteered
promptly. There was subsequently considerable vacillation on the part of the Government
in regard to the force to be raii,ed -qnder these
two calls. In Pennsylvania a part of those
enlisted under the first call were enlisted for
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twelve months only; in other States an excess
raised under the first was allowed to be credited
to the second;· and in some instances an excess
under the previous calls was allowed to count
on these. There was very little drafting; probably up to February 1st, 1863, there were not
10,000 drafted men in the army. This was
mainly due to the great exertions made. in the
loyal States to promote volunteering, and the
very liberal bounties offered by States, counties,
· cities, towns, and individuals, to those who
would enlist.
In the new Oonfederacy formed by the insurrectionary States, the demand for men early
became urgent. This arose in part from the
short term of enlistment and a disposition on
the part of large numbers to desert. On February 1st Mr. Davis called upon the States for
an additional quota of men, and on April 16th
the Congress at Richmond passed an act declaring every man between the ages of eighteen
and thirty-five years, with a few exceptions, to
be a soldier owing service to the Oonfecleracy.
On the 16th of April the conscript act, having passed both Houses of Oongress, was approved by the President. This act annulled all
previous conti:acts made with volunteers, and by
explicit terms made all men under the age of
thirty-five years and over eighteen years, soldiers for the war, or until they attained the
age of thirty-five years. It drew every male
citizen within the prescribed ages immediately
and entirely from the control of State action,
and placed them at the disposal of the President during the war. It also provided, 'f That
all eersons under the age of eighteen years, or
over the age of thirty-five years, who are now
enrolled in the military service of the Oonfeclerate States, in the regiments, squadrons, batt:ilions, and companies hereafter to be organized, shall be required to remain in their respective companies, squadrons, battalions, and
regiments for ninety clays, unless their places
shall be sooner supplied by other recruits, not
now in the service, who are between the ages
of eighteen and thirty-five years; and all laws
and part of laws provided for the reorganization of volunteers, and the oro-anization ther~of
into companies, squadrons, b~talions, and regiments, shall be, and the some are hereby repealed."
The existing organization of companies, regiments, etc., was p1·eserved, but the companies
were required to be filled up to the number of
one h11ndred and thirty-five men. When thus
filled up, the privates bad the privilege of
electing their officers in the same manner as
uncler former laws, "ut the commissions were
issued by the President. The provision of the
law annulling the contract with volunteers and
requiring those under eighteen years or 'over
thirty-five to continue in service ninety clays
after its passage, without regard to their term
of enlistment, was construed by these volunteers as entitling them to a discharge on the
16th of July. Previous to that date, however,

an order was issued by the War Department
placing them on the same footing as conscripts,
and requiring them to continue in the service. '
So extreme was this order that it retained in
service all enlisted men without regard to the
time of their enlistment or their ages. Thus
youths of seventeen and men of fifty were not
allowed to withdraw, nor any who were in the
army at the time of the passage of the law. In
a worcl, the law set aside all contract1>, and the
Government i·etainecl all soldiers in the field,
and sought to add to them every man between
the required a.ges. Not even physicians were
exempted. Mr. Davis, in a letter to the Governor of Georgia, thus states the reason for this
injustice to the volunteers:
I would have very little difficulty in establishing to
your entire satisfaction that the passage of the law was
not only necessary, but that it was aosolutely indispensable; that numerous regiments of twelve months'
men were on the eve of being disbanded, whose
places woul~ not be supplied by new levies in the
face of superior numbers of the foe, without entailing
the most disastrous results; that the position of our
armies was so critical as to fill the bosom of every
patriot with the liveliest apprehension, and that the
provisions of the law were effective in warding off a.
pressing danger.

The regulations for executing the law detailed an officer in each State to take charge of
the enrolment, mustering in, subsistence, transportation, and disposition of the recruits. The
cooperation of State officers in making the
emolment was requested of the governors of
the States, and in any case in which such
as~istance might be refused, the duty was performed by officers of the army. Not more
than two camps of instruction were established
in each State, where the recruits were made
ready for the field with the utmost despatch.
The recruits . were not organized in force as
separate bodies, but were sent to supply deficiencies in regiments, b&ttalions, squadrons, or
unattached companies, and, so far as practicable, in corps from their own region of coUI1try.
Recruits were allowed to choose any corps to
which they desired to be attached, in which
vacancies existed. They could also join any
corps, the formation of which had been authorized by the Government. All twelve months'
volunteers in service were required to reorganize by the election of new officers within forty
days after the act pi,issecl. Those who preferred
a guerrilla service were authorized to form as
partisan rangers by an act specially passed for
that purpose. The operation of the act was
suspended in Missouri and Kentucky, under a
provision authorizing it to be clone by the
President. Troops from those States were
received under the acts passed previous to the
conscription law. Maryland was regarded as
exempt from the law, as appears by the following from the Secretary of War, elated April 26:
.Majm· J. .A. Weston:
In reply to your letter of the 17th inst., you are
respectfully informed that Marylanders are not subject to the conscription act.
G. W. RANDOLPH, Sec. of War.
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This extreme measure met with much opposition on the part of the people in the Southern
States. It was an evidence, in itself, that the
ardor of the people had ceased to be o. safe
medium of reliance in the ·conduct of the war.
It was a measure which had never before been
adopted in the States of j;he Union dUJ'ing any
previous war. It necessarily established a consolidated government founded on military principles, o.nd was thus spoken of by some of the
Southern leaders :
If it b~ absolutely necessary to save us from a conquest by the North, we are willing to submit to it;
but we fear the public mind must prepare itself for a
great change in our government.

Mr. Davis, in the letter to Governor Brown,
of Georgia, above mentioned, argued at much
length that the act may be pronounced " constitutional" in spite of its seeming invasion of
State rights, and said :
There seems to me to be a conclusive test on that
whole subject. By our constitution, Congress may
declare war offensive as well as defensive. It may
acquire territory. Now, sup:pose that, for good cause
and to right unprovoked inJuries, Congress should
declare war agamst Mexico and invade Sonora. The
militia could not be called forth in such case, the
right to call it being limited "to repel invasion." Is
it not plain that the law now under discussion, if
passed under such circumstances, could by no possibility be aught else than a law to "raise an army" ?
Can one and the same law be construed into a" calling forth the militia," if the war be defensive, and a
"raising of armies" if the war be offensive?
At some future dn.y, after our independence shall
have been established, it is no improbable supposition that our enemy may be tempted to abuse his
moral power by depredations on our commerce, and
that we may be compelled to assert our rights by
offensive war. How is this to be carried on? Of
what is the army to be composed? If this Government cannot call on its arms-bearing population more
than as militia, and if the militia can only be called
forth to repel invasion, we should be utterly helpless
to vindicate our honor or protect our rights. War
has been well styled " the terrible litigation of nations." Have we so formed our government that in
litigation we may never be plaintiff? Surely this
cannot have been the intention of the framers of our
compact?
·

A permanent form of Government was organized in these States in February, 1862, of
which the officers were as follows :
President.-Jefferson Davis, of Mississippi.
Vice-Presiclent.-Alex. H. Stephens, of Ga.
The term of office for which they were
elected was six years. The cabinet of Mr.
Davis was composed as follows:
See1·etwry of State.-J. P . Benjamin, of La.
.Se?'l·~ta1ry of Wwr.-George W. Randolph, of
Virg1ma.
Sec1·etwry of the Nwvy.-S. R. Mallory, of
Florida.
Sec1·etwry of the T1·easury. -0. G. Memminger, of South Oarolina.
Attorney-General.-Thomas H. Watts.
Posflmaster- General.-J am.es H. Reagan, of
Texas.
~n November, 1862, the Secretary of War
resigned, o.nd James A. Seddon, of Virginia,
wa-s appointed in his place.
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The :finances of the Government soon began
to indicate wealrness. The main reliance was
pfiper money, and depreciation began almost
with the first issues. Out off by the blockade
from all commerce with foreign countries, their
great staples, which would readily command
gold in the markets of the world, perished on
their hands. The receipts of the Government,
including loans and paper issues, amounted in
August, 1862, to $302,482,096, and the expenditures $34'7,272,958. At this date the issuJs
of currency amounted to $183,244,135. Bonds
$41.57'7,240. Whenever there was a danger of
the 'capture of cotton by the Federal troops it
was ordered by the Oonfederate Government
to be burned.
The navy c1epartment organized by the Government at Richmond, not only devoted its
energies to :fit out iron-cla<l. vessels in the ports
of the States for harbor defence, but to procure
armed vessels Qn the ocean.
The early operations of the privateer Sumter
have been stated _on a previous page. • Her
career was closed m the year 1861 by the refuge of the vessel in Gibraltar, where, being
unable to procure coal, she remained watched
by the Federal ship Tuscarora. The Sumter
was :finally sold, and the Federal steamer.left
Gibraltar, January 13th, for the Spanish waters
of Algesiras. The efforts of the Oonfederates
were then turned to the formation of an extensive navy by purchasing vessels in England.
It very soon became apparent that a number
were in process of cpnstruction at the shipyards near Liverpool, and the attention of the
British Government was called to the fact,
which became the basis of diplomatic correspondence. Early in April the American minister, Mr. Adams, addressed Earl Russell relative to the Oreto, then·in a.-orward state, and
by general report destined for the rebel service.
On her arrival at Nassau she was immediately
seized by the captain of her Majesty's steamer
Greyhotmd, but almost as quickly released:
Shortly after she was seized again, but, after
some difficulty, released again. The authorities
appeared to have great doubts as to whether
she was or was not intended for the Oonfederate service. On one occasion, when the
British gunboat Bulldog went to seize her, she
was discharging shell. The Oreto, on the 4th
of September, suddenly appeared off Mobile
harbor, which was blockaded by a steamer
under Oommander George Henry Preble, whose
instructions were emphatic against giving
offence to foreign nations while enforcing the
blockade. The Oreto approached flying the
English flag and pennants. Oommander Preble
hesitated to fire Jest the stranger should really
prove an English man-of-war. The few moments' time lost in the hesitation sufficed for
the Oreto to pass out of range and gain her
object, getting safely into Mobile bay with her
freight. For this want of success Oommander
Preble was summarily dismissed from the
service without a hearing.
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On the 2'Tth of December, the Oreto again
left Mobile bay, fully armed for a cruise, under
the command of John Newland Maffit, who
was born in Ireland, and when quite young
was brought to this country by his father, a
celebrated preacher of the same name ; was
nppointed to the United States navy from the
State of New York. He originally entered the
naval flervice in the year 1832, and became a
citizen of Georgia.
After the sale of the Sumter her captain,
Semmes, was active in England in building a
new vessel, and it was soon ascertained that
one was in a forward state for the Confederate service. Complaint was made to the
British Government of infringement of the
neutrality laws, and means were taken to prevent the departure of the vessel as she approached completion. The orders came, however, too late. Meantime a barque had loade9i11 London with arms, and sailed from the
Thames. The United States ship'Tuscarora was
at the same time watching for the Alabama to
make her appearance, but she avoided her by
taking the North Channel out. After a short run
she arrived at the Western Islands, giving an excuse to the authorities for making harbor there.
Soon after the barque arrived, alleging stress
of weather. The Alabama at once hauled alongside of the barque, and cranes were rigged by
the order of the Alabama's captain. When in
readiness he began to transfer the cargo, and
this infringement of quarantine rules excited
the ire or the Portuguese authorities, but it was
alleged that the bark was sinking and it was
necessary to save the cargo. On the following
day, when the transfer was nearly completed,
the British screw steamer Bahama arrived,
bringing Capt. Semmes and other late officers
of the Sumter, the.-emainder of the armament,
and 20 more of the crew. This arrival exhausted the patience of the authorities, and all three
vessels were ordered to leave at once. The
Bahama handed over to the Alabama what
was destined for her and.left immediately, followed by the "290" towing the bark. They went
a few leagues to Angra bay and remained 24
hours, when they were again ordered to leave,
which they did, all being now in readiness.
The bark left for Cardiff to load coal for the
Alabama. Capt. Semmes then took command,
mustered the crew, read his commission as
post captain in the Confederate navy. It was
a document duly attested at Richmond, and
bore the signature of "Jefferson Davis, President, Confederate States of America." He
then opened and read his sealed orders from
the President, directing him to assume command of the Confederate sloop-of-war Alabama, hitherto known as the 290, in which (having been duly commissioned) he was to hoist
the Confederate ensign and pennant, and "sink,
burn, and destroy everything which flew the
ensign of the so-called United States of America." Captain Semmes then .ordered the first
lieutenant to fire a gun, and run up the Con-

federate flag and pennant. The gun was fired
by the second lieutenant (Armstrong, a relation
of the famous inventor), and ere its smoke had
cleared aw.ay,· the stars and bars of the Confederacy were floating on the breeze, and the
ceremony was complete; Captain Semmes declared the vessel, hencefortli to be known as
the Alabama, to have been duly commissioned.
The next step was formally to engage the crew
to serve and fight under the Southern flag,
which having been done, the men were addressed by their captain, who informed them
that if any of the crew were dissatisfied they
could leave in the Bahama about to take her
departure for England. The offer was declined,
the two vessels parted company, the Bahama
for England and the Alabama in chase of a
whaler. The operations of the vessel were
very active. The following is a list of vessels
captured and destroyed by her:
Sept.
"
"
"

6, Ship Ocmulgee .......•. Edgartown,
Burned:.
7, Schooner Stai-light ...... Boston,
u
9, Bnrk Alert, ............ .
9, Schooner W enther Gnuge Provincetown,
::
"
9, Bark Ocean Rover .••.. .. Mattaioi~ett,
" 18, Ship Benjamin Tucker .. New edford,
;;
Bnrk Osceola ........... .
llark Vir~nla, Tilton.... "
"
"
Ship Ells n Dunbar, Gif•
"
ford................ " ·
Brig .Allnmnba .......•.. Sippican,
Schooner Courser ....... Provincetown,
"
Oct. 8, Ship Brlllinnt, Hugar .... New York,
"
8, Ship, Emily Farnham, "
"
"
Simms..............
Released.
" 10, Ship Tonnwnndn ........ Philadelphia,
Bonded.
" 15, Ship Lamplighter ....... New York,
Burned.
:: 15, Ship Manchester.... . . • . ::
"
15, Brig Dunkirk .. .. . ..... .
"
" 28, Ship Lafayette, Smnll.. . "
"
" 23, Schooner Ocean Cruiser. "
"
"
" 26, Schooner Crenshaw......
"
"
" 28, Bark Lnurietta, Wells ... Boston, .
11
29, Brig Baron de C1111tine,
Bonded.
Saunders .......... .
Nov, 2, Schooner Alice ....•.....
Burned.
" 8, Ship I. B. W nles ......... Boston,
Bonded.
" 18, Steamer Ariel. .......... New York,
Ship Levi Starbuck ..... .
" 80, .Bnrk Parker Cook, Fulton ................. Boston,
llurned.
Dec. 5, Schooner Union ......... Bnltimore,
.Bonded.
Ship Lafayette hnd a cnrgo consisting of 18,869 bushels of
wheat, 47,668 bushels of corn, nnd 16,'850 lbs. of lard.
Bnrk Lnm~l!ghter hnd a cargo of 800 hbda. of tobncco.
Bark Lnurietta bnd n cargo of 1,424 bbls. of flour, 225 kegs
of nails, 998 bbls. of flour, 205 boxes of herring, nnd 7,200
staves.
Schooner Crenshaw hnd n cargo of 1,298 bbls. of flour and
9,272 bushels of wbent.
Ship Manchester had on board 46,141 bushels of whent and
14,666 bushels of corn.
Brig Dunkirk hnd n cargo of 2,967 bbls. of flour nnd 6,000
staves.
Ship Tonawanda, her cargo beiug insured in Engi11nd, w9:
released on giving a bond for $80,000. She hnd a cnrio 0
48,700 bushels of wheat, 40 bbls. of flour, 86 hhds, of ar~
172 cases of wine, 128 bales of hemp, nnd 50 bales of hops an
rags.

.

The course of the Alabama was to destroy,
since under the regulations of foreign pow~rs
she had no means of landing and condemnmg
her prizes. Her case is certainly a very peculiar one. She has neither register nor record,
no regular ship's papers nor evidence of transfer and no vessel captured by her has ever been
se~t into any port for adjudicatiop. an~ _c_ondemnation. AU forms of law which c1vihz~·
tion has introduced to protect and guard prl·
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vate rights, and all those regulations of public
justice which distinguish and discriminate the
legalized naval vessel from the pirate, are disregarded and violated by this famous· rover,
which, though built in and sailing from England, has no acknowledged flag or recognized
nationality, nor any accessible port to which
to send any ship she may seize, nor any legal
tribunal to adjudge her captures. She was
built and fitted out in British ports in alleged
violation of British law and of the royal proclamation of neutrality, and her crew is com}losed almost exclusively of British subjects, or
persons who, pursuing a lawful voyage, would
be entitled to ship and receive protection as
British seamen. Most of the crew sailed from
Liverpool to join her, and others volunteered
from captured vessels, as in· the case of the
crew of the ship Brilliant. The prize money
or half the value of the vessels and cargoes
destroyed was, it w.as stated, regularly paid in
money to the crew, who were thus large gainers, and their prosperity tempted the men of
captured vessels, from which also supplies were
procured. Among the first of the captured
were the Virginia and the Elisha. Dunbar. The
statements of the captains of those vessels indicate the course pursued by the Confederate
commander.
Captain Tilton, of the Virginia, says that
he was overhauled by the Alabama on the
morning of the 17th of September, in lat. 39°
10', and long. 34° 20'. The enemy showed
British colors, but when a quarter of a mile
from tho Virginia set Confederate colors, and
sent an armed boat's crew on board. Captain
tilton was informed that he was a prize to the
Alabama, and was ordered to take Ms papers
and go on board that steamer. The Confederates then stripped the ship of all the valuable
articles on board, and at 4 P. M.' set fit-e to the
vessel. Captain Tilton adds :
I went on the quarter deck with my son, when they
ordered m~ i~to the )ee waist, ~ith my crew, and all
of us put 1n irons, with tb,e exception of two , boys
cook and steward. I asked if I was to be put in irens?
The reply was that his purser was put in irons and his
head shaved by us, and that he was going to retaliate.
We were put in the lee waist, with an old sail over us
and a few planks to lie upon.
.
The steamer was cruising to the west, and the next
day they took the Elisha. Dunbar, her crew receiving
the same treatment as ourselves. The steamer's guns
being kept run out the side ports could not be shut,
and when the sea was a. little rough or the vessel rolled,
the water was continually coming in on both sides and
washing across the deck where we were, so that our
feet and clothing were wet all the time, either from the
water below or the rain above.
We were obliged to sleep .in the place where we
were, and often waked up in the night nearly under
water. Our fare consisted of beef and pork, rice,
~eans, tea and coffee, and bread. Only one of our
irons was allowed to be taken off at a time, and we had
to wash in salt water. We were kept on deck all the
time, night and day, and a guard placed over us.
The steamer continued to cruise to the northwest
and on ~he 8d of October fell in with the ships Brilliant
and Emily Farnham-the former of whicb. they burnt
and her crew, with ourselves, were transl'erred to th~
latter ship, after signing a parole. On the 6th instant
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was taken on board the brig Golden Lead, of Thomas•
ton, Captain Smith, from Jersey for New York; was
treated with great kindness.

Captain Gifford, of the Elisha Dunbar, stated
as follows:
On the morning of the 18th Sept., in lat. 89° 50', long.
85° 20', with the wind from the southwest and the barli:
heading southeast, saw a steamer on our port quarter
standing to the northwest. Soon after found she had
altered her course and was steering for the bark. we·
soon made all sail to get out of her reach, and were
going ten knots at the time; but the steamer gaining
on us under canvas alone, soon came up with us and
fired a gun under our stern, with the St. George's cr')ss
flying at the time. Our colors were set, when she displayed the Confederate flag; being near us, we hove
to, and a boat with armed officers and crew came
alongside, and npon coming on board, stated to me
that my vessel was a prize to the Confederate steamer
,.Alabama, Captain Semmes. I was then ordered on
board the steamer with my paJ?ers, and the crew to
follow me, with a ba~ of clothmg each. On gettini
aboard, the captain claimed me as a prize, and said mJ
vessel would be burnt. Not having any clothes with
me, be allowed me to return for a ,small trunk of
clothes-the officer on board asked me what I was
coming back for,' and tried to prevent me from coming
on board. I told him I came after a few clothes, whicli
I took and returned to the steamer. It blowing very
bard at the time and very squally, nothing but the
chronometer, sextant, charts, &c., were talcen, when
the vessel was set fire to and burnt; there were 65 barrels sperm oil on deck, taken on the passage, which
were consumed. We were all put in irons, and re·
ceived the same treatment that Captain Tilton's officers
and crew did, who had been taken the day before.
While on board we understood that the steamer would
cruise off the Grand Banks for a few weeks to destroy
the large American ships to and from the Channel
ports. They had knowledge of two ships being loaded with nrms for the United States, and were in hopes
to capture them. They were particularly anxious to
fall in with the clipper ship Dreadnought, and destroy
her, as she was celebrated for speed; and they were
confident of their ability to capture or run nway from
any vessel in the United States. The steamer being
in the track of outward and homeward bound vessels, •
and more or l~ss being in sight every day, she will
make great havoc among them.
D.A.VID R. GIFFORD,
Late Master of Bark Elisha Dunbar.

The Brilliant was built in Boston in 1861,
was 839 tons, and was valued at $80,000. The
Confederate comma;nder, in reply to the captain of the Virginia, on protesting against his de~ention, stated: "Yon Northerners are destroymg our property, and New Bedford people are
having their war meetings, offering $200 bounty
for volunteers, and send out their stone fleets
to block up our harbors, and I am going to retaliate! " The officers were in some cases
ironed in accordance with this view of retaliation. The number of prisoners had now increased to 68, and these were placed on board
the Emily Farnham, which was captured on
the same day as the Brilliant, and released because the ship's papers sh.owed the cargo to be
on English account. The large number of
prisoners exceeded the accommodations of the
vessel, and eight of the number were· put on
board the brig Golden Lead. The Alabama.
landed 170 prisoners at the Island of Flores.
Her action in rehltion to British ownership
seemed to be a little eccentric. When the ship
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Lafayette was captured, Oapt. Small produced
his British consular certificate and remarked
he su:~posed that would be sufficient protection.
Captain Semmes replied, " The New York people are getting very smart, but it won't save
you ; it's all a hatched up mess." He then gave
orders to burn the ship. It was the case that
the property of a large circle of merchants
known to Oapt. Semmes was respected much
more scrupulously than that of strangers. It
is obvious that, as 290 merchants were subscrib-·
ers to build the Alabama, any of their names
upon a manifest would be a safe passport.
When the news of these depredations reached
New York great excitement was created. The
insurance companies advanced the war risks.
British consular certificates were in demand,
and freights were placed in British bottoms
rather than American. The New York Chamber of Commerce held a meeting in relation to
the matter, on the 21st day of October, and aseries of resolutions were adopted.
Captain 0. H. Marshall submitted the following letter ~rom the Secretary of the Navy:
NAVY DEPARTMENT, W .ASIIINGTON, - 1862.
Sm: I received your letter of the 14th instant, also
your letter of yesterday, referring to it, inquiring, as
the chairman of a special committee of the Chamber
of Commerce, what measures have been taken to capture the rebel pirate Alabama, and also whether the
Government will grant commissions to private vessels,
if fitted out under promise of reward by citizens, for
that purpose. .A.n earlier reply to the in~ uiry of the
committee has been unavoidably delayed. The department has several vessels in search of the Alabama, in
addition to the flying squadron of Acting Rear Admiral Wilkes in the West Indies, and other ships of
wnr on the European coast. Additional force will be
despatched in tuis service as early as practicable.
There is no authority for granting commissions to private vessels to search for the Alabama or other piratical vessels or pri,•ateers._ I am, respectfully, your
obedient servant,
GIDEON WELLES, Secretary of the Navy.
C. II. MARSHALL, Esq., Chairman.

The events also produced some excitement
in England. The vessels destroyed and threatened were those sailing under the Federal
flag. But vessels so sailing have hitherto
carried more property of Brit-ish owners than
of any others. And as Capt. Semmes burns
vessels and cargoes without distinction, and
the cargo is commonly much more valuable
than the vessel, the English, as a neutral nation, have hitherto been, probably, the chief
sufferers. Time, of course, soon changed this
aspect of the case. Vessels under the Federal
flag became by so much less eligible for safe
conveyance; and, though a corresponding premium of insurance will always cover the war
risk, it in this case so enhanced the ordinary
charges as to put Federal vessels to a very
· serious disadvantage in the market of freight;
thus affording some compensation to English
interests.
An attempt was made to obtain redress from
the Oonfederate Government for British losses
in the manner indicated in .the following correspondence :

To his E~tency the Brituh Minuter, Washington :
PHILADJ!:LPIIU, Nov. T 1862.
EXCELLENCY: As a British subJect and a shipper
of merchandise upon the ship Tonawanda, lately
overhauled by the Confederate war steamer Alabama,
I beg most respectfully to call your attention to this
matter.
The Tonawanda, as you are no doubt aware, was released from capture, and allowed to proceed on her
voyage under a bond of $60,000, as a ransom, and this
sum will be rated npon shi.P and cargo by the average
staters, on her arrival in L1verpool.
I respectfully suggest that your Excellency make
application to the Government of the Confederate
States that consent be given that all sums so rated
upon property belonging bona fide to British su~jects
be remitted, and that the same shall be deducted from
amount of said bond of $60,000, with similar proceedings in all such cases as may arise.
I have also merchandise on board the ship Lancnster, American, now in this port, and advertised to sail
on Tuesday next. To my bills of lnding, which the
captain takes with him, I hnve attached the British
consul's certificate that the property belongs to British
subjects; but, as it is feared that this may not be sufficient to save from destruction, in the event of capture,
I beg tbat your Excellency will be so good as to furnish me with a letter protesting, as the highest ~ritish
aut~ority in this country, agamst the destruction of
British merchandise, to be used by the captain of the
Lancaster, if necessary. Any cost attending such letter I will gratefully pay, and trust your Excellency
will think that I only do right in seeking to protect
my friends in England from loss, for whom I have
shipped these goods, by appealing thus to our own
Government.
·
It will mitigate the horrors of this war i.f your Excellency shall succeed in preventing the- destruction of
shifs holding certificates of British property, and it
wil be but Just that British merchants should be exempt from contributing to tbe ransom of ships and
merchandise belonging to belligerents. I cannot but
think that your Excellency's protest, which I ask for,
will be respected on the seas, and also that the Confederate Government will readily grant the exemption
desired.
Your immediate action in these matters will, I feel
certain, be satisfactory to yourself, and will be hailed
with much gratitude by British merchants everywhere, and meet with the approval of the home Government.
I have the honor to be your Excellency's most obedient servant,
W. H. TRENWITH.
r

W ASIIINGTON, N01!, 8, 1S68.

W. H. TRENWITH, Esq., Philadelphia:

Srn: I have received your letter of the '7th inst~nt,
in which you suggest that I should make an application to the Government of tbe so-styled Confederate
States with reference to the ransom of British property on board American vessels, in consequence of the
l'ecent proceedings of the war steamer Alabama; and
that I should furnish you with a letter of pro~st,
for the purpose of protecting some mer~handis~ which
you have shipped on board the .A.mencan ship Lan,
.·h
caster.
While greatly regretting the risk to which ;Bntis
property 1s exposed by being shipped in bel!1ierent
vessels, it is _not in my power to accede to e1tner of
your suggestions.
You are aware that the so-styled Confederate States
have not been recognized by her Majesty the Que.en,
and for that reason I shall not be justified in entenng
into communication with the Government of thos_c
States, except under special instructions from her MnJesty's Government. Neither do I feel at liberty to s~pply y-ou antecedently with the protest which you desu·eci
havmo- no authority to issue such a document, an
seeing no reason to believe that it would insur~ a more
effective protection to your goods upon the high seas
0
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than the consular certificate, with which you seem to have supplied
yourself.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
W. STUART.

On the 18th of November the Alabama fell in with the
steamship Ariel, on her way from New York to Aspinwall. The steamer was bonded and allowed to proceed
with her passengers; but t~e :1larm occasioned by _her
seizure prevented her from brmgmg back her usual freight
of gold. A United States gunboat was sent to bring it.
In the mean time, however, it arrived by the next boat
of the company. A numb13r of armed vessels were sent
out to cruise in the track of the Alabama, without much
success. The Vg.nderbilt sailed from New York for Fayal,
December 11. Two other steamers left New York, one
from Boston, one from Philadelphia, and one from Portsmouth, N. H. None of these were, however, of sufficient
speed. The U. S. frigate Sabine, Com. Cadwalader Ringgold, left New London, November 3, in search of the
Alabama. Arrived at the Azores November 28. Sailed
thence December 2, and arrived at Cape de Verde December 23, and left there January 2. Absent 100 days,
cruising 93 days, and sailed 10,000 miles in vain.
The Alabama meantime, having caphired the Ariel on
the 18th, arrived on the 26th, two days before the Sabine
reached the Azores, at Martinique, where she took in coal
from a British bark. The United States steamer San
Jacinto, at the same date, was off St. Thomas watching
for the Alabama, which on the 80th captured the Parker,
Cook, off the Moro Passage. December 5 she captured
the Union off Cape Mais, arid was off Havana December
31. Thus shQ does not appear to have left the American
coast, while the Vanderbilt ~nd other vessels sent in
search were seeking her elsewhere. In some cases tho
Alabama released her prizes on a ransom bill being signed by the captain, and agreeing to pay a sum of money
after the close of the war. By the general law of nations
these bills or contr1J,ct3 are recognized as between belligerents, and a captain may by his contract bind his
owners, the whole cargo as well as the ship. Those ransoms were forbidden by the English Government under
George III, but have never been prohibited by the United
States.
The theory of ransom is that it is a repurchase of the
actual right of the captors at the time the bill or bond is
given, be that what it may; or, more properly, it is a relinquishment of all the interest or benefit which the captors might acquire or consummate in the property by
regular adjudication of a prize tribunal, whether it may
be in the interest of the ship and cargo, or a lien on the
same, or a mere title to expenses. These ransom bills are,
by r~es of international law, an exception to the general
doctrme that no contract with an enemy is valid.
In the case of the ransom bill given by the Ariel, it
seems not to be payable till six months after the recognit~on of the Sout'!:ier.µ Gonfederacy. If then, that cont~ngency should happen, what court would have jurisdict10n ~o enforce the agreei:nent ? Primarily, all questions
of prize belong to the tribunals of the capturing power·
and foreign tribunals will not interfere, unless wher~
their territorial rights have been violated. Ransoms belong to the same jurisdiction, and may there be enforced
or .set aside, as the facts disclose a good or bad prize.
It 1s, h?wever, competent for the captors to change the
forum m cases of ransom, and apply for redress··in any
country where the person of the owner of the Ariel may
be found, or the ship itself.
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On the 11th of January, 1863, about 3 P. M.,
as .the Federal squadron, consisting of the
steamers Brooklyn, Hatteras, and five others,
was cruising off Galveston, a vessel hove in
sight at the southeast, which the Hatteras was
ordered to proceed to and learn her character.
As she came in sight she appeared to the
officers of the Hatteras to be endeavoring to
escape. Just after dark the officers of the Hatteras could perceive that she was bark rigged,
and set a topgallant sail; and, as they approached, found her lying to, under steam.
The crew of the Hatteras were at quarters, and
Oapt. Blake hailed and asked what ship it was.
The answer was, "Her Britannic Majesty's ship
Spitfire." Oapt. Blake replied that he would
send a boat aboard. The Alabama ranged a
little ahead, her officer declaring that she was
the Oonfederate steamer Alabama, and immediately opened fire on the Hatteras It was
returned by the Hatteras, and both started
ahead under a full head of steam, exchanging
broadsides as fast as they could load and fire,
The heavy guns of the Alabama soon disabled the Hatteras, so that it was impossible
to keep her afloat. Two guns were fired to the
leeward, the contest ceased, and the officers o.nd
crew of the Hatteras, which soon sunk, were
taken to Kingston, Jamaica, and paroled.
The following were the prin~ipal officers of
the Alabama: Oaptain, Raphael Semmes; First
Lieutenant and Executive Officer, J. M. Kell;
Second Lieutenant, R. T. Armstrong; Third
Lieutenant, J. D. Wilson ; Fourth Lieutenant,
J. Low; Sailing -Master, Arthur St. Olair; Surgeon, F. M. Galt; Assistant Surgeon, R. H.
Lewelien; Lieutenant of Marines, B. K. Howell; Engineer, Michael Freeman; Paymaster,
0. T. Young (since discharged); Midshipmen,
Maffit (son of Oapt. Maffit, of the Oreto), St.
Olair, Bullock, and Anderson.
The diplomatic correspondence which took
place between the Government of the United
States and that of Great Britain, relative to
these vessels, it may not be out of place here to
notice, especially as the subject may at some
period be again discussed between the two
nations.
On the 18th of February, 1862, Mr. Adams
writes to Earl Russell that he had been informed
of the preparation at Liverpool 0 f
d
·•
•
,
~n arme
s~eamer, evidently mtended for hostile operat,1ons on the ocean. In reply, Earl Russell
stated that the commissioners of the customs at
Liverpool reported that she was built for certain
. · · L' . l
d ·
d .
pn1 ties m iveipoo, an mtende for the use
of Thomas, Brothers, of Palermo, one of whom
had frequently visited the vessel during the
process of building; that she had taken nothing
on board but coal and ballast: that she was not
.
'
fitted for the reception of guns, nor were the
builders aware that she WR$ to be supplied with
guns while she remained in England, and the
collector at Liverpool stated that he had every
.,
rca~on to b elieve t h at th e vesse1 w9:s ior. tl1e
Italian Government-also that special direc-

tions had been given to the officers at Liverpool
to watch the movements of the vessel. Mr.
Adams subsequently writes to Mr. Seward:
" The nominal destination of the Oreto to •
Sicily is the only advantage which appears to
have been derived from my attempt to procure
the interference of the Government to stop her
departure."
On the 25th of March Mr. Adams writes
again to Earl Russell, enclosing a letter from
the American Oonsul at Liverpool, stating certain facts relative to the Oreto. Mr. Adams
says: " It is with great reluctance that I am
driven to the conviction that the repi·esentations
made to your lordship of the purposes and destination of that vessel were delusive, and that
though at first it may have been intended for
service in Sicily, yet that such an intention has
been long since abandoned in fact, and the pretence has been held up only the better to conceal the true object of the parties engaged.
That object is to make war on the United
States. All the persons thus far known to be
most connected with the undertaking are either
directly employed by the insurgents in the
United States of America, or residents of Great
Britain, notoriously in sympathy with, and giving aid and comfort to them on this side of the
water."
On the 8th of April Earl Russell replied to
· Mr. Adams, enclosing a report from the Lords
Oommissioners of her Majesty's Treasury, which
states that the Oreto was registered on the 3d
of March in the name of John Remy Thomas,
of Liverpool, as sole owner; that she cleared
on the following day for Palermo and Jamaica
in ballast, but did not sail until the 22d, having
a crew of fifty-two men, all British with the
exception of three or four, ~me of whom was an
American. She had no gunpowder, nor even a
signal gun, and no colors save Marryatt's code
of signals and a British ensign, nor any goods
on board excepting the stores enumerated in an
accompanying copy of her victualling bill.
On the 15th of April a conference took place
between Mr. Adams and Earl Russell. Its close
is thus statecl by the former :
In the case of the Oreto, upon which I had addressed
a note to him, he had ~~rected ~n investigation to be
made and the authonties at L1verp~ol bad repor~ed
that there was no ground for doubtmg the legality
of her voyage.
.
I replied that this was exactly what gave such unpleasant impressions to us in America.. The Oreto,
by the very pa.per furnished from the custom-house,
was shown to be laden with a hundred and seventy
tons of arms, and to have persons called troops on
board, destined for Palermo and Jamaica. The very
statement of the case was enough to show what was
really intended. The fa.ct of her txue destination was
notorio?s all ~ver Liverpool. No commercial pe:b[1.e
were blind to 1~. .A.nd t~e cirnrse taken by her Jesty's officers m decla.rmg ignorance only led to an
inference most unfavorable to all idea of their neutrnlity in the struigle. It was just such action ns
this t~a.t was ma.km~ ~he difficul~i~~ of our Goverrment m the '!ay of g1vmg the foc1½t1e~ to the sup_p Y
of cotton, which they hoped to furmsh m a short time
if the whole control of means to put an end to the
contest wn.'> left to them.
·
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regret at these circumstances, at the same time that
be could not see how the Government could change
its position.
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neither guns nor carriages on board, and the
builders did not appear disposed to reply to
any questions respecting the destination of the
vessel after she left Liverpool. Their solicitor,
The assertion of Mr. Adams relative to troops, however, reported his opinion that there was
&c., is not sustained by the copy of the paper not at that time sufficient ground to warrant
from the' custom -house contained in the diplo- ·t he detention of the vessel, or any interference
matic correspondence. The only part referring by the department. The Oonsul at Liverpool
to troops and guns is as follows: "Men, 52; pas- was then instructed ·by Mr. .A.dams to lay his
sengers or troops, - - ; guns, - - ; 178 tons." evidence before the Oommissioners. .A.t the
Again, on the 26th of June, Mr. Seward writes same time, he called Oapt. Oraven, in command
to Mr. Adams that a gunboat called the Oreto, ·of the U.S. gunboat Tuscarora, to Southamybuilt in England for the service of the insur- ton. To Oapt. Oraven was given all the inforgents, with ports and bolts for twenty guns, mation respecting the objects and destination of
and other equipments, arrived at Nassau; and the 290 in possession of Mr. .A.dams, who advised
that the United States Oonsul, on the basis of him to take such measures as might in his opinthe facts relative to her, made a protest upon ion be effective to intercept her on her way out.
the subject and she was seized by the authoriMeanwhile evidence was procured of the
ties. She was, however, released soon after, on character and objects of the vessel by the U. S.
the arrival at Nassau of Oapt. Semmes, late of Oonsul at Liverpool, which, in the opinion of a
the Sumter, and was about to start on a priva- Queen's solicitor, was sufficient to justify the
tearing cruise. This release by the authorities collector of the port in seizing the vessel, and
of Nassau, Mr. Seward was instructed by the laid before the commissioners. While the
President to protest against, as it seemed to be subject was under their consideration the 290
particularly at variance with her Majesty's pro- sailed from Liverpool, without register or clearclamation of neutrality-and to ask the consid- ance. The captain of the Tuscarora was imeration of her Majesty's Government upon the mediately notified by Mr. .A.dams and he started
proceeding as one calculated to alarm the Gov- in pursuit. Earl Russell, in a conference with
erntnent and people of the United States. The ¥r. .A.dams, stated that a delay in determining
subject was duly brought to the notice of Earl upon "the case had most unexpectedly been
Russell, who, on the 29th of August, replied· caused by the sudden development of a malady
that the Oreto had .been seized at Nassau, and of the Queen's advocate, Sir John D. Harding,
was to be tried before the admiralty court for totally incapacitating him for the transaction
a breach of the foreign enlistment act. This ·of business. This had made it necessary to call
was accompanied by the statements of the col- in other parties, whose opinion had been at last
lector, surveyor and inspector of the port of given for the detention of the gunboat, but before
Liverpool, and the affidavit of the pilot, that the the order got to Liverpool the vessel was gone.
vessel, when she went to sea, had no munitions He should however send directions to have her
of war in her, that is, guns, carriages, shot, shell, seized if she went, as was probable, to Nassau.
or powder.
On the 30th of Sept. Mr. Adams wrote to
~o further reference is made to the Oreto in Earl Russell, relating the injuries done by the
~~s correspondence, but the__290, or ~.labama, 290 or AJ.abama, saying, "I have strong reasons
IS mtroduced as a more formidable ob,Ject.
On to believe that still other enterprises of the
, the 23d of June, Mr. .A.dams writes to Earl Ri;i.s- same kind are in progress in the ports of Great
sell, s~ying :-" I_ ~m now undei: the painful Britain at this time. Indeed they have attained
necess~ty of appnsmg your lordship th.at a new ~o much notoriety, as to be openly announced
and still more powerful war steamer 1s nearly m the newspapers of Liverpool and London."
ready for departure from the port of Liverpool Earl Russell, acknowledging the letter in reply
·on the same_ errand as the Oreto. This vessel said: "I have to state to yon that, 'much as
has been bmlt and launched from the dockyard her Majesty's Government desire· to prevent
of persons, one of whom is ·now sitting as a such occm-rences, they are unable to 0110 beyond
member of the House of Oommons, and is the law, municipal and international.
fitting out for the especial and manifest object
On the 16th of October Mr. Adams writes
of _carr~g on hostilities by sea." Accompa- home to Mr. Seward that "It is very manifest
nymg t~lS w~s a lette: from ~he U:nited States that no disposition exists here to apply the
Oonsul at Liverpool m confirme.t10n of these powers of the Government to the investigation
and _other ~tatemen~s.
.
of the acts complained of, flagrant as they are,
The subJec~ 'Y"as IIDmediately_ referred to the or to the prosecution of the offenders. The
Lords Oomnussioners of her MaJesty's treasury, main object must now be to make a record
who, on the 1st of July, report that the fitting which may be of use at some future day."
out of the vessel had not escaped the notice of
Among the papers laid before Earl Russell
the revenue officers, but that as yet nothing by Mr. .A.dams was an affidavit of a person who
had transpired concern~g her which had ap- sailed from Liverpool in the 290, stating that
peared to demand a special report. The vessel arms were furnished to her in or near Augra
w~s intended ~or a ship of war, reported to be Bay, part of the Azores. To which Earl Rusbuilt for a foreign government, but as yet had sell replies that the t~ansaction does not appear
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to have taken place in any part of the Unitecl
Kingdom, 01· of her Majesty's ·dominions, but in
part of the Portuguese dominions. No offence,
therefore, cognizable by the laws of the country, appears to have been committed by the
parties engaged in the transaction. Respecting a statement in a letter of the American
consul at Liverpool, that a bark was to take out
a cargo of coals, either from Cardiff or Troon,

near Greenock, for the 290, Earl Russell replies that " there would be great difficulty in
ascertaining the intention of any parties making
such a shipment, and we do not apprehend that
our officers would have any power of in~rfering with it, were the coals cleared outward for
some foreign port in compliance with the law."
No further correspondence relative to the 290
and the Oreto took place during 1862.

CHAPTER XXIII.
Guerrillas in Kentucky-Invasion of the State by Gen. E. Kirby Smith-Gen. Buell falls back from Tennessee as Gen Bragg
aclvnnces towarcl Kentucky-Movements in Kentucky-Battle at Perryville-Retreat of Gen. Bragg-Cumberland Gap
-Invasion of West Virginin-Opcu-ations in Mississippi-Battle of Iuka-Battle at Corinth-Retreat of the EnemyExpedition of Gen. Hovey-Gen. Rosecrans takes command in Tennessee-Position of Gen. Bragg's Forces-Battle of
Stone River.

EARLY in June the guerrilla operations became
troublesome in some of the lower counties of
Kentucky. At Madisonville, in Hopkins county, a descent was made by a small body of
them at night. The county clerk's office was
broken open and the records of the court carried off or destroyed. In other cases horses
and other property were taken. Their own
friends, equally with Union citizens, were robbed. In Jessamine, Mercer, Boy le, and Garrard counties bridges over the streams were
burned. On the 5th of July Lebanon was
taken. It is at the termination of the Lebanon
bm.nch of the Louisville and Nashville road.·
About the same time Murfr~esborough in Tennessee was captured by a strong guerrilla force
under Col. Forrest. Vigorous opposition was
however made by the small body of Federal
troops stationed there. The 9th Michigan
regiment was captmed entirely by surprise,
with Brig.-Generals Duffield and Crittenden,
of Indiana. On the 18th of July an attack
was made by Col. John Morgan on a small
Federal force stationed at Cynthiana, Ky.
Subsequently he was overtaken ne::u· Paris by
Gen. Green 0. Smith and defeated. About
the same time Henderson was occupied by citizens of Kentucky and other States, acting the
part of guerrillas, and the hospital and other
stores carried of[ At the same time Newburg,
in Incliana, on the Ohio River, was occupied by
a band from Kentucky. They soon, however,
left. The activity of the bands under Col.
Morgan produced a great excitement in the interior of the State. Many towns were visited
ancl much plunder obtained. It had been bis
conviction that large numbers of the citizens
would flock to bis standard. In this he was
greatly mistaken, and the indifference and hostility of the people, together with the preparations to resist him, checked his movements.
Active operations continued in Tennessee,
whither Col. Morgan retired. Clarksville was
captured with its military stores.
The increase of guerrilla operations in ;Kentucky about the 1st of September, with the

manifestations of the existence of a Confederate
force, indicated some hostile movements. It
was soon known that the Confederate general
E. Jnrby Smith was approaching from Knoxville
in Tennessee. On the 22d of August he left
J acksborough with a train of one hundred and
fifty wagons, and passed through Big Creek
Gap. So difficult were some parts of the route
in Tennessee that for two or three days the
rear of the trains was only able to reach at
night the point from which the advance started
in the morning. Rations failed, and the men
were obliged for several days to subsist on
green corn. . Hungry, thirsty, footsore, and ·
choking with dust, his men marched steadily
on to a land of plenty. The ordnance stores
were brought safely through without the loss
of a wagon. On Saturday, August 30, a battle
took place between bis forces and a Federal
force near Richmond, Ky., in which the latter
were defe'ated. Richmond is the capital of
Madison County, situated about fifty miles
south-southeast of Frankfort, the capital of
the State. The Federal force there consisted
or' one Ohio regiment and five Indiana regiments and part of a sixth, two Kentuck-y regiments, all raw troops, and a squadron of Kentucky cavalry, under the command of Brig.Gens. :Mahlon D. Manson and Crufts, with nine
field pieces. It made an attack upon this Confederate column under Gen. Smith at Rogersville about four miles from Richmond, and after
a severe battle, continuing from six o'clock in
the mol'ning until night, it was entirely defeated, with a large humber killed and wounded
and with the loss of eight field pieces. Gen.
Nelson, who bad come from Lexington, arrived
at the commencement of the retreat, and endeavored to rally the troops, was wounded and
obliged to retire. At that time the Legislature
of the State was in session, and it met on S1;mday evening, and passed resolutions adjourmng
to Louisville, &c. The archives of the State
and about one million of treasure from the
banks of Richmond, Lexington, and Frankfort
were tranRferred during the night to Louisville.
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join with us in hurling back from our fair and sunny
At the same time the governor of the State is- plains
the Northern liordes who would deprive us of
sued the following proclamation:
our liberty, that they may enjoy our substance.
l!'BA111IT011T, KY., August 81, 1862. •
To the People of Kentucky :
A crisis bas arisen in the history of the commonwealth which demands of every loyal citizen of Kentucky prompt and efficient action. The S~ate has been
invaded by an insolent foe, her honor rnsulted, her
peace disturbed, and her integrity imperilled. The
small but gallant army, raised upon the emergency _of
the occasion for her defence, under the brave and chivalric Nelson, has met with a tempora~y reverse, an_d
the enemy is advancing for the accomplishment of his
purpose-the subjugation of the State. .H~ 11:1ust be
met and driven from our border, and 1t 1s m your
power to do so. I, therefore, as Governor of the Commonwealth, deem it my duty to call upon every loyal
citizen of Kentucky to rally to the defence of the State;
not a moment is to be lost. I appeal to you as Kentuckians, as worthy sons of those who rescued the dark
and bloody ground from savage barbarity, by the memories of the !?ast of your history, and by the futu_re ?f
your fame, if you are but true to y~urselve~, to nse_rn
the majesty of your strength and drive the rnsolent 10vader of your soil from your midst. Now is the time
for Kentuckians to defend themselves. Each man
must constitute himself a soldier, arm himself as best
he can, and meet the foe at every step of his advance.
The day and the hour, the safety of your homes and
firesid es, patriotism and duty, alike demand that you
rush to the rescue. I call upon the people, then, to
rise up as one man, and strike a blow for the defence
of their native land, their property, and their homes.
Rally to the standard, wherever it may be nearest,
place yourselves under the commanders, obey orders,
trnst to your own right arm and the God of battle, and
the foe will be driven back, discomfited and annihilated. To arms! to arms! ! and never lay them down
till the Stars and Stripes float in triumph throughout
Kentucky. I but perform my duty in thus summoning you to the defence of your State, and I am assured
that it will be promptly responded to. I promise that
I will share with you the glory of the triumph which
surely awaits y_ou.
Done in the city of Frankfort, this 31st day of August, 1862.
(Signed)
JAMES F. ROBINSON.
By the Governor,
D. C. WICKLIFFE, Secretary of State.

On the 2d the Confederate advance guard
entered Lexington. All the Government stores
had been previously safely removed. The stock
of horses and mules h ad also been sent off, and
all the cars withdrawn from the railroad.
In explanation of the object of the invasion,
Gen. Smith issued the following proclamation:
KENTUCKIANS : The army of the Confederate States
has again entered your territory under my command.
Let no one make you believe we come as invaders,
to coerce your will, or to exercise control over your
soil. Far from it. The principle we maintain is, that
government derives its just powers from the consent
of the governed.
I shall enforce the strictest discipline, in order that
the property of citizens and non-combatants may be
protected. I shall be compelled to procure subsistence
for my troops among you, and this shall be paid for.
Kentuckians: We come not as invaders, but liberators. We invoke the spirit of your resolutions of
1798. We come to arouse you from the lethargy
which enshrouds your free thought, and forebodes the
political death of your State.
We come to test the truth of what we believe to be a
foul aspersion, that Kentuckians willingly join the attempt to subjugate us, and to deprive us of our property, our liberty, and our dearest rights.
We come to strike off the chains which are riveted
opon you. We call upon you to unite your arms, and

Are we deceived? Can you treat us as enemies?
Our hearts answer NO!
E. KIRBY SMITH,
Major-General C. S . .A.

On the 6th Frankfort, the capital of the
State, was quietly occupied by about :fifteen
hundred Oonfederate cavalry. The government of the c.i ty was reorganized, and recruiting stations opened. The guerilla force, under
Ool. Morgan, also joined Gen. Smith.
Meanwhile, on the first approach of the C nfederate force toward Lexington, excitement
commenced in Cincinnati, and preparations for
defence began to be made. Gen. Lewis Wallace took command of Cincinnati, Covington,
and Newport on the 1st of September. Martial law was declared, and on the next day all
places of business in Cincinnati were ordered
to be closed at nine o'clock in the morning, and
the citizens were required to assemble at ten
o'clock and organize for defence. The street
railroad cars were stopped, and no male citizen
was allowed to leave. Preparations to throw
up intrenchments and to fortify the city were
immediately commenced. This excitement extended into the interior of the State and into
the adjoining State of Indiana. The governor
of Ohio issued the following proclamation:
CIN0L'INATI, September 2, 1862.
To the Loyal People of the River Counties :
Our southern border is threatened with invasion. I
have, therefore, to recommend that all the loyal men
of your counties at once form themselves into military
companies and regiments to beat back the enemy at
any and all points he may attempt to i.ivade our State.
Gather up all the arms in the country, and furnish
yourselves with ammunition for the same. The service will be of but few days' duration. The soil of
Ohio must not be i_nvaded by the enemies of our glorious Government.
D.AYID TOD, Gover11or.

About the 10th of June Gen. Buell left Corinth
with the main body of his army for Chattanooga. On reaching Huntsville he appointed Gen.
Rousse.,i,u to command the division of his army
previously under Gen. Mitchell, and completely
reorganized the state of afl:'airs in that part
of his department. Depredations by soldiers
were stopped, discipline restored, and order
established. His army then took positions
at Battle Creek, Huntsville, and McMinnville.
At the same time the Confederate general Bragg
massed his army at Chattanooga and Knoxville.
This was done by suddenly moving his force
from Tupello, in Mississippi, through the States
of Alabama and Georgia, and thus reaching
Chattanooga in advance of Gen. Buell. It was
divided into three corps under Maj.-Gens. Wm.
J. Hardee, Leonidas Polk, and E. Kirby Smith,
each of which numbered about :fifteen thousand
men. The two former of these officers had
been at Corinth, and their forces consisted of
some of the troo_ps which evacuated that place,
increased by new levies under the conscription
law. The division of Gen. Smith was stationed
at Knoxville, where it safely remained while
Chattanooga was occupied; by the corps of
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Gens. Haro.ea and Polk. Gen. Smith moving
from Knoxville succeeded in flanking the Federal general G. W. Morgan, and with no battle of
any consequence, except at Tazewell, effected
the design of getting into his rear, and thence
advanced into Kentucky as above stated. The
next movement was made by the other two
corps, for the purpose of forming a junction
with Gen. Smith after he had reached Lexington. Accordingly, on the 21st of August, Gen.
Bragg crossed the Tennessee river at Harrison,
a few miles above Ohattanooga, and turning the
left of Gen. Buell he marched westward by the
mountain road to Dunlap, which he reached on
the 2'Tth. His force then consisted of five regiments of cavalry, thirty-six of infantry, with
forty pieces of field artillery. Thence he moved
up the Sequatchie Valley, and reached Pikeville
on the 30th. On the same day he threw a large
force forward toward McMinnville, the capital
of Warren county, Tennessee, and seventy-five
miles southeast of Nash ville . . The Confederate
cavalry advanced far toward McMinnville, and
one or two smart skirmishes took place with
the Federal cavalry thrown forwa,rd from that
point. In the mean time the rest of the· Oonfederate army moved northeast toward Crossville, and on the 1st of September reached the
mountains at that place, having ascended the
Grassy Cave road, while the force thrown toward McMinn ville was suddenly withdrawn,
and followed the main army. On the 5th of
September this Oonfederate force entered Kentucky, and moved on toward Bowling Green.
On the 13th of September an advance of ·this
force appear~d before Munfordsville, at the
crossing of the Louisville and Nashville ,railroad, over Green river, and demanded -its surrender. Ool. Wilder then in command refused,
and eai·ly on the next morning an attack was
made by the Oonfederate force, under Gen.
Duncan, who after a struggle of seven hourij
was repulsed. The force at Munfordsville,
which had been stationed there for the pro~
tection of the bridge, consisted of three thousand one hundred infantry with four pieces of
artillery. The Federal loss was eight killed
and twenty wounded. The Confederate loss
was larger. The attack was renewed again on
the 16th with great spirit, and on the next day
th_e place was surrendered by Col. 0. L. Dunham, who had arrived with his regiment, and
then had command. The troops surrendered
consisted of the 17th, 60th, 67th, 68th, 69th Indiana, a company of Louisville cavalry, a part
of the 4th Ohio, and a section of the 13th Indiana battery; amounting in all to about four
thousand five hundred men, and ten guns. The
bridge over the Green river was burned at this
time.
During this period Gen. Buell had not been
idle. While on the Tennessee river, near Chattanooga, his army was dependent on Louisville
as its base for the supply of provisions and munitions. To render this available it was necessary to protect over three hundred miles of

railroad, over which every pound of these supplies had to be transported. Every care which
,. prudence could suggest was exercised to retain
the command of this road. Stockades were
built, and guards were stationed at the places
most liable to attack, but they were not able

to resist the dashes of the Confederate cavalry,
who in many cases were aided by the sympathies of the local residents. In the meanwhile
the Confederate conscription act had been rigidly enforced, and a large army under Gen. Bragg
was massed near Chattanooga, as above stated,
the definite object of w bich was long unknown.
For several weeks the utmost vigilance was
exercised over the enemy at Dechard, McMinn-
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ville and the valley of the Sequatchie before Pork could not be had ·at an advance of four
it w~s assuredly ascertained where he intended hundred per cent. At the same t~e it was
to strike his blow. It was expected that Nash- thought that a powerful force mig'ht secure
ville was the point he def?ired to reach, but the State to the Southern Confederacy.
subsequent movements soon made it evident
On the 18th of September Gen. Bragg issued
that was not the proj ected point of attack. the following address to the people of the .
Finally despatches to Gen. Bragg were inter- State:
cepted, which proved conclu~ively that Lo1~isGu.saow, Kv., SeptembBr 18, 1862.
ville in Kentucky was the pomt toward which
Kentuckians! I have entered your State with the
the Confederate strategy was directed. This Confederate army of the West, and offer you nn opporby forced marches of the tunity to free yourselves from the tyranny of a despotic
111
was to be e....,ected
ruler. We come, not as conquerors or despoilers, but
Confederate force without supplies, subsisting to restore to you tbe liberties of which you have beon
on the country, and reaching the city when deprived by a cruel and relentless foe. We come to
in a condition unprepared for defence. It was guarantee to all the sanctity of their homes and altars;
• then intended to destroy the canal around the to punish with n rod of iron the des_poilers of your
peace, and to avenge the cowardly msults to your
falls of the Ohio, to seize all the public stores, women. With nil non-combatants the past shall be
and to hold the city, under the impression that forgotten. Needful supplies must bebadformynrmy,
the Federal army would make no effort to re- but they shall be paid for nt fair and remunerating
cover it, for fear of injuring it by a bombard- pr~!iieving that tbe heart of Kentucky is with us in
ment.
• ourgrent struggle for Constitutional Freedom, we have
While Gen. Bragg made his way slowly t c- transferred from our own soil to yours, not n band of
ward the Cumberland river, which he struck at marauders, hut !l powerful and well-disciplined army.
Cartha,ge, Gen. Buell was on his left flank, at Your gallant Buckner lends the van. Marshall is on
.
· t hi
h t th the right, while Breckinridge, dear to us ns to ;you, is
L ebanon, guardmg
agams
s approac O e advancing with Kentucky's vnlinnt sons, to receive the
city of Nashville. The march of Gen. Bragg honor nod np:plnuse due to their heroism. The strong
was commenced on the 21st of August, as above bands which m part have sent Shiloh down to history,
stated, and all the way he was felt by Gen. and the nerved arms which have kept nt bny from our
Buell, whose object was to guard the railroad own homes the boastful army of the enemy, nre here
to assist, to sustain, to liberate rou. Will you remain
.
as much as possible, an d al 1ow h IS enemy to in.different to our call, or wil you not rather vinget no distant start of him. All this time Gen. dicate the fair fame of your once free and envied
Buell was drawing his supplies from the depots, State? We believe that you will, and that the memcollecting at Nash ville and Bowling Green; but ory of your gallant dead who fell at Shiloh, their faces
Gen. Bragg was warmly received in many turned homeward, will rouse you to a manly effort for
yourselves nod posterity.
places, and bountifully supplied by friends:
Kentuckians! We have come with joyous hopes.
Gen. Buell harassed his rear as long as pos- Let us not depart in sorrow, as we shall if we find you
sible, shelled him out of W oodsonville, and ford- wedded in your choice to your present lot. If you
ed the Green river and drove him out of Mun- prefer Federal rule, show it by 7our frowns, and we
shall return whence we came. I you choose rather to
fordsville, and followed him along the turnpike come within the folds of our brotherhood, then cheer
road from Nashville to Louisville, until the us with the smiles of your women, and lend r.our willroad through Hodgenville to the east was ing bands to secure you in your heritage of liberty.
reached, into which Gen. Bragg's forces defiled.
Women of Kentucky! Your persecutions and heroic
It was evident from the movement of Gen. bearing have reached our ear. Banish henceforth, forever, from your minds the fear ofloatbsome prisons or
B ragg that he was h urrying in a direction in insulting visitations. Let your enthusiasm have free
which he expected to :find Gen. E. K. Smith, rein. Buckle on the armor of;our kindred, your busGen. Humphrey Marshall, and Col. Morgan bands, sons, and brothers, an scoff with shame him
with their forces, with whom he could unite who would prove recreant in his duty to you, bis counand make a combined attack on Louisville. try, ao d bis God.
BRAXTON BRAGG,
General Commanding. ·
Gen. Buell, however, was forced by the need
of supplies to move directly to the city, around
From Munfordsville the Confederate force
which his army encamped.
moved toward Bardstown, Glasgow, and the
The chief object of this Confederate move- central part of the State. Thence guerillas
ment upon the State of Kentucky was to obtain in large and small bands scoured almost every
supplies of meat. There were more hogs and other portion, penetrating in various places to
cattle in the · State available for general con- the Ohio river, and even making dashes to
sumption, two or three to one, than were left within four or five miles of Louisville. Every
in all the South besides. The grain growing day, during which they continued these operand provision raising country which stretched ations, was estimated to afford them a gain of
from the Potomac at Harper's Ferry to Mem- a hundred thousand dollars, and to bring a loss
phis, on the Mississippi, was now exhausted of to the loyal people of at least two hundred
its provisions. Much of the productive por- thousand. Everything which could be of use
tions of North Carolina, and of the Gulf States, to the army or to the Southern people was
were also .exhausted, and a general scarcity ex- seized. Hundreds of drovers almost daily took
isted. Wheat was two dollars and a half per away horses, cattle, and hogs, and almost inbushel in the heart of a fine wheat country, and terminable trains were hauling away bacon,
cattle sold for seven cents gross per pound in the pork, and all kinds of breadstuffs. Regarding
chief cattle-raising region of the whole South. Kentucky as belonging to the Confederacy,
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th~ conscription act was enforced, and men
were forced into the ranks of the 0onfederate
army by the point of the bayonet. The stores
of the towns were ordered to be opened, and
the goods taken and paid for in 0onfederate
scrip.
On the 1st of October Gen. Buell, who had
been previously removed from command and
reinstated again, moved from Louisville, where
he had lost thousands by desertion, to meet
the 0onfederate force, and on the 4th his army
_ arrived at Bardstown. On the previous day
a force of Gen. Bragg had evacuated that
place. This force consisted of about sixty-five
regiments, averaging about three hundred men
each, and amounting in total to twenty thousaud. It moved from Bardstown in the direction of Springfield. The force of Gen. Buell
was stated' by the general-in-chief to number
about one hundred thousand men. From the
first approach of the Confederate forces, every
effort had been made to collect new troops at
0incinnati and Louisville, and to fortify these
places against a coup de main. To give confidance to the new levies, a portion of Gen.
Grant's army was withdrawn from Mississippi
and sent to Kentucky and Cincinnati.
The army of the Ohio, as Gen. Euell's force
was designated, was now divided into three
corps, commanded by Gens. Gilbert, Crittenden,
and McCook. The new regiments sent to Louisville were placed in brigades with the old ones,
which had seen nearly a year's service. On the
. march from Louisville the corps of Gen. McCook, forming the left wing, took the road to
Taylorsville, Gen. Gilbert the road to Shepherdsville, and Gen. Crittenden, forming the right
wing, the road to Bardstown. With the latter
corps Gen. Buell moved.
On the 4th, Richard Hawes was inaugurated
atFrankfort as Confederate Provisional Governor, and on the same day the city was evacuated,
and he retired with the troops.
On the 6th the army of Gen. Buell arrived
at Springfield, sixty-two miles from Louisville.
Its slow progress had been owing to its numb~rs, the difficulty of the route and the conflic~s
with the Confederate rear guard. The mam
body ~f the Confederate army was twenty-fo!-lr
hours m advance when Gen. Buell left Lomsville, and thus far had been c~nstantly gaining.
The order of Gen. _Bragg to his rear guard was
tq prevent the arnv~l of ~en. ~uell at Bar~st?wn before the 4th, if possible, m order to give
time to the Confederate wa~on train to ga_in an
adv~nce of some twenty miles. Gen. Cr1ttenden s corps only entered the place, and those
of ~ens. Mc Coo~ _and Gi1:bert ~~pt on toward
E!pnngfield, retammg _their position on the left
and centre. Gen .. Crittenden followed on tne
5th. On th_e '7th it was reported to Gen. Buell
that a considerable 0onfederate force was at
Perryville, forty-two miles south of Frankfort.
The three army _corps were then marching on
that _place by different roads. Gen: Buell determmed to surround the enemy, if possible,
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and ordered all tp.e divisions to march with- •
out delay, leaving behind their transportation.
Gens. McCook and Gilbert continued their
march, but Gen. 0rittenden lost half a day on
a circuitous route to obtain water. Gen. Bragg,
learning of the united approach of the Union
forces, immediately began to retreat. It was
the design of Gen. Buell that the three corps
should participate in the battle, but Gen. Bragg
hearing of the delay of Gen. 0rittenden, immediately determined to fight the corps of Gens.
McCook and Gilbert, and defeat them if possi15 e,
and then to fall upon Gen. Crittenden or t0 retreat before his arrival. The Confederate general
Hardee's corps, which had retreated six miles,
was accoi·dingly ordered back in haste to Perryville. Suddenly, on the 8th, Gen. Mc0ook
found himself in front of the 0onfederate line
of battle, with his men marching in columns,
and without skirmishers in advance, nothing
in front but a small advance guard which attempted to attack the enemy's outpost. The
0onfederate infantry rushed forward and a division of raw troops had to be formed in line of
battle under a heavy fire. The raw troops fled in
confusion, but the old troops stood their ground.
Gen. McCook had approached Perryville by the
Knoxville road. Geo. Gilbert had marched direct from Springfield, and had arrived with. in two miles of Perryville on the preceding
evening, the '7th. To Gen. McCook's request
for reenforoements, they were ordered from
Gen. Gilbert's corps. At the same time Gen.
0rittenden was ordered to push forward on the
r :E.ebanon road to attack the Confederate left.
The advance of Gen. Gilbert's reenforcements
arrived at half-past three o'clock in the afternoon to support Gen. McCook on the left. His
forces were found badly cut up and hotly pressed
by the Confederate force, having retreated
nearly a mile. The contest continued violent
until dark, the Federal force retirin"' from the
field. During the evening Gen. Orittenden's
corps came up, bnt no movement was made till
noon of the next day when it was ascertained
that the Confederate' force bad retired. The
~ede-:al loss was about four hundred and sixty-.
six killed, among whom were Brig.-Gens. Jackson and Tyrrell, fourteen hundred and sixtythree wounded, and one hundred and sixty
missing. The Confederate loss was nearly the
same. The forces of Gen. Bragg, which he had
been ab~e to draw from all quarters, were now
about sixty thousand. The arrival of Gen.
Crittenden's corps undo~btedly induced Gen.
Bragg to continue bis retreat. On that evening
the Federal troops returned to Perryville.
It was now expected that Gen. Bragg would
make a stand at 0amp Dick Robinson. The
position of this place is such that it can easily
be defended against an approach in front by a
few batteries on the cliffs which line Dick river.
It, however can be easily flanked. It was the
plan of Ged. Buell, therefore, to make a feint
in front and a strong attack on the flank of the
0onfederate position. Accordingly, Gen. Crit-
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tenden was ordered to march to Dick river,
On the night of the 11th the evacuation of
giving the semblance of a contemplated attack Camp Dick Robinson commenced. The destiin front. Gens. McCook and Gilbert were to nation of Gen. Bragg was Cumberland Gap.
approach by different roads, so as to cut off the Two routes for retreat were open to him, both
escape of Gen. Bragg and leave to him no alter- leading to that point ; one by the way of Richnative but to fight or surrender. By the night mond and Big Hill, through Madison · county,
of the ·12th the entire army of the Ohio was and the other, called the Crab Orchard road,
within a mile of Danville, which is forty-two by the way of Mt. Vernon and Barboursville.
miles south of Frankfort, in one of the most These two roads converge at Pitman's Junefertile and highly improved parts of the State. tion, twenty-two miles from Mt. Vernon, and
But Gen. Bragg penetrated the designs of his fifty-eight miles from Cumberland Gap.
At midnight, on the night of the 12th, orders
antagonist in consequence of a retrograde movement by the advance of Gen.Orittenden's corps, were received from the headquarters of Gen.
under Gen. Wood, and determined to frustrate Buell at Perryville, by the army encamped near
them. His spoils loaded heavily nearly four Danville, for an imll}ediate advance. Transporthousand wagons, a majority of which were tation of all kinds was ordered to remain bebranded with the letters U. S., having been . hind. Only ambulances were to accompany the
captured during the year ; in addition there troops. Gen. Buell had been informed of the
were several thousand head of cattle, a thou- retreat of the Confederate army. At· one o'clock
sand mules, and as many sheep.
the army was in moti<;m toward Stanford, nine
The following statement from a highly credi- miles from Danville, a town through which it
table source at Lexington, Ky., has been made was supposed the Confederate force was then
of property taken by Gen. Bragg's forces :
retreating. The march was rapid, and the adWe were here in Lexington and saw something vance arrived in time to see the rear of the
of the removal of Government stores, and witnessed Confederate rear guard pass unmolested. Two
the plunderings of the Confederate armies of our dry- or three regiments of cavalry, one of which
goods stores, groceries, &c. Upon the resumption of was the Texan Rangers, and two howitzers, was
the publication of our paper (" Observer") we stated the force of this rear guard. Familiar with the
that an immense amount of Government stores,
amounting perhaps to $1,000,000, besides arms suffi- topography of the country, and taking advancient to a.rm eighteen or twenty thousand men, were tage of it whenever favorable to themselves,
taken off, and we stated precisely the truth, and there these troops were able to conceal their small
are hundreds here who will bear us out in the state- numbers and to check the Union advance until
ment. vVe are not inclined to think the" Richmond
Examiner" fnr wrong when it published that the late in. the afternoon. Having thus accomplish"wagon train of supplies brought out of Kentucky by ed their object, which was to gain time for the
Gen. Kirby Smith was forty miles long, and brought main body, they then retired toward Orab Ora million yards of jeans, with a large amount of cloth- chard. From a few prisoners, taken by the
ing, bo9ts, and shoes, and 200 wagon loads of bacon, Union troops, they learned that the main body
6,000 barrels pork, 1,500 mules and horses, 8,000
of Gen. Bragg's army and half his wagon train
beeves, and a large lot of swine."
·
From the city of Frankfort it is stated that '74,900 had passed through Stanford on the previous
yards of jeans were taken from the establishment of Mr. day, and the other half of the wagon train had
Watson. From one concern in this city (Lexington) gone safely through Lancaster, and were rethey took $106,000 worth of jeans and linseys, from
another $10,000 worth, another$9,000, another $10,000, treating on the Richmond and Big Hill road.
another $5,000. These different amounts in woollen That night the Union army encamped at Stangoods we know to have been removed from this city, ford. Early the next morning, the 14th, it
as we have the names before us from whom they were was on the march, and soon reached Orab
taken. Aside from this, in boots, shoes, &c., we know Orchard, a distance of ten miles. As it apof $30,000 worth that they carried off, aud also have
. the names to show from whom the goods were taken. proached the 1iown, the Confederate r.ear guard
Fro:n one house seven boxes of new Springfield rifles made its appearance drawn up in battle array.
and nine boxes of muskets, with all the tents belong- It had taken possession of two hills, and was
ing to Metcalrs cavalry, forty kegs of horse shoes, and in a good position to make a formidable resistone hundred and twenty boxes belonging to four regiments, containing clothmg and subsistence. The arti- ance for a short time. This caused the Fecwral
cles taken from tbis house were valued by the Confed- column to halt. The artillery was then brought
erates themselves at more than $10,000, and they so up into position, a line of battle was formed, a
declared at the time. The Adams Express office was reconnoissance made, an advance of skirmishers
robbed of everything tt contained. All the goods that
had been sent and deposited in the establishment from thrown out, and other details performed which
all parts of the country were seized and appropriated. caused a delay of several hours. During all
For four weeks, during the stay of the enemy here a this time the army of Gen. Bragg was unmolesttrain of cars were runnmg daily to Nicholasville, be~r- ed and in full retreat. When all the Federal
ing away mess pork and other articles necessary to the preparations were complete, the Confederate
subsistence of armies, while trains of wagons-huge in
number-were moving out on the Richmond, Ver- rear guard hastily retired. The Union advance,
sailles, and Nicholasville roads, day and night, loaded on the next day, reached Mt. Vernon. On the
with valuable commodities. We were here and saw next day, the 16th, the division of Gens. Van
nnd know what occurred, and can prove what we Cleave and Smith were ordered forward ; the
assert. Lexington afforded the Confederates, when
they entered it, the richest harvest they have reaped rest of the advance halted. At this time Gen.
during the war, and nothing is to be made by disguis- McOook's corps and a part of Gen. Gilbert's
were at 'rab Orchard, and all the cavalry had
ing the fact.
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been ordered to the rear in consequence of the
difficulty of obtaining forage iu the mountainous region. On the hills and in the defiles
between Mt. Vernon and the State line, ten
thousand men wO'uld be as effeetive as forty
thousand in resisting an army. The pursuit of
the Oonfederate forces now lost all of its importance.
The result of the invasion of Kentucky was
undoubtedly regarded by the Oonfederate leaders as successful in obtaining supplies, but they
were greatly chagrined at the tardiness of the
Kentuckians to rally around the Oonfederate
standard. The desertions from their force exceeded the number of recruits obtained. The
Oonfederate forces now retired into east Tennessee, and Gen. Buell fell back to the line between Louisville and Nashville, where he was
superseded in the command by Major-Gen.
Rosecrans, under the orders of President Lincoln. Ool. Morgan, with a small guerilla force,
still remained in the State. The invasion of
eastern Kentucky, by the Oonfederate forces,
cut off the line of communication between the
Federal fprces at Oumberland Gap in east Tennessee and the north. It was followed· by the
evacuation of that strong position by the Union
General, G. W. Morgan.
,Oum.berland Gap is south and a little east of
Lexington, Ky., and about one hundred and
fifty miles distant. It is a natural gap in a
mountain nearly eighty miles in length. There
are other places in this long mountain which
are called gaps, but this name is given more from
the fact that the summit at those places is of
more easy access than because of any natural
depression of the mountain. At the place called
Roger's Gap, next,to Oum.berland, and eighteen
miles west, there is actually no gap; but the
road, taking advantage of a succession of ridges
on the northern side and running diagonally on
the southern side, is rendered passable by man
and beast, and may, by great exertions, be
passed over by wagons and cannon. The distance from the beginning· of the ascent on the
one side to the ending of the descent on. the
other is a little more than five miles. Sixteen
miles further west is Big Oreek Gap, the crossing at which is a little more difficult.
The mountain on each side of Oumberland
Gap is about twelve hundred feet high. In
the gap it is only four hundred feet. The road
through the notch is a good one. On the
southern side the mountain is abrupt in some
places and almost perpendicular, and the summit is inaccessible without. the greatest danger,
e:rcept by entering the gap and ascending on
either the right or left. The northern side is
more irregular, breaking off in a succession of
smaller mountains and hills, to the valley lying
between the gap and Oumberland Ford. But
the main mountain towers far above its neighbors. Two roads from Lexington, Ky., lead
to the gap. One passes through Nicholasville,
Orab . Orchard, and Mt. Vernon, by the way
of Wild Cat. The other passes through Rich19
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mond, by way of Big Hill. From London,
Ky., there is but one road. It is flanked on
each side by a succession of bills and mountains, and passes through Barboursville, and
cros~es the Oum.berland Ford. Wagons or
cannon could scarcely pass by any other route.
This position was important to the Confederate Government, as by its occup.ation in
force they could hold possession of east Tennessee, and prevent any approach from the north
to cut their northern railroad line of connection between Richmond and northernAlabarr:.a,
Mississippi, Nashville, Memphis, and other
towns on the Mississippi. Its occupation was
also necessary to sustain their advance into
eastern Kentucky. A small Oonfederate force,
therefore, took possession of the-egap soon after
the commencement of hostilities. On the
other hand, its possession was important to the
Federal Government, as thereby it prevented
the invasion of Kentucky from the southeast.
It was also th.a stronghold of east Tennessee,
a section in which there existed among the
people a stronger and more invincible attachment to the Union than in any other portion
of the seceded States. After the defeat of the
Oonfederate forces in southeastern Kentucky,
under Gen. Zollicoffer, a body of Federal
troops advanced in the direction of Oumberland
Gap. On the 15th of February, they were encamped near Cumberland Ford, about ten miles
from the gap, which was then occupied by
about two thousand Oonfederate soldiers.
Scouting parties were sent out from the camp
near the ford, one of which penetrated the gap
and captured a few prisoners. On the 13th
of March, another expedition consisting of
about 12 companies of infantry and 86 cavalry, started from camp near Barboursville,
Ky., and crossing the mountain near Big Creek
Gap, after four days reached :Powell's Valley,
five miles from Jacksborough, where a body of
about four hundred Oonfederate cavalry was
surprised and routed, and their camp taken
possession of. Another body at Jacksborougl1,
about two hundred in number, was next driven
out. . After remaining four days, the Federal
force retired. On the 21st, a. strong expedition moved upon the gap and made an attack,
and cannonading ensued without any important result except developing the Confederate
strength. The Confederate occupation of the
gap continued without any serious interference
until Ohattanooga was occupied by the forces
of Gen. Mitchell, as has been stated. This led
to its evacuation about the 10th of J nne. Previous to that d~te, Gen. Geo. W. Morgan, with
a division of Union troops, advanced from
Cumberland Ford, and crossing at Roger's
Gap, prepared to out off the supplies for the
small force then at Oumberland Gap. Their
stock at the time was small; the Confederate
forces under Gen. E. K. Smith bad moved
south from east Tennessee, and the Union
forces at hand being large, and threatening in
front and rear, no alternative remained to the
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garrison but to surrender or evacuate the position. On the 14th of July, an expedition
was sont against a body of Oonfederate cavalry
at Wall ace Cross Roads, and after a brief skirmish the latter retired. .A.gain, on the 9th of
August, Ool. De Oourcy was on a foraging
expedition with the 16th and 42d Ohio, 14th
and 22d Kentucky, when the 14th Kentucky,
being advanced a short distance beyond Tazewell, was attacked by the 11th and 42d Tennessee, 30th Alabama, and 21st Georgia, under
Oolt Rains. .A. severe conflict ensued, in which
the Oonfederate forces were compelled to retire
before the artillery that was brought to the aid
of the Federal forces.
On the 1'Tth of August, a small Oonfederate
force approa~ed in front of the position, and
attacked a body of Union cavalry some two
miles out in the valley, who were compelled to
retire with a loss of two or . three killed and
wounded. Their camp, however, was protected from the approach of the Oonfederate
force by the guns on the mountain. On the
same day information was received by Gen.
Morgan that a large Oonfederate force had appeared at Barboursville and London, Ky., and
captured his supply trains nearly as far back as
Orab Orchard. Its object was to hold the
Blue Grass region of Kentucky; and ultimately
to force the entire division of.Gen. Morgan to
surrender or hastily e\7"acuate the position.
The comparative success of Gen. Brngg in his
me>vements in Kentucky, cut off all the communications of Gen. Morgan, and by Sept.
11, bis corn was all gone and nothing remained for his troops but a scanty supply of
beans and rice. The force, however, .had not
remained inactive during this period; about
three hundred prisoners and two hundred
l10rses had been captured. The destitute condition of the force for clothes and food, caused
the evacuation of the gap by Gen. Morgan on
the 17th of September. On that day the 23d
Indiana and the 9th Ohio battery left with
all the ammunition. During the succeeding
night all the troops left except a squad
that remained to finish the work of destruction. The magazine was blown up, and the
commissary building burned. Nothing but
ammunition and a few of the most useful
cooking utensils were brought away. Tents,
wagons, gtm carriages, arms, and accoutrements were changed to a mass of fragments
and ashes. The line ofretreat was two hundred
and fifty miles with a large Oonfederate force
intervening. But the position was one of the
strongest in the country, and Gen. Morgan had
represented that his supplies wete abundant.
By the 4th of October the division reached the
Ohio river. It had foraged on the country,
but suffered at times for water. During the
entire march, a Oonfederate cavalry force harassed the retreat. During nineteen nights the
troops bivouacked without a t ent. New roads
were made, trees cut out, provi ions gathered,
a hovering enemy kept at check, and a large

force brought safely through to the borders of
Ohio.
This body of troops under Gen. Morgan
numbered more than ten thousand men. It
brought twenty-eight pieces.of artillery, six of
which were 20-pounder siege guns, and four
Four heavy siege guns
hundred wagons.
were destroyed before evacuating the gap, and
a large number of sick men were left behind.
The march was through a mountainous and
unproductive country. .A. comt of inquiry was
subsequently ordered to investigate the causes
of this evacuation. The position was soon
afterwards occupied by a small Oonfederate
force.
·
It has been stated, that on the advance of
the Oonfederate army from Richmond to attack the forces of Gen. Pope, troops were summoned by the general-in-chief from points adjacent to come to his support. .Among others a
portion of the troops of Gen. Oox in western
Virginia were brought on to unite with the
army of Virginia. The effect of thus reducing
the force in western Virginia was an invasion
by a Oonfederate force under Gen. Loring. He
advanced up the Kanawha Valley !ts far as
Obarleston, which h e occupied for some time.
His troops were finally required to reenforce
Gen. Lee's army, when he retired. The chief
ad,vantage derived from this ,invasion by the
Confederate people was ·the seizm-e of the salt
works in the· Kanawha Valley. P erhaps there
was no article of which they were so destitute
in comparison to its importance as salt. It was
exchanged by the Confederate colonel Echols,
who had charge, for forage for his troops.
Affairs remained in this situation until the
return of Gen. Oox's forces ejrlY in November,
wh en the Confederate forces retired.
It has also been stated that, on the invasion
of Kentucky by Gen. Bragg, a portion of Gen.
Grant's troops were withdrawn from Mississippi and sent to Kentucky and Oincinnati to
give confidence to the new levies, and to reenforce Gen. Buell. The consequence of the
withdrawal of these troops was to induce
the Confederate officers to renew their operations in north Mississippi and western Tennessee. On the departure of Gen. Halleck to
take the position of general-in-chief, Gen. Grant
was put in command of the department of
west Tennessee, including the districts of
Cairo and Mississippi, that part of the State of
Mississippi occupied by Federal troops, and that
part of Alabama which might be occupied by
the troops of his particular command, including the forces heretofore known as the army
of the Mississippi.
In the department of Gen. Grant it became
apparent in August that the Oonfederate forces
sonth of his position had assumed a th1:eate~ing attitude upon his line between Oonnth m
Mississippi, and Tuscumbia in Alabama. On
the 10th of September the 2d brigade of Gen.
Stanley's division, commanded by Ool. MurJ~by,
evacuated Tuscumbia, and fell back thirty
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miles upon Iuka. On the next day the Ohio
brigade, which had been occupying Iuka, fell
back to Oorinth, leaving the force with Ool.
Murphy in its place. Scarcely, however, bad
it reached Oorinth before information was received that a body of Confederate cavalry had
dashed into Iuka, and after a slight skirmish
put the force of Ool. Murphy to flight. .A. considerable amount of medical and commissary
stores was captul'ed, among which were six
hundred and eighty barrels of flour that Ool.
Murphy had neglected to destroy. Ool. Murphy
was immediately placed under arrest by Gen.
Rosecrans, who now commanded tbe forces
previously under Gen. Pope, and the brigade
was ordered back to Iuka under Col. Mower,
It, however, finally reached the neighborhood
of Jacinto, and was there instructed to await
further orders. The preparations of the army
for an active campaign were no\v commenced.
Transportation aud baggage were reduced, and
the supply of tents cut down. .A.t this time
information was received tbat the Confederate
general Price had not only occupied Iuka in
force, but was endeavoring to cross the Tennessee river for the purpose of getting in the rear
of Gen. Buell, then falling back towal'd Nashville. It was also a part of the plan of Gen.
Price, by his movement upon Iuka, to draw
the Federal forces away from Corinth, and
thus render i.ts capture easy by Gen. Van Dorn,
who was to attack it during the absence of
Gen. Grant's forces. The design was then
formed by Gens. Grant and Rosecrans to cut
off the retreat of Gen. Price, and fol'ce him to
surrendel'. For this purpose eighteen thousand
men unde1· Gens. Grant and Ord were to move
.by way of Burnsville, and attack Gen. Price,
while Gen. Rosecrans should move with part
of his force by the way of Jacinto, and attack
him on the flank; at the same time the remainder of Gen. Rosecrans' force was to move
on the Fulton road and cut off Gen. Price's retreat if he should attempt it. With this understanding the army was put in motion on the
morning of the 18th of September. The divisions of Gens. Stanley and Hamilton under Gen.
Rosecrans, after a fatiguing march in a drenching rain, bivouacked at Jacinto. Early the next
morning they were again on the march, and at
ten o'clock the advance encountered the Confederate pickets at Barnett's Corners. .A. sharp
skirmish ensued, which resulted in driving
them six miles toward Iuka, with a small
loss. .A.t this time the entire column had arrived at Barnett's Corners, and awaited, according to the previous understanding, for Gen.
Grant to commence the attack, which would
be known by the sound of his artillery. After
two hours had elapsed a despatch arrived from
Gen. Grant, seven miles distant, to the effect
that he was waiting for Gen. Rosecrans to open
the battle. The column was immediately moved
forward within two miles of Iuka, when the
Confederate force was discovered posted on a
hroad rid11:e commanding the country for some

distance. The Confederates opened fire upon
the skirmishers as they advanced in sight, under which Gen. Hamilton's division formed in
line. They were also received by a hot fire of
artillery and musketry, which was replied to
by the 11th Ohio battery, that had now got
into position. The engagement soon becamo
general, and continued for two hours, when .
darkness prevented any further advantage to
either side. The contest was exceedingly fierce,
and the troops behaved with great bravery.
The 11th Missouri and the 5th Iowa stood the
severest portion of the contest, and the former
lost seventy-six, and the latter one hundred
and sixteen in killed and wounded. The 11th
Oliio battery was exposed to a severe fire of
musketry, and in less than half an hour seventytwo of its men were killed or wounded. The
Confederate officers, perceiving that it was
poorly supported, ordered a charge to be made
on it, by which the six guns were captured,
and two of• them spiked. It was afterward
retakeµ twice by the 5th Iowa at the point of
the bayonet, but finally fell into the possession
of the Confederates. The night was spent in
taking care of the wounded and burying the
dead, while the troops lay on their arms a waiting
the dawn of the next day to renew the battle.
Early in the morning, as no movement was
perceived on the part of the Confecierate force
like renewing the contest, Gen. Rosecrans ordered his line of piclrnts to advance. Not meeting with any opposition the whole force was
thrown forward, and within a half mile of the
town a flag of truce was seen approaching. It
reported that Gen. Price had evacuated the
town during the night. Pursuit was immecliately made and kept up by three companies of
cavalry during the day, skirmishing with the
Confederate rear guard, and capturing many
prisoners. The loss of Gen. Rosecrans's force
was 148 killed, 570 wounded, and 94 missing.
The Confederate loss was supposed to be larger
in killed and wounded, and about one thousand
prisoners were taken by Gen. Rosecrans. .A.t
Inka the six pieces of the 11th Ohio battery
we1:e found, having been abandoned, and also
a large number of wounded, and commissary
stores and camp equipage. Among the killed
were the Confederate generals Lytle and
Berry. Gen. Whitfield also was mortally
wounded. The road by which Gen. Price retreated being unobstructed, he marched that
day twenty-seven miles to Bay Spring.
The force of Gen. Grant left Corinth at the
same time when Gen. Rosecrans marched, and
reached Burnsville, Miss., in the afternoon.
There it remained one night and the next day,
and then pushed forward until it met the Confederate pickets. Then it retired and awaited
the next morning, when a flag of truce was
sent to the Confederate camp, which did not
return until late in the afternoon. Thus while
Gen. Rosecrans engaged the Confederates on
the south, Gen. Grant was prevented from engaging them on the west and north.
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The effect of this battle was to relieve Gen.
Buell from all danger of an attack by Gen.
Price on his rear, while moving against Gen.
Bragg. On the 22d Gen. Grant's forces returned to Oorinth, and Gen. Rosecrans to J acinto. Gen. Van Dorn through delays had
not reached Oorinth as soon as had been planned, and Gen. Grant by now abandoning Iuka
reached the former place in advance of Gen.
Van Dorn. On the 26th Gen. Rosecrans proceeded to Oorinth, and took command of that
position, Gen. Grant having been ordered to
Jackson, and Gen. Ord to Bolivar. Jackson is
forty-seven miles, and Bolivar nineteen miles
by railroad north of Grand Junction, which is
forty-one miles by railroad west of Corinth.
By the ordinary routes Jackson is fifty-one
miles north, and Bolivar forty miles northwest
of Corinth. Meantime, Gen. Price retreatingsouthwesterly from Iuka by Bay Spring, reached
Baldwin, Miss., thirty miles. Thence he moved
northwest to Dumas, fifteen miles, where he
joined Gen. Van Dorn; thence to Pocahontas,
thirty miles, where he was joined by Gen.
Lovell ; thence down the Chewalla, and from
thence to Oorinth by the old State Line road.
Gen Van Dorn took the chief command at
Dumas.
Meanwhile Gen. Rosecrans, anticipating that
an attack would be made on his position at
Corinth, prepared to meet it. The fortifications constructed by Gen. Beauregard in the
beginning of the year were on the north and
east, and two miles from the centre of Corinth,
and required an immense force to occupy them.
After Gen. Halleck took possession of the
town he constructed a line of intrenchments
inside those of Gen. Beauregard. Afterward,
upon consultation between Gens. Grant and
Rosecrans, it was determined to construct a
line inside that of Gen. Halleck. This was
done under the direction of Capt. Prim of the
U. S. engineers. It consisted of a chain of redoubts, arranged for the concentric fire of
heavy batteries. Learning the approach of the
Oonfederate forces, Gen. Rosecrans ordered
Gen. Ogleby with his brigade to proceed up
the Ohewalla road and meet them, with instructions to resist strongly enough to draw them under the defences of Corinth. McArthur nex·t
went forward and sent back for assistance. Gen.
Davis was then ordered to send a small force,
but moved with his wl10le division. This occupied the 30th of September, and the 1st and
2d of October. On the 3d the Oonfederate
force was greatly increased, and the :fighting became severe; Gen. Oglesby was wounded, and
Gen. Ilackelman killed, and the loss in killed,
wounded, and prisoners was considerable, and
the Union troops were driven back to their
defences.
On the north and east of Corinth, hill and
swampy ground alternate, which is on the
whole heavily timbered. On the left hand
side of the railroad there is occasionally an
open field. The Union army faced to the

north. On the front of its right centre there
was a heavily thicketed swamp almost impassable for masses of infantry. On the left centre the ground was quite hilly. Where the
right wing was posted it was rolling, but feh
off in front into heavily timbered ground,, such
as to be swampy in rainy weather. The Ohewalla road enters the town on the left, and the
Bolivar road on the right centre. Excepting at
this last named point Oorinth was approachable in an unbroken line of battle. The new
line of fortifications consisted of four revetted
redoubts, covering the whole front of the town,
and protecting the flanks. The front of the
extreme right was strengthened by the old
works of Gen. Beanregard. On the left of the
extreme right, which was held by Gen. Hamilton's division, a new :five-gun. battery was constructed on the night of Friday the 3d. This
was in direct range of the point where the Bolivar road entered the town. The previously
mentioned fort on tbe extreme right flanked
that road. The hills over which the Chewalla
road entered the town were commanded by
Fort Williams, which mounted twenty-pounder
Parrotta. On a high, narrow ridge was located
Fort Robinson, which with Fort Williams enfiladed both the Chewalla. and Bolivar roads.
Another fort on the extreme left protected the
left and strengthened the centre. Several
forts in the rear were so located as to be of
niuch service during the action. · Their guns
were reversed, and turned toward the centre.
On the extreme right was stationed the division of Gen. Hamilton. Its right rested near
the fort first mentioned and the old works of
Gen. Beauregard, and stretched from the south
side of the road to Purdy. Its left rested behind Fort Richai-dson. On the left Gen. Davies'
division joined it, and in consecutive order six
companies of lliinois sharpshooters and Burke's
Missouri sharpshooters; Gen. Stanley's division,
consisting of two brigades, and Gen. McKeon's
division, with Gen. Arthur's brigade, were on
the extreme left. The cavalry, under the command of Ool. Misener, was stationed on the
wings and in the rear. Suitable forces were
held as reserv.es and to protect the rear. The
front line was covered by crests of undulations
on the surface. On the night of the 3d, the
Oonfederate line was formed within a thousand
yards of the Union position. Before daybreak
the Confederates were heard at work planting a
battery on a hill in front of and about 200 yards
from Fort Robinett, and soon after they opened
a furious fire on Corinth. At daylight, the
Parrott guns in Fort Williams opened upon
this Oonfederate battery and in a few minutes
silenced it. Two of the guns were removed,
but the third was taken and drawn within the
Federal line. · Skirmishing also opened at V3!ions points in front, which was constantly mcreasing to the magnitude of a ~at1:le .. _The
Oonfederate lines, however, were still mv1s1ble.
About half past nine o'clock dark and threatening masses .of Conf~derate troops were sud-
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denly discerned on the east of the railroad
moving up the Bolivar road. They assumed a
wedge-like form and adval).ced impetuously.
It was now manifest that the Confederate force
had been enticed to attack at the very point
whore the Federal artillery could sweep it with
direct cross, and enfilading fire. These batteries re~t hideous gaps in those massive lines,
but they were closed at once and .inflexibly
pressed forwar.d. Suddenly the Confederate
force extended to the right and left, and approached covering the whole field. In front
of them, however, was ·a .broad turfed glacis
slopin" upward to a crest, fringed with determinea°soldiers and covered with frowning batteries. The few obstructions from fallen timber produced no disorder in the approaching
lines but what was quickly restored. The en-'
tire Federal line next opened fire, but the Confederate forces, as if insensible to fear, steadily
pressed forward undismayed. As they approached the crest of the hill in front and to
the right of Fort Richardson, the division of
Gen. Davis, although not in immediate danger,
began to fall back in disorder. Gen. Rosecrans,
seeing the disgraceful scene, dashed forward
inflamed with indignation and began thrashing the fugitives with the blade of his sabre.
His staff, and even his orderlies, followed his
.example, and the panic was checked and the
iine restored. Much space was thus lost, and
the enemy reached the headquarters of Gen.
Rosecrans and took possession. The loss of
fort Richardson now appeared certain. The
Oonfederates gained the crest of the hill,
- swarmed arotmd the little redoubt, and were
swept away. Again they came like infuriated
tigers, and with a yell made a desperate dash
before which the battery, unsupported, gave·
way. The guns were seized, but before they
could be manned, the 56th Illinois, rising from
cover in the ravine, fired a deadly volley and
with a shout made a sweeping charge, before
which the Confederates fled. When the division of Gen. Davis broke, it was necessary for
all to fall back, but this charge of the 56th
I1linois recovered the ground. The whole line
advanced, and the Confederates were broken
and fled to the woods, whither they were pursued. The attack on the Federal right was
made by Gen. Price. On the left Gen. Van
Dorn was expected to make a simultaneous approach and thus carry Oorinth by assault. In
the extension of the Oonfederate right, artificial
obstructions interfered. ·Gen. Van Dorn was
obliged to move with his left over a rugged ravine through.dense thickets and over a heavy
abatis up hill. His centre moved down hill
under the fire of Fort Williams, the siege guns
in the rear of the town, and under heavy musketry. His right was obliged to move round a
ridge and advance over almost insurmountable
abatis under the direct fire of both Fort WilIiams and Fort Robinett well supported by experienced troops. Gen. Van Dom's advance
bad necessarily been slower than that of Gen.
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Price, and the latter was overwhelmed and defeated when the former was ready to commence
the attack. His forces advanced steadily, with
troops from Mississippi and Texas in front.
Huge gaps were made through their ranks by
the great guns of the batteries, but they closed
and at once moved unflinchingly onward. The
slaughter was great, but none wavered. As
they reached the ditch a pause, as if for
breath, was made. That pause was fatal to
them. The two redoubts, Fort Robinett and
Fort Williams, were on the same ridge, and the
former, which was in front, was commanded by
the latter. They were about 150 yards apart.
The Ohio brigade, Col. Fuller commanding,
was formed behind the ridge on the right of
the redoubts. The left of the 63d Ohio rested
on Fort Robinett, and its right joined the left
of the 2'7th Ohio; the 39th Ohio was behind
the 2'7th supporting it; the right of the 43d
Ohio joined the left of the 63d, forming a right
angle with it, and extending to Fort Williams
behind the crest of the ridge. The 11th Missouri was formed behind the 63d Ohio, with
its .left in the angle and the regiment facing
obliquely to the right of the 63d. The brigade
were required to lie flat on their faces, and reserve their .fire until the Oonfederates were
close upon them. At the moment when the
Oonfederate advance paused, as above stated,
the 63d 0hio was ordered to fire. An officer has thus described the scene which ensued : " There were only 250 of the 63d in the
conflict, but their volley was fearful. It is
said 50 Confederates fell at once. Six volleys
were fired and the enemy was gone. The 63d
again lay down. Directly the supporting Oonfederate brigade advanced. The 63d was order-.
eel to make a half left wheel to sweep the front of
the redoubt, and the manoouvre was handsomely
executed. The 11th Missouri moved on the
left into line into the vacant space; the 43d
moved by the right of companies to the left,
and the 2'7th half-faced to the left. Sudde.n ly
the enemy appeared, and a furious storm of
lead and grape was launched at them. The 63d
fired :five or six volleys and the enemy rushed
upon them. A terrific hand to hand combat
ensued. The rage of the combatants was furious and the uproar hideous. It lasted hardly
a minute, but the carnage was dreadful. Bayonets were used, muskets clubbed, and men were
felled with ·brawny fists. Our noble fellows
were victors, but at a sickening cost. Of the 250
of the splendid 63d, 125 lay there on the field,
wounded, dead, or dying. The last final struggle terminated with a howl of rage and dismay.
The foe flung away their arms and fled like
frightened stags to the abatis and forests. The
batteries were still vomiting destruction. With
the enemy plunging in upon him, brave Robinett, with his faithful gunners of the 1st U. S.
artillery, double shotted his guns and belched
death upon the infuriate host, and now he
sent the iron hail after the fugitives. with relentless fury. The abatis was full of them,
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but they were subdued. Directly they began were commanded by Van Dorn, Price, Villipigue, Rust,
Maury, and others in person. 'l'hey numto wave their handkerchiefs upon sticks in Armstrong,
bered, according to their own authorities, nenrly 40,000
token of submission, shouting to spare them men-almost double your own numbers. You fought
"for God's sake." O ver 200 of them were them into the position we desired on the 3d, punisbrng
taken within an area of a hundred yards, and them terribly; and on the 4th, in 3 hours after the inwent into action, they were completely beaten.
more than 200 of them fell in that frightful fantry
You killed and buried 1,423 officers and meri; some
assault upon Fort Robinett. Fifty-six dead of their most distinguished officers falling-among
were heaped up together in front of that re- whotn was the gallant Colonel Rogers, of the 2d Texas,
doubt, most of whom were of the 2d Texas who bore taeir colors at the bead of his storming column to the edge of the ditch of" Battery Robinett,"
and 4th Mississippi."
be fell. -Their wounded, at the usual rate, must
The battle was now over. It had begun in where
exceed 5,000. You took 2,268 prisoners, among whom
earnest about 9 o'clock, and at half past 11 the are 137 field officers, captains, and subalterns, repreConfederate force was falling back. The front senting 53 regiments of infantry; 16 regiments cavwas so thoroughly masked that it was late in alry; 13 batteries of artillery; 7 battalions ; mak69 regiments, 13 batteries, 7 battalions, besides
the afternoon before it could be determined ing
several companies. You captured 3,300 stands of
whether a second assault was intended. Pur- small arms, 14 stands of colors, 2 pieces of artillery,
suit in force could not be attempted before ra- lf!nd a large quantity of equiJ?ments. You pursued bis
tions and ammunition were provided. It was r etreating columns 40 miles m force with infantry, and
3 o'clock on the morning of the next day, Sun- 69 miles with cavalry, and were ready to follow him to
if necessary, hnd you received orders. I conday the 5th, before the column moved in light Mobile,
gratulate you on these decisive results; in the name of
order and swiftly. The vigor and determina- . the Government and the people, I thank you . I beg
tion with which Gen. Rosecrans would pursue you to unite with me in giving humble thanks to the
a flying foe may be understood from his views Great Master of all for our victories.
.After the battle at Corinth and the pursuit
expressed to his officers: "Follow close ; force
them to pass to the rear; compel them to form of the Confederate force, the troops of Gen.
often in line of battle and so harass and dis- Grant r eturned to their respective positions.
courage them; prevent them from communi- Gen. Rosecrans, on the 25th of Ootober, was orcating from front to rear ; give them no time dered from Corinth to Cincinnati to take comto distribute subsistence; don't let them sleep." mand of the forces preparing for a new camMeantime, after the Confederate force had re- paign. On the 4th of November the forces of
tired, Gen. McPherson arrived with 3 regiments Gen. Grant advanced from Jackson and Bolifrom Jackson, and led the van of the pursuit.
var to Lagrange, 3 miles east of Grand JuncThe Confederate force retreated by the route tion on the Cairo and New Orleans railroad.
on which they had adrnnced, which was the The scattered forces of Gens. Van Dorn and
Chewalla road. It was necessary for them to Price had rallied and were within 20 miles of
cro~s the Tuscumbia river in the neighborhood the same place, at Cold Water and Holly Springs,
d'f Pocahontas. They sent a body of troops to Mississippi. Their numbers bad not been inprotect the Hatchie river bridge, which is two creased by reenforcements, but they had been
miles from the bridge across the Tusciiznbia. rendered more effective l>y concentration. The
On the 4th Gens. Ord and Hurlbut, from Gen. forces of Gen. Grant bad been slightly increased
Grant's force, moved down and encountered by the new levies. His army was required to
this detachment and defeated it, capturing a garrison Columbus, Humboldt, Trenton, Jacklarg~ number of prisoners and two batteries of son, Bolivar, Corinth, and Grand Junction, and
6 guns. The Federal loss here was 50 killed, was now designated as the army of west Ten493 wounded, and 17 prisoners. This action . nessee. The position of the army was uncompelled the Confederate force to retrace changed until near the end of November. It
their steps and by making a wide circuit they required reenforcements and supplies. Active
finally crossed the Hatchie at Crum's Mill, efforts were made to repair the Memphis railabout 6 miles farther up. Gen. Rosecrans, road in order that supplies might be brought
however, continued the pursuit to Ripley, from that point instead of Columbus in Kenwhence be was ordered by Gen. Grant to return. tucky. The distance to the latter place is 138
He captured nearly 1,000 prisoners, part of the miles, and to the former, from Lagrange, 49
Confederate ammunition and baggage trains, miles. On the south a small body of troops
and 11 guns. The Federal loss at Corinth was was thrown forward a few miles to Davis's
stated at 315 killed, 1,312 wounded, and 282 Mills, and on the west a heavy force liad been
prisoners, taken chiefly on Friday, and two stationed at Moscow. On the 28th, however,
Parrott guns. The additional effects of the the advance of Gen. Hamilton's corps began to
battle are thus stated by Geo. Rosecrans in move in the direction of Holly Springs, which
an address to his troops, dated October 25 : ~ place was reached on the 29th. By the 1st of
I have now received the reports of the various com- December, Gen. Grant's forces had arrived and
manders. I have now to tell you that the magnitude were chiefly encamped at Lumpkin 's Mills, south
of the stake, the battle and the r esults, become more of Holly Springs, and 7 miles north of the Talthan ever apparent. Upon the issue of this fight de- lahatchie river. The Confederate force had repended the possession of west Tenn ess~e, and perhaps tired to the river. At the same time that the
even the fate of operations in KentlH!ky. The entire
arnilable force of the rebels in Mississippi, save a few movement was commenced from Davis's Mills,
garrisons and n small reserve, attacked yon. 'l'bey a division of Gen. Curtis's army left Helena;
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Ark., for the purpose of making a flank movement on the Oonfederate force on the Tallahatchie and getting in their rear, and thus cutting
off their retreat while the main army advanced
upon them. On the river extensive fortifications had been thrown up as if for the purpose
of making a determined stand against the prog-

\
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\
I

ress of the Federal army. These, however,
were abandoned on Dec. 1 by Gen. Van Dorn,
and his forces retired farther south. It was
supposed that information of the flank movement from Helena led to the evacuation of his
strong position on the Tallahatchie. On the 2d
his ·r ear guard passed through Abbeville, and
on the 3d through Oxford, with some sharp

•
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skirmishes with the Federal advance. On the
4th Gen. Grant's headquarters were at Oxford.
The main body of the army was at Abbeville.
.A.sit advanced, the bridges and culverts of the
railroad were repaired, the track restored, and
the cars run. .A.t the same time the Oonfederate force continued to fall back toward Grenada, presenting only a strong rear guard.
Meantime the expedition from Heleria abovemeutioned, moved on the 27th of N ovember with seven thousand men under Gen. Alvin P. Hovey. On the next day he crossed
the Tallahatchie. The passage was disputed
by Oonfederate pickets without loss. On the
30th a second skirmish occurred at the Yacknapatapha, after the crossing of which the
Oonfederate forces reth·ed toward Coffeeville.
The neA-t movement of Gen. Hovey was to cut
the Mississippi Oentral railroad and the telegraph lihe. The railroad line was destroyed
for a considerable distance. The Confederate
communication on the Mississippi and Tennessee railroad for a short distance was next cut
near P anola, by a cavalry force sent out by
Gen. Hovey under Col. Washburn. In executing this order, on Dec. 1, Col. Washburn
unexpectedly encountered a cavalry force near
Oakland, on the :Mississippi and Tennessee.
railroad, and a sharp skirmish ensued. The
superiority of the Federal artillery soon put an
end to it, and the Confederate forces retired in
the direction of Coffeeville, with a loss of five
killed, several wounded, and about fifty taken
prisoners. The loss of Col. Washburn was
:fifteen men wounded and fifteen horses killed.
The steam boats and small craft on the Talla;
· hatchie river were destroyed, and two loc~
motives and some oars on the railroad, and the
expedition then returned to Helena. The effect
of this movement was to cause the Confederate
force under Gen. Pemberton to fall back from
the Tallahatchie, evacuate Grenada, a-nd retire toward Canton, under the impression
· that the entire command of Gen. Grant was
very strong. The effect of the return of this .
force to Helena was to restore the confidence
of the Oonfe<l.erate general Van Dorn, and an attack upon Gen. Grant's rear, in order to cut
off his supplies, was immediately organized, and
on the 20th, while Gen. Grant's headquarters
were at Oxford, an attack by surprise was
made on the garrison at Holly Springs, thirty
miles north, by a considerable force of cavalry,
to whom the place was surrendered. The
prisoners were paroled, the immense stores
collected there for Gen. Grant's army were
destroyed, also a large quantity of cotton which
had been purchased of the people in the vicinity. On the same day a similar attack was
made at Davis's Mills, a little farther north,
which was bravely repulsed. Near Jackson,
in Tennessee, previously the headquarters of
Gen. Grant, an attack was made on the 19th
by a body of cavalry with artillery, under Col.
Forrest. It was first ma.de upon a train loaded
with wood. The telegraph wire was also cut,
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and the road destroyed. On the next day
Humboldt was captured, and an attack was
made on Trenton, which was soon surrendered
by Ool. Fry in command. The railroad depot
was burned with all the stores and cotton in
it. Other stations on the road, as Dyer, Rutherford, and Keaton, were taken on the same
day. The purpose was to destroy every bridge
on the railroad from Oolumbus to Oorinth and
Grand Junction, and thus cut off the route for
supplies to Gen. Grant's army. The consequence of destroying his depot of supplies, and
disturbing his line of communication, was to
make Gen. Grant fall back upon Holly Springs.
Subsequently Ool. Forrest's force was entirely
routed by Ool. Sweeney.
Meanwhile troops had been collected at
Oairo and Memphis, for an expedition against
Vicksburg. This had been done within the
department of Gen. Grant; and the commander of the expedition, Gen. Sherman, was stationed at Memphis in the same department, and
under the command of Gen. Grant. It was
an object of Gen. Grant's movements into
Mississippi, just related, to reach Jackson
in the rear of Vicksburg, and thus cooperate
with Gen. Sherman. In· this design he was
unsuccessful, and obliged to fall back in consequence of the attacks on his line of communication. After falling back upon Holly
Springs, a division of his troops was sent to
join Gen. Sherman. The future proceedings
of Gen. Grant and of this Expedition properly
belong to the record of 1863.
The second campaign in Kentucky and Tennessee during the year was virtually ended.
The forces of Gen. Grant were reduced by
a detachment of ten thousand men to aid
Gen. Sherman in the capture of Vicksburg,
which was a part of the new campaign.
Meanwhile the calls of the President for six
hundred thousand additional ~roops were producing their effect. Vast forces were gathering, and new campaigns were about to commence. The great march of the Northwest
sweeping everything before it to the Gulf of
Mexico, was now to be made. The Government had found that the Western people would
bear no longer with its futile efforts to open
the Mississippi and to seize the Southern valley. "What we need," said President Lincoln, " is a military success ; " money and men
had been promptly furnished to the full extent
of the request.
This new campaign contemplated the advance of a powerful army under Gen. Rosecrans. through Tennessee into Alabama; the
movement of a military and naval expedition
from Oairo upon Vicksburg; the cooperation
of an expedition under Gen. Banks from New
Orleans and thence into Texas ; and an advance from Missouri upon Arkansas; and also
from Kansas upon the Indian country n,nd
northern Texas. Thus the Federal Government would not only open the Mississippi river,
but occupy all the Southwestern States, and re-

duce the Confederate forces to ·the limits of the
Atlantic States.
On the 25th of October, Gen. Rosecrans was
ordered to Oincinnati to take command of the
army of the Ohio, as already stated. This command consisted of what remained of the splendid army of Gen. Buell, reenforced by new but
raw levies, until it became the second army in
size of the United States. The preparation for
his campaign was no ordinary effort.
The new troops were to be drilled, disciplined, and made reliable; equipments, arms,
horses, and stores of every kind were needed.
The country in which he proposed to march
had just been swept of its forage by two armies-that of Gen. Buell, and that of Gen.
Bragg. His supplies must come from the
States of the.Northwest. Only two routes existed for their aonveyance : the Oumberland
river, which was at too low a stage of water
for successful navigation, and the Louisville
and Nashville railroad, on which the bridges
had been burned, and the tunnel at Gallatin destroyed. The work of preparation and organization was vigorously begun, and his army
soon began to move southward. On the 1st
of November Gen. Rosecrans moved to Bowling Green, and on the 5th three divisions of
Gen. McOook's corps moved far·ther on their
way to Tennessee.
.
· The commanders of the corps of the whole
army were Gens. Thomas, McOook, Rousseau,
and Orittertden. On tbe 7th the corps of Gen.
McOook passed through N asbville.
The Louisville and Nash ville railroad was
completed on the 8th to Mitchellsville on the
northern line of Tennessee. On the 10th, Gen.
Rosecrans arrived at Nashville, and from
that time to the close of the year he was constantly engaged in concentrating, reorganizing,
reequipping, and disciplining his army, accumulating supplies by the railroad, of which
there was only a single track, and preparing for
a forward movement. As early as the 25th of
November, the Oonfederate m·my manifested
a purpose to contest the occupation of middle
Tennessee. The railroad bridge at Bridgeport
was repaired and troops hurried to Murfreesborough. Gen. Joseph Johnston bad been placed
in command of this Oonfederate department,
although unable to engage. in active field operations. The Oonfederate forces were stationed
at Lavergne, Murfreesborough, McMinnville, &c.
Their numbers, under Gen. Bragg, were estimated at forty-five thousand effective men. He
had been led to believe by the spies of Gen.
Rosecrans that the latter intended to go into
winter quarters at Nashville, and bad despatched one body of cavalry under Gen. Forrest to
cut off Gen. Grant's communication, and another body under Ool. Morgan to cut the communication of Gen. Rosecrans in Kentucky,
and also a body of infantry to the Oonfederate
army of Mississippi. This appeared to be the
opportunity for Gen. Rosecrans to strike an
effective blow. At this time, the Federal army
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occupied a line of about ten miles on the southeasterly front ofNashville facing south, the right
resting on the right of the Franklin turnpike,
the centre extending out to Breakville on the
N olinsville turnpike, and the left covered by
Mill Creek, some six or eight miles from Nashville, with outposts describing an irregular
semicirde, covering a distance of nine miles
from the city. To this front the Confederate
army presented its force with outposts about
two miles distant. Gen. E. Kirby Smith's corps,
with part of Col. Morgan's cavalry, occupied
the Confederate right; the corps of Gen. PoTh:,
with Col. Wheeler's cavalry brigade, occupied
the centre at Lavergne; Gen. Hardee's corps
at Triune and N olinsville, with Col. Wharton's
cavalry in front, occupied the· left. On the
night of the 25th, Christmas, the determination for an advance the next day was made.
The respective columns were so disposed as to
move down Wilson's, the N olinsville, Murfreesborough, and J efferson turnpikes. The general
plan was to move a brigade down Wilson's
turnpike to protect the right, while Gen.Negley
should endeavor to turn the Confederate left
and get into its r ear ; Gen. McCook's corps
was to press directly upon Gen. Hardee at Nolinsville and Triune, while Gen. Crittenden pushed down the Murfreesborongh and Jefferson
turnpikes. .A.t dawn on the 26th, the troops
broke up camp with wild shouts and poured
along the highways. Gen. McCook's corps
marched steadily down the road with skirmish~
ers widely spread out. The Confederates resisted sharply, but were steadily driven, the
Federal loss being small. Gen. Crittenden advanced to Lavergne without opposition. The
Confederates retired rapidly before his skirmishers. On the next day, the 27th, the Confederate force continu.ed to r etire as the Federals advanced with sharp skirmishing. .A.t
four o'clock P. M., the Coufederate right had
been driven over the bridge across Stewart's
Creek, on the Jefferson turnpike, which they
were prevented from destroying. They were
also driven overthe bridge across the same creek
on the Murfreesborough turnpike so rapidly
as to be unable to destroy it. Both structures
came into the possession of the Federal forces,
all the columns of which had now closecl up.
It was now apparent from the course of the
Confederate retreat that their purpose was to
concentrate near Stone Creek or river. On
Sunday the 28th, Gen. Thomas advanced his
camp ac;·oss Stewart's Creek, and joioed the
left. Next day, Gen. McCook moved within
seven miles of Murfreesborough, and Gen. Crittenden moved within three miles, Gen. Negley
advanced to the centre, and Gen. Rousseau's
division was placed in reserve, on the right of
Gen. Crittenden. On the 30th, Gen. McCook
advanced through thickets, stubbornly resisted
by the Confederates, and pressed Gen. Hardee's
corps in his front in line of battle. The front
of this Confederate corps crossed the. Federal
right obliquely, in a position which, if extend-
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ed, would flank it. The centre, under Gen.
Negley, was slightly advanced into a cedar
wood, and was engaged in reconnoitring under sharp resistance, and in cutting roads
through the dense forest to open comnrnnication with the right. The left was in a . line
corresponding with the course of Stone river.
The right division of Gen. McCook now faced
to the southeast, and two brigades were
thrown out on the extreme right, somewhat in reserve. The Confederate force was
concentrated within two miles of Murfreesborough, with its right resting on the Lebanon
turnpike, thence extending west across Lytle's
Creek and the Nashville turnpike, and under
the command of Gen. Leonidas Polk. It consisted of three divisions under Gens. Cheatham,
Breckinridge, and Buckner. The Confederate
centre was composed of three divisions of Gen.
E. Kirby Stnith; the left was under the command of Gen. Hardee, and r ested on the Franklin and Murfreesborough road. This position of
the Confederate army gave to it the advantage
of strong natural fortifications, with their centre
efl:ectually masked by almost impenetrable cedar forests. Constant skirmishing was going
on between both forces, and it was manifest
that anot.her day would witness the impending
battle. .A.t this time assaults were made by
cavalry on the Federal r ear, and several trains
were captured. 'During the night it was evident that the Confederate forces were massing
on the right of Gen. Rosecrans, and his plan
was formed to give ground a little, if necessary,
on that wing, and to advance the left at the
same time into Murfreesborough. The execution of this purpose was prevented by the great
force of the Oonfederate ·attack on the right.
Early on the morning of the 31st, the attack
was made along the entire line of the Federal
right under Gen. McCook. The weather was
foggy, and the appearance of the Confederate
force was sudden. No preparations up to this
time for an advance or an assault had been
made. .A.n attack very early in the morning
had been anticipated; but as it did not come, a
degree of carelessness and indifference had
taken possession of both officers and men, and
all precautions were in a . degree abandoned.
The opposing lines of the two hostile wings
had formed on the opposite sides of a valley which narrowed toward the Federal left.
Gen. McCook's corps consisteti of three divisions which formed this line. On the left was
the division of Gen. Sheridan, in the centre
that of Gen. Davis, and on the right that of
Gen. Johnson. The attack ·was made along the
entir~ front at once by the Confederate force,
rapidly advancing in double columns. Before
the divisions of Gens. Johnson and Davis could
form, the Confederate batteries opened upon
them, and their infantry soon after became engaged at ·short range, rapidly advancing and
preparing to charge bayonets. Two batteries of Gen. J oho son's division were taken before a gun was :fired; and the irregular :fire of
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the others, many of which had no horses near
at hand, and the desultory fire of the incomplete line did not cause the Confederate line to
waver, much less repulse it. One brigade of
Gen. Johnson's was broken and fled to the
rear, le:1ving the artHlery they should have
supported, and the men were shot down at
the guns. The rest of the division fell back,
and with them a few of the guns. The line of
Gen. Davis's division, which was attacked at the
same time, was also imperfectly formed. In
vain it attempted to hold its position. Like
that of Gen. Johnson, it was crushed and broken, and three entire batteries lost. The division of Gen. Sheridan, when first assailed,
withstood the shock, and forced back the Confederate line; but when the division of Gen.
Davis was driven back it stoutly resisted, and
endeavored to hold the position until the
others could be rallied in the rear, and advanced to its support. The effort, however,
was unsuccessful, and like the others, his division retreated. The divisions of Gens. Johnson
and Davis bad in the mean time formed in the
rear, and endeavored to stay the Confederate
progress. They were unsuccessful, but maintained their line and fell back in good order,
and again formed at the first good position.
In like manner Gen. Sheridan proceeded. No
guns were captured after the first assault, and
the mass of prisoners was taken during this
retreat. The object of Gen. Bragg was to turn
the right flank, but this failed. Gen. Rosecrans,
on the other hand, prepared to stop the progress of the Confederates on his right, without exposing his centre and left to immediate danger.
His left wing could not be advanced to Murfreesborough, because his right was gone. He,
therefore, massed bis artillery upon his centre,
at the probable point of assault. These movements were concealed by forests, and were unperceived by the enemy. Gen. Negley now
ordered forward the advance of the centre, consisting of two small brigades to protect the retreating forces of Gen. McCook. These were
supported by the division of Gen. Rousseau, and
served to check the Confederate force in its
pursuit of the right wing. As the enemy approached these brigades, they retired slowly.
The former, unsuspecting it to be a decoy,
rushed forward, and were received with such
a cross-fire of double shotted canister from
two batteries ~d a volley from a brigade, as
caused their line to waver for a moment. It
dashed forward again. In the mean time Gen.
Rousseau had come up on the right of Gen.
Negley, and his regular troops on bis left advanced at the moment when the right of the
Oonfeder:1te left wing dashed forward. The
combined fire of Gen. N egley's force and of the
regular troops drove the Confederate main
farce back with terrible loss, and a large number of Confederate prisoners were taken. The
struggle was maintained a few moments, when
the Federal force under orders fell back, and
the Confederate line, flushed with success, and

consisting of their centre and riglit of left wing,
rushed in overwhelming mass upon the batter•
ies which had been so placed as to rake them
in almost every direction. A horrible slaughter
ensued. The Confederate line wavered, fell
back, and attempted to rally. On another
discharge, they fled from the fire which they
could not face. Meanwhile Gen. McCook had
got into line on the right of Gen. Rousseau, and
received reenforcements of artillery, and was
ready for another attack. The Confederate
force had now fallen back, and a suspension of
fire took place along the entire line. It was
midday. The Federal line had been driven
back between two and tbr_ee miles, thirty pieces
of artillery had been lost, and the dead and
wounded with many prisoners were in Confederate bands. The spirit of the troops was still
resolute.
These movements had somewhat changed
tq.e position of the Federal line. The left and
centre recovered their position at right angles to
the Murfreesborough road and across it. They
extended from the river to the "distance of a
mile west of it. The right wing had fallen
back until it was nearly parallel to this road,
and extending from Stewa1;t's Creek to the
right of Gen. Rousseau. The Confederate left
was opposite the Federal right and a few hundred yards from it. In this position both of
Gen. Rosecrans's flanks were protected by
streams with good bridges and fords in his rear.
About three o'clock, the battle opened again
by a Confederate attack upon the Federal
centre and left. Although this was made by
large masses, yet such was the favorable position occupied by the Federal line on a crest or
ridge of ground, and such· was the strength of
its batteries that no advantage was gained by
the Confederates. The;,laughter on both sides
was great and the contest very determined.
It continued until five o'clock when the exhausted armies suspended operations for the
night. This was so clear and beautiful that
some batteries continued their £r e. The result of the day was that the Federal right had
been driven in almost upon the left, and a change
of front bad been made under fire, leaving in
possession of the Confederate ·troops that part
of the field. They also held the ground occupied in the morning by the Federal pickets on
the left, w bich wing had receded to draw tl1e
Confederate troops on. During this time the
communication to N asbville had often been out
off, and a strong force of Confederate cavalry
had made a dash in the Federal rear within a
mile of the front, and captured a considerable
amount .of hospital stores. · The ammunition
train of the right wing was twice captured and
twice retaken. The Fedet&l loss on that day
was estimated at three thousand killed and
wounded, twenty-five pieces of artillery, and n
large number of prisoners. The Confederate
loss k killed and wounded was not less.
On Thursday the 1st of January, 1863, the
line of Gen. Rosecrans was restored to its
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original position by the success of Gen. Mc-Cook's efforts to recover and hold it, on the
third attempt. The division on the extreme
left was also moved across Stone River. The
position on the right wing was intrenched and
the communications in the rear completed.
On the morning of the 2d, sharp demonstrat1.0ns were made along the whole Federal line
by the Confederate army, but nothing serious
was attempted until three o'clock in the afternoon. At that time the Confederate force
burst in mass upon the division across Stone
River, as if having discovered the intention of
Gen. Rosecrans to advance it in their rear.
This attacking force consisted of their entire
right wing. The three brigades of the Federal
division under Ool. Beatty were prepared for
the attack and stood their ground manfully,
but the overwhelming force firrally drove them
back across the creek. Gen. N egley's division,
which had been formed in reserve as if for this
occasion, now advanced, supported by the division of Gen. Davis and the pioneer battalion
·of Morton. The most bitter conflict of the
battle now ensued. Both sides massed their
batteries and used them with desperate vindictiveness. The Confederate line wavered and
fell back. Gen. Davis was ordered to cross the
stream, and Col. Sirwell of the 78th Pennsyl-
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vania, placing his hat on the point of his sword·,
led the way with a shout. Co1. Beatty's division followed. · An overwhelming and irresistible charge was made on the Confederate line,
and it broke and fled. A battery was captured,
and a stand of colors. The entire division of
Gen. Negley followed up rapidly, and Gen.
Rosecrans's whole line immediately advanced.
The enemy's right wing was now brokePn and
the Federal force was gaining the Confederate flank, when resistance on its part became
vain and the entire force receded with the loss
of many prisoners. The next morning found
the Federal line intrenched in its advanced
position, but a storm was raging. Quiet prevailed through the day, excepting one or two
sharp conflicts resulting in the capture of a
small breastwork. On the next morning the
Confederate army had retired from .Murfreesborough, which was subsequently occupied
by Gen. Rosecrans. Two divisions were soon
sent forward in pursuit of the forces of Gen.
Bragg, who fell back to Tullahoma. The Federal
loss was 8,485 killed and wounded, and 3,600
missing. The enemy's loss is not known.
The original plan of Gen. Rosecrans to turn
the right of the Confederate army and cut off
its retreat., was entirely defeated by the failure
of the right wing to maintain itself.

CHAPTER XXIV.
Conclusion of the Cam~aign In Virginia-Gen. McOlellan crosses the Potomac-Causes of hls Delay-Presses Gen. L eeGen. Burnside ordered to take Command-IDs Orders-Gen. Lee falls back-Advance of Gen. Burnside toward Fredericksburg-Its Surrender Demanded-Occupied by Gen. Lee-Battle of Fredericksburg-Withdrawal of Gen. Burnside's Forces-Losses.

THE conclusion of the campaign in Virginia remains to be described. Immediately
after the battle of Antietam, the Confederate
army retired across the Potomac and occupied
strong positions on its right bank. All hopes
that the State of .Maryland would unite her
destinies with the Southern Confederacy were
now banfohed. The invasion had been made
by crossing the Potomac ,vithin a limit of
twelve miles, which is about a mile above the
Point of Rocks and five miles below the .Monocacy aqueduct on the Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal. The army then marched through fields,
woods, and roads for Frederick. The line of
the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal for twelve
miles presented a scene of desolation. It was
tapped at five places. Several floodgates were
cut to pieces, and from heights above large
~oi:µder s of rock were dislodged and thrown
mto the canal. An unsuccessful attempt was
made to blow up the aqueduct at Monocacy.
The telegraph lines and the track of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad were much injured.

The bridge at .Monocacy and portions of the
abutments were destroyed. Private property
did not -escape. Fences were torn down and
fields laid desolate.
The army of Gen . .McClellan remained on the
north bank of the Potomac in the vicinity of
Sharpsburg and Harpe.r's Ferry. On the 1st
of October it was visited by President Lincoln,
who was cordially received and tarried until
the 4th. On the 7th Gen. McClellan issued
the following order r elative to ·t.he proclamation threatening emancipation of the Southern
slaves:
ARMY OF TDE POTOMAO, Oatobe,· 7, 1862.
General Order, 163.-The attention of the officers
and soldiers of the Army of the Potomac is called to
General Orders, No. 139, War Department, September
24, 1862, publishing to the army the President's proclamation of Se_ptemher 22.
•
A proclamation of such grave moment to the nation,
offic1allycommuuicated to the nrmy,afford:3 to the ~eneral commanding au opportunity of defining specifically to the officers and soldiers under bis .c?mmand ~he
relation borne by nil persons in the military semce
HEADQUAllTERS
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of the United States toward the civil authorities of the
Government.
The Constitution confides to the civil authoritieslegislative, judicial, and executive-the power and
duty of making, expoundin~, and executing the Federal
laws. Armed forces are raised and supported simply
to sustain the civil authorities, and are to be held in
strict subordination thereto in all respects. The fundamental Jaw of our political system is essential to the
securiiy of our republiclm institutions, and should be
thoroughly understood and observed by every soldier.
The principle upon which 1:-nd the obj~cts for wh~ch
nrmies shall be employed m suppressmg rebellion
must be determined and declared by the authorities,
and the Chief Executive, who is charged with the
administration of the national affairs, is tbe proper and
only source tbrou"h which the views and orders of the
Goverument can be made kuown to the armies of the
nation.
Discussion by officers and soldiers concerning public
measures determined upon and declared by the Gov·
ernment, when carried beyond the ordinary, temperate,
and respectful expression of opinion, tend greatly to
impair and destroy the discipline and efficiency of the
troops, by s1.1bstituting the spirit of political faction
for the firm, steady, and earnest support of the authority of the Government, which is the highest duty of the
American soldier. The remedy for politic,i,l errors, if
any are committed, is to be found only in the action
of the people at the polls.
In thus calling the attention of this army to the true
relation between the soldiers and the Government, the
General commanding merely adverts to an evil against
which it bas been thought advisable during our whole
history to !ljUard the armies of the Republic, and in so
doing be will not be considered, by any right-minded
person, as casting any reflection upon that loyalty and
good conduct which hav.e been so fully illustrated upon
so many battle-fields.
In carryiua- out all measures of public policy· this
army will, ofcourse, be guided by the same rules of
mercy and Christianity that have ever controlled its
conduct toward the defenceless.
By command ofMnj.-Gen. McCLELL~.
JAs. A. HARDIE, L1eut.-Col.,
.A.ide-d&-Camp and .A.ct'g .A.ss't .A.dj.-General.

On Monday night, Oct. 10, a body of Oonfederate cavalry of about twenty-five hundred,
under Gen. Stuart, suddenly appeared at Ohambersburg, Penn., and occupied the place. The
Government storehouses and machine shops
were burned by them; also the Oumberland
Valley railroad depot. On the next day Gen.
Stuart marched to Emmettsburg, thence to
W oodsborough, New Market, and Monrovia,
which place he reached early on Sunday morning. Thus far his force had gathered about one
thousand horses. He next pushed for the Potomac, at Noland's Ford, at the mouth of the Monocacy; but finding a Federal force there, he divided
his troops and crossed at different places, chiefly
at Conrad's Ferry, and six miles below the Monocacy. The entire distance of bis march north
of the Potomac, was a little over one hundred
miles. A large number of Federal troops were
put in motion to effect bis capture, but without
success. Reconnoissances made on the 16th and
I '7th discovered the Oonfederate army occupying a position extending from Bunker Hill to
the Shenandoah river.
It had been exrected that Gen. McClellan
would take· the forces of Gen. Pope s shattered army and march into Iary land and
congner the victorious Oonfederate force and

pursue them even to Richmond. • The inactivity of his army after the battle of Antietam became a subject of complaint. It was
overlooked that the low water in the Potomac required time to line its north shore with
troops to prevent another invasion of Maryland.
It was ove1:looked that most of his troops had
been in active service in the field during the
previous six months, and might require most
important supplies. On the 6th of October the
following despatch was sent by the general-inchief, Gen. Halleck, to Gen. McClellan :
W .A.SJUNGTON, D. C., Oct. 6, 1S62.

Maj.-Ge'll,. McClellan :
I am instructed to telegraph to you as follows :
The President dirt!cts that you cross the Potomac and
giv·e battle to the enemy or drive him south. Your
army must move now wbile the roads are good. If you
cross the river between the enemy and Washington,
and cover the Jat~r by your line of operation, you can
be reenforced with 80,000 men. If you move up the
valley of the Shenandoah, not more than 12,000 or 15,000 can be sent to you. The President advises the interior line between Washington and the enemy, but
does not order it. He is very desirous that your army
move as soon as possible. You will immediately report
what line you adopt and when you intend to cross the
river. Also, to what point the reenforcements are to
be sent. It is necessary that the plan of your operations be positively determined on before orders are
given for building bridges nod repairing railroads. I
am directed to affd that the Secretary of War and the
General-in-Chief fully concur with the President iu
these instructions.
H. W. HALLECK, Gen.-in-Chief.

According to the report of Gen. Halleck, Gen.
McOlellan disa.pproved of the plan of crossing
the Potomac south of the Blue Ridge, and said
that he would cross at Harper's Ferry and advance on Winchester. The advance, however,
did not take place until the 26th of October. It
became the subject of speculation on the part
of the public as to the real nature of the causes
of delay. Subsequently, upon the removal of
Gen. McOlellan from the command of the army,
on the '7th of November, the following letter
was published:
HEADQUARTERS 011' TDE Amn-,
W ABJUNGTON, Oct. 28, 1862.

}

Hon. E. M. St(llll,ton, Secretary of War :
Sm: In reply to the general interrogatories contained
in your Jetter of yesterday, I have to report:
1st. That requisitions for supplies to the army under
Gen. McClellan are made by his staff officers on the
chiefs of bureaus here; that is, for quartermasters'
supplies, by his chief quartermaster on the Quart~rmaster-General; for commissary supplies, by bis cb1ef
commissary on the Commissary-General, &c. No such .
requisitions have been, to my knowledge, mnde up_on
the Secretary of War, and none upon the General-ID·
Chief.
2d. On several occasions Gen. McClellan has telegraphed to me that· his army was deficient in certain
supplies. All these telegrams were immediately referred to the heads of bureaus, with orders to rep~r~ .. It
was ascertained that, in every instance, the reqU1s1t1ons
had been immediately filled, except one, where the
Quartermaster-General bad been obliged to send from
Philadelphia certain articles of clothing, tents, &c., not
having a full supply here. There bas not be·en, so far
as I could ascertain, any neglect or delay, in any department or bureau, in issuing all supplies asked for
by Gen. :McClellan, or by the officers of his staff. .J?elays have occasionally occurred in forwarding.supplies
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by rail, on account of the crowded condition of the
depots, or of a want of cars; but whenever notified of
this agents have been sent. out to remove the difficulty.
Under the excellent superintendence of Gen. Haup, I
think these delays have been less frequent and of shorter duration than is usual with freight trains. An army
of the size of that under Gen. McClellan will frequently
be for some days without tbe supplies asked for, on account of neglect in making timely requisitions and unavoidable delays in forwardin"' them and in distributing
them to the different brigades and regiments. From
nil the information I can obtain, I am of opinion that
tbe requisitions from that army have been filled more
>romptly, and that t)le men, as a general rule, have been
ietter supplied than our armies operating in tbe West.
'l'be latter have operated at much greater distances
from the sources of supply, and bave had far less facilities for transportation. In fine, I believe that no
armies in the world, while in campaign, have been more
promptly or better supplied than ours.
3d. Soon after the battle of Antietam Gen. McClellan
was urged to give me information of his intended movements, in order that, if be moved between the enemy
and Washington, reenforcements could be sent from
this place. On the first of October, finding that he proposed to operate from Harper's Ferry, I urged him to
cross the river at once and give battle to the enemy,
pointing out to him the disadvantages of delaying till
the autumn rains had swollen the Potomac and impaired
the roads. On the 6th of October he was peremptorily
ordered to "cross the Potomac and give battle to the
enemy or drive him south. Your army must move now,
while the roads are good." It will be observed that
three weeks have elapsed since this order was given.
4th. In my opinion there has been no such want of
supplies in the army under GeJ;J. McClellan as to "{lrevent his compliance with the orders to advance agamst
the enemy. Had he moved to the south side of the
Potomac he could have received his supplies almost as
readily as by remaining inactive on the north side.
5th. On the 7th of October, in a telegram in regard
to his intended movements, Gen. McClellan stated that
it would require at least three days to supply the first,
fifth, and sixth corps; that they needed shoes and other
indispensable articles of clothing, as well as shelter
tents. No complaint was made that any re·quisitions
had not been filled, and it was inferred from his language that he was only waiting for the distribution of
his supplies.
On the 11th he telegraphed that a portion of his supplies sent by rail bad been delayed. As already stated,
agents were immediately sent from here to investigate
this complaint, and they reported that everlthing bad
gone fqrward. On the same date (the 11th he SJ>Oke
of many of his horses being broken down y fatigue.
On the 12th be complained that the rate of supply was
only "one hundred a!ld fifty horses per week for the
entire army there and in front of Washington."
I immediately directed the Quartermaster-General
to inquire into this matter and report why a larger sup- ·
ply was not furnished. Gen. Meigs reported on the
14th that the average issue of horses to Gen. McClellan's army in the field and in front of Washington for
the previous six weeks had been 1,459 per week, or
• 8,754 in all. In addition, that large numbers of mules
had. been supplied, and that the number of animals with
Gen. McClellan's army on the upper Potomac wa.s over
thir~-one thousand. He also reported that he was then
aendrng to that army all the horses he could procure.
On tl:ie l !Sth Gen. McClellan stated, in regard to Gen.
Meigs's report that he had filled every requisition for
shoes and clothing: " Gen. Meigs may have ordered
these articles to be forwarded, but they have not reached
our depot, and, unless greater effort to insure prompt
tra?smission is made by the department of which Gen.
Meigs is the head, they might as well remain in New
York or Philadelphia, so far as this army is concerned."
I immediately called Gen. Meigs's attention to this apparent neglect of his department. On the 25th he repo~ted, as the result of his investigation, that 48,000
pairs of boots and shoes had been received by the quar-
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termaster of Gen. McClellan's army at Harper's Ferry,
Frederick, and Hagerstown; that 20,000 pairs were at
Harper's Ferry depot on the 21st; that 10,000 more
were on their way, and 15,000 more ordered. Col.
Ingals, aide-de-camp and chief quartermaster to Gen.
McClellan, telegraphed, on the 25th: " The suffering for
want of clothing is exaggerated, I think, and certarnly
might have been avoidecfby timely requisitions of regimental and brigade commanders." On the 24th he
telegraphed to the Quartermaster-General that the
clothing was not detained in cars at the depots: " 5i>uch
complamts are groundless. The fact is, the clothing
arrives and is issued, but more is still wanted. I have
ordered more than would seem necessary from any data
furnished me, and I beg to remind you that you have
always very promptly met all my requisitions, so far as
clothing is concerned. Our department is not at fault.
It provides as soon as due notice is given. I foresee no
time when an army of over 100,000 men will not call for
clothing and other articles."
In regard to Gen, McClellan's means of promptly
commumcating the wants of his army to me or to the
prop_er bureaus of the War Department, I report that,
m addition to the ordinary mails, he bas been in hourly
communication with Washington by telegraph.
It is due to Gen. Meigs that I should submit herewith
a copy of a telegram received by him from Gen. McClellan.
·
·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK, Gen.-in-Chief.
UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH.

Received, Oct. 22, 1862-9 40 P . M.
Ji1rom McOlellan's B eadq1ta1·ters.
To BRIG.-GEN. MEIGS: Your des"{latch of this date is
received. I have never intended, rn any letter or despatch, to make any accusation against yourself or your
department for not furnishing or forwarding clothing as
rapidly as it was possible for you to do, I believe that
everything has been done that could be done in this respect. The idea that I have tried to conYey was, that
certain portions of the command were without clothing,
and the army could not move until it was supplied.
G. B. McCLELLAN, Maj.-Gen.

Nothing has been made public on the part of
Gen. McClellan alluding to or explaining the
causes of the delay of the movements of the
army. Strict justice requires that> in estimating the importance of the preceding letters> the
testimony of Gen. Burnside on a subsequent
page should be considered. It was generally
understood that Gen. McClellan's movement
was delayed by the want of clothing and other
supplies, and especially on account of his deficiency in cavalry and artillery horses. The
purchase and forwarding of these was going on
even up to the day of his crossing the Potomac.
On~ ~rmy corps did not receive its clothing
until 1t had commenced its march in Virginia.
It was stated by several commanders that they
made every effort to get the clothing for their
troops, repeatedly sent teams to the railroad
depots for it, and until a short time previous to
the marching of the army they were invaria_bly
told that the clothing had not arrived.
Early on the 26th of October a cavalry force,
under Ool. Pleasanton, crossed the Potomac
on the new pontoon bridge at Berlin, and
moved on in the direction of Purcell ville: Soon
after the corps of Gen. Burnside began to cross
in light marching order, followed by an immense train of wagons> and took a position
near Lovettsville. On the next day a heavy
reenforcement joined him. About the same
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time the Oonfedera.te force prepared to abandon
the line of the Potomac and to fall back. The
c1·ossing of the Federal troops was now constant, until the entire army was south of the
river. , On the 30th of October Gen. Sedgwick
advanced from Boliver Heights, and crossed the
Shenandoah in the direction of Shannondale,
and Gen. Hancock pushed forward, pressing on
the Oonfederate lines in front of Oharlestown.
Gen. Burnside moved along the eastern base of
the Blue Ridge, followed by the corps of Gen.
Porter.
·
The situation of the respective forces nt this
time was as follows: The Federal army reenforced by the divisions of Gens. Sigel and Sickles, who had advanced from Washington, occupied all the region east of the Blue Ridge, with
the right resting on Harper's Ferry, and the left
extending nearly to Paris, on the road from
Aldie to Winchester. The centre was at Snickersville ; with Snicker's Gap in its possession.
The Oonfederate line was on the south side of
the Blue Ridge, with the Shenandoah river immediately in its front, extending from Front
Royal down to Oharlestown, with the great body
of their troops massed between Berryville and
Winchester. On the 4th Ashby's Gap was occupied without opposition by the Federal troops.
The cavalry corps, under Col. Pleasanton,
pushed on from Piedmont, and occupied Marguette, holding the approaches to Manassas
and Ohester Gap, on the left side of the Blue
Ridge. The condition and spirit of the army
at this time were unequalled by that of any force
before organized. On the 6th Gen. McClellan's
headquarters were at Rectortown near Front
Royal. The army was steadily advancing and
the Confederate force falling back, with some
skirmishing. W an-enton was occupied by the
Federal troops on the same day. On the 7th a
severe snow storm commenced, and continued
throughout the day. On the 8th the bridge at
Rappahannock Station was taken and held by
Gen. Bayard. On the night of the 7th, near
midnight, Gen. Buckingham arrived, from W asbington, at Gen. McClellan's tent, and delivered
to him an order from President Lincoln, to surrender the command of the army to Gen. Burnside, and to report himself immediately at
Trenton, the capital of the State of New Jersey. .
This order was entirely unexpected by Gen.
McOlellan, and probably by every officer of the
army. The only reasons for it which have officially appeared, will be found in the above
letter of Gen. Halleck, dated October 28
wl:Jich was given to the public a few days afte;
this removal.
Gen. McClellan immediately wrote the following address to his troops preparatory to his
departure:
fuADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY OF TrrE POTOMAC }
CAMP NEAR REOTORTOWN, VA., November 7. '

Officers and Soldiers of the Army of t!UJ Ptitomac :
An order of the President de,•oh,es upon Maj.-Gen.
Burnside the command of this army. In parting from
you I cannot express the lo,•e nnd gratitude I bear to
you. As nn army you have grown up in my care. In

yon I have never found doubt or coldness. The battles
you have fou~ht under my command will probably live
m our Nations history. The glory you have achieved
over mutual perils and fatigues; the graves of our comrades fallen in battle and by disease; the broken forms
of those whom wounds and sickness have disabled; the
strongest associations wbich can exist among men unite
us by an indissoluble tie. We shall ever be comrades
in supporting the Constitution of our country and the
Nationality of its people.
(Signed)
GEO. B. McCLELLAN.
Major-General U. S. A.

The next day was devoted by Gen. McOlellan
to the transfer of his command to Gen. Burnside. The most cordial feelings existed between the two officers, the latter of whom accepted a promotion which he had before twice
declined, only upon the peremptory order of
the War Department. On Sunday evening his
officers assembled at his tent, for a :final parting
of commander and officers. It was such a scene
o:t: deep feeling as could occur only where officers reposed the highest confidence in tl1eir
commander, who bad led them successfully
through some of the most fearful battles of
modern wars. Monday was occupied in passing among the various camps, reviewing the
troops, and taking a :final leave of both officers
and men. A spectator of these scenes has
summed them up in these words:
"As Gen. McClellan, mounted upon a fine
horse, attended by a retinue of fine-looking military men, riding rapidly through the ranks,
gracefully recognized and bid a farewell to the
army, the cries and demonstrations of the men
were beyond bounds--wild, impassioned, and
unrestrained. Disregarding all military forms
they rushed from their ranks and thronged
around him with the bitterest complaints
against those who had removed from command
their beloved leader."
On the next clay, the 10th, he withdrew, taking the railroad cars at Warrenton. On reaching W ari'enton Junction a salute was fired. The
troops, which bad been drawn up in line, afterward broke ranks, when the soldiers crowded
around him and many eagerly called for a few
parting words. He said in response, while on
the platform of the railroad depot, "I wish
you to stand by Gen. Burnside as you have
stood by me, and all will be well. Good-bye."
To this there was a spontaneous and enthusiastic response.
The troops were also drawn up in line at
Bristow's Station and Manassas Junction, where
salutes were fired and he was complimented
with enthusiastic cheers. On reaching W asbington he proceeded immediately to the depot,
and passed on to Philadelphia and Trenton,
where be arrived early on the 12th.
What was now the military aspect? The
movement of Gen. McClellan's army, after
crossing the Potomac, was toward Gordonsville.
This made a movement on the part of the Confederate general Lee necessary in order to prevent the Federal army from getting between
him and Richmond. For this purpose be at·
tempted to move from Winchester through the
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gaps of the Blue Ridge to Culpepper. The larger
part of his force had passed through, when the
gaps were taken and held by Gen. McClellan.
At the same time Gen. Sigel had advanced from
Washington, and lay near the Blue Ridge, covering at once Washington, observing the gaps
to the Rappahannock, and protecting the railroad communication to that river. The bridge
at Rappahannock Station had already been
seized by the cavalry, under Gen. Bayard. The
available force of Gen. McClellan was about
one hundred and twenty thousand men; that of
Gen. Lee consisted of about sixty thousand able
men at Culpepper and Gordonsville, and thirty
thousand in the Shenandoah Valley, near Stras• burg. The distance from Warrenton to Gordonsville is about fifty miles, and from Warrenton to the Rapidan, thirty-five miles; from
Strasburg to Gordonsville, by Staunton and
Charlottesville, one hundred and thirty-five
miles; and by the only other practicable route,
one north west of Gordonsville, and perpendicular to Gen. McClellan's line of advance, about
one hundred miles. In his position it was necessary for Gen. Lee to defend the line of the
Rapidan, or endeavor to effect a junction with
the force in the Shenandoah Valley, under
Gen. Jackson, or fall back upon Richmond, in
a country without a line of defence, with Gen.
McClellan close upon him, leaving Gen. Jackson to shia for himself. The defence of the
Rapidan was impracticable from the course
of the river from the Alexandria railroad to the
Blue Ridge. The efforts to join Gen. Jackson
would have uncovered Richmond, and the attempt to fall back on Richmond would have at
least hazarded the demoralization of his armY,,
and enabled Gen. :McClellan to turn the defensible parts of the Rappahannock, and the line of
the North Anna. The appointment of Gen.
Burnside was followed by the organization of
a portion of the army into divisions, and a
movement to concentrate it at Fredericksburg.
On the 12th Gen. Burnside issued the following
address to the army :
HEADQUARTERS

ARMY

OF Tim POTOMAC,

Nov. 10, 1862.

In accordance with General Orders, No. 182, issued
by the President of the United States, I hereby assume
command of the Army of the Potomac. Patriotism,
nnd the exercise of my every energy in the direction
of this army, aided by the full and hearty cooperation
of its officers and men, will, I hope, under the blessing
of God, insure its success.
Having been a sharer of the privations, and a witness of the bravery of the old .Army of the Potomac in
the Maryland campaign, and fully identified with them
in their feelings of respect and esteem for Gen.
McClellan, entertained' through a long and most friendly association with him, I fee[ that it is not us a stranger
I assume command.
To the 9th army corps, so long and intimately associated with me, I need say nothing. Our histories are
identical. With diffidence for myself, but with a proud
confidence in the unswerving loyalty and determination of the gallant army now in trusted to my care, I
accept its control, with the steadfast assurance that the
just cause must prevail.
[Signed)
A. E. BURNSIDE.
1\Iajor-General Commanding.

On the 12th the general-in-chief (Halleck)
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and Gen. :Meigs proceeded from Washington
to the headquarters to confer with Gen. Burnside. On the same day the advance of the
army was across the Rappahannock and fifteen
miles south of Wanenton. On the 14th Gen .
Burnside issued the following order reorganizing a portion of his army:
HEADQU,lRTERS, ARMY OF TIIE PoTo=o, }
WARRENTON (VA.), Nov. 14, 1862

GeneraZ Order, No. 184.
First. The org;anization of a portion of this army in
three grand divisions is hereby announced. These
~rand divisions will be formed and commanded as
follows:
1'he Second and Ninth Corps will form the right
grand division, and will be commanded by Maj.-Gen.
E. V. Sumner. ·
The First and Sixth Corps will form the left grand
division, and will be commanded by Maj.-Gen. W. B.
Franklin.
The 1'hird a11d Fifth Corps will form the centre grand
division, and will be commanded by Maj.-Gen. Joseph
Hooker.
The Eleventh Corps, with such others as may hereafter be assigned to it, will constitute a reserve force,
under the command ofl\Iaj.-Gen. F. Sigel.
.Assignments of cavalry and further details will be
announced in future orders.
By command of Maj.-Gen. BURNSIDE.
WILLIAMS, A . .A.-G.

s.

l;,.. movement was made at this time by Gen.
Jackson for the purpose of detachiBg a portion
of the army of the Potomac. He occupied all
the roads west and north of Winchester as far
as Big Cacapon Bridge on the northwestern
turnpike, and from Pughtown to Bath and
Ha.ncock. He was thu!l looking westward, at
the same time he was in a position to cross the
Potomac. His movement failed to effect his
design.
:Meanwhile the mass of Gen. Lee's forces retired to Gordonsville. On the 16th the forces
of Gen. Burnside began to move for Fredericksburg, as had been previously determinecr in
consultation on the 12th between Gens. Hallee¾ and Burnside. On the 15th the evacuation
of Warrenton and the adjacent places was commenced, and by the morning of the 18th it was
entirely completed. The advance was led by
Gen. Sumner. At the same time supplies were
sent to Aquia Creek, and the repairs of the
raih-oad track to Fredericksburg commenced,
and the army concentrated at Falmouth opposite Fredericksburg.
The march to Richmond, it appeared, was
to be made by the route from Fredericksburg.
This city is on the south bank of the Rappahannock, and sixty-five miles distant from Richmond. It is connected with the latter place by
a railroad, of which there is a double line
nearly to Hanover Junction, twenty-three miles
from Richmond. The railroad crosses the Mattaporiy river at :Milford, thirty-seven miles from
Fredericksburg, and the Pamunkey, twentyfive miles from Richmond, besides a number
of smaller streams. Between Falmouth, where
the Federal army concentrated, and Richmond
ther.e are two main and two minor lines of de-
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fence. The first that of the Rappahannock the protective operation of the laws and policy of the
United States Government.
river. Above Falmouth its abrupt ban k s,
I am, very respectively, your obedient servant,
which are lined with high hills, difficult of acE. v. SUMNER,
coss and its narrow fords and rocky bottom
Brevet Maj.-Gen. U. S. army,
r ender a rapid crossing for a large fore~ alCommanding Eighth Grand Division.
most impossible. Below, the valley of the nver
In reply the mayor of the city, M. Slaughter,
expands, spreading often into spacious plains, stated that the firing complained of occurred
while the winding coUl'se of the stream forms in the suburbs, and wa~ the act of the Oonfednumerous necks of land, easily commanded erate officer in command, for which neither
from the north side, and giving secure crossing the citizens nor authorities were responsible.
places, and ample g~·ound for the formation of The other matters complained of, he said,
troops. At Frederwksburg the north com- should no longer exist, and proceeded thus:
mands the south bank and much of the dis- "The civil authorities of Fredericksburg have
tance, which is a mile and a half, to the frown- no control; but I am assured by the military
ing hills or table land beyo~d .. But t~ese authorities of the Confederate army near here
heights equally command this mtermediate that nothing will be done to infringe the con-' .
plain, and are .u~assailable in front except_ by ditions herein named, as to matters within the
infantry. Next m the rear and twelve miles town ; but the latter authorities inform us that,
distant, is the line of the Po river and Stan- while their troops will not occupy the town,
nard's Marsh, which is ha,r dly available except they will not permit yours to do so."
'fhe late hour at which the summons was reto hold a pursuing foe in check. The North
Anna is about forty miles from the Rappahan- ceived rendered it impossible to remove the
nock and affords another principal line of de- women and children in the time allowed.
fenc~. It is a deep and rapid stream, with a
The reply of Gen. Sumner to the mayor was
narrow valley. The table land on its north as follows:
bank is about one hundred feet above the bed
HEADQUARTERS RIGHT Gn.AND DIVISION, Cil!P NEAR l
of the river, and about one hundred and fifty
FALMouTn, N01J. 21, 1862. r
on the south bank. The extension of its line To the Mayo1· and Oommon Council of Fredei-icksbu1·g:
after it tlli'nS to join the South Anna, and beYour letter of this afternoon is at band, and in concomes the Pamunkey, presents scarcely less ob- sideration of your pledge that the acts complained of
stacles than the river itself so well is the · shall cease, and tbii,t your town shall not be ~ccupied
' d d b
' d fl k d b
by any of the enemy's for<;es, and your assert10n that
groun d guar e
Y swamps a~
an e
Y a lack of transportation renders it impossible to move
streams. The last and a mmor lme of defence- the women children, sick, wounded, and aged, I am
is the South Anna river, with the southern com- ,, authorized 'to say to you that our batteries will not
manded by the northern bank and too near open upon the town at the hour designat~d. Gen.
the North Anna for second }ormation by a Patrick will meet a commit~ee of rep;ese~tat1ves from
.c t d
N mnerous Lacy
your town to-morrow rnormng at nrne o clock at the
tiorce t h at h as b eeu b adl y d e1ea
~ .
House.
small streams parallel to the hne of advance
Very respectfully your obedient servant,
present suitable points for resistance, and pro.
E. V. ~UM~3?~,
tect foes attacking the line of communication,
Brevet :M:aJ.-Gen. Commandmg Dmsion.
while the bridges over them are weak points
An interview was subsequently held as
necessary to be securely guarded.
above mentioned which resulted in the followBy the 20th a considerable force had reached ing note from G~n. Sumner:
=·
R
,, ND DivisioN u O
:~ 2'} 1869.
Falmouth.' kGen.
b Sumner
h .C 11on the
' next day sent
,:u;ADQUARTERB 1GllT .:rRA
.m v, ~,
~.
to Freddenc s urg t e J.0 owmg summons_ to To tlie Mayor and Common Oowncit, Fredei·icksburg:
surren er:
.
h t'l
I am authorized to say that so long !IS n_o os I e

a

1

IlEADQUARTERS .luiMY OF TIIE POTOMAO,

NO'lJ. 21, 1862.

To the Mayor and Oowmon Oouncil of Fredei-icksburg :
GENTLEMEN: Under cover of the houses of your
city shots have been fired upon the troops ofmy commaud. ·
Your mills and manufactories are furnishing provisions and materials for clothing for armed bodies in
rebellion against the Goveroment of the United States ;
your railroads and other means of transportation are
removing supplies to the depots of such troops.
This condit10n of things must terminate, and by direction of Gen. Burnside, I accordingly demand the
surrender of the city into my bands, as the represent..
ative of the Qovernment of the United States, at or
before five o'clock this afternoon.
Failing an nffirm:i.tive reply to this demand by the
hour indicated, sixteen hours will be permitted to
elapse for the remornl from the city of wqmen and
children, the sick and wounded, anr! aged, &c. i which
period having expired, I shall proceed to shell the
town.
Upon obtaining possession of the city, every necesStlry means will l:ie taken to preserve order and secure

demonstration is made from the town it will not be
shelled. I have also to say that there will be no firing
upon the cars before 11 o'clock P. M. to-morrow.
I a:n, gentlemen, your obedient servant,
E. V. SUMNER,
Brevet :M:aj.-Gen. U.S. A.., Commanding.

The firing upon the cars of the railroad
above mentioned was in consequence of the belief that they were used to remove military
stores from Fredericksbmg.
As Gen. Burnside's army concentrated on
the north bank Gen. Lee's forces concentrated
on the heights' in the rear of Fredericksburg.
Had the pontoon bridges required been at b~d
when the advance reacl1ed Falmouth, the hne
of the Rappahannock would have been t~ken
without opposition: Then, with · proper supplies and btidges, thirty of the sixty miles to
Richmond would have been placed within the
reach of Gen. Burnside, and perhaps a lodg·
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ment have been effected on the banks of the
North Anna. . Nearly thirty days elapsed before the pontoons arrived and the bridges were
completed. The ensuing military operations
were investigated by a committee of Congress,
before whom Gen. Burnside testified as follows:
Gen. Halleck cam'll down to see me on the 11th of
November. On the 0th I made out a plan of operations, in accordance with the order of Gen. Halleck,
which directed me not only to take the command, but
also to state what I proposed to do with it. That plan
I wrote on the morning of the 0th of November, and
sent it by special messenger to Washington. I can
furnish the committee a copy of that plan if they desire it. I do not have it here now.
Question.-State the substance of it, if you please.
That may do as well.
Answer.-! stated, in substance, that I thought it
advisable to concentrate the army iu the neighborhood
of Warrenton, to make a small movement across the
Rappahannock as a feint, with a view to divert the attention of the enemy, and lead them to believe we
were going to march in the direction o.f Gordonsville,
and then to make a rapid movement of the whole
army to Fredericksburg, on this side of the Rappahannock.
,
.As·my reasons for that, I stated that the farther we
got into the interior of Virginia, the longer woulcf be
our lines of communication and the greater would be
the difficulty we would have in keeping them open, as
the enemy had upon our right flank a corps tho.\ almost at any time could, by a rapid movement, seriously embarrass us. If we were caught by the elements
so for from our base of supplies, and at the same time
in the enemy's country, where they had means of getting information that we Md not, it miiht, I thought,
prove disastrous to the army, as we haa but one line
of railway by which to sup~ly it,
In moving upon Fredencksburg we would all the
time be as near Washington as would the enemy, and
after arriving at Fredericksburg, we would be at a
point nearer to Richmond thnn we would be even if
we should take Gordonsville. On the Gordonsville
line, the enemy, in our opinion, would not give us a
decisive battle at any place this side of Richmond.
They would defend Gordonsville until such time as
they felt they had given us a check, and then with so
many lines of railroad open to them, they would move
upon Richmond or upon Lynchburg, nnd in either
case the difficulty of following them would be very
great.
In connection with this movement I requested that
barges filled with provisions and forage should be
floated to Aquia Creek, where they could easily be
landed; that materials be collected for the reconstruction of the wharves there, and that all the wagons in
Washington that could possibly be spared should be
filled with hard bread and small commissary stores,
and, with a large number of beef cattle, started down
to Fredericksburg on the road by way of Dumfries;
and that this wagon train and load of cattle should be
preceded by a pontoon train large enou~h to span the
· Rappahannock twice. I stated that this wagon train
could move in perfect safety, because it woti1d be all
the time between our army nnd the Potomac; or in
other words our army would be all the time between
the enemy and that train. But at the same time I
said that . if a cavalry escort could not be furnished
from Washington, I would send some of my cavalry
to guard the train.
On the morning of the 14th of November, feeling
uneasy with reference to the pontoons, as I had not
heard of their starting, I directed my chief engineer to
tel_iagraph again in reference to them.
He telegraphed to Gen. Woodbury or to Major
Spaulding. It subsequently appeared that that was
the first they ever had heard of any wish to have the
pontoon train started down to Fredericksburg, although
the authorities in Washington had had my plans sent
20
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to them on the 0th of November; and it had also been
discovered by Gen. Halleck and Gen. Meigs, at my
headquarters, on the night of the 11th and l\lth of November; and after discovering it fully there, they sat
down and sent telegrams to ,vashingtou, which, as I
supposed, fully covered .the case, and would secure the
starting of the pontoon trains at once. I supposed,
of course, that those portions of the plan which required to be attended to in Washington would be carried out there at once. I could have sent officers of
my own there to attend to those matters, and rerhaps
I made a mistake in not doing so, as Gen. Haileck afterward told me that I ought not to have trusted to
them in Washington for the details.
.
In reply to the telegram I had ordered to be sent,
Gen. Woodbury telegraphed back that the pontoon
train would start on Sunday morning probably, and
certainly on Monday morning, which would have been
on the 16th and 17th of November, and would have
been in time. They did not, however, start until the
20th, and on that day it commenced raining, which
delayed them so much aud the roads became so bnd
that when they got to Dumfries they floated the pontoons off the w.a(Tons. We then sent to Washington
for a steamer, an'a carried them down to .Aquia Creek
by water, sending the wagons around by land. The
pontoons did not get here until the 22d or 23d of November.
On the 15th of November I started the column down
the road to Fredericksburg, not knowing anything
about the delay in the starting of the pontoons, because
the telegram announcing the delay did not reach Warrenton Junction until I had left to come down here
with the troops, and that telegram did not reach me
until I arrived here on the morning of the 19th, when
it was handed to me by an orderly who had brought it
down to Warrenton Jm;iction.
.After reaching here I saw at once that there was no
chance for crossing the Rappahannock with the army
at that time. It commenced raining and the river began to rise-not to any great extent, but I did not
know how much it might rise. Tho.re were no means
of crossing excel>t by going up to the fords, and it
would be impossible to do that because of the inability
to supply the troops after they should cross.
Gen. Sumner, with his command, arrived here in
advance. He sent to me, asking if he should cross the
river. He was very much tempted to take his own
men across to Fredericksburg by a ford near Falmouth,
as there was no enemy there except a very small force.
I did not think it advisable that he should cross at
that time.
The plan I had in contemplation was, if the stores
and these bridges had come here as I expected to
thr.ow Sumner's whole corps across the Rappahannock, fill the wagons with as many small stores as we
could, and having beef cattle along for meat then to
make a raJ>id movement down in the direction 'of Richmond and try to meet the enemy and fight a battle before Jackson could make a junction there. We knew
that Jackson was in the valley, and felt confident that
there was fore~ enough on the up_per Rappahannock to
take care of him. We felt certam that as soon as the
enemy knew of our crossing down hP.re, the force of
Jackson would be recalled, and we wanted to meet this
force and beat it before Jackson could come down on
our flank and perhaps cripple us.
I had recommended that some supplies should be
sent to the mouth of the Rappahannock wjth a view
of establishing a department at Port Royal. .After
we hnd advanced to Fredericksburg, and after the
first delay_in starting the pontoons, I think they were
se?t as qmckly as they could have been, and the supplies and quartermasters' stores have been always m
as great abundance as we could have expected, for
after the 19th of November the roads were particularly bad. Horses and mules were sent down to us, so
that our cavalry and teams were in -very good condition.
.After it was ascertained that there must be a delay,
and that the enemy had concentrated snch a force
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es to make it very difficult to cross, except by a number of bridges, we commenced bringmg up from
.A.quia Creek nll the pontoons we could. After enough
of them had been brought up to build the bridges, I
called several councils of war to decide about crossing
the Rappahannock. It was at first decided to cross
o.t Shinker's Neck, about twelve miles below here,
but our demoustro.tion was simply for the purpose of
drawing down there o.s large a force of the enemy o.s
possible.
I then decided to cross here because, in the first
place, I felt satisfied that they did not expect us to
cross here but down below. In the next place I felt
satisfied that this was the place to fight the most decisive battle, because if we could divide their forces
by penetrating their lines at one or two points, sepa~
rating their left from their right, then a vigorous attack with the whole army would succeed in breaking
their army in pieces.
The enemy had cut a road o.long on the rear of the
line of the heights where we made our attack, by
means of whicli they connected the two wings of
their army, and avoided a long detour round through
a 'bad countl·y. I obtained from a colored man from
the other side of the town information in regard to this
new road, which pi;pved to be correct. I wanted to
obtain possession of the new road, and that was my
reason for making an attack on the extreme left. I
did not intend to make the attack on the right until
that position had been taken, which I supposed would
stagger the enemy, cutting their lines 10 two. And
then I proposed to make a direct attack on their front,
and drive them out of the works.
By Mr. Gooch: Do I understand you to say that it
was your understanding that Gen. Halleck and Gen.
Meigs, while at your headquarters in Warrenton, and
before you commenced the movement of your army,
sent orders to Washington for the pontoons to be immediately forwarded to-Falmouth?
,Answer: That was my understanding, certainly.
Question: In your judgment, could the pontoons
have been forwarded to you in · time for you to have
crossed the Rappahannock when you expected, if all
possible efforts had been made by those charged with
that duty?
Answer: Yes, sir, if they had received their orders
in time.
Question : Did the non-arrival of these pontoons at
the time you expected prevent your crossing when you
expected to cross and interfere with the success of
your plans?
Answer: Yes, sir.

Thus it was the design of Gen.Burnside that
the pontoons should leave Alexandria on Nov.
11, and arrive at Falmouth at the same time
with the advance of his army. The right grand
division reached Falmouth on Nov. 17. The
pontoons left Alexandria on Nov. 19, and arrived at Fredericksburg after the movements
of Gen. Burnside had not only become known,
but after Gen. Lee had advanced his forces
from Gordonsville to the heights in the rear of
Fredericksburg, and had fortified them. They
were not used until the night of Dec. 10.
A plan for the movements of Gen. Burnside
had now been arranged between President
Lincoln, Gen. Halleck, and himself, by which it
was determined that the army should move
across the Rappahannock at a certain place
and at a certain time. This was departed from
by Gen. Burnside, who was induced to move
the army across at a different place and at an
earlier day. His reasons for this change he
thus states in his report:
During my preparations for crossing at the place

I bud first selected, I discovered tbnt the enemy had
thrown a large portion of his force down the river nod
elsewher~ thus weakening his force in front, and also
thought l discovered that he did not anticipate the
crossmg of our whole force at Fredericksburg, and I
hoped by rapidly throwing the whole command o,er
at that place to separate by a vigorous attack the
forces of the enemy on the river below from the force
behind and on the crest in the rear of the town, in
which case we could fight him with the greatest advantage in our favor. To do this we had to gain a
height on the extreme right of the crest, which height
commanded a new road lntely made by the enemy for
the purpose of more rapid communication along his
lines; which point gained, his position along the
crest would have been scarcely tenable, and be could
have been driven from them easily by an attack on
his front in connection with n movement in rear of the
crest.

During the night of the 10th of December,
therefore, the pontoons were conveyed to the
river, and the artillery to the number of one
hundred and forty-three pieces was placed in
position opposite the city. Between four and
five o'clock on the morning of the 11th, the
work of building four bridges was commenced.
One was to be made at the point where the
railroad bridge formerly crossed, and two others opposite the city but nearer Falmouth, and
the fourth nearly two miles below for the
crossing of the left wing under Gen. Franklin.
A dull haze so obscured the movement, that it
was not discovered for some time by the Confederate pickets. The bridges were thus partly constructed, when a brisk and deadly fire
of musketry from along the banks of the river
and windows of the houses was opened, which
compelled the workmen to stop. They fled to
the cover of the surrounding hills where they
formed again, and about six o'clock the work
was recommenced. The Confederates had
now. become aroused to a sense of what was
going forward, and with reenforcements of
sharpshooters swarmed the opposite bank and
houses. The pontonniers, nothing daunted by
the hot fire poured upon them, went bravely
to work. A storm of bullets covered them.
Tho planks and boats were riddled by every
volley. Once more they -were compelled to
withdraw, and again fell back to the cover of
the ridge of hills running parallel with the
river. Orders were now given to the artillery
to open fire on the city. The Federal batteries commenced an almost simultaneous bombardment, directing their fire chiefly at the
houses in which the sharpshooters bad con- ·
cealed themselves. At the first fire they became untenable, and the riflemen retreated to
the rear of the town, and took shelter behind
the buildings unharmed. The fire of the artillery, which commenced at seven o'clo9k, was
continued incessantly until one o'clock. The
fog somewhat obscured its results, but bodies of the Confederates with great stubbornness still kept within the city. The Confederate batteries on the heights ir). the rear continued e-ilent. Not a gun was fired, About
ten o'clock, the workmen were again formed
for a third attempt to build the bridges. Vol-
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unteers joined them from the 8th Connecticut.
Some planks were seized and carried out to the
end of a string of boats and placed in position,
when a galling fire from sharpshooters in rifle
pits near the edge of the water again interrupted them, and they were recalled. Meantime
the bombardment was continued, and several
houses in the city had taken fire. In the afternoon, several pontoon bqats, loaded with volunteers from the 7th Michigan and 19th Massachusetts, were sent over. They chased the
Confederate sharpshooters from their hiding
places, and the bridges were finished without
further interruption. On the other side a
scene of destruction presented itself. The
walls of houses were breached, roofs had fallen
in, and the interiors were destroyed.
No sooner were the bridges completed than
the troops began to cross, and before dusk
Gen. Sumner's grand division had gone over,
and a section of Gen. Hooker's. All had rations for three days, and blankets for a
bivouac. The grand division of Gen. Franklin,
consisting of the corps of Gens. Reynolds and
Smith, crossed over at the lower bridge, which
was built earlier in the day without interruption, as there was a plain before it which the
artillery could easily have swept. The troops
commenced crossing again early on the morning of the 12th without molestation. Some
sharp resistance had been made by the Confederate soldiers to those who crossed on the previous day, but these were driven out of the
city or killed. During the afternoon fire was
opened upon the city by the Confederate batteries on the nearest heights; which was replied to by the Federal batteries, and soon
ceased. The occupation of Fredericksburg had
now been successfully made. No greater opposition had been presented by the forces of
Gen. Lee than was sufficient to tempt the Federal troops to press forward with greater ardor.
The next movement was to drive the Confederate forces from their positions on the
heights. These positions consisted of two lines
of batteries, one a mile in rear of the other, and
both overlooking the city. They extended, in
the form of a semicircle, from Port Royal to a
point about six miles 11bove Fredericksburg.
Their right wing, under Gen. Jackson, extended
from Port Royal to Guinney's Station on the
Richmond and Fredericksburg railroad; the
centre, under Gen. Longstreet, extended to the
telegraph road; the left, under Gen. Stuart,
was west of Massaponax Creek. A reserve
corps was commanded by Gen. A. P. Hill.
This was the force which had fought at Richmond and in Maryland.
Friday night and Saturday morning, the 13th,
were spent by Gen. Burnside in making a proper disposition of his forces. The left was occupied by Gen. Franklin with his grand division, the centre by Gen. Hooker, and the right
by Gen. Sumner.
The right of Gen. Franklin rested on the
outskirts of the city, his centre was advanced
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about a mile from the river, and his left was
on the Rappahannock, about three miles below. The action commenced on the extreme
left by an annoying fire from a Confederate.
battery, which the 9th New York was ordered
to charge and capture. In this attempt they
were repulsed. A brigade was brought to
their aid by Gen. Tyler, and another attempt
made, but the fire was so deadly that i failed
of success. The battle now became more general, and another attempt was made to capture
the battery. No ad vantage was gained at this
time, but a severe loss was suffered. The conflict now extended along the whole line of the
left, and a desperate effort was made to drive
the Confederates across the Massaponax Creek
by turning their position. The ground was
contested most obstinately, but the Confederates gradually fell back, occasionally making
a most desperate stand, until night, when Gen.
Franklin had succeeded in gaining nearly a
mile, and his troops occupied the field. The
right of Gen. Franklin's division, under Gen.
Reynolds, encountered the fire of the Confederate artillery on the heights, and although the
conflict was most deadly, no advantage was
gained.
On the right, under command of Gen. Sumner, the action commenced about ten o'clock
and was furious during the rest of the day.
The Confederate forces occupied the woods
and hills in the rear of the city, from which it
soo11 became evident they could not be driven
except at the point of the bayonet. The
charge was ordered to be made by the division of Gen. French supported by that of Gen.
Howard. Steadily the troops moved across the
plain, until they were within a dozen yards of
the ridge, when they were -suddenly met by a
galling fire from the Confederate infantry posted behind a stone wall. For a few minutes
the head of the column exhibited some .confusion ; but quickly forming into line it retired
back to a ravine within musket shot of the
Confederates. Here they were reenforced by
fresh troops who fearlessly advanced to their
aid under a most destructive fire of artillery.
The line of assault was now formed again,
and with bayonets fixed 'and a double-quick
step; they rushed forward to seize the Confederate artillery. From the first step they
enco\ffitered a terrific fire of infantry and
artillery. No veterans could face that shock.
They were thrown into confusion and brought
to a sudden halt. At this juncture the
centre quivered, f9<ltered, and fled in disorder,
but was afterward rallied and brought back.
Three times was the attack thus made to dislodge those batteries. But each time it was in
vain. The ranks of the storming party, shrunk
to small limits, retired. The entire force of his
artillery was now brought by Gen. Sumner to
bear upon the enemy, and thus the contest was
kept up until dark. At night the Confederate
force occupied their original position, and the
wounded and the dead remained where they
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had fallen. Every attempt to remove them
by the Federal troops was defeated by the
Oonfederate infantry.
In the centre, under the command of Gen.
Hooker, skirmishing commenced early in the
morning; and during the forenoon, while the
fog prevailed, a terrific contest, chiefly with artillery, was kept up on both sides. The Oonfederate position appeared to be invulnerable
to artillery, and about noon preparations were
made for storming it. The troops marched
steadily up within musket shot of the batteries,
and were there .met by such a destructive fire
of artillery and rifles as drove them back with
a heavy loss. Reenforcements were obtained,
and the attempt to take the batteries was repeated in the afternoon, but without success.
The contest continued with great fierceness
until night. About half past five the firing of
musketry ceased, but that of the artillery continued until long after dark.
On the next day, Sunday the 14th, both armies remained comparatively quiet. Some
skirmishing and artillery fire took place for a
short time. Gen. Burnside sent the following
despatch to President Lincoln early in the
morning:
H:e:ADQUARTERB ARMY POTOMA.O1

l

Foux o'OLOOK, A. :r.r., l)ecembt1· 14. f
T~ PRESIDENT: I have just returned from the field.
Our troops are all over the river and hold the first
ridge outside the town and 3 miles below. We hope to
carry the crest to-day. Onr loss is heavy-say 5,000.
A. E. BURNSIDE, ,
Major-General Comniandi~g.

On Monday, both armies continued in the
same position. The Oonfederates had strengthened some of their works. During the ensuing night, the army evacuated Fredericksburg
and retired across the river to its former
position. The artillery crossed first, followed
by the infantry, the last of whom left about
daylight. The pontoon bridges were then removed and all communication cut off. The
movement was not perceived by the Oonfederates until it was too late to do any injury to
the retreating force. The following is the despatch of Gen. Burnside announcing this movement:
HEADQUARTERS ARMY POTOMAC,}

Su: o'OLoox P • .r.r., DBcernber 16, 1862.

!t(aj_.-Gen. HA~LECK: The army was withdrawn to
tb1s side of the river because I felt the position in front
could not be carried, and it was a military necessity
either to attack or retire. A repulse would have been
di~astrous to us. The army wns withdrawn at night,
Without the knowledge of the enemy, at)d without loss
either of property or men.
A. E. BURNSIDE,
Major-General Commanding.

The Federal loss was as follows : Gen. Sumner's division on the right, killed, 47'3; wounded, 4,090; missing, 7'48, Total, 5,311,
Gen. Hooker's division on the centre, killed,
326 ; wounded, 2,468; missing, '754. Total,
8,548.
Gen. Franklin's division on 1:he left, killed,
839; wounded, 2,547 ; missing, 576. Total,

3,462. Grand total, killed, 1,138 ; wounded,
9,105; missing, 2,078. Total, 12,321.
The Oonfederate loss was comparatively
small, having been sheltered by their works.
Gen. Burnside, in his report to the generalin-chief, thus explains his defeat:
How near we came to the accomplishment of our
object future ·reports will show. But for the fog, and
the unexpected and unavoidable delay in building the
bridges, which gave the enemy 24 hours to concentrate
his forces in his strong position, we would almost certainly have succeeded, in which case the battle would
have been, in my opinion, far more decisive thau if we
had crossed at the places first selected. As it was, we
came very near success. Failing in accomplishing the
main object, we remained in order of batt[e two days,
long enough tb decide that the enemy would not come
out of his strongholds to fight me with his infantry,
after which we recrossed to this side of the river unmolested, without the loss of men or property.
As the day broke our long lines of troops were seen
marching to their di ffevent positions as if going o~ parade-not the least demoralization or disorganization
existed.
To the brave officers and soldiers who accomplished
the feat of thus recrossing in the face of the enemy, I
owe everything. For the failure in the attack, I nm
responsible, as the extreme gallantry, courage, and
endurance shown by them were never exceecfed, and
would have carried the points had it been possible. .
To the families and friends of the dead I can only
offer my heartfelt sympathies, but for the wounded I
can offer my earnest prayer for their comfort and finnl
recovery-.
The fact that I decided to move from Warrenton on
to this line rather against the opinion of the President,
Secretary of War, and yourself, and that you have
left the whole movement in my hands, without giviug
me orders, makes me the more responsible.

Thus closed the third campaign against
Richmond. No further hostile demonstrations
were made by either army during the year. On
the 31st of December, the Oonfederate general
Lee issued the following address to his troops :
Hul>QUAUTERS ARMY OF NORTIU:RN Vmou,"IA,

l

Dec. 21, 1882.
S
General Order; No. 88.
1. The General commanding takes this occasion to
express to the officers and soldiers of the army his high
ap·p reciation of the fortitude, valor, and devotion displayed by them, which, under the blessing of Almighty
God, have added the victory of Fredericksburg to the
long lists of their triumphs.
An arduous march, performed with celerity- under
many disadvantages, exhibited the disciphne and
spirit of the troops and their eagerness to confro~t the
foe.
The immense army of the enemy completed its preparations for the attack without interruption, and
gave battle in its own time, and on ground of its own
selection.
It was encountered by less thnn twenty thousand of
. this brave army, and its columns, crushed and broken,
hurled back at every 'Point with such fearful slaughter
that escape from entll'e destru'ction became the boast
of those who had advanced in full confidence of
victory.
The war is not yet ended. The enemy is still nu·
merous and strong, and the country demands of the
army a renewal of its heroic efforts in her behalf.
Nobly has it responded to her call in the past, and_ she
will never appeal in vain to its courage and patriotism.
The signal manifestations of Divine mercy tbnt have
distinguished the eventful and glorious campaign of
the year just closing, give assurance of hope that, un·
der the guidance of the same .Almighty hand, the com-
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ing year will be no less fruitful of events that will
insure the safety, peace, and happiness of our beloved
country, und add new lustre to the already imperishable name of the Army of Northern Vir!finia.
R. E. LEE, General.

As a part of the campaign against Richmond undertaken when Gen. Burnside took
command of the army in Virginia, the efforts
which were made to cut the Oonfederate line of
communication between Richmond and the
southwestern States, should be stated. There
are three lines of railroad running south and
southwest. The one running southwest passes
through southwestern Virginia, eastern Tennessee, northern Alabama, and connects with
roads to western Tennessee and to New Orleans.
One line running south connects Richmond
with Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah, and
parts of Alabama. A southern line from Richmond, recently completed, passes through central North Carolina and Soutp. Carolina. By
cutting the former of these -roads at Oumberland Gap, reenforcements and supplies could
not be brought from the southwest to the Oonfederate army under Gen. Lee. Neither could
reenforcements be taken from Gen. Lee's
army to Gen. Bragg at Murfreesborough. By
cutting the second line the most direct communication between Richmond and the principal cities of the Confederate States was detroyed.
·
At the time when Gen. Rosecrans was prepared to move from Nashville to attack the Confederate army near Murfreesborough, an expedition was sent into east Tennessee to destroy
the railroad, in order to prevent any reenforcements to Gen. Bragg from Richmond. Gen.
Carter, with a force of cavalry numbering one
thousand men, left London, in Kentucky, on
Dec. 21. They entered Virginia between Cumberland ·Gap and Pound Gap, and advanced
within six miles of Bristol, burned the bridges
across the Halston and Watauga rivers, and
tore up portions of the track, destroying the
rails for a distance of_ nearly one hundred
miles, almost to Jonesborough. They captured
nearly five hundred prisoners, seve_n hundred
stand of arms, and a largE? amount of stores.
They reached Manchester, Ky., on the 6th of
January, having lost only ten men. The enterprise was a most hazardous one.
The expedition against the second line of
railroads was undertaken in North Oarolina.
It forms the only subsequent military movement of importance, in addition to those heretofore described, which was made in that department during the year. It was a march upon
Goldsborough, and the destruction of the railroad at that place. This is the line connecting
Oharleston and Savannah with Richmond.
Gen. J. G. Foster, who commanded the department after the departure of Gen. Burnside,
took charge of the expedition. The force consisted of four brigades under Cols. Wessels,
Amory, Stevenson, and Lee; the 3d New
York and 1st Rhode Island batteries; also sec-

..
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tions of the 23d and 24th New York Independent batteries, and the 3d New York cavalry.
It left Newbern on the morning of Dec. 11,
and moved on the Kinston road fourteen
miles. Some parts of the road were obstructed
by felled trees. On the next morning it advanced to the Vine Swamp road, having some
sharp skirmishing with a small Confederate
force. At this point three companies of cavalry were sent up the Kinston road as a demonstration, and the main force took the Vine
Swamp ·road, thereby avoiding the obstructions and the Confederate forces. It was delayed to build the bridge over Beaver Creek,
where the 51st Massachusetts and a section of
artillery were left to hold it, and support the
cavalry on the main road, and halted at a distance of four miles. The next moming the
main column advanced, turning to the left and
leaving the road it was upon to the right. At
the intersection the 46th Massachusetts and a
section of a battery were left as a feint and to
hold the position. On reaching Southwest
Creek a Confederate force was found posted on
the opposite bank, about four hundred strong,
and with three pieces of artillery. The creek
was not fordable, and ran at the foot of a deep
ravine. Under the protection of a battery the
9th New Jersey effected a passage and formed
on the opposite bank, where it was afterward
supported by the 85th Pennsylvania. This
caused the Confederate force to retire with
some skirmishing. On the next day an advance upon Kinston was made, and the Confederate force found posted in a strong position about one mile from the place. An attack
was at once made with the 9th New J ersey in advance, and the position taken. The
Confederate force retired across the Neuse
river, with a loss of four hundred prisoners.
On crossing, the bridge was set on fire, but
soon extinguished by the advance of Gen . .Foster. The bridge was immediately repaired,
and the column crossed, and occupied the
town of Kinston. With constant skirmishing
the force of Gen. Foster continued to advance
until the 17th, when it reached Goldsborough.
Here it burned two trestle-work culverts, destroyed a train of four railroad cars, water
station, depot, &c., and some small arms,
which it was unable to carry off. After destroying other bridges, and capturing some
small positions that had been occupied by 11
Confederate force, the expedition successfully
returned to Newbern. This enterprise was
very skilfully executed. In connection with
movements upon Richmond it would have possessed considerable importance, but in the absence of such movements it-only served to interfere for a few days with one line of the Confederate internal communication.
These expeditions, although successful in
themselves, secured no important advantages
as the great movement upon Richmond had,
in the mean time, been suspended. They were
useful reconnoissances, and the former may have
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delayed the arrival of reenforcements from tance of these roads to the Richmond GovGen. Lee to Gen. Bragg before the battle of ernment, and proved that their permanent loss
Murfreesborough. They developed the impor- would have caused serious embarrassment to it.

•

CHAPTER XXV.

Attempt to capture Washington, North Caroll.na-E"-11editlon from Port Royal-Attack on Baton Rongo-Contest near
Donnldsonville-Attock on Vicksburg-Surrender of Natchez-Capture of Galveston-Attack on the Federal Fleet and
capture of several v~ssels-Military Operations in New Mexico-Expedition to the Indian Territory-Operations in
Arkansas nnd Missouri-Campaign agniru!t the Northwestern Indinns-Resnlts of the Yenr.

SoME military movements took place during
the year, which have not been stated in the
preceding pages, as they were rather isolated
operations than a part of the campaign at the
time progressing.
On the 6th of September a body of Confederate troops surprised the garrison at Washington, in the Department of North Carolina.
A vigorous resistance was made, and the attacking party was repulsed with a loss of thirtythree killed and nearly one humh-ed wounded.
The Federal loss was eight killed and thirtythree wounded.
On the 22d of October an expedition was
sent out from Port Royal in the Department of
the South, which was then under the command
of Gen. Mitchell, to destroy the trestle-work
bridges oftbe Charleston and Savannah Raih-oad
across the Pocotalico, Tullifinny, and Coosawhatchie, tributaries of the Broad River, and to
make a reconnoissance of these streams. The
eAl)edition was under the command of Gens.
Brannan and Terry. The main body of the
troops was landed at Mackey's Point, about
fifteen miles from the raikoad, and marched
seven miles inland, where the Confederates
were met in force. After a sharp fight of' an
hour they retired to a point two miles distant
and made a second stand. From this point they
again fell back to the village of Pocotaligo, ~nd
having burned the long bridge across the stream,
they were inaccessible. Meanwhile Col. Barton, with three hundred and fifty men, penetrated to the railroad at Coosawhatchie, and destroyed some of the rails, cut the telegraph wire,
and fired upon a train containing troops. The
engagement by the main force was severe, and
tho Federal loss was thirty-two killed, and one
hundred and eighty wounded. The Federal
force retired on the next day, having failed in
the object of the expedition, except the reconnoi ance. The rebel loss has not been stated.
On the 5th of August an attack was made on
Baton Rouge, in the Department of the Gulf,
which was tmder the command of Gen. Butler.
The Federal force of this city was under command of Brig.-Gen. Williams. The Confederate force making the attack was under the command of Gen. John 0. Breol'inridge. The conte t was sharp and bloody, and the attack waa
successfully repulsed. The Federal loss was

ninety killed, and two hundred and fifty wonned. Among the killed was Gen. Williams.
Three hundred of the enemy were reported to
have been killed and buried by the force of
Gen. Williams. The city was ·subsequently
evacuated by the Federal force on May 16.
On the 24th of October Brig.-Gen. Weitzel
commanded an expedition from New Orleans
to the west bank of the Mississippi in the La
Fourche district. An engagement took place
with a considerable Confederate force on the
next. day, about nine miles from Donaldsonville, in which they were defeated with the loss
of their commander, and a large number killed
and wounded, and two hundred and sixty-eight
prisoners. The Federal loss was eighteen killed, and sixty-eight wounded.
No further resistance was made to bis march
to Thibodeaux, the capital of La Fourche Interior Parish. On the 9th of November all the
property of this parish was confiscated by an
order of Maj.-Gen. Butler. Citizens who had
been loyal to the Government of the United
States were to be seoured in their rights of
property. The plantations not confiscated were
to be worked by hired negroes for the benefit
of the United States.
In Mississippi, June 17th, Holy Springs was
first occupied by Federal troops from the army
of Gen. Halleck. This movement of troops in
the northern part of the State and the defenceless condition of the counties on the river against
the approach of the Federal gunboats caused
the removal of the archives of the State from
Jackson, the capital, to Columbus, near the
border of Alabama. On June 26th the first attack on Vicksburg was made, which continued
for eleven days. On September 10th Natchez
surrendered to the commander of the gunboat
Essex, after a bombardment of two hours. The
result of these operations was the firm occupation of the northern extremity of the State by
the Federal forces, wbile the coast at the southern extremity was completely under the control
of the Federal naval forces in tho neighborhood.
Two points on the Mississippi River within the
State, Port Hudson and Vicksblll'g, were strongly fortified by the Richmond Government in
order to preserve its communication with
Texas, and to prevent the complete control of
the river from falling into possession 0f the
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Federal Government. These were measures
of the utmost importance to the insurrectionary States.
Some military movements of interest took
place 011 the coast of Texas. On the 1'Tth of
May the commander of the Federal naval forces
before Galveston, Henry Eagle, summoned the
place to surrender "to prevent the effusion of
blood and the destruction of property, which
would result from ,the bombardment of the
town," also stating that the land and naval
forces would appear in a few days. The reply
was that" when the land and naval forces made .
their appearance the demand would be answered." The city, however, was finally taken on
the 8th of October. The military and the
municipal authorities retired, and the inhabitants appointed a temporary mayor. On the
morning of that day Oommander Renshaw,
with four steamers, approached so as to command the city with the guns of his vessels, and
upon a signal the mayor came ,off to the flagship. The mayor requested Oommander Renshaw to communicate to him his intentions in
regard to the city, informing him at the same
time of its abandonment by the military, of the
absence of the mayor a11d city council, and of
his appointment as mayor p1•0 tem. by a meeting of citizens.
Oommander Renshaw replied that he had
come for the purpose of taking possession of
the city; that it was at his mercy under his
guns; that he should not interfere in the mullicipal affairs of the city; that the citizens might
go on and conduct their business as heretofore; that he did not intend to occupy the city
for the present, nor until the arrival of a military commander; but that he intended to hoist
the United States flag upon the public buildings,
and that bis flag should be respected. Whereupon the mayor pro tem. answered that he
could not guarantee to him the protection of
the flag ; that he would do every thing in his
power, but that persons over whom he had no
control might take down the flag and create a
difficulty.
Commander Renshaw replied that, although
in his previous communications with the military commander he had insisted that the flag
should be protected by the city, still he thought
it would be onerous upon the good citizens;
and, to avoid any difficulty like that which occurred in New Orleans, he would waive that
point, and when he sent the flag ashore, he
would send a sufficient force to protect it, and
that he would not keep the flag flying for more
than a quarter or half an hour-sufficient to
show the absolute possession.
Commander Renshaw further said that he
would insist upon the right for any of his men
in charge of an officer to come on shore and
walk the streets of the city, but that he would
not permit his men to come on shore indiscriminately or in the night; that, should his men
insult citizens, he gave the mayor the right to
arrest and report them to him, when he would
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punish them more rigidly than the mayor possibly could; but, on the other hand, should
any of his men be insulted or shot at in the
streets of Galveston, or any of his ships or
boats be shot at from the land or wharves, he
would hold the city responsible and open his
broadsides on the same instantly; that his guns
were kept shotted and double shotted for that
purpose; that it was the determination of his
Government to hold Galveston at all azards
until the end of the war.
Commander Renshaw thus held the city, in
which a small military force was placed, until
the 1st of January, 1863, when it was captured
by the Texans. The Federal naval force in
possession at this time consisted of the gunboats
Westfield, Harriet Lane, Clifton, Owasco, Corypheus, and Sachem, the latter being broken
down. The troops on shore were two hundred
and fifty qien under Col. Burne1, of the Massachusetts 42d regiment. On the night previous
information was received by the commanding
officers of both the land and naval forces that
such an attack would be made. At 1.30 .A.. M.
on the night of the 1st two or three Oonfederate steamers were discovered in the bay by
the Clifton and Westfield. Soon after the force
on ebore was informed by their pickets that
the CoL.federate artillery was in possession of
the market place, about one quarter of a mile
distant from the wharf on which they were
quartered.
•
The attack commenced on shore about 3
.A.. M., by the enemy, upon the Federal troops,
which were defended by the Sachem and Corypheus, with great energy, the troops only replying with musketry, having no artillery. About
dawn the Harriet Lane was attaciked, or, rather
attacked two Confederate steamers, one of
which, the Bayou City, was armed with 68pounder rifle guns, had 200 troops, and was
barricaded with cotton bales, some twenty feet
from the water line. The other, the Neptune,
was similarly barricaded, aud was armed with
two small brass pieces and 160 men-(both
were common river steamers). The Harriet
Lane was under way in time, and went up to
the attack, firing her bow gnn, which was answered by the Confederates, but their 68pounder burst at the third fire.
The Harriet Lane then run into the Bayou
City, carrying away her whole guard, passed
her and gave her a broadside that did her little
or no damage. The other Confederate steamer
then ran into the Harriet Lane, but was so disabled by the collision that she was soon afterwards obliged to back in on the flats, where she
sunk in about eight feet of water, near to the
scene of action. The Bayou City turned into
the Harriet Lane, and she remained secured to
her by catching under her guard, pouring in incessant volleys of musketry, as did the ot~er
steamer, which was returned by the Han~et
Lane, with musketry. This drove the Harnet
Lane's men from her guns, and probably wounded Commander Wainwright and Lieutenant-
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Oommander Lee-the latter mortally. She sent, and directed Lieutenant Law to return
was then carried by boarding, by the Bayou and get all the vessels out of port as soon as
Oity; her commander was summoned to sur- possible, and, as he could not get the Westfield
render, which he refused to do, gallantly de- afloat, he should blow her up, and go on board
fending himself with his revolver until killed. the army transports Saxon and M. A. BardBut five of the Harriet Lane's men were killed, man, then near him. Lieut. Law returned to
and five wounded. One hundred and ten, in- execute these directions. Meanwhile, the Oonclusive of officers and wounded men, were land- federates had hauled the Harriet Lane alongside the wharf, and had made prisoners of the
ed on shore, prisoners.
The Owasco, which had been anchored below troops on shore, although it had been underthe town, moved up at the commencement of stood that all should remain in staflu quo until
the attack, and engaged the Oonfederate artil- the answer was returned. When the Clifton
lery on shore. When it was light enough for was half way toward the bar, her commander
her to observe the two Oonfederate steamers was informed by a boat from the Westfield,
alongside of the Harriet Lane, she moved up to that, in the explosion of that vessel (which
her assistance, grounding several times, owing they observed some half an hour· before), Oomto tho narrowness of the channel. Occasionally mander Renshaw, Lieutenant Zimmerman, Enshe brought her 11-inch gun to bear, but was gineer Green, and some ten or fifteen of the
soon driven off by the fire of the Oonfeder1te crew, had perished, the explosion being premamusketry. Soon the howitzers of the Harnet · ture. Lieutenant Oommander Law, now beLane opened on her, and she backed down be- ing commanding officer, proceeded to cross
low, continuing her engagement on shore. All his vessel over the bar, and finally concluded
her rifle gun crew were wounded.
to abandon the blockade altogether, considering
The Olifton, before the action commenced, the Owasco as his only efficient vessel, and
went around into Bolivar Ohannel to render regarding her as not equal to resist an attack
assistance to the steamer Westfield, which had froD? the Harriet Lane, should she come out
got under way when the Oonfederate steam- for that purpose.
ers were :first discovered. Soon after, she got
The vessels which were leffin possession of
hard and fast ashore, at high water, and made the enemy were the Harriet Lane, and two coal
a signal for assistance. When the Olifton was barks, the Oaralto and Elias Pike. The only
in the act of rendering this assistance, the injury sustained by the Harriet Lane appears
flashes of the Oonfederate guns were :first seen to have been from a twelve-inch shell under
in the town. Oommander Renshaw then di- her counter, fired by the Owasco, and the damrected Lieutenant Oommander Law to leave age to her guard from the collision.
him and to return to the town.
New Mexico, during the year 1862, was the
The moon had now gone down, and it be- theatre of some of the IDO$t desperate and hardcame quite dark, yet the Olifton, with some fought battles of the war. On the 4th of Jandifficulty, got around in the other channel, uary, 1862, it was ascertained that a Texan
opening her batteries upon Fort Point, whioh force 1,500 strong, under the command of the
the Confederates now had possession of, shell- Oonfederate General Sibley, were approaching
ing them out and driving them out up the beach Fort Oraig, 200 miles south of Santa Fe, which
us she neared the town. Here she anchored, Ool. E. R. Canby held with about 1,000 regular
and continued the engagement, but did not troops and 1,500 volunteers. Finding the Fedproceed up to the rescue of the Harriet Lane, eral force too strong to be attacked, Sibley and
owing to the failure of the Owasco, the intri- his Texans fell back, and did not again apcacy of the channel, and the . apprehension of proach Fort Craig till they had been largely rekilling the crew of the Harriet La.ne, who were enforced. In the last days of January, having
then exposed upon her upper deck. It was received r eenforcements, which brought his
now about half-past seven .A.. M. A white flag force up to fully 3,500, the rebel general again
was hoisted on the Harriet Lane. A boat advanced slowly and cautiously, in two columns,
bearing a flag of truce, with a Oonfederate towa1·d the fort. Ool. Oanby, hearing, on the
officer and an acting master of the Harriet 13th of February, from scouts and deserters
Lane, came down to the Clifton, informing that the enemy were within 3(:) miles from Fort
her commander of the capture of the Harriet Craig, sallied out with a large force to meet and
Lane, the death of her commander and first attack them, but could find no trace of them,
lieutenant, and the killing and wounding of and returned to the fort. On the 18th the
two-thirds of her crew.
Confederates appeared in front of the fort,
The proposition was made by the Oonfeder- about 2,000 strong, but retired the same day,
ate officer that all the Federal vessels should and it was supposed commenced a retreat.
surrender, and one be allowed, with the crews Ool. Oanby despatched Major Duncan, with a
of all, to leave the harbor, or they would pro- squadron of dragoons and mounted men, to
ceed to capture them with the Haniet Lane follow and harass them. The Texans retreated
and all their steamers, three more of which down the valley of the Rio Grande to a ravine
were in sight. These were neither armed nor about eight miles below the fort, where they
barricaded. Upon being informed of this pro- had a battery of eight guns strongly planted.
po ition, Oommanq.er Renshaw refused to con- From this, after a strong skirmish, Major Dun-
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can was recalled. On the 19th and 20th the
Texans attempted to cross the Rio Grande, in
order to take possession of the heights opposite
Fort Craig, but were driven back by the Federal forces without material loss on either side.
On the 21st a desperate battle was fought,
lasting most of the da.y, at a place called
Valverde, about ten miles below Fort Oraig.
Early in the morning the Federal forces captured 200 mules belonging to the Texans, and
burned many of their wagons, and soon crossed
the Rio Grande to attack them, with a battery
of six pieces and two mountain howitzers.
Both parties fought with the greatest desperation, the Texans, to capture the battery, the
deadly execution of which cut them off from
access to water, for want of which they and
their animals were near perishing, and the
Federal troops to hold the ground they had
gained. The two howitzers were under command of Lieutenant Hall, who successfully,
and with great carnage, repulsed their attempts
to capture them; the six-gun battery was
commanded by Captain McRea, and to the
capture of this the main efforts of the Texans
- were directed. They would not have succeeded, however, had not the new Mexican volunteers (Ool. Pino's regiment) been panic-stricken and fled in great disorder, and the regulars
refused to obey their commander. The Texans,
repeatedly repulsed by the terrible fire of the
battery, which was admirably served by Capt.
McRea, :finally came up to the charge, armed
with only their long bowie knives and Colt's
revolvers, and though more than half their
number fell before they reached it, they :finally
succeeded in killing all the gunners, and capturing tbe battery. The brave McRea and his
two lieutenants, Michler and Bell, stood at their
guns when all the rest had fled, and defendea
themselves with their revolvers till they were
killed. The loss of this battery compelled Col.
Oanby to fall back to Fort Oraig. His loss was
62 killed and 140 wounded; that of Oonfederates was very much greater, and effectually
crippled their subsequent operations. They did
not attempt to capture Fort Craig, but proceeded up the Rio Grande to Albuquerque and
Santa Fe, both of which towns were evacuated
by our forces, which fell back to Fort Union,
100 miles east of Santa F e, a strong position,
where the Government stores for the department were concentrated. Col. Oan by intercepted and captured a force of 400 Texans on
their way north to reeuforce General Sibley.
Colonel Slough, in command of a force of
1,300 Colorado mounted volunteers, reached
Apache Pass, on the 26th of March, on his
way to reenforce Colonel Donelson at Fort
Union, and there met a considerable force of
Texans, whorn, after a severe action, he routed,
capturing 100 men and officers, killing and
wounding between 300 and 400, and burning
50 loaded wagons. The Federal loss was less
than 150 killed and wounded. On the 28th he
had another battle at Pigeon's Ranche, twenty-
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five miles north of Santa Fe, and captured more _
prisoners and supplies. He then fell back to
Fort Union, and there received orders from
Col. (now General) Oanby to form a junction
with his forces at Galesto, which he accomplished on the 9th of April, and there learned that
the Texans were retreating from the Territory.
Major Duncan, commanding the advance guard
of Gen. Canby's forces, had a battle with a
body of Texans in the early part of. Apr· , and
defeated them. Finding themselves hard pressed in their retreat, the Texans took a strong
position at Parillo, on the Rio Grande, and fortifying it hastily, awaited an attack there about
the middle of April ; General Canby attacked
them in front, and sent Major Paul, in command
of the Colorado troops, to assail them in the
rear. After a sharp action, in which the Federal forces lost 25 killed and wounded, the
Texans were, defeated with great slaughter, and
compelled to fly to the mountains. From this
point their retreat was a succession of disasters;
the destruction of the greater part of their
train -reduced them to the verge of starvation,
and more than one half of the original mun ber
were left in New Mexico, as killed, wounded,
or prisoners. They reached Nusilla with five
pieces of artillery and seven wagons, and even
this scanty supply; the small remainder of the
magnificent train with which they bad invaded
the Territory, was destined to be still further
diminished before they reached El Paso. With
bitter curses on their leaders, who had gone on
in advance, and left them to take care of themselyes, the half-starved and wretched remnant
of the Texan troops, once the flower of the
Texas chivll.h·y, made their way, sadly and
slowly, homeward, and every point which they
left--as for instance, Nusilla, Fort Fillmore,
Fort Bliss, and El Paso, was immediately occupied by loyal troops, under the efficient moverlfents of Gen. Carleton.
.
In the spring of 1862 an expedition was
fitted out in the State of Kansas to go south,
through the Indian Territory, to reduce the
Indian tribes which had joined the Confederacy
to subjection, and repossess the U. S. forts, Gibson, Arbuckle, Washita, and Oobb, of which
the Oonfederates had taken possession. The
expedition consisted of about 5,000 troops, of
which 2,000 were whites and 3,000 loyal Indians. The expedition was unfortunate in its
commanders at :first : Gen. Blunt having assigned the command to Col. Charles Doubleday, of the Second Ohio cavalry; but, from
some political influences, he was removed, and
Col. Wm. Weir, of Kansas,- substituted. Col.
Weir's ma-nagement was so inefficient and
ruinous that Col. Salmon, of the 9th Wisconsin
regiment, who commanded one of the brigades, deemed it necessary to arrest him on
the charge of insanity. Under Col. Salmon's
management the expedition took possession of
the Indian Territory, arrested John Ross, the
principal Cherokee chief, as being of doubtful
sentiment toward the United States, and re-
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ceived professiong of loyalty from about two
thirds of the Oherokees and Oreeks. The
Ohoctaws they found mostly on the side of
the South. Large numbers of the slaves of
the Indians enlisted in the army of the expedition as "Woolly-headed Indians." The expedition had subdued and held the country north
of the Arkansas River before the 25th of July,
and Gen. Blunt, on the 8th of August, taking command in person, routed tlte Oonfederate force at Maysville, in the northwest corner
of Arkansas, on the 22d of Oct. ; on the 28th
and 29th of Nov. he agoin met and defeated,
with heavy loss, the Oonfederate forces under
Gen. Marmaduke, at Oane Hill, Ark. ; on the
7th of December he defeated and scattered a
greatly superior force (28,000) of the enemy
under Gen. Hindman, at Prairie Grove, Ark.,
bis loss being about 1,000, and that of the
Oonfederates 1,500, the Oonfederates retreating
in the night, abandoning their dead and
wounded ; and on the 27th and 28th of Dec.
Gens. Herron and Blunt defeated two regiments of rebel cavalry at Dupping Spring,
and captured Van Buren, a strong fortress on
the Arkansas River, talcing one hundred and
twenty prisoners, and foul' steamboats laden
with stores.
After the military movements in the northwestern pn.rt of Arkansas, including the battle
of Pea Ridge, related on a previous page, Gen.
Ourtis moved to the White River, and occupied
Batesville about the 1st of May. Here he was
met by many demonstrations of attachment to
the Union. Many citizens came forward and
took the oath of allegiance to the United States ;
these were judges of courts, clergymen, and
citizens holding positions of influence. His
advance being pushed forward on the road to
Little Rock, a great excitement was produced
there. The governor issued a proclamation
calling upon the State militia to repair immediately to its defence. Finding himself not
S'Qfficiently supported, Gov. Rector fled, and
the State was left without any executive government. Mru:tial law was then declru:ed by
Brig.-Gen. Roane, commanding the department,
and George 0. Watkins was appointed provost
marshal. The weakness of Arkansas at this
mQment was caused by the concentration of all
the rebel military strength at Oorinth, and her
fate wus as much involved in the security of
that position as the fate of Tennessee or Mississippi. But while the forces of Arkansas were
taken to defend Oorinth, ten regiments were
taken from Gen. Ourtis to reenforce the Federal troops attaching it. This left him in no
condition to march upon Little Rock, and the
capital of the tate thus escaped being captured.
On the 19th of May a skirmi h took place
near Searcy, between one hun<hed and fifty
men of Col. (acting Brig.-Gen.) Osterhaus's division and a State force under Cols. Goleman
and Ilioks. The loss was small on both sides.
Other skirmishes occurred dm-ing the march
of Gen. Cm·tis from Batesville to Helena, of

small importance. Bridges were burned by
the Arkansas troops across Bayon des Arc and
Oypress River, and about ten thousand bales of
cotton on the Arkansas River, and all the cotton
and sugar at Jacksonport. By the first of June,
twelve thousand men were collected at Little
Rock in answer to the call of the governor, but
were very destitute of arms. The State records,
however, had been removed to Arkadelphia.
After Gen. Omtis had occupied Helena, the
Federal Government appointed John S. Phelps
of Missomi, milita.r y governor, and Ool. Wm.
F. Switzler secretary for Arkansas. He left
St. Louis on Aug. 19, for Helena. It was contemplated at this time that a movement on
Little Rook would be made. This however
was not done, and the office of governor became of'little importance. Two regiments were
organized at Helena, composed of citizens of
Arkansas; they were cl1iefly men who had suffered in consequence of their attachment to the
Union, and were refugees.
In Missouri distmbances continued. During
the summer the guerrillas became exceedingly
troublesome.
On June 22, Gen. Schofield issued an order
holding "rebels and rebel sympathizers responsible in their property, and, if need be, in their
persons, for damages thereafter committed by
guerrillas or marauding parties." This had so
so little effect that by the middle of July the
whole northern and western parts of the State
were disturbed by rumors of guerrilla raids and
outrages. In the northeast quarter Col. Porter
and Ool. Quantrell began, as early as the last
week in June, to gather followers about them,
and early in July the former was defeated and
his band dispersed, at Oberry Grove, in Schuyler
Oounty, on the Iowa line.
The increasing alarm in the State, heightened
by the apprehension that the sudden rising of
the guerrillas was to be followed by another
invasion from the South, caused vigorous measures of defence, and on July 22cl an order from
Gen. Schofield for the immediate organization of
all the militia of Missouri. The organization was
effected with energy and rapidity, and in a brief
space of time the forces of the St!J,te were prepared to make vigorous opposition to the guerrillas in all quarters.
On July 28, Ools. Porter and Oobb were defeated in Galloway County, on the Missouri
River; but within three days the former captured Newark, in Knox County, with two companies of national troops. About the same
time a new partisan leader, Col. Poindexter,
began to be active in tl1e central counties on
the Missouri, and during the first week in
August his movements, together with those of
Ool. Quantrell in the west, compelled the national commanders to take additional measures
of precaution. On August 6th, Ool. Porter
was disastrously defeated by Ool. McNail, at
Kirksville1 in Adair Oounty, and for seve:i,·al
weeks was compelled to keep aloof from active
operations. As a consequence, the war shifted
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to central and western Missouri, where Ools.
Ooffee and McBride were reported to have
come to the assistance of Ool. Quantrell.
After a series of desultory skirmishes, an
attack was made on the 13th by the combined
bands of these leaders, who had been joined a
short time previously by Col. Hughes, and other
officers of the Confederate army, upon Independence, resulting in a severe defeat of the
State troops; and two days later a body of 800
of the latter were drawn into an ambuscade at
Lone Jack, Jackson County, by Cols. Quantrell
and Coffee, losing two pieces of cannon, and a
number of prisoners. Heavy reenforcements
under Gen. Blunt, of Kansas, coming up, however, the guerrillas beat a hasty ret1•eat southward, and never paused until they were over
the .A.i'kansas line.
Scarcely was the southwest cleared of guerrillas than their operations commenced in the
north with renewed activity. Col. Poindexter,
after several defeats, was captured early in
September, but so daring were the raids of
Col. Porter and his followers in Lewis, Maria,
and other northeastern counties, that a Palmyra newspaper declared the whole of that
part of the State " to be in the possession of
the rebels, with the exception of the posts immediately garrisoned by State or United States
troops." It estimated the number of the Confederates at 5,000, divided into numerous small
bands, and commanded by reckless and enterprising leaders. On the 12th, Palmyra, occupied by a small Union garrison, was plundered
by Ool. Porter's force; but, subsequent to the
15th, the efforts of Cols. McNeil, Guitar, and
other Union commanders began to discourage
the guerrillas, whose strength was gradually
:frittered away in petty combats.
By au order from the War Department of
September 19, the States of Missouri, Kansas,
and Arkansas were formed into a military district, under the command of Gen. Curtis, and
soon after Gen. Schofield assumed command of
the so-called H .A.rmy of the Frontier" in southern Missouri. Moving with rapidity and in
considerable force, he broke up a formidable
camp in Newtonia, and by the 10th of October
had driven the enemy completely over the Arkansas border. In the latter part of the same
month Cols. Lazear and Dewry defeated the
Confederate bands in southeastern Missouri in
several engagements, capturing nrn.nyprisoners,
and driving them finally into Arkansas. Ool.
Quantrell had reappeared in the west in the
middle of September, but was almost uniformly
beaten in his encounters with the State troops,
and by the end of October the war, both there
and in the north, was practically ended.
Before this event was consummated in the
north an. incident occurred in Palmyra, which
created no little comment throughout the State.
On the occasion of Col. Porter's raid upon Palmyra, in September, he had capt,ured, among
other persons, an old and respected resident of
the place, by name Andrew .A.llsman, who had
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formerly belonged to a cavah-y regiment, and
had been, from his knowledge of the surrounding country, of great service to scouting parties
sent out to arrest disloyal persons. Allsman
was not paroled like ordinary prisoners, but
was conveyed by the band to one of their hiding places, and from the known hatred of his
captors and their repeated threats, it was believed that he would be summarily executed by
them. When several weeks had ela.psed \ 'thout intelligence of him, this belief ripened in
the minds of his friends into absolute conviction, particularly 11s several Union men had
been barbarously murdered by the guerrillas
in the course of the campaign.
When Gen. McNeil returned to Palmyra, and
ascertained the circumstances under which
.A.llsman had been abducted, he caused to be
issued, after due deliberation, the following
notice:
P.ALID:RA (Mo.), Octobwr 8, 1862.

C. PoRTER,-Sm: .Andrew .Allsm11n, an aged
citizen of Palmyra, and a non-combatant, having been
carried from his home by a band of persons unlawfully
arrayed against the peace and good order of the State
of Missouri, and which band was under your control,
this is to notify you that unless said .Andrew Allsman
is returned unharmed to his family within ten days
from date, ten men who have belonged to your band,
and unlawfully sworn by you to carry arms against
the Government of the United States, and who are
now in custody, will be shot, as a meet reward for
their crimes, amongst which is the illegal restraining
of said .Allsman of his liberty, and, if not returned~
presumptively aidinf<Y in his murder. Your prompt
attention to tbis wil save much suffering.
Yours, &c.
W.R. STR.ACHAN.
Provost Marshal General,
District N. E. Missouri. Per order of BrigatlierGen. Commanding McNeil's column.
JOSEPH

.A. written duplicate of this notice be caused
to be placed in the hands of the wife of Joseph
0. Porter, at her residence in Lewis County, it
being well known that she was in frequent
communication with her husband. The notice
was published widely, and as Porter was in
no:r theast Missouri during the whole of the ten
days subsequent to the date of this notice, it is
supposed to be impossible that he should nave
been unaware of Gen. McNeil's determination
in the premises.
The ten days having elapsed without tidings
of Allsman, ten prisoners, already in custody,
were selected to pay with their lives the penalty demanded.
They received the announcement for the
most part with composure or indifference, and
were executed at Palmyra, on October 18, in
the presence of a multitude of spectators, in
literal accordance with the notice of Gen. McNeil.
In order to complete the history of the military operations of 1862, the proceedings against
the Indians in Minnesota remain to be described.
During the spring and early summer of 1862,
reports from various sources reached the United
States Govornment, indicating that the Indian
tribes of Utah, Colorado, Dakota, and Western
Nebraska, would ravage the Territories and
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frontier States. It was said that emissaries
from the Southern Confederacy had been
among them, stimulating them to rise and
plunder and destroy the frontier settlements;
and to encourage them in this movement, they
were told that the United States Government
was broken up by the South, and could make
no resistance. Adventurers from Oanada, too,
had visited them in the early part of the year,
urging them to bring their furs across the
bolmdary, and assuring them that they should
be aided with money and arms to drive the
Americans from their lands. The Indians, while
thus prompted to insurrection by evil and designing men from both north and south of their
hunting fields, had also many imaginary and
some real grounds of complaint against the
Indian agents sent among them by the United
States Government. Some of these had proved
unworthy of their trust; had swindled and defrauded the Indians, and had treated them with
harshness; and though these were the exceptions, and perhaps rare exceptions, yet the delay in paying the Indian annuities, owing to the
negligence of the Indian bureau, and the attempt on the part of some of the ngents to pay
them in legal tender notes instead of gold, which
the Government had furnished, aroused distrust
in the minds of the Red men, and led them to
plot revenge.
The reports which reached the Department
of the Interior had given rise to so much apprehension that the Oommissioner of Indian Affairs
published in the summer an advertisement
warniug the public of the dangers in taking the
overland route to the Pacific.
Meantime the settlers in Western Minnesota
were entirely unsuspicious of danger. A large
proportion of these settlers were Germans, especi::illy in Brown and the adjacent counties ; a
considerable number were Norwegians, and
the remainder generally of American birth.
Most of them had purchased considerable
farms, and they had built up small but thriving
villages throughout the tier of western counties.
They were on terms of friendship with the Indians, had no apprehension of nny treachery
from them.
Though an insurrection had been deliberately
planned, there is reason to belie-ve that the massacre was precipitated somewhat sooner than
was at first intended. On tl10 17th of August,
four drunken Indians belonging to Little Orow's
band of Sioux, roaming through the countTy
and becoming intoxicated on whiskey obtained
from a white man, had.a violent altercation with
each other as to which of them was the bravest,
and finally determined that the test of their
bravery should be the killing of a white man.
After committing several murders, aucl becoming somewhnt sober, they fled to their village (Reel Wood), aucl told their chief, Little
Crow, who was one of the conspirators, what
they had done. He, expecting retaliation for
this outrage, at once determined upon commencing the intended attack, ancl on the morn-

ing of the 18th, with a force of two hundred and
fifty or three hundred Indians, proceeded to the
agency at Yellow Medicine and engaged in an
indiscriminate slaughter of all the whites he
could find there. Mr. Galbrnith, the agent,
was absent, having left home three days be:fbre,
but his family were among the victims of this
murderous assault. A force of forty-five soldiers, sent up from Fort Ridgley at the first
rumour of disturbance, were attacked by the
Indians in ambush, and half their number slain.
The marauders, flushed with success, pressed on
with ·their work of death, murdering, with the
most atrocious brutalities, the settlers in their
isolated farmhouses, violating and then killing
women, beating out the brnins of infants or
nailing them to the doors of houses, and prnctising every species of atrocity which their
fiendish natures prompted. On the 21st of
August they had attacked New Ulm, a flourishing German settlement, the capital of Brown
Oounty, with a large force, had beleaguered Fort
Ridgley, and were advancing upon other settlements. The only Indians engaged in these outrages were Sioux, and that portion of them
under the special command of Little Crow. The
Ohippewas, the inveterate enemies of the Sioux,
who had also a reservation in Minnesota, were
uneasy, and assumed a threatening attitude.
They alleged gross frauds on the part of their
agent, who escaped from the reservation and
committed suicide; but they took no part in the
Sioux massacres, and, indeed, a few weeks later,
offered to raise a force of their warriors to fight
the Sioux, an offer which the Government did
not think it wise to accept. On the first intelligence of this insurrection Governor Ramsey
sent four companies of the 6th regiment of volunteers from Fort Snelling, and, two days later,
on fuller information, he sent forward seven
companies more. Col. (now Gen.) H. H. Sibley,
who had thirty years' experience among the
Indians on the frontier, was placed in command. Mounted vohmteers were also called for
by proclamation to join these forces, ancl large
numbers obeyed the call. The 3d Minnesota
regiment, then on parole at St. Louis, was also
ordered to report at St. Paul, and arrived there
on the 4th of September.
On the 23d of August New Ulm was attacked by the Indians, who were repulsed after a
severe bnttle by a body of the citizens, under
Judge Flandrau; but remained in the vicinity,
intending to renew the assault The next day
a detachment of Ool. Sibley's troops relieved
them from siege, and scattere<l the marauders;
but as two thousand women anu children, who
hacl fl.eel in terror from the surrounding region,
had to.ken refuge there, it was deemed best to
evacuate the place, in order to convey them to
a place of permanent safety. Fort Ridgley had
been besieged for nine days, and its little garrison had sustained and repelled tlu·ee desperate
attacks ; hey were relieved on the 26th by a
force lmder the command ofLieut.-Col. McPhail,
sent forward by Ool. Sibley. Finding a large
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for~e concentrnting on their trail in this direction, the greater part of' the Indians proceeded
northward, burning and killing every thing in
their way, towar<l Breckinridge, a town at the
junction of tbe Bois des Sioux and Reel River
of the North, which at that point formed the
west boundary of the State, massacred the settlers there, and crossing the river, laid siege to
Fort Abercrombie in Dakota Territory. Intelligence of these movements having reached
St. Paul on the 2'7th, two companies were forwarded at once to reenforce Fort Abercrombie.
On the 8d of September a force of one hundred
and fifty Indians unexpectedly appenred at
Oedar Oity, in McLeod Oounty, in the centre
of the State, attacked a company of volunteers
there, and drove them to Hutchinson, while another band about as numerous attacked Forest
Oity not far distant, and were repulsed lly the
citizens. A few days later the Indians attacked
Hutchinson, but were repulsed. Troops were
sent at once to these points. Driven back here,
the savages next extended their raid to Jackson,
Noble, and Pipeston Counties, in the S. W. part
of the State on the border of Iowa, and Col.
Fland.ran, who had so valiantly defended New
Ulm, was sent with five hundred troops to protect that region. Gov. Ramsey had meantime
apprised the United States Government of the
condition of affairs, and had called the Legislature of Minnesota together to meet in extra session on the 9th of September. At their assembling_he laid before them, in his message, the
circumstances of the Indian insurrection, and
suggested the measm·es requiring their action,
all of which were promptly passed. Meantime
the Government had despatched Maj.-Gen. Pope
to command in that department, and ai<l in suppressing the insurrection. The Indians, finding
a force greatly superior to their own ready to
take vengeance on them for the terrible and
dastardly outrages they had committed, began
to withdraw from the region they hncl desolated.
A force of three or four hundred of them made
two assaults in September on Fort Abercrombie, but were repulsed in both, the second
time with heavy loss ; the larger part of those
who had invaded the central and southwestern
portions of the State, fled toward the western
border, but were overtaken and brought to
bay at Wood Lake on the 22d of September,
where, after a shnrp battle they were utterly
defeated, and Little Orow, with his women and
children, fled to the Yankton Sioux of Dakota
Territory. .A.bout five hundred Indians were
taken prisoners, and four hundred and ninetyeight were tried by court-martial, of whom
three hundred were sentenced to be hung. The
President ordered, however, that only thirtyeight of these should be executed, while the remainder were kept in confinement until further
investigation could be had. One of the thirtyeight executed on the 26th of December was a
negro named Godfrey, who had been a leader
in the massacres, and it was said had killed more
than any one of the Indians.
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The whole number of Indian warriors among
the Minnesota Sioux did not exceed 1,000 or
1,200, and many of these had taken no part in
the insurrection, so that probably the killed and
captured constituted the greater part of the insurgents. This defeat and prompt arrest of the
assailants carried terror into the hearts of the
other Indian tribes in the vicinity; and though
there have been occasional symptoms of unAasiness since that time among some of the Indians
of that region, and the inhabitants of Minnesota
cannot feel safe with such treacherous and bloodthirsty foes so near them, it is hardly probable
that there will be another uprising for some
years. The citizens are desirous the Government should remove the Indians.
The loss of life in this insurrection has never
been accurately ascertained. Gov. Ramsey, in
his message, stated it in round numbers at eight
hundred, a ll.umber undoubtedly larger than
subsequent facts would sustain. Some of the
writers from the region in which it occurred
speak of it as not exceeding one hundred, which
·is probably as great an error in the other direction. Eighty-fiv,e were buried at Yellow Medicine, nearly all of whom were horribly mutilated, and a considerable number at New Ulm,
Breckinridge, ~ch Coolie, Fort Abercrombie,
Red Lake, Red Wood., and Wood Lake, and
many more in the isolated farm houses in the
extensive tract overrun by the savages. Probably not far from five hundred in all lost their
lives, either through the ferocity of the Indians
or from the sickness, suffering, and starvation
which resulted from their hasty flight from their
homes. Between 20,000 and 30,000 persons
thus fled for their lives, leaving every thing
behind them. .A. part afterwards returned,
otners found their way to their friends at the
East, but for some months between 6,000 and
7,000, mostly women and children, were necessarily dependent upon charity. The people 'Of
the State contributed most liberally to their relief, and considerable sums were forwarded from
other States.
The following list of the most important military events, with the date when they occurred.,
presents a more summary view of the great magnitude of the simultaneous operations in 1862 :
Bnrnsld~ sails .......•.......•.•.•..•.......•.. Jan.
Mill Skings (Ky.), battle .......•.............. Jan.
Cedar eys fjfla.) captured ....•...•..•....... . Jan.
Fort Henry (
~ca_ptured ...........•........ F eb.
Roanoke Islnn ( . 0 .), captured .• • ..... . ...... F e b.
Elizabeth (N. 0.), captured...•.........•••..... F eb.
Edenton (N. C.), captured.....••••...... • .•.... F eb.
Bpringfleld:fMo.), captured.......•.. . ........ . . Feb.
Donelson ( y.), captured ...... . •.•.•........•. F eb.
Bowling Green (Ky.), evacnated.•.............. F eb.
Fayetteville (Ark.), OCCUJ?ied.•.••..• • ••••••••.. F eb.
Clarkville (Tenn.), occupied...•............•... F eb.
Wiµton (N. C.), occupied......................• Feb.
Nashville (Tenn.), occupied ................... Feb.
Colnmbns (Ky.), evacuated......•••••...•.•.... March
Fernandina (Fla.), captured. ...•••....•.•....•. March
Bt. M~ry (Fla.), captured . ...•...••... .. ..•..... March
Pea Ridge (Ark.), battle ..••..••.......•....... March
Brunswick (Ga.), captured ..............•.•.... March
Jacksonville (Fla.), captured ....•..•..•...•.. .. March
Bt. Augustine (Fin.), captured ............ •..... March
Newbern (N. d .), captured .......•.•.••.••...• March
New Madrid (Mo.), captured .•.•.•.•...•.....•. March

d°

12
19

16

6

7
8

12
14

16

17

18

19
20

24

1
3
3

6, 7
8

12
14
14
14
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Wnshln*ton (N. 0.), captured ................. Mnrch
Shiloh ( l'enn. ), battle .......................... April
Island Nil. 10, evacuated
.................. April
IIuntsville (Ala.), captured..................... April
Decatur nnd Stevenson (Ala.), capturod......... April
Fort Pulaski (Ga.), captured ......... . ......... April
Fort Macon (ls. C. ), captured................... Apr!\
New Orlenns captured. ... . ........ . ........... April
Yorktown (Vu.), evacuated..................... May
Williamsburg (Va.), avncunted ................. Mny
Pensacola (Fla.), evacuated .................... . May
Norfolk, captured. ......................... . ... hlny
Baton Roul\'e, occupied. ........................ May
Corinth (Miss.), evacuated ... . ................. May
Fair Onks (Va.), battle......................... Mny
Fort Pillo,!.,, evacuated......................... June
Memphis ('renn.), surrenders ................... June
Cross Koys, battle . ............................ ,June
Cumberland Gap, occupied.................... June
Seven days before Riehmond .................. . June 25,
Malvern Hill, battle . . ............... . ......... July
Bnton Rouge, attack .......................... . Aug.
Oednr Mountain, battle ..................... .. . Aug.
Uappahannook Bridge ......................... Aug.
Centreville (V 11. ) , battle.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Aug.
Manassas (Va.), battle .............. . .......... Aug.
Obantllly (Va.), battle ..................•...... Sept.
Munfordsville (Ky.), battle..................... Sept.
South Mountain, battle ....................... . Sept.
Antietam, battle............................... Sept.
Iuka (Miss.), battle ............................ Sept.
Corinth (Miss.), battle ......................... Oct.
Perryville (Ky.), battle ........................ Oct.
Holly Springs _(Miss.) .......................... Nov.
Cane Hill (Ark.), battle ........................ Nov.
Crawford's Prairie (Ark.), battle ................ Dec.
Fredericksburg (Vn. ), battle...................• Dec.
Murfreesboro (Teun.), battle.............. . ..... Dec.

2l5
6, 7
7
8
9
11
25
26
8
6
9
10
27
29
81
5
6
8
18
&c.
1
5
· 9
28
28
80
1
14
14
17
19
4
8
18
28
7
13
81

What had been accomplished by the military
operations of the year :-The State of Missouri
had been relieved from invasion by the Confederate force. Half of Arkansas had been
permanently occupied. The Confederate force
has been driven from the Mississippi River except at Vicksburg and Port Hudson. W astern
and Middle Tennessee were occupied, and the
former and part of the latter held. W astern
Virginia had been retained by the Federal Government. Maryland exhibited her preference
for the Union. Norfolk and Yorktown were
taken and held. The cities and towns on
the coast of North Carolina, with few exceptions, were occupied by a Federal force. Fort
Pulaski, commanding the entrance to Savannah,
was captured, and the important points on the
coast of Florida occupied. Pensacola and New
Odeans were also taken, and nearly all of
Louisiana brought under Federal control. The
forces of the North slowly but firmly advanced
upon every side of the Confederacy, and permanently held every important position which
they had gained. The battle of Antietam
secured the border States, and decided the
physical supremacy of the Union in favor of
the North.

CHAPTER XXVI.
The Emnncipntlon Proclnmntlow-Action of Congress-Oath of Office reqnirod-Orgnnizntion of West Virginia ns a State
Proceedings relative to the exchange of Prisoners-The Cartel agreed upon-Difficulties-Officers in the Inaurrectionary Service-Condition of Gen. Lee's Army in the Autumn of 1862--Appenl to the Southern People-Condition
of the Federal Army-Organization of a Provost Marshal's Depnrtment.

ON January 1, 1863, the President issued his
emancipation proclamation, and its principles
were adopted as controlling the policy of the
Government in the future. The proclamation
was as follows:
WIDJREAS on the 22d day of September, in the year
or our Lord one thousand eight hundred and si.xtytwo, a proclamation was issued by the President of
the United States, contnining, among other things,
tho following, to wit:
"'.l.'hat on the first day of January, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hund1·ed and sixty-three,
all persons held ns slaves withiu nny States or designated part of a State, the people whereof shall then
be in rebellion ngainst the United States, shall be then,
thcnceforwnrd, and forever free; and the Executive
Government of the United States, including the military- nncl naval authority thereof, will recognize nnd
mnrntaiu tho freedom of such persons, and will do no
act or nets to repress such persons, or nny of them, in
any efforts they may make for their actual freedom.
"'.l.'hat the Executive will, on the first day of January nforesnid,1. by proclamation, designnte the States
und pnrts of ;:;tates, if any, in which the people thereof, respectively, shnU then be in rebellion against the
United States; and the fact that any State, or the
people thereat; shall on that day be in good faith
represented in the Congress of the United -States, by
members chosen thereto at elections wherein a majority of the qualified voters of such State shall have

participated1 shall, in the absence of strong countervailing testimony, be deemed conclusive evidence
that such State and the people thereof, are not then
in rebellion against the United States." ·
Now, therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, President of
the United States, by virtue of the power in me vested
as Commander-in-Chief of the .A:rmy ancl Navy of the
United States in tiine of actual armed rebellion against
the authority and Government of the United States,
nnd as a fit and necessary war measure for suppressing said rebellion, do, on this first day of January, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sLxty-tbree, and in accordance with my purpose so to
do, publicly proclaimed for the full period of one hundred days, from the clay first above mentioned, order
and designate as the States and parts of States wherein
the peop1e thereof respectively are this day in rebellion against the United States, the following, to witf
Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana ( except the pnrishes o
St. Bernard, Plaquemines, Jefferson, St. John, St.
Charles, St. James, Ascension, Assumption, Terre
Bonne, Lafourche, Ste. Mnrie, St. Martin, and_ O~lenns, includins- the city of New Orleans,) Mississ1pp1,
A.labamn, Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North
Carolina, and Virginia (exce'(lt the forty-eight counties designated as-west Virgmia, and also the counties of Berkeley, Accomac, Northampton, ~lizab~th
City, Yo~k, Princess A.no., nod Norfolk, mclud~ng
the cities of Norfolk and Portsmouth), and which
exce.Pted parts are for the present left precisely ns
if this proclamation were not issued.
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And by virtue of the power and for the purpose
aforesaid, I do order and declare that all persons held
as slaves within said designated States and parts of
States are tLnd henceforward shall be_ free i.. and t~at
the Executive Government of the Umted .:;tates, mcludino- tlie milittLry and naval authorities thereof,
will recognize and maintain the freedom of said
persons.
·
And I hereby enjoin upon the people so declared
to be free to nbsttLin from all violence, unless in necessary self-defence· and I recommend to _them that,
in !Lil cases when allowed, they labor faithfully for
reasonable wages.
And I further declare and make known that such
persons, of suitable conditio1;1, will be received ~nto
the armed service of the Uruted States to garrison
forts positions, stations, and other places, and to man
vess~ls of all sorts in said service.
And upon this act, sincerely believed to be an
act of justice, warranted by the Constitution upon
military necessity, I invoke the considerate judgment of mlLnkind, and the gracious favor of Almighty
God.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my
name, and caused the seal of the United States to
be affixed.
Done at tbe city of Washington this first day
of January, in the yetLr of our Lord one
[L. s.] thousand eight -hundred and sixty-three, and
of the independence of the United States the
eighty-seventh.
ABR.A'.HAM LINCOLN.
By the President:
WILLIAM H. SEWARD, Secretary of State.

Congress in the session of 1861-'62 had taken
action looking to this object. An act was passed for the abolition of slavery in the District of
Columbia. It emancipated all persons of African
descent held to service in the District immediately upon its passage; loyal owners of slaves
only were allowed ninety days to prepare and
present to commissioners appointed for that
purpose the names, ages, and personal description of their slaves, who were to be valued by
the commissioners. No single slave could be
estimated to be worth more than three hundred
dollars. The amount of these claims was to be
paid to each owner after the final report of the
commissioners at the encl of nine months. One
million of dollars was appropriated to carry the
act into effect. The sum of one hundred thousand dollars was appropriated to colonize any of
the liberated slaves who might desire to go to
Hayti, Liberia, or any country beyond the limits
of the United States, as the President might
select.
Slavery was forbidden in all the Territories
of the United States. Liberia and Hayti were
recognized as independent republics, and as belonging to the family of nations. A new treaty,
relative to the slave trade, was ratified with
Great Britain, which allowed to her the liberty of searching American vessels under certain circumstances. All persons in the army
or navy were prohibited from returning slaves,
or sitting in judgment on the claim of their
masters.
An act was also passed requiring every person afterwards elected or appointed to any office
of honor or profit under the Government of the
United States, either in the civil, military, or
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naval departments, except the President, to take
the following oath before entering upon the duties of such office:
I, AB, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I have
never voluntarily borne 1irms against the United
States since I have been a citizen tliereof; that I have
voluntarily given no aid, countenance, counsel, or encouragement to ·persons engaged in armed hostility
thereto; that I have neither sought, nor accepted, nor
attempted to exercise the functions of any office whatever, under any authority or pretended authority m
hostility to the United States; that I have not yielded
a voluntary support to any pretended government,
authority, power, or constitution within the United
States, hostile or inimical thereto. And I do further
swear (or affirm) that to the best of my knowledge
and ability, I will support and defend the Constitution
of the United States against all enemies, foreign and
domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to
the same; that I take this obligation freely, without
any mental reservtLtion or purpose of evasion, and
that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of
the office on which I am about to enter, so help me
God.

Meantime steps hacl been taken to organize
an independent State of that portion of Virginia.
west of the mountains. On a previous page it
has been related that on the secession of Virginia a convention of loyal citizens assembled at
Clarksburg. This convention declared the ordinance of secession to be null and void; that
its provision suspending the election of members of the Federal Government was a usurpation, and that if the orclinance of secession was
ratified by a vote they recommended the election on June .4th of delegates to a general convention to be held on the 11th to devise such
measures as the welfare of the people rnight
demand. This convention met at Wheeling.
Meantime nearly all the judicial and executive
officers in that part of the State had fled to
Richmond before the Federal forces. Legal
protection to life, liberty, or property was given
up. This convention declared the office of governor, &c., vacant, "by reason of those who
occupied them having joined the rebellion,"
and proceeded to fill those offices. The o.ction
of this convention was not confined to Western
Virginia, but intended to embrace the whole
State. The governor elected th,1s stated the
object of the convention:
It was not the object of the Wheeling convention to
set up any new government in the State, or separate
or other government than the one under which they
had alwtLys lived. They made a single !Literation in
the Constitution of the State, which prescribes the
number of delegates in the General Assembly which
shall be necessary to constitute a quorum.

.A declaration was made by the convention,
and an ordinance adopted for the reorganization of the State Government. According to
this ordinance the Government to be reorganized, either in its executive or legislative
departments, was not for a part of the St3:te,
but for all of Virginia. In conformity with
this ordinance a State Government was reorganized in all its branches in every county of
the State not occupied by an armed foe.
On the 20th of August, 1861, the convention
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passed an ordinance "to provide for the formation of a new State out of a portion of the
territory of this State." In compliance with
its provisions delegates were elected to a constitutional · convention which assembled at
Wheeling, November 26, 1861, and proceeded
to draft a Oonstitution, which was submitted
to the people on the first Thursday of April,
1862. The vote in favor was 18,862, that
against it was 514.
The governor appointed by the convention
of June, 1861, which declared the State offices
vacant, no'\V issued his proclamation convening
an extra session of the Legislature, elected and
organized under the same authority, and which
claimed to be the Legislature of Virginia. This
Legislllture met on the 6th of May, 1862, and
passed an act, giving its consent to the formation of a new State. and forwarded its consent
to the Congress of the United States, together
with an official copy of the Constitution adopted
by the voters, and with the request that the
said new State be admitted into the Union.
On the 31st of December, 1862, the following act of Oongress was approved by the
President :

h undred nnd sixty-one, that framed and proposed the
Constitution for the said State of West Virginia, the
people thereof have expressed a wish to change the
seventh section of the eleventh article of said Constitution by striking out the same and mserting the following in its place, viz. : "The children of slaves born
within the limits of this State after the fourth day of
J uly, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, shall be free ;
and that all slaves within the said State who shall, at
the time aforesaid, be under the age of ten years, shall
be free when they arrive at the age of twenty-one
years ; and nil slaves over ten and under twenty-one
years, shall be free when they arrive at the age of
twenty-five years; and no sl:i.ve shall be permitted t o
come into the State for permanent residence therein : " Therefore,
.
SEc. 2. Be it fwrther enacted, That whenever the
people of West Virginia shall, through their said convention, and by a vote to be taken at an electio'n to
be held within the limits of the said State, at such time
as the convention may provide, make and r atify the
change aforesaid, and properly certify the same under
the hand of the President of the Convention, it shall
be lawful for the President of the United States to issue his proclamation stating the fact, and thereupon
this act shall take effect and be in force from and after
sixt.y days from the date of said proclamation.
Approved December 81, 1862.

These conditions were subsequently complied
with by the citizens, and the President of the
United States issued his proclamation accordingly.
The following is a provision of the Constitution of the United States : "New States may be
.admitted by the Congress into this Union; but
no new States shall be formed or erected within
the jurisdiction of any other State, nor any State
be formed by the junction of two or-more States,
or parts of States, without the consent of the
Legislatures of the States concerned, as well as
of the Oongress. "
The following is the population of the counties embraced in this new State according to
the census of 1860 :

.An act for tlie arlmvissio11, of the State of " Weet Virginia" into tlUJ Union, and f 01· otlUJr pwrposee.
WlUJreas the pe<>ple inhabiting that portion of Virginia known as West Vir_ginia did, by a convention
assembled in the city of Wheeling on the twenty-sixth
of November, eighteen hundred and sixty-one, frame
for themselves a Constitution, with a view of becoming a separate and indeJ?endent State; and wlie1•eas at
a general election held m the counties composing the
territory aforesaid on the third day of May last, the
said Constitution was approved and adopted h_y the
qualified voters of the proposed State, and wl.ereas
the Legislature of Virginia, by an act passed on the
thirteenth day of May, eighteen hundred and sixty.
two, did give its consent to the formation of a new
State within the jurisdiction of the said State of Virginia, to be kno1vn by the name of West Virginia,
Wb!te
populn- Slovea.
Coo~Tms.
CouN'tDta.
and to embrace the following named counties, to wit:
Hon. - ,
,
,
Hancock, Brooke, Ohio, Marshall, Wetzel, Marion, Monongalia, Preston, Taylor, Tyler, P leasants, Ritchie, Hancock. •. •. 4,442
280
2 Lewis .... •. ..
7,786
52
8,685
Doddridge, Harrison, Wood, Jackson, Wirt Roane Brooke ..••. 5,425
18 Gilmer •. •. . •.
9
2,492
100 Calhoun .. .. . .
Calhoun, Gilmer, Barbour, Tucker, Lewis, Bra}..--ton; Ohio . • . ... .• . 22,196
4,885
104
29 Braxton ••....
UJ?shur, R11ndolp~Mnson, Putnam, Kanawha, Clay, Marshall . . . .. 12,936
21
Clay
....•..
.
..
1,761
Wetzel.
.
...
.
6,691
10
N1cholns, Cabell, w nyue, Boone, Logan, Wyoming, Pleasants .. . . 2,926
104
15 Nicholas .. . . .. 4,470
Mercer, McDowell, Webster, Pocahontas, Fayette Wood . . . .. •. 10,791
271
5,716
176 Fayette ..•. . . .
Raleigh,. ~reenbrier, Monroe, Pendleton, Hardy; Jackson • • •.. 8,240
1\7
1i5 Raleigh .• ... . . 8,291
Hampshu·e, and Morgan; and whereas both the con- Mason •. .•. . . 8,752
64
2,797
886 WyominYJ ...•
1,535
305 McDowe !. . ..
Vf;lntion and the Legislature aforesaid have requested Cabell ...... . 7,691
862
6,428
Wayne
.
.
..
.•
Mercer
....•
..
148
that the new State sbould be admitted into the Union
6~04
9,526 1,114
.. . . • •• 4, 89
148 Monroe . ......
and the Constitution aforesaid being republican i~ Logan .....•.
4,681
158 Groen brier . .. 10,499 1,52.5
form, Congress doth hereby consent that the said Boone
2/i2
8,6S6
Kannwha •. •• 18,787 2,184
fort)'.-eight counties muy be formed into a separate Ronne •.•. •.. 5,809
8
72 Webster .. . •. . 1.li52
and mdcpendent State. Therefore-212
1;064
Wirt ....... . 8,728
28 Upshur .......
188
4,798
88 Randolph•. .. .
B e it enacted b!J tlie Senate and Ho-uBe of Jle'pr68MLta- Rltchio .. . ..• 6,809
20
84 Tuck0r •• • •.•• 1,396
tives of_ the United States of America in, Ooogrees as- Doddridge . • 5,168
580
6708
18 Putnam .... . .
s611ibleil, 'l'hat the State of West Virginia be and is Tyler . .. .. . .• 6,488
li:s78 244
592 Pendleton . . . .
•. •• • 18,185
hereb;r declared to be one of the United Stutes of Harrison
8,521 1,0~8
.. ...• 12,656
68 Hardy .... ....
.America, and admitted into the Union on an equal Marion
12,481 1218
Monongalia .. 12,907
101 Hampshire
'94
fooling with the original States in all respects what- Preston . ... . • 18,188
8,618
67 Morgnn ..... .•
e,cr, and until the next general census shall he en- Taylor ....••• 7,800 1 112
titled to three members in the House of Representa- Barbour ... . . 8,729 1 95 Total, 48 cos . . 1884,921 12,771
ti,es of the United Stutes : Provided, avways, That this
net shall not take effect until after the proclamation
The officers of West Virginia, at the close of
of the President of the United States hereinafter pro- 1862, were Francis H. Pierpont, governor;
vided for.
It being represented to Congress that since the con- Daniel Paisley, lieutenant-governor ; Lucian A.
vention of the twenty-si:xth of November, eighteen Hugans, secretary ; Campbell Tarr, treasurer.
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The exchange of prisoners was attended with
difficulties through the whole year 1862. After
the refusal to receive within the Southern lines
the commissioners appointed by the Federal
Government at the close of 1861, n~goti~tions
were opened by them at Norfolk, which resulted
in an a"'reement for an equal exchange; and the
Oonfecl;rates, having about 300 prisoners in excess of those taken by the national troops, proposed to release them also, on parole, provided
the United States Government would agree
to release three hundred Oonfederates who
might thereafter fall into their hands. On
February 14th the commissioners returned
to Washington, and the arrangement entered
into by them having been approved by the
· War Department, Gen. Wool was directed to
inform the rebel general Huger, commanding
at Norfolk, that he had foll authority to settle
the terms of the proposed exchange. Gen. Howell Oobb was designated by the Richmond Government to confe:c with Gen. Wool, and a permanent plan was settled between them on the
basis previously .established. By the terms of
this plan it was agreed that the prisoners of
war in the hands of each Government should
be exchanged, man for man, the officers being
assimilated as to rank, &c.; that the privateersmen captured by the United States forces during the previous year, and who had been held
as having lost the rights of war, should be exchanged on the footing of ordinary prisoners
of war; that any surplus remaining on either
side after these exchanges should be released;
11nd that hereafter, during the continuance of
the war, prisoners taken on either side should
be paroled. The clause relating to the privateersmen was considered an important concession on the part of the National Government,
public opinion in the North having demanded
that exemplary punishment should be inflicted
on this class of prisoners, for which reason they
had been for a number of ·months held in strict
confinement in the city prison at Washington.
As a retaliatory measure, the Oonfederates selected a number of Union prisoners, including
Ools. Oorcoran and Wilc_ox, and other high officers, whom they declared hostages for the safety
of the privateorsmen.
The exchanges commenced in the lattei: part
of February, but had proceeded but a short
time when they were interrupted, on March 18,
by a message from Mr. Davis to the Oonfederate
Oongress, recommending that all the Confederate prisoners who had been paroled bf the
United States Government be released from the
obligations of their parole, so as to bear arms
in the defence of the Richmond Government.
The reason assigned for this action was an "infamous and reckless breach of goocl faith on the
part of the Northern Government," in neglecting
to exchange the privateersmen, and in sending
the prisoners captured at Fort Donelson into
the interior, instead of releasing them on parole.
But, according to their own confession, the
Oonfederutes took tho first step toward the
21
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interruption of the exchange, by questioning,
without sufficient cause alleged, the integrity
of the United States Government. "At the
time of sending North the hostages we had retained for our privateersmen," said a Richmond
jomnal, commenting upon President Davis's
message, "Gen. Oobb had reason to suspect the
good faith of the Northern Government, and
telegraphed in time to intercept the releas of
a portion of these hostages (among them · Ool.
Oorcoran), who were en 1·oute from points further South than Richmond, to·go North under
a flag of truce to Norfolk."
The progress of events immediately previous
to and succeeding the agreement between Gens.
Wool and Oobb had materially changed the
relative positions of the belligerents, and the
captures of Roanoke Island and Fort Donelson
left the North not merely an excess of prisoners, but an extless numbering many thousands.
The 3,000 prisoners captured at Roanoke Island,
Feb. 8, were, nevertheless, released on parole,
in accordance with the agreement, and the privateersmen were placed on the footing of other
prisoners, by being removed from Washington
to Fort Lafayette, in New York harbor. The
latter, indeed, were temporarily withheld from
exchange until information should be received
from the rebel authorities that Ool. Oorcoran,
and the other officers retnined as hostages,were
on their way to N oifolk; but in all other respects
the terms of the cartel were faithfully observed
by the United States Government, until after
the capture of the Fort Donelson prisoners,
and measures were taken to release these,
when the message of President Davis was delivered.
As a consequence of the receipt of this communication by the Richmond Congress, the
exchange of prisoners ceased at Craney Island,
the p9int at which the flags of truce from Fortress Monroe and Norfolk were accustomed to
meet; and the Oonfederates having failed, on
several succeeding days, to meet the United
States officers at this rendezvous, Secretary
Stanton issued an order, March 2'7, prohibiting
the release on parole of the Fort Donelson prisoners. Here the matter rested for several
weeks, the prisoners in the hands of the Federril authorities meanwhile reaching a formi- dable number, very largely in excess of those
taken by the rebels.
In order, however, not to shut the door en-tirely to negotiation on a subject of deep in-terest to the inhabitants of both the Union and
the seceded States, Gen. Wool informed Gen.
Huger, on May 2, that the privateersmen were
held as prisoners of war, and that he was em-·
powered to effect their exchange. On the sue-·
ceecling day Gen. Ruger r eplied as follows:
Hl:ADQ'RS DEl'.A.R'l'.MEl\'T OF NORFOLK, .lifay 8, 1862.

I have your letter of the 2d instant. On.
faith bf your statement that our privateersmen are
prisoners of war and will be exchanged, the officers
heretofore held ~s hostages mll be exchanged on the
same terms as any others.
GENERAL:

a
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As it is but fair those longest in cnptivity should be
released first, I request you will let the pnvateersmen
be released, and I will r eciprocate, nod release those
longest confined.
_I have requested Geo. Winder to send prisoners from
Richmond to Newport News on Monday, the 5th inst.
Very respe;:tfully, your obed_ient servant,
.
BENJ. HUGER, MaJ-Geu. Commanding.
MaJ.-Geo. J.E. WooL,
Commanding Department of Virginia.

On the 19th, Gen. Wool wrote that he was
prepared to make exchange on the terms proposed by Gen. Huger in the above communication, adding, " I will have the privateersmen
sent to this post (Fortress Monroe), to be forwarded to you at any place you designate on
James river, provided you will send forward,
at the same time, the hostages, Ools. Corcoran
Wilcox," &c.; and, on the succeeding day, Gen'.
Huger r eplied from Petersburg:

had exceeded his authority, and that further
conference would be necessary before the exchange could be effec.ted. With a view to the
holding o~ such a conference, the flag of truce
boat remamed at the Point until the 6th when
learnin~ that nothing further was e;pected
from Richmond, she returned to Fortress Monroe.
The following letter from the Confederate
S~cretary of War, of which a copy was transmitted by Gen. Huger to Gen. Wool, gives bis
reasons for refusing to abide by Gen. Hu"er's
communication of May 23 :
"

C. s. A.WAR DEPART!,n:NT, RrcruroND, J«ne 3, 1862.
~EKE~AL: ~ ha,•e r~ceived your letter of the 28th
ultimo, _10 which you give a construction in your agreement with Gen. ·wool for the exchange of the privateersmen and the persons formerly held as hostages
which requires us to return all of the latter for nil ofth~
former, and to parole such of the so-called hostages as
If yon will r elease upon parole ibe privnteersmeo nr~ not exchanged, nod to support this construction you
nod send them to me at City Point, I will r etu rn yo~ refer me to your letter of May 23 to Gen. Wool.
such number of your officers, heretofore r etained as
Upo_u examining that letter I find that you use tbe
bost~ges for them, ns would be their equivalent, 11c- followmg language : "I must be responsible that on
cord10g to the rates of exchange prescribed by the th~ delivery of all the privateersmen all the officers decartel between the Umted Stales and Great Brit-. ta~ned as hostages will be released upon parole." If
~in in 1S13-the captains of privateersmeu to r ank as this were the agreement, there could be no doubt of
lieutenants of the navy, and the mates of the privateers your promise to r eturn all the "officers retained ns
as master's mates. If you will have the rank and hostages; ,,. but in the same letter you state thut thti
number of the privatecrsmcn made out nnd their equiv- agreement was contained in your letter of May 3 and
alent of officers now r etained ns ho;tages for them, you say," I consider the War Departm ent has 'ruuv
such officors will be released unconditionally and re- agreed to the terms stated in my letter of the 3d inst.r,
turned t_o YO!) , Any of the other ho~tages that mny not
The letter of May 3, so far from promising" to r eturn
be required ior exchange for the pnvateersmen will be all the ofiicer.s, as hostages," as you apparently supreleased upon parole, to be exchanged for officers of pose, co~fines the proposed exchange to such ns Gen.
equal rank, or their equivalent, according to the cartel W~ol might name, nn~ as wou!d be equivalent to tho
above alluded to.
·
pnvnteersrnen nccordmg to ·the tariff agreed upon by
Ou the 21st, Gen. Wool despatchecl another the cartel between Great Ilritoin and the -Un ited States
letter to Gen. Huger, requesting him to appoint in 1813, and consents that when that exchange bad been
't he other officers held as hostages might be exn. time for the exchanges to take place and re- made
changed "as usual." There can be no doubt about the
'
cei vecl the following reply :
agreement; your lnngu~ge is perfectly explicit. You
say to Gen. "J{ool, "I Will retu_rn such oflicers as you
IlEADQUARTERS, DEPARTlfE:<T OF APPO~IATTOX, /
mny name 10 exchange nccordmg to the tariff agreed
PETERSB uno, VA., .May 28, 1862.
I
_G~i:-'ERAL: I have detain~d your bout until to-day, ex- upon by t~e cartel between Great Britain and the Unitpectmg an answer from Richmond ns to the time when ed States rn 1813. As soon ns these men are exchanged,
the pn oners to Le exchanged for the privateersmen any other officers that have·heen held as hostages will
be exchanged as usual."
could reach here. I have nut yet received nn answer
I am willing to perform the agreement which you
and I nm not aware of the location of these officers o;
whc~ they could reach here; but I can assure yo~ I stated to Gen. Wool that the department bad fully
consider the War Department have fully no-reed to the agr eed to p~rform, bu~ I can~ot eonsent to carry out u
terms stated in my Jetter of the 3d instant"'to you and palpable m1sconstruct1011 of 1t, much more disadv an wbicl~ have been accepted by yourself. I must be re- tageous to tbe Government of the Confederate States
sponsible t!mt ou th~ delivery of all the privateersmen tban ~he agreement it.self, and evidently the result of
nil the officers retnm~d ns hostages will be released mere madvertence on your part. Even this erroneous
upon parole, the details of the exchnnaes to be ar- interpretation of you r promise is founded on the supranged between us according to the carte~ r eferred to, position that " officers were still retained as hostages,"
and such of the officers as are not exchanged in this when, in fact, they had nil been reston:d to the condiway to :cmain on parole until exchanged for others. tion of prisoners of war, and 11 colonel and three captains
If no~ rntcrrupted by movements in the field, I will were actually then on parole. It is th erefore not only
p_rom1 e to l~nve the offi_cers forwnrdecl as soon as pos- erroneous i!1 its construction of the agreement actually
•s1ble, and .will send notice to any of your vessels, and made, but 1s founded upon such a misconception of
facts that it woul not bind you as an ind ependent
,request you may be notified to send for them.
agreement.
Very 1·espccifnlly, your obed~ent servant,
You will, th erefore, inform Gen. Wool that the Wnr
BENJ. HUGER, MnJ.-Gen. Commanding.
D_epnrtment will execute faithfully your agreement with
Suppo ing the matter to be definitely settled him of May 8, without considerino- whet11er you were
Gen. Wool, on June 1, sent the privateersmen' autho1:ized to make it or not; th~t we will cxchongo
officers recently held as hostages as he mny nnmo
85 in number, to City Point, on the Jame; such
for the pl'ivatecrsmen, nccordiug to the cartel ngreed
ri er, with instruction to deliver them up on on, but that we shall bold others to be exchungea herereceiving the l10stages on parole. TLe latter after.
not being on the spot, the privateersmen were . I might justly complain ibat Gen. Wool, after being
by Gen. Cobb that the "officers hitherto held
withheld, and a communication was sent to the rnformed
ns hostages for the privateersrnen had been plncecl on
Confederate authorities demanding an explana- \he same footing as other prisoners of war," and knowtion.
n answer came back that Gen. Huger mg that n number of them, more than equivalent to the
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privateersmen, had actually been paroled, should yet
negotiate with you as if they were all still held as hostages, apparently taking advantage of the circumstance
that you were not so well informed as himself.
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,
G. W. RANDOLPH, Secretary of War.
Major-General Il. HOGER,
Commanding Department of the Appomattox.

Accompanying this letter was the following
personal explanation of Gen. Huger:
HEADQUARTERS HuGER's

DIVISION, Ji1ms 5, 1862.

Sm: I enclose you a copy of a letter I received fro~
the War Department. I have heard from private persons that the pri vateersmeu ·whom you promised to
send for exchange had arrived at City Point, but no letter to me has as yet been forwarded. A-s I had charge
of the correspondence with yourself on the subject, I
hasten to send you this communication, which I must
confess I do not clearly understand. '£he language of
one of my letters may not have been the same as another; bt! t I did intend not to give yon all the officers
once retain ed as h~stages in exchange for all the J?rivateersmen, but to give you such numbers of them m exchange as would be required by the cartel exchano-ing
the equivalent of rank, and the othei· officers to b; exchanged as usual. As you agreed to these terms, and
had a sufficient number of our officers, there was no
reason why the exchange should not be made at onctl ·
and I shall insist, if the privateers have been seat, as f
hear, that all th~ o~cers ref~rred to abo ve be given in
exchange. I thmk 1t but fair we should name the offieers_ to be exchanged on our side; and as the most
equitable way, I propose to exchauo-e those who have
been longest prisoners, includino- n~vy office rs.
I am, Gener!ti ,
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant
BENJ. HUGER, '
U ajor-General Commandino-.
0
J,fajor-Gen. JollN E. Woot,
or Ofticer Commanding Department of Virginia.

Here the matter rested, and for upward of a
mouth nothing seems to have been done toward
a gene:al ex~hange, notwithstanding in the
mean time prisoners had accumulated in. large
numbers on either side. The Oonfederates had
indeed made certain. overtures, by sen.din.a- to
Washington Ool. Miller an.d Major Stone ~vho
had been captured in the battle near Pittsburg
Landing, to induce the National Government to
adopt some general plan. This the latter declined to do, claiming that certain. Oonfederate
officers of rank, as <;}en. Buckner, captured at
Fort Donelson., had, m consequence of acts done
previous to the war, forfeited their right to be
considered prisoners of war, and ought to be
excepted from any cartel entered into by the
be,ligerents, and to be held amen.able for treason. 'the Oonfederates, on the other baud insisted that the rule should be genero.l, altho~gh
~rom the_ reluctance which they had manifested
m releasmg Ool. Oorcoran and other prisoners
demanded by the people of the Northern States
~t w:as evident that they had been themselve~
rnclmed to make exceptions.
In obedience to a very general popular deman_d th~ National Government finally decided
to y1elu 1ts point, and on July 17, Gen. Dix,
who had meanwhile succeeded Gen. Wool in.
command at Fortress Monroe, met the Oonfederate general D. H. Hill, in conference, at
Turkey Island Oreek on the James river where
on the 22d was signed the following agr~ement

for the exchange of prisoners, based upon the
cartel of 1812 between the United St.ates and
Great Britain, and which was claimed by the
Richmond papers to mark an important era. in
the war, by acknowledging the quasi nationality of the Oonfederate Government:
HALI.LL'B

LANDixo,

ON

J Al!EB

RrvER,

VA,

July 22, 1862.

l
f

The undersigned, having been commissioned by !he
autboriLies they respectively represent to make arrangements for a general exchange of prisoners of war, have
agreed to the following articles:
ARTICLE 1.-It is hereby agreed and stipulated that.
all prisoners of war held by either pai·ty, includia"
those taken on private armed vessels, known as prim"'.
teers, shall be discharged upon the conditions and
terms following:
Prisoners to be exchanged man for man and officer
for of:!icer; pri vates to be placed ou the footing of officers and men of the navy.
Men and office;.s of lo wer grades may be exchanged
for officers of a U1gher grade, and men and oflicers of
different services may be exchanged according to the
following scale of equivalents:
A general commander-in-chief or an admiral shall
be exchanged for officers of equal rank, or forty-six privates or common seamen.
A flag officer or major-general shall be exchanged
for officers of equal rauli:, or for forty privates or
common seamen.
A commodore carrying a broad pennant, or a bricradier-geaeral, shall be exchanged for officers of eq'f:al
rank, or twenty privates or common seamen .
A captain in the navy, or a colonel, shall be exchanged for officers of equal rank, or for fifteen privates or common seamen.
A lieutenant-colonel, or a comm_aucler in the navy,
sh-all be exchanged for officers of equal rank or for
'
ten privates or common seamen.
A lieutenant commander or a majol' shall be exchanged fo1· officers of equal rank, or eight privates or
common seamen.
A lieutenant or a master in the navv or a captain in
the army or marines, shall be exchang~d for officers of
equal rank, or six privates or common seamen
. Mas~ers' mates in the navy, or lieutenants ~nd ensigns rn the army, shall be exchanged for officers of
equ~l rn~k, or four privates or common seamen.
Midshipmen, warrant officers in the navy, masters
of merch ant vessels, and commanders of privateers
sh~ll be exchanged for olficers of equal rank, or thre;,
pr1vate_s or com!Don seamen: second captains, lieutenants, or mates o_f merchant vessels or prh·ateers, and
all pett.l'. officers m the navy and all non-commissioned
officers ID the army or marines, shall be se1·erally exchanged for persons of equa_l rank, or for two p1·i vates
or common seamen; and pnvate soldiers an d common
seamen shall be exchanged for each other, man for
man.
ART. 2.-~ocal, State, civil, and militia rnnk held by
per~ons not m a~tual military service will not be recogmzed, ~he basis ofexchang_e_being of !t grade actually ~eld ID t\1e n&.val and military ser vice of the respective parties.
A~T. 3.-If citizens held by either party on cbaro-e
?f disloyalty or any alleged civil offence are exchanged,
it shall o~ly_be fo~ citizens, captured sutlers. teamsters,
and all c1v1ltaas m the actnal sen•ice of either party,
to be exchanged f~r persons in similar position.
AaT._4.-All prisoners of war to be discharged on
parole ID ten days after th eir cap tu re, and the prisoners
now·held _and those hereafter taken to be trnnsported
to the pot!]lS mutually agreed upon at the expense of
the capturmg party. The surplus prisoners not exchanged shaft not be permitted to take up arms ao-ain,
nor to serve as military police or constabularv force in
any fort, garrison, or field work held by eitlier of the
respective parties, nor as guards of prisoners, depots, or
stores, nor to disch arge any duty usually performed by
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soldiers, until exchanged under the provisions of this
cartel. '£be exchange is not to be considered complete
until the officer or isoldier exchanged for bas been actually r estored to the Jines to which he belongs.
ART. 5.-Each party, upon the discharge of prisoners
of the other party, is authorized to discharge an equal
number of tbeir own officers or men from parole, furnishing at the same time to the other party a list of
their prisoners discharged and of their own officers
and men relieved from parole, enabling each party to
relieve from parole such of their own otficers and men
us the party may choose. 'l'he lists thus mutually furnished will keep both parties advised of the true conditiou of the exchanges of prisoners.
ART. 6.-Tbe stipulations aud provisions above mentioned to be of bmding obligation during the continuance of the war, it matters not which party may
have the surplus of prisoners, the great principle involved being:
1. An equitable exchange of prisoners, man for
man, officer for officer, or officers of hi~her grade exchanged for officers of lower grade or for privates, according to the scale of equivalents. .
2. 'l'bat pri rntes and officers and men of different
services may be exchanged according to the same rule
of equivalents.
3. 'l'hat all prisoners, of whatsoever arm of service
are to be exchano-ed or paroled in ten days from th~
time of their capture, if it be practicable to transfer
them to their own lines in thnt time; if not, as soon
thereafter as practicable.
·
4. 'l'bnt no officer, soldier, or employe in the service
of either party is to be considered as exchanged and
absolved from bis parole until bis equivalent has actuutly reached the line of his friends.
5. '£hat the parole forbids the performance of fielci,
garrison, police, or guard or constabulary duty.
JOH A. DIX, Major-General.
D. H. Il1LL, Major-General, C. S. Army.
.
Supplementary Arfticles.
'l'.-All prisoners of war now held on either
~ide, and nil prisoners hereafter taken, shall be sent
with all reasonable despatch to A. H. Aikens, below
Dutch Gnp, on the James river, in Virgioin, or to
Vicksbm•g, on the Mississippi river, in tlie State of
Mississippi, and there exchanged, or paroled until such
exchange can be effected, notice being previously given
by each party of the number of prisoners it will send,
and the time when the,Y' will be delivered at those
point respectively; and 10 case the vicissitudes of war
shall change the militnry relations of the places designated in this article to the contending parties, so as to
render the same inconvenient for the delivery and exchange of prisoners, other places, bearing ns nearly as
may be the pre ent local relations of said places to the
lin es of said parties, shall be, by mutual agreement,
substituted. But nothing in this article contained
shall prevent ~he co~manders of tw? opposing armies
from excbnngmg pnsoners or r eleasmg them on parole
at other point mutually agreed on by said commanders.
.ART: 8.-F?r the purpose of carrying into effect the
foregomg articles of ae:reement, each party will appoint
tw? agents, to be ca)Jed Age1~ts for the.Exchange of
Pr1son~rs of War, whose duty 1t shall be to communicate with each ~ther by ~orrespondenee and olherwi e,
to prepare the hst of prisoners, to attend to the delivery of the prisoners at the places agreed on, and to carry
out promptly, effectually, and in good faith all the
detail and provi ions of the said articles of ag;·eemeut.
ART. 9.-And in case any misunclerstandino- shall
arise in regard to any clau e or stipulation in t~c forep:oing art.icile , it is mutually agreed that such misunder tan ding hall not interrupt the release of prisoners
on parole, u herein provided, but shall be made the
subject of friendly explanation , in order that the object of Ibis agreement may neither be defeated nor
postponed.
JOHN A. DIX, Major-General.
D. H. H1LL, Major-General C. S. A.
ART.

Acting in the humane spirft which charac-

terized this agreement, the adjutant-general
of the United States a few days afterward
issued an order that chaplains should not be
held as prisoners of war, and directing the immediate and unconditional release of all chaplains so held.
In accordance with the terms of the cartel an
exchange of prisoners commenced forthwith
and by the middle of August most of the office~
gf rank on either side, who bad been for any
lengthened period in captivity, were released.
So far as the case of prisoners of this class
was concerned, matters worked harmoniously
enough ; but new complications, the result of
circumstances happening subsequent to the
cartel, soon occurred, ·which gave rise to an
acrimonious correspondence between the belligerent parties, and a series of retaliatory orders
from the Confederate auth01'ities.
Previous to the adoption of the cartel of
July 22, howQver, the Confederate general, R.
E. Lee, had written to the authorities at Washington, under date of July 6, requesting information respecting the alleged execution by the
national authorities of John Owens and William B. Mum.ford, citizens of the seceded States,
and on certain other points, indicated in the
following reply of Gen. Halleck, the general1in-chief of the United States army :
·
HEADQUARTERS OF 'l'IlE AlUIY,
.

W ASillNG'l'ON,

.1111(/,

}

1. 1862.

Gm. R. E. Lee, Commanding, &c. :
GENERAL: Your letter of July 6 was recei,ed nt
the Adjutant-General's office on the 14th, but supposing from the endorsement that it required no further reply, it was filed without being shown to !be
President or Secretary of Wur. I learned to dny, for
the first time, that such letter bad been received, and
hasten to reply.
No authentic information bas been received in relation to the execution of either John Owens o r - - Mumford, but measures will be immediately taken to
ascertain the facts of these alleged executions, of which
you will be duly informed.
I need hardly assure you, general, that, so far as !he
United States authorities are concerned, this contest
will be carried on in strict accordance with the Jaws
-and usages of modern warfare, and that all excesses
will be duly punished.
·
In regard to the burning of bridges, &c., within
our lines by persons in disguise as peaceful citizens, I
refer you to my letter of the 22d of January last to
Gen. Price.* Ith ink you will find the views there expressed as most materially differing from those stated
m your letter.
In regard to retaliation, by taking the lives of innocent per ons, I know of no modern aulbority which
justifies it except in the extreme cnse of a war with
any uncivilized foe, which has himself first established
such a barbarous rule. The United States will never
countenance such a proceeding unless forced to do s9
by the barbarous conduct of an enemy who first np·
plies such a rule lo our own citizens.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
Gene'l'al-in-Chief of U. S. Army.

* In this lettor Gen. Hnlleck, then commanding the depnrtment of Missouri, reiterated his intention to subj ect
persons, other than soldiers. nccused of burning or Mstroying rnilronds, bridl?es. nnd similar property, to trial by C0)1f~
martini, notwithstnnding such persons had been autbortze
and instructed by Gen. Price to commit snch acts. .Armed
mC1n, in the garb of solcliers, destroyina: bridl?CS ns n military
net, woulcl, if cnpturcd, be treated ns ordi nary prisoners of war.
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On July 21, Gen. Lee addressed a communication to Gen. McClellan, then in command at
H arrison's Landing, stating that he was inform ed that many Confederate citizens, engaged in peaceful vocations, had been arrested
and imprisoned because they r efused to take
the oath of allegiance to the United States;
while othe rs, by harsh treatment, had been
compelled to take an. oath not to bef:Lr arms
against the National Government; addmg:
Tbis Government refuses to admit tbe right of th(I
autborities of the United States to. arrest our citizens,
and extort from them their parole not to render 1:!1\litary service to tbeir country under t)le penalty ot rncurring p1:!J!ishment in case they fall rnto tbe hands of
your forces.
.
.
· I am directed by the Secretary of War to rnform
you that such oaths will not be regarded as obligatory, and -persons who take them will be required to
render military service. Sbould your Government treat.
tbe rendition of such service by these persons as n
breach of parole, and punish it accordingly, this Government will resort to retaliatory measures ns the only
means of compelling the observnuce of the rules of
civilized warfare.
The matter was referred by Gen. McClellan
to .Gen. Halleck, who in reply to that officer,
dated August 13, m ade the following statement nf the policy which the Government
r
woul d pursue:
The Government of the United States has never
authorized any extortion of oa.ths of allegiance or military paroles, and has forbidden any measnres to be
resorted to tending to that end. Instead of extorting
oaths of allegiance a.nd paroles, it has refused the applications of several thousand prisoners to be permit-ted to take them and return to their homes in the
rebel States.
At the same time this Government claims and will
exercise the right to a1:rest, impriso n, Of place beyond
its military lines any persons snspected of giving aid
and information to its enemies, or of any other treasonable act. And if persons so arrested voluntarily
take the oath of alle 0 -iance, or give their military
parole, and afterward' violate th eir plighted faith,
th ey will be punished according to the lairs and usages
of war.
You will assure Gen. Lee that no unseemly threats
of retaliation on his part will deter this Governmen t
from exercising its lawful rights over both persons
and property, of whatsoever name or character.
On Jtily 22 an important order was issued
by Secretary Stanton, acting nuder instructions
from the President, by which military commanders in Virg inia and .other parts of the seceded
States were empowered "in an orderly manner
.
d
.
to ~e1ze an use any property, real or p ~rson al,
which m ay be necessary or convement for
their several commands, for supplies or for
other military purpose . " to employ at reasonl
r:r
f' Af·"
d
t
h
nca n escen w en
a b e waoes perso~s. 0
n eeded; and req mrmg ·that " as to both property and persons of African descent, accounts
shall be kept sufficiently accurate and in detail to show quantities and amounts and from
'
,
w h om both propertY: and such . persons shall
have come, as a basis upon wh1eh compensation can be made in proper cases." In accordance with the terms of this document Gen.
P
th
1
· t d
tl
d
ope,
en r ecent! 3:PJ?Olll _e to 1e. con;D;~n
of the army of Y1rgm1a, directed his cliv1s10n
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gep.erals to seize all horses and mules in their
vicinity, and all stores not absolutely needed
by the in11abitants for their maintenance or
subsistence; and his General Order No. 11,
dated July 23d, required all officers of his
army holding independent commands to arrest all disloyal male citizens within their linE:s
or within their reach. "Such as are willing
to take the oath of allegiance to the United
States," &c., the order continued, were to be
discharged.
These several orders did not fail to create
excitement among the Confederate authorities
at Richmond, and ultimately l ed to the retaliatory action suggested by the two following
d ocum ents, of which the first was addressed by
P1·esident Davis to Gen. Lee:
·
Rrnn:.roND (VA.), J~tly 31, 18G2.

Sm: On the 22d of this month o..cartel for the genernl exchange of prisoners of war was signed between
:Maj.-Gen. D. H . .Hill, in behalf of the Confederate
States, aud Maj.-Geu. John E. Dix, in behalf of the
United States. By the terms of this cartel it is stipulated that all prisoners of war hereafter taken shall be
discharged on parole till exchanged.
Scarcely had that cartel been s)$.ned when the military authorities of the United .:states commenced a
practice changing the whole character of the war from
such as becomes civilized nations into a campaign of
indiscriminate robbery and murder.
The ~enernl order issued by the Secretary of War of
the Umted States, in the city of Washington, on thtl
very day the cartel was signed in Virginia, directs the
military commanders of toe United States to take the
private property of our people for the convenience and
use of their armies, ,vitliout compensatiou.
The general order issued by M:aj-Gen. Pope on the
23d day of July, the day after the s1gnin~ of the cn1tel,
directs the murder of our peaceful inhabitants as sp.ies,
if found quietly tilling tht! farms in his rear, even outside of his lines; and one of his brigadier-generals,
Steinwehr, has seized upon innocent and penceful inhabitnnts to be held as hostages, to the end that_they
may be murdered in cold blood, if any of his soldiers
are killed by some unknown persons wl+om he designates as " bushwhackers."
Under this state of facts, this .Government !ins
issued the enclosed general order, recognizing Gen.
Pope and his commissioned officers to be in the position .which they have chosen for themselves-thnt
of robpers and murderers, and not that of public enemies, entitled, if captured, to be considered as prisoners of war.
We find ourselves driven by our enemies bv stelldy
progress toward a practice wh.ich we abhor arid which
we al'e vainly st~~ggling to a~~id.
.
Some of the military authorities of t~e Umted State~
seem to suppose that better success will attend a sa,;ige waF in wbich no quarter is to be given, and no age
· or sex to be spared, than has hitherto been secured by
s~1c_h_ hostilitie~ as are alon_e recognized to be lawful by
cmhzed men rn modern times. ·
.
. .
For the present we renounce our nght ofretnhation
on the innocent, and shall <;ontinue to treat tbe private
enlisted soldiers of Gen. Pope's army as prisoners of
:war; but if, aftei; the n?tice to the ~overnment at Washrngt_on of our confimng rep~es~ive me~sures to thE!
P1!n!shment_o~ly of _the comm1_ssioned officers who are
wilhn~ part1c1pants m these cnmes, these savage practices are continued, we .shall be reluctantly forced lo
the last resort of accepting the war on the terms observed by our foes, until the outraged voice of c_ommon humanity forces a respect for the recogmzed
rules of war.
While these facts would justify our refusal to execute
the generous cartel by which we have consented to
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libernte an excess of thousands of prisoners held by
us beyond the number held by the enemy, a sacred
regard to plighted faith, shrinking from the mere
semblance of oreaking a promise, prevents our resort
to thi~ extremity.
Nor de we desire to extend to any other forces of the
enemy the punishment merited alone by Gen. Pope
and the commissioned officers who choose to participate
in the execution of his infamous orders.
You nre hereby instructed to communicate to tbe
commander-in-chief of the United States the contents
of this letter, and n copy of the enclosed genernl order,
to the end that he may be notified of our in tention not
to consider the officers hereafter captured from Gen.
Pope's nrmy ns_prisoners of war.
Yery respectfully yours, &c.,
JEFFERSON DAVIS.
To Gen. R. E. LEE, Commanding.

The substance of this letter was communicated by Gen. Lee, according to President
Do.vis's request, to Gen. Halleck on Aug. 2,
with the accompanying General Order No. 54:
Confederate Genm·al Order No. 54.
ADJUTANT AND JNSPEOTOn-GESERAL18 OFFTO:&,
RIOll.MONJ>, Auuust l, 1862.

l
f

Pi;·st. The following orders are published for the information nod observance of nil concerned.
Second. Whereas, by a general order dnted the 22d
of July, 1862, issued by tne Secretary of War of the
United States, under the order of the President of the
United States, the military commanders of thnt Government within the States of Virginia, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisinna, Texus ana .Arkansas, are directed to seize and use any property, r eal or personal,. belonging to the inhabitants of
this Confederacy, wlnch mny be necessary or convenient for their severn.l commands, and no provisiou is
made for any compensation to the owners of private
property thus seized and appropriated by the military
commands of the enemy.
'l'hird. And whereas, by General Order No. 11, issued by Major-Gen eral Pope, commanding the forces
of the enemy in Northem Virginia, it is ordered that all
commnuders of nny army corps, divisions, brigades,
and detached commands, will proceed immediately to
arrest nil disloyal male citizens within their lines or
within their reach in the renr of their respective commands. Such as nre willing to take the oath of
nlleginnce tot.he United Stutes, and shall fnmish sufficient security for its observance, will be permitted to
remain in their houses, and pursue in good faith their
accustomed avocations; those who refuse shall be conducted south beyond the extreme pickets of the army,
and be notified if found agnio anywhere within our
lines, or at any pince in the rear, they will be considered spies and subjected to the extreme rigor of milit.1ry law. If nny person, having taken the oath of allegiance ns abo,e specified, be found lo have violated
it;ho shall be shot, and his property seized and applied
to the public use.
Fourth. And whereas, by an order issued on the 13th
of July, 1862, by Brigadier-General A. Steinwehr, Major William Slendmnn, a cavalry officer of his bri~nde,
has been ordered to a1:resHive of the most promment
citizens of Page county, Virginia, to be held ns hostnaes, and to suffer death in the event of any of the
sofdicrs of said Steinwehr being shot by bushwhackers, by which term 111·e meant the citizens of this Confed racy who hll\ e taken up arms to defend their lives
und famili es.
Fifth. And whereas it results from the above orders
thnt some of tho military I\Uthorities of the United
talc , not content with the unjust nnd aggressive
warfare hitherto waged with savage cruelty against an
unoflending people, and exnspernted by the failure 'lf
their efforts to subjugate them, have now determined
to violate all the rules and usages of war, nod to convert
the hosti11ties, hitherto waged against armed forces,
0

into a campaign of robbery and murder a~ainst innocent citizens and peaceful tillers of the soil.
Sw:tli. .And whereas this Govemment, bound by the
highest obligations of duty to its citizens, is thus
driven to the necessity of adopting such just measure~
of retribution and retaliation as sl:ial\ seem adequate to
repress and punish these barbarities. .And whereas
the orders above r ecited have only been published nnd
made known to this Government since the signature of a cartel for the exchange of pri~mers of wnr,
which cartel, in so far as it provides for an exchange
of prisoners hereafter captured, would ne-rer have
been signed or agreed to by this GoYernment, if
the intention to change the war into a system of
indiscriminate murder and robbery bud been made
known to it. And whereas a just regard to humanity
forbids that the repression of crime, which this
Government is thus compelled to enforce, should be
unn ecessarily extended to retaliation on tbe enlisted
men of the army of the United States who may be unwilling instrnments of the snvnge cruelty of th eir commanders, so long as there is hope that tbe excesses of
tbe enemy may be checked or prevented by retribution
on the commissioned officers, who have the power to
avoid guilty action by refusing service under a Govern-'
ment which seeks their aid in the perpetration of such
infamous barbarities.
Seventh. Therefore it is ordered lbat Major-General
Pope, Brigadier-General Steinwehr, and all commissioned officers serving under their respective commands, be and they are hereby expressly nod especially declared to be not entitled to be considered as
soldiers, nnd therefore not entitled to the benefit of the
cartel for the parole of future prisoners of war.
01·dered, j'111·ther, That in the event of the capture
of Major-General Pope or Brigadier-G enera\ Steinwehr, or of any commissioned officers sen-ing under
them, the captive so taken shall be held in close con·finement, so lon g ns the orders herein expressed simll
continue in force, and until repealed by the competent
military authorities of the Umted States, and that in
the event of the murder of any unarmed citizen or inhabitant of tbis Confederacy, by virtue or und er tbe
pretext of any of tbe orders hereinbefore r ecited,
whether with or without trial, wheth er under the pretence of such citizen being a spy or hostage, or any
other pretence, it shall be the duty of the commanding
Genera) of the forces of this Confederncy to cause immediately to be bung, out of the commissioned officer~
prisoners as aforesnid, a number equal to the number
of our own citizens thus murdered by the enemy.
By order.
S. COOPER,
Adjutant and Inspector-General.

On the same day, August 2, Gen. Lee addressed the following communication on a different subject, but one involving similar principles, to Gen. Halleck :
HEADQUARTERS OF TIIB CONFEDERATE STATES. N"EAR
R1cnMOND, VA., Att(l. 2, 1862.

l
f

To tl,e General Commanding Army of tlie lJnitedStates,
Washington:
GENERAL: On the 29th of June last I \'fas instructed by the Secretary of War to inquire of Mnj.-Gen.
McClellan as to the truth of alleged murders committed on our citizens by officers of the United Stutes
army.
The case of Wm. B. Mumford, reported to have been
murdered nt New Orleans by order of Mnj.-Gen. B. F.
Butler, nod of Col. John Owens, r eported to barn been
murdered ·in Missouri by order of Mnj. -Gen. Pope, were
those referred to. I had the honor to be informed by
Mn).·Gen. McClellan that he bad referred these inqmries to his Government for a reply. No answer hllS
as yet been received.
.
The President of the Confederate States hns smell
been credibly informed that numerous other officers of
the nrmy of the United States within the Confeder~cy
have boen e:uilty of felonies anrl capital offences wh1ch
are punishable by :ill laws, human and divine. I 111n
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directed by him to bring to your notice a few of those taken by Gen. (Colonel) Fitch in Arkansas, and
best authenticated.
the second, dated on the succeeding day, and
Newspapers received from the United States an- known as General Order No. 60, is as follows:
nounce as a fact that Maj.-Gen. Hunter has armed
slaves for the murder of their masters, and has thus
Whereas Maj .-Gen. Hunter, recently in command
done a,U in his power to inaugurate a servile war, of the enemy's forces on the coast of South Carolina,
which is worse than that of the savage, inasmuch as and Brig. -Gen. Phelps, a military commander of the
it snperadds other horrors to the indiscriminate enemy in the State Louisiana, have organized and
slaughter of.all ages, sexes, and conditions.
armed negro slaves for mHitary service against theil
Brig.-Gen. Phelps is ·reported to have initiated at masters, citizens of this Confederacy:
New Orleans the example set by Maj .-Gen. H unter on
And whereas the Government of the United States
the coast of South Carolina.
has refused to answer an inquiry whether said conBrig.-Gen. G. N. Fitch is stated in the same journals duct of its officers meets its sanction, and has thus
to have murdered in cold blood two :r,>eaceful citizens, left to this Government no other means of repressin<>'
beca,use one of his men, while invndmg our country, said crimes and outrages than by the adoption of sue~
was killed by some u nknown person wbile defending measures of r etaliation as shall serve to prevent their,
his home.
repetition :
I am instructed by the President of the Confederate
Ordered, That Maj. -Gen. Hunter and Brig.-Gen.
States to repeat the inquiry relative to the cases of Phelps be no longer held and treated as public ene.
Mumford and Owens, and to ask whether the ·state- mies of the Confederate States, but as outlaws; and
mentsin r elation to the action of Gens. Hu nter, Phelps, that in the event of the cal?ture of either of them, or
and li'itch are admitted to be true, and whether the that of auy other commissioned officer employed in
conduct of these 0"'enerals is sanctioned by their Gov- drilling, organizing, or instructing slaves, with a view
ernment.
to their armed. service in this war, he shall not be rel am further directed by .his Excellency the Presi- r. -,_g_ arded as a pris?ner of war, but held in close confinedent to give notice :that, in the event of not receiving "· m ent for eX;ecution as a felon, at such time and place
a reply to these inquiries within fifteen days from the as the President may order.
delivery of thi~ l~tter, it will be 11:ssumed that the
The retaliatory orders against Gen. Pope's
alleged facts are tr~e, and o,re sanctioned by the Gov- command were for several weeks enfo ·ced ·th
ernment of the Umted States. In such an event, on
.
.
I
wi
that Government will rest the responsibility of the a considerable degree of stnctness ; but when
retribution or rebliatory measures which shall be he retired from command, they were rescinded.
adopted to put '.1-n end to the mer?iless atrocities which
An event occurring in Missouri in October
now charactenze the war a.g amst the Confederate gave occasion for furthel' retaliatory action on
States. I nm, most respectfully, your ob't serv't,
f h O ,, d
· ·
R. E. LEE, General Commanding.
the part o t e on1e er.a~e authonties. A~-

To both communications but one answer was drew Allsman, a loyal citizen of Palmyra, m
returned and that was given in the following the northeaster;1 part of the. State, and a nonnote. '
combatant, having been forcibly abducted by a
HE~QtrARTEns oF TnE .A.mrr, w AsrrrnoToN, Aua. o, 1862.
band of guerrillas under the command of one
Gen. R . E. L ee, Commanding, &:a. :
Porter, the latter was notified by Gen. McNeil,
GENERAL: Your two communications of the 2d. in- commanding a portion of the Missouri State
stnnt, with enclosure, are received. As these papers Militia, that unless Allsman was returned unare couched in languo,ge insulting to the Government l
d
h . f il b th
of the United Stares, 1: most respectfully decline to iarme to 1s am Y Y e 18th of October,
receive them. They are returned herewith.
ten of the captured guerrillas would be sumVery respectfull;r, y-our obedient serva,nt,
marily shot. Allsman not appe~ring on the day
H . W. HALLEC.ii., General-in-Chief, U.S. Army.
specified, the death penalty was inflicted on ten
The rebels, however, not receiving what they men selected from Porter's band, in the presence
considered a satisfactory answer to the allega- of a large concourse of citizens.
tions contained in the last-quoted letter of Gen.
The following in an official list of general
Lee, of August 2, proceeded to issue two vindic- officers in the insurrectionary service in August,
tive orders in the nature of retaliatory measures 1862.. The major and brigadier-generals are
against officers of the United States army. The said to belong to the Provisional Army, their
first, dated August 20, threatened retaliation for commissions ·having been granted un.der the
the lives of peaceable citizens said to have been Provisional Government, or prior to 1862 :
Ge1neral-vn-01Lief
*Wil1iam J. Hnrdee ....... . .... Georgia.
*Robert E. Loe . . •. .. . . . .. . •. . Virgini11. *Benj. Huger (rel'd) . ... South Carolina.
'd
.,,
G
l
*James Longstreet ....... . ... Alabama.
.a. j1,tamt and .,nspectoi·- enera .
*J. B. Ma~:udcr ... . .......... Virglnl.n.
*Samuel Cooper .. ........... . Virginl11. *Thomas .i . Jackson . . . ....• . . Virgi11in.
Quartermaster-Gimeral.
*Mansfield Lovell ... District ColumbJ.n..
*E. Kirby Smith (rel'd) . . ...... F lorida.
*.A.. C. Myers .... .. .. . .. . .... Lowsiaua. William W. Loring .... . North Carolina.
Sterling Price ....... . .. ...... Missouri.
*Larkin Smith (.Assistant).
OlLief of Ordinance.
*John P. McCown . .. ... . . .. Tennessee.
*Benjamin Huger .. ..... South Carolina. *Doniel H. Hill . . .. . . ... North Carolina.
'-'Richard S. Ewell . .. . . .. . , . . . •Virginia.
GMie,·als- Reuulm• .Arrr111J.
*John C. P emberton .. . . •.• . .. Virgi.nia.
*Samuel Cooper . ... .. . ........ Virginia. *.Ambrose P . Hill .. . ... .. ..... Virginia.
*Joseph E. Johnston . . . . •.... Virginia. John C. Breckinridge .. . ..... Kentucky.
*Robert E . L ee ... . ... . ....... Virginia. Willlam S. Cheatham ... . . . . 'l'ennessee.
*P. G. T. Beau regard .. . ... . . Lou.isinna. Tbomns C. Hindman . .•..... .Arlameas,
*Braxton Bragg..... . . ..•• Lowsinna. *Richard H. .Anderson . . South Carolina.
Mt,A G
l p
. .
l ,
*James E. B. Stewnrt . . . . . .. .. Virginia.
* -., o'.·· e-nora 8 - roms-io1ia "';1":ny. :simon B. B°:ckner . ..... . .. Kentucky.
*jeomdas Polk ............. . Lomsiana. , James M. Wilbers.. . ..... .. . Alabama.
.
.
•nrl Van Dorn .... . ..... . . Mississippi.
Briuad!ie,•-Gene,ral$.
*Gustavus W. Smith . .. . ... .Kentucky.
*l'heo. N. Holmes ......North Carolina. John B. Floyd (rel'cl) •. •. . . .. . Virginia..

Henry .A.. Wise . .. ........ . •.. Virginia..
*August R. Lawton .. ..• .. ... . Georgia.
G. J. Pillow (rel'd) . .. ....... Tenoeseeo .
*Daniel S. Donelson . . ..... . Tennessee.
*David R. Jones . ... ... South Cnrolinn.
*John H. Winder .... .... . .. Marylnnd.
*Asbbel .A. Enrly ... . . . . . ... .. Virginia.
*.Arnold Elzey .... ...... . ... Marylnnd.
*Sumuel Jones ... .. ..... . .... Virgini11.
*O. 0. Sibley (dead) ....... .. Louisiana.
*William H. 0. Whlting . .. ... Gec;,rgla.
*Daniel Ruggles ..• . . . . .... .. . Virginia.
Chnrles Clark ....... .. . . . . llisslssippl.
*Roswell S. Ripley ..... South Cnrolina.
*Isaac R. Trimble ......... . . Maryland.
*Paul 0. H ebert ..... . ....... Louisiana.
*Richard E. Gatlin ... .. North Carolina.
L. Pope Walker ........ . .. . ,Alabama.
*Albert :B. Bloocbnrd . . . . .. . Loulsinnn.
*Gab. J. Rnius (killed) .... . . Kentucky.
*Lafayette McLaws .. . ........ Georgia..
*Tbomns F. Dayton . . .. South Oarolfua.
*Lloyd Tllgbmoo .. . .. . . . . . Kentucky.
*Nat. G. ETans . .. ... ... South Carolina.
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*Cnclmus O. Wilcox .... . .... Tenne.ssce. 'J ohn S. Williams ..... ...... Kentucky, Ripley. Obio; - - Leadbeater, ConRichnrd E. Rodes ............. A.labamn. N. B. Forrest ............... Tennessee. necticut; 8. G. French, New Jersey;
Richnrd 'l'ar,lor ... ....... .... Louisinnn. Robert E. Garland (killed) .... Virginia. D. M. Frost.
*James 11. Tuapier ..... South Carolina. *A. W. Reynolds .............. Virginin.
CaSVALTIES, &o.-Killed.-1\faj.-Gen.
*Samuel G. French ......... Mississippi. - - ,Jenkins ...... ... South Cnrolinn. .A. S. Johnston,* Te:rns, at Shiloh, April
William H. Carroll .......... 'l'onnessee. *--Pender .... .... North (Jarolinn. 6, 1862.
*llugh W. Mercer ............. Georgia. Edwnrd W. Gantt ... .. ....... Arkansas.
B1·ig.-Gen. R. S. Garnett,* Vn., nt CnrHum_phrcy Marshall ..... . •. Kentucky. Solon Borland .... . . . . . .... .. .A.rknnsns. rick's Ford, July 11, 1861.
*Alexnnder P. Steuart ...... Te-nnessPo. *llf. L. Smith .... . . ...... .. Mis£issippi.
Bri g.-Gen. Bernnrcl E. Bee,* S. C., nt
*W. Mont.,om!'ry Gardner ..... Georgin. *William B. Taliaferro . . ...... Virgin in. Mnnassns, July 21, 1$61.
*Richard fi. Garnett . . .... .. .. Virginia. *George E. Pickett ........... Virginia.
Brig.-Gon. F. K. Zollicoffer, Tenn., at
Willi1.1m Mahone .............. Virginia. - - Wright .... . ........... Georgin. Som erset, January 19, l 62.
L. O'B. Branch (killed).North (Jarolinn. - - Helm . ........ . ...... Kentucky.
Brir-Gen. Ben McCulloch, Te:tas, et
Maxey Gregg .... ...... South Carolina. George Maurey ....... . ..... Tennessee. Pen ltidirc, Mt1rch 7, l 62.
Robert '.L'oombs ................ Georgia. Blanton Duncnn ............ Kentucky.
Brig. -Gen. A. If. Gl:1dden, Ln., at
*George I-I. Stownrt ........... Virginia. *L. ..A.. Armistead .... .... . . ... Virginia. Shiloh, April 6, l 62.
*Wm. W. Mncknll ... District Columbia. - - Semmes ................ Georgia.
Brig.-Gen. T. W. Ashby, at----,
*IIonry Heth ................. Virginia. - - Maxey ........ .. ....- - - . Mny - , 1862.
*Johnson K. Duncan ........ :Louisiann. S. R. Gist ...... ... .. ... South Carolina.
Brig.-Gen. Robert Flntton, Tenn., r.t
John R. Jackson .. .. .. .. . ... .. Georgia. *D. M. F rost . ....... . ...• •.. . Missouri. Seven Pines, May 31, l 62.
*Edward Johnson ............. Virginia. Beverly R. Robertson . .. : ..... Virginia.
Br~.-Gen. Richard GriJlith, Miss., beHowell Cobb . ................. Georgln. J; B. S. Roano ............... ·.Arkansas~ fore l{iohmond, June 27, 1862.
Josoph L . Rogg .. . ... . ..... .. ... Texas. ( .. L. Stevenson ............. - - --.
Brig.-Gen. C. S. Winder,* Mtl., nt
William B. Featherston .. ... Mlssissippi. Wade Hampton (dead) .. South C'-arolinu. Ccdnr Mountain, August 9, 1862.
Roger A. Pryor ............... Virginln. ..A.. G. Jenkins ................ Virginia.
Brig.-Gen. J. T. Hughes, Mo., nt Ii:de•Jobu H. Forney . ........... .A.Jabamn. - - Fi elds...............
. pendence, August-, 1862.
*John B. Viliepigue (dead) .... Georgia. - - - Martin .......... North Carolina.
Brig.-Geu. Robert E. Garland, Vn., at
*Bushnel R. Johnson ...... .. Tennes~ce. *FitzHuyh L ee ........ .. , ... Virginia. South Mountain, September 14, 1&62.
*Thomas K. Jackson ........ - - - - . Jobn R. .iones . .. ..... .... .... Virginia.
Brig.-Gen. Starke, N. C.,at Antict~m,
*Thoma.~ Jordan .............. Virginia. James E. Slaughter .. ... .. . . - -- - . September 17, 1 62.
•John S. Bowen .... .... ...... Missouri. H enry Hayes ................ Louisiana.
Brig.-Gen. Law. O'B. Branch, N. C.,
•John B. Rood .................. Texns. Henry W. Billiard ...... . .... Alabnmn. at Antietam,'Scpte.mber J7, l 62.
*G. B. Anderson (k'd) .. North Carolina. *Abraham :Buford ....... . ... Kentucky.
Ilrig.-Gen. Henry Little, Missonri. ut
'Thoma., M. Jones ...... ...... Virginia.
Iuka, September 19, l 62. Totul-15.
J. J. P ettigrew ...... .. . South Carolina.
This list, numbering 137 gcneruls, is · .Acting Brig -Gen. F. S. Bartow, Ga..,
Albert Rust .................. .A.rkansns. divided among the several States ns fol - nt Mnnassns, July 21, 1861.
Jn.mcs J. Ramsey .. ..... ..... .. Georgfo. lows : Viri,inin, 81: South Carolina, 14;
Acting Brig.-Gen. James McIntosh,
Hamilton P. Bee ................ Texas. Georgiu, 14; Kentucky, 11; TennesscP, at Pen Ridge, March 7, 1862. Total-18.
Hc,nry llfoOullooh ............ . .. Texns. 11; Louisi ana. 9; North Cnrolinn, 9;
.Died.- Briir.- Gen . J. B. Grayson,
William Prrstou .. ... ..... .. Kentucky. Alnbnma, 7; Mississippi, 5; Missouri, Ky.; T. A. Flourney, Ark.; Philip Bt.
•Ucnry Little (killed) .... ..... Misllonri. 5 ; Arknnsns, 5; Texns, 4; Maryland, George Cooke,* Va. (suicidc)-,'l.
R eBi(Jned.-.Mnj.-Gons. bnvid E .
*R. Rnn8om .... ... ..... North Oarolinn. 8 ; District of Columbia, 2; Florida, 1;
Martin E. Greene ............. Uissom·i. Unknown, 6.
Twiggs, Ga. (since clc:id); M. L. BonThomas R.R. Cobb (killed) ... Georgia.
The following were born In the hnm, $. C.; George D. Crittenden, Ky.;
--Wood . . . . ........ .... . Alnbnmn. North: Gen. S. Cooper, New York; Brig.-Gens. H. R. Jackson, Ga.; T. 'l'.
- - l(ompcr .. ... .. .. South Cnrol!na. Maj.-Gun. John C. Pemberton, Penn - Fauntleroy, Va.; G. W. Randolph, Va.;
- - - Kershaw ........ South Carohna. sylvnnin; Brig.-Gons. H. ·c. Whiting, L. 'l'. Wigfall, Texns; S. C. .Anderson,
- - Leadbeater .... ...... Tennessee. A. B. Blnnchnrd, llfnssacbusctts ; John- Ten n.; J . R. Anderson," Va.; Alb<·rt
:::::::_-_.A._r_m_s_tr_o_n_,~_._._._
.._._._.·_·:::::::::::_-_-_-_ _so_n_K_._D_u_n_cn_n._P_c_n_n..,
sy:...l_v_nn_ i_n_,_;_R_._S_. PikP. Ark.; W. H. T. Walker,* Ga.-1 1.

I

• Grnduates or ·w est Point.

The Oonfederate army in Virginia, near the
close of the year, was in a most destitute oon_dition. The following statement, dat~d at Winchester, Virginia, on September 26, was circulated through the Oonfederate States, as entirely reliable, and made the basis of appeals
to the people to contribute to the relief of the
soldiers:
·

that cooking utensils in many cases bad been left behind, as well ns everything else that would impede
their movements. It was not ·unusual to see a company of starving men have a barrel of flour distributed
to them, which it was uttei·ly impossible for them to
convert into bread \\•itb the means and the time allowed to them. They could not pr6cure even a piece
of plank or a con) or :tl.our sack upon which to work up
their dough.
·
Do you wonder, then, that there should have been
I can recall no pnrnllel instnnce in history, except stragglers from the army ?-that brave and true men
Napoleon's disa trous retreat from :Moscow, where an shou1d have fall en out from sheer exhaustion, or in
army bas ever done more marching and fig_hting, un- their efforts to obtn.in a mouthful to eat along the roadder such great disad,, antages, than Gen.-Lee's bas sides? Or that many seasoned veterans, the condoue since 1t left the bnuks of tbe James ri ver.
querors in the valley, .at Richmond ancl Manassas,
This army proceeded directly to the line of the Rap- should have succumbed to disease, and been forced
pn.bannook, and, moving out from that river, ,it fought back to the hospital? I look to hear a grent outcry
its way to the Potomac, cro ed tho stream, and moved ago.inst the stra~glers. .Already lazy cavalrymen and
on to Frederick and Hagerstown, bad a heavy engage- dainty staff officers and quartermasters, who are
ment at Boonsboro' Gllp, aud another nt Crampton mounted and can forage the country for someth ing t0
Gap below, fought the greatest pitched battle of the ent, are condemning tlie weary private, who', notwithWill' at
harpsburg, nnd then recrossed the Potomnc standing bis body may be covered with dust and perbnck into Virginia. During nil this time, covering the spiration, and bis feet with stone bruises, is expectt!d
foll space of n. month, tho troops rested but four days 1 to trudge nlong under bis kn apsack and cartridge box,
And let it always be remembered, to their honor, thn.t on an empty stomach, and never turn aside for a morof the men who performed this wonderful rent one'flftb sel of food to sustain bis sinking limbs. Out upon
of them were bnrefooted, one hp.If of them in rags, and such monstrous injustice ! That there bas been unnethe whole of them bnlf fa.mi bed. '!'he country from tbe cessnry straggling is readily admitted; but, in n.-large
Rnppabat1nock to the Potomnc bad been visited by the majority of cases, the men have only to point to their
enemy with fire aud sword, at1d our transportation bleeding feet, tattered garments, and gaunt frames for
w,\s msufiicient to keep the :irmy supplied from so an answer to the unjust cbnrge. No army on tbii,
distant a bnse ns Gordonsville; nud, when provision continent bns every accomplished as much cir sutfered
trains would overtake the army, so pressing 1\'ere the ns much as t!:ie nrmy of N ortbern Virginia within tho
exigencies of their po itiou, the men seldom bad time la t .three mont.bs. At n!> period during the. first Rev·
to oook. Their difficulties were increased by the fact olut1onury Wn.r, not even nt Valley Forge, did our
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forefathers in arms encounter greater hardships, or
endure them more uucomplainingly.
But great as have been the trials to which the army
has been subjected, they are hardly worthy to be
named in comparison with the sufferings in store for
it this winter, unless the people of the Confederate
States, everywhere and in whatever circumstances,
come to its immediate relief. The men must have
clothing and shoes this winter. They must have something to cover themselves when sleepino-, and to protect themselves from the driving sleet ana' snow storms
when ou duty. 'l'his must be done, though our friends
at home should have to wear cotton, and sit by the
fire. The army of Virginia stands guard this day as
it will stand guard this winter, over every hearthsto:te throughout the South. The ragged sentinel
who may pace his weary rounds this wmter on the
bleak spurs of the Blue Ridge, or along the frozen
valleys· of the Shenandoa,h and Rappahannock, will
also be your sentinel, my friends, at home. It will
be for you and your household that he encounters the
wrath of the tempest and the dangers of the night,
He suffers, and toils, and fights for .rou, too, brave,
true-hearted women of the South. Will you not clothe
his nakedness, then? Will you not put shoes and
stockings on his feet? Is it ll'ot enough that he has
written down his patriotism in crimson characters
along the battle road from the Rappahannock to the
Potomac? And must his bleeding feet also impress
th eir mark of fidelity upon the snows of the coming
winter?
It is not necessary to counsel violent measures; but
it is not expected that any person will be permitted to
accumulate leather and cloth for purposes of speculution. The necessities of the armies rise up like a
mountain, and cannot, and will not be overlooked. It
was hoped at one time that we might obtain winter
supplies in Maryland. This hope was born after the
army left Richmond, and has now miserably pel'ished,
The Government is unable to furnish the su1;>plies,
for they are not to be had in the country. If 1t had
exercised a little foresight last spring and summer,
when vessels were runmng the blockade with cargoes
of calico, linen, and other articles of like importance,
a pa,rtial supply at least of hats, blankets, shoes, and
woollen goods might have been obtained from Eng-land. But foresight is a quality of the mind that 1s
seldom put in practice in these days.
But whatever may be done by the people should be
done immediately. Not one moment can be lost that
will not be marked, as by the.second-hand of a watch,
,vith the pangs of a sufferer. Already the hills and
valleys in this high latitude have been visited by frost,
and the nights are uncomfortably coot to the man who
sleeps upon the ground. Come up, then, men and
women of the South, to this sacred duty l Let
nothing stand between you and the performance of it.
Neither pride nor pleasure, nor personal ease and comfort, should withhold your hands from the holy work.
The supply of leather and wool, we all know, 1s limit-ed; but do what you can, and all you can, and as soon
ns you can. If you cannot send woollen socks, send
half-woollen or cotton socks; n.nd so with under clothing, coats, and pants;, and if blankets are not to be had,
then substitute comforters made of dyed osnaburgs,
stuffed with ·cotton. Any thing that \vill keep off the
cold will be ncceptnble. Even the speculator and extortioner might forego their gains for a season, and
nnite in this religious duty.
If the army of Virginia could march through the
South just ns it is-ragged, and almost barefooted and
hntless ; many of the men limping along, and not quite
well of their wounds and sickness, yet cheerful, ancf
not \villing to abandon their places in the ranks;_their
clothes riddled with balls, nnd their banners covered
with the smoke and dust of battle, and shot into tatters, mnny of them inscribed with "Williamsburg,"
"Seven Pines," Gaines's Mill," "Garnett's Farm,"
"Front Royal," "McDowell," "Cedar Run," and
other victorious fields-if this army .of veterans, thus
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clad and shod, with tattered uniforms and bnnners,
could march from Richmond to the Mississippi, it
would produce a sensation that has no parallel in
history since Peter the Hermit led his swelling hosts
across Europe to the rescue of the Holy Sepulchre.

The straggling from the army, as the winter
approached, was without a parallel. The press,
Mr. Davis, and officers of the Confederate and
State Governments, appealed to the people, and
particularly to the women, to frown upon aU
stragglers, and use every means to secure their
apprehension. It was declared that more than
half the men who went into service from the
northeastern counties of the State of Georgia
were at home without leave, and most of ·them
wore skulking in the mountains to avoid being
arrested. Others bad banded together under a
few desperate leaders to resist any attempts
that might I.Jc made to arrest them, or to release
from the j ails tJiose who had been arrested.
Some of those bands had arms and ammunition,
and subsisted by plunder. They were volunteers and not conscripts, as the conscript laws
had never been enforced in that section.
So far as regards dese1·tions the condition of
the Federal armies at this time was bad. The
number of "missing''. and of "deserters" in the
Eastern volunteer army was more than double
the number c,f those classes in the Western
volunteer forces.
Talring the returns of the period from the 1st
of June, 1861, to the 1st of March, 1862, as the
basis of calculation, it was estimated that to
secure in the field a constant force of 500,000
effective men, the nation must not only maintain 58,000 sick men, but must also recruit the
ranks of the enlisted portion of these forces
with new mater~al at the rate of 123,000 per annum so long as the war s11ould last-a rate
somewhat exceeding 10,000 recruits per month.
Of those 123,000 annual recruits, 83,000 were to
supply losses by death and discharges from service
(exclusive of discharges for expiration of term ·
of enlistment); 34,000 for desertions and missing in action; and 6,000 to supply other losses
specified and unspecified.
The excess of the mortality due to disease
and accident, over that due to wounds in action, •
became at this time a noticeable fact in the volunteer army of the United States, as in all other
armies-two-thirds of the deaths of the officers
. and five-sixths of those of the men resnlting
from disease and accident; the remaining onethird and one-sixth, respectively, being caused
by wounds received in battle.
It apper.red from the returns that the general
mortality of the army had been gradually increasilrn since the commencement of the war,
and that the rate for the autumnal months was
1·7 times that indicated by the returns for the
summer period, and the winter rate in. turn
double 1·7 times that of autumn.
To supply losses among the enlisted men in
the Eastern armies required recruits at the rate
of 18·8 per 1,000 per month, or 226 per 1,000
per annum ; of w bi.ch latter proportion 32 was
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the number r equired to supply the annual loss
by death; 100 the annual loss by discharge from
service, chiefly from disability ; 79 the annual
loss from missing in action and from desertions ;
and 15 to supply the loss from other causes.
To supply such losses in the W estem armies
required r ecruits at the rate of 19·5 per 1,000
per month, or 134 per 1,000 per annum; .of
which latter proportion 96 were required to
supply the annual loss from deaths; 101 the
loss from di charges from service, mainly from
disability; 35 the loss from missing in action
and from desertions, and 2 from other causes.
The desertions from the army in the autumn
of 1862 became so great as to cause the appointment of officers to arrest and retum such
persons. An order of Gen. Buell, dated near
Florence, Alabama, on June 24, stated that 14,000 officers and soldiers were absent from the
various divi ions of his army. Some had gone
without any authority, and others with the permission of officers not authorized to grant it.
Sickness was generally stated to be the cause of
this absence, but in many cases it had notoriously ceased to exist. In September the War Department issued the following order:
Orders 1·especting S~ecial Provost .Marshals, and defvn'V/1,(1 t!Lei?- duties.
WAR D EPART.M:ENT, .ADJUT~ -GENEllAL'S 0FF~OE 1 l
7 Se;pt. 24, 1862. f
WASIIINGr0N,
Fi1'8t. There shall be a Provost Marshal General of

the War Department, whose headquarters will be at

,v asbingtou, aucl who will have the immediate supcr-

isio u, cout.rol, and management of the corps.
Second. There will be appointed in each State one
or more Special Provost Marsha-ls, as necessity may
r eq uireJ who will report to, and receive instructions
and oraers from the Provost Marshal General of the
War Department.
T/vi;rd. It nill be the duty of the Special Provost
1iforsbals to arrest all cle erters, whether regu lars, vo lunteers, or militia, and send them to the nearest military commander, or military post, where they can be
cared for and sent to their respective regiments; to
an-est, upon the warrant of the Jud"'e Advocate, all
disloyal persons ubject to arrest under the orders of
the War Depm·tment; to inquire into and report treasonable prnctises, seize sto len or embezzled property
of the Government, detect spies of the enemy, and
perform such other duties as may he enjoined upon
them b,Y the Wnr Department ; and report all their
• proced1ngs fromptly to the Provostlilarshnl General.
Fou1·tlb. To enable Special Provost Marshals to dis-

charge their duties efficiently, they are authorized to
call on any available military force within their res_pective districts, or else to employ the assistance of
citizens, constables, sberift's, or police officers, so far
as may be necessary under such regulations as may
be prescribed by the Provost Marshal General of the
War Department with the approval of the Secretary
of War.
Fifth. Necessary expenses incurred in this service
will be paid on duplicate bills certified by the Special
Provost Marshals, stating the.time and nature of the
service, after examination and approval by the Provost Marshal General.
Sixtlb. The compensation of special Provost Marshals will b e - - - dollars per month, and actual
travelling expenses and postage will be refunded on
,bills certified to under oath and approved by the Provost Marshal General.
S eventlb. Al l appointments in this service will be
subject to be revok:ed, at the pleasure of the Secretary
of War.
Eightlb. All orders heretofore issued by the War
Department, conferring authority upon other officers
to act as Provost .Marshals (except those who have
r eceived special commissions from the War Department, are hereby r evo'ked.
By order of the Secretary of W nr.
.
J. THOMAS, Adjutant-General.

The operations of the surgical department
have been aided by humane and benevolent 11ssociations. The horrors of battle were assuaged
by ministers of mercy, and the services of the
medical profession were voluntarily and gratuitously offered on every occasion. Relief associations in every State did much to comfort and
assist the sick and wounded in camps and hospitals, and their vigilant superintendence perhaps operated to check the n egligence, abuse,
and fraud that too often prevail even in such institutions. Religious congregations and societies
also tendered to the Government their church
buildings for hospital , while their pastors ministered to the patients.
The subsistence of the armies during the year
was reported as good and wholesome. Fresh
beef had generally been supplied to the armies
in the field on the hoof, to lessen, as far as possible, the quantity of transportation required,
and in larger proportion of the ration to marching columns. It was stated by the general-inchief-Halleck-that no armies in the world
were so well supplied as the armies of the United
States.

CHAPTER XXVII.
The Cnmpnlgn against Vicksburg-The Pinn of Gen. Grant-The loss of Holly Springs: Its conseqnences-Mov'.me ~t of
Gen. Sherman toward Vicksburg-Haines' Bluffs-Attack of Gen. Sherman on Chickasaw Blutfs-Fnllure-Adclress to
his Troops-Movement up t.hc Arkansas River-Capture of Arkansas Post-Retires to Young's Point-Arrival of Gen
Grant-Work on the Conni opposite 'Vlcksburg-:l!' loocls-Quecn of the West rtrns tho Batteries nt 'Vicksburg-Her Ex·
peclltlon down the Mississippi-Captures-Loss of tho Queen of the West-Scenes up tho Red River-Approach of the
Enemy's Gunbonts-Tho Indianola runs the Batteries-Her Destruction-Attempt of Gen. Grant to cot n Channel to
Lnko Proviclcnco: also one to Moon Lnke-Expcclition of Aclmlral Por ter-Its Failure.
AFTER tho battles of Fredrick burg and Murfree boro tl1e armies engaged in tho e conflicts
r mained inn tive for some time. Meanwhile
the Federal Government pushed forward its

plan of gaining the Mississippi River and cutting off the communication between the Southern Sto.tes on its o.pposite sides by the capture
of Vicksburg and Port Iludson. Its importance
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was thus stated by Gen. Sherman at St. Louis
after the close of the war : The possession of
the Mississippi River is the pcssession of Amer-ica · and I say that had the Southern Oonfedera~y (call it by what name you may), had thnt
power represented by the Southern Oonfederacy
held with a grip sufficiently strong the lower
part of the Mississippi River, we would have
been a subjugated people, and they would have
dictated to us if we had given up the possession
of the lower Mississippi." The campaign against
VicksbUl'g really commenced about the 28th of
November. At that time, the forces of Gen.
Grant were at Lagrange, three miles east of
Grand Junction, on the Oairo and New Orleans
R~ilroad, with garrisons at Oolumbus, Humboklt,
Trenton, and Jackson, in Tennessee, and Bolivar
and Oorinth in Mississippi. These forces were
designated as the Army of West Tennessee.
The Oonfederate forces were at Ooldwater and
Holly Springs, about twenty miles distant.
The plan of Gen. Grant was, that Gen. Sherman should take command of the forces at
Memphis in Tennessee, and Helena in Arkansas, arid descend the river on transports with
the gunboat fleet, and make an attack on Vicksburg by the 29th of December, and that Gen.
McOlermmd should take the forces at Oairo and
move down to Vicksburg, thus reenforcing Gen.
Sherman soon after his attack on the town.
Meanwhile Gen. Grant was to advance rapidly
upon the Oonfederate troops in Mississippi north
and east of Vicksburg, which formed the main
body of their army, and keep them fully employed, and, if they r etreated to Vicksburg,
arrive there with them, r eady to cooperate with
Gen. Sherman.
Large reenforcements and supplies were
received, and the advance of Gen. Hamilton's
corps, on the 28th of November, began to
move in the direction of Holly Springs, which
was reached on the 29th. By the 1st of December, Gen. Grant's forces had arrived, and
were chiefly encamped at Lumpkin's Mills,
south of Holly Springs, and seven miles north
of the Tallahatchie River. The Oonfederate
force, now under the command of Gen. Pemberton, r etired to that river, and finally fell back
beyond Granada. Meanwhile Gen. Grant advanced on Oxford, and on the 20th of December an attack was suddenly made in his rear,
by a Oonfederate fo1·ce under Gen. Van Dorn,
on the garrison under Ool. Mm-phy at Holly
Springs, which Slll'rendered. The prisoners
were ppoled, and the supplies collected there
for Gen. Grant's army were destroyed; also a
large quantity of cotton which had been purchased of the people in the vicinity.
This slll'render of Holly Springs is thus noted
in the orders of Gen. Grant:
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on the 20th inst., and that without any resistance, except by a few me,n, who form an honorable exception ;
and th is, too, after warning had been given of the ad vance of the enemy northward the evening previous.
With nil the cotton, public stores,and substantial buildings about the depot, it would have been perfectly
practicable to have made in a few hours defences suffi cient to r esist, with a small garrison, nil the cavalry
brought agu.inst them, until the reenforcements,
which the comm~nding officer was notified were
marching to his relief, could have reached rum.
The conduct of officers and men in accepting paroles, under the circumstances, is highly reprehensible, and, to say the least, thoughtless. By the terms
of the Dix Hill cartel, each party is bound to take
care of their prisoners, and to send them to Vicksbur"', Miss., or a point on J ames River, Vn., for
exctnnge or parole,. unless some other point is mutually a~reed upon by the Generals commanding the
opposmg armies. By a refusal to be paroled; the
enemy, from his inability to take care of the prisoners, would have been compelled either to have released them un conditionally, or to have abandoned
nil further aggresS'lve movements for the time being,
which would have II\ade their recapture and the discomfiture of the enemy almost certain.
It is gratifying to notice, in contrast with this, the
conduct of a portion of the command, conspicuous
among whom was the Second Illinois cavalry, who
gallantly and successfully resisted being taken prisoners. Their loss was heavy, but the enemy's wns
much greater. Such 9onduct as theirs will always
insure success.
Had the commandant of the post exercised the usual
and ordinary precautions for defence, the garrison was
sufficiently strong to have repulsed the enemy, saved
our stores from destruction, and themselves from capture.
The General commanding is satisfied that a majority
of the troops who accepted a parole did so thoughtlessly, and from want of knowlege of the cartel referred to, and that in futu re they will not be caught
in the same way.
By order of
Major-General U. S. GRANT.
J No. A. RAWLINS, Asst. Adjutant-General.

The post was under the. command of Ool.
Murphy, who was surprised and captured with
all his force except a small body of cavulry.
The enemy estimated the stores destroyed as·
follows : " 1,809,000 fixed cartridges and other
ordno,nce stores, valued at $1,500,000, including 5,000 rifles and 2,000 reyolvers; 100,000
suits of clothing and other quartermaster's
stores, valued at $500,000; 5,000 barrels of flo1ll'
and other commissary stores, Yalued at $500,000; $1,000,000 worth of medical stores ; 1,000
bales of cotton, and $600,000 worth of sutlers'
stores."
On the same day all attack was macle at
Davis's Mills, a little further north, which was
bravely repulsed. Near Jackson, Tennessee,
an attack was mado by a body of cavalry under
Ool. Fon·est on the 19th. The telegraph wire
was cut and the railroad destroyed. On the
next day Humboldt was captured and an attack made on Trenton. Other stations on the
railroad, as Dyer's, Rutherford, and Keaton,
HEA.DQUA.RTEUS 'litrB'r EENTll ARMY CollPS, DEPA.UT-}
were taken on the same day. The pUl'pose
>IENT OF TUE Ti:..-.1-"8SEE, HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss.,
appeared to be to destroy every railroad bridge
J)ecember, 23, 1862.
from Oolumbus to Corinth, and thus cut off the
*
*
*
*
*
*
It is with pain and mortification that the General communications and supplies of Gen. Grant.
co mmanding reflec ts upon the 'disgraceful surrender The consequence of these movements was to
of this place, with all the valuable stores it containecl, make Gen. Grant fall back upon Holly Springs,
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This left tbe Oonfederate Gen. Pemberton at
liberty to concentrate his forces at Vicksburg
to resist Gen. Sherman. Thus that part of the
plan of the campaign against Vicksburg, which
related to the movements of Gen. Grant by land,
was unsuccessful. The approach of tlie wet
season of the year, the destruction of the railroads, and the difficulty and delay in making a
further advance, caused the forces of Gen.
Grant soon to be withdrawn for the purpose
of joining Gen. Sherman before Vicksburg.

:Meanwhile Gen. William T. Sherman, who
had been stationed at Memphis, embarked with
one dfrision on the 20th of December, and
dropped down to Friar's Point, the plnc9 of

rendezvous. On the next day he was joined
by Admiral Porter, in his flagship, with the
gunboats Marmora, Capt. Getty, and Cones- ·
toga,· Capt. Selfridge, to act as a convoy. The
main bqdy of the naval force was at the mouth
of Yazoo river. On the same evening the troops
at Helena, making another division, embarked
in transports, and came to Friar's Point.
The arrangements were completed by the
military and naval commanders during the next
forenoon, the 22d, and the fleet got under way,
and moved down just below the mouth of White
river, where it came to, at sunset. On the next
day it descended to Gaines's Landing, and at two
P . M . came to anchor, to await the arrival of
those transports in the rear, and also a division
of troops from Memphis. Half of the town of
Gaines's Landing was destroyed by fire while
the army was there. Similar destruction had
also been made at Friar's Point. These acts led
to stringent measures on the part of Gen. Sherman.
·
On tbe night of the 24th and the morning of
the 25th, the fleet arrived at the mouth of the
Yazoo river. The fleet consisted of more than
sixty transports, with a number of ironclad
and other gunboats, and several mortar boats.
The Yazoo is a deep, narrow, and sluggish
stream, formed by the Tallahatchie and Yallobu~ba rivers, which unite in Carroll county,
Mississippi. It runs through an alluvial plain
of extreme fertility, about 290 miles, and empties into the Mississippi river twelve miles
above Vicksburg.
By this time Gen. Grant's communications in
his rea1· had been cut off, and he had been
compelled to fall back. The confederate forces
in his rear retired toward Vicksburg, where
they had already begun to concentrate, both
from the east and the west, although these facts
were unknown to Gen. Sherman.
It was supposed by the Federal forces that
they would now receive the cooperation of
Gen. Banks and Admiral Farragut. The former
had left New York, near the close of the year,
with a considerable military force, for New
Orleans, where the latter commanded the naval
forces.
On the 26th, the expedition, under convoy
of the gunboats, moved up the Yazoo, and the
troops were landed at various points from the
jtmction of Old River with. the Yazoo to Johnson's Farm, a distance of about three miles,
without opposition. The distance from Vicksburg was about eight miles. A strong position,
known as Haines's Bluff, some distance above
on the river, was held by .the Confederate
forces, ancl in the mean while attac~ed by the
gunboats De Kalb, Cincinnati, Louisville, Benton, and Lexington. It was the plan of Gen.
Sherman to attack Vicksburg in the rear. For
this purpose he was engaged, on the 28th, in
getting his forces into position.
The bluffs on which Vicksburg is built ti.ke
their rise a little below the city, and extend in
a direction north of northeast to the Yazoo
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river, terminating in Haines's Bluff, a distance
of twelve or :fifteen miles. They were fortified
throughout their entire length. These bluffs
front the Mississippi and Yazoo rivers. The
ascent is abrupt and precipitous, and the only
approach to the city by land from up the river
is by climbing their face. In the rear the ground
is high and broken, and somewhat rolling. It
falls off gradually to the Big Black river.
The line of the Yazoo h ere is nearly northeast. It is six miles distant from the bluffs at
Old river, and passes along their face until, at
Haines's Bluff, the river and the bluffs come together. This junction is nine miles from Vicksburg by the road along the foot of the bluffs,
and twenty-three miles from the Mississippi by
the course of the Yazoo river. On the triangular-shaped bottom land between the bluffs
and the Yazoo down'to the Old river, the troops
were disembarked for the purpose of getting in
the rear of Vicksburg and capturing it-.
About one third of the distance down the
Yazoo from Haines'sBluff, a b11,you puts off from
the river at nearly right angles, until it approaches the bluffs, when it turns and follows
their base until it empties into the Mississippi.
It is called the Chickasaw bayou. Between.
this bayou and the bluffs is a plain, upon which
the timber had been felled to form an abatis.
The banks of the bayou are quite steep, and
about two hundred feet apart. At the base of
1he bluffs, through their whole lengtl1, rifle
pits had been dng, in the rear of which, upon
the face of the bluffs, single-gun batteries had
been planted at short intervals from Vicksburg
almost to Haines's Bluff. At various commanding points along the range, both on .its face and
upon the summit, field works were thrown up
for the reception and protection of light artillery whenever it might be needed.
Parallel with, and about half a mile north of
the Chickasaw bayou, is a deep slough, having
no connection with the river. As it approaches
the base of the bluffs, it makes a sharp tum
and enters Chickasaw bayou near the point
where the latter makes its angle as it strikes
the bluffs. In the latter part of its extent it
contains but little water ; its bottom, however,
is a quicksand, which does not afford good
footing. The bottom land of the Yazoo is covered with a dense growth of cypress trees:
much of it is g_uite clear and free from undergrowth, while in other parts it is quite thick.
The first troops landed, on the 26th, were a
brigade, under Gen. Blair, of Gen. Steele's division, and a brigade from each of the divisions
under Gens. M. L. Smith and Morgan. They
were ordered to advance two miles into the
country, and make a thorough reconnaissance
in the direction of the bluffs. The brigade from
Gen. Morgan's division found the r ebels in
force about two miles inland. The other brigarles met with no oppo5it.ion. No conflict took
place.
The force of Gen. Sherman was organized in
four divisions as follows: First division, three
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brigades, under Brig.-Gen. George W. Morgan ;
second division, three brigades, under Brig.Gen. Morgan L. Smith; third division, three
brigades, under Brig.-Gen. A. J. Smith; fourth
'division, four brigades, under Brig.-Gen. Frederick Steele. The brigade commanders of thi!:s
fourth division were Gens. Frank P. Blair, jr.,
John M. Thayer, C. E. Hovey, and Col. Hassendurbel.
Under the plan of attack, Gen. Steele was ·
to hold the extreme left, Gen. Morgan the left
centre, Gen. M. L. Smith the right centre, and
Gen. A. J. Smith the extreme right. The division under Gen. Smith, however, not having
arrived, Gen. Blair was placed on the right centre. All the divisions were to converge toward
the point of attack on the blu~. The remainder
of the division of Gen. Steele was landed on tho
27th above the Chickasaw bayou, to operate on
that part of the' line. The entire day was spent
in getting the troops ashore. The bank of the
river was overgrown with brush, and the ground
was so soft that it was necessary to build roads
for moving the wagons and artillery. At night
the command had advanced only two miles
from the shore.
On the same day, the 27th, the divisions on
the centre, including Gen. Blair's brigade, advanced slowly toward the bluffs, in order to
give time to Gen. Steele to come into position
on the left. A battery of the enemy was found
near the point designated for junction with
Gen. Steele, not far from the angle of the bayou,
and silenced. The night ensuing was cold and
frosty, and the troops bivouacked without fires.
. On the next day, the 28th, the enemy was
driven across the Chickasaw, and night closed
with the troops of Gen. Sherman in foll possession south of the b11yon, with one bridge
thrown across, and with two bridges partly
constructed. While reconnoitring the ground
and directing the movement of some infantry,
Gen. M. L. Smith was severely wounded in the
hip, and ·the command of his division devolved
upon · Gen. David Stuart. Meanwhile, Gen.
Steele had pushed forward his command. The
slough on his right was deep and impassable,
and on the left the ground had become swampy
and foll of small pools, so as to be also impassable. The only line of approach to the
bluffs was along a nar1·ow levee or causeway,
which was exposed throughout to the enemy's
artillery. Three attempts were made to npproach the causeway, but the destruction of the
troops was so manifest that they were withdrawn. Gen. Sherman, under this state of affait-s, ordered Gen. Steele to return to the river,
reembark and land on the lower side of the
Chickasaw, thus holding still the extreme left,
and advance upon its bank until he met Gen.
Morgan. It was too late in the evening of the
28th when the troops were fairly on shore below
the bayous to move farther. At this time the
division of Gen. A. J. Smith came up and took
its position on the right of the line. It had remained at Milliken's Bend as a support to a
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force sent out under Ool. Wright to cut the of bullets from the rifle pits. Undauntedly t.he
Shreveport railroad ou the west side of the brigade passed on, ancl in a few moments drove
the enemy from their first range of rifle pits,
Mississippi opposite Vicksburg.
and took full possession of them. Halting fo r a
moment, the brigade pushed forward and took
possession of the second line of rifle pits about
two hundred yards distant. The batteries were
above this line, and their fire still continued . .A
prompt and powerful support was necessary to
make the attempt to capture them.
Simultaneously with the advance of Gen.
Blair, an order was given to Gen. Thayer, of Gen .
Steele's division, to go forward with.his brigade. He crossed the bayou by the same bridge
as Gen. Blair, and, entered the abatis at the
same point, and deflecting to the right, came
out upon the sloping plateau, about two hundred yards to the right of Gen. Blair, and at'the
same time. .As he reached the rifle pits, with a
heavy loss, he perceived that only one regiment, the Fourth Iowa, Col. Williamson, had
followed him . .After his movement commence.a,
the second regiment of his brigade had been sent
to the right of Gen. Morgan as a support. The
other regiments had followed this one. Notice
The situation of the forces at this time was as of this change of the march of the second regifollows: Gen. Morgan was in position on the ment, although sent, had failed to reach Gen.
south side of the Chickasaw ; near its angle, at Thayer. With little hope of success, he bravely
the base of the bluffs, and on his immediate pushed forward into the second line of rifle
right, wo.s Gen. Blair's brigade; Gen. M. L. pits of the enemy on the right of Gen. Blair.
Smith's division, under Gen. Stuart, was on the Here, leaving the r egiment to hold the position,
right centre, and Gen . .A. J. Smith was moving he hurried back for reenforcemehts. Meanwhile,
up to the extreme right. Gen. Steele was Gen. Blair, vainly waiting fo r support, descendcoming up on the left to act ns a reserve to ed in person to persuade the advance of more
Gen. Morgan.
troops. He, and Gen. Thayer, both f. ilcd in
At daylight on the 29th, the Confederate their efforts, and were obliged to order their
ba.tterics bego.n to fire upon Gen. Morgan's po- commands to retire.
While Gen. Blair was urging the advance
sition, and continued it for an hour, although
with little effect. With several cessations the of more troops, his brigade fought with descannonade was kept up during the forenoon. peration to win the way to the top of the crest.
Occasionally engagements of infantry, as the op- Some fifty yards above the second line of rifle
po ing regiments came in reach of each other, pits was a cluster of small willows. Thither
took plnce. Several detachments were throw- many of the enemy, dri,en from the rifle pits,
in g bridges across the bayou, for the purpose of had fled. They were promptly pursued by the
making :rn assault on the bluffs. The bri gade Thirteenth Illinois, and driven out by a handof Gen. Blair had crossed the bayou before it to-hand contest. They were supported at once
turned along the bluffs, and was in position at by the other regiments of the brigade, but the
the front of the hill, with a small abatis and a position was exposed to a hot fire of the endeep ditch between it and the point it designed emy's batteries. Meantime, a Confederate into ·a sail. On bis right, at the point where the fontry force was concentrated to attack them,
bayou makes its angle, -was Gen. Morgan. Next and after a sharp struggle the latter were forced
to him was Gen. Stnart, and on the extreme back to the second line of rifle pits, when Gen .
right was Gen . .A. J. Smith, preparing to throw Blair's ordet· to retire was ·received . The di via bridge aero s.
•
· sion of Gen . Morgan was not bro~1ght over the
o order had been issued by Gen . Sherman bayou in time to engage in the assault. The
appointing an hom for the assault. But by or- division of Gen. Stuart encountered so much
cler of Gen. Morn-an, Geo. Blair advanced, and difficulty in constructing their bridges over the
Gen. Thayer, of Gen. Steele's brigade, came up bayou, under a hot fire of the enemy, that
fo r his upport. The difficulties of crossing the only one regiment finally crossed over. The
ditch, and pas ing the abati were such, that bridge was then commanded by a flanking fire
the line of Gen. Blair wa thrown into some of the enemy, which prevented others from
disorder, which, however it soon recovered, crossing. Tbe regiment whicl) had crossed reand moved fo rward upon the Confederate turned aftet· dark. .A notice of the intended
work . The first movement was over a lop- movement on the left had not been given to the
iog plateau, raked by a. direct and enfilading division commanders on the right of Gen. l\forfit-e from heavy artillery, and swept by a. storm gun. The division of Gen. Smi:h was so near
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to Vicksburg, and the strength of the enemy
before him so great, that an assault would
have been fruitless. Several sharp encou·nters,
however, took place.
The real assault on the left was made by
about three thousand men, and the loss was
about eight hundred.
As soon as the assault on the left was concluded, Gen. Sherman determined to make
another. A brigade, under the command of
Gen. Hovey, was advanced to Gen. Blair's position at the mouth of the bayou, which was to
assault the hill, supported by Gen. Morgan and
the brigades of Gens. Blair and Thayer. The
attack, however, was not made during the remainder of the day; and the next morning developed two new batteries of the enemy in position, and a portion of a new line of rifle pits.
Firing was, however, kept up by both sides
during that day ; and on Wednesday, the 31st,
a flag of truce was sent in by Gen. Sherman,
and the dead were buried.
Afterward, on the 31st, arrangements were
made to attack Haines's Bluff, which was supposed to be defended by a small force. The
design, as formed between Admiral Porter and
Gen. Sherman, was fo r a combined naval and
land assault on the extreme Confederate right,
with a view of getting a position on the bluffs,
in the expectation that by so doing they would
secure the key to the Confede rate position,
and compel the enemy to withdraw from the
entire range of bluffs and form a new line at
Vicksburg. It was planned to land the division of Gen. Steele out of range of the guns of
the bluffs, and that they should immediately
storm and carry the position. At the same
time, the gun,boats were to make an attack.
The troops were made ready to embark at 2
o'clock A. M. of the next day, but a dense fog
having settled on the river prevented their departure. The purpose evidently having become
known to the enemy, it was finally given up.
The unexpected strength of the position of
the enemy being manifest, and the failure of
the forces under Gen. Grant to attack in the
rear while Gen. Sherman made th e attack in
front, en'uirely disconcerted the original plan
upon which the movement of Gen. Sherman
was made. The loss of his communications by
Gen. Grant, and the necessity for him to fall
back, prevented this simultaneous attack on the
front and rear of Vicksburg, and probably its
capture at this time. It was supposed that the
first assault under Gen. Sherman might have
been snccessful if properly supported, so.far as
related to gaining the crest of the pluffs, although it was not thought that his force could
have held it. Gen. Sherman, therefore, resolved to withdraw, and on Thm·sday night
and Friday morning, January 2d, the troops
were embarked and moved down to the mouth
of th·e Yazoo river. The entire loss suffered
in this expedition was 191 killed, 982 wounded, and 756 missing. Among the former was
Lieut. Erwin, in command of a. gunboat. Gen.
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McClernand, who had been ordered to proceed
from Cairo, was at the mouth of the Yazoo on
the arrival of Gen. Sherman. The former officer
then took the command, and ordered the forces
to Milliken's Bend, about twelve miles up the
ri ver.
On the 4th of January, Gen. Sherman issued
the following order :
HEADQUART ERS RrGnT WING ARMY OF TENNESSEE, ~
STE,unm FOREST QUEEN; MILLmEN's BEND,

,1anua1·y 4th, 1803.

Pursuant to the terms of General Order No. 1, made
this day by General McClernand, the title of our army
ceases to exist, and constitutes in the future the Army
of the Mississippi, composed of two "army corps;" one
to be commanded by General G. W. Morgan, and the
other by myself: In relinquishing the command of
t.he Army of the Teunessee, and restricting my authority to my own corps I desire to express to nil commanders, to soldiers !nd otlicers recently operating before Vicksburg, my hearty thanks for the zeal, alacrity, and courage manifested by them on nil occasions.
We fai led in accomplishing one great purpose of our
movement-the capture of Vicksburg; but we were
part of a whole. Ours was but part of a combined
mo1,ement in which others were to assist. We were on
time; unforeseen contingencies must have delayed the
others. We have destroyed the Shreveport road, we
have attacked the defen ces of Vicksburg, and pushed
the attack ns far as prudence would justify, anu. having fo und it too strong for our single column, we have
drawn olfin good order and good spirits, ready for any
new move. A new commander is now here to lead
you. H e is chosen by the Presiden t of the United
States, who ~s charged by the Constitution to main tain
and defend 1t, and he has the undoubted right to select his own agents. I know that nil good olticers and
soldiers will give him the same hearty support and
cheerful obedience they have hith erto given me.
There are honors eno ugh in resen•e for all, and work
enough too. Let each do his appropriate part, and
our nation must in the encl emerge from the dire conflict purified and ennobled by the fires which now test
its strength and purity. All officers of the general
staff not attached to my persou will hf?reafte r report in
person and by letter to Major-General McClernand,
commanding the Army of tbE: lvlississippi, on board the
steamer Tigress at our rendezvous at Haiues's Landing
and at Montgomery Point. By order of
Major-General W . T. SHERMAN . .
J. H . HAm10:rn, Assistant Adjutant-General.

-

Subsequently, on the 8th, Gen. Pemberton,
who h ad fallen back from before Gen. Grant,
ancl h ad taken command at Vicksburg issued
the following address to his troops:
'
HEADQUARTERS D EPARTMENT OF MISSISSIPPI AND
LOUISIANA, VIOiiSBURG , J anUat"!f 8th.

l

f
The Lieut.-G eneral commanding this department of
the arn:iy desires ~o express to its troo13s his high ap.prec1at10n of their gallant demeanor in the defence
of this important position. All praise is due them not
alone for so bravely repulsing the renewed assaults of
an enemy vastly superior in numbers hnt especially
for the cheerful and patient endurance \vith which they
have submitted to the hardships and exposures inc1~ent to ten successive days and nights of watchfulness
m lrenche~, _rencl~red impe:ati vefy necess~ry by the
close prox1m1 ty of the opposmg armies, while all have
performed their duties with benefit to their country
and honor to themselves. Still, as must ever be the
case in war, fortune has favored unequally those who
by her favor held the posts of honor, and by their own
resolute courage availed themselves of their opportuni ty; to them special thanks are due . .It wil be a
proud and agreeable duty of tho Lieut.enunt-General
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commanding to claim for them from their country the
distinction and honor they soj'ustly deserve.
(Signed)
. C. PEMBERTON,
Lieutenant-General Commanding.

At the time of the arrival of Gen. McOlernand, ·a plan had been agreed upon between
Gen. Sherman and Rear-Admiral Porter to attack Arkansas Post. The reasons for making
this attack were that there was time to do it
while Gen. Grant was moving his army to
Memphis ; the blow would be entirely unexpected by the enemy; the Federal forces were
amply sufficient to make a victory cert,ain,
which would be valuable in restoring the spirit
of the troops disheartened by their recent failure, which was not understood in its true light.
On the other hand, the Oonfederate force up
the Arkansas river had show;n considerable activity by sallies in which they had captured two
steamers beal'ing supplies to the army below.
Gen. McOlernand approving of the enterprise, the forces moved up the Mississippi to
Montgomery Point, opposite the mouth of
White river.
White riv~r, one of the principal streams in
Arkansas, rises a few miles east of F ayetteville, and flows in a northeasterly direction
into Missouri about one hundred miles. It
then returns into Arkansas, and pursues a
southeasterly course, and enters the Mississippi about fifteen miles above the mouth of
the Arkansas. It is navigable by steamboats
three hundred and fifty miles.
On Friday, J an. 9th, the ironclads Louisville, De Kalb, and Cincinnati, with all the
light-draft gunboats, moved up the White
river, followed by the fleet of transports. Afte1· ascending the White river about fifteen
miles, the fleet passed throtl'gh a cnt-off to the
left, eight miles in length, into the Arkansas
river. Thus the White river empties by one
• channel into the Mississippi, and by another
into the Arkansas, when it bas a higher stage
of water than the Al'kansas. When the .Arkansas is higher than the White river, one of
the .Arkansas currents comes through the cutoff and tlut by the White river into the Mississippi.
It was about 11 o'clock 1,. . M. when the fleet
passed into the Arkansas. This is, next to the
Missouri, the longest affluent of the Mississippi
ri~e1-. It ri es near the Rocky mountains, and
flows through nearly the centre of the State of
.Arkansas, exceeding two thousand miles in
length, and navigable, during nine months of
the year, about eight hundred miles from its
mo11th.
.About half past four in the aft~rnoon, the
fleet moved to the ·snore, and preparations
were made to land three miles below the fort.
The artillery and wagons were brought- on
shore during the evening and night, and in
the morning the troops were landed and marshalled in the fields bordering on the north
bank. The attack, however, was begun by the
gunboats.

The .Arkansas river, in its descent toward •
the Mississippi, makes here a sharp elbow by
flowing north, then turning abruptly to the
east, and after a short distance turning again
as abruptly to the south. On the left bank, at
the point where the river turns to the east, the
fort of Arkansas Post was located. Its guns
commanded the river as it stretched to the
east, and even after the turn to the south.
The advance of the troops was along the
outside bank of this curve of the river, and it
was expected the attack on the fort would be
made during the day, but at sundown -they
were not in position. The division of Gen.
Stuart, by order of Gen. Sherman, had moved
along the bank, passing two rows of rifle pits
which had been abandoned, and reached the
point for an attack, but the corps of Gen. Morgan had not then deployed on the left. Orders
were then issued by Gen. McOlernand for the
troops to get into position during the night, so
as to make an attack in , the morning. Tpe
force of Gen. Sherman worked its way through
the forest and marsh round to the .right, so as
to invest the fort, while a brigade was thrown
across the river to prevent the arrival down of
r eenforcements to the rebels.
The fort, which was called "Fort Hindman,,,
was a regular square bastioned work, one lmndred yards each exterior side, with a deep
ditch about fifteen feet wide, and a parapet
eighteen feet high. It was armed with twelve
guns, two of which "!'ere eight inch and one
nine inch. The number of troops wllich it
contained was about five thousand, under the
command of Brig.-Gen. Churchill.
During the evening of the 10th, the fort
was bombarded by the ironclads Cincinnati,
Lieut.-Oommantler Geo. L. Bache; De Kalb,
Lieut.-Oom . John H. Walker, Louisville, Lieut.. Oom. R. L. Owen, all under the orders of
Rear-Admiral Porter. The bombardment continued over a half hour, ancl the firing was active on both sides. The distance of the boats
from the fort was about four hundred yards.
About noon on the 11th, the fleet was notifi~d, by order of Gen. McOlernand, that the
army was ready, and a joint attack was made.
The gunboats took a position within about
three hundred yards of the fort and opened
fire . The fort had opened upon them as soon
as they came in sight. .At t:l.ie same time a
battery of Gen. Sherman's began to fire, and
the troops were advanced to attack. It wus
not long before the heavy guns of the fort
were silenced by the gunboats, but the action
on the part of the military grew more severe
until fonr o'clock, when the enemy wer·e so far
overcome as to raise the white flog. .A rush
was. immediately made, both by the land troops
and naval force, to occupy the works, and the
surrender was made complete. The loss of
Ge!j. McOlernand was about six hundred, of
whom (file hundred and twenty were killed.
The Confederate loss was less, owing to the
shelter of their troops. .About sixt.y-five were
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killed and eighty-three wounded. The ironclads were struck by many balls. • A shot
passed through a porthole of the De Kalb and
exploded, killing two and wounding fifteen.
Two shells entered portholes of the Louisville
• and exploded, killing one and woun~ing ten,
two mortally. The other boats which were
engaged escaped without serious injury. Seven
thousand prisoners, eight thousand stand of
arms, twenty cannon, and a large amount of
ordnance and commissary stores were captured.
On the 15th, an expedition in light-draft
steamers, under the command of Gen. Gorman
and Lient.-Oom. J. G. Walker, proceeded up
the White river and captured the towns of
Des Arc and Duval's Bluff. The former is
situated in Prairie county, Arkansas, and was
once a thriving commercial town. It is situated on the White river, and is about fifty
miles north east of Little Rock, the capital of
the State. Duval's Bluff, a little beiow Des
Arc on the White river, was the station of a
Oonfederate camp, and an earthwork fort. It
is an elevated position. ihe expedition returned to Napoleon on the 19th. Some prisoners and a few guns were captured by the
expedition. St. Oharles, a village on the Arkansas river, a short distance above Arkansas
Post, was also captured by a force sent by Gen.
McOlernand.
The next two days after the engagement at
Fort Hindman were devoted to the care of
the wounded and the burial of the dead. On
Thursday, the 15th, the corps of Gen. Sherman, which bad embarked during the previous
night, proceeded down the Arkansas river to
Napoleon, at its mouth. The rifle pits were
levelled, the fort completely blown up and destroyed, and a hundred wagons which had been
captured were burned. On the 18th, Gen. McOlernand embarked with the remainder of the
troops and arrived at Napoleon.
Meanwhile Gen. Grant, leaving Memphis in a
swift steamer, met Admiral Porter at the cutoff up the White river, on the 18th, and thence
proceeded to Napoleon, where future movements were arranged in consultations with
Gens. McOlemand, Sherman, and others. On
the same day he returned to Memphis.
Orders wei·e immediately issued by Gen.
McOlernand to move down the river, and at
eight o'clock on the next morning, the 19th the
signal for departure was given. Shortly afterward all the transports were on the way. A
severe storm prevailed, and the fleet came to
at the foot of Ozark Island until it had partially subsided. It then moved to Ohicot's
Bend, where the principal portion were moored
for the night. On the next day, the fleet moved
down to Milesia, and by two o'clock of the following day, the 21st, it. arrived at Young's
Point, its place of destination. A small force
was immediately lauded, to reconnoitre the
country.
Young's Point is on the western side of the

Mississippi river, about nine miles above Vicksburg, and nearly opposite the mouth of the
Yazoo river.
·
On the 22d, the troops were landed and
posted a little farther down the river, so at to
defend the line of a canal which ]1ad been commenced a year previous, across the peninsula
formed by a curve of the river, first to the
north and then to the south. The purpose of
this canal had been to afford a passage for the
transports up or down the river, beyond the
reach of the batteries at Vicksburg. A little •
below the extreme point of the .peninsula, and
on the opposite side of the Mississippi, is Vicksburg.
Meantime the army of Gen. Grant was
moved to Memphis, thence to be transported
to Young's Point. On the 20th, Gen. McArthur left Memphis, on fourteen transports,
with his corps. He bad been preceded by
other bodies of troops, making at that time one
hundred and twenty-five transports with troops
and stores which had left. The forces of Gen.
Grant consisted of the veteran soldiers of the
West. The .naval force was also greatly in. creased by the addition of several ironclads,
as the Ohillicothe, Indianola, Lafayette, Eastport, and a number of other gunboats.
On the 2d of February, Gen. Grant arrived
at Young's Point and assumed the command.
The divisions of the Army of Tennessee had
also reached there, excepting the one commanded by Gen. Logan, and excepting the
troops occupying the posts in Tennessee.
The attack on Vicksburg, from up the river,
bad demonstrated the strength of its defensive
works on the north, and oonvinced Gen. Grant
that they were too strong to be carried without a very heavy loss. The first step for him
to accomplish, therefore, was the transportation of his army below the city, in order to
make an attack from the south. The passage
by the river was too hazardous to be attempted. The formidable batteries on the river
front at Vicksburg were capable ·of destroying all the transports. Work was therefore
recommenced on the canal across the penin-.
sula, on the western side of the river, which
had been located by Brig.-Gen. Williams at the
first attempt to capture the city. This canal
had been improperly located, its upper terminus being in an eddy, and the lower terminus
being exposed to the enemy's guns; nevertheless it was tliought that it would be completed
sooner than a new one could be constructed.
While this work was in progress, the river
continued to rise rapidly, and great labor
was required to keep the water out of the canal, and also out of the camps of the laborers
and soldiers. In addition, the rain was incessant, and the magnitude of the work was,
from th\ose causes, grealy increased. The earth
ta.lten out of the excavation was placed on the
west sicle, and thus formed an embankment or
levee, which it was supposed would prevent
the water from :flooding the country on that
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side, and the ground on which nearly all of the
army was encamped. .A.s the canal cut the
peninsula at right angles, the troops were encamped west of it and behind this embankment. On the 8th of March, when the enterprise promised success within a short time, the
dam across the mouth of the canal gave way,
owing to a rapid rise of the river and the great
pressure of the water. When it broke there
was a difference of eight feet between the bot-·
tom of the canal and the surface of the water
"in the river. The violence of the torrent as it
rushed through' swept away all the implements
of labor, and the canal was full in a few minutes. The embankment had n ot been completed, and the water soon began to pour over .
.A. spectator thus descril:ies the scene : " Some
regiments that were in exposed positions had
to gather up tent..c; and camp equipage in hot
haste and confusion and run for the levee.
Several companies on the lower side of the
peninsula were cut off'and had to be ferried to
the main body of the army. The embankment
of the Vicksburg and Shreveport railroad,
which cut the peninsula longitudinally, prevented the water from flooding the northwest
quarter. But that was considered insecure;
the troops were all oL·dered to move their quarters to the levee."
Some delay was caused by the efforts to repair the damages, but it soon became manifest
that, with the existing high stage of the water,
some other· plan would have to be adopted to
get below Vicksburg with the transports.
.A.t the commencement of the work on the canal, Gen. Grant, having more troops than could
be employed at Young's Point to advantage,
caused a channel to be cut from the Mississippi
into Lake Providence on the west side of the Mississippi, and another into Coldwater river by
the way of the Yazoo Pass, on the east side of
the Mississippi. From the former of these
rontes no great expectations were entertained
by Gen. Grant. He thought possible, ·however,
that a route might be opened thet·e through
which transports might pass into the Mississippi, and enable him to cooperate with Gen.
Banks below. . By the Yazoo Pass be expected
to get into the Yazoo by way of the Coldwater
and Tallahatchie rivers, with some light gunboats and a few troops, and destroy some Confederate transports in that stream and some
gunboats on the stocks. With such views the
work on these channels was commenced.
While these operations were pushed forward,
other measures for the annoyance of the enemy
were also taken. .A. steamer called the "City
of Vicksburg" was daily noticed lying under
the oatteries of the city, and it was known that
farther clown the river there was a number of
transports rendering great service to the Confederate authorities by bringing snpplies to
their troops at Vicksburg and at Port Hupson,
another strong position below. .A. movement
was planned to destroy these means of transportation. Orders were therefore given to
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Col. Charles E. Ellet to prepare the ram steamer Queen of the "\\' est for running down below
the batteries. This steamer was a wooden
freigb,t vessel, strengthened so as to carry a
prow of iron. To protect her machinery from
injury by the shot and shells of the batteries at
Vicksburg, three hundred bal'es of cotton were
placed about it, and her steering wheel was removed and placed behind the bulwarks of he,.
bow. Her armament consisted of a large 30pounder rifled Parrott gun on her main deck
as a bow gun, one 20-pounder, and three 12pounder brass howitzers on her gun deck. Besides these she bad fifty or sixty rifles, carbines, cutlasses, pistols, &c. Her crew consisted of a first, second, and third master, two
pilots, three engineers, blacksmiths, carpooters, and deck hands; also a squad of twentysix soldiers. It was planned that she should
start before daybreak on the morning of the 2d
of February. .A.t the appointed time the
steamer was under way, but her steering apparatus in its new position controlled her
movements so poorly that it was necessary to
replace it in its original position. This was
important, as the destruction of the Oity of
Vicksburg would depend in part upon the accuracy of the blow of the Queen of the West.
The detention which ensued pre,ented her
from passing round the point of the peninsula
into view from the Confederate batteries until
sunrise, when she was instantly greeted by a
shell that passed between her smoke chimneys
and struck the water about three hundred
yards behind her. .A.fter the sound of the first
shot broke the stillness of the morning, the
Confederate artillerists sprang to their pieces,
and a hundred guns were fired with a wonderful celerity. Only three or four shots bad
struck her before she reached the front of the
city. The :first.object now to be accomplished
was the destruction of the steamer City ,o f·
Vicksburg, which was made fast to the bank
about the centre of the bend of the river, where
tbt1 cutrent ran very rapidly. To strike an unerring blow it was necessary for the Queen of
the West to round to amid the storm of balls
and shells, and move directly acroEs the river
against her victim. As she approached the
steamboat and the city, the enemy, thinking
that she had been disabled, and that her commander had concluded to surrender, raised enthusiastic cheers, which cea ed as the ram
struck the steamer. The wide guards of the
Vicksburg, overlapping the deck of the Queen,
everi to the barricade of cotton bales, received
the fo rce of the blow and prevented the prow
of the r am from reaching her bull. At the
same time the current caught the stern of ~be
Queen rind swung her round side by side with
the Vicksburg. This action of the cm-rent bad
been anticipated by Col. Ellet, and the starboard bow gun bad been loadE:d with inc~ndiary shells. It was now :fired mto the Vicksburg. .A.t the same time the shells from the
batteries bad set on fire the cotton on the
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Queen, and it was evident that to repeat the place had escaped. Returning down the river
blow would involve the loss of the steamer. near dark, the steamer was fired on at the
The effort was then made to turn her head out point where the wagons had been captured,
toward the stream, which, owing to the action and the first master mortally wounded. A landof the wind and current, was, after some. delay, ing was not made, but the steamer returned to
accomplished. She then proceeded down the the anchorage of the previous night. On the
stream with all -11ands at work to eictinguish · next morning Ool. Ellet, having been informed
the fire. Meantime the discharge from the of the parties who fired on the boat, returned
batteries became quick and incessant, and she and destroyed the dwellings, mills, and negro
now received most of the dozen shots which quarters on s~ sugar plantations above the
hit her from the artillery and the sharpshoot- mouth of the Atchafalaya. During the afterers on the shore. No material injury, howev- noon the steamers entered the Red river, and·
er, was done, and she anchored below the out- moved up as far as the mouth of Black river, at
let of the canal until one o'clock P. M., when she dark, where they anchored for the night. The
proceeded down ~he river.
. Black river, formed by the junction of the
On this expedition, down the river, lier of- Washita and Tensas rlvers, flows south and
ficers captured, below Natchez, and burned empties into the Red river, a short distance
three small steamers, the Moro, Berwick Bay, above the mouth of the Atchafalaya. At dayand A. W. Baker; one of them was laden with light on the next morning they were under
pork, and another with molasses and sugar. She way up the river. About ten o'clock, the
ran fifteen miles up the Red river, and returned Era, No. 5, a steamer of one hundred tons, was
on the fifth for a supply of coal. During the discove1sed approaching: At the same time
night a flatboat loaded with coal was cast loose she discovered the Queen, and attempted to
in the stream, and passing the batteries safely, turn for the purpose of escaping, when a shot
.
from the former demolished her wheelhouse,
floated down to the steamer.
On the night of the 10th of February, this and her officers surrendered. Fourteen Texan
steamer started on another expedition down soldiers and a number of citizens were f6nnd
the Mississippi. The first object of the ex- on board. The ·former were paroled and the
pedition was to capture Confederate steamers. latter dismissed, except a quartermaster, havIt was also proposed to run up the Big Black ing $28,000 in Confederate funds, and two
river, which empties into the Mississippi at lieutenants. The boat was loaded with 4,500
Grand Gulf, to vi it the Atchafalaya, and per- bushels of corn in the· ear, destined for the
haps the Red river, and, if practicable, to pass Oonfod~rate forces at Little Rock. Nothing
the batteries at Port Hudson, and effect a junc- further of importance was discovered during
tion with the fleet below under Oom. Farragut. the passage of the next twenty miles up the
A tender was provided for the Queen of the river. In fact the stream is so crooked in
West in the steamer De Soto, a small ferry some parts, that a distance of two miles across
boat once running between De Soto, the ter- the land would strike a point to reach which a
mination of the Vicksburg, Shreveport anrl steamer would be obliged to go twenty miles.
Texas railroad, across to Vicksburg. The bat- Thus information was easily sent of the apteri es at Warrenton, eight miles below, were proach of hostile vessels. Some twenty miles
passed without molestation. At Taylor's Point, farther up was located Fort Taylor, a post
above Natchez, at the plantation once owned which was supposed to be manned ·b y about one
the late President Taylor, a short stop was hundred and fifty men, with two or three gup.s.
made. It was found to be occupied by friendly It was situated on the south bank of the river,
owners. Natchez was next passed, and on Wed- just above a bend _w hich its guns commanded,
nesday evening the steamer reached the mouth that was made by an abrupt turn of the river·
of Old river, into which Red river runs. This to the north. From the point opposite this
.was the channel of the Mississippi before the bend a long bar pr~jected, on which the water
out-off was formed. The Red river extends is shallow, and it is necessary to "hug" the
from the northern side of Old river, first north- south shore to avoid being driven on the bar by
we3terly, and then nearly west, across the a strong eddy.
State of Louisiana~ into Texas. At high water
The Era had been left with the three prisit is navigable to Paris, nine hundred and sixty oners under a guard about twenty miles below.
miles from New Orleans.
It was about nightfall as the Queen approached
Passing the night at anchor at the mouth of the bend of the river, with the De Soto a conOld river, on the next morning, the 12th, leav- siderable distance astern. The pilot of the
ing the De Soto as a guard near the mouth of captured Era had been forced to assist at the
Old river, the Queen of the We t entered the wheel, owing to the intricacies of the charinel.
Atchafalaya, which flows north and empties Upon turning the point, the Queen struck upinto Red rfrer just above its junction with on the bar and became fast ii.ground in a posiOld river. A train of eleven army wagons tion in which none of her guns were effective.
was captured about five miles up the river, and The ~uns of the fort immediately opened upon
at Semmes's port, ten miles farther up, seventy her with fearful accuracy and rapidity. The
five barrels of beef and a mail with despatches shot and shell struck all about her. The lever
was taken, but a Oonfederato steamer at that of the engine was shot away, the escape pipe
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broken, and the immediate roar of steam that
enveloped the vessel showed thut her steam
chest had been penetrated. Every thought of
saving the steamer was given up, and the exertions of all were made to save themselves.
Many threw bales of cotton overboard and floated on them down to the De Soto a mile below,
f1!DiOng whom was Ool. Ellet. The fort seeing
there w·as no reply to their guns, and conceiving from the rush of steam that something had
happened, slackened their. fire and sent boats
• to reconnoitre. By this force the remainder
of the crew were captured, and the boat made
a prize.
Meanwhile the De Soto approached as near
the point as was safe, and picked up those who
were floating, and sent a boat for the crew,
which was almost captured by the enemy, who
had already reached the Qi;ieen. Finding that
soldiers were collecting on the shore, the De
Soto was turned and slowly floated down the
stream. · Three miles below she ran aground
and unshipped her rudder, and for the next fifteen miles and during three hours she was unmanageable, and moved with the curr~nt. As
she reached the Era at eleven o'clock, a second
rudder was unshippecl, and she became unmanageable again, when Ool. Ellet ordered .her to
be blown up.
.
It was about twelve o'clock at night before
the Era was under way. It was known to
Col. Ellet that the swift gunboat Webb was at
Alexandria, ~bout sixty miles up the river, and
he was qonfident that pursuit would be made
after him by her. All hands were set to work
to throw overboard the corn with which the
Era was laden, and amid fog, thunder, lightning and rain, she ,rorried her way Qut of the
Re~ river into the Mississippi by morning. · All
that day, which was Sunday, with no fuel but
some of the corn with which she had -been
laden, and cypress found on the banks too
wet to make steam enough 'to give. her beadway, the fleeing steamer attempted to get up
the river. She had made scarcely forty miles
in twenty-four hours. At Union Point she was
run aground and detained three hours in getting off. After passing Ellis's Oliffs, the black
chimney of a passing steamer was discovered
over the fog ,vhich enveloped her hull. The
black .smoke from her chimney showed that she
burned coal, and that it was a Federal steamer.
It was the lridianola, and all fear of the Webb
was over. Scarcely was the Era well alongside of the Indianola and the fog had lifted a
little, when the'Webb hove in sight. A brief
pursuit of her was made by the two boats,
without success. The Era was then furnished
with supplies, and sent up to Admiral Porter.
The Indianola, which came so fortunately to
the rescue of Ool. Ellet, was one of the finest
of the ironclad gunboats of the squadron: she
was new, and. was 174 feet long, 50 feet beam,
10 feet from the top of her deck to the bottom
of her keel, or 8 feet 4 inches in the clear. Her
sides (of wood) for five feet down -were thirty-
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two inches thick, having bevelled sticks laid
outside the hull (proper), and all of oak. Out-side of this was three-inch thick plate iron.
Her clamps and keelsons were as heavy as the
largest ships. Her deck was eight inches solid,
with one-inch iron plate, all well bolted. Her
casemate stood at an incline of 26½ .degrees,
and was covered with three-inch iron, as were
also her ports. She had a heavy grating on
top of the casemate that no shell could pen trate, and every scuttle and hatch was equally
well covered. She was ironed all round, except some temporary rooms on deck, and, besides the amount of wood and iron already
stated, had coal bunkers seven feet thick alongside of her boilers, the entire machinery being
in the hold. She had seven engines-two for
working her side wheels, two for her propellers,
two for her capstans, and one for supplying
water and working the bilge and fire pumps.
She had five large five-flued boilers, and made
abundance of steam. Her forward casemate had
two 11-inch Dahlgren guns, and her after casemate two 9-inch. Her forward casemate was
pierced for two guns in front, one on each side,
and · two aft, so that she could fire two guns
forward, one on each side, and four at an angle
sideways and astern. She had also hose for
throwing scalding water from the boilers, that
would reach from stem to stern, and there was
communication from the casemates to all parts
of the vessel without the least exposure. The
pilot house was also thoroughly ironclad, and
instant communication could be had with the
gunners and engineers, 1enabling the pilot to .
place the vessel in just such position as might
be required for effective action. She left her
anchorage at the mouth of the Yazoo, about
ten o'clock on tbe night of February 13th, to
run be'low the batteries at Vicksburg. The
night was hazy and cloudy, and thus exceedingly dark. After passing entirely through the
fleet, and reaching the vicIDity of the uppei·
· end of the canal, she shut off steam entirely,
. and s{!ffered the current to bear her along. Its
rate was about four miles an hour. In perfect
obscurity she rounded the point, and drifted
fairly beneath the formidable batteries. The
tide bore her down directly toward the levee
of the city. Lights were everywhere numerous, and the voices of citizens and soldiers
sounded ~s if they were close alongside. Still
tne black and noiseless mass drifted along, almost rubbing the bank, yet undiscover~d. The
whole levee was patrolled by sentinels, and at
one spnt a camp fire was dimly burning. As
the drifting vessel approached this point, a
soldier stooping down gathered some faggots
and threw them into the fire. A. bright blaze
flashed up for a mqment, exposing everything
within its sphere. The Indianola was seen by
a soldier, who discharged his musket at her.
At that discharge the soldiers everywhere along
the bluff sprang to arms. A battery near tbe
centre of the city fired n, gun, rockets were sent
off, soldiers ou the bank discharged their mn1:1f
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kets into the darkness, and indications of ex- issued an order to burn her up. This order
citement were manifest everywhere. The boat was sent down by a courier to the officer in
had been discovered running the blockade, but charge of the boat. A few hours later, and
no one knew where she was. Five minutes another order was sent down countermanding
passed after the first gun was fired, and another the first, it having been ascertained that the
had not followed. At last it became necessary monstrous craft was nothing else than a coalto start the wheels in order to get steerage way boat. But before it reached the Indianola she
on the steamer. The noise of the steam drew had been blown to atoms: not even a gun was
forth a second and third gun, and & discharge saved.
.
of musketry, an.d again all was still. The boat
Meanwhile, the work of cutting channels
drifted on a few moments in silence, when the from the Mississippi to Providence Lake, on
steam was again let on, and she dashed down the west side, and to Moon Lake, on the east
the river, regardless of any noise that might be side, was progressing rapidly.
Lake Providence is a few miles south of the
made. Battery after battery n0w opened upon
her until twenty shots were fired, and she bad boundary line between Arkansas and Louisipassed uninjured beyond their :i:eacb. The ana. It is situated in Carroll parish, Louisiana,
steamer was under the command of Lieut.- about one mile west of the Mississippi river,
Gom. Brown, and continued on down the river, and about seventy-five miles above Vicksburg.
until she met the Era as above stated. After It is about six miles in length. Two streams
pursuing the Webb, in vain, as far as the mouth flow out of the lake to the south, Moon bayou
of Red river, the Indianola proceeded up that and Tensas river. The former, after running
stream in search of Gonfederate transports, and about a hundred miles, unites with the latte1·.
kept up a watch off the mouth of the Atcha- The two continue south, and unite with the
falaya river. Here her commander learned that Washita, and are called after the junction Black
the Queen of the West had been repaired and river, which empties into the Red river, as is
might soon be down. As the narrowness of stated on a preceding page . . By cutting a chunthe Red river made it difficult to manamvre a . nel from the Mississippi to Lake Providence,
long boat like the Indianola, while the Queen Gen. Grant thought a communic,1tion might
was much shorter, Commander Brown de- be had through that lake down the Tensas
termined to return to the mouth of the Big and Black into the Red river, and thence
Black river, and attempt to pass up that stream, through the Atchafalaya, with Gen. Banks at
and reach if possible the bridge of the Vicks- New Orleans. This route avoided the batteries
burg and Jackson railroad. This had been one at Vicksburg and· Port Hudson. The canal to
of t1J_e objects for which the steamers had run the lake was finished so as to let in the water
the blockade. The Big Black river empties on the 16th of March. The flood was so great as
into the Mississippi at Grand Gulf, forty miles to inundate a large district of country, some of
below Vicksburg. It rises iu the northern part which was fine land for growing cotton. Some
of the State of Mississippi, and flows south- boats passed into Lake Providence, but the unwesterly, pass).ng about fifteen miles east of certainty of the channel ·of the Tensas river,
Vicksburg.
and the interest which was now excited by the
On Tuesday morning, Feb. 24th, the India- Yazoo Pass expedition, togethe1· with the unnola reached the mouth of the Big Black, and important results to be anticipated by removin the afternoon made preparations to move up ing a large force to the Red river or below,
the river, when two steamers were descried caused a ·diversion from this route to others
approaching. These proved to be the Con- presenting more certain prospects of success
federate, gunboat Webb and the Queen of the· against Vicksburg.
West. The Webb was a powerful boat and one
Eight miles below Helena, in Arkansa.s, and.
of the swiftest on the river. They immediately on the opposite side of the river, fs a. little lake,
attacked the Indianola, and, chiefly by striking known as Moon Lake. The passage from the
her with their rams, so shattered her as to en- Mississippi across the lake to the mouth of tb!3
dan~er her _sinking, when she was surrendered Yazoo Pass is about eight miles; thence through
and 1mmechately run ashore.
the Pass proper to the Goldwater river twelve
A few days afterward a flatboat ..was fitted miles. The Goldwater a narrow strea~ runs
up by Admiral Porter to appear like a gun- south, empties into the Tallahatchie, which conboat, and set ~drift in the river without a pilot tinues to flow south, and unites with the Yalor ore~. As it passed the batteries at Vicks- lobusba, forming the Yazoo river, which empburg, it was supposed to be a formidable ram, ties into the Mississippi, a few miles nbo\-e
nod they fired :fiercely. It escaped uninjured Vicksblirg. By opening a wider channel from
however, and floated on down the river. Infor- the Mississippi into Moon Lake it was the
mation t>f its approach was sent to the Queen opinion that the inner streams whuld be renof the W~st, lJi?g under the.batteries at War- dared more easily navigable, in consequence
renton, eight rmles below Vicksburg, and she of an increase of water so that some smaller
immediately ~ed dow1; stream. The Indianola gunboats and a few tr~ops could destroy th_e
was undergomg repairs near whore she was enemy's. transports in the . Yazoo. and their
taken, and the authorities at Vicksburg, think- gunboats which were building. In ordinary
ing that she would bo recaptured by the ram, stages of water, steamboats could ascend the
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Yazo0 and Tallahatchie to the mouth of the
Coldwater. The region of country through
which these streams flow, especially the Yazoo,
is very fertile, producing a large quantity of
cotton, and furnishing considerable supplies to
the rebel army at Vicksburg.
The expedition consisted of two of the largest
and heaviest ironclad gunboats, one ram, six
light-draft gunboats, three b~rges laden with
coal, three steam tenders, and fifteen or eighteen transports. The passage from the Mississippi to the mouth of the Pass, -after the im-

provement made upon it, was not attended with
much difficulty. On the morning of the 25th
of March it entered the mouth of the Pass. The
tortuous stream was a hundred feet wide, and
in some parts less. On its banks were cypress,
sycamore, and gigantic cottonwood trees, whose
branches formed a perfect arch over the stream.
At the upper end the current rushed with great
rapidity through the channel, and lower down
were strips of bottom land, which were overflowed, and gave to it greater width, and, consequently, less rapidity. In the narrow and

crooked passage it was necessary to resist the
force of the current by the back revolution of
the wheels of the boats, and by lines fastened
from tree to tree as they moved along. Three
days were thus passed in making a distance of
about twelve miles, and reaching the Coldw.ater. .Smokestacks were swept away, and
much of the light upper works of several of the
boats. The principal difficulty in the Pass arose
from the activity of the enemy, who would clo£a
one end while the Federal force was opening
the other. In this manner time was gained to
prepare to resist the progress of the expedition
by fortifying at the mouth of the Tallahatchie.
On the 2d of April the expedition proceeded
down the Coldwater. This stream was a little
wider than the Pass, so that the branches of
the trees seldom met over head, but its current
was more sluggish, and its channel equally
tortuous. Two. mortar boats now joined the
expedition, adding their force to the Jlteavy guns
on the other boats. As it advanced it was further reenforced, until it consisted of eighteen
transports, five small gunboats, and two of a
large size, the Chillicothe and the De Kalb.
The advance consisted of one division of Gen.
McClernand's corps, which had been stationed
at Helena, under command _of Brig.-Gen. L. F.
Ross, and tht 12th and 17th Missouri regiments
from Gen. Sherman's corps, as sharpshooters,
on the gunboats. The mouth of the Coldwater
was reached with only some damage to the
light work, wheels, and rudders of the transports.
Proceedi'ng down the Tallahatchie, the expedition arrived within ten miles of Greenwood on
the 11th. Greenwood is a small village on the
Yazoo river, just below the junction of the Tallahatchie with the Yallobusha, forming the Yazoo. Just below the position of the Federal transports, the Tallahatchie turns to the eastward,
bending in the form of a horseshoe, and resumes
its southerly course at a point nearly south of
that where the,traniports were. The base of
the peninsula formed by this bend, being the
narro~est part, and nearly a mile across, was
occupied by a Confederate fortification. It
consisted of a single line of breastworks facing
westerly, and compos\)d of cotton bales and
earth, and flanked on the right by a battery
of three heavy guns fronting the river. Other
field pieces were in position on the works. On
the right flank of the line, a defence or raft of
logs bad been constructed, to serve as a blockade of the river. Directly in front of the breastworks was a deep slough, extending across the
peninsula, and admirably serving the purpose
of a ditch. The slough was close to the base
of the works at the upper end, but gradually
receded from them at the lower, where it was
several hundred yards distant. Beyond the
slough there was an almost impenetrable canebrake, backed by an extensive forest. · Below
this fortification on the river, and in the arc of
the ·bend, the YalJobusba flows in from the
northeast1 and forms its junction with the Tal-

•
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lahatchie. The village of Greenwood is upon
the Yazoo, four miles below. The object of the
fortification at this location was not only to stop
the fleet from passing below, but also to prev~nt
its passing up the Yallobusha river, on which
a number of the enemy's steamers had sought
refuge, and on the bank of which also.was the
important town of Granada.
.
.
The Oonfederate force was estimated above
five thousand men, under tl;i.e command of Gen.
Tilghman, who surrendered Fort Henry, in
Kentucky. On the morning of tbe 11th a reconnoissance was made by the gunboat Chillicothe, Lieut.-Commander Foster. The boat approached within. a short distance of the forti~
fication, and fired several shots, and was hit
four times in. return by heavy shot from rifle
pieces. At the same time detachments from the
Forty-sixth and Forty-seventh Indiana regiments were sent out to feel the Oonfederate
position o! the land side. A considerable body
of the enemy's skirmishers were encountered,
who were driven across the slough and into the
works, when the detachments were withdrawn.
In the afternoon the Ohillicothe was order~
ed to engage the fortification. After she had
fired seven rounds, a 64:-pound shell from the
onemy passed through a half-open port, striking upon the muzzle of a gun, in which a· shell
had just been placed preparatory to cutting the
fuse. Both shells exploded at once, by which
three men were killed and eleven wounded. At
this time orders were received to withdraw
from the engagement. During the ensuing .
night a force was sent to throw up a battery
facing the enemy's works, west of the slough,
and in the edge of the timber. A single 30pouna Parrott gun was mounted, and the work
concealed by brush from the view of the enemy.
Subsequently auother gun was mounted. No
attack was made on the 12th, in consequence
of the absence of the mortar boats. After some
delay, on the 13th, the engagement was commenced about half past terf A. M. by the land batteries. The gunboats Ohillioothe and De Ko.lb
soon after approached and opened th ~ir fire.
It now appeai·ecl that the fortification mounted
a rifled 64-Parrott and three 24-Dahlgrens, and
a small field b_attery. These gtms were protected by a parapet composed of seven tiers of
cotton bales, covered on the outside with eight
feet of earth. The contest was bravely maintained for some time, wheu the fire of the enemy was suspended, but no disposition to surrender was shown. The gunboats and battery
kept up the fire, but without any success in reducing the works. The Ohillicothe was struck
thirty-four times, but not severely injured. The
DeKalb suffe1·ed. more, in. consequence of some
shot penetrating h er casemates, by which one
man was killed and five wounded.
The impracticable nature-of the approach to
the fort by foot soldiers on the west, in consequenco of the overflow or slough, rendered it
nocessary that the gunboats should silence the
guns of the enemy, and enable the tra?,sports

to run down and land troops immediately on
the fort itself. But all attempts to silence the
fort by the gunboats proved unsuccessful, and
the guns of the battery were withdrawn, and
the expedition. put on the defensive. After a
few days it began to retire.
Mean.time, Gen. Grant had been led to believe, as the navigation proved better than
was expected, t)iat it was possible to make
this the route for obtaining a foothold on high
land above Haines's Bluff, and had sent forward a division of Gen. McPherson's corps,
commanded by Brig.-Gen. J. F. Quimby, and
had ordered some small-class steamers for
transporting the army. The seventeenth corps,
nuder Gen. McPherson, was also directed to be
in readiness to move, and one division from
the thirt~enth and fifteenth corps each, was
collected near the Pass. But it soon became
evident that a sufficient number of boats of the
right class, could not be obtained for the transpo1:tation of more than one division. On the
23d of March, therefore, orders were given·to
withdraw all the forces operating in that direction, for the purpose of concentrating at Milliken's Bend.
At this time another expedition had started
under Admiral Porter, for the purpose ofreaching the Yazoo below Fort Pemberton and Greenwood, and above Haines's Bluff. Such a movement, if successful, would leave Greenwood
and Fort Pemberton to the rear of the Federal
forces, and necessarily cause it to be abandoned.
At the same time, about thirty Confederate
steamers could be captured or destroyed. The
route to be pursued by this expedition was
up the Yazoo river to Cypress bayou, which
enters that ·river at a point opposite the landing place of Gen. Sherman's troops when attacking the bluffs in the rear of Vicksburg,
thence into Steele's bayou, and along that
watercourse, and through Oypress Lake, to
Little Black Fork, thence into Deer creek.
Following this stream for some distance, the
route branches off along Rolling Fork into the
Big Sunflower river, which empties into the
Yazoo above Haines's Bluft:
The expedition under Admiral Porter, consisted of the gunboats Pittsburg, Louisville,
Mound City, Cincinnati, and Carondelet, with
a number of small transports. Gen. Grant
stated that the principal obstac1es appeared to
be the overhanging trees, and he sent forward
a pioneer corps for their removal. Soon after,
Admiral Porter sent back for a cooperating military force, and Gen. Sherman was promptly
sent with one division of his corps. The number of steamers suitable for the navigation of
these bayous being limited, most of the force was
sent up the Mississippi to Eagle Bend, a point
where the river runs within one mile of Steele's
bayou, thus avoiding an important part of the
difficult navigation. The cause of the failure
of this cAJ)edition is thus explained by Gen.
'
Grant:
"The expedition failed, probably, more from
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want of knowledge as to what would be required to open this route, than from any impracticability in the navigation of the streams
and bayous through which it was proposed to
pass: the want of this knowledge led the exvedition on until difficulties were encountered,
and then it would becoi:ne necessary to send
back to Young's Point -for the means of removing them. This gave the enemy time to move
forces to effectually checkmate further pr gress, and the expedition was withdrawn when
within a few bundl·ed yards of free and open
navigation to the Yazoo."
In addition to these several routes, another
.was prospected by Capt. F. E. Prime, as Chief
Engineer, and Col. G. G. Pride, through the
bayous, which run from near Millikan's Bend
and New Carthage on the south, through
. Roundaway Bayou into the Tensas River. This
route was found to be practicable, and work
If was commenced on it. With the aia of three
dl·edge boats, it proceeded rapidly, and one
0
,~';/ small steamer and a number of barges were
vy taken through the channel thus opened.
About the middle of April, however, the
_river commenced falling so rapidly as to ren" J/
der it impracticable to open this water com~ U F f muni.cation between Milliken's Bend and New
NEnow,v"
Carthage. At the same time the roads between
,.,~;:;:~AND them became dry and passable, and thus made
the water communication unnecessary.
On March 25th the ram Lancaster was lost
in attempting to run the ba.tteries a.t Vicksblll'g
in order to· gain the fleet of Admiral Farragut
~ =u=sR=
G= = = below.
The Switzerland got through badly
50
.. .· wlllJ!/ft'!:-ff,"tf'i'8'i!f~"). c~t up.

CHAPTER XXVIII. ·
Objeot of Gen. Grant to reach the rear of Vicksbnrg-Rls Movements-Transports and Gunboats run the Bntterles-Attnc!i:
on Grand Gulf-Crossing tho Mississippi by the Army-Change of. base by Gen. Grant-Raid of Col. Grierson through
Mississippi-Advance of Gen. Grant to tho Big Black River-Battles-Occupation of Jackson-March on VlcksbnrgBattles-March of Gen. Sherman to the Yazoo-Investment of Vicksbnrg- Slege-Surrender-Rcsults. ~

Tm~ object of Gen. Grant now was to find
a route by which he could place his army with
its supplies below Vicksburg, so as to approach
it in the rear, where alone it was supposed to
be weak and assailable, with the hope of success. As soon, therefore, as he bad directed
a water communication to be opened from a
point on the Mississippi, near Millikan's Bend,
to New Carthage, he determined to occupy the
latter place. It. was the first point below
Vicksburg that could be reached by land at the
stage of water existing at that time, and the
occupancy of which, while it secured a point
on the Mississippi River, would also protect the
main line of communiuation by water. MajorGen. McOiernand, therefore, with the Thirteenth army corps, was, on the 29th of March,
ordered to move to New Carthage: The
Fifteenth and Sixteenth corps were to follow,
moving no faster than supplies and ammuni-

tion could be transported to them . The movement was necessarily slow, in consequence of
the bad state of the roads. As the advance
reached Smith's Plantation, two miles from
New Carthage, it was found that the levee of
Bayou Vidal was broken in several places; and
in consequence of the overflow of water, New
C(lrtbage was made an island. All the boats
in the different bayous in the vicinity were
collected, and others were built, but the
transportation of the army -was exceedingly
tedious. Another route was therefore found,
by making a fur ther march of . twelve miles
around Bayou Vidal, to a point called P erk-ins's
Plantation. The whole distance to be marcl1 ed
from Millikan's Bend to reach water communication below was thirty-five miles. Over
this distance it was necessary to transport by
wagons, with bad roads, the supplies of ordnance stores and provisions with which to
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commence the campaign on the opposite side
·
of the river.
At the same time that the occupation of
New Carthage was ordered, preparations were
made for running transpo1·ts and a gunboat
fleet below the batteries of Vicksburg. The
gunboats selected were the Benton, Capt.
Greer; Lafayette, Capt. Henry Walke; Price,
Capt. Woodworth; Louisville, Oapt. Owens;
Carondelet, Oapt. McLeod Murphy; Pittsburg,
Oapt. Wm. Hoel; Tuscumbia, Oapt. Shirk, and
Mound City. All of these boats except the
Price were ironclad. Each had taken, for
additional protection, baled cotton, hay, rail~
road ii-on, timber, chains, or whatever else
might be suitable. The transports which were
selected were the Forest Queen, Capt. Dan.
Conway ; Henry Olay; and Silver Wave, Oapt.
McMillan. These boats took a qnantity of
supplies for the army, and bales of cotton and
hay were placed around the most important
parts of thefr machinery. The night of the
16th of April was fixed for the expedition to
start. Everything was in readiness · before
dark. Tlie plan · decided upon was that the
ironclads should pass down in single file, with
intervals between the boats of a few hundred
yards, and that when in front of the batteries
they should engage them with their broadside
guus, and, under cover of the smoke, the transports should encleavor to pass unseen. A spectator of the exciting scene h as thus described
it :

·

"Lights twinkled busily from the Vicksburg
hillsides until about 10 o'clock, when they
disappeared, and about the same moment song
and laughter on our side were hushed, as a
shapeless mass of what looked like a great fragment of darkness was discerned :floating noiselessly down the river. It was the Benton. It
passed and disappeared in the night, and was
succeeded by another bank of d·arkness, the Lafayette, with the Price lashed to her starboarcl
side. And thus they continued, as if huge
shadows detached themselves from the darkness above, floated across the vision, and disappeared in the darkn ess below. Ten of these
noiseless shapes revealed themselves and disappeared.
. "Three quarters of an hour passed. P eople
heard . notbing save their own suppressed
breathings i saw nothing save a long low bank
of darkne s, which, like a blacl{ fog, walled the
view below, and joined the sky and river in the
direction of Vicksburg. And all watched this
gatheri11g of darkness, for in it were thunders
and lightnings and volcanoes, which at any
inst~nt might light up the night with fierce irrupt10n .
"So long a time passeu without anything
occnITing that people began to believe the enemy bad determined, for some malevolent purpose, to allow the fleet to pass below without
obstruction. Ilowever, this supposition was
hardly broached ere it was contradicted most
emphatically. At just a quarter before eleven,

two bright sharp lines of flame flashed through
the _darkness, at the extreme right of the Vicksburg batteries; and, in an instant, the whole
length of the bluffs was ablaze with fire. The
fleet, which had rounded the Point, and now
lay squarely before the city, at once responded
by opening their ports, and pouring their full
broadside of twenty-five heavy guns, charged
with grape and shrapnel, directly against the
city.
"A great cloud of smoke rolled heavily over
the gunboats, and in this the three transports
enteTed and made their 'best time' down the
river. The Forest Queen, which was in the advance, received a shot in the hull and another
through the steam drum, which disabled her
instantly. The Henry Clay, that came next, was
stopped, to prevent her running into the other,
and at the same moment was sttuck by a shell
that set her cotton on fire. The crew, demoralized by the stoppage and terrified by the fire,
ra.n aimlessly around for a few moments, then
launched the yawl, sprang into it, and pu·lled
for the shore. The pilot, finding that no engineers obeyed the bells, stayed a short timeuntil the fire began to seethe around him, w_h en
be seized a plank, jumped overboard, and :was
picked up by a gunboat. The Olay, in the
. mean time, became a great blazing mass, that
flo ated down the river until it disappeared below Warrenton. Had she been manned by
men of nerve, the fire would have been extinguished and the boat carried through safely.
The fact of her floating so far shows that her
hull was uninjured.
"The Forest Queen was taken in tow by a
gunboat, and towed below without further
damage. The Silver Wave did not receive a
scratch.
"The Vicksburg batteries were passed in
about an hour and a quarter. Upon reaching
Warrenton batteries, the gunboats .took the initiative by pouring in their broadsides on the
instant they reached position; and so continuous and terrific was their fire that the enemy
scarcely attempted a response."
No one on board either of the transports was
injured, and Gen. Grant immediately ordered
six more to be prepared in like manner for running tbe batteries. Accordingly the Tigress,
Anglo-Saxon, Cheeseman, Empire City, Horizona, and Moderator left Milliken's Bend on
the night of the 22c1 of April, and five of them
got by, but in a somewhat damaged condition.
The Tigress received a shot in her hull below
the water line and sunk on the Louisiana shore,
after passing the last of the batteries. In tow
of these transports, twelve barges loaded with
forage were sent, one half of which got through
in a condition to be used. The transports injured in running the blockade were repaired
by order of Admiral Porter, and in a very
short time five of them were in running order,
and the remainder in a condition to be used a.s
barges in the movement of troops.
As the number of transports . below Vicks-
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there was a good road from that place to Port
Gibson. Gen. Grant determined to make the
landing on the east side of the Mississippi, at
Bruinsburg. According1y the troops were immediately ordered to land at Hard Times, and
march across to the point below Grand Gulf,
and at dark the gunboats again engaged the
batteries, and all the transports were run by.
They received but two or three shots during
the passage, and these caused no injury.
At daylight on the morning of the 30th, the
work of ferrying the troops across the Mississippi was commenced both by the gunboats
and the transports. The thirteenth corps, as
soon as landed and supplied with thr~e days'
rations, was &tarted on the road to Port Gibson.
The seventeenth corps followed as rapidly as
it could be taken across the river. Port Gibson was a :flourishing village on Bayou Pierre,
28 miles from jts mouth, and about 65 miles
southwest from Jackson, the capital of Mississippi. It was connected with Grand Gulf by
a railroad.
About two o'clock on the next mo:i;ning, May
1st, the advance of the enemy was met eight
FLAG SnIP BENTON, BELOW GRAND GuLF, Mrss., l
miles from Brninsburgh, on the road to Port
.Aprtt 29th, 1862. . S
Hon. Gideon Welles, Sem·eta1•y of tlie Navy :
· Gibson. They were forced to foll back, but us
I have the honor to inform you that, by an arrange- it W/!S dark, were not pursued iar \mtil dayment with General Graut, I attacked the batteries at light. Then Gen. McOlernand with his corps
Grand Gulf this morning, which were very formidable. After a fight of five hours and thirty minutes, pressed forward within four miles of Port Gibwe silenced the lower batteries, but foiled to silence son. Here the road di ,,ided in opposite directhe upper one, which was hi~h, strongly built, had tions. Both branches, however, led to Port
guns of very heavy caliber, aoa the vessels were un- Gibson. The enemy took a position on each
manageable in the heavy current. It fired but feebly
toward the Inst, nod the vessels all laid by and enfilad- branch, and thus divided the pursuing force.
ed it, while I went up a short distance to communicate The natu1·e of the ground was such tliat a
with General Grant, who concluded to land the troops very small force could easily retard the progress
and march over to a point two miles below Grand of-a much lai·ger one for several hours. The
Gulf. I sent the Lafayette back to engage the upper roads run on narrow, elevated ridges, with
batterv, which she p.id, aud drove the persons out of
it, as it did not respond after a few fires . At 6 P.11. deep und impenetrable ravines on each side,
we attacked the batteries again, and, under cover of The corps of Gen. McOlernand was so divided
the fire, all the transports passed by in good condition. that on the right were the divisions of Gens.
The Denton, Tuscumbia, and Pittsburg were much cut .Bovey, Carr, and Smith, and on the left the <llup, having twenty-four killed nod fifty-six wounded;
vision of Gen. Osterhaus. The three former'
but they are all ready for service.
w·e land tbe a-rmy iu the morning on the other side, succeeded in driving the enemy from position
nod march on Vicksburg.
DAVID D. PORTER,
to position stendily back toward Port Gibson.
Act10g Rear-Admiral.
On tlie left, Gen. Osterhaus was unable to
Ge~. Grant, who was a spectator of the move the enemy until be was reenforced by a
scene, says : " Many times it seem eel to me that brigade of Gen. Logan's division, which was
the gunboats were within pistol shot of tbe the advance of Gen. McPherson's corps. Anenemy's batteries. It soon became evident that other brigade of the same division was sent to
the guns of the enemy were too elevnted und Gen. McOlernand on the right, and the enemy
their fortifications too strong to be tnken from were so badly repulsed there as to be able to
the water side. The whole range of bills on make no further stand south of Bayou Pierre.
that side were known to be lined with rifle Late in the afternoon, Gen. Osterhaus was sucpits. Besides, the field artillery could be moved ces,:ful in repulsing the enemy, whom he purto any position where it might be useful in ease sued toward Port Gibson, but night closing in
of an attempt at landing." Be therefore de- and tbe enemy malring the appearance of
termined to run the enemy's batteries again, another stand, the troops slept upon their arms
and to turn his position by effecting a landing until daylight. On the morning of the 2d, it
at Rodney or at Bruinsb urg, between Grand was found that the enemy had retreated across
Gulf and Rodney. Rodney is a small village Bayou Pierre, on the Grand Gulf road, and a
on the east bank of the Mississippi, some mil es brigade of Gen. Logan's division was sent to
below Grand Gulf. Brninsburg is a ~mall divert his attention whilst a floating bridge
place between the two others. A reeonnois- was thrown across the Bayou at P-ort Gibson.
sance was made to a point opposite Bruinsburg, This bridge was completed, and Gen. McPherand information was obtained from a negro that. son's corps passed over and marched eight

burg was limited, Gen. Grant found it necessary to extend his line of movement by land to
Hard Times in Louisiana. By tl.te circuitous
route it was necessary to t;ake, the distance
was increased to seventy miles from Milliken's
Bend.
On the 29th of April, the thirteenth corps of
the army had reached the Mississippi, and the
seventeenth was well on the way. Gen. Grant
then embarked so much of the thirteenth as
could be got on board the transports and barges,
and moved to the front of Grand Gulf. This
was a strong position on the east bank of the
Mississippi, below the mouth of the Big Black
river. The plan was that the gunboats under
Admiral Porter's command should silence the
fortifications, and under cover of the gunboats
the troops should land and carry the· place by
storm.
At eight o'clock in the morning the attack
was commenced by the gunboats, and continued fiercely for more than five hours. The
following is the despatch of Admiral Porter respecting the attack:
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miles to the north bank of Bayou Pierre, built SO-pounders. The latter were lying burst or broken
the ground.
a bridge over that stream, and the advance onThe
gunboats had so coverea up everything that it
commenced passing over it at five o'clock on was impossible at first to see what was there, with the
the following morning. On the 3d, the enemy exception of the guns that were dismounted o~ broken.
were pursued to Hawkinson's Ferry, with Emry gun that fell into our hands is in .good condiand we found a large quantity of ammunition.
slight skirmishing all day, during which quite tion,
'.l.'hese are by for the most extensively built works, with
a number of prisoners, mostly stragglers, were the exception of those at Vicksburg, that I have seen
taken.
The following despatch· from Gen. yet, and I am happy to say that we hold them.
I am dismounting the guns, and getting on board
Grant was sent to Washington: ·
the ammunition.
Gn.L'ID GuLF, May 7th.
Since making the above examination, new forts have
To Ma;or-0-eneral Halleck, GeneraUn-Ohiif:
been passed nearly finished. They had no guns mountWe landed at Bruinsburg, April 30, moved immedi- ed, bnt were complete of the kind as regards position,
ntely on Port Gibson, met the enemy, 11,000 strong, and had heavy field pieces in them.
(Signed)
DAVID D. PORTER,
four miles south of Port Gibson, at 2 o'clock A. 11., on
Acting Rear-Admiral, Com'g Mississippi Squadron.
the 1st instant, and engaged him nil day, entirely routing him, with the loss df many killed nud about 500
prisoners, besides the wounded. The enemy retreated
Gen. Grant now made the necessary arrangetoward Vicksburo-, destroying the bridges over the ments for changing his base of supplies from
two fo1·ks of the 'iinyou Pierre. These were rebuilt, Brninsburg to Grand Gulf. From Milliken's
and the pursuit was continued until the preseut time. Bend to New Carthage a water communica'Besides the heavy artillery at this place, four field tion had been opened by the Roundaway bap1eces were captured, and some stores, and the enemy
was driven to destroy many more. The country is the you, and troops occupied positions along the
mo t broken and difficult to operate in I ever saw. route from Milliken's Bend to Dallas and thence
Our victory has been most complete, and the enemy is to New Carthage. A strong body also occuthornughly demoralizecl.
· d R h
d ·
d ·
,._
1 -"
d
Very respectfully,
u. s. GRANT,
pie
ic mon , situate m tue ang e 1orme
Major-General Commanding.
by th.e junction of the Brasby with Roundaway
bayou.
These movements of Gen. Grant had caused
When the army moved from Milliken's Bend,
the evacuation of 0-rand Gulf, and Admiral the fifteenth corps, under :Maj.-Gen. W. T. SherPorter, upon making a movement to attack man, remained to be the last to follow. Gen.
that position on the 3d, found that it had been Sherman had also been orde:r:ed to make a
abandoned. He then sent the following des- demonstration on- Haines's Bluff, in order to
patch to the Navy Department:
prevent heavy ·reenforcements l eaving VicksFuo sniP BENTo:., GnAND GuLF, Miss., 2
burg to assist the Confederate forces at Grand
May Sd, 1863. S
Gulf. Gen. Sherman moved upon Haines's
To the Hon. Gide01i Welles, Sec'y of the Navy:
Bluff, landing his forces on the south bank of
Sm : I have the hono1· to report thdt I got under the Yazoo, and the attack was made chiefly by
way this morning with the Lafayette, Carondelet, the gunboats, on the 6th of :May. The iron111onnd City, and Pittsburg, and proceeded up to the
forts at Grand Gull; for the purpose of attacking them clads De Kalb and Choctaw, with other gunagain if they had not been abandoned.
boats, engaged the batteries for six hours, durThe enemy had left before we got up, blowing up ing which the Ohoctaw was struck fifty-four
their ammunition, spikinfi their large guns and bury- times. The enemy displayed a strong force,
ing or taking away their i~hter ones. The armament and anticipated a battle. On the 'lth the exconsisted of thirteen guns mall. The works are of
the most extensive kind, and would seem to defy the pedition returned, and the military part preetrorts of a much heavier fleet than the one which p ared to join Gen. Grant. It was entirely
silenced them.
successful in preventing reenforcements to the
'l'he forts were li terally torn to pieces by the ac- enemy at Port Gibson.
curacy of our fire. Col. Wade, the commandant of
the batl-erie , was killed; also his chief of staff.
It had been the purpose of Gen. Grant, up to
Eleven men were killed that we know of, and our in- the time of crossing the Mississippi, to collect all
formant snys many were wounded, and that no one his forces at Grand Gulf, and to get on hand a
· was permiUed to go inside the forts afte1· the action, good supply of provisions and ordnance stores,
except those belon~ing there.
b ,,
·
·
u· k b
f
tl
We had a hard hght for these forts, and it is with
e1ore movmg agamst v 1c s urg rom
1e
great pleu ure that I report that the navy holds the south. He had also determined, in the mean
door to Vick bur~. Grand Gulf is the strongest place while, to detach an army corps to cooperate
on the l'IIissi ipp1. Rad the enemy succeeded in fin- with Gen. Banks on Port Hudson, and effect a
ishing the fortifications, no fleet could have taken J'unction of foroes. But this plan was given
them.
I have been nil over the works, and find them as fol- up by him in consequence of learning that
lows: One fort, on n point of rocks 75 feet hio-h, cal- Gen. Banks could not retu,r n to Baton Rouge
culnted for six or seven guns, mounting two 7-inch from his position west of the Mississippi before
rilled nnd one 8-inch, and one Parrott gun on wheels, the 10th of :May., and that by the reduction
which wns cnrried off. On the left of this work is
t
a triangular work, calculated to mount one heavy of Port Hudson he could not join Gen. Gran
gun.
with more than 12,000 men. The delay also
'.l.'hese 'works are connected with another fort by a. for the arrival of Gen. Bauks at Baton
covere~ way and double_1·ine pits extendiug a qua~ter Rouge and then for the r eduction of Port
of a mile, con tmcted with much labor, and showing H d >
l·' b
. t th t th
ddition
great skill on the part of the constructor. The tbird
n son, . wou u e s_o grea
a
e a
_
tort commands the rfrer ill nil direction~. It mounted of 12,000 men to his forces woulu not make
one splendid Blakely 100-pounder, oue 8-iuch and two · him relatively so strong for th(:l attack upon
0
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Vicksblll'g, ns if it was at thnt time promptly
made. Another reason for a change of bis first
plan, and in favor of n prompt movement on
Vicksburg, was the information that troops
w!;lre expected nt Jackson from the Southern
cities under command of Gen. Bealll'egard.
Meanwhile the army was lying nt Hawkinson's Ferry, waiting for wagons, supplies, and
the arrival of Gen. Sherman's corps. Hawkinson's was the lowest of three ferries over the
Big Black below the railroad. Hall's and Baldwin's were the names of the others. It was
on a new military road from Grand Gulf to
Vicksblll'g.
. In order to facilitate Gen. Grant's operations
by destroying the enemy's lines of communication and preventing the early concentration of
reenforcements, a cavalry raid of unusual boldness was made in the rear of Vicksburg. Ool.
Benj. H. Grierson, commanding the first cavalry brigade, had proposed a descent into the
State of Mississippi, without meeting the approval of the commanding general until the
1st of April, when be was instructed to prepare for an expedition. The force was stationed nt Lagrange about fifty miles east of
Memphis, and four miles west of the junction
of the Mississippi and Charleston railroad. · On
the 1'7th, Ool. Grierson was ordered to move his
force, consisting of the 6th Illinois cavalry, Ool.
Loomis, 7th Illinois, Col. Edward Prince, and
2d Iowa, Ool. Ed ward Hatch, out on the road
to Ripley. Feints bad previously been made
from Lagrange, Memphis, and Corinth, in orto divert the attention of the enemy from the
real movement. Early on the next day, the
18th, the force proceeded to Ripley : from that
village, the 2d Iowa, advancing on the left flank
of the column, took a southeasterly direction,
and crossed the Tallahatchie about five miles
northeast of New Albany. Meanwhile the
main body proceeded directly south and crossed
the river two miles east of New Albany. At
the same time a battalion of the '7th Illinois
marched on the right flank and crossed the
river at New AlbaIJ.y. Skirmishing was kept
up throughout the day by all the forces with
detached bodies of the enemy, who were on
both sides of the river, but unable to impede
the progress of Ool. Grierson. At night the
6th and '7th encamped about four miles south
of New Albany, and the 2d Iowa about four
miles east of that place. About midnight an
attack was made upon this regiment, which
was promptly repulsed. On the morning of
the 19th a detachment was ordered by Col.
Grierson to proceed eastward, another to move
back to New Albany, and n third to march
northwest toward King's Bridge, where a Confederate force under Mnj. Chalmers was reported to be encamped. These movements
,ver e designed to lead the enemy to believe
that the object of the expedition was to break
up the different military organizations in that
part of the country. This was successful.
About nine o'clock the main body resumed its
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march in a southerly direction, with the 2d
Iowa on its left flank. The various detachments which had been sent out soon joµied
the main .column, and the whole force proceeded to Pontotoc. A small Confederate
force was here encountered, and pursued
through the town by the advance, and their
entire camp equipage was captured, and also
four hundred bushels of salt, which were destroyed at night. Ool. Grierson encamped six
miles south of Pontotoc, on the road leading
to Houston.
Early the next morning, Major Lall, of the
2d Iowa, with about one hundred and seventy~
five of the least effective portion of the command, one piece of artillery, and all the prisoners, moved northward, on tl!e return to
Lagrange. The object of Col. Grierson, in
ordering this movement, wns to relieve his
command of incmmbrances, and to lead the
enemy to believe that the expedition had retraced its steps. The march southward was
then resum ed, and the force encamped that
night about ten miles beyond the tow.n of
Houston.
On the next day, the 21st, Col. Hatch, of
the 2d Iowa, was ordered to move bis command toward Oolumbus, and destroy as much
of the Mobile and Ohio railroad as possible, to
attack Columbus if the opposing force was not.
too ·strong, and march thence to Lagrange,
taking such route as he might consider to be
the most suitable. In this movement, Col.
Hatch was quite successful. It entirely misled Gen. Chalmers, who was in pursuit of
Col. Grierson, and gave the latter a start of
two or three. days. The m~n body now continued its march to Starkville, and captured a
mail, which was destroyed. At Dismal Swamp,
four miles from Starkville, a halt was ordered,
and a part of the command continued on five
miles farther to one of the principal tanneries.
in the State, which was destroyed, with a large
stock of boots, shoes, saddles, and leather.
On the 22d, the command again united and
marched twenty-seven miles, nearly to Louisville, Mississippi. The deep streams and marshes made the route very difficult and perilous.
On "the next morning the command reached
Philadelphia; here a mail was captured and
destroyed. About daylight, on the next morning, Newton was reached, where two trains of
cars, loaded with all kinds of quartermaster
and commissary stores, ammunition, nnd shells,
were captured, and their contents destroyed.
One bridge was destroyed about half a mile
east of the place, and three heavy trestlework
bridges ten miles farther up the railroad. On
the 25th, Ool. Grierson reached Nichols's Plantation, seven miles west of Montrose. A more
southerly route was now pursued. At Raleigh
a halt was ordered for th e night, and a scout
sent to cut the telegraph wires on the r ailroad
between Lake Station and Jackson. On arriving within seven miles of the railroad, a regiment of Oonfederate cavalry wos met, which had
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left Brandon in search of Ool. Grierson. They
were on t.h e direct road to his camp, nnd only
fourteen miles distant. The scout succeeded in
misleading the enemy, and returneu safely to
camp. Ool. Grierson immediately moved his
command over Leaf river, and destroyed the
bridge, thereby preventing the possibility of a
surprise in the rear. The command then moved
on to Westville, and crossed the Pearl river at
a point ten miles distant from the latter place.
Two battalions, which had been sent out in advance, under Col. Prince, moved rapidly to the
railroa1l station at Hazelhurst, and captured
forty car~, loaded with shell ammunition, quartermaster's ll.Ilcl commissary stores.
When south of Starkville, Oapt. Forbes, of
Oo. B, '7th Illinois, was ordered to march to
Macon. As he approached within a short distance of that place, he found it occupied by a
considerable force of the enemy. He then
moved to Newton, and thence to Enterprise,
one hundred miles east of the main body ofOol.
G1·ierson's force. Here he sent a flag of truce
to Ool. Good win, commanding the Confederate
force in the place, and demanded his surrender.
Col. Goodwin requested one hour in which to
determine his reply. But Capt. Forbes, finding
the enemy to be stronger than he had supposed,
and having accomplished his object in diverting their attent.ion, before the expiration of the
hour commenced a rapid :i;novement to join
Ool. Grierson, then more than a day's march
distant. Taking a westward course, he soon
struck the route of the main body:at Pearl
river, and effected a junction. Near Gallatin a 32-pound Parrott gnn, destined for Port
Gibson, was capti;ired and spiked. Five miles
east of Gallatin, a detachment was sent to
the railroad at Bahala, which destroyed the
track, several cars, water tanks, ancl a considerable amount of other property, and cut the telegraph wires. On the morning of the 28th, Brookhaven was entered by the advance so suddenly
that two hundred of the enemy were ~mrprised
and made prisoners. .A. large number of muskets and five hundred tents, at a camp of instruction, were destroyed. The main body,
after leaving Gallatin, encountered a cavalry
force under Col. Garland, when a skirmish ensued, in which several of the enemy wereld.lled and others taken prisoners . .A. feint, for the purpose of deceiving the enemy, was made toward
Port Gibson, and another toward Natchez
when the main body marched to Brookhaven ..,
On the 30th, Ool. Grierson moved in a southerly direction, and destroyed all the bridges between Brookhaven and Bogue Ohito Station .
.A.t the latter place fifteen cars, partly loaded
with army stores, were destroyed, together
with the depot and other railroad buildings. The force then marched to Summit
where twenty-five freight cars were destroyed'.
Thence Ool. Grierson moved from the railroad
to a point between Magnolia and Liberty, for
the purpose of reaching the Clinton road. Finding a regiment of the enemy's cavalry at Wall's

bridge, on the Tickfaw, a dash was made
upon them, in which eight or ten were killed,
several wounded, and the rest put to flight.
The loss of Col. Grierson was one killed and five
wounded. Moving then east of the Tickfaw a
short distance, the march was continued directly
southward . .A.tEdwai·ds's bridge another regiment of the enemy's cavalry was posted, purposely to dispute the passage. .A. battalion was
sent to engage them, while the main body moved on in the direction of Greensbmg. Only a few
brief skirmishes took place with this regiment.
The march thus far had proved a constant surprise to the inhabitants, and as it was supposed
that Ool. Grierson would l'eturn to La.grange,
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.arrangements had been made to cut off his re- railroads, telegraph, public stores, &c., and then
treat. It was apparent now that his intention push west to rejoin the main force. Gen. Sherwas not to r eturn, but to march through the man moved forward on the Edwards's Station
State. Preparations were therefore made _at road, crossing Fourteen Mile creek at Dillon's
Osyka to stop his progress. It was well known Plantation. Gen. McOlernand moved across
that to advance any farther south it would be the same creek farther west, sending one dinecessary for him to cross several bridges. vision of his corps by the Baldwin's Ferry road
Hence a regiment of Confederate cavalry was as far as the river. At the crossing of Fourteen
so posted as to flank his force, while a body of Mile creek, both .Gens. McOlernand and Sherinfantry was thrown in his front, to hold him man had considerable skirmishing with the
in check until the cav~lry could make an at- enemy to get po!session of the crossing. On the
tack upon his flank and reai-. Col. Grierson, evening of that day, May 11th, Gen. Grant sent
understanding his danger, at once ordered a the following despatch to Maj.-Gen. Halleck,
charge upon the infantry, and, with one dash, at Washington:
My force will be this evening as far advanced along
broke through their lines, and soon left them
far in the rear. Fortunately he met with no Fourteen Mile creek, the left near Black river, and ex1
th t O G
tending in a line nearly east and west, as they can get
.
loss and continue d h JS mare 1 sou
reens- without bringing on a general engagement. I shall
burg, thence direct to Clinton . .A.bout ~en ~iles communica.te with Grand Gulf no more, except it beabove that town he crossed the .A.mite river. comes necessary to send a train with a heavy escort.
On the Big Sandy creek a camp of partisan You may not bear from me again for several weeks.
ranrrers was foun<;l., which he attacked, and de- . That night Gen. McO!ernand's corps was
stroyed one hundred and fifty tents, with the near Black river. Gen. Sherman, in the cencamp equipage and private baggage. Several tre of the line, was at and beyond Auburn ; and
horses were also captured. He then marched Gen. McPherson, about eight miles to the right,
on the Greenville Spring road toward Baton with his corps, had advanced a fewmiles north
Rouge. .A.bout ten miles from the latter place of Utica. Corn, salt meat, and live stock were
he suddenly came· upon a force of cavalry, found abundant.
under Col. Stewart, and . captured the entire
On the next morning, Tuesday, May 12th,
body. .A.bout four o'clock in the afternoon of Gen. McOlernand's advance drove in the enthe 1st of M:iy he entered the city of Baton emy's pickets, and brisk skirmishing ensued for
Rouge, Louisiana. In. seventeen days the troops an hour or two, with little loss on either side.
had marched over eight hundred miles through By noon the enemy bad disappeared from bis
the heart of the State of Mississippi. .A. large front. ·Gen. Sberman early set a division in
number of the enemy were killed and wound- motion, which came upon the enemy at the
ei, and it was estimated that over four millions crossing of Fourteen Mile creek. The cavalry
of property were destroyed. On two important advance was fired upon from the thick woods
railroads communications were cut off with that skirt the stream, and WJlS unable, owing
strong posit.ions of the enemy. Over a thou- to the nature of the ground, to make a charge
clear the enemy from their position. .A. batsand prisoners and more than twelve hundred
horses were captured, and great excitement tery was brought forward, supported by two
was created throughout the State.
regiments, and skirmishers thrown out, who
Meantime, as the army of Gen. Grant lay at drove the enemy slowly until a brigade was .
Hawkinson's Ferry, waiting for supplies and the thrown upon their right and left flanks, when
arrival of Gen. Sherman's corps, demonstrations they withdrew toward Raymond. The prinwere made to induce the enemy to think that cipal resistancl:) to the line of march was, howroute and the one by Hall's Ferry, next above ever, in front of Gen. McPherson. At ten
on the Big Black river, were objects of much o'clock his advance, under Gen. Logf!U, came
solicitude to Gen. Grant. Reconnoissances were upon a Confederate force, estimated at ten
made ·on the west side of the Big Black river, thousand, but which proved to be two brigades
extending within six .miles of Warrenton.
up.der Gens. Gregg and Walker, posted on FonOn the 7th of May an advance was ordered. dreu's creek, about two miles south of RayGen. McPherson's corps w.ere required to keep mond. Brisk skirmishing began at once, which
the road nearest Black river to Rocky Springs. soon brought on a general engagement. The
Gen. McOlernand's corps moved on the ridge enemy was almost wholly concealed at first by
road running from Willow Springs, and Gen. the woods bordering the stream, behind which
Sherman followed, with bis corps divided on their forces were posted. Their artillery was
the two roads. All the ferries were closely on an eminence, which commanded the Fedguarded until the troops were well advanced. eral appr<:)Och. The battle continued for three
It was the intention of Gen. Grant here to hug Ohours, when the enemy, after heavy loss in killthe Big Black river as closely as possible with ed, wounded, and missing, withdrew in two colGen. McOiern·and's nnd Gen. Sherman's corps, umns, the principal one taking the road to Jackand Chus get them to the Jackson and Vicks- son. Gen. McPherson immediately occupied
.
burg railroad, at some point between Ed ws.rds's Raymond.
Gen. Grant was at this time with Gen. SherStation and Bolton. Hen. McPherson was ordered to move. by way of Utica to Raymond, man's corps, and had ordered that corps and also
and from thence into Jackson, destroying the Gen. McOlernand's to move toward the rail-

or
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rond from Vicksburg to J nckson by parallel roads, described : "With colors flying, ·and with a
the latter in the direction of Edwards's Station, step as measured and unbroken as if on dress
and the former to a point on the railroad be- parade, the movement was executed. Slowly
tween Edwards's Station and Bolton. But he they advanced, crossed the narrow ravine, and,
afterward ordered these two corps to march to with fixed bayonets, reached the crest of tbehill
.Raymond, in consequence of being informed in easy range of the rebel line. Here they re- .
that the enemy had retreated to Jackson after ceived a tremendous volley, which caused paintbe defeat near Raymond, and also that reen- ful gaps in their ranks. They held their fire unforcements were daily arriving at Jackson, and til they were within a distance of thirty paces,
that Gen. Joseph E. Johnston was hourly ex- when they delivered the returning volley with
pected there to take the command in person. · fearful effect, and, without waiting to reload
He says : " I therefore determined to make their muskets, with a terrific yell, they rushed
sure of that plnce, and leave no enemy in my upon the staggered foe. Qverthefences, through
the brushwood, into the inclosure, they worked
rear."
On the next day, the 13th, Gen. McPherson th-eir way, slaughtering on the right and left
moved to Clinton, and destl'Oyed the railroads without mercy. The enemy, astonished at their
and t elegraph, and captured some important impetuosity, wavered and fell back, rallied
despatches from Gen. Pemberton to Gen. Gregg, again, and finally broke in wild confusion."
who had coµimand on the previous day in the They finally retreated north, but without furbattle of Raymond. Gen. Sherman moved to a ther damage.
paraJlel position on the Mississippi Springs and
When Gen. Sherman encountered the enJackson road, and Gen. McOlernand moved to emy, he soon discovered the weakness of the
a point near Raymond.
latter by sending a reconnoitering party to his
On the 14th, Gen. McPherson and Gen. right, which had the effect of causing them to
Sherman each advanced from his respective retreat from that part of their line. A few
position toward Jackson. The rain had fallen of the artillerists, however, r emained in their
in torrents during the night before, and it con- places, firing upon Gen. Sherman's troops until
tinued to fall until about noon, thus making -the last moment, evidently having been inthe roads at first 'slippery, and then miry. structed to do so with the expectation of being
Nevertheless, the troops marched in excellent captured in the end.
order and spirits about fourteen miles, when
At this time Gen. McOlernand occupied Clinthey came upon the enemy. The main body of ton with one division, Mississippi Springs with
their force in Jackson had marched out on the another, Raymond with a third, and his fourth
Clinton road, and encountered Gen. McPher- division and Gen. Blair's division of Gen. Sherson about two and a half miles from the city. man's corps were with a wagon train, st.ill in
A small force of artillery and infantry also took the rear near Auburn. At the same time Gen.
o. strong position in front of' Gen. Sherman, McArthur, with one brigade of his division of
o.bout the same distance out from Jackson.
Gen. McPherson's corps, was moving toward
On the march of Gen. McPherson from Clin- R aymond on the Utica road. It was not the
t on , toward Jackson, Gen. Crocker's division intention of Gen. Grant to move these forces
h eld the advance. All was quiet until he r each- any nearer Jackson, but to have them in a poed a hill overlooking a broad open field, through sition where they could be in supporting disthe centre of which, and over the crest of the tance if the resistance at Jacksqn should prove
llill beyond, the road to J ackson passed. On the more olistinate than there seemed any reason
left of this latter hill the enemy h ad posted his to expect.
artille1·y, and along the crest bis line of battle.
On the retreat of the · enemy, Gen. McPherAs the Federal force came within range, the son followed dfrectly into the city of Jacks.on.
artillery of the enemy opened fire. The bat- A fine battery of six pieces was found, and
. tery of the First Missouri was. moved to the left around the Deaf and Dumb Institute, which
of a cotton gin in the open field, and returned wns used as a hospital, tents enough were
the fire for nearly an hour, when the guns of seized to encamp an· entire division. The comthe enemy were withdrawn. Meantime, Gen. missary and quartermaster's stores were in
Crocker had thrown out two brigades to the flames. The Governor and State Treasurer had
right and left of his battery, supported by an- withdrawn, taking the State funds and papers.
other brigade at a proper di tance, and had also AU citizens officially connected with State or
pu bed forward a strong line of skirmishers, Confederate Governments bad also left. Many
and posted them in a ravine in front, which . soldiers remained, besides a large number in
protected them from the fire of the enemy. Af- the hospital.
t er a little delay they were again advanced out
At night, Gen. Grant, who with Gen. Sh~rof cover, and a desultory fire ensued between man.'s corps had arrived at Jackson, was ID·
the opposite lines of skirmishers, in which the formed that Gen. J ohriston, as soon as be bad
enemy, owing to the nature of the ground, bad satisfied himself that Jackson was to be atthe advantage. At length Gen. Crocker, seeing tacked, had ordered Gen. Pemberton perempthe neces ity of driving tho rebels from the torily to march out from Vicksburg and ~ttac_k
crest of the hill, ordered a charge along the the Federal r ear. Availing himself of this
lino, the execution of which has been thus information, h':l immediately issued orders to
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Gen. McOlernand, and to Gen. Blair of Sherman's corps, to face their troops toward Bolton, with a. view to reaching Edwards's Station
by marching on different roads, which converged near Bolton. Gen. McPherson was
ordered to retrace his steps on the Clinton
road, early on the morning of the 15th. Gen.
Sherman was left in Jackson to destroy the
railroads, bridges, factories, workshops, arsenals, and everything valuable for the support.
of the enemy. On the afternoon of the 15th,
Gen. Grant proceeded as far west as Clinton,
th.rbugh which place Gen. McPherson's corps
had passed to within supporting distance of
Gen. Hovey's division of Gen. McOlernf!nd's
corps, which had moveq. that day on the same
road to within one and a half mile of Bolton.
The country from Jackson to Bolton is rugged
and broken, with a succession of hills and valleys, precipitous steeps and deep ravines, over
and through whi~h 'the road passes. Gen.
Grant, on reaching Clinton, about five o'clock
P. M., ordered Gen. McOiernand to move his
command early the next morning toward Edwards's Station, m!l.l'ching so as to feel the
enemy, if he encountered him, but not to
bring on a general engagement 1ioless he was
confident he was able to defeat him. Geo. Blair
was also orderecl to move with Gen. McOiernand.
Eady the next morning, two persons employed on the Jackson and Vicksburg railroad,
who had passed through the army of Gen.
Pemberton on the night before, were brought
to the headquarters of Gen. Grant. They
stated that the force of Gen. Pemberton consisted of about eighty regiments, with ten batteries of artillery, and that the whole force
was estimated at near twenty-five thousand
men. They also described the positions taken
by the enemy, and his intention to attack the
Federal rear. Gen. Grant had determined to
]eave one division of Gen. Sherman's corps
• one day longer in Jackson, but after this information he resolved to bring his entire command up at once, and accordingly sent orders
to him to move with all possible speed until he
came up with the main force at Bolton. A
despatch was sent to Gen. Blair at the same
time, to push forward his division in the direction of Edwards's Station with all possible despatch. Gen. McClernand was also ordered to
establish communication between Gen. Blair
and Gen. Osterhaos of his corps, and to keep
it up, moving the former to the support of the
latter. Gen. McPherson was also ordered forward at 5.46 A. M., to join Gen. McOlernand.
The information received was communicated
to Gen. McOiernand, with instructions as to the
disposition of his forces.
Early on the morning of the 16th, Gen.
Grant left Clinton for the advance, and on arriving at the point where the road from Raymond to Bolton crosses the Jackson and Vicksburg railroad, he found Gen. McPherson's
advance and his pioneer corps engaged in

rebuilding a bridge on the latter road, that
had been destroyed by the cavalry of Gen.
Osterhaus's division, which had gone into Bol- ·
ton the night before. On reaching the front,
Gen. Grant found Gen. Hovey's division of the
thirteenth corps at a halt, with his skirmishers
and the enemy's pickets near each other. Gen.
Hovey was bringing his troops into line, rendy
for battle, and could have brought on an engagement at any moment. The enemy had taken
11p a very strong position on a narrow ridge.
His left rested on a height where the road
made a sharp turn to the left, as it approached
Vicksburg. The top of the ridge and the
precipitous hillside to the left of the road were
covered by a dense forest and undergrowth.
To the right of the road the woods extended a
short distance down the hill, and then were
cultivated fields on a gentle slope spreading
into an extensive valley. Gen. Hov.ey's division
was disposed for the attack on the road nnd
into the wooded ravine and hillside, while
Gen. McPherson's force, excepting Gen. Ransom's brigade, which arrived after the battle,
were thrown to the -right of the road, which
was properly the enemy's rear. Still ~en.
Grant would not allow an attack to be commenced by his troops until he could hear from
Gen. McOlernnnd, who was advancing with four,
divisions, two of which were on a road intersecting the Jackson road about one mile from
the position occupied by the above-mentioned
troops, and about the centre of the enemy's
line; the other two divisions were on a road
still farther north, and nearly the same distance
off. Learning that Gen. McOlernand was distant two and a half miles, Gen. Grant ~eot orders to him to push forward with all rapidity.
Meanwhile the continued firing between Gen.
Hovey's skirmishers and the enemy grew into
a battle by eleven o'clock. At first this division bore the brunt of the conflict, but finding
the enemy too strong for them, one brigade
a.nd then another of Gen. Orocker's division
of Gen. McPherson's corps was ordered to reenforce them. Meanwhile Gen. Logan's division
of McPherson's corps was working upon the
enemy's left and rear, which weakened exceedingly their attack in front. Here their force
outnumbered the Federal force. Gen. McClernand was, however, expected mo~entaril!
upon the field. But he did not arnve until
the enemy had been driven from the field after
a terrible contest of hours, in which he m_et
with a .heavy loss in killed, wounded, prisoners, and artillery. It appeared afterward
that the road to Vicksburg, after following !he
ridge in a southerly direction about one mile,
intersecting. one of the roads to Raymond,
turned almost to the west, down the hill and
across the valley in which Gen. Logan was ~perating on the rear of the enemy. One bnf
ade of his division had, unconscious of this
fact, penetrated nearly to -this road, and compelled the enemy to retreat to avoid capture.
As it was, much of his artillery and Gen. Lor·
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ino-'s division of his army were cut off, besides
th~ prisoners captured.
·
On the request of Gen. Hovey for more re- ·
enforcements, just before the rout of the enemy
commenced Gen. Grant ordered Gen. McPherson to mo;e what otroops he could by a left
flank to the enemy's front. Proceeding to the
front and expecting every moment to see the
enemy Gen. Grant found, on reaching what
had b~en his line, that he was retreating.
Upon arriving at the Raymond road, Gen.
Grant perceived a column .of troops on the
left and on the next ridge, which proved to be
Gen. Carr's division of Gen. McOlernand's
corps. To the left, Gen. Osterbaus's division of
the same corps soon after appeared with bis
skirmishers well advanced. Gen. Carr was ordered .to pursue the enemy with all speed to
Black river, and to cross it if he could, and
Gen. Osterhaus was ordered to follow. The
pursuit continued until after dark, and a train
of cars loaded with commissary and ordnance
stores and other property was captured. Gen. ·
Grant states that "the delay in the advance
of the troops immediately with Gen. McClernand was caused, no doubt, by the enemy presenting a front of artillery and infantry, where
it was impossible, from the nature of the ground
and the density of the forest, to discover his
numbers. As it was, the battle of Champion's
Hill, or Baker's Creek, was fought mainly by
Gen. Hovey's division of McOlernand's corps,
and Gens. Logan's and Quimby's divisions (the
latter commanded by Brigadier-General M. M.
Crocker) of McPherson's corps."
Orders were now sent back to Gen. Sherman
to turn his corps toward Bridgeport, and Gen.
Blair was expected to join him at that place.
Bridgeport was on the Black river, and some
miles north of the railroad. By crossing the
river at that point, Gen. Sherman would be
on the flank ?f the ene~y, if they _made a
stand at the railroad crossrng of tbe nver..
At daylight on the next morning, the 1'7tl1,
the pursuit was renewed; with the corps of
Gen. McClernand in the advance. The enemy
was found strongly posted on both sides of the
Black river, at a point where the bluffs on the
west side extended to the water's edge, but the ·
east side was an open cultivated bottom .of
nearly one mile in width, and · surrounded by
~ ba:i:ou of stagnant water from two to tbr~e
fe~t rn depth and from ten to twenty feet m
width, extending from the river above the railroad ~o the river below. .A.long the inside ~ine
o~ this. bayou the enemy ~ad constr?cted riflepits,. with the bayou servrng as a ditch on the
outside and immediately in front of them.
~h~ division of Gen. Carr occupied the right
m mvesting this position, and the brigade of
~en. L11wler occupied the right of the divis10n. After a few hours' skirmishing, Gen.
L~w ler discovered that by moving a portion of
his brigade under cover of the river bank, be
could get a position from which the enemy
could be successfully assaulted. He accord-

ingly ordered a charge. Notwithstanding the
level ground over which a portion of his troops
had to pass_wit~out cover, and the great obstacle of the ditch m front of the enemy's works,
the charge was gallantly and successfully made,
and in a few minutes the entire garrison with
seventeen pieces of artillery were the trophies
of this brilliant movement. The enemy on the
west bank of the river immediately set fire to
the railroad bridge and retreated, thereb;y cutting off all chance of escape for any portion of
his forces remaining on the east bank.
By this tim~, Gen. Sherman bad reached
Bridgeport on the Black river above. The
only pontoon train was with him. By the
morning of the 18th, he had crossed the river
and was ready to march on Vicksburg. Gens.
McOlernand and McPherson caused · floating
bridges to be constructed during the night,
and were ready to cross their troops by eight
o'clock on t!te next morning.
Early that morning, Gen. Sherman commenced his march by the Bridgeport and Vicksburg road, and, when within three and a half
miles of Vicksburg, be turned to the right to
get possession of Walnut Hills and the Yazoo
river. This was successfully accomplished before night. Gen. McPherson crossed the Black
river above the road to Jackson, and came into
the same road with Gen. Sherman, but in bis
rear. His advance arrived after nightfall at
the point where Gen. Sherman turned to the
right. Gen. McClernand moved by the Jackson and Vicksburg road to Mount Albans, in
the rear of Vicksburg, and there turned to the
left to get into the Baldwin's Ferry road. By
this disposition the three army corps covered
all the gro'und their strength would admit of,
anc1 by the morning of the 19th the investment
of Vicksburg was made as complete as could be
by the forces under the command of Gen. Grant.
In the march from Bruinsburg to Vicksburg,
only five days' rations were issued and three
of these were taken in haversaeks at the start
and soon exhausted. It was a period of twenty
days before supplies could be obtained from
Government stores, during which all other
subsistence was obtained from the country
through which the army passed. It wns abundantly supplied with corn bacon beef and
mutton. The march was c~mmenc~d without
wagons except such as could be picked up.
Communications were at once opened with the
fleet above Vicksburg and Gen. Grant's base
for supplies was changed from Grand Gulf to
the Yazoo. The move!nents by wbich this ~as
effected are thus described in a despatch from
Rear-Admiral Porter to the Secretary of the
Navy:
·
FLAG 8B:!P BLACK HAWK,
HAnras' s BLUFF, YAZOO R1vxn. .Hay 20th.

l
f

To Hon. Gideon Welles, Secretary of tlie Navy:
On the morning 't>fthe 16th I came over t-0 t.b~ Yazoo
to be ready to cooperate with Gen. Grant, leavrng two
of the ironclads at Red River, one at Grand Gulf, one at
Carthage, three at Warrenton, and two in the Yazoo,
which feft me a small force. Still I disposed of them
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to the best advantage. On the 18th, at meridian, firing was beard in th e rear of Vicksburg, which assured
me that Gen. Grant was approachi ng the city. The
cannonading was kept up furiously for some time,
when, by the aid of glasses, I discovered a com.Pnny
of artillery advancing, taking position, and driving
the rebels before them. I immediately saw that Gen.
Shermun's division had come on to the left of Snyder's
Bluff, and that the rebels at that pince had been cut
off from joining the forces in the city.
I des patched the DeKalb, Lieut.-Commnnder Walker, the Choctaw, Lieut.-Commnnder Ramsay, the
Romeo, and Forest Rose, nil under command of Lieut.Commander Breese, up the Y nzoo, to open communicution in that way with Gens. Grant and Sherman.
This I succeeded in doing, and in three hours received
letters from Gens. Grant, -Sherman, and Steele, informing me of this vast success, and asking me to send up
provisions, which was at once done. In the mean time,
Lieuteunnt-Commnnder Wulke.r in the DeKalb pushed
on to Hnines's Bluff, which the enemy bnd commenced
evacuating the day before, and a party remained behind in the hopes of destroying or taking away a large
amount of ammunition on band. When they saw tl:ie
gunboats they ran out and left everything in good order, guns, forts, tents, and equipage of nil kinds, which
fell into our hands.
·
As soon as the capture ofHaines's Bluff and the fourteen forts was reported to me, I shoved up the gunboats from below to fire on the hill batteries, which
fire was kept up for two or three hours. At midnight
they moved up to the town and opened on it for about
an hour, and continued at intervals during the night
to annoy the garrison. On the 19th I placed six mortars in position, with orders to fire night and day as
rapidly as th ey could.
The works at Haine.s's Bluff are v~ry formidable.
There are fourteen of the heaviest kind of mounted
eight and ten inch and seven and a half inch rifle
guns, with ammunition enough to Inst a long siege.
As the gun carriages might again fall into the hands
of the enemy, I had them burned, blew up the magazine, nnd destroyed the works generally. I also
burned up the encampments, which were permanently
and remurkably well constructed, looking as though
the rebels in t.ended to stay some time. Their works
and encampments covered many acres of ground, and
the fortilicatious and rifle pits proper ofHnines'sBluff
extend abont a mile and a quarter. Such a network
of forts I never saw.
· .As soon ns I got through with the destruction of the
magnzines and other works, I stnrted Lieut.-Com.
Walker up the Yazoo river with sufficient force to destroy nil the enemy's property in that direction, with
orders to return WI th all despatch, and only to proceed
as far ns Yazoo City, where the rebels have a navy
yard and storehouses.
I n the menu time Gen . Grant bas closely invested
Vicksburg, and has possession of tbe best commanding points. In a very short time a general assault
will take pince, when I hope to announce that Vicksburg hns fall en after a series of the most brilliant successes that ever attended an army.
There bas never been a case during the war where
the rebels have been so successfully beaten at all points,
nod tho patience and endurance shown by our army
and navy for so many months is about being rewarded.
It is a mere question of a few hours, and then, with
the e;-coept iou of Port Huds~n, which will follow Vicksburg, th e Mississippi will be open its entire length.
(Signed)
D. D. PORTER,
Com'g Mississippi Squadron.

The r esult of the expedition to Yazoo City
i thus described in the report of Lieut. Walker,

addressed to Rear-.A.dmii:al Porter:

u. s. STEAMP.R BAT! ON DE KALB,

l

f
Sm: I have the honor to report th at in obedience to
your order I started from Snyder's Illutr on the 20th,
.MOUTH YAZOO RIVER,

M ay 23d.

with the DeKalb, Choctaw, Forest Rose, Linden, and
Petrel, on nu expedition to Yazoo City. .Arriving at
"Hnines's Bluff, I landed a force and spiked an 8-inch
gun on the fort there, and burned the carriage. I also
burned some forty tents left standing, and n steam sawmill.
.Arriving at Yazoo City at 1 P. 1r., 20th, I was met
by a committee of citizens, whf> informed me that tbe
place had been evacuated by the military authorities,
and asking protection. The navy yard and vessels hnd
been fired by the enemy. I sent a working party to
insure the destruction of everything valuable to the
rebels. The vessels bnrned were tl:ie Mobile, a screw
vessel, ready for plating; the Republic, which was
being fitted out for n ram; and a vessel on the stocks
-a monster, 310 feet long, 75 feet beam. The navy
yard contained five saw and planing mills, an extensive machine shoJ?, carpenter and blacksmith shops,
and all necessary fixtures for a large building and repairing yard, which, with a very large quantity of
lumber, were burned. I also burned n large sawmill
above the town. Most of the public stores bad been removed; such as I found in town were taken on board
the vessels or destroyed. Enclosed I send a list of ar·
ticles removed or destroyed by .Acting Volunteer Lieut.
Brown, the officer detailed for that purpose. In the
hospital I found and paroled 1,500 prisoners, a list of
whom I enclose.
Returning, I left Yazoo City this morning, arrivin"
here at 4 P. )!. .At Liverpool Landing, in n sharp beua
in the river, we were attacked by some field guns, and
about 200 riflemen concealed in the bushes, and for a
few minutes the firing was very sharp. The enemy
retreated us soon as the vessels got into position to use
their guns with effect. The Petrel , Linden, and Choctaw were struck with shot, but received no particular
injury. Sergt. Stockinger, of this vessel, was killed by
a rifle shot. The Linden had five wounded, the Petrel
two, and the Choctaw one. lllost of the wounds are
slight.

After the storming of their position on the
Big Black river, the Confederate force fell
back to Vicksburg, which they reached about
eight o'clock on Sunday night, the 17th. Their
army was immediately reorganized, and placed
as follows : Gen. Smith's division · on the extreme left, Major-Gen. Forney in the centre,
and Major-Gen. Stephenson on the right. Brig.Gen. Bowen's division of Missourians held the
reserve.
It bas been stated that by the ·morning of
Tuesday, the 19th, Vicksburg was invested by
the Federal army. During that day there wns
a continued skirmishing, and Gen. Grnnt was
not without hope of carrying the works. He
found bis forces insufficient to entirely invest
the works. There was therefore danger that
the two bodies of the enemy, under Gens.
.Johnston and Pemberton, might yet effect a
junction, as it ·was known th'at the former
was receiving large reenforcemsnts from Gen.
Bragg's army in Middle and Eastern Tennessee.
He therefore ordered a general assault to be
made at two o'clock in the afternoon. This was
made by the fifttentb arri1y corps, which arrived
in time before the works on tlie previous duy
to get a good position. The thirteenth and
seventeenth corps succeeded in gaining an advanced position covered from the fire of the
enemy. .A. Confederate report of the actio~ of
Tuesday is as follows : " On Tuesday mormn~,
before daylight, th ey opened fire from tbeJT
batteries, our guns responding immediately and
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with fine effect, compelling the enemy to shift
their batteries several times. At the same time
the enemy endeavored to throw forward a body
of' sharpshooters, but were prevented by the
fire of our men from so doing. The artillery
duel and sharpshooting continued for about
three hours, when Gen. Pemberton rode up
and ordered our men to cease firing, as he desired no artillery duels. · In "obedience to the
order, our men ceased firing, and the result was
that next morning, the enemy, emboldened by
our silence, approached one hundred yards
nearer than they were the day before, without
any opposition. On Tuesday the enemy made
their first assault on the line of works held by
Brig.-Gen. Shoup's brigade of Louisianians.
They marched np in one solid column, our men
withholding their fire until the enemy had approached within thirty yards of the lines, when
they opened a terrific volley of mu ketry. The
enemy wavered a moment, and then marched
forward. They were again met qy another
volley, when they broke and fled under cover
of the hills. This w11S the only attempt made
on that day to force our lines, and the attempt
was evidently made more with the intention
of 'feeling ' our lines than with any serious
idea of storming them."
By the 21st, the arrangements of Gen. Grant
for drawing supplies of every description were
completed, and he determined to make another
effort to carry Vicksburg by assault. His rea-
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sons for this are thus stated: "I believed an
assault from the position gained by this time
could be made successfully. It was known that
Johnston was at Oanton with the force taken by
him from Jackson, reenforced by other troops
from the east, and that more were daily reach-ing him. With th~ force I had, a short time
must have enabled him .to attack me in the
rear, and possibly to succeed in raising the siege.
Possession of Vicksburg at that time would
have enabled me to turn upon Johnston a11d
drive him from the State, and possess myself
of all the railroads and practical military highways, thus effectually securing to ourselves all
territory west of the Tombigbee, and this before the season was too far advanced for campaigning in this latitude. It would have saved
Government sending large reenforcements much
needed elsewhere; and, finally, the troops
themselves were impatient to possess Vicksburg, and would not have worked in the
trenches with the same zeal, believing it unnecessary, that they did after their failure to
carry the enemy's works."
Accordingly, orders were issued on the 21st
for a general assault on the whole line, to commence at 10 A. M. on the next day. This assault is thus described by Gen. Grant : "All
the corps commanders set their time by min<;i,
that there should. be no difference between
them in the movement of assault. Promptly at
the hour designated, the three army corps then
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in front of the enemy's works commenced the
assault. I bad taken a commandingposition near
McPherson's front, and from wliich I could see
all the advancing columns fyom his corps, and
a part of each of Sherman's and McOlernand's.
A portion of the commands of each succeeded
in planting their flags on the outer slopes of
the enemy's bastions, a,nd maintained them
there until night. Each corps had many more
men than could possibly be used in the assault,
· over such ground as intervened between them
and the enemy. More men could only avail in
case of breaking through the enemy's line or
in repelling a sortie. The assault was gallant
in the extreme on the part of all the troops,
but th e enemy's position was too strong, both
naturally and artificially, to be taken in that
way. At every point assaulted, and at all of
them at the same time, the enemy was able to
show all the force his worka could cover. The
assault failed, I regret to say,, with much loss
on our side in killed and wounded; but without weakening the confidence of the troops in
their ability to ultimately succeed.
·
"No troops succeeded in entering any of the
enemy's works, with the exception of Sergeant
Griffith, of the Twenty-first regiment Iowa volunteers, and some eleven privates of the same
regiment. Of these none returned except the
sergeant n,nd possibly one m!J.n. The work entered by him, from its position, could give us
no practical advantage, unless others to the
right and left of it were carried and h eld at the
same tim e. The assault proved the quality of
the soldiers of this army. Without ent,ire success, and with a heavy loss, there was no murmuring or complaining, no falling back, or
other evidence of demoralization."
A Oonfederate report thus describes the
manner in which the assault was met by them:
"The days intervening from the 19th to the
22d were spent in one continued born barding
and sharpshooting during the day; in the night
· they gen erally teased firing. On the morning
of the 22d, the enemy opened a terrific fire with
their P arrott guns, and contjnued it till about
eleven o clock, when the bombardment ceased,
and heavy columns of the enemy could be seen
forming in line of battle. Our forces were all
· ready for them, and eager for their advance.
At about a quarter to twelve, the column of the
Federal army advanced all along the lines in
splendid order, and with a loud cheer dashed
up to the works. They were gallantlyresponded to by our brave boys, and the first charge
repulsed. On the extreme right of our lines,
the nature of the ground prevented the enemy
from making any heavy attack, but on the right
of the centre, the centre, and the left of the
centre, the assault was desperately made and
gallantly met. But once did our lines break,
and that was in Lee's brigade. The enemy
gained a temporary footing on the rifle pits,
but Lee quickly rallied his men, and, after a
desperate band-to-hand fight, drove them out
and reoccupied the lines. The engagement

at this point and at the right of the line, held
by Brig.-Gen. L. Herbert, was of a terrible nature, · the Federals having thrown their best
troops on these works . . Five times did they
charge, and each time were repulsed. The last
charge on the right of Brig.-Gen. Herbert's
lines was made by an Irish regiment (the Seventeenth Wisconsin), carrying the green flag
of Erin. They oame at a double quick up the
hill, each man in the front rank furnished with
lad~ers to reach the works. Three times they
essayed to plant their ladders, but were prevented by the obstinate resistance offered by
the consolidated Twenty-first and Twentythird Louisiana regiments. At the third charge
they came within ten yards 'of the line, but two
volleys .of buckshot from the shotguns of our
forces compelled them to make a precipitate
retrent from the front of our works. At about
2 o'clock they made their last charge, and were
again repulsed, when they retired, and did not
attempt any further demonstration that day.
The loss of the enemy on that day is estimated
by competent parties at not less than from
8,000 to 10,000, while our loss was between
800 and 1,000 in killed and wounded."
The following despatch of Rear-Admiral Porter to the Secretary of the Navy, describes the
part taken in this conflict by the naval force :
MlssIBSil'PI SQUADRON, FLAG SmP BLACK HAWK,}

•

.Ma-,•ch 28d, 1868.

Sm: On the evening of the 21st I received a com•
munication ,from Gen. Grant, informing me that be
intended to attack the whole of the rebel works at .
10 A. M. the next day, and asking me to shell the
batteries from 9.30 until 10.30, to annoy the garrisons. I kept six mortars playing rapidly on the works
nod town all night, and sent the Benton, Mound City,
and Carondelet up to shell the water batteries aud
other places where troops might be resting during the
night.
.At seven o'clock in the morning, the Mound City
· proceeded across the river, and made an attack on the
hill batteries opposite the canal. .At eight o'clock I
joined her in company wit.h the Benton, Tuscumbia,
and Carondelet. All these vessels opened on the bill
batteries and finally silenced them, though the main
work on the battery containing the heavy rifled ~un
was done by the Mound City, Lieut.-Commandrng
Byron Wilson. I then pushed the Ben~on, Mo~od
City, and Carond elet up to the water battenes, leavmg
the Tuscumbia, which is still out of repair, to keep the
hill batteries from firing on our vessels after they bad
passed by. The three gunboats passed up 'Slowly,
owing to the strong current, the Mound City lending,
the Benton following, and the Carondelet astern. T~e
water batteries opened furiously, supported by a hill
battery on the starboard beam of the vessels. The
vessels advanced to within 44-0 yards (by our marks),
and returned the fire for two hours without cessa·
tion, the enemy's fire being very accurate and in·
cessant.
.
Finding that the hill bat..teries behind us. w~re SI· ·
lenced, I ordered up the Tuscumbia to w1tbm 200
ynrds of the batteries, but her tunet was soon mndde
untenable. Not standing the enemy's shot, I ma e
her drop down. I had been engaged with the forts nod
hour longer than Gen. Grant asked. The vessels ha
all received severe shots under water, which we coul~
not stop up while in motion, and not knowing wba
might have delayed the movement of the army, I 0,r·
dered the. vessels to drop out of fire, which th ey di~
in a .cool, handsome manner. This was the hottes
fire the gunbonts have ever been under, but owing to
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· the water batteries being more on a level with them
than usual, the gunboats threw in their shells so f~st
that the · aim of the enemy was not ~ery good. 'I he
enemy hit our vess_els a n~mber of t1mi;\S, bnt, fightin"' bow ou they did but little damage, Not a man
w;s killed,' and only a few woun_ded. I had only
ammunition enough for a few mmutes longer, and
set t¥11 hands to work to fill up from our depot below.
After dropping ba?k I found that the ene~y had
taken possession agam of one of the lower bill batteries and was endeavormg to remount his guns, and
had ~ounted a 12-pounder field piece to fire at General McArthur's troops, which bad landed a sh?rt
time berore at Warrenton. I .sent the Mound City
and the Carondelet to drive him off, which they did in
a few moments.
I beg leave to enclose a letter from Gen. McArthur explain in"' wby be did not, to use bis own expres!!ion: take advlilitage of the result gained by the gunboats.
I have since learned through General Grant, that
the army did assault at the right time vigoro~sly. In
the noise and smoke we could not bear or see 1t. The
gunboats were, therefore, still fi~hting when the a~sault bad proved unsuccessful. rhe 0 army had ternhie work before them, and are fighting as well as
soldiers ever fought before, but the works are stronger than any of us dreamed of. Gen. Grant and h!s
soldiers are confident that the brave and energetic
generals in the army will soon overcome all obstacles
and carry tbe works.
(Signed)
DAVID D. PORTER,
Act,ing Rear-Admiral, Com. Miss. Squadron.
!Ion. G. WELLES, Secretary of the Navy.
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of the enemy to look over their breastworks.

In one instance, a hat placed on a stick, and held

above a port for two minutes, was pierced by
fifteen balls. The sharpshooters of the enemy
were no less expert. The garrison was buoyed
up with the hope of relief by an attack upon
the rear of Gen. Grant's army by Gen. Johnston, who was gathering troops in Mississippi.
Meantime every effort was made to strengthen the force under the command of Gen. Grant.
He had already ordered a division under Gen.
Lanman and four regiments at Memphis to
join him. He now brought forward the divisions of Gens. Smith and Kimball, of the sixteenth army corps, and placed them under the
command of Maj.-Gen. 0 . 0. Washburn. On
the 11th of Jone, Maj.-Gen. F. J. Herron's
division, from the department of Missouri, arrived, and on the 14th, two divisions of the
ninth army corps,• Maj.-Gen. J . G. P,arke commanding, reached Vic~sbnrg. These two divfaions. were a part of tµe forces of Gen.
Burnside, commanding in the Department of
Ohio. This increase of the forces of Gen.
Grant enabled him to make the investment of
Vicksbmg more complete, and at the same
time left him a large reserve _with which to
watch the movements of Gen. Johnston.
These reenforcements were arranged by plaGen. Grant now determined upon a regular cing Gen. Herron's di vision on the extreme left,
siege of Vicksburg, and immediately began to south of tbe city. Gen. Lanman's division was
mine the lines. The orders given to the ene- placed between Gens. Herron and McOlernand.
my, by Gen. Pemberton, forbade the waste of Gen. Smith's and Gen. Kimball's divisions and
ammunition, and thus Gen. Grant was able to the force under Gen. Parke were sent to Haines's
commence throwing up works., and erecting Bluff. This place was now ~ortified on the
forts within a short distance of the opposing land side, and every preparation made to resist
line of breastworks. The firing upon the town a heavy force. .A.bout the 25th of June, Gen.
was made only during the day, until the 26th Johnston crossed the Big Black river with a
of May! after which it was continued day and portion of his force, and everything indicated
night. The mortars on the peninsula opposite that he would make an attack. The position
Vicksburg opened fire on the 25th, and con- of Gen. Grant before Vicksburg having ueen
tinued it until the sur1·ender. It was estimated made as strong against a sortie of the enemy
at Vicksburg that as many as 6,000 mortar as their works were against an assault, he
shells were thrown into the town every twen- placed Gen. Sherman in command of all the
ty-four hours, and on the line in the rear of troops -designated to look after Gen. Johnston.
the city, as many as 4,000 in the same time. The force so designated, in addition to that
Of the women and children remaining in the at Haines's Bluff, was one division from the thircity, three were· killed and twelve wounded teenth, :fifteenth, and seventeenth army corps
during the siege. During about five days af- each, and Gen. Lanman's division. As Gen.
ter the siege commenced, the troops in the Johnston did not make the attack at the time it
city were nllowed full rations. At the expira- was expected, Gen. Grant determined to attack
tion of that time, they were gradually reduced him as soon as Vicksburg was taken. He acto the following amount: four ounces of fl.our, cordingly notified Gen. Sherman tbat another
four ounces of bacon, one and a half ounce of assault on Vicksburg would be made at dayrice, two ounces of peas, not eatable, and three light on the 6th of July, and ordered him to
ountes of sugar, making a total of fourteen have up supplies of all descriptions, and to be
and a half ounces of food daily. The extent ready to move upon the receipt-of further orof the works, and the limited number of the ders, if the assault should prove successful.
Oonfeclerate t1·oops, required every man to ds- Gen, Sherman made his preparations immedifeud their lines, and no time was allowed to ately, and was ready to move earlier than the
rest. Whole companies laid back of their time appointed.
breastworks for three weeks without leaving
On the 6th of June an attack was made on
the line for a moment. The sharpshooters of Millikan's Bend, in which the enemy were reGen. Grant's army were regarded by the ene- pulsed. The Union loss was 101 killed, 285
my as splendid shots, and after the first few wounded, and 266 missing. Gen. Halleck, in
days of the siege it was dangerons for any one his report, says : "It is represented that the -
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colored troops, in tlr:s desperate engagement,
fought with great bravery, and that the rebels
treated this class of prisoners of war, as well
as their officers, with great barbarity. It has
not been possible, however, to ascertain the
correctness of the representations in regard to
the treatment of these prisoners." A number of skirmishes also took place along the
Tensas from Lake Providence to Richmond.
The great object of the enemy in these movements was ultimately to approach Vicksburg
from the west. All this time the works of
the siege were pushed forward. But from the
22d of May to the 25th of June, no attempt
upon the city of any serious natYre was made,
with the exception of the attack of the gunboat Cincinnati, for the purpose of silencing one
of the land batteries. The report of this attack was thus made by the officer in charge:
MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON, FLAG SITIP BLAOX HAWK,
•
ABOVE VIOKSBURG, Ma,y 27th, 1868.

l
f

To Re,ar-.AdmimZ I). I). Porter:
Sm: In obedience to your order, the Cincinnati got
under way this morning at seven o'clock, and steamed
slowly down until a little abreast of where the mortars
lie. When we rounded to, the enemy fired several
shots from n gun called "Whistling Dick," but soon
gave it up. Atbalf past eight, with a.full bead of steam,
we stood for the position assigned us. The enemy fired
rapidly and from all their batteries. When abreast of
our pontoon, and rounding to, a ball entered the magazine, and she commenced sinking rapidly. Shortly
after the starboard tiller was carriea away. Before and
after this the enemy fired with great accuracy, hitting
us nearly every time. We were especially annoyed by
plunging shots from the bills, and 8-incb rifled and 10mch smooth-bore shots did us much damage. The gbots
went entirely through our protection-bay and wood.
And now, finding that the vessel would sink, I ran her
up stream ns uenr the right-hand shore ns our damaged
steering apparatus would permit. About ten minutes before she sank we ran close in, got out one plank, and put
the wounded ashore. We also got a hawser out to make
fast ton tree to bold her until she sank. Unfortunately,
the men ashore left the hawser without mnkiug it fast.
The enemy were still firing, and the boat commenced
drifting out. I sang out to the men to swim ashore,
thinking wo were in deeper water (ns was reported)
than we reo.lly were. I suppose about fifteen were
drowned and twenty-five killed and wounded, and one
probubl;i;: t11ke11 prisoner. This will sum up our whole
loss. 'I be bo,tt snnk in about three fathoms of water;
she lies level nod cnn easily be raised, but lies within
range of the enemy's battenes. The vessel went down
witli her colors nailed to her mast, or rather to the
stllmp of one, nil three having been shot away. Our
fire, until th e magazine was drowned, was good, and I
am snti 6ed did damage. We only fired nt n two-gun
water battery.
Very respectfully, &c.,
GEO. M. BACHE, Lieut. Commanding.

•

The progress of the mining operations was
such, that on the 25th of June a fort, on the
immediato right of the Jackson road, was blown
np. It was <>ccupied by the Third Louisiana
regiment. Its destruction had been anticipated
by the enemy, and most of the force was previously withdrawn to an inner line of intrenchmentl, so that only a few men were wounded
by the explosion. As soon as it had been destroyed, n. strong column advanced to storm the
lin , which was met by a force of the enemy,
consisting of the Sixth Missouri, and a bloody

contest ensued, in which the loss was severe on
both sides. The Federal force then retired.
On the 29th of June, the same portion of the
enemy's line was again blown up, but no attempt to charge was made. All attempts to
countermine, on the part of the enemy, vere
signally unsuccessful, owing to the position of
Gen. Grant's works. The state of affairs within the city at this time is thus described by a
Oonfederate officer: "About the thirty-fifth
day provisions began to get very scarce, and the
advent of Gen. Johnston's relieving force was
anxiously and momentarily looked for. Mule
meat was the common fare of all alike, and
even dogs became in request for the table. Bean
meal was made into bread, and corn meal into
coffee, and in these straits the garrison patiently
dragged on the weary length of one day after
another, under a scorching sun, the stench from
the unburied corpses all around alone causing
the strongest minded, firmest nerved to grow
impatient for ihe day of deliverance. The enemy pushed their works: they blew up several
forts, and with them the garrison, andatternpted to charge; but the meagre and famishedyet steadfaet garrison still detiantly held the
key of the Mississippi. But everything must
h ave an end. _Gen. Pemberton learned from
Gen. Johnston that he could not afford him relief, and as the garrison was too famished and
reduced to cut its way out, he determined to
capitulate.''
On the 3d of July, about half past seven in
the morning, a flag of truce was seen on the
crest of a hill above the camp of Gen. Burbridge. An officer was sent to escort the bearers
of it, two Oonfederate officars, blindfold, to the
tent of Gen. A. J. Smith, whose front they entered. These officers were "Major-Gen. Bo\ven
and Col. Montgomery, of Virginia. Th~y were
the bearers of the following despatch from
Lieut.-Gen. Pemberton to Gen. Grant:
HEADQUARTERS, VICKSBURG,

J u ly 3d, 1S68.

.Maj.-Gen. U.S. Grant, commanding U.S. Fo1·ces:

GENERAL: I have the honor to propose to you no
armistice for blank hours, with a view of arranging
terms for the capitulation of Vicksburg. To this end,
if agreeable to you, I will appoint three commissioners
to meet a like number to be named by yourself, at such
place and hour to-day ns you may find convenient. I
make this proposition to save the further effusion of
blood, which must olberwise be shed to a frigbtf~l
extent, feeling myself folly able· to maintain my po~1tion n yet inaefinite period. 'l'his communication will
be banded you, under a flag of truce, by Major-Gen.
James Boweb.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN C. PEMBERTON.

To this despatch Gen. Grant replied as follows:
IlEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TENNESS EE, IN T!TE?
FIELD NEAR VICKSBURG, J uty 3d, 1868. )

Lieut.-Gen. J. O. Pemberton, commanding Oonfede-ratd
Forces, cf:c. :
.

GENERAL : Your note of this. date, just received, pro·
poses nn armistice for several hours, for the pu_rp?se of
nrranging terms of capitulation, through comm1ss10ners
to be appc:nted, &c. The effusion of blood you r.ropose stopping by this course cim be ended nt any tune
you may choose, by nn unconditional surrender of the
city nod gsrrison. Men who have shown so much eo·
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durance and courage as those now in Vicksburg will
always challenge tbe respect of an adversary, and I
can assure you will be treated with all the respect due
them as prisoners of war. I do not favor the proposition of appointing commissioners to arrange terms-Of
capitulation, because I have no other terms than those
indicated above.
I am, General, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
U. S. GRANT, Major-General.
Gen. Bowen, the bearer of Gen. Pemberton!s
letter, expressed to Gen. Smith a strnng desire
to converse with Gen. Grant, and accordingly Gen. Grant, while declining this, requested
Gen. Smith to say if Gen. Pemberton desired to
see him, an interview would be granted between
the lines, in McPherson's front, at any hour in
the afternoon which Gen. Pemberton might appoint. .A. message was soon sent back to Gen.
Smith, appointing three o'clock as the hour.
.A.t that time Gen. Grant, with his staff and Gens.
McPherson, Ord, .A.. J. Smith, and Logan, ·was
at the ploce, which was a fruit orchard midway
betwee n the front of the two contending forces.
Gen. Pemberton soon came, attended by Gen.
Bowen and Col. Montgomery. As the two
commanders drew neae each other, both, as
though involuntarily, paused. The slight embarrassment was brought to a close by Col.
Montgomery, who stepped forward and formally introduced them. They shook each other by
the hand, and, after a few words, Gen. Grant
proposed a private conversation, which was
accepted, and the two generals stepped aside.
T:he conference closed by G en. Grant saying
tllat he would send his proposition in writing.
After an interview with his officers at bis headquarters, Gen. Grant sent the following letter,
by Gen. Logan and Col. Wilson, to Gen. Pemberton:
HEA.DQUA.RTEns DEPAnT,rnNT OF Tm: TEmrnsSEB, }
NEAtt VtoKSnuno, Juty 3d, 18613.
Lieut.-Gen. ,T._ (]. Pembert_on, commanding Confederate
.1,,..•orces, "-'··b
Y
urq, Mu1s. :
GENERAL: In conformity with agreement of this afternoon, I will submit the following proposition for the
surrender of the city of Vicksburg, public stores, &c.
On your accepting the terms proposed, I will march in
one division as a guard, and take possession at eight
A. M. to-morrow. As soon as paroles c:in be made out· ·
and signed by officers and men, you will be allowed t~
march out of our lines-the officers taking with them
their regimentul clothing, and staff, fi eld, and cavalry
officers one horse each. The rank and file will be allowe~ _ull their clothi?g, but no other property. If these
cond1t1ons are accepted, any amount of rations you may
deem necessary can be taken from the stores yon now
hav_e, nod also t~E; necessary cooking utensils for preparing them. 'Ih1rty wagons also, counting two twohorse or mule teams as one, will be allowed you to transport such arthles as cannot be carried along. The
same conditions will be allowed to all sick and wounded officers and pri,,ates as fast as they become able to
travel. The paroles for these latter must be signed,
however, whilst officers are present authorized to sign
the roll of prisoners.
I nm, General, very respectfully,
Your ohediP.at servant,
U. S. GRANT, Major-General.

t=

.A.bout the dawn of day, on the morning of
July 4th, the following reply was received from
Gen. Pemberton :

3bl

HEADQUARTERS, VICKSBURG, July 3d, 1863.
MaJor- Gen. U. S. Grant, commanding United Statea
Fo1·ces, etc.
· GENERAL : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of this date, proposing
terms for the surrender of this garrison and post. In
the main, your terms are accepted ; but in justice both
to the honor and spirit of my troops, manifested in
the defence of Vicksburg, I have the honor to submit
the following amendments, which, if acceded to by
you, will perfect the agreement between us : At ten
o'clock to-morrow, I propose to evacuate the works
in and around Vicksburg, and to surrender the city
and garrison under my command by marching out
with my colors and arms, and stacking them in front
of my present lines, after which you will take possession. Officers to retain their side arms and personal
property, and the rights and property of citizens to be
respected. I nm, Genel"lll, yours, very respectfully,
J . C. PEMBERTON, Lieutenant-General.
To this letter Gen. Grant immediately replied
as follows:
HEADQUA.RTERS DEPARTMENT OF TIIE TENNESSEE,}
DEFORE V!OKSDUIIO,

July4tk, 1863.

Lieut.-Gen. J. G. Pemberton, commanding Forces in
Viclcsb urq :
GENERAL : I have the honor to acknowledge your
communication of 3d July. The amendments proposed by you cannot be acceded to in foll. It will be
necessary to furni sh every officer and man with a parole, signed by himself, which, with the completion of
the rolls of prisonerR, will necessarily take some time.
Again, I can ma:Cf no stipulation in regard to the
treatment of citizens and their private property.
While I do not propose to cause any of them any un•
due annoyance or loss, I cannot consent to leave myself under restraint by stipulations. The property
which officers can be allowed to take with them will
be as stated in proposition of last e,·ening; that is,
officers will be allowed their private baggage and side
arms, and mounted officers one horse each. If you
mean by your proposition for each brigade to march
to the front of the lines now occupied by it, and stack
their arms at ten o'clock i. M., and then return to the
inside and remain as prisoners until properly paroled,
I will make no objections to it. Should no modificntion be made of your acceptance of my terms by nine
o'clock A. M., I shall regard them as having been rejected, dand h"act accordin~ly.
Should these terms be
fl
n_ccepte , w ite ags wi I be displayed . along your
Imes, to prevent such of my troops as may not have
been notified from firing upon yonr men.
.
I nm, General, very respectfully, your obechent servaut.
.
U. S. GRANT,
1IaJor-General U.S. Army.
To this letter the following answer was received:
HEADQUARTERS VICKSBURG, July 4th, 1863.
MaJor- Gen.. U. S. O,,·an.t, commanding U. S. Fo1·ces,
cR:c.:
GEN"ERA.L: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of this date, and in reply
to say that the tei·ms proposed by you are accepted.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J.C. PEMBERTON, Lieutenant-General.
Of the terms of the surrender, Gen. Grant
thus speaks in his report: "These terms I regarded more favorable to the Go11ernment than
an unconditional surrender. It saved us the
transportation of them North, whi ch at that
time would have been very difficult, owing to the
limited amount of river transportation on band,
and the expense of subsisting them. It left our
army free to operate against Johnston, who
was threatening us from the direction of Jack-
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son; and our river transportation to be used
for the movement of troops to any point the
exigency of the service might require."
At .ten o'clock on the 4th, the Confederate
forces marched out and stacked arms in front
of their works, while Gen. Pemberton appeared for a moment with his staff upon the parapet of the central front. The city was immediately after occupied by the divisions of Gens.
Logan, J.E. Smith, and Herron.
The part taken by the naval force in these
operations is t~us summarily described by RearAclmiral Porter, in a despatch to the Secretary
of the Navy, as follows:
U. 8. MlBSISSIPPl SQUADRON,
}
FLAG SllIP BLACK HA WK, J1tly 4th, 1868.

Sm: I have the honor to inform you that Vicksburg
bas surrendered at last to the United States forces,
nfter a desperate but vain resistance. That she has
not done so sooner b"as not been for want of ability on
the part of our military commanders, but from the
magnitude of the defences, which were intended to repulse any force the Government could possibly send
there. Whnt bearing this will have on the rebellion
remains yet to be seen, . but the magnitude of the success must go for toward crushing out this revolution,
and establishin~ once more the commerce of the States
borderin~ on tli1s river. History has seldom bad an
opportumty of recording so desperate a defence on
one side, with so much courage, ability, perseverance
and endurance on the other; and if ever an army was
entitled to the gratitude of a nation, it is the Army of
the Tennessee and its gallnnt leaders.
The navy bas necessarily performed a less conspicuous part in the capture of Vicksburg than the army;
still it has been employed in a manner highly creditable
to all concerned. The gunboats have been constantly
below Vicksburg in shelling the works, and with suecc s cooperaling heartily with the left wing of the
army. 'l'he mortar boats have been at work for fortytwo days without intermission, throwing shells into all
parts of the city, even reaching the woi'ks in the rear
of Vicksburg and in front of our troops, a distance of
three miles. Three heavy guns placed on scows, a
nine-inch, ten-inch, and a one-hundred-pounder rifle
were placed in J.lOSition a mile from the town, and commanded all the unportaut water batt_eries. '!'hey have
kept up an accurate and incessant fire for fourteen
days, doing all the damage that could be done by
g~ns _under such circnmslances. ;Five eight-inch, two
nme-mch, two forty-two-poundet rifles, four thirty-twopounder shell guns have been lnncled, at the request
of the different general~ commanding corps, from the
gunboats, nod mounted m the rear ofVicksburg ; and
whenever I could spare the officers and men from our
s~all complei:11.ent, they were sent to manage the guns,
with what abihty I leave the general commanding the
fo1·ces to sny.
In the mean time, I stationed the smaller class of
gun~oats to keep the bunks of the Mississippi clear of
guer1llns, who were assembling in force, and with a
large number of cannon, to block up the river and cut
off the trnnsports bri_nging down supplies, reenforcement , and ammumt1on for the army. Though the
rebel ou se,•ernl ceca ions built batteries, and with a
!urge force attempted to sink or capture the transports
they ne".er succeeded, but were defeated by the gun~
boat with evere lo s on all occasions. Without a
watchful care over the .Mississippi, the operntions of
the nrmy would h11ve been much interfered with; and
I can sny honestly that officers nerer did their duty
bettei· than those who hav e patrolled the ri,•er from
Cairo to Vick burg. One teamer only was bndly disabled ince our operalions commenced, and six or
seven men killed and wounded.
While the army ha,·e had a troublesome enemy in
front and behind them, the gunboats, marine brigade,

under Gen. Ellet, and a small force under Gens. Dennis and Mower, have kept at bay a large force of rebels, over twelve thousand strong, accompanied by u
large quantity of artillery. Though offered battle several times and encraged, they invariably fled, and satisfied themselves by assailing half-disciplined and unarmed blacks. The capture of Vicksburg leaves a
large army and naval force free to act ull along the
river, and I hope soon to add to my department the
vessels which have been temporarily lost to the service, viz., the Indianola and Cmcinnati. The effect of
this blow will be felt far up the tributaries of the Mississippi. The timid and doubtful will take heart, and
the wicked will, I hope, cease to trouble us, for fear of
tbe punishment which will sooner or later overtake
them.
There bas been a large expenditure of ammunition
during the siege. The mortars have fired seven thousand mortar snells, and the gunboats four thousand
five hundred. Four thousand five hundred have been
fired from the naval guns on shore, and we have supplied six thousand to the different army corps.
DA.YID D. PORTER,
A.. R.-A.dmiral, comm'ng Mississippi Squadron.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES, Sec'y of the Navy.
•

The result of his operations is thus summed
up by Gen. Grant: "The result of this campaign has been the defeat of the enemy in five
battles outside of Vicksburg; the occupation
of Jackson, the capital of the State of Mfasissippi, and the capture of Vicksburg and its
garrison and munitions of war ; a loss to tho
enemy of thirti-seven thousand (37,000) prisoners, among whom were :fifteen general officers; at least ten thousand killed and wounded, and among the killed, Gen erals Tracy,
Tilghman, and Green; and hundreds, and per~
haps thousands, of stragglers, who can never
be collected and reorganized. Arms and munitions of war for an army of sixty thousand
men have fallen into our hands, besides a large
amount of other public property, consisting of
raih-oads, locomotives, cars, steamboats, cotton,
&c., and much was destroyed to prevent our
capturing it.
" Our loss in the series of battles may be
summ~d up as follows:

- -

Killod. Wounded. Miasing.

----------- Port Gibson........ .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. :!SO
Fourteen Mile Creek (skirmish).....
4
Raymond .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . 69
J aokson ............ ., . • .. .. . .. . .. .. 40
Champion's Hill.. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 426

Big Black railroad bridge . . . . . . . . . . . 29
Vicksburg.......................... 645

718
24
841

240

1,842
242
3,688

5
82
6
189

2
30!!,_

"Of the wonndecl, many were but slightly
wounded, and continued on duty; many !flore
required but a few days or weeks for theu· re·
covery. Not more than one-half of the wound·
ed were permanently disabled."
On Saturday, the 11th of July, the force of
Gen. Pemberton, having been paroled, ~arched
from Vicksburcr0 and arrived at the Big Black
river at night. ' Thence they were distributed
to different parts of the South.
On the 13th of July, the President addressed
the following letter to Gen. Grant:
EXECUTIVE MANSION, WASUINGTON,

Jttly 13th, 1863,

MY DEAR G ENERAL : I do not remember that you
and I o,er met personally. I write this no,v ns 11
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grateful acknowledgment for the almost inestimable
service you bave done the country. I wish to say a
word further. Wben you first reached the vicinity of
Vicksburg, I thought you should do what you finally
did-march the troops across the neck, run the batteries with the transports, and thus go below; and I
never bad any faith, except a general hope that you
knew better than I, that the Yazoo Pass expedition
und the like could succeed. When you got below and
took Port Gibson, Grand Gulf, and vicimty, I thought
you should go down the river and join Gen. Banks,
and when you turned northward, east of the Big
Black, I feared it was a mistake. I now wish to make
the persoual acknowledgment that you were right and
·I was wrong.
.
Yours, very truly,
A. LINCOLN.
Major-General GRANT.
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off the white inhabitants and burned the grist
mills, cotton gins, and granaries, and destroyed
the crops.
The result of the expedition ·of Gen. Sherman is thus stated in the despatches of Gen.
Grant:
VICKSBURG,

July 15th.

To Moj01·-Gen. Halleck, General-1111-0liiej:
General Sherman has Jackson invested from Pearl
river on the north to the river on the south. 'l'his
has cut off many hundred cars from the Confederacy.
Sherman says he has force enough, and feels no apprehension about the results.
Finding that Yazoo City was being fortified, I. sent
Gen. Herron there with bis division. He captured
several hundred prisoners, five pieces of heavy artilMajor-Gen. Halleck, the General-in-Chief, in lery, and all the public stores fell into our hands. The
his annual report, thus speaks of Gen. Grant's eBemy burned three steamboats on the approach of
operations: "When we consider tho charac- the gunboats. The De Kalb was blown up and sunk
ter of the country in which this army opera- in fifteen feet of water, by the explosion of a shell.
Finding that the enemy was crossing cattle for the
ted, the formidable obstacles to be overcome, rebel
ar.my at Natchez, and were said to have several
the number of fore.es and the strength of the thousand there, I have sent troops and steamboats to
-enemy's works, we cannot fail to admh:e the collect them, and destroy all their boats and means for
·
courage and endurance of the troops, and the making more.
(Signed)
U. S. GR.A.NT, Major-General.
skill and daring of then- commander. No more

brilliant exploit can be found in military history. It has been alleged, and the allegation
has been widely circulated by the press, that
Gen. Grant, in the conduct of his campaign,
positively disobeyed the instructions of his superiors. It is hardly necessary to remark, that
Gen. Grant never disobeyed an order or instruction, but always carried out to the best
of his ability, every wish or suggestion made
to him by the Government. Moreover, he has
never complained that the Government did not
furnish him all the means and assistance in its
power, to facilitate the execution of any plan
he saw fit to adopt."
After the capture of Vicksburg, Gen. Grant
reported that his ·troops were so much fatigued
and worn out with forced marches and the labors of the siege, as to absolutely require several weeks of repose, before undertaking another campaign. Nevertheless, as the exigencies
of the service seemed to require it, he sent out
those who were least fatigued on seveml important expeditions, while t.he others remained
at Vicksburg, to put that place in a better defensive condition for a small garrison.
Immediately upon the surrender of the city,
Gen. Sherman, with his force. increased by the
remainder of both the thirteenth and fifteenth
corps, moved in pursuit of Gen. Johnston.
When Gen. Grant moved his army from Jackson to Vicksburg, Gen. Johnston moved north
to Canton. It now became the object of Gen.
Johnston to collect a force to attack the rear
of Gen. Grant. His energies were thus devoted during the whole siege of Vicksbu rg. Yet
the country had been so exl1austed of men to
fill the army in Virginia, a force could not be
obtained sufficient to rescue Vicksburg. With
the troops which he had collected, be now approached· the rear of the Federal army. The
country for fifty miles around Vicksburg bad
-,.by orders of Gen. Grant on "the 26th of May
-been laid waste by Gen. Blair, who drove

VIOKBBURO,

July 18th.

To MoJ.01·- Gen. H. W. Halleck, General-in- (!7,,iej:
Joe Johnston evacuated Jackson the night of the
16th instant. He is now in full retreat east. Sherman says most of his army must perish from heat,
lack of water, and general discouragement.
The army paroled here have, to a great extent, de1
serted, and are scattered over the country in every direction.
.
General Ransom was sent to Natchez to stop the
crossing of cattle for the eastern arm;r. On arrival,
he found large numbers had been driven out of the
city to be pastured. Also, that munitions of war had
recently been crossed over to wait for Kirby Smilb.
He mounted about 200 of his men and sent them in
both directions. They captured a number of prisoners, 5,000 bend of Texas cattle, 2,000 head of which
were sent to Gen. Banks, the balance have been nod
will be brought here. In Louisiana they captured
more prisoners, and a number of teams loaded with
ammunition. Over 2,000,000 rounds of ammunition
were brought back to Natchez with the teams captured; and 268,000 rounds, besides artillery ammunition, were destroyed. (Signed) U.S. GRANT,
Major-Gen. Commanding.

The destruction of property at Jackson was
most complete. On the south the railroad was
injured as far as Brookhaven, a distance of
fifty miles. On the north it was torn ·up at
intervals for twenty miles. At Jackson extensive machine shops, five locomotives, anu a
large number of cars were destroyed by fire.
The road east was torn up at intervals to Brandon, fifteen miles. The bridges at Jackson,
some of which were costly, were also destroyed. This destruction secured Gen. Grant
in the undisturbed possession of' the western
part of the State. The city was formerly one
of the most prosperous in the Southern States.
It was thus described at the time of its capture: "As the seat of government, it bas the
capitol ~uildings, the penitentiary, the governor's house, the asylum for the deaf and dumb
and the insane; and in addition a fine court
house, two excellent hotels, large blocks of
stores a cotton factory a couple of founderies,
grist hi.ills, and a large number of splendid
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residences. The site of the city, upon the
right bank of the Pearl river-a stream of rare
beauty-is ve1·y fine. The business portion is
divided into small lots, and the buildings, generally of brick, are placed in compact blocks.
The portion for residences, however, is in
marked contrast with the pther. Here the
lots contain from one acre to five, and in the
suburbs over ten acres, according to the ability
or taste of the owners. These grounds are
laid off in excellent taste. Neatly trimmed
hedges line the gravelled walks. The luxuriant shrubbery and gorgeous flowers of the
genial South greet the eye in endless profusion and variety. Beautiful arbors, in some
cool, shady spot, invite the stranger. And
trees, loaded with ripened figs and peaches,
ancl all that is delicious, bend to the hand that
will pluck their treasures. In the midst, as
far as possible removecl from the dust and din
of the street, and embowered in magnificent
liveoaks and grand old cedars, stand the mansions. They are a~ different as the varied
tastes and conditions of their respective owners, but they all bear an air of comfort and
luxury, which proclaims the cultivated tastes
and generous fortunes of their occupants. The
bui_lclings are not only models of architectural
taste, but they are furnished with unusual
richness, amounting in many cases to extravagance. This was the Jackson of the past. The
Jackson of to-day is quite another place, for
the fortunes of war have borne heavily upon
it. The penitentiary, one of her fine hotels,
her cotton factory, founderies, a whole block
of stores, several warehouses, and the ruilroad
bridge and depot buildings were destroyed
while the Federal troops occupied the city in
May. The reoccupation and evacuation by
tho Oonfederate armies cost her another large
block of stores and the other hotel. The present occupation by the Federal army has well. nigh served to blot the place from existence.
The first few hours were devoted by our soldiers to rruisacking the town, :md appropi:iating whatever of value or otherwise pleased
their fancy, or to the destruction of such articles as they were unable to appreciate or remove. Pianos and articles of furniture were
demoli heel, libraries were torn to pieces and
trampled in the dust, pictures thrust tbrotwh
with bayonets, windows broken and doors to~n
from thefr hinges. Fina1ly, after every other
excess had been committed in the destruction
of property, the torch was applied. From
that hour to the present, there bas scarcely
been a moment wh en the citizens could not
walk tlie treet by the light of blazing building . The entire business portion of the city
is in ruins, with the exception of a few old
frame buildings which the citizens must have
long regarded as an injury to the place. One
re iclcnce after another has been burned, until
none of the really fine ones remain, ave those
occupied as quarters by some of our general
officers. Tho State house and court house

and insane asylum are preserved and under
guard. It is not improbable, however, that
they, together with all the remaining residences worth anything, will be fired by our rear
guard when we leave the city to-night. Of
the Jackson of a few days ago, not above
one fourth of the houses remain, and they
are nearly all the residences of the po·o rer
classes."
Another circumstance attended the return of
the force of Gen. Sherman to Vicksburg, which
is so peculiar to army m<;>vements into the
Southern States, that a ·m ention of it should
not be omitted.
"The return of the army from Jackson was
the occasion of a remarkable exodus of negroes.
There were few able-bodied young men among
them, for it is the policy of the ma:;ters to
move that class farther south, and leave only
the old and helpless behin d them. But all the
old men and women and the young chi}dren in
the whole region of country around Jacksonthose who have been a burden upon their masters, and will necessarily be dependent on our
charity-accompanied the army on its return,
in large numbers. Every species of vehicle,
and an untold number of broken-down horses
and mules, were pressed into the service by
the contrabands en roitte for Vicksburg. Their
effects consisted of a wonderful quantity of
old clothing and bedding, and dilapitated furniture, which they seemed to r egard as of inestimable vahie. The transportation, however, ·
was not sufficient for all, ancl hundreds, carrying as many as possible of the movable articles, trudged along on foot. All seemed animated by a fear that our rear guard would overtake, pass, and leave them behind, and such a
straining of energies, hurrying and bustling,
were never before known among the whole
black creation. The soldiers were particularly
struck with the ludicrous appearance presented
by the ,darkies, and the tedium ancl fatigue of
the march were often relieved by good jokes
cracked at their expense, which served to convulse the whole brigade with laughter.
"The minds of all of them are filled with
the most extravagant ideas of the North. It is
to them a country of ease and plenty and happiness, and say and do what you will, as soon
as the military blockade is made less stringent,
th ey will go North, if they accomplish the distance on foot. They don't feel safe here, not
even thooo whose owners are cleacl."
A military and naval force -iYas sent to Yazoo City, on the 13th. It took three hundred
prisoners, capt.ured one steamer and burned
five. took six cannon, t11"0 hundred and fifty
smaU arms, and eight hundred horses and
mules. No loss on our side was reported.
Small expeditions were also sent against Oanton, Pontotoc, Granada, and Natchez, 11 ississippi. At Granada, a large amount of r ailroad
rolling stock was destroyed. The other expeditions were also successful, meeting with very
little opposition. As 1:1oon as his army wn~
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,mpplied and rested, Gen. Grant sent a force
under Gen. Steele to Helena, to cooperate with
Gen. Schofield's troops against Little Rock, and
another, under Gens. Ord and Herron, to New
Orleans, to reenforce Gen. BanJ,.sfor such ulterior
operations ash e might deem proper to undertake.
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After Gen. Grant left Vicksburg to assume
the general command east of the Mississippi,
Gen. McPherson moved with a part of his
force to Canton, Mississippi, scattering the enemy's cavru.ry, and destroying his mo.terials and
roads in the centre of that State.

CHAPTER XXIX.
Campnlgn of Gen. Banks-The Naval Force-Action with the Batteries at Port Hudson-March of Gen. Banks west or the
Mississippi- Action at Brnahear-Advance upon Alexandria- Its Capture-March to Se=esport--Crossing the Mitsissippi-Attack on Por~ Hudson-Its Investment-Siege-Surrender.

THE military operations before Vicksburg
were only the prominent features of a great
campaign extending from W asbington to New
Orleans. The movements of General Banks,
particularly , against Port Hudson, which foll
with the fall of Vicksbmg, and the advance of
General Lee upon Washington, one object of
which was to make a diversion in favor of
Vicksburg, or rn.ther to take advantage of the
concentration of so large a force at such a distance, were 'incidents of the same campaign.
Gen. Banks's arrival in New Orleans at the
close of 1862 has been stated. The fleet, which
arrived at the snme time, consisted of twentysix steam vessels and twenty-five sailing vessels,
and the military force about t en thousand men.
Immediately upon his arrival, General Banks
took the position of General Butler ns commander of the Department of the Gulf, and the latter reported at Wasbington. The leading objects of Gen. Banks's expedition were to
strengthen the military force in Louisio.nn, and
to coopero.te in opening the Mississippi- two
points on the banks of which were known to
be strongly fortified, Port Hudson and Vicksburg. It was anticipated 1lhat these wor~s
might be reduced in a short time, and that the
strength of General Banks might be sufficient
for a movement on Texas. But it was soon
perceived,-after his arrival in New Orleans, that
milito.ry affairs were in such an uncertain condition that the moment for immediate activity
could not be determined. Meanwhile General
Banks devoted bis attention to the arrangement
of affairs at New Orleans. Nothing of importance occurred, unless it was a small affair
on the Teche River, in which Commander Bucbanau, of the gunboat Calhouu, was killed,
early in January. fo. March, Gen. Banks had
concentrated his force at Baton Rouge, numbering nearly twenty-five thousanu men. On the
13th a military movement on Port Hudson was
ostensibly commenced, to divert the attention
of the enemy, while the vessels ran o.bove the
batteries. The naval force was under the command of Admiral Farragut. Its result was to
transfer 11. portion of the fleet above Port Hudson, where it could cooperate with the force

above, ,and also cut off supplies to the enemy
from Red River. Maj.-Gen. Halleck, in bis annual report, says: "Had our land forces invested Port Hudson at this time, it would have
been easily reduced, as its garrison was weak.
This would have opened communication by the
Mississippi River with Gen. Grant at Vicksburg.
But the strength of the place was not then
known."
The naval force consisted of the frigates
Hartford, Mississippi, Richmond, and Monongahela, and the gunboats .Albatross, Genesee,
Kineo, Essex, and Sachem, and six mortar
schooners. They ranched Profit's Island, five
miles below Port Hudson, early the next .morning. At one P. M ., the mortars and the gunboats Sachem and Essex, being in position,
opened fire on the batteries. at Port Hudson.
The line of the batteries commenced below the
town and extended on the face of the bluff,
midway between the crest and the river bank,
about three and a half miles. At nine and a
half o'clock that night the signal to advance
was made. The Hartford, Capt. Palmer, with
Admiral Farragut on board, with the glmbo'at
Albatross, Lieut.-Com. Hart, lashed to her
side, took the lead. The Richmond, Capt.
Alden, the gunboat ~enesee, Commander
McComb, the Monongahela, Capt. Mcllinstry,
the Kineo, Lieut.-Com. Waters, anrl the Mississippi, Capt. Melancthon Smith, followed in the
order named. The mortars meanwhile kept
up their fire. Soon after, rockets were sent up
by the enemy to give warnir1g of the approach
of the fleet. As the vessels approached the
batteries opened fire, which was replied to. At
the same time fires were kindled by the enemy
on the opposite bank of the river, which revealed the position of the vessels. The Hartford and Albatross were successful in running
above the batteries, but the smoke from their
fire obscured the river before the other vessels.
The Richmond received a shot through her
steam drum, and was compelled to drop down
out of fire and annhor. Three of her crew
were kilJed and seven wounded. The Monongahela, after her captain was seriously injured,
also dropped down the river and anchored.
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The Kineo received a shot through her rudder
post, and her propeller was made foul by a
hawser, which rendered her unmanageable,
and she floated down and anchored. After
the guns of the batteries were got into range
the fire was so accurate and constant as to
threaten the destruction of every gunboat in
the fleet. The Mississippi grounded under the
guns of a battery astern, another on the bow,
and others opposite to her. The enemy, upon
di scovering her position, concentrated their
nearest guns upon her. She continued her
fire for some time after getting aground. Capt.
Smith, finding it to be impossible to get her
off, determined to abandon her. He then
ordered the engines to be destroyed, the guns
to be spiked, an'd the vessel to be set on fire.
The officers and crew were then hurried off to
the sho1·e opposite the batteries. Some of the
crew are supposed to have jumped overboard,
a few were taken prisoners, and the rest proceeded down the shore and were taken off by
the other vessels. Of two hundred and thirty-three officers and men, twenty-nine were
missing. The vessel, after becoming lighter by
burning her top, drifted off, and, floating down
the tream, finally blew up. Her armament
consisted of nineteen eight-inch, one ten-inch,
one twenty-pound Parrott, and two small howitzers in the tops.
Meanwhile, at thr~e o'clock on Friday afternoon, Gen. Grover's division marched out of
Baton Rouge, followed in the evening by Gen.
Emory's division, and on the next morning by
that of Gen. Augur. The army reached
Springfield road crossing without a skirmish.
The headquarters of Gen. Banks were established here, which was about seven miles from
Port Hudson. During Saturday the entire
body of cavalry and some infantrj regiments
were sent out on the Bayou Sara road toward
Port Hud on, and down the Ross and Springfi ld Landing roads to reconnoitre. One or
two sharp skirmishes took place with a force
of Confederate cavalry and infantry sent out
from Port Hudson ond deployed as skirmishers
in the woods. Toward evening the enemy retired within their intrenchments. Two Federal officers were wounded. On Sunday morning orders were issued to return to Baton
Ron~ , which was accomplished by evening.
On tl1e next day, an attempt to open communiontion with Admiral Farragut by sending a
small force across the point of land opposite
Port Hudson-the fourth effort to cross the
point-wa successful, but Admiral Farragut
h7-d mov d up the riv r. The difficulties were
caused by a floou. The rebels had cut the
le,ee nbove.
The attention of Gen. Banks was now turned
to that part of the tate west of New Orleans
ond bo1·dering on the Tecbe river. Opposite
:rew Orlean , on the other ide-of the hlissi ippi river, commences the New Orleans and
Opelousa railrnad which rnns we tv.-a,i:dly a
di tu.nee of eighty miles to Bra~henr. This

place is situated on the Atchafalaya river
where it flows out of Lake Obetimacba into the
Gulf of Mexico. N-early opposite, on the western side of the river, is Berwick City, situated
at the junction of the Teche river, or bayou,
with the Atcbafalaya. The Teche river commences in St. Landry parish, a few miles from
Opelousas, and flows southeast in a very tortuous course for two hundred miles. During
high wat·er it is navigable nearly its whole
length. On the banks of this river flourish the
finest sugar-cane plantations in the State. The
chief towns on the river are Franklin, Martinsville, and Opelo·usas.
A considerable force of the enemy was at
this time stationed within supporting distance
on the Teche. It had been kept there to repel
a threatened invasion up that stream by the
Federal force under Gen. Weitzel. The planters, supposing the Oonfederate force sufficient
for their protection, bad put in their crops as
usual. When Gen. Weitzel mnde the first attempt to advance up the river, with the intention of- establishing his headquarters at
Franklin, the river was obstructed a few miles
above its mouth. To prevent these obstructions from being removed, the enemy had
thrown up ~arthworks, extending from the
bank of the river back to an impassable swamp,
and planted a battery. Here Gen. Moulton,
with fifteen hundred men, aided by the gunboat
Cotton, made such a stubborn resistance, that
Gen. Weitzel was obliged to foll back. The
enemy, supposing bis object bad been to capture the gunboat, re~oved her stores and ammunition immediately afterward, and burned
her ; thus showing that they apprehended a
defeat on another attack. Subsequently the
water washed a channel round the obstructions, and the passage up ceased to be disputed
at that point. But much more formidable
works were constructed a few miles above Patterson ville, and earthworks thrown up on the
opposite side of the river, to prevent a flank
movement by land or water. The distance at
this point from the river back to the swamp
was about three fourths of a mile. .A small
force could thus bold at bay here o:ae greatly
superior in numbers. Several thousand troops
of the enemy were posted here, and those below were expected to fall back as the Federal
force advanced.
It was to this region, comprising the parishes
or counties of Terrebonne, Lafourche, Assumption, St. Mary, and St. Martin, that Gen. Banks
now transferred his army from Baton Rouge.
His object was the reclamation of this ricll
country, which had furnished inestimable aup,
plies to the enemy and which sustained a dense
slave population. Having concentrated his forces at Brashear, Gen. Weitzel's brigade was
crossed over to Berwick on the 10th of· .April.
The landing was not disputed, but a reconnaissance discovered a force of the enemy, which retired. On the next day, Saturday, the infantr!
advanced a short distance. On Sunday, the di·
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vision of Gen. Emory crossed, and the combined fantry, and six pieces of artillery, massed m a
force made an advance, which the enemy op- strong position on the opposite bank. They
posed, but not obstinately. In this order the were immediately attacked and driven from
F ederal column advanced, feeling its way, while their position, but not until they bad succeeded
the enemy, whose forces were commanded by in destroying by fire the bridge across the river.
Gen. Taylor, slowly retired upon their fortified The night of the 1'7th and the next day was
position a few miles above Pattersonville. On passed in r ebuilding the bridge. On the 19th,
th~ 13th there was considerable fighting, mostly the march was resumed, and continued to the
with the artillery, in which the Diana, a Fed- vicinity of Grand Ootean; and on the Il,~Xt day
eral gunboat, captured about four weeks pre- the main force of Gen. Banks occupied Opevious, bore a conspicuous part. On the morn- lousas. At the same time, the cavalry, supporting of Saturday, the 12th, the division of Gen. ed by a regiment of infantry and a section of
Grover left Brashear on the gunboats Olifton, artillery, w.ere thrown forward six miles to
Estrella, Arizona, and Oalhoun, and trans- WashIDgton, on the Oourtableau. On the 21st,
ports, and proceeded up the Atchafalaya, into no movement was made, but on the next day,
Lake Ohetimacha. The object was to get into Brig.-Gen. Dwight, of G"en. Grover's division,
the rear of the enemy, and if possible cut off with detachments of artillery and cavalry, was
his, retreat if he evacuated his position, or to· pushed forward through Washington toward
attack him in rear at the time of the attack in AlexaO.dtia. He found the bridges over the
front. Some difficulties delayed the expedi- Oocodrie and Breuf destroyed, and during the
tioa, but it effected a landing early the next evening and night replaced them by a single
morning, about three miles west of Franklin, bridge at the junction of the bayous. A
near a spot called Irish Bend. At this time steamer had just been burned by the enemy,
the gunboat Queen of the West, which had but the principal portion of her cargo, which
been captured previously by the enemy, was h ad been transferred to a flat, was captured.
blown up and destroyed on the lake. Skir- Orders were also found there from Gen. Moore
mishing immediately ensued with a small force to Gen. Taylor, in command of the Confederate
of the enemy, that fell back as Gen. Grover ad- force, directing him to retreat slowly to Alexvanced. His position was about eleven miles andria, and, if pressed, to retire to Texas.
distant from Gen. Banks. At Irish B end the
Another expedition, under Lient.-Col. Blanenemy -seemed to be determined to make a chard, was sent out by way of Barre's Landstand, and a sharp struggle followed, in which ing, to examine the Bay011 Oourtableau in the
they were forced to retit-e to the woods and direction of Bute-a-la-Rose, but he found the
canes. On this retreat they destroyed the roads impassable four miles beyond Barre's
gunboat Diana and .the transports Gossamer, Landing_ The steamer Ellen was captured by
Newsboy, .and Era No. 2, at Franklin. Thissuc him, which proved a timely assistance. Previcess of Gen. Grover was followed by the evac- ously Bute-a-la-Rose had been taken by orders
uatiou of the works before Gen_Banks. E arly .of Gen. Banks, with its garrison of sixty men,
on 1'uesday morning, the _ cavalry and artil- t wo heavy guns, and a large quantity of ammulery, followed by Gen. Weitzel's brigade, with nition. - The result of.the expedition thus far is
Col. Ingraham's force of Gen. Emory's division thus stated by Gen. Banks: "We have destroyas a support, followed the enemy. So rapid ed the enemy's army and navy, and made their
was the .pursuit th at the enemy was unable ~o reorganization impossible by destroying or reremove the transports at New Iberia, and five, , moving the material. We hold the key of the
with all the commissary stores and ammunition position. Among the evidences of our victory
with which they were loaded, were destroyed are two thousand prisoners, two transports,
at that place, together with an incomplete iron- and twenty guns taken, and three gunboats
clad gunboat. On Thursday, the army reached and eight transports destroyed."
New Iberia. A foundery for the manufacture
On the 6th of May, Admiral Porter appeared
of cannon and otber munitions of war was im- . before Alexandria with a fleet of gunboats, and
mediately taken possession of, as a similar one took possession of the town without opposition.
had been seized tw o days before at Franklin. On that evening the cavalry of Gen. Dwight
Two regiments were also sent to destroy the dashed into the place, and the next morning
tools and machinery at the celebrated salt the advance of Gen. Banks arrived. Alexanmine of the town . Thus far about :fifteen hun- dria is the capitul of Rapides parish in Louisidred prisoners h ad been captured, and more ana. It is situated on the Red river, abgut one
than five hundred horses, mules, and beef cat- hundred and fifty miles from its mouth , and in
tle taken from the plantations. The Federal the centre of a rich cotton-growing region .
loss was small. The entire fo rce of the enemy
The country thus occupied by Gen. Banks
was about ten thousand men.
was the mo!'.t fertile portion of th e State of
On the next clay, the 1'7th, the army moved Louisiana. His movements had been so rapid
forward, but Gen. Grover, who had marched that the enemy hnd been allow ed no opportunity
fr~m New Iberia by a shorter road, and thus to make a stand again st him after their ~efeat
gamed the advance, met the enemy at Bay- near Franklin. The capture of Alexandria and
ou Vermilion. Their force consisted of a con- the attack on Fort de Russe below, was r eported
sidern.ble number of cavalry, one thousand in- by Admiral Porter, with his movements, thus:

•
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M1ss1ssll'PI SQUADRON, FLAG Sllil' GENERAL Pr.10:&, }
GRAND GuLF, Miss., May 13th.
To Secretary Welles:
Sm: I had the honor to inform you from Alexandria
of I.be capture of that place, and the forts defending
the approaches to the city, by the naval force under my
command. 'l'wentr-four hours after we ar~ived the _advance gmwcl of U111ted States troops came mto the city.
Gen. Banks aniving soon after, I turned the place over
to his keeping. The water beginning to fall, I deemed
it prudent tu return with the largest vessels to the
mouth of the Red river. I dropped down to Fort de
Russe in the Benton, aud undertook to destroy these
works. I ouly succeeded, howeve r, in destroymg the
three heavy casemates commanding the channel and a
small water battery for two _guns. About 60_0 yards
below it I destroyed by burstmg one heavy thirty-two
pouuder and some gun carriages left in their hurry by
the enemy.
'l'he main fort, on a h~ll some 900 yards from the
water I was unable to attend to. It is quite au extensive ,;ork new and incomplete, but built with much
labor nnd 'pains. It will tuke two or three v~ssels to
pull it to pieces. I have not the powder to spare to
blow it up. 'l'he ".ess~ls will be ordered to work on ~t
occasionally, and 1t will be soou destroyed. In this
last-mentioned fort w~s m~unt_ed the 1~-inch gun,
which I nm led to believe hes m the middle of the
river, near the fort, the rebels throwing it overboard
in their panic at the approach of our gunboats. The
raft which closed the entrance I have blown up, sawed
in two, and presented to the poor of the neighborhood.
! sent Commander Woodworth in the Price, with the
Switzerland, Pittsburg, and Arizona, up Black river
to make a reconnoiosance, and he destroyed a large
umouut of stores, valued at $300,000, consisting of
salt, sugar, rum, molasses, tobacco, and bacon.
(Signed)
DAVID D. PORTER,
.acting Rear-Admiral,
Commnoding Mississippi Squadron.

Wbile ut Opelousas, Gen. Banks issued the
following order:
HEADQuAnTER$ DEPARTMENT oF TITE GuLF,
l

19Tu ARMY CoRrs, OrELousAs, May lit, 1868.. f
The Major-General commanding the Department proposes the organization of a corps d'arm ee of colored
troops, to be aesignated as the "Corps d' Afrique." It
will consist ul timately of eighteen regiment.s, represen ting nil arms-infantry, artillery, cavalry-making
nin e brigades, of two regiments each, and three divisions of three brigades each, with appropriate corps
of engineers, and Oying hospitals for each division.
Appropriate uniforms, and the graduation of pay to
correspond wi th the vnlueofserv1ces, will be hereafter
awardecl.
In the field, the efficiency of each corps depends upon
t.he influence of its officers upou the troops engaged,
and the practical limits of one direct command is genr~(ly esti~nute_cl nt 1,000 men. 'l'he most eminent
n~1l_1tnry h1 tormns and commander~, _among others,
'Ilu_ers nnd Chambray, expr~ s .t~1e opm1on, upon a full•
review of tho elements of military- power, that the
Ynlor of the soldier is rather acq111red than natural.
Nations whose individual heroism is undisputed, have
foiled as soldiers in the field. The 'European nud
American conti_n_ents exhibit in~tances of ~his charact.er, nud the m1htnry prowess ol every nnt.100 may be
estimated by the centuries it has devoted to mili tary
contest, or the traditional pns ic.n of its people for militnry glory. With a race unaccustomed to military
servict1, much more dE:pe~d. on the immediate in~uence of officers upon mdmdual members, than with
tho e that have acquire<j more or less of warlike habits
and spirit by centuries of contest. It is deemed best
thc:cl?re, in th~ orgnnizntion of the Corps d' Afrique:
to h~1t the !·eg11n!!1~t to the. sm_allPst num~er of men
con 1 tent with efllc1ent ser~'1ce m t!ie field, m. or_de: to
secure the mo t thorough mstruct1on nod d1sc1plme,
nnd the large t influence of the officers over the troops.
.At first they will be limited to firn hundred men. The

•

average of American regiment.a is less ihan that
number.
The Commanding General desires to detail, for ternporary or permanent duty, the best officers of the army,
for the organization, instruction, and discipline of this
corps. With their aid he is confident that the corps
will render important service to the Government. It
is not established upon any dogma of equality, or other
theory, but as a practieal and sensible matter of business .• The Government makes use of mules, horses,
uneducated and educated white men, in the defence of
its institutions. Why should not the negro contribute
whatever is in his power for the cause in which he is
as deeply interested as other men? We may properly
demand from him whatever service he can render.
The chief defect in organizations of this character has
arisen from incorrect ideas of the officers in command.
Their discipline has been lax, and, in some cases, the
conduct of their regiments unsatisfactory and discreditable. Controversies unnecessary and injurious to the
service have arisen between them and other troops.
•The organization proposed will reconcile and avoid
many of these troubles.
Officers and soldiers will consider the exigencies of
the service in this department, and the absolute necessity of appropriating every element ?f '{>O·we1· to ~he
support of the Government. The preJud1ces or opmions of men are in no wise involved. The coiiperntion and active support of all officers and men, an.cl the
nomination of fit men from the ranks, and from the
lists of non-commissioned and commissioned officers,
are respectfully solicited from the Generals commanding the respective divisions.
Dy command of Major-Gen. BANKS.
RICILI.RD B. Inwrn, A. A. G.

The subsequent movements of Gen. Banks
in tbjs part of the State met wjth no serfoua
opposition from the enemy. After the investment of Vicksburg, bis forces were concentrated at Simmesport for an advance against Port
Hudson. Meanwhile the division of Gen. Sherman, which bud been quartered at New Orleans, was not inactive. A brigade was sent
out under Gen. Nickerson, for the purpose of
· b b
attacking any forces that the enemy m1g t ave
in tbeneigbborboodofLakePontcbartrain. The
first Texas cavalry, under Col. Davis, pushed
as far as Tickfaw Station on the railroad, and
captured a large amount of cotton, lumber,
corn, and bacon. A lieutenant and eight men
were made prisoners, among whom were fourteen Choctaw Indians. In this neighborhood
I
t
al d t
d
d · large
a arge annery was so es roye , an a
car shop, the Tangipaba bridge, and other valuable property. On the lake, four schooners,
with cargoes of contraband goods, were burned.
The division of Gen. Augur bad returned to
B · R
f
b. b ,,
t out
aton ouge, rom w I? a 1orce w3:s sen
that penetrated to a pomt on the railroad between Clinton and Port Hudson. A body of
the enemy were encountered and routed. Of
th· b d fi
k.]l d
1 ounded
1s o Y ve were. 1 e , severa "!
.,
and twenty-fl ve prisoners taken with their
horses and accoutrements. About the same
time Col. Grierson captured near Port Hudson
th 1. b dr d b d Of tt]
Tb squadron
ee U~ e
ea
ca e.
e
. f~
meanwhile, was anchored at the bead of Pio
it's Isl:.md, not attempting any hostile d~mon•
strations, except the mortar vessels, w l11ch at
night threw a few shells into Port Hndson.
A
b
.ddl ,, M
ll l
·1able
bout t e m! e 01, ay a t 10 avm
force near the river was concentrated at Baton
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Rouge, to assist in the attack on Port Hudson.
Thence Gens. Augur and Sherman moved to
the south and east of that position, to cooperate with Gen. Banks. From Simmesport Gen.
Bunks moved his army to invest Port Hudson.
A portion of his infantry was transported in
steamers, and the residue with the artillery
and cavalry and wagon train moved down on
the west bank of the river, and thence across
to Bayou Sara, which is five miles above Port
Hudson, on the east bank of the Mississippi
river. It was on the 21st of May that Gen.
Banks landed, and on the next day a junction
was effected with the advance of Ma,j.-Gen.
Augur and Brig.-Gen. Sherman. His line occupied the Bayou Sara road. On this road
Gen. Augur had an encounter with a force of
the enemy, which resulted in their repulse
with heavy loss. On the 25th, the enemy was
compelled to abandon his first line of works.
Oa the next day Gen. W eitzel's brigade, which
had covered the rear in the march from Alexandria, arrived, and on the morning of the 27th
a general assault was made on the fortifications.
Port Hudson, or Hickey's Landing, as it was
called some years ago, is situated on a bend in
the Mississippi river, about twenty-two miles
above Baton Rou~e, and one hundred and forty-seven above New Orleans. Approaching
Port Hud on by water from below, the first
batteries were situated on a bluff about forty
24
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feet above high water mark. Thence three series of batteries extended along the river ab-ova
Port Hudson to a point on Thomp~on's creek,
making a continuous line about three and a
half miles in extent. Above Thompson's creok
is an impassable marsh, forming a natural defence. From the lower battery began a line of
land fortifications, of semi-circular form, about
ten miles in extent, with Thompson's creek for
its natural terminus above. The guns were of
heavy caliber; in addition to which there were
light batteries, that might be easily taken to
any part of the line. The position was under
the command of Col. Frank Gardner.
The fire of the artillery of Gen. Banks
opened about six o'clock on the morning of the
27th, and continued with animation during the
day, At ten o'clock, Gen. Weitzel's brigade,
with the division of Gen. Grover-reduced to
about two brigades-and the division of Gen.
Emory, temporarily reduced by detachments
to about a brigade, under command of Col.
Paine, with two regiments of colored troops,
made an assault upon the right of the enemy's works, crossing Sandy creek, and driving
them through the woods into their fortifications. The fight lasted on this line until four
o'clock, and was very severely contested. O?the left, the infantry did not come up until
later in the day; but at two o'clock an assault
was commenced on the works on the centre
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n,nd left of centre, by the divisions under Maj.Gen. Augur and Brig.-Gen. Sherman . The
enemy was driven into Lis works, and the Federal troops moved up to the fortificatioI\s,
holding the opposite sides of the parapet with
the enemy. On the right, the troops continued
to hold their position; but on the left, after
•dark, the main body, being exposed to a flank
fire, withdrew to a belt of woods. The skirmishers remained close upon the fortifications.
On the extreme right, the first and third regiments of negro troops were posted. Of their
behavior in notion, Gen. Banks thus reports :
"The position occupied by these troops was
one of importance, and called for the utmost
steadiness and bravery in those to whom it
was confided. It gives me pleasure to report
that they answered every expectation. In
many respects their conduct was heroic. No
troops could be more determined·or more daring. Th·ey made during the day three charges
upon the batteries of the enemy, suffering very
heavy losses, and holding their position at
nightfall with the otl\er troops on the right of
our line. The highest commendation is bestowed upon them by all the officers in command on the right. Whatever doubt may
have existed heretofore as to the efficiency of
organizations of this character, the history of
this day proves conclusively to those who were
in condition to observe the conduct of these
regiments, that the Government will find in
this class of troops effective supporters and
defenders. The severe test to which they
were subjected, and the determined manner in
which they encountered the enemy, leaves
upon my mind no doubt of their ultimate success. They r equire only good officers, comm.ands of limited numbers, and careful discipline, to make them excellent soldiers." The
entire los in killed, wounded, and missing, since
Ian.ding at Bayon Sara to this time, was nearly
a thou and, including some of the ablest officers
of the corps, among whom was Gen. Sherman.
.A. bombardment of the position bacl been
made by the fleet under Admiral Farragut, for
a week previous to this a sault. Reconnaissances had discovered that the defences were very
strong, oonsi ting of several lin es of intrenchm.ents and rifle pits, with abatis of heavy trees
folled in every direction. The upper batteries
on the river were attacked by the Hartford
nnd Albatross, which had run the blockade,
nod the lower by the Monongahela, Richmond,
Gene ee and Essex.
On the 14th of Juno, after a bombm·dment
of severnl days, another assault on Port Hudon was made. The position of Gen. Banks's
force at this time was somewhat changed,
formino- only a right and left without a centre,
and, join d togeth~r, making a. right angle.
The divi ion of G n. Grover on tbe upper side
of Port Hudson, extended a distance of nearly
four miles from the river toward the interior,
within supporting di tan e of Gen. Augur's
di\"Liou. This was on tho west side ,of the

enemy's fortifications, and e~tended a distance ·
of three miles to the river, and within hailing
of the fleet. At this time, looking from the
extreme northeasterly range of the enemy's
rifle pits toward the river, on the upper side
of Port Hudson, a long line of earthworks
could be seen, glistening with bayonets, and
protected by a deep ditch nearly twelve feet in
width, Within short range, enfilading breastworks commanded every approach to the position of the enemy. The defences of the enemy formed nearly a right angle, both lines of
which extended to the river, and enclosed a
sharp bend. The point of attack w a;; the extreme northeasterly angle of the enemy's position. For some days previous, several pieces
of their artillery had been dismounted by the
Fe-deral fire and aband~ned, while those in position were rendered useless by the fire of th0
sharpshooters. Two regiments were detailed
as sharpshooters, who were to creep up and
lie on the exterior slope of the enemy's breastworks, while another regiment--each soldier
having a hand grenade besides his musketfollowed. These grenades were to be thrown
over into the enemy's position. Another regiment followed with bags filled with cotton,
which were to be used ·to filrup the ditch in
front of the breastworks. .After these regiments came the others of Gen. Weitzel's brigade.. Following th ese as a support were the
brigades of Col. Kimball and Ool. Morgan.
These forces under Gen. Weitzel were designed
for the attack on the right. In conjunction,
on the left, moved the old division of Gen.
Emory under Gen. Paine, forming a separate
column. Both divisions were m:ider the command of Gen. Grover, who planned the attack.
It was expected that Gen. Weitzel's command
would make a lodgment inside of the enemy's
works, and thus prepare the way for Gen.
Paine's division. The advance was made
about daylight, through a covered way, to within three hundred yards of the enemy's position;
then the field consisted of deep gullies covered
by brush and creeping vines. The fire of the
enemy was incessant, but a part of the skirmishers succeeded in reaching the ditch, wh ere
they were immediately repulred by an enfilading fire. But little was therefore accomplished with the hand grenades, as they were at
once caught up by the enemy, and hurled back.
Meanwhile tbe assaulting column moved f?rward as rapidly as possible, and made a sanes
of desperate assaults on the works, but the enemy were fully prepared, and lined every part of
their fortifications with heavy bodies of infantry.
It was a part of the general plan of attack
that a feint should be made on the extreme left
by Gens. Augur and Dwight. This assault was
made, and the :fighting was extremely desperate
on the part of the forces tinder Gen. Dwight.
.At length all the assaulting columns were compelled to fall back under the deadly fire of the
enemy, and the fighting finally ceased about
11 o'clock in the morning. The loss of Gen.
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Banks was nearly '700 in killed _and wounded. Meantime the first parallel encircling the
outer line of the enemy was pushed forward,
and the skirmishers were pos'ted in rifle pits
so near that skirmishes were of constant occurrence 3:t night. A. small force of the enemy's
cavalry hovered in the rear of Gen. Banks's
army, without making any serious demonstrations.
The withdrawal of Gen. Banks's force from
the west side of the Mississippi was followed
by great activity on the part of the enemy, for
the purpose of recovering the places held b;y- a
small body of Federal troops, and to cause a
diversion from Port Hudson. Opelousas was
reoccupied by a considerable Confederate
force ; the west bank of the Mississippi was lined
with squads of the rebels, who fired upon every boat which passed. A raid was made upon
Plaquemine by a body of Texans, who burned
two steamers lying there. They were driven
out by Lieut. Weaver, commanding the gunboat
Winona. On the 17th of June, an attack was
made on the Federal pickets at La Fourche,
which was repulsed. On the next day it was
repeated with the same result. On the 23d,
Brashear City was captured by a confederate
force·under Geps. Green and Mouton. .A. camp
of slaves, or contrabands, as they were called,
was attacked by the enemy, and lm·ge numbers
killed. Immense quantities of ammunition, se,eral pieces of artillei•y, three hundred thousand
dollars' worth of sutler's goods, sugar, fl.our,
pork, beef, and medical stores, of vast amount,
were also captm·ed. On the 28th, an attack was
made on Donaldsonville, and the storming party_succeeded in getting into the fort. But the
gunboats opened a flanking . fire above and
below the fort, and drnve back the supporting
party, so that the enemy broke and fled. Of
those who bad entered the fort, one hundred
and twenty were captured and nearly one huna
dred killed.
Other movements on the part of the enemy
were made at this time, which indicated great
activity, and enabled them to destroy much
Federal property. No embarrassme~t however
was caused.to the position of Gen. Banks. The
enemy, in short, recovered the La Fourche,
Teche, Attakapas, and Opelousas country, and
_captured Brashear, with fifteen hundred prisoners, a large number of slaves, and nearly all the
confiscated cotton.
.
After these two attempts to reduce Port Hudson by a land assault, on the 27th of May and
14th of June, the purpose to make another was
given up by Gen. Banks, until he had fully invested the place by a series of irresistible approaches. He was .thus engaged in pushing
forward his works when Vicksburg was surrendered. Information of this surrender was
s~nt to Gen. Banks, and it was made the occa~10n_ for fo-ing salutes and a general excitement
m his camp, which attracted the attention of the
enemy, to whom the surrender was communicated. Gen. Gardner, upon receiving the infor-
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mation, sent by flag of truce, about midnight of
the '7th, the following note to Gen. Banks:
HEADQUARTERS, PORT HUDSON, LA.,

Jt£1AJ 7th-, 1868.

To Maj. - Gen. Banks, commanding United StateJ Forces
near Port Hudson :
GENERAL : Having received information from your
troops that Vicksburg bas been surrendered, I make
this communication to request you to give me the official assurance whether this is true or not, and if true,
I ask for a cessation of hostilities, with a view to the
consideration of terms for surrendering this position.
I am, General, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
.
FRANK GARDNER, Major-General.

To which Gen. Banks thus replied:
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,
BEEOBE PORT HUDSON, July 8th, 1863.

l
f

To .Maj.-Gen. F·ranlc Gardner, commanding O. B.
F01·ces, I'ort Hudson :
GENERAL : In reply to your communication, dated the
7th instant, by flag of truce, received a few moments
since, I have the honor to inform you that I received,
yesterday morning, July 7th, at 10.45, by- the gunboat General Price, an official despatch from MajorGen. Ulysses S. Grant, United States Army, whereof
the following is a true extract:
'' HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TllE TENNF.SSEE, }
NEAR VICKSBURG, Juillj 4th, 1S68.

".Maj.-Gen. N. P. Banks, commanding JJepartment of
the Gulf:
"GENERAL: The garrison of Vicksburg surrendered
this morning. The number of prisoners, as given by
the officer, 1s 27,000, field artillery 128 pieces, and a
Jarg~ number of siege guns, probably not less than
eigb'ty.
Your obedient servant,
"U. S. GRANT, Major-Geueral."
I regret to say, that under present circumstances, I
cannot, consistently with · my duty, consent to a cessation of hostilities for the purpose you indicate.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS.

The following further correspondence then
took place :.
PORT HUDSON,

July 8th, 1868.

GENERAL : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication o_f this date, giving n
copy of an official communication from .Major-Gen. U.
S. Grant, United States Army, announcing the surrender of Vicksburg.
Having defended this position as long as I deem my
duty requires, I am willing to surrender to yon, and
will appoint o. commission of three officers to meet n
similar commission appointed by yourself, at nine
o'clock this morning, for the purpose of agreeing upon
and dro.wing up the terms of the surrender, and for that
purpose I ask for a cessation of hostilities.
Will you ·please designate a point outside of my
breastworks, where the meeting shall be held for this
purpose?
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FRANK GARDNER, Commanding C. S. Forces.
HEADQUABTEM U.S. FoRoES, DEFORE
PORT HUDSON, J1£V1J 6th, 1668.

l
f

Tq ..MaJ.-Gen. Frank Gu1·dner, commanding Oonfederate Statts Forces, Port' Hudson:
GENERAL: I haT"e the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of this date, stating that
you are willing to surrender the garrison under your
command to the forces under my command, and that
you will appoint a commission of three officers to meet
a similar commission appointed by me, nL nine o'clock
this morning, for the purpose of agreeing upon and
drawing up the terms of the surrender.
In reply, I have the honor to stat,e that I have designated Brig.-Gen. Charles P . Stone, Col. Henry W.
Birge, and L1eut.-Col. Richnrd B. Irwin, as the officers
to meet the commission appointed by you.
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They will meet your officers at the hour designated,
at a. point where the lla.g of truce was received this
morning. I will direct that active hostilities shall
entirely cease on my part until fortber notice, for the
purpose stated. Very respectfully yours, etc.,
N. P. BANKS, Maj .- Gen. Commanding.

The following are the articles of capitulation
mutually agreed upon and adopted :
Anr. 1. Maj.-Gen. Frank Gardner surrenders to the
United States forces under Maj .-Gen. Banks, the
piltce of Port Hudson and its dependencies, with its
garrison, armaments, munitions, public funds, and
materials of war, in the condition, as nearly as may
be, in which they were at the hour of cessation of
hostilities, namely, 6 o'clock A. u ., July 8th, 1868.
Anr. 2. The surrender stipulated in article one is
qualified by no condition, save that the officers and
enlisted men comprising the garrison shall receive
the treatment due to prisoners of war, according to
the usages of civilized warfare.
Anr. 8. All private property of officers and enlisted
men shall be respected, and left to their respective
owners .
.Ar.r. 4. The position of Port Hudson shall be occupied to-morrow, at 'l o'clock A. M., )>y the forces of
the United States, and its garrison received as prisoners of war by such general officers of the United
States service as may be designated by Maj.-Gen.
Banks, with the ordinary f01·malities of rendition .
'l'he Confederate troops will be drawn up in line, officers in their posit.ions, the right of the line resting on
the edge of the prairie south of the railroad depot·
the left extending in the direction of the village of
Port Hudson. The arms and colors ,vill be piled conveniently, and will be received by the officers of.the
United States.
ART. 5. The sick and wounded of the garrison will
be career for by the authorities of the United States,
nssi 'ted, if desired by either party, by the medical
officers of the garrison.

Tbe formal surrender was made on the 9th of

July. Gen. Andrews, Chief of Staff of Gen.
Banks, with Ool. Birge lending his column, followed by two picked regiments from each division, with Holcombe's and Rowle's batteries of
light artillery, and the gunners of the naval battery, entered the fortifications. The enemy were
drawn· up in line, with their officers in front of
them, on one side of the roarl, with their backs
to the river. The Federal troops were dro.wn
up in two lines on the opposite side of the road,
with their officers in 1front. Gen. Gardner then
advanced, and offered to surrender his sword
with Port Hudson. In appreciation of his
bravery, he was desired to retain it. He then
said : " General, I will now formally surrender
my command to you, and for that purpose will
give the order to ground arms." The order
was given, and the arms grounded. The surrender comprised, besides the position, 6,233
prisoners, 51 pieces of artillery, two steam
ers, 4,400 lbs. of cannon pow:der, 5,000
small arms, and 150,000 round"s of ammu- ·
nition. The loss of Gen. Banks from the 23d
to the 30th of May was about one thou.~and.
The village of Port Hudson consisted of a few
houses and a small church, which had been
nearly desta·oyed by the cannonade. 'l'he
wounded and sick of the garrison suffered the
most from want of medical store~. The
provisions of the garrison were nearly exhausted.
The surrender of Port Hudson enabled Gen.
Banks to turn l1is attention to other points
which had been temporarily and necessarily
neglected. His further movements are stated
in subsequent pages.

CHAPTER XXX .
Movement of Gen. Burnside to cross the Rnppahannock-Storm-The Army returns to Cnmp--Gen. Hooker takes com·
mnnd-Movoment of Gen. Hooker across tho Rappahannock-Tho Battle of Chnncellorsville-Losses- The deJ!th
of Gen. " toncwnll " J nckson .
.AFTER the bo.ttle of Fredericksburg on the
18th of December, 1 62, the m·my, under Maj.n. Burn ide, remained inactive for some
w ek . It po ition was opposite Fredericksbut·o-. Iuu:ioation of some movement, however,
w r mnnife t about the 16th of Jamu.1.ry. The
ro11ds w re dry, un.d, on the night of the l 6tl1, the
pontoons were brought up from Belle Plain and
with the ntmo t s or cy taken near the ;.iver
s m distnu e above. .An order to march had
b en t,,i e issu d and oountei·manded. On the
l'ith i.t wn hmcd no-aiu, requiring ench soldier
to hav thr duy 'rations and ixty round of
cnrtritlo-e . The army at t,hi time wa a , tron!?
in numb r ond mat -inl os it had ever been~
lt was nppo ed tbat th force of Gen. Lee had
b on om what r dnc d by th withdrawal of
small bodies to reenfor e other point . His

army was composed of eight divisions, commanded by Gens. A. P. and D. H. Hill, Early,
Hood, Walker, Ransom, McLuws,. and Anderson. Each division consisted of four to five
brigades, and each brigade had fr_om ~ve to
seven regiment.a. It was the intention of Gen.
Burnside to move bis army a few miles further
up the Rappahannock, und cross at the fords
aud make an attack upon the flank of Gen. Lee.
On the next day the order was postponed.
The enemy in the mean time were on the alert,
and expecting an attack at any tin1e. On Tue_s·
day, the 20th, Gens. Hooker and Franklin
moved in heavy oTder, wi.th tent , &c., to\re.rd
Hn.rtwood Church, which is directly north 0:
the United States ford of the Rappahnnnock,
which is twelve miles above Fredericksburg.
Gen. igel moved in the afternoon in the amo
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direction. The movement of Gen . Hooker was
made by a road three miles north of the river,
and concealed from the view of the enemy's
pickets on the south bank. That night, at ten
o'clock, a Stllrmfrom the northeast commenced
with high wind and torrents of rain. The march
begau the next morning at daylight, but the
roaus had become almost impassable. In e\' ery
gully, batteries, caissons, supply wagons, ambulances, and pontoons were mired. All day
there was a constant and exhausting stmggle
of men, horses, and mules with the mud. On
Wednesday night the wearied troops lay down
in thei r blankets. The storm still continued.
During the next day an effort was made to
concentrate on the high table land near Banks's
Forcl. It now became too manifest that it
would be impossible to get the army through
the freshly cut roads to the river, so that the
fords could be reached. On Friday the storm
abated, uut further progress was necessarily
suspended, and on the next day the movement
was abandoned, and the army returned to its
former quarters.
.
On Monday, the 26th, Gen. Burnside issued
the following add1·e,:s, surrendering the command of the army to Gen. Hooker :
llEADQUARTE:lS ARMY OF TU, POTOMAO, 2

CA:11P NEAR FALMOUTH, Januar,J 26th, 1863. I
By direction of the President of the United Stntes,
the Commanding Genernl this day transfers the command of this army to Major-Gen. Joseph Hooker.
The short time that he has directed your movements
has not been fruitfn l of victory or any considerable
advnncemeut of our lines, but it has ao-nin demonstrated an amount of courage, patience, an~ endurance that
under more favorable circumstances would have accomplished great results.
Continue to exercise these virtues. Be true in your
devotion to y~ur ~ountr~ and the principles you ha~·e
sworn to mamtarn. Give to the brnve and skilful
general who hns long been identified with your organ ization, and who is now to commnnd you, your full
and cordial support and coiiperatiQn, and you will deserve success.
In taking au affectionate leave of the entire army,
from which he sepnrates with so much regret, he may
be pardoned if he bids an especial fnrewell to bis longt,,iecl associates of the ninth corps. His prayers are
that God may be with you, and grant you continued
success until tbe rebellion is crushed.
By command of
Major-Gen. BURNSIDE.
L&w1s R1cmroxn, A. A. G.

.A.t bis own request, Gen . Burnside was relieved of his command, and the President immediately conferred it upon Gen. Hooke1·. The
views under which tllis command had been accepted by Gen. Burnside were thus stated uy
him in his testimony before a committee appointed by Congress to investigate the conduct
of the wa1·:
On the 7th or 8th of November, I recei\·ed au order
from the President of tbe United States, directing me
to take command of the Army of the Potomnc, nnd
nl · o a copy of nn order relie,·irig Gen. McClellan fr:om
that command. This o.-der was con,eyed to me by
Gen. Buckin!l;ham, who was attached to the ,vnr Department. After getting o¥er my surprise, the shock,
&c, .I told Gen. Rnckiughnm 1hat it was a matter that
required very serious thouo-bt; that I did not want the
commnud; that it had bee; offered to me twice before,
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and I did not feel that I could take it · I counselled
with two of my staff officers in regard to it, for, I should
think, au hour and a half. They urged upon me that
I had no right, as a soldier, to disol:iey the order, and
that I had nlready expressea to the Government my
unw ill ingness to take the command; I told them what
my views were with reference to my ability to exercise
such 11, command, which views were those I had unreservedly expressed, that I was not competent to command such a large nrmy as this; I had snid the same
over and over ngam to the President and Secretary of
War; and also that if mntters could be satisfactorily
arranged with Gen. McClellan, I thought he could
command the Army of the Potomac better than any
other general in it.

On the same day when Gen. Burnside retired, Gen. Hooker, on assuming the command,
issued the following address to the army:
llEADQUARTECS, CAMI' NEAR FALMOUTIT,}

January 26th, 18G3.

By direction of the President of the United States
the undersigned assumes command of the Army of the
Potomac.
Re enters upon the discharge of thP. duties imposed
by the trust with a just npprcciution of their responsibility. Since the formation of this army he has been
identified with its history; he bas shared with you its
glories and reverses, with no other desire than that
these relations might remain unchanged until its dest iny should be accomplished.
In the record of your achievements there is much to
be •prouc. of, and, with the blessing of God, we will
contribute something to the renown of our arms and
the success of our cause. To secure these ends your
commander will require the cbecrfol and zealous cooperation of every officer and soldier in the army. In
equipment, intelligence, and valor the enemy 1s onr
inferior. Let us never hesitate to g ive him battle
whenever we can find him.
·
The undersigned only gives expression to the fee lings· of th is army when he conveys to our late commnnder, Maj.-Gen. Burnside, the most cordial good
wishes for his fnture.
My staff will be announced as soon ns organized.
JOSEPII IIOOKER,
M_nj. -Geu. Commanding Army of the Potomac.

Gens. Sumner and Franklin were at the same
time relieved or the commanu of the right and
left divisions of the army. The following is
the official order of the President under which
these changes were made :
HEADQUARTERS OF TUE .t\.nMY,
~
WAR DEPART~IENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S 0Fl'IOE,
W ASUlliOTO N, January 28th, 1863.

I. The President of the United States has directed:
First. Th at Maj.-Gen. A. E. Burnside nt his own
request, be relieved from the command ofthe.A.rmy of
the Potomac.
Second. That Maj.-Gen. E. V. Sumner at bis own
request, be relieved from duty in tlie Army of ti.Jc Potomac.
Third. That Maj.-Gen. W. Il. Franklin be relie,•ed
from duty in the Army of the Potomac.
Fourth . That Maj.-Gen. J. Hooker be assigned to the
command of the Army of the Potomac.
The officers relieved as above will report iu person
to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
By order of the Secretary of W nr,
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Assistant Adjutant-Genernl.

On tbe 26tb of January, the Senate of the U.
S. Congress adoptcrl the following resolution:
Resolved, Tb nt the Committee on the Conduct of the
War be instructed to inquire wh ether i\Jaj.-Gen. ,\ E.
Burnside has, since ihe batile of Fredericksbm·g, form·
ed any plans for the movement of the Army of th~
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Potomac, or any portion of the same; and if so, whether
any subordinate generals of said army have written to
or visited W asbmgton to oppose or interfere with the
execution of such movements, and whether such proposed movements hav~ been arrested or interfered
with, and, if so, by what authority.

The report of the committee, which was
published in April, 1863, thus states the proceedings under the resolution:
Under that resolution, your committee proceeded to
take the testimony of Mnj.-Gens . .A. E. Burnside and
John G. Parke, nod Brig.-Gens. John Newton, John
Cochrane, and Wm. W . .Averill. That testimony brings
to light the following facts:
.
Sl:iort.ly after the battle of Fredericksburg, Gen.
Bur.aside devised a plnn for attnch.-ing the enemy in his
front. The main army was to cross at a place some
si..x or seven miles below Fredericksburg. The positions for the artillery to protect the crossings were all
selected; the roads were all surveyed, and the corduroy
was cut for preparing the roads. .At the-same time a
feint of crossing was to be made some distance above
Falmouth, which feint could be turned into a positive
attack should the enemy discover the movement below; otherwise the main attack was to be made below.
In connection with this movement of the main army,
n cavalry expedition was organized, consisting of
twenty-five hundred of the best cavalry in the Army of
the Potomac, one thousand of whom were picked men.
'£he plan of that expedition was as follows: Accompanied by a brigade of infantry detailed to protect the
crossing of the Ruppalrnnnock, it was to proceed to Kelly's Ford; there the thousand picked men were to cross,
1md to proceed to the .Rapidan, and cross that river nt
Rncoon Ford; then to go onward and cross the Vir,,inla Central railroad at Louisa Court House; the
'.Tames river at Goochland or Carter's, blowing up the
looks of the James River canal at the place of crossing;
cross the Richmond and Lynchburg railroad at a point
south of there, blowing up the iron bridge at the place
of crossing; cross the Richmond, P etersburg, and
,Yeldon rnilrond where it crosses the Nottoway river,
destroying the r ailroad bridge there; and 'then proceed
, on by Gen. Pryor's command, nod efiect a junction
with Gen. Peck at Suffolk, where steamers were to be
in waitin~ to take them to Aquia creek. To distract
the attention of the enemy, and to deceive them in regard to which body of cavalry was the nttacking ·column, n1fhe time the thousand picked men crossed the
Rappah,mnock a portion of I.he remaining fifteen hun~red was to proceed toward Warrenton; another port10n toward Culpepper Court House; nod the remainder
were to accompany the thousand picked men as for as
ltacoon Ford, aud then return. While this cavalry
expedit,ion was in progress, the general movement was
to be made across the ri,•er.
Ort th e 26th of December an order was issued for
the_ entire command ~o prepare tlu·ee days' cooked
ration ; to have then· wngons filled with ten days'
small rations, if possible; to have from ten to twelve
days' supply of beef cattle with them; to take forage for tb oir teams _and their artillery and cavalry
horses, and the r equ1 ite amount of ammunition-in
fact, to be in a condit.ion to move at twelve hours'
notice.
hortly after that order was issued, Gen.John Newton and Gen. John Cochrane-the one commanding a
division and the other n brigade in the left grand divi ion, under Gon. \Yilliam B. Frnnklin-cnme up to
Wn hington on len,e of absence. Previous to obtaining leave of absence from Gen. Franklin, they informed
him und Gen. , illinm F. ~ mith thut when they came
to Washington they ~hould take the opportunity to
represent to ome one m authority here the di pirited
condition of the army, and the danger there was of attempting nay movement against the enemy at that
time.
When they r eached Wa hington, Gen. Cochrane, as
he states, cndenrnrcd to find certain members of Con-

gress, to whom to make the desired communication.
Failing to find them, he determined to seek an interview with the President for the purpose of making the
communication directly to him. On proceeding to the
President's House, be there met Secretary Seward, to
whom he explained the object of bis being there, and
the general purport of his proposed communication to
the Presideqt, and requested him to procure an interview for them, which Mr. Seward promised to do, and
which he did ·do.
That day the interview took place, nod Gen. Newton
opened the subject to the President. .At first the
President, as Gen. Newton expresses it, "very naturally conceived that they had come there for the purpose of injuring Gen. Burnside, and suggesting some
other person to fill his pince." Gen. Newton states
that, while be firmly believed that the principal cause
of the dispirited condition of the army was the want
of confidence in the military capacity of Gen. Burnside, he deemed it improper to say so to the President
"right square out," and therefore endeavored to convey the same idea indirectly. When asked if be considered it any less improper to do such a thing indirectly than it was to do it directly, be qunliffed bis
previous assertion by saying that his object was to inform the President of what he considered to be the
condition of the army, in the hope that the President
would make inquiry nod learn the true reason for himself. Upon perceiving this impression upon the mind
of the President, Gens. Newton and Cochrane state
that they hastened to assure the President that he was
entirely mistaken, and so far succeeded ·that at the
close of the interview the President said to them he
was glad they had called upon him, and that he hoped
that good won~ result from the interview.
To return to General Burnside. The cavalry. expedition had started; the brigade of infantry detailed lo
accompany it had crossea the Rappahannock nt
Richard's Ford, nod returned by way of Eilis's Ford,
leaving the·way clear for the cavalry to cross at Kelly's Ford. The day they bad arranged to make the
crossing, General Burnside received from the President
the following telegram: "I hn11e good reason for saying that you must not make a general movement without letting me know of it."
Gen. Burnside states that be could not imagine, nt
the time, what reason the President could ha11e for
sending him such a telegram, None of the officers of
his command, except one or two of his staff, who bod
remained in camp, bad been told anything of his plan
beyond the simple fact that a movement was to be
made. He could only suppose that the despatch related in some way to important military mo vements
in other parts of the country, in which it was necessary to have coopernt.ion.
Upon the receipt of that telegram steps were immediately taken to halt the cavalry expedition where it
then was (at Kelly's Ford) until further orders. A
portion of it was shortly nfterwru·d sent off to intercept
Stuart, who had just made a ruicl to Dumfries and thij
neighborhood of Fairfax Court House, which it foiled
to do.
Gen . Burnside came to Washington to ascertain
from the President the true state of the case. He was
informed by the President that some general officers
from the .Army of the Potomac, whose names he declined to give; had called upon him and represented
that Gen. Burnside contempUJ.led soon making a movement, and that the army was so dispirited and demoralized that any attempt to make r, mo.ement at that
time must result in disaster; that no prominent officers in the Army of the Potomac were rn favor of any
movement at that time.
Gen. Burnside informed the PresideDt that none 0 ~
bis officers had been informed what bis plan wa~, an
then proceeded to explain it in detail to the Pres!dept.
He urged upon the President to grant him perm1ss1on
to carry it out., but the President declined to do so nt
that time. Gen. Halleck nod Secretary Stanton were
sent for, and then learned, for the first time, of tbc
Presi~ent's action in stopping the movement, although
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Gen. Hn.lleck was previously aware that a movem~nt
was cou.templated by Gen. Burnside. Gen. Halleck,
with Gen. Burnside, held thnt the officers who hnd
made those representations to the President should be
at ouce dismissed the service.
Gen. Burnside remained here at thnt time for two
days, but uo conclusion was reached upon the subject.
When be returned to bis camp be learn~d that many
of the detnils of the general movement, and the details
of the cavalry expedition, bad become known to the
rebel sympntbizers in Washington, thereby rendering
that plnn impracticable. When asked to whom he bad
communicated bis plans, he stated that he had told no
one in Washington except the President, Secretary
Stanton, and Gen. Halleck; and in his camp none
knew of it except one or two of his staff officers, who
had rem ained in camp all the time. He professed
himself unable to tell how his plans had become known
to the enemy.
.
.A correspondence then took pince between the President, Gen. Halleck, and Gen. Burnside. Gen. Burnside desired distinct authority from Gen. Halleck, or
some one nuthorized to give it, to make a movement
across the river. While urgino- the importance and
necessity of such a movement, '.fie candidly admitted
that there was hardly a general officer in his command
who approved ofit. While willing to take upon himself all the responsibility of the movement, and promising to keep in view the President:s caution concerning
running any risk of destroying the .Army of the Potomat:, he desired to have at least Gen. Halleck's sanction or permission to make the movement. Gen. Halleck repli ed that while he had always favored a for ward
movement, he could not take the responsibility of giving any directions as to how and when it should be
m,ide.
Gen. Burnside then determined to make a movement
without any further correspondence on the subj ect.
He was un able to devise any as promising as tbe one
just thwarted by this interference of his subol'dinate
officers, which interference gave the enemy the t ime,
if not the means, to ascertain what he had proposed to
do. He·, however, devised a plan of movement, and
proceeded to put it in execution. As is well known,
1t was rendered abortive in consequence of the severe
storm which took place shortly after the movement
beo-an.
(j.en. Burnside states that, besides the inclemency
of th e weather, there was another powerful reason for
abandoning the movement, viz ., the almost universal
feeling among his general officers against him. Some
of those otficers freely gave vent to tneir feelings iu the
presence of th eir inferiors. In consequence of this,
nnd also what had taken place during the battle of
Fredericksburg, &c., Gen. Burnside directed an order
to be iss ued , which he styled General Order No. 8.
Tbtit order dismissed some officers from the service,
subject to the approval of the President, relieved
others from dn ty with the .Army of the Potomac, and
also pronounced sentence of death upon some deserters who h ticl been tried and convicted.
Gen. Burnside states that he had become satisfied
f.hat it was abso lutely necessary that some such examples should be made, in order to enable him to maintain the r,roper authority over the army under his command. rhe order was duly signed and issued, and
only wni ted publication. Two or three of his most
trusted staff officers represented to Gen. Burnside that
should be the'n publish that order, he would force upon
the President tbe necessity of at once sanctioning it,
or, by refusing his approval, assume an attitude of
hostility to Gen. Burnside. '!'be publication of the
order was accordingly delayed for the time.
Gen. Burnside came to Washington and laid the
order before the President, with the distinct assurance
that in 110 other way could he exercise a proper command over the Army of the Potomac; and he asked
t~e President to sanction the order, or accept his r esignation as major-general. The President acknowledged that Gen. Burnside was right, but declined to
decide without consulting with some of his ac~~isers.
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To this Gen. Burnside replied, that if the President
took time for consultation he would not be allowed to
publish that order, and therefore asked to have his resignation accepted at once. This the President de.
clined to do.
Gen. Burnside returned to bis camp, and came again
to Washington that night at the request of the President, and the next morning called upon the President
for his decision. He was informed that the President
declined to approve his order No. 8, but had concluded
to reli eve him from his command of the Army of the
Potomac, and to appoint Gen. Hooker in his ].)lace.
Thereupon Gen. Burnside again insisted that his resignation be accepted. This the P resident declined to
do; and, after some urging, Gen. Burnside consented
to take a le'llve of absence for thirty days, with the
und erstanding that, at the end of that time, be should
be assigned to duty, as he deemed it improper to bolo.
a commission as major-general and receive his pay
without rendering sen•ice therefor. Gen . Burnside obj ected to the wording of the order which relieved him
from his command, and which stated that it was at his
own requ esJ;, as being unjust to him and unfounded in
fact; but upon the representation that any other order
would do injury to the cause, h~ consented to let it remain as it then read.
The foregoing statements of the facts proved, together with the testimony herewith submitted, s01 fully
and clirect,Jy meet the requirements of the resolution,
r eferred to them, that your committee deem any comment by them t o be entirely unnecessary.

Subsequently a let ter appeared from Gen.
Cochrane, of which the following is an extract:
I have no copy of my evidence, nor have I seen
Gen . Newton's. But I remember to have stated explicitly that I kn ew nothing of Gen. Burnside's plan;
that 1 knew only of the dispirited condition of the
troops, aud the sense of apprehension which depressed
them, and that I r ecognized it as a duty to communicate this knowled ge· to those whose duty it was to applf
it. This much I testified that I had said to the President ; and I t hen further said to the committee that had
I been tbe depository of the commanding general's
plans, and the possessor of facts which would necessarily have baffled those plans, and have involved the
army in irretrievable ruin, I would have considered it
no less -than treason not to have disclosed the factsthat I was impressed that another defeat, then and
there, would have been fatal to our cause; apJi t.hat it
was upon my deepest loyalty that I had spoten- that
the geese had doubtless disturbed the sleeping Roman
sentinel, when their alarm saved the capital from the
'Gauls; but that I had never heard that the geese bad
b een punished for disturbing the sentinel, though I
had heard that they had been honored for saving the
state.

The following has app~ared as so much of
the order No. 8 as relates to the dismissal and
r elief of certain officers :
GeneraZ Order No. 8.
lIEADQU A.RTERS An:l!Y OF THE PoTOM,1.0,

*

*

w

*

Jan. 23cl, 1863.
~

First. Gen. Joseph E. Hooker, Major-General of
Volunteers and Brigadier-General of the United States
.A~~J'., having been_guilty of unjust and unnecessary
entic1sms of the actions of his superior officers, and of
the authorities, and having, by the ~eneral tone of his
conversation, endeavored to create distrust in the minds
of officers who have associated with him, and having,
by omissions and otherwise, made reports and statements which were calculated to create incorrect impressions, and of habitnally speaking in disparagi_n g
terms of other officers, is hereby dismissed the service
of the United States, as a man unfit to bold an important
commission during a crisis like the present, when so
much patience, charity, confidence, consideration, and
patriotism are due from every soldier in tho field. The
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order is issued subject to the approval of the President tlte°Potomac. I aeeordingly took t,his order, already
signed and issued in due fo rm, with the exception of
of the United States.
Second. Brig.-Gen. W. T. H. Brooks, commanding being made public, to the President of the United States,
First Division, Sixth Army Corps, for complaining of natl handed him the order, together with my resignathe policy of the Government, and for using lan- tion of my commission as a major-general. I told 11im
guage tending to demoralize h is command, is, subject that he knew my views upon the subject; that I bnd
to the approval of the President of the United States, never sought any command, more particularly that of
dismissed from the military service Q_f the Uuited the Army of the Potomac; that my wish was to go into
ci vi i life, after it was determined tbnt I could no longer
States.
Third. Brig.-Gen. John Newton, commanding Third be of any use in the nrmy; thnt I desired no public
Division, Sixth Army Corps, and Brig.-Gea. John position of. any kind whatever. At the same time I
Cochrane, commanding First Brigade, Tliird Division, said that I desired not to place myself in opposition to
Sixth Army Corps, for going to the President of the him in any wny, or to do anything to weaken the GovUnited States with criticisms upon the plans of their ernment. I said he could now say to me, "You may
commanding officer, are, subject to the approval of the take the responsibility of issuing this order, nnd I will
President, dismissed from the military service of the approve it;" and I would take that responsibility, if
be would say that it wou ld he sustained after it wns
United States.
Fou r th. It being evident that the following named issued, because he would have to approve of it, for I
officers can be of no further service to th is army, they had no right to dismiss a man or condemn a man to
are hereby relieved from duty, n.nd will report in per- death without his approval. Iu case that order (No. 8)
son without delay to the Adjutant-General of the could not be approved by him, there was my resignation, which he could accept, and that would end the
United States Army:
hlaj.-Gen. Y{. B. Frauklin, commanding Left Grand matter forever, so far as I was concerned; that nothDivision.
ing more wou ld be said in r eference to it. I told him
Maj.-Gen. W. F . Smith, commanding Sixth Army he could be sure tbnt my wish wns to have that done
which was best for the public senice, and that wns the
Corps.
·
Dri~.-G.im. Sam. D. Sturgis, commanding Second only way in which I could command the Army of the
Potomac. The President·replied to me, "I think you
Division, Ninth Army Corps.
Brirr.-Gen. Edward F errero, commanding Second nre right. ,.. ,.. * [The suppressions here, in the
Brigacle, Second Division, Ninth Army Corps.
body of Gen . Burnside's report of the President's linBrirr.-Gen. John Cocbmne, commanding First Brig- swer, are mnde by the committee.] But I must conade, •J.'?hird Division, Sii...-th Army Corps.
sult with some of my advisers about this." I said to
Lieut.-Col. J. ff. 'l'aylor, Acting Adj utant-General him, "If you consult ,Yith anybody you will not do it,
in my opinion." He said, "I cannot help thnt; I must
Right Grand Division.
By command of
Maj.-Gen. A. E. BURNSIDE.
consult with them." I replied tbnt be wns the judge,
LEWIS R1cm10Nn, Assistant Adj utant-General.
and I would not question bis right to do what ho
pleased.
The testimony of Gen. Burnside, in relation
The President asked me to remain all that dny. I
to this order, from which th e committee con- replied that I could not remain away from my command; that be knew my views, and I was fixed and
densed their abstract, was as follows :
determined in them. He then nsked me to come up
I went to my adjutant-general's office, nnd issued an that night again. I r eturned to my command, and
order, which I termed Genernl Order No. 8. That or- came up again that night, nnd got here at six o'clock
der dismissed some officers from service, subject to in the morning. I went tot.he President's, but did 11ot
the nppruval of the President, and relieved others see him. I went ngnia after breakfast, nnd the Presifrom duty with the Army of the Potomac. I nlso had dent told me that be bad concluded to relieve me from
three sentences of death upon privates for desertion, the commnncl of the Army of the Potomac, nnd pince
which I had reviewed arid approved, subject, of course, Gen. Booker in command. I told him that I was willing
to the npprovnl of the President, ns I hnd no rirrbt to do to accept that, as the best solution of the problem; and
nny of these things without that approval. !bad sent that neither he nor Gen. Hooker would be a ha,p pier
my own body guard over into hforyland, nnd bad suc- mnn than I would be if Gen. Hooker gained a victory
ceeded in capturing u large number of deserters. I had there. 'l'he President also said that he intonded to reorganized a court martiaf, the one which is now in ses- lieve Gen . Sumner nnd Gen. Franklin. I said th;it I
sion down there trying some two hundred and fifty thought it would be wise to do so, if he made the
deserters.
cb ~nge he proposed to make. Gen . Sumner was a
I told my adjutant-general to issue that order (No. much older officer tlian Gen. Hooker, and ougbJ; not to
8) at once. One of my ach•isers-only two persons be asked to serve under him.
1knew ef this-one of them, who is a very cool, sensible
On the 26th. of April Gen. Buruside assum~d
m1rn, nnd n firm fri end, told me thnt, rn his opinion,
the order wu a just one, nod ought to be issued; but the command of the Department of the Ohio.
he snid tlilllt he kuew my views with reference to en- An ·invasion of Kentucky was at that time
dea,•oring to muke myself nsefu l to the Government
of tho United tntes instead of placing myself in op- threatened by the Confederate forces.The inclemency of the season was such that
position •to it; thnt nil of these tl1ings bnd to be approved by the President of the United States, at any no movements could now be attempted by the
rate, before they could he pnt in force; that be did not Army of the Potomac or its adversary on the
think I int.ended to pince the President in a position
where be either had to a nme ·the responsibility of be- opposite side of the Rappahannock at Fredercomin~ my enemy before the public, at any rnte, there- icksb1ll'g. Some raids by the enemy a-dd ~omeby enaoling n ,certuia portion of my friends to mnke a movements of ca.valry were the only operations.
martyr of me ·to some Elxtent, or he had to take the
On the 12th of March a bold and successful
r e pon ihility of carrying out the order, which would raid was made by the enemy as far within t?e
be ngninst the views of a grent many of the most inlhiential men in the country, pnrticuhirly thnt port.ion Federal lines as Fairfax Court House in VJrof the order iu reference to the officers I _proposed to ginia. Bl'ig.-Gen. Stoughton was taken from
have dismi ed the-sl?rdce. I told the staff officer that his bed nnd carried off, and a; detachment from
J liud no des ire ·to pince my elf in opposition to the his brigade, with guards, horses, &c., captured.
Pre ident of the 1Jnited States in nny way; that I
On the 17th of March a sharp conflict took
thought his (my staff officer's) view of the matter was
the correct one; but tbnt I hnd indicated in that order place between a body of cavalry, under Gen.
tlie only way in which I could command tlie Army of Averill, and a similar force of tho enemy near
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Kelly's Fore]. .A.bout forty of Gen. Averill's
force were disabled, and about eighty of the
enemy made prisoners.
On the 13th of April, an expedition of cavalry, infantry, and artillery, under Major-Gen.
Stoneman, proceeded in detachments to Warrenton, Beal ton, Rappahannock bridge, and·Liberty. Small bodies of Pm·tisnn Rangers were
met with, but no opposition was encounter.ed.
Thence he moved to the fords of the Rapidan
and took possession 6f them. These operations
were made in advance of a general movement
of the army across the Rappahannock to attack
Gen. Lee. The stormy weather which ensued
delayed this movement until the 27th of April.
The army of Gen. Lee, in its encampments
near Fredericksburg, held a line running from
northwest to southeast : its r ight wing was extended as far down as Port Royal on the Rappahannock, and its left wing rested above
Fredericksburg on the same river. In this
position it bad only two main lines of retreat,
one toward R ichmond by railroad, and the
0ther toward Gordonsville. The strength of
this army was ·about e;eventy thousand men.
The army of Gen. Hooker consisted of seven
corps, and numbered about one hundred and
twenty thousand men. Under b is plan of at~ack three corps were ma sed below Freder1chburg, to cross there and make a feint attack
on lhe en~my, when two of the corps were to
0
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return immediately after crossii;ig and join tho
other four corps, meanwhile crossing at several
fords ten and twenty miles above Fredericksburg. The object of Gen. Hooker by movi~g
down on the left of the enemy, was to force him
to fight outside of bis intrenchments, or to fall
back on Richmond.
.
Falmouth, the position occupied by Gen.
Hooker's army, is nearly opposite Fredericks· burg, on the north bank of the Rappahannock.
.A.bout twelve miles above, the Rapidan, a small
r iver, unites with a stream heretofore called
the North Fork, to form the R '.lppahannock.
Lately, however, the North Fork has been
called Rappahannock, and the R npidan bas
been spoken of as a tributary. The United
States Ford is about one mile below the mouth
of the Rapidan. Banks's Ford is about midway
between the United States Ford and Falmouth.
Kelly's F ord, where the four corps crossed the
North Fork, or the Rappahannock as it is now
called, is about twenty miles above Falmouth .
German ia Ford, where the same force crossed
the Riip-idan, is about twelve mil es south of
Kelly's Ford, at a place caJJed Germania Mills.
The troops crossed here by wading. The water was up to the armpits, and with a rapid
current. The bottom of the river was rocky.
On Monday morning, April 27th, t he eleventh corps, under Maj.-Gen. Howard, the
twelfth, under Maj .-Gen. Slocum, and the fifth,
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under Maj.-Geo. Meade, marched westward on
the several roads leading to Kelly's Ford,
which the advance under Gen. Howard reached
on Tuesday forenoon. A brigade of this corps
had been guarding th e ford since the movement
of cavalry under Geo. Stoneman. The pontoon
boats had been moved into a creek behind the
bluff at the Ford. About two hundred and fifty
men of the 73d Pennsylvania and 154th New
York immediately crosseu in boats and occupied
the bank of the river. Skirmishers were deployed to the right and left, but no enemy, excepting a few pickets who retired, was to be
found. The r emainder of the two regiments
cros~ed in boats whilst the bridge was building.
That evening the eleventh corps crossed, and
the twelfth bivouacked on the shore.
Early on Wednesday morning, the twelfth
corps crossed over, followed by Gen. Stoneman's cavalry force and the fifth corps. The
wagon trains were sent back from Kelly's Ford
and parked near Banks's Ford. The advance
moved directly to Germania Ford on the Rapidan. The fifth coi·ps, under Gen. Meade,
crossed the R apiuan in the afternoon, a little
lower down. On the next morning, Thursday,
an advance was made to Ohancellorsville, at the
junction of the Orange Oourt House road with
a road to Culpepper, between five anu ten miles
di tant from the ford. The three corps :were
massed at this pla:ce at night, and Gen. Hooker ·
arrived and made it his headquarters. On
Wednesday, the second corps, under Gen.
Couch, took a position at Banks's Ford, five
miles above Fredericksburg. Some skirmishing had occuned with small bodies of the enemy, which retired. The cavalry force of Gen.
Stoneman was sent to cut the communication
of Gen. Lee's army by railroad with Richmond.
Meanwhile the remaining three corps of the
army had been put in motion. The first corps,
undeL' Maj.-Gen. Reynolds, the third, under
Maj.-G n. Sickles, and the sixth, under Maj.Gen. Sedgwick, moved from their camps on
Monday night and took a position two mil es
below Fredericksburg. Early on the next
morning, one division of the sixth corps
rossed two miles below Fredericksb1ll'g, and
one division of the first corps about one mile
farther down. Some skirmishing took place,
and the enemy held their position; at the same
time bridges were thrown over and demonstrations made as if the intention was to cross a
large force over. On the next clay, Wednesday,
the third corps, under Gen. Sickles, was detached
and orderecl to·cross at United States Ford and
join Gen. Hooker at Ohancellorsville. On the
next day Gen.Hooker issued the following order:
General Order No. 4'7.
IlEADQUABTERS AR)IY OF Tn& POTOMAC,
CAMI' 1''EAR FALMOUTa , VA. 1 April 30th, 1863.

l

S
It is with henrt,felt snti faction that the Commanding
llenernl nnnouuce to the nrmythnt the operations oflhe
In t three days bnve determined that our enemy must
either inglonously fly or come out from behind bis defences and give us battle on our own ground, where
certain destruction awaits him. The operations of the

fifth, eleventh, and twelfth corps have been a succession of splendid achievements.
Ily command of
Major-Gen. HOOKER.
S. WILLIA.MS, .A.ss't .A.dj't-Gen.

Such was the position of Gen. Hooker's forces
on Friday morning. About noon, the fifth and
twelfth corps, under G~ns. Meade and Slocum,
were advanced by separate roads toward Fredericksburg. The former moved to the left and
the latter to the right. The advance of Gen.
Meade's corps was led by the second division
under Gen. Sykes. In about an hour it encountered the enemy, and heavy firing ensued,
which continued for three four1lhs of an hour,
gradually extending toward the right wing.
Orders were then sent by Gen. Hooker, whose
headquarters were in the large house known
as Obancellorsville, for the two columns to fall
slowly back. This order was systematically
obeyed, and everything became quiet until
about four o'clock, when the enemy appeared
in line ~f battle, in an open field fronting a
dense wood, on the right of Gen. Hooker, and
about a. mile from Ohancellorsville. A vigorous
fire of artillery was opened on both sides, which
continued until night, when the enemy retired.
This -movement was r egarded as indicating a
disposition on the part of Gen. Lee to feel the
Federal lines and ascertain the strength of their
position and force. Meanwhile Gen. Hooker
had caused intrenchments to be.. thrown up by
his army. On the next day, Saturday, the first
corps, under Gen. Reynolds, was ordered to
join Gen. Hooker at Chancellorsville. It arrived in the afternoon at Uniteu States Ford,
and was ordered into position on the right.
During Friday night the enemy were observed cutting a road past -t he Federal picket
line on the right, and wagons were seen passing up the road on Saturday. As no attack
was made during the forenoon, it was uetermined to ascertain the nature of the movement
on the .right, by a1,econnoissancein force under
Gen. Sicldes. The divisions of Gens. Birney
and Whipple, with Gen. Barlow's brigade from
Gen. Howard's corps, were pushed to the front.
This force soon became more or less engaged,
especially with the artillery and the sharpshooters as skirmishers. Prisoners who were
taken reported that the wagon train which
had been seen was composed mainly of ordpance wagons and ambulances, following a column of troops under the command of Gen.
Jackson. It was perceived at once that the
object of Gen. Jackson was to make a sudden
and fierce attack upon the extreme right. To
defeat this object Gen . Sickles was ordered to
push forward, and Gen. Birney advanced with
great vigor, cutting in tw·ain a column of tI;e
enemy still moving up tl1e road. Gen. Williams's division of Gen. Slocum's corps, which
baa. been ordered to cooperate, then commenced
a flank movement on the enemy's right, which
promised great success. It was supposed that
in consequence of this movement, Gen. Jackson
would endeavor to retreat to es-oape a capture,
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or, if he made an attack on the right, that the
eleventh corps would be sufficient to · resist
him. On the contrary, about five o'clock, a
terrific volley of musketry on the extreme right
aunounced that be had commenced his operations. The division of Gen. Schurz, which he
first assailed, almost instantly gave way. Thousands threw down their arms and streamed
down the road toward headquarters. The enemy pressed bis advantage. The division of
Gen. Devens, infected by the demoralization in
front, soon followed the fugitives. Gen. Howard, the commander of the corps, with all bis
vigor and resolution could not stem the retreating torrent. The brigades of Ools. Bush, Beck,
and McLean maintained themselves as long as
possible, but finally gave way in good order
b.efore superior numbers.
Gen. Hooker now sent to the aid of Gen.
Howard the second division of the third corps,
under Maj.-Gen. Berry. Their batteries, under
Oapt. Best, were moved on a ridg~ running
across tho road, and after a short but sanguinary contest, the advance of the enemy was
checked. This disaster compelled the recall of
Gens. Sickles and Slocum. Gen. Williams's division found a portion of their works filled with
the en,emy, and Gen. Sickles could not communicate with the rest of the army by the way he
had advanced, and only at great risk by any
other route . . This was the state of affairs at
dark. A bright moon soon appeared, and a
night attack was ordered to restore the communications. Gen. Wood's brigade of Gen.
Birney's division made the attack at eleven
o'clock, aided by the guns massed on the ridge
in front of the enemy. This attack was successful aud restored the communications. The
enemy fell back nearly half a mile. The effect
of the enemy s moYement was to compel Gen.
Hooker to contract his lines and assume the
defensive, protected by breastworks and intrenohments.
During the night, the first corps, under Maj.Gen. Reynolds, and the fifth corps, under Maj.-·
Gen. Meade, were kansferred to Gen. Hooker's
right, and set to work vigorously to intrench
themselves. The position of the latter corps
on the left was taken by the eleventh corps,
which was reorganized during the night, and
then assigned to a point where but little
fighting was anticipated, and where they were .
protected by the work made on the previons
day by the fifth corps. At the same time the
force of Gen. Lee opposite the Federal right
was strongly reenforced.
At 5 o'clock on Sunday morning, the enemy
could be seen up thti plank road · about a mile
and a half from the Ohancellor House, which
was still retained as the headquarters of Gen.
Hooker. The Federal line was formed with
the division of Gen. Berry on the right, that of
Gen. Birney next on the left, and Gens. Whipple and Williams supporting. By half pa t
five, Gen. Berry became engaged, and a terrible conflict ensued. The infantry of the en-
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emy were advanced in overwhelming numbers
for the purpose of crushing the Federal line,
but the forces of Gens. Sickles and Slocum held
them in check. The struggle became desperate, band to hand, and the carnage great. It
continued until 8.45 A. M., without the slightest
intermission, when there was a temporary suspension on the Federal side, occasioned by
getting out of ammunition. The position was,
however, held by the bayonet for nearly an
hour, until a snpply was received, and an order
was given to fall back to the vicinity of the
Chancellor .House. The contest now. raged in
this vicinity. Gen. Hooker's headquarters were
withdrawn at ten o'clock. The house was
burned by a shell of the enemy. The engagement continued until 11.30 A. M., when the
musketry fire ceased. Gen. Hooker, acting on
the defep.sive, had been compelled to contract
his lines still further, and would perhaps have
recrossed the Rappahannock that day except
for the ad vantages expected to be gained by
the movement, of Gen. Sedgwick below Fredericksburg, and that of the cavalry force under
Gen. Stoneman.
Several attempts were made by the enemy
during the afternoon to fore~ the lines of Gen.
Hooker, but without success.
The following despatch, relative to the operatipns of Sat.urday and Sunday, was sent to
Richmond by Gen. Lee :
MILFORD,

May 3d, 1863.

To President Davis :
Yesterday Gen. Jackson penetrated to the rear of
the enemy. We drdlle him from all his positions from
the Wilderness to within one mile of Ch•mcellorsville.
He was engaged at the same time in front by two of
Longstreet's divisions. Many prisoners were taken,
and the enemy's loss in killed and wounded is large.
This morning the battle was renewed. He was dislodged from all his positions around Chancellorsville,
and driven back toward the Rappahannock, over
which he is now retreating. We have again to thank
.Almighty God for a great victory. I regret to state
that Gen. Paxton was killed, Gen. J ackson severely
and Gens. Heth and A. P. Hill slightly wounded.
R. E. LEE, General Commanding.

On Saturday, May 2d, Gen. Se_dgwick was
ordered to cross the Rappahannock, move upon
Fredericksburg, and 1l)arch out on the plank road
toward Ohancellorsville, until he connected
with the right under Gen. Hooker, and to destroy any force he might meet on the road.
By twelve o'clock that night, the three divisions composing the sixth corps were all across,
and waiting orders. The main force of the
enemy had been concentrated on their own left
to resist Gen. Hooker. Tho ffrst division, under
Gen. Brooks, was left to guard the crossing and
occupy the enemy in front. At four o'clock
A. M., on Sunday, the head of the corps was in
motion toward Fredericksbnrg. At tbe edge
of the town it was halted, the batteries brought
into position and the first line of the enemy's
intrenchments in the rear carried with considerable loss. At noon the division of Gen. Howe
was scattered over the heights, looking out for
and pursuing the enemy, when orders were re-
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ceived to move on and join the other divisions,
which had gone through the city. The height
and the city were thus abandoned, to be occupied
soon after by the enemy. About five o'clock, the
advance was overtaken a few miles out of Fredericksburg, engaged in a brisk fight with the enemy. The division of Gen. Howe was deployed
to the left of the road ovet· a broken country,
with the left w:ing to the r ear, so as to confront
the enemy reoccupying the heights and massing in tlte rear. Jn this position Gen. Sedgwick's force remained in line of battle during
the nirrht, distant about six or seven miles from
Gen. Hooker. By morning of the 4th, the enemy appeared in strong force in front and on
the bills to his left. About 4 p. M. they moved
up to attack, aad Gen. Sedgwick's artillery
opened fire on every quarter, but could not
check their slow and steady advance, before
which he gradqally fell back toward Bnnks's
Ford. The engageme11t was hot, and lasted
until 9 P. M., with a loss to Gen. Sedgwick of
n early four thousand. That Monday nigh t he
recrossed the Rappah annock. The crossing
was effected in good order, with the camp
equipage, mule trains, etc., except a few of the
latter, which were taken when the enemy first
appeared in rear at Fredericksburg. All the
work on the left was performed by this corps
of Gen. Sedg\\'ick. It built three bridges, constantly skirmished with the enemy, stormed
the heights of Frederir,ksburg, and advanced
to support the right, when it was flanked by a
heavy forne of the enemy and forced to retreat
•
aero s the river.
The movements of the enemy in this affair
were thus reported by Geo. Lee:
To I-lis Excellenc11 P,·esident Davis:
At the close oftbe bnttle of Chancellorsville on Sunday, th e enemy wns reported ndvnneing from Frederick bm·g on our rear. Gen. MeLnws was seut to nrrcst his p1·ogress, nod repul ed him hnndsomely.
Tb1it afternoon, learning tlmt his fo1·ces consistr.d of
two corps, nnder Gen . Sed~wick, I deter mined to nttnck him, nnd mnrched bncK yesterdny with Gen. Ander on, nnd united with McLnws enrly in the nftcrnooa,
and succeeded, by the blessing of Henveu, in drivino"'
Sedo-wick over the ri\•er.
\V~ have reoccupied Fredericksburg, nod no enemy
romarns south of the Rappahannock or in the vicin ity.
R. E. LEE, Gt!nernl Commnnding.

While these operations were going on under
, Gen. Sodgwick the enemy made no serious atta k upou Gen. Ilooker. On Monday, at daylight, they placed guns on the heights, which
oommanded the grntrnd north of United States
Ford, nnd began shelling the trains of Gen.
Ilooker. These guns were soon silenced by the
twelfth corps, which relieved the eleventh, and
now occupied the extreme left. During the day,
the enemy continued to feel the lin es of Gen .
Hooker from the extreme left to right, making
vigorous feints, dridng in pickets, picking off
o.rtillet·y horse and officers on hor ebaok. It
wa in one of these forays that Gen. Whipple
was mortally wounded in the spine, while
standinrr against n tree in his 01Yn camp, supposing himself to be in perfect secnrity. Gen.

Hooker continued during the day to strengthen
his position with a second line of rifle pits.
During Monday night slight skirmishing cQntinued along the lines, with frequent volleys of
musketry from some portion of the rifle pits.
Batteries of flying artillery were used to shell
the camps, which changed position as often as
guns were brought to bear ·upon them. Thus
the Federal troops were harassed and exhausted during the night.
E arly on Tuesday all the pioneers and men,
with extra tools, were employed on the roads
lending from the army back to United States
Ford. Old roads were repaired and new ones
cut through the woods. The trains and artillery commenced moving tow ard the river early
in the evening. The rain then was falling rnpidly, and the night became quite dark. The
crossing commenced at ten o'clock, and at three
o'clock on Wednesday morning all the wagons
and mule trains and artillery bad· passed the
bridges, and· the passage of the infantry commenced. The second corps, under Gen. Conch,
led the advance. The fifth corps, under Gen.
Meade, formed the r ear guard, with Gen. Sykes's
division of regulars to cover tbe retreat. The
passage of the river was effected without any
disturbance from the enemy. The dead .on the
battle field of Tuesday were left unburied, and
many of the wounded remained behind. The
rapid rise of the river prevented the immediate
advance of Gen. Lee.
The movements of the cavalry force, under
Gen. Stonem·m, do not appear to harn produced any advantage in favor of Gen. Hooker .
.As has been stated, the storms which ensued
prevented active movements by Gen. toneman until the 29th of April. On that day he
crossed at Kt·lly's Ford. The division of Gen.
Averill moved to the Orange and Alexandria
railroad, and encountered two regiments of
the enemy, who retired toward Gordonsvill e.
Thence he proceeded to Culpepper, and dispersed a force of the rebels there, capturing
their rear guard, an d seizing a large amount of
flour, salt, and bncon. The enemy were pursued by way of Oedar mountain toward the
Rapidan. Here he received a desp::ttch from
Gen. Stoneman, desiring him to push the enemy
as vigorously as possible, and keep him occupied. On the 1st, scouting parties were sent
up and down on both sides of the Rapidan. On
the 2tl, orders were r eceived by him to join
Gen. Hooker at Uuited States Ford at once.
Gen. Stoneman, after crossin!! at Kelly's
Ford, moved the main body of his command
across Fleshman's creek, and encamped for th e
night in an open field. On the next day, the 3d,
Gen. Buford crossed the Rapidan, two miles
below Racoon Ford, and drove bod_y of infantry fr nm the ford, where Gen. Gregg crossed !ater in the day. A lieutenant and thirteen
privates of an artillery compauy were cfip ured
here. At night the whole force bivouacked
one mile from the ri\'er. On the next dn_y tbe
march wo.s commenced, and at Orange Spring a
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force o he enemy, approaching by railroad,
barely escaped capture. That night the command encamped at Green wood, one mile from
Louisa Court House, through which the Virginia Central railroad passes; connecting Gordonsville with Richmond. On the next day, the
2d of May, a squadron of the 10th New York,
under Col. Irwin, was sent five miles above the
town, and another of the same regiment, under
Major Avery, was sent the same distance below,
to destroy the track of the road, while Col. Kilpatrick took possession of the town. The track
was torn 11p for some distance, the telegraph
cut, and some commissary stores seized. In
the afternoon the command moved to Thompson's Four Corners. From this place, as headquarters, several expeditions were sent out.
On the next morning Ool. Wymlhamproceetled
to Columbia, on the James river, where the
Lynch burg and Richmond canal crosses the
river. An unsuccessful attempt was made to
destroy the aqueduct. Five locks were injured,
three canal boats, loaded with commissary
stores, and five bridges, were burned, and the
the canal lock cut in several places. A large
quantity of commissary stores nnd medicines in
the town were also de troyed. Another detachment,, under Capt. Drummond, of the 5th
cavalry, destroyed the bridge over the James
river at Oentrnville. Other small parties were
sent nut i11 different directions, and some skirmishing took place with small parties of the
enemy. At the same time a force, consisting
of the 10th New York and 1st Maine,· with
two pieces of artillery, was sent out under
Gen. Gregg, to destroy the railroacl bridge at
Ashland, while Ool. Kilpatrick, with the Harris Light, and 12th Illinois, Li.eut.-Col. Davis,
were to go between Ashland and Richmond,
destroying the railroad., bridgoo, &c. Gen. Gregg
destroyed the bridge across the South Anna on
the road from Columbia to Spottsylvania;
thence h e moved east, and destroyed the road
to Beaver Dam Station. He then turned north
to the Richmond and Gordonsville turnpike;
sending out a detachment to burn the Ground
Squirrel bridge. That night he bivouacked
eight miles from Ashland. A detachment sent
out to burn the bridge at Ashland found it too
strongly d efended. Some portions of the' railroad track, however, we1·e destroyed. Leaving
Ool. Kilpatrick and Lieut.-Col. Davis, Gen.
Gregg retnmed on the next day to Gen. Stoneman. On the night of the 4th, Gen. Gregg
m9ved near Yanceyville, and was followed the
next day by Gen. Stoneman and Gen. Buford's
command. On the 5th, the retrograde movement
commenced, and crossing Racoon Ford, on the
Rapidan, the command arrived at Kelly's Ford,
on the North F ork. Meantime, the advance
of Ool. Kilpatrick was made, and thus subsequently report-.! d by him:
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~ daylight on the 4th ; destroyed the depot and telegrapli wires and railroad for several miles; passed
over to Brook turnpike, drove in the rebel pickets;
down the pike, across the brook, charged a battery,
and forced it to retire within two miles of the city of
Richmond; captured Lieut. Brown, aide-de-camp to
Gen. Winder, and eleven men within the fortifications;
passed down to the left of the Meadow bridge on the
Chickaliominy, which I burned; ran a traiu of cars
into the river; retired to Hanovertown on the peninsula; crossed and destroyed the ferry boat just in time
to check tbe advance of a pursuing cava,ry force;
burned a train of tliirty wagons loaded witli bacon ;
captured thirteen prisoners, and encamped for the
night five miles from the river.
I resumed my march at 1 A. M. of the 5th; surprised
a force of three hundred cavalry at Aylett's; captured
two officers and thirty-three men; burned fifty-six
wagons, the depot, cont:tiniug upward of twenty thousand bushels of corn and wheat, quantities of clotliiug
and commissary stores, and safely crossed the Mattapony, and destroyed the ferry again just in time to escape the udrnnceofthe rebel cavalry pursuit. Latein
the evening I destroyed a third wagon train and depot
a few miles above and west of the Tappubannock on
tbe Rappabannock, and from that point made a forced
marcb of twenty miles, being closely pursued by a su-.
perior force of cavalry, supposed to be a portion of
Stuart's, from the fact tbat we captured prisoners
from the Stb, 1st, and 10th Virginia cavalry. At sundown discovered a force of cavalry drawn up in line
of battle about King and Queen Conrt House. Their
strength was unknown, but I at once advanced to the
attack, onlv to discover, however, that t.hey were friends
-a portion of the 10th lliinois cavalry, who bad become separated from the command of Lieut.-Col. Davis,
of the same regiment.
At 10 A. M., on the 7th, I found safety and rest under
our own brave old flag within our lines at Gloucester
Point. This raid and march around the entire reb el
army-a march of nearly two hundred mi.Les-bas been
made in less than five days, with a loss of one officer
and thirty-seven men, having captured and paroled
upward ol:' three hundred men.

At the same time, Lieut.-Col. Davis, of the
12th Illinois, was orderecl to penetrate to tbe
Fredericksburg railroad·, and, if possible, to the
Virginia Central, and destroy communications.
If he crossed the Virginia. Central be was to
make for Williamsburg on the peninsula. Leaving the main body on the South Anna, on
Sunday, May 3d, he passed down the bank of
that river, burning a bridge, and, dispersing a
mounted party of the enemy, struck the railroad at Ashland. Here he cut the telegraph,
tore up some rails, and burned the trestlework bridge sbuth of the town. At the same
time a train of cars, filled with sick and
wounded, arrived, and was captured. The
pri,:oners were paroled, and the locomotives
disable<l. Twen ty wagons, with hol'Ses, were
de troyedi and several horses taken. Leaving
at 6 P. M., a train of eigh teen wagons was
met and destroyed, and Hanover Station reached at 8 P. M. Here thirty prisoners -were cap•
tured, and the r ailroad line broken The depot,
storehouses, and stables, filled with government property, were destroyed, also a culvert
and trestlework south of the station. Among
the property destroyed were more than one
hundred wagons, a thousand sack~ of flour and
By directions from M:aj.-Gen. Stoneman, I left Louisa corn, and a large quantity of clothrng and horse
Court House on the morning of the 3d instant, with
one regiment (the Harris Liirbt Cavalry) of my. brig- equipments. The command then mo-v~d down
ade; reached Hungary, on theFredericksburg railroad, within seven miles of Richmond, and b1vouack-
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ed until eiaht o'clock the next morning. It
then marched for Williamsburg, but at Tunstall's Station near White Honserencountered·a
traiu of cars' filled with infantry and a batt ery
of three gu~s. This force formed in rifle pits,
so that Ool. Davis, by a charge, could not penetrate their line : he therefore determined to
cross the Pamunkey and Mattapony, and proceed to Gloucester Point. He thus reports the
result of his movements :
Our totnl loss in the expedition has been two commissioned officers nnd thirty-three enlisted men; we
l.irought with us one hundred mules al)d seventy-five
horses captured from the enemy. We captured, in
the co~rse of our march, a much larger number, which
we could not \)ring in. The am0)J~t of property destroyed is estimated at over one million of dollars.
Respectfully submitted,
H. DA'VIS, Lieut.-Colonel Commanding.

The army of Gen. Hooker, after recrossing,
as before stated, moved immediately to its original camp opposite Fredel'icksbnrg·.
On the 6th, Gen. Hook~r issued the follow'ing address to bis army:
Genei-at Orders No. 49.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF TJJB PoTOMA.o,
.Mwy 6th, 1863.

t

The Major-Genernl Commanding tenders to t is
army his congratulations on its acbievements of the
last se1,en days. If it bns not accomplished all that
wn expected, the reasons arc well known to the army.
It is sufficient to say, they were of a charac~er not to
be foreseen or prevented by human sagacity or r esource.
Iu withdrawing from the south bnnk of tbe Rappahannock before deliveriu~ a general batt~e to our 1~dversaries, the army has· g11•en renewed evidence of its
confidence in itself, and its fidelity to the principles it
represents. Ou fighting at a disadvantage, we would
have ueen recreant to our trnst, to ourselves, our cnuse,
and our couutry. Profoundly !oval and conscious of
it strength, the Army of the l"otomnc will give or
decline battle whenever its interest or honor may demand. It will also be the guardian of its own history
and its own nrm. Dy your celerity nod secrecy of
movement, our nd1rance and passage of the rivers wns
undi sp uted, nod on on1· withdrawal not a rebel ventured to follow.
'l' he events of Inst week ma;r swell with pride the
hcnrt of every officer and soldier of this army. We
bnve ndded new lustre to its foriner renown. We
have made loni marches, crossed rivers, surprised the
enemy iu bis rntrenchments, nod, wherev er we have
fought, ha1·e inflicted heavier blows than we have received. lVe have tnken from the enemy five thousand
prisoner ; fifte en colors; captured nnd brought off
se,,en pieces of artillery; pluced !tors du combat eighteen thousand of his chosen troops; destroyed his
depots filled with rnst amounts of stores; deranged
his communicntious; captured prisoners within the
fortifications of his r apitnl, and filled bis country with
fem· nnd consternation. We have no other regret
tbnn thnt caused by the loss of our brave companions,
nnd in this we nre cousoled by the conviction that they
have fallen i n the holiest cause ever submitted to the
arbitrament of bnttle.
By command of
}.fojor-G_enernl HOOKER.
. WILLIAM , Assi tnnt Adjutnnt.-General.

On the 7th, Gen. Lee issued the following
address to hi army:
General Orde,·s Ko. 59.
IIEA.DQUA.RTERS .A.nMY

on-rnERN

VrRGTNU., }

Jfay 7th, 1 68.

With heartfelt grntificntio_n, the Gcnerul Com_mancling expre es to tbe army his sense of the heroic con-

duct displayed by officers and men, during the arduous
operations in which they have just been engaged.
Under trying vicissitudes of heat and storm, you
attn.eked the enemy, strongly intrenched in the depths
of a tangled wilderness, and again on the hills of Fredericksburg, fifteen miles distant, nnd, by the valor that
has triumphed ou so many fields, forced him once
more to seek safety beyond the Rappahannock. While
this glorious victory entitles you to the praise nod
gratitude of the nation, we are especially called upon
to return onr grateful thanks to the only Gi ver of victory, for the si~nal deliverance He has wrought.
It is, theretore, earnestly 1:ecommended thnt the
troops unite on Sunday next in ·ascribing to the Lord
of Hosts the glory due His name.
Let us not forcret, in our rejoicings, the brave soldiers
who have folle~ in defence of their country; and,
while we mourn their loss, let us resolve to emulate
their noble example. The army and the country alike
lament the absence for a time of obe to whose brnvery, energy, and skill they nre so much indebted for
success.
The following letter from the President of the Confederate States, is communicated to the n_rmy ns nn
expression of his appreciation of its success:
I hnve 1·eceived your despatch, ancl revcrentl_y UJ1it~ with
you in giving praise to God for the success with which be
hos crowned our nrms.
In tho nnme of the people, I offer my cordial tbnnks to .
yonrself nncl the troops under your commnnd, for this addition to tho un'precedented seric:; of grent victories which your
nrmy has achieved .
The universal rejoicing prodt1ced by thie happy . result
will be mingled with a genernl rrgret for the good and the
brnve who nre numbered among the killed nnd wounded.
R. E. LEE, General.

On the 8th, the following despatch was sent
by the Secretary of War to the Governors of
the N Ol'thern States :
W ASIIINGTON, .May 8th, 1868.
The President nod General-in-Chief have just return ed_from the Army of the Potomac. The principal
operations of Gen. Hooker failed, bnt ·there bas been
no serious disa ster to the organization and efficiency
of the army. It is now occupying its former position
on the Rnppahannock, having recrossed the river without any loss in the movement. Not more thnn one
third of Gen. Hooker's force was engaged. Gen.
Stonemnn's operations have been n brillinnt success.
Part of his force advanced to within two miles of
Richmond, and the enemy's commnnications have
been cut in every direction. The Army of the Potomac will speedily resume offensive operations.
(Signed)
E. M. .STANTON, Secretary of Wnr.

On the same day, the President issued the
following proclamation, preliminary to executing the law for obtaining soldiers by enrolment and draft. It would appear that the
evehts on the Rappahannock had hastened the
decision to put the law for this object in operation, and the proclamation notified all foreigners who had merely declared an intention to
become citizens of the United States, that after
sixty-five days they would be liable to draft,
if found in the country.
By the Pre..oident of tlie United States of America :
PROCLAMATION.
Whereas, the Congre s of the United States, at its
last session, enacted a law, entitled on act for the enrolling and calling out th e national forces, and for othfer pnrposes, which was approved on the 3d day o
March last; and whereas, it is recited in said act that
there now exists in the West nod South an insurrection against the authority thereof, and it is under the
Constitution of the United States the duty of the Government to suppress insurrection and rebellion, to
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guarantee to each State a republican form of government, and to preserve public tranguillity; and wh ereas, for these high purposes, a military force is indispensable, to raise and support which all persons ought
willingly to contribute; aud whereas, no service can
be more praiseworthy and honorable than that which
is rendered for the maintenance of the Constitution
and Union, and consequent preservation of free government; and whereas, for the reasons thus recited,
it was enacted by said statute that all able-bodied
male citizens of the United States, and persons of foreign birth who shall have declared on oath their intention to become citizens under and in pursuance of
the laws therof, between the ages of 20 and 45 years,
with certain exceptions not necessary to be here mentioned, are declared to constitute the national· forces,
and :,;hall be li:J.ble to perform military duty in the
service of the U uited States, when called on by the
President for that purpose ; and whereas, it is claimed
by and in behalf of persons of foreign birth within the
ages specified in said act, who have heretofore declared on oath their intention to become citizens un"der
and in pursuauce of the laws of the United States, and
whp have not exercised the right of suffi·age or any .
other political franchise under the laws of the United
States or of any of the States thereof, are not absolutely concluded by their aforesaid declar(Ltion of int ention from renouncing their purpose to become
qitizens; and that on the contrary such persons under
treaties or the IMv of nations retain a right to renounce that purpose and to forego privilege of citizenship and residence within the United States under obligations imposed by the aforesaid act of Congress :
Now, therefore, to avoid all misapprehensions concerning liability of persons concerned to perform the
service required by such enactment, ana to give it
full effect, I do hereby order and proclaim that no
plea of alienage will be received or allowed to exempt
from obligations imposed by the aforesaid act of Congress any person of foreign birth who shall have declared, on oath, his intention to become a citizen of
the United States, under the laws thereof, and who
shall be found within the United States at any time
during the continuance of the present insurrection
and rebellion at or after the expiration of the period
of sixty-five days from date of this proclamation· nCJr
shall any such plea of allenage be allowed in fav~r of
any such person who has so as aforesaid declared his
intention to become a citizen of the United States,
and shall have exercised at· any time the right of
suffrage or any other political franchise within the
U nitea States under laws of any of the several States.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. ·
Done at the city of Washington, this 8th day of May,
in the year of our Lord 1863, and of the independence
of the United States the 87th.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, President.
(Signed)
W. H. SEWARD, Secretary of State.

Previously, while the movements of Gen.
Hooker were in 'progress, the following military orders were issued. The object appears.
to have been to- prevent the transmission of
premature and unreliable reports to Halifax,
Nova Scotia, and by steamer to Europe :
WA.SHI NG TON', May ] 1863.
To Mqjor-Gen. Wool, Commanding at New York:
By virtue of the act of Congress authorizing the
~resident to take possession of railroad and telegrnph
!~~es, &c., passed February 4th, 1862, the President
directs that you take immediate military possession
of the-telegraph lines lately established between Philadelphia and Boston, called the Independent Tele~raph Company, andforbid the transmission of any
mtelligence relating to the movements of the army of
tbe Potomac or any military forces of the United
State,. In case this order is violated, arrest and im-
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prison the perpetrators in Fort Delaware, reporting
to this Department. If the management of the line
will stipulate to transmit no military intelligence ,vithout the sanction ·of the War Department, they need
not be interfered with so long as the engagement is
fulfilled. This order will be executed so as not to
interfere with the ordinary business of the Telegraph
Company.
By order of the President :
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.

The official statement of the killed ·ancl
wounded of Gen. Hooker's army was as follows:
Officers killed,
. • . . . • . . • •
Enlisted men killed, . . . • . •
Officers wounded, . . • . • • .
Enlisted men wounded, . • • • •
Total • . . . • • • . • .

154
1,358
tJ24
8,894
11,030

Some of the wounded remained on the field
of battle at least ten dnys, as appears by the
following, which was made public :
·
HEADQUARTERS A.RUY OF THE POTOMAC, }
Tuesday, .May 12, 1863.
Dr. Lnckley, medical director in charge of our
wound ed on the field, reports that they are all comfortable, and are about twelve hundred in number.
An ambulance train has been sent for them. Th!!Y
are expected to return to camp by to-night.

.A flag of truce from Gen. Lee stated that
be had exhausted his medicines and hospital
stores, and fresh supplies were sent over for the
wounded of Gen. Hooker's army. The nmnber of prisoners taken was estimated by the
enemy at eight thousand. It was au overestimate.
The loss of the enemy in numbers was less
than that of Gen. Hooker, bnt far greater in
the importance of the officers. .Among their
wounded was Gen. Jackson, who.subsequently
died. Upon hearing that he was wonnded,
Gen. Lee addressed to him the following letter ·
•
CHANCELLORSVILLE, May 4tli,.
To .Lieutenant-Gen. T. J. Jackson:
GENERAL: I have just received your not&, informing me that you are wounded. I cannot express my
regret at the occurrence.
Could I have directed events, I should have chosen
for the good of the country to have been disabled in
your stead. I congratulate you upon the victory
which is due to your skill and energy.
Most truly yours,
R. E. LEE, General.

Gen. Jackson had gone some distance in
fron~ of his line of skirmishers, on SatlU'day
everung, May 2d, and was returning about
eig1t o'clock, attended by his staff and part of
his couriers. The cavalcade, in the darkness
of the night, was supposed to be a body of
Federal cavalry, and fired upon by a regiment
of his own corps. He was struck by three
balls, one through the left arm, two inches
below the shoulder-joint, shattering the bone
and severing the chief artery ; another ball
passed through the same arm between the
elbow and wrist, making its exit through the
palm of the liand; a third ball eJ:!terecl the palm
of the right hand, about the' middle, passed
through and broke two bones. He suffered
for a week, dming which his w:ounds improved.
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but sunk under an attack of pneumonia.
following order was issued by Gen. Lee:

The soldier, by the decree of an all-wise Providence, are

General Order No . 61.
Amry 011NoRTHERNVIRGINU, l

IlEADQUARTERS

.May 11th, 1863.

f

With deep grief the Commanding General announces to the army the death of Lieut.-Gen. T. J.
Jackson, wbo ex-pired on the 10th instant, at 3.15 P. M.
'£he daring, skill, and energy of this great and good

now lost to ns; but while we mourn his death, we
feel that his spirit still lives, and will inspire the
whole army with bis indomitable courao-e and unshaken confidence in God as our hope ana strength.
Let his name be a watchword to his corps, who
have followed him to victory on so ruany fields. Let
officers and soldiers emulate liis invincible determination in defence of our beloved country.
R. E. LEE, General.

CHAP TER XXXI.
Position of tho hostile Armies on tho Rnppnhannock-The Military Departments-Advance of Gen. Lee townrd the
Shcnnndonh Vnlley-Cnptnre of Winchester and Mnrtinsburg-Invnsion of Maryland and Pennsylvonin-Cnlls for
Troops from tl10 Northorn States-Morch of Gen. Hooker's Army-Plans of Gen. Le~hc Enemy in Ponnsylvn.nin.

THE armies confronting each other at Fredericksburg, now remained inactive for some time.
A movement of a small force of Confederate
. cavnlry near the Ba1timore and Ohio Raih-oad,
during the last week in April, was made, by
which some injury was done to that road, and
au alarm created on its borders. On the 1st of
June, the Federal force at West Point, on the
York River, under Brig.-Gen. Gordon, was
withdrawn, and a cavalry dash from G-1oucester
was made by Col. Kilpatrick through the adjacent counties, for the purpose of joining his
force with that of General Stoneman. At this
time, also, some cavalry movements took place
along the Rapidan, and such changes were observed in the appearance of the enemy's camp
at Fredericksburg a created an impre3sion that
some of his force might have been withdrawn.
This induced Gen. Hooker to make a reconnoissance in force on the 5th of June. The division
of Gen. Howe, of the sixth corps, was sent
acros the river below Fredericksburg. Some
skirmishing ensued, and the enemy developed
so mnch trength as to create the impression
tl1ut the mass of his forces had not been removed.
On Tnesclay, the 9th of J nne, two brigades
of Gen. Pleo.santon's cavalry, under command
of Gen. Buford, made a reconnois;;ance to Culpepper. The force was supported by two batteries of artillery, and two regiments of infantry, a n. re erve. On Monday night, the force
bivouacked near Beverly Ford, on the Rappahannock. Beyond the ford was a semi-circular
belt of wood , with a range of ritle-pits near
the edge; and a line of pickets guarded the
ford on tl-10 southeru bank of the river. The
cavalry oro sed at 4 .a. M., the 10th New York
in advance, and drove the picket liack to the
ri!io-pits, and then charged upon the pits. The
combat was severe, but the enemy were driven
from their pit .and the wood . Falling back
upon their artillery, they mnintained their po!!ition until twelve o'clock, when Gen . Buford's
a.rtillery reached the ground, and the action

was i·enewed. Gen. Pleasanton took command
of the Union force before it was over. Gen.
Stuart also arrived on the Confederate side.
The Federal loss was about three hundred and
sixty. Among the killed was Col. B. F. Davis,
who led the cavah-y force from Harper's Ferry
at the time of its surrender in 1862. The enemy's loss was somewhat larger. The number
of the enemy taken prisoners was about two
hundred. In reply to a communication from
Gen. Pleasanton, relating to the men left in the
hands of General Stuart, the latter subsequently ·
stated that the dead had been decently buried, the wounded humanely attended by his
surgeons, and the prisoners sent to Richmond;
but that no pm·ties would be permitted to visit
the field by flag of truce, for the purpose of
procuring the remains of friends, and that all
future communications must be sent by the
flag-of-truce boat to City Point, Va.
Positive information was obtained by this reconnoissance that the Confederate forces were
preparing for a movement, either against Washington or into the State of Maryland. An apprehension of an aggressive blow from the enemy now e2..':isted. Where, or in wha.t manner
the attempt would be made to strike the blow,
no one could foretell. A threat hacl been made
to invade Maryland and Pennsylvania with a
considerable force, in retaliation for the raids
made by Col. Grierson in Mjssissippi and Cols.
Kilpatrick and Davis in Virginia. The cavalry
force of Gen. Pleasanton, on its return, lwought
information that the enemy had been moving
in strong force westward, through the town of
Sperryville, toward Luray, in the Shenandoah
valley; that the column so moving was three
homs and a half in passing the town, and was
composed of infantry and artillery. The movement of Gen. Pleasnnton also developed that
the enemy were massing their cavalry on the
Upper Rappahannock for some purpose. On
the 11th of J uue, a force, consisting of two
hundrerl. and fifty of the enemy's cavalry,
crossed the Potomac at Edward's Ferry, and
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attacked the company of the 6th Michigan on
picket at Seneca. This company gradually fell
back town.rd Poolesville. The enemy burnt
their camp and recrossed the river, where they
remained for some time, assuming a threatening appearance.
On the 8th of June, the Richmond (Va.) press
spoke of a movement of Gen. Lee, 'in these
words: "It is too genemlly known to raise
any question of prudence in speaking of it,
that Gen. Lee has put his army in motion.
His designs are known only to him$lelf, and
· those with whom it was his duty to confer.
A few days will disclose them to the public,
who are willing to wait patiently, in fall confidence that the result will vindicate the wisdom
of what he undertakes. A forward movement
on his part has been for some time anticipated by the enemy, and is regarde<l with very
perceptible uneasiness.,,
The facts were as follows: The position
occupied by Gen. Hooker, opposite Fredericksburg, being one in which he could n.ot be attacked to advantage, Gen. Lee determined to
draw him from it. The execution of this purpose by him embraced the relief of the Shenandoah valley from the Federal troops that
had occupied the lower part of it during the
winte1· and spring, and, if practicable, the
h·ansfer of the scene of hostilities north of the
Potomac. It was thought that the corresponding movements on the part of Gen. Hooker, to
which those contemplated by Gen. Lee would
probably give rise, might offer a fair opportunity to strike a blow at the army under Gen.
Hooker, and that in any event that army would
be compelled to leave Virginia, and possibly to
draw to its support troops designed to operate
against other parts of the Oonfederacy. In
this way it was supposed that the Federal plan
of campaign for the summer would be broken
up, and a part of the season of active operations be consumed in the formation of new
combinations and the preparations that they
would require. Other valuable results, it was
hoped by Gen. Lee, would be attained by military success.
•
The' movement of Gen. Lee began on the
3d of June. Gen. McLaws's division of Gen.
LongstreeL's corps left Fredericksburg for
Culpepper Court House; and Gen. Hood's
division, which was encamped on the Rapidnn, marched to the same place. They were
followed, on the 4th and 5th, by Gen. Ewell's
corps, leaving that of Gen. A. P. Hill to occupy the Confederate lines at Fredericksbu~g. The forces of Gens. Longstreet and
E~ell reached Culpepper on the .8th, at which
pomt the Oonfederate cavalry under Gen. St11art was concentrated. Gen. Jenkins, with his
cavalry brigade, had been ordered to advance
toward Winchester, to cooperate with the infantry in the proposed expedition in the lower
part of the Shenandoah valley, and at the
same time Gen. Imboden was directed with his
command to make o. demonstration in the di25
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rection of Romney, in order to cover the move~
ment against Winchester, and prevent the Federal troops at that place from being reenforced
by the troops on the line of the Baltimore and
Ohio railroad. Both of these officers were in
position when Gen. Ewell left Oulpepper Court,
.
House, on the 16th of June.
On the 9th of June, the War Department
issued a general order (No. 1'72) establishing
two new military department11, as follows:
1. The Department of the Monongahela, embracing
that portion of the State of Pennsylvania west of
Johnstown and the Laurel Hill range of mountains,
and the counties of Hancock, Brooke, and Ohio, in
the State of Virginia, and the counties of Columbia,
Jefferson, and Belmont, in the State of Ohio. The
command ol"this department is assigned to Major-Gen.
William T. H. Brooks, with his headquarters at Pittsburg.
2. The Department of the Susquehanna, embracin~ that portion of the State of Pennsylvania east
of Johnstown and the Laurel Hill range of mountains. The command of this department is assigned
to Major-Gen. Couch, with his headquarters at Cliambersburg.

The following is the list of the military geographical departments and their commanders
at this time :
Department of the Tennessee-Maj.-Gen . U. S. Grant.
Depart,ment of the Cumberland-Maj.-Gen. W. S.
Rosecrans.
Department of the Ohio-Maj.-Gen. A. E. Burnside.
· Department of New England-Maj.-Gen. John A. Dix.
Department of the Gulf-Maj.-Gen. N. P. Banks.
Department of North Carol111a and Department of
Yirginia-Jifaj.-Gen . J . G. Foster.
Department of the Northwest-Maj.-Gen. John Pope.
Department of Washington-Maj.-Gen. S. P. Heintzelman.
Departm'ent of the Monongabela,-Maj.-Gen. W. T.
H. Brooks.
.
Department of the Susquebanna-Maj.-Gen. Darius
N. Couch.
,
Department of Western' Yirginia,-Brig.-Gen, B. F.
Kelly.
Department of New Mexico-Brig.-Gen. James H.
Carlton.
Department of the Pacific-Brig.-Gen. G. Wright.
Department of Key West-Brig.-Gen. J.M. Brau nan.
Department of Kansas-Maj.-Gen. James G. Blunt.
Middle Department-Maj.-Gen. Robert C. Schenck'.
Department of the South-Brii,-Gen. Q. A. Gillmore.
Department of Missouri-MaJ.-Gen. John M. Schofield.

On the 12th of June, tl-!e Governor of Pennsylvn.nia issued the following proclamation:
In the name and by the autlwrit-y q( the 001111Tn0111Wealth
of Pennsylvania, by And1'ew G. Ourtin, Governor
of tlte said Oommonwealtli :
A PROCLAMATION.

• Infotmation bas been obtained by the War Department that a large rebel force, composed of cavalry,
artillery, and ruounted infantry, has been prepared for
the purpose of making a raid mto Pennsyl vania. The
President has tlierefore erected two new departments,
one in Eastern Pennsylvania, to be commanded by
Major-General Couch, and the other in Western Penn-·
sylvania, to be COD'Jmanded by Major-General Brooks.
I earnestly invite the attention of the people of Pennsylvania to the general orders issued by these officers
on assuming the command of their respective departments.
The importance of immediately raising a sufficient
force for the defence of the Stat.e cannot be overrated.
The corps now proposed to be established will give
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permanent security to our borders. I know too well
the gallantry and patriotism of the freemen of this
Commonwealth to think it necessary to do more than
commend this measure t o the people, and earnestly
urge them to respond to the call of the General Government and promptly fill the ranks of this corps,
the duties of which will be mainly the defence of
our own homes, firesides, and property from devastation.
ANDREW G. CURTIN.

On the same day, Gen. Couch assumed the
command of the Department of the Susquehanna, with his headquarters at Harrisburg, P enn.
In consultation with Governor Curtin, they
were of the opinion that the danger of an
invasion of tbe State of Pennsylvania was certain. The Federal Government was therefore
requested by the Governor to suspend. all recruiting for the regular or volunteer service within
the State, so that the citizens could be available in its defence. The request was granted.
At the same time Gen. Couch issued the following order, calling for volunteers:
DEPARTMENT OF T U E SusQtn:IIA.NNA., }
Cn A.MBERSDURG, Jmie, 12th,, 1S63.

The undersigned assumes command of this department. In view of the danger of the in-rnsion now
threatening the State of Pennsylvania by the enemies
of the Governm ent, a new military department has
been made by direction of the War Department, embracing all the territory of Pennsylvania east of Johnstown and Laurel Hill range of mountains; headquarters at Chambersburg.
To prevent serious raids by the enemy, it is deemed
necessary to call upon tJbe citizens of P ennsyl vania to
furni sh promptly all the men necessary to organize
an army corps of volunteer infantry, artillery, and
cavalrv, to be designated the "Army Corps of the
Susquebnnnn." They will nil be enrolled and organized in accordance with the regulntions of th e Umted
S tntes service, for the protection nod defence of the
public and private property within the department,
and will be mustered mto the service of the United
States to serve during tile pleasure of the President
or the continuance of the war. The company and
field officers of the departmental corps will be provisionally commissioned by ~he President· upon the
recommendation of the Gei,eral Commanding. They
will be armed, uniformed, nod equipped, and, while in
active sen ·ice, subsisted and supplied as active troops
oft.be United States, When not required for active
service to defend the department, they will be return ed
to •their homes subject to the call of the Commanding
General.
Cavalry volunteers may furnish their own horses,
to be t urned over f.o the United States at their appraised value, or allowance will be made for the time
of actual service, at the rnte authorized by lnw. All
able-bodied volunteers between the nges of eighteen
and si..xty will be enrolled and rt!ceived rnto this corps.
The volunteers for the State defence will receh·e no
bounty, but will be pnid the snme. as like service in
the army of the United States, for the time they may
be in actual service, as soon as Congress may make an
appropriation for that purpose.
.
If volunteers belouging to this army corps desire;
they cnu be transferred to the volunteer service for
three years or duriug the war, when they will be entitled to nil the bounties and privileges granted by the
acts of Congress.
The General Commanding, in n<:cordnnce with the
foregoing general authority, calls upon nil citizens
wilhrn his department to come forward promptly to
perfect lhc company organizations under United States
regulntions, to wit: one captain, one fir~t lieutenant,
one second lieutenant, sixty-four privates as the minimum nod eighty-ti-ro as the maximum standard of
each company.

The General Commanding specially desires that citizens of this district recently in the army should volunteer for duty in this army corps; thereby, from
their experience, adding greatly to the efficiency of
the force for immediate defensive operations; each
company organization to be perfected as soon as
possible, nod report the name of the officers in com•
maod, the number of men, nod the place of its headquarters, .in order that they may be promptly furnished with· transportation to the general rendezvous,
which will be· at Harrisburg. .Arry erson who will
furnish forty or more men who wil be enrolled, if
otherwise unobjectionable, will be entitled to a captaincy.
Any p~rson who will bring twenty-five or more
men, under the above conditions, will be entitled to a
first lieutenancy, and every person who will bring
fifteen or more men, under the same conditions, to a
second lieutenancy. On their arrival at the pince of
r endezvous they will be form ed into regim ents. So
far as practicable, and as may be found consistent with
the interests of the public service, companies from the
same locality will he put together in the regimental
organizations.
For the present all communications will be addressed
to Harrisburg. The chiefs of the respective organizations will report nccordingl;y-.
DARIUS N. COUCH, liaJor-Gen'l Commanding.

1

At the same time Gen. Brooks assumed command of the Department of Monongahela, with
his headquarters at Pittsburg, and proceeded
to prepare to resist any attempt at an invasion.
Meantime, the force which Gen. Hooker had
sent .across the Rappahannock on a reconnoissance had intrenched its position and remained
on the plain below Fredericksburg, and two
bridges were constructed over the river. The
enemy fortified themselves strongly, and waited
for any demonstration. There were evidently
about ten thousand men in their first line of
defences, and others were visible upon the
ridges and in the woods, within supporting distance. New earthworks appeared every morning on the heights ; picket firing was constant,
and occasionally their artillery opened fire. It
was known that troops bad been hurrying up
for some time from Southeastern Virginia and
North Oarolina, and that the army .of Gen.
Lee had been reorganized and made to consist of three large corps, under Gens. Longstreet, Ewell, and A. P. Hill. Although the
force displayed in Fredericksburg was large,
yet Gen. Lee was supposed to be at Culpepper
on the 12th, with the corps of Gens. Longstreet and Ewell, for the purpose of attacking
the right of Gen. Hooker, and preparations
were made to resist him. On the 13th it was
manifest that the movements of Gen. Lee in
the direction of Culpepper, had been made on a
larger and more extensive scale than was at
first suppose"d, and embraced nearly tne whole
of his army, leaving near Fredericksburg not
more than ten thousand men. Such a movement removed every doubt of his intention to
assume the offensive.
There existed at this time many considers·
tions to encourage Gen. Lee in this movement.
The army of Gen. Hooker had been reduced,
not only by the losses in the battle of Chancellorsville, but by the departure of nearly
twenty thousnncl men, who bad enlisted, ·some
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for two.tears, and some for nine months, and advanced. The attack was repelled with vigor
whose term of service had now expired. No' and firmness for some time, when, in conseaid to him could be expected from the West. quence of overwhelming numbers, a retreat
The Oonfederate authorities had declared that upon Winchester was commenced. The 6th
Gen. Johnston should be strengthened suffi- Maryland, Ool. Horne, with Oapt. Alexander's
ciently to attack Gen. Grant in the rear and 1st Maryland battery covered the rE:treat,
raise the siege of Vicksburg. This d~claration, and maintained their ground until, the enemy
on their part, had caused the Federal Govern- closing around them, they were compelled to
ment to make every exertion'to defeat it. All the abandon their guns.· A large part of t e regitroops which could be spared in the West were ment were made prisoners, but were not dissent to Gen. Grant. The force of Gen. Burnside, armed, and, in the confusion which ensued durin the Department of Ohio, was included. This ing the darkness of the evening, withdrew unnot only compelled the latter to remain inactive, observed, being familiar with the roads, and
but actually exposed Ohio and W astern Virginia. escaped.
.
The entire levy of nine-months' men would
On the same day, early in the morning, the
go home in June, and the F ederal Government pickets of Maj.-Gen. Milroy, at Winchester,
had made no call for others in their place, and were driven in by the advance of Gen. Ewell,
had not in reality succeeded in obtaining by en- with the divisions of Gens. Early and Johnlistment any number of troops except the free son. A detachment was sent out to feel their
and slave blacks it had been successful in or- strength, and an artillery :fire was kept up for
. garuzrng. There were also reasons why the some time. Gen. Milroy, then in command at
army of Gen. Lee should take the :field. It was Winchester, -h ad a force of seven thousand men,
now well known to the Oonfederate Govern- with three batteries of :field artillery, and six
ment that it would be unable to re~nforce Gen. siege pieces, in a fort. .A.s the forces of the
Johnston, so that the siege of Vicksburg could enemy increased during the day, the advanced
be raised; a counteracting effort was therefore regiments of Gen. Milroy were compelled to
necessary in some quarter. The supplies which fall back to the cover of the town. Some guns,
might be obtained by ·an invasion of the North posted in the outskirts, prevente_d the enemy
were also greatly needed.
from crossing Mill creek that day; but all the
It was the purpose of Gen. Lee, if possible, country southward from the creek was free to
to strike a most decisive blow. For this ob- them. During the morning of Sunday, anq., in
ject an army of nearly one hundred thousand fact, all day, sld.rmishing took place between
men had been collected in the :field. It was :first · the 18th Oonnecticut and 87th Pennsylvania
contemplated by Gen. Lee to enter Pennsyl- regiments and the skirmishers of tl10 enemy's
vania, and keep the army of Gen. Hooker fully force, who were posted in the woods, a mile
occupied. Meantime, a body of chosen troops east of Winchester, on the Berryville road, and
were to be detached from the forces of Gen. ex-tending across to the Front Royal road on
Beam•egard, at Oharleston, and Gen. Bragg, in the southeast. The Fed~ral troops kept close
Tennessee, and concentrate at Oulpepper, for in upon the town, while the enemy came up to
the purpose of i;naking an attack on Washing- the eastern side. of the public cemetery, across
ton. It was thought that the Federal Govern- which the principal :firing took place. About
ment, thus divided between a fear of leaving half past four P . M. the skirmishers of tne enePennsylvania defenceless, and the necessity of my charged up the Berryville and Front Royal
protecting the seat of government, wourd be .roads to the edge of the town but by a wellobliged to fail signally in one quarter· or the directed fire were repulsed ~ confusion. A
other. Either Washington would fall, or the charge was now ordered by Gen. Milroy to be
chi~f towns of ~ennsylvania and all ~he rich made by these two regiments, but the enemy
regions surroundmg them would come rnto the were found to be so well supported in the dispossession of Gen. Lee's army.
tant woods that the regiments were compelled
Gen. Hooker penetrated the object of Gen. to get back as soon as they could.
Lee in concentrating upon the Upper RappaAbout five o'clock P. M. the enemy appeared.
bannock before it was too late. As early as in strong forye, with two eight-gun batteries,
tb,e 12th of June he began to send hi~ sick and directly west of the main fort north of the
wounded to Washington, and to remove his Romney road, which runs directly west from
stores. .A. most formidable invasion by Gen. the town, and about fifteen hundred yards from
Lee was soon developed.
.
the outworks. These were held by the 110th
_On Friday, the 12th of June, it was ascer- Ohio, and company L, 5th regiment artillery.
tamed at Winchester that a large body of the After getting his batteries into position and
enemy were moving 1tp the Shenandoah valley. opening fire, Gen. Ewell massed his infantry, and
On Saturday an attack was made by the advan.ce charged across the fields to the very muzzles of
o~ the en~my, under Gen. Rhodes, upon Berry- the Federal guns, although the latter were :fired
ville, which was held by Gen. McReynolds as an vigorously. Without a pause, the enemy crossoutpost of Winchester. The force of Gen. Mc- ed the ditch, came over the breastworks, and
Reynolds was about three thousand men, and planted the1r colors on the embankment. The
the position was mid way between Winchest~r Ohio regiment was driven from the works at
and Snicker's Gap, through which the enemy the point of the bayonet. Some escaped back
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to the main fort, and the remainder were captured or killed.
Gen. Milroy, finding that the enemy were on
the east, south, and west of him, and were
moving toward the Martinsburg road, which
runs north from the town, ordered all the troops
and artillery from the south and east into the
line of earthworks encircling the main works,
when the contest between the Federal artillery
and that of the enemy continued until night.
At that time the second brigade, under Ool.
Ely, occupied the town and the space to the
main fort on the northwest; ·the first brigade,
under Gen. Elliott, occupied ihe main fort, and
the third, under Ool. McReynolds, was posted
in the Star fort, north of the main fort. Soon
after dark the enemy charged across the ravine
between their new position and the main fort,
but met such a fire as quickly repulsed them.
Quiet then prevailed.
At one o'clock, on Monday morning, Gen.
Milroy called a council of brigade commanders,
and it was decided to abandon the position,
and -retreat to Harper's Ferry. The troops were
then quickly put in motion, taking nothing except w]:tat they had upon their persons. They
marched on the road to Martinsburg about four
miles, when they encountered a strong force of
the enemy, upon whom an advance was made
and· repulsed. The 18th Oonnecticut and 5th
Maryland regiments, being on the left of the
line, w~re captured almost entire. Of the remainder, about 1,600 reached Mary land Heights;
about 400 Hancock and Oumberland, and abo ut
1,'700 Bloody Run. Three full batteries of
field artillery, and all the siege guns in the
Star fort and the main fort, were taken by
the enemy; a,lso the quartermaster's and commissary's stores, the ammunition of all kinds,
6,000 muskets, 200 wagons with horses and
mules; and all the prirnte baggage of officers
and men. The dead and wounded were left
on the field and along the roadside as they
fell. On Tuesday a large train of wagons, which
had left Gen. Milroy early on Sunday, arrived
at Harrisburg. It _had not been molested.
Maj.-Gen. Milroy bad previously rendered
himself very obnoxious to the enemy, in consequence of rigorous measures adopted by him
in Western Virginia. Their hatred to him was
so bitter that a reward of ten thousand dollars
was offered for his bead.
Subsequently a court of inquiry was ordered,
preliminary to a conrt martial, upon the conduct of Gen. Milroy at Winchester. The report of the Judge Advo0ate-General, with the
evidence elicited, w:is laid before the President,
who rendered the following decision:
In Jun e last a division was substantially lost at nnd
near ·winchester, Vn. At the time it was under Gen.
Milroy, as immediate commnnde1· in the fi eld, Gen.
Schenck, as department commnacler nt Baltimore, and
Gen. Bnlleck, as commander-in-chief at Washington.
Gen . Uilroy, as immediate commander, was put nncl er
nn-est, nod snbseqncntly a court of inquiry examined
chiefly with reference to disobedience of orders, and
reported the evidence.
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The foregoing is a synoptical statement of the evi-·
deuce, together with the Judge Advocate-General's
conclusions. The disaster, when it came. was a surprise to nil. It was well known to Gen. s·chenck and
Gen. Milroy for some time before that Gen. Halleck
thought that the division was in general danger of a
surprise at Winchester; that it was of no service there
commensurate with the risk it incurred, nod that it
ought to be withdrawn. But, although he more than
once ad vised its withdrawal, he never positively ordered it.
Gen. Schenck, on the contrary, believed the service of
the force at Winchester was worth the hazard, and so
did not positi,,ely order its withdrawal until it was so
late that the enemy cut the wire and prevented the
order reaching Gen. Milroy. Gen. Milroy seems to
have concurred with Gen. Schenck in the opinion tbnt
the forces should be kept at Winchester, at least until
the approach of danger; but be disobeyed no order
upon the subject.
Some question can be made whether i'ome of Gen.
Halleck's despatches to Gen. Schenck should not have
been constru~d to be orders to withdraw the force and
obeyed accordingly; but no such question can be made
against Geu. Milroy. In fact, the last order be received
was to be prepared to withdraw, but not actually to
withdraw till further order-which further order never
reached him.
'
· Serious blame is not necessarily due to every serious
disaster, aud I cannot say that in this case either of
these officers is deser ving of serious blame. No court
martial is deemed necessary or proper in the case.
.
A. LINCOLN.

Maj.-Gen. Halleck, in his annual report,
dated Nov. 15th, says:
Winchester and Martinsburg were at this time occupied by us simply as outposts. Neither place was
susceptible of a good defence. Directions were therefore given ou the 11th of June to withdraw those garn sons to Harper's Ferry ; but these orders were not
obeyed, and on the 13th W'incbester' was attacked and
its a1·mament and a. part of the garrison captured.

On Sunday, the 14th, about 4 r. i,r., Gen.
Rhodes, who had been imtructed, · after dislodging the force at Ber.ryville, to cut off the
communications between Winchester and the
Potomac, appeared before Martinsburg, north
of Winchester, and demanded its surreJ?der of
(¼en. Tyler, who was in command. This was
refused, and an attack was made, which Gen.
-Tyler resisted until dark. He then prepared to
evacuate the position. This movement being
discovered by the enemy, the attack was renewed, and a bloody contest followed, w bich
was kept up until he reached the Potomac river.
He then crossed at Shepherdstown, and subsequently moved to Harper's Ferry with his forces.
Th e following is Gen. Lee's report of the
taking of Martinsburg:
CuLPEl'PER COURT

Ilousn, Jwne 18th, 1863.

Gen.. S. Ooopc-r, Adjutant and Inspecto1·-Gmeral :
GENERAL: On tbe afternoon of the 14th, Gen.
Rhodes took possession of :Martinsburg, capturing
several pieces of artillery, more than two hund red
prisoners, and a supply of ammunition and grain.
Our loss was one killed and two wounded.
R. E. LEE, General.

Gen. Lee subsequently reported that m?re
than four thousand prisoners, twenty-mne
pieces of artillery, two hundred and seventy .
wao-ons and ambulances with four hundred
<:,
•
b ehorses,
were captured. in ' these operations,
sides a large amount of military stores.
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On Monday morning a body of the enemy's
cavalry, under Col. Jenkins, estimated at two
thousand in number, crossed the Potomac at
Williamsport, north of Martinsburg, without
opposition, .and immediately moved northward
through Hagerstown to Greencastle, Pennsylvania, and thence to Chambersburg, where they
arrived on Tuesday night. There was no Federal force at either of these places to oppose
them. The only hostile acts of this force were
the seizure of horses, cattle, and forage; goods
were purchased at stores and paid for in Confederate scrip. On Tuesday afternoon a small
force of Confederate infantry crossed the Potomac at Williamsport, for the purpose of
guarding the passage until the return of nhe
cavalry expedition.
The Baltimore and Ohio railroad managers,
on seeing the approaching danger, had removed·
from their road .all cars and engines for the
space of one hundred miles, between Harper's
Ferry and Cumberland.
The rest of the force which advanced up the
Shenandoah valley was massed in the vicinify of
Harper's Ferry, apparently threatening an attack upon that place, although it remained quiet.
.A. band of guerrillas, under Col. Moseby, numbering about one hundred and fifty, on Saturdayentered Loudon county, Va., and -spread themselves about from Halltown to Waterford in
small squads. On Sunday and Monday they were
slightly reenforced. On Wednesday this force
crossed the Potomac, and captured a small
squad of home guards stationed there. They
nfter·warcl intercepted a train of twenty-two
freight cars, most of which were empty, that
were returning to Baltimore from Harper's
Ferry. The cars were burned, and the locomotives badly injured. Tlie enemy then returned
to the Virginia side of the river, but maintail!-ed their pickets along · the banks. The force
at Chambersburg, t aking all the negroes with
them, returned on Wednesday night to Hagerstown. The bridge at Scotland, five miles east
of Chambersburg, was burned by them. From
Hagerstown a detachment was sent to McConnellsburg, where it arrived on Friday m·orning,
the 19th. The town was completely surprised,
and large numbers of horses and cattle were
captured. :Many of the horses were returned
upon the intercession of the owners. Goods
were obtained from the stores in large quantities. The enemy then retired, but on the next
day, a small body of them were captured in the
neighborhood by a regiment of New York cavalry.
McConnellsburg is the capital of Fulton county, Pennsylvania. It is situnted on the turnpike from Pbiladelphin to Pittsburg, and is
seventy miles west of southwest from Harrisburg. The populntion is about eight hundred.
A small force appeared at Hancock, Md., on
the 18th, and burned t.he canal boats there,
but were driven off by a cavalry force from
the command of Col. Gallagher, attached to
the corps of Gen. Kelly. Cumberland, further

west on the Potomac, was occupied by about
nine hundred cavalry under Col. Imboden, on
the 17th. No damage, however, was done.
All the bridges on the Baltimore and Ohio
railroad, from Harper's Ferry to Cumberland,
a distance of one hundred miles, ·were destroyed. West of Oumberland the road was
torn up at Brady's Station, which was east of
New Creek, where the Federal forces were
stationed. Meautime small bands of cavalry
were sent out from Hagerstown and Frederick, to seize horses and cattle, large numbers
of which were ·captured and driven across
the Potomac to the Oonfederate army. These
operations produced an unparalleled excitement in Washington and throughout the Northern States. They were regarded as indicating
the approach of Gen. Lee with an immense
army. It was known that he had commenced
a movement, and that the Army of the Potomac was also in motion, but all infoi:mation of
the position of each army was carefully withheld from the knowledge of the public. Under this uncertainty, all measures taken by the
Government for defence, which became known,
tended to increase the excitement. Vast efforts were made with the utmost promptness
and vigor, to prepare to resist successfully the
invasion.
Upon the *st complete news of the attack
upon Winchester, the President issued the following proclamation:
Whereas, the armed insurrectionary combinations
now existing in several of the States are threatening
to make inroads into the States of Ma7Jand, West
Virginia, Pennsylvania, nod Ohio, requiring immediately an additional military force for the service of the
United States:
Now, therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, President of
the United States, and Commander-in-Chief of the
.Army and Navy thereof, and of the militia of the several States wh en called into actual service, do hereby
call into the service of the United States one hundred
thousand militia from the States following, namely:
From tlie State of Maryland ten thousand.
From the State of Pennsylvania fifty thousand.
From the State of Ohio thirty thousand.
From the State of West Virginia ten thousand.
To be mustered into the service of the United States
forthwith, and to serve for the period of six months
from the date of such muster into said service, unless
sooner discharged; to be mustered in as infantry, artillery, and cavalry, in proportions which will be made
known through the War Department, which department will also designate the several places of rendezvous.
These militia are to be organized according to the
rules and regulations of the volunteer service, nod
such orders as. may hereafter be issued.
The States aforesaid will be resP.ectively credited
under the enrolment act for the militia service rendered under this proclamation .
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my band
and caused the sen! of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington, this 15th dny of
June, in the year of our Looo 1863, and of the iode·
pendence of the United States the eighty-seventh.
By the President:
.ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
WM. H. SEWARD, Secretary of State.

On the same day, a telegraphic despatch
was sent to Governor Seymour of New Yor~,
calling for twenty thousand militia irnrnedi-
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EXEOUTrVE CHAMBER, TRENTON, N. J., June 16, 1863.
ately. On the same day the Governor replied,
JERSEYMEN: The State of P ennsylvania is invaded.
and ordered the troops out, as appears by the
A hostile army is now occupying and despo:ling the
following sub-oi:ders:
towns of our sister State. She nppenls to New Jersey
HEADQOARTERS FIRST BRIGADE

N. Y. 8. N . G. 1 2

NEw YonK, Jum 15th, 1868,

~

By order of the Commander-in-Chief of the State of
New York, the several regiments of this brigade will
hold themselves in readiness to depart for Philadelphia
at once, on short notice. By order of
. Bri~adier-General C. B. SPICER.
R. H. HOADLEY, Bngade Major and Inspector.
WILLIAM D. DIMOCK, Aide-de-Camp.
Order No. 3.
liEADQUARTERSJ 1148 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK 1 June 151/i, 1863.

l
f

Commandants of regiments of the Third Brigade
N. Y. N. G., are hereby directed to report to General
Wm. Hall, at his quarters, at &,ix o' clock on Tuesday
morning, by order of the Commander-in-Chief, H9ratio Seymour, to be r eady to go to Philadelphia at once,
on short service.
The brignde drill for the 17th inst. is hereby counGeneral WM. HALL.
termanded. B,v order,
J. K. S1>1ITH, Quartermaster.

The response of the Governoi: of New Yprk
was thus approved by the authorities at Washington:
WASDINOTON, June 15th, 1863.
GOVERNOR SEYMOUR: The President directs me to
return his thanks, with those of the Department, for
your prompt response. A strong movem·e nt of your
citv r egimen ts to Philadelphia would be a very encouraging movement, and do great good in giving
strength to that State.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.

The Governor of Pennsylvania, on the same
day, issued the _following proclamation:
The State of Pennsylvania is again threatened with
invasion, and an army of rebels is ·approaching our .
borders. The President of the United States has issued bis proclamation, calling upon the State for fifty
thousand men. I now appeal to nil the citizens of
Pennsylvania, who love liberty and are mindful of the
history and traditions of their Revolu tionary fathers,
and who feel that it is a sacred duty to guard .and
maintain the free institutions of our country, who bate
treason and its abettors, and who are willing to defend
their homes and firesides, and do invoke tEiem to rise
in tli eir might and rush to the rescue in this hour of
imminent peril. The issue is one of preservation or ·
destruction. It involves considerations paramount to
nil matters of mere expediency, and nil questions of
local interest. All ties-social and polit1cal-all ties
of a personal and partisan character, sink by comparison into insignificance. It is now to be determined
by deeds, and not by words alone, who are for us and
who are against us. That it is the purpose of the enemy to invade our borders with nil the strength he
cnn command, is now apparent. Our only defence
rests upon the determined action of the citizens of
our free commonwealth.
I therefore call upon the people of Pennsylvania,
capable of bearing arms, to enroll themselves in military organizations, and to encourage all others·to give
aid and assistance to the efforts which will be put
forth for the protection of the State and the salvation
of our common country.
ANDREW J. CURTIN, Governor.

through her Governor, to aid in driving back the in~
vadiug ·army. Let us respond to this call upon our
patriotic State with unprecedented zeal.
I therefore call upon the citizens of this State to meet
and organize into companies, and report to the Adjutant-General oft he State as soon as possible, to be organized into regiments as the militia of New Je~sey, and
press forward to the assistance of Pennsylvania ID this
emergency. The organization of these troops will be
given in general orders as soon as practicable.
JOEL PARK.ER.
S. M. DICKINSON, Private Secretary.

On the 16th, the Governor of .Maryland issued the following proclamation:
Whereas, the President of the United States, by his
proclamation of the 15th instant, calling iuto the service of f.he Government the militia of several of the
States no,v threatened wi th invasion by the insurgents
in arms against the Union, has designated ten thousand men as the quota of Maryland., required for the
special purpose of protecting her own soil, it becomes
us to respond with the least possible delay earnestly
and effectually to the call thus made upon us. The
entire want of any efficient orgnnizntion of the militia
of the State makes it necessary to provide the required
force either by volunteers or by draft. The term of
their service will b·e six months, nnd the· State will be
credited under the recent enrolment act with the number thus furnished.
Whether we look to the purpose for which this force
is required, to the success or efficiency of its operations, or to the probable movements o( other States
embraced in tee same appeal, every consideration connected with the subject demands that the cnll should
be met by un offer of volunteers. When our own territory is threatened by an invader, let it never be snid
that we lacked the spirit to meet the emergency or
looked to others to' pro,•ide for our defence.
Whilst, therefore, measures will immediately be
taken ·to provide by draft from the recent enrolment
whatever of the force now called for is not promptly
furnished by volnnteers, I would earnestly appeal to
the patriotism and pride of every Marylander so to respond to the cnll now made upon them as to leave no
necessity to raise a single company by any compulsory
process.
·
. Th_e ten ~housnn~ men req?i~ed of us will be organized 1Dto eight regiments of rnfuntry, one regiment of
ca~nlry, and two batteri~s of artillery, and though reqmred to be of the maximum standard, they will be
mustered into the service of the United States arined
and equipped, whenever they can muster the mlnin::um
number required in each.
The volunteer militia organizations now existing in
the city of Baltimore and other parts of the State are
earnestly invited to call their mem bers together' and
make their r espective commands a nucleus for the formation of a complete regiment.
Whenever n. battalion or com any, or a majority of
their respective members, shal make such offer of
t~eir services, they will r~port _to Major Wharton, No.
6.i Fayette street, who Will designate a pince of regimental rendezvous, and an effort will be made to ob~ain from the War Department permission to muster
ID the several companies, as soon as formed, without·
waiting for the complete regim ental organization.
Ia witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand
and affix ed the great seal of the State, this l 6th day of
June, 1863.
A. W. BRADFORD.
W .11. B. H1LL, Secretary of State.

1

At the same time, he sent a message to the
Governor of New Jersey, requesting the aid
of troops from that State. The Secretary of
The Governor of West Virginia issued the
War also sent a request to the Governor for following order to commanding officers :
.
troops. The Governor of New Jersey immeThe commandants of r egiments and companies of
qiately issued the following call for men :
Virginia militia will immediately call their companies
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and regiments together, to be held in readiness to go
to the field at an hour's warning, and will provide such
means o,s shall be effectual in giving immediate notice
to all. Arms and equipments will be furnished at the
several places of rendezvous.
The enemies of our liberty and prosperity are again
threatening our peaceful homes.
Citizen soldiers, stand by your firesides and defend
them against the common foes of a free go'1ernment.
Make every available spot a rifle pit from which to
slay the enemy.
You know the roads and the passes. Show yourselves to be worthy of your sires, who gave you the
inestimable blessings of freedom and independence.
F. H. PIERPOINT, Governor.

The Governor of Ohio made the following
appeal to the citizens of the State :
STA.TE OF Omo, EirncuTIVE DEPARTMENT, 2 •
p0Lu211ous, 0., June 15th, 1863. S
TO THI!: PEOPLE OF OHIO.
Lee's r ebel army is advancing in force upon Pennsylvania, Western Virginia, and the eastern portion
of our own State. To meet this horde of rebels, the
President of the United States has, by proclamation,
called out one hundred thousand militia for the period
of six months, unless sooner discharged. Of this force,
thirty thousand are called from Ohio; and now, gallant men of Ohio, will you promptly respond to this
necessary call, without hesitancy? I have assured the
President thllt you would do sc,. Remember that our
own sacred homes are threatened with pilla~e and destruction, nod our wives and daughters with insult.
To the rescue then at once, and thus save all that is
dear to men. As we have but few, if any, r egularly
organized companies of volunteer militia, I can bnt
invite and implore you to duty. The few companies
Trhich have been recently organized ari:; requested to
repair at once, with their entire force, to the cames
hereinafter indicated. All others will go forward m
squads and be organized into companies after their arrival in camp, for which purpose efficient officers will
be designated. Railroad transportation bas been duly
~rovided, and every provision necessary for the comfort of the men after their arri,•al in camp. A reasonable allowance will be made to each voluntee; for his
subsistence when e-n 1•oute to the camp. The pay and
allowance for clothing will be the same as tbat of the
volunteer service. Should more respond than the
Government requires, the surplus men will be returned
to their homes free of all expense to themselves, with
the regular pay for the period necessarily absent.
The military committees of the several counties are
especially reqL1ested to exert themselves iµ securing a
prom~t re~ponse I.? this call. The troops will all be
organ ize!'! rnto re~1ments and well armed before being
ordered mto service.
And now, fellow citizens of the State, in the name
and behalf of the best Government on earth, let me implore you to lay asicfe nil other duties and obligations,
and co.me forward pro_mptly and cheerfully for the preservation of all that 1s dear to us. You will thus secure the g_ratitude of your children's children and the
smiles ana blessings of Heaven.
'
DAVID TOD, GoYernor.

The utmost activity now prevailed to hasten
forward troops to the centre of Pennsylvania.
In New York, the Major-General of the First
Division of State militia issued the following
order:
fuA..DQUA.11.TERS FIRST

DtVISION N. Y. 8. M., }

NEW YORK, June 16th, 1863.

The regiments of this division are directed to proceed forthwith to Harrisburg, in Pennsvlvania, to assist in repellin~ the invasion of thnt State.
The United :states Quartermaster and Commissary
will furnish tmn portation nod sub istence upon the requisition of regimental quartermasters, countersigned
by I.be colonels.

The term of ser'l'ice will not exceed thirty days.
Commandants of brigades and regiments will report
to the Major-General the numbers ready for transportation, and will receive directions as to the route and
time of embarkation.
Each man will provide himself with two days' cooJ;:ed
provisions.
By order of Major-Gen. CHAS. W. S.A.'N FORD.
J. H. WrLcox, Division Inspector.

This division consisted of four brigades. '.The
first brigade, under Gen. 0. B. Spicer, was composed of the 1st; 2d, 3d, '71st, and 73d regiments. The second brigade, unde1· Geo. Obas.
Yates, was composed of the 4th, 5th, 6th, and
12th regiments. The third brigade, under Gen.
Hall, was composed of the 7th, 8th, 37th, and
55th regiments. The fourth brigade, under
Gen. Ewen, was composed of the 11th, ~2d,
and 69th regimehts.
On that day there went forward the 7th regiment, 650 men. On the 18th, the 8th, 3'71
men; 11th, 762 men; 23d, 626 men, and '71st,
73'7 men. On the 19th, the 5th, 828 men;
12th, 684 men i 22d, 568 men ; 37th, 6!J3 men;
65th, 555 men, and 74th, 504 men. On the
20th, the 4th, 560 men; 13th, 496 men; 28th,
484 men; 56th, 476 num. On the 22d, the
6th, 656 men; 52d, 351 men; ·69th, 600 men.
On the 23d, the 67th, 400 men. On the 24th,
the 55th, 350 men; 68th, 400 men. On the
26th, tbe 47th, 400 men. On the 27th, the
21st, 600 men. On July 3d, the 17th, 400 men;
18th, 400 men; 84th, 480 men. The total number sent between the 15th of June and the 3d
of July was 13, 9'71 men. During the same
time scattered detachments of volunteers in
the State to the number of 1'.I.,82'7 men were organized and equipped and ordered to Harrisburg.
·
On the 19th of June the following despatch
was sent to the .Adjutant-General of the State:

w A.R DEPARTMENT, w ABil!NGTON CITY, }

June 1Utlt, 1863.
To Adjutant-General Sprague :
.
The President directs me to re.turn his thanks to His
Excellency Gov. Seymour, and his staff, for their ener~etic and prompt action. Whether any further force
1s likely to be Iequired will be communicated to you
to-morro1', by which time it is expected the movements of the enemy will be more fully dev.eloped.
(8igned)
EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of W o.r.
·

.A.gain, on the 27th, the following despatch
was sent to tbe governor of the State by the
Secretary of War:
W A.R DF.P A.RTMENT, WASHINGTON CITY, June 2T, 1868.
DEAR Sm: I cannot forbear expressing to you the
deep obligation I feel for the prompt and cordial sup·
port you have gi1,en the Government in the present
e1:11~rgency. The euer15y and patriotism you b~1,e ex·
h1b1ted I may be permitted personally and offic1allf to
acknowledge, without arrogating any personal clmms
on my part, to such service, or any service whnteyer.
I shall be happy always to be esteemed your friend,
EDWIN M. S'l'ANTON.
His Excellency HORATIO SEYMOUR.

The Governor of New Jersey, in answer _to
the request of the Governor of Pennsylvanta,
for the further services of the nine months'
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men, then returning from the war, immediately
tendered the services of the 22d regiment,
which had not been disbanded. It left for
Harrisburg on the 17th. Other regiments of
rJne months' volunteers, then returned, tendered their services. By the 20th more than two
thousand men had gone forward. Some single
companies proceeded to Harrisburg. The ens
tire State sent forward several thousand men.
On the 22d the ~-overnor orqered the troops to
return home, as the emergency had apparently
pa,sed.
In Pennsylvania, the first efforts of the Governor were.directed to obtain troops from Washington. These failed entirely. On the 16th he
issued the following appeal to the people of
Philadelphia :
To tlie People of P liiladelpltia :
For nearly a week past it bas been publiclv known
that the rebels in for·ce were about to euter l>ennsylvania. On the 12th instant, an urgen t call was made
on the people t-o raise Department Army Corps for
the defence of the State. Yesterday, under the proclamation of the President, the militia was cull ed out.
To-day a new and pressing exhortation has been given
to furni sh men, but Philadelphia has not responded.
:Meanwhile the enemy is six miles this side of Chambersburg and advancing rapidly.
Our capital is threatened, and we may be disgraced
by its fall, while -the men who should be driving these
outlaws from our soil are grumbling about the possible
term of service for six .months. It was never intended to keep them beyond the contiuunuce of the emergency.
You nil know tbis ·by what happened when the militia was called out last autumn. You then trnsted your
Government, and were not deceived. Trust to it again
now. I will accept men without reference to the six
mon ths. If you do not wish to bear the ignommy of
shirking fr-om the defence of your State, come forward
ht ouce. Close your places of business and apply your
hearts to the work. Come in such organizations as you
can form. Gen. Couch has appointea Lieut.-Col. Ruff
to superintend your orgauizat10n. Report to him immediately.
(Signed)
A.G. CURTIN,
Governor.

At the same time the Governor gave notice
that he would receive men without the requirement Qf six months' service, and arrangements
were made with the railroads to furnish trani;portation to Harrisburg upon applicaifon of the
officers of militia companies. On the 16th,
Lancaster sent five hundred men-to Harrisburg,
and Re.ading a r egiment. Th e militia at Harrisburg were reorganized and armed. On the
17th thousands of men reached Harrisburg from
different parts of the State. The following
list of some of the organizations shows that the
interior of the State was aroused to action:
One hundred and twenty-seventh regiment (Col.
J en nings), Harrisburg, 1,000 men.
First Pennsylvania Militia (Col. R . A. Lamberton),
Harrisburg, 1,000.
Capt. William H. Connecban, Bradford, 105 men.
Cnpt. J. M. Gregory, Lehigh, 70 men.
Cnpt. J. H. Jiolion, Lehigh, 70 men.
Capt. J. M. Broomall, Delaware, 71 men.
Capt. G. T. Waters, Northampton, 53 men.
Capt. William R. Ash, Chester, 100 men.
Capt. J . G. Eicholtz, Chester, 53 men.
Capt. J. B. Davis, Northumberland, 50 men.
Capt. John McClay, Northumberland, 71 men.
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Capt. William Stoel, Chester 50 men.
Capt. \V. McVeigh, Chester, 60 men.
Capt. W . M. Hinl<son, Chester, 45 men.
Capt. w·. C. Dickey, Chester, 48 men.
Capt. E. F. James, Chester, 63 men.
Capt. George B. Thomas, Chester, 57 men.
Capt. Charles Roberts, Chester, 40 men.
Capt. R. D. Townsend, ,C hester, 16 men.
Capt. .A.. Ricketts, Luzerne, 56 men.
Capt. R. F . Clark, Columbia, 90 men.
Capt. J. B. Grantiers, Bradford, 71 men.
Capt. J. D. Jenkins, Chester, 82 men.
Capt. James Dickson, Luzerne, 40 men.
Capt. H. Bloss, Northampton, 35 men.
Capt. J. F. Ramsey, Montour, 70 meu.
Capt. D. A. Smith, Schuylkill, 105 men.
Capt. 'l'. J. Sleppy, Colu mbia, 31 men.
Capt. Wm. B. Mnnn, Philadelphia, 100 men.
Spencer Miller's battery.

By the 20th about twenty-five -thousand citizens of Pennsylvania bad taken the field. .The
imperfe<ttion of the militia law of the State was
such that no regimental or brigade organizations were in existence. A few days later, as
the army of Gen. Lee entered the State, and
the serious character of the invasion became
apparent, the Governor issued the following
address:
Pennsylv anians I In the name and by the autlwritt;I,, of
the Commonwealth of Pe'TIITl,S?Jlvania, And1·ew G. ()urftin , Govemor of tlte said Cornmonwealtli :
A PROCLAMATION.

Th e enemy is advancing in force into Pennsylvg_.
He bas a strong column within twenty-three miles1"f
Harrisburg, aud other colu mns are mol'ing by Fulton
and Adams counties, and it cau no longer be doubted
that n formidable invasion of our State is in actual
progress.
The calls already made for volunteer militia in the
exigency, have not been met as fully as the crisis r equires.
'
I therefore now issue this my proclamation, calling
for sixty thousand men, to come promptly forwnrd to
defend the State. Th ey will be mustered into the service of the State for n period of ninety days, but will be
required to serve only so much of the period of muster
as the safety of our people and the honor of our State
may require. They will rendezvous at p·oints to be
designated in the general order to be issued th is day
by the Adj utant-General of Pennsylvania, which order
will also set forth the details of the arrangements for
organization, clothing, subsistence, equipments, and
supplies.
I will not insult you by inflammatory appeals. A
peoJ,Jle who want the heart to defen d their soil, their
families, and their firesides, are not worthy to be count.ed men. Heed not the counsels of evil-disposed persons, if such there be in your midst. Show yourselves
what you are-a free, loyal, spirited , bra,·e, vigorous
race. Do not undergo the disgrace ofleavin<> your defence mainly to the citizens of other States. fu defending the soil of Pennsylvania we ure contributing to the
support of our National Government aud vindicating
our fidelity to the national cause. Pennsylvania bas
always, he.etofore, resp onded promptly to ·1111 the calls
made by the Federal Government, and I appeal to you,
now, not to be unmindful that the foe that strikes nt our
State, strikes through our desolation nt the life of the
republic.
.
Our people are plundered and dri ven fr_om th eir
homes solely because of their loyalty and fidelity to our
free institu tions.
P eopl e of Pennsylvania, I owe to you nil my facu lties, my labors, my life. You owe to your country your
prompt and zealous sen' ices and efforts The time has
now come when we must all stand or foll together in
the defence of our State, and in the support of our Gov-
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ernment. Let ns so discha,rge our duty-that posterity
shall not blush for us.
Come heartily and cheerfully to the rescue of our
noble commonwealth. Maintain now your honor and
freedom.
Given uuder my hand and the great seal of the State,
at Harrisburg, this the 26th day of June, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixtytbree, and of the Commonwealth the eighty-seventh.
Bx the Governor,
.A. G. CURTIN.
ELI SLIFER, Secretary of 'the Commonwealth.

In Maryland, on the 16th, various uniformed
organizations of Baltimore tendered their services to the Governor for six months. Vigorous
efforts were made to enlist recruits under the
call of the President, with small success. The
troops, however, which could be raised were
retained for the defence of Baltimore.
From Delaware, two regiments, the 5th and
6th, numbering 1,919 men, raised for State defence, were sent into Maryland, and placed as
guards of the railr.oads.
From West Virginia no troops came forward
at this time.
. Offers of troops for the emergency were made
by the Governors of several States to the President. But their distance from the scene of
operations, or the impression that the forc.e at
hand was sufficient, prevented the acceptance
of them.
The call of the President for one hundred
t•sand men served to authorize the reception
onroops for the emergency, which could be
put into the field at once, but there was not
sufficient time to create new organizations, or
to fill up regiments partly organized.
Meantime the construction of defensive works
was immediately commenced at Harrisburg,
w hioh was .supposed to be the first point of attack. The records of the State and the specie
in the banks were removed to places of security.
The scenes in that capital, on the 16th, were
thus described by a spectator :
·
The morning broke upon a populace nll nstir, who
hncl been cnlled out of bed by the "beat of the alarming drum," the blast of the bugle, and the clanging of
bells. The streets were livell with men, who were
either returning from a nights work on the fortifications; or going over to relieve those who were toiling
there. As the sun rose higher the excitement gathered
bend. All aloug the streets were omnibuses, wngons,
and wheelbarrows, taking in trunks und valuables and
rnshing them down to the depot, to be shipped o~t of
rebel range. 'l'he stores, the female semrnaries, and
almost every private residence, were busy all of the
forenoon in swelling the mountain of frei~ht that lay
at the depot. Every horse was impressed rnto service,
and every porter groaned beneath his weight of responsibilities.
The scene at noon at the del?ots was indescribable,
if not disgraceful. .A sweltermo- mass oj humanity
thronged the platform, nil furious to escape from the
doomed city.
At the bridge and ncross the river the scene was
equnlly exciting. All through the day n steady stream
of people on foot and in wngons, young and old, black
and white, wns pouring across it from the Cumberland
valley, benring with them their household gods and nil
manner of goods and stock. Endless trains, laden with
flour, grain, and merch:rndi;,e, hourly erner~ed from
the valley, and thundered across the bridge ana through
the city. Miles of retreatiug bnggage wagons, filled
with calves and sheep tied together, and great old-fash-

ioned furnace wagons, loaded with tons of trunks and
boxes, defiled in continuous procession down the pike
and across the river, raising a dust that marked the
outline of the road as far as the eye could see.

The proceedings at Pittsburg, for the defence.
of that city, were thus described on Friday, the
19th:
Work on the city defences is still progressing vigorously, and some of the more important works are now
ready to receive the guns. 'fhe number of men employed
on the fortifications yesterday was four thousand six
hundred and five. The works are on Herron's Hill, on
Harrison's Bill, on Mount Washington, on Squirrel
Hill, and on Negley's Hill. There are upward of five
thousand men m the trenches to-day, and with such a
large working force it cani;iot take many days to finish
the works now in band. Gen. Bernarg, with a competent staff of engineers, was engaged in laying out new
works yesterday ou. the outer side of the Alleghany, so
as to render the city secure against an advance from
that direction. Works have also been laid out near
Turtle creek and other important points.

The activity in Baltimore to prepare for defence is thus reported:
The work of erecting barricades progressed rapidly
on Friday {\nd Saturday, and on Sunday morning the
entire circle of the city was completed and ready for
military occupation at any moment that the scouts
should announce the approach of the enemy. The erection of lines of intrencbments and fortifications on all
the approaches to the city have also progressed rapidly.
· On Saturday about one thousand colored men were
gathered by the police from different sections of the
city, cnusin~ much excitement among that portion of
our population as they were marched out to the different locations for the defensive works . .At night another
force was secured to relieve tbQSe who had been at
work throughout the day, and another relief gang w:is
provided on Sunday morning an d evening, so that
rapid progress bas been made, and the works are now
ready for immediate use.

Meanwhile the movements of Gen. Lee upon,
the head waters of the Rappahannock had been
made in such force as to lay Gen ..Hooker under
the necessity of hastily breaking up his camp at
Falmouth, and taking new positions to meet th.is
demonstration. On Saturday, the 13th, his army
began to move from Falmouth, and during Sunday the stores were removed from .A.quia Oreek
to Alexandria by twenty-six steamers, e.~ployed for that purpose. -The storehouses and railroad buiH!ings were not destroyed at that time,
as the gunboats commanded the place. On the
21st, a small party of the enemy burned the
quartermaster's buildings and the wharf. . The
buildings and wharf known as Urba Switch
were not burned.
On Sunday morning the force on the Fredericksburg side recrossed, and on that day the
last of Gen. Hooker's army left Falmouth. The
corps of Gens. Longstreet and Ewell, of the
Oonfederate army, passed through Oulpepper
just one week previous, and the latter marched
into the Shenandoah valley against Winchester, &c.
The march of Gen. Hooker's army was rapid,
and at times disorderly. Bridges broke down
beneath the teams ; droves of horses became
frightened, and rushed through the column
like a tornado ; and the men, choked with dust,
straggled into the fields in search of wnter and
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rest under the inviting shadows of tbe trees.
On Sunday night the ttoops encamped at Dumfries, which is about midway between Falmouth and Fairfax. The design of Gen. Lee
in massing his troops at Culpepper, to fall upon
the right of Gen. Hooker, and intel'Cept his
communications by land with Washington, was
thus defeated. A few guns were heard in the
direction of Thoroughfare Gap ; but with this
exception everything seemed quiet along the
lines. On Monday the army advanced to the
neighborhood of the Bull Run battle field. The
third corps reached Manassas Junction in the
morning ; the first and eleventh arrived at
Centreville ; and the second, fifth, sixth, and
twelfth corps came up at night. Thus the
whole country south of the Occoquan was left
to the enemy. During the march, the cavalry
acted on the flanks, and rendered great servic.e
in making reconnoissances. Gen. Gregg and
bis division operated in -the neighborhood of
Warrenton and White Sulphur Springs. Gen.
Duffie's division, previously Gen. Averill's,
moved to the base of the Blue . Ridge, near
Ashby's Gap. Gen. Buford, with the regulars,
occupied Thoroughfare Gap, preventing an approach of the enemy through that passage.
L'ol. Tyler, temporarily in command of Gen.
WyndLam's brigade, guarded the Orange and
Alexandria railroad. The defence of Wasbington had been the object of Gen. Hooker's
movements thus for, and he occupied the position which he considered to be best to defeat
any designs of the enemy upon that city. It remained therefore for Gen. Lee to attack Gen.
Hooker in the old intrencbments before Washington or to move into Maryland.
On Wednesday, the 18th, a detachment of
cavalry, consisting of the 2d and 4th New
York, 6th Ohio, 1st Massachusetts, under
command of Col. Kilpatrick, and the 1st
Maine of Gen. Gregg's brigade, encountered
a body of Confederate cavalry, under Col.
Rous~au. Col. Kilpatrick was leading the ad~
vance of the Federal cavalry, moving from
Fairfax Court House to Aldie. The enemy's
force, consisting of cavalry and mounted infantry, coming from the direction of Snicker's Gap,
reached Aldie two hours in advance oftbe Federal force, and, learning of the approach of the
latter, posted themselves in commanding positions. Col. Kilpatrick charged upon them and
drove them through the town, beyond which
a stand was made, at a point where a Confederate battery of four guns was posted in the
road to Ashby's Gap. The enemy occupied
the wooded hills and stone walls toward Snicker's Gap. Here a desperate contest ensued for
three hours, during which repeated charges
were made on each side. The arrival of
the 1st Maine, Col. C. S. Douty, gave such
strength to Col. Kilpatrick as caused the enemy to retire. , During the retreat toward
A!!hby's Gap, they were attacked near Middleburg by the 1st Rhode Island, Col. Duffie,
which had come up through Thoroughfare
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Gap. The loss was severe on both sides. Several prisoners were taken by Col. Kilpatrick.
This force defeated was the advance of a larger
force of Gen. Stuart, who was moving to the
right and rear of Gen. Hooker.
On Saturday, the 21st, another cavalry cont~st took place, which was thus reported by
Gen. Pleasl:l,Ilton, who commanded the Federal
force:
HEADQUARTERS CAV..URY CORPS,
l
CA.1!1' :r.'EAR UPPERVILLE, 6.30 P. 11., June 21&1. I
Brig.-Gen. S. Williams:

GENERAL: I moved with my command this morning
to Middleburg, and attacked the cavalry force of the
rebels under Stuart, and steadily drove him oil day,
inflicting n heavy loss at every step.
I drove him ihrough 1:;rpperville into Ashby-'s Gap.
We took two pieces of artillery, one being a Blakely
gnn, and three caissons, besides blowing up one; also,
upward of sixty prisoners, and more are coming in;
a lieutcqant-colonel, major, nod five other officers;
besides a wounded colonel, aud a large number of
wounded rebels left in the town of U ppcrville. They
left their dead and wounded upon the field ; of the
former I saw upward of twenty. We also tookalarge
number of carbmes, pistols, and sabres. Ilf fact it was
the most disastrous day to the rebel cavalry. Our loss
has been very small both in men and horses. I never
saw the troops behave better or under more difficult
circumstances. Very heavy charges werfl made, and
the sabre used freely, but always with great adv ant.age
to us.
A. PLEASANTON, Brig.-Gen.

On Monday, June 15th, the day on which
Gen. Hooker's army reached the neighborhood
of Bull Run, Gen. Mih-oy retreated from Win- ·
chester and Gen. Tyler from Martinsburg, as
above stated. · It would have been dangerous for
Gen. Lee to have attacked Gen. Hooker in the
advantageous position which be now held. Gen.
Lee reports as follows:
The whole army of Gen. Hooker withdrew from the
line of the Rappahannock, pursuing the roads near the
Potomac, and no fovorable·opportunity was offered for
attack. It seemed to be the purpose of Gen. Hooker to
take a position which would enable him to cover the
a:pproaches to Washington City. With a view to draw
him farther from his base1 and at the same time to
cover the march of A. P. Hill, who, in accordunce with
instructions, left Fredericksburg for the valley as soon
as the enemy withdrew from his front, Longstreet
moved from Culpepper Court House on the l otli, nnd,
ad,,ancing along the east side of the Blue Ridge, oc·
cupied Ashby's and Snicker's Gaps. His force had
been augmented while at Culpepper by Gen. Pickett,
with three brigades of his division.
The cavalry, under Gen. Stuart, was thrown out in
front of Longstreet to watch the enemy, now reported
to be moving into Loudon. On the 19th his carnlry
encountered two brigades of ours, under Gen. Stunrt,
near Aldie, and was driven back with loss. The ne.xt
day the engagement was renewed, the Federal cavalry
being strongly supported by_infantry, and Gen. Stuart
was m turn compelled to retire.
'fhe eneq:iy advanced as far as Upperville, nod then
fell back.
-

·The attention of Gen. Hooker was so oc.cupied by the attempts to seize Thoroughfare
Gap, Aldie, and portions of the Orange and
Alexandria railroad, as to make it appear to
be the intention of Gen. Lee to move upon
the Federal army from these points. So skilfully was this done that tbe impression prevailed in the North that the blow would be
struck at Gen. Hooker's army in its position,
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and that the emergency in Pennsylvania had
passed away. Thus, on this ground, the Governor of New Jersey considered it safe to
recall the troops from Pennsylvania. Meanwhile, Gen. Lee was gathering the fruits of
the surrender of Winchester, and preparing to
move his army acroos the Potomac. The demonstmtions of Gen. Ewell in Pennsylvania
having failed to cause the army of Gen. Hooker
to leave Virginia, and as it did not seem disposed to advance on Gen. Longstreet, the latter
wn.s withdrawn to the west side of the Shenandoah. At the same time the progress of Gen.
Ewell rendered it necessary that Gen. Lee should
be within supporting distance. As soon therefore as the fords of the Potomac between Harper's Ferry and Williamsport were well seized
by his advance, his main body began to move.
This was as early as Sunday, the 21st-the day
of Gen. Pleasanton's cavalry skirmish. On that
day, Gen. Lee issued the following ord er to
his army:

and the officer seizing the so.me will forthwith report
to the chief of his department the kind, qunntity, nnd
market price of the property so seized, and the name
of the owner.
By command of
Gen. R. E. LEE.
R. H. CHILTON, A. A. nnd I. G.,
Lieut.-Gen. R. S. EWELL, Com'g 2d Army Corps.

The following correspondence, which was intercepted by Gen. Hooker, shows the general
plans of Lee at this time :
ADJUTANT-GENER.AL'S

0FFICB, RtOIIMOND, }

June 28th, 1868.

Gen. R. E. Lee, commanding A1my Northern Vi1-ginw,
Winchester, Va.: ·
GENERAL : While with the President last evening, I
received your letter of the 23d instant. After rendmg
it to the President, he was embarrassed to understand
thnt part of it which refers to the plnn of assembling
an army at Culpepper Court House, under Gen. Beauregard . 'l'his is the first intimation that he has had
thnt such a plan wns ever in contemplation, nod, taking
all things into conside.rntion, he cnnnot see how it can
by nuy possibility be carried into effect.
You will doubtless learn, before this reaches you,
that the enemy has again assembled in force on the
peninsuln, estimated between 20,000 nod 80,000 men,
HEADQUARTERS AIUlY NORTHERN VIRGINIA, 2
from 6,000 to 10,000 of whom nre reported to be in the
JURt8 21st, 1863.
)
vicinity of White House, and the remainder nt YorkWhile in the enemy's countrr,, the following regu- town. It is impossi]?le to say whether the estimnted
lations for procnring supplies will be strictly observed, number is correct, ns t.he severnl accounts vary and are
nod any v10lation of them promptly and rigorously not deemed nltogether trustworthy; but the estimate,
mnking due allowance for errors, is quite near enou~h
punished:
I. No private property shall be injured or destroyed to satisfy the most incredulous that he is in this vicmby any person belonging to or connected with the ity in sufficient force, in cavalry, nrtiO ery, nnd infanarmy,. or taken, except by the officers hereinafter des- try, to do much harm, whether his purpose be to make
a demonstrntion on Richmond, or to confine himself to
ignated.
II. The chiefs of the commissary, quartermaster, raids in breaking your communications· nnd devastaordnance, nnd medical departments of the nrmy will ting the country. His efforts in the Inst case may prove ·
make requisitions upon the local nuthorities or iuhnb- more successful than in the first, if we may judge by
itants for the necessary supplies for their respective what took place at Hanover only two days ago, when
departments, designating the plnces nnd times of de- about 1,1100 or 1,200 of his cavalry suddenly nppcared
livery. All persons complying with snch requisi tions there, and did some execution in breaking the railwill be paid the market price for the articles furni sh- road and burning a bridge, some buildmgs, public
ed, if they so desire, and the officer making such pay- stores, &c. It is important that this raid took place
ment shall take duplicnte r eceipts for the same, spe- only nbout two days after Gen. Corse's brigade had left
cifying the name of the person paid, and the quantity, there for Gordonsville. Hnd it remained nt Hanover
kind, nnd price of the prope1-ty, one of which receipts Junction, it is reasonable to suppose that most of the
shall be nt once forwnrded to the chief of the depart- enemy's cavnlry would have been either destroyed or
ment to which such officer is attached.
cnptured. nnd the property saved from injury. Every
lII. Should the nuthorities or inhabitnnts neglect or effort is being mnde here to be prepared for the enemy
r efuse to comply with such requisitions, the SuJ?plies at all points, but we must look chiefly to the protecrequired shall be taken from the · nearest inhabitants tion of the cnpitnl. In doing this we may be obliged
so refusin g, by the order nnd under the direction of to hazard some other points. You can easily estimate
the respective chiefs of the departments nnmed.
our stren~th, and I suggest for your considerntion
IV. \V"beu nny command is detached from the main whefher, 10 this stat.e of things, you might not be
body, the chiefs of the several departments of such able to spare a portion of your force to protect your
command will procure supplies for the same, nod such line of communication against nttempted raids by the
other slores ns they mny be ordered to provide, in the enem_y.
mnnner aud subject to the provisions herein prescribed,
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,
reporting their nction to the heads of their respective
·s. COOPER, Adjutnnt-Genernl.
departm ents, to which they will forward duplicates of
LET"l'ER FROM JEFF. DA.VIS.
all vouchers gi,·en or r eceived.
RtOtnIOND, Jwne 28th, 1863.
V. All persons who shall decline to receive pnymcnt for propertv furnished on requisitions, and nil
GENERAL: Yours of the 23d I received this evening,
from whom it sbnh be necessary to-take stores or sup- I hasten to reply to the point presented in relation to
plies, shall be furni shed by the officer receiving or the forces on the coasts of South Carolinn and Geor~ia.
taking the same with o. receipt specifying the kind and The hopes indulged ns to our operations at the time
quantity of the property received or taken, as the case . which would inter11ene between the discharge of the
nfly be, the nnm e of the person from whom it was re- enemy's trained troops and the substitution of the!T! by
ceived or taken, the commnnd for the use of which others have been disnppointed by the very error agmnst
it 1rns received or taken, nnd the market price. A du- which it was sought by warning to gunr~. Grnnt
plicnte of said receipt shall be nt once forwarded to reached the river, got recnforcements, made mtren~hthe chief of the department to which the officer by ments, nnd Gen. Johnston continues to cnll for r ecnwhom it is executed is attach ed.
fcrcements, though his first requisition wns more than
VI. If any person shall r emove or conceal property filled by withdrawing troops from Gens. Benuregnrd
ncces ary for the n e of the army, or attempt to do so, and Bragg. Gen. Bragg 1s threatened with attack,
the officers hereiubefore mentioned will cause such hns fallen back to his in trenched position nt Tullahoma,
property, and nil other property belonging to such nod ca.lied on Buckner for nid.
person, that may be required by the army, to be seized,
Gen. l3eauregnrd snys thnt no troops have been with·
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drawn by the enemy from his front since those returned to Newbern, and that his whole force is necessary to cover his line. This being in answer to a
proposition to follow a movement of the enemy, said
to be to the west, with all his disposable force, pointing him at the same time to the vital importance of
holding the Mississippi, and communicating the fear
that Vicksburg would fall unless Johnston was stron~ly and promptly rcenforced. D. H. Hill has a small
force, part of which has been brought here. Clingman's brigade is near Wilmington, Colquith's at
K.ingstou, Martin's nominal, on the railroad at Weldon, and C. Cook's, Ransom's, and Jenkins's have
been brought here; the two last temporarily from the
defence of Petersburg and the country thereabout.
· Wise's brigade is, as you left it, engaged in the defence of Richmond, and serving in the country to the
east of- the city. The enemy h:.ve been reportE,d in
large force at the White House, with indications of an
advance on Richmond. We are organizing companies
for home duties, and the spirit of resistance is increasing. Corse's briaade, in accordance with your orders, has been lefl at Hanover Junction. All the artillery, I am informed, was taken away; and the single
regiment of iufantry, which constituted the guard for
the bridges, proved unequal to the duty, as yo u have
no doubt learned. Reenforcements were ordered to
go up, but some delay occurred, and they arrived too
late to save the bridge or the brave guard which had
unsuccessfully defended it. The Yankees, reported
to be three regiments of cavalry, returned from the
Central road in the direction of Hanover (old town),
and nothing has been heard of them since.
It was stated that Gen. H. F. Lee was captured at
the house of Mr. Wickham, but I trust it will prove
to be one of the many startling rumors which the
newsmongers invent. The advance of your army increases our want of cav:ilry on the north and east of
the city; but exllept one regiment from North Carolina, I do not know of any which we can expect soon
to be availa.ble to us. In yours of the _20th you say:
"If an;y of the brigades I have left behind for the
protection of Rir-hmond . can, in your opinion, be
spared, I should like them to be sent to me." It has
been an effort with me to answer the clamor to have
troops stopped or recalled to protect the city and the
railroad communications with your army. Corse's
brigade has gone, and Wise's is the on·Jy other left b,r
you. Cook's was in North Carolina, and Da,,is's br1gade was sent to complete Heth' s division in the place
of Cook's; and Ransom's and Jenkins's constitute the
defences of the south side as for as W cl don, and are
rel,i.ed on for service elsewhere from Wilmington to
Richmond.
·
Gen. Ely is positive that the enemy intend to attack here, and his scouts bring ·intelligence, which,
if I believed it, would render me more anxious for
the city than at any former time. I do not believe
that the Yankees have such force as is stated, but
they have enough to render it necessary to keep some
troops within reach, and some at Petersburg, at
Least until Suffolk is truly evacuated. Do not understand me as balancing accounts in the matter of
brigades. I only repeat that I have not any to send
you, and enough to form an army to threaten, if not
capture Washington, as soon as it is unf overed by
Hooker's army. My purpose was to show you that
the force here and m North Carolina is very small,
and I may add that the briiades are claimed as properly of their command. vur information as to the
enemy's intentions may be more full and trustworthy hereafter. It is now materially greater than
when you were here.
Very respectfully and truly yours,
JEFF. DA VIS.

The advance of the Oonfederate army, which
crossed the Potomac, was the corps of Gen.
Ewell. It passed from Williamsport to Hagerstown, which was still held by Col. Jenkins,
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and at noon, on the 22d, entered Greencastle,
Penn., which is on the railroad from Hagerstown to Ohambersburg. The distances on this
line are as follows: from Hagerstown to Morganstown, 4 miles; to the State line, 5 miles;
to Greencastle, 11 miles; to Marion, 16 miles;
to Chambersburg, 22 miles. On the 23d, Chambersburg was -reoccupied by the Confederate
force under Gen. Ewell. Gen. Knipe: who was
in command there, as the outpost of the Federal forces under Gen. Oouch, collected in the
valley, fell back in the direction of Oarlisle to
the main body.
In order to retain the Federal army on the
east side of the mountaius after it should enter
Maryland, and thus leave open the Confederate communications with the Potomac through
Hagerstown and Williamspod, Gen. Lee ordered !}en. Ewell to send a division eastward
from Chambersburg to cross the South Mountains.
On the 24th, a detachment from Gen. Ewell's
force advanced within twelve miles of Oarlisle,
on the railroad from Chambersburg to Harrisburg. The distances on that line were as follows : from Chambersburg to Scotland, 5 miles;
to Shippensburg, 11 miles; to Oakville,18 miles;
to Jarlisle, 34 miles; to Mechanicsburg, 44
miles; to Harrisburg, 52 miles. On the 24th,
Gen. Lee crossed the Potoma-0 into Maryland,
in the vicinity of Shepherdstown. At the same
time, the main body of his army crossed at the
fords at Shepherdstown and Williamsport. The
movement continued np the Cumberland valley, on the west side of the Catoctin Mountains. The advance was made in two divisions,
one by way of the Harrisburg and Chambersburg Railroad toward Harrisburg, antl the other
from Gettysburg eastward to the Northern Oeutral Railroad from Baltimore to Harrisburg, and
thence to York and Lancaster, in Pennsylvania.
On Saturday the 2'7th, Oarlisle, on one line
of advance, was occupied at noon, and the advance continued to Kingston, 13 miles from
Harrisburg. On the other line of advance,
Gettysburg was occupied by a force from Hagerstown on the 26th; and at noon on the 2'7th,
the same force had reached the Northern Central Railroad, at a point between York and
Hanover Junction. This was about fifty miles
north of Baltimore, and thirty miles south of
Harrisburg. The same evening, York was occupied without resistance, and several bridges
on the Northern Central Railroad were destroyed. On the 28tl1, this atlvance continued
to the Susquehanna, opposite Oolum15ia. The
bridge across the river here consisted of twenty-eight spans, and was a mile and a quarter
in length. It was burned by the order of the
officer in command of the Federal force at Columbia-Col. Frick. The Oonfederate cavalry
and artillery were close upon the structure
when it was fo-ed. On the same day, the advance from Carlisle approached within four
miles of Harrisburg, where some skirmishing
· took place.
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On the previous day, Gen. Lee, at Chambers- cavalry which had crossecl the Potomac near
burg, issued the following order to his army :
Seneca, in the rear of Gen. Hooker's army;
General Order No 27,
and at Edwards' Ferry, fifteen barges loaded
HEADQUARTERS AR.'1Y OF NonTnERN Vmon.-iA,}
with government stores were captured and
Cnurnznsnuno, PA., June 27th, 1868.
burned by a body of Confederate cavalry. On
The Commanding General has observed, with mark- the same day, this force of cavalry appeared at
ed satisfaction, the conduct of the troops on the numerous points in Montgomery County, and
march, and confidently anticipates results commenS
W h'
surate with the high spirit they have manifested. No seized horses.
ome came as near to · as mgtroops could have displayed greater fortitude, or bet- ton as Silver Spring, on the Seventh-street road.
ter performed the arduous marches of the past ten These were portions of cavalry under Gen.
dnys. Their conduct in other respects has, with few Stuart. On the advance of Gen. Lee, Gen.
exceptions, been in keeping with their character as St
t
1 ft t O
d th
f th
soldiers, and entitles them to approbation and praise.
uar was e
guar
e passes O
e
There have, however, been mstanccs of forgetful- mountains, and to observe the movements of
ness, on the klart of some, that they have in keeping the Federal army, with instructions to harass
the yet unsullied reputation of the army, and that the and, impede as much as possible any attempt by
duties exncted of us by civilization and Christianity it to cross the Potomac. With this view he
~~s1~ o~vh~~gatory in th e country of th e enemy followed it~ movements, and advanced as far
'rhe Commanding Genernl considers that no ~reat- east as Fairfax Court House. He then crossed
er disgrace could befall the army, and through 1t our the river at Seneca, and marched thr.ough
whole people, than the perpetration of the barbarous Westminster to Carlisle. At this time the army
outrages upon the innocent and defenceless, and the of Gen. Lee ,vas situated as follows: · The main
wanton destruction of privnte :property, that have body, embr·acing the corps of Gens. Longstreet
mnrked the course of the enemy m our own country.
Such proceedings not only disgrace the perpetrators . and Hill, were at and near Chambersburg,
and all connected with them, but are subversive of where Gen. Lee also was. The divisions of
the discipline and efficiency of the army, and destruc- Gens. Rhodes and Johnson, of Gen. Ewell's
tive of the ends of our present movement. It must
· h
· · ·
f C 1· l
dH
be remembered that we make war only upon armed corps, were m t e vicm1ty o ar 1s e an
armen, and that we cannot take venieance for the risburg. The division of Gen. Early, of the
wrongs our people have suffered, without lowering same corps, was at York, where it was joined
ourselves in the eyes of all whose abhorrence bus on the 27th by the brigade of Gen. Gordon.
been excited by the atrocities of our enemy, and of- The cavalry, under Col. White, had advanced to
fending against Him to whom vengeance belongeth,
without whose favor and support our efforts must all the Susquehanna.
prove in vain.
But the extreme point of the Oonfederate
The Commanding Gen_eral_ therefore earnestly ex- advance had been reached. On the 28th, orhorts the troops, to ubstum wit~ ~ost scruJ.lulous care ders were issued for both lines of advance of
from unnecessarr or wanton mJury to private prop- G
E 11'
t -"hll b k
G tt- b
erty; and he enJoins upon nil officers to arrest an.d
en .. we ~ corps ,O 1 ,
ac on e _J s urg,
brin,,. fo summary punishment all who shall in any . to which pomt Gens. Longstreet and Hill were
·way "'offend against the orders on this subject.
moving by the Chambersburg turnpike. The
R'. E. LEE, General.
reason of this was the approach of the Army of
On the 28th, the Confederate force at York the Potomac. Gen. Lee had made preparations
ma.de a demand on the authorities for $100,000 to march upon Harrisburg, but on the night of
in United States Treasury notes, 200 barrels of the 27th information was received by him that
flour, 40,000 pounds of fresh beef, 30,000 bush- the Federal army had crossed the Potomnc and
els of corn, 1,000 pairs of shoes, socks, &c. On- was advancing northward, and that the head
that day, also, the enemy captured a train of of the column had reached South Mountain .
one huu<l.red and seventy-eight wagons and one As his communications with the Potomac were
thousand mules, between Rockville and Ten- thus menaced, he resolved to prevent the furallytO'IVn, a few miles from Georgetown, D. C. ther progress of the Federal army in that diAlso a number of Federal officers were cap- rection by concentrating his forces on the east
tured near Rockville, by a body of Confederate side of the mountain.

~~:i!

,.
CHAPTER XXXII.
Position or the Army or the Potomno-Gon. Hooker relieved by Gen. Meude-Conccntrution of the Enemy near Gettysburg-Opening of the Battle-The Batlle-Retreat of Ge.n. Lee-Pursued by Gen. :Mende-Cooperating Movements
elsewhere-Advance of Gen. Rosecrans in Tennessee ngnlnst Gen. Brngg-Rnid of Gen. John Morgan in Ohio.

ON the 22d, t_he army of Gen. Hooker occupied the line of the Potomac on the Virginia
side of the river, up to and beyond Lee burg.
.A.t the same time it held all the gaps of the
Bull Run range. By Saturday, the 27th, they

hact advanced, and lay at and in the vicinity of
Frederick, Maryland. On that day, an order
was is ued by the W.ar Department to Gen.
Hooker, to transfer the command of the army
to Maj.-Gen. Meade, who commanded the Fifth
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corps, and to report himself at Baltimore. On issued on the same day by Gen. Meade. The
the next day, Gen. Hooker issued the following sixth ancl eleventh corps, which were at Middletown, in the valley between the Catoctin
.order:
HEADQUARTEns Auer ov THE PoT01rAo,} and the Blue Ridge, were moved east to FredFnEnEnrcs:, Mn., June 2 sth , 1863·
erick, and then directly up the Monocacy valIn conformity with the orders of the War Depart- 1
th
t "d f th t
th
hM
men£, dated June 27th, 1863, I relinquish the command
ey, on ewes 81 e O e 8 ream, roug
eof the Arruy of the Potomac. It is transferred to Maj.- chanicsburg and Emmitsburg, toward GettysGen. George G. Meade, a brave and accomplished ofli- burg. The second and fifth corps crossed the
cer, who has nobly earned the confidence aud esteem Monocacy to the east, three miles abo e Fredof the army on many a well-fought field. Impressed erick, and moved northeast through Union
with the belief that my usefulness as the commander
F · lb
h" h ·
h S
1
of the Army of the Potomac is impaired, I part from it, to nze urg, W lC lS near t e tate ine.
yet not without the deepest emotion. The sorr~w of The third and twelfth corps took the Middleparting with the comrades of so many battles is re- burg road. The sixth corps crossed the Mono,-_
lieved by the conviction thut the co?ruge a~d d_evo~ion cacy, east of ;Frederick, and mov:ed to Westof this army will never ceaS tJ nor foil i th at it WIii yield minster. These routes took the army into such
to my successor, as it has to me, a willing and hearty
support. With the earnest prayer that t~e triumph of a position that it could cover Baltimore, or
its arms may bring successes worthy of it and the ua- cross the Susquehanna below Harrisburg, or
tion, I bid it farewell.
prevent any movement of the Confederntes
JOSEPH HOOKER, Maj.-Gen.
toward JVashington. On Tuesday forenoon,
This order was followed by the subjoined ad- the first and eleventh corps were at Emmitsdress from Gen. Meade:
burg; the second ancl fifth at Frizelburg; the
HEADQUARTERS ArwY oF TUE PoToiuo,?
third and twelfth at Taneytown, and the sixth
June 2St!t, 1863. S
at Westminster. The Federal force at Harper's
By direction of the President of the United States I Ferry at this time was supposed to be about
hereby assume command of the Army of the Potomac. eleven thousand. It was incorrectly represented
4s a soldier, in obevin~ this order, an order totally to Gen. Meade to be destitute of provisions, and
unexpected and unsolicited, I have no promises or
pledges to make. The couutry looks to tliis army to that he must immediately supply it, or order the
relieve it from the devastation and dis~race of a hostile abandonment of the place. Accordingly, a few
iuvasion. Whatevet fatigues and sacrifices we may be hours after he assumed the commnnd, be ascalled upon to undergo, let us have in view constantly sented to an order drawn up by an officer of
the magnitude of thll interests involved, and let each
man determine to do his duty, leaving to an all-con- Gen. Hooker's staff, directing Gen. French to
trolling Providence the decision of the contest. It is send -seven thousand men of the garrison to
with just diffidence that I relieve, in the command of Frederick, and with the remainder, estimated at
this arn}J", an eminent and accomplished soldier, whose four thousand, to remove and escort the pubname must ever appear conspicuous in the history of
W h"
Tb"
d
its achievements ; but I rely upon the hearty support lie property to ' as mgton.
1s or er was
of my companit>ns in arms to assist me in the dis- unknown in Wasbington till too late to be
charge of the duties of the important trust which has countermanded. It was not entirely executed
been confided to me.
when Gen. Meade orderl,)d the reoccupation of
GEORGE G. MEADE, :Maj.-Gen. Commanding.
that point.
This change was so entirely unexpected, both
At this time, Gen. Lee's forces had withby the public generally and the army, that drawn from York and Carlisle and from -Obamnothing could exceed the surprise which it oc- bersburg, and were concent;ating on · Gettyscasioned. The reasons for the change have not burg. The corps of Gens. Longstreet and Hill,
yet been made known, except that Gen. ~ooker .· forming the main army, were moving eastward,
was relieved at bis own request. !he 1mpres- while Gen. Meade was moving northward.
sion upon the army was thus described:
This movement would bring Gen. Lee on the
The report of the change soon extended to t~e sev- flank of Gen. Meade's army. On Tuesday morneral corps, and their commande~s hastened to bid fare- ing, Gen. Meade changed the line of march of
well to the General. By three O clock II large number all his corps except the first and eleventh
pf officers had assembled, and soon after Gen. Hooker
'
·
'
appeared in the avenue before his tent. Some time toward Gettys~nrg._ The fi~st ~nd eleventh
was spent in social intercourse, and to the last all for- were then movrng m that direction. At the
malities were ·disp_ensed with. The parting was paiuful . same time, Gen. Meade issued the following
to every one, particularly to thos~ w_ho had become en- address to his army:
deared to the General by old associations. Gen. Hooker
was deeply grieved. He ha~ bei:n id~ntified w_ith _the
HEADQUARTERS Au11Y OF THE POTOltA0, l
Army of the Potomac. he s111d, smce its organization,
Jun~ 80tk, 1863. S
and bad hoped to continue with it to the end. It was · The Commanding General requests that previous to
the best a_rmy of the country, w;orthy of the c_onfidence the engagement sooD expected with the enemy, corps
of the ~at1on, and could not f~il of ~uccess m the ap- and all other commanding officers address their tJ:oops,
pro~chmg st~uggle. He spoke of )tis s!lccess?r as 11 explaining to them the immense issues involved m the
glorious soldier, and urged all to give htm their earn- struggle. The enemy is now on our soil. . The_whole
est SUpJ)ort.
.
country looks anxiously to this nrmy to deliver it from
~e1;1. Me_ade was totally surprised by the order ap- the presence of the foe. Our failure to do so will leave
pomtmg him commande~ of the Army o~ t~~ Potom_ac, us DO such welcome as the swelling of millions of hearts
and de~ply fe)t the :,veight o~ respo~sih1hty re~tmg with pride and joy at our success would give to eve~y
~pon him. Hts appomtment g~ves_ umversal sat1sfo~- soldier of the army. Homes, firesid es, nod domestic
tion , ~nd al~ expr~ss a determmation to extend _thet.r altars are involved. The army bas fough t ,veil heretoheartiest cooperation.
fore. It is believed that it will fight m?re" d~perntely
An order for the movement of the army was nnd bravely than ever, if it is addressed in fittmg terms.
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?,...l~H£"1i>>Corps and other commanders are authorized to order
the mstnnt death of any soldier who foils to do his duty
at lhis hour.
By command of
Major-Gen. MEADE.
S. W1LLIA11s, Assistant Adjutnnt-Gen.

Gettysburg, whither both armies were moving, was not only the capital of the county in
which it is located, but a central point to which
many roads converged. The road from Westminster, by which the sixth corps was advancing,
comes in on the southeast; that from Taneytown, by which the third and twelfth were adYancing, comes in on the south, which was the
route nlso of the second and fifth; that from
Emmitsburg, by which the fir.st nnd eleventh
corps were advancing, comes in on the southwest; that from Ohambersburg, by which the
Confederate corps of Gens. Longstreet and
Hill were advancing, comes iu on the northwest; and those from Hanisburg and York, by
which the corps of Gen. Ewell was advancing,
come in on the northeast.
On Wednesday morning M11j.-Gen. Reynolds,
in command of the first corps, advanced on the
Emmitsburg road from Marsh creek to Gettysburg, where he arrived about ten o'clock,
and marched directly tbrongh the town . A
body of the enemy being the advance of Gen.
Heth's division of Gen. Hill's corps, was discovered to be posted on the road that came in
from Chambersburg on the northwest. They
were driven back by Gen. Buford's cavalry.
The division, coming up, drove back the caval-

"'\.i~

ry. At this time the first corps appeared. The
first division, under Gen. Wadsworth, was in
the advance. The division of Gen. Doubleday
followed ai;id formed on the left, and that of
Gen. Robinson on the right. The position occupied was a ridge northwest of the town, which
sloped to the west, into a little open valley of
ploughed fields and meadows. Beyond the
valley is a·ridge of higher land thickly wooded.
The valley runs in a southwesterly direction .
.,A.cross this :valley the line of Gen. Reynolds
advanced somewhat hastily, almost before it
was well formed, and soon encountered a
heavy force of the enemy's infantry, by which
it was driven, but fell back in good order. The
impetuosity of the enemy caused them to press
the right centre too rashly, and, by a movement
of the left centre 11pon the frank of the foe, a
large number were taken "prisoners. The advance of the enemy was broken soon after, and
Gen. Reynolds prepared to go forward. His line
advanced as before, and drove the enemy from
the valley and over the ridge at the farther
side, with a heavy loss by the severe fire of
the foe. His .line of skirmishers was now
thrown out some distance from t,he hill, and
Gen. Reynolds, upon going out to it to recon·
noitre, was killed by a shot from the enemy.
The eleventh corps now arrived, and Gen.
Howard assumed the command of the whole
field, while Gen. Schurz took command of the
eleventh corps. Gen. Doubleday now com·
mantled the :first corps.

•
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It being reported that the enemy were now
massing a force north of the town t o attack the
rell,r of the first corps, the first and third divisions of the eleventh corps were order ed across
the rear of the first corps to t ake up a position
on the right, and Gen. Steinwebr was stationcd as a reserve on Oemetery Hill, immediately
south of the town. This force of the enemy
was the advance of Gens. Rhodes and E arly's
divisions falling back from the Susquehanna.
At this time, about half past two P. M., the
enemy advanced in force against the first corps,
which slowly fell back to its original position,
northwest of the town. Here it was somewhat reenforced and prepar ed to make a stand.
The force of the enemy advanced across the
open space in line of battle, w11ile th eir batteries shelled the position of the first corps to
covei' the advance. At short range it met a
fire so sharp and well served as to cause it to
reel and fall back. The line was again formed
and reenforced, and once more advan ced, but
with no better success. By this time the divisfons of Rhodes and E arly had come up from
the east, and Pender '~ division of Gen. Hill's
moved up on the right to the support of Gen.
Heth. Another charge was now made by the
whole force of the enemy. Their superior
numbers enabled them to thre&ten both flanks
of the Union force. The main effort was directed against the left, and, notwithstanding a
brave resistance, such advantages were gained
that the first corps was ordered back to the
town. By this movement the left of the
eleventh was uncovered, and a h eavy advance
completely on its right flank compelled it to
retire. The enemy advanced and took possession of the town, while the two corps fell back
and occupied the western slope of the hill south
of the town, h eld by Gen. Steinwebr.
Gen. Lee says : " The attack was not pressed
that afternoon, the enemy's force being unknown, and it being considered advisable to
await the arrival of the rest of our troops. It
had not been intended to fight a general battle
at such a distance from our base, unless attacked by the enemy; but finding ourselves unexpectedly confronted by the F ederal army, it
became a matt-er of difficulty to withdraw
through the mountains with our large trains.
At the same time the country was unfavorable
for collecting supplies while in the presence of
the enemy's main body, ns be was enabled to
restrain our foraging parties by occupying the
passes of the mountains with regular and local
troops. A battle thus became, in a measure,
unavoidable. Encouraged by the successful issue of the engagement of the firat day:, and in
view of the valuable results that would ensue
from the defeat of the army of Gen. Meade, it
was thought advisable to renew the-attack."
At dusk the third and twelfth corps arrived
and took positions, the former on the ridge· extending south and to the left of Cemetery Hill,
and the latter on the same ridge as it curved to
the right of the hill. At 11 P. M., Gen. Mende
26 .
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arrived and examined the position. He then
posted the several corps in the following order:
the twelfth, under Gen. Slocum, on the right;
the eleventh, Geu. Howard, next; the first,
Gen. Doubleday, the second, Gen: Hancock,
the third, Gen. Sickles, in the centre; the fifth,
Gen. Sykes, arrived the next morning, and was
placed on the extreme left. The line stretched in a semicircle, having its conve;;;: centre
toward Gettysburg, with the extreme toward
the southwest and south. The heights · on
which the troops were posted sloped gently
down from their front.
On the part of the enemy, Gen. Anderson's
division of Gen. Hill's corps, and Gen. McLaws's division of Gen. Longstreet's corps arrived late in the evening within a mile or two
of the town, and bivouacked for the night.
Early on, the next morning, Gen. Hood's division of Longstreet's corps arrived, and their line
of battle was soon after formed.
The key of Gen. Meade's position was Oemetery Hill, a little distance south of the town,
and on the northern slope of which the town
itself is situated. It was so called because the
burial place of the town was there. Its summit was east of the road which runs- south to
Taneytown. The ridge passed to the west of
this road and ran south along its west side, and
was occupied by the second, third, fifth, ·and
sixth corps respectively, in line of battle. On
the continuation of the ridge to the east and
southeast '\fas a part of the eleventh and the
twelfth corps. On this part of the line the ridge
was rocky and thickly wooded, and some defences were thrown up on Thursday morning
by Gens. Genry and Williams. The ridge from
Oemetery Hill directly sout.h was open and
clear, and the troops there faced to the west.
The left flank of Gen. Meade rested upon a
sharp, rugged, and almost perpendiculnr peak,
covered with original forest growth. · At the
foot ·of the ridge on the west was a narrow
. valley between one and two miles in width, on
the western side of which is another ridge,
so mew hat lower .nnd running nearly parallel,
and mostly covered with heavy timber. The
line of battle of the enemy was formed on the
slope of this ridge, with Gen. Ewell's corps on
the left. Beginning at the town, Gen. E arly's
division was at the extreme right, then Gen.
Rbodes's; on the right of his division was the
left of Gen. Hill's corps, commencing with
Gen. Hetb's division, then Gens. Pender and
Anderson's divisions. On the right of Gen.
Anderson's division was the left of Gen.
Longstreet's corps, Gen. McLaws's division
being next to Gen. Anderson's, and Gen.
Hood's on the e:i..-treme right of their line
and opposite the extreme left of Gen. Meade.
Neither the division of Gen. Ewell's corps nor
that of Gen. Pickett of Longstreet's corps bnd
at this time arrived. Gen. Pickett had been
left at Chambersburg to protect the Confederate rear and escort th eir reserve train. Gen.
Johnson had been operating near Harrisburg.
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On the ridge occupied by Gen. Meade, a bundred guns were in position facing the enemy.
The reserve artillery was in the rear, about equidistant from the extreme points of the line. The
Union cavalry was east of the creek on the road
to Ba.ltimore. The artillery of the enemy in
position "'.as nearly one hundred and fifty guns.
During Thursday forenoon some skirmishing
took place, but no movement of importance was
made. On the O<mfederate side, about the middle of the afternoon, Gen. Lee issued orde·rs for
the commanders to prepare for a general attack
upon the Federal centre and left. The movement was to be commenced by Gen. Longstreet
and followed up on his left in quick succession
by the respective divisions of Gen. Hill's corps.
The movements in consequence of these orders
were in prog1·ess when sharpshooters were sent
out by Gen. Sickles, being one r egiment, under
command of Col. Berdan. They advanced in the
woods about a mile beyond the Emmitsburg
turnpike, reconnoitering, and reported that the
enemy were moving large masses to turn the
Union left. On this r eport Gen. Sickles moved
up to a ridge in front, which be deemed a more
commanding position to repel the attack. On
this ridge, which be considered as commanding
to a great extent the position he previously occu pied, he fo rmed his lii:J.e. His right rested in
the peach orchard, which is in the angle formed by the Emmitsburg road and 11 cross road
running about southeast and connecting the

Emmitsburg road with the road to Taneytown.
The rest of the line extended in a southerly
direction, with the left resting on the Round
Top Hill. He had hardly got into position
when the enemy made their anticipated attack. After resisting it about two hours,
and the fifth corps failing to come to his support as promptly as was expected, he fell
back to his original position upon the crest
of the hill, where a most desperate assault
was made by -the troops of Gen. Longstreet.
The line was strengthened by Gen. :Meade, by
ordei"ing up the fifth corps to the position
it after ward occupied on the left of the third.
Two divisions were also sent from the twelfth
corps, as no attack was threatened on the
right. This formidable opposition and the
precipitate and rugged character of the slope
effectually repulsed all the efforts of Gen.
Longstreet, with great loss, however, on both
sides. According to the order of Gen. Lee, the
advance was to commence from the right and
be taken up along the whole line. With. t~e
advance of Gen. Longstreet a part of the div1sion of Gen. Anderson moved upon the centre
of Gen. Meade. As Gen. Sickles fell back, the
second corps, under Gen. Hancock, crune to his
aid on his right, assisted by a portion of th e
first corps. These troops encountered a part of
:McLaws's and Anderson's divisions. The battle
grew fearful. The enemy pressed forwa~d un·
r estrained. Gen. Sickles was wounded m the
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leg, and the command of his corps devolved on
Maj.-Gen. Birney.· Gen. Hancock was wounded
in th.e thigh, and Gen. Gibbons in the shoulder.
The first and second wavered. The enemy
pressed up to the very guns of the batteries,
which were exposed to capture. The sixth
corps, under Gen. Sedgwick, although weary
with a march that day, hurried with shouts
to the support, and the enemy staggered and
drifted slowly back. A strong force was now
pushed on their left flank, which pressed well
to their rear along the Emmitsburg road, and
the Confederates retired. At this time Gen.
Ewell got his forces forward and made a desperate dash on the twelfth corps, under Gen.
Slocum, on the extreme right, which had been
weakened to support the centre and left. For
fifteen minutes the attack was furious, but the
sixth corps came to its support followed by the
first corps, and the struggle continued with
some advantages to the enemy until 9 o'clock,
when h e retired, having lost the day in every
quarter. It was stated that the divisions of
Gens. Pender and Heth, of Gen. Hill's corps,
remained inactive.
Gen. Lee thus reports 't he operations of the
day:
In front of Gen. Longstreeti the enemy held a position from which, if he could be driven, it was thought
that our army. coulq. be used to advantage in assailing
the more elevated ground beyond, and thus enable us
to reach the crest of the ridge. That officer was dir ected u, endeavor to carry this position, while Gen.
Ewell attacked directly the high ground on the enemy's
ri~ht, which bad already been partially fortified. Gen.
Hill was instructed to threaten the centre of the Federal line, in order to prevent reenforcements being sent
to either wing, and to avail him self of any opportunity
that might present itself to attack.
After a severe struggle, Longstreet succeeded in gett ing possession of and holdrng the desired ground.
Ewell also carried some of the strong positions which
he assailed, and the result was such as to lead to the
belief that he would ultim ately be able to dislodge the
enemy. The battle ceased at dark.

During the night, Gen. Meade sent the following despatch to Washington :
.
The enemy attacked me ii.bout f~ar p, l!. this day,
and, after one of the severest contests of tlie war, he
was repulsed at nil points. We have suffered considerably in killed and wounded. Among the former
a.re Brig.-Gens. Paul and Zook,and among the wounded,
Gens. Sickles, Barlow, Graham, and Warren slightly.
·we ha,e taken a large uumber of prisoners.

On the next morning, the following further
despatch was sent:
T_he action commenc_ed again at early daylight upon
various parts of the line. The enemy thus far have
made n9 impression upon my position. A.II accounts
agree in placing the whole (rebel) army here. Prisoners report Longstreet's and A. P. Hill's forces
~uch inJured yesterdar! and many general officers
~11le~.. Gen. Barksdale s (of Mississippi) dead body
1s withrn our lines. We have thus far about sixteen hundred prisoners.

The action thus commenced was chiefly an
artillery fire directed upon the line of Gen.
Meade, which slackened after a few hours. On
the right of Gen. Meade, the contest was close
and more severe. It commenced at daylight,
by an .attempt on the part of the twelfth corps,
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under Gen. Slocum, to drive Gen. Ewell farther
bac]r. This attack met with a prompt response
from Gen. Ewell. The fiercest assaults were
made upon the positions of Gens ..Geary and
Berry, which fell back a short distance until
supported by Gen. Sykes's division of the fifth
corps and Gen. Humphrey's of the third.
The struggle was now evenly contested for '""
some time, when a further reenforcement ar-{'
rived and took such a position as to enfilade
the enemy, causing his force to retire, and at
11 o)clock A. M. a general quiet prevailed.
The movements of the enemy thus far had
been made rather to cover up his designs than
as serious efforts against Gen. Meade. The
battle of the previous day had demonstrated
.that the issue of the struggle turned on the
occupation of Oemetery Bill. To get possession -of this spot was therefore the object of the
enemy. Early in the morning, prepamtions
bad been made by Gen. Lee for a general attack upon Gen. Meade's whole line, while a
large force was concentrated against his centre for the purpose of taking the ground it
occupied. Gen. Longstreet massed fifty-five
guns of long range upon the crest of a slight
eminence, just in front of the extreme right of
Gen. Hill's corps, and a little to the left of the
heights upon which they were to open fire.
At the same time, Gen. Bill ma,ssed some sixty
guns along the hill, still farther to his left and
in fi:ont of the same heights. The position of
these guns was near the Bonaughton road, near
the York road, near the Harrisburg road, and
along the Seminary ridge t-o a point b.eyond
Round Top. The artillery on Cem etery Hill
was thus subject to more than a half circle of
cross fires. At 1 o'clock the signal gun wo.s fired,
and the cannonading commenced. The fire of
the enemy was thus concentrated on the position held by the eleventh and second corps. I t
drew a most terrific response from the Federal
batteries. It is thus desc1·ibed by o. spectator
in the U~ion army :
"The storm broke upon us so suddenly that
soldiers and officers-who leaped, as it began,
from their tents, or ftom lazy siestas on the
grass-were stricken in their rising with mortal wounds, and died, some with cigars between
their teeth, some with pieces of food in their
fingers, and one at least-a pale young German, from P ennsylvania-with a miniature of
his sister in his hands. Horses fell, shrieking
such awful cries as Cooper told of, and writhing themselves about in hopeless agony. TJ1e
boards of fences, .scattered by explosion, flew
in splinters through the air. The earth, torn
up in clouds, blinded the eyes of hurrying
men; and . through the branches of the trees
and among the gravestones of the cemetery a
shower of destruction crashed ceaselessly. As,
with hundreds of others, I groped through this
tempest of death for the shelter of th e bl?ff,
an old man, a private in a company belongmg
to the 24th Michigan, was struck, scarcely ten
feet away, by a cannon ball, which tore through
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him, extorting such a low, intense cry of mortal pain as I pray God I may never again h ear.
The hill, which seemed alone devoted to this
rain of death, was clear in nearly all its unsheltered places within five minutes after the fire
began."
A spectator in the Oonfederate army h as
thus described this artillery contest: "I have
never yet heard such tremendous artillery firing. The enemy must have had over one hundred guns, which, in addition to our one hundred and fifteen, made the air hideous with
most discordant noise. The very earth shook
beneath our feet, and the hills and rocks
seemed to reel like a drunken man. For one
hour and a half this most t errific fire was continued, during which time the shrieking of
shell, the crash of fallen timbers, the fragments
of rocks flying through theair, shattered from
the cliffs by solid shot, the heavy mutterings
from the valley between the opposing armies,
the splash of bursting shrapnel, and the fierce
neighing of wounded artillery horses, made a
picture terribly grand and sublime, but which
my pen utterly fails to describe. After the
fii-ing had continued for little more than an
hour, the enemy's guns began to slacken, and
finally all were silenced save some six or eigl1t,
which were in a clump of woods a little to the
left of the stone fence." After the firing had
continued about three hours, Gen. Howard, of
the second corps, slackened his fire to allow
his guns to cool: it was supposed by the enemy
that they were silenced, and that the time had
now come to make an irresistible attack. Their
storming party was now moved up. The division of Gen. Pickett, which had arrived since the
previous day, led the advance, supported on the
right by Gen. Wilcox's brigade of Gen. Anderson's division, and on the left by Gen. Reth's
division, commanded by Gen. P ettigrew. The
troops of Gen. Pickett's division advanced
in splendid order. On his left, the command
of Gen. Pettigrew emerged from the woods,
und swept down the slope of the hill to the
vnlley beneath, and some two 01· three hundred yards in the rear of Gen. Pickett. As it
entered _the conflict, the line wavered, being
raw soldiers, and wanting the firmness of nerve
and t,eadiness of tread of the advance. As
the advance came under the fire of the first
an~ second ~orps, the ~nemy ceased firing from
the1r batteries. Their ammunition was exh austed. The advance of Gen. Pickett composed chiefly of Virginians, pressed fo~ward.
A terrible fire of grape, shell, and canister
from forty guns is opened upon them. They
waver not, but cross the Emmitsburg road
and approach the masses of infanlj)·y. Gen'.
Gibbon, in command now of the second corps,
walks composedly along the ranks, saying:
" Rold your fire, boys-they are not near
enough yet." They come still nearer-then,
with bayonets at the charge, sweep up to the
rifle pits. A line of fire flashes from the second corps, and hundreds go down, but they do

not falter. They charge over the pits. Gen.
Gibbon orders his men to fall back to the rear
of the batteries. It is done without confqsion,
to allow the artillery to use grape. Still on
they press, up to the muzzles of the guns.
Meanwhile, the hot fire bas thrown the division of Gen. Pettigrew into the utmost confusion. Their line is broken ; they are scattered
over the plain, and flying panic stricken to the
rear. Gen. Pettigrew was wounded, but still
retained command, and vainly strove to .rally
his :r;nen. The moving mass rushes to the rear,
and Gen. Pickett was left to contend alone.
Strong :flanking bodies were moved round to
gain his rear. His officers were falling on
every sitle, and he gave the order to fall back.
In doing this thex were pressed with great
vigor, and a large number were made prisoners. Their retreat was finally cove1:ed by a
brigade under Gen. Wright, which was moved
forward by Gen. Lee for that purpose. While
this assault was made, the extreme right and
left were threatened by Gens. Ewell and Longstreet. Nothing further transpired during the
evening and night.
The following despatch was, soon after the
conflict, sent by Gen. Meade to Gen. Halleck:
2

HEADQUARTERS .A.nMY OF TUE PoTOMAC 1
NEAR GETTYSDUI!G, July 3cl-8.30 P. M.
)

To Hajo1·- General Halleck, General-in- Cliief:
The enemy opened at one o'clock P. M., from about
one hundred nod fifty guns. They conceutrated upon
my left centre, continuing without intermissiou for
about three hours, nt the expiration of which time he
assaulted my left centre twice, being, upon both occasions, handsomely repulsed with severe loss to them,
leaving in our hands nearly three thousand prisoners.
.Among t.he prisoners are Maj.-Gen. Armistead, nod
mnny colonels and officers of lesser note. The enemy
left many dead upon the field, and a large number of
wounded in our hands. The loss upon our side hns
leen considerable. Maj.-Gen. Hancock and Brig.-Gen.
Gibbon were w,oundetl.
After the rep elling of the assault, indications leading to the belief thnt the enemy might be withdrnwing, · an armed reconnoissanc~ ·was pushed forward
from the left, and the enemy found to be in forc e. .At
the present hour nil is quiet.
The New York carnlry hnve been engn.,ed all day
on both flanks of the enemy, harassrng an:! ,igorously attacking him with great success, notwithstanding
they encounter ed superior numbers, both of cnvalry
and artillery. The army is in fine spirits.
(Signed)
GEORGE G. MEADE,
Major-General Commanding.

On the next day, Gen. Meade i'ssued the following aadress to his army :
General Order No. 68.
HEADQUART ERS AnltY OF TUE PoTo~rAo,

NEAR GETTYSBURG,

July 4th.

2
S

The CommRnding General, in hehalf of the country,
thanks the Army ol' the Potomac for the glorious result of the recent operations. Our enemy, superior
in numbers and flushed with the pride of a successful
invasion, attempted to overcome or destroy this army.
Utterly baffled and defeated, he has now withdrawn
from the contest.
The privations nnd fntigues the army has endured,
and the heroic courage aud gallantry it hns displ ayed,
will be matters of history to be ever remembered.
Our task is not yet accomplished, and the Commanding General looks to t he army for greater efforts, to
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drive from our soil every vestige of the presence of
the invader.
It is right and proper that we should, on sui_tahle
occasions, return our grateful thanks to the Alm1ght;r
Disposer of events that, in the goodness of His providence, He has thought fit to give victory to the cause
of the just.
By command of
Major-General MEADE.
S. WILLI.UIS, A. A. General.

On the so.me day, President Lincoln issued
the following announcement:
WASHING TON,

D. C., Ju/.y 4th,, 1863-10 A.

11.

The President of the United States announces to
the country, tha~ the news from the Army of the Potomac up to 10 o'clock P. M., of the 3d, is such as to
cov;r the army with the highest honor-to promise
great success to the cause of the Union-and to claim
the condolence of all for the many gallant fallen; and
· that for this he especially desires that on this day,
"He whose will, not ours, should ever be done," be
everywhere remembered and reverenced with the profoundest gratitude.
(Signed)
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

On Saturday, the 4th, Gen. Ewell's division
was withdrawn from its position in the town
and the hills southeast of it, and placed behind
the defences on the Seminary ridge, and both
armies were engaged, with strong working parties, in bmying their dead and trucing care of the
wounded. The morning was hazy, and from
noon until night the rain fell in torrents. During
the whole day the enemy sent forward such of
their wounded as could bear removal, toward
Hagerstown. Late in the afternoon their artillery and wagon trilins also commenced moving in the same direction. At dark their
whole army was put in motion, taking the
road to Fuirfield, and crossing South Mountain
at Waterloo Gap. The position of Gen. Meade's
army was now looked upon by the enemy as
almost impregnable. The fighting for three
days had nearly exhausted the ammunition of
the Oonfederate army.
On Monday, the 6th, .Gen. Lee reached Hagerstown, and took position with his army. On
Tuesday the advance of Gen. Meade reached
Funktown, six miles south of Hagerstown. ·
Meanwhile, Gen. Oouch, who was in command of this department, had proceeded to organize the raw troops which had been called
out, as they came in. His nucleus for this provisi0nal army was the troops from New York.
The first division organized was put under the
command of Gen. W. F. Smith, and placed opposite Harrisburg, to resist an attack. Upon
the retreat of the enemy from the neighborhood of that place, Gen. Smith immediately
followed them with about six thousand men, a
small number of cavalry, and two batteries of
artillery. He advanced to Carlisle, where he
.was met by W. H.F. Lee, who expected to find
Gen. Ewell there, and attacked with artillery.
Gen. Smith was so strongly posted, that Lee
soon retired nnd Gen. Smirh followed. Meantime, ~en. Oouch organized another division,
and placed it under the command of Maj.-Gen.
Dana. Before this was on its way, Gen. Oouch
moved his headquarters to Chambersburg, to
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superintend the entire movement. Gen. Smith,
with his troops shoeless and living upon the
country, joined the Army of the Potomac; and
Gen. Dana pushed forward, and had reached
Greencastle when Gen. Lee crossed the Potomac. Other reenforcements were sent to Gen.
Meade. The entire Federal loss at Gettysburg
was 2,834 killed, 13,'790 wounded, and 6,643
missing. That of the enemy was lc,rger : 4,500
of his dead were buried by the Union soldiers,
26,500 wounded fell into their hands, and 13,621 prisoners were taken; nlso three guns, forty-one standards, and 24,9'78 small arms.
Meanwhile, Gen. Lee's forces fell back toward the river at Williamsport. On the 11th,
Gen. Lee issued the following address to his
troops:
General Ot·der No. 16.
'HF.AI>QUA.llTEl!S .Aru!Y 0~' N ORTirERN' V!ROT'l11!, }

July 11th, 1863.

After tbe Jong and trying marches, endured with
the fortitude that bas ever characterized the soldiers of
the Army of Northern Virginia, you bave penetrated
to the country of our enemies, and recalled to the defences of their own soil, those who are engaged in the
invasion of ours. You have fought n fierce and sanguinary battle, which, if not attended with the success that has bitberto crowned your efforts, was marked
b:;· the same heroic spirit tbat bas commanded the respect of your'enemies, the gratitude of your country,
and the admiration of mnnKind.
Once more yon are called upon to meet the enemy,
from whom you have torn so many field names that
will never die. O.nce more the eyes of your countrymen are turned upon you , and again do wives and sisters, fathers and mothers, and helpless children lean
for defence on your strong arms and brave hearts.
Let every soldier remember, that on his courage and
fidelity depends all that makes life worth having-the
freedom o'f his country, the honor of bis people, and
the security of his home. Let each heart grow strong
in the remembrance of our glorioull past, and in the
thought of the .inestimable blessings for which we
contend; and, invoking the assistance of that higher
Power, which bas so signally blessed our former efforts, Jet us ~o forth in confidence to secure the · peace
and safety ot our country. Soldiers, your old enemy
is before you. Win from him honor worthy of your
right cause, wort by of your comrades dead on so many
illustrious fields.
R. E. LEE, General Commanding.

The pursuit by Gen. Meade is thus st11.ted in
his report: "The 5th and 6th of July were
employed in succoring the wounded and burying the dead. Major-Gen. Sedgwick, commanding the sixth corps, having pushed the pursuit
of the enemy as far as the Fairfield pass and
the mountains, and reporting that the pass was
very strong-one in which a small force of the
enemy could hold in check and delay for a considerable time any pursuing force-I determined to follow the enemy by a flank movement, and accordingly, leaving McJntoF-h's
brigade of cavalry and Neil's brigade of infantry to continue harassing the enemy, I put the
army in motion for Middletown, and orders
were immediately sent to M3:jor-Gen. French, .
at Frederick, to reoccupy Harper's Ferry, and
send a force to occupy Turner's Pass1 in South
Mountain. I subsequently ascertam~d. that
Major-Gep.. French bad not only anticipated

I
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these orders in part, but had pushed a cavalry force to Williamsport and Falling Waters,
where they destroyed the enemy's pontoon
bridge, and captured its guard. Buford was
at the same time sent to Williamsport and Hagerstown. The duty above assigned to the
cavalry was most successfully accomplished, the
enemy being greatly harassed, his trains destroyed, and many captures of guns and prisoners made.
" Afte1· halting a day at Middletown to procure necessary supplies and bring up trains, the
army moved through South Mountain, and by
the 12th of July was in front of the enemy, who
occupied a strong position on the heights near
the marsh which runs in advance of Williamsport. In taking this position, several skirUlishes and affairs had been had with the enemy, principally by the cavalry and the eleventh
and sixth corps. The 13th was occupied in
reconnoi ·sances of the enemy's position and
preparations for an attack. But on advancing
on the morning of the 14th, it was ascertained
that he had retired the night previous by the
bridge at Falling Waters and ford at Williamsport. The cavalry in pursuit overtook the rear
guard at Falling Waters, capturing two guns
and numerous prisoners. Previous to the retreat of the enemy, Gregg's division of cavah·y
was crossed at Harper's Ferry, and, coming up
with the rear of the enemy at Charlestown and
Shepardstown, had a spirited contest, in which
the enemy was driven to Martinsburg and Winchester, and pursued and harassed in his retr nt.
" The pursuit was resumed by a flank movement of the army, crossing the Potomac at
Berlin and moving down the Loudon Valley.
The cavalry were immediately pushed into several passes of the Blue Ridge, ancl. having learned from servants of the withdrawal of the
Oonfederate army from the lower valley of the
Shenandoah, the army (the third corps, Maj.Gen.French, being in advance) was moved into
Manassas Gap, in the hope of being able to intercept a portion of the enemy in possession of
the Gap, which was disputed so successfillly as to
enable the rear guard to withdraw by the wny
of Strasburg. The Confederate army retiring
to the Rapidan, a position was taken with this
army on the line of the Rappahannock, and the
campaign terminated about the close of July."
On the 14th, Gen. Meade sent the following
despatches to Wa hingtou :

ing in the attack on the enemy's rear-i,uard. His body
is 1n our hands.
G. G. MEADE, Jl'lajor-General.

The first of these despatches was subsequently denied by Gen. Lee, as follows :
HEADQUARTERS A.BMY NORTHERN VIRGINIA, }

July 21st 1868.

Gen. S. Cooper, Add't and Inspector-Gene1·al 0. S. A.:
GENERAL: I have seen in the Northern papers what
purports to be an official despatch from Gen. Meade,
stating that he had captured a brigade of infantry, two
pieces of artillery, two caissons, and a large number
of small arms, as this army retired to the ·south bank
of the Potomac on the 13th and 14th instant. This
despatch has been copied into the Richmond papers;
and as its official character may cause it to be believed, I desire to state that it is incorrect. The enemy
did not capture any oro-anized body of men on that occasion, but only stragg~ers and such as were left asleep
on the road, ·exhausted by the fatigue and exposure of
one of the most inclement nights I have ever known at
this season of the year. It raiued without cessation,
rendering the road by which our troops marched toward the bridge at Falling Waters very difficult to
pass, and causmg so mucli delay that tbe last of the
troops did not cross the river at the bridge until 1
,1.. M- on the morning of the 14th.
While the column was thus detained on the road, a
number of men, worn down with fati g ue, laid down in
barns and by the roadside, and though officers were
sent back to arouse them as the troops moved on, the
darkness and rain prevented them from finding all,
and many were in this way left behind. Two gnus
were left on the road; the horses that drew them became exhausted, and the officers went back to procure
others. When they returned, the rear of the column
had passed the guns so far that it was deemed unsafe
to send back for them, and they were thus lost. No
arms, cannou, or prisoners were taken by the enemy
in battle, but only such as were left behind, as I have
describ ed, under the circumstances. The number of
s~ragglers thus lost I am unable to state with accuracy,
but 1t is greatly exaggerated in the despatch referred
to.
·
I am, with great respect, your obedient servant,
R. E. LEE, General.

This despatch of Gen. Lee was subsequently
contradicted by Gen. Meade in the following
statement, which is important, as containing
the details of some of the operations to harass
the retreat of the Oonfederate army across the
river:
.

llEADQUARTEns .A.mtY OF TUE POTOMAO, }
A.U(/UBt 9tk, 1808.

.Major-Ge1~. Eall6ck, General-in- Okie/:
My attention hns been called to what purports to be
an official despatch of Gen . .R. E. Lee, commanding the
r ebel army, to Gen. S. Cooper, Adjutant andlnspectorGeneral, denying the accu·racy of my telegram to you,
of July 14th,·announcing the result of the cavalry affair at Falling Waters.
I have delayed taking any notice of Lee's report until the return of Brig.-Gen. Kilpatrick, absent on leave,
who commanded the cavalry on the occasion referred
to, and on whose report from the field my teleo-ram
li&AI>QUARTERS .A.m!Y OF 1'TTE POTOMA0 1 }
was based. I now enclose the official report of n'rig.July 14th-8 P. M.
Gen. Kilpatrick, made after his attention had been
H. W. Halleck, General-in- (Jhiif :
called to Lee's report. You will se!'I that he reiterates
My cavalry now occupy Falling Waters, having nod confirms all that my despatch averred, and pro,·es
overtaken and captured a brigade of infantry, 1,500 most conclusively that Gen. Lee has been deceived by
strong, two guns, two caissons, two battle-flags, and a his subordinates, or he would never in the face of the
large number of small arms. The enemy are nil across facts now alleged have made the assertion his report
the Potomac.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major-General.
claims.
lh:ADQUABTERS A.RMY OF THE POTOMAC, l
It ,;ippears that I was in error in stating that the
Ju,ly 14th-8.80 P. M. f
body of Gen. Pettilljrew was left in our hands, although
Mqj_or- {Jen,. Halleck, 0 1mcral-in- Ohiif :
I did not commumcate that fact until an officer from
My cavalry have captured firn hundred prisoners, the field reported to me he had seen the body. It is
in addition to tho e previously reported. Gen. Petti- now ascertained from the Richmond papers that G~n.
grew, of the Confederate army, was killed this morn- Pettigrew, though ~ortally wounded ·in the affair,
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wns taken to Winchester, where he sub_sequent~y died.
The three battle flags captured on this occasion and
sent to Washington, belo~ged to the 40th, 47th, and
55th Virginia r egiments of mfantry.
Gen. Lee will surely acknowledge ~hese were not
left in the hands of stragglers asleep m barns.
(Signed)
GEO. G. MEADE,
Major-General Commanding.

burg was welcomed with salutes of artillery
in a large number of the principal cities in the
Northern States.
On the 15th, the President issued the following proclamation:
By the Pi-esident of the United States of America:
A PROCLAMATION,

HIIADQUARTEB.8 Tu:rnD DIVISION CAVALRY CORPS,}
AB.RENTON JUNCTION, VA., .August 7th.

·w

1b Oolonel A.. J. Alexander, Chief of Staff of Caval1"'!J
Corps:
.
· d
COLONEL : In compliance with o. letter Just receive
from the headquarters of the cavalry corps of the
Army of the Potomac, directing m~ to give the facts
connected with the fight at Fnllmg Waters, I have
the honor to state that, at 3 A. M ..of the 14th ult., I
learned that the enemy's pickets were retiring in my
front. Having been previously ordered to attack at
7 A. Y., I was ready to move at once.
.
.
At daylight I had reached the crest of hills occupied
by the enemy an hour before, and, o. few minutes before 6, Gen. Costar drove the rear guar~ of tbe ene1;0;vinto the river at Williamsport. Learnmg from c1t1,:ens that a portion of the enemy had retreated_ in the
direction of Fo.lling Waters, I at once moved rapidly for
that point and came up with this rear guard of the
enemy at 7.30 A. M., at a point two m_il~s distant from
Falling W nters. We pressed on, dnvmg them before
us, capturing many prisoners. and one gun. When
within a mile and a half of Falling Waters, the enemy
was found in large force, draw~ up in line of ba~tle
on the crest of a bill, commandrng the road on which
I was advancing. His left was protected by earthworks and his right extended to the woods on our left,
The' enemy was, when first seen, in two lines of battle with arms stacked, within less than 1,000 yards
of'thc large force. A second piece of artillery, wi_th
its support, consisting of in~a?try, was captured while
attempting to get i~to pos1t1on. Th~ g~n was taken
to the rear. A portion of the 6th M1ch!gan cavalry,
seeing only that portion of the enemy behmd the ear thworks, charged. This charge was led by Major W ebber and was the most gallant ever made. At a trot
he passed up the hill, received the fire from the whole
line and the ne:\.-t moment rode through nod over the
earthworks, aud llassed to the right, sabl'ing the rebels along the entire line, nnd return ed with a loss of
thirty killed, wounded, and missing, including the gallant Major Webber, killed.
I directed Gen. Costar to send forward one regiment
as skirmishers. 'l' hey were repulsed before support
could be ent thel!l, and driven back, clos~ly_ follow ed
by the rebels, until checked by the 1st M10h1gnn and
a sq.uadrou of the 8th New York. The 2d -orignde
hnnng come up, it was quickly thrown into position,
and, after a fight of two hours and thirty minutes,
routed the enemy at all points and drove him toward
the river.
When within a short distance of the bridge, Gen.
Buford's commnnd came up nnd took the ad vance.
We lost twenty-nine killed, thirty-six wounded, and
forty missing. We found upon the field 125 dead rebels, and brought away upward of fifl,y wounded. A
Iorgo numb r of the enemy' s wounded were left upon
the-iield in charge of their own surgeons. We cnr.tured two guns, three battle flags, and upward of fifteen hundred prisoners.
To Gen. Costar and bis brigade, Lieut. Pennin g_ton
and hi battery, and one s3undron of the 8th New
York ca,nlry of Gen. Buford s command, all praise is
due. Very r espectfully, your ob' t servant,
J. KI.LP.A.TRICK, Brigadier-General

On the 'Tth of July, de patches were received at Washington announcing the surrender of Vicksburo-, and on the 14th further
de patches announcing the urrender of Port
Hudson, The news of the surrender of Vicks-

It bas pleased Almighty God to hearken to the supplications nud prayers of an afflicted people, and to
vouchsafe to the army and the navy of the United
States, victories on the land and on the sea so signal
and so effective, as to furnish reasonable ground for
augmented confidence that the Union of these States
will be maintained, their Constitution preser-.ed, and
their pence and prosperity permanently restored. But.
these victories hnve been accorded not without sacririfices of life, limb, health, and liberty, incurred by
brave, loyal, and patriotic citizens. Domestic affliction, in every part of the country, follows in the train
of these fearful bereavements. It is meet and right
to recognize and confess the presence of the Almighty
Father, and the power of His Hand, equally in these
triumphs and in these sorrows.
Now, therefore, be it known that I do set apart
Thursday, the 6th day of August next, to be observed
as a day for National Thanksgiving, Praise, and Prayer, and I invite the people of the United States to assemble on that occasion in their customary places of
worship, and, in the forms approved by their own consciences, render the homage due to the Divine Majesty
for the wonderful things He has done in the nat10n's
behalf, and invoke the mfluence of His Holy Spirit to
subdue the anger which has produced and so long sustained a needfess and cruel rebellion, to change the
hearts of the insurgents, to guide the counsels of the
Government with wisdom adequate to so great a national emergency, nnd to visit with tender care and
consolation throughout the length and breadth of our
land all those who, through the vicissitudes of marches, voyages, battles, nnd sieges, have been brought to
suffer in mind, body, or estate, and finally to lead the
whole nation-throu~h the paths of repentance and
submission to the Divine Will-back to the perfect
enjoyment of union and fraternal pence.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed,
Done at the City of Washington, this fifteenth day
of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-three, and of the Indep'en[L. s.J dence of the Umted States of America the
eighty-eighth.
By the President:
.A.BR.A.HAM LINCOLN.
WILLIAM H. SEWARD, Secretary of State.

The movements of Gen. Meade in pursuit of
Gen. Lee were in detail as follows:
On the 18th, his headquarters were moved
across the Potomac; on the 19th, they were at
Lovettsville; on the 20th and 21st, at Union;
on the 22d, at Upperville; on the 23d, at Markham Station; on the 24th, at Salem; and on
the 25th, at Warrenton, with the army occu•
pying the same line which it did two months
previous. Active operations now closed, and
on the 30th, Gen. Meade issued the following
proclamation to the in.habitants:
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY OF Tlll!: POTOMAC,}

July 30th, 1663.

The numero~s depredations committed by citizens,
or rebel soldiers in disguise, harbored or concealed by
citizens, along the Orange and .Alexandria railroad,
~ithin our lines, call for prompt and exemplary punishment.
Under the instruction of the Government, therefore,
every citizen agni nl"t whom there is sufficient evidence
of his having on b":lged in these practices, will be ar•
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rested and confined for pnnishment or sent beyond the
lines. The people within ten miles of the railroad
are notified that they will be held responsible in their
persons and property for any injury done to the trains,
road, depot, or stations, by citizens, guerillas, or persons in disguise; and iu case of such injury they will be
impressed as laborers to repair all damages. If these
measures should not stop such depredations, it will
become the unrleasant duty of the undersigned, in
the execution o his instructions, to direct that the entire inhabitants of the district of country along the
railroad be put across the lines, and their property
taken for Government purposes.
GEORGE G. MEA.DE, .Maj.-Gen. Commanding.

Some movements were made during the advance of Gen. Lee into Pennsylvania, which
were important, being intended to serve as diversions. One made by a portion of the forces
under Gen. Dix, from Fortress Momoe, up the
peninsula toward Richmond, is mentioned in
the correspondence between Mr. Davis and
Gen. Lee, on a preceding page. The effect
of this movement is'there stated. Gen. Getty,
of the seventh corps, was sent by Gen. Dix to the
White Honse, at the junction of the Pamunkey
with the York river. In this position he threat•
ened both Richmond and the communications
of Gen. Lee. From the White House a force
was sent out to occupy Tunstall's Station, on
the railroad to Richmond. Lanesville, on the
other side of the Pamunkey, was also occupied,
and an advance was made to Hanover, by
which several prisoners were captured, among
whom was Brig.-Gen. H. F. Lee, a son of Gen.
R. E. Lee.
The advance of Ge'n. Rosecrans against the
army of Gen. Bragg commenced at this time.
It is hereafter stated. On the Confederate
side a "raid" was made by the Partisan Ranger, John Morgan, into the States of Kentucky,
Indiana, and Ohio, in which he designed to
sweep everything before him, attracting the
public attention entirely to himself, and breaking all the railroad communications by which
reenforcements for the defence of Louisville,
Kentucky, could be sent. Immediately upon
this, Gen. Buckner, from Tennessee, was to
dash into Kentucky with the force under his
command, which was very considerable, capture Louisville, and then, in cooperation with
Gen. Morgan, make an attack upon .Oincinnati.
By the advance of Gen. Rosecrans sooner than
was expected, Gen. Buckner could not be
spared for this movement.
Gen . .Morgan, with about four thousand men,
was in Tennessee at this time, south of the
Cumberland river, ati.d making a feint upon
Tompkinsville, just over the line in Kentucky.
Tompkinsville is th~ capital of Monroe county,
140 miles south of southwest of Frankfort, the
capital of the State, and 10 miles from. the
Cumberland river. A small Union force was
stationed o.t• Columbia, the capital of Adair
count.y, Kentucky, an important position to
defend the State from a threatening enemy on
the south bank of the Cumberland. On the
20th of Jane, Brig.-Gen. Hobson was ordered
by Gen. Judah to move to Tompkinsville, then
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apparently threatened by Gen. Morgan. This
opened the gate for Gen. Morgan, who immediately crossed the Cumberland at Burksville,
the capital of Cumberland county. Thus having the start, Gen. Morgan moved rnpidly on
to Columbia, where a brave defence was made
by Capt. Carter, with one hundred and fifty
men of Col. Wolford's Kentucky regiment, who
were, however, forced to retire with the loss
of their Jeader. Thence Gen. Morgan attn.eked,
on July 4th, Col. Moore, posted with a few hundred men at Green river bridge, who made a
firm resistance. He next marched, on the 5th,
to Lebanon, and demanded the surrender of
the place by Col. Hanson, who, with his regiment, the 20th Kentucky, was stationed there.
This was refused, and an attack was immediately made and bravely resisted for seven
hours, when the enemy began to set fire to
the town, and Col. Hanson surrendered to save
its entire destruction. Lebanon is the capital
of Marion county. It is 60 miles south by
west of Frankfort. All the northern portion
of the town, with the county clerk's office
and the records, was burned. The soldiers
who surrendered were marched in front to
Springfield, and compelled to keep pace with
the cavalry. The distance was ten miles, and
passed in an boar and a half. The Union loss
was five killed o.nd several wounded; the Confederate loss was six killed and ten wounded.
From Springfield, Gen. Morgan moved to Shepherdsville; thence to Bardstown, on the 6th.
On Tuesdity, the 7th, the advance of his force
reached Brandenburg on the Ohio river, forty
miles b~low Louisville. During the day, the
steamer McCombs, bound up the river, stopped,
as usual, at Brandenburg, to take on passengers
and freight. As soon as she touched the shore
she was boarded by a number of the enemy
and seized. Everything was taken that would
serve the purpose of the captors, aud the boat
was run out into the river and anchored. Some
time afterward, the steamer Alice Dean approached, when signals of distress were raised
on the McCom bs, and the Dean was induced to
come alongside without a suspicion of ·the actual circumstances. She was then boarded and
seized. On the next day, Wednesday, the force
of Gen. Morgan, consisting of eleven regiments
and over four thousand men, with ten pieces
of artillery, including two howitzers, were taken
across the river in these boats. The Dean was
then burned, and also the wharf at Brandenburg, but the McCombs was given up.
In the mean time, Gen. Hobson, after some
delay, commenced the pursuit. He started on
the 4th, but being encumbered by a wagon train,
and the roads being bad, be advanced only ten
miles in five hours. · On the next morning,
the infantry, wagons, and artillery were left
behind, and the pursuit made with cavalry.
From 4 P. M. to 11 P. M. a halt was made.
The march was then continued daring the remainder of the night, and, on the next morning,
Brig.-Gen. Shackelford was met wi~h cavalry
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and artillery. Proceeding to Lebanon, Ool.
Wolford o.nd his brigade there joined. Orders
were also received by Gen. Hobson from Gen.
Burnside, in command of the department, directing him to assume full command, and to
pursue until the enemy was captured. The
command then marched toward Bardstown,
until 1 A.. M. After two hours' rest the pursuit
was resumed. At night, a halt was made until
rutions could be obtained by the Louisville and
Nashville railroad. The pursuit was renewed
early on Tuesday, the 7th, and by night the
force was within nine miles of Brandenburg.
Gen. Hobson, wishing to cooperate with the
gunboats nnd make a night attack, proceeded
with a small escort to Rook Haven. Here he
found that the gunboats had gone up the river.
It was 1 A. M. before he returned. The men
being so overcome with fatigue and want of
sleep that it was almost impossible to arouse
them, he reluctantly concluded to wait until daybreak. Pushing on at that tiµte, he reached the
river as the Inst boat with the enemy had crossed.
During the night the enemy marched toward Oorydon, in Indiana, which they reached
early the next forenoon. Some opposition
was made to their progress by the inhabitants.
Great excitement, however, prevailed in the
State. .A. proclamation was issued by Gov.
:Morton, ordering all the able-bodied citizens in

the southern counties of the State under nrms.
From Oorydon, Gen. Morgan moved by the
way of Greenville and Palmyra to Sal!!m, At
Palmyra a force of three hundred and fifty
Home Guards had concentrated, having fallen
back from near Corydon to that place. Considering their inability to retard the progress
of the enemy, they also fell back to Salem. So
sudden, however, was the entrance of the enemy into Salem, that these Guards were all
made prisoners and subsequently paroled. At
Salem, the depot of the Louisville and Chicago
railroad was burned. Orders were also issued
by Gen. Morgan to burn all the mills and foetories in the town, but upon the payment of
one thousand dollars for each mill and factory,
they were spared. The railrbad track was torn
up, the water tank near the town burned, and
one passenger and three freight cars, Three
bridges between Salem and Farrabee's Station
were also destroyed., Good horses were taken
wherever found, and the whole cQmmand was
remounted. From Salem the enemy moved·
to Canton, in Washington county, four au,d a
half miles distant. Here over one hundred
horses were taken, and, joining his left column
with the right, which entered the town by
way of Harristown, Gen. Morgan moved in the
direction of Vienna, in Scott · county, on the
line of the Jeffersonville railroad. About 11
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on Friday night the advance reached
Vienna, and at 2 o'clock on the next morning
the rear guard arrived. Here a railroad bridge
was burned, and the depot and station house.
Private property for the :first time was here
respected. At Vienna, the force of the enemy
was divided into two columns, one of which
marched north and the other started in the direction of Madison. The ·advance of the column marching north, appeared before Old Vernon, in Jennings county, on Saturday, at 6 P.
1u., the 11th of July. The place was held by a
force under Gen. Love or Col. Barkham. A
surrender was demanded by Gen. Morgan and
refused. A half hour was then given -for the
removal of women and children. At the expiration of that time the Union force moved out
to meet the enemy, and found that they had
retired. Pursuit was ·made and a number captured. From Vernon they m'oved southward.
and tore up the track of the Madison and Indianapolis riiilroad, and cut the telegraph wires.
They also destroyed a portion of the OJlio and
Mississippi railroad west of Vernon. ;rhence
the enemy moved eastward, and reached Versailles at 1 P. M. on Sunday. A party of sixtythree advanced to Osgood, and burned the
bridge on the Ohio and Mississippi railr0ad.
The enemy now moved in several part.ies. A
large body encamped ten miles northwest of
Aurora, 011 Sunday night, a11d proceeded thenele
to Harrison. Another portion crossed the Indianapolis and Oincinnati railroad, between
Sunman and Van Wedden's stations, and passed
on to Harrison on Monday. A large force
crossed the same road at Harman's, and proceeded to the Ohio State line. At Van Wedden's the water tank and part of the trackwere destroyed. Horses were taken in all
places, and those broken down left behind.
During Monday, the 13th, the enemy continued
moving eastward. In the evening, one division
crossed the Coleraine turnpike just beyond the
ten-mile post from Cincinnati, and thence advanced through Glendale and Springdale. A
detachment went by the way of Camp Monroe,
where the Government had been keeping large
numbers of horses and mules for the use of the
army. These had been removed · only a few
hours previous. A halt of a few hours was
made near Glendale, and the march was then
continued through Sharon and Reading to
Montgomery. The inhabitants everywhere
.were required to furnish provisions. From
Montgomery the enemy cro-sed to Miami ville.
A body also crossed the Little Miami railroad
at Dangerous Crossing, between Miami ville and
Branch Hill. At this spot they placed some
ties and mils across the track near a declivity,
and as the train from Morrow came down,
about a quarter past 7 A. M., the locomotive
was thro,vn from the track, the :fireman killed,
and the engineer badly bruised. In a few minutes the enemy came out of the woods and
fields, and marle prisonors of about two hundred recruits who were on the train. While
P. M.
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the cars were burning they were pa,roled. Some
skirmishing took place during the day. Arrangements were now made by means of gunboats to cut off the retreat of the enemy across
the river, if they should attempt it. Forces
were also gathering to stop the progress of
Gen. Morgan, and his movements became more
rapid. On Tuesday afternoon, the 14th, he
reached Williamsburg, east of Batavia, in Clermont county, · and near the line of Brown
county. On Wednesday, he p~ssed through
Brown county, and, on Thur sday morning at 9
.A. M
., through the town of Sardinia, sixteen
miles southwest of Hillsboro, the capital of
Highland county. At noon he was at Winchester, southeast of Hillsporo, and forced the
·citizens to prepare a dinner for his mon. Afterward he moved to Pik:etown, which surrendered without opposition. Very little depredation was done except taking horses and provisions. Burning the bridge over the Scioto,
he next moved toward Jackson, where he arrived in the evening, and remained until joined
by his whole force. Thence he started for the
Ohio river near Pomeroy.
In the mean time, Gen. Hobson, who arrived
at the Ohio river in pursuit as the last of the
enemy's force had crossed, sent the steamer
McCombs to Louisville, to obtain other boats
to aid in crossing. By night, quite a fleet
had arrived, and the force was taken over before morning. Pursuit was immediately commenced on Wednesday. The command was fed
by the inhabitants of the towns, but as Gen.
Morgan had swept the horses from both sides
of the road, and left only those which were
broken down, the advantage was greatly in his
favor. The men whose horses failed, pressed
forward on foot u11til they could obtain others.
Day after day passed, but still the enemy kept
about the same distance ahead. For nearly
twenty days and a distance of nearly seven
hundred miles, this pursuit continued day and
night, before the foe was reached. The local
force of ln.diana which was sent against Gen.
Morgan, came no farther than the borders of
the State. The :first attempt to check his advance was made when he reached Piketon. A
considerable force was at this time at Chillicothe, north of the latter place, and Col. Runkle,
in command, planned· to move over the Marietta railroad to Hampden, and then to Jackson,
in advance of Gen. Morgan.
·.
It was now manifest that the enemy aimed
to 1'each the Ohio river at Gallipolis or Pomeroy. The inhabitants commenced cutting trees,
which fell across the roads and delayed his progress. The militia in the adjoining counties
rushed to arms. At the same time, the forces
of Gen. Morgan had been constantly diminishing, by the exhaustion of some and the capture
of others, until scarcely a fourth re!Ilfiined.
These were harassed now at every step. Notwithstanding several skirmishes, they reached
the river, and attempted to cross at Buffington
island, near Pomeroy, but were driven back by
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the gunboats. Gen. Hobson had thus overtaken
him, and, a large portion of the force was captured., on the 21st, near Kyger's Oreek. Gen.
.Morgan and about :five hundred, however, escaped, and were not captured unti~. the 26th,
about three miles south of New Llsbon, near
Wellsville, where he hoped to cross the river.
Gen. Shackelford immediately sent to Gen. Burnside's headquarters the following despatch :

HEADQUARTERS IN TIIE FIELD,

l_

Three miles south of New Lisbou, Ohio, J1ily 26th, 1868. f

To Ool. Lewis Riolllmond, A. A. G.:
By the blessing of Almighty God I have succeeded
in capturing Gen. John H. Morgan, Col. Chike, and
the remainder of the comman'1, amounting to about
four hundred prisoners. I will start with Morgan
and staff on the first train for Cincinnati, and await
the General's order for transportation for the reJ. M. SHACKELFORD,
mainder.
Col. Commanding.

CHAPTER XXXIII.
Mensures taken in the Insurrectionary States to recrnit their Armies-The Army of the United States-Conscription-The
Draft: how made-Riots in New York, Boston, nnd elsewhere-Employment of Colored Troops-Proceedings relative
thereto-Organization of Ilospltals-Expenditures-Materials-Ordnnnce and Small Arms.

IT may not be out of place he1·e to state the
measures which were adopted to provide and
maintain the vast military forces on each side.
The acts of the Richmond Oongress, passed in
1862, authorized .Mr. Davis to call into the military .service all white residents of the Oonfederato States between eighteen and forty-five,
except exempts, or such part of them as in his
judgment might not be necessary for the public
defence. Under this authority all those between
the ages of eighteen and thirty-five, forming the
fit· t class, were called into the field in 1862.
The emolment of the second class, between
thirty-five and forty-five, was also completed.,
and a 'portion of the troops called out. At
the clo e of 1862 the Oonfederate armies were
larget· than at any previous or subsequent period. This force was subsequently reduced by
desertions during the winter, and by the withdrawal from service of many of the Maryland
and Kentucky volunteers, whose terms had exr,ir cl, and who were regarded as exempts.
The force was considered to be sufficient to resi t the advance of the Federal troops, until the
march of Gen. Grant to the rear of Vicksburg
demon trnted its weakness. At this time the
relative phy ical abilities of the two antagonists
were distinctly shown, for while the North reenforoed Gen. Grant with ease to the extent he
deemed nece nry, the South were unable to
reenforce Gen. Johnston sufficiently to enable
him to tht·eaten Gen. Grn.nt. The resources of
the tates we t of the .Missi ippi were cut off
from the Oonfederaoy, and be ides the forces
of Gen . Lee, Beauregard, and Bragg, and the
detachments at important point , sufficient
troop ,vere not to be had to save Vicksburg.
The defeat of Gen. Lee at Gettysburg, and the
subsequent falling back of Gen. Bragg from
:Middle Tennes ee, required the mo t active
efforts to recruit the Oonfederate armies in
order to maintain their po itions. The tir t official act of the government to obtain more soldier' con i ted in a proolamation i sued July
15th, 1863, of which th following is an extract:

Now, therefore, I, Jefferson Davis, President of the
Confederate States of America, do, by virtue of the
power vested in me as aforesaid, call out and place in
the military service of the Confederate States all
white men residents of said States, between the ages
of eighteen and forty-five years, not legally exempted
from military service; and I do hereby order and
direct that all persons subject to this call and not
now in th,e military service, do, upon being enrolled,
forthwith repair to the conscript camps established
in the respective States of which they may be residents, under pain of b1iing held and punished as
deserters, in the event of their failure to obey this
call, as provided in said laws.

It was estimated that the number which this
conscription would bring out would be as follows:
Alabama, •
Georgia, . .
North Carolina,
Tennessee,
Arkansas,
Mississippi,

i0,398
12,230
14,000
6,000

5,000
9,000

Florida.,
. •
1,200
Mississippi, . . 9,000
South Carolina,
6,500
Virginia,
. 18,000

I

Louisiana,
Texas,
•

77,323
8,000
• 5,000
27,000

The total estimate was 104,323. That portion to be contributed by the States partly in
possession of the Federal forces cannet be
considered otherwise than as over-estimated.
Some of the number liable had also gone voluntarily to the field, which would make the estimate about 75,000 men.
A report of the Oonscript Bureau presented
to Oongress estimated the number of exempts
in the four States under its charge as follows:.
Virginia, 20,370 ; North Oarolina, 22,807;
South Oarolina, 5,814'; Georgia, 15,837-total,
65,031. It was ftu·ther estimated that the
number of substitutes put into the army was
from 20,000 to 25,000; and that, in addition,
there were over 10,000 fraudulent substitute
papers held by persons not in the service. According to some of the estimates of the press,
only about 90,000 persons remained in the
States entirely under Oonfederate control, who
would be liable to conscription, under the above
proclamation of July 15th.
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The great source of weakness to the army
was desertion, straggling, and absenteeism. So
large was the number of those thus absent, that
a half or three-fom-ths of them, added to the
forces in the field, were estimated to be sufficient to give succe1;1s at all points. As a measure toward effecting their return to the service,
Jefferson Davis, on the 1st of August, issued an
earnest appeal to them :
I call on you, then, my countrymen, to hasten to
your camps, in obedience to the dictates of honor and
of duty, and su=on those who have absented themselves without leave, who have remained absent beyond the period allowed by their furloughs, to repair
without delay to their respective commands, and I do
hereby declare that I grant a general pardon and amnesty to all officers and men within the Confederacy,
not absent without leave, who shall, with tbe least
possible delay, return to their proper posts of dutyi
but no excuse will be received for any delay beyonC!
twenty days after the first publication of this proclamatlon in the State in which the absentee may be
at the date of the publication. This amnesty and
pardon shall extend to all who have been accused, or
who have been convicted and are undergoing sentence
for absence without leave or desertion, excepting only
those who have been twice convicted of desertion.
Finally, I conjure my countrywomen-the ,vives,
mothers, sisters, and daughters, of the Confederacyto use their all-powerful mfluence in aid of this call,
to add one crowning sacrifice to that which their patriotism has so freely and constantly afforded on their
country's altar, and to take care that none who owe
service in the field shall be sheltered at home from
the disgrace of having deserted their duty to their
families, to their country, and to their God.
Given under my hand, and the seal of the Confederate States, at Richmond, this 1st day of
[SEAL.]
August, in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three.
JEFFERSON D.A.VIS.

.·

No bounties appear to have been paid to volunteers after the passage of the conscription
act, in 186_2. Nor were any efforts made to
fill up the quotas of States by contributions to
volunteers, as was done in the Northern States.
Under the depreciation of the currency, the
pay of the soldiers sunk to an insignificant sum ;
and, to prevent local disturbances, measures
were taken in the several States to provide for
their destitute families.
At the session of Congress at the close of
1863, an act was introduced which declared
every man between the ages of eighteen and
fifty-five to be in the military service for the
war. Thus every one between these ages was
made subject at once to the articles of war, to
military discipline, and military penal ties; and,
upon failure to report for duty at a military
station within a certain time, he was liable to
the penalty of death as a deserter.
For the supply of the army a commissary
agent wns appointed for each county, or one
for two or three counties, who was charged
with the duty <;,f purchasing and impressing supplies in his territory for the use of the army.
The report of the Secretary of War, made
near the close of the year, alluded to desertion,
straggling, and absenteeism, and said that the
effecti'l!e force of the army was but little over
one-half or two-thirds of the men whose names
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were on the muster rolls. He recommended
the repeal of the substitute and exemptive provisions, and that all having substitutes be put
back into the field, and stated that the privileges
which Congress granted, to put in substitutes,
could be regularly and constitutionally abrogated by the same power.
On January 1st, 1863, the army of the United
States, comprising the regular troops, and the
vohmteers obtained under the various calls
made by the President since the commencement of the war, numbered probably between
600,000 and '700,000 men. Of the whole number of men voluntarily raised to that date no
precise statement can be afforded, the information furnished by some of the reports being
so obscure that it is difficult to decide to which
class of service (that of the individual St11tes
or of the General Government), the troops furnished belonged.
The troops actually in service at the close of
1862, comprising three years', two years', twelve
months', nine months' men and regulars, represented organizations amounting originally to an
aggregate of 1,200,000; but among these the
casualties of the field, diseases of the camp, discharges for physical disability, and desertions,
had made fearful inroads, some regiments having within a year of their enlistment been reduced to less than the strength of a couple of
full companies. As an illustration at once of
the bra,ery of the troops and of the rate at
which the army is depleted, Gen. Meade stated
in reply to an address of. welcome from the
mayor of .Philadelphia, that from March, 1862,
when the Army of the Potomac left its lines in
front of Washington, to the close of 1863, not
less than a hundred thousand men in it had been
killed and wounded.
In view of the serious loss of disciplined troops
which would be caused by the return home of
the two years', twelve months', and nine months'
regiments, comprising an aggregate of about
65,000 men, whose terms of enlistment would
expire dm·ing the summer and autumn of 1863,
the Government early in the year took measures to obtain the passage of an Enrolment and
Conscription Act, 11uthorizing the President to
recruit the army when necessary, by drafting
from the able-bodied male citizens of the country between the ages of twenty and forty-five.
The conscription act became a law on March
3d; in the succeeding May and June the enrolment was effected in most of the States, and
early in the former month a draft of 300,000 men
was ordered, the conscription commencing in
the several districts into which the country was
divided by the provost marshal general and bis
assistants, as soon as the enrolment was completed and the quota in each nssigned.
For making the draft, one-fifth of the number
of men enrolled in the first class was adopted
as the quota of a district. The main object was
to apportion the number among the States, so
that those prenously furnished and those to
be furnished would make a given part of their
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available men, and not a given part of their
population; and a sufficient percentage was
called for to make a given number. In consequence of thus basing the calls for men, those
States which contained more females than males
were really charged with a greater quota than
those in which there was an excess of males.
Some of the Western States with quotas nearly
the same as some of the Enstern, not onlj furnish ed their quotas and a large excess besides,
but had o. larger proportion of males left than
Eastern States which had not entirely filled
thefr quotas and were therefore deficient. This
deficiency was not probably from ~willingness
to answer the call, but from a want of men,
while the excess was attributable, in some degree, to the s~u·plus of men. Thus the States
to which the- largest credits were to be given
really hnd a lnrger proportion of men remaining
thn.n those to which a defici ency was charged.
Of those who were drawn, including the fifty
per cent. aclditional, over eighty per cent. reported in accordance with the orders of the
boards. Of ::ill examined, about thirty per cent.
were exempted on account of physical disability ;
another thirty per cent. were exempted under
the provisions of the second section of the act
above quoted, or found not li11ble on account of
alienage, unsuitableness of age, non-residence,
etc. About forty per cent. of the men examined hnve been held to service; about one-half
of these p,iid the commutation of $300 ; about
two-thirds of the remainder furnished substitutes, and the other third went in person to the
field. Thus, if the number dmfted is supposed
to be 150, then deduct 20 per cent. for those
not reported it becomes 120; then deduct '60
per cent. or 72 for exempts, it becomes 48 who
were held for service; then deduct one-half for
those who paid commutation, and it becomes 24.
Of this number two-thirds (16) furnished substitutes, and the other third (8) went to the field. In
thisproportiontheenrolmentof8,113,305 would
have sent into the field 66,043 _as conscripts,
182,686 as substitutes- total, 198,129 men.
Indeed several of the Western States were
not subjected to the draft on account of an excess of volunteers, and in other Western States
the quota wns quite small from the same cause.
A bounty of h800 was so generully paid by cities,
countie , and tates, that drafted men could
either retain it and go to the field, or purchase a
sub titute who was not liable to military service.
The draft wa forcibly resisted in New York,
Bo. ton, and other places.
In New York, after several postponements,
Col. Nug nt, the provost-mar hal,wasdirected to
pr pn.re the central office of the acting assistant
pru1:o t-ma.r shal-ge!l~ral, for the immediate ~xecut1on of the prov1S1ons of the act for emolling
and calling out the national force . The several
deputies ~·eceivec.l o~cial requi ~~ons direct from
the Pre 1dent, calling for pemtied numbers of
men, and were instructed to comme~ce operations on the 11th of July. In compliance with
this order Provost Marshal Jenkin , of the ninth

Congressional district of New York, publicly
announced through the press, that on Saturday,
the 11th, the ballots would be publicly counted
at the corner of Forty-sixth street and Third
avenue, ancl that immediately thereafter the
wheel would be turned and the draft begin.
Rumors of popular dissatisfaction were heard
on every side, trouble was apprehended, and
the police were notified' to hold themselves in
readiness for any emergency. On So.turaay
morning a large crowd assembled at the appointed plo.ce, btit as every thing was conducted
quietly, systematically, and fairly, no opportunity for disturbance occurred. The day passed
pleasantly, the crowd were in good humor, wellknown names were saluted with cheers, and at
night as the superintendent of the police passed
out from the office, he remarked that there was
no danger to be apprehended; the Rubicon was
passed, and nil would go well. The names of
the conscripts were published by the press of
Sundo.y morning, with incidents, jocular and
otherwise, connected with the proceedings. In
the neighborhood in which the initial working
of the law was attempted, an excitable element
of the city's population resided. Very many
poor men were, by the turn of the wheel, forced
instantly, as it were, from home and comfort,
wrested from the support of a needy family, to be
sent they knew not whither, unless to the battle
field, or, perhaps, to the grave. Such were the
· apprehensions of many imprudent persons who
were lio.ble to the draft, and such their anxieties for the fate of their wives and children,
that associations were foTmed to resist it, at the
last alternative, with bloodshed. Some of the
inhabitants of the 9th district met in secret ..
places on Sunday, and resolved to resist the
further dro.fting by force, and, if necessary, to ·
proceed to extremity. On the following morning, Monday the 13th, organized parties of men
went from yard to yard, from shop to shop, to
compel the workmen to leave their labor and
join the several processions which were wending their way toward the corner of Thi.rd Avenue and Forty-sixth street. Unconscious of
impending danger, Oaptain J enkins, with his
assistants, prepared for the morning's work,
and in the presence of a great multitude, many
of whom had crowded into the little room, the
draft recommenced. a few names were called
and registered, when a huge paving stone came
crash through the window and shivered into
a thousand pieces the ofass' knocked ov·er two
or tl1;1·ee quiet observer~, up~et the inkstand on
the reporters' table, and astonished ·somewhat
the officials. Hardly had their surprise follllcl
expression in words before a second and a thu:d
stone was sent straight from the crowd a1!:1?ng
the officials and .reporters behind the railmg.
As if emboldened by these acts the crowd developed insta.ntly into a mob, ~d with frantic
yells pas ion atelyrushed upon the place, breaking clown the doors, throwing helter-skelter
the furniture, smashing into fragments the
tables and de ks, and venting their fury
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over the remains of the boxes connected with
the office. The wheel was taken up stairs and
eventually saved, but nothing else was spared
from absolute wreck. The marshal escaped
uninjured, as did the reporters ; but one of the
deputies, Lieutenant Vanderpoel, was badly
beaten and taken home for dead. Having destroyed the material of the office, the enraged
multitude thought of an additional outrage, and
regai·dless of the women and children who occupied the upper portion of the house, sprinkled camphene upon the lower floor and set the
place ablaze. In two hours from that time the
entire block, of wltich this was the corner
building, was a pile of smoking brick and
mortar. At an early stage of the pi·oceedings,
Ohief Engineer Decker, of the Fire Department,
arrived, but the incendiaries had taken possession of the hydrants, and would not allow th~
engines to be worked. After much persuasion
and· an exhibition of absolute heroism, Ohief
Decker obtained permission to restrain the
flames from further devastation, but it was too
late to be of service. Police Superintendent
Kennedy was attacked by the mob and nearly
killed.
In the meantime, word had been sent to the
lower part of the city, that the longthreateued
resistance had been made, and that success
had crowned the efforts of the anti-conscriptionists. The most exaggerated rumors obtained ready currency, and while every one
from the mayor to the ward-constable stood
aghast, nil business was suspended, and the voice
of trade was hushed. There were no troops in
the city, the militia regiments being nearly all
on duty in Pennsylvania; the force in the several forts in the harbor was small, and the
Navy Yard, at Brooklyn, could spare but a few
marines. While therefore Maj.-Gen. Sandford,
on the part of the State militia, Maj.-Gen. Wool,
on behalf of the General Government, Mayor
Opdyke, as the chief magistrate of the city, and
their several staffs, were "consulting," the
mob, whose proportions had attained the size
of an army, had resolved itself into a peregrinating column of incendiaries, and was in the successful pursuit of an uninterrupted caf·eer of
murder, pillage, and arson. No person was
sacred from their touch, and before the day had
passed, gangs of thieves joined the crowd, a.ud
availing themselves of the general disturbance,
·reaped vast harvests of money and other desiderata, which they unblushingly took from the
pockets and persons of their proprietors. Several members of the pi-ess, in pursuit of their
normal avocations, were maltreated and abused.
A I\Oticeable case was that a reporter, then
of the "New York Times," who was surrounded by a set of ruffians on the corner of 48th
street and Third avenue. Without a moment's
p~rley, they robbed him of his watch, chain,
d1~ond pin, and wallet, knocked him down,
raised the cry of "Abolitionist l" and left him to
t½e tender mercies of the crowd. Supposing
lum to be a spy, the rioters kicked and trampled
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upon him, pulled him by the ho.ir up and down
the streets, and only let him alone when some
firemen inte1fered in his behalf. He was car•ried to a neighboring engine-house, and barely
escaped being stoned to death by a second
crowd, which had gathered about the door, and
whose volleys of missiles broke every window in
the house. A fortunate incident attracted their
attention, and the woundee: man was permitted
later in the do.y to retire.
While the up-town mob was delighting itself in the destruction of a brown stone block
in Lexington Avenue, a detachment of marines, some fifty in number, with muskets and
blank cl1rtricl.ges, were sent to quell the riot.
Taking a Third avenue car, at the Broadway
junction,. thQy started for 46th street. Information reached the mob that the soldiers were
coming, and they prepared to receive them.
Tearing up the rails, they rendered i_t impossible for the car to be drawn beyond 43d
street, and at that point several thousand
men, women, and children sto9d anxiously
waiting for the storming party of fifty. Many
of them, particularly the women, were armed
with pieces of thick telegraph wire, which they
had broken from the lines, and which; as will
be seen, they used with great effect. Such a
scene has rarely been witnessed; the men were
sober and quiet, but malignant anu fearful in
their aspect; the women, on the contr·ary,
were merry, singing and dancing; they cheered
their husbands, chatted gaily with bystanders,
and boasted of what should yet be done by
their brawny arms. As the car, containing tl:1e
marines, reached the centre of the block, the
lieutenant in command ordered the men to
leave and form in line. Small groups and gatherings of women and children greeted them
with hisses and derisive cheers; to these they
paid no attention, but, marched toward the
larger mob at the corn-er. The li eutenant called upon the crowd to disperse, but no further
notice was taken of the command than a sullen
refusal; he then ordered his men to fire, which
they did, with blo.nk cartridges, and of course,
with blank effect. The ·smoke had not cleared
away before the infuriated mob rushed with vengeance upon the little band, broke them into
confusion, seized their muskets, trampled them
under foot, beat them with sticks, punched
them with the long wires, and laughed at their
impotence. Several of the marines managed to
escape into the side streets, but each fugitive
had his gang of temporary pursuers, and quite
a number were killed, while all were terribly beateri. From this moment the spirit
of the mob seemed changed. Resistance was
no longer thought of: attack was the watchword. A squad of police attempted to arrest
some of the ringleaders at this point, but they
were signally defeated , badly beaten, and
one of them was killed. Elated with this
triumph, excited by the spilled blood, and the
instinct of passion, the mob seemed beside
themselves, and proposed an immediate on-
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slaught upon the principal ·streets, the hotels,
and other public buildings.
Against the negroes there seemed to exist a
peculiar animosity, and incidents of barbaric
cruelty occurred. The restaurants and hotels
whose servants were of this class, were taken
possession of by the rioters, who broke windows, smashed furniture, maltreated guests,
and sought to kill the fleeing and terrified
servants. In the afternoon, by which time the
whole city was in alarm, the crowd had increased to great numbers, when some one suggested that the Oolored Half Orphan Asylum
was not for from their immediate neighborhood.
The asylum was a substantial edifice, erected a
fuw years since, on Fifth avenue, between Forty-third and Forty-fourth streets, and afforded a
home to between 700 antl 800 children. Its destruction was at once resolved upon, and headed
by a gang of half-grown men, the crowd rapidly
moved on the asylum. Entering it by doors
or windows, they ransacked every room, drove
the women and nurses out, and flung the children
hither and thither, kicked and cuffed the little
ones "'ithout regard to humanity, and after
throwing everything they could lay their
hands upon into the street, deliberately set
fire to the building. Here, too, Ohief Decker
interfered. With one hand he extinguished
the flames, with his person barred the progress
of the rioters, and strove by the force of words
to deter them from their purpose. But his
efforts were in vain. With fearfnl yells and
screams, the boys set fire again to the doomed
building, while the men looked sternly on, and
the women walked off laden with the spoils.
A.bout the same hour, an attack was made
upon the armory in Second avenue, corner of
Twenty-first street. The object was to secure rifl es and muskets which it was known the Government had stored there. Early in the day, the
police authorities had placed a squad of men
in charge of the building, with instructions to
guard it and to prevent the entrance of any
one. Against an ariny of three or four thousand rough men it was no easy task to defend
the building. Sledge liammers and stones soon
broke open the doors, when a grand rush was
mo.do, and the men began to push in. The
police kne,v their duty, and did it; their first
' volley killed t,vo men, and n subsequent discharge three others; but then the crowd pushed
on more vigorously. A. severe hand-to-hand
fight ensued among those at the door, while the
crowd out ide stoned the windows, breaking
every pane of glass in the building. Finding
rosistnnce usele , the police retired and effected an escnpe through a r ear door. The building wa instantly fired, and soon fell a mass of
blackened ruin .
In the lower part of the city, the evidences
of riotous demonstrations were confined to attacks upon colored men, nnd a threatened demolition of the Tribune newspnper office. Toward
five o'clock, the Forty-sixth street crowd
made its way to the park, where they joined a

smaller gathering of boys and men, who had
been hooting and sneering at the establishment
of the New York Tribune, and subjecting its
inma·tes generally to an unpleasant inquisition.
After some delay, the more venturesome approached the doors of the office. These were
locked, but a few vigorous pushes broke them,
and the crowd rushed in. The counters and
desks were broken up, and preparations were
made for a grand illumination, when a detachment of police suddenly made its appearance,
and charged full upon them. So sudden was
the attack that a panic seized them, and they
fled like chaff before the wind.
The assaults upon negroes were among the
most fiendish features of the proceedings. It
was estimated that, during the twenty-four
hours, at least a dozen unfortunate colored
persons were brutally murdered, while some
were beaten, forced to jump into the river,
or driven from the city. · A. colored mnn
residing in Oarmine street, was caught by a
mob of about four hundred men and boys,
as Le was leaving his stable in Olarkson
street. Instantly an attack was made upon
him, and he was beaten and kicked until life
was seemingly extinct, and then his body was
suspended to a tree, a fire kindled beneath it,
the heat of which restored the sufferer to consciousness, while the smoke stifled him.
Several fierce bnttles were fought between
the police and the mob, in which _the former
were invariably the victors. During the day
and night, the city was protected solely and
only by this arm of the civil service.
The office of Provost-Marshal Manierre was
on.J3roadway near Twenty-eighth sti·eet. A.t
nine o'clock drafting was begun there, but in
consequence of the disturbances in the ~th district, at twelve o'clock it was suspended. Shortly afterward the mob arrived and entered and
sacked the office, set fire to the building, and
cle'stroy.ed the entire block, of which the office
was the centre building. The famous Bu.Jl's Head
Hotel, on Forty-fourth street, between Lexington and Fifth avenues, sliared the fate of other
fihe structures, and was burned to the ground,
becnuse its proprietor declined to furnish liquor.
The tesidences of Provost-Marshal J enkins and
Postmaster Wakeman, the 23d precinct stntion
house, and two brown stone private dwellings
on Lexington Avenue, were totally destroyed
by fire; several members of the police were
killed nnd mnny bailly wounded, some twenty
negroes were murdered, and a number of marines stoned to death.
The Board of Aldermen of the city met at
half past one o'clock, P. M., but a quorum not
being present, that body ndjourned.
It was the general belief, that a decided action on the part of the board in providing
means whereby poor men, who should be drafted, would be furnished with substitutes, would
at once check the riot; and to meet this view,
Alderman Hall had proposed this resolution:
TVhureas, It is apparent that the three hundred dol-
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Jar clause in the National Enrolment act of the late
Congress is calculated to inflict great privations upon
the poorer classes of our citizens; therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Committee on · National Affairs
be aud they are hereby, instructed to report to this
bo~d a plan whereby an appropriation can be made,
to pay the commutation of such of our poorest citizens
as are likely to be most sorely affected by the enforcement of a conscription.

Maj.-Gen. Wool was in comm.and of the Department of. the East, with his headquarters in
New York, and about noon issued the following call to "veteran v-olunteers " :
· The veterans who have recently returned from the
field of battle, have again an opportunity of serving,
not only their country, but the great emporium of
New York, from the threatened dangers of a ruthless
mob.
The Commanding General of the Ea.stern Department trusts that those who have exhibited so much
bravery in the field of battle, will not hesitate to come
forward at this time, to tender their services to the
mayor, to stay the ravages of the city b_y m!m who
have lost all sense of obfigations to their country, as
well as to the city of New York.
JOHN E. WOOL, Major-General.
P. S.- These men are requested to report to MajorGeneral Sandford, corner of Elm and White streets,
on Tuesday, July.14th, at 10 A:M.

The next morning at eight o'clock, several
colonels of returned volunteer regiments called
upon their former commands to rally, and in
pursuance of orders from Gen. Wool, Gen.
Harvey Brown assumed command of the Federal troops in the city. .
The mob had full control of the city, and
omitted no opportunity · of breaking laws or
violating ordinances, until midnight, when a
heavy rain dispersed them.
On Tuesday the spirit of the riot was moro
malignant. Governor Seymour having arrived
in the city, issued the following proclamation :
•

To the People of tli,e

Oifly

NEW YORK, July 14, 1868.

of New Yo1·k :

.A. riotous demonstration in _your city, originating
in opposition to the conscription of soldiers for the
military service of the United States, has swelled into
vast proportions, directing its fury against the property and lives of peaceful citizens. . I know th at many
who have participated in.these proceedings would not
have allowed themselves to be carried to such extremes of violence and of wrong, except under an
apprehension of injustice, but such persons a,re reminded that the only opposition to the conscription
which can be allowed, 1s an appeal to the courts.
The right of every citizen to make such an appeal
will be mainbined, and the decision of the courts
must be r espected a,nd obeyed by rulers and peoJ?le
alike. No other course is consistent with the mamtena,nce of the laws, the peace and order of the city,
and the safety of its inhabitants.
Riotous proceedings must, and shall be put down.
:rbe laws of the State of New York mustbeenforced,
its peace and order maintained, and the lives and property of all its citizens protected at any and every buzzard. The ri"bts of every citizen will be properly
guarded and defended by the Chief Magistrate of the
State.
· I do, therefore, call upon all persons en15aged in
these riotous proceedings, to retire to then· homes
and employments, declaring to them that unless they
do so at once, I shall use all the power necessary to restore the peace and order of the city. I also call upon
all ~veil-disposed persons not cu.rolled for the preservation of order, to pursue their ordinary avocations.
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Let all citizens stand firmly by the constituted authorities, sustaining law and order in the city, and
ready to answer any such demand as circumstanaes
may render necessary for me to make upon their services; and they may rely upon a rigid enforcement
of the laws of this State aga111st all wno violate them.
HORATIO SEYMOUR, Governor.

It was soon urged upon the governor that
measures more rigorous must be taken ; and
becoming convinced that such was the case, he
was induced to declaz;e the city in a state of
insurrection.
This proclamation, however, produced but
lit.tle effect, and the second day was in many of
its featu res the worst of the .four. The stares
were closed in all parts of the city; no signs of
trade were visible. Between the several military officers, into whose hands the defence of
the city and the suppression of the riot were
committed, there were difficulties of which no
one could obtain a satisfactory explanation.
General Wool as commanding general of the
Department of the East, was in supi·eme control
of the regular troops, and he delegated departments of his small comm.and to General
Brown and General Sandford, at different
times, so that it was -difficult for his more
immediate subordinates to know the authority
of each. The police were true to their great
trust, and won for themselves an . honorable
record. The principal feature of these twentyfour hours was the onset upon the negroes,
which was attended with fearful atrocities.
Whenever a negro was found, death was his
inexorable fate. Old men and infil'm women
were beaten without mercy; whole neighborhoods were burned out; tihe life of no person of
color was safe for a moment in the presence of
the infuriated mob. On several occasions during the day the military and the ·rioters were
brought face to face. Twice an attempt was
made to ·resist the progress of the soldiers, but
ball cartridges were used and the rioters fled.
Lieut. Wood, in command of 150 "regulars"
from Fort Lafayette, was directed to disperse a
crowd of perhaps 2,000 men, who had assembled
in the vicinity of Grand and Pitt Streets. On
the approach of the soldiers, the lieutenant called
upon the crowd to disperse. A volley of stones
was the reply. He then ordered his men to fire
above the crowd, which being done without
apparent effect, he directed them to :fire and
take aim. The result was 12 dead men, several wounded, and a general flight. Two children were among the killed. In this way the
mob was frequently broken up, but as it would
continually reorganize, it became necessary to
adopt some plan of absolute and general dispersion. The citizens generally prepared to defend
themselves and their property. The gover~or
was induced to speak from the steps of the City
Hall to an immense gathering of the people,
among whom were undoubtedly many who
had been engaged in the riots. The governor
made a few remarks, intended to allay the
popular excitement, and earnestly coun~elled
obedience to the laws and the constituted
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authorities. He also read a note explanatory General Wool) during tbe riots, was relieved
of what he had done about the draft. The gov- on the 17th instant by Brig.-Gen. Oanby.
The twelve militia regiments had by this .
eI'hor was listened to with great respect, and
the reading of the letter caused general satis- time returned from Pennsylvania. Detachments from thei.r number, amounting: to over
faction among his hearers.
The murder of Ool. O'Brien was, perhaps, 1,000 men, were constantly on duty for many
the most fearful of the many iucideuts which days after the suppression of the riots, and the
occurred. Oommissioned to disperse a mob in entire 1st division was ready to support them
the Third .A.venue, he gallantly charged upon at short notice. But there was not the least
them with an efficient detachment of troops, symptom of a renewal of the disturbances,
and succeeded in breaking the front and turn- although rioters were arrested by civil proing the face of the rioters. Having sprained cesses, tried, and sent to prison, from day to
hi.s ankle during the excitement, he stepped day.
The number of persons killed during these
into a drug store in 32d street, while his command passed on. The store was soon sur- terrible riots is not known. The mortality
rounded, and the proprietor fearing it would statistics for the week, at the city inspecbe sacked begged the colonel to get' away as tor's office, show an increase of 450 over
soon as possible. . With a brave heart O'Brien the average weekly mortality of the year.
went out among the crowd alone; and while .A.bout 90 deaths from gunshot wounds were
parleying with them a treacherous blow from reported at his office. It was said-but this i.s,
behind laid him senseless upon the pavement. doubtless, incorrect--that the remains of many
The crowd 'fell upon the prostrate form, beat- · of the rioters w6re secretly. taken into the
ing and bruising it. For hours the bleeding country and bUl'ied there. .A. large number of
body was drawn up and down the street, re- wounded persons probably died during the
ceiving a brutal treatment almost unparalleled, following week. Governor Seymour in his anafter which it was carried, with shouts and nual message states that the "number of killed
groans, to his residence, where the same con- and wounded is estimated by the police to be
duct was repeated. .A. priest with kindly cot1r- at least one thousand." The police and the
tesy interfered, and read over the dead body regular and local military forces suffered but
the prayers of its church, after w'hich he di- little in comparison with the mob. With rerected the remains to be taken into the house. gard to the militia of the 1st di.vision, General
Hardly was his back turned, however, when a Sandford gives the exact figures of their losses
brutal fellow stamped npon the corpse, and his in a portion of the riots. He say(l tbat "one
example was followed by many others.
private soldie was killed, and twenty-two men
Events followed each other in rapid succes- dangerously, and fifty officers and soldiers
sion. The Secretary of War ordered home the slightly, wounded, at the defeat of the mob in
militia regiments that were doing duty in Penn- 42d street, the storming of the barricade erectsylvania, and the rioters became, to a great ex- ed by the rioters in 29th street, and in the
tent, " demoralized," their leaders having been other con.fl.icts which followed."
killed or taken prisoners. The stages and cars
The losses by the destruction of lmildings
wore withdrawn from the streets until Thurs- and other property were originally estimated at
uay, when, by order of the Police Oommission- $400,000. .A. committee was appointed by the
ers, the regular rnnning was resumed.
county supervisors to audit claims for damages,
By this time it had become generally known for all of which the county was responsible
that the draft was suspended. The municipal under the law, and for the payment of which a
authorities had passed a relief bill to pay $300 large appropriation was made. The aggregate
commutation, 01· substitute money, to every of the claims far surpassed the highest expectadrafted man of the poorer classes. These facts tions, amounting to over $2,500,000. The comcontl·ibuted greatly to appea e the mob, though mittee disallowed many, and cut down most
they had lleen practically subclued by the gal- of the remainder 50 per cent. .A.t last accolll\ts
lant conduct of the regular troops, the militia) over $1,000,000 had been pai.d to claimants, and
fl.Ild the police. The riot cea ed as an organ- . it was supposed that $500,000 more would be
ized operation, on the 16th instant. .A. large needed for the same purpose.
force of cn.valq patrolled the disaffected disOn the night of the 15th of July a riot broke
tricts on the evening of that day, and met with out in Boston, under the following circumno armed opposition. On the morning of the stances: Two of the provost marshal's assist17th the cavalry found ancl took po e sion of ants were engaged in distributing notifications
seventy stands of revolvers and carbines, and to drafted men, when one of the officers was
several casks of paving stones, which had been struck by a woman, at whose house a notisecreted by the rioters, and also captured sev- fication had been left. .A.n attempt being
ern.l prisoners. On the 18th in taut, Maj.- made to arrest the woman, a number of her
Gen. Wool wa r elieved of the command of friends collected and attackecl the officer, sethe Deportment of the East by Maj.-Gen. Dix, verely beating him. .A. police force was soon
by orders of the President, dated the 15th. upon the ground, and succeeded in temporarily
Gen. Harvey Brown who ho.d been in command quelling the disturbance ; but a crowd lingered
of the city and harbor of New York (under in the vicinity of the scene, and increased as
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night approached, and the military authorities
thought it best to order out the Lancers, the
11th battery (Oaptain Jones), the 44th regiment,
three companies from Fort Warren, a company of regulars from Fort Independence, and a
squad of the second cavalry from Readsville, tq
check the riot which was believed to be imminent. The entir~ police force was also placed
on duty, and stationed at points where difficulties were most likely to occur. About 8¼ P. M.
a crowd of men and boys, estimated at from
500 to 1,000, gathered in front of the armory
of the 11th battery, in Cooper Street, and although warned off by Captain Jones, the commanding officer, threw a shower of stones and
bricks at the building, breaking the windows
and the door, and wounding several of the soldiers. The mob then attempted to carry the
building by storm, and had succeedeu in forcirig
an entrance, when a gun loaded with canister
shot was fired into them with terrible effect,
but they did not break. and run until a bayonet
charge was made upon them. Six or eight
persons were killed on the spot, and a large
number wounded. Simultaneously with the
attack on the armory a mob of several hundred
persons broke into the gun store of Thomas P.
Barnes, in Dock Square, and carried away about
a hundred muskets and a large quantity of pistols and bowie knives. They next made a rush
at the gun store of Wm. Read and Son, Faneuil
Hall Square, but the police had received information of the intended attack, and were on
hand in time· to repel it. One of the rioters
was shot by the police, and a few others were
slightly injured. The formidable array of military and police,. and the promptness with which
they had quelled disturbances thus for, seemed
to frighten the rioters at this stage of operations, and they gradually dispersed. The only
other riotous incident of note during the night
was an attempt to set fire to the armory in
Cooper Street, in the absence of the guard. The
fire was soon discovered and extinguished.
At Portsmouth, N. H., there was some trouble on the day of drafting. An excited throng
of men, women, and children, gathered. about
the provost marshal's office, which was in .
charge of volunteers from Fort Oonstitution,
and U. S. marines from the navy yard, under
command of Col. Mai11ton. A large police force
was also in attendance, and instructed. to disperse the crowd. Two men who resisted were
taken to the station house. About 9½ P. :r.r. an
attack was made upon the station house by
about 100 friends of the arrested pai·ties, but
was repelled by the small force of police then
on the ground. A squad of soldiers from the
provost marshal's office was sent to their assistance, and charged upon the mob with bayonets,
dispersing it instantly. Two of the police and
four of the rioters were wounded, but none
reported killed; and there was no further obstruction to the draft in Portsmouth.
A disturbance which threatened at one time
to assume fonnidable proportions occurred in
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Holmes County, O~io, in June. It appears that
on the 5th of that month, Elias Robinson, an
enrolling officer, was stoned out of Richland
township by a party of men, of whom the
names of fom· were known. Captain Drake, the
provost-marshal of that district, went with a
posse of men to the village of Napoleon, in the
above named township, to arrest those persons,
and found them in t~e upper story of a house,
armed and re~dy for i:esistance. They refused
to surrender, saying that they would not consent to be tried by court-~artia.l. On the promise, however, that they should be tried by the
U. S. court at Cleveland, they gave themselves
up, and the party started for Wooster. But before Capt. Drake had succeeded. in getting his
prisoners beyond the limits of Holmes Oounty he
was overtaken by an a.r med force of 150 men,
who ordered the prisoners from the wagons, took ·
revolvers from several of Ca.pt. Drake's men,
and surrounding Oapt. Drake with a score
of rifles pointed at h:is breast, demanded that
he should take an oath never to enter Holmes
Oounty on such business agron, on penalty of
death. It is said that he refm,ed to take the
oath, and also to give up his pistols. .The rescuers finally let him and his posse go, and carried the pri~oners back to their homes. On 'the.
12th and 13th the em-oiling ,pfficers were also
ch·iven out of two of the townships of Holmes
County.
The draft resulted, in twelve States in which
it was enforced, in adding about 50,000 men to
the ru-my, and in the accumulation of a fund of
$10,518,000, derived from commutations u~der
what was known as the "Thr.ee Hundred Dollar.
clause" of the aot, which was reserved. for the
procurement of recruits by bounties.
Previous to 1863 the employment of colored
soldiers in the United States service was confined to two or three localities. At Hilton
Head, South Carolina; Gen. Hunter had caused
the able-bodied negroes from the neighboring
plantations to be formed into regiment& and
dr.illed by competent officers; and Gen. Butler,
finding in New Orleans a colored corps of the
Louisiana State militia, raised under the certificate of a former governor of the State, placed
it ~ the service of the Government,. and encouraged the formation of similar organizations.
These troops were originally intended chiefly
for local service, or if sent beyond the localities
in which they were raised, were to be employed to garrison posts which the unacclimated
Northern soldiers could not safely occupy during
the unhealthy season. Public opinion had not
yet decided that they could become an integral
portion of the army, and as such 'Ile available
for every species of military service, notwithstanding that Congress, by two acts passed in
July, 1862, had expr0t9sly authorized the employment of colored m'en as troops. ·
The first of these, known as the Oonfiscation
.Act, permitted the President to emploY: as
many persons of. African descent as he might
deem: necessary and proper for the suppression
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of the rebellion; and for that purpose to organize and use them in sue~ manner as he
might judge best for the public welfare. The
secoticl act authorized him to receive into the
service of the Unitecl States for any species of
labor or military or naval service for which
they might be found competent, persons of
African descent, who should be enrolled and
orgn.nized under such regulations, not inconsistent with the Constitution a1:1d the laws, as
he might prescribe; and should receive $10 per
month and one ration per day, of which monthly pay $3 might be in clothIBg.
Both laws were made with reference to those
persons who by force of arms or by provisions
of statutes had been recently freed from bondage; and the important class of colored soldiers
ftom the free States was probably not then in
the contemplation of Oongress. Many considerations were urged upon the President to induce
him to exercise the power conferred upon him
in a restricted sense only. The employment of
negroes as laborers upon fortifications, teamsters, boatmen, and in similar capacities, was
declared legitimate and sufficient for the present needs of the country; but, in the opinion
of many, the arming of any considerable body
• of 'such persons was a measure fraught with
ominous consequences. Whether or not these
reasons were deemed conclusive, it is certain
that, previous to 1863, the number of persons
of African descent employed as soldiers was.
exceedingly limited. But with the commencement of the year a vigorous movement was initiated in various parts of the country to organize
,colored r egiments, and especially to bring to
the aid of the Government the latent strength
of the large negro population in the seceded
States.
On January 12th Mr. Stevens, of Pennsylvania, introduced into the House of Representatives a bill authorizing the President to raise,
equip, and organize 150,000 colored troops;
whioh, after being amemled so as to provide
for the enlistment of not over 300,000, w.as
passed, February 2d, in the faoe of a determined oppo ition from members of the borde1·
States, ancl from some friends of the adminis_tration. A similar bill, introclucecl by Mr. Sumner in the Sennte, having been reported baok
from tbe Oommittee on Military Atfau-s, with a
r ecommendation thnt it should not pass, on the
ground that sufficient authority to raise such
troops was conferred by the not of 1862, no
farther action was taken on either bill. The
subject had, however, been by this time very
gonentlly discussed, both in and out of Oongr s , an l in deference to the wishes of a large
portion of the community, o.nd of mnny promin ent public men, including officers of experience, the Pre idont determined to exercise, to
their fullest extent, the powers conferred upon
him by the aot of 1862.
ongress having in the
onsoription ct !\Voided making any distinction between white and colored citizen aud requfred them equally to be enrolled and di·afted

in the armies of the United States, the policy of
the aclministration thenceforth became clearly
defined, and "persons of African descent," as
well in the free as 1.Il the slave States, were
declared to be available as soldiers.
The initiative· in raising colored regiments in
the free States was taken by Governor Andrew,
of Massachusetts, acting in co;nformity with the
following order from the Secretary of War:
WAR DEPA.RTllENT, W ASIIINGTON 0fl'Y, l

January 20, 1863. f
Ordered that GOVERNOR ANDREW, of Massachusetts,
is authorized, until further orders, to r aise such number of volunteer companies of artillery for duty in the
forts of Massachusetts aud elsewhere, and such corps
of infantry for t_he volunteer military service, as he
may find convenient. Such volunteers to be enlisted for three years, unless sooner discharged, and
may include persons of African descent, organized
il)to separate corps. He will make the usuaf .requisitions on the appropriate Staff Bureaus and officers
for the proper transportation, organization, supplies,
subsistence, arms, and equipments of such volunteers.
(Signed)
EDWIN M. STANTQN,
Secretary of War.

Recruiting offices were immediately opened
by the governor, and, as the oolorecl population of Massachusetts was incon siderable, agents
were sent into neighboring States, where the
scruples of the people or of the executive prevented the enlistment of troops of this class.
In r eply to inquiries, Governor Andrew announced that these regiments would· be munbered, organized, considered, and treated in
every respect precisely as other r egiments previously sent into the field by Massachusetts;
and, on the authority of the Secretary of War,
he pledged the honor of the United States to
them in the same degree and to the same rights
,vi.th all other troops. Other free States subsequently sanctioned the enlistment of colored
· soldiers, including Rhode Island, Pennsylvania,
New York, Ohio, and Kansas.
The Government having matured its plans
with regard to the negro population whom the
progress of the war had broµ ght within the
Uni.on lines, Gen. Thomas, ndjutant-general of
the United States, was despatched in March to
the Southwest, charged with the organization
of colored troops ancl the establishment of a
labor system in the Mississippi valley. In the
discharge of these duties he visited Memphis,
Helena, and other points· on both sides of the
Mississippi as far south as Vicksburg.
Under the impulse given by this action of the
Government, recruiting for .colored regiments
proceeded with considernble activity in Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, and North and South
Oarolinn, and before the close of the year was in
progress in parts of Virginia and other districts
in po session of the Fecleral arms, as also in
Maryland and in the District of Columbia. Gen.
Banks, commanding the Department of the
Gulf, was so well satisfied with the black troo~s,
which he found in the service on his arrintl 1Il
New Orleans, and was so confident in the ability and disposition of the negroes to become
good soldiers, that he ordered a whole army
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corps to be raised, consisting of eighteen regiments of five hundred men each, to be called
the "Oorps d'Afrique."
·
The enlistment of negroes in the rebel States,
or of colored refugees from such States, was attended with little or no difficulty in respect to
claims of service or labor from such persons.
The owners were, for the most part, enemies,
and after the Emancipation J;>roclamation of the
President the question of property was considered definitively settled. When, however, the
Government determined to make requisitions
upon the colored population of the border slave
States, or upon those portions of the seceded
States expressly excepted from the operation of
the Emancipation Proclamation, it became necessary to adopt some rule of compensation for
slaveholders, whose rights might be affected.
With this view- an order was issued, on OGtober .
3d, from the War Department, directing the
establishment of recruiting stations in Maryland, Missour~ and Tennessee, and prescribing
the method of enlistment. "All able-bodied
free negroes, slaves ·of disloyal persons, and
slaves of loyal persons, with the consent of
their owners," were declared eligible for military service, and the State and county in
which the enlistments were made we1·e to be
credited with the recruits thus obtained. Loyal
slaveowners offering slaves for enlistment were
to receive $300 for each recruit accepted, upon
filing a deed of manumission for him, and
making satisfactory proof of title. But if within thirty days from the date of opening enlistmen.ts, a sufficient number of recruits should
not be obtained to meet the exigencies of the
service, then enlistments might be made by
slaves, without requiring the consent of their
owners; the latter were to receive the compensation, and upon the same terms provided for
owners offering their slaves for enlistment.
Special boards were also appointed for each
State to determine a)l claims of owners, and
to further the objects of the orcl,er.
The number of colored soldiers obtained from
the sources above described has been variously
stated; but it appears by the report of the bureau
of enlistments, created in May, that by December, 1863, over 50,000 men had been organized
and were in actual service.
The regular army of the United States, before
the commencement of the present war, seldom
numbering in its ranks more than 12,000 or
13,000 men, and with a medical and hospital
service corresponding to its limited numbers,
had little need of special rules of hygiene, or
the elaboration of any extensive syste4Il of regulating the health and physical comfort of its
forces.
The first step in the way of prevention of
disease in the army must be taken in the ea;(J//nination of recruits. The ignorance or incompetence of the examining surgeons in the
first two years of the war, and sometimes it is
to be feared baser motives led to great abuses
in this respect. "Thousa~cls of incapacitated
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men," says Surgeon-General Hammond, "were
in the early stages of the war allowed to enter
the army, to be discharged after a few weeks'
service, most .of which had been passed in the
hospital. Many did not march five miles before breaking down, and not a few never shouldered a musket during the whole time of their
service. * * * * Oases of chronic ulcers,
varicose veins, epilepPy, and other conditions
unfitting men. for a military life, came frequently under my notice. The recruits were
either not inspected at all b:f a medical officer,
or else the examination was so loosely conducted as to amount to a farce. I know of
several regiments in which the medical inspection was performed by the surgeon walking
down the line and looking at the men as they
stood in the ranks." There was great improv<Jment in these e'xamination!l after the autumn
of 1862.
At the commencement of the war, the War
Department had no hospitals, save a few post
and garrison establishments of antiquated design, and whose aggregate capacity was less
than that of a single one of the magnificent
structures since erected. In the battles of the
spring of 1862, though new hospitals were erected with the utmost rapidity, consistent with
their thorough adaptation to the wants of the
patients, they were inadequate to accommodate
the tens of thousands of the sick and wounded
who needed care, and the Government was
compelled to solicit the admission of its patient
sufferers into• the civil hospitals in the large
cities. In this way many were provided for in
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston,
Pittsburg, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and Louisville.
The pushing forward of the new hospitals to
completion, as well as the erection of others,
meantime occupied the energies of the Quartermaster-General and the Surgeon-Gene1·al,
both men of extraordinary executive ability,
and in the autumn of 1862, they were able to
announce their readiness to accommodate in
their own hospitals all their sick and wounded.
In the construction and administration of those
hospitals the Surgeon-General laid down these
principles to be observed: .
1st. That they should be capable of being
well ventilated.
2d. That each should be sufficiently capacious
for the number of inmates it was to contain.
3d. That they should admit of good drainage.
4th. That they would be provided with a
sufficient number of windows.
5th. That the kitchen, laundry, and other
offices· of administration, should be separated
from the wards, well arranged, and of ample
size.
•
6th. That efficient water-closets, ablution,
and bathing accommodations should be provided.
.
.
7th. That they should be amplJ'.° _supp~ied ~th
water and gas, or otI:er means of_ illurrnnation.
8th. That the furmture of all kinds should be
of suitable quality.
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9th. That the ·officers and attendants should
have their proper respective duties assigned to
them, and that they should be in number sufficient for the wants of 'the sick.
10th. Thatprqper rules should be established
for the government of the hospital, for the diet
of the inmates, and for preserving order and an
efficient stato of police.
The medical department has performed a herculean labor in the erection and :fitting up of
233 general hospitals, in different parts of the
country, beside a very considerable number of
post and garrison hospitals. These hospitals
are generally temporary strnotures, intended
to last, without material repairs, for ten years.
The idea of a hospital, conceived by most
non-professional readers, is that of a huge bar:mck-looking building or buildings, three or
four stories in height, gloomy in ·appearance,
and into whose cavernous walls many a poor
unfortunate enters, but very few return to the
life and bustle of the outer world. This typical hospital is as far as possible from the conception of Surgeon-General Hammond, or the
able medical directors and surgeons who were
his coadjutors in planning and superintending
the constrnction of the General Hospitals of the
army. They started with certain fundamental ideas of construction, which were carried
through all their hospitals. The :first of these
was ridge ventilation, or the supplying a way
of egress for the foul air of the ward by an
opening of from ten inches to three feet at the
ridge or apex of the roof, protected from the
admission of rain, snow, or violent winds by a
false roof, ro,ised four inches above the true one,
and projecting over it on each side about two
feet. A perforated iron plate near the floor ancl
behind each bed admitted the fresh air, which
passed thus upwards, and forced the foul air
through the roof opening. This formed the
summer ventilation. Ju winter the fresh air
was admitted around the stove from below, and
passing between the stove and an outer casing
of zinc, which sunounded it, was distributed
through the room; while a large, square, wooden tube, open at the bottom, and extending to
the roof, received .and enclosed the pipe of the
stove to its termination above the ridge, and
thus became the ventilator of that portion of
the ward.
Another new feature in the construction of
these hospitals was the entire separation of the
ward from the administrative portion of the
hospita~ and the making of each ward a single
one- toq pavilion, removed so far from every
other ward or building, that it could have the
benefit of the sun and the free circulation of
p1u·e air on both sides of it throughout the
day, while at the same time one end of each
ward opened from a corridor which would
serve as a covered hall for exercise to the convale cing patients, and through which there
wa communication with the administrative
buildings. The pavilions were to have their
long diameter, where possible, a north and

south line. Another point insisted upon was
that no patient should have less than 1,000 (except under very peculiar circumstances not less
than 1,200) cubic feet of space, and "the air of
this, by the system of ventilation, constantly
changing.
The pavilions were to be raised at least· one
foot, generally two, above the grolmd; the
floors to be coated with a mixtme of beeswax
and oil, to prevent any liquid from soaking
into them; the baths and water-closets to be at
the extreme end of the pavilions, and form an
angle with them, and to be connected with
such a system of sewerage as would convey all
offensive matters and odors away instantly. A
ward or" pavilion was not to contain more than
fifty-two beds, and these were to be placed in
pairs with three feet space between the two,
. and each pair to be placed between the windows; the two beds, occupying an average space
of :fifteen feet in the length of the ward, and of
seven and a half feet in width, and a: passage
way of ten feet to extend through the middle of
the ward for its whole length, thus making the
width of each ward twenty-five feet, and its
length, if it contains fifty-two beds, about two
hundred and twenty feet; the additional twenty-five feet being occupied with water closets,
scullery, &c., at ·one end, and wardmasters',
nurses' rooms, and mess room at the other. In
the practical application of these principles, it
has been found better not to have the wards
quite so long, and they generally ·contain only
thirty-six or forty-eight beds, some only twenty-four); or, if there were fifty-two, they occupied somewhat less than fifteen feet to the pair.
The first large hospital built upon the principles
presented by the surgeon-general, was the West
Philadelphia Hospital, situated at the intersection
of Forty-fourth and Spruce Streets, half a mile
outside of the limits of the city of Philadelphia.
We sub,ioin an _engraving (fig. 1) of the general
plan. ,. The corridors are ~a.ch 860 feet long, 14
feet wide, and 13 foet high, and serve as mess
rooms for tlie pavilion. There are thirty-fom
pavilions, b b b, each 24 feet wide, and 13 feet
high at the eaves; they are now of unequal
length, ranging from 150 to 250 feet. Between
the corridors is the administrative building, a.
There are three kitchens, c c c; two laundries,
d d; a chap~], e-; store rooms, ff; a mess room ·
for special occasions, g; two buildings for officers' quarters, h h; boiler room, i; residence
of surgeon in charge, le; water tanks, l; barber
shop and printing office, m and n; boiler n.nd
tank, o ; smoking rooms, pp ; reading and lectw·e roolllt q ; knapsack room, 1·; guard room. s ;
stable, t ; guard, u. The pavilions are 21 feet
apart, which is too close by at least ten feet.
The building is of wood, lathed and plastered
on the outside. Its cost, aside from furniture,
exceeded $200,000. It has 3,124 beds. The
number of medical officers was fifty-two, beside
eighteen medical cadets, and of cooks, nurses,
and other attendants, fom hunched and sixtyfour. There were also three chaplains.
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A still finer example of a great military hos- phia. This vast establi~hment consisted of 50
pital, the largest in the world, was the Mower pavilions, each 175 feet long, 20 wide, excluGeneral Hospital, at Ohestnut Hill, Philadel- sive of the water closet and scullery which
(FIG. 1.)
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GROUND-PLAN OF WEST PHILADELPHI.A. HOSPITAL.
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projected from the pavilion, 14 feet high to the tened ellipsoidal form, 16 feet wide, and 2,400
~aves, and 19 feet to the Tidge. These pavil- feet long, enclosing an area of 541,466 square
ions projected in radii from a corridor of fl.at- feet. .A.cross the shorter diameter of the ellip-
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aoid, as well as around its circumference was a
railroad for moving food, fnel, f~rniture, carrying the patients to their wards, &c. The administrative portion of the building was in the
central plot. The pavilions were twenty feet
apart at the corridor, and forty feet at the distant extremities, and the circulation of air
around them was thus secured. The sides of
the corridor were almost entirely composed of

glass sashes, which, in summer, were entirely
removed. During inclement weather they were
closed, and the corridor furnished with fifty large
stoves, and used as an exercise hall, for those
patients who were able to leave their ward. To
each ward, at the end nearest the corridor, a
mess room wae attached, sufficiently large for
the use of those patients who were able to leave
their beds. The following plan (fig. 2) shows

(FIG. 2.)
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GROUND-PLAN OF WARD PAVILION O.F CHESTNUT HILL HOSPITAL.

the arrangement of a ward pavilion in detail: a,
is the ward room occupying 150 feet in length of
the pavilion, and twenty feet wide, containing
fifty-two beds; b, the mess room; c, scullery; d,
bath room; e, water closet; f, ablution room;
g, wardmaster's room . The pavilions are four
or five feet narrower than they should be, and
when the beds are all full there are but 960
cubic feet of air to each patient; but as this is
constantly changed by the admirable ventilation, it is nearly sufficient. The number of
beds is 8,820. There was a force of 622 officers, attendants, guru:d, &c., attached to the
hospital. The cost of the buildings was over
$250,000. The McClellan Hospital, situated
in the neighborhood of Philadelphia, though
smaller (1,040 beds), was, perhaps, more neru:ly
perfect thau any other yet erected. The corridor was of a flattened ovoidal form, from the
ends of which the pavilions project. These pavilions were wider, larger, and farther apart
than at the Mower Hospital. The administrative building was in the centre ancl connected
with the corridor by two straight passage ways.
In the gronncl-_plan (fig. 8), a is the main corridor; b b b, wards; c, administrative building,
two stories high; d, kitchen; e, laundry; f,
clothing and guard rooms; g, engine room ; h,
stable; i, provision and knapsack store room ;
k, quarters of medical officers in charge.
We give below ground-plans of two other
J)lilitary hospitals of large size, each ananging
the pavilions in a different way, but all observing the same principles. The first was the
Hammond General Hospital, at Point Lookout
(fig. 4), in which sixteen pavilions project from
a circular corridor. The administrative building was the wide structure at the upper side of
the circle, and the kitchen, lmmtlry, guard
room, dead house, &c., were in the centre.
The pavilions here are 40 feet apart at the cor-

ridor, and '75 feet at the farther end. They are
145 feet long, 25 feet wide, and 14 feet high to
the eaves, and 18 to the ridge. The ventilation is perfect. Each patient has 1,116 cubic
feet of space. The second, the Lincoln General Hospital, at Washington city (.fig. 5), had
its pavilions placed en echelon, along a corridor,
forming two sides of an acute-angled triangle.
The administrative building was at the apex,
and the kitchen, &c., inclosed within the angle.
This hospital accommodated 1,200 patients.
By this arrangement a thorough ventilation of
each warcl was secured. while all the warde
had the same direction and received the rays
of the sun at the same time- a matter of considerable importance.
In the West, large hospitals on some one
of these, or sirrtilar plans, were erected at St.
Louis, Lo.uisville, Nashville, Madison, Evansville, and New Albany, Indiana; ancl others at
Madison, Wisconsin; Davenport, Iowa; and
other points.
For field hospitals, the hospital tent is undoubtedly preferable to any building. Where
a camp is somewhat permanent, the improved
Crimean tent with double walls, ridge ventilation, ancl the admission of pure air near the
floor, answers a good purpose. In both, special
attention should be paid to ventilation, e,nd
over-crowding carefully avoided.
In the lighting and warming of 1:ospitals,
/!Pecial care is now taken to avoid vitiating _the
air by the gases produced by combustion.
Where it is possible, illuminating gas is used,
but the vitiated air, and carbonic acid gas, are
conducted off by chimneys in such a way as to
increase the ventilation of the ward. If gas
cannot be obtained, the vegetable oils or_ paraffine, spermaceti, or wax candles are preferable
to any other modes of illumination. O~al _or
petroleum oils, camphene and burning fluid, 1r-
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ritate the lungs, and affect the respiration.
The animal oils give off carbon, carbonic acid,
and carburetted hydrogen in too large.quantity
to be desirable. The heating of the hospital
wards should be connected as far as p·ossible
w.ith the ventilation. The usual method is by
stoves, though in some, hot water is introduced
with advantage. Ruttan's system would .seem
to possess advantages over any other plan of
warming and ventilation, but, so far as we are
aware, has not been in~roduced. The temperature in cold weather is carefully watched, and

is not allowed to vary much from 64° to 66°
Fahrenheit.
The alimentation of the soldier is one of the
most important items in the hygienic condition
of an army. Great attention had been paid
by the medical and commissary officers of the
Government, to the arrangement and character
of the ration, in order to furnish such combinations of food, and of such quality, as should be
best a.dapted to maintain the health and strength
of the soldier in its greatest perfection. The
rations of most of the European armies are de-

(FIG. 4.)

GROUND-PLAN OF HAMMOND GENERAL HOSPITAL, POINT LOOKOUT.

feotive in these respects. The quantity of meat
is generally too low, and iu some, the supply
of fresh m at and vegetables, and of coffee and
sugar, i o.ltogether i adequate. The fearful
prevalence of typhus fevers, and of scurvy and
other cachectio disea es, in the British and
French armies in the Crimean war, was unquestionably owing to the poor quality and
scanty quantity of the rations. The British
soldier recefres at home stations sixteen ounces
of bread, ancl twelve ounce of flesh meat uncooked · on foreign station , sixteen ounces of
bread, or twelve ounces of biscuit, ·and sixteen
ounces of meat, fre h or salt. This is charged

to him at three and a half pence per day abroad,
or four and a half pence per day at home. Coffee, sugar, pepper, potatoes, salt, or whatever
else he may need, he must purchase from his
own funds, where and how he can. In, a few
of the foreign stations, as at Hong Kong and
the Cape of Good Hope, rice, sugar, coffee,
and salt, in insufficient quantities, are issued as
component parts of the ration. In the Unite~
States army, the ration is wholly independent
of the pay, and consisted of the following artioles: bread or flour, 1 lb. 6 oz. ; fresh and salt
beef, 1 lb. 4 oz., or pork or bacon, 12 oz.; potatoes, 1 lb. three times a week; rice, 1 T"n oz.;
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coffee, 1 -Ar oz. ; or tea, -r2A of an oz.; sugar,
2 r4'0 oz. ; beans, r6J,; of a gill ; vinegar, rV-o- of
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a gill; salt, 1½ of a gill; in addition to the
above, 1 lb. of sperm candles, e,r 1¼lbs. of ad-
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nruantine candles, or 1¼ lbs. of tallo,v candles, rations. Pepper ha3 also been recently added
and 4-Ibs. of soap, are issued to each hundred to the ration, and extra issues of pickles, fruit.s,
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and otber vegetables-made, whenever the medical officers considered them necessary for the
health of the troops.
It is owing to the care and persistence with
which the various hygienic measi;ires were
urged upon the army, and the great pains
taken to instruct and train the army surgeons
and mu-sos in the hos.pitals for their ·duties,
that the army of the Uruted States, composed
almost wholly of volunteers, whose 'whole
mode of life had been changed by their new
vocations, the greater part of thorn entirely
ignorant of the laws of health, with surgeons
who had, for the most part, no previous training in military medicine or surgery, and many
of whom were utterly unfitted for their duties,
maintained a lower sick rate as well as a lower
rate of mortality than any other army in modern times. This result was reached, too, while
the regions in which the army was stationed
have in general been exceedingly unhealthy to
the unacclimated, quite as insalubrious as any
part of Spain, Portugal, or the Crim ea. The
attainment of so gratifying a result was due in
a great degree to the United States Sanitary
Commission, which, by its careful, regular and
special medical inspections of every army corps,
and all the ho pitals, promptly detected any
violations of hygienic laws, and took measures
to correct them ; published brief medical and
surgical tracts from the pens of the ablest military phy icians in the country and Europe, and
placed copies in the hands of every army assistant surgeon and medical ·cadet in the army ;·
trained many of the best .nurses for camp, field,
and hospital; provided anti-scorbutics in vast
quantities where they were neecled, and by its
ministrations to the sick and wounded, and its
stores of cordials, medicines, delicacies, and
clothing, powerfully aided in restoring the disabled to service. The assistance thus rendered
to the medical department of the Government
with which the Oommission ever acted in per~
feet harmony, saved many thousands of lives,
aua made the army far more effective than
it otherwise could have been.
brief comparison of the medical statistics
of the British army in the Peninsular war in
the war with Rus ia, and in times of pe~ce
with those of the army of the United State~
during the_ recent war, will show conclusively
tho beneficrnl results of the strict attention paid
to hygiene in the latter.
The average annual mortality in the British
army dming the Peninsular war was 165 men
0~1t of every ~housand. Of these 113 died by
disen e or accident, and 52 by wounds received
in action. From 1803 to 1812 the average
annual death-ro.te of the entire British army
abroad wa 80 per 1,000 ;-'il by disease or
accident, and 9 by woUllds in action. This, it
should be remembered, was in a veteraT,1 al'my
composed, not of raw recruit , but of men
hardened to e:irposure by years of ervice, a
cla of men far loss liable to illne s than raw
recruits ju t from the farm, the store, or the

workshop. In July, August, and September,
1854, the British army in the Crimea lost at
the rate of 293 men per thousand, per annum.
During the next three months, October, November, and December, tlie loss was at the
annual rate of 511 to every thousand, 443 of
which was by disease. In January, 1855, the
mortality was at the rate of 1,1 '74 to every
1,000- equal to the entire destruction of the
army in ten months, and 1,143, or 97 per cent.
of this loss was by disease. During the first
three months of that year the death-rate was
912 out of every thousand, and 98 per cent. of
it from disease.
During the entire campaign of 2¼ years,
April, 1854, to June, 1856, the annual deathrate was 232 per 1,000, of whom 202 were from
disease, and only 30 from wounds received in
action. In other words, during the campaign
of 2½ years, 582 of every t4ousand men died
from disease or wounds and. 505 of every thousand from disease.
· According to the Register General's report
for the year 1861, the mortality among the
home troops of Great Britain in that year was
91 ·24 in every thousand in a time of peace,
and among the troops abroad the mortality
from sickness averaged 100 in every thousand.
In the armies of the United States from April
15th, 1861, to May 18th, 1862, the entire deathrate was 53 per 1,000, per annum, of which
only 44 per cent. or less than one-half was
from disease or accident. During the year
and three months next ensuing the loss from
wounds in battle was very large, and during a
portion of the time there was a large percentage of sickness from typhoid fever, diarrhroa,
dysentery, small pox, etc., but the death-rate
did not reach the ratio of the .first year. On
the 30th of June, 1863, there were in the general hospitals 91 men for each 1,000 of the
army, and in :field hospitals 44 out of every
1,000, making in all 135 of each 1,000 sick or
·woundecl, of whotn 110 were cases of sickness,
and 25 of wounds or casualties. This far surpasses the British army even in time of peac.e.
In 1861 the British troops in China had, in
southern China, 283 out of every 1,000 constantly sick, and in northern China 205 out of
1,000. Among the home troops, the admissions into hospital were 1,025 of 1,000 mean
strength, and 545 of every 1,000 were constantly sick. The careful weeding out of incompetent surgeons and inefficie:r:it nurses, the
material improvement in the ambulance service,
and the admirable construction of the new hospitals, in respect to temperature and ventilation,
exerted a powerful influence, notwithstanding
the· terribly destructive battles, in diminishin~
the mortality, and promoting the recovery of
the sick in the army.
The expenditures dm1ng the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1863, for arms and munitions
of war, furnished by the Ordnance Department
for sea coast and frontier fortifications, and for
the forces in the :field, amounted to $42,313,630.
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The cannon, small arms, accoutrements, and Europe, Paixhan guns-smooth-bore cast-iron
equipments for men and horses, and ammuni- guns, cast solid and bored. A few were Rodtion obtainecl during the same period by pur- man guns, smooth bores, cast hollow, and with
chase and manufacture, were as follows :
a water core which gave the inner surface of
1,577 flelcl, siege, nud sen-coast cannon, with carriages, the cannon the character of chilled iron. The
caissons, and other implements.
smaller guns were of a great variety of patterns
1,082,841 muskets ancl rifles for loot solcliers.
and material-cast-iron, bronze, and brass- and
282,3S9 carbines and pistols for mounted troops.
their projectiles ranging from three to forty1,251,995 cannon balls and shells.
481719,SGZ pounds of lead and lend bullets.
eight pounds. The whole fielcl artillery actively
1,435,04.G cartridges for artillery.
organfzed consisted of seven batteries, each of
259,022,216 cartridges for small arms.
847,273,400 percnssiou caps.
four guns, smooth bore, six and twelve-pounder
8,925,869 friction primers.
howitzers. There was not at that time a single
5,764,768 pounds of gunpowder.
!i19,676 sets of accoutrements for men.
rifled cannon in the United States service. The
94,689 sets of eqnipments for cavalry horses.
Navy Department had on hnnd, on the 4th of
3,2S1 sets of artillery harness, each set for two horses.
March, 1861, 2,966 guns of all caliber~. Of
The quantities of the principal articles of these, 1,8'72, or nearly two-thirds, were thirtyordnance materials in the control of the '1e- two pounders, of six different patterns; 10'7
partment at the beginning of the war, the were twelve-pounders, of two patterns; 29
quantities of those articles that hqve since were twenty-four pounders; 5'75 were eightbeen procured, and the quanbities of those arti- inch guns, of four different patterns ; 2'7 were
cles on hand .June 30th, 1863, are shown in the ten-inch guns; 305 were nine-inch Dahlgrens ;
19 ten-inch Dahlgrens, ar..d 32 eleven-inch
following table :
Dahlgrens. N~arly or quite one-half of these
On hand at begin-JI Procured aince
guns Wi1re captm·ed by the enemy or clestroyed
ARTICLES.
ni.ng of tho war. tho war began.
at the "Burning of the navy yard at Portsmouth,
---------1,052
1,06<! Va. Only 555 in all were Ol'l. board ships, and
Sieae and sea-coast artillery ... .
981
2,784
Field artillery ... ... ........ . ..
1,950,144 of these nearly one-four th were on the ships
487,438
Firearms for infantry .. . ...... .
81,268
888,124 destroyed at that time. Of the army artillery,
Firearms for cavalry. . .. . . . ..•.
16,983
887 o55
Sabres ................ . ..... ..
2 552'744 it is doubtful if there were five hundred pieces
863,591
Cannon balls and shells . .. .. .. .
71 776 774 in serviceable condition at the command of
1,801,776
Lend and lend bullets, in lbs .. .
28,247
2:2ss:74G the Government at the beginning of the war,
Cartridges for nr1,illery . . ... ... .
522,204,816
8,292,800
Cartridges for small arms ... .. .
749,475,000 and in the navy the amount of all calibers did
19,808,000
Poroussion caps ... .... ...... ..
7,000,000 not exceed one thousand . Some of the S~ates,
84,425
Friction pri~ers . ......... . ..
18,424,36-3
1,110,584
Gunpowder m lbs .. ... . . •.... .
and some private indivicluals, possessed a few
5,281,781
Sal tpotrc, lbs.... . ..... ... .... .
2,923,848
1,881,800 pieces, usually of small calibre. There had
10,980
Accoutrements for infnntry ... .
194,4.65 been for some years before the public, several
Accoutrements for cavalry.... .
4,829
266,581
Equipments for cavalry horses .
574
16,660 inventions for the pm-pose of applying the prinArtlllcry l1nrness (double) .....
586
ciple of rifling, which had been so successful in
smal.1 arms, to cannon, but none of these had
l!auod elnce the On hnnd for lsARTICLES.
war begnn.
~&~a.June 30, been adopted by the Government, or were in
use iu the :field batteries or forts under the conBieae and sea-coast artillery ... .
2,088
927 trol of the War Department, or in the vessels
Fle~d artillery ................ .
2,481
484
Firearms for infantry ....... ..
886,28[ of the navy. The aclaptation of the system of
1,550,575
Firearms for cavalry ....... . . .
827170
82,2·26 rifling invented by Oharles T. James for small
Sabres ....................... .
21:i:s11
82,571
Cannon balls nncl shells ... .. . .
1,745,586
1,180,749 arms, was proposed, and repeated experiments
Lend and lend bullets in lbs ... .
50,045,515
28,024,025 were made with it, but it wa::i found to require
Cartridges for artillery ....... .
2,274,490
492,504
Cartridges for small arms .. .. . 878,584,104
151,918,012 material modifications, ancl the cleath of the inPercussion caps .... ... ...... .. 715,086,470
74,246,530 ventor by the ex.--plosion of his own cannon, in
Friction primers .. .. . . ...... . .
6,082,505
1,005,629 October, 1862, caused the abandonment of the
Gunpowclor in ll,s ..... . ...... .
18,071,078
1,462,874
Saltpetre, lbs........ .. ... . ... .
none.
8,155,079 efforts at improvement of that gun. Oapt. R.
Accoutrements for Infantry ... .
1,680,220
162,010 P. Parrott, of the WestPoint foundry, h~d inAccoutrements for cavalry.... .
195,298
2,496
Equlr,ments for cavall·y horses .
211,670
5,552 vented, just previous to the war, a rifle canArtil ery harness (double) . ....
17,485
1,767 non, which, with some imp1·ovements in the
projectiles and the method in rifling, proved the
At the commencement of the civil war the most successful of the numerous attempts at
amount of ordnance in the country was not producing rifled cannon in this country. It was
large, tbou,,.h sufficient for all emergencies a muzzle loader (the breech-loading cannon
which lmcl thus far occm-red. The Secretary ·having pL"oved objectionable), and consis~d of
of War reported that there were in the posses- a ca t-iron gun, much lighter than ordinary, but
sion of the United States, at the beginning of having a "reinforce" or cylinchical jacket of
the war, 1,052 pieces of siege and sea-coast ar- wrought-iron shrunk around the breach at the
tillery of all calibers, and 231 pieces of field seat of the charge.
a_rtillery. These were of a great variety of
The charge for the 8-inch or 200-pounder
sizes, and some of them in unfit condition for gun, was 16 lbs. The projectiles weighed about
service. The larger sea-coast artillery were 150 lbs., and the ranges as ascertain£:d in the
mostly columbiads, or, as they are called in siege of Charleston, were somewhat greater
1

1
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than those of the 100-pounder. At the greatest
elevation the range attained exceeded five miles.
The 300-pOlmder weighed 26,000 lbs., used a
charge of 25 lbs., and a projectile weighing
250 lbs. At an elevation of 35° it bas thrown
this formidable missile over five and one-fourth
miles.
For siege purposes, for at~acks on fortifications by vessels of.the :Momtor type, and for
naval conflicts requiring great weight of" metal,
the Government adopted the Rodman guns of
8, 10, 13, 15, and 20-incb caliber, and the Dahlgren of 9, lG, and 11-inch caliber, the latter
exclusively for the navy. Both these guns are
smooth bores, though a very few of the Dahlgrens have been rifled. The Rodman gun,
namecl after :Major Rodman of the regular army,
who is the inventor and superintendent of its
manufacture, is of iron, cast hollow, and the
core is kept cool during the casting by a constant stream of cold water passing through it.
The following table shows the weight of each
size, the service charge, and th.e weight of the
solid shot thrown by each ·

•

Sizo or Gu n.

Weight.

Eight-inch . .. .
Ten-inch . .. ..
'J'birteen-inch.
Fif'teen-Jnch . .
Twenty-inch ..

9,240 lbs.
15400 "
s 'ooo "
49:ooo "
116,000 "

Service Chnrgo.

10 lbs.

Weight or solid ahoL

65 lbs.

128 "
"
294 "
"
480 "
50 "
100 "
1,000 "
Of the 9, 10 and 11-inch Dahlgren guns, about
804 had been made since the war commenced,
and about 200 more were to be furnished by
the close of the year 1863. Of the Rodman
gun, the m1mber has been over 2,000.
For field service the ten and twenty-pound
Parrott, the brass twelve-pounders (Napoleons,
as they are generally called), and for light artilery the steel cannon manufactured by Krupp,
of Pruf'sia, and the Wiard guns, were all in us-e,
though the preference was given to the first
three. The Wiard gun is a breech loader, with
a long and slender barrel, except at the breech,
which is very bulky, ancl composed of successive
layers of harcl ancl soft metals.
The onfederates introduced a new rifled gun
into their service, invented by Capt. Brooke,·
one of their artillery officers. It seems to
bear a trong re emblance to the Blakely
(Engli h) noel Treadwell gun , and is hooped
with iron or steel bands clo ely adherent to
the cannon, not merely at the seat of the
charge, but along its whole length. Dr. Girard,
a French writer formerly re ident in this country, and who ha , ince the war, vi ited Oharleston, describes it as follows: "An attentive oberver .would not foil to remark the circular
band clo ely united to tho piece, and which
are de tined to give a better resisting force.
With r egm·d to its rifling it is on the system
of inclined planes in tead of grooves. The
projectile are of forged (wTonght) iron. Those
I had an opportunity of examining were adapted to 7-inch guns. Their form is elongated,
cylindrical nearly their entire length, with the
exception of the front part, which is slightly
18
80

conical and rounded at its periphery. The two
extremities are vertical. The hinder part which
presents-itself to the breech of the piece bears
on its circumference a bell-mouthed groove, and
receives a copper ring whose ends nearly meet
at the encl of the projectile. The projectile bas
bands of copper running round it, one about
four inches from the front, and the other close
to the hinder pai;-t. These bands alone are destined to take the rifling of the piece. The mean
length of these projectiles is 12 inches, their
posterior diameter 6M-, their anterior diameter
6&, and their weight from 116 to 120 lbs.
At a distanc~ of 260 yards, and with a charge
of 12 lbs. of powder, they pe~etrated four
iron plates of two inches each, backed with 18
inches of oak, the whole fixed against a clayey
cliff."
The form and material of the projectiles for
rifled ordance were a matter of profound study
ancl research with numerous inventors. The
Government, after a great number of careful and
thorough trials, gave the preference to tl}.e inventions of four manufacturers, viz.: the Parrott, Shenkl, Hotchkiss, and Sawyer projectiles.
The Parrott projectile, whether shell or shot, is.
long, pointed at the anterior extremity, and of
smallet· circumference in the centre than at
either extremity. The base alone fits closely to
the bore of the cannon, and has a ring of soft
brass or a cup . of the same metal, .which by
the expansive force of the gas of the projecting
charge, is driven into the grooves · to an extent
sufficient to give it the rotary motion, and the
extensive range of the rifle. The Hotchkiss and
Sawyer projectiles use a metallic alloy of lead
and antimony as a jacket to be forced into the
grooves of the rifled ordnance, and the Shenk!
missile applies papier mache to the same purpose. In all three, the softer material is driven
upon the tapering spindle of the iron which
forms the body of the projectile, f~·om its posterior portion, by the force of tlie expansion produced by the ignition of the powder, and held
there by shoulders projecting :(rom .t he iron
itself, and the rotary motion is thus imparted
nearer the centre of gravity than in the Parrott
projectile. The Roberts projectile has a core
of iron tapering to a point at the posterior
end, with a shoulder n~ar the anterior extremity, and the soft metal (lead and antimony)
which forms the jacket is in sufficient quantity to render the projectile cylindrical in form,
and is forced forward by the action of the
gas so as to check all windage and make the
anterior portion of the projectile heaviest.
The inventor claimed for it better range, less
deflection, no danger of stripping, and economy
of cost of the missile itself, and of wear or injury to the gun. His shell projectile, constructed extern.ally in the same way, is a percu,sion ·shell, for which he claims safety from
accidental explosion, and certainty of explosion
at the moment of impact.
The improvements in the construction of small
arms brought into notice by the war, have
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been even more remarkable than those which
have been made in cannon. The old classification of breech and muzzle loaders is still
maintained; but while, for the greatest possible
accuracy in target-shooting, or that capacity
for hitting with almost unerring certainty a
smttll object at very long range, which has been
displayed by some of our sharpshooters, the
.American target rifle, with its " telescopic
sight," "false muzzle," and "starter," have no
equal, the weapon is too heavy (weighing from
26 to 50 lbs.), and too delicately constructed,
to answer for military service or for hunting,
where it must be cal'ried by the huntsman.
The Springfield government rifle, a muzzle
loading weapon without the adjuncts named,
to insure perfect accuracy, is nevertheless as
good a muzzle-loading rifle as can be made for ·
militaTy use, where weight, facility of carriage,
and ease of handling are concerned.

Merrill Rifle in position for cleo.nlng.

"
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It is worthy of note, however; that all tbe
improvements in the rifle which have been made
within ten years past have been confined to the
breech-loading weapon. Breech-loading guns
may be divided into two general c;lasses, the
first including those which may be loaded with
loose powder and ball, or a paper, linen, or metal
cartridge requiring a cap for its ignition, and
the second tl:ose which use a metallic cartridge,
having 'the fulminating composition in its base,
which is fired by a blow of the hammer directly
upon the cartridge its.elf. This last class may
be fµrther subdivided into those which use only
a single metallic cartridge, and require reloading after each shot, and the magazine, or repeating rifle, in which a number of cartridges are
inserted in a receptacle prepared for them, and
which may then be fired in rapid succession till
the magazine is emptied.
The metallic cartridge certainly possesses

Merrill's Sporting Rifle.

•
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some advantages over the ordinary paper or
linen cartridge, or over the method of loading
with loose powder and ball. It is water-proof,
avoids the difficulty of loading in the ordinary
way. Where, in the excitement of battle, the
bullet is often put in before the powder, obviates the necessity of measuring the charge, does
away with the ramrod, the priming wire, and
the percussion cap, and enables the soldier to
deliver his fire with groat rapidity, without
sacrificing precision or aim. The principal and
most serious objecti_ons to them are their liability to premature explosion in the hands of the
gunner (which seems to be obviated in some of
tho rifles using this cartridge), and the danger of
their e:\.--plosion from concussion, as by a serious
blow on the cartridge-box of the soldier, or its
being struck by a bullet or a fragment of shell.
The first of the breech-loading rifles which
have come into very general use was SnA.RPs',
a very simple but effective weapon, using ordinarily a patent cartridge with a conical ball,
the cartridge enclosed in stout linen, but capable of being used effectualJy also with loose
powder and ball. It may be fitted with Sharps'
or Maynard's primer, or with a percussion cap.
The rifle is small, light, and has a very long
range, and is thus an excellent weapon for cavalry service, for which purpose it has been
largely used.
The MERRILL rifle, the invention of a Baltimorean, belongs to the so.ine class as Sharps',
and like it uses the prepared paper cartridge
ancl conical ball, or the ordinary round ball
with loose powder. It is fired with the common 1>ercussion-cap. It is said not to be liable
to fouling or to the escape of gas at the breach,
and to possess a range fulJy equal to the Sharps'.
It is so simple in its construction that muzzleloading rifles of auy pattern can be easily and
without weakening transformed into breechloaders, on its plan, and the Government have
caused large numbers of rifles to be thus
changed with great advantage. Two drawings
are subjoined (see previous page), showing the
c_on truction of the military rifle and the sporting-rifle complete. The cavalry carbine of the
Merrill patent weighs but 6¼ lbs. and the infantry rifle but 9 lbs.
A IIOROFT's rifle, another new weapon belonging to the same class, is highly commended
by Mr. II. W. . Oleveland, author of " Hints
to Riflemen " and decidedly one of the highest
authorities in this country on the subject of
ritlos for military or sporting use. "The breech
block of this rifle is constructed with a cylindrical ga -check, which enters the breech of
the barrel and shuts against a shoulder; and this
gas-check being lightly concave in its e:\.-ternal
form: the effect of the expl?sion is to strengthen
nnd thereby to lengthen 1t, so as to press it
against the shoulder, and eft'ectnally to prevent
the slightest e cape of gn . The proof that it
doc so is afforded by Lbe foot that it has •en
fired eight hundred times in succe ion without
clcnning, and tho working of tho parts was as

easy at the last as at the first, and the gascheck itself remained as bright and unsullied
as before it was used, which would not have
been the case had there been any escape of
gas." . . . . "The whole arrangement of the
working parts is admirably simple and effective,
and no breech-piece of solid metal could be
more safe and unyielding than this when fued
in position; and by a very simple arrangement,
it is impossible to fire the gun till this position
is attained." Mr. Oleveland made a thorough
experiment of the powers of this rifle, in comparison with several others, as to the penetration of the shot at thirty yards'. The target
was made of inch pine boards, free from knots
and of even grain, and it exceeded all others
except the Greene rifle, of which we shall speak
presently, which was a much longer weapon,
and used a heavier bulJet and a much larger
charge of powder. As compared with the
Sharps' rifle of the same length and using the
same cartridge, its average penetration was
found to be one inch greater.
.GREENE'S rifle, patented by Lieut. Col. J.
Durell Greene, United States Army, in 185'7,
and now. manufactured at Worcester, Mass., is
a weapon of great merit. Though a breechloader, its construction is entirely different
from any other rifle in the market. It has
been introduced int-o the French and Russian
service, and is regarded with great favor in
both. This is the only rifle manufactured in
this country on the Lancaster system of rifling,
that is, with an elliptic instead of a grooved
bore, which imparts the rotary motion by giving the longest diameter of the ellipse a turn
of three-fourths in the length of the barrel.
The bullet is round, bnt assumes the elliptic
shape on entering the barrel, though the variation from a sphere is but slight. The peculiarities in the construction of the gun are as follows: a cylinder of iron containing a breechplug, which slides backward and forward within
it, is inserted at the breech of the barrel, and
moved forward by a projecting knob, which
moves in a slot on the top of the barrel till it
closes the breech, when it is turned to the
right and secured in place by shoulders. The
knob is held by a catcb, which may be loosened by pressing a pin at the breech of the barrel. The hammer is on the under side, in front
of the 'guard, and the nipple is so arranged that
the fire is first communicated at the forward
end of the cartridge, thus insuring the ignition
of all of the powder. The cartridge has the
bulJet in its base, with a greased wad between
it and the powder, which, with the bullet,
packs the joint perfectly at every discharge,
and prevent the slightest escape of gas. After each discharge this bullet is pushed forward
by the breech plug to the encl of the chamber,
the cylinder is then drawn back, and the cartridge inserted in the slot which is thus opened.
The cylinder is then pushed forward, pressing
the cartridge before it, and the knob being
turned to the side and the nipple capped, the
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gun is ready to fu-e. The movements are perfectly simple, and all the parts are strong and
well adapted to stand the rough usage of military service. The Greene rifle is made ,vith a
36-inch barrel, and this size carries a bullet
weighing 575 grain;; or 1} ounces, and requires
a charge of 88 grains of powder. With this
charge its power of penetration is greater at
thirty yards than any other of the modern
rifles with the possible exception of the Whitworth, in which a leaden .bolt, not a ball, is
used. In Mr. Oleveland's experiments with ten
different rifles, this penetrated his t ar get of pine
boards thirteen inches, while the Ashcroft pens
etrated eleven inches, and the others ranged
from six to ten inches. It is fair to say, however, that the others had all shprter barrels,
ranging from twenty to thirty-one inches, and
carried smaller bullets, the charge of powder
being also less.
The M.A.YNA.RD rifle, invented in 1851 by Dr.
Edward Maynard, of Washington, D. 0., but
since that time considerably improved, is a
most ingenious instrument, and for efficiency,
strength, and simplicity has hardly been equalled. It is remarkably compact, and without
any sacrifice of strength. The barrel can be
disconnected from the stock by the r emoval of
a single pin, and the whole gun can then be
packed in a case 20 x 6 x 1 inch. Barrels of
different calibre, either for shot or rifled, may
be fitted to the same stock l),nd changed in a
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few seconds. Springs, bolts, and catches are
not used in this rifle, but the ends required are
attained by the careful ad,justment and excellent finish of the several parts, which work
with mathematical precision, and give it the
solidity of a mass of steel, which is not affected
by any strain to which it can be exposed. The
ammunition is contained in a metallic cartridge,
having an aperture in the base through which
the fu-e is communicated from the cap. These
cartridges are so,constructed that when charged,
by means of a very simple implement which
accompanies every gun, the bail is not only of
necessity mathematically exaci, in its position,
but is held, without compressing the cartridge
(as is done in the self-exploding cartridges)
simply by being fitted to it, so firmly that it
cannot be moved after being placed in the
chamber (which is enough larger than the calibre to admit of the presence of the cartridge),
in any direction except with a perfectly trne
delivery through the calibre. The cartridges
can be used over and over again for an indefinite period, being loaded by the gunner himself. There is also an arrangement for using
loose ammunition, the ball being first inserted
at the breech, and followed by a cartridge or
charger, which is simply filled from the flask
at each shot. By a r ecent improvement the
empty cartridge after fu-ing is started from its
place by the act of raising the breech for reloading, so that it may easily be withdrawn.

MAYNARD RDILE.-Flg. 1. Showing Rifle loaded, cooked, and with baok sight raised.

fun;A.RD RIFLE.-Flg. 2. Showing Rifle In position

28

to receive the cartridge. and with the mngnzine also opened, showing
the primer.

·
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The Maynard primer, u sed in connection with
this rifle, and invented for it by Dr. Maynard,
consists of a narrow strip of varnished paper
of double thickness, having deposits of fulminating powder in cells between the two, at
equeJ. distances apart...... Each strip contains three
dozen of these cells, equivalent to the same
number of caps. The strip is coiled in a magazine conceaJ.ed beneath tlie lock-plate, and
brought up by the motion of a wheel in the act
of cocking, so as to bring a cell directly upon
the top of the nipple. The fall of the haIDIDer
oxplodes it and at the same time cuts off the
paper behind, S'> that it is not seen again till
the gtm is again cocked. Mr. Oleveland, after
long experience, prefers the smaller sized barrel
(l/r; inch calibre) to the larger, which is of half
inch calibre, as being better adapted to its
charge. He says of this smaller calibre, " In
accm-acy aucl force I have never seen it sm·passecl by any gun fit for fielcl service." We
subjoin two cuts of this rifle, one showing it
loacled, cocked, and with back sight raised; the
other in position to receive the cartridge, and
with the magazine opened, showing the primer.
The SruTI:r's patent breech-loading rifle, manufactured by Poultney & Trimble of BaJ.timore,
is •another very simple, yet accurate and effective rifle. The cuts show its construction as
completely as any description. There is nothing about it which can get out of order. Its
range is 2,000 yards or more, and it carr be
lirecl ten timei! a minute. The cartridge used
for this rifl.d is a metaJ.lic one, but the case collapses aftet firing, and can be withdrawn by a
single motion of the finger. It has not the f\11Il?nating powcler, but uses an ordinary percussion cap.
The BURNSIDE rifle belongs to the same class.
It is now mfillufactm·ed by the Bmnside Rifle
Co. in Providence, ancl is a breech-loader having a breech-piece of wrought iron morticed to
receive the chamber and movable breech-pin.
The upper end of this breech-piece is screwed
to the lower end of the barrel, which is of caststeel and rifled with a gain-twist. The opening
and clo, ing the guard and its attachments are
analogous to those of opening and closing a
cloor by a thumb-latch and catch. The cartridge is similar to that of the Smith rifle · but;
by a slight peculiarity in ·its construction: and
that of ~e chamber and perforated platinum
on e wh1ch fits to it, it is water and air-tight
when loaded. It is fired ,vith a common percussion cap .
. Of th? rifle using the self-exploding metallic cartridge, two only have much reputation,
among tho e which are not repeating guns, and
mu t be recharged for every shot. .These are
F. Wesson's and Ballnrd's. The WESSON rifle
is light, the 24:-inch barrel weighing only six
pounds, and the 28 and 84:-inch barrels not
over evon and eight pound respectively. Dr.
I. J. Wetherbee, of Bo ton, an e:i1Jerienced and
skilful shot, give the result of exten ive Mals
of this rifle with others, and gives it the pref-

erence over all others in accuracy, penetration,
and range, and thinks it equal in rapidity of
5ring to most others. The 28 and 34-inoh barrels he regards as preferable to the 24-inch.
At th,e Massachusetts State trial of breech-loading arms at Read ville, the Wesson rifle placed
twenty successive shots in the target at 200
yards, and 50 shots were fired from it in less
than five minutes. The annexed cuts r epreSmith's Breech-loading RUie.
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sent it in position for loading, and ready to The empty cartridge is then withdrawn by
fire. In loading, the breech is elevated by a hand, a new one inserted, and the bru.·rel removement somewhat like that of the Maynard. stored to its place, in which it is held by a

Smith's Breech-Joadlng Rifle.

catch, ~hich is loosened by a trigger in front in its place. The piece is remru.·kable for ele0f the one by which the piece is discharged. gance of form and perfection of mechanical
1'he hammer cannot be drawn back beyond finish.
The B.a.LLABD military rifle is so arranged
half-cook till this catch has secured the barrel

Wesson's Rifle in position for loading.

Wesson's Rifle ready to fire,

that it may be used with the metallic cartridge
or with the ordinary soldiers' cartridge, to be
fired with a cap. The breech of the rifle is
open~d for the insertion of the cartridge, by
drawmg down the guard, when the breech-

block sinks perpendicularly, carrying the hammer with it, and throwing it back to half-cook.
The empty cartridge is then removed by means
of a finger-piece under the barrel, att3:ohed to
a slid_e, which pusl1es out the cartridge by
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pressing against its flange, and is then restored
to its place by a spring. The rifle shoots with
great accnracy, putting every shot into a sixinch ring at fom· or five hundred yards, in the
hands of a good marksman. The velocity of
its shot is somewhat less than that of the Wesson, Maynard, or Colt rifles.
There a1·e three models of repeating arms
which have gained a high reputation: Colt's revolving rifles, and the Remy and Spencer repeating rifles.
The COLT'S rifle is constrncted on the same
general principle as his pistols. .A. revolving
chamber, fitted either for five or six shots, receives the charges, which may be either loose
powder and ball or cartridges; a rammer, which

.J

OoL"r's

R .IFLE.

is moved by a lever, insures their being sent
home perfectly true, and the balls fit so exactly
to the bore of the chambers as to close them
hermetically. The calibre of the barrel being
.02 of an inc·h less than that of the chambers,
the ball is necessarily forced to fit itself exactly
to the grooves, which are seven in number, and
cut with a . gain twist (that i_s, revolving more
rapidly toward tile muzzle than toward the
breech of the gun.) The charge is fired with
a cap, and the working of all the parts is simple and exact. Like all of the weapons from
this famous manufactory, the excellence of the
material and workmanship are not surpassed.
The annexed cuts give an idea of the construction of this 1·ifle :
Mr. Cleveland states that he has with open
sights placed ten successive shots from this rifle
in a nine-inch ring at two hunu..red yards, and
Lieutenant Hans Busk, of the Victoria Rifles,
placed forty-six out of forty-{lig:ht shots inside
a twenty-four-inch ring at four hundred yru·ds,
and the other two less than an inch outside,
while eighteen of the forty-eight were inside a
ring eight inches in diameter. He says: "For
efficiency and strength of shooting nothing can
beat it." General Marcy, U. S. A., pronounces
it the most reliable and certain weapon to fire
that he has ever used, and says, that if he were
alone upon the prah-ies, and expected an attack' from a b'ocly of Indians, he is not acquainted with any arm he would as soon have
in his ·hands as this. The objections -to it are,
that it takes longer to load than any of the
other breech-loaders; but when loaded, its
five or six shots can be delivered with great
rapidity) ; it is not so easy to clean as the metallic cartridge rifles, and is liable to be affected
by dfrt and rust in its working parts to an extent which would be objectionable to its military use. For hunting purposes it is admirable.
The SPENOER repeating: rifle is a comparatively new arm, having been patented in 1860.
It uses the metallic self-exploding cartridge,
and has a magazine in the breech of the gun
securely protected from all danger of accidental
explosion, containing, in the army and navy
rifle seven, and in the sporting rifle nine, cartridges, which are fed successively to the chamber by means of a spiral spring, and with such
precision as to avoid the possibility of thefr not
taking the grooves properly. An ordinarily
skilled marksman can discharge the seven loads
in twelve seconds, and whole platoons of soldiers waiting for the word of command can
fire with good aim once in three seconds.
When the seven charges are fired, the rifle is
held with the muzzle pointing downward, and
a tube being withdrawn, which contains the
spfral spring which pushes the cartridges forward, they are dropped into the magazine and
the tube replaced. The operation requires but
a very short time, and the soldier or sportsman is ready to fire his seven shots again. The
gun is not liable to foul or to get out of order,
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and its range and for.ce are good. It will throw
a ball two thousand yards, and will seldom
miss its mark at from seven hundred to a thousand. At a distance of from thirty to fifty
yards, it will penetrate a pine target to a depth
of from nine to thirteen inches. It was used
with terrible effect by the Union troops at Gettysburg and O11ickamauga, and in some other
battles of the war. At Gettysburg, it was said
by eye-witnesses that the head of the column
(opposed to the troops armed with this weapon),
as it was pushed on by those behind, appeared

Section of carbine, showing cartridges in magazine, with
lever down and breech open.

in the same period only six men. The subjoined cuts exhibit fully the mechanism of the
magazine and lock.
HEmu's repeating rifle is a still later invention, patented, we believe, in 1861. The principal novelty in this gun is the magazine and
the manner of loading from it. It consists of a
metal tube under the barrel, e:!..-tending its entire
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to melt away or sink into the earth, for though
continually moving it got no nearer. Acting
Brigadier-General John T. Wilder, of the Army
of the Oumberlancl, in command of a brigade
of mounted infantry armed with this rifle, wrote
on the 28thofNovember, 1863, that at Hoover's
Gap, June 24th, 1863, one of his regiments defeated a rebel brigade of five regiments, killing
and wounding over five hundred, while their
own loss was only forty-seven; and that from
April to November his command had captured
over 2,800 officers and men, losing as prisoners

Spencer Rifle.

length, of sufficient diameter to admit the cartridges freely. A section of this tube near the
muzzle contains a spiral spring to throw the
cartridges upon a carrier-block in the rear, and
by means of a metallic sleeve five inches 1_n
length, embracing the barrel of the g~ at th1S
point, can be revolved upon the aXIB
the
bore so as to open the magazine, and admit tho

ot
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This gun is not remarkable
introduction of the cartridges, of which it holds
for accuracy at long distances,
fifteen. Upon closing it, after filling, the spring
but at one hundred yards or
throws a cartridge upon the carrier-block,
thereabouts it is a very effecwhich, by a forward movement of the trigger1;ive weapon. The sudden regnard, is raised to a level with the chamber,
duction of half the thickness of
the hammer, by the same movement, being
,I
the barrel for five inches from
carried to a full cock. A reverse movement of
''
the muzzle probably impairs
the gnard, bringing it to its place again, forces
its accuracy at long range.
the cartridge into the chamber, and the gun is
Its magazine, being in a thin
ready to fire. The ammunition is fixed, metal
metallic tube under the barrel,
cased, with fulminate or cap in the rear. The
. is liable to be indented by a
hammer, upon falling, strikes a rod, or breechshot or accidental blow, which
pin, upon the front of which are two sharp
~ would prevent the cartridges
points, which are driven into the rear of the
I~
from sliding down, and as they
cartridge, thus exploding it. The weight of
the gun complete is about 10 pounds; it has
~ cannot be easily introduced
six shallow grooves, each f.r of an inch in width,
into the banel in any other
''
_.., way, this would render the
with a gaining twist. The cartridge weighs 1.:1
295 grains. In an experiment at the Ordnance
~ gun nearly useless. The neDepartment, Washington, 120 shots were fired
~ cessity of leaving an open slit
for the finger-piece to slide in
in five minutes fifteen seconds, including the
time spent iu reloading.
exposes the contents of the
The following cuts show the construction of
magazine to the influence of
the rifle. The little projecting piece on the
dust and wet, which would
under side, in the first cut, directly in front of
tend to clog the passage and
the shoulder, at the breech of the barrel, is the
rust the spiral spring. · Still
finger-piece-connected with the follower on the
this weapon bas many excelend of the spiral spring. To load the magazine
lent points, and in its method
this finger-piece is drawn up to the lower end
of'loading, the capacity of its
of the sleeve, which is then turned far enough
magazine, and its rapidity of
to nllow the follower to rest on the edge of the
firing, it surpasses any other
magazine, where it is held in place till the cartrepeating rifle. It is stated on
ridges are dropped in.
.
good authority that Ool. Nelter, while raising a

s

I

i

I

Seotionnl view of working pnrts, showing the operation or removing the empty cartridge and cocking the hammer.

regiment of Kentuck-y volunteers at Owensboro'
Kentucky, sent out fifteen of his men arn1ed
with thi rifle on a scoot. Ther wero attach:ed
by a rebel force of two hundred and forty soldier in an open lane where there wa11 no
shelter, and owing to their capac'.ty to main-

tain a rapid and continuous fire, they successfillly repulsed and drove from the field the entire rebel force. Oapt. James M. Wilson. Oo. M,
12th Kentucky cavalry, was attacked in bis
own house by seven mounted guerrillas armed
with Colt's revolvers. He sprang for a log cabin
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across the street where he had his Henry rifle,
. Colt's revolver, etc., and though his clothing
was riddled by their shot, gained it without a
wound, and seizing his Remy's rifle, killed five
of his assailants with five shots; the other two
sprung for their horses, one of these he disabled
with his sixth shot, and killed with the seventh ;
the other he killed with the eighth . The State
of Kentucky, in consequence of this feat, armed
his company with this rifle.
The WHITWORTH rifle, which is manufactured
either as a breech or muzzle-loader, is the only
English rifle which fairly competes with our
-American breech-loaders. A.s a breech-loading
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rifle it has been manufactt.ired only by Westley
Richards. It has a hexagonal bore and fires a
hexagonal bolt an inch and a half in length,
though only i-\4ir of an inch in diameter. This
bolt weighs 517 grains. The bore is constructed
with a complete turn in twenty inches, or one
and a half turns in the length of the barrel,
which is thirty inches. The charge of powder
is seventy-six grains. It is a very efficient
weapon of great range, though lacking somewhat in precision, is not liable to foul, but its
cartridge, which is made of paper, is so long
and narrow as to be liable to burst on the
march.

CHAPTER XXXIV.
Operations of the Florida and Alabama-The bark Tncony-Captnre of the Chesnpeake-Damn.ge to Federal CommerceIncrease of the Federal Navy-Operations of the North Atlantic Squadron-Operations of the South Atlantic Squadron
-Attack on Fort Mc.A..llister-.A.ttack on Charleston-Capture of the Atlanta-Other Naval Operations.

THE most important operations of the Confederate navy were those pe1'formed by the
armed sea-going cruisers, whose depredations
upon commerce cost the United States many
millions in money, and almost paralyzed the
shipping interest in the chief seaports. The
commencement of 1863 found the Alabama,
before mentioned, actively cruising among the
West Indies. In the middle of January the
Oreto, afterwards called the Florida, slipped
out of Mobile, where she had taken refuge some
months previous, and joined the Alabama in
her work of destruction; and in the beginning
of April the Japan, subsequently named the
Georgia, escaped from the Clyde, and proceeding to the neighborhood of Ushant Island,
on the French coast, was there armed and
equipped as a privateer. " Sailing sometimes
under the English and sometimes under the
rebel flag," says Secretary Well es, " these rovers, without a port of thei.}.· own which they
can enter, or to which they can send a single
prize for adjudication, have roamed the seas,
capturing and destroying the commercial ships
of a nation at peace with Great Britain and
France; but yet when these corsJrirs have needed
repairs or supplies, they have experienced no
difficulty in procuring them, because it had
been deemed expedient to recognize the rebels
as belligerents. Not one of the many vessels
captured by these rovers has ever been judicially condemned as a legal capture. Wan ton
destruction has b-:<3n the object and purpose of
the captors, who have burnt and destroyed the
property of their merchant victims."
During the first three months of 1863 the
Alabama and Florida cruised with impunity
m the West India waters, finding no difficulty,
when hard pressed, in taking refuge in neutral

ports, or within a marine league of the. shore
of a neutral Government, and meeting with
abundant sympathy from the local authorities
and the population. Fulfilling few of the obligations of armed cruisers, they yet demanded
and received all the favors accorded to nations
having open ports. The Federal war vessels,
on the other hand, were invariably subjected
to the rules of national law in their strictest
construction. The vigilance of the flying squadron under acting Rear Admiral Wilkes, which
was organized to protect American interests in
that quarter, and especially to guard the treasure ships in their transit to and from Aspinwall,
finally made the ne1ghborhood too hot for the
Alabama and Florida, and in April they steered
southward, and recommenced their work of
destruction off the coast of South America,
where many valuable prizes fell into their possession, which were ~ost invai:iably burned,
or bonded, the crews being despatched to the
nearest available port. In May the two privateers pro·ted company, the .A.lal5ama proceeding
to the Cape of Good Hope, while the Florida
sailed northward, and on July 8th ventured
within 60 miles of New York. .After remaining
several days in this dangerous neighborhood,
she repaired to Bermuda, and about the middle
of August turned up on the track of the Liverpool and New York packets. Then, after capturing a few prizes near the British Isles, she
put into Brest for repairs.
In the early part of August the Alabama,
accompanied by the Tuscaloosa, a captured merchantman, transformed into an armed tender,
arrived at Oapetown, where an enthusiastic
ovation awaited them. One of the first acts of
the privateersmen was to capture the American
ship Sea Bride, within a marine league of the
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land. The American' consul protested against
this proceeding, and also against the admission
of the Tuscaloosa, before legal condemnation,
into Simon's Bay, as a violation of the Queen's
proclamation of neutrality, but could obtain no
redress. Soon afterward the Georgia, which
ever since her equipment as a privateer had
sailed southward along the African coast, bt1rning and plundering on her way, also arrived at
Capetown.
Early in February, 1863, the Vanderbilt, one
of the largest and fastest steamers in the United
States Navy, was put into commission for special
service against privateers in the West India
waters, and ber commander was ordere~ should
he be satisfied that the Alabama and Florida
had left that locality, to proceed down the South
American coast to Rio J aneira; and thence to
the Cape of Good Hope. In derogation of these
orders, Admiral Wilkes, soon after the arrival
of the Vanderbilt in the West Indies, transferred
his flag to her and detained her in his possession
until the middle of June, many weeks after the
departlll'e southward of the privateers. The
latter, in consequence, were enabled to do immense damage to American commerce in the
Southern Atlantic, and the plans of the Navy
Department for their capture were frustrated.
The Vanderbilt finally reached Rio Janeiro in
the middle of July, and proceeding thence to
Capetown via St. Helena, arrived at the former
place in September. The rebels, however, were
by this time on the alert, and kept out of the
way of the Vanderbilt, which retm·ned to the
United States in the latter pm·t of the year, having accomplished nothing important dm-ing her
cruise. Subsequent to September the Alabama
proceeded to the East Indies, and took many
valuable prizes in that quarter, while the Georgia returned to France.
Em·ly in May the Florid~ while cruising in
the West Indies, oaptlli'ed the brig Olarence,
which was fitted out as a privateer and supplied with a crew, under command of Lieut.
Ohm·les W. Read, formerly a midshipman in
the U. S. navy. The Olm·ence immediate1y
steered northward, keeping near the Florida
and Oarolina cpasts, and taking several valuable prizes . on the way. On June 12th, when
within 30 miles of the capes of Virginia, she
captured the bm·k Tacony, to which vessel Lt.
Read trnnsferrecl his command. For the next
twelve days he pursued a career of uninterrupted succe s mnong the unsuspecting me1·chantmen and :Ii hing vessels which he encountered ; but a certaining that Union cruisers were
on his track, he burned the Tacony, to avoid
recognition, and on the 24th transferred his crew
and guns to the captured chooner Archer. He
then made for Portland harbor, with tho intention of burning two gunboats building there
and cutting out the revenue cutter Oaleb Gushing. At sunset he came to anchor near the entrance of the harbor, and soon after midnight,
the moon having then gone down, rowed direct
to the Cushing in two boats with muflied oars,

bom·ded the vessel, and having overpowered
the crew, started for sea. No sooner was the
Oushing missed from ·her anchorage than the
Forest Oity and Ohesapeake, two merchant
steamers, were manned with troops and armed
volunteers, and started in pursuit. A short
distance ·from the hm·bor they overhauled her,
and having no guns capable of coping with her
heavy armament, made prepm·ations to board,
perceiving which the rebels took to their boats,
after firing half a dozen shots at the steamers.
Soon after the Oushing blew up. The boats,
however, were captured, as also the Archer,
and the whole crew securely confined.
On December 17th the steamer Ohesapeake,
plying ~etween New York and Portland, was
seized on her passage to the latter place,
when about twenty miles northeast of Oape
Ood, by sixteen of her · passengers, who represented themselves as belonging to the Oonfederate States. The captain was put in irons,
one of the engineers killed and thrown overboard, and the first mate wounded. The crew
and passengers, with the exception of the first
engineeT, retained to manage the steamer, were
subsequently put ashore in a boat, and the
Ohesapeake sailed to the eastward. Upon the
reception of the news in the United States, a
fleet of cruisers started in pursuit, and on the
17th the Ohesapeake was captured by the Ella
and Anna, in Sambro harbor, Nova Scotia, and
with a portion of her crew, was carried to
Halifax and delivered to the authorities. The
prisoners were released by a mob, but the
Chesapeake was subsequently restored to her
American owners by an order of the chief
colonial tribunal.
Of the amount of damage inflicted by rebel
cruisers upon American commeTCe no complete
estimate has been made. ·while at Oapetown'
in September, Oaptai.n Semmes stated that the
total number of captures made by the Alabama
amounted to fifty-six vessels, which he supposed
would involve a direct loss of four million dollru·s, beside the loss of freight, the high rates of
insurance, and other embruTassmen1:s caused by
the danger of carrying goods in American bottoms. The captures of the Florida were estimated by her commander in September at seventy-two, and their total value at $15,000,000,
which i::i evidently exaggerated. Yet this is
but a small part of the loss then sustained by
American commerce, as will be seen by the following figures :
Vnlue under
American Ong.

Foreign carrying tmdo in 1S60.
Foreign cnrrying trade in l 62 .
Foreign ca,:ryin!futrade Jfrst two
quarters lll 18 .............

Vq1ue under
Foreign Once-

$284,000,000
150,000,000

$100,000,000
238,000,000

55,090,000

146,000,000

Of the extent to which the city of New York
has suffered, the following table, showing how
the cru-rying business, of which she once enjoyed
a lm·ge share, has been transferred to foreign
flags, is sufficiently indicative:
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Foreign trade of tlw p_01>t o.[ .Mn.o York, for the quarter North Atlantic Squadron, '72; South Atlantic
671,rl;i;ng Jwn,e 30tli.
Squadron, '76 ; Eastern Gulf Squadron, 39 ;

I

In American
veasels.

In foreign
vessels.

$85,197,101
27,401,225

$13,242,622
12,776,220

Total trade. • . . . . . . . . . . . $62,598,826
1868.
Value of goods imported...... $12,781,819
"
"
exported. . . . . . • 10,762,011

$80,918,851

1860.

Value of goods imported ..... .
"
" exported ..... ..

Total trade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$28,408,830

$30,139,557
85,760,296
$65,889,SflS

A part of this change is doubtless in consoquence of the active employment of so many
American ships for purposes connected with
the war; but, after making allowance for this
fact, a sufficient number of vessels could be
found for commercial purposes, were not shippers deterred by fear of capture from employing
them as carriers. The success of their truisers
already afloat, and the ease with which they
could be built and equipped in foreign countries,
prompted the Richmond Government to contract for others, and during the year the Alexandra, a fast steamer of the Alabama class, and
two iron-clad rams, the latter undertaken by
Laird, of Liverpool, pstensibly for the ·" Emperor of China," or the ." Viceroy of Egypt," were
under construction in England. The vigilance
of -the American minister and the consuls prevented the co·mpletion of these, and at the close
of the year they were temporarily in the possession of the British government, subject to
the decision of the courts. The Alexandra
case, after being carried to the House of Lords,
on appeal from the Court of Exchequer, was
decided against the Government, and iihe vessel
was restored to her owners.
· The growth of the Federal navy was very
rapid. The classes of vessels, and aggregate
armament and tonnage of the navy, including
all the vessels building, at the close of 1863,
were as follows :
No.or ·
veaaela.

No. or
guns.

Tonnage.

Iron-clad steamers, coast service . 46
Iron-clad steamers, inland service. 29
Sidewheel steamors... . . . ....... 208
Screw steamers.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198
Sailing vessels... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 112

150
152
1240
1:018
1,828

62,518
20,784
126,517
187,692
70,256

Total. .. .. , ..... ........... 588

4,448

467,967

During the year there were removed from
the navy by various casualties, 34 ves;;els, having an aggregate of 166 guns and 15,985 tons.
Of these twelve were captured by the enemy,
~hree were destroyed to prevent their falling
mto the hands of the enemy, four were sunk in
battle or by torpedoes, and fifteen were lost by
shipwreck, fire, and collision. In the last-named
category were the iron-clads Monitor and Weehawken, wliich foundered at sea in stormy
weather.
The fleet in active service at the close of
1863 comprised 384 vessels of all classes distributed as follows: Potomac Flotilla,' 19;

Western Gulf Squadron, 68 ; Mississippi Flotilla, 85 ; West India Squadron, 3 ; East India.
Squadron, 2 ; Mecliterranean Squaili·on, 1 ; Pacific Squaili·on, '7; special service, 6; miscellaneous, &c., 6.
The grades of the officers had been changed
by Congress, and n~w ones established. The
number of officers of the higher grades was as
follows :
Actlvo
list.

Rear-Admirals.. . .... .. .........
Do.
Acting. . . . . . . . . . .
Commodores....................
Captains. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .
Commanders. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Lieutenant-Commanders . . . . . . ..
Lieutenants . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

6
5
18
*86
t72
144
55

Reserved
!is,.

Retired.
list.

- - ---888

10

15

15
7
8

The number of seamen in service on July 1st,
1863, including those on the Mississippi Flotilla,
was about 34,000, and during the year enlistments averaged over 2,000 a month. In 1862
the average was 1,529 a month. The demand
was altogether in excess of the supply of trained
and experienced seamen, notwithstanding the
marked decrease in the shipping business which
the ravages of the Confederate privateers had
caused; and the men enlisted were, for the most
part, of the class known as landsmen, having
little or no knowledge of a seafaring life.
One cause for this deficiency was the operati.on of the Enrolment and Oonscription Act of
1863, which provided no exemption for sailors
or mariners, a class of men whom most nations
foster and cherish by special laws, and who
were formerly expressly exempted by act of
Oongress from militia duty. But the ohief cause
was to be found in the high bounties offereu for
enlistment into the army, under the influence
of which many sailor$, whose services would be
much more valuable afloat than on shore, were
induced to become soldiers.
Congress therefore authorized bounties to be
offered to sailors as well as soldiers, and measures also were ta.ken to transfer sailors who
had enlisted in the army into the naval service.
The result was to rapidly fill up the deficiencies
in the quota of seamen, ancl to fill the ·receiving
ships to overflowing. In the latter part of 1863
the practice was also introduced of putting on
shipboru·d rebel prisoners who had taken the
oath of allegiance to the United States, and
desired to enter the national service, but were
unwilling to subject themselves to the risk of
summru·y execution if recaptured while serving
in the Federal ru·my.
During 1863 six squaili·ons were maintained
by the Unitecl States Government along the
Atlantic seaboard, and in the Western waters,
viz. : 1. The North Atlantic Squaili·on, .Acting
Rear-Admiral S. P. Lee. 2. The South Atlantic
Squaili·on, Reru·-.Admiral S. F. Dupont, who was

* Beside one not recommended for promotion.
t Beside 18 not recommended for promotion.
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relieved, July 6th, by Rear-Admiral J. A.
Dahlgren. 3. The Eastern Gulf Squadron, Acting Rear-Adrnil:al T. Bailey. 4. The Western
Gulf Squadron, Rear-Admiral D. G. Farragut,
who was temporarily relieved in July by bis
second in command, Oommodore H. H. Bell.
5. The Mississippi Flotilla, Rear-Admiral D. D.
Porter. 6. The Potomac Flotilla, Oommodore
A. A. Harwood. There were also small squadrons on tlrn Pacific and East India stations, and
a number of vessels were employed in searching for rebel privateers and on other special
service.
The operations of the North Atlantic Squadron comprised chiefly blockade duties along
the coasts of Virginia and Nor.t h Oarolina.
So effective was the service that along the
entire station all intercomse with the enemy
was cut off, with the single exception of the
port of Wilmington, the closing of which was
difficult on account of its two inlets, thirty
miles apart, flanked by extensive batteries. A
few steamers from the Olyde and elsewhere, of
light dmught, succeeded, under cover of tbe
darkness, in eluding captme, but most even of
that description of vessels fell into the bands
of the blockaders, or were run on shore and
destroyed.
On January 14th the screw steam gunboat
Oolumbia, Lieutenant Joseph 0. Oouthouoy,
while cruistng between Federal Point and
Masonboro' inlet, was wrecked on the bar off
the latter place, and before assistance could be
procured from her consorts, was too much
1roken t,p by the sea to be got off. On the
r.fternoon of the 15th, tlie Penobscot anchored
nenr her, and by means of a surf-line succeeded
in rescuu1g about thfrty of the crew ; but a
heavy gale setting in at nightfall, she was
obliged to run to sea again. Early the next
morning several rebel shore- batteries opened
upon the Oolumbia, and later in the day the
Penobscot, Oumbric1ge, and Genesee approached her. The slU'f was too high, however, to
enable them to render any assistance to Lieut.
Oouthouoy, who, being helpless against the fire
of the enemy, was compelled, in the afternoon
to sll:!-'ender tho remaining officers and crew;
forty m number. He bad previously spiked
and thrown overboard bis guns drowned the
~owder in his magazines, and 'destroyed his
signals.
On tbe morning of March 14th an attack
was macle by the troops under Genel'al D. H.
Hill upon Fort Ander on, an unfinished earthwork on the left bank of the N ense opposite
Newbern, which was garrisoned by a single
regiment of vohmteers. The fort had no 0o-uns
mounted, and tho troops in Newbern were unable to render a sist:mce. The gtmboats Htmchback and IIeitzel, however, as isted by tbe Shawsheen and some smaller ve sels, came promptly
to the rescue, and by a well-directed fire si!anced
tJ1e enemy's artillery, consisting of fourteen
pieces, and by compelling the retreat of Hill
saved tbe fort. A nine-inch shell from tbe

Reitzel dismotmted and broke a Parrott gun,
and killed and wounded a number of rebels.
The enemy were followed and harassed in their
retreat up the Neuse River by several lightdraught vessels.
During the attack on Suffolk, Virginia, in the
latter half of April, the small fleet of United
States gunboats on the N ansemond took a
distinguished part. On the 14th the Mount
Washington, Stepping 'Stones, and Oommodore
Barney, the first named being at the time disabled, succeeded, with put slight loss, in silencing a formidable battery; and on the 19th Lieut.
R. H. Lamson, with the Stepping Stones, .aided
the land forces tmder Gen. Getty in capturing
a battery of five guns, manned by one htmdred
and sixty-one men.
·
In June and July a number of small gunboats
cooperated in the expeditions up the York,
Pamunkey, and :Matta.pony Rivers tmdertaken
for the purpose of occupying West Point and
threatening Richmond. There were also during
the year joint army and navy expeditions,
chiefly in the natme of reconnoissances, up the
James, Pianka.tank, Ware, and other rivers of
Virginia, and among the inlets between the
. York and the Rappahannock, most of which
were attended by substantial successes. Similar operations were conducted at various times
along the shallow sounds and inlets of North
Oarolina, and in the Roanoke and Ohowan
Rivers.
During the latter half of the year-, and particularly after the harbor of Ohru.-leston had
been rendered inaccessible to blockade runners,
Wilmington became the chief port of resort on
the Atlantic coast fo1·.vessels of this class. The
addition to the blockading fleet of sevei·al swift
steamers, newly built at the national yards, or
captured, greatly increased the risk of entering
Oape Fear River, by either inlet, and, in consequence, many valuable prizes were takeI), and
nearly as many vessels were driven ashore and
destroyed.
On July 12th the Penobscot, Lieut.-Oom.
De Haven, succeeded, after a short chase,
in driving the iron steamer Kate ashore on
Smith's Island, where she was immediately
deserted by her officers and crew. A boat
was sent in to get her off, but, as the tide was
falling, tJris was found impossible, and arrangements were made to burn her, should the attempt to float her off at high water prove ineffectual. At noon a battery was brought to
the beach by the rebels, the fire from which
drove out the party from the Penobscot.
Under these circumstances, the Kate was ordererl to be set on fire by shells, and was rendered, as was supposed, totally unserviceable,
together with her cargo. Upon the departure
of the Penobscot the enemy immediately
stripped the Kate, and on the night of the
31st succeeded in floating her off, the damage
to her hull proving to be slight. On the
morning of August 1st she was discovered on
her way to Fort Fisher, on Federal Point, the
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northern side of New Inlet, towed by a number
of small boats, and the Mount Vernon,
James Adger, and Iroquois at once bore
toward the shore to cut her out. The enemy
abandoned her at the approach of the blockading vessels, and, the Mount Vernon running
alongside, in the midst of a severe fire from
the rebel batteries at New Inlet and Zuk's
Island, fastened a hawser to her port bow and
by great exertions towed her out of the range
of the fire. The Kate proved to be a new
steamer, very fast, and built entirely of iron.
Her machinery had been removed, but her hull
was scarcely injured.
At daylight, on Aug. 18th, the steamer Hebe
attempted to run into Wilmington by the New
Inlet entrance; but being intercepted by the
Niphon, she headed for the shore, a few miles
above Fort Fisher, and her crew escaped in
boats. As it was blowing too hard to get her
off, a boarding party was sent from the Niphon
to destroy her. Two Whitworth guns soon
after opened fire from the beach upon the ship,
which was found to be hard aground in 7 feet
of water. The boat from the Niphon having
been swamped almost as soon as she reached
the Hebe, and the violence of the gale preventing the blockading vessels from sending effective assistance, nearly the whole boarding party
was compelled to wade ashore and surrender
to a force of Oonfederate cavalry and riflemen
which had meanwhile arrived. The Hebe was
then set on fire by shells from the Shokokon,
and burned to the water's edge. The enemy,
however, succeeded during the next few days
in discharging a portion of the cargo in a damaged state ; whereupon the Minnesota, running
up to within 600 yards of the wreck, drove the
rebels from their battery and completed the
destruction of the hull and machinery. A party
then landed ancl brought off the two Whitworth
guns.
The most serious disaster of the ye!l,r on this
station was the loss of the ironclad, Monitor,
Oomniande1· Bankhead, the celebrated pioneer
vessel of her class, which foundered at sea in a
gale, south of Oape Hatteras, on the night of
Dec. 30th, 1862. The Monitor left Hampton
Roads in tow of the side wheel steamer Rhode
Island, on the 29th, the weather being then
pleasant, and until 7 P. M . of the 30th, the
voyage was u{lattended by any special incident.
At that hour the wind, previously light, hauled
round to the southward, gradually increasing
in violence until midnight, with a heavy sea.
As the swell increased the Monitor began to
tow badly, and the bilge pumps, which during
the clay Jiau kept her free from water, were no
longer available. At 8 P. M. she labored
h~avily, the seas completely submerging the
pilot house, aud washing over and into the turret,- and at times into the blower pipes. It was
observed that when she rose to the swell, the
fiat under surface of the projecting armor
would come down with great force, causing a
considerable shock to the vessel and turret, and
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thereby loosening the packing around its base.
The Rhode Island was several times signalized
to stop, with a view of ascertaining whether
the Monitor would ride easier, but she immediately fell off into the trough of the sea, and
the water in her hold continued to gain steadily.
The centrifugal pump was then started, and
notwithstanding it worked well, the water had
by 10½ P . M. risen several inches above the
level of the engine room floor. Signals of illstress were now made to the Rhode Island,
which despatched two boats to the assistance
of the Monitor, and at considerable risk the
steamers came alongside of each other. While
getting the men into the boats (a very hazardous operation, in consequence of the heavy seas
breaking entirely over the deck of the Monitor),
the sharp bow of the ironclad came into such
dangerous proximity to the Rhode Island,
that the latter was obliged to steam ahead, to
avoid being stove near her water line. During
the absence of the boats the rapidly rising
water put out ,the fires in the Monitor, and her
engines having stopped, she rolled into tlie
trough. By letting go her anchor her bead
was again brought to the sea and the remaining crew and officers were taken off, except a
few who, stupefied by fear, refused to leave the
ship and went down with her. Several men
had previously been washed overboard and
drowned. At about 1 A. M. of the 31st, she
disappeared. One of the boats from the Rhode
IslQ!l.d employed in the last trip from that
vessel did not return, and was supposed to
have been swamped. It was howeve1· picked up on the morning of the 31st, by the
schooner A. Colby, and the crew were safely
landed at Beaufort. The total casualties of ihe
Monitor were four officers and twelve men
missing.
"I am firmly of the opinion," says Oommander Bap.khead, in his official report of the
disaster, '' that the Monitor must have sprung
a leak somewhere in the forward part, where
the hull joins on to the armor, and that it was
caused by the heavy shocks received as she
came down upon the sea. The bilge pumps
alone until 7 P. M. had easily kept her free, and
when we find that all her pumps a sh0rt time
after, with a minimum capacity of 2,000 gallons
per minute, :qot only failed to diminish the
water, but, on the contrary, made no perceptible change in its gradual increase, we mtist come
to the conclusion that there are, at least, good
grounds for my opinion."
On the morning of June 24th, the blockader
Sumter, while cruising off Smith's Island in a
dense fog, came into collision with the transport General Meigs, from the effects of which
she soon after sunk, being very rotten. The
officers and crew got off in boats, and were
taken on board the schooner Jamestown, but
everything else in the ship went down with
her.
The field of operations embraced by the South
Atlantic squadron, although unchanged, com
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prised the coasts of South Oarolina and Georgia
and the northeast coast of Florida, and at the
commencement of the year the greater part of
the squadron was engaged in the blockade of
Oharleston, or stationed at Port Royal. Early
in January the first instalment of ironclads destined to operate against Ohro·leston arrived, and
with a view of testing the efficiency of this
class of vessels, Admiral Dupont ordered Oommruider Worden, with the Montauk, to enter
Ossabaw Sound and attempt the capture of
Fort McAllister, at Genesis Point, on the Great
Ogeechee river, under cover of which was
lying the steamer Nashville, recently fitted by
the enemy for a privateer, and which was waiting to run the blockade. On the morning of
January 27th, the Montauk, supported by several small gunboats, opened fire upon the fort,
which proved to be a formidable casemated
earth work with bomb proofs, and mounting
nine guns. The enemy's practice was excellent, but under the fire of the Montauk's 15
an.d 11-inch guns their fire slackened. Owing
to obstructions in the river, the Montauk was
unable to advance within effective range, and
having expended her shel1s she retired. She
was struck thirteen times but received no injury.
Early on the morning of January 29th the
iron propeller Princess Royal, four days out
from Bermuda, attempted to run past the blockading fleet into Oharleston. The U. S. gunb'oat
Unadilla, Lieut. Quackenbush, apprised of her
approach by a blue light from the schooner
.Blunt, slipped her cable and stood in shore,
firing a couple of shots at t,he Princess Royal.
The latter was then run ashore and abandoned
by her captain, supercargo, pilot, and some of
the petty officers. A boat's crew from the
Unadilla at once took possession of the prize,
which several hours later, with assistance from
oth er vessels of the blockading fleet, was got
off without sustaining any injury. Her cargo
proved to be one of the most valuable taken in
the course of the war, consisting of two complete engines of great power, intended for ironclads, beside rifled guns, arms, ammunition,
medicines, and a variety of miscellaneous articles. The Princess Royal was two days later
taken to Port Royal and subsequently sent to
·
Philadelphia for adjudication.
The loss of the Princess Royal was a severe
blow to the enemy, who, ascertaining on the
next day that she was still lying at anchor off
Oharleston harbor, organized a daring scheme
to recover possession of her, and at the same
time to inflict as much damage as possible upon
the blockading squadron. Accordingly at 4
A, M. of the 31st the iron-clad steam rams
Palmetto State, Lieut. Rutledge, and Chicora,
Oommander Tucker, in the former of which
was Flag officer D. N. Ingraham, commanding
the station, ran out from Oharliston oy the
main ship channel, 1.md aided by a thick haze
commenced an onslaught on the blockaders.
The latter at that time consisted of the steam-

Gl'S Housatonic, Merceditu, Ottawa, Unadilla,
Keystone State, Quaker City, Memphis, Augusta, Stettin, and Flag, beside the pilot boat
Blunt, and some smaller vessels. Most of these
were of the light class of purchased vessels,
the ironclads and two of the heaviest men-ofwar, the Powhatan and Canandaigua, being at
Port Royal coaling or repairing. The Mercedita, Captain Stellwagen, was the first vessel
attacked, and waA almost immediately rendered
helpless by a 7-inch shell from the Palmetto
State, which, entering her starboro·d side, exploded in ·the port boiler, blowing a hole in its
exit from four to :five feet square, and killing
and wounding several men. So suddenly had
the ram come upon her in the haze, that it was
impossible to bring any of her guns to bear,
and further r esistance being useless, Oaptain
Stellwagen, in reply to a demand for surrender,
announced that he was in a sinking state. An
officer from the Mercedita was immediately
sent on board the ram and tendered the surrender of the officers and crew, who were
paroled.
Th.e Palmetto State, leaving the Mercedita to
her :fute, then made for the Keystone State,
Commander Le Roy, which was also at the
same time assailed by the Chicora. The Keystone Stattl returned their fire vigorously, but
having been set on fire in her forehold by the
explosion of a shell, was obliged to keep off
for a few minutes until the flames could be got
under. Oommander Le Roy then· turned his
ship and with a full head of steam bore down
upon the nearest ram at a speed of twelve
knots, intending to sink her. He also trained
his guns for a plunging fire at the moment of
col1ision; but before this could occur a shot
passed through both steam chests of the Keystone State, rendering her powerless. Ten
rifle shells also struck her, mostly in the hull,
near or below the water line, and about the
same time the fae in her · forehold burst out
again, and the engineers reported the ship taking in water rapidly. Commander Le Roy
accordingly battled clown l1is flag, but finding
that the enemy were still :firing upon him, be
directed the colors to be rehoisted and the fire
to be resumed from the after battery. At this
·moment the Augusta, Memphis, and Quaker Oity
came up, and by diverting the attention of the
rams, enabled the Keystone State to get out of
the range of the :fire. Subsequently she was
taken in tow by the Memphis and reached Port
Royal in a very crippled state, about one fourth
of her crew being killed and wounded. The
Mercedita also arrived there on the same evening without assistance, having succeeded in
temporarily stopping the hole in her side and
in getting up steam in her uninjured boiler.
Meanwhile the rams carried on a sort of
running combat with several of the blockading
fleet, which, having no guns capable of making
an impression on ironclads, kept pruden~ly
aloof. Upon the approach of the Housatomc,
the only heavy man-of-war then on the station,
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Flag-officer Ingraham deemed it prudent to retire, and at about 7½ A. M. both rams took
refuge in the swash channel, and snb3equently
anchored in sho!!l water near the shore, to the
eastward of F ort Moultrie. They remained
here until 5 P. i\<L, attended by several small
steamers, and then disappeared behind Fort
Moultrie. One of them, while returning into
the harbor, had her pilot house carried-away
by a shot frotn the Housatonic. During this
attack the Princess Royal, which was the
principal object of contest on both sides, lay
quietly at her anchorage. After the retreat
of the rams she got to sea, and arrived safely
at Port Royal.
The raid had failed of its object, and beyond
the temporary disabling of two vessels of the
blockading squadron, no practical advantage
had been gained by ,the enemy. But ,as the
latter maintained t elegraphic communication
with Richmond, and could send north their
own statements of the occurrence several days
in ad vauce of despatches from the fleet, it was
<l.etermined to forestall the Union accounts,
and, if possible, induce foreign powers to believe that the fleet before Oharleston had been
dispersed and the blockade raised. Accordingly the Richmond papers of the 2d of February -published despatches from Ohnrleston
announcing as the result of the naval engagement of Jan. 31st, two U. S. vessels sunk, four
set on fire, and the remainder driven away.
The following "official proclamation" was also
,
given:
HEADQUARTERS LAND AND NAVAL FORCES,}
CHARLESTON ,
J (JJ11111,ary 81st, 1868.

s. c.,

At about five o'clock this morning the Confederate
States naval forc e on this station attacked the United
States blockading fl eet off the harbor of the city of
Charleston, and sank, dispersed, and then drove out
of sight for a time the entire hostile fleet; therefore
we, the undersigned commanders respectively of the
Confederate States naval and land forces in this quarter, do hereby form nlly declare the blockade by the
United States of the said port of Charleston, S. C., to
be raised by a superior force of th!l Confederate States,
from and afte1· this 31st da_y of January, A. n. 1863.
[Signed]
G. T. BEAUREGARD, Gen'l Com'g.
D. N. INGRAHAM:, Fl~g;-officer,
Commanding .Naval Forces.
[Official] THos. J onnAN, Chief of Staff.

"Yesterday evening (Jan. 31st)," said another despatch, " Beauregard placed a steamer
at the disposal of the foi:eign consuls to see for
themselves that no blockade existed. The
French and Spanish consuls, accompanied by
Gen. Ripley, accepted the invitation. The
British consul with the commander of the
British war steamer Petrel, had previously
gone five miles beyond the usual anchorage
of the blockaders, and could see nothing of
them with glasses. Late in the evening four
blockaders reappeared, but keeping . far out.
This evening a larger number of blockaders are
in sight, but keep steam up, evidently ready to
run." And it was subsequently announced
that the consuls held a meeting on the night
after the above proclamation was issued, and
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decided unanimously that the blockade had
been legally raised.
The publication of these despatches caused
considerable uneasiness at the North. It was
not d_oubted indeed that despatches from Admiral Dupont would put an entirely different
face upon the matter, but apprehensions were
entertained in some quarters that statements
of this kind going abroad, uncontradicted by
other evidence, might be only too readily
seized upon by nnfriendly powers as a pretext
for insisting that the blockade bad been raised,
and that having been once r aised, it could not
be declared renewed without formal notice
from the United States authorities. These
fears, however, proved groundless. Foreign
journals or governments declined to be influenced by ex-pcvrte statements, and despatches
from the blockading fleet showed that nothing
approaching a raising of the blockade had been
effected.
For the purpose of fortifying his own statements, Admiral Dupont subsequently sent an
official r efutation of the Beauregard and lngrallam proclamation, and the rebel despatches,
dated Feb. 10th, and signed by nearly all the
commanding officers of vessels that were lying
off Oharleston harbor on the morning of Jan.
31st. "We deem it our duty," they observe,
" to state .that the so-called results are false in
every particular-no vessels were sunk, none
were set on fire seriously. * * * So hasty
was the retreat of the rams that, although they
might have perceived that the Keystone State
had received serious damage, no attempt was
ever made to approach her. The Stettin ancl
Ottawa, at the extreme end of the line, did not
get under way from their position till after the
firing had ceased, and the Stettin merely saw
the black smoke as the rams disappeared over
the bar. The rams withdrew hastily toward
the h arbor, and on their way were ·fired at by
the Housatonic and Augusta until both had
got beyond reach of their guns. They anchored
under the protection of their forts and remained
there. No vessel, iron-clad or other, passed
out over the bar after the return of the rams
in shore. The Unadilla was nol_aware of the
attack until the Housatonic coilIDl.en9ed firing,
when she moved out toward that vessel from
her anchorage. The Housatonic was never
beyond the usual line of the blockade." They
also state that no vessel ran in or out of the
port duriog the day, and that no attempt was
made to run the blockade, and conclude as follows : " We do not hesitate to state that no
vessel came out beyond the bar after the return of the rams, at between 7 and 8 .A. M., to
the cover of the forts. We believe the statement that any vessel came anywhere near the
usual anchorage of any of the blo.ckaders, or
up to the bar, after the withdrawal of the rams,
to be deliberately and knowingly false. If the
statement from the papers, as now before us,
has the sanction of the captain of the P etrel
and the foreign consuls, we can only deplore

•
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that foreign officers can lend their official positions to the spreading before the world, for
unworthy objects, untruths patent to every
officer of this squadron.,, Previous to the
preparation of this paper the blockading fleet
before Charleston had been strengthened by
the New Ironsides, Powhattan, and Canandaigua.
On January 30th, the gunboat Isaac Smith,
Lieutenant Conover, while engaged in reconn~itring the Stano river, was obliged to surrender
to a rebel land force. She had passed some
miles beyond Legareville, as she had been in
the habit of doing for weeks previous, and was
on her way back, when three shore batteries,
previously concealed, opened a concentrated
fire upon her from heavy rifled guns. Lieut.
Conover replied with vigor, and endeavored to
steam down past the batteries, but a shot in
the Smith's steam chimney effectually stopped
the engine, and with no wind, little tide, and
boats riddled with shot, she was left at the
mercy of the enemy. ResistanQe appearing
useless, the ship was surrendered, after 24 men
bad been killed and wounded,. It subsequently
appeared thnt, from information communicated
by a deserter, the enemy had planned the ambuscade by which tne Smith was captlll'ed, and
had aimed. at her boiler and machinery, which
were very much exposed.
On the morning of Feb. 1st, the Montauk
again engaged Fort McAllister, at a distance of
about 1,400 yards, the water being too shoal to
permit her to approach nearer. Some injury
was done to the parapets of the fort, and the
Montauk was hit 46 times, but without receiving material damage. For eight months previous the privateer Nashville had been lying
under the protection of the fort, watching an
opportunity to run the blockade; and to prevent any attempt by the gunboats to cut her
out, the river had been staked and a line of
torpedoes laid across the channel. She had
been frequently observed close under th e fort,
ready to make a dash if the opportunity offered,
or quietly waiting for an ironclad to tow her
to sea. On the morning of the 2'7th, a recounoissanoe discovered the Nashville aground,
and Comman~r Wordeu seized the opportunity
to bring the M.ontauk close up to the obstructions in the river, and commence a bombardment upon he1: In less than 20 minutes the
Nashville was in flames from exploding shells,
and half an hour later her magazine blew up
with terrific violence, leaving not a vestiO'e of
the vessel in sight. The Montauk was stt·uck
:five times by shots from Fort McAllister and
while she was dropping down beyond the 1'.ange
of the enemy's guns a torpedo exploded under
her, inflicting a slight amount of injury.
By this time several additional ironclads had
arrived at Port Royal, and for the purpose of
subjecting their various mechanical appliances
to the foll test of active service, before entering upon more important operations, Admiral
Dupont ordered them to make a concentrated

attack on Fort McAllister. This took place on
March 3d, the Passaic, Capt. Drayton, the
Patapsoq, Commander Ammen, and the Nab ant, Commander Downes, participating, under
the command of Capt. Drayton. The Passaic,
by skilful pilotage, was b1·ought up to within
about 1,000 yards of .the fort, and for eight
hours withstood its chief fire, retiring only
when her ammunition was expended. Few
of her shots failed to strike above the parapet
of the fort; but beyond disfiguring the face of
the work they effected no fajury which a
night's work would not repair; and, in the
opinion of Oapt. Drayton, the fort could "not
be made untenable by any number of ironclads which the shallow water and narrow
space would permit to be brought in position
against it,,, The Passaic was struck.34 times
in all, 9 shots being against her side armor, i3
against her deck, 5 against her turret, and 2
against her pilot house. In all these parts of
the vessel the bolts were more or less started
by the violence of the concussion; and indentations, varying from half an inch to 2 inches,
were made in the armor. .. AW-inch mortar
shell, loaded with sand, fell on the deck over
the bread room, crushing in the planking, and
would have gone through, hacl it not struck on
a beam. "Had it been loaded with powd~r instead of sand," said Capt. Drayton, " it might
have set the vessel on :fire. This certainly does
not say much for the strength of the deck, the
injury to which has been so much niore serious
than to that of the Montauk, that I must attribute it to a worse class of iron, unless heavier
guns have been mounted since the attack made
by Commander Worden." Everything. about
the guns 9.nd carriages was reported to have
worked well, except that the concussion of the
15-inch gun broke all the bolts holding the
side of the box to the turret. The Patapsco and
Nahant were unable to approach so near the
fort as the Passaic, and received but a slight
:fire from the enemy, who direqted their efforts
chiefly against the latter. The Patapsco was
struck but once, and the Nahant not at all.
Satisfied with the experiment (for such the engagement had been on the part of the ironclads). Capt. Drayton immediately retlU'ned to
Port Royal, where the Passaic, a.nd also the
Montauk, underwent repairs.
By the cornmenoem~nt of April, the preparations, whioh for many months previous had been
making for a combined attack by the ironnlads
upon the fortifications of Charleston harbor,
were completed, and on the morning of the 6th
the whole fleet crossed the bar, with the intention of reducing Fort Sumter on the same day,
and thence proceeding up to the city. But the
weather becoming so hazy as to prevent the
pilots from seeing the ranges, the attack was
deferred until the next day, and the fleet anchored about five miles from Fort Sumter. .At
noon, on -the '7th, this being the earliest hour
at which, owing to the state of the tide, the
pilots would consent to move, signal was given
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by Admiral Dupont from his flag-ship, the New
Ironsides, for the vessels to weigh anchor. According to the plan of attack the vessels were
to form in the following order ahead, at intervals of one cable's length: 1. Weehawken,
Capt. John Rogers; 2. Passaic, Capt. Percival
Drayton; 3. Montauk, Commander John L.
Worden; 4. Patapsco, Commander Daniel Ammen; 5. New Ironsides, Commodore Thomas
Turner; 6. Catskill, Commander George W.
Rodgers; 7. Nantucket, Commander Donald
McN. Fairfax; 8. Nahant, Commander John
Downes; 9. Keokuk, Lieut. Commander Alexander 0. Rhind. The squadron was then to
pass up the main ship channel without returning the fire of the batteries· on Morris Island,
unless signalized to do so, and w:as to take up a
position to the northward and westward of
Fort Sumter, and engage itsnorthwe&J;face at a
distance offrom 1,000 to 800 yards. A squadron
of reserve, consisting of the Canandaigua, Unadilla, Housatonic, Wissahickon, and Huron, under the command of Capt. Joseph H. Green, of
the Canandaigua, was oL·dered to remain outside the bar, and be in readiness to support the
ironclads, when.they should attack the batteries
on Morris Island, which would be subsequent
to the reduction of Fort Sumter.
·
The chief works erected by the enemy for the
defence of Charleston may be thus briefly described: On the upper or north .end of Sullivan's Island a powerful sand battery guarding
Maffit's Channel; another large sand battery,
called Fort Beauregard, between this and the
Moultrie House; Fort Moultrie, which had
been greatly strengthened since the commencement of the war; Fort Sumter, built upon an
artificial island in the middle of th'13 channel,
near the entrance of the inner harbor, and about
1½miles west of Fort Moultrie; Battery Bee, adjoining Fort Moultrie, on the western extremity
of Sullivan's Island; the Mount Pleasant battery on the mainland between Sullivan's Island and Cooper river ; Castle Pinckney, built
on an island about a mile distant from Charleston; all, with the except-ion of Sumter, being
on the right or northerly side of the harbor.
On the other side of the harbor, in the immediate vicinity of the city, was the Wappoo battery on James Island, commanding the embouchure of Ashley river; next to which was
Fort Johnson, and between it and Castle Pinckney, Fort Ripley, a work erected on an artificial island in what is known as the ct Middle
Ground." On Oumming's Point, Morris Island, opposite Fort Monltrie, was Battery Gregg,
and a mile south of this Fort Wagner, an extensive sand battery of the most powerful construction. Finally, at Light House Inlet, which
divides Morris Island from Folly Island, was
another fortification covering the landing at
that place. Within a few days of the attack
the enemy also erected a new sand work between the two last mentioned. The number of
guns mounted on· these works was estimated
at several hundred, comprising the heaviest
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smooth-bore ordnance, and many rifled pieces
of English manufacture ; and as an additional
means of protection, the channel between Fort
Sumter and Sullivan's Island was obstructed by
rows of floating casks supporting torpedoes and
other submarine obstacles, and in that between
Sumter and Cumming's Point were no less than
four rows of piles extending nearly up to
Charlesto !l.
At half past twelve the fleet began to move,
the Weehawken, the leading ship, having a
pioneer raft attached to her bows for the purpose of exploding torpedoes and clearing away
obstructions. Almost immediatelv her raft becam~ deranged, and nearly an hour was consumed in putting it in position. At half past
one the vessels were again under way and
moved slowly up toward Fort Sulllter, passing
the works on Morris I sland, which held an
ominous silence. They then steered toward the
entrance of the inner harbor, intending to pass
between Fort Sumter and Sullivan's Island, and
shortly before 8 o'clock came within effective
range of these positions. At 2.50 P.M. the guns
of Fort Moultrie opened upon the Weehawken,
followed shortly after by all the batteries on
Snllivan's Island and Morris Island, and by Fort
Sumter. The remainder of the squadron followed steadily in the wake of the leading ship,
which, however, upon reaching the entrance
of the channel between SumteL· and Sullivan's
Island, encountered obstructions of so formidable a nature, that Capt. Rodgers considered
it impossible to pass through them. Ile accordingly turned his ship to gain a. better position
for attack, and his movements being followed
by the vessels immediately behind him, the
line, in consequence of the narrowness of the
channel, aud the force of the tide, was thrown
into some confusion. The New Ironsides, in
attempting to turn, was caught iu the tideway,
refused to obey her rudder, and became in a
degree unmanageable; while, to add to the
complication, the Catskill and Nantucket,
which kept in her wake, fell foul of her, n.nd
for fifteen minutes the three vessels were in a
dead lock. on· this occasion, and once subsequently, the Ironsides was obliged to come to
anchor to avoid drifting ashore, in-which case
she would inevitably have been lost.
Nothing now remained but for the admiral to
make signal to the fleet to disregard the movemen ts of the flag-ship, and take up such positions as might seem most available. This was
at once done, and shortly before 4 o'clock the
remaining eight vessels were ranged opposite
the northeast front of Sumter, at distances varying from 550 to 800 yards. The enemy during
this time had not been idle, and from Forts
Beauregard, Moultrie, and Sumter, Battery Bee
and Fort Wagner, the concentrated fire of 300
guns was poured upon the devoted fleet, exceeding probably in rapidity and power any
cannonade previously known in warfare. To
this the eight il'onclads could oppose but 16
guns. During the climax of the fire 160 shots
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were counted in a single minute,· and officers' which,.however, she was unable to discharge
described the projectiles as striking· their ves- but a single broadside.
.
At4.30 P. M. Admiral Dupont observing signs
sels sometimes as rapidly us the ticking of a
watch. It is estimated that from first to last of distress on the part of several of his ships,
the enemy .fired not ·1ess than 3,500 r_ounds of made signal to withdraw from action, intendammunition.
ing to resume the attack the next morning.
Placed in the focus of this tremendous fire, the The reports, however, which the different comironclads fought at a disadvantage which ren- manders made on that evening respecting the
dered their offensive power of little effect. The injuries to their :vessels, the charac_ter of the
confined space in which they were obliged to obst1uctions in the inner harbor, and the nummai;i.amvre called for unusual vigilance on the ber and. weight of the enemy's guns, convinced
part of their commanders in avoiding collisions, him of the "utter impracticability of taking
as also in keeping clear of the floating obstruc- the city of Charleston with ~he force under his
tions and submerged batteries against which command." During the forty-five minutes that
the tide was constantly bearing them. The the fleet had been under the hottest concentradense clouds of smoke which hung over the ted fire of the enemy; one vessel had been
water proved an additional source of embarrass- wholly, and four partially disabled, and in the
• ment. They, nevertheless, entered resolutely opinion of the admiral another half hour would
upon the work before them, and directed their have sufficed to put the remainder li01·s de comprincipal attack against Fort Sumter. Upon bat. To compensate for these damages, nothreceiving the order to disregard the movements ing had been effected by the ironclads beyond
of ti-1e flag-ship, Lieu.t Commander Rhind gal- some injuries to the east wall of Fort Sumter
lantly ran his vessel, the Keokuk, up through - a r esult which confirmed the admiral in bis
the, others to within 550 feet of the fort, where opinion that the opposing forces were too unshe became a special target for · the enemy. equal to justify him in renewing the contest. ·
During the short period that she was able to The nine ships of the iquadron had been able
r etain this position; she was struck 90 'times to fire but one hundred and thirty-nine shots
in the hull and turrets, 19 shots piercing her against Fort Sumter in reply to the thousands
at and below the water line, and others enter- of shells, solid shot, and steel pointed bolts
ing her turret. The vessel was in fact so com- hurled against them from·six or seven different
pletely riddled, that h er commander, fearing forts; and there was good reason to suppose
she could not much longer be kept afloat, with- that even had Sumter been silenced, the obdre,t from action at the end of half an hour, structions beyond would have been impassable,
and succeeded in getting her to anchor out and the fire from the forts have sunk every
of range of fire. She was kept afloat during vessel att!>mpting to go up the harbor. This
the night by means of her pumps, but sank opinion, however, was not shared by all. Unthe next morning. The Keokuk was only able der these circumstances Admiral Dupont not
to fire three times during the engagement, one only determined not to renew the fight, but to
of her guns having been almost immediately recross the bar and return with the ironclads
disabled, and the other rendered unavailable to Port Royal ; being prompted to the latter
by casu.alties"to the crew. She differed in con- course partly by the necessity of making restruction and strength from the other iron- pairs, and partly by his belief that the anchorclads of the squadron, and her side and turret age inside or outside _the bar was unsafe for.
armor -of an average thickness of 5½ inches, vessels.of the Monitor class. On the 12th the
proved entirely insufficient to -withstand the whole fleet, with the exception of the New
terrible fire to which she had been subjected.
Ironsides, which anchored outside Charleston
The remaining vessels~ though suffering rio bar, returned to Port Royal.
calamity ·comparable in extent with that of the
The casualties of the fleet were remarkably
Keokuk, were more or less damaged by the few, considering the :fierceness of the enemy'11
fire from the forts. -The Nahant had her tur- fire, and resulted in almoiit every case from
ret so jammed as effectually to prevent its turn- flying bolts and concussions within the turrets.
ing, and the pilot house became nea,i·ly unten- . But one man died of injuries received, and
able in consequence of flying bolts and nuts. about twenty-five were wounl:led, principally
The Passaic was unable to use her 11-inch on the Keokuk and Nahant. In some of the
gun- after the fourth fire, and bad her turret vessels no casualities whatever were reported.
temporarily jammed. The Patapsco lost the The Passaic was struck 35 times, the Nahant,
use of her rifle gun after the fifth :fire, owing to 36 times, the Patapsco, 4'7 times, the Nantuckthe carrying away of her forward cap square et, 51 times, the Montank, 14 times, a:nd the
bolts; and the Nantucket had her 15-inoh gun Catskill, 20 times. Many of the shots made •
permanently disabled after the third fire. The but slight indentations in the turrets and side
Weehawken, Montauk, !J,nd Catskill were ob- armor, but in every ship repairs of greater or
structed .in the use of their guns only by the less eixtent were considered necessary. The
obstacles to navigation above mentioned. The Ironsides escaped with comparatively little i;nN ew Ironsides never got nearer than within jury, having during the whole engagement
1,000 yards of the enemy's fire, and directed been out of range of the severest fire. The
her chief attention to Fort Moultrie, against capabilities of the ironclads in contests of tlr'.JS
29
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• nature were proved. In explanation, of his
failure to renew the attack, Admiral Dupont
wrote as follows to the Navy Department, on
the 15th:
Any attempt to pass through the obstructions I
have referred to, would have entangled the vessels
and held them under the most severe fire of heav7.
ordnance that has ever been delivered; and while 1t
is barely possible that some vessels might have forced
their w·ay through, it would only h9:ve been .to be
again impeded by fresh and more formidable ?bstr1!-ctions, and to encounter other powerful batteries, _with
which the whole harbor of Charleston has been lined.
I bad hoped that the endurance of the iron-clads
would have euabled ·them to have borne auy weight
of fire to·which they might have been exposed·; but
when I found that so large a portion of them were
wholly or one-half disabled, by less than an hour's
engagement, before attempting to overcome the obstructions, or testing the power of the torpedoes, I
was convinced that persistence in the attack would
only result in the l?ss of ~he greater portion ?f ~he
iron-clad fleet, and m leavmg many of them ms1de
the harbor, to fall into the hands of the enemy. The
slowness of our fire, and our inability to occupy any
baitery that we might silence, or to prevent its being
restored under cover of the night, were difficulties
of the gravest character· and until the outer forts
should have been taken, the army could not enter the
harbor or afford me any assistance.

On ·the 13th the President despatched the
following telegram to Admiral Dupont :
Hold your position insid~ the bar nea~ Charleston_;
or, if you shall have left 1t, return to 1t and_.hold 1t
until further orders. Do not allow the .e nemy to
erect new batteries or defences on Morris Island. If
he has begun it, drive him out. I \l.O not her.ein
order you to renew the general atte:ck. That is to
depend on your own discretion or a further order.
A. LINCOLN.

•

.
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And by another order, dated on the succeeding day, he directed him, should he not succeed in taking the batteries on Morr.is Island
or Sullivan's Island, to continue the demonstration for a time, and to make "the attempt a
real one, though not a desperate one, if it affords any considerable chance of success." In
reply, Admiral Dupont said that he sho;uld use
every exertion to push forward the repairs of
the iron-clads, and get them inside the bar.
"I think it my duty, however," he observed,
"to state to the department that this will be
attended with great risk to these vessels from
the gales which prevail at this season, and
frotn the continuous fire of the enemy's batteries." He urged various objections to a further
employment of them against the works on
Morris Island, but expressed his willingness to
obey all orders with the utmost fidelity, even
should his judgment be opposed, and to renew,
if necessary, the attack on Charleston, although
he thought such. a measure "would be attend. ed witli disastrous results, involving the loss of
the coast."
In the early part of June, Admiral Dupont,
having reason to believe that the Atlanta and
other rebel iron-clads at Sav11,:imah were meditating an attack upon the blockading vessels in
Warsaw Sound, despatched the Weehawken,
Captain John Rodgers, and the Nahant, Oom-

mander J. Downes, thither I to prevent any disaster to the fleet. The Atlanta, originally a
swift and powerful British) steamer called the
Fingal, had early in the war run the blockade
of Savannah, and been converted by the enemy
into an iron-clad at a great expense. She was
191 feet in length and 40 feet beam, somewhat
over 1,000 tons in measurf:}ment, and had a low
deck, with a casemate pr covered iron-plated
house in the centre, with sloping sides and
ends, in which was her, battery, consisting of
two 6-inoh and two 7-inch rifled guns. Of
these the former were broadside guns, and the
latter worked on a pivot, either° as broadside
or bow and stern guns( She was further armed
with a powerful rallJ/, and had attached to her
bow a submarine torpedo, charged with about
fifty pounds of powder. No efforts had been .
spared to render 'h er formidable, and it was
believed by the eneniy that her speed, her
heavy armament, and her ram, would render
her more t,han a match for any ·two vessels
of t'qe Monitor type. They therefore boldly
steamed(down the sound at dawn of June 17th,
followrtd by· several small steamers conveying
pleasure parties who were to be the witnesses
of •her triumph. At a few minutes past four
she was perceived by the Federal iron-clads,
which were lying at anchor near the mouth of
Wilmington River, ~nd they at once prepared
for action. The Weehawken being nearest the
enemy got under way first an.d stood up the
sound, followed by the Nahant, which, hi.rving
no pilot, was ordered by Capt. Rodgers to keep
in the wake of his vessel. A few minutes before fin the Atlanta, which was then lying
across the channel awaiting the attack of the
Federal steamers, fired a single shot at. the
Nahant, which failed to take effect. The Weehawken steamed steadily toward the Atlanta,
and when about three hundred yards ,distant
opened upon her with her 15-inch gun. Drifting one hundred yards nearer, she discharged
both her guns, upon which the Atlanta- hauled
down her colors, and ran up a white flag in
token of surrender. The signal was not understood until after another discharge from the
Weehawken, when all firing ceased,' and the
prize was taken possession of, after a contest
of scarcely fifteen minutes, in which the Weehawken alone bad participated.
On examination it was found that the enemy
had been struck four times. The first shot
knocked a hole in her casemate, without, however, going through, and scattered over the
enclosed decks great quantities of wood and
iron splinters, by which upward of forty men
were stunned and wounded, one of whom subsequently died. This is believed to have been
the first shot from a 15-inch gun fired in a
naval combat, and according to the rebel officers its effect was to demoralize the w bole
crew of the Atlanta. The second shot struck
the edge of the overhang ; the third knocked
off the top of the pilot house, wounding two
pilots and stunning the men at the. whed, and

.
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the fourth struck a port stopper in the centre, . was at the time attributed to her hatches being
breaking it in two and driving the iron frag- unclosed.
men ts through the port. The first and third
The proper station of the Western Gulf
shots decided the battle, the former, as Captain squadron was along the Gulf coast from PensaRodgers observed, having taken away the desire cola to the Rip Grande, but owing to milit4!ry
to fight, and the latter 'the ability to get away. movements in Mississippi and Louisiana, Rem·The captur~d prisoners amounted to 145, offi- Admiral Farragut (having been promoted to the
cers and men, and the hull of the Atlanta was new grade) was obliged to employ-many of his
so little injured that in a short time she was vessels in the Mississippi and Red Rivers, in
enabled to take her place among vessels of her active cooperation with the land forces. For
class in the United States navy.
·
the same reason he gave his chief attention to
The combat was characterized by the Secre- this portion of his squadron, leaving the blocktary of the Navy as "the most marked and ade of the coast to his subordinates.
.The operations of the Mississippi. fleet, like
extraordinary in the service during the year,
-and in some respects one of the most significant those of the precedi~g, were almost exclusively
and instructive naval battles of the war." undertaken in conjunction with the land forces.
Whatever opinions may have been entertainecl Important services were rendered by the gunof the efficacy of iron-clads against forts of boats in patrolling the Tennessee and Cumbermasonry or sand, few could doubt after this land Rivers, and dispersing the guerrillas who
that when iron-clads were pitted against iron- fired upon supply steamers and transports. To
clads their execution could be of the most deci- the gunbctats on the Ohio, which in July cosive character. The MonitQr class of vessels, operated with the land forces in th!i pursuit of
which had fallen into temporary disfavor after Morgan, was in a considerable d~gree due the
the attack on Fort Sumter, became again pop- capture of that leader and his force.
The flotilla on the Mississippi numbered upular, and were recognized as likely to be of
the highest value in harbor or coast defence. ward of a hundred vessels, cai·rying 462 guns,
The brevity of the conflict and the complete with crews amounting in the aggregate to
disabling of the Atlanta also reconciled many 5,500 men. Thirteen of these were efficient
to the heavy ordnance carried by these vessels, u·on-cla9-s, 33 "tin-clads," so called from being
the efficacy of which had been a subject of less heavily plated than the others, and the resome dispute among professional men. •
mainder consisted of despatch and auxiliary
Notwithstanding the failure of the attack of vessels, rams, &c. There were also a number of
April '7th, the Government ·was unwilling to iron and tin-clads in the course of construotion.
relinquish further efforts against Charleston,
The number of vessels captured by the sevo.nd as the tone of Admiral Dupont's letters eral squadrons from the commencement of tl10
indicated that he was opposed to a renewed war to Nov. 1st, 1863, was 1,045, classified as
attack upon the forts, it was determined to re- · follows: steamers, 1'79 ; ships, 15; barques, 26;
lieve him by the appointment of Rear-Admiral brigs, 30; schooners, 54'7; sloops, 131; yachts
Foote. That officer dying in New York before and small boats, 11 '7. The value of all the
his departure, Reai·-Admiral Dahlgren was prizes sent to admiralty courts for adjudication
appointed to the command of the squadron, is estimated by Secretary Welles at upward of
and entered upon his duties on July 6th. Pre- $13,000,000; and the value of those condemnvious to this date .t he demonstrations against· eel, the costs and amounts distributed, are shown ·
Oharleston had been exclusi-vely naval, but in the followin~ table:
with the arrival of Gen. Gillmore as com•
No.of GrOBS amount Costa and N et amount for
mander-in-chief of the military department of
Caaea.
of salca.
dl>!libutlon.
t~e South, arrangements were made for com- - - - - - - -1- - - - 1 -expenoes.
--11---?med operations by the land forces and the Boston ..... . . 18 $864,822 15 $~,188 44 $889,188 71
2,21 8,268 29 281,162 07 1,987,785 21
N ew York .. . . . 89
iron-clads.
Philadelphia .. . 57 *1,859,484 76 149.806 06 1,670,512 97
The chief maritime disaster on this station was Key West . ... . 71 ·1'482,952 80 188,291 55 1,804,058 51
72,091 62 11,966 12
60,909 08
Washington ... . 44
the loss of the Weehawken, which sank at her Dllnols
. ... ... . 11
91,619 28
5,998 40
85,6~ 88
moorings on the morning of Dec. 6th, during
Total. • . . 285 $6,538,688 40 $607,407 64 $5,897,970 86
~he p~evalence of a northwesterly gale, carrymg with her to the bottom four of her engiThe number of prizes captureu in 1863 by •
ne~rs and twenty-six of her crew. The remamder of the ship's company escaped in the the four principal coast squadrons considerably
boats, or by jumping overboard at the moment exceeded 300, of which about one-third were
?f going down. The most of those who per- steamers, in many cases built expressly for
~shed ,~ere probably drowned in the turret and blockade running, and loaded with valuable
~ediately below it, while seeking to force cargoes.
theu·
• 78 a JI owed to claiman ts b y d ecrce or
ft"' way through the narrow openings which •* Thosumor $8911
, v.
,word the only means of escape. The disaster court.

•
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CHAPTER XX.XV.
Situation of Gen. Rosecrans-Attack on Fort Donelson-Expeditions of Colburn, Sheridan, Hall, and Col. Streight-Advance 6f Gen. Rosecrans-R,etreat of Gen. Bragg-Movement of ~en. Burnside-Other Movements-Occupation of
Cba_ttnnooga-E'nrther advance of Gen. Rosecrans-Ba~le of Chickamauga-Firmness of Gen. Thomas-Army conceutratr"3 at Chattanooga.
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BEFORE pro"ceMing to state the important and some wounded men; under command of
movements of the army tmder Gen. Rosecrans Ool. A. 0. Harding. The battery consisted of
which took-place at this time, it may be proper four rifled guns, and in addition there was a
to notice its situation subsequent to the battle piv.ot of thirty-two pounder rifled, mounted on
of Stone River in the beginning of the year. the northwest corner of the fort. At half-past
The operations 9f the Army of the Oumberland, · one in the afternoon a flag of truce was sent in'
under Maj.-Gen. Rosecrans, during 1862, closed by Ool. Forrest, demanding a surrender of the
with the battle of Stone River, near Murfrees- fott and garrison. This was promptly refnsed,
boro. This battle took place on the last days and preparjl,tions for defence were made. The
of 1862 and the first of 1863. On the 5th of attack was immediately commenced, and kept
January the heag.quarters of the i.rmy were up with numerous charges, which were galestablished at-Murfreesboro. The army or.cu- lantly repulsed, _until eight o'clock in the evenpied a po~tion in front of the to~, and a _ing, when another demand for a surrender was
series of extensiye earthworks, completely en- made. It was agaip. p1:omptly refused, and the
circling it, were constructed for the purpose of enemy retired in confusion. The Federal loss
making it a depot of supplies and the base of was thirteen killed, fifty-one wounded, and
future operations. The railroad track and the · twep.ty taken prisoners, without including a
bridges in the rear toward Nashville were also captain and twenty-six men who were caprepaired. On the 9th of January the army · tured on the same day while on a scout; also
was divided into three corps, designated the one gun, twenty-five mules, and forty-two
Fourteenth, Twentieth, and Twenty-first, and horsea. The Oonfederate loss was estimated at
-0ommanded respectively by Gens. Thomas, Mc- t wo hundred and fifty killed,. six hundreil
Oook, and Orittenden. Active operations were, wounded, and one hundred and five prisoners.
however, susp·ended, owing to the rains of the
A period of inactivity now ensued, which
~eason. Large supplies were collected in con- was suddenly broken by the defeat and capture
sequence of the rise of the Ouinberland River at of a Federal brigade at Spring Hill on the 5th
N nshville. and Murfreesboro. But the enemy . of ¥arch. On the preceding day an expediwas not idle. His cavalry overran the country, tion, under the command of Ool. J olm Oolburn,
and men and wagons belonging to Gen. Rose- com,isting of part of the 33d and 85th Indiana,
crans we1:e often <laptured by him. The object 22d Wisconsin, and 19th Michigan, numbering
was to cut off the communications of the Army fifteen hundred and eighty-nine men, together
of the Cumberland and its supplies. Thus also with the 124th Ohio, and six hundred cavalry
. many· of the steamers on the Cumberland River and one battery of six small guns, was ordered
were captured and burned.
•
·to rroceed from Franklin to Spring Hill, ten
On the 3.lst, Brig.-Gen. Jeff. 0. Davis, with miles south, on the Oolumbia turnp1kEl, Soon
a divisibn of infantry and two brigades of cav- after commencing the m,arch, tl10 enemy were
alry, underOol. Minty, moved from camp on an encountered, ~dafter a sharp skirmish, repuls. expedition in the direction of Rover and Frank- ed. Moving forward about two miles, .t hey were
lin. The force was absent thirteen days, and again encountered, but, owing to the late hour,
during that time some portion of it visited the command encamped. Starting again on the
Middletown, Unionville, Versailles, Peyton.ville, next morning, the 124th Ohio being in the rear
Franklin, Hillsboro, Kinderhook, and Triune. of the wagon train, the enemy: was again met,
The cava1ry captured one hundred and forty-· after an advance of two miles, and shru·p skirone prisoners, including tw:o colonels, one ma- mishing was kept up for some distance. The
jor, four captains, and several lieutenants, with enemy was then found in full force 1.mder Gen.
two men severely injured.
.
.
Van Dorn and Ool. Forrest'. A severe struggle
On the 3d of February an attack was ·made ensued, which was protracted until Ool. Forrest
on Fort Donelson, in another part of this de- had taken a position in the rear, when Ool. Colpartment.. On _the 2d, the Confederate Ool. born, finding his ammunition failing, and his
Forrest, w1tll nme hundred men, had taken a retreat cut off, surren'der~d. Thirteen hundred
position at Palmyra, for the purpose of inter- and six men were made prisoners. The cavrupting the navigation of the Oumberland. O.n alry were not engaged, and, with the artillery,
the next day he advanced upon the fort both escaped. The Oonfederate force consisted of
from above and below. The garrison consisted cavalry n.nd mounted infantry, composing six
of nine companies of the 83d Illinois, a batta- brigades, under the command of Maj.-Gen. Van
lion of the 5th Iowa cavalry, Flood's battery, Dorn. The whole force of Gen. Van Dorn had
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been at Spring Hill for- three days, preparing_
to make an attack on Franklin.
·
Meanwhile a successful expedition was made
by Gen. Sheridan, with his division, and Ool.
Minty, with a force of eight hundred cavalry.
Several sharp skirmishes took place, and a portion of the force which captured Ool. Colburn
was overtaken at Thompson Station and driven
from tl;ie field, and ·the force of ,Gen. Van Dorn
was followed to Duck river, when the expedition ret.urned to Franklin.
On the 18th of March, an expedition, consisting of the 105th Ohio, 80th and 1_23d Illinois,
and an Indiana battery, and one con;ipany of
1st Middle Tennessee cavali-y, numbering about
fourteen hundred men, under the comm.and of
'Ool. A. S. Hall, left M,urfreesboro and moved in
the di].'ection of Liberty. That night Gainesville
was occupied, and on the next morning an ad-vance was made, when a slight skirmish ensued. The enemy slowly r etired on the turnpike _down S'mitb 's Fork, followed by Col. Hall,
until they were found drawn up in line across
the road. Finding, upon !\reconnaissance, that
he·was greatly outnumbered, Ool. Hall fell back
to'Yard Murfreesboro, with the object of drawing the enemy after him. That night he encamped at Auburn, seven miles from Liber ty,
and on the next morning, the 20th, took up a
position at Milton, twelve miles northeast of
Murfreesb-oro. Here he was attacked by the
Confederate force under Gen. John Morgan,
who, after a fight· of three and a half hours,
withdrew from the field. Four captains, two
lieutenants, and fifty-i;even men were left on
the field as dead or mortally wounded. Their
total loss was estimated at nearly four hundred.
Ten prisoners, eight horses, and fifty-three
stands of arms were captured. The loss of Ool.
Hall was six killed, forty-two wounded, and
seven missing. · The force of the enemy was
about two thousand.
·
A large number of expeditious, similar to
those above stated, were sent out at different
times; often with much ~ccess. About the 10th
of April another attack was made on Maj.-Gen.
Gordon Granger, at Franklin, by the Confederate force, under Maj.-Gen. Van Dorn. The
force of Gen. Granger consisted of the divisions
of Brig.-Gens. Baird and Gilbert, sixteen hundred men and sixteen guns, and Brig.-Gen.
Smith's cavalry brigade of eleven hundred and
twenty-eight men ; also a cavalry force of sixteen huudred men and two guns, under Col.
Stanley. The only artificial defence was·an uncompleted fort, which mounted two siege guns
UIJ-cl two three-inch rifled guns. Its elevation
was about forty feet above thes.urround ing country, and it commanded most of the approaches
to Franklin, north of the Harpeth, and all from
the sonth except a small portion of the surface
covered by a few blocks of hous~s. Gen. Granger's camp was 'on the north side of the river,
about two thirds of a mile distant from the
town. Gen . Baird was ordered to hold in check
any force attempting to cross the fot·ds below
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the town, and Gen. Gilbert· was placed in a
position to meet any attack in front, or to reenforce eitLer flank. Gen. Stanley was stationed out four miles on the road to Murfreesboro, and Gen. Smith's cavalry were held
in reserve to reenforce Gen. Stanley. This force,
however, was sent under a misapprehension to
Brentwood. An attack was 1;11adc by Gen. Van
Dorn upon Gen. Granger's front, which was repelled and afterwal'd turned upon Gen . Stanley,
who was driven back by overpowering numbers before reenforcements could reach · him.
After this the enemy withdrew. The force
of the enemy was estimnted at nine thousand
cavalry and two regiments of infant ry, and bis
loss at about tbree hundred. The loss of Gen.
Granger was thirty-seven killed, wounded, and
missing.
On the 20th of April, a force, consisting of
Maj.-Gen. Reynolds's division, Ool. Wilder's
mountec} brigade, and seventeen hundred cavalry! under Col. Minty, left Murfreesbo1;0 to
capture or disperse any. Confedet'ate force at
McMinnsville. At night the.cavalry encamped
between Readyville and Woodbury. Early the
next morning the force moved on, and, approaching the town, the picke.ts of the enemy
were discovered. Forming a line, they opened
fire, and were charged upon and driven th rough
the -town. The entire force thus dispersed consisted of seven hundred men. The wagon train
had left the town for Ohattanooga about ll.n
h our before the arrival of the Federal.force,
but, by bard pressing, three wagons were captured, and eight or nine men. · Other movements were made by this force, which resulted in the capture of ohe hundred and thirty
prisoners, the destruction of a trestlework below Morrison's, the burning of the railroad
buildings, one locomotive, and two cars, at
that place, the . burning . of the railroad bridge
across Hickory creek, and the capture th'ere of
a large amount of bacon and other commissary
stores. A large amount of property and stores,
in cluding a cotton factory and other Government buildings, was destroyed at McMinnsville,
and a large number of horses and mules brought
in. No casualties occurred tp the Federal force.
On the 29th of.April, a force of five hundred
men, under Col. Watkins, captured a camp of
the enemy, taking one hundred and thirtyeight prisoners.
About the same time an expedition was 'fitted out.for Northern Georgia, consisting of the
51st Indiana, 80th lllinois, ·and portions of two
Ohio regimeRl.1?, under command of Col. A. D.
Streight. The force numbered about·eigbteen
hundred men, and the instructions given to Ool.
Streight were as follows:
H EADQU ARTERS, D EPOT OF TJIF. Cinrnr.nLAND,}
MURFREESBORO, _April th, 1863.

Ool,onel A. IJ. St1·ei,gltt, 51st Indian'), Volunteers :
By special field order, No. 04, poragrnph 8, you
h ave been assigned to the command of an Independent Pl'ovisional Brigade, for tempornl'y purposes.
After fitting out your command wit!1 eqmp!11ents nnd
supplies, as you hnve already been directed m the yer-
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bal instru_ctions or the General commanding this de• partment, you will then proceed by a route of which you
will be advised by telegraph, to some good steamboat
landing on the Tennessee river, not for above Fort
Henry, where you will embark your command, and
proceed up the river, At Hamburg ·you will commuoicate with Brig.-Gen. Dodge, wlio will probably
have a messenger there, awaiting your arrival. If it
should then appear unsafe to move farther up the river,
you will debark at Hamburg, and, without delay, join
the force of Gen. Dodge, which will then be en 1·oute
for Iuka, Mississippi.
however, it should be deemed
safe, you \Vill lao d at Eastport,· and form a junction
with Geo. Dodge. From that point you will then march
in conjunction with him to menace Tuscumbia; but
you will not wait to join in the attack, unless it should
be necessary for·the safety of Gen. Dodge's command
or your own, or unless some considerable advantage
can be gained over the enemy without interfering with
the general object of your expedition. After baving
marched long enough with Gen. Dodge to' create a
general impression that you are a part of bis expedition, you will push to the southward and reach Russellville or Moulton. From there your route will be
governed by circumstances; bot you will with all
reasonable despatch push on to Western Georgia, and
cut the railroads which supply the rebel army by
way of Chattanooga. To accomplish this is the chief
object of your expedition; and you must not allow
collateral or iocidenttll schemes; even though promisiog great r esults, to delay you so as to endanger your
return. Y'our quartermaster has been furnished with
funds sufficient for the necessary expenses of your
command;· you will draw your supplies and keep your
command well mounted from the country through
which you pass. For all property taken for the legitimate use of your command, you will make cash payments in full t-o men of undoubted loyalty, give the usual
conditional r eceipts to men whose loyalty is doubtfol; but to rebels, nothing. You are particularly commantled to restrain your command from pillage and
marauding; you will destroy all depots of supplies for
the r ebel army, all manufactories of guns, ammunition 1 equipments, and clothing for their use, which
you can without delayibg you so as to endanger your
return. That you may not be trammelled with minute
instructions, nothing furl-her will be ordered than this
ge?er~l outline of policy and operation. In iotrostio~
f!.11s highly important and ·somewbat perilous exped1hon to :your charge, the General commanqing places
great reliance on your prudence, energy, and va1or, and
the well-a~tested bravery and endurance of the officers
aud men m your commnnd. Whenever it is possible I
and reasonably safe, send us word of your progress.
You may retur_o by way of Northern Alabama or
N ortbero Georgia. Should you be surrounded by rebel
forces, ~od your retreat cut off, defend yourself as long
as possible, and make the surrender of your command
cost the enemy ns ma9y times your number as possible. A COJ?Y of the general order f~om the War Department, m r egard to paroling prisoners together
with the necess~ry blanks, _are herewi th furnished you;
you are authorized to enlist all able-bodied men who
desire to join the" Ar~y of the Union." You must
return as so?o ns the mam objects of your expedition
nre accomplished.
V ery respectfully' your ob ed.1en t servan t .
J. A. GARFIELD
Brigadier-General nod .Chief of St~if.

n:

The following additional instructions were
sent by tele"'raph
to Col. Streight:
0
April 9tli, 1863.
The written instructions you have received, are designed to cover the cases you allude to. It is not
necessary that a mnnufoctory be directly in the emploJ. of the rebels, to come und er the rule there laid
down. If it produces any consideh ,ble quantity of
supplies, which are likely to reach the rebel army, it
is to be destroyed. Of course, small mills, that can
only supply the necessaries of life to the inhabitants,
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should not b~ injured. Any considerable amount of
supplies likely to reach the rebel army, are to be destroyed. If you dress your soldiers in tbe costume of
the enemy, they will be liable to be treated as spies :
you should not do this without the consent of the
men, after they have been fully advised of the consequences.
J. A. GARFIELD,
Brigadier-General and Chief of Staff.

Under these instructions, Ool. Streight embarked on stean;iers at N aahville, with his command, and landed near Fort Donelson on the
Cumberland river. He then proceeded across
the country to the Tennessee river, while the
steamers de~cended to the Ohio and came up
the Tennessee to · meet him. Thence he prod dt E t
t
d .c
d ·
·
h
cee e O as por , an iorme a Junction wit
Gen. D_odge's force then marching upon Tuscumbia, and defeated the. Confederate troops·
stationed there, with considerable loss to them.
Thence he moved to Northern Georgia, aiming
to reach the important points of Rome and
.Atlanta. Meanwhile Gen. Dodge, w.ith bis
force, turned southward, to make a sweeping
raid in Northern .Alabama, and return to his
h d
·
0 · h
ea qu.,arters at on1tt ·
No sooner bad Ool. Streight commenced his
march than information of his movements was
received by Gen. Forrest and Col. Roddy, who,
with a cavalry force, happened to be within
striking distance. By a rapid movement they
came upon the- rear of Col. Streigpt, and commenced a running :fight, which continued for
four days, during which· there were two severe
b l
d
att es an several spfrited · skirmishes. The
Federal troops thus IruLrched o-ver a hundred
miles -toward the heart of the State, destroying
bridges, and large supplies of corn collected for
h C .c d
1
.c
d
h
t e Onie erate army, a arge ioun ery for t e
manufacture of cannon and shot, and seizing
all the animals needed. Str.ict discipline was
also maintained and the inhabitants were not
·needlessly hara~sed The Confederate force
.
·
.
.
:finally, mcrea_ried to . ~verw helm mg ~umbe1 s,
and Col. Streight, havmg expended hls ammunition, and his men becoming exhausted, was
compelled to surrender•at a point :fifteen miles
f
·
·
·
·
r~m Rome, 111 Georgia. His men, nnmberrng
thirteen hundred, were paroled and sent to
Virginia, and exchanged about two months
afterward. But his officers were retained and
•
·
d
h d
d f h G
f
1mpr_1s?ne , on t e eman o t .e overnor. o
Gem g1a, by w horn they were claimed as bavrng
incurred the penalty :fixed by a statute of the
State for inciting slaves to rebellion. It was
·
cl1arged , at t h e time
of t h e surren d er, t b at ne.c
d m
· Col . Streig
· ht' s comman d,
groes were .1oun
who were uniformed and bearing arms. This
was denied _by the privates, ~ho asserted th!!t
only fl ve or six negroes were with the qpmmand,
and they had started with it from Nash ville.
This imprisonment of Ool. Streight caused the
Federal Government to suspend the exchange
of Confederate officers, and subsequently to
imprison Gen. John Morgan and his officers in
th
e penitent.iary of Ohio. _Col. Streigh t was
then released from imprisonment ns a felon,
and, subsequently, Gen. Morgan escaped .
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At this time, the aµthorities at Washington
were led to believe that large aetachments
were going from Gen. Bragg's army to reenforce Gen. Johnston in '.M;ississippi. Gen. Rosecrans was therefore urged to take advantage
of this opportunity to drive Gen. Bragg back
into Georgia, and thus secure East ·Tennessee
from the possession of the enemy. Gen. Burnside was also ordered to cooperate with him.
The follo_w ing correspondence occurred between Gens. Halleck and Rosecrans:
MURFREESBORO, TENN., June 11th, 1868.
Your despatch of to-day is received. You remember that I gave you, as a necessary condition of success, an aaequate cavalry force. Since that time I
have not lost a moment in mounting our dismounted
cavalry as fast as we could get horses. Not more than
three hundred remain to be mounted. Tbe 5th Iowa,
ordered up from Donelson, arrived to-day. The
1st Wisconsin will be here by Saturday. .My preliminary infnntr{ movements have nearly all been
9ompleted, and am preparing to strike a blow that
will tell. But to show you bow differently things are
• viewed here, I called on my corps and division commanders and generals of cavalry, for answers in writing to the questions:
First-From your best information, do you think
the enemy materially weakened in our front i Second
·-Do yeu think this army can advance at this time
with reasonable prospect of fightin~ a great and successful battle? Third-Do you thrnk an advance advisable at this time? To the first, eleven answered
no; six, yes, to the extent of ten thousand. To the
second, four, yes, with doubts; thirteen, no. To the
third, not one yes; seventeen, no.
• Not one thinks an advance advisable until Vicksburg's fate is determined. Admitting these officers to
hnve a r~as?nable share of military sagacity. courage,
and patr1ot1sm, you perceiye that there are graver and
stronger reasons than probably appear nt W ashin"ton,
f?r .the attitude of this army. I therefore counsel°caut10n and patience at headquarters. ·Better wait a little
to get all we can ready to insure the best result. If,
by so doing, we, perforce of Providence, observe a
great military maxim-not to risk two great and decisive battles at the same time-we might have cause to
be thankful for it. At all events you see that, to expect success, I must have such thorough grounds that
~hen I say "Forward," my word will inspire convict10n aud confidence where both are now wanting. I
should like to have _your suggestion.
W. S. ROSNCRANS, Major-General.
To Maj.-Gen. H. W. HALLECK, Gener:1-in-Chief. .
W ASEINGTON, Jwne 12th, 1868.
!}ENERAL: Your telegram of yesterday is just rece!~ed. I do_ not understand your application of the
military max1m not to fight two great battles at the
same ti~e. It_ wil\ apply to a single army, but not to
two armies acting mdependently oT eacb other. Johnston and Bragg are acting on interior lines between
you and Grant, and it is for their interest, not ours,
that they should fight at different times, so as to use
the same force agamst both of you. It is for otlr interest to fight them, if possible, while divided. If you
are not strong enough to fight Bragg with a part of bis
force a1:>sent, you mll not be able to fight him after
the affair at Vicksburg is over· and his troops return
to your front.
'
There is another military maxim, that "councils of
war never fight." If you say that you are not preRared to figlit Bragg, I shall not order you to do so,
or the responsibility of fighting or refusing to fight at
~ p~rticulf!,r time or place, must rest upon the general
ID 1m!fiedrnte command. It cannot be shared by a
°uncil of war, nor will the authorities here make you
toght a~ainst lour wili. You ask me to counsel them
caution an patience. I have done so very often,
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but after fi'e or six months of inactivity, with your
force all _the time diminishing and no hope of any immediate mcrease, you must not be surprised that their
patience is pre~y well exhausted. If you do not deem
1t prudent to risk a _general battle with Bragg, why
can you not harass him, or make such demonstrations
as to prevent bis sending more reenforcements to
Johnston? I do not write this in a spirit of fault
finding, but to assure you that the :prolonged inactivity of so large aq army in the field 1s causmg much
complaint a.nd aissat:sfaction, not only in Washmgton,
but throughout the country.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLlWK, General-in-Chiet:
Maj.-Gen. RosECBANS, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TllE CUMBERLAND, 1
MURFREESBORO, J,vne 21Bt, 1868.
~

GENERAL: In your favor of the 12th inst., you say you
do not see how the maxim of not fighting two great battles at the same time, applies to the case of this army
and to Grant's. Looking at the matter practically, we
and our opposing forces are so widely separated, that
for Bragg to materially ;iid Johnston, he must abandon out front substantially, and then we can move to
our ultimate work with more rapidity, and less waste •
of material on natural obstacles. If Grant is defeated
both forces will come here, and then we ought to b~
near our base. The same maxim that forbids, as you
take it, a single army fighting two great battles at.the
same time-by the way, a very awkward thing to do
-would forbid this nation's engaging all its forces in
the great West at the same time, so as to leave it without a single reserve to stem the current of possible
disaster. This is, I think, sustained by high military
and political considerations. We ought to fight here,
if we have a strong prospect of winning a decisive
battle over the opposing fopce, and upon this ground I
shall act. I shall be careful not to risk our last r&sarve without stron_g grounds to e~eot success.
W. S. ROSECRANS, Major-General.
Maj.-Gen. H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.

On the 24th of June, Gen. Rosecrans commenced a series of movements for the purpose
of bringing on a conflict between his forces
and those under the command of Gen. Bragg,
or to cause the latte11 to retire. His plan was
to create the impression of' a main advance
from Murfreesboro upon Gen. Bragg's centre
and left, by feint movements and demonstra. tions with the smaller portion of the army in
the direction of Shelbyville, while the decisive
blow should be struck by marching rapidly
with the main body upon Gen. Bragg's right,
and, after turning or defeating it, to move upon
Tullahoma, by way of Manchester. 'Thus he
would seize the enemy's base and lines of communication from that point.
The twentieth corps, under Gen. McCook,
was selected to make the advance on the right.
About 7 o'clock on the morning of the 24th,
the division of Gen. Sheridan advanced on the
Shelbyville road, preceded by five companies
of the 30th Indiana mounted infantry, under
Lieut.-Col. Jones. As it came in sight of the ,
enemy's outposts, it halted and bivouacked on
each side of the road in the wood. The divisions of Gens. Johnson and Davis advag.eed six
miles on the same road, and then turned to the
left on the road to Liberty Gap.
The morning was stormy, bnt, before daybreak, the mounted infantry, under Col. Wilder,
marched along the road leading to Manchester,.
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followed by Gen. Reynolds with the ,emainder.
of his dfvision. After some hours, Gens. Negley and Rousseau followed in the same direction.
The instructions to Ool. Wilder were to advance within a few miles of Hoover's Gap, and
there halt until the infantry came up, and then
to carry the works. · Learning, hmy,ever, that
the works commanding the Gap were not occupied, he moved forward and·took possession
of them, before the enemy were sufficiently
aware of his approach to make an·y serious resistancb. At the same time be pushed forward
to the other extremity of the Gap, and took up
a position commanding the road and the enemy's camp. In this movement he captured a
train of nine wagons and a drove of beef cattle. Tbe enemy immediately prepared for an
attack, and came on in such ove1·whelming
numbers that they would have been successful,
bad not reenforcements an•ived to the aid ofOol.
:Wilder. The :fighting continued for two hours,
during which the loss of the command was
sixty-three killed and wounded: The loss of
the enemy was represented by pl'isoners as ex·
ceeding five hundred.
Meanwhile, the portion of the corps of Gen.
McOook which took the road to Liberty Gap,
en-00untered a force of the enemy near the entrance of the Gap. Gen. Willicb, whose brigade
led the column, was ordered by Gen. Johnson
to drive the enemy. This was done so promptly that their tents, baggage, and supplies were
captured. Ool. Baldwin was then sent fo~
ward to clear the upper end of the Gap, where
the enemy were soon found, in a force consisting of a brigade of infantry and a battery
of artillery. After a sharp and short combat
they were driven out, and their position occupied. On the next day, Gen. Johnson held
the position which his oommand had won,
in order to continue the delusion of the enemy aS' to the real designs of Gen. Rosecra.ns.
Skirmishing was kept up by the enemy along
the front, and, between three and four o'clock
in the afternoon, a formal attack in line of
battle ·was made. A sharp struggle ensued,
but after two hours the enemy abandoned
the contest. The occupation of these gaps
gave to Gen. Rosecrans the command of
the position, and as soon as he advanced
through th em to Manchester and Wino'hester,
he fl anked Gen. Bragg at Tullahoma, and
obliged him to retreat. This was commenced
at once; and on the first of July, Gen. Rosecrans, len.rning ·of the retreat of Gen. Bragg
rapidly ad rnnced his forces. Gen. Thoma~
moved on the Manchester road, and Gen.
M:cOook on the one from Tullahoma. Gen.
Themas moved rapidly, in order to strike the
enemy, who were moving directly east tp
the military road, five mil es east of the
railroad, and parallel with it. The enemy
however, reached the crossing of Elk river
before h e was overtakon by the advan ce · of
Gen. Thomas. The division oi Gen. Negley
encountered tho rear of Gen. Hardee at a point
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four miles north of Elk river. The resistance
made here by Gen .. Wheeler was so stubborn,
tnat Gen. Negley was delayed until the trains
of the enemy had crossed the river. During the
night, their reserve of artillery, ·consisting of
twenty-six pi~ces, crossed the river at 'Estelle
Springs, and reached Tin Mountain. After
crossing, the rear of the enemy burned the
bridges, and took up positions in works hastily
thrown up on the opposite side, in order to delay the crossing of Gen. Thomas as long as
possible, and to enable their infantry and trains
to get into the mountains. .A.t the same time
heavy rains commenced, and the ril·er rose
very high. Gen. Orittenden took possession of
the road from Dechard through Tracy City to
Ohattanooga, and thus forced Gen. Bragg to
take the roads across the mountains. On the
2d, Gen. McOook moved so as to flank the road
to Winchester and the mountains. At the same
time, Gens. Rosecrans and Brannan moved to .
the upper crossing of Rock creek, to strike the
rear of the enemy, who :were to be detained
by Gen. Negley. But Gen. Negley, mistakin g
the firing of a ca,;alry brigade on the right
flank of the enemy for that of Gen. Rosecrnns,
opened with two batteries, and caused them
to retl'eat precipitately to -the mountains. On
the morning of July 4th, the whole Federal
force advanced to the foot of the mountains at
Oowan, and found the enemy in full i-etreat
upon Ohattanooga. .A.t tbe same time, Shel"
byville was occupied by Gens. Stanley and
Granger,· and the former pushed on as far as
Huntsville in Alabama.
This retreat of Gen. Bragg from 'J,'ennessee
had a demoralizing effect upon his forces, and
discouraged the friends of the Oonfederacy in·
Tennessee. The result of these operations of
Gen. Rosecrans thus far was to recover Middle Tennessee, and to preser ve Kentucky from
an invasion. His losses in these operations
were 85 killed, 462 wounded, and 13 missing.
The loss of the enemy in killed arid wounded
is unknown, but 1,634 were made prisoners,
and six pieces of artillery, many small arms,
much camp equipage, and large quantities of
commissary and quartermaster's stores we1:e
taken.
Gen. Bragg, having returned to Ohattanooga
on the south side of the Tennessee river, now
fortified his position, and threw up defensive
works at the crossing of the river and as far up .
as Blythe's Ferry.
The first object of Gen. Rosecrans was to
repair the railroad from Nash ville to Stevenson
in Alabama. .At Stevenson the Nash ville railroad unites with the Memphis and Charleston·
road. Stevenson is thirty-seven miles west of
Chattanooga, on the line of the latter road.
Having completed his preparations, Gen. Rosecrans commenced his movement on Ohattanooga and its covering mountain ridges on the
southeast, on the 16th of August. On·tb at dn..Y.,
Gen. Thomas moved from De.cberd, with tbo
division of Gen. Payne in advance. This divi&-
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had been stationed at the University on in March. On the 30t-h of that month, Gen.
the Cumberland mounteins. The corps moved Gillmore engaged and defeated a large force of
over the mountains on a line nearly parallel the enemy under Gen. Pegram, near Somerset,
with the Nash ville railroad to Stevenson : it Kentucky. The other operations which had
crossed the Tennessee river at or near Bridge- taken place consisted of an attempted raid in
port, Alabama, by a pontoon bridge. On the Harrison county, Indiana, from which the en16th, Gen. Johnson's division of Gen. McOook's my were driven back with a loss .of fifty-three
corps left Tullahoma, and passed through Win- made prisoners ; a movement under Col. Saunchester on the forenoon of the 17'th . Gen. ders, with two pieces of artillery, the first TenDavis's di vision followed in the afternoon. Gen. nessee cavalry and some detachments from
Sheridan's division moved from Cowan on the Gen. Carter's command, by which the railroad
same day, and joined the rest of the corps at Sa- near Knoxville and the bridges at State creek,
lem, ten miles from Winchester, on the Hunts- Strawberry Plains, and Mlissy creek were desville road. There the corps moved in col- troyed, and ten pieces of artillery, one thouumn, accompanied by its artillery and baggage, sand stand of arms, and five hl!ndred prisoners
crossing the mountains, and striking the Ten- were captured, witlB. a loss of one killed,- two
nessee river at Bellefonte, Alabama, twelve wounded, and a few missing; also the raid of
miles east of Stevenson. Gen. Crittenden's Gen. Morgan into Kentucky, Indiana, and Ohio,
corps mo;ved eastward te1 feel the skength of which is stated on a previous page. The dethe enemy, and to cross north of Chattanooga. parture of the ninth army corps to reenforce
The front of the entire movem en t extended Gen. Grant,. delayed somewhat Gen. Burnside's
from the head of Sequatchie valley in East preparations for an active campaign in East
Tennessee to Athens in Alabama, thus thi·eat- Tennessee. The necessity, however, of his
ening the line of the Tennessee river from cooperating with the movements of Gen. ;RoseWhitesburg to Blythe's Ferry, a distance of crans, compelled him to take the field without
awaiting the return of this corps.
one hundred and fifty miles.
At this time Gen. Buckner was in command
On the 26th, a part of Gen. Davis's division
crossed at Caperton's Ferry, about six 'miles of the Confederate forces in East Tennessee,
below Bridgeport. The remainder of the divis- with his headquarters at Knoxville. · His force
ion followed in a few days, and also Gen. John- numbered about twenty thousand men, who
son's division of the same corps; on the 2d of were not supplied in the best manner with
September, Gen. Sheridan, of the same corps, ordnance. This force was sufficient to have recrossed at Bridgeport, followed by the infantry tarded the progress of Gen. Burnside through
and artillery of Gen. ;f:31-annan's·division. Gen. ei~her. the Cumberland, Big Creek: or Wheeler'1:1
Negley, of Gen. Thomas's corps, crossed at the Gap in the motU1tains ; but he avoided t,hat
same tirne at Caperton's Ferry. By the 8th route. Concentrating bis forces at Crab O,rof September, Gen. Thomas had moved on chard, on the southerly edge of Lincoln counTrenton in Georgia, having· seized Frick's and ty, Kentucky, Gen. Burnside prepared for the
Stevens's Gaps on the Lookout mountain. movement over the mountains. Th e infantry
-Gen. McOook had advanced to Valley 'Head were mounted, the cavalry and artillery were
and taken Winston's Gap, while Gen. Oritten- furnished with picked horses, and tbe divisden had crossed to Wauhatchie, communicat- ion was ~ttended with large droves of packed
ing on the right with Gen. Thomas, and .threat- mules, loaded with commissary stores, in orening Ohat~anooga by the pass over the point der that its movements· might not be impeded
of Lookout mountain. The first mountain by the slow progress of wagon trains. On tbe
barrier south of the Tennessee being thus suc- afternoon of Augt:st 21st the march commenced,
cessfully passed, Gen. Rosecrans decided to with Gen. S. P. Carter in the advance. .After
threaten the enemy's communication with his an advance of thirteen miles, a halt was made
right, while the centre and left seized the gaps at Mt. V ernon, the capital of Rockco.stle coun~nd the comman.ding poiuts of the mountains ty, Ky. On the 23d the march commenced at 4
m front. On the 9th, Gen. Crittenden made a• .A.. M., and was continued over some of the wildreconnoissance which developed the fact that est and most mountainous parts of• Kentucky,
the enemy had evacuated Ohattanooga on the twenty-six miles, to London. On the next
da:y and night previous. The corps of Gen. morning the army was in motion toward WilOr1tten~en therefore took immediate possession liamsburg, the capital of Whitley county, Ky.,
-0f .Chattanooga, which had been the object of twenty-nine miles distant. On the 25th there
the campaign,· while Gen. Rosecrans, with the were heavy rains, and no movement was made.
remai~de1· of the army, pressed forward through On the 26th the movement continued to the
the difficult passes of the Lookout mountain, place where the roads from Somerset and Wilapparently directing his march upon Lafayette liamsburg meet, about four miles beyon d tbe
and Rome.
·State line, in ·Scott county, Tennessee. Here
At the same time when Gen. Rosecrans com- the army rested during 1ihe 27th and 28th, and
menced his forward movement on the 16th of was joined by Maj.-Gen. Hartsuff. On the 29th
August, Gen. Burnside left Camp Nelson in the movement was continued, with the mountKentucky for East Tennessee. Gen. Burnside ed brigade of Gen. Shackelford in tbe_advance.
assumed command of the Department of Olno At midnight the banks of the New river were
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reached, and the next day the.army encamped
at Montgomery, in Morgan county, Tennessee,
having made, during the two days, a march of
forty miles. The movement continued on the
31st, and, on the 1st of September, Gen.. Burnside, with an escort, proceeded to Kingston,
while the army took a shorter road to Loudon
bridge, leaving Kin~ston to its right.. A~ Loudon, ·the East Tennessee and Georgia railroad
crossed the Holston river ov(lr a fine bridge
more than two thousand feet in length. To save
or to destroy this bridge, as the situation should
demand, was undoubtedly one of the objects of
the forced march. The distance from Knoxville is thirty-niM miles. The artillery came
into position, on the 2d, within easy range of
this bridge, just in time to see the rear of the
enemy pass over and apply the torch to the
structure. It was entirely consumed. By the
fire of the artillery several of the enemy were
killed and wounded. The march then con~
tinned to Leoni Station, twenty-two.miles from
Knoxville. On the next day it was resumed to
Knoxville, which had been occupied on the 1st
bytbe advance. As Gen. Burnside approached
Knoxville the inhabi\ants turned out to welcome him. His reception is thus described by
3, spectator : " As we neared Knoxville, the
evidences 0f the intense devotion to the Union
dwelling in the hearts of the people became
more and more apparent. Along the entire
r oute, especially the last ten or fifteen miles,
the whole population seemed gathered on the
ro:i,dside to give welcome to the Yankees. On
tbe appearance of Gen. Burnsiqe on the outskirts
or tbe town, the news of his arrival spread, and
everybody, rich and poor, the lame and the
halt, rushed out to greet him. It was no vulgar curiosity to see a man famous in the world's
history-it was the greeting of an oppressed
people to their deliverer. Un-0overed, and at a
slow pace, the general rode through the streets
to bis headquarters. His progress was constantly impeded by the rushing of men to his horse's
side to seize him by the hand and say, ' God
bless you.> On arrival at headquarters, a]arge
crowd assemoled in tbe yard, and were clamorous for speeches. Brig.-Gen. S. P. Carter, a
native of East Tennessee, came forward, and in
a few words congratulated them on their deliverance. In response to repeated calls, Gen.
Burnside then appeared and said, that although
his profession was arms, and not speaking, yet
he would take the occasion to say that, from the
moment he took command of the Department
of Ohio, it had been his fervent wish to lead an
army into East Tennessee, to their deliverance;
and he took great pleasure in saying that he
boo come with means sufficient, with their assistance, to hold the country permanently and
securely.
" On the conclusion of the speaking the garrison flag of the United States was flung from
the portico, and the crowd rushed up and seized
it in their hands, many of them pressing it to
their lips. While this was passing at head-
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quarters, the troops had been waylaid all over
the city, and carried off by violence to be feasted, without money and without price, on the
best which the land afforded. Not 9tficers
merely; their bounteous hospitality knew no
difference in rank among their deliverers."
At Knoxville, three locomotives and a large
number of cars and railroad machine shops
were taken possession of. A large train was
also captured twelve miles northwest on the
road to Virginia. On the 4th a movement was
made upon Oumberland G3:p. At Tazewell
slight skirmish took place with a small force
of the enemy under Ool. Oarter. At daylight
on the morning of the 7th, the Ga~ was invested, and its surrender demanded by Gen. Shackelford. Gen. Frazier, commanding ~he enemy's
force, refused, and stated that .he was prepared
to hold out. It appeared that the enemy had a
large quantity of grain in the gap, with a mill,
which they used to grind it. Durina- the ensuing night an expedition was sent out by Gen.
Shackelford, which succeeded in destroying the
mill. The enemy still refused to 1mrrender, but
on the arrival of Gen. Burnside, on the 9t.h,
terms were agreed upon, and a surrender ·made
~nconditionally. The officers, however, were
allowed to retain their side arms. About forty
wagons, two hundred mules, four thousand
pounds . of bacon, two thousand bushels 'of
wheat, a large quantity of other stores, and ten
pieces .of artillery, were surrendered. The numa
ber of prisoners was about two thousand. The
march of Gen. Shackelford· to the Gap, a distance of fifty-two miles, was made in sixty
hours.
Meantime a column of cavalry ascended tlie
valley to Bristol, driving the enemy across the
Virginia line, and destroyed the railroad bridges
over t'he Holston and Watauga rivers, so as to
prevent' their return into East Tennessee. The
main body of Gen. Burnside's army was now
ordered by the general-in-chief to concentrate
on the Tennessee .river, from Loudon west, so
as to connect with Gen. Rosecrans's army, w bich
reached Obattanooga on the 9th of September.
At thi$ time the authorities at Washington
were led to believe that Gen. Lee was receiving
reenforcements from Gen. Bragg. The slight resistance made by the enemy in.East Tennessee,
and his abandonment without defence of such
an important position as Chattanooga, rendered
plausible the reports of spies and deserters from
Gen. Lee's army, that reenforcements were arriving there. Fearing, therefore, that Gen.
Rosecrans's army might be drawn too far into
the mountains of Georgia, where it could not
be supplied, and might be attacked before reenforcements could reach it from Gen. Burnside,
Gen. Halleck sent tha following despatch to
Gen. Rosecrans :
·

a

H:&A.DQUARTERB OF TUE

.:

A.lwY, W ABDlNGTON, D. C.,
September 11th, 1663.

l
S

Maj- Gen. Roseci-am, Ohatta'T},ooga :
Gen. Burnside telegraphs from Cumberland Gnp that
he bolds all East Tennessee above Loudon, and also
the gaps of the North Carolina mountains. A cavalry
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force is movmg toward .A.thens to connect with you.
After holding the mountain passes, on the west of Dalton, or some other point on the railroad, to prevent the
return of Bragg's army, it will be decided whether
your army shalf move farther south into Georgia. atid
Alabama,
·
It is'reported here by deserters that a. part of Bragg's
army js reenforcing Lee. It is important that the truth
of this should be ascertained as early as possible.
H. W. HALLECK, Gene.ral-in-Chief.
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Chattanooga, to connect with Rosecrans. Bragg may
merely hofd the passes of the mountains to cover Atlanta, and move his main army through Northern
Alabama, to reach the Tennessee river and turn Rosecrans's right, and cut off his supplies. In tbis case
he will turn Chattanooga over to you, and move to intercept Bragg.
H. W. HALLECK, General)n-Chief.
HBADQUA.RTEBB OF TIIE

AlwY, WABIDNGTON1 D. C.',
September 18th, 1868.

}

On the same day the following despatch was Maf.-Gen, R.osecran$, (fkattaMO[Ja:
There is no intention of sendmg Gen. Burnside into
sent to Gen. Burn!!ide :
North Carolina. He is ordered to move down and
HEADQUA.RTERS OF THE ARMY, WABITINGTON, D. 0.,}
connect with you. Shonld the enemy attempt to turn

September 11th, 1868.
your right flank through Alabama, Chattanooga should
Mari.-0en. Bum-side, Oumb~rland Gap:
be turned over to Burnside, aud your army, or such
I congratulate you on your success. Hold the gap . part of it as may not be required there, should move to
of the North Carolina mountains, the line of the Hol- prevent Bragg from reentering Middle Tennessee.
ston river, or some point, if there be one, to prevent Hurlbut will aid you nil he can, but most of Grant's
access from Virginia, and connect with Gen. Rosecrans, available force is west of the Mississippi.
at least with your cavalry. Gen. Rosecrans will occupy
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
• Dalton, or some point on the railroad, to close all access
lIEAQUARTERB OF THE ARMY, WABilINGTON, D. 0.,}
from Atlanta, and also the mountain .pa~ses in the
Se-ptembe,r 18th, 1868.
west. This being done, it will be determined whether
the movable force shall advance into Georgia and Maj.-Gen. Hw,•lbut, Mnn,phia:
I think, from all acco.unts, that Steele is sufficiently
Alabama or into the valley of Virginia and North
strong. All your available force should be sent to
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Carolina.
Corinth and Tuscumbia, to operate against Bragg.
On the next day, Gen. Rosecrans replied Should he attempt to turn Rosecrans's right and 'recross
the river into Tennessee, send to Gen. Sherman,
that he was sufficiently strong for the enemy
Vicksl;mrg, for reiinforcements for this purpose.
then in his front, and that there were indica- at
Gen. Grant, 1t is understood, is sick in New Orleaus.
tions that the enemy intended to turn his
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.

flanks, and cut off bis communi,:iations ; he
therefore decided that Gen. Burnside should
move down his infantry toward Chattanooga,
on hi& left, and that Gen. Grant should cover
the Tennessee river toward Whitesburg to prevent any raid on Nashville. He was of the.
opinion that no troops had been sent from Gen.
Bragg's army; but that Gen. Bragg was receiving reenforcements from Gen. Loring in
Mississippi.
On the 13th, Gen. Foster, in command at
Fortress Monroe, s~nt a despatch to Washington, stating that trains of oars had been heard
running a11 the time, day and night, for the
previous thirty-six hours, on the Petersburg
and!Richmond railroad, evidently indicating a
movement of troops in some direction. On the
morning of the 14th, he further stated that Gen.
Longstreet's corps was reported to "be going
south, through North Oarolina. .
At this time Gen. Meade had been directed
to ascertain-by giving battle, if necessarywhether any of Gen. Lee's troops had left. On
the 14th he reported to Gen. Halleck as follows: "My judgment, formed on a variety of
meagre and conflicting testimony;, ts, that Gen.
Lee's o.rmy has been reduced by Gen; Long·street's corps, and perhaps by some regiments
from Gens. Ewell and Hill."
Upon receiving the despatches of the 13th,
Gen. tl!alleck sent the following telegrams to
Gens.13urnside, Rosecrans, Hurlbut, Grant, a~d
Sherman:
HEADQUARTERS OF THE

.

ARMY, W ABITINGTON, D. 0., }
September 18th, 1868.

MaJ.-Ge:n. Burnside, Knoxville:
It is important that all the available forces of your
commaud be pushed forward into East Tennessee. All
Lour scattered forces should be coucentrated there. So
ong as we hold Tenuessee, Kentucky is perfectly safe.
Move down your infantry :is rapidly as pos~ble toward

W ABIIINGTON, D. C,, }
September 18th, 1868.

1IEA.DQUARTERB OF THE ARf Y,

·

.Maj.-0en. (}rant or Maj.-Gen. Shennan, Vicksburg:
It is quite possible that Bragg and Johnston will
move through Northern Alabama to the Tennessee
river, to turn Gen. Rosecrans's right and cutoff his communications. All of Gen. Grant's available forces should
be sent to Memphis, thence to Coriuth and Tuscumbia,
to cooperate with Rosecrans, should the rebels attempt
that mo~ement.
·
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.

0~ the 14th, tbe following telegrams were
sent to Gens. Foster, Burnside, and Hurlbut:
W ABillNGTO?f, D. C., }
Septembe1• 14th, 1868.

HEADQUARTERS OJI' THE ARMY,

Maj.-G-en. Foate1·, Forflress Monroe:
Information received here indicates that part of Lee's
forces have gone to Petersburi. There are various
supposition1o for this. Some tbmk it is intended to put
down Union feeling in North Carolina, others to make
an attempt to capture Norfolk; others ugaiu to threaten
Norfolk, so ns to compel us to land rei'nforcemeuts
there from the Army of the Potomac, and tben to move
rapidly against Meade. Such was the plan fast spring,
when Longstreet invested Suffolk. It will be well to
strengthen Norfolk as much as possible, and to clo$ely
watch tbe enemy's movements. I think he will soon
strike a. blow somewhere.
H. W. HALLECK, General-iu-Chief.
D. 0., }
September 14th, 1868.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ABJIY, WABIID,GTON,

.Ma,f.-0en. Hurlbut, Memplvia:
There are good reasons why troops should be seut to
assist Gen. Rosecrans's right with all possible despatch.
Communicate with Sherman to assist you, and hurry
forward reenforcemeuts as previously directed.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
HEADQUARTERS OJI' THE

.

ARltY, w AS!llNGTON, D. c., }
Septcmbor 14th, 1868.

.Maj.-0en. Burnside, Knoxville:
'!'here are several reasons wby you shoul~ rl'en_force
Rosecrans witlf all possible despa~b. _It 1s believed
that the euemy will concentrate to i;we him battle. You
must be there to belp him.
.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
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At the same time, Gen. Schofield, in command of the Department of Mi'.ssouri, and Gen.
Pope, iu command of tire Northwest Department, were ordered, to send forward to the.
Tennessee line every available man in their
departments; and the commanding officers in
Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky, were ordered to
meke every ·possible exertion to secure Gen.
Rosecrans's line of communications. Gen. Meade
was. also urged to att~ck Gen. Lee's army while
in its present reduced condition, or, at least, to
prev.ent him from sending off anymore detach:µients. More troops. were not sent into East
Tennessee or Georgia, on account of the impossibility of supplying them in a country which
the enemy had nearly exhausted. Gen·. Burnside's Q,rmy was on short rations, and that of
the Cumberland inadequately supplied.
On the 14th of September, the army of Gen.
Rosecrans was occupying the passes of Lookout mountain, with the enemy concentrating
his forces near Lafayette, to dispute his further
advance. The threatened movements of Gen.
Bragg to the right a~d left provC:' d to be merely
cavalry raids to cut Gen. Rosecrans's lines of
supplies, and threaten bis communication with
Gen. Burnside. His main army was only awaiting the m-rival of Gen. Longstreet's corps to
give battle in the mountains of Georgia. It had
already been rei!nforced by troops from Gen.
Johnston in M,ississippi, and by the prisoners
captured at Vicksburg and Port Hudson, and
released on parole, who bad been declared by
the Confederate authorities to be exchanged.
The line of Gen. Rosecrans's army extended
at this time froµi Gordon's Mills to Alpines, a
distance of some forty miles. By the 17th,
they were brought within supporting distance,
and on the morning of the 18th a concentration
was begun .toward _Crawfish Springs.
•
The advance ot Gen. Rosecrans's army <;an be
traced in a few words. The 1'ennesrne river,
west of Chattanooga, in its general direction
runs south west. Skirting it is the Raooon range
of mountains. Sand mountain, where the army
passed over, is a part of this range. After
marching over a plateau of twelve or fifteen
miles in width, Sand mountain is descended,
and the Lookout valley is gained. This valley
is a.bout two miles wide, and runs southwest.
It is bounded on the east by the Lookout mountains, running parallel with the Racoon range.
The right wing, under Gen. McCook and the
centre, under Gen. Thomas, had bee~ · in this
valley two or three days when Chattanooga was
evacuated. E~rly on_Wednesda.y; the 9th, both
corps were m mot10n to pass the Lookout
range. They ha.d on1y two passes by which to
cross-one ei::ht miles south of Trenton, and
the other at Valley Head, more than twenty
miles south of Trenton. At VaUey Head the
rugged mountain melts away into a wild scattering of hills, near which the road is abruptly
turned through .winding valleys, with a steep
a.nd stohborn spur before the summit is gained.
After reaching the summit, a plateau gently

rolling, a.bout twelve miles in width, is found.
There are groves a.nd fields, and smooth-fl.owing streams, where the imagination pictured
crags and cascades. .At Valley Head, Gen.
McOook's corps passed over Lookout mountain, and reached .A.1pities, in the valley, called
Broomtown valley; on the 10th. Gen. Thomas
took the midq.le gap, and passed through without
opposition. _A t the same time Gen. Crittenden
moved south of Chattanooga toward Gordon's
Mills, a distance of twelve miles. Bounding
Broomtown valley, qn the east, is another par·
allel ridge, known as Taylor's ridge. It is not
-a formidable barrier, and is crossed by a number of good roads toward Lafayette, where
Gen. Bragg was. The first opposition to the
present advance of the army took place at Alpines, on Wednesday, the 9th, when a cavalry •
division had# a brisk fight with the e.p.emy,
which continued two hours, with the loss of
four killed and twelve wounded. The enemy
retired, leaving a few dead. When Gen.
Thomas passed through the central gap, he
found himself in McLemore's Cove or valley, a
strip of country enclosed between Lookout
mountain and Pig!3on mountain, a spur of Lookout, striking northeast from it, and gradually
meltiog away as it approaches the Chickamauga river. · To reach the same va.lley in
which Gen. McCook's corps was, Gen. Thomas
was compelled to pass throµgh one of the gaps
of Pigeon mountain. He therefore, on the 12th,
ordered Gen. Negley to feel his wo.y through
the central pass. In obeying the _order he was
suddenly attacked by the divisions of Gens.
Witters and Stuart, of Gen: Bragg's army, upon
bis front -and flanks, with such energy as compelled bis hasty retreat, with a ·1oss of some
forty kilfod and wounded.' The advance of
Gen. Rosecrans's army thus far in pursuit of the
enemy, had been made under the impression
that, as Obatt:mooga bad fallen wiLLout res~tance, Gen. Bragg was weak, and the Confederate Government unable to reenforce him ;
there would, therefore, be no fight north of tlie
Coosa river. This sudden show of strength
against Gen. Negley, therefore, created alarm.
The question now was, whether this demonstration of the enemy indicated a purpose of
giving ba.ttle1 or whether it was a movement
to secure a safe ·retreat. Gen. Rosecrans decided it to be the former. The next dtty, Gen.
McOook was tnoving back over tl 1e Lookout
mountain, with orders to- close on the centre,
and Gen. Crittenden, at Gordon's Mills, put in
a good defensive position.
Lafayette, the capital of Walker county,
thirty-two miles from Chattanooga, ani1'ighteen from Dalton, was supposed to be the place
where the enemy were concentrating. In their
front was the Pigeon mountain. This range
was the highest at the southern extremity,
where it is separated from the Lookout mountain by Doherty Gap, a long and l1eavy pass.
Two mi1es north is a less elevated ~ap, called
Rape ; seven miles farther north is Blue Bird,
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a rugged pass ; three miles farther is Dug Gap;
affording a good passage for an army. This
was easily defended, and held by Gen. Bragg.
Two and a half miles farther is Catlet's, through
which runs a mountain stream and a good
road; this was also held by Gen. Bragg. Two
miles farther is Worthing, a tough road over
the mountain, and impassable for · artillery.
Wicker is a good wagon road, 'Yhere the mountain has diminished to a hill ; lL mile and a half
beyond, an undulating country commences. '.!-'he
country lying b etween Pigeon and Lookout
mountains is called McLemore's Cove, as above
,stated, about twenty · miles long and eight
broad. West of Pigeon mountain is Chickamauga valley, which separates it from Missionary ridge, a mere range of hills, and west of
which -is another valley separating the latter
from Lookout mountain. This last •range runs
up within two miles of Chattanooga, and terminates abruptly at the Tennessee river, with
a bluff two thousand feet high.
At the time of the repulse of Gen.•N egley
was the most favorable moment for Gen. Bragg
to attack Gen. Rosecrans. The corps of Gen.
McCook was separated from Gen. Thomas by a
march of nearly three· days. Gen. Crittenden
could not re~nforce Gen. Thomas without exposing Chattanooga, and Gen. Thomas could
not move to Gen. Orittenden's position without
exposing Gen. McCook. Slow as Gen. Bragg
wa,i in collecting his forces and advancing, the
great battle which followed was begun before Gen. Rosecrans had recovered from the
results of the position of his forces. Gen. McCook joined Gen. Thomas on the 17th, wiffl:J.
his weary troops, and as heavy clouds of dust
were discovered on Pigeon mountain by the
signal officers, his co1;ps and the right of the
centre were formed into line of battle, 'which
was· maintained all the afternoon in McLemore's Oove. As the morning of the 18th broke,
gray and chilly, the troops were ordered on the
march. Gen. Thomas's corps pressed on toward Gordon's Mills, and Gen. McCook's moved
up directly in his rear. At Gordon's Mills, Gen.
Ward }Vas stationed with two brigades. Duririg the forenoon of this day, Gen. Granger, situated on the left of Gen . Ward, made a reconnoissance across the Chickamauga at Reid's bridge,
with two brigades, anrl ascertained beyond a
doubt that Gen. Longstreet's ' corps had joined
Gen. Bragg. Cols. Minty and Wilder were
se_nt with their commands, the former to watch
~mggold road cros~ing, and the latter to resist any advance f.t'om Napier Gap. Early in
the afternoon the enemy made an attack from
the two roads. Heavy cannonading ensued,
but Cols. Minty and Wilder held their ground
gallantly until a body of the enemy's infantry,
having crossed at one of the several fords in
the river, was fast gaining their r ear, when they
· were compelled to retire.. This proved to be
the extreme left of the enemy.
Toward evening, Gen. McCook's corps pitched their tents at Lee's Mills, in McLemore's
0
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Cove ; l;mt hardly was this done before an order from Gen. Rosecrans direct'ed them to
move northward to Pond Spring, seventeen
miles south of Chattanooga. Wearied as were
the men, they marched silently and without
straggling. All nig'ht there was a constant
i·umbling of wagons, and a ceaseless tread of
troops. Gen. Orittenden b~ng ahead of Gen.
Thomas, had thrown Gen.- V an Cleve's division on the left of Gen. Wood at Gordon's
Mills, and Gen. Palmer's on his rig1it, Gen.
Thomas pushed still farther to the left. Gen.
Johnson's two brigades were given to Gen.
Thomas, and posted on Gen. Van Cleve's left,
while Gen. Negley, who was alreaµy in position at Owen's Gap, a short distance south of
Crawfish Spring, thirteen miles from Chattanoogat was ordered to remain there, and temporarily attached to Gen. McCook's corps.
The operations of the Confederate arm~ 1:1P
to this time had been as follows : In consequence of the flank movement of Gen. Rosecrans on the right of Gen. Bragg, in the month
of June, the latter retreated from Shelbyville
and Tullahoma toward Chattanooga, which was
occupied in the first week of July. The brigade
of Gen. Anderson, of Gen. Polk's corps, was
ordered' to Bridgeport for purposes of observation. The remainder of the corps of Gen. Polk
was retained in and around Chattanooga; and
Gen. Hardee's corps was distributed along the
line of the railroad to .Knoxville, with Tyner's
Station, nine miles from Chattano·oga, as the
Qentre. The beadquar-ters of Gen. Bragg were·
at Chattanooga. Ou the 21st of August the
corps of Gen. Crittenden succeeded in reaching
the town with artillery, from the heights overlooking the Tennessee river and the town. This
bombardment was regarded by the enemy as
announcing that Gen. Rosecrans's plans were
completed and about to be executed. The
effect was to cause the removal of Gen. Bragg's
headquarters beyond the range of fire, and the
removal of stores to points of convenience on
the railroad in the rear, -and the withdrawal
of Gen. Anderson from Bridgeport. In conse- ·
quence of the advance of Gen. Burnside into
East Tennessee, the Confederate Gen. Buckner
was now ordered to evacuate Knoxville and
occupy Loudon; and in consequence of a demonstration reported to have been made by
· Gen: 'Rosecrans at Blythe's Ferry, on the Tennessee river, opposite the mouth of the Hiawa~
see, he wa,i further ordered to fall back from
Loudon to Charleston, ~nd, soon after, to the
vicinity of Chattanooga. On the l st of September, Gen. Bragg was informed of the crossing of Gen. Rosecrans at Caperton's Ferry for
three days, and that he was moving across San,d
moun'tain, in the direction of Will s's valley and
Trenton. This report was regarded by him as
incredible; but soon after confirmed by the occupation of Trenton by Federal cuvalrf and
by its advance up the Wills's valley railroad
in the direction of Chattanooga as far as Wauhatchee, within seven miles, as a covering
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force to the.advance of the infantry column at
Trenton.
The following topographical view will assist
in the comprehension of the subsequent movements : Ohattanooga is situated on the Tennessee river, at the mouth of the Ohattanooga valley-a valley following the course of the Chattanooga creek, an formed by Lookout mountain and Missionary ridge. East of Missionary
ridge, and running parallel with it, is another valley-Chickamauga valley..:....following the
course of Chickamauga creek, which, like the
Chattanooga creek, discharges its waters into
the Tennessee river-the first above, and the
rast below the ~own of Ohattanooga, and has
with it a common source in McLer;nore's Cove,
the common head of both valleys, and formed
by Lookout mountain on the west and Pigeon
moi.ntain to the east. Wills's valley is a narrow valley,, lying to the west of Chattanooga,
formed by Lookout mountain and Sand mountain, and traversed by a ·railroad, which takes
its name from the valley, a~d which, branching
from the Nashville and Chattanooga railroad,
where the latter crosses the valley, has its present terminus at Trenton, and future at Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The distance of Br~dgeport
from Chattanooga is twenty-eight miles, of
Oaperton's Ferry about forty, and of Trenton
something over twenty. Ringgold is eighte~n
miles from Chattanooga, on the Georgia State
roacl, and Dolton some forty, at the point where
. the Georgia State road connects with the East
Tennessee railroad. Rome is sixty-five miles
southwest of Chattanooga, on the Coosa river,
at the point of confluence of the Etowah and
Oostenaula. The wagon road from Chattanooga
to Rome, known as the Lafayette road, crosses
Missionary ridge into Chickamauga valley at
Rossville, and, proceeding in a southwesterly
direction, crosses Chickamauga creek, eleven
miles from Chattanooga, at Lee's and Gordon's
Mills, and, passing to the east of Pigeon mountain, goes through Lafayette, distant some
twenty-two miles from Chattanooga, and Summerville, within twenty-five miles of Rome.
From Caperton's Ferry there is a road leading
over Sand mountain into Wills's valley at Trenton, and from Trenton to Lafayette and Dalton,
over Lookout mountain, through Co·oper's and
Stevens's Gap into McLemore's Cove, and over
:Pigeon mountain by Plug Gap. The road from
·Trenton, following Wills's valley, exposed, by
easy communications, Rome, and, through it,
W astern Georgia and Eastern .Alabama, with
easy access to the-important central positions,
.Atlanta and Selma.
Gen. Bragg, believing that a flanking movement :was the object of Gen. Rosecrans by bis
advance on the left, ordered Lieut.-Gen. Hill,
on Monday, September 'Tth, to mov!:) with his
corps toward Lafayette, Gen. Polk to Lee's and
Gordon's Mills, and Maj.-Gen. Buckner, with
the .Army of East Tennessee, and Maj.-Gen.
Walker, with his division from the lil·my .of
Mississippi, to concentrate at Lafayette, and

Brig.-Gen. P~gram to cover the railroad with
his cavalry. These dispositions having been
made of the Oonfederat:e forces, Maj.-Gen. Crittenden, commandi~g the left wing of the Federal army, which had not moved with the right
and centre, but. had been left in the Sequatchie
volley, crossed the Tennessee river at the mouth
of Battle creek, and moved upon Ohattanooga. Maj.-Gen. McCook, commanding the right
wing, was thrown forward to threaten Rome,
and the corps of Maj.-Gen. Thomas was put in
motion over Lookout mountain, in the direction
of Lafayette.
.A charge of incapacity was· subsequently
made against Gen. Bragg, because he did not
·at this time fall upon Gen. Thomas with such
a force as would have crushed him; then turned
down Chattanooga valley, throwing himself
between the town and Gen. Crittenden, and
crushed him; then passed back between Lookout mountain •and the Tennessee river into
Willa's valley, and cut off Gen. McOook's retreat w Bridgeport; thence moved along the
Cumberland into the rear of Gen: Burnside, and
defeated him. But Gen. Bragg now threw a
force forward into McLemore's Cove, which resisted the advance of Gen. Thomas, as above
stated: It was on euch a limited scale as only
to check this advance, and was thence withdrawn to•Lafayette. Within thirty-six hours
after this force retired, Gen. ~osecrans hacl recalled Gen. McOook, and concentrated' him with
Gen. Thomas in McLemore's Cove. Meantime,
Gen. Crittenden, after oocupying Chattanooga,
did not stop to fortify it, but moved on toward
ltinggold to cut off Gen. Buckner, who was understood to be moving to the support of Gen.
Bragg. On reaching the point on the Georgia
railroad at which Gen. Buckner crossed, and
discov·ering that he was too late, be turned toward Lafayette to follow him, Moving up the
Ohickamauga, on the east side, he was confronted by a force of Confederate cavalry under Gens. Pegram and .Armstrong, which retired before him until supported by a large body
of infantry, when Gen. Crittenden, declining
a battle, fell back on the Ohickamauga, and
crossed at Gordon's Mills. This brought the
whole of Gen. Rosecrans's force on the west
side of the Chickamauga within easy supporting distance.
Gen. ·Bragg now moved his army by divisions, and crossed the Chickamauga at several
fords and bridges north of Gordon's Mills, up
to which he ordered the Virginia troops, which
had crossed many miles below, and near to
which he attempted to concentrate. .At this
time the right of Gen. Rosecrans really rested
on Gordon's Mills. Gen. Thomas had moved
on until his left division, under Gen. Brannan,
covered the Rossville road. Gen. Baird was
pn Gen. Brannan's right, then followed su,ccessively Gens.Johnson's, Reynolds's, Palmer s, ·
and Van Cleve's divisions. Gen. Wood covered
Gordon's Mills ford. Gen. Negley, four miles
farther south, held Owen's Gap: Gens. Davis
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and Sheridan were on the march south of
Gen.Negley. Gen. Wilder, with four regiments
and a light battery, was posted at the right,
near Gprdon's Mills. Gen. Gordon Grangei;'s
forces were held in reserve some distance back
on the Rossville road. Sucli was the position
on Saturday, the 19th. The battle which now
ensued opened about ten o'clock. The first
attack of the enemy w~ upon the left wing of
Gen. Rosecrans, which the enemy endeavored
to turn, so as to occupy the road to Chattanooga. But all their efforts for "this object
failed. The centre was next assailed and temporarily driven back, but, being promptly reenforced, maintained its ground. As night approached, the battle ceased and the combatants
rested on their arms. Gen. Bragg now issued
an order dividing the forces of hi& army into
two corps or wings. ThEl right was placed under the command of Lieut.-Gen. Polk, and the
left under Lieut.-Gen. Longstreet. The former
was composed of Lieut.-Gen. Hill's corps of two
divisions, under Maj.-Gen. Claburn and M;aj.Gen. Breckinridge; with the division of Maj.Gen. Cheatham, of Lieut.-Gen. Polk's corps,
and the division of Maj.-Gen. W. H. T. Walker.
The le.ft was composed. of the divisions of
Maj.-Gen. Stewart; and Brig.-Gens. Preston
Johnston, of Maj.-Gen. Buckner's corps; with
Maj.-Gen. Hindman's, of Lieut.-Gen. Polk's
corps, and Gens. Benning's and Lane's and
Robertson's brigades of Maj.-Gen. Hood's division, and Gens. Kershaw's and Humphrey's,
ofMaj.-Gen ...foLaws's division. The front line
of the right wing consisted of three di visions,
Breckinridge's, Oleburn's, and Cheatham's,
which were posted from right to left in the
order named. Maj.-Gen. Walker was in reserve.
The line of the left wing was composed of Stewart's, Hood's, Hindman's, and Preston's divisions, from right to left, in the order named.
Toward morning of the next day the army
of Gen. Rosecrans changed its position slightly
to the rear, and contracted ·the extended lines
of the previous day. Trains were moving northward on all the roads in the rear of Chattanooga, and the wounded were taken from the
hospitals, which had become exposed by the
concentration of the forces to the left. Gen.
Thomas still held the left, with the divisions
of Gens. Palmer and Johnson attached to his
corps and thrown in the centre. Gen. Brannan
yras retired slightly, with his regiments arrayed
m echelon. Gen. Van Cleve was held in reserve on the west side of the first road in the
rear of the line. Gens. Wood, Davis, and
Sheridan followed next, the latter being on the
ex~e_rne left. Gen. Lytle occupied an isolated
pos1t1on at Gordon's Mills.
Orders were given by Gen. Bragg to Lieut.Gen. Polk to commence the attack at daylight
on t?e next morning. These orders were immed1ately issued by hiiµ ; but prior to giving
the order to move forward to the attack in the
morning, Gen. Polk discovered that, owing to
a want of precaution, a portion of the left wing,
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amounting to a whole division, bad been formed in front of bis line, and that if the order to
make the attack at daylight was obeyed, this
division must inevitably be slaughtered. The
battle was finally opened about half past nine
A. M., by a forward movement of Gen. Breckinridge, accompanied by Gen. Cleburn, against
the left and centre of Gen. Rosecrans.. Division
after division was pushed forward to assist the
attacking masses of the enemy, but without success. The ground was held by Gen. Thomas
for Idore than two hours. Meantime, as Gen.
Reynolds was sorely pressed, Gen. Wood was
ordered, as he supposed, to march instantly
by the left flank, pass Gen. Brannan, and
go to the relief of Gen. Reynolds, and that
Gens. Davis and Sheridan were to shift over
to the left, and close up the line.. Gen. Rosecrans reports that the order was to close up on
Gen. Reynolds. Gen. Wood says that Gen.
Brannan was in line between his and Gen.
Reynolds's division. .
.A. gap was thus formed in the line of battle,
of which the enemy took advantage, and, striking Gen. Davis in his flank and rear, threw
·his whole division into confusion. Passing
through this break in Gen. Rosecrans's line,
the enemy cut off his right and centre, and attacked Gen. Sheridan's division, which was advancing to the support of the left. After a
brave but fruitless effort against this torrent
of the enemy, he was compelled to give way,
but afterward rallied a considerable portion
of his force, and by a circuitous route joined
Gen. Thom as, who had now to breast the
tide of battle against the whole army of the
enen;iy. The right and part of the centre had
been completely broken, and fled in confusion
from the field, carrying with them to Chattanooga their comm{tnders, Gens. McCook n.nd
Crittenden, and also Gen. Rosecrans, wllo was
on that part of the line. Gen. Garfield, his
chief of staff, however, made his way to the
left and joined Gen. Thomas, who still retained
his position. His ranks had now assumed a
crescent form, with bis flanks supported by the
lower spurs of the mountain, and here, "like a
lion at bay, he repulsed th)3 terrible assaults
of the enemy."
.A.bout half :past three P. M., the enemy discovered a gap ID the hills, in the rear of the
right flank of Gen. Thomas, and Gen. Longstreet commenced pressing )lis columns through
the passage. .A.t this time, Maj.-Gen. Granger,
wh9 had been posted with his reserves to cover
the left and rear, arrived on· the field. He in;stantly attacked the forces of Gen. Longstr eet,
with Gen. Steadman's brigade of cavalry. The
conflict at this point is thus described by Gen.
Halleck: "In the words of Gen. Ro~ecrans's
report, ' swift was the charge, and terrible the
conflict; but the enemy was broken.' .A. thousand of our brave men killed nod wounded
paid for its possession; but we held the gap. ·
Two divisions of Longstreet's corps confronted
the position. Determined to take it, they sue-
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cessively came to the assault. A battery of
six guns placed in the gorge poured death and
slaughter into them. They charged within a
few yards of the pieces, but our grape and
canister, and the leaden hail of musketry, delivered in sparing but terrible volleys, from cartridges taken in many instances from the boxes
of their fallen companions, was too much even
for Longstreet's men. About sunset they made
their last charge, when our men, being out of
ammunition, moved on them with the bayonet,
and they gave way, to return no more. In the
mean time the enemy made repeated attempts
to carry Gen. Thomas's position on the l'eft and
front, but were as often thrown back with
great loss. At nightfall the enemy fell back
beyond the range of our artillery, leaving Gen.
Thomas victorious on his hard-fought field."
Daring the night Gen. Thomas fell back to
Rossville, leaving the dead and most of the
wounded in the hands of the enemy. Gen.
Sheridan, who had been cut off by the advance
of the enemy, as he was upon the extr~me
right, gathered his brigades and struck across
Missionary Ridge directly to the west. The
enemy were in possession of the country north
of him. As he reached the top of the ridge,
he caused the "assembly" to be blown, and
picked up all the stragglers from the other divisions that he could find. He had lost three
pieces of artillery, but in his progi·ess met a
wholll battery which had been abandoned, and
took it in charge. Passing the enemy's flank,
and regaining the road on the ridge, he turned
east through Rossville, and, without halting,
reenforced Gen. Thomas at midnight. The -position near Rossville was helcl during Monday
without serious molestation, and in the night
the force was .withdrawn to Chattanooga.
The loss of Gen. Rosecrans in these battles
was 1,644 killed, 9,262 wounded, and 4,945
missing, which, with a cavalry loss of 1,000,
makes 16,851. In material, his loss was 36
lsUns, 20 caissons, 8,450 small arms, and 5,834
mfantry accoutrements. He ca.pturecl 2,003
prisoners. · The loss of the enemy in killed,
wounded, and missing, was reported at 18,000.
After Gen. Rosecrans's retreat to Chattanooga, he withdrew his forces from the passes
of Lookout Mountain, which covered his line
of supplies from Bridgeport. These were im-
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mediately occupied by the enemy, who alsosent a cavalry force across the Tennessee above
Chattanooga, which destroyed a large wagon
train in the Sequatchie valley, captured McMinnsville and other points on the railroad,
and thus almost completely cut off the supplies
of Gen. Rosecrans's army. The line of the
railroad at this time was well defended. The
enemy's cavalry were attacked by Col. McCook,
at Anderson's cross roads, on the 2d of October,
by Gen. Mitchell, at Shelbyville, on the 6th, and
by Gen. Orook, at Farmington, on the 8th.
On October 2d, Gen. Rosecrans issued an
order, of which the following is an e~tract:
.A.rm,y of the Oumberland: You have made a grand
and successful campaign; you have driven the rebels
from Middle Tennessee. You crossed a great mountain range, placed yourselves on the banks of n broad
river, crossed it in the face of a powerful, ,opposing
army, and crossed two other grent mountain ranges
at the only practicable passes, some forty miles between e~-tremes. You concentrated in the face of
superior numbers; fought the combined armies of
Bragg, which you drove from Shelbyville to Tullahoma, of Johnsfon's nrmy from Mississippi, and the
tried veterans of Longstreet's corps, and for two
days held them at bay, giving them blow for blow,
with heavy interest. When the day closed you held
the field, from which you withru·ew, in the face of
overpowering numbers, to occupy the point for
which yon set out-Chattanooga.
You have accomplished the great work ofth() campaign; you hold the key of East Tennessee, of Northern Georgia, and of tbe enemy's mines of coal and
nitre. Let these achievements console you for the
regret you experience that arrivals of fresh hostile
troops forbade your remaining on the field to renew
the battle, for the right of burying your gallant
dead, and caring for your brave companions who lay
wounded on the field.

When it was known at W aslirngton that
Gen. Longstreet's corps had probably gone to
the aicl of Gen . Bragg, the authorities ordered
to Tennessee the forces of Gen. Grant at Vicksburg, and also appointed him to the command
of the forces in the field in Tennessee. Before
information was received in reply from Gen.
G'rant, who was at New Orleans, Gen. Hooker
was, on the 23d of September, sent to Tennessee, in command of the Eleventh and Twelfth
corps of the Army of the Potomac, which were
detached for that object. They were assigned
to protect General Rosecrans's line of communication from Bridgeport ~o Nashville.

x·xxvr.

General Grant ordered to the commnnd at Chattanooga-Defeats Gen. Bragg-Movements of Gen. Burnside in East Tennessee-Position of the .Armies in Virginln,..-.Advance of Gen. Meade to Mine Run-Gen. Gilmore's Operations before
Charloston-Captures Morris Islnnd-Opens fire on Fort Sumter and Charleston-Movements of Gen. Banks in Texas-Operations in Missouri and .Arkansas-Operations against the Indians In Minnesota-Desolntlons by the .Armies.

<?N the 18th of October, Gen. Grant having The Department of Ohio had comprised the
arnved at Louisville, Ky., assumed command States of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, illinois,
of the consoliclated Departments of Tennessee, Western Virginia, and Kentucky, east of the
Clllllberland, and Ohio, by order of tho President. Tennessee River, including Cumberland Gap,
30
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with the headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.
That of the Cumberland had comprised the
portion of the State of Tennessee east of the
Tennessee River, and such parts of Northern
Alabarna and Georgia as may be taken possession of by the United States troops, with
headquarters in the field. That of Tennessee
had comprised Cairo, Illinois; Forts Henry
and Donelson, Tennessee ; N.orthern Mississippi, and the portions of Kentucky and Tennessee west of the Tennessee River, with headquarters in the field.
Major-Gen. G. H. Thomas was placed in the
immediate command of the Department of the
Cumberland, and Maj.-Gen. W. T. Sherman in
that of the Department of Tennessee. Gen.
Rosecrans was relieved. Gens. McCook and
Crittenden were ordered to Cincinnati, and
their co1•ps consolidated into one.
At this time the army was at Chattanooga,
which is situated in a bend of the Tennessee
River. The flanks rested on its banks-the
right at Chattanooga Creek, near the base of
Lookout Mountain, and the left at Citico -Creek.
The picket lines followed these two creeks for
a distance, and then passed across the low
grounds between, which lie also between the
foot of Missionary Ridge and the high grounds
about the town upon which the defensive
works were constructed. These works were
connected by a strong line of rifle-pits. Behind this line and around the town the greater
portion of the army was bivouacked, for very
little en.mp equipage was to be bad. This was
the only point held by a Federal force south of
the river, while the north side was occupied
entire with troops stationed to guard t.he pofuts
above. The base of the army at Chattanooga
was at Stevenson and Bridgeport, and was supplied from depots at Louisville and Nashville,
by a single track of railroad. The south side
of the river from Lookout Mountain to Bridgeport was in possession of the enemy, and the
river road on the north side was rendered impassable by their sharpshooters stationed on
the opposite bank. It was thus necessary to
bring all supplies to the army over a distance
of fifty or sixty miles, taking the road from
Bridgeport up the Sequatchie valley, over the
mountain into the Anderson road, thence to
Chattanooga. The Tennessee was crossed by
pontoon bridges, constructed from such materials as the forest and the town could afford.
The storIDl! rendered the roads nearly impassable, and the army was in danger of starvation.
Gen. Hooker had arrived at Bridgeport with
the Eleventh and a portion of the Twelfth corps,
and Gen. herman was on the route from Memphis. The first movement was to open the
river, and secure a shorter land communication
with the ba e. For this purpose the boats for
a new pontoon bridge were filled with armed
men at Chattanooga. and floated down in the
night pa, t Lookout Point, to a place known as
Brown' Ferry, where they landed on the south

side of the river, and took pos~ession of two
hills, after only a slight skirmish with the picket
at the point of landing, and a feeble resistance
from a brigade of infantTy and.regiment of cavalry stationed in the valley beyond the hills.
The boats then crossed the river, and brought
over more troops to l10ld possession, by whom
a bridge was immediately constructed, about
nine hundred feet in length, in five hours. The
distance between this bridge and the one at
Chattanooga was one a.nd a half mile by land,
and about eight miles by water. On the next
day Gen. Hooker crossed the river , at Bridgeport, and moved up, uniting with the force at
Brown's Ferry. This opened the river, the
road to Kelly's Ferry, and the direct road to
· Bridgeport, as well as the river road on the
north side around the bend. This successful
movement is thus explained by a spectator in
the camp of the enemy:
The enemy were several miles distant, and the
smoke of their bivouac fires resting above the tree
tops indicated a halt. Subsequently the column resumed its motion, and during the afternoon the lono-,
dark, thread-like line of troops became visible, slowfy
wending their way in the direction of Chattanoo~a.
On Lookout Peak, fazing down upon the singular
spectacle-a cowp d ail which embraced in curious
contrast the beauties of natu1·e and the achlevements
of art, the blessings of peace and the horrors of warwere Gens. Bragg, Longstreet, and others, to whom
this bold venture of the enemy opened at once new
vistas of thought and action. Infantry, artillery. and
cavalry, all glided silently by, like a procession of
fanto cini in a panorama, until 1 among all the "sundown' s sumptuous pictures" which glowed around
us, there was not one like that of the gre!),t, fresh,
bustling camp, suddenly grown into view, with its
thousand twinkling lights, its groups of men and animals, and its Jines of white-topped wagons, now
strung like a ·necklace of pearls around the bosom
of the hills. The Federals had succeeded in effecting
a junction with the army of Chattanooga.
The question which naturally arises is, why did uot
Gen. Bragg throw hls army in front of the advancing
columns and check the movement? The answer is
in the shape of one of those stolid facts which even
strategy cannot always stir. On Monday night Gen .
Thomas-or perha!)S Grant, for he is now in Chattanooga-crossed n. force of six thousn.nd men, first
over the Tennessee at the edge of the town, then over
the neck of land known as the Moccasin, and finally
over the river again at Brown's Ferry, in rear of
Chattanooga, where, after a brief skirmish with one
of our regiments, they took J?Ossession of the hills
and commenced the work of fortification. Simultaneously with this movement, a column at Bridge·
port, consisting of the Eleventh corps, Gen. Howard, and Twelfth corps, Gen. Slocum, the whole
under command of Gen. J oe Hooker, started up the
valley.
Under these circumstances, an interposition of our
forces across the valley would in the first place have
requfred the transfer of a considerable portion of our
army from the east to the west side of Lookout Mountain, thereby weakening our line in front of Chattanooga, while the enemy reserved his strength; secondfy, it would have necessitated a fight on both our
front and rear, with the flanks of the Federals protected by the mountains; and finally, bad we been
successful, a victory would only have demoralized
two corps of the Ya.nkee army; without at all in~nencing the direct issue involved in the present investment of Chattanooga.
Gen. Longstreet, however, who from the peak had
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carefully watched the march of the eleventh corps, deterruiued to make un attack for another purpose-namely, to capture, if possible, a large park of wagons and
its escort, numbering, as was supposed, from fifteen
hundred to two thousand men, who still remained in
the renr.

The nttack thus proposed was made during
the night, and the result was that, at five o'clock
the next morning, the enemy had abandoned
the entire country west of Lookout creek.
These operations saved the army from starvation, for the situation of affairs was such that
Chattanooga must be held at all hazards.
A steamboat had been built and another
had been captured. The latter was now loaded
with two hundred thousand rations. It ran
the blockade of Lookout mountain, and arrived safely at Brown's F erry. The point of
Lookout mountain between Chattanooga and
Lookout creek was still held by pickets and
an infantry force of the enemy, wbile their batteries on the top commanded some distance
each way. The steamboat passed to the pontoon bridge ground ~ntil the battle of Missionary ridge, thus covering the line of communication, and then in connection with the other boat
ran regularly to Kelly's Ferry from Bridgeport,
reducing the wagon transportation to ten miles
over good roads. An interior line of defence,
sufficient to hold Chattanooga with a small
force, was now constructed, and the plans were
matqred for accomplishing the main object of
the campaign, which was the clearing of East
Tennessee of the enemy.
When Gen. Sherman reached the vicinity of
Bridgeport with his corps, Gen. Longstreet had
been detached with bis command from the army of Gen. Bragg, and sent on an expedition
against Knoxville. This weakened Gen. Bragg
and exposed Gen. Burnside to danger. The
plan therefore adoptEl(l by Gen. Grant was to
attack Gen. Bragg, and to follo,v it by a movement in the rear of Gen. Longstreet. The
forces of Gen. Bragg held Missionary ridge,
the Cbattunooga vnlley, and Lo0kout mountain,
with their left resting on the latter, and their
ri~ht on the ridge near the tunnel of the Knoxville and Chattanooga railroad. Their picket_s
occupied the south bank of the Tennessee river
for miles above, and their supplies were brought
by the railroad from Atlanta and Dalton. The
mass of Gen. Bragg's force was in the Chattanooga valley, between Lookout mountain and
Missionary ridge, and on that slope of Lookout,
thus being very nearly on his centre. The
ridge was heavily posted with nrtillery. The
plan adopted by Gen. Grant for the attack, and
the manner in which it was executed, were thus
described by a spectator: "A division of Gen.
Sherman's troops were to be sent to Trenton,
threatening the enemy's left flank. Under
cover of this movement, Gen. Sherman's main
bocly was to march up by Gen. Hooker's lines,
ci:ossing the Brown's Ferry bridge mostly at
mght, thence into a concealed camp on the
north side of the river, opposite South Chickamauga, creek. -One division wns directed to
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encamp on the North Chicknmauga; about
120 pontoons were to be taken under cover
of bills and woods, and launched into the
North Chickamauga ; these were to ~ filled
with men, to be floated out into tlie Tennessee and down it, until opposite the South
Chickamauga (about three miles below), to
effect a landing on that bank, and throw up
works ; the remainder of the commund were to
be taken across in the same boats, or a portion
of them; the Tennessee and South Uhickamauga were to be bridged, and then the artillery crossed and moved at once to seize a foothold on the ridge, taking up a line facing the
enemy's right flank near the · tunnel. Gen.
Howard's corps of Gen. Hooker's command
was to cross into the town by the two bridges,
and fill the gap between Gen. ShermQ,n's proposed position and the main body of Gen.
Thomas's army. Gen. Hooker, with the remainder of bis force and the division sent to
Trenton , which should return, were to carry
the point of Lookout, and then threaten the
enemy's left, which would thus be thrown
back, being forced to evacuate the mountain
and take position on the ridge; and then the
Federal troops, being on both flanks, and upon
one flank threatening the enemy's communications, were to advance the whole line or turn
the other flank, as the chances might dictate.
Then n part of the force was to follow as for us
possible, while Gen. Sherman destroyed the
railroad from Cleveland to Dnlton, and then
pushed on to relieve Knoxville, and capture,
di~perse, or drive off Gen. Longstreet from before it.
" Gen . Smith, chief engineer, took personal
charge of the preliminaries necessary for the
move on the left flank. The pontoons were
put in the Chickamauga; the men encamped;
the bridge trains ·ready to debouch at the
proper point ; and so completely was every
thing arranged that no confusion whatever occurred. Artillery was posted on the side of
the river to cross :fire in front of the point of
landing, and force the same, if necessary.
"On Monday, November 24th, an .armed reconnoissance was made by Gen. Thomas on his
left, which developed the enemy's lin es and
gave to Gen. Thomas a line of battle in advance
of his picket lines, at the same time allowing
the eleventh corps (Howard's) to come into
the position assigned it. At midnight the men
entered the pontoons, floated down, and effected a landing. At daylight the pontoniers
were at work, and at noon the Tennessee river
was bridged by a pontoon bridge 1,400 feet
long, and the rest of Gen. Sherman's troops
crossed with bis artillery. He then pushed out
to the ridge and took up his position, and Gen.
Howard commtmicated with him, bis force
havin"'0 marched to its place. Gen. Hooker's
forces formed a line of battle running up and
down the side of the mountain and sweeping
aronncl the point, and, at night of the same
day (the 24th), held what he had gained and
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communicated with Gen. Thomas's right. That
night th e enemy evacuated Lookout Mountain
top, and fell back from his front to the ridge.
Thus, 91 Tuesday night, Gen. Bragg was threatened on both flanks, and with a heavy line of
battle in his front . It was difficult for him to
determine what the Federal move would be.
His railroad must be held at all hazards from
Gen. Sherman. The amount of Gen. Hooker's
force he could distinctly see. He reenforced
his right very heavily, leaving enough to hold
his left and front, as be supposed. On the
25th, Wednesday, Gen. Sherman commenced
to move. Two hills were taken. From the
third he was several times repulsed, and he
moved around more force, as if to get in rear
of Gen. Bragg's line, and the latter then commenced massing against him. The critical moment bad now arrived. Gen. Hooker moved
his columns along the Rossville road toward
Gen. Bragg's left, and this drew still more force
from the latter's centre.
" General Grant now ordered Gen. Thomas
to advance and take the rifle-pits at the base
of the mountain. The Army of the Oumberland, remembering Obickamauga and impatient ·
by reason of remaining spectators of the operations of Gens. Sherman and Hooker for two
days, went forward with a will; drove the
. enemy in disorder from his lower works ; and
went on, heedless of the heavy artillery and
musketry hurled against them from the crest
of the ridge. Half-way up they seellled to
falter, but it was only for breath. Without
returning a sl10t they kept on, crowned the
ridge, captured thirty-five out of the forty-four
pieces of artillery on the hill, turned some of
them against the masses in Gen. Sherman's
front, and the routed line fell back, while the
rest of Gen. Bragg's army, including Bragg and
Hardee, fl ed, routed and broken, toward Ringgold. Thousands of prisoners and small arms
and q11antities of munitions of war were taken.
Gen. Hooker took up the pursuit, and that
night Mission Ridge blazed resplendent with
Union camp-fires. The next day Gen. Hooker
pushed the enemy t o Ringgold, where he made
a show of stubborn resistance, but was forced
to retire. Gens. Sherman and Howard pushed
for the railroad, which they smashed completely. About sixty pieces of artillery and a
thousand prisoners were captured." When the
attack was planned, orders were sent to Gen.
Burnside to lure Gen. Longstreet as far away
as possible, and fall baok to a position where
he could stand a siege and subsist from the
country. Some skirmisl1es with the enemy
still in East Tennessee, had previously taken
place. On the 21st of September, on e occurred between Col. Foster and ·a body of the enemy near Bristol, and on the 10th and 11th of
October a sharp engagement took place at
Blue Springs. Th e enemy was defeated with
a heavy loss in killed and wounded, and one
hundred and fifty prisoners. The Federal loss
was about one hundred. Subsequently Gen. S.

J ones, who had held a threatening position
with a small force of the enemy near the Virginia line, moved down on the north side of
the Holston river to Rogersville, with some
three thousand five hundred cavalry, and sm·prised the garrison at that place, and captured
four pieces of artillery, thirty-six wagons, and
six h undred and fifty men.
Previous to the advance of Gen. Longstreet
into East Tennessee, Gen. Burnside had occupied Philadelphia, and other points on . the
south side of the Holston river with small garrisons. Some of these forces were surprised
and six or s~ven guns captured, with forty
w agons, and between six and seven hundred
prisoners. The remainder retreated _to Loudon. Upon receiving the orders from Gen.
Grant, Gen. Burnside moved from Knoxville
toward Loudon, to meet Gen. Longstreet. The
latter placed his main force _on the north side
of the river Holston, but sent his cavalry up
the south side, ·expecting that it would slip
into Knoxville during Gen. Burnside's absence,
and thus compel him to make a £la¥ r etreat.
But the cavalry of Gen. Burnside was also on
the south side of the Holston with a small force
of infantry, and they fell back into the works,
thus covering the town on that side. Gen.
Burnside also fell back to Oampbell's Station,
and made a stand. A contest ensued for several hours in which Gen. Longstreet was repulsed. Gen. Burnside then withdrew to the
neighborhood of Knoxville, and fortified bis
'position. Gen. Longstreet then came up and
commenced a siege. Knoxville was surrounded
by Gen. Longstreet on the 1'7th and 18th of
November. A constant fire was kept up on
the line of Gen. Burnside until the evening of
the 28th, when an attack was proposed on a
small fort mounting six gt\ns, on a hill near the
town, and commanding the approaches to it on
that side of the river. The fort was occupied
by the 29th Massachusetts, the 79th New York
an d two companies of the 2d, and one of the
20th Michigan. On its front and flanks was
once a thick field of pines, which had been cut
down with the tops falling in all directions,
making an almost impassable mass of brush
and timber. A space around the fort was
cleared. The ditch in front was about ten
feet deep, and parapet nearly twenty feet high.
The assault was made near daylight, on the
29th, by the Oonfederate brigades of Gens.
Bryan and Humphrey, with a party from Wol-·
ford's . The enemy advanced in three lines and
made the attack fiercely, but all attempts to
scale the sides of the fort failed, and they were
finally r epulsed with a loss of two hundred
killed and wounded, and several hundred made
prisoners. Meantime the force of Gen. Burnside was closely pressed, and provisions became
so scarce, that his troops were put on half rat ions of bread.
After the battle of Ohattanooga, the pursuit of the enemy was discontinued through
want of stl·ong animals t o draw the artillery
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Gen. Meade was now aware of the object of
and supply trains; but Gen. Sherman being reenforced by the eleventh corps, and a part of the enemy, and by Saturday night his whole
the fourth, commenced his march for KnoxvilJ e. force had left Culpepper and was falling back.
Five miles above Loudon at Davis's Ford, the His march was along the line of the railroad
eleventh corps crossed the Little Tennessee, running from Alexandria. The enemy were
and at Morgantown seven miles further up, the encountered at times, and occasionally skirfourth and his own corps crossed. The eleventh mishing ensued, but a general engagement was
.
moved on the next day to Louisville, a distance avoided.
On the 11th t.he main body of Gen. Lee's
of thirty-one miles. The other troops moved
to Marysville. All were on the south side of army reached Culpepper, and were compelled
the Holston. On the night of Dooember 3d, to halt during the day to fumish provision to
the cavalry of Gen. Sherman reached Knox- the troops. On his advance Gen. Lee bad left
ville. This movement turned the flank of Gen. Gen. Fitz Lee with his division of cavalry and
Longstreet, and he raised the siege and re- a detachment of infantry to bold his lines south
treated toward Rutledge on that night. On of the Rapidan. This force was attacked by
the next day, the fourth arrived at Knoxville, Gen. Buford on Satm-day, and a sharp sh.'4rmish
and in conjunction with Gen. Burnside's forces ensued; but the enemy being reenforced by
immediately commenced a pursuit. Gen. Long- Gen. Stuart's troops, Gen. Buford fell back
street fell back into the border of Virginia, ancl across the Rappahannock.
On the 12th Gen. Lee advanced in two coltook a strong po_sition. Gen. Burnside was subseq nently relieved from the command of the De- umns, with the design of reaching the Orange
partment of the Ohio at his own urgent request, and Alexandrio.. railroad north of the river,
and Gen. Foster assigned to its command.
and intercepting the retreat of Gen. Meade: A
It was during this siege that Gen. Averill cavalry skirmish occurred at Je:ffersonton, but
advanced from Western Virginia, and cut the the Rappahannock at Warrenton Springs was
communications ·of Gen. Longstreet, as here- reached that afternoon, wh en the passage was
disputed by Federal cavalry and artillery.
atfer stated.
The other military operations of the year Upon the advance of a . Confederate force
1863, were, with the exception of the attack these troops fell back.
On Tuesday morning, the 13th, the march
on Charleston, of a less conspicuous and important character. Some of them, however, was resumed, and the two columns reunited
were designed to be made in cooperation wi.tb at Warrenton in the afternoon, and halted.
On the next morning the _advance of Gen. Lee
the principal movements above stated.
Upon the departure of Gen. Longstreet's :was continued, a portion of his army moving
corps to reenforce Gen. Bragg, the remainder by way of New Baltimore toward Bristoe's
of Gen. Lee's army near Orange Court House, Station, and the rest, accompanied by th e
in Virginia, assumed a threatening attitude main body of tpe cavalry, proceeding to the
against Gen. Meade, and manc:euvred to turn same point by Auburn and Greenwich. Near
his left flank while at Culpepper Court House. the former place a skirmish took place beAt this time Gen. Hooker had left with nearly tween Gen. Ewell's advance and a body of
two corps to reenforce Gen. Rosecrans in Ten- Gen. Meade's troops. The retreat of Gen.
nessee. The forward movement on the part Meade was conducted by direct parallel roads,
of the Confederate army commenced on Thurs- while the enemy in their advance were comday, October 8th, when Gens. Anderson and pelled to march · by difficult and circuitous
Heth moved their divisions from the vicinity routes. They were thus unable to intercept
of Peyton's Ford and Rapidan Bridge, up to the retreat. The rear guard of Gen. Meade
and beyond Orange Court House. On Friday consisted of the second corps, under Gen.
morning Gen. Wilcox's brigade moved from Warren. It had reacl10d Bristoe's Station, and
Barnett's Ford, and forming the rear of Lieut.- about noon on the 14th it was suddenly atGen. A_. P. Hill's column, the troops proceeded_ tacked · by Gen. Hill,· who, with .t wo brigad.es
to Madison Court House. At the same time, of the enemy, had arrived in advance. Gen.
the corps of General Ewell followed, consist- Wa.rren immediately arranged his corps for
ing of the divisions of Gens. Rhodes, Johnson, action, and a sharp struggle ensued, which
and Early. Meanwhile a show of force was lasted for some hours, when the enemy were
still kept up in front of Gen. Meade on the repulsed with a loss of five guns and a large
Rapidan, by burning heavy camp fires, and number killed, wounded, and fom- hunched
m~intaining the regular picket force in front. and fifty made prisoners. The Federal loss
In the afternoon Gen. Stuart's cavalry began was fifty-one killed, and three hundred and
to advance, keeping on the right of the infan- fifty-nine wounded. After remaining in postry, and rested at night near Madison Court session of the field during the night, the secHouse. On Saturday, the 10th, the infantry ond corps fell back across Broad Run. Gen.
crossed the Robinson river near Criglersville, Men.de then fortified his position beyond Bull
and soon after a skirmish took place between Run, extending his line toward the Little
Gen. Stuart and a body of New York infantry, River turnpike. The enemy now ceased to
in which many of the latter were made pris- ad.vance fui-tber. Gen. Meade held a strong
position, and if it could have been turned by
oners.
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the enemy he could readily have retired to the
intrenchments around Washington and Alexandria. .After destroying the railroad from
Oub Run southwardly to the Rappahannock,
the enemy retreated on the 18th to the line of
that river, leaving their cavalry in front of
Gen. Meade.
During the next day the cavalry of Gen.
Meade advanced, before whom Gen. Stuart
retired, until an attack was made on their
flank, near Buckland, by Geo. Fitz Lee, who
had moved from Auburn. A severe action
ensued, and the enemy advanced nearly to
Haymarket and Gainesville, where the infantry were encountered, and the former retired.
When the advance of Gen. Lee from the
Rapidan commenced, orders were sent to Gen.
Imboden to advance down the Shen!tndoah valley and guard the gaps of the mountains on the
Confederate left. Having performed this duty
he marched on the 18th upon .Oharlestown,
and, surrounding the place, captured nearly
all of the force stationed there, with their
stores and transportation. Upon an advance
of the force at Ha1;per's Ferry, Gen. Imboden
retired with his booty.
Gen. Halleck states the loss in: the cavalry
corps during these operations to have been 74
by casualties and 885 missing. Gen. Lee states
that in the course of these operations 2,436
prisoners were captured, of which 43 6 were
taken by Gen. Imboden. The loss of the enemy is not stated.
On the 7th of November Gens. Sedgwick
and French attacked the enemy at Rappahannock Station anu Kelly's Ford, and captured
several redoubts, four guns, eight battle flags,
and about two thousand prisoners. The Federal loss in killed and wounded was three hundred and seventy.
About the 20th of November an advance was
made by Gen. Meade from the position held
at that time, unde1· the impression that Gen.
Lee was either retreating south from the Rapidan, or was preparing for a mov~ment in some
other quarter. The intention was to ascertain
the position of Gen. Lee's forces, and to bring
on a contest with them. Upon this advance
the enemy fell back and took up a strong position behind Mine Run, southwest of Chancellorsville. The strength of the position, and
the risks attending an assault, were such that
the army of Gen . . Meade withdrew from the
front of the enemy, and resumed its previous
camps around Branc1.y Station, on the Orange
and Alexandria railroad.
In West Virginia the force was too small
during the year to attempt any important campaign by itself; but it acted mainly on the defensive, in repelling raids of the enemy and
breaking up bands of guerillas.
When Gen. Lee's army r etreated across the
Potomac in July last, Brig.-Geo. Kelly concen-.
trated all his available force on the enemy's
flank, near Olear Springs, ready to cooperate
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in the proposed attack by Gen. Meade. They
also r endered valuable services in the pursuit
after Gen. Lee had effected his passage of the
river.
On the 24th of July Col. Toland attacked the
enemy at Wytheville, on the East Tennessee and
Virginia railroad, capturing two pieces of artillery, 700 muskets, and 125 prisoners. Our loss
was 17 killed and 61 wounded. The enemy's
killed and wounded were r eported to be 75.
In August Gen. Averill attacked a force of
the enemy under Gen. Sam. Jones, at Rocky
Gap, in Greenbrier county, capturing one gun,
150 prisoners, and killing and wounding some
200. The Federal loss in killed, wounded, and
missing, was 130. .
.
On the 11th of September Gen. Imboden attacked a small force of Federal troops at Moorefield, wounding 15 and capturing about 150.
On th e 5th of November Gen. Averill attacked and, defeated the enemy near Lewisburg, capturing three pieces of artillery, 100
prisoners, and a large number of small arms,
wagons, and camp equipage. The enemy's
loss in killed and wounded was estimated at
300.
In December, Gen. Averill, with the 2d, 3d,
and 8th Virginia mounted infantry;14th P ennsylvania, Dobson's battalion of cavalry, and
Ewing's battery, advanced into Southwestern
Virginia, and, on the 16th, destroyed t11e Virginia and Tennessee railroad at Salem. At
the same place three depots -were destroyed,
containing 2,000 barrels of flour, 10,000 bushels of wheat, 100,000 bushels of shelled corn,
50,000 bushels of oats, 2,000 barrels of meat,
several cords of leather, 1,000 sacks of salt, 31
boxes of clothing, 20 bales of cotton, a large
amount of harness, shoes, and saddles, equipments, tools, oil, tar, and various other stores,
and 100 wagons. The telegraph wire was cut,
coiled, and burned for a. half mile. The water
station, turn-table, and three cars were burned,
the track torn up, and the rails heated and destroyed as much as possible, in six hours. Five
bridges and several culverts were destroyed
over an extent of fifteen miles. A large quantity of bridge timber and repairing materials
were also destroyed. On returning, Gen. Averill found six separate commands under Gens.
Early, Jones, Fitz Lee, Imboden, Jackson, and
Echols, arranged in a line e},,i;ending from
Staunton to Newport, on all the available
roads, to intercept him. Having captured a
despatch of the enemy, by which their positions were made known, Gen. Averill marched
from the front of Jones to that of Jackson during the night, crossed the river and pressed in
the latter's outposts, and passed him. In the
meantime, forces were concentrating upon Gen.
Averil.I at a place called Oalaghan's, over ev~ry
available road but one, which was deemed rmpracticable. Over this one be crossed the top
of the .Alleghanies with his command, and arrived at Beverly on the 21st, with a loss of six
drowned, four wounded, and nirety missing,
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and having captured about two hundred prisoners and one hundred and fifty horses.
In North Carolina, during the year 1863, no
. important operations were carried on against
the enemy in consequence of the weakness of
the Federal force. It acted chiefly on the defensive, and held the important positions which
had been previously captured.
In March the Confederate general, Pettigru,
with a large force of infantry and artillery,
made an unsuccessful demonstration on Newbern.. The loss of Gen. Foster, in command of
the Federal forces, was two killed and four
wounded. In April, Gen. Hill laid siege to
Washington, on the Tar river. The town had
only a small garrison and w.as slightly fortified.
Gen. Foster, who was there at the time, caused
the works to be so strengthened, that they were
held until reenforcements arrived from Newbern to raise the siege.
In May an expedition was sent against a
camp of the enemy at Gum Swamp, which
captured one hundred and sixty-five prisoners
and military stores. In July another expedi~
tion was sent against Rocky Mount on the Tar
river, which destroyed the bridge at that place,
and a large amount of property belonging to
the enemy. No further operations of importance took place in North Carolina during the
year. The Department of N ortb Carolina was
united witp. that of Virginia, under the command of Gen. Dix, until the latter was transferred to the command of the Department of
the East, when Gen. Foster assumed the command. The ·l atter was subsequently transferred
to the Department of the Ohio, and Gen. B. F.
Butler appointed to the command of the Department of Virginia and North Carolina.
.After abandoning the siege of Washington
in Apri½ Gen. Hill marched toward N ansemond to reenforce Gen. Longstreet, who was
investing Suffolk, in . Southeastern Virginia.
Upon failing in his direct assault upon the
place, Gen. Longstreet began to establish batteries for its reduction. The defence of the
place was conducted by Gen. Peck, under the
command of Gen. Dix, who made every preparation of which it was capable, and retarded
t.he constrnction of the enemy's wo·rk~ until
the attempt was finally abandoned. The Federal loss during these operations was forty-four
killed, two hundred and one wounded, and fourteen missing. They captured four hundred
prisoners.
About the 20th of June, while Gen. Lee was
advancing into Pennsylvania, all the available
forces under the command of Gen. Dix, being
about eighteen thousand men, were moved up
the York river and landed at the Whitehouse,
for the purpose of threatening Richmond, of
destroying the railroad bridges over the:} South
and North .Anna rivers, which were on Gen.
Lee's line of communication, and doing as much
damage as possible to the enen1y, besides occupying the attention of a large body of his force.
One of the bridges over the South Anna was

destroyed by an expedition under Ool. Spear,
and the quartermaster's depot at Hanover Station. On his return he brought back thirtyfive army wagons, seven hundred horses and
mules, and Gen. Fitzhugh Lee, the son of Gen.
R. E. Lee, as a prisoner. The other bridge
over the South Anna was not destroyed, but
the railroad track between it and Richmond
was torn up for a considerable distance, aud
the bridge at Ashland _Station, on · the same
road, eleven miles out of Richmond, was complet~ly demolished and burned, as also the depot. After remaining at the Whitehouse- three
days, Gen. Dix received orders to return with
his forces for the purpose of reenforciog Geo.
Meade. At that time be bad compfetely cut
off Gen. Lee's communications with Richmond
by way of the two railroads crossing the South
Anna river, and bad control of thew hole conntry from the Pamunkey to the Rappahannock.
The small force in the Department of the
South caused .a suspension of active operations until March, 1863. An attack upon Fort
Sumter and Charleston had long been contemplated by the Navy Department, and it was
r epresented that the operation of the ironclads
would be greatly. aided by a land force prepared to assist the attack, and to occupy any
work reduced by the navy.
Gen. Foster was, therefore, sent with a considerable force and a large siege equipage to
assist the naval attack. But not proving acceptable to Gen. Hunter, then in command, be
returned to North Carolina, leaving bis troops
and siege equipage. The naval attack on the
fort was made upon April 7th, and is described
elsewhere, but was, rather unsuccessful, aJHl
nothing apparently remained to be done by the
land forces. It was now represented by the
Navy Department that a second attack upon
Fort Sumter and Charleston was preparing,
and that its success required the military occupation of Morris Island, and the establishment of land batteries on that island to assist
in the reduction of the fort. As this was a
task requii·ing engineering skill, it was assign;
ed to Gen. Q. A. Gillmore, who took the command of the department. On the night of the
3d of July he c9mmenced l"!is advance upon
Charleston by the movement of troops to Folly
Island. There they remained as secret as possible, and erected batteries to cover those of the
enemy on the south ends of Morris Island. On
the 10th the entire force which was required
having arrived, the batteries opened upon the
enemy, and when their guns were silenced a
charge was :inade by the infantry, who bad
crossed to the island in boats, and the works
captured. A despatch from Gen. Gillmore thus
reports bis movements:
IN

1:hADQUARTERS D KP .~RTMENT OF THE 8OUTl1,
TIIE FIELD, MORRIS lsr,Arrn,
July 12th, 1808,

s. c.,

Mai or- Gene-rat H. W. Halleck, General-in- Oldej:

l
f

Sm: I have the honor to report that at five o'clock
on the morning of the 10th instant I made an attack
upon the enemy's fortified position on the south end
of Morris Island, and, after an engagement of three
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hours and o. quarter, captured all his strongholds upon
that part of the island, and ppshed forward my infantry to within six hundred yards of Fort ·wagner.
We now hold all the island except about one mile on
the north end, which includes Fort Wagner and a batt~ry on Cummings' Poiut, mounti~g at the present
time fourteen or fifteen heavy guns rn the aggregate.
The assaulting colnmn was gallantly led by Brig.Gen. Strong. It landed in small boats under cover of
my b[\tteries on Folly I sland and four monitors led
by Rear-Admiral Dahlgren, whieh entered the main
channel abreast of Morris Island soon after our bat·teries opened. The monitors continued their fire during the day mostly on Fort Wagner.
On the morning of the 11th instant, at daybreak, an
effort was made to carry Fort Wagner by assault. The
parapet was gained, but the supports recoiled under
the fire to which th ey were exposed and could not be
got up. Our loss in both actions will not vary much
from one hundred and -fifty in killed, wounded, and
prisoners. We have taken eleven pieces of heavy ordnance and ;i large quantity of camp equipage.
_The enemy's -loss in killed, wounded, and missing,
will not full short of two hundred.
Q. A. GILLMORE, Brig.-Gen. Commanding.

The portlon of Morris Island . not yet taken
by Gen. Gillmore wns well fortified. Fort
Wagner was o. strong work, constructed of immense timbers and r afters covered over with
e~rth and sand some twenty feet thick. Its
d1 tance from Fort Sumter in an air line was
about a mile and a hnlf, and four and a half
~es from Charleston. On the part of the
island called Cummings' Point was Battery
Gregg, about three-fourths of a mile from Fort
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Sumter. Morris Island is about five miles
long and some three or four miles wide.
Along the sea coast is an irregular ridge made
of sand heaps, which is about half a mile wide,
the rest of the island is low, level, mru·sby land,
much of which is -flooded at high tide. The
Confederate forces on the island were under the
command of Brig.-Gen. Harrison, of Georgia;
Fort Sumter, which stands within the entrance,
and nearly in the centre of the harbor, was
under the command of Ool. Rh ett. The walls
were protected by tiers of sand bags in the inside, some twenty feet thick, thus making an
obstruction of brick and ~and some twenty-six
feet. Fort Moultrie is nearly opposite Sumter,
on the north side of tbe harbor, and distant
about one and one-fot1rth miles. Up the harbor on the southern side is Fort Johnson , one
and one-fourth miles distant. About a mile
beyond, in tho middle of the harbor, on the
"middle ground," is Fort Ripley. Castle Pinkney is in the same line, and on the north side
of the harbor at the mouth of the Cooper river.
There were, in addition, numerous batteries at
various points on all the islands and the front
of the city, and also works facing the land attack on James Island. The whole number of
guns in position and afloat for the defence of
Charleston, was estimated at three hundred
and seventy-six.
The naval force under Admiral Dupont, com•
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posing the South Atlantic blockading squadron,

consisted of sixty-one vessels of n.11 classes,
mounting three hundred and ninety-six guns.
But iron clads, carrying in all about thirtyfour guns, were expected to take the active
part in the operations in the harbor.
After the failure of the assault upon Fort
Wagner, Gen. Gillmore set to work to bring his
heavy guns into position, not only for an attack upon Wagner, but upon all the works of
the enemy, and also to throw shells into
Oharleston. The form of the contest now con- '
sisted in pushing forward the siege works and
annoying the enemy as much as possible with
sharpshooters and shells. The enemy acted
in the same manner. Fort Johnson night and
day threw shells, which burst above the workmen in the trenches. Wngner was kept quiet
by the ship Ironsides and the monitors, while
'these in turn were attacked by the guns of
Gregg and Sumter.
On the 18th of July, about twelve heavy
guns were in position, besides eight or ten
mortars, within eight hundred yards of For~
Wagner, and Gen. Gillmore determined on
making another attack. It was commenced at
noon by Gen. Gillmore's batteries and the frigate · Ironsides; five monitors, two mortar
schooners, and three wooden gunboats soon
joined in. The enemy replied briskly from
Fort Wagner, Battery Bee, beyond Ctl.mmings's
Puint, and the guns on the southwestern face
of F0rt Sumter. Their fire was chiefly directed against the vessels, occasionally a shell was
thrown at the batteries. Soon after four o'clock
the fire of Fort Wagner ceased. It was known
that one gun had been dismounted and another
was supposed to have exploded. Under the
impression that the works were evacuated, another attempt to occupy them was determined
upon. For this purpose two brigades consisting of the '7th Connecticut regiment, the 3d
New Hampshire, the 9th Maine, the '76th Pennsylvania, and the 48th New York, under Brig.Gen. Strong, and the '7th New Hampshire, 6th
Oonnecticut, 62d Ohio, 100th New York, and
54th Massachusetts (colored), under Col. Putnam, were ordered forward from behind the
sand bills. The brigades were formed in line
on the beach, with the regiments disposed in
colmnns, the colored regiment being in advance.
This movement was observed at Fort Sumter,
and a fire was opened on the troops but without effect. At dark the order was given for
both brigades to advance) Gen. Strong's leading and Ool. Putnam's within supporting distance. The troops went forward at quick time
nnd in silence, until the 54th Massachusetts,
led by Col. Shaw, was within two hundred
yards of the work, when the men gave a fierce
yell and rushed up the glacis, closely followed
by the other regiments of the brigade.
The enemy, hitherto silent, opened upon
them furiously with grape, ca!!ister, and a continuous fusilade of small arms. The negroes,
·however, plunged on, and many of them cross-

ed the ditch, although it contained four feet of
water, gaining the parapet. They were dislodged, however, in a few minutes with hand
grenades, and retired, leaving more than onehalf of their number, including their colonel,
dead upon the field. The 6th Connecticut regim·ent, under Lieut.-Com. Rodman, was next in
support of the 54th, and they n.lso suffered terribly, being compelled to retire after a stubborn contest. The 9th Maine, which was next
in line, was broken up by the passage of the remnant of the repulsed colored regiment through
its lines, and retired in confusion, excepting
three companies which stood their ground.
It now devolved upon the 3d New Hamp·
shire regiment to push forward, and, led by
Gen. Strong and Ool. Jackson in person, they
dashed up against the fort. Three companies
gained the ditch, and wading through the
water, found shelter against the embankment.
Here was the critical point of the assault. and
the second brigade, which should have been up
and ready to support their comrades of the first,
were unaccountably delayed. Gen. Strong then
gave the order to fall back and lie down on the
glacis, which was obeyed, without confusion.
While waiting l>ere, exposed to the heavy
fire, Gen. Strong was wounded. Finding that
the supports did not come, Gen. Strong gave
the order for his brigade to retire, and the men
left the field in perfect order.
Soon afterward the other brigades came on,
and made up for their tnrdiness by their va-lor.
Rushing impetuously up the glacis, undeterred
by the fury of the enemy, whose fire was not
intermitted, s.everal of the regiments succeeded
in crossing the ditch, scaling ~he parap.et, and
descending into the fort. Here a hand-to-band
conflict ensued. The troops fought with desperation, and were able to drive the enemy
from one side of the work to seek shelter between the traverses, while they held possession
for something more than an hour. This piece
of gallantry was unfortunately of no advantage.
The enemy rallied, and, having received reenforcements, made a charge upon them and expelled them from their position by the force of
numbers. One of the regiments engaged in
this brilliant dash was the 48th New York,
Ool. Barton, and it came out almost decimated.
The 48th was among the first to enter the fort,
and was fired upon by a regiment that gained
the parapet some minutes later, under the supposition that it was the enem)'. About midnight the order was given to retire, and the
troops fell back to the rifle pits outside of their
own works. The loss in killed, wounded, and
missing, was fifteen hundred and thirty.
Gen. Gillmore now made his preparations to
bombard both Wagner and Sumter, and the
city of Oliarleston.
Meantime a correspondence took place be·
tween the opposing commanding officers.
Under date of Hendqunrters Department of South
Cnrolinn, Georgia, and Florida, Charleston, S. C.,July
4th, 1863, Gen. Beauregard says that it is his duty, in
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the interests of humanity, to address Gen. Gillmore,
with a view of effecting some understanding as to the
future conduct of the war iu this quarter. And then,
afte1• alluding to the expedition set on foot by his predecessor, Maj.-Gen. Hunter, to the Comhnhee river,
which seized and carried away negro slaves off plantations on its banks, ravaged the plantations, &c., he
says he does not propose to enter upon a discussion
touching that species of pillaging, but desires to acquaint Gen. Gillmore formally that more than one plantation was pillaged, buildings burued, and crops destroyed-acts which were not rendered necessary by
any military exigency.
'!'hen he takes up the question of the employment of
negroes, and quotes Napoleon, to show the" atrocious
consequences which ever resulted in the employment
of a merciless, servile race as soldiers;" that Napoleon
refused to employ the serfs in bis campaign against
Russia, because be dreaded the results of a civil or intestine war. He characterizes all who call to their aid
such material, in the language of the publicists, as
barbarians, &c. In conclusion, be asks whether the
acts whiuh resulted in the burning of the ,villages of
Darien, Ga., and Bluffton, and the ravages on the
Combahee, are regarded by Gen. Gillmore as legitimate
measures of war, which be will feel authorized to resort
to hereafter.
Gen. Gillmore addresses Gen. Beauregard from Morris Island. under date of July 18th. He states that, while
he and bis Government will scrupulously endeavor to
conduct the war upon principles established by usage
among civilized nations, he shall expect from the commandmg general opposed to him full compliance with
the same rules, in their unrestricted application to all
the forces under his command.
Gen. Beauregard, under the date of July 22d, 1863,
says he is at a loss to perceive the necessity for the remark that Gen. Gillmore will expect from him "full
compliance with the same rules established by usages
o_f civilized nations, &c., in their unrestricted applicat10u to all his forces," inasmuch as he is wholly mrnware that any departure from the same has ever been
alleged on his part, or by any of his troops, from -t he
established laws aud usages between civilized peoples;
and then he calls for more specific charges.
~n reply to _Gen. Beauregard's despatch of the 22d
u~t1mo, Gen. G1llmore, on the 5th of Augnst, after noticmg the remark of Gen. Beauregard that he was at a
loss to perceive the necessity for his statement that he
(Gen. G.) should expect a foll compliance on his (Gen.
B.'s) part with the same rnles, &c., in their unrestricted application to all the forces under his command,
states that he considered his remarks as pertinent and
proper at the time. Events, he adds, since transpired,
Hhow them to have been eminently so. In proof be
quotes the circumstances of a<1reement for mutual paroling and returning to thei~ respective commands
the wounded prisouersiu our hands. "You declined,"
Gen. Gillmore goes on to st1y, "to return the wounded
officers and men belon~in,,. to my colored re<1iments,
and your subordinate · rn ~barge of the exch~nge asserted that tlleJ:J.uestion had been left for after consideration.'' He could but regard this transaction as a palpable breach of faith on Gen. Beauregard's part, and
a flagrant violation of Gen. B.'s pledges as an officer.

The first works erected by Gen. Gillmore after tal<lng possession of Morris Island, were the
construction of parallels. These extended from
the beach on the right to the marsh on the left.
The first was distant from Fort Wagner one
· th?us_and two hundred yards. The second, and
prmcipal one, was so constructed that its left
was six hundred and seven yards from Wagner, and its right seven hundred and fi~y
yards. The third was four hundred and twentyfiv? yards from Wagner. The parallels were
built in an oblong direction with the length of
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the island, having the highest points resting on
the marsh. The rifle pits forming the foundation of the first parallel were thrown up shortly
after the troops gained possession of the lower
part of the island. These pits were thrown up ,
in a single night, and used first in the attack
on Fort Wagner, on July 18th. The interstices
were subsequently filled, and the first parallel
constructed. It was two hundred and twentyfive yards. The length of the second parallel
was three hundred and twenty-five yards.
The siege guns used for the offensive were
mounted in the rear of this parallel. Its distance from Fort Sumter was three thousand
three hundred and fifty yards. The third
parallel was one hundred ym·ds in length.
On the left of the parallels earthworks were
constructed, containing guns · of heavy caliber.
Their mean distance from Fort Sumter was
four thousand one hundred yards. Still farther
to the left, on the marsh, another earthwork
was const1'ucted facing Fort Sumter. On this
was mounted a gun called "Swamp Angel."
The "Marsh " is a vast growth of cane, bordering on Light House Inlet and Morris Island,
directly facing James Island, which runs parallel with Morris Island. It is about a mile wide,
and borders the island nearly its whole length.
At low tide it is dry, but at high water there is
about four feet of water over its whole extent.
Scows were procured and loaded with bags of
sand, and at every tide floated into the marsh,
and piled on the selected spot. They sank
down in their watery bed and rapidly disappeared, but the process was still continued with
each renewing tide, until an immense bank,
towering .six feet above the tops of the canes,
was visible. ,Strong traverses were erected,
and after due time given for it to settle, the
gun was placed on one of the scows, and floated
through the canes at high tide to the site of the
battery, where it was moored and soon mounted, the work having all been done at night, it
being in full view of Fort Johnson and James
Island batteries.
On the night of August 13th, the Federal
works were advanced within four hundred and
twenty yards of Wagner, without any st'lspicion of the enemy. Soon after daylight, a fire
was opened from Wagner, Gregg, and Sumter,
which continued for two hours, and answered
with great vigor from the Federal batteries.
On the 15th all the forts of the enemy from
Johnson Island, on the left, to Fort Wagner, on
the right, opened fire, and continued it at intervals of fifteen minutes. For the first time
fire was opened upon Fort Sumter by the Federal batteries. A 200-pounder Parrott was
brought to bear on the fort, for the purpose of
testing the powder to be used in these guns.
Seven shots were fired, a distance of two and
five-eighth miles, the first three fell sho~t, but
of the remaining four, two went directly
through the gorge wall, a short distance above
the sally port, and two struck the parapet, and
sent an immense amount of brick and mortar
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into the ditch and into the fort. The solid shot,
which went through, made holes from four to
five feet in diameter.
On the morning of August 17th, Gen. Gillmore, having completed his batteries, which
numbered about sixty pieces, and obtained the
range, his guns opened fire upon Fort Sumter.
The fleet consisLing of the frigate Ironsides and
the Monitors, aided by some wooden gunboats,
made an attack, at the same time, upon Forts
Gregg and Wagner. The latter was completely
silenced, and the former nearly so. The Monitors Passaic and Patapsco then moved nearer
to Fort Sumter, and opened fire on it. In the
afternoon the fleet retired, except so much as
was required to prevent remounting the guns
in Fort Wagner. The fire from the batteries
upon Fort Sumter continued through the day
and night\
The bombardment of ·Fort Sumter had now
been regularly commenced by Gen. Gillmore.
The following is the daily report by the enemy
of its effect :
Ce:A.RLESTON,

Thursday, ..A.u guet 20th,.

The firing of the Parrott guns upon Fort Sumter today was exceedingly heavy, but not so accurate as heretofore. .A.bout noon the flag was shot away, but soon
replaced. No casualties are reported. Col. Alfred
Rhett is commanding, and the gardson is stouthearted.
The battery of Parrott guns is distant from Sumter
two five-eighth miles. The missiles used are 200-pound
bolts, eight inches in diametet·, two feet long, with flat
beads of chilled iron. Shells of the same dimensions
nre also used.
Up to Wednesday night, the third day of the attack,
1,972 of these missiles struck Sumter, nod including
to-day 2,500 have struck. The damage is of course
considerable, and for the last two days nil the guns on
the south face of the fort have been disabled.
Yesterday, nbout four o'clock, the iron-clads formed
in line of battle to renew the attack on Sumter, but the
fort opened at long range from the east face, aud they
retired without attacking. To-day the Ironsides and
two Monitors kept up a fire on Wagner at intervals,
nod the Yankee sappers have begun to make approaches on that battery from the nearest work. A
shot from W ngner disabled one of the Parrott guns,
and the James Island batteries, undE:r Lieut. Col.
Yates, exploded two of the enemy's ammunition chests.
CHAllLESTON, Friday, A.U(lll8t 21st.
The fire of the enemy's land batteries bas been
heavier thnn ever to-day. .A. new battery of Parrott
guns opened on Sumter this morning, nnd the fires ,
have been concentrated upon the east battery and its
guns. The south wall of the fort is now a pile of rubbish. On the north the wall is also crumbling foto
a heap of ruins. The flag has been shot away twice
to-day-, and six times durmg the attack. The flagstaff 1s shot olf, and the flag Hies from the ruins of tlie
south wall.
Just before sunset Sumter fired several shots at the
Ironsides, which was engaging Battery Wagner.
A Monitor this morning fired at Sumter while making a reconnoissance, but was not replied to. There is
no report of casualties.
The sappers are making a regular approach on Bat-·
tery Wagner.
CHARLESTON,

Saturday, ..A.ugt"8t 22d.

From 5 o'clock A. 1r. until 7 o'clock P. M. yesterday,
the enemy's fire on Fort Sumter wns very heavy. Nine
hundred and twenty-three shots were fired, and seven
hundred and four truck the fort, either ou tside or inside. The eastern foce of the fort was badly battered.

Some guns on the east end and the northeast face
were disabled. The !:lag was shot do,,;n four times,
Five privates and two negroes were wounded.
The enemy's fire on Waguer caused five casualties,
including Capt. Robert Pringle, killed.
At 11 o'clock last night a communication from the
enemy, unsigned, was sent to Gen. Beauregard, demanding the surrender of Sumter and the Morris Island batteries, with a notification that the city would
be shelled in four hours if the demand was not complied with. Gen. B~auregard was on a reconnoissnnce,
an9- Gen. Jordan returned it (or the signature of the
wnter.
About two o'clock this morning the enemy began
throwing shells into the city from a battery on the
marsh between Morris and James Islands, and distant
five miles from the city. Twelve 8-inch Parrott shells
fell in the city, but caused no casualties. The transaction is regarded as no outraie on civilized warfare.
The shelling had a good effect m hastening the exodus
of non-combatants.
.A.t daylight this morning the enemy o-pened fire
vigorously on Sumter. The Ironsides has smce opened. Sumter is replying. Wagner is firing briskly on
the enemy's advanced works, 450 yards from our
battery. _
CnA.llLEST_ON,

..A.ugUBt 22d.

The fire of the enemv's land batteries has been kept
up on Fort Sumter, and more guns disabled. There was
only one casualty.
There was also a heavy fire on Battery Wagner from
the fleet and land, also on Battery Gregg. The casualties at Wagner were one officer and four privates.
Gen. Gillmore's demand for the surreuder of Fort
Sumter and Morris Island, with a threat to shell Charles. ton in four hours from the delivery of the paper at
Wagner, was signed and returned at seven o'clock this
morning.
·
Gen . 13eauregard, in his reply, charges inhumanity
nod violation of the.laws of war, and affirms that if the
ofrence be repeated he witr employ stringent measures
of retaliation.
Up to this time the threat to shell the city has not
been executed.
CHARLESTON,

Sunday, ...A.uguet 28d.

To-day the land batteries opened from south to
north, and the Monitors from east to west, coming
close up. The fire was very damaging. The east wall
was cracked and breached, and th~ shot swept through
the fort . .A. shell burst, wounding Lieut. Boylston, Col.
Rhett, and three other officers.
The fort is now in ruiu·s. Col. Rhett is ordered to
hold this outpost even as a forlorn hope, until relieved
or taken. Col. Gaillard was killed.
Gen. Gillmore sent a communication at 11 o'clock,
giving notice that at 11 o'clock to-morrow he would
open tire on Charleston.
CHARLESTON, Monday,

.Auuuet 24.th.

The enemy's fire on Sumter slackened to-day. The
fleet bas not participated . .A.t 12 o'plock lnst night
the enemy's guns opened fire on the city, firing fifteen
8-inch Parrott shells. No casualties resulted. Non-combatants are leaving the city in continuous streams.

On the 24th of August, Gen. Gillmore sent
the following despatches to Washington:
HEADQUARTERS DEPA.llTllENT OF TilE SOUTll',}
MORlllS ISLAND,
..A.uguet 24th,, 1868.

s. c.,

To Maj.-Gen. H. W. Halleck, General-in-Oliiej:
Sm : I have the honor to report the practical demolition of Fort Sumter ns the result of our seven da,Ys'
bombardment oftbe work, including two days of~h1_eh
a powerful northeasterly storm most seriously d1mmisbed the accuracy of our fire.
Fort Sumter is to-day a shapeless and harmless mass
of ruins. My chief of artillery, Col. J. W. Turner,
reports its destruction so far complete, that it is no
longer of any "avail in the defence of Charleston."
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He also says that "by a longer fire it could be made
more completely a ruin and a mass of broken masonry,
but could scarcely be made more powerless for the defence of the harbor."
My breaching batteries were located at distances
ranging between 3,320 aud 4;240 yards from the works,
and no1v remain as efficient as ever. I deem it unnectlssary, at present, to continue the fire upon the ruins
of Fort Sumter.
I have also, under a heavy fire from James Island,
established batteries on my left, within effective range
of the heart of Charleston city, and have opened with
them, after giving Gen. Beauregard due notice of my
intention to do so.
My notification to Gen. Beauregard, bis r eply thereto, with the threat of retaliation, and my rejoinder,
hav e been transmitted to the army headquarters.
The projectiles from my batteries entered the city,
and Gen. Beauregard himself designates them as the
"most destructive missiles ever used in war."
The report of my chief of artillery, and an accurate
ske.tch of the ruins of Fort Sumter, taken at 12 M. yesterday, six hours before we ceased firing, are herewith
transmitted.
-Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Q. A. GILLMORE,
Brigadier-General Commanding.
OFFIOE OF CmEF OF ARTILLERY, DEPARTMENT OF }

TBE SouTn, Momus IsL,H,'D, 8. C..

August 23d, 1868.

Brig.-Gen. Q. .A.. Gillm01·e, Commanding 1Jq1a1·tment
of tke Soutli, Mon-is Island, S. C. :
GENERAL: I have the honor to r eport the effect that
our breaching batteries have bad upor. Fort Sumter,
and the condition of that work to-night, at the close of
the seven days' bombardment.
The gorge wall of the fort is almost a complete mass
of ruin s. For the distance of several casemates about
midway of this face the ramparts are removed nearly,
and in J?lnces qu ite to the arches, and but for the sand
bugs, with which the cusernates were filled, and which
have served to sustain the broken arches and masses
of masonry, it would have long since beeu entirely cut
nwny, nnd with it the arches to the floor of the second
tier ofcnsemates. The debris on this point now forms
a ramp renching as high as the floor of the casemates.

The correspondence mentioned in the preceding despatch commenced on the 21st. On
that day G:en. Gillmore addressed the following
note to Gen. Beauregard :
HEADQUARTEIIS DEPARTMY.?.,.T OF THE SouTrr,
MORRIS I SLAND, 8. 0 ., A1t(JU8t 21st, 1863.

l
f

To Gen. G. T. B eauregard, Commanding Confederate
Forces, Clia1·leston, S. C. :
. GE:-;EJtAL: I have the houor to demand of you the
immedmte evacuation of Morris Island nod Fort Sumt? by the Confederate forces. The present condition
o Fort Sumter, and the rapid and progressive destruc-
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The parape~ wa11 of the two northeasterly faces is completely earned away, a small portion only being left in
the angle mude with the gorge wall, nod the ramparts
of these faces are also a total ruin. Quite oue half of
our projectiles seem to have struck the pnrade and
parapet of these two faces, and judging from the effect
they have had upon the gorge wall within our observation, the destruction of masonry on these two sides
must be very great, and I am of opinion that uearlv
every arch in these fronts must be broken iu. But
one gun remains in position on these two fronts. This
is in the angle of the gorge, and I thiuk unserviceable.
The ruin extends around, taking in the nor theasterly face as far as can be seen. A nortion of this face
adjoining the angle it makes witli the southeasterly
face is concealed, but from the great number of missiles which have struck in this angle during the Inst
two days, it cannot be otherwise than greatly damaged,
and I do not think any guns cau be left on this face in
a serviceable condition.
'l'he -r amparts on this angle, as well ns in the southeasterly face, must be ploughed up and greatly shattered ; the parapet on this fatter face being torn off in
many places, as we can see, and I hardly think the
platforms of the three remaining guns on this face
could have escaped.
With the assistance of a powerful glass, I cannot
determine that more than one of these guns cun be
used. The carriages of the others are evidently more
or less shattered, and such is the ruin of the parapet
and parade in the immediate vicinity of this gun
that it pr9bably could not be served for any length of
time.
In fine, the destruction of the fort is so far complete
that it is to-day of no avail in the defence of the harbor
of Charleston; by a longer fire it can be rut\de more
completely a ruin and a mass of broken masonry, but
could scarcely be more powerless for the defence of the
harbor.
I therefore respectfully submit my opinion that a
continuance of our fire is no longer necessary, as giving us no ends adequate for the consumption of our
r esources.
V'ery respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN W. TURNER,
Colonel and Chief of Artillery.

tion -which it is undergoing from my batteries, seem to
render its complete demolition within a few hours a
matter of certainty. All my heaviest guns have not yet
opened.
Should you refuse compliance with this demand,
or slfou ld I receive no reply thereto witliin four ~ours
after it is delivered into the hands of your subordmate
at Fort Wagner for transmission, I shall open fire on
the city of Charleston from batteries already established within easy aud effective range of tbe heart of
the city.
I am, General, ,er,v re~pectfully, yonr obedien~ servant, Q. A. GILLJ\IO~E, Brig.-Gen. Commaadmg.
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To this note Gen. Beauregard replied as fol- nay, even the city of Charleston in the same demand?
lows:
Since you have felt wnrranted in innugnrating this
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF SOUTH CAROLINA,~
GEORGIA, AND FLORIDA, CHARLESTON,
C .,

s.

Auuu,st 22d, 1868.

Sm : Last night, at fifteen minutes before eleven
o'clock, during my absence on a reconnaissance of my
fortifications, a communication was received at these
headquarters, dated "Headquarters Department of the
Son th, Morris Island, S. C., August 21st, 1863," demanding " the immediate evacuation of Morris Island and
Fort Sumter bytbe Confederate forces," on the alleged
g11ounrls "that the present condition of Fort Sumter,
and the rapid and progressive destruction which it is
undergoing from my batteries, seem to render its complete demolition within a few hours a matter of certainty;" and that if this demand were " not complied
wi.th or no reply thereto received within four hours
after it is cleli1•ered into the hands of your (my) subordinate commander at Fort Wagner for transmission,"
a fire would be opened " on the city of Charleston
from batteries already established within easy and et~
fective range "of the heart of the city." This communication to my address was without signature, and
was of course returned.
.A.bout half past one o'clock one of your batteries did
actually open fire, and th rew a number of heavy shells
into the city, the iuhabitants of which, of course, were
asleep and unwarned.
.A.bout nine o'clock this morning the communication
alluded to above was ret,urned to "these headquarters,
bearing your recognized otficial signature, and it can
now be noticed as your deliberate official net.
Among nations, not barbarous, tlie usages of war
prescribe that when a city is about to be attacked
timely notice shall be given by the attacking commander, in order that non-combatants may have an
opportunity for witbdrnwing beyond its limits. Generally the time allowed is from one to three days; that
is, time for the withdrawal in good faith of at least the
women and children. You, sir, give only four hours,knowing that your notice, under existing circumstances, could not r each roe in less than two hours,
and that not less than the same time would be required
for nn answer to be conveyed from this city to Battery
Wagner. With this knowledge, you.threaten to open
fire on the city, not to oblige its surrender, but to
force me to evacuate these works, which you, assisted
by a great navnl force, have been attnckiug in vain for
more than forty days.
Batteries Wagner and Gregg and Fort Sumter are
nearly due north from your batteries on Morris Islnnd, and in distance therefrom vnrying from half a
mile to two and a quarter miles. Tbe city, on the
other band, is to the northwest, and quite five miles
distant from the battery opened against it th is morning.
It would appear, sir, that, despairing of reducinothese works, you now resort to the novel measure of
turning your guns against the old men, the women,
and children, and the hospitnls of a sleeping city, nn
net of inexcusable bnrbar ity from your own confessed
point of sight, in nsmuch as you allege that the complete demofition of Fort Sumter within a few hours by
you r guns seems to you" a matter of certainty."
Your omission to attach your signature to such a
grave paper must show the recklessness of the course
u pon which you have adventured; while the facts that
vou knowingly fixed a limit for receiving nn answer
to yom· demand, which made it almost beyond the
possibility of receiving any reply within tbat time, and
that yon actually did open fire and throw a number of
the most destructive missiles ever used in war into the·
midst of a cfry taken unawares, and filled with sleepino- women and children, will give yon a "bad emine~ce" in history, even in the liistory of this war.
I am only surprised, sir, nt the limits you have set
to your demands. If, in order to attain the abandonment of Morris Islalld and Fort Sumter, yon feel authorized to fire on this city, why did you not nlso include the works on Sullivan's and J ames's Island-

method of reducing batteries in your immediate
front, which were found otherwise impregnable, and
a mode of warfare which I confidently declare to be
atrocious and unworthy of nny soldier, I now solemnly warn you that if you fire again on the city
from your Morris Island batteries without giving
a somewhat more reasonable time to remove non-combatants, I shall feel impelled to employ such stringent
means of r etaliation as may be available during the
continuance of this attack.
Finally, I reply, that neither the works on Morris
Isl and nor Fort Sumter will be evacuated on the de·
mand you have been pleased to make. Already, however, I am taking measures to r emove all non-combatants, who are now fully aware of and alive to what
they may expect at your bands.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
G. T. BEAUREGARD, Ge!l. Com'g.

To this letter Gen. Gillmore made the following response :
DEPARTMENT OF THE SOUTH, HEADQUARTERS lN
THE FIELD, MORRIS I SL.<1.ND 1 S. C.,
.
AuguBt 22d, 9 P. M•

G. T. B eauregard, Commanding Confederate State
Forces, Cliai·leston, S. (]. :
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt
of your communication of this date, complaini ng that
one ofmy batteries bas opened upon the city of Charles·
ton, and thrown a number of heavy rifle shells into that
city, the inhabitants of which, of course, were asleep
and unwarned.
Mv letter to you demanding the surrender of Fort
Sumter and Morris Island, and threatening, in default
thereof, to open fire upon Charleston, was delivered
near Fort Wagner at 11.15 o'clock P. lr. on the 21st instant, and should have arrived at your headq uarters in
time to hnve permitted your answ:er to reach me within the limit assigned, namely, four hours.
The fact that you were nbsent from your headquarters at the time of its arrival may be regarded as an
unfortunate circumstance for the city of Charleston, but
it is one for which I clearly am not responsible. This
letter bore date at my headquarters, and was officially
delivered by: an officer of my stnlf. The inadvertent
omission of my signature doubtless affords ground for
special pleading, but it is not the argument of a commander solicitous only for the safety of sleeping wo·
men and children and un armed men.
Your threats of retaliation for acts of mine, which
you do not allege to be in violation of civilized warfare,
except as regards the length of time allowed as notice
of my intentio ns, are passed by without comment. I
will, however, call yo ur attention to the well establish•
ed principle, that the commander of a place attacked,
but not invested, having its avenues of escape open
and practicable, has no right to expect any notice of
an intended bombardment other than that which is
g:iven by the threatening attitude of his adversary.
Even bad this letter not been written, the city of
Charleston bas had, according to your own computn·
tion, forty days' notice of her danger. During that
time my attack upon her defences has steadily pro·
gressed. The ultimate object of that attack has at no
time been doubtful.
If, under the circumstances, the life of n single uoncombntant is exposed to peril by the bombardment of
the city, the -responsibility rests with those who bnve
first foiled to apprize the non-combatnnts, or secure t)1e
safety of the city, after havino- held control of. all its
approaches for a period of nenrYy two years n~d a half,
in the presence of n threatening force, and who afterward refused to accept the terms upon which the b_o1!!·
bnrdment might have been postponed. From various
sources, official and otherwise, I am led to believe that
most of the women and children of Charleston were
long since removed from the city. Bnt, upon your as·
surance that the city is still full of them, I shall sus·
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pend the bombardment until 11 o'clock P . 11. to-morrow, thus giving you two days from the time you acknowledged to have received my communication of the
21st instant.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Q. A. GILLMORE,
Brigadier-General Commanding.

The effect of the shells first fired at Charleston is thus described by a citizen: "Between
one irnd two o'clock, Saturday morning, the
enemy commenced firing on the city, arousing
the people from their slumbers. Twelve 8-inch
shells fell into the city, thirteen in all having
been fired . . Fortunately no person was injured. Several shells flew in the direction of St.
Michael's steeple, and fell either in the vacant
lots in the burnt distric~ on King street, or
more generally struck in Queen and Rutledge,
where an 8-inch shell tore up the plank-road,
and dug a large hole in the ground.• Another
shot entered the warehouse of G. W. Williams
and Co., at the corner of Hayne and Church
streets, entered the roof, and exploded in the
upper story, making a large opening in the
brick wall of the Medical Purveyor's storehouse next door, and scattering things in great
confusion. Some loose straw or packing was
set on fire by the explosion, which caused the
alarm bell to ring, ancl brought out the firemen.
It was extinguished with little effort before it
had made any progress. Four shells fell in this
locality. One large piece was picked up and
exhibited at the guard-house, where it was the
subject of much curiosity. There was a good
deal of excitement and some surprise expressed
at the enemy being able to reach the city from
his present position. The battery is located in
the marsh between Morris and Black Islands,
distant folly five miles from Charleston."
On Wednesday, August 26th, Gen. Gillmore,
having completed a fourth parallel and sap,
which extended very close to Fort Wagner,
determined to possess a ridge of sand which interposed, and was necessary to the success of
his operations. It was constantly occupied by
a . strong body of the enemy's pickets, and at
mght by a force protected by rifle pits. A bombardment of the position was made just before
dark, after which it was carried by the 24th
~assachusetts. One company of North CaroIma troops was captured. On the 7th of September, Morris Island was evacuated by the
enemy, which is thus reported by Gen. Gillmore:
D EP.!.RTllENT OF TUE SOUTIT, HEADQUARTERS IN }
THE FrnLD, September 7th, 1 863.

Maj.-Gen. H. W. Halleck, Ge-nerat-in-(JJvief:
GENERAL: I have the honor to report that Fort
Wagner a_nd Battery Gregg are onrs. Last night our
sapper:s mmed t.l1e counter-scarp of Fort Wagner on its
sen pomt, unmasking nil its guns, and an order was issued _to carry the place by assault at 9 o'clock this
mornmg, that beino- the hour of low tide.
About 10 o'clock Inst night the enemy commenced
evacuntin~ the island, nod all but seventy-five of them
mb ade tbei.r escape from Cummings's Point in small
O~L

·

Captured despatches show that Fort Wagner was
commanded by Col. K eitt, of South Carolina, and gar-
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risoned by 1,400 effective men, and Battery Gregg by
between 100 aud 200 men.
Fort Wagner is a work of the most form idable kind.
Its bomb-pro~f shelte~·, capable of containing 1,800
men, rema10s mtact after the most terrific bombardment to which any work was ever subjected.
We have captured nineteen pieces of artillery and o.
large supply of excellent ammuuitiou.
The city and harbor of Charleston are now completely covered by my guns.
I have the honor to be, General, very respectfully,
your obedient servant,
Q. A. GILLMORE,
Brigadier-General Commanding.

On the night of the 7th, an assault was made
by an expedition on Fort Sumter. The fiotilla
consisted of between twenty-five and thirty
boats, manned by over one hundred sailors,
under Lieutenant Commandant Williams, and
a hundred marines, under Capt. McCawley.
The entire force was commanded by Commander Stephens, of the Patapsco. The boats
were towed within a short distance of the fort,
when they advanced. Three boats, under Commander Williams, Lieut. Remey, ana Ensign
Porter, landed, and the parties attempted to run
up the rnins to the parapet, when they were
fired upon by musketry, and hand grenades were
thrown down upon them. The slope was so
sharp that they were unable to reach the parapet.
The signal was given from the fort, and in an
instant all of the batteries of the enemy opened
on the fort and shelled it terribly. Three boats
were smashed, and all who landed were either
killed or captured. Lieut. Bradford, of the
mal'ines, was mortally wounded and captured.
Among others captured were Commander Williams, Lieut. Remey, Lieut. Preston, Lieut.
Bower, Lieut. Bunce, Dr. Wheeler, and Ensign
Porter. Forty or fifty sailors and marines were
killed and wounded. The entire list of casualties was about: eighty. The remainder of the
command retired safe. ·
The captured forts on :Morris Island were enlarged and new batteries erected by Gen. Gillmore, which effectually commanded Fort Sumter, and could aid any naval attack on Charleston. But little further progress, however, was
made in the siege during the remainder of the
year. The forts of the enemy were occasionally bombarded severely, and the shelling of
Charleston at intervals, during day and night,
was continuecl. The portion of the city within
the reach of the shells was greatly injured, and
entirely abandoned by its inhabitants. An attempt was made by the enemy to blow up the
frigate Ironsides, with a torpedo, on the night
of October 5th. It failed of success, and did no
serious damage to the vessels.
Some further operations took place in the
Department of the Gulf during the year. After the capture of Vicksburg, Gen. Banks was
reenforced by Gen. Grant, and an expedition
was fitted out under Gen . Franklin to occupy
the mouth of the Sabine river, in Texas. It
consisted of a force of four thousand men, and
the navnl steamers Clifton, Sachem, Arizona,
and Granite City. The squadron was under the
command of Lieut. Crocker. The defences at
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the pass were supposed to consist of two 32pounders, en ba,rbette, and a battery of field
pieces, and two boats used on the bay, which
had been converted into rams. The plan was
that the squadron should make the attack alone,
assisted by about one hundred and eighty
sharpshooters divided among the four vessels,
and, having driv.en the enemy from his defences
and destroyed or driven off the rams, the
transports were then to advance and land their
troops.
Sabine Pass is the name of the outlet from
Sabine Lake into the Gulf of Mexico. Sabine
Lake is an expansion of the Sabine river about
five miles from its entrance into the Gulf of
Mexico, at the southwest extremity of Louisiana. Its length is 18 miles and its-breadth 9
miles. Sabine river rises in Hunt county, Texas,
and flows in a direction east of southeast until
it strikes the eastern boundary of the State.
li'rom this point it pursues a southerly course,
forming the boundary between Texas and Louisiana. It is very shallow at its mouth. The
whole'length of the river is estimated at 500
miles.
·
Early on the morning of Sept. 8th, the Olifton stood in the bay and opened on the fort, to
which no reply was made. At 9 A. M. the Sachem, Arizona, and Granite Oity, followed by
the transports, stood over- the bar, and, with.
mnch difficulty, owing to the low water, reached an anchorage about two miles from the fort
at 11 A. M. About the middle of tM afternoon
the Sachem, followed by the Arizona, advanced
up the eastern channel to draw the fire of the
forts while the Olifton advanced up the western
channel. The Granite Oity remained to cover
the la.nding of a division of troops under Gen.
Weitzel. No r eply was made to the fire of the
gunboats :until they were abreast of the forts,
when eight guns opened fire upon them. Three
of these were rifled. Almost at the same moment the Clifton and Sachem ·were strnck in
their bo"ilers and both vessels enveloped in
steam. The Arizona, not having room to pass
the Sachem, then backed down the channel
until she grounded by the ste:rn, when the ebbtide caught he1· bows and swung her across the
channel. White flags were raised on the Clifton and Sachem, and within twenty minutes
they were taken in -tow by the enemy. The
naval force of the expedition being thus disabled, the transports moved out of the bay.
The Arizona wa · got afloat during the mght
and followed. The expedition then returned
to Brashear City. The officers and crews of
the Clifton and Sn.chem and about ninety sharpshooters who were on board were captured,
ancl the lo s in killed and wounded was about
thirty. After remaining at Brashear Oity some
time, the military force moved to Franklin and
Vermillion ville.
On the 27th of October an expedition nnder
Gen. Banks put to sea from New Orleans. It
con isted of about twenty ve els accompanied
by the gunboat_s Owasco, Virginia, and Monon-

gahela, and was destined to the mouth of the
Rio Grande river, which is the boundary line
between Texas and Mexico. During the first
three days out the weather was pleasant. On
the fourth a "norther" prevailed, and one light
draft steamer and two schooners were lost, but
no lives. On the 31st the expedition anchored
off the mouth of the river and on the next
day a force was landed on Brazos Island. By
the 4th the troops were all landed, and on the
next day, Gen. Banks, preceded by a small body
of infantry and artillery, entered Brownsville
on the Rio Grande river. A. small body of
the enemy under Gen. Bee attempted to de·s troy the public property, and retired on the
approach of the Federal force. Subsequently
Corpus Ohristi and the coast of Texas to within
one hundred miles of Galveston were occupied.
Gen. Banks successfully prosecuted the campaign thus begun in Texas, the extent and
results of which more properly belong to the
records of 1864.
In Missonrf and the Department of the Frontier, those portions of the Oonfederate army
of the Trans-Mississippi Department, which
was under command of Gens. Hindman, Sterling Price, and Marmaduke, maintained a restless activity.
Early in January, 1863, a force of five or six
thousand men, under Gen. .Marmaduke's command, comprising a portion of the troops which
had been so signally defeated at Crawford's
Prairie (as described on a former page) a
month before, proceed"ed down the Arkansas
river to Spadry's Bluff, near Olarksville, Ark.,
and thence marched rapidly north -toward
Springfield, Mo., with the intention of seizing
and destroying the large amount of Federal
commissary and quartermaster stores accumulated there for the supply of the Army of the
Frontier. The design of Gen. Marmaduke in
proceeding so for eastward before making a
mo.vement northward into Missouri was to avoid
all chance of collision or interference with his
plans by Gens. Blunt and Herron. He hoped
to reach Springfield and accomplish his purpose
before they could obtain intelligence of his approach, and this once accomplished, those Federal generals and their army, deprived of all
supplies, would, almost of necessity, be compelled either to surrender to Gen. Hindman or
fly from North-western Arkansas. The scheme
was well planned and circumstances indicated
that it would be successful. Springfield had
some defensive works, but they were not completed, and · the Federal ti:oops which were
necessary to its adequate defence, were scattered widely over the entire region of Southwestern Missouri, two or three companies in o
place. When, on the afternoon of the '7th of
January, it was ascertained that the Confeder·
ate force had burned Lawrence Mills, and were
then marching on Ozark, and would certainly
appear before Springfield the next day, Brig.·
Gens. Bi:own and Holland, who were in command there, the one of tbe Missouri State
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militia and the other of the enrolled Missouri
militia, exerted themselves to the utmost to
call together a force adequate to the defence
of the town, but their most strenuous efforts
only sufficed to bring together about 1,100
men, of whom 400 were either convalescents
in the hospitals or those who had just been
discharged from those institutions, and the remainder were in about equal numbers Missouri
State militia and enrolled Missouri militia, almost wholly raw troops. The commissary and
quartermaster's stores were sent north toward
Bolivar, only enough being reserved to maintain the siege, which were placed in one of
the forts. The Confederate force (or rather
about one-l1alf of it, not far from three thousand men) appeared before the city about one
P. M. on the 8th, and commenced firing with
solid shot at once, withou:t giving any notice
for the removal of non-combatants. The :fighting which followed was irregular, and occasionally the Confederates gained some advantages; but the courage of the new Federal
troops seemed to increase under fire, and late
in the afternoon they commenced driving the
enemy from one position after another, till at
night the battle ended, having continued five
hours, when the Confederates retreated, carrying with them a part of their wounded. The
Federal loss was 14 killed, 145 wounded and 5
missing. The Confederates lost 41 killed, and
over 160 wounded, of whom 80 were left in
the town as prisoners. The next day the.garrison of the town were ready to renew the
battle, but found that the Confederates had escaped, and they were too feeble to make a vigorous pursuit.
Before proceeding from Ozark to Springfield,
Gen. •Marmaduke had detached Gen. Porter
with nearly 3,000 men to follow the roa·d south
of the Ozark mountains to Hartsville, and having made what captures he could there, to rejoin
the main force again at or near Marshfield,
having in view, probably, the . e}..i;ension of his
expedition either to Lebanon or Bolivar. On
the 9th, Gen. Porter occupied Hartsv.ille, but
evacuated it that 'night, and moved toward
Marshfield. Gen. Fitz Henry Warren, in command of that Federal military district, sent
from Houston on the Qth of January Col. Merrill, with 850 men, to Springfield to reenforce
the Federal garrison there. They reached
Hartsville on Saturday, the 10th, and learned
t~at Gen. Porter had been there the day prev1ons. Leaving Hartsville at 3 P. M. they
mal'ched to Wood's Forks, on the road toward
S~ringfield, by nightfall, and encamped in line
ot battle. The next morning (Jan. 11th), at
daybreak, they encountered Gen. Marmaduke's
forces marching from SJ?ring:field, and though
the Federal position was an unfavorable one,
Col. Merrill fought till!) o'clock A. M., when the
Confederates withdrew in a southerly direction.
S?nding out a pursuing force of cavalry, and
himself returning townrd Hartsville, Col. Merrill soon found that the Confederates were also
81
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marching toward Hartsville, and, as it afterward appeared, had formed a junction with
Gen. Porter's command. Col. Merrill immediately ordered a forc.ed march, and arrived in
Hartsville in time to take a strong position,
and awaited their attack. Firing commenced
on both sides at a little after 11 A. M., and the
battle raged till half-past 4 P. M., the Oonfederates charging repeatedly upon the Federul
position, but being met at short musket range
by so terrible a fire that they were compelled
to fall back each time. At length, finding
themselves unable to make any impression on
the Federal garrison, the Confederates r!3treated, going at first toward Houston, but early
the next morning th ey turned their faces southw·ard, and moved rapidly toward the Arkansas
line, near the north fork of White river. . Th eir
losses had been very heavy; Brig.-Gen. Emmet
McDonald, and act~g Brig.-Gen. Porter, two
colonels, a major, a captain, and two lieutenants being among the killed, and several other
officers severely wounded. Their entire loss
was over 300 killed and :wounded, and 2.9 prisoners. · The Federal loss was '7 killed, 64 wound-.
ed, and '7 missing.
A portion of Gen. Marmaduke's force made
their way to Van Buren Creek, and 300 of
them were taken prisoners, on the Julia Roan,
on the 28th of January. The greater part,
however, descended the White river, and, with
Marmaduke himself, camped at Batesville, Ark.,
from wbich town they were driven, after a
sharp fight, by the Federal Ool. Waring, on the
4th of February, a considerable number of the
Oonfederates being killed and wounded, and a
colonel and a number of privates being captured ..
Gen. Marmaauke now repaired to the headquarters of the Confederate army corps in
Arkansas, · at Little -Rock, and the next two
months were spent by the generals of that
corps mainly in enlarging and disciplining
their force. The guerilla bands in Arkansas
and Missouri made frequent dashes into the
towns, and occasionally stopped steamers on
the Missomi rivei·, and plundered, captured,
and murdered Federal citizens and soldiers, as
in the case of the Sam Gaty, on the 28th of
March, but these were only the acts of the irregular and bushwhacking troops in Missouri,
and they generally met with swift retribution
from the militia scouts and cavalry parties who
patrolled all sections of that State. There was
no considerable movement of, Oonfederate
troops till the latter part of April.
On· the I '7th of April, the Confederate general, Cabell, left Ozark, Arkansas, with two
thousand men, two pieces of artilJery, and
three days' rations, to attack Fayetteville, Arkansas, which bad been so many times a battle
ground, and was then garrisoned by two regiments o.f Federal troops (the 1st Arkansas infantry and the 1st Arkansas cavalry), under the
command of Ool. M. La Rue Harrison. The
attack was made on the 18th about sunrise, and
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after nearly six hours' severe fighting the Confederates were thoroughly defeated and in full
retreat for Ozark. Gen. Marmaduke. and his
superior officer, Maj.-Gen. Sterling Price, having at last collected a sufficiency of troops,
mostly Texans, aud a large portion of them
cavalry, to render an expedition into Missouri
probably successful, sought' and obtained permission tci attempt the capture and destruction
of Cape Girardeau, at that time the depot of
supplies for a portion of Gen. Grant's army.
The Confederate force, which consisted of
Price's (1st)' army corps of the trans-Mississippi
Department, numbering somewhat more than
ten thousand men, under the command of Gen.
Marmaduke, left Little Rock, Arkansas, about
the middle of April, and on the 20th had crossed the State·line, and following the course of
the St. Francis river, reached Fredericktown,
Mo.~ about the 22d. From this point they
marched upon Cape Girardeau, and came before the town on the 25th. The garrison there
was under the command of Gen. John McNeil,
and consisted of one thousand seven hundred
men, mostly militia. Gen. McNeil had r~ached Cape Girardeau on the night of the 23d, and
had taken immediate measures for the removal
of the Government stores into Illinois, and had
sent to St. Louis for reenforcements. Confident of success, the Confederates, though repulsed in their first attack, demanded on Saturday night (25th) the surrender of the town,
the demaDd beip.g made by acting Brig.-Gen.
Carter, whose brigade was in the advance.
Gen. McNeil replied at once, declining to surrender, as he believed himself capable of maintaining its possession. Fighting was not resumed till 10 A. M. of the 26th, when Gen. Marmaduke again demanded a surrender, threatening to storm the town in case of refusal. Gen.
McNeil again refused, and after nearly five
hours' fighting, in which the Federal artillery,
which was admirably served, caused great havoc
among the Oonfederate troops, Gen. Marmaduke retreated southward. He was pursued
closely by Gen. Vandever and Gen. McNeil,
and harassed severely, but succeeded in escaping into Arkansas, on the 2d of May. His loss
.in the battle of Cape Girardeau was sixty kill1ed and about three hundred wounded. In his
·retreat he also lost a considerable numbe1· of
t.killed and wounded, and many prisqners.
~on the 6th of May a Federal force of about
,one thousand cavalry, and about the same
:numaer of infantry, under command of Col.
(acting brigadier-general) Powell Clayton, left
Helena, Arkansas, on an expedition to the region of Arkansas, lying between the White and
St. Francis rivers, to break up a band of guerilla , and destroy Confederate stores accumulatetl:-there. The infantry went only as for as
Snitzn ts ·and then returned to Mariana. The
ca.v.alcy proceeded to the vicinity of Taylor's
Oreek, n. large detAchment, however, going to
Mount Vern.on, ancl at these points, on the 11th
of '.May,··the ,two small bodies of cavalry, one

numbering two hundred and thirty men, and
the other seven hundred and twenty-five, had
each a severe fight with separate brigades of
Ma.rmaduke'$ di vision, and both repulsed them
with heavy loss to the Confederates.
On the 20th of May, the Federal forces, about
one thousand two hundred in number, under
the command of Col. William A. Phillips, near
Fort Gibson, Indian Territory, wer6 attacked
by the Confederates, under Col. (acting brigadier-general) Coffey, commanding a force of
five regiments. After a desultory fight, in
which, through the cowardice of the Creek
regiment, the Federal tropps lost a part of their
cattle, Col. Phillips succeeded in driving the
Confederate troops over the mountain, and
:finally, in complete disorder, across the Arkansas river. The loss on the Federal side was
about twenty-six in killed, wounded, and. missing ; that of the Confederat.es considerably
larger. There were repeated skirmishes in
this and other portions of the department, but
no severe fighting in the Indian Territory, till
July 15th, when Maj.-Gen. Blunt crossed the
Arkansas river near Henry Springs, in that
territory, and on the 16th attacked a superior
force of Confederates under Gen. Cooper, which
he completely routed, they leaving their dead
and wounded on the field. The Federal loss
was seventeen killed and sixty wounded, while
that of the Confederates was one hundred and
fifty killed (buried on the :field by the Federal
troops), four hundred wounded, seventy-seven
prisoners, and one piece of artillery and one
hundred stand of arms captured. After se-teral
subsequent skirmishes with the Confederates,
Gen. Blunt descended the Arkansas river, and
on the 1st of September occupied Fort Smith,
Arkansas. The army of .the frontier having
been greatly depleted to furnish reenforcements
to Gen. Grant, while he wns engaged in the
siege of Vicksburg, the Confederate generals
in the Trans-Mississippi Department took advantage of the fact to make an attack on Helena,
Arkansas, where the Federal general, Prentiss,
was in command, with a force of about four
thousand troops. Here again Gen. Sterling
Price and Gen. Marmaduke found scope for
action. The Confederate attack was made on
the 4th of July, with a force of about fifteen
thousand men. It was commenced about daylight, and, at first, they were successful in cap·
turing a small fort forming a part of the out·
works, but the gunboat Tyler, coming up opportunely, and opening upon them with its
heayY guns, they were compelled to aband_on
it with severe loss. Determined not to relrnquish th~ir purpose, the Confederates fou[fht
desperately, charging repeatedly, and with
large masses, upon the defences of the town,
attacking now the north, and now the south
side, but everywhere they met with the same
terrible resistance from the Federal :fire at
short range, and from the large missiles from
the gunboat; and at length, u"tterly foiled ~!
every point, having lost over one thousand Ul
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killed o.nd wounded, and more than cme thou- the value ofover $2,000,000. He was pursued
sand one hund1·ed prisoners, the Oonfederates as soon as troops could be raised, and forty or
fell back, and though remaining for o, do.y or fifty of his men killed. The Oonfedero.te Gen.
two in the vicinity, in hope of au opportunity Oabell, collecting together as many of the guerto renew the attack, finding the Federal garrison rillas and Indians as possible, and some of tl1e
reenforced, retreated to the interior of Arkansas. routed troops, driven from Little Rock and its
After the surrender of Vicksburg, the Fed- vicinity, stal'ted with a force variously estimaternl Gen. Steele was sent to Helena, with a ed at from 4,000 .to 10,000, in the latter part
considerable force, and instructed to form a of September, from the Choctaw settlements
junction with Gen. Davidson, who was moving of the Indian Territory, crossed the Arkansas
south from Missouri, by way of Orowley's River east of Fort Smith, and on the 1st of OcRidge, west of the St. Francis, and with the tober, a detachment of his troops, under Gen.
combined force drive the Confederates south. Shelby, joined Coffey at Orooked .Prairie, Mo.,
of the Arkansas River. Having effected this intending to make a raid into Southwestern Misjunction and established his depo~ and hospi- souri. This combined force, numbering 2,000
tals at Duvall's Bluff, on the White River, Gen. or 2,500 men, penetrated as far as the Missouri
Steele, ·on the 1st of August, advanced against River at Booneville, but were pursued by the
the Confederate •army, whtch fell back toward Missouri militia, and finally brought to a stan~
Little Rock. After several successful skir- about eight miles southwest of Arrow Rock,
mishes, he reached the Arkansas River, o.nd . on the evening of the 12th of October, Gen.
• threw part ~f his force .upon the south side, to E. B. Brown, who commanded the Federal
threaten the Oonfederate communications with tl'Oops, fought them till d:trk that evening, and,
Arkadelphia, their depot of supplies, and flank during the night, having detached a small force
tl;i.eir position at Little Rock. Gen. Marmaduke to attack them in the rear, renewed the battle
was sent out with a co.valry force to beat the the next morning at eight A. M . After a sharp
Federals back, but was completely routed. See- contest they fled, completely routed and broken
ing what must be the inevitable re.sillt of this up, with a loss of several hundred .in killed,
movement of Gen. Steele, the Confederate Gen. wounded, and prisoners. They were pursued
Holmes destroyed what property he could, and to the Arkansas line, and prisoners gleaned all
after a slight resistance retreated with his the w~y. Gen. Marmaduke, who seems to have
. army in great disorder, pursued by the Federal been with Gen. Oabell, attempted to advance
cavalry, and on the 10th of September G.en. from Fayettville, Ark., to reenforce them, but
Steele, with the Federal army, entered the c11p- found them so thoroughly disorganized that the
irol of A.rkans11s. His entire losses in killed, case was hopeless.
wounded, and missing, in this whole movement,
E11rly in October a desperate effort was made
did not exceed one hundred. He captured one to capture and murder Gen. Blunt and his staff,
thousand prisoners, and such public property as who was at this time marching toward Fort
the Confeder11tes had not time to destroy. The · Scott, Kansas. Three hundred Confederate
Federal cavalry continued to press the retreat- soldiers in Union uniform approached him as
ing Oonfederntes southward; but a small force, he with his escort was in advance of -his wagwhich had eluded pm-suit, and moved east- ons. The escort, consisting of ·a hundred men,
ward, attacked the Federal garrison n,t Pine broke wl\en the Oonfederates commenced firing
Bluff; on the Arkansas, south of Little Rock, on them, and · seventy-eight · of the hnndred,
hoping to recapture it and thus cripple the including Major Curtis, a son of Gen. Om·tis,
Federals and b1·eak their communic11tions. were captured, and murdered after their capThe attempt, which wn,s made on the 28th of ture. Gen. Blunt succeeded in rallying fifteen
October, was repulsed with decided loss on the of the escort, and with these he advanced on
part of the Oonfederates, and the same day the his assailants, who retreated, till he found an
Federal cavalry occupied Arkadelphia, and the opportunity of moving south, and joining the
Confederates retreated toward the Red River. remainder of his command. These men, who
This completely restored Arkansas to the Fed- thus murdered their prisoners, were under the
eral authority, except a small district in the ex- command of Quantrell. The Oonfederates suptreme southwest, and the region of Northwest posed that Gen. Blunt had been killerl, nnd
Arkansas, ·over which the guerrilla and other greatly rejoiced over his death. On the 20th
irreguln,r troops of the Oonfederates continued of October Gen. Blunt Wtl3 relieved from the
to roam, in their plundering exclli'sions into command of the Army of the Frontier, and
Missouri, Kansas, and the Indian Territory. Gen. McNeil appointed his successor.
Some of these were conducted on a ln,rge scale, . With these last convulsive throes, the active
and were accompanied by acts of most atro- existence of the Confederate authority in Arcious inhumanity. On the 20th of Augu£it one kansas died out. On the 12th of November a
of the guerrilla leaders, who hn.d assumed the meeting was held at Little Rock, to consult on
n:ime of Quanti-ell, or Quantrile, with a force of measures for the restoration of the ~ta~ t? the
eight hundred, entered the city of Lawrence, Union, and was succeeded by others m difterent
Kansas ; murdered in cold blood one hundred pal'ts of the State.
11nd twenty-five of its citizens, and bUl'ned the
The most atrocious outrage of th~ war was
greater part of the city, destroying property to the attack of Col. Quantrell and his band of
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Confederate guerrillas upon the thriving city
of LaW1·ence, on the 21st of August, 1863.
The attack was made in the early morning, and
entirely without warning. The citizens, unnrmed, were unable to make any defence, and
were many of them shot down in the streets
In cold blood. The Eldridge House, the largest
hotel in the city, and all the stores on Massachusetts Street, the principal business street,
were plundered and burned, as were many
. dwellings and stores in other parts of the city.
Two hundred and five men were killed and
many others :wounded. No women or children
were killed or wounded, though one assailant
snapped his pistol at Miss Lydia Stone, a heroic
woman, who had exposed her life for the preservation of others. Several of the churches
were destroyed, and the ·property stolen and
burned was estimated to exceed the value of
··2,000,000. Quantrell, the leader of the gang,
had been at one time a resident of Lawrence.
Senator Lane (General James H. Lane) was in
Lawrence at the time, but succeeded in avoidfog the guerrillas, and as soon as they left the
town raised such force as could be gathered
and started in pursuit. Some thirty or forty
of the guerrillas were overtaken and slain, but
the remainder got away safely with their plunder. Much indignation was felt by the citizens
of Kansas at the alleged remissness of General
Ewing, who was in command of the district of
Knnsas and Western Missouri, and of General
Schofield, who commanded the Department of
Missouri. Two days after the attack, General
Ewing issued the following order :
KANSAS C,'ITY, Mo., August 28, 1868.
.All persons living in Jackson, Cass, and Bates
Counties, Missouri, and that part of Vernon County
included in this district, except those living within
one mile of the limits of Independence, Hickman's
Mill, Pleasant Hill, and Harrisonville, and except
those in Kaw township, Jackson County, north of
this creek and west of the Big Blue, embracing Kansas
City and Westport; are hereby ordered to remove
from their present places of residence within fifteen
days from the date hereof.
Those who within that time ;i.>rove their loyalty to
the satisfaction of the commanding officer of the military station nearest their present places of residence,
will receiYe from him certificates stating the fact of
their loyalty and the names of the ,vitnesses by whom
it can be sworn. .All who have received such certificates will be permitted to remove to any m. ilitary station in this district, or to any part of Kansas except
tbe counties on the eastern border of the State. .All
others shall remove out of this district. Officers commanding companies ahd detachments servino- in companies, will see that this paragraph is promptly
obeyed.
.All bay or grain in the field or under shelter in the
district from which the inhabitants are required to
remove within reach of the military stations after the
9th of September next, will be taken to such stations
~od turned over to the proper officers there, and a
report of the amount so turned over made to the district headquarters, specifying the names of all loyal
owners and the amount of such produce taken from
them. .All grain and hay found in such districts after
the 9th of September next, not !.'0nYenient to such
stations, will be destroyed.

Qnantrell and bis band of marauders for
some time hoyered around the Kansas border.

The Department of the Northwest was not
without its disturbances, though the wholesale
massacres of the previous year were, happily,
not repeated. During the spring and early
summer there were occasional outrages on the
part of the Sionx of Minnesota and Dakota, w bo
penetrated the lines, although a guard of 2,000
men were stationed along the frontier, and
murdered about 30 persons. About a dozen of
these assassins were captured or killed. Early
in June General Sibley started with a force of
between two and three thousand men for
·Devil's Lake, in Dakota Territory, 500 miles
from St. Paul's, and sent General Sully, about
the same time, with a large body of cavalry, up
the Missouri, to cooperate with him in cutting
off the retreat of the savages. On the 3d of
July, Little Orow, the principal chief of the
Sioux, who bad been actively engaged during
the winter and sp1ing in endeavoring to raise
the Sioux and Y anktonians to make another attack upon the settlers in Minnesota, and had
endeavored to obtain guns and ammunition
from British America, was killed by Mr.
Sampson, about six miles north of Hutchinson,
Minnesota. He was not fully identified till somtl
time after. The cavalry force under General
Sully failed to connect with General Sibiey,
and that General encountered the Indians, near
Missouri Oonteau, on the 25th of July, and engagements followed between that date and the
29th, at Big Mound, Dead Buffalo Lake, Stony
Lake, and on the banks of the Missouri. In
these engagements between 60 and '70 of the
Indians were killed and as many more wounded.
The loss of General Sibley's troops was five
killed and four wounded. On the 3d of September General Sully encountered and defeated a
body of Indians at Whitestone Hall, about 130
miles above the little Cheyenne. A part of these
Indians had previously been engaged against Gen.
. Sibley. A large number of them were killed
and wounded, and 156 taken prisoners. Gen.
Sully's loss was 20 killed and 38 wounded.
The Indians fled across the Missouri, and most
of them, it is believed, took refuge in Idaho
Territory, where they . were, late in the year,
guilty of some outrages.
In J annary, 1863, roving bands of Indians
committed some thefts, robberies, and murders
in the western part of what is now called Idaho
Territory, in the vicinity of Bear River. Acting Brig.-General Connor, in command in that
region, marched with a force of 2'75 men to
Bear River, a distance of 140 miles, through
deep snows, in which '76 of his men were disabled by frozen feet, and with 200 men attac.ked the Indian stronghold, in which 300
warriors were assembled, and after a hardfought battle of four hours, destroyed -the entire
band, leaving 224 dead upon the field. His own
loss was 14 killed and 49 wounded. Since that
time the Indians in that quarter ba-ve been quiet.
At the close of 1863·the federal armies had
ma.do- large progress. The Stato of Missom-i
was placed beyond the danger of an invasion.
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The military power of the enemy in Arkansas
was broken, and the greatest portion of the
State made subject to the army of the Union.
The occupation of the mouth of the Rio Grande,
in Western Texas, had destroyed one outlet
from the Oonfederacy to foreign countries, and
the commerce which thereby existed. The
capture of Vicksburg and Port Hudson removed
from the banks of the Mississippi every military station of the enemy, by which the navigation of that river could be closed. It broke up
the facilities for communication between the
States east find we.st of that river, and, with the
occupation of the eastern part of Tennessee,
gave the Federal arms the entire control of
that State. It brought under the same control
a part of the States of Mississippi and Louisiana
on the shores of the river. In the East there
was no material change in the position of military affairs. No operations of any magnitude
had taken place in the Departments of Virginia and North Carolina. And with the exception of the siege of Charleston, the same is true
of the department of the South, embracing the
States -of South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida.
The territory thus lost by the enemy embraced
some of the most important districts for producing grain and cattle in the Southern States.
It also contained some valuable deposits of
nitre, used for the manufacture of gunpowder.
The Secretary of War, in his annual report, in
December, said: "The success of our arms
during the last year has ena~led the Department to make a reduction of over two hundred
millions of dollars in the war estimate for the
ensuing fiscal year."
The desolation caused by the war is almost
indescribaole. The condition of Mu;sissippi will
serve as an illustration. When Gen. Grant's
army advanced as far south as Oxford and the
Yallabusha at the close of 1862, the inhabitants
had an opportunity to purchase a few of the
most indispensable articles of clothing and
household economy, but in -the part of the State
between Jackson and Granada there had not
been even the.most meagre stock of goods taken
for three years. The destitution of the poor
there reduced them almost to a state of barbarism. Of the fifty plantations on the road, from
1:ag~·ange, Tennessee, to Holly Springs, Mississ1pp1, only five were occupied. The rest were
abandoned, and in a majority of instances the
buildings were burned. On the 26th of May,
an expedition, consisting of the 10th Missouri,
7th Kansas, and 15th lliinois cavalry and 9th
Illinois mounted infantry, left Corinth for the
purpose of a raid through a portion of country
which· had escaped the ravages of war. The
expedition passed to Florence, Ab., and Savannah, Tenn., and returned to Corinth on the
~1st, being absent five days and nights. What
it accomplished in so short a space of time is
thus described:
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hundred-looms. They employed on an average one
hundred men and the same number of women and
children each. But their contents were more valnnble
than the buildings and machinery, having a large
amount of stock and manufactured goods on hand. A
large amount of steam flouring and saw mills was
likewise burned. A number of blacksmiths' and wagonmakers' shops were destroyed, they being employed
on Government work, and containing large numbers
of wagons, arms "fall kinds, &c., &c. A ton of powder, a large number of arms of English manufncturl!,
600,000 rounds of fixed ammunition, each cnrtridrre
having the crown of England stamped upon it, a;d
several boxes containing shell, were destroyed. A
number of dwelling houses were accidentally burned
by our shells. The splendid bridge near Florence
was burned. All along the route, both going and
returning, our comUland marched in line through the
waving wheat, ju!t ripe, utterly destroying it. An
immense ("immense" 1s not the word-language cannot describe the scene-the smoke arising from
burning corn cribs in every direction, and for miles
each side of our path) amount of forage was destroyed ; some was passed by on account of the close proximity of dwelling houses. Large quantities of meat,
&c., were used, but more wasted and destroyed. The
people appear to think that starvation is staring them
rn the face; but let their Government protect them,
and they will no doubt fare very well. We captured
two majors, two captains, four or five lieutenants, and about one hundred men. A large Rebel
flag was also captured. An immense amount of stock
- horses, mules, oxen, cows, carriages, &c., &c.-was
taken and turned over to the Government. About
twenty men, who have escaped conscription by lying
in the bush and other places of conceafmeut, accompnnied us into camp, and arejoiniug some one of our
regiments here. We brought about one thousand
contrabands-men, women, and children-about two
hundred and fifty of them joining the negro brigade.
And all with a loss of less than thirty wounded and
missing.

.A.bout the same time an expedition consist-.
ing of six brigades, and numbering about ten
thousand men, moved up between the Big
Black and Yazoo Rivers. The object was to
destroy the resources of the country, to prevent
the enemy from subsisting their armies, and to
cl.rive out any force that might be in that region.
The results of the expedition are thus described:
We have marched over a hundred miles in a week
during the hottest kind of weather: We destroyed 1\11
the forage and supplies and cotton, and drove off all
the cattle, horses, and mules between the two lines
for a 'distance of fifty miles. We met no considerable
body of the enemy, and had only o.ne or two slight
skirmishes; but we ascertained where the enemy was
concentrating, and gained much valuable information
which may be of use hereafter. It was made our
painful but imperative duty to destroy every thingcorn, cotton, meat, mills, and cotton gins-thai we
could find, sparing only dwellings and a small supply
of provisions for each family. The command will
rest here for a day or so, and then return to Vicksburg,
wl:_iich cannot hold out very long against our forces.

The number of locomotives and cars destroyed on the railroads of Mississippi during the
year is stated to have been seventy-seven of
the former, and about six hundred of the latter.
Owing to the destruction of bridges it was impossible to remove a large portion of the former after they were captured.
On the 1st of August Gen. Grant issued the
We burned seven cotton factories, costing an average of $200,000 each. The Southern Confederacy following order recommending that in the rebad offered for the largest $1,000,000 containing three gion subject to his arms the freedom of the
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commissioned officer, with specific instructions to
seize certain property and no other. A staff officer
of the quartermaster or subsistence department will,
in each mstance, be designated to receipt for such property as may be seized, the :i?roperty to be paid for at
the end of the war on proof of loyalty, or on proper
VIOKSBURG, l\11ss., .Au.gust 1st, 1868.
)
1. All regular organized bodies of the enemy havmg adjustment of the claim, under such regulations or
been driven from those parts of Kentucky and Ten- laws as may hereafter be established. All property
nessee west of the Tennessee River, and from all lrfis- seized under this order must be taken up on returns
sissiJ.>pi west of the Mississippi Central Railroad, and by the officer giving receipts, and disposed ofin accord-i:* * -le·
it bemg to the interest of those districts not to invite ance· with existing regulations.
the presence of armed bodies of men among them, it · 4. Within the county of Warren, laid waste by the
is announced that the most rigorous penalties will long presence of conten~ing armies, the following rules
hereafter be inflicted upon the following class of pris- to prevent suffering will be observed: Maj-Gen. Sheroners, to wit: All irregular bodies of cavah-y not man, commanding the Fifteenth army corps, and Maj.mustered and paid by the Confederate authorities; all Gen McPherson, commanding tl\e Seventeenth army
persons engaged in conscription, or in apprehending corps, will each designate a commissary ofsubsistenco
deserters, whether regular or irregular; all citizens who will }~sue ar~cle~ of prime necesity to all desti~
encouraging or aiding the same; and all persons de- tute fallllhes calling for them, under such restrictected firing upon unarmed transports. It is not tions for the protection of the Government as they
contemplated that this order shall affect. the treatment d~em necessary. Families who are able to pay for the
due to prisoners of war captured within the districts pronsions drawn will,in all cases,. be required to do so.
named, when they are members of legally organized
On the march of Gen. Sherman from Eastcompanies, and when their acts are in accordance
port, Miss., where hls army abandoned the
with the usages of civilized warfare.
2. The citizens of Mississippi \vi thin the limits above Memphis and C4arleston Railroad, to reenforce
described are called upon to· pursue their peaceful Gen. Grant at Chattanooga, his · force was subavocations, in obedience to the laws of the United
States. Whilst <loin~ so in good faith, all United sisted on the route.
.A. very limited amount of supplies was
States forces are prohibited from molesting them in
any way. It is earnestly recommended that the free- brought by wagons, but the whole country for
dom of negroes be acknowledged, and that instead of miles on either flank was stripped of every arcompulsory labor contracts upon fair terms be entered ' ticle of food and evei·y pound of forage. The
into between the former masters and servants, or between the latter and such other persons as may be citizens were sorely pressed, but the safety and
willing to give them employment. Such a system as sustenance of armies were balanced against this
this, honestly followed, will result in substantial ad- fact, and decided in favor of the latter. All anivantages to all parties.
mals capable of carrying a soldier, his gun and
All private property will be respected except when
the use of it is necessary for the Government, in which blanket, were pressed into the service, and alcase it must be taken under the direction of a corps _m ost the whole command consequently ani,ed
commander, and by a proper detail under charge of a mounted.

negroes should be acknowledged, and instead
of compulsory labor, contracts upon fair terms
should be made between master and servants:
HEADQU ATXRS DEP'T. OF THE TENNEBSlra, l
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Progress of Oivil .A:lfairs-Finnnces of the Insurrectionary States-Decay of Railroads-Crops-Mission of Mr• .A. H.
Stephens-His Report-President Lincoln's Statement of the Condition of Affairs-His .Amnesty ProclamationEfforts to secure the advnntages of the Emancipation Proclamation-Freedmen-Federal Fi.nnnces-Conflscatlon-Exchang11. of Prisoners.

THE progress of civil affairs is too important
to be overlooked. The yea.r 1863 did not exhibit much advance in a commercial point of
view. The expectations that had been entertained of an immediate renewal of trade as a
necessary consequence of the opening of the
Mississippi, and the continued occupation of the
Atlantic coast of South and North Carolina, and
the penetration of the troops into the Texan
country," were not.realized; and the foreign commerce of the country was greatly contracted in
face of the improved harvests in Europe. These
have enabled the people to dispense with much
of the breadstuffs and provisions which were
the mo.in staples of the national export.
Extensive regulations were adopted by the
Government of the United States relative to
trade with the inl:).abitants within the lines of

the army in the insnrrectionary States. The
results, however, were very limited.
In the insurrec~onary States the currency
exerted a most unfavorable influence on their .
internal affairs1 and very seriously diminished
the hopes of the people of ultimate success in
the war.
At the commencement of hostilities, the impression was universal that the war would be
short. The most distinguished politicians, the
wisest commercial men and capitn.lists of all
classes, indeed every household, acted upon this
view. Hence, every one was soon embarrassed
for the want of hundreds of small articles,
which might hav~ been procmed at cheap rat~
if the parties had been able to look only a.few
· months into the future. This same short-sightedness controlled the :financial affairs of the
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Confederacy. Its loans were to be in bonds,
and its currency was to be paper. The capitnl
invested in the bonds was drawn principally
from bnnks, from merchants who had been
driven out of business, and from trust estates
and charitable institutions. Such sources were
soon exhausted, and it became impossible to
make . further progress in bonding by appeals
to the patriotism of the people, in consequence
of their peculiar habits. There were rio great
money capitalists in_the community. The capital of the people consisted mainly in lands and
negroes, and the habits of the wealthy for generations had kept them in one channel- that
of producing cotton, tobacco, and rice-the surplus products to be invested in lands and negroes. This thirst for land and negro investments absorbed the millions of income, and·
kept the 'people generally in debt as ,much us a
year's income. There · existed no millionnaire
bankers, merchants, manufactm·ers, and other
moneyed capitalists, that . lived in splendor on
incomes derived from money at interest. Such
people as those were not in a situation to invest
in bonds; nor was it reasonable to expect them
to volunteer to invest in bonds at the expense
of inc111-ring new debts, or with the necessity
of selling property. Many, very many planters
who subscribed to the cotton loan sold the
bonds immediately, and invested the proceeds
in the payment of debts, or in land and negroes,
and were unwilling afterward to sell, even to
aid the Government, any of their agricultural
products for less than the highest market value
for currency. Many were not willing to sell
for currency at any price. . The consequence
of this was an act of impressment on the part
of the Government, and starvation to towns
and villages, and all that class of persons who
live on fixed incomes.
The following is a statement of the finances
at the close of the third quar:ter of 1863:
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Brought forward .... ....... .. ............ . .... $82,154,884
From which is to be deducted the amount of
Treasury notes which have been funded and
brought in for cancellation, but have not yet
been r egularly audited, estimated.. .. . . . . . . 65,000,000
Total. . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .

$17,154,884

The public debt (exclusive of the foreign loan)
at the same period, was as follows :
Fwnded.
Eight per cents ••. . •• .. •. . •• .......•••.... •••• $207,128,750
Seven per cents.... . .. . ............... . .. ... .. 42,745,600
Six per cents ... .... . .... . . .. ............ .. . . .. 41,006,270
Six per cent. cotton interest bonds... . ..... . ...
2,085,000
Total. . ........ ..... .... . . . ... ... .. ... $292,915,620

77nfwnded.

Treasury notes: general currency . ........ . ..• $608,682,798
Two-yenr notes.. ... .. . ............... .. ......
8,477,975
Interest notes at 3.65 . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .
627,450
Interest notes at 7.80.... . ... . .... .. .. . . . . . . . . • 122,582,200
Under $5 . ............................... .....
4,887,095
Five per cent. call certificates .......... ·. ....... 26,240,000
Total. . ..• . ... •. . ....... . . .. . •• ...... • $766,447,519
Deduct amount of Treasury ·notes funded and
cancelled ... , . .... , . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . • • .. • . . • 65,000,000
Total. ..... .. . ..... ............... ... . $701,~7,519

In order to estimate the amount of Treasury
notes in circulation·at the date of ·this report,
there must be added the further sum of one
hundred millions for the two months which
have elapsed since the date of the above schedules. The balance of appropriations made by
Congress, and not drawn on September 30th,
stood as follows :
War D epartment . ..... . . .. . . ... . . .... .... .. ... $895,502,698
Navy Department. .. ..................... ..... 24,418,645
Civil, Miscellaneous, etc. ... . .. ..... .. . . .. .. . .. 56,240,996
Customs. . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . • • . • • • .. . . . . . . . .
294,460
Total .......... . . .... .. . ... .. .. ....... $476,451,199

The estimates submitted by the various departments for the support of the Government,
were made to July 1st, 1864, the end of the
fiscal year, and were as follows :

$809,005
Legislative Department .•........ ... .. .• •... . .
52,850
Executive
"
, ..... ... .. . . . . . .. .... .
22,588,859
Treasury
"
.•... .. •...••..•...... ,
War
....................•.. 488,078,870
18,624,945
Receipts from Ja'TI/Ua1·y 1st to September 80th, 1863.
Office
:::: :::: ::::::::::: .:::
8,908
544409
For eight per cen_t. stock .......... : ...... ..... $107,292,900 ~~\~co
········ ·············· ·
222:587
For seven per cent. stock.. . . .. . . ... .... .... . .. 88,787,650 · u
·· ··· · ·· ·· ··· · ·· ·· ·· ·· ·
For six per cent. st.ock . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . .
6,810.050
T t 1
,., 75 49 g 49.3
For five per cent. call certificates...... . ..... ... 22,992,900
a · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·• · · • · · · · · · · · · · • ""'
•
For four per cent. cnllcertitlcates. ..• . . . . .. . ..•
482,200
If these estimates be extended to embrace
Cotton certificates, act of April 21st, 1862.. .. . . •
2,000,000 the remaining six months of the ·same year
tnterest on loans . ... ......... . .. . . ............
140,210
b d bl d
d th t
dd d t,
War tax ...... .. .. ..... .. . ,..... ... ...........
4,128,988 they must e ou e , an
a sum a e o
Trensuryn_otes .... . .. ... ................ ·· ·· .. 391,623,0SO the undrawn appropriations would make an
st
1 862 6
•984,·~8 · aO'gregate of "'l
Seque
.. · · .· .· .· .· .· ....
· · · · ..· .· ...
· · · .....
· · · · · .· ..
• · ...
· · · ·..
Customsrntion
.. .. . ....
. ..
<I' , 427, 448 , 778.
0
E,qiort duty on cotton . .. .. ...... ... ..... ... ...
s,101
The Confederate currency was sold during
10•794 the year at six cents ancl less on the dollar.
P~tent fnnn. ··:mcludrng
.. - · ·.·· · repayments
· · · · · · · · · · •• by
·· · ·disburs._ .. · · · •
M1scellnneous,
, .
• •
,
,
•
ingotlicers.... . .... .... .... . ...•... ... . .. • 24,498,217 'Ih1s depreciatwn was followed by most disas-

i~;{

°

Totnl.. · · • · · · • · · · · · · :. · · • • · · • • · · .. · • • • $

601 522 898
• '

Expenditures dwring same p eriod.
War Department . ••• . . ... .. .. .. , .............. $877,988,244
Navl Department..... . ...... . ... .. . .......... 88,487,661
Civi, Miscellaneous, etc.. . :. . .. .. .... .. . ...... 11,629,278
Customs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . •
56,686
Public <lebt ........ ........ ......... ·.......... 82,212,290
Notes caucelled and re<leemed... . . . .. . .. . . ... . 1i9,~449
Total expenditures .. ... .... .... . ... .. . $519,868,559
Totlll of receipts ..... . ... .... ...... : .. ~1,522,893.
B2lunce in treasury... ...... ........ $82,154,884

trous effects. The staple property of the country became worth two or three, and in some
cases four, times its old value. But most of
the articles of consumption, such as food and
clothing, were from five to one hundred times
their former value.
The most serious consequence which resulted from the depreciation of ~e currency, w~
the refusal of the agriculturists to sell theuproduce for the Government _notes, or. to .sell
only at the highest price. This deternunation,
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if adhered to, would result in the destruction tion by destroying the raih·oad which connects

of the army from a lack of supplies, and the
starvation of the people who were engaged in
other industrial pursuits in towns and cities.
In anticipation of this danger, an act was
passed by Congress in the beginning of the
year, which authorized the Government to
seize or impress all the. produce necessary for
the army. It pro_vided that a board of commissioners should be appointed in each State,
who should determine, every sixty days, the
prices which the Government should pay for
each article of produce impressed within the
State. A central board of commissioners was
also appointed for all the States. The act authorized the· agents of the Government to seize
all the produce of the farmer, except so. much
as was necessary to maintain himself and family. For this produce the agent paid at the
rate fixed by the State commissioners. The
operation of the act created an unparalleled excitement among the people.
The embarrassment which arose from this
state of affairs was greatly increased by the
decay of the raih·oads.
means of transportation possessed iri the Southern States became more and more limited during each year
of the war. In Virginia the raih-oads were on
the point of giving out at the beginning of 1863.
Their rate of speed was reduced to ten miles an
hom as a maximum, ·and their tonnage diminished from twenty-five to fifty per cent. This
change in the rate of speed and quantity of
freight was made through necessity. The wood
work of the roads had rotted, and the machinery was worn out, and owing to the stringent
enforcement of the conscription law among the
men employed by the railroad companies, they
had not been able, with all their efforts, to renew the one or repair the other.· This failure
extended to the roads in all the States. The
scarcity of iron for rails was another serious
injm-y, which could not be repaired. In this
respect, the pressure of the blockade was more
severely felt than in any other. So completely
were these roads a part of the military system,
that serious apprehensions existed that the
armies might be obliged to fall back from some
of their positions in consequence of the difficulty of getting to them food for men and horses.
The country in the vicinity of the armies, had
been stripped of its provisions and forage, and
they depended for their existence and the maintenance of their positions upon the railroads.
The better the roads were, the more certain
were the supplies of the troops and their ability
to resist all the efforts of the Federal army to
occupy the country.
In two instances the Government made roads,
to complete the internal system, where gaps
existed. From Selma, in Alabama, to Meridian,
in Mississippi, a link was built which completed
this great highway from west to east, and
superseded the necessity of a long detour by
Mobile, and rendered useless any attempt by
the forces at Pensacola to cut off communica-
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Montgomery with Mobile. The other instance
was the line, of fifty miles in length, between
D~nville, in Virginia, and Greensborough, in
North Carolina. By this work the Government
w:as relieved from a dependence upon the line
of railroad which runs from Richmond through
Petersburg anu Weldon, and which has for
years been the great highway between the
North and the South.
·
But while the armies were exposed to want,
from the probable inability of . the roads to
transport sufficient provisions, the situation of
the inhabitants in some parts of the Confederacy was equally critical, from the same cause.
The northern part of Virginia, the fruitful valley of the Shenandoah, and the eastern section
of North Carolina, produced in ordinary times
most of the grain which supplied bread to the
South, and which was exported to South America. Each of these districts was now in possession of the Federal forces. In Middle Tennessee agriculture wns suspended, and the
aged men, women, and chilili·en who adhered
to the Confederacy, were forced to retire still
farther south and increase the number of
mouths to· be fed there. :A.nother somce of
supply, the North Carolina :fisheries, which annually yielded millions of herring, besides shad
to be salted, was also cut off. The wheat crop
of 1862 was an unusually poor one; and although a sufficiency of grain for the year's sup. ply of food was grown, _the limited means of
transpGrtation possessed by the Confederacy
were taxed to the utmost to bring this grain
from the remote corners of States to the spots
where it was demanded for consumption-to
bring the food and the mouths together. Sur.h
was the aspect relative to provisions, in the
beginning of the year. It was evident that a
great change must be made in the production
to enable the country to surmount these evils.
The Government, foreseeing the danger, made
vigorous appeals to the people.
These were followed by appeals from the governors of several States to their citizens, and
by resolutions of legislative bodies. A very
extensive effort was also made to secure the
planting of more wheat and corn.
The crops during the summer were represented to be good, but as the latter part of the
year approached; the apprehensions of a scarcity
were manifest. It was said, "the coming winter will be one of unusual trials." In October
the following facts occurred at Richmond. One
firm sent one hundred barrels of fl.our to be sold
at $27', while the price in the stores was from
$65 to $7'5, and promised to the city all the
flour on hand and all the tolls they might receive
at Government prices. Another firm offered
to sell all the fl.om- sent for consumers without
any charge for commissions. Another offered
to grind all the wheat purchased by the city,
at the cost of labor. The city of Richmond es· tablished a Board of Supply to purchase articles
of necessity to be sold to the poor at cost.
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Petersburg did the same, and the Secretary of
.W ar instructed the officers of the Government
to facilitate the labors of these committees. All
the churches and civic societies undertook to
support their own poor. One firm, aaer strenuous efforts for several days, were unable to
purchase a lot of flour for the accommodation
of their customers, and concluded that the
farmers were prevented from sending in their
wheat because they were required to sell it at $5
per bushel. That there was an abundance in
the country, and to spare, no one doubted. On
the 29th of October, beef was quoted in Richmond at a dollar to a dollar and a half per
pound. The butchers said they were unable to
get cattle, ancl might be compelled to close their
stalls. By an arrangement between the butchers and the Government, it ought to have sold
at sixty-five to seventy cents per pound.
The condition of the supplies in Charleston
was thus described :
Since the necessaries of life have reached the very
exorbitant rates which they now command, our city
fathers have been most zealously laboring for the benefit of the citizens at large, and with what success,
the thousands who are now daily supplied with flour,
rice, &c., at less than half the current market prices,
can gratefully testify. The action of the council in
this matter, as well as for the supply of fuel, has tended
very materially to check the inflation of prices, which,
but for this course, would be much higher. Yesterday afternoon one hundred and fifty cords of wood
were distributed in quarter-cord lots to six hundred
families, at the rate of twelve dollars per cord.

It was reported that in Southeastern Alabama and Southwestern Georgia, fifty per cent.
more hogs had been raised than at any previous
season of the year. The crops of wheat gathered in those sections were unusually large. In
North Carolina.the agents of the city of Petersburg were quite s·uccessful in procuring supplies.
It was asserted that either North or South Carolina, Georgia, or Alabama, could furnish a sufficient supply for the population of Richmond.
N otwitbstanding t)le gel).eral stringency of
the blockade, many trips were made by vessels
to Charleston and Wilmington during the eo.rly
part of the year, with great profit to the owners. The officers of the Government owned
many of these vessels. A large number, however, were captured.
Tho relations of the Confederate States with
foreign nations underwent no favorable change
during the year. England and France steadily
declined to treat with them as independent
States. Their views were approved by all the
other States of Europe. It finally became evident that the simple recognition, not accompanied or followed by anything in the shape of
intervention, would be fruitless. The successes
of the North also were such as to create the
conviction in Europe that the time for declaring the seceded States to have established their
independence had not arrived.
The Proclamation of Emancipation to ?,11 persons held as slaves in certain States and Districts, issued by President Lincoln on January
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1st, 1863, caused great excitement in the Southern States. It is stated that the "Executive
Government of the United States, including the
military and naval authorities thereof will recognize and maintain the freedom of' such persons; ·" also, " such persons will be received into
the armed service of the United States " &c. Its
immediate effect was expected to a1!ise under'
these clauses. The Confederate Congress took
action at once on the subject. It was at first
contemplated to make slaves of all free negroes
found with arms in their hands ; to kill all
slaves found armed, and to hand over to the
State authorities all their officers, to be dealt
with according to the laws of the States relative to persons exciting insurrection. Severe
measures were proposed in the Confederate
Congress. These, however, were not adopted,
and the subject was referred to the discretion
of the President. Whether any extreme measures were inflicted upon these soldiers or their
officers during the year, was not officially known.
It was finally considered that, under the law of
nations, a belligerent could employ against his
antagonist any persons whom he could obtain,
and, therefore, free negroes captured as Federal
soldiers were entitled to be treated o.s prisoners
of war. On 'the 23d of April an "Address to
Ohristians throughout the World " was issued
at Richmond, signed by ninety-six clergymen
of all denominations. Aaer asserting that· " the
Union cannot be restored," and that the Confederate Government is a fixed fact, the address
proceeds to say :
The recent proclamation of the President of the
United States, seeking the emancipation of the slaves
of the South, is, in our judgment, o. suitable occasion
for solemn protest on the part of the people of God
throughout the world.

The address charges President Lincoln with
intending to produ.ce a general insurrection of
the slaves, and such an insurrection " would
make it absolutely necessary for the public
safety that the slaves be slaughtered; and he
who would write the history of that event,
would record the darkest chapter of human woe
yet written." The proclamation, however,
liberated no slaves except such as could come
within the lines of the Fed eral ru.;mies. The
political aspect of the proclamation was discussed at some length in the message of Mr.
Davis to the Richmond Congress in January.
The difficulties which had arisen relative to the
exchange of prisoners, and the threats of retaliation for some occurrences on e~ch side, which
were regarded by the other as unjustifiable
aots of cruelty, was made the ostensible occasion
for a mission by Vice-President Stephens to
Washington, which he thus reported:
Rrcn:uoND, .8th J1tly, 1800.
HiS Excellency, Jejferson .Davis :
Sm: Under the authority and instructions of YO,!Jr
letter to me of the 2d instant, I proceeded on the IlllSsion therein assigned, without delay. The _steamer,
Torpedo, commanded by Lieut. Hunter David.son, of
the navy was put in readiness as soon as possible, by
order of the Secretary of the Nnvy, and tendered for
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the service. .A.t noon, on the 3d, she started down tian, and so inconsistent with every fundamental
James River, hoisting and bearing a flag of truce after princifle of Americlan constitutional liberty, "must
passing City Point. The next day (the 4th) at about needs 'continue to be waged a~ainst us, that at least
one o'c1ock, P. :ai., when within a few miles of Newport some of its severer horrors, which now so eminently
News, we were met by a small boat of the enemy, car- threaten, might have been avoided.
rving two guns, which also raised a white flag before
Very respectfully,
approaching us. The officer in command i!1formed
ALEXANDER H. STEPHENS.
Lieut. Davidson that he had orders from Adnnral Lee,
During the year no signs of yielding up were
i;>Ii board the United States flagship Minnesota, lying exhibited by the Confederate Govern·ment, or
below, and then in view, not to allow any boat or
vessel to !?ass the point near which he was stationed by the Governments of ·any of the seceded
without bis permission. By this officer I sent-to Ad- States. On the question of submission to the
miral Lee '.1- n~te stating my objects ~nd wishes, a , Federal Government, no organized body manico1y of which is hereto p,nnexed, marked A.
fested any assent, but on the contrary the most
also sent to the admiral to be forwarded, another d t
. d
,t'
Th F d al G
in the same language addre;sed to the officer in c~me ermrne oppos1 10n.
e e er
overnmo.nd of the United States forces at Fort Monroe. ment, on the other hand, continued steadfast
The gunboat proceeded immediately to the Minneso- and onward in the policy it had adop~ed·. The
ta-with these despatches, while the Torpedo remain: views of President Lincoln on the state of the
ed at anchor. Between 8 and 4 o'clock, P.M., another . country are thus <nven in his message to Oonboat came up to us, bearing the admiral's answer,
o·
which is hereunto annexed, marked B.
gress, Dec. 8th, 1863 :
We remained at or about this point in the river
When Congress assembled·a year ago, the war had
until the 6th inst., when, having heard nothing fur- already lasted nearly twenty months, and there had
ther from the admiral, at 12 o'clock ir., on that day, been many <;onflicts on both land nod sea, with vnryI directed Lieut. Davidson again to speak the gun- ing results. The rebellion had been pressed back
boat on guard, and to hand to the officer on board into reduced limits; yet the tone of public feeling
another note to his admiral. This was done. .A. copy and opinion, at home and abroad, was not satisfncof the note is appended, marked C. At half-past tory. With other signs, the popular elections, then
2 o'clock P. M., two boats approached us from below, just past, indicated uneasiness among ourselves,
one bearing an answer from the admiral to my note while, amid much that wns cold and menacing, the
to him of the 4th. This answer is annexed, marked D. kindest words coming from Europe were uttered in
The other boat bore the answer of Lieut. Col. W. H. accents of pity that we were too b1ind to surrender a
Ludlow to my note of-the 4th, addressed to the_ oF- hopeless cause. Our commerce was suffering grentficer in command at Fort Monroe. A copy of this is ly by a few armed vessels built upon and furnished
annexed, marked E. Lieut.-Col. Ludlow also came from foreign shores, and we were threatened with
up in person in the boat that brought his answer to such additions from the same guarter as would sweep
rue, and conferred with Col. Ould, on board the Tor- our trade from the sea and raise our blockade. We
pedo upon some matters he desired to see him about had failed to elicit from European Governments any
10 co'nnection with the exchange of prisoners. From
thing hopeful upoh this subject. The preliminary
the papers al?pended, embracing the. correspondence ,Emancipation Proclamation, issued in September,
referred to it will be seen that the mission foiled was running its assigned period to the·beginning of
from the refusal of the enemy to receive or 'entertain the new year. A month later the final proclamation
it, holdino- the proposition for such a conference "in- came, including the announcement that colored men
admissib~."
of suitable condition would be received into the war
The influences and views that led to this determi- service. The policy of emancipation and of employnation after so long a consideration of the subject, ing black soldiers gave to the future a new aspect,
must be left to conjecture. The reason assigned for about which hope, and fear, and doubt contended in
the refusal of the United States Secretary of War, to uncertain confi1ct. According to our political syswit : that "the customary agents and channels" are tem, as a matter of civil administration, the General
considered adequate for all needful military" com- Government had no lawful power to effect emancipnmunications and conferences," to one acquainted tion in any State, and for a long time it had been
with the facts, seems not only· unsatisfactory but hoped that the rebellion could be suppressed without
very singular and m;iaccountable; for it is certainly resorting to it as a military measure. It was all the
known to him that these very agents, to whom he while deemed possible that the necessity for it might
evidently alludes.l heretofore agreed upon in a former come, and that, if it shoul<!, the crisis of the contest
conference in reterence to the exchange of prisoners would then be presented. 1t cameJ and, as we antici( one of the subjects embraced in your letter to me), pated, it was followed by dark ana doubtful days.
Eleven JilODths having now passed, we are permitare now, and have been for some time, distinctly at
issue on several important points. The existing car- ted to take another review. The rebel hordes are
tel, owing to these disagreements, is virtually sus- pressed still farther back, and, by the complete openpended, so fnr as the exchange of officers on either mg of the Mississippi, the country dominated by the
side is concerned. Notices of retaliation have been rebellion is divided into distinct parts;.. with no prac·
tical communication between them. Tennessee and
given on both sides.
The effort, therefore, for the verr many and cogent Arkansas have been substantially cleared of insurreasons set forth in your letter of mstructions to me, gent control, and influential citizens in each, owners
to see if these differences could not be removed, and of slaves and advocates of slavery at the beginning
if a clear understanding between the parties as to the of the rebellion, now declare OJJenly for emancipageneral conduct of the war could not be arrived at tion in their respective States. Of those States not
before this extreme measure should be resorted to by included in the emancipation proclamation, Mary·
either party, was no less in accordance with the die- land and Missouri, neither of which, three years ago,
tates of humanity than in strict conformity with the would tolerate any restraint upon the extension of
usages of belligerents in modern times. Del:'ply im- slavery into new Territories, only dispute now a~ to
pressed as I was with these views and feelings, in un- the best mode of removing it within their own limits.
dertaking the mission, and asking the conference, I Of those who were slaves at the beginning of the recan but express my profound regret at the result of hellion, full one hundred thousand are now in tho
the effort made to obtain it· and I can but entertain United States military service, about one-half of
the belief that, if the conference sought had ~been which number actually bear arms in the ranks; thus
granted, mutual good could have been effected by it; giving the double advantage of taking so much labor
and if this war, so unnatural, so unjust, so unchris- from the insurgent cause, and supplying the places
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which otherwise must be filled with so ma;py white
men. So for as tested, it is difficult to say they aro
not as good soldiers as any. No servile insurrection,
or tendency to violence or cruelty, has marked the
measures of emancipation or arming the blacks.
These measures have been much discussed in foreign
countries, and contemporary with such discussion
the tone of public sentiment there is much im;eroved
At home the same measures have been fairly discussed, supported; criticized, and denounced, and the an-·
nual elections following are highly encouraging to
those whose official duty it is to bear the country
through this great trial. Thus we have the new
reckoning. The crisis which threatened to divide
the friends of the Union is past.
Looking now to the present and future, and. with
reference to a resumption of the national authority
within the States wherein that authority has been
suspended, I have thouj5ht fit to issue a proclamation, a copy of which is nerewith transmitted.
On examination of this proclamation it will appear,
as is believed, that-nothing is attempted beyond what
is amplv justified by the Constitution. •True, the
form ot' an oath is given, but no ma.n is cqerced to
take it. The man is only promised a pardon in case
he voluntarily takes the oath. The Constitution
authorizes the executive to ~rant or withhold the
pardon at bis own absolute discretion ; and this includes the power to grant on terms, as is fully established by judicial and other authorities. It is also
proffered that if, in any of the States named, a State
Government shall be, in the mode prescribed, set up,
such Government shall be recognized and guaranteed by the United States, and that under it the
State shall, on the constitutional conditions, be protected against invasion and domestic violence. The
constitutional obligation of the United States to
guarantee to every State in the Union a republican
· form of government, and to protect the State in the
case stated, is explicit and full.
Dut why tender the benefits of tbis :erovision only to
State Governments set up in this particular way? This
section of the Constitution contemplates a case wb.erein the element within a ~tate, favorable to repuhl!can
government, in the Union, may be too feeble for an
opposite and hostile element ei--ternal to or even within the State; and such are precisely the 'cases with
which we are now dealing. An attempt to guarantee
and protect a revived State Government, constructed
in whole or in prep<mderating part from the very element against whose hostility and violence it is to be
protected, is simply absurd. There must be a test
by which to separate the opposing elements, so as to
build only from the sound; and that test is a sufficiently liberal one which accepts as sound whoever
will make a sworn recantation of his former unsoundness.
But if it be proper to require, as a test of admission
to the political body, an oath of allegiance to the Constitution of the United States and to the Union under
it, why also to the laws and proclamations in regard
to slavery? Those laws and proclamations were enacted and put forth for the purpose of aiding in the
suppression of the rebellion. To give them their
fullest effect, there had to be a pledge for their maintenance. In my jutlgment they have aided, and will
furlher aid, the cause for which they were intended.
To now abandon them would be not only to relinquish
a lever of power, but would also be a cruel and
astounding breach of faith.
I may add at this point, that while I remain in m;r
11resent position I shall not attempt to retract or modify the emancipation proclamation; nor shall I return
to slavery any person who is free by the terms of that
proclamation, or by any of the acts of Congress.
For these and other reasons it is thought best that
the support of these measures shall be included in
the oath; and it is believed the executive mar lawfully claim it in return for pardon and restoration of
forfeited rights, which he has clear constitutional
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power to_ withhold altogether, or grant upon the
terms which he shall deem wisest for the public interest. ~t sho~ld be observed !1-ls_o that this part of
the oath 1s s~1bJe~t to the modifying and abro~ating
power of leg1slat1on and supreme judicial decision.
The proposed acquiescence of the national executive in any reasonable temporary State arrangement
for t):ie _freed p~ople i~ made with ~he yiew of possibly
modifymg the confusion and destitution which must,
at best, attend all ('lasses by a total revolution of
labor throughout whole States. It is hoped that the
already deeply afflicted people of those States may be
somewhat more rendy to give up the cause of their
affliction, if, to this extent, this vital matter be left
to themselves; while no power of the national execut!ve to prevent an abuse is abridged by the proposition.
The suggestion in the proclamation as to maintaining the political framework of the States on what is
called reconstruction, is made in the hope that it may
do good without danger of harm. It will save labor
and avoid great confusion.
But why any proclamation now upon this subject?
This question is beset with the conflicting views that
the step might be delayed too long or· be taken too
soon. In some States the elements for resumption
seem ready for action, but remain inactive, apparently for want of a rallying point-a plan of action. Why
shall A adopt the plan of B, rather than B that of A?
And if A and B should agree, how can they know but
that the General Government here will reject their
plan? By the proclamation a plan is presented which
ma;r be accepted by them as a rallying point, and
which they are assured in advance will not be rejected here. This may bring them to act sooner than
they otherwise would.
The objections to a premature :eresentation of n
plan by the national executive consists in the danger
of committals on points which could be more sofely
left to further developments. Care has been taken
to so shape the document as to avoid embarrassments
from this source. Sayin.,. that, on certain terms,
certain classes will be pardoned, with rights restored,
it is not said that other classes, or other terms, will
never be included. Saying that reconstruction will
be accepted if presented in a specified way, it is not
saitl it will never be accepted in any other way.
The movements, by State action, for emancipation
in several of the States not included in the Emancipation Proclamation, !lre matters of profound gratulation. And while I do not repent m detail what I
have heretofore so earnestly urged upon this subject,
my general views and feelin~s remain unchanged ;
and I trust that Congress Wlll omit no fair opportunity of aiding these important steps to a great consumma.tion.
In the midst of other cares, however important, we
iµust not lose sight of the fact that the w:ar power is
still our main reliance. To that power alone can we
look, yet for a time, to give confidence to the people
in the contested regions, that the insurgent power
will not ag111n overrun them.
Until that confidence shall be established, little can
be done anywhere for what is called reconstruction.
Hence our chiefest care must still be directed to the
army and navy, who have thus far borne their harder
part so nobly and well. And it may be esteemed fortun!lte that, in giving the greatest efficiency to these
indispensable arms, we do nlso honorably recognize
the gallant men, from commander to sentinel, who
compose them, and to whom, mor~ than to others,
the world muRt stand indebted for the home of freedom disenthralled, regenerated, enlarged, and perpetuated.
PROCLAMATION.

Whereas in and by the Constitution of the United
States, it i~ provided that the President "shall have
power to grant reprieves nnd pardons for_ offences
against the United States, except in cases of impeachment;"
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And whereas a rebellion now exists whereby the
loyal State Governments of several of the States have
for a long time been subverted, and many persons
have committed and are now guilty of treason against
the United States;
And wlierea.s, with reference to said rebellion and
treason, laws have been enacted by Congress, declaring forfeitures and confiscation of/roperty and liberation of slaves, all upon terms an conditions therein stated, and also declaring that the President was
thereby authorized at any time thereafter, by proclamation, to extend to the persons who may have participated in the existing rebellion, in any State or
part thereof, pardon and amnesty, with such exceptions and at such times and on such conditions as he
may deem expedient for the public welfare;
And wltereas the Congressional declaration for limited and conditional J>ardon accords with well-established judicial exposition of the pardoning power ;
And wlterea.s, with reference to said rebellion, the
President of the United States has issued several
proclamations, with provisions in regard to the liberation of slaves;
And wliereas it is now desired by some persons
heretofore engaged in said rebellion to resume their
allegiance to the United States, and to reinaugurate
loyal State Governments \vithin and for their r espective States;
Therefore, I, AnnAH..Ur LINCOLN, President of the
United State~, do proclaim, declare, and make known
to all persons who have, directly or by implication,
participated in the existing rebellion, except as heremafter excepted, that a ful1 pardon is hereby granted
to them and each of them, with restoration of all
l'ights of property, except as to slaves, and in property cases where rights of third parties shall have intervened, and upon the condition that every such person shall take and subscribe an oath, and thenceforward keep and maintain said oath inviolate; and
which oath shall be registered for permanent preservation, and shall be of the tenor and effect following, .
to wit:
,
I, - - - - , do solemnly swear, in presence of Almighty God, t.hnt I will henceforth faithfully support, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United Stntcs nod
the Union of the States thereunder ; nnd that I will, in like
mnnner abide by and faithfully support nll nets of Congress
passed during the existing rebell!on with reference to slnves,
so long nnd so fur as not repealed, modified, or held void by
Oongress, or by decision of the Supreme Court; and that I
will, in like manner, abide by, and faithfully support ~II
proclamations of the Pre.sicent, made during the e:dsting
rebellion, having reference to slnves, so long nud so far as
not modlfled or declared void by decision of the Supreme
Court. So help me God.
The persons excepted from the benefits of the foregoing provisions are all who are or shall have been
civil or diplomatic officers or agents of the so-called
Confederate Government; all wbo have left judicial
stations under the United States to aid the rebellion;
all who are or shall have been military or naval officers of said so-called Confederate Government above
the rank of colonel in the army or lieutenant in the
navr; all who left seats in the United States Congress
to rud the r ebellion; all who resigned commissions in
the army or navy of the United States and afterwards
aided the rebellion; and all who have engaged in any
way in treat.ing colored persons, or white persons in
charge of sucli, otherwise than lawfully as prisoners
of war, und which persons may have been found in
the United States service as soldiers, seamen, or in
any other capacity.
And I do further proclaim, declare, and make
known, that whenever, in any of the States of Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennesseel. Alabama, Georgia, Florida, South Carolina, and .North
Carolina, a number of persons, not less than onetenth in number of the votes ca t ~n such State at the
Presidential election of the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred andi!ixty, each having taken
thP. oath aforesaid, and not having since violated it,

and bein~ a qualified voter by the election laws of the
State existing immediately before the so-called act
of secession, and excluding all others, shall reestablish a State Government which shall be republican,
and in nowise contravening said oath, such shall be
recognized as the true Government of the State, and
the State shall receive thereunder the benefits of the
constitutional provision which declares that "the
United States shall guarantee to every State in this
-Union a republican. form of government, and shall
protect each of them against invasion; and, on application of the Legislature, or the executive (when the
Legislature cannot be convened), against domestic
violence."
And I do further proclaim, declare, and make
known, that any provision which may be adopted by
such State Government in relation to the freed people of such State, which shall recognize and declare
their permanent freedom, provide for their education, and which may yet be consistent as a temporary
arrangement with their present condition as a laboring, landless, homeless class, will JlOt be objected to
by the national executive.
And it is suggested as not improper that. in constructing a loyal State Government m any s ·tate, the
name of the State, the boundary, the subdivisions,
the constitution,· and the general code of laws, as before the rebellion, be maintained, subject only to the
modifications made necessary by the conditions herein before stated, and such others, if any, not contravenin~. said conditions, and which may be deemed
expedient by those framing the new State Government.
To avoid misunderstanding, it may be proper to
say that tb'is.proclamation, so far as it relates to State
Governments, has no reference to States wherein
loyal State Governments have all the while been
maintained. And, for the same reason, it may be
proper to further say, that whether members -sent to
Congress from any State shall be admitted to sents
constitutionally, rests exclusively with the respective
houses, and not to any extent with the executive.
And still further, that this proclamation is intended
to pfesent the people of the States wherein the national authority has been suspended, and loyal State
Governments have been subverted, a mode in and by
which the national authority and loyal State Governments may be reestablished within said States, or in
any of them; and, while the mode presented is the
best the executive can suggest, with bis present impression.s, it must not be understood that no other
possible mode would be acceptable.
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington,
the ei~htb day of December, A. n. one tllou[L. s.J sand eight b'undred and sixty-three, and of the
IndeI_>endence of the United States of America
the eighty-eighth.
ABRA.HAM LINCOLN.
By the President :
,
WILLIAM H. SEWARD, Secretary of State.

· The efficacy of the Emancipation Proclamation was probably very imperfectly mamfested
during 1863. On the one hand, it did not appear to make free any slave by its own operation during the year. All those became free
who came in contact with the armies or within
the military lines. This freedom would have
been obtained equally as well without the existence of the proclamation, for all officers and
soldiers ha<l. been forbidden to restore fugitives
to rebel masters. On the other hand, it tended
to awaken a great sympathy among the slaves
for the Union cause, which held out to them
the promise of certain freedom by its success i
it presented a strong stimulus to free blacks
to enter the army and fight for a cause which
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would give freedom to their race; it also stimulated the unconditional Union men in Maryland, Missouri, and Louisiana, to make every
effort to change the constitutions of the former
States so as to secure immediate emancipation.
But the great efficacy of the proclamation wM
expected to become apparent at a future day,
when the insurrectionary States should be recovered to the Union. In short, it made emancipation the policy of the Administration, and
encouraged the friends of that great cause to
make every exertion to secure its speedy accomplishment. But it must not be supposed
tbat this policy was adopted without oppQsition.
The President now here during the year stated
that it was any thing more than a measm·e for
the preservation of the Union, and limits himself to this position. The opposition to the
Administration protested against it. T}).e friends
of the Administration, known as Union men,
approved of it as a war measill'e, and a resolution to this effect passed the Republican State
Convention of New York. The friends of the
Administration, known as unconditi.onal Union
men, not ouly warmly approved of the proclamation, but demanded a most vigorous enforcement of it, by every method.
It now remains to notice tbe e:iforts which
were made to secill'e the advantages of the
proclamation, and the new . questions which
arose in connection with those efforts. The
first movement was to bring the colored men
into the field as soldiers, which has been previ- .
ously related. On the 27th of January a bill
was introduced into Congress to authorize the
President to raise one hundred and fifty thousand colored volunteers. On the 31st of July
the President issued an order declaring that the
Government would give the SQ.me protection to
ull of its soldiers; and that if the enemy should
sell or enslave any one because .of his color, the
offence should be punished by retaliation upon
the enemy's prisoners. An opinion bad already
been given by the attorney-general, Mr. Bates,
that the colored man was a citizen of the
United States; and upon bis appearance in the
field nuder arms, it was insist~d by many that
be should possess all the rights and enjoy all
the privileges peculiar to that citizenship. He
should become a voter, they argued, and eligible
to public office. A few went still further, and
advocated an entire wiping out of all oivil and
social distinctions between the whites and
blacks, and an establishment of all the intimate
relations which exist between persons of one
and the same race.
But while the able-bodied men among the
freedmen were thus enlisted in the military
and naval service of the United States, and
many of the women found employment in the
vicinity of the camps, garrisons,· and hospitals,
there was a much larger class who we1·e not
able-bodied, some of them capable of performing some labor, others feeble, decrepit, and
helpless. In the regions. which were occupied
by Federal troops, the planters who syrupa-
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thized with the Southern Confederacy had generally fled southward, taking with them or
sending before them their able-bodied slaves,
and leaving to'the mercy of the invading army
the old and decrepit, and the children who
were too young to be of much value. Those
who escaped, too, and came into the Union
lines, often encountered great hardships in doing so, and in many instances arrived sick, balfstarved, and with only a few rags for clothing.
It was obviously the duty of the Government
to provide in part at least for these poor creatures, and to furnish employment for such of
them as were able to work, that they might
sustain themselves and their more . helpless
kindred. There were, h<;>wever, serious practical difficulties in the way. On the Mississippi, especially below Vicksburg, it was 11 matter o:( difficulty to obtain a sufficiency of rations
for the soldiers, to say nothing of the 30,000 or
40:ooo helpless colored people who looked to
the Government for food ; and the Government
ration was not well adapted to the freedmen,
who had been accustomed all their lives to corn
bread and bacon. Clothing the Government
had not, and could not procure, except for the
uniforms of its soldiers. These sick, belpless1.
feeble, and infirm persons, and all who were
not employed with the army, were therefore
collected in camps at different points, and rations furnished them, such clothing as could be
collected provided, and appeals made to the
people of the North for new and second-hand
clothing to supply their needs. Generous re::1ponses were -made to these appeals, and va.st
quantities of clothing forwarded. Those who
were capable of performing some labor, were
presently employed on the abandoned plantations, which were leased under certain restrictions to tenants for one year.
This plan would have answered a tolerable
pID'pose had the lessees of the plantations been
honest, upright, humane men ; but, with few
exceptions, they were adventurers and camp
followers, who were ready to turn their bands
to any opportunity of getting gain by the oppression of the poor, the weak, or the defenceless. The wages prescribed were much smaller
than were paid by the planters for the bi.re of
slaves for the same work when cotton was but
ten cents a pound, while at this time it was
worth seventy cents; the clothing, which by
the terms of the contract was to be furnished at
cost, was actually.supplied at a most exorbitant
profit; and while a portion of their wages ($2
per bead) was withheld for medical attendance,
no physician was ever allowed to see them, and
no medicines famished on most of the plantations. The provisions concerning f;imilies were
also shamefully evaded, and on many plantations every rainy day, or day when there was
no opportunity for work, was deducted, and
~ven the little pittance which remained was not
paid, nor were they furnished with food ~ccording to agreement. In short, the plan mmed, in its results, wholly to the benefit of the
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lessees, many of whom made large fortunes on
the single year's labor. There were of course
some exceptions, though but few, to this state
of things. Fifteen small plantations were
leased by negroes themselves, some of whom
cultivated them by the aid of their own families, while others employed a number of other
negroes. They all did well; and in a few instances in which men of a high and humane
character_ leased plantations, and carried out
their contracts in the spirit in which it had
been conceived, they found the people whorn
they employed grateful and contented, and
willing to labor faithfully, while their own receipts were such as amply compensated their
exertions and expenditure.
Meantime the suffering, sickness, and mortality at many of the camps where the feeble
and infirm freedmen were collected, were terrible. James E. Yeatman, president oi the
Western Sanitary Commission, visited these
camps from Cairo to Natchez, in the autumn
of 1863; and while in some of them the freedmen employed by the Government in choppjng
wood or other work, supported themselves and
those dependent upon them in tolerable comfort, in others, and these the largest camps,
there had beep great distress and frightful mortality-the result of overcrowding, want of
ventilation, malarious localities, the prevalence
of small-pox, want of medical attendance, poor
and insufficient food, and lack of clothing.
Many of the people un'1er these causes were
seriously affected with nostalgiq,, or home-sickness; their condition being more wretched
than it had been. on the plantations. At the
camp at Natchez, where there had been 4,000
freedmen, the number was reduced to 2,100 by
deat4s, from fifty to seventy-five having died
per (\ay during July and August; at Young's
Point, near Vicksburg, the mortality ·had been
equally great for three months; De Soto and
President's Island were among the worst of
these camps. Camp Holly Springs and Oamp
Shiloh near Memphis, Helena, and the Freedman's Hospital, were jn better condition, and
some of them bad good schools for the instruction of those who desired to learn to read.
About 35,000 colored people were gathered
in these camps between Cairo and Natchez, and
about four-fifths of them under proper management could have earned their own support.
Near the close of the year, the management
of these Infirmary farms and camps, as well as
of the whole matter of leasing plantations and
· employing the freedmen, passed from the War
Department to the Treasury Department, and
the special agent appointed by the latter Department, in conjunction with Mr. Yeatman,
perfocted tJ1e regulations for the year 1864,
guarding so far as was possible against all
chances of fraud or ill treatm®t on the part
of the lessees, placing them under strict supervision, increasing the wages of the freedmen
about three fold, and making them a first lien
on the crop. The tax payable to Government

on the crop was also increased, and one-fourth
applied to the support of schools for the colored children, and another fourth to the maintenance of the infirmary farms. Medical attendants were also to be provided for each dist:tict, and the money reserved paid to them by
the district superintendent, and they were required to attend strictly to the health of the
people of their districts.
·
Great attention was paid to the establishment
of schools for the education of the freedmen,
and to the imparting of religious instruction to
them, especially at Port Royal, Roanoke Island,
Norfolk, nnd at the Freedmen'~ village, Arlington, opposite Washington, D. 0., under the direction of the Freedmen's Relief Societies, the
American Missionary Association, the Free
Mission Society, &c. In North Carolina, the
land on Roanoke Island was assigned to the
freedmen for cultivation, and they supported
themselves comfortably.
But the questions relative to freedmen were
generally regarded as of less importance compared with the greater one which arose relative
to the relations of the insurrectionaq States to
the Federal Government, and which jnvolvecl
the status of the slave at the close of the civil
war. Previous to the adoption of emancipation
as a principle and a policy of the Government,
it bad been held by all except those who were
looking to ultimate emancipation, that it was
only necessary for the Southern States, in ·good
faith, to send representatives to Congress where
vacant chairs were in pince for them, to restore
their States to their . original position in the
Union. But now, under the operation 6f the
principle of emancipation, they could not recover their position as slaveholding States, but
must appear as non-slaveholding States. The
problem thus to be solved was to accomplish
the reappearance of the ;;laveholding insurrectionary States in the Union, with the shackles
of their slaves knocked off, with their bondmen and women and children sent forth as free.
A problem of this magnitude called into exercise for its solution the ablest intellects of the
unconditional Union men, or emancipationists.
In the first place, it assumed that the United
States should prescribe the terms and conditions of the reapp_earance of the insurrectionary
~tates in the Union, and be able to secure their
reappearance upon those terms. To accomplish this measure involved the entire subjugation of those States, the extinctian of their existing governments, and the creation of new ones.
The operations of the Federal Treasury during the year 1863, were successfully conducted.
The enactment by Congress of a national ba~ing law has proved a support of public credit;
and the general legislation in relation to loans
fully answered t.he expectations of its favorers.
The receipts during the year from all sources,
including loans and the balance in the Treasury
at its commencement, were $901,125,674.86, and
the aggregate disbursements $895,796,630.65,
leaving a balance on the 1st July, 1863, of
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$5,329,044.21. Of the receipts there were derived from customs, $69,'059,642.40; from internal revenue, $37,640,787.95; from direct tax,
$1,485,103.61; from lands, $167,617.17; from
miscellaneous sources, $3,046,615.35; and f1·om
loans, $776,682,361.57; making the aggregate,
$901,125,674.86.
Of the disbm·sements there were for the
civil service, $23,253,922.08; pensions and In. dians, $4,216,520.79; for interest on public
debt, $24,729,846.51 ; for the W.ar Department,
$599,298,600.83; for the Navy Department,
$03,211, 105.27; for payment of funded and
temporary debt, $181,086,635.07; making the
aggregate, $895,796,630.65; and leaving the
balance of $5,329,044.21.
But the payment of funded and temporary
debt having been made from moneys borrowed
during the y.ear, must be regarded as merely
nominal payments, and the moneys' borrowed
to make them as merely nominal receipts; and
their amount, $181,086,635,07, should therefore
be deducted both from receipts and disbm:sements. This being done, there remains as actual
receipts, $720,039,039.79; and the actual disbursements, $714,709,995.58, leaving the balaiice as already stated.
In January, 1863, M1·. John P. Usher was
appointed Secretary of the Interior to succeed
Mr. Smith, appointed judge of the U.S. District
Court of Indiana. The Cabinet of Mr. Lincoln
was thus composed as follows:
W1Luu1H. SEWARD, New York, SecretaryofState,
SALMON P. CRASE, Ohio, Secretary of the Treasury.
Eowrn M. f:\TANTON, Pennsylvaufo, Sec'y of War.
GIDEON WELLES, Connecticut,Secretary of the Navy,
JOHN P. USHER, Indiana, Secretary of-the Interior.
MONTGOMERY BLAIR, Marylaud,Postmaster-General.
EDWARD BATES, Missouri, Attorney-General. . :

Intercourse of a private nature was allowed
between the citizens of the Northern and Southern States, under certain simple regulations, as
follows:
1. No letter must exceed one page of a letter sheet,
or relate to nny other than purely domestic matters.
2. Every letter must be signed ~vith the writer's
name in full.
.
8. All letters must be sent with five cents postage
enclosed if to go to Richmond, and ten cents if beyond.
4. All letters mm,t be enclosed to the commanding
general of the Department of Virginia, at Fortress
Monroe. No letter sent to any other address will be
forwarded.

At intervals, females and children were granted passes to go South, under certain regulations:
The power of the, Government to confiscate
the property of .the inhabitants of the insurgent States, early commanded the earnest attention of Congress, and led to a full discussion of the extent of this power, the manner
of its exercise'> and the restrictions imposed
by the Constitntion. The results of the examination were the enactment by Congress of the
act of August 6th, 1861, and of the act of
July 17th, 1862. The distinctive features of
these laws were, that the first provided for the
confiscation of.property actually used in aiding,
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abetting, or promoting the measrLl'es of the
rebels, while the second freed the slaves and
confiscated all other property of persons assisting, engaged with or giving aid or comfort to
the rebellion. By an order of the President
under date of November 13th, 1862, and a subsequent one extending the directions of the first,
the Attorney General was charged with the
superintendence imd direction of all proceedings
under the two acts of Oongress above referre(l
to, in so far as concerned the seizure, prosecution, and condemnation of the estate, property,
and effects coming under the operation of the
same. Attorney General Bates, on the 8th of
January, 1863, issued " General Instructions
to District Attorneys and Marshals relative to
proceedings under the acts of Congress for confiscation." These instructions provided generally tha~
1st. All seizures were to be made by the Marshal under the written authority of the District
Attorney.
2d. A trne return thereof by the Marshal to
the District Attorney. .
3d. A record by the District Attorney of
every: order of seizure, and one by the Marshal
of every return.
·
4th. That the District Attorney should exercise vigilance in executing the law and care to
avoid hasty and improvident seizmes.
5th. State laws directing seizures should be
conformed to as nearly as may be, consistently
with the objects of t,!ie acts of Congress.
6th. That property seized by the military
officers might be received by the Marshal, who
should make retm·n thereof to the District Attorney.
7th. After seizure the District Attorney to
proceed in the proper comt for the condemna.
tion of the property seized.
In pursuance of these instructions, proceedings were commenced in several districts to enforce the provisions of both laws.
With regard to the exchange of prisoners,
the commencement of 1863 found the cartel
agreed upon by Gims. Dix and Hill in the preceding July in full force and operation. The
preponderance of prisoners on either side was
not great, and notwithstanding certain acrimonious cori·espondence and retaliatory proclamations of the previous year, exchanges proceeded
regularly at Oity Point on the James River, the
chief place appointed for that purpose, to the
1µutual relief and ad vantage of the hostile parties.
The fi..l'st indication of approaching complications was afforded by the message of J efferson
Davis to the Confederate Congress on Jan. 14th,
in which he used the following langua9e :
So for as regards the action of the Govern ment. on
such criminals as ma.7 attempt its execution [ref~rrmg
to President Lincoln. s emancipntion proclamation of
Jan. 1st, 1863):r confine myself to informi ng you that
I shall unless in your wisdom you deem some other
course' more expedient, deliver to the several S~nte
authorities all commissioned officers of the U 01ted
States that may hereafter be ca9tured by our fo(·ces
in any of the States embraced 10 the proclnmat1on,
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that they may be .dealt with in accordance wi'th the
laws of those State~ prov_i~ing for ~he_ punish~ent of
criminals engaged m mc1tmg servile msurrect10n.

On May 1st, the Oongress, after _mat~re deliberation, p,assed a series of resolutions m conformity with these views.
The effect of the resolutions was to withhold
from exchange, if captm·ed, a certain class of
soldiers of the United States army, who were
not regarded by the enemy as prisoners of war.
As no colored soldiers bad up to this time fallen
into their hands, notwithstanding a large number of colored persons employed as ambulan?e
and wagon drivers, laborers, servants, and m
other capacities, had been captured by them
and never accounted for, no direct issue seemed
to be raised, and it remained fo~ futm:e e_vents
to develop one. The cartel was m reality mterrupted when the resolutions became the law of
the Oonfederacy, but its operation was not practically stopped until several months afterwards,
and then for reasons only partially connected
with the position taken by the rebel authorities
on this point.
The cartel of July, 1862, bad been so arranged that a CO!rect retm·n of prisoners could
be kept by both sides, in order that a balance
sheet might at any time be struck between
them. For this pmpose Oity Point and Vicksbm·g were· selected as points of exchange. B~t
under a liberal interpretation of the cartel it
became the practice for the commanders ?f
opposing armies to parol~ and ~xch~ge p~isoners at will, without the formality of sen.ding
them to the rear for transportation to the
points of exchange, or designating such points.
In consequence of this course it became impossible to determine with accuracy the balances between the contending parties; and the
United States Government, for the purpose,
among other things, of making its generals
conform strictly to the regulations of the cartel
in the matter of paroles, issued,· on May 22d, a
code of instructions compiled by Dr. Francis
Lieber, and known as general orders No. 100,
in which it was provided that captures, to be
valid, " must be reduced to possession," and
that when the Government did not approve of
a parole, the officer or man paroled must return
to captivity. This was sent to Robert Ould,
Confederate agent of exchange at Oity Point,
on May 22d, accompanied by a note from Col.
Ludlow, the Federal agent at Fortress Monroe,
in which he stated that, together with the cartel, it would govern the U. S. army. He added:
I would invite y-our special attention to article seven
of tbe cartel, which provides that all prisoners of war
shall be se!.lt to places of delivery therein specified.
The execution of this article will obviate much discussion and difficulty growing out of the mode, time,
and p)ace of giving pa~:ol~s. No paroles or exchanges
will be. cons1dere~ bm~mg exceJ;>t _those under the
stipulations of srud article, perm1ttii.g commanders
of two opposing armies to exchange or release or
parole at other points mutually agreed on by said
commanders.

On July 3d, Gen. Lee received his final repulse
at Gettysbmg, and on the 4th he reti·eated tow-

ard the Potomac. A number of prisoners taken
by him during the battles of the three previous
days still remained upon his hands, and being
unable to take these with him into Virginia
he paroled and released them on the spot. Gen.
Meade at once disavowed these paroles as having been made in violation of a liberal interpretation of the cartel, ·which required prisoners, when exchanged or paa·oled at a distance
from either of the points of exchange, to be so
exchanged or paroled at a point mutually agreed
upon by the commanders of t~e opposing _armies. In the present case nothmg of the kind
had been attempted, and the enemy, by showing
his inability to remove his prisoners, failed to
prove that he had reduced them to actual possession. Hence the Federal Government not
only held these paroles to be invalidated, but
ordered the officers and men to return to duty.
The rebels complained bitterly of this proceeding, maintaining that the Federal Government
had undertalten. to supplement the cartel by its
general orders, by which the basi& of exchanges
had been affected without previous agreement.
The battle of Gettysburg was followed by
the unconditional surrender of Vicksburg and
Port Hudson, by which the number of prisoners
falling into the Federal hands was enormously
increased. In both instances the commanders
of the opposing armies, acting under the authority of the cartel, mutually agree~ upon a place
fo1, the delivery of the prisoners on parole. The
Port Hudson prisoners were accordingly sent
to Mobile. Mr. Ould n·evertheless undertook
to release these men from their obligations,
ostensibly because they were not exchanged at
City Point or Vicksburg, the two pl.aces specially mentioned in the cartel (although that
instrument provided for other arrangements,
which in this instance were literally fulfilled),
but really as a retaliatory measure to offset the
disavowal of the Gettysburg paroles, and also,
there is good reason to believe, for the purpose
of filling up the depleted ranks of the rebel
army. · Other prisoners, to the number of several thousands were for similar reasons subsequently absolv~d from. their paroles_. The proceedings above related mvolved no sligh~ amount
of acrimonious correspondence, extendmg over
a considerable period, but cannot be said to
have permanently interrupted the system of exchanges then in operation.
Previous to July no engagement had occurred
in which colored tro.ops had fallen into the
hands of the enemy. But the capture of a n~ber of the 54th Massachusetts (colored) regiment, at the assault on Fort Wagner in Chai·leston harbor showed that the enemy were determined to c:irry out literally the provisi?ns of the
resolutions of May 1st. To protect this class. of
soldiers from these harsh measures, the followmg
retaliatory order was issued by the President:
EXEOUTIVE MANSION, WABIIINGTON,

July 80th.

It is the duty of every Government to give prote~tion to its citizens of whatever class, color, or co?dd
tion, and especially to those who are duly orgamze
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as soldiers in the public service. The law of nations
and the usages and customs of war, as carried on by
civilized powers, permit no distinction as to color in
the treatment of prisoners of war as public enemies.
To sell or enslave any captured person, on account
of bis color, and for no offent:e agamst the laws of war,
is a relapse into barbarism ana a crime against the
civilization of the age. 'l'he Government of the
United States ,vill give the same protection to all its
soldiers, and if the enemy shall sell or enslave any
one because cf. his color, the offence shall be punished
1'y retaliation upon the enemy's prisoners in our
hands.
It is therefore ordered that for every soldier of the
United States killed in violation of the laws of war, a
rebel soldier sha11 be executed, and for every one
enslaved by the enemy or sold into slavery, a rebel
soldier shall be placeci. at hard labor on the publicworks, and continue at such labor until the other
shall be released and receive the treatment due to a
prisoner of war.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By- order of the Secretary of War.
E. D. TowNSEND, Ass't Adj.-Gen.
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computed at their exchangeable value in privates.
Of the treatment of Federal prisoners by the
rebel authorities, the accounts of exchanged
surgeons, officers, and men, generally concurred .
in describing it as bad. Many had even denounced it as unnecessarily cruel. The enemv
in palliation of these complaints, alleged th;t
the Union prisoners were placed on an equality,
as respects rations and clothing, with their own
soldiers, and that they did not receive the comforts which might be reasonably expected, simply
because it was not in the power of the Confederate authorities to give them. This, in the
opinion of several exchanged surgeons, who
were in the habit of making daily vfaits to the
prison hospitals in Richmond, would not account
for the dreadful mortality in those buildings,
averaging, at certain periods, upward, of fifty
persons a day. Toward the close of 1863, the
Federal Government was permitted to send
Of the fate of the negroes captured at Fort supplies of food and clothing to these prisoners;
Wagner no certn.in intelligence reached the but charges of misappropriation of them havi.rig
Federal Government for several weeks, the been made, the permission was, in December,
rebels maintaining a strict silence on the sub- revoked.
·
ject; but Secretary Stanton, ascertaining soon
A somewhat remarkable episode of this peafter that three colored men captured on board riod was the plot set on foot by the rebel authe gunboat Isanc Smith in the Stono River, had thorities to liberate 2,500 of their officers qonbeen placed in close confinement, ordered three :fined on Johnson's Island, in Lake Erie, and in
rebel prisoners of South Carolina to be held as connection witb this act to burn .or destroy
hostages for them, and directed this fact to . Buffalo and other lake cities. The expedition
be communicated to the Confederate Govern- intended for this purpose was to rendezvous in
ment.
Canada, surprise the Federal garrison on J obnDuring the whole year not a single instance son's Island, liberate the prisoners, convey them
occurred of a negro soldier, or a commissioned to Canada in vessels provided for that purpose,
officer of n negro regiment, being exchanged, and forward them by Halifax to Nassau or Beror recognized as a prisoner of war. On the muda; the greater part of the funds being speother hand, no instance came to light of the cially devoted to paying their passage to one
execution by the Oonfederate authorities of the of these points.
death penalty upon prisoners of t)iis class. A
These facts coming to the knowledge of the
suspension of exchanges and a long correspond- American consul-general in Montreal, he at
ence now ensued.
once laid them before the governor-general of
The report of the Commissary-General of Canada. The Canadian authorities gave the
Prisoners, accompanying the Secretary of War's subject immediate attention, and by November
annual report of Dec., 1863, showed that the 11th enough J1ad been discovered of the plans
number ·of Confederate officers ·and men cap- of the rebels to autb_orize the governor-general
tu.red by the Federals since the beginning of the to inform Lord Lyons, the British minister at
war, is: 1 lieutenant-general, 5 major-,generals, · Washington, by telegraph, of the existence of
25 brigadier-gen_e rals, 186 colonels, 146 lieuten- the plot. Lord Lyons at once communicated
~nt-colonels, 244 maj ors, 2,497 captains, 5,811 his despatch to the United States Government,
lieutenants, 16,563 non-commissioned officers, and at midnight of tbe 11th a despatch was sent
121,156 privates, and 5,800 citizens. Of these, by Secretary Stanton to the mayors of Detroit,
the Federals had on hand at the date of the Buffalo, and other Western cities.
i:eport, 29,229 officers and men, among whom
The prompt movement of troops to the scene
were 1 major-gene1'al and 7 brigadiers. There of danger, and the precautions taken by the
had_ been 121,937 Confederates exqbanged, local authorities in the lake cities, had the effe~t
agamst 110,866 Federal soldiers returned. The of averting the threatened catastrophe, and m
exchanges of officers on both sides were a fewtdays tranquillity was restored.
32

•

•
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.
Position of the Arm.ies at the beginning"of 1964-Gen. Sherman's march to Meridian- Opposing movements of the Enemy
Gen. Gilmore's movements in Florida-Battle of Olustee-Campaign of G-an. Banks on the Red Rivcr-Battles-Cooperation of Gen. Steele-Its Results-Capture of Fort Pillow and slaughter of the Garrison-Unsuccessful Operations
in North Carolina.

•

AT the commencement of the year, 1864J the
Army of the Potomac, under Gen. Meade, was
near Culpepper Oomt House, in Virginia, with
the army under Gen. Lee in front and south of
him. The Confederate Gen. Early had been
ordered to command the forces in the Shenandoah valley, with his headquarters at Staunton.
The Federal forces held Winchester, Martinsburg, and Harper's Ferry, and occupied the
line of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad in
Wastern Virginia. Gen. Burnside was still at
Knoxville, in East Tennessee, with a line of
communication into Kentucky. Eastward of
him was Gen. Longstreet, with a division of the
Confederate army. The army of Gen. Grant
was in front of Chattanooga, in the southeast
corner of Tennessee, and a force of the enemy
befot·e him at Dalton, under Gen. Bragg. The
following address to his soldiers had been issued by Gen. Grant, near the close of 1863 :

the earlier portion of the year, when the former
was occupied by the enemy. Military posts
consisting of fortillcations _and lreavy guns, with
negro troops, were established on the Mississippi River at Oairo, Oolambus, New Madrid,
Fort Pillow, Memphis, Helena, Goodrich's Landing, Vicksburg, Natchez, Port Hadson, Baton
Rouge, New Orleans, and Forts Jackson and
St. Philip. There were also forces at other
points adjacent to these. A large force was
under the command of Gen. Banks, in New Orleans, with detachments at Brashear Oity, and
at Brownsville1 on the Rio Grande. Gen.
Steele occupied Little Rock, Arkansas, with a
considerable fore!-:), and Gen. Rosecrans, in command of the department, bad a small body of
troops in Missomi. The military positions on
the coast of North Carolina and South Carolina
remained unchanged.
The number of troops in the field at the com.. men.cement of the year can be only indefinitely
fuADQUABTERS MII.ITABY DIVISION 011' TIDl
Mr5BIBSIPPI, IN 'l'lIE FiBLD,
estimated. Between October, 1863, and May,
CRATTANOOGA., TENN., December 10, f868.
. 1864, seven hundred thousand new troops took
The General commanding takes this opportunity_
of returning his sincere thanks and congratulations the field, as stated by Senator Wilson in Oonto the brave Armies of the Cumberland, the Ohio, the gress. A portion of -these supplied the place
Tennessee, and their comrades from the Potomac, for of the three years' men whose term of service
the recent splendid and decisive successes achieved expir~d in 1864. A large majority of the latter,
over the enemy. In a short time you have recovered however, reenlisted.
from him the control of the Tennessee River, from
The number of Confederate troops in the
Bridgeport to Knoxville. You dislodged him from
his great stronghold upon Lookout Mountain, drove field .known as veterans, in the beginning of
him from Chattanooga valley, wrested from his de- the year, was as follows : That portion of the
termined ~rasp the possession of Missionary Ridge, Southern army which constituted the force
repelled with heavy loss to him his repeated assaults under Gen. Lee (counting in Gen. Longstreet,
upon Knoxville, forcing him to raise the siege there,
driving him at all points, utterly routed and discom- who commanded a portion of his army), numfited1 beyond the limits of the State. By your noble bered ninety thousand troops. This is also
heroism and determined courage, you have elfoctu- counting in the troops which were in the vicinully defeated the plans of the enemy for regaining ity of Abingdon, Lynchburg, and other porpossession of the States of Kentucky and Tennessee.
You have secured positions from which no rebellious tions of Southwestern Virginia and East Tenpower can drive or dislodge you. For all this the nessee, formerly under Gen. Samuel Jones, who
General commanding thanll:s you collectively and was detached from Gen. Lee's army late in Sepindividually. The loyal people of the United States tember, 1863, to operate against Gen. Burnside,
thank and bless you. Their hopes and prayers for and afterwards under the command of Gen.
your success against this unholy rebellion are with
yon daily. Their faith in you will not be in vain . Breckinridge. At Richmond and at PetersTheir hopes will not be blasted. Their prayers to burg there were, not counting in citizens and
Almighty God will be answered. You will yet go to · home guards, about three thousand men. Beother fields of strife; and with the invincible bravery tween Petersburg and Weldon there were one
and _unflinchin~ loyalty to justice and right which
have characterized you in the past, you will ,prove thousand men. Along the raifroad, between
1tbat no enemy can withstand you, and that no de- Weldon and Wilmington, there were nt lea'5t
tfences, however formidab le, can check your onward six thousand men. The forces under Gen.
.march.
Pickett numbered eight thousand men. ImBy order of Major-General U . S. GRANT.
boden and Moseby together had fom thous111:d
·I r. S. BowERS, .A.ss't .A.dj.-Gen.
men-all guerrillas. This swelled the army m
'!r'be ,line of communication of Gen. Grant Eastern Virginia and North Oarolina to one
e:xttended to Nash ville by the railroad, through hundred and twelve thousand strong.
The second great army in the Oonfeder~cy
Ste.venson and Murfree boro'. Florence and
OGrinth ,were also held by a Federal force until was that under Gen. Johnston, a large portion
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of which was cavalry. The army known as orders, from Ohattanooga, Tennessee, upon
the .Army of the Tennessee was composed of Dalton, Georgia, and another under Gen. Schotwo corps, each having six divisions of in- field, who relieved Gen. Burnside, upon the
fantry, amounting to thirty-six thousand men. forces under Gen. Longstreet, in East Tennessee.
There were also several divisions of -~avalry,
Upon the return of Gen. Sherman from East
numbering at least eighteen thousand men, Tennessee to Chattanooga, his command was
making an aggregate of fifty-four thousand. stationed at Scottsboro', Alabama, ancl thence
This included the four divisions sent to reen- along the Memphis and Ohattanooga Railroad.
force Gen. Polk, and the two divisions sent to Huntsville. Neat· the end of January, Gen:
·to Mobile, and the entire cavalry under Wheel- Sherman went to Memphis and Vicksburg, to
er, Wharton, and John Morgan. Gen. John- command an expedition. Oorinth was abanston also had command of all the Oonfederate cloned, and the Memphis Railroad eastward of
forces in Georgia, .Alabama, and Mississippi, Lagrange ,t o Huntsville, and a large body of
except those at Savannah, Mobile, and under• troops sent down the Mississippi to Vicksburg.
The following letter was addressed by Gen.
Forrest, who bad an. independent (roving) commission. Before the arrival of Gen. Sherman Sherman, at this tirne, to bis adjutant-general,
at Meridian, Gen. Polk hacl eighteen thousand relative to the course to be pursued by subortroops, only two thousand of which were vet- clinate commanders of military districts to the
erans.
•
inhabitants:
The forces in South Oarolina and at SavanHEADQU.ARTERS DEP'T OF Tim TEN1'"ESSEE, l
V I OKSB uRG, January 81, 1864.
f
nah, under Gen. Beauregard, and in Florida,
R . .M. Sawyer, A ss't Acij.- Gen. .t1:rmy of tlu
under Gen. McOown, numbered ten thousand. .Major Tewnesue,
Huntsville.
This only included the veterans, or old soldiers,
DEAR SAWYER: In my former letter I have anas the armies in these three localities above swered all your questions, S!l,Ve one, and that relates
mentioned a little later · numbered twenty-five to the tl'eat.ment of inhabitants known or suspected
to be hostile, or "secesh." This is in truth the most
thousand men.
difficult business of our army as it advances and ocThe next regulat· armies of the Oonfederacy cupies
the Southern country. It is almost impossiware the Trans-Mississippi force:i, scattered in ble to lay down rules, and I invariably leave this
different portions of .Arkansas and Texas, and whole subject to th e local commanders, but am willall undet· the command of Lieut.-Gen. Kirby ing to give them the benefit of my acquired kuowland expenoce.
Smith, the army in .Arkansas under Gen_.. edo-e
fn Europe, whence we derive our principles of war,
Holmes, and the army in Texas under Gen. as developed by their histories, wars al'e between
Magmder; the old soldiers of which numbered kings or rulers, through hired armies, an d not between peoples.
twelve thousand men.
The wa r which prevails in our ln.nd is essentially
The forces at Mobile, under Gens. Maury and
war of r aces. The Southern people entered into a
Claiborne, numbered about eight thousand. aclear
compact of Government, but still maintained a
The forces under Gen. Fol'l'est, and under Obnl- sr,ecies of separate interests, history, and prejudices.
mers, Lee, and Richardson, amounted to six These latter became stronger and stron~er, till they
thousand, which included all the veterans in the have led to a war which has developed tne fruits of
the bitterest kind.
rebel service.
of the North are, beyond all question, right in
To this may be added, however, in the same ourWe
lawful cause, bu t we are not bound to ig nore the
line, twelve thousand soldiers engaged in im- fact that the people of the South have prejudices
portant prison guard, and in the hospitals and which form part of their nature, and which they canquartermasters' and commissary departments. not throw off without an effort of reason, or the
process of natural change. Now, the que~There were also about two thousand men en- . tslower
arises, should we treat as absolute enemies all
gaged in the guerrilla warfare ou the banks of inioothe
South who differ from us in opinion or prejuthe Mississippi. No othet· guerrilla bands of dice, kill or banish them ; or should we g ive them
importance existed in Gen. Grant's departm ent. time to think, and ~radu ally change their conduct so
There was not a single squad in Kentucky, East as to conform to toe new order of things, which is
wly and gradually creeping into their country?
and Midclie Tennessee, Northern .Alabama, or sloWhen
men take arms to resist om· rightful authorNorthern Georgia. There were still several ity, we are compelled to use force, because all reason
guerrilla organizations in West Tennessee and and argument cease when arms are reso rted to.
N 01·thern Mississippi. The people themselves When provisions, forage, horses, mules, wagons,
etc., are used by our enemy, it is clearly our du ty
had rid the country.
and right to take them, because otherwise they might
The total of these veterans was two hundred be
used against us.
and twenty-four thousand; to these were addIn like manner, all houses left vacant by an inimied, at the beginning of the year, one hundred cal people are clearly our rig ht, or su ch as are needed
and twenty thousand conscripts, making the as storehouses, hospital -, and quarters. But a quesarises as to dwellings used by W<'m.eo, children,
number in the service three hundred and forty- tion
and non-combatants. So long as non-combatants
·
four thousand.
remain in their houses and keep to their accus~omed
The earliest operntio'ns of importance, in business, their opinions and prejudices can 10 no1864, consisted of a movement under Gen. wise influence the war and t-herefore should not be
Sherman from Vicksburg, Mississippi, to Meri- not.iced. But if an y ~oe comes out into the public
nod creates disorder, he or she sho uld be
dian, Alabama; another under Gen. Smith, streets
punished restrain ed or banished, either to the rear
from Memphis, Tennessee, to cooperate with or front ~s the office~· in command adjudges. If the
Gen. Shermaq ; another under Gen. Grant's people, ~r any of them, keep up a co1Tespondeoce
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with parties in hostility, they are spies, and can be
punished with death or minor punishment.
These are well-established principles of war, and
the people pf the South having appealed to war, are
barred from appealing to our Constitution, which
they have practically and publicly defied. They
have appealed to war.I. and must abide its rules and
laws. 'fhe United ;:;tates, us a_ belligerent party
claiming right in the soil as the ultimate sovereign,
have a ,r ight to change the population, and it may be
and is, both politic and just, we should do so in certain districts. When the inhabitants persist too
long in hostility, it may be both politic and right we
should banish them and appropnate their lands to a
more loyal and useful population. No nian ,vill deny
that the United States would be benefited by dispossessing a single prejudiced, hard-headed, and disloyal planter, and substituting in his place a dozen or
more patient, industrious, good families, even if they
be of foreign birth. I think it does good to present
this view ol' the case to many Southern gentlemen,
who ~rew rich and wealthy, not by virtue alone of
tlxeir mdustry and skill, but by reason of the protection and impetus to prosperity given by our hitherto moderate and magnanimous Government. It
is all idle nonsense for these Southern planters to
say that they made the South, that they own it, and
that they can do as they please-e,en to break up
our Government, and to shut up the natural avenues
of trade, intercourse, and commerce.
We know, and they know, if they are intelligent
beings, that, as compared with the whole world, they
are but as five millions are to one thousand millions
-that they did not create the land-that their only
title to its use and 1.1sufruct is the deed of the United
States; and if they appenl to war, they hold their all
by a very insecure tenure.
For my part I belie,e that this wnr is the result. of
false political doctrine, for which we are all ns a people -responsible, viz.: that any and every people have
u right to self-government; and I would give all a
chance to reflect, and when in error to recant. I
know slave owners finding themselves in possession
of a species of property in opposition to the growing
seutiment of the whole civilized world, conceived
their property in danger, and foolishly appenled to
wnr; and by skilful political handling involved with
themselves the whole South on the doctrines of error
anq prejudice. I believe that some of the rich a.ad
sln:veholding are prejudiced to an extent that nothing
but death and ruin will extinguish, but hope that ns
the poorer a.nd industrial classes of the South realize
tllei.r relative weakness, and their dependence upon the
fruits of the earth and good wi!l of their fellow-men,
they will not only discover the error of their ways,
and repent of their hnsty action, but bless those who
persistently maintained a Constitutional Government,
strong enough to sustain itself, protect its citizens,
noel promise peaceful homes to millions yet unborn.
In this belief, whilst I assert for our Government
the highest military prerogatives, I nm ,villing to
bear in patience that political nonsense of slave rigbts,
State riihts, freedom of conscience, freedom of press,
and sucn other trash as have deluded the Southern
people into war, anarchy, bloodshed, and the foulest
crimes that have disgraced any time or any people.
. I would advise the commanding officers at Huntsville, and such other towns as are occupied by our'
troops, to as emble the inhabitants and explain to
them these plain, self-evident propositions, and tell
them that it is for them now to say, whether they
and their children shall inherit the beautiful land,
which, by the accident of nature, has fallen to their
r.hare. The Government of the United St1ites has in
Korth Alabama any and all rights which they choose
to enforce in war, to take their lives, their homes,
their lands, their every thing, because they cannot
deny that war does exist there, and war is simply
power unrestrained by constitution or comP.act. If
they want eternal war, well and good-we mil accept

the issue and dispossess them, and put our friends in
possession. I know thousands and millions of good
people who, at simple . notice, would come to North
Alabama and accept the elegant houses and plantations now there. If the people of Huntsville think
different, let them persist in war three years longer,
and then they .will not be consulted. Three years
ago, by a little reflection and patience they could
have had a hundred years of pence and prosperity,
but they preferred war; very well, last year they
could have saved their slaves, but now it is too lateall the powers of earth cannot restore to them their
slaves any more than their dead ,g randfathers. Next
year their lands will be taken, for in-war we can take
them, and 1-igMfuUy, too, and in another year they
may beg in vain for their lives. A peoI?le who ,vill
persevere in war beyond a certain limit, ought to
know the consequences. Many, many people, with
less pertinacity than the South, have J>.e en wiped out
of national existence.
My own belief is that even now the non-slaveholding classes of the South are alienatin!; from their associates in war. Already I hear crimmation. Those
who have property left, should take wnrriing in time.
Since I have come down here, I have seen many
Southern planters who now hire their negroes, and
acknowledge that-they knew not the earthquake they
were to make by appealing to secession. They
thouo-ht that the politicians bad prepared the way,
and that they could part in peace. They now see
that we a.re bound together as one nation, by indissoluble ties, and that any interest or any people that
set themselves up in antagonism to the nation, must
perish.
While I would not remit one jot or tittle of our
nation's rights, in peace or war, I do make allowances for past political _errors and false prejudices.
Our mitional Congress and Supreme Courts are the
proper arenas in which to discuss conflicting opinions and not the battle-field.
You may not hear from me again, and 1fyou think
it will do any good, call some of the people together,
and e::1.'J)lain these my views. You may even rend
to them this letter, and let them use it, so ns to prepare them for my coming.
To those who submit to the rightful lnw and authority, all gentleness and forbearance, but to the
petulant and persistent secessionists, why, death is
mercy, and the quicker he or she is disposed of, the
better. Satan, and the rebellious saints of heaven,
were allowed a continuance of existence in hell,
merely to swell their just punishment. To such as
would repel against. a Government so mild and just
as ours was in peace, a punishment equal would not
be unjust.
We are progressing well in this quarter. Though
I have not changed my opinion thnt we may soon assume the existence of our National Government, yet
years will pass before ruffianisrri, murder, and robbery will cease to afflict this region of our country.
Truly your friend,
(Signed)
• W. T. SHERM.AN,
Major-General Commanding.

The advance of Gen. Sherman's movement,
consisting of the 17th corps, under Gen. McPherson, left Vicksburg on February 3d, in
light marching order, with rations for some
days. The enemy were encountered after
crossing the Big Black Rh-er, dm-ing the cfoy,
and some skirmishing ensued. The encampment was made that night on the west side of
Baker's Oreek, the enemy appearing in line of
battle on the opposite side. The Confederate
force consisted of about two -thousand cavalry
under Gen. W·b itworth, who was in command
from Jackson westward. At Canton there was
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a force of about five thousand men under Gen.
Loring, and at Meridian Gen. Polli: with ten
thousand more. The latter officer was in command of the department.
The preparations for Gen. Sherman's expedition had attracted the attention of the · enemy, and many unaware of the difficulties of
such a movement across the country, had supposed his object might be ·au attack on Mobile.
The uncertainty which existed is shown by
the following order, issued at a later date :
Mo»ILE, February 10 1864.
Sm: I have just been infoi:med by Genero.l
Polk that the enemy is moving from Morton against
Mobile. It is, therefore, my duty to.ask all persons
who cannot take part in the defence of the city to
leave it.
. I am, sir, very respectfully yours,
DABNEY MAURY,
Major-General Commanding.
To Col. JOHN I!'onsYTH, Mobile.
DEAR

The Governor of Alabama, upon the first
advance of the Federal troops from Vicksburg,
issued the following address to the people :
EXEOUTIVE DEP A.ltTMENT OF A.LA.DA.MA., }
MONT&OMERY,

February 6, 1864.

To the People of .Alabama :
The recent action of Coniress has deprived the
State of much of the materials of the second-class
militia. It is important to the defence of the State,
that Alabama sball have more troops subject to the
call of her Commander-in-chief. We have, within
the State, the materials for an efficient army. It
needs nothing but the spirit, the prompt ,and willing
spirit to fight, as men ought to fight, to guard our
firesides and drive the hireling Yankee from our borders. We are threatened with raids into the heart
of the State.
As your Executive Chief I call upon the middle
age~, the young men and boys, to organize ~nto conipames at once, and report, without delay, that they
are organized and ready. I cannot suppose that
Alabamians will wait to be drafted into the service.
The enthusiastic reenlistment of our veteran troops
in the Virginia and Tennessee armies has caused a
thrill of joyful hope to animate the hearts of even
the croak10g and despondent. If these battle-scarred
heroes, who for three years have carried their lives
in their hands, ready to be sacrificed in the defence
of their homes and liberty, are willinO' to battle on
while the feet of a hated foe press ou;' soil shall we
at home he laggards in the race of glory? I trust
no such damning stigma shall rest upon the honored
name of Alabama.
I confidentlf expect a hearty, prompt, and noble
response to this call.
The rolls of companies will be reported to the
Adjutant-General.
T. H. WATTS, Governor of Alabama.

The force of Gen. Sherman consisted of
two corps under Gen. McPherson and Hurlbut, estimated at thirty thousand men, with
sixty pieces of light artillery. He reached
Jackson on February 6th, and pressed forward
toward Meridian. The enemy fell back, destroying all provision, and making a desert of
the country. From Jackson Gen. Sherman
crossed the Pearl !liver, and passed through
Brandon to Morton. Here the enemy had
made dispositions for a battle, but retired during
the night. On the next day ·i;he army advanced
and reached Meridian. The enemy state that
all the Confederate Government property was

previously removed, and nearly all the machinery of the railroad company. The force under
Gen. Polk fell back across the Tombigbee. On
his arrival at Meridian Gen. Sherman issued
the following congratulatory address ter his
troops:
HEADQUARTERS, DEPAKTMENT OF TIIE TENNESSEE,
MERIDIAN, Miss., February 11>1 1864.

l
f

The General Commanding conveys his · congratulatjpns and thanks to the officers and men composing
this command for their most successful accomplishment of one of the great problems of the war.
Meridian, the great railway centre of the Southwest,
is now in our possession, and by industry and hard
work can be rendered useless to the enemy, and deprive him of the chief source of supply to his armies.
Secrecy in plan and rapidity of execution accomplisll
the best results of war; and the General Commanding assures all that by following their leaders fearlessly and with confidence they will in time reap the
reward so dear to us all-a peace thnt will never again
be disturbed in our country by a discpntented minority.
By order of
W. T. SHERM.AN,
Major-General Commanding.

On the same day he issued the follow_ing instructions :
lIEADQUA.ltTEilB, fuPARTMENT OF THE TENN1']8SEE 1
MERIDIAN, Miss., February 15, 1864.

}

1. The destruction of the railroads intersecting at
Meridian is of great importance, and should be done
inost effectually. Every tie and rail for many miles
in each direction should be absolutely destroyed or
injured, and ~very bridge and culnrt should be completely destroyed. To insure this end, to General
Hurlbut is entrusted the destruction east and north,
and to General McPherson the roads west and south.
The troops should be impressed with the importance
of this work, and also that time is material, and
therefore it should be begun at once and be prosecuted with all the energypossible. Workingpilrties
should be composed of about one-half the command,
and they should move by regiments, provided with
their arms and haversacks, ready to repel attacks of
cavair,-. The other half in reserve will be able to
watch the enemy retreating eastward.
2. Colonel E. F. Winslow, commanding cavalry,
will keep his cavalry in advance of the party working eastward, and will act as though this army were
slowly pursuing the enemy.
3. Special insti:uctions will be given as to the general supply train; and the troops now in Meridian
will, under proper brigade parties, collect meal,
meat, and supplies. The destruction of bnildinis
must be deferred till the last moment, when a special
detail will ·be made for that pm·pose.
By order of
W. T. SHERMAN,
·
Major-General Commanding.

Gen. Sherman reports that w bile at Meridian
he made "the most complete destruction of
railroads ever beheld." This was done on the
road running south as far as Quitman ; on the
east as far as Cuba Station, twenty miles ; and
two miles north to Lauderdale Springs. Lauderdale County was already desolate, and the
country between Meridian and Demopolis wl.ls
sterile and unproductive. While at Meridian
he heard nothing of the cavalry force under
Gen. W. S. Smith, who was ordered to be there
from Memphis by February 10th; and after occupying the town for a week, and his supplies
growing short, he began to fall back toward
Vicksburg, making a circuit by the north to
Canton. This place was reached February
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20th. His total loss was reported at one bun- This movement was successfully executed, aid.red and seventy men killed and wounded.
though the enemy pressed closely, under the
Meantime, Gen. W. S. Smith, who was or- command 01' Gens. Fon-est, Lee, and Chalmers.
dered to report to Gen. Sherman at Meridian, .A.t Okalona, .on the 22d, Gen. Smith was atmoved from Memphis on February 11th, with tacked, ~nd · suffered severely in the loss of
a force of seven thousand men, consisting of men, besides five howitzers. His retreat that
cavalry and a brigade of infantry. After two day was followed up. Under cover of the
days the expedition reached the Tallahatchie. night he moved toward Pontotoc. This move.A. demonstration was made westward by the ment is thus dePcribed: "Picture to yourself,
infantry toward Panola, thus attracting the if you can, a living, moving mass of men, neattention of a force of the enemy, while the groes, mules, and horses, of four thousand or
cavalry moved eastward to New Albany, where five thousand, all en masae, literally jammed,
the river was crossed without opposition. Gen. huddled, and crowded into the smallest possiSmith then pushed forward, and in the vicinity ble space ; night setting in; artillery and small
of Houston. encountered some troops under arms booming behind us; cavab·y all around
Col. Gholson. They fell back to a swamp, and ahead, moving on, on, on over fences,
where a considerable force was concentrated. through fields and brush, over hills and across
Finding it · impossible to turn either flank of mud-holes, streams, and bridges, and: still on,
this position, Gen. Smith moved rapidly east- on into the night, until the moon rises on the
ward, while a demonstration was made in front scene and shows us some of the outlines of
of the enemy as if an attack was intended. On this living panorama. I forgot to say that in
the same day he surprised and entered Okalona. • this crowd were a lot of prisoners, too, once
The 9th Illinois cavalry, Lieut.-Col. Burgh, or twice attempting to escape, followed by
wns then sent to Aberdeen to endeavor to se- the swift report of the revolver, once with
cure a crossing of the Tombigbee. On the bitter consequences to the escaping prisonnext morning Cdt Grierson was sent forward ers."
with a brigade to support the 9th, with diDuring the day the enemy had moved on
rections to threaten Columlius strongly. each flank, with the evident design of reaching
With the remaining force Gen. Smith advanced the Tallahatchie River in advance, and forming
along the railroad toward West Point, tearing a junction to prevent the crossing of Gen.
up the track and burning all the corn he found. Smith and capture his whole force; but, by
The quantity which he destroyed is reported as marc]?.ing all night, he safely crossed the river
nearly a million of bushels, with about two at New Albany. On the 23d the rear guard
thousand bales of cotton. During this portion had skirmishing all day. On the 25th the adof the march negroes flocked to Gen. Smith vance reached Memphis, at 11 P. M., having
by hundreds, mounted on their masters' horses marched nearly fifty miles that day. It was reand mule~. They welcomed Gen. Smith as ported that a million bushels of corn were detheir deliverer whenever he met them : " God stroyed, many miles in length of the Memphis and
bless ye; has yer come at last? We've been Ohio Raih-oad, bridges, cotton-gins, and buildlookin' for you for a long time, and had almost ings. Says one: " We have probably devoured
done gone give it up," was the cry of many. fifty thousand hams, some eggs, chickens, turThey bid farewell to their wives and children keys, milk, and butter by wholesale, and such
et ceteras as can be found in so rich a country
and marched in the van.
Hearing that the enemy was concentrated in as we l:in.ve passed through." The captured
heavy force at West Point, the brigade at .A.b- stock and trains were brought off safely. The
erdeen was called over by a forced march to loss was less than two hundred killed and capthe r aikoad, at a station fifteen miles north of tured. The expedition failed to make a juncWest Point. Two miles north' of this station tion with Gen. Sherman.
Gen. Smith encountered a force of the enemy,
When the expedition of Gen. ~herman rewhich fell back, after a sharp skirmish, th.rough turned toward Vicksburg, a detachment wrui
the town to a swamp on the right. Ge.n. sent up the Yazoo River, accompanied with
Smith now found the enemy on his front in some gnnboats. Yazoo Oity was attacked,
strong force, holding all the crossings of the but the enemy held it until reenforced. .A.n
swamp on the right; also on the line of the amount of stores and cotton was destroyOctibbeha in front, and that of the To-mbig- ed. The Federal loss was about fifty killed
bee River on his left. He could attack only and wounded. The general results of thi.B
with light carbines, as his horses were useless movement, including those of Gens. Sherman
o~ the marshy ground. The enemy were armed and Smith, is stated to have been as follows:
with muskets and rifles. Gen. Smith was also One hundred and fifty miles of railroad, sixtynow encumbered w:ith pack-trains, and mules seven bridges, seven hundred trestles, twenty
and horses captured, numbering about two locomotives, twenty-eight cars, several thouthousand, beside as many negroes. To guard sand bales of cotton, several steam mills, and
these his effective force was reduced, and he over two million bushels of corn wore det~erefore determined to make a demonstra- stroyed. Some prisoners were captared, and
ti?n in front, and at the same time fall back upwards of eight thousand negroe~ and refwith his trains and his main body to Okalona. ugees came in with the various columns.
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:Many dwellings and all the outbuildings and works, and their cavalry began to hover abont
farming utensils were destroyed.
the flanks of Gen. Palmer's corps. Deserters
The expedition of Gen. Sherman was gen- reported that two divisions which had started
era.Uy supposed to be designed for the capture t0ward Mobile had returned. Gen. Palmer
of Mobile. But, however that may have been, now fell back to Tunnel Hill. His loss in the
no official statement has been made. As it ad- expedition was about three hundred n.nd fifty
vanced toward Meridian, a force was detached killed and wounded. That of the enemy is
from the army of Gen. Johnston, formerly unknown. Some prisoners were taken by Gen .
commanded by Gen. _Bragg, near Dalton, in -Palmer. On March 10th he had fallen back to
Georgia, and sent to reenforce Gen. Polk. Two Ringgold.
divisions of Gen. Hardee's Corps, under Gens.
The movement in East Tennessee consisted
Stewart and Anderson, composed this force. merely in an advance toward the position of
To counteract this movement of the enemy, .Gen. Longstreet, who was then reported to be
another was set on foot by Gen. Grant, then in retreating into Virginia. He finally joined the
command at Chattanooga. This consisted of army of Gen. Lee with his command.
In the Department of the South, authority
an advance of the Fourteenth Corps, under
Gen. Palmer, upon Dalton. It commenced on was given to Gen. Q. A. Gillmore commanding,
February 22d. The divisions of Gens. Jeff. 0 . on December 22d, 1863, to undertake such operDavis, Johnson, and Baird participnted on the ations as he migM deem best on a conference
right, or direct road to Dalton, and the division with Admiral Dahlgren commanding the naval
of Gen. Stanley, under command of Gen. force. On the 13th of January the President
Orufts, on the left. This latter division had , wrote to Gen. Gillmore as follows :
been encamped at Oleveland, and formed a
E:irnoUTrVE MANsroN, WASHINGTON, Jnnunry 18, 1864.
junction with the main force between RingMajor-General GrLLMORE: I understand an effort is
gold and Tunnel Hill. The advance of the being made by some worthy -gentlemen to reconstruct
· "
d
h
a legal State Government in Flilrida. Florida is in
mmn iorce passe . to t e left of the Chicka- your department, and it is not unlikely you may be
mauga battle-field, over Taylor's Ridge and there in person. I have given Mr. Hay a commission
through Ringgold Gap. A small force of the ·of major and sent him to you with some blank books
enemy wa.s seen here, who retired. Ringgold, and other blanks to aid in the construction. He will
twenty-three miles from Oba-ttanooga, was oc- explain as to the manner of using the blanks, and
also my general views on the subject. It is desirable
cupied that night. On the next day the col- for all to cooperate; but if irreconcilable differences
umn moved at daylight, and du.ring -the fore- of opinion shall arise you are master. I wish the
noon there was constant skirmishing with the thing done in the most speedy ·wny possible, so that
cavalry of the enamy. At noon Gen . . Crufts . whe_n done it be w_ithin the· ran~e of the _late proclamade a J' unction, and the whole corps moved mnt1on on the subJect. The detail labor will of course
have to be done by others, but I shnll be greatly
forward in line of battle, with cavalry in ad- obliged if you will give it such general supervision
vance. and on the flanks, until it reached the as you can find consistent with your more strictly
vicinity of Tunnel Hill. On the ridge were military duties.
A. LINCOLN.
four pieces of artillery, under Gen. Wheeler,
On January 14th Gen. Gillmore proposed to
whiah soon opened fire. These were dislodged the War Department to occupy the west bank of
in a short time by the 2d Minnesota and the St. John's River in Florida, and establish
9th Indiana batteries, and the ridge occupied small depots there preparatory to an advance
about 4 P. M . The advance continued and the west. On the 22d of January he was informed
cavalry force pressed forward in pursuit of the by the Secretary that the matter was left enfew scattered enemies, until it was checked by tirely to his judgment and discretion with the
a cross-fire from six guns, at Rocky Fall, in a means at his command. On January 31st Gen.
gorge through which the railroad and turnpike Gillmore again wrote to the Secretary that the
passes. The enemy succeeded in holding that objects t o be obtained by the operations were :
1st. " To procure an outlet for cotton, lnmposition for the night. On the next morning,
o.fter considerable heavy fighting, the corps ad- ber, timber, &c.
.2d. "To cut off one of the enemy's sources
vanced into the town and captured about a
· ·
hundred n.nd fifty prisoners. The movement of commissary supplies, &c.
wa.s immediately continued upon Dalton, dis3d. "To obtain recruits for my colored regitant seven miles from Tunnel Hill. The corps ments.
4th. "To inaugurate mea·sures for the speedy
descended through the gaps int.o the Rocky Fall
valley, the division of Gen. Crufts being on the restoration of Florida to her allegiance in acleft, Gen. Johnson on the right, Gen. Baird on corclance with the instructions ·whiah be had
the left centre, and Gen. Davis on the right received from the President, by the hands of
centre. During the whole forenoon there was Major John Hay, ·Assistant Adjutant-Gener.al."
lively s~rmishing,_and the enemy's fore~ eviOn the same day Gen. Gillmore issued the
dently mcreased m numbers. Gen. Palmer following order :
HEADQU.ABTERS DEPARTMENT oP TIIE so=. }
advanced cautiously within two miles of Dalton, when it appeared that preparations had
Rn.TON BEAD, s. 0., January 81, 1S64.
GE:i.""ERAL ORDERS No. 16.-In accordance with
been made by the whole of Gen. Johnson's the provision of the Presidential Proclamation
army to receive him. Oonsiderable activity of Pardon and Amnesty, given at W ashiogton
wns perceptible in the interior of the enemy's on the 8th day of December, in the year of out
#
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Lord one thousand eight hundred and su.-ty-three, no apprehension from th1's "o
ce h
t'
d
11
and in pursuanct of instructions received from
·
r , e con mue
the President of the United States, Major John H ay, his advance, and three miles beyond smprised
Assistant Adjutant-General, will proceed to Fernan- · and captured a camp of artillery containing
dina, Florida, and other converuent points in that four gun:::, camp and garrison equipage, includState, for the purl,)OSe of extending to the citizens of ing wagons, tents, commissory stores and offithe State of Florida an opportumty to. avail them- cers' baggage. Three prisoners were taken.
~elves of t~e ~enefits of that Proclama~10n, by offe_r- The remainder of the force e
d t th
mg for their signature the oath of allegiance therem
.
.
scape
O
e
prescribed and byissuina to all those subscribing to woods. This body was falhng back, and had
said oath dertificates entitling them to the benefits of . not anticipated S') rapid an advance of the
the ~rocla1;Ila~ion. F~gitive citi~ens of the State 9f Federal force. Early on the next morning the
Flonda, w1thm th~ limits of t~s Department, WIil advance reached Baldwin a place of fifteen
have an opportumty to subscribe to the same oath b ·"din er
H . th 1.
.' t
f h' h
.
and secure certificates in the office of the Post Comlw
qs.
ere
ee c~r s, w_o o w 1c were
mander at Hilton Head, South Carolina.
filled with corn, a three-rnch ntled gun, a con:By command of Maj.-Gen. Q. A. GILLMORE.
siderable quantity of cotton, rice, tobacco, and
Eo. W. SMITH, Ass't Adj.-Gen.
other stores were captured. At evening Gens.

Orders were issued to Brig.-Gen. Truman Gilmore and Seymour arrived.
Seymour ou February 5th to proceed to JackOn the 10th Ool. Henry continued his adsonville, Fla., and effect a landing and push _ vance. At Barber's Station a thousand barrels
forward his mounted force to Baldwin, seventy of turpentine and five hundred pounds of bacon
miles from Jacksonville. It was the junction were captured. An advance guard was then
of the railroads from Jacksonville and Fernan- sent forward to see if the enemy were in posidina. On the 6th the expedition, consisting of tion to defend the south fork of the St. Mary'::;
twenty steamers and eight schooners, under river, while the r emainder of the force cauconvoy of the gunboat Nor wich, left Hilton ti.ously followed. The enemy in small force
Head and. arrived at Jacksonville on the next were found defending the fork, when a skir. day, February '7th. When the landing of the mi.sh ensued, in which four were killed on the
troops commenced a small body of the enemy Federal side and thirteen wound~d. Two of
in a wood adjacent to the town. fired three the enemy were killed and three wounded,
sl?-ots, thus wounding two or three persons. .A. when they fled to the woods. Their force was
company of colored troops went in pursuit, and about one hundred and fifty men. At 6 P . M .
the enemy after firing a few shots fled.
Ool. Hemy reached Sanderson, forty-miles from
.A.bout twenty-five families r emained in Jack- Jacksonville. The place h ad been abandoned
sonville. They were chiefly women and chil- by the enemy, and a large amount of stores
dren, anli all professed to be in favor of the committed to the flames. On the 11th the
Union. The railroad was in running order to command encamped five miles from Lake City,
Tullahassee. Provisions and cattle were abun- which was held by the enemy but evacuated
dant. Gen. Joseph Finegan was in command during the night. This was unknown to Col.
of the forces of the enemy..
Henry, and, as he was without infantry, he
In the afternoon of the 8th the march to the retraced his steps to Sanderson. The most iminterior of the State was commenced. The portant property captured was as follows: Two
forces were divided into three columns, com- twelve-pounder rifled guns, two six-pounder
mantled respectively by Ools. ;Barton, Hawley, guns, one three-inch gun, two other guns, five
and Henry. Ool. Barton took the main road, caissons,· a large quantity of ammunition, an
Col. Hem·y took the road to the right of that, immense supply of camp and garrison equiand Ool. Hawley one still farther to the right. page, four railroad cars, one hundred and thirAfter an advance of three miles the three roads teen bales of cotton, four army wagons, one
~nited on the line of the railroad. Here the hundred and five horses and mules, a large
mfantry bivouacked for the night, and Col. Guy stock of saddlery, tanning machinery, three
V. Henry, with the 40th Massachusetts infantry, thousand and eighty-thi:ee barrels turpentine,
the independent battalion of cavalry and Elder's six thonsand bushels corn ; three large warehorse battery B, 1st artillery, pushed forward houses were destroyed. On the 11th telegrnph:ic
on a reconnoissance. It was dark when the communication was established l)etween Jackmovement commenced at a brisk trot toward sonville and Baldwin, and on that day Gen.
Lake Oity. For the distance of five miles none Gilmore sent instructions to Gen. Seymour not
of the enemy were seen. The country through to risk a repulse in advancing upon Lake Oity,
which the force passed was low, level, and but to hold Sanderson unless there were rea~arshy. On each side the road was flanked by sons for falling back, and also in case his adpme forests. The soil was that of fair farm- vance met with serious opposition to concenmg. land to Lake Oity, but beyond it becomes trate at Sanderson and the south fork of the
a nch sandy loam. A mile and a half from St. M~ry's. On·the 13th Gen. Seymour w~s
Camp Finegan a picket station was discovered, further instructed to concentrate at Baldwm
but the pickets had fallen back to the reserve without delay. This· was done at once.
post. Pressing forward, after a short stop, Col. Meantime, Ool. Henry was sent toward _the
-Hem-y soon came in sight of Oamp Finegan on left to capture some raih-oad trains at Gam_sthe right. .A.bout two hundred cavalrymen ville on the Fernandina and Oedar Keys railwere seen drawn up in line of battle. Having road. This resulted in a skirmish with a
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bouy of East Florida cavalry, which was repulsed. .A. reconnoissance was also made along
the Georgia State line by Col. Scammon, destroying ·several small works of the enemy.
.After an-anging with Gen. Seymour for the
construction of eertain defences at Jacksonville, Baldwin, and the south fork of the St.
Mary's, Gen. Gillmore depart~d to Hilton Head.
His understanding was that no aclvance would
be made by Gen. Seymour without further instructions, and not until the defences were well
advanced. It was the intention of Gen. Gilmore to construct several works capable of resisting a coup de 'T{l,ain at Jacksonville, Baldwin,
· Pilatka, ancl perhaps one or two other important points, so strong thnt two or three hundred
men would be sufficient at each. His ·desire
was to see the lumber and tlll'pentine trade on
the St. John's River revived, and to give assurance that the occupation of the river was intended to be permanent.
On Thursday the 18th, the force of Gen. Seymour at Jacksonville left camp with ten clays
rations, and advanced on the line of the railroad
sixteen miles. -On the next day it moved seventeen miles to Barber's Station, the roads having
been bad on 1.he whole route. On the 20th
the troops were in motion at an early hour, the
light cavalry iu advance. · The line of march
was across the south fork of the St. Mary's,
and up the road to Sanderson, nine miles distant. The day was beautiful. The sky was clear
overhead, and the savaonahs which stretched
out on each side of the sandy road winding
through the pine woods, were warm with the
sunshine. Sanderson was reached without a
l,i.alt. There the infantry made a short halt, but
the cavalry kept its position about two miles in
advance. The march was resumed at midday
toward Lake City. Gen. Seymour's force, consisting of five thousand men, moved in three
columns, Col. Hawley's brigade on the left, Col.
Barton's in the centre, and Col. Scammon's
regiment on the extreme right. The cavalry
in advance were led by Col: Henry with Elder's
battery. In the rear was the colored brigade
led by Col. Montgomery. About six miles
from· Sanderson the enemy's mounted pickets,
~hirty or forty in number, were met and driven
m after exchanging shots. The main body hurried forward a distance of two miles, when
three or four cannon shot of the enemy fell
among the head of the column. Skirmishing
?Ommenced immediately. The artillery dashed
mto position on the gallop, the infantry on the
double-quick step, and in a brief period of time
a severe battle was progressing. Elder's batt ery unlimbered at the head of the road, Hamilton's to the left, and Langclon's on the extreme left, opening at short range with canister
shot. The artillery of the enemy consisted of
· four or five guns, and was bailly served at first,
being fired too high to do injury. Gen. Seymotu"'s line of infantry was well formed for the
position. With the exception of a small field
of a few acres, it was in the woods, amid a
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heavy.growth of pine timber, and with swampy
ground intervening between it and the enemy,
of whose position nothing was known. The
battle lasted for three hours. Two of the
Federal batteries were disabled early in the
action. The '7th New Hampshire broke, but
was rallied again. The 8th U. S. colored'
fought well until the loss of their leader, when
they fled. The cortest closed at dusk, and Gen.
Seymour finding his force r.epulsed ,vith some
loss, and the colored reserve unequal to the
emergency, retired from the field leaving bis
dead and wounded. The retreat for a short
distance was conducted in successive lines of
battle, but finding the enemy were not disposed
to follow the line was changed, and the force retired in column, Barton's brigade bringing up
the rear covered by the cavalry ancl Elder's
battery. A halt was made at Sanderson, six or
seven miles, coffee cooked, and some attention
given to the wounded. From Sanderson to
Barber's Station, says a writer, "ten miles, we
wended or crawled along, the wounded filling
the night air with lamentations, the cdppled
horses neighing in pain, and a full moon kissing the cold, clammy lips of the dying." On
the next moming the retreat was continued to
Baldwin, where the cavalry of the enemy made
their appearance. Many of the wounded were
here sent on cars drawn by mules to Jacksonville, and Gen. Seymour, knowing that the
enemy was following in force, ordered the commissary stores, worth about sixty thousand dollars, to be destroyed, and resumed his march to
Jacksonville. His loss in killed, wounded, and
missing was about twelve hundred.
The following despatch from the Governor
of Florida presents the enemy's account of the
battle:
TALLAlIABSEE,

FLA., Februnry 21.

To PRESIDENT DAvis: I have just received the following despatch from Gen. Finegan, dated yesterday:
·
"I met the enemy in full force to-day, under Gen.
Seymour, and defeated him with great loss. I cnptured five pieces of artillery, hold possession of the
battle-field, and the killed and wounded of the enemy. My cavalry are in J?Ursuit. I don't know precisely the number of prisoners, as they are being
brought in constantly. My whole loss, I think, will
not exceed two hundred and fifty killed and wounded. .Among them I mourn the loss of ·many brave
officers and men."
I understand that Gen. Finegan also captured
many small arms.
JOHN MILTON, Governor.
(Signed)

Gen. Seymour now occupied Jacksonville
with his forces, and the enemy took up a position at Camp Finegan, eight miles distant,
toward Baldwin. The following correspondence passed, at this time, between Gen. Seymour and Gen. Finegan commanding the enemy's force :
JlEADQUAJtTP.RS DI.STRICT OF FLOP.IDA,

D. 8. l

JAOKSONTILLE, FLA., Feb. 28, 18~
f
Srn: I n view of the inconveniences to which ~he
wounded prisoners in your bands, since the acti_on
of the 20th, near Olustee, Florida, may he unav01dably subjected, 1 have the honor to_ pr_oposc th.at they
may be paroled, and delivered within my Imes as
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soon as possible, 1md Capt. G. S. Dana, of my staff,
the bearer of this communication, is authorized to
make such arrangements therefor as may be convenient, and a horse car or ambulance will be sent for
the wounded, at such times as may be designated,
should th is proposal be 'acceded to.
The body of Col. C. W. Fribley was left on the
field at Olustee. If there h ave been any means of
identifying his person, I r equest that his ~rave may
be so marli:ed, that at some future day his family may
be able to remov e his .remains.
I am, Genera-I, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
T. SEYMOUR,
Brigadier-General Commanding.
To the General commanding the Confederate forces
in Florida.
lIEADQUARTERS DrsrnroT EAST FLORIDA,}
.BALD-WTN, FLA., Feb. 24, 1S64.

Brig.-Gen. T. S eymou1·, Commanding llwited States
forces, Jaclcsorwille: .
GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the
receipt of your communication of the 23d inst., proposing "that the wounded priso ners left by you on
the field of battle, at Ocean Pond, on the 20th inst.,
be paroled and sent within you r lines, and requesting that, if the body of Col. C. W . Fribley, left on
. the ground, can be identified, that his grave be
mnrked, so that at some future day his family may
be able to remove his remains."
In reply, I have to state that the wounded prisoners have been sent forward and properly taken care
of, and will be kept, to await the future action of my
G~vernmeut in reference to a general exchange of
prisoners.
I regret to state that the body of Col. Fribley has
not bee n identified.
Very resp ectfully, your ob't serv't,
JOSEPH FINEGAN.
Brigadier-General Commanding.

s.,}

HEADQUARTEitS DISTRICT OF FLOitIDA, D.
JA OKSONVILLE, FLA., .l!'eb. 25, 1864.

·GENERAL: Notwithstanding the information conto.ine~ in your communication of flhe 24th inst., respectmg the body of the late Col. Fribley, that it
has not been iden tified, I have the honor to urge
that measures be taken to ascertain the possession of
some of the artic les upon his person, with a view to
t h e return of some of them to his ,vidow at this
place . . 'l'~e accompanying memorandum nlay serve
to _ass~st 1n whatever mvestigntion you may decide
to m stitute.
Aud I ~e~l assured that whatever can be done by
you to mitigate the sorrow that is the lot of a most
deserving and greatly suffering lady, will be cheerfully accorded.
,
And nny remuneration that may be d esired or
n ee<: sary to _procu~·e any part of the personal memorials mentioned 10 _this memorandum, will be duly
forwarded to the parties having them in possession.
I ha,,e further to request, if the arrangement can
be m n_de, that Mrs. Fribley herself, accompanied by
tho ndJ1;1ta?t of the l_ate colonel, may be permitted to
pn s ~v1th10 y_our lines, in the hope of obtaining
mo1·e·mformnt10n than can perhaps otherwise be anticipated.
The ?i1:cn!Dstances of this contest will certainly
not be rnJnnously affected by such a concession to
l;wmanity.
Respectfully, you r obedient servant
T. EYMOUR, Brig.-Gen. Commanding.
Brig.-Gen. Jo eph Fine~an, Commanding Confederate forces East Florian.
IlEADQUARTERS D1srnrar EASTERN FLORIDA, }
February 26, 1 64.

GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the
receipt of your communicution of the 25th inst., and
to reply that I will cause the proper inquiries to be
m:ide to obtain the information sought for in your

letter, and will, as soon as praciicable, forward you
a reply by flag of truce.
I re~ret to say that I consider it nt present objeotionab1e, for reasons which it is needless for me to
state, but which will doubtless be appreciated by
yourself, to grant a permit for Mrs. Fribley (l-nd the
adjutant of her late husband's regiment to visit the
battle-field of Oce1,1.n Pond. At a future day these
obstacles may be removed.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
(Signed)
JOSEPH FINEGAN,
Brigadier-General Commanding.
Brig.-Gen. T. Seymour, Commanding United States
forc es Jacksonville, Florida.
lIEADQU,rnTEns DEPAnT:\l:ENT SoU'l'lI C.1.noLnu, }
GEORGIA .A.ND FLORID.A., March 4, 1864.

District of Florida headquarters, forces in the field.
GENERAL: In further reply to{our communication
of the 25th of February, 1864, have the honor to
forward through yo u to the widow of the late Col.
Fribley, an ambrotype, supposed to be the one referred to in the memorandum accompanying your
communication.
Traces have also been discovered of bis watch, a
letter from his wife to himself, an·d his diary, and
steps have been takep. to recover possession of them.
If successful, the two former art.icles will be forwarded .
That I may not be misunderstood, it is due to myself to state that no sympathy with the fate of any
officer commi;nnding negllo troops, but compassion
for a widow in grief; has induced these effo rts to recover for her relics which she must naturally value.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
(Signed)
W. M. GARD.NER,
Brigadier-General Commanding.
To Brigadier-General T. SEYMOUR,
_ Comm'g United States forces, Jacksonville, Fla.

.A. small Federal force remained at Jacksonville foi· several month1;1, and many raids in different directions were made by portions of it.
No important military operations took place.
The movement to reorganize the State ceased
after the battle at Olnstee.
Early in the year, a concentration of forces
at New Orleans commenced. To these were
added a portion of the forces of Gen. Sherman.
After his r eturn to Vicksburg from his· expedition to Meridian, a considerable body of his
troops moved to join Gen. Banks, while the
division of Gen. A. J . Smith remained at
Vicksburg, ready to cooperate.· It was the
purpose of Gen. Banks to open the region of
Western Louisiana -to trade, and scatter or destroy the forces .af the enemy. Dm-i.ng only
the months of March and April the Red River
has sufficient water to be navigable by the
largest vessels.
.
In the beginning of the month of March,
the division of Gen. Franklin, who formerly
held a command in the army of the Potomac,
moved from New Orleans by the raih-oad to
Brashear City, thence along the Bayou Teche
and Opelousas, to Alexandria. This was substantially the same route as was taken by the
army in the previous year, under Gen. Banks.
and described in previous pages of this volume. In the mean time the most formi- i
dable fleet ever seen in the western waters had
been ·collected under Rear-Admiral Porter, at
the mouth of the Red River. It consisted of
twenty powerful armed steamers of all classes.
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from the light to the heaviest draught. Among
them were the monitors Ozark, Osage, Neosho;
the ironclads Benton, Oarondelet, Pittsbm-g,
Mound Oity, Louisville, Essex, and Ohillicothe ;
the rams Price, Ohoctaw, Lafayette, besides
the lighter boats, Blackhawk, Ouachita, Ohampion, and Tyler.
On the 10th of March, about ten thousand
troops under Gen. A. J. Smith embarked in
twenty transports at Vicksburg, and proceeded
to join tbe fleet. This force consisted of. the
first and third divisions of the sixteenth army
corps, and the first and fomth divisions of the
seventeenth. It was intended to unite wHh
the force of Gen. Banks, to which was subsequently to be added the force under Gen. Steele
from Arkansas. The principal force of the enemy was under Gen. Richatd Taylor, at Shreveport. Bodies of t ro9ps under Gen. Price and
Gen. Wallier were also moving to unite with it.
On the next afternoon the transports arrived
at the mouth of Red River, and joined the
fleet. On the next day, Saturday, the 12th,
the fleet moved up the old Red River, into tl10
A.tchafalaya, and in the afternoon anchored at
Semmesport. The town had ceased to exist;
o. few chimneys marked the former site. It
was burned by Ool. 0. R. Ellet, in r 3taliation
for the firing upon bis steamer, the Queen of
the West; and afterward entirely destroyed by
Col. John Ellet, during the siege of Port Hudson, to prevent the construction of batteries
by the enemy, and a traffic across the river.
Hearing nothing from Gen. Banks, Gen. Smith
disem barked o. portion of his troops on the
next day, and sent a brigade under Gen. Mower to reconnoitre in the vicinity of Yellow Bayou. The enemy bad broken up their camp
and retired. 1\vo extensive earthworks in an
incomplete state were found. A distance further five teams loaded with tents were overtaken. The latter were burnt, and the teams
loaded with sugar and molasses, and taken to
the fleet. It was now decided that the column
s~ould march overland to Fo1·t De Russy, a
distance of thirty miles, whither it was supposed the enemy had retreated. At daybreak,
on Monday rnor.iing, the .force sturted in light
marching order, ,vith the brigade -of Gen.
Mower in advance. · They had advanced
scarcely five miles before they were beset by
the enemy's cavalry, in front and rear. This
continued until the position of the enemy,
known as Fort De Russy, was approached in
the afternoon. It consisted of two distinct
and formidable earthworks, connected by a
covered way; the upper part facing the road
mounted four guns, two field and two siege;
the lower work, commanding the river, was a
casemated battery of three guns. Only two
guns were fa position in it, one a 11-inch Ooi~mbiad, and an 8-inch smooth bore. On each
~Ide were batteries of two guns each, making
1:l all eight siege and two field-pieces. As ·the
line moved up to the edge of the timber, the
upper work opened with shell and shrapnel,
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agl1inst which two batteries were brought to
bear. The cannonading continued for two
hours. A charge was then ordered, and as the
men reached the ditch, the garrison surrendered. The Federal loss was four killed ancl
thirty. wounded; that of the enemy, five killed
and four wounded. The prisoners taken-were
twenty-four officers and two hundred men.
Considerable ammu:iition and stores were
found, besides a thousand muskets. A portion
of the fleet arrived as the fort surrendered.
Gen. Smith ordered the works to be destroyed.
This portion of his troops were then embarked
on the transports, and reached Alexandria,
one hundred and forty miles from the Mississippi River, on the evening of the lfith. They
we1:e followed by the remainder of the forces
and" the fleet. The enemy retired before the
advance, destroying two steamboats and considcrable cotton. Dming the first week, the
gunboats rescued upwards of four thousand
bales of cotton, and large quantities were
brought in by the negroes. The fleet was detained by the low water on the falls above .A.lexandria, its depth being only six feet, whereas
nine feet were required to float the largest
gunboats. Three formidable iron-clad rams of
the enemy were reported to be at Shreveport,
about four hundred and fifty miles above the
Mississippi River, On the 19th, Gen . Stone,
chief of Gen. Banks' stuff, arrived and rcported that the latter was at Opelousas. On the
20th, the cavalry force under ·Gen. Lee, attached to the command of Gen. Banks, reached Alexandria, after marcl1ing from Fr:inklin
across the Teche country. Meantime detnchments from Gen. Smith's command Lad been
. sent forward, and captured several small bodies
of tlie enemy.
On the 21st, Natchitoclies was taken, with
two hundred prisoners and four pieces of a.rtilJ.ery. It is about eighty miles from Alexandria. . On the 26th, the force of Gen. Smith as
the advance, left Alexandria for Shreveport, to
be followed by the troops of Gen. Banks then
arriving. Shreveport was the destination of
tl10 expedition. It had been the capital of
the Oonfederate State Government. Its situa.tion is in almost the extreme northwestern
· corner of Louisiana, and at the head of navigation on tbe Red River. The enemy were
reported to have a strong force there, and
J.o.rge quantities of cotton l;illd military stores
. were expected to be captured. The cooperation of Gen. Steele in command at Little Rock,
Arkansas, was also expected by Gen. Banks.
Twelve of the gunboats ancl a fleet of thirty
transports were able to pass over the shoals,
and moved up the river in cooperation with
the land forces. On the 4th of .ApriJ, Gen.
Banks' collllJln reached Nachitoches. Here be
remained two clays.
On Wednesday, the 6tll, the army moved
from N achitoches for Shreveport, with Gen.
Lee's cavalry in advance. The infantry marched seventeen miles, and the cavalry reached

•
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Crump's Hill four miles further, n.nd half way
between Natchitoches and Mansfield. On the
'7th, Gen. Lee pushed forward, maintaining a
constant skirmish with the eitemy, until he
arrived at a position two miles beyond Pleasant
Hill. Here the main body of the enemy's cavah·y, under Major-Gen. Thomn,s Green, was encountered by the advance of Gen. Lee's cavalry,
consisting of a brigade under Col. H. Robinson.
Heavy skirmishing ensued for two hours and a
half, when Gen. Green fell back upon the Con-

federate infonfry and ai:tillery at Bayou du
Paul. Col. Robinson finding the enemy in an
increased force, halted for the night and to
await reenforcements. Early the next morning, the infantt·y brigade of the 4th division
o~ the 13th corps, under Col. Landrum, joined
hun, and the advance was resumed and continued until 2 o'clock P . M ., driving the enemy
before them for seven miles. The main force
of the enemy now appeared, occupying a stronnposition in the vicinity of Sabine Cross road~
east of Ma.nsfield. They were partly concealed
in a dense wood with an open fi eld in front and
the Shreveport road passing through their
lines. Major-Gen. Taylor was iu command.
Major-Gen. Green commanded the left wing,
Brig.-Gen. Mouton the right, with Gen. Walker's tlivi ion still further to the right, and two
cavalry regiments on the extr~Ple right. Meantime Gen. Ransom arrived on the field with
the remaining brigade of the 4th division of

•

the 13th corps. The entire division numbered
2,600 men._ The 19th corps, under Gen. Franklin, were in camp nine miles in the rear, and
Gen . .A. J. Smith, with about ·one-half of the
16th and 1'lth corps, was nearly twenty miles
in the rear. The Federal artillery consisted
of the Chicago Mercantile batte1·y, the 1st Indiana battery, Nim's Massachusetts battery,
and battery G, 5th regular artillery. Col.
Landrum's brigade took a position on the right
and centre with. all the batteries except one,
and Gen. Ransom's brigade on the left with
Nim's battery supported by Col. Dudley's caval.ry brigade, while Col. Robinson's cavalry
protected the wagon train, and Col. Lucas
acted on the right. Gen. Banks had, in the
meanwhile, arrived on the field, and at once
sent comiers for Gen. Franklin to hasten .forward with all possible despatch. Heavy skirmishing_commenced at 5 o'clock, and in a short
time the skirmishers were driven in by the
enemy advancing in force, when the engagement became general on the right and centre.
To sustain this portion of the line, which was
heavily pressed, the left was necessarily much
weakened. This was observed by the enemy,
who massed upon their right and dashed upon
the left of' Gen . Banks, which was soon driven
back, and four guns of Nim's battery captured. Not horses enough were alive to drag
it from the field. Meantime the right continued fiercely engaged and the centre was pressed
back, when the right also gave way. The
}oss of the Chicago battery and the 1st Indiana
soon followed. Gen. Cameron came up with
a brigade of Indiana troops belonging to the .
third division of the 13th corps, and advanced
to the front, but was unable to resist the force
of the enemy. Gen. Franklin with staff, also
arrived on the field in advance of his di vision.
The line continued to fall back slowly until
the baggage trains blocked up the roads in the
rear so that the troops could not easily pass,
when a panic ensued. The enemy now pursued for three and a half mjles, when their
advance was checked and driven back by Gen.
Emory's division . Here the conflict ended for
the day. Six guns of the Qhicago battery, t,~o
of battery G, four of the 1st Indiana, and six
of Nim's battery were left on the field, with
two howitzers of the 6th Missouri. The loss
of Gen. Banks was estimated at two thousand
killed, wounded, and missing. His force on the
field wn,s abont eight thousand.. Tho fo rce of
the enemy was much larger. Gen. Mouton
was among the badly wouncled of the enemy.
.As it was now 'knQwn that Gen. Smith with
his force had marched to Pleasant Hill aod
halted, Gen. Banks determined to withdraw to
that place for the sake of concentrating his
forces, and of the advantageous position which
he could th ere occupy. The movement commenced at ten o'clock at night, and before daylight the rear of the army was well on the roa1,
The enemy during the night had pressed _his
pickets down on Gen. Banks' front, but failed
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to discover the retreat of the troops as it was
conduc~ed with the greatest silence and expedition. Becoming aware of it in the morning,
he followed after with his main force, his cavalry being in advance, but the cavalry failed to
come up with the rear under Gen. Emory,
before it had arrived at Pleasant Hill about
seven o'clock in the morning. Col. Gooding,
of the cavalry division, was then sent out on
the Shreveport road to find the enemy. About
a mile up the road the advance was seen approaching in strong force.
The battle-ground was an open field on the
outside. of the town of Pleasant Hill on the
Shrevepo1·t road. It was open and rolling, and
ascended both from the side of the town and
from the side on ,irhich the enemy were approaching. A belt of timber extended almost
entirely around it. The division of Gen. Emory was drawn up in line of battle 'on the
sloping side, with the right resting across the
Shreveport road. Gen. Mchlillen's brigade
formed the extreme right of the line, with his
right resting near the woods, which extended
along the whole base of the slope and through
which the enemy would advance. Gen. Dwight's
brigade was formed next with his left resting
on the road, Col. Benedict's brigarle formed
next, with his right resting on the road and a
little in the rear of Gen. D wight's left. Two
pieces of Taylor's battery were placed in the
rear of Gen. Dwight's left on the road, and
four pieces were in position on an eminence on
the left of the roa-d and in rear of Col. Benedict. Hibbard's Vermont battery was in the
rear of the division. Gen. Smith's division,
under command of Gen. Mower, was massed
in two lines of battle fifty yards apart with
artillery in rear of Gen. Emory.'s division. The
right of the first line rested on the road, and
was composed of two brigades: the first brigade
on the right commanded by Colonel Linch;
the second brigade on the left commanded
by Colonel Shaw. The 3d Indiana battery
(Crawford's) was posted in the first line of
battle, and on the right of the 89th Indiana.
The 9th Indiana battery (Brown's) was in
position_ on the right of the first brigade. !he
Missouri battery occupied ground on the right
of the 89th Indiana.
The second line was composed of two brigades. The 13th corps were in r eserve. Skirmishing continued tlu·ongh the day, and at 4
P. M. the enemy's line of battle was formed.
Gen. Green's division was posted on the extreme left; Gen. Mouton's division, under com~and of Brig.-Gen. Polignac, on Gen. Green's
right; Gen. Walker on Polignac's 1ight, and
Gen. Churchill's division of Arkansians and
Missoru-ians on the extreme right. About 5
P. M. the enemy appeared on the field at the
edge of the woods, and the battle began by the
Federal batteries opening upon him with case
shell as he advanced at double-quick. The left
under Col. Benedict came into action first, and
soon after the right and centre w:ere engaged.
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The contest now became fierce on both sides
when Gen. Emory's division, pressed by over~
whelming numbers, fell back up the bill to
the 16th corps, which was just behind the
crest. The enemy rushed forward and were
met by Gen. Smith with a discharge from all
his guns, which was followed by an immediate
charge of the infantry, by which the enemy
were driven rapidly back to the woods, where
they broke in confusion. Night put an end to
the pursuit. The Taylor battery lost on the
advance of the enemy was recovered, and also
two guns of Nim's battery. Five hundred prisoners were also taken. Early on the next
morning, leaving the dead unbtu"ied and the
muskets thrown on the field, the army commenced its march back to Grand Ecore, thirtyfive miles from Pleasant Hill, to obtain rest
and rations.
The entire losses of the campaign thus far
were stated to be twenty pieces of artillery,
three thousand men, one hundred and thirty
wagons, twelve hundred horses and mules, including many that died of disease. The gains ·
were the capture of Fort De Russy, Alexandria, GrandEcore, and Natchitoches, the opening of Red River, the capture of three thousand
bales of cotton, twenty-three hundred prisoners, twenty-five pieces of artillery, chiefly captured by the fleet, and small arms and considerable stor~s. A large number of citizens
enlisted in the service in Alexandria, and the
material for two colored regiments was gathered, and five thousand negroes, male and female,
abandoned their homes and followed the army.
Meanwhile Rear-Admiral Porter ascended the
falls with twelve gunboats and thirty transports,
and reached Grand Ecore when the army was
at Natchitoches preparing for an immediate
march. As the river was.rising slowly the advance was continued with six smaller gunboats
and twenty transports, having army stores and
a part of Gen. Smith's division on board.
Starting on the 7th of April, Springfield Landing was r eached on the thit-d day. Ilere a
large steamer sunk in the river obstructed further progress; and information was received
that the army had met with a reverse. Orders
also came to Gen. Smith's troops to return to
Grand Ecore with the transports. The fleet,
therefore, turned back, but was constantly annoyed by the enemy on the bank of the river.
Two of the fleet at Grand Ecore were found
above-the bar, and not likely to get away until
there was a rise of water in the river.
The continued low water in the Red River,
and the clifficulty of keeping up a line of supplies, caused the army to fall back to Alexandria. The march commenced in the afternoon
of April 21st, by starting the baggage train with
a suitable guard. At 2 o'clock the next mo~ning the army began silently to evacuate its
position, Gen. Smith's force forming the rear
guard. Soon ofter daylight the en~my obsc: ving the movement began his pursrut,. bu~ w_1th
so small a force that only slight sk1rID1shing
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took place. After moving thirty miles, the
army bivouacked for the night. On the next
.
th
h
a . il
mormng
e mare was resume , six m es
to the crossing of Cane River. Here the enemy
appeared in a strong position to dispute the
crossing of the river. A flank movement
through an almost impassable wood was made
upon the enemy's position, from which he was
driven, and the crossing secured. The pursuit
was continued by the enemy until Alexandria
was reached on the 27th.
Although Gen. Banks had declared in the
commencement of the campaign that his occupation of the country would be permanent,
such was now the state of affairs as to require
his withdrawal, the season having passed for
operating with any chance of success. Preparations for this object were soon commenced.
The position of the fleet was most serious, and
its extrication is thus related by Rear-Admiral
Porter.
·

HAwx:

l
MoUTn RED ~IVER, May 16th, 1864.
r
Sm: I have the honor to inform you that the vessels lately caught by low water above the falls at
.A.lexandrml.. have been released from their unpleasant
position. The water had fallen so low that I had no
hope or expectation of getting the vessels out this
season, and, as the army had made arrangements to
evacuate the country, I saw nothin& before me but
the destruction of the best part ot the Mississippi
squadron.
There seems to have -been an especial Providence
looking out for us in providing a man equal to the
emergency. Lieut.-Col. B11iley, Acting Engineer of
~he 19th _.A.rmy Corps, proposed a plan of buildmg a series of dams across the rocks at the falls,
and raising the water high enough to let the vessels
pass over. This proposition looked like madness,
and the best engineers ridiculed it; but Col. Bailey
)VIIS so sanguine of success that I requested to have
1t_~one, and he entered heartily into the work. Prov1s1ons were short and forage was almost out, and
the dam was promised to be finished in ten days or
the army would have to leave us. I was doubtful
about the time, but I had no doubt about the ultimate
success, if time would only permit. Gen. Banks
placed at the disposal of Col. Bailey all the forces he
required, consisting of some three thousand men
~nd two or three hundred wagons. .A.11 the neighbormg steam-mills were torn down for material; two or
~hree regiments of Maine men were set at work fellmg trees, and on the second day after my arrival in
.Alexandria, from Grand Ecore, the work had fairly
begun.
T1:ees _were falling with great raJ>idity, teams were
mov11!g 1D all directions, bringing m brick and stone;
quarries were opened; flat-boats were built to bring
stone_ dow~ from above and every man seemed to be
wo:king mth a vigor 1 have seldom seen equalled,
wh~le perhaps not one in fifty believed in the underta.king. These falls are about a mile in length, filled
with rugged rocks, over which at the present stage
of water 1t seemed to be impossible to make a channel.
'l'he work was commenced by running out from the
left bank of the river a tree dam, made of the bodies
otif verr_ large trees, brush, brick, and stone, crossed mt~ he_avy ti~ber, and strengthene~ in every
way which mgenmty could devise. This was run
out about three hundred feet into the river; four
large coal barges were then filled with brick and
sunk. at the end of it. From the right bank of
the river, cribs filled with stone were built out to
meet the barges, all of which were successfully ac88
MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON,_FLA.GSHIP BLAOK
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complisbed, notwithstanding there was a current
running of nine miles an hour, which threatened to
sweep every thing before it.
It will take Mo much time to enter into the details
of this truly wonderful work; suffice it to say that
the dam had nearly reached completion in eight
days' working time,. and the water bad risen sufliciently on the upper falls to allow the Fort Hindman,
Osage, and Neosho, to get down and be ready to pass
the aam. In another day it would have been high
enough to enable all the other vessels to pass the
upper falls. Unfo1·tunately, on the morning of the
9th inst., the pressure of water became so great that
it swept away two of the stone-barges which swung
in below the dam on one side. Seeing this unfortunate accident, I jumped on a horse and rode up to
where the upper vessels were anchored, and ordered
the Lexington to pass the upper falls if possible, and
immediately attempt to go through the dam. I
thought! might b!;l able to save the four vessels below,
not knowing whether tbe persons employed on the
work would ever have the hen.rt to renew the euterprise.
The Lexington succeeded in getting over the upper
falls just in time, the water rapidly falling as she
was passing over. She then steered directly for the
opemng in the dam, through which the water was
rushing so furiously that it seemed as if nothing but
destruction awaited her. Thousands of beating
hearts looked on an::..ious for the result .
The silence was so great as the Lexington approached the dam that a pin might almost have
been heard to foll. She entered the gap with II full
head of steam on, pitched down the ron.ring torrent, made two or three spasmodic rolls, hung for
II moment on the rocks below, waa then swept into
deep water by the currents, and rounded to safely
into the bank.
Thirty thousand voices·rose in one deafening cheer,
and universal joy seemed to pervade the face of every
man present. The Neosho followed next-all her
hatches battened down, and every precaution taken
against accident. She did not fare as well as the
Lexington, her pilot having become frightened as he
approached the abyss, and stopped her engine when
I particularly ordered a full head of steam to be carried. The result was that for a moment her hull disappen.red from sight, under the wnter. Every one
thought she was lost. She rose, however, swept
along over the rocks with the current, and fortunately escaped ,vith only one hole in her bottom, w~ich
was stopped in the course of an hour. '£he Hindman and Osage both came through beautifully without touching a thing, and I thought if I was only
fortunate enough to get my large vessels as well over
the falls my fleet once more would, do good service
on the Mississippi.
The accident to the dam, instead of disheartening
Col. Bailey, only induced him to renew bis exertions,
after he !rad seen the success of getting four vessels
through. The noble-hearted soldiers, seeing their
labor of the last eight days swept away in a moment,
cheerfully went to work to repair damages, being
confident now that all the gunboats would be finally
brought over. The men had been working for eight
days and nights, up to their necks in water, in the
broiling sun, cutting trees and wheeling bricks, and
nothing but good humor prevailed among them. On
the whole, it was very fortunate the dam was carried
away, as the two barges that were swept away from the
centre swung around a~ainst some rocks on the left
and made a fine cushion for the vessels, and prevented them, as it afterward appeared, from running
on certain destruction.
The force of the water and the current being too
great to construct a continuous dam of six hundred
feet acroas the river in so short a time, Col. Bailey
determined to leave a gap of fifty-five feet in the dam,
and build a series of wing dams on the upper falls.
This was accomplished in three days' time, and on
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the 11th instant the Mound City, the Carondelet, and
Pittsburg!i came over the up_per fa~s, a good deal of
labor bavmg been expended m hauling them tbrous-h,
the channel being very crooked, scarcely wide
enou~b for them. Next day the Ozark, _Louisvip.e,
Chillicothe, and two tugs also succeeded m crossing
the upper falls.
Immediately afterward the Mound City, Carondelet a,nd Pittsburgh started in succession ·to pass the
da:n nil their batches battened down and every precaution taken to prevent accident.
The passage of these vessels was a most beautiful
sight only to be Tealized when seen. They passed
over' without an accident except the unshippmg of
one or two rudders. This was witnessed by all the
troops and the vessels were heartily cheered when
they p~ssed over. Next morning at ten o'clock, the
Louisville, Chillicothe, Ozark, and two tugs passed
over without any accident except the loss of a man,
who was swept off the deck of one of the tugs. By
three o'clock that afternoon, the vessels were all
coaled ammunition replaced, and all steamed down
the riv'er with the convoy of transports in company.
A good dJml of difficulty was anticipated in getting
over the bars in lower fted River-depth of water reported only five feet· gunboats were drawing six.
Providentially, we had a rise from the back-water of
the Mississippi-that river being very high at that
time-the back water extending to Alexandria, one
hundred and fifty miles distant, enabling it to pass all
the bars and obstructions ,vith safety.
Words are inadequate to el..l)ress the admiration I
feel for the ability of Lieut.-Col. Bailey. This is
without doubt the best ens-ineering feat ever performed. Under the best circumstances, a private ·
company would not have completed this work under
one year, and to an ordinary mind the whole thing
would have appeared an entire impossibility. Leaving out bis ability as an engineer-the credit be bas
conferred upon the country-be has saved the Union
a valuable fleet, worth nearly $2,000,000 i more, be bas
deprived the enemy of a triumph wbicn would have
em boldened them to carry on this war a year or two
lon o-er, for the intended departure of the army was
u. f&ed fact, and there was nothing left for me to do
i.n case that event occurred but to destroy every part
of the vessels, so that the rebels could make nothing
of them. The highest honors the Government can
bestow on Col. Bailey can never repay him for the
service be has rendered the country.
To Gen. Banks, personally, I am much indebted
for the happy manner in which he bas forwarded this
enterprise, giving it bis whole 1ittention ni~bt and
day; scarcely sleeping while the work was gomg on;
attending P.ersonally to see that all the requirements
of Col. Bailey were complied with on the instant.
I do not believe there ever was a case where such
difficulties were overcome in such a short space of
time, and without any preparation.
Previous to passing the vessels over the falls, I bad
nearly all the guns, ammunitions, provisions, chain
cables, .anchors, and every thing that could effect
their draft taken out of them.

*
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I liave the honor to be, very respectfully, your
obedient servant
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GrnEON WELLES, Secretary of the Navy, Wash•
ington, D. C.

The last of the gunboats ppssed the falls on
May 12th, and .Alexandria was evacuated on
the next day. .As early as 10 .a. M . the town
was discovered to be on fire in several places.
Various opinions existed as to its origin, but
nothing positive was known. It is situated on
a plain, in the centre of a ri!lh cotton-growing
region, with six hundred inhabitants. The fire
spread with great rapidity. Gen. Banks made

some ineffectual attempts to stay the progress
of the flames, and tore down several buildings,
but the soldiers, it is said, did not work with
much interest. .An: engine was drawn to .the
river, but the hose was found to be cut. The
scenes attending the burning of the town now
became appalling. .A spectator thus describes
it :
Women gathering their helpless babes in th~ir
arms, rushmg frantically through the streets mth
cries that would have melted the hardest hearts to
tears. Little boys and girls were running hither and
thither crying for their mothers and fatb~rs; old °:len.
leaning on a staff for support to their tr~mblmg
limbs were hurrying away from the suffocating beat
of th~ir burning homes. The helpless wives and
children of absent husbands and fathers were almost
in the twinklini;{ of an eye driven into the streets,
leaving every thmg be~ind but the clotb~s t~ey then
wore. Owing to the simultaneous burmng: m _every
part of the mty the people found no security m the
streets where tbe beat was so intense as almost to
create ~uffocation. Everybody rushed to the riv~r's
edge, beiug protected there from the ~eat by the high
bank of the river. The steamboats lymg at the landing were· subjected to great annoyance, the heat ~eing so great that the decks had to be flooded with
water to prevent the boats from ~a.king fire. Among
those who thus crowded the nver bank were the
wives daughters and children, helpless and now
all bo~eless of the Union men who bnd joined the
Federal arrdy since the occupation of Alexandri_a.
Their husbands had already been marched off m
the front toward Semmesport, leaving the~ families
in their old homes, but to the tender mermes of the
Confederates. The torch had now destroyed their
dwellings 1 their household goods and apparel, the last
morsel of provisions, and l_eft them starving and destitute. As might be expected, they de.sired to go
along with the Federal army, where their husbands
h).d gone. They applied to be allowed to go aboard t~e
transports. They were refused I They became frantw
with excitement. The officers of the boats were desirous of doin,,. so but there was the peremptory
order not to alfow ~ny white citizen to go aboard.
It had been expected when the army arrived that
the occupation would be permanent, and that protection would be given to all who came forward and
took the oath of allegi::mce; while those who would
not were threatened with banishment and confiscation of property; Hundreds came forward and took
the oath. An election was held, and deleg_ates w~re
sent to the constitutional convention then m session
at New Orleans. .A. recruiting office was opened, and
a large number of white wen were mustered into the
United States service. Quite a number of permanent
citizens of Alexandria took the oath, and were promised protection. Their houses and other property
were now all reduced to ashes, nnd they tu.rued out
in the world with nothing, absolutely nothmg, save
the amnesty oath. They could not now go to the
Confederates and apply for charity. They too applied to" be allowed to go aboard the tmI?sports n_nd
go to New Orleans. They were refused m every mstance !

The guns tn.ken from the boats above the
falls were bursted; and when every thing 1?'88
ready the fleet last of all, moved away, leavmg
the place wrap'ped in a dense vol?-T?e of smoke.
The fleet proceeded clown the river about ten
miles, and laid up for the night. On the next
day the advance of the army was overtaken_by
the fleet ancl on the 16th both began to arnv;
at semn:esport. The .Atchafalaya was crosse
the next day by the army, by means of twenty-
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two steamboats placed side by side, with ing upon this opinion, they withJrew and took
their bows lashed firmly together. ".A. plank a fortified position. From this they were drivbridge was then laid across the bows of each, en by a flank movement of Gen. Steele, who
connecting them together, and forming a solid pursued, apparently with vigor, and captured
bridge across the stream, which was no sooner some prisoners, and then moving in a direct
finished than it was covered with teams, and line to Oamden. The enemy, having discovered
there was a constant stream of wagons, caval- his error, concentrated his cavalry, and attackry and men, until the night of the 20th, when ed in front, flank, and rear, hoping to embarrass
th~ last of Gen. Smith's division crossed over, Gen. Steele, so that his own infantry might
and the bridge in five minutes was endowed have time to regain the works at Oamden.
with life, and broke into fragments and pro- Their efforts were in vain, and Gen. Steele
took possession of the town.
ceeded up the river."
Ool. Olayton, in advancing from Pine Bluffs,
Thence the army proceeded toward the Mississippi, encountering on the way a considera- captm-ed a pontoon bridge over the Saline, and
ble force of the ene111y, with whom a sharp attacked and dispersed a cavalry force and took
skirmish ensued. It finally returned to New a number of prisoners. He thus reported his
Orleans, and the fleet resumed its station on movement:
the Mississippi. This withdrawal of Gen. Banks
Pnrn Bum, ABK., March 81, 1864.
left the enemy at liberty to move into ..A'.rkan- Hafo1• Greene, .Li • .LL. (Jen. :
sas and operate against Gen. Steele, who was
The expedition to Mount Elba and Longview has
moving toward Shreveport. ·
just retul'Iled. We destro7ed the J?Ontoon bridge at
Longview· burned a tram of thirty-five wagons,
It was expected that Gen. Steele, in com- loaded with camp and .g&rrison equipments, ammumand of the '7th army corps, at Little nition, quartermaster stores, &c. ; captured three
Rock, in Arkansas, would cooperate with Gen. hundred and twenty prisoners; engaged in battle at
Banks on his approach to Shreveport. For Mount Elba, yesterday morning, Gen. Docking's dithis purpose he left Little Rock, March 23 d, vision, of about twelve hundred men, from Monticello; routed him, and pursued him ten miles, with a
with twelve thousand infantry and three thou- loss on his side of over one hundred killed and
sand cavalry, under Gen. Carr. On the previ- wounded; captured a large quantity of small arms,
ous day Gen. Thayer, in command of the Army • two stands of. colors, many wagons, an?- over three
of the Frontier left Fort Smith ,vith nearly hundre_d h~rses and mules. Ou~ l~ss will not exceed
'
· . G S' l
.A.b
fifteen in killed, wounded, and m1ss1ng. We brou$'ht
fl ve th ous~n d men,
to J.Om e~. tee e.
out in several hundred contrabands. The expedition
the same time Col. Clayton,. with a small force, wa,S a comJ?lete success, the details of which will be
left Pine Bluffs on an expedition. Camden was furnishe?- m my official report, which will be forthe point of junction for the three commands. warded ma few days.
.
It was 120 miles distant from Little Rock,
POWELL CL.A.YTON, Col. Commandmg.
about 180 miles from Fort Smith, and 80 miles
It was soon known that Gen. Banks had failfrom Pine Bluffs.
ed in his object on the Reel River. This, to
It was known that a force of the enemy, some extent, endangered the command of Gen.
about twelve thousand men, under command Steele. The force of the enemy, estimated to
of Gen. Price, was in southwestern Arkansas, reach twenty-five "thousand men, could now, in
and occupied a line from Camden, at the head part, be moved against Gen. Steele. .As it was
of navigation on the Washita River, west to not his plan to act alone, but in conjunction
Washington, in Hampstead Oounty. Camden with Gen. Banks, he now prepared to fall back.
is an important position for all movements look- In addition to these circumstances, his commuing to the occupation of the Red River and con- nications were interrupted and Little Rock
fluent streams. Forage and subsistence were threatened. On the day following the occupaabundant in the region, and the army of the tion of Oamden, the enemy appeared in force
about six miles to the south . .A. pontoon bridge
enemy was well clothed and in good spirits.
Oamden was known to be well fortified. was put across the Washita River thirty miles
Gen. Steele, therefore, directed his march tow- east of Oamden, by which a force of the eneard Washington, evidently with the design of my's cavalry crossed and cut off the supplies.
flanking Camden and drawing out of the forti- Trees were also felled into the stream, and othfications what forces might be ther('\. On the er obstructions made to the navigation. On
14th of April, having advanced one hundred 'the 21st, a foraging party, with one hundred
and ten miles in twenty-two days, he first en- and fifty wagons and an escort of nearly a
countered a strong cavalry division under Gen. thousand· men, were sent to a point sixteen
Marmaduke. This was at the Little Missouri miles west. On the return, at Poison Springs,
River, sixteen miles west of Camden. Heavy twelve miles west of Oamden, the command
skirmishing ensued. On the 16th Gen. Thayer was attacked by a strong force of the enemy.
anived with his force. Orossing the Little .After a severe struggle of some hours, the forc_e
!ifissouri at a point menacing Shreveport, Wash- reached Oamden, with a loss of tw? hun~ed
mgton, or Camden, Gen. Steele concealed the · and fifty men, four guns, and the trams, with a
real destination of the expedition, which was number of arms.
.
Oamden, and marched beyond the junction of
On the 23d Gen. Steele started a tram of
the roads, thus deluding the enemy into the be- two hundred and fifty wagons, six ambulances,
lief that he intended to attack Shreveport . .A.ct- and an escort of two hundred cavalry and
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twelve hundred infantry, with four pieces of
artillery, to Pine Bluffs for supplies for the
army. The expedition was under the command
of Lieut.-Ool. Drake, of the 36th Iowa. On
tbe 25th, an attack was made on the train,
within six miles of the Saline River, by a cavalry force under Mai.-Gen. Fagan, which resultu
ed in the captme or wounding of all the officers, nearly all the men-of who;m two bundred and :fifty were killed and wounded-four
brass guns, and the wagon trains.
On the 26th Gen. Steele determined to
evacuate Oamden, and before daylight of the
27th the army bad crossed, the pontoon bridge
was secured, and the Washita River put between
him and the forces of the enemy. The army
was pushed forwa,rd over bad roads, and on
the 28th camped at Princeton crossing, and on
the next evening at the Saline crossings, Jenkins Ferry. During the night the enemy showeel themselves in the rear. Whether they were
in force, or only sufficient to harass by cavalry attacks until Gen. Kirby Smith's main force
could intercept the march to Little Rock, was
uncertain. Dispositions were, however, made
by Gen. Steele to resist a large force. The bad .
condition of the roads, and the heavy rain
which commenced, and the darkness, prevent.ed the crossing of the Saline during the night. ·
The pontoon bridge, however, had been laid,
and a small portion of the force passed over.
The remainder of the army encamped in the
bottom lands of the river, to which it descendeel from a considerable elevation about four
miles west of the stream. Gen. Salomon's divjsion camped about two miles from the hill, and
the line which it was to hold in the morning
was protected on the left by the Saline and
swampy bottom lands, and on the right by a
bayou skirting the base of the uplands. In the
morning the rain pomed in torrents. The artillery, the trains, and men were to cross over
the river. Soon after daylight skirmishing
commenced in the rear, and a general engagement soon succeeded. The enemy consisted of
all their forces in southwestern .Arkansas, with
some from Louisiana, under Gens. Smith, Price,
Walker, Churchill, and others. Under Gen.
Steele, the commands of Gens. Salomon, Thayer, Rice, Ingleman, and Ool. Benton were engaged. The battle continued about seven
hours, and resulted in the repulse of the ene?1Y,. and a loss to Gen. Steele of seven bundrE\d,
ID killed and wounded, although several stands
of colors were captured and three pieces of artillery. The loss of the enemy in killed and
wounded was also severe. The effect of the
battle was not only to secure a safe retreat to
Little Rock for Gen. Steele, where be arrived
on the 2d of May, but also to relieve, for some
time, that portion of Arkansas, and also Mis-.
souri, from the presence of the enemy. The following is Gen. Steele's addres11 to his troops:
lI:EADQUARTERS DEPARTMID<"T or .A.RKANBAB.}
LITTLE Rom,, .May 9.
To you troops of the '1th army corps, who participated in the recent campaign designed to co-

operate with Gen. Banks' movement against Shreveport, the Major-General Commanding tenders his earnest and grateful thanks. Although you were compelled to foll .back without seeing the main object of
the expedition accomplished, you will have the satisfaction of knowing that you have beaten the enemy
wherever he has met you in' force, and extricated
yourselves from the perilous position in which you
were placed by the reverses of the cooperating column. This let loose upon you a superior force of the
enemy, under one of their best gener.als, causing the
loss of your trains and the total interruption of your
communications, rendering it impossible for you to
obtain supplies. You have fallen back over riverE
and swam~s, while pressed by a superior force of the
enemy. 'Ihis you have done successfully, punishing
the enemy severely at the same time.
The patience with which you have endured hardships nndl.rivations, and your heroic conduct on the
battle-fiel , have. been brought to the notice of the
Government, and will furnish a page in the history
of this war of which you may well be proud.
F. STEELE, Ma.j. Gen. Commanding.

For further details of military affairs under
Gen. Steele.
The withdrawal of the forces of Gens. Sherman and A. J. Smith from Vioksbmg to engage
in the Red River expedition, afforded an opportunity for the irregular command of Gen. Forrest, witli other detached forces of the enemy
in Northern Mississippi and Southwestern Tennessee, to concentrate for an attack on the
Federal posts in West Tennessee and Kentucky. Accordingly, on March 23d, Gen. Forrest left Jackson, Tennessee, with about five
thousand men, marching north to Union City.
Jackson is a station on tbe-raih·oad from Oairo
and Oolumbus to New Orleans, and 3:bout one
hundred and seven miles from Oairo, and sixty
miles froin Union Oity, another station on the
same railroad, where the line to Paducah and
the one to Hickman commence. On the next
day he arrived befo1·e Union Oity and summoned
Ool. Hawkins, with four hundred and :fifty men
of the 11th Tennessee Union cavalry, to sm·render. The surrender of the place was !!lade
after resisting an assault, and also two bun.dred horses and five hundred small arms. This
surrender was opposed by the officers undel'
Ool. Hawkins' command, and only one man
had been injured when it was mo.de. A force
under Gen. Brayman, from Oairo, advanced
within six miles for its defence; but on learning that it bad surrendered, Gen. Brayman retired. Gen. Forrest next .occupied Hickman,
and then moved immediately north with Bn·
ford's division of bis forces, direct ~rom Jackson
to Paducah. This place was occupied by Ool. S.
G. Hicks 40th Illinois regiment, with six hun·
dred and 'fifty-five men. Col. Hicks retired int<•
Fort Anderson and there made a stand, nssisted
by the gunboats Peosta and Paw-Paw, belongina to the command ·of Oapt. Shirk of the navy.
G;n. Forrest then sent the following demand
for a surrender:
lIEADQUARTERS FonREsT's OAvALnY CoRPs,

f

PADuoA.H, March 25, 1864. .
.
To Col. Hicks, commanding Fe!,eralfoi·ces at I'aaucut5
Having a force amply sufficient to carry your wo1
and reduce the place, in order to avoid the uunecessary effusion of blood, I demand a surrender of th c
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fort and troops, with all the public stores. If you attack the place. Fighting soon became gensurrender you shall be treated as prisoners of war, eral, and about nine o'clock Major Bradford
but if I have to storm your works you may expect no succeeded to the command and withdrew all
N_B. FORREST, Maj.-Gen. Com'ing.
quarter.
the forces within the fort. They had previ~
Col. Hicks replied as follows:
onsly occupied some intrenchments at some
HEADQUARTERS POST p ADUOAH: }
distance from the fort and further ·from the
PADUOAII, KY., March 25, 1864.
river.
Majfo~~':;: N. B. Forrest, convmanWVl1,{l Confederate
This fort was situated on a high bluff,· which
I have this moment received yours oi this instant, descended prec~itately to the river's edge, the
in which you demand an unconditional surrender of ridge of the bluff on the river side being coverforces under my command. I can answer, that I ed with trees, bushes, and fallen timber. Exhave been placed heve by my Government to defe nd tending back from the river on either side of
the post. In this, as well as all other orders from
my superior officers, I feel it my duty as an honor- the fort was a ravine or hollow, the one beable officer ta obey, and must therefore respectfully low the fort containing several private stores
decline surrendering, as you require. Very respect- and some dwellings, constituting what is called
fully,
S. G. HICKS, Commanding Post.
the town. At the mouth of that ravine and on
Two successive attacks upon the fort were the river bank were some Government buildnow made by the enemy and repulsed. They next ings containing commissary stores.
The ravine above the fort was known as Cold
occupied the houses, and fired from behind them
and from the windows, but were steadily held Bunk Ravine, _the ridge being covered with
back. At half-past eleven P.M. they retired. trees and bushes; to the right or below, and a
During the evening a steamboat on the marine little to the front of the fort, was a level piece
ways was burned, and also some houses. On of ground, not quite so elevated as the fort itthe next morning Gen. Forrest proposed an self, on which had been erected some log huts
exchange for some prisoners in Col. Hicks' or shanties, which were occupied by the white
hands, but the latter had no power to ,make troops, and also used for hospital alid other
the exchange. In the afternoon the enemy re- purposes. Within the fort tents bad been
tired. Gen. Forrest reported that he held the erected, with board floors, for the use of the
town ten hours, and c-ap.t ured many stores and colored troops. There were six pieces of artilhorses, burned sixty bales of cotton, one steam- lery in the fort, consisting of two 6-pounders,
boat, and took fifty prisoners. His loss at Union two 12-pounder howitzers, and two IO-pounder
City and Paducah he stated at twenty-five Parrotts.
killed and wounded, and the prisoners captmed
The rebels continued their attack, but up to
at five hundred. The loss of Col. Hicks was two or three o'clock in the afternoon they had
fourteen killed and forty-six wounded. A large not gained any decisive success. The Federal
portion of the town was destroyed, partly by troops, both white and black, fought bravely,
the guns fired from the fort upon the enemy, and were in good spirits. The gunboat No. 7and partly by the enemy.
New Era, Capt. Marshall- took part in the conOn the 12th of Apru an attack was made on flict, shelling the enemy as opportunity offered.
Fort Pillow by Gen. Forrest, with Gen. ChalSignals had been agreed upon by which the
mers' division of his forces, of which Gen. officers in the fort could indicate where the
Forrest led Bell's brigade, and Chalmers led guns of the boat could be aimed most effectively.
McOulloch's. Fort Pillow is situated about There being.but one gunboat no permanent ims~venty miles above Memphis, on the Missis- pression appears to have . been produced upon
s1ppi River. Its garrison at the time of the the enemy, for a.s they were shelled out of one
assault consisted of nineteen officers and five ravin.e they would make their appearance in
hundred and thirty-eight enlisted men, of whom the other. They would thus appear and retire
two hundred and sixty-two were colored troops, as the gunboat moved from one point to another.
comprising one battalion of the 6th United
About one o'clock the fire on both sides
States heavy artillery, formerly the 1st Ala- slackened somewhat, and the gunboat moved
bama artillery of colored troops, under the out in the river to cool and clean the guns, havcommand of MR:jor L. F . Booth; one section ing fired 282 rounds of shell, sharpnel, and canof the 2d United States light artillery (color- ister, which nearly exhausted the supply of
ed), and one battalion of the 13th Tennessee .J.lIDl?nnition. The rebels having thus far failed
cavalry (white), commanded by Major W. F . in their attack, resorted to their customary flags
Bradford. Major Booth was the ranking offi- of truce. The first flag conveyed a demand
cer, and was in command of the fort.
from Gen. Forrest for the unconditional surThe troops which had served to garrison the render of the fort. To this Major Bradford
fort were withdrawn in January, to accompany replied, asking to be allowed an hour to consult
Gen. Sherman's expedition to Meridian, and with his officers and the officers of the gunboat.
others had been sent from Memphis subseIn a short time a second flag of truce apquently to hold it.
peared with a communication from Gen. F~rrest.
Just before sunrise in the morning, April He would allow Major Bradford twenty mmutes
~2th, t~e pickets of the garrison were driven in which to move his troops out of the fort, and
tn. This was the first intimation which the if it was not done in that time, an assault would
force then had of an intention of the enemy to be ordered. To this Major Bradford replied
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that he would not surrender. Immediately
after the second flag of truce retired, the rebels
made a rush from the positions they had treacherously gained, while the flags of truce were
sent in, and obtained possession of the fort,
raising the cry of no quarter. But little opportunity·was allowed for resistance. The Federal troops, black and white, threw down their
arms, and sought to escape by running down
the steep bluff near the fort, and secreting
themselves behind trees and logs, in the bushes,
and under the brush, some even jumping into
the rive1·, leaving only their heads above the
water as they crouched down under the bank.
The scenes which now followed became a
subject of investigation by a Committee of Congress, who state in their report as follows:
The rebels commenced an indiscriminate slaughter,
sparing neither age nor sex, white or black, soldier
or civilian. The officers and men seemed to vie with
each other in the devilish work. Men, women, and
even children, wherever found, were deliberately
shot down, beaten, and hacked with sabres. Some
of the children not more than ten years old, were
forced to stand up and face their mothers while being
shot. The sick and wounded were butchered without mer~y, the rebels even entering the hospital
buildings, and dragging them out to be shot, or killing
them as they lay tliere unable to offer the least resistance. All over the hillside the work of murder was
going on. Numbers of our men were gathered
together in lines or groups and deliberately shot.
Some were shot while in the river, while others on
the bank were shot and their bodies kicked into the
water, many of them still living, but unable to make
any exertion to save themselves from drowning.
Some of the rebels stood upon the top of the hill, or
a. short distance down its side, and called to our soldiers to come UJ? to them, and as they approached
shot them clown rn cold blood; if their guns or pistols missed fire, foi:cing them to stand there until
they were again prepared to fire. .All around were
heard cries of "No quarter, no quarter·" "Kill the
d-n niggers;" "Shoot them down." All who asked
for mercy were answered by the most cruel taunts
and sneers. Some were spared for a time only to be
murdered under circumstances of greater cruelty.
No cruelty which the most fiendish malignity could
devise was omitted by .these murderers. One white
soldier, who was wounded in the leg so as to be unable to walk, was made to stand up while his tormentors shot him. Others who were wounded and unable
to stand up were held up and again shot. One negro
who had been ordered by a rebel officer to hold his
horse was killed by him when he remonstrated.
.Another, a mere child, whom an officer had taken up
behind him on his horse, was seen by Chalmers, who
at once ordered the officer to put him down, and
shoot him, which was done. The buts and tents in
w.hich many of the wounded bad sought shelter were
set on fire both that night aud the next morning,
while the wounded were still in them, those onfye
escaping who were able to get themselves out, or who
could prevail on others less injured than themselves
to help them out; and even some of them thus seeking to escape the flames were met by these ruffians
and brutally shot down, or had their brains beaten
out. One man was deliberately fastened down to the
floor of a tent, face upwards, by means of nails driven
through bis clothing and into the boards under him
so that he could not possibly escape, and then the
tent set on fire. .Another was nailed to the side of a
building, outside of the fort, and then the building
set on fire and burned. The charr<::d remains of five
or six bodies were afterwards found, all but one somuch disfigured and consumed by the flames that

they could not be identified, and the identification of
that one is not absolntely certain, although there can
hardly be a doubt that it was the body of Lieut.
.Akerstrom, quartermaster of the 13th Virginia cavalry, and a native Tennessean. Several witnesses who
saw the remains, and who were personally acquainted
with him while living here, testified that it is their
firm belief that it was nis body that was thus treated.
These deeds of murder and cruelty closed when night
came on, only to be renewed ·the ne~--t morning, when
the demons carefully sought among the dead lying
about in all directions for any other wounded yet alive,
and those they killed. Scores of the dead and wounded
were found there the day of the-massacre by the men
from some of our gunboats, who were permitted to
go on shore and collect the wounded and bury the
dead. The rebels themselves had made a pretence
of burying a great many of their victims, but they
had merely thrown them, without the least regard to
care or decency, into the trenches and ditches about
the fort, or the little hollows and ravines on the
hillside, covering them but partially with earth.
Portions of heads and faces, bands and feet, were
found protruding through the earth in every direction even when your committee visited the spot
two weeks afterward, although parties of men bad
been sent on shore from time to time to bury the
bodies unburied, and re-bury the others, and were
even then engaged in. the same work. We found
evidences of tliis murder and cruelty still most painful. We saw bodies still unburied, at some distance
from the fort, of some sick men, who had been fleeing from the hospital, and beaten down and brutally
murdered, and their bodies left where they had fallen.
We could still see the faces, and hands, and feet of
men, white and black, protruding out of the ground,
whose graves had not been reached bythose en~aged in
reinterring the victims of the massacre; and although
a great deal of rain had fallen within the preceding two
weeks1 the ground, more especially on the side at the
foot ot the bluff where the most of the murders had
been committed, was still discolored by the blood
of our brave but unfortunate men, and the logs and
trees showed but too plainly the evidences of the
atrocities perpetrated there. Many other instances
of equally atrocious cruelty might be enumerated, but
your committee feel compellea to refrain from giving
here more of the heart-sickening details, and refer to
the statements contained in the voluminous testimony herewith submitted. Those statements were
obtamed by them from eye-witnesses and sufferers.
Many of them, as they were examined by your committee, were lying upon beds of pain and suffering;
some so feeble t!iat their lips could with difficulty
frame the words by which they endeavored to convey some idea of the cruelty which bad been inflicted
on them, and which they had seen inflicted on others.
In reference to the fate of Major Bradford, who
was in command of the fort when it was captured, and who had, up to that time, received no
injury, there seems to be no doubt. The general understanding everywhere seemed to be that be had
been brutally murdered the day after he was taken
prisoner. How many of our troops thus fell victims
to the malignity and barbarity of Forrest and his
followers cannot yet be definitely ascertained. Two
officers belonging to the garrison were absent at the
time of the capture and massacre. Of the remaining
officers but two are known to be living, and they are
wounded, and now in the hospital at Mound City.
One of them (Capt. Porter) may even now be dead,
as the surgeons, when your committee were there,
expressed no hope of his recovery. Of the men,
from three hundred to four hundred are known to
have been killed at Fort Pillow, of whom at least
three hundred were murdered in cold blood, after the
fort was in possession of the rebels, and our men
had thrown down their arms and ceased to offer resistance. Of the survivors, except the wounded in
the hospital at Mound City, and the few who sue-
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ceeded in making their escape unhurt, nothing definite is known, and it is to be feared that many have
been murdered after berng taken away from the fort.
When your committee arrived at Memphis, Tennessee, they found and examined a man (Mr. McLogan)
who had been conscripted by some of Forrest's
forces, but who, with other conscripts, had succeeded
in making his escape. He testifies that while two
companies of rebel troops, with Major Bradford and
many other prisoners, were on their march from
Brownsville and Ja.ckson, Tennessee, Major Bradford
was taken by five rebels, one. an officer, led about
fifty yards from the line of march, and' deliberatel[.
murdered in view of all those assembled. He fel ,
killed instantly by three musket balls, and while asking that his life might be spared, as he had fought
them manfully, and was deserving of a better fate.
The motive for the murder of Major Bradford seems
to have been the simple fact that, although a native
of the South, he remamed loyal to his Government.

..

On the other side is the following statement
by Lieut.-Gen. S. D. Lee, who was in command
of the Confederate department. It is part of
a letter on the subject, dated June 28th:
As commanding officer of this department, I desire
to make the follmving statement concernin& the capture of Fort Pillow-a statement supported m a great
measure by the evidence of one of your own officers
captured at that place. The version given by you
and your Govemment is untrue, and not sustained
by t~e facts to the ext~nt that you indicate. T~e
garrison 1!as summoned rn the usual manne_r,, ~nd its
com~anding officer assumed the resp~nsibihty of
refusmg to surrender, after having been rnformed by
G:en. Forrest of his ability to take the fort, and of
his fears n~ to what th~ resu~t would be in case the
demand was not complied mt~. The. assault was
made under _a heavy fire and with considerable loss
to the attackmg party. Your colors were never lowered and your garrison never surrendered, but retreated under cover of a gunboat, with arms in their hands
and constantly using them. This was true particularly_ of your colored tro~ps, who had bee~ firmly
convmced by your teachings of the certamty of
slaughter in case of capture. Even under these circumstances many of your men-white and blackw:ere taken prisoners. I respectfully refer you to
history for numerous cases of indiscriminate slaughter after successful assault, even under less aggravated circumstances. It is generally conceded by
al\ militar1 precedent that where the issue had been
fairly presented and the ability displayed, fearful resuits nre expected to follow a refusal to surrender.
'fhe case under consideration is almost an extreme
one. You had a servile race armed against their
masters, and in a country which had been desolated
by almost unprecedented outrages.
I assert that our officers, with all the circumstances
against them, endeavored to prevent the effusion of
blood; and as an evidence of this, I refer you to the
fact that both white and colored prisoners were
taken, and are now in our hands. As regards the
battle of Tishimingo Creek, the statements of your
negro witnesses are not to be relied on. In their
pa~ic they acted as might have been expected from
their previous impressions. I do not think many of
thell! were killed-they are yet wandering over the
country, attempting to return to their masters. With
reference to the status of those captured at Tishimingo Creek and Fort Pillow, I will state that, unless
otherwise ordered by my government, they will not
be regarded as prisoners of war, but will be retained
a_nd humanely treated, subject to such future instructions as may be indicated.
0ur letter contains many implied threats; these,
~ course, you can make, and you are fully entitled
0 any satisfaction that you may feel from having
made them.
It is my intention, and that also of my subordinate

?
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officers, to conduct this war upon civilized principle!!,
provided you permit us to do so; and I take this occasion to state that we will not shirk from any responsibility that your acfilons may force upon us. We
are engaged in a struggle for the protection of our
homes and firesides, for the maintenance of our
national existence and liberty; we have counted the
cost, and are prepared to go to any extremes; and
though it is far from our wish to fight under a black
flag, still, if you drive us to it, we will accept the
i ssue. Your troops virtually fouaht under it at the
battle of Tishimingo Creek, and the prisoners taken
there state that they went into battle under the impression that they would receive no quarter, and, I
sur pose, with the determination to give none.
will further remark, that if it is raised, so far as
your soldiers are concerned, there can be no distinction, for the unfortunate people whom you pretend to
be aiding are not considered entirely responsible for
their acts, influenced, as th ey are by the superior
intellect of their white brothers. 'r enclose for 1.our
consideration certain papers touching the Fort Pillow
affair, which were procured from the writer after the
exaggerated statements of your press were seen.
I am, general, yours, respectfully,
S. D. LEE, Lieutenant-General.

The report of the enemy stated that Gens.
Forrest and Chalmers "both entered the fort
from opposite sides, simultaneously, and an indiscriminate slaughter followed. One hundred
- prisoners were taken and the balance slain.
The fort ran with blood. Many jumped into
th .·
d
. d.
d . h t · t]
e nver an were I owne , 01 s o m 1e
water. Ove~· $100,000 worth of stores were
taken, and six guns captured. The Oonfederate loss was seventy-five. Lieut.-Ool. Reed, of
the 5th Mississippi was mortally wounded."
.'
. .A. party of the enemy on the _capture of Fort
Pillow made an advance agamst Columbus,
Gen. Buford being in command of their force.
On the 13th he sent the following summons
h
d . f h ~ ..
to t e comman er o t e 101 t.
lIEADQUABTERS CONFEDERATE STATES Am,rr, l
BEFORE CoLU.MBUB, KY., April 18, 1864. r

To tlb8 CO'TTlll'Tl,(1!T• of the lfrvited States forces, Coi.

wmbus, Ky:
·
Fully capable of taking Columbus and its garrison
by force, I desire to avoid shedding blood. ~ therefore demand the unconditional surrender of the
forces und er your command. Should you surrender, the negroes now iu arms will be returned to
their masters. S1iould I be compelled to take the
place by force, no quarters will be shown negro
troops whatever ; white troops will l?e treated as
prisoners of war.
I am, sir, yours,
A. BUFORD, Brig.-Gen.

This demand was refused, and Gen. Buford
retired without making an attack. .A.t the
same time an excitement arose at Paducah, under apprehension of another attack of the enemy. The entire£orces, however, retired to Bolivar, Trenton, and Grand Junction. Some further military operations in this part of the
country, chiefly of a partisan nature, took place.
S
·
·
k 1 · N th
ome active operations too p ace m or
Carolina. l'he important ports on the sounds,
as Newbern, Washington, Plymouth, &c., hacl
been held since their capture by the forces under Gen. Burnside. On the 1st of February, a
force of the enemy under Gen. Picket, con'th
t f
sisting of Gen. Hoke's brigade, Wl a par: 0
Gens. Gorse's and Clingman 's, made an assault
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on the Federal outpost at Bachelor's Oreek,
eight miles from Newbern, aud captured it
with seventy-five prisoners. They then advanced toward Newbern, where an attack was
greatly feared. Before daylight on the next
morning a party in barges captured the gunboat Underwriter, with her officers and a portion of her crew. The steamer was aground,
but so lay as to cover a portion of the fortifications between Fort Anderson and Fort Stevens, at Newbern. Gen. Picket thus reported
his expedition:
KINSTON,

February 8, 18M.

To Gen. S. Ooope-r:
I .made a reconnoissance witjiin a mile and a half
of Newbern, with Hoke's brigade, and a part of
Corse' s and Clingman' s, and some artillery; met the
enemy in force at Batchelor's Creek, killed aQd
wounded about one hundred in all, captured thirteen officers and two hundred and eighty prisoners,
fourteen negroes, two rifled pieces and caissons,
three hundred stand of small arms, four ambulanc~s, tilree wagons, fifty-five animals, a quantity of
clothing, camp, arid garrison equipage, and two
flags. Commander Wood, Confederate States navy,
captured and destroyed the United States gunboat
Underwriter. Our loss thirty-five killed and wounded.
G. E. PICKET,
Major-General Commanding.

The next movement of importance made by
the enemy was the capture of Plymouth. This
town is on the south bank of the Roanoke
River, about eight miles from its mouth. The
river flows in an easterly direction into Albemarle Sound. The town originally contained
about one thousand inhabi~ants, but wp,s burned by the Union fleet two years previously. It
bad been held for some time as a key to the
river, and had been strongly fortified. .A.
breastwork with strong forts at different points
along the line, had been constructed. Another
strong work, called Fort Gray, had also been
constructed about a mile further up the river,
opposite which a triple row of piles had been
driven, to which torpedoes were attached, to
serve as a protection to the fleet below. The
enemy had a pdwerfnl iron-clad ram in the
river above. Still further up there was another
row of piles with torpedoes, near which a picket boat was stationed to watch the iron-clad.
The Federal gunboats Southfield and Miami
were anchored in the river opposite the town.
The garrison of the town was about twentyfour hundred men, under command of Gen.
Wessels. They composed the 85th New York
infantry regiment, 101st Pennsylvania infantry
regiment, 103d Pennsylvania infantry regiment, 16th Oonnecticut infantry regiment, two
companies of the Massachusetts heavy artillery, two companies of the 2d North Carolina
volunteers, two companies of the 12th New
York cavalry.
The approach of the enemy was unknown,
until they began to appear about 3 P . M., April
1'ith, in the rear of the town, driving in the
Union pickets. .A. brisk artillery fire was soon
opened upon Fort Gray, which con,tinued ,vith
some vigor until near midnight. About daylight
on tlie next morning the contest was renewed,

and two charges were made during the forenoon, which were repulsed. In the afternoon,
two guns of the enemy were captured by a
sortie from the fort. The gunboats then took
a po ition, one above and the other below the
town, and the contest continued fiercely until
night, when it ceased without any advantage
to the enemy. Early the next morning the
picket boat up the river reported that the ironclad had passed down. The gunboats were
immediately lashed together, to make a joint
resistance to the iron-clad. This liad .scarcely
been done when she appeared within a hundred yards. As they approached each other,
the gunboats fired without effect. The ram
first struck the Miami, and gliding off struck
the Southfield on her left side, crushing in six
or eight feet square. The Miami now fired a
shell at the iron-clad, which rebounded and
killed her captain, Flusser, and wounded eight
persons. Becoming separated from the Southfield, the Miami was swung round by the current, and unable for a time to render further
assistance. The Southfield was -now rapidly
sinking, and her crew took to the boats and
fled. The Miami, after her loss, withdrew.
The iron-clad, called the Albemarle, under
command of J . W. Ooke, came down to the
mouth of the river, outside of which were
four. gunboats. Her position in the river cut
off all hopes of semling reenforcements to Gen.
Wessels, and he surrendered to Brig.-Gen. Hoke
on the next day. This surrender was thus announced by Gen. Peck, in command of the departmont:
HEADQUARTERS OF THE MMY AND DISTRIOT OF }

NORTII CAllOLL'I.A, NEWBERN,

N. C., April 21, 1864.

General Orde'l·s No. 66:
.
With feelings of the deepest sorrow the commanding general announces the fall of Plymouth, N.C.,
and th e capture of its gallant commander, Brig.-Gen. ·
H. W. Wessels, and his command. This resi;ilt, however, did not obtain until after the most gallant and
determined resistance had been made. ~ive times
the enemy stormed the lines of the general, and as
many times were they repulsed with great slaughter;
and but for the powerful-assistance of the rebel ironclad ram, and the floating sharpshooter batter;r, the
Cotton Plant, Plymouth would still have been m our
hands. For their noble defence the gallant Gen.
Wessels and bis brave band have, and deserve the
warmest thinks of the whole country, while all will
sympathize with them in their misfortune.
To the officers and men of the navy the commanding ~eneral tenders his thanks for their hearty cooperation with the army, and the bravery, determination, and courage that marked their part of the
unequal contest. With sorrow he records the death
of the noble sailor and gallant patriot, Lieut.-Com.
C. W. Flusser, U. S. Navy, whom the beat of battle
fell dead on the deck of his ship, with the lanyard
of his gun in bis hand.
.
The commanding general believes that these m1sfortubes will tend, not to discourage, but to nerve
the army of North Carolina to equal deeds of bravery aud gallantry hereafter.
Until fui-ther orders, the headquarters of the subdistrict of the Albemarle will be at Roanoke Island.
The command devolves upon Col. D. W. Wardrop,
of the 99th New York infantry.
Ma}-Gen . JOHN G. PECK.
By command of
J. A. JunsoN, Ass't Adj t-Gen.
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The commanding general had, until this time, beGen. Hoke thus reported his capture of the
lieved it impossible tbat any troops in bis command
position:
could have committed so disgraceful an act as this,
PLYMOUTH, N. 0., April 20, 1864.

To Gen. Braxton Bran :
I have stormed and carried this place, capturing
one brigadier, sixteen hundred men, stores, and
twenty-five pieces of artillery.
.
R. F. HOKE, Bng.-Gen.

Only two places on the main land were now
held by the Federal forces. These were Washington, on the Tar River, and Newbern, at the
mouth of the Neuse. Washington was evacuated in the latter part of .April, and blll'ned.
The following order of Gen. Palmer was issued
for the purpose of detecting the incendiaries :
HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF N. C.,
NEWBERN, N. C., May 8, 1864.

}

Gene;ral Orders No. ,5.
While the troops of this command ,may exult and
take just pride in their many victories over the enemy, yet a portion of them have, within a few da;ys,
been guilty of an outrage against humanity which
brings the blush of shame to the cheek of every true
man and soldier.
·:+
,..
-x*

which now blackens the fame of the Army of North
Carolina. He finds, however, that be was sadly mistaken, and that the ranks are disgraced by men who
are not soldiers, but thieves and scoundrels, dead to
all sense of h onor and humanity, for whom no punishment can be too severe.
The commanding general is well aware what troops
were in the town of Washington when the flames
first appeared. He knows what troops last left the
place. He knows that in the ranks of only two of
the regiments in the district of North Carolina the
culprits now stand. To save the reputation of the
command, it is hoped that the guilty parties may be
ferreted out by the officers who were m Washington
at the time of these occurrences.
This ore er will be read at the bead of every regiment
and detachment in this command, at dress parade,
on the day succeeding its receipt, and at the head of
the 17th Massachusetts volunteers and the 15th Connecticut volunteers, at dress parade, every day for ten
consecutive days, or until the _guilty parties are found.
By command of
Brig.-Gen. I. N. PALMER.
J. A. JunsoN, Ass't Adj't.-Gen.

CH A PT ER XXX I X .
Desultory Operations in Virginia-General Grant appointed Lieutenant-General- Reorganization of the Army of the Potomac-Gen. Sherman's Campaign against Atlanta-Its Plan-Battles--Manceuvres approaching Atlanta- Its Evacuation-Correspondence with the Authorities-Civilians sent away.

IN Virginia, a few desultory operations took
place previous to the commencement of the
great campaign of the year. On the 3d of
January a supply train, consisting of two hun..
dred animals, was captured by the enemy on its
return from Petersblll'g, in West Virginia, to
New Creek. .A few of the men and animals
escaped. The enemy, being in considerable
force, now made several demonstrations for the
plll'pose of reaching the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, but were unsuccessful. On January
28th, a train from New Creek to Petersburg,
laden with commissary stores for the garrison
at the latter place, was attacked three miles
south of Williamsport, and, after a sl1arp contest, captured by the enemy. The losses in this
11egion in horses, wagons, stores &c., to Feb.
1st, was estimated at two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars.
The headquarters of Gen. Meade, in command
of the .Army of the Potomac, was near Culpepper Court House. This position was occupied
by that army from December, 1863, until May,
1864. The army of Gen. Lee, on the south
side of the Rapidan, confronted it. .A few reoonnoissances were made, but without important
results. . .A cavah-y expedition into the neighborhood of Richmond was the most active
movement at this period of the year. It commenced with the advance of the 8th corps, under Gen. Sedgwick, from Madiso:r.. Colll't House,
on Feb. 27th . .A division under Gen. Birney
followed on the next day. Madison Court House

was occupied by a brigade of infantry, with a
small force of cavalry, but the main force was
encamped along the heights of Robertson's
River. From this position pickets were sent
out to the right and left. Gen. Birney's force
oceupied James City, a small village west of
Culpepper. Meanwhile a cavalry force under
Gen. Ouster pushed forward by way of Madison Court House, in the direction of Charlottesville, the j unction of the .Alexandria with the
Lynchburg Railroad. About the· same time, in
the afternoon of the 28th, Gen. Kilpatrick,
with bis division of cavah-y and· a portion of
Gens. Merritt's arid Gregg's divisions, with a
light battery of six guns, being nearly eight
thousand men, left Stevensburg for the lower
fords of the Rapidan, intending to make a dash
upon Richmond. This force crossed at Germania and Ely's fords, distant about sixty miles
from Richmond. The command encamped on
that night eight miles south of the Rapidan.
The headquarters of Gen. Lee were at Orange
Court House, and the movements of the infantry with the command of Gen. Ouster, to"'."ard Charlottesville, threatened to turn his
left; and thus serve as a diversion in favor of
the advance of Gen. Kilpatrick. Early on the
morning of the 28th (Monday), Gen. Ouster
pushed forward across the Rapidan, and passing through Stannardsville arrived within four
miles of Charlottesville. Here a body of cavah-y under Col. Oaskie were encountered.
Six caissons, some camp equipage, and a few
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prisoners were captured, when the enemy
rallied in force, and Gen. Ouster fell back
toward Ravenna River. Finding that the
force of the enemy was considerable, the
original intention of destroying the railway
bridge and stores at Charlottesville was abandoned, and after burning three mills and a saddle factory the Ravenna was crossed, and the
bridge burned. It now began to rain and
freeze, and ihe night became exceedingly dark.
Gen. Steadman's brigade being in advance,
reached Madison Court· House soon after daylight in the morning. Gen. Ou_stei,-, however,
was delayed by the difficulty of crossing
streams with his artillery in the extreme darkness. Thus the enemy intercepted him near
Stannardsville. By means of his artillery Gen.
Ouster held them in check until be could fall
back upon a by-road, and thus ,avoid them.
Madison Court House was reached at dusk on
the 29th, with a number of horses and prisoners captured, and without the loss of a man.
In the meanwhile Gen. Kilpatrick resumed
bis advance on the next morning, to Frederick's
Hall, on the Virginia Central Railroad. Here
the track was torn up for some distance, and
several officers of the enemy captured, and the
carriages of several pieces of artLlery destroyed.
Col. Dahlgren was here detached with a portion of the force, and moved toward the James
River Canal, and Gen. Kilpatrick advanced toward Ashland, on the railroad, twenty miles
above Richmond. Here he rested on Monday
night, and tore up a portion of the railroad
track. Early the next morning he moved towards Richmond, on the Brooks' turnpike, and
reached within six miles of that city. There
he was met by a portion of the engineer troops
a~d a few sections of light artillery, by which
his advance was checked. A contest with artillery ensued for two hours, when Gen. Kilpatrick withdrew in the direction of Mechanicsville, burning the trestle work of the raill'Oad
accross the Obickahominy on his route.
The detachment under Col. Dahlgren penetrated as far as the farm of James A. Seddon,
Confederate Sei;iretary of War, and burned bis
?arn and stables, and the fl.our and saw mills
m the vicinity. On the canal a number of
freight and other boats were destroyed, and a
lo?k cut. A large number of horses were also
seized. The ignorance or evil intention of their
~egro guide had misled the command, so that
it was unable to join Gen. Kilpatrick at Ashland, and aid in the attack on Richmond, where
it was supposed the enemy bad few troops. It
vi:a~ ~fternoon, however, before he reached the
vicimty of Richmond, advancing by the Westham or river road. As he approached nearer
he was confronted on every road by superior
numbers,. and obliged to fall back.
He then attempted to reach' the Peninsula
through King's and Queen's county, where he
e~countored on the next day the 9th Virginia,
Lleut.-Col. Pollard, and a sharp skirmish ensued. Col. Dahlgren was killed, and about
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sixty of his men captured. The remainder of the
command, and the force of Gen. Kilpatrick,
who had been obliged to move during the •
night by the pressure of the enemy, met a cavalry force sent out by Gen. Butler, from
Williamsburg, near Tunstell's station on the
York River railroad, and retired down the
Peninsula. Their loss was about one hundred
and fifty men illlled and wounded, besides Col.
Dahlgren. A number of prisoners were captm-ed. The newspaper press at Richmond subsequently published the following address and
orders, and asserted that they were found in
the pocket of Qol. Dahlgren. His connection
with them has been denied, in the most positive
manner, by the friends of Col. Dahlgren :
1IEADQUA.RTERS, THIRD DIVISION.}
CAVALRY CORPS,

1864.

Officers and Men-You have been selected from brigades and regiments as a picked command to attempt
a desperate undertaking-au undertaking which, if
successful, will write your names on the hearts of
your countrymen in letters that can never be erased,
and which will cause the prayers of our fellow
soldiers now confined in loathsome prisons to follow
you and yours wherever you may go. We hope to
release the prisoners from Belle Isle first, and, having
seen them fairly started, we will cross the James
River into Richmond, destroy th~ bridges after us,
and, exhortin~ the relea"sed prisoners to destroy and
burn the hateful city, will not allow the rebel leader
Davis and his traitorous crew to escape. The prisners must render great assistance, as you cannot leave
your ranks too far, or become too much scattered, or
you will be lost. Do not allow any personal gain to
lead you off, which would only bring you to an ignominious death at the hands of citizens. Keep well
together and obey orders strictly, and all will be
well; but on no account scatter too for, for in union
there is strength. With strict obedience to 01·ders
and fearlessness in their execution you will be sure
to succeed. We will join the main force on the
other side of the city, or perhaps meet them inside.
Many of you may fall ; but if there is any man here
not willing to sacrifice his life in such a great and
glorious undertaking, or who does not fee1 capable
of meeting the enemy in such a desperate fight as
will follow, let him step out, and he may go hence to
the arms of his sweetheart, and read of the braves
who swept through the city of Richmond. We want
no man who cannot feel sure of success in such a
holy cause. We will have n. desperate fight; but
stand up to it when it does come, and all will be well
Ask the blessing of the .Almighty, and do not fear the
enemy.
U. DAHLGREN, Colonel Conimandjng.
SPECIAL ORDERS AND INSTRUCTIONS.

Guides and pioneers, with oakum, turpentine, and
torpedoes, signal officer, quartermasters, commissaries, scouts and 'Pickets, and men in rebel uniforms
- these will remam on the north bank and move
down with the force on the south bank, not get ahead
of them, and if the communication can be kept up
without giving an alarm, it must be done; but every
thing depends upon a surprise, and no one must. be
allowed to pass ahead of the column. Informat10n
must be gathered in regard to the crossings of the
river, so that, should we be repulsed on the south
side we will know where to recross at the nearest
poin't.
'
All mills must be burned and the canal destroyed,
and also every thing which can be used by the r~bels
must be destroyed including the boats on the qver.
Should a ferry bo~t be seized which can be worked,
have it moved down. Keep the force on the south
side posted of any important movement of the enemy,
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and in case of danger, some of the scouts must swim
the river and bring us information. As we approach
the city the party must take great care that they do
not get ahead of the other party on the south side,
and must conceal themselves and watch our movements. We will try and secure the bridge to the
city, one mile below Belle Isle, and release the prisoners at the same time. If we don't succeed they
must then dash down, and we will try to carry the
bridge by storm. When necessary the men must be
filed through the woods and along the river bank.
The bridge once secured and the prisoners loose and
over the river, the bridges will be burned and the
city destroyed.
'rhe men must be kept together and well in hand1
nnd once in the city, it must be destroyed and Jeff.
Davis and his Cabinet killed. Pioneers will go along
. with combustible material. The officer must use his
discretion about the time of assisting us. Horses
and cattle which we do not need immediately must be
shot, rather than left.
Every thing on the canal and elsewhere, of service
to the rebels, must be destroyed.
As Gen. Custer may follow me, be careful not to
give a false alarm. The signal officer must be prepared to communicate at night by rockets, and in
other things pertaining to his department. The
Quartermasters and Commissa1'ies must be on the
lookout for their departments, and see that there are
no delays on their account. The engineer officer
will follow and survey the road as we pass over it,
&c. The pioneers must be prepared to construct a
bridge or destroy' one. They must have plenty of
oakum and turpentine for burning, which will be
soaked nod rolled into balls and be given to the men
to burn when we get into the city. Torpedoes will only
be used by the pioneers for burning the main bridges,
&o. They must be prepared to destroy the railroads.
Men will branch off to the right ,vith a few pioneers
and destroy the bridges and railroads south of Richmond, nnd then join us at the city. They must be
well prep,ired with torpedoes, &c.
'l'he line of Falling Creek is probably the best to
march nlong, or, as they approach the city, Good's
Creek, so that no reenforcements can come up on any
cars.
No one must be allowed to pass ahead, for fear of
communicating news.
Rejoin the command with all haste, and if cut off,
cross the river above Richmond and rejoin us. Men
will stop at Bellona Arsenal and totally destroy it
and every thing else but hospitals; then follow on and
rejoin the command at Richmond with all haste and
if cut off, cross the river and rejoin us. As' Gen'.
Ouster may follow me, be careful aud not·give a false
alarm.

On the approach of Gen. Kilpatrick Richmond was in a defenceless condition. The
Departments of the Government were closed
and the clerks armed for defence. Men were
collected from every quarter to oppose him. At
the same time great consternation prevailed.
On the 29th of February an act of ·oongress
to revive the grade of Lieutenant-General was
approved by President Lincoln. He immediately sent the nomination of Maj.-Gen. uiysses
S. Grant to the Senate for confirmation. On
:March 3d this nomination was confirmed by the
Senate. Gen. Grant was then in command
of the army in Tennessee. He at once left
hls Department for Washington, and visited the
President on March 9th. On presenting to
him the commission as Lieutenant-General, in
the presence of the Oabine , Gen. Halleck, Gen.
Rawlins, and Ool. Oomstock, of Gen. Grant's
staff, the son of Gen. Grant, Mr. Lovejoy, of

the House of Representatives, and others, tho
President rose and said :
GEN. GRANT: The nation's appreciation of what
you have done, and its reliance upon you for what
·remains to. do, in the existing great struggle, are
now presented with this commission, constitutin"'
you Lieutenan,t-General in the Army of the Unite~
States. With this high houor dev o"tves upon you,
also, a corresponding responsibilit7.. As the country
herein trusts you, so, under God, 1t will sustain you.
I scarcely need to add that with what I here speak for
the nation, goes my own hearty personal concurrence.

To which Gen. Grant replied:
MR. PRESIDENT : I accept this commission with
gratitude for the high honor conferred.
With the aid of the noble armies that have fought .
on so many fields for our common country, it will be
my earnest endeavor not to disappoint your expectations.
I feel the full weight of the reSJ.)Onsibilities now
devolving on me, and :E know that 1f they are met,
it will be due to those armies, aud, above, all to the
favor of that Providence which leads both nations
and men.

On the 11th of March Gen. Grant returned
to Nashville, Tennessee. On the 12th, the following order was issued at Washington:
W AB

DEPAB'.l'?,1ENT, ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFll'IOE,}
W ASlllNGTON, March 12.

General Orders No. 98.
The President of the United States orders as follows: 1. Maj-Gen. Halleck is, at his own request,
r elieved from duty as General-in-Chief of the Army,
and Lieut.-Gen. U.S. Grant assigned to the command
of the Armies of the United States. The headquarters of the army will be in Washington and also with
Lieut.-Gen. Grant in the field.
2. Maj.-Gen. Halleck is assigned to duty in Washington as Chief-of-Staff of the · Army, under the
direction of the Secretary of War and the LieutenantGeneral commanding. His orders will be obeyed
and respected accordrngly.
8. Maj.-Gen. W. 'l'. Sherman is assigned to the
command of the military division of the Mississippi,
composed of the Department of the Ohio, the Cumberland, the Tennessee, and the Arkansas.
4. Maj.-Gen. J. B. McPherson is assigned to the
command of the Department and .A.rmy of the Tennessee.
5. In relieving Maj.-Gen. Halleck from duty as General-ii:i-Ohief, the President desires to express h_is
approbation and thanks for the zealous manner m
which the arduous and responsible duties of that
position have been performed.
Ily order of the Secretary of War:
E. D. TOWNSEND, Ass't Adj't Gen.

On the 17th, Gen. Grant issued the following
order:
HEADQUARTERS

.AmnEs o:i- UNITED STATES,}

NABIIVILLE,

March 17, 1864.

General Orders No. 1.
·
In pursuance of the following order of the President.
EYEOUTIYE MANSION, }
W AB!TINGTON, D.

c., March 10, 1864.

Under the authority of the act of Congress. to
revive the grade of Lieutenant-General of the Umted
States .A.rmy, approved February 29th, 1864, LieutGen. U. S. Grant, U. S. A., is appointed to the command of the Armies of the United States.
(Signed)
A. LINCOLN.
I assume command of the Armies of the United
States. My headquarters will be in the field, nod
until further orders will be with the .A.rmy of t~e
Potomac. There will be an officers' headq unrters Ill
Washington, to which all official communications

ti .W , Sm.1th.NY.

/\J . u-l:,N, U. S, AP,MY .

flrvr .,.ct·k

, f\{ipleton
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will be sent, except those from the army where headquarters are at the date of this address.
U. S. GRANT, Lieut.-Gen. U.S. A.
(Signed)

On tbe 19th Gen. Grant left Nashville for
Washington, and proceeded thence to the Army
of the Potomac. On the 24th the following
order was issued by Gen Meade, in command
of the Army of the Potomac:
HEADQUARTERS .A.R.'IIY OF THE POT0¥AO, }

Thursday, March 24. 1864.
General Orders No. 10.
The following order has been received from the
War Department:
.
WAR DEPARTMENT, An.rcrJ:ANT GENERAL'S 0Fl'IOE,
W ABHINGTON, hlarch 28, 1864.

l
f

General Orders No. 15.
. By direction of the President of the United States
the number of army corps comprising the army of the
Potomac will be reduced to three, viz., the 2d, 5th,
and 6th corps ; and the h'oops of the other two corps,
viz., the 1st and 3d, will be temporarily reorganized
and distributed among the 2d, 5th. and 6th by the
commanding general, who will determine what existing organizations will retain their corps badges 'and
other distinctive marks. The staff and officers of the 2d
corps, which are temporarily broken up, ,vill be
assigned to vacancies in the other corps, so far as
such vacancies may exist. Those for whom there nre
no vacancies will cease to be considered as officers of
the general staff of army corps.
2. Maj. -Gen. G. K. Warren is assigned by the President to the command-of the 5th corps.
8. The following general officers are detached from
the Army of the Potomac, and will report for orders
to th_e .Adjutant Gener~l of ~he army, viz.: ,Maj.-Gen.
Geo1ge Sy_kes, U.S. V.1...MaJ.-Gen. W. H. Frl:nch, U.
S. V ..i.. MaJ.-Gen. John Newton, U. S. V.; Br1g.-Gen.
J. R. .K.enly, U-. S. V.; Brig.-Gen. F. Spinola, U.S. V.,
and Brig.-Gen. Solomon Meredith, U. S. V.
By oraer of the Secretary of War.
E. D. TOWNSEND, .Ass't Adj't Gen.
The following arrangements are made to carry
out the provisions of the foregoing order:
The 2d, 5th, and 6th army corps will each be consolidated into two divisions. The 1st and 2d divisions of the 3d corps are transferred to the 2d corps,
preservlng their badges and distinctive marks. The
8d division of the 3d corps is transferred permanently
to the 6th corps. The three divisions now forming
~he 1st corps are transferred to the 5th corps, preservmgtheir badges and distinctive marks,and on forming
t~e. ~th corps they will be consolidated into two
div1s1ons.
The commanders of divisions transferred to the
2d, 5th, and 6th corps will at once report to the commanders of those corps for instructions. Brig.-Gen. J.
B. Carr will report to Mnj.-Gen. Hancock, commanding
2~ corps, and Brig.-Gen. H. Prince to Maj.-Gen. Sedg~ck, C?mm~nding 6th corps. The chief of artillery
will assign eight batteries each to the 2d, 5th, and 6th
corps; the batteries to be taken from those now with
the_ corp_s and with the 1st and 8d corps. The battenes mth the several coi:ps in excess of the above
allowance will join the artillery reserve.
The consolidation of divisions called for in this
order will be made by the corps commanders concerned, who are authorized to rearrange the brigades of their respective co=ands in sucli manner as
they may think best for the service. The reassignment of officers of the staff departments consequent
npon the reorganization of the army, will be made
upon the nomination of chiefs of the staff departments at these headquarters.
Special instructions will be given hereafter with respect to staff officers of the 2d corps, temporarily
b~oken up.
The Major-General Commanding avails himself
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of the occasion to say that, in view of the reduced
strength of nearly all the regiments serving in this
army, the temporary reduction of the army corps to
three is a measure imperatively demanded by the
best interests of the service, and that the reasons for
attaching the 1st and 3d corps for the time being to
other corps, were in no respect founded on any supposed inferiority of those corps to the other corps of
the army. All the corps have equally proved their
valor in many fiP.)ds, and all have equal claims to the
confidence of the Government and the country. The
1st and 3d corps will retain their badges and distinctive marks, and .the Major-General Commanding
indulges the hope that the ranks of the army will be
filled at an early day, so that those corps can again
be reorganized.
By co=and of
Maj.-Gen. MEADE.
S. WILLIAMS, Ass't Adj't Gen.

A concentration of troops was now commenced in preparation for ·a campaign against
Richmond,in Virginia, by the Army of the Potomac, under Gen. Meade, and a campaign against
Atlanta, in Georgia, by the Army of Tennessee,
under Gen. Sherman. Gen. Grant continued to
be present with the Army of the Potomac during
the year. Gen. Meade was as truly the commander of that army as Gen. W. T. Sherman
of the army operating in Georgia, and both
these officers were equally under the command
of Gen. Grant. His presence with the Army
of the Potomac naturally led to his assuming
a more direct and personal supervision of affairs
in Virginia than he was able to do of the cooperative movement of Gen.Sherman in Georgia.
The orders of Gen. Grant to Gen. Meade were
of the most general character. The manner of
executing them was left to the judgment and
skill of the latter. It was now nine months
since the Army of the Potomac· had fought a
general battle, and seven months since the
Western army marched into Chattanooga-the
last battle for the possession of which was
fought in November.
· The month of .April passed in reorganizing
both armies, and in making preparations for the
campaign against Richmond and Atlanta.
It was the middle of March when Gep.
Grant turned over the military division of
the Mississippi, comprising the departments
of the Cumberland, the Tennessee, and the
Ohio, to Major-General W. T. Sherman, who
had previously commanded the department of
the Tennessee, to which Ma,jor-General McPherson was soon after assigned. In the succeeding month the general plan of the summer
campaign, which contemplated a simultaneous
advance upon Richmond by tl1e army of the
Potomac, and upon Atlanta from Chattanooga,
by the several western armies, was matlll'ed,
and Gen. Sherman at once bent every energy
to the perfecting and enlargement of the communications between Nash ville and Chattanooga, his primary and secondary bases, and to
the accumulation in the latter place of a sufficient quantity of provisions and military stores.
These.went forward with great rapidity, and by
the end of April the depots in Chattanooga
were reported abundantly supplied for all immediate pUl'poses.
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At this time tho headquarters of the armies
of the Tennessee, the Oumberland, and the
Ohio, were respectively at Huntsville; Ohattanooga, and Knoxville ; and on the 2'7th,
Gen. Sherman having been notified by Gen.
Grant that the Army of the Potomac would
march from Oulpepper on or about May 5th,
and that· he wished the movement from Ohattanooga to commence at the same time, put
his troops in motion toward the latter place.
The total force under his command for offensive purposes, was as follows:
Army of the Owmberland, Major-Gen. Thomat1 Oommanuiing.
Infantry . ..• .. .... •• ...... •....•.......•..... 54,568
Artillery ..................................... 2,877
Cavalry ..................................•...8,828
Total. .................................. 60,7?8
Gnus .................................... 180
ArmAJ of tho TM1,11,88Bee, Mador-Gen. McPhei•son Oom-

mwndin(l.

Infantry ... .. .... ............ ... .. ..... ....• 22,487
Artillery .... . ...•..•......•....•............. 1,404
Cavalry ...... .• ...• .. . •... ........... .. .. .. . .. 624
Total. ......•...................•....... 24,465
Guns ...•................................•. 96

.irTT111J of tll,(J Ohio, Mcz&or-Gen. Schofield, Oommwnilin(l,
Infantry . .. •........... ... . ..............•.. 11,188
Artillery ........•............................. 679
Cavalry ......•..•.•.........•................ l,6'19
Total. ................................•..... 18,559
Guns ......................•................... 28

making a grand aggregate of 88,188 infantry,
4,460 artillery, and 6,149 cavalry, or 98, '79'7
men and 254 guns. The Army of the Oumberland comprised the 4th corps, Gen. Howard;
the 14th corps, Gen. Palmer, and the 20th
corps, Gen. Rooker; the Army of the Tennessee, the 15th corps, Gen. Logan; the 16th
corps, Gen. Dodge; and later in the ·campaign,
the I '7th corps, Gen. Blair ; and the Army of
the Ohio, the 23d corps, Gen. Schofield. These
armies were grouped on the morning of May
6th as follows: That of the Oumberland at
Ringgold, on the Western and Atlantic Railroad, 23 miles southeast of Ohattanooga ; that
of the Tennessee at Gordon's Mill, on the
Ohickamauga, eight miles west of Ringgold; and
that of the Ohio, near Red Olay, on the Georgia
line, about ten miles northeast of Ringgold.
The enemy, comprising Gens. Hardee's, Hood's,
and Polk's corps of infantry and artillery, and
Wheeler's division of cavalry, the whole commanded by Lieut.-General Joseph E. Johnston,
of the Confederate lu·my, lay in and about
Dalton, fifteen miles south of Ringgold, on the
railroad, the advance being at Tunnel Hill, a
station about midway between the two places.
Their cavalry were estimated by G~n. Sherman
at 10,000 men, and the infantry and artillery at
from 45,000 to 50,000, of whom much the
greater part were veteran troops.
Topographically considered, the State of
Georgia admits of three distinct divisions: 1.
A mountainous region, embracing the northwest corner of the State, and which terminates
at the Kenesaw Mountain, near Marietta, 120
miles from Ohatt1mooga; 2. A gently undulat-

ing country extending from the mountainous
region to a line passing in a northeasterly direction through Columbus, Macon, and Augusta;
and 3. A level country extending to the seaboard, for the most part sandy and thickly
covered with pine woods, and along the coast
bordered by extensive swamps. The northwestern portion of the State, as far south as
Atlanta, is almost exclusively a grain and grassbearing region; the middle and eastern divisions being devoted chiefly to the cultivation
of cotton. But its mineral wealth, particularly
in iron ores, which a.bound among the mountains, has, since the commencement of the war,
rendered the possession of this. :first-mentioned
division a matter of prime importance to the
Confederates. At Etowah, Rome, and Atlanta
were large iron works in the employ of the
rebel government, the capture and permanent
occupation of which by a Union force would
be likely to cause much embarrassment, not to
speak of cotton and woollen mills at Roswell,
Rome, and elsewhere, which turned out large
quantities of fabrics for the use of the rebel
troops.
Atlanta, lying near the boundary between
the northwestern and middle divisions had,
previous to the war, become an important centre of railroad communication and trade between the western and Atlantic and Gulf State9i
and one of the chief manufacturing towns ot
the South. It is laid out in a circle, two miles
in diameter, in the centre of which was the
passenger depot (since destroyed) of railroads
radiating to Chattanooga, Augusta, Macon, and
Montgomery; and the business portion of the
town contained many :fine blocks of warehouses
for storing goods consigned from the north and
northwest to the cotton regions of the South.
Here also were established the machine shops of
the principal railroads, -the most extensive rolling mill in the South, foundries, pistol, and tent
factories, and numerous works under the direction of the Oonfederate Government for
casting shot and shell, and the manufacture of
gun-carriages, cartridges, caps, shoes, clothing,
and other military supplies. The population,
numbering in 1860 a.bout 15,000, had, subsequent to the commencement of the war, been
increased by the arrival of refugees and government officials and employes to fully 20,000.
In any event the capture of the place, with its
vast stores and costly machinery, would so
cripple the rebel resources, that the simple suggestion of such a contingency sent a thrill of
alarm through the entire Oonfede1·acy. In the
opinion of many its importance was not second
even to that of Richmond. Strenuous efforts
were accordingly put forth for its defence, and
the line of approach along the Western and Atlantic Railroad, which is crossed by the Oostanaula and Etowah, branches of the Ooosa. Riverl
which in turn is a branch of the Alabama, and
by the Chattahoochee, and is girt as far as
Marietta. by ranges of rugged hills, was rendered as difficult for Sherman as the abundo.nt
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resources at the disposal of Johnston would
admit. Should the mountain region be traversed or turned, and the Chattahoochee be
crossed by an invading army, the enormous
strength of Atlanta itself still gave promise of
a long and perhaps successful defence, while an
active cavalry force operating on Sherman's
flanks might so seriously interrupt his communications as to compel him to retrace his steps
and abandon the campaign. His forces were
also liable to daily depletion as he advanced by
the necessity of garrisoning captured places as
;v:ell as of guarding the line of railway, while
Johnston, moving constantly nearer to his supplies and reenforcements, would probably be
relatively stronger when he reached Atlanta
than when he started. The consequences
which defeat would entail upon either party
seemed so disastrous that the campaign was
watched with an interest hardly inferior to
that attending the more extensive operations
around Richmond.
For the convenience of reference the following table of stations on the Western and Atlantic Railroad, with their distances from Chat. tanooga, is appended :
Miles.

Boy-ce. . . ... ........... ..
Chfokamauga .. . .... .. ...
Johnson ... . ....... . '. . . . •
Ringgold........ . . . . . . . .
Tunllel Hill.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dalton ..................
Tilton . . . . ...............
Resaca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Calhoun. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ai!Jlirsville ........ . .....

:r.rnea.

G Kingston..... .. .. . ..... 'i9
10 Cass.. .. ... .. ........ . .. 86
18 Cartersville. . . . . . . . . . . . . 91
28 Etownh......... . . . . . . . . 96
31 A.ltoona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98
88 Ackworth..... . . ...... 102
47 Big Shanty .... . ........ 108
66 Marietta.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
60 Vining's.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180
69 Atlanta .............. ... 188

.A. reconnoissance by. Gen. Sherman of Gen.
Johnston's position at Dalton satisfied hini that
nu attack in front wo.s impracticable, even
should the enemy abandon their works at
Tunnel Hill. Directly south of this eminence,
through which passes the railroad by a tunnel
eighteen hundred feet in length, opens a level
valley about three miles long by half to threequarters of a mile in width, bounded at its further extremity by " Rocky Faced Ridge," a
steep, thickly-wooded and rugged eminence,
which commands the approach to Dalton both
by railroad and wagon road, and extends as
an impassable barrier along its west side for
many miles. The outlet to this valley is through
a narrow mountain pass called Buzzard Roost,
nearly midway between Tunnel Hill and Dolton, which by means of abatis, a formiclable
series of batteries, and a line of rifle-pits at its
northern entrance, had been rendered absolutely
impregnable to a force advancing along the railroad. On its northeast side Dalton was defended by sh·ong works on Mill Creek. Gen.
Sherman accordingly directed Gen. McPherson,
with the .Army of the Tennessee, to move rapidly southward from his position at Gordon's
Mill, via Ship's Gap, Villanov, and Snake Oreek
Gap, upon Resaca, a station eighteen miles below Dalton, or upon any other point on the
railroad w.hich might prove more accessible.
This movement, he supposed, would compel
Gen. Johnston to evacuate Dalton, when Gen.

McPherson would be in a position to harass
the enemy's flank, while the main body of the
Federal army pressed him from the north.
While this flanking movement was in progress
a strong feint of attack was to be made by Gen.
Thomas in front of Buzzard Roost, and Gen.
Schofield, with the Army of the Ohio, was directed to close up upon the latter's left.
On the '7th Gen. Thomas advanced from
Ringgold toward Tunnel Hill, which was carried by the 14th corps under Gen. Palmer, after
a brief skirmish, with the loss of a Jew men
wounded. The slight resistance offered by the
enemy indicated that they had no intention of
defending the position, but only sought to hold
Gen. Thomo.s in check until they could make
good their retreat to the stronger posiµon of
Buzzard Roost. The Federal line was established on the same evening about a mile south
of Tunnel Hill. On the 8th a demonstration
in force was made against Rocky Faced Ric1ge
and Buzzard Roost, which, on the 9th, wa.q
pushed almost to a battle. The 4th (Howard's)
corps succeeded in carrying the ridge, but found
the crest too narrow to enable it to attack the
pass with any prospect of success. Gen. Schofield meanwhile came up on Gen. Thomas's left,
which was held by Gen. Howarc1, and a brigade
of his cavalry, while demonstrating against the
enemy's right flank, met with some loss in an
encounter with a superior force of rebel infantry.
On the 8th Gen. McPherson passed through
Snake Oreek Gap, surprising a rebel cavalry
force sent to hold the position, and approached
within a mile of Resaca, which he found too
strong to be carried by assault. Apprehending, also, that if he should attempt to cross over
to the railroad he might expose his left flank to
an attack from the direction of 'Dalton, he fell
back to a strong position at the west end of
Snake Oreek Gap, and reported to Gen. Sherman. The latter, finding that the demonstration on the enemy's flank had failed to compel
him to evacuate his strong position, immediately determined to put the remainder of his army
in motion for Snake Creek ·Gap ; and on the
10th Gen. Hooker's (20th) corps, which held
the right of Gen. Thomas's line, started for that
place, followed on the succeeding day by the
rest of Thomas's troops, with the exception
of two divisions of Howard's corps and some
cavalry, who were left to threaten the enemy in front of Buzzard Roost, and by Gen.
Schofield's army; the three armies thus holding the same relative positions occupied by
them at the commencement of the campaign.
The Federal loss in the actions of the 8th and
9th was between 'TOO and 800 killed, wounded,
and missing, the greater number being only
slightly wounded.
Resaca, toward which Sherman was ·now
moving, is situated on the Oostanaula, in a ~eninsula formed by the junction of that river
with its northwest fork, the Conasanga, and
across this peninsula the rebels had ,erected
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continuous lines of rifle-pits with strong field
fortifications, particularly about the town, by
means of which their flanks were protected on
either river, and a line of retreat preserved
across the Oostanaula. Friday, May 13th, was
occupied by the troops in deploying through
Snake Creek Gap and getting into position in
Sugar Valley, a fertile tract beyond, J.IlUCh
broken by hills, which are covered by a dense
undergrowth, aud on that account difficult of
approach. The movement was covered by the
cavalry under Gen. Kilpatrick, who, while
pressing the enemy toward R esaca, fell into an
ambuscade and rec~ived a severe flesh wound,
which incapacitated him for several months for
active duty. During the day the Federal lines
were advanced toward Resaca, the right under
McPherson resting on the Oostanaula, about
two miles below the town, and • extending
thence northward so as to face it; the centre,
under Gen. Thomas, closing up upon Gen.
McPherson's left, and the left, under Schofield,
striking the Oonasauga near Tilton, a station
on the railroad about midway between Dalton
and Resaca. Beside the protection afforded by
the two rivers, both flanks of the army were
covered by heavy bodies of cavalry. The scene
of these operations was a rugged, thickly-wooded country, abounding in steep hills and narrow
ravines, through one of which, directly in front
of the rebel lines, flows Camp Creek, a small
stream emptying into the Oostanaula near
Resaca.
~en. Johnston was not long in detecting the
?bJect of Sh_erman's flanking march, and judging the position at Dalton to be no longer
tenable, he moved rapidly southward on the
12th, and having the shorter line of march,
reached Resaca with his entire force before the
Union army had debouched from Snake Creek
Gap. The divisions of Howard's corps left to
watch Buzzard Roost, soon after occupied
Dalton, which was f~und thoroughly stripped
of supplies and almost deserted, and moving in
the enemy's rear, effected a junction on the
14th with the Federal left, near Tilton. The
successful turning of the rebel position at Dal~n was justly considered a great step gained
m the movement upon Atlanta; and even among
the rebel troops there were many who thought
that if their leader could not hold for more
than four days a place so strongly fortified by
nature, he would be unable to maintain himself
for a long time at any of the remaining points
north of Atlanta, no one of which was perhaps so capable of defence as Dalton.
The night of the 13th was employed by the
reb~l~ in strengthening their already formidable
pos1ti?n by additional earthworks, and on the
mor1;1mg of the 14th they were in complete
readiness for an attack, their right wing being
held by Gen. Hardee, their centre by Gen.
!=lo?d, and their left by Gen. Polk. Skirmishis~mg commenced at an early hour, and the
ObJect of Gen. Sherman being to press Resaca
at all points, while a force of infantry and cav34
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alry crossed the Oostanaula and threatened
Calhoun in the rear, the firing toward noon
grew heavy along the whole rebel line. The
Federal ganeral had hoped to be able to turn
the rebel left wing, and thus cut off their retreat, but the nature of the ground rendered
this impossible. At 1 P. M. an attempt was
made by Palmer's corps, holding the left centre,
to break the enemy's line, and force him from
an elevated position in the immediate front. To
reach this point it was necessary to descend a hill
in full range of rebel artillery, ford a stream
thickly bordered with undergrowth and interlacing vines, ~d then, crossing a valley full of
ditches and other obstructions, to mount the
opposite eminence. In the teeth of a murderous fire of musketry and artillery, Palmer's
troops charged down the hill and -across the
creek; but becoming speedily entangled in the
obstructions, and unable to find shelter or to return with effect the plunging fire of the enemy,
which causecl havoc in their ranks, they were
forced to retire, with a loss estimated at upwards of a thousand. About the same time,
further to the left, Gen. Judah's division of the
23d corps and Newton's of the 4th corps, moving over comparatively level ground, succeeded,
after a desperate struggle, in forcing the enemy
to abandon an important position on their outer
line. Although the Federal troops were unable
to hold this, they succeeded in advancing their
line and getting their artillery into a position to
prevent the enemy from reoccupying the works.
On the extreme left, that portion of the 4th
corps which had arrived.from Dalton, in concert
with Gen. Schofield, maintained heavy skirmishing with the rebel right, the dense woods in
that. direction preventing the use of artillery,
and effectually concealing the movements of
troops on either side. The operations on Gen.
McPherson's end Qf the line were, during the
morning, of the same character.
At about 3 o'clock in the afternoon Gen.
Johnston, perceiving that no serious impression
had been made upon his lines, quietly massed a
heavy force on the road to Tilton, with a view
of turning the Federal left flank, held by Stanley's division of the 4th corps. The .attack was
delivered with impetuosity and in such overwhelming numbers, that Stanley's troops, after
a stubborn resistance, were forced in confusion
from a hill upon which they were posted. The
rebels rushed on wj.th loud yells across au open
field west of the hill, and for a few moments
matters wore a critical aspect. Fortunately,
however, the movement of the rebel right had
been early detected, and Hooker's corps sent
from the centre to reenforce the Federal left.
The timely atrival of a portion of his troops
checked the rebel advance, and the scattered
division of Stanley having been partially rallied,
the rebels were at dusk driven back within their
lines with severe loss. Meanwhile Gen. McPherson, taking advantage of the enemy's occupation with this movement, ordered Logan's
(15th) corps, with a portion of the 16th, to
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cross Camp Creek and carry a hill and a line of south on the railroad. Gen. Thomas's troops
rifle-pits on the enemy's extreme left, in front immediately occupied the town, and succeeded
of Resaca, which was effected with slight loss. in saving the road bridge, but the railroad
As the po~ition was one which would enable bridge, the most costly structure of the kind
the Federal General to pour a destructive en- between Chattanooga and Atlanta, was de:filading fire upon the rebel works, and also to strayed by the enemy, with the exception of
command the railroad and trestle bridges across the stone piers. The total Federal loss in the
the Oostanaula, a desperate effort was macle two days' :fighting was between 4,000 and 5,000
soon after dark to retake it.· Heavy columns killed and wounded, upward of 2,000 of the
of infantry with fixed bayonets moved up to latter being so slightly injured that they were
the very crest of the hill, but recoiled under r eturned to duty in two or three weeks. The
the steady fire of the Federal troops, and :finally rebel loss was stated by themselves at 2,500,
retired in confusion. At 10 P. M. the :fighting which is probably not far from the mark.
terminated for the day. The result of the day's Fighting for the most part behind earthworks,
work was on the whole satisfactory to Geµ. and having the advantage of position, t~ey
Sherman, as the Federal lines had nowhere been necessarily suffered less than their opponents.
permanently forced back, while on their left and Beside the eight guns and tho stores already
centre the rebels bad lost positions of import- mentioned, they left about 1,000 prisoners in
ance.
the hands of the Federals. According to Gen.
The night of the 14th was occupied by both Sherman nothing saved Gen. Johnston's army
armies in strengthening their positions, and the at Resaca but the impracticable nature of the
morning of the 15th opened with heavy ski.I·- surrounding country, which made tbe speedy
rnishing along the Federal centre, under cover passage of troops across the valley from Snake
of which troops were massed for an aesault Creek Gap an impossibility. This fact enabled
upon two fortified hills commanding each other, the rebel army to reach Resaca from Dalton
on the enemy's extreme right, which were con- along comparatively good roads, constructed
sidered the key to the whole position. For this beforehand by the foresight of their general.
purpose Gen. Hooker's corps had been shifted The latter was nevertheless severely criticized
to the extreme left, and Gens. Howard's, Soho- for this second abandonment of what was con:field's, and Palmer's troops moved to the right sidered a defensible position, notwithstanding ·
to fill up the gap occasioned by the withdrawal that the Richmond newspapers explained that
of Gen. Hooker. Shortly after 1 o'clock in the of- his peculiru· forte consisted in drawing an enemy
ternoon Gen. Hooker sent forward Butterfield's after him, and then overwhelming him by a
division as the assaulting column, supported by- · sudden attack. They also endeavored to dethe di visions of Gens. Geary and Williams, and rive consolation from a reputed caution of _Gen.
after several unsuccessful attacks the enemy Scott to a Federal commander: "Beware of
were driven from a portion of their lines, and Lee advancing, and watch J ohnsto'n. at a stand;
a lodgment was secured under the projecting for the devil himself would be defeated in the
works of a lunette, mounting four pieces of attempt to whip him retreating," which was
artillery. So severe, however, was the fire extensively quoted in the Southern papers.
from rifle-pits beyond and on either side of this
Soon after the discovery of Gen. J ohm,ton's
work, forming the inner rebel line, that further retreat, the cavalry divisions of Gens. Ston:eman
adv:mce was impossible, and the Fede1:al troops and McCook were thrown forward in pursuit,
were fain to seek such shelter as was available, and durin~ the 16th the army was occupied in
and yontent themselves with holding the posi- crossing the Oostanaula. Gen. Thomas made
tion they had gained. Toward the close of the the passage at Resaca, Gen. McPherson at
afternoon Gen. Hood's corps made a deter- Lay's Ferry, a few miles to the southwest,
termined but unsuccessful effort to dislodge while Gen.· Schofield, moving to the left of
them, and subsequently, uncler cover of the Thomas, crossed the Conasauga and Ooosawatdarkness, a number of rebel prisoners were tee, which unite near Resaca to form the Oosbro11ght up, the ends dug out of the works, tanaula. In this order the army marched southand the guns hauled out by means of ropes, ward on roads parallel to the railroad, :finding
under a destructive fire from the rebels. As no trac~ of the enemy until reaching the neighsoon as a breach was made our forces rushed in borhood of Adairsville, thh-teen miles below
and captured the lunette after a desperate en- Resaca, where .Newton's division of the 4th
gagement. The guns seized were twelve- corps had a smart s~irmish with the rebel re~·
pounders. The flags of the 35th and 38th guard, who had posted their sharpshooters m
Alabama regiments were captured, with over an octagon cement building ca.Ued " Graves
two hundred prisoners. While these opera- House," for the purpose of delaying the ~dtions were in progress the enemy's attention vance. By the aid of artillery they were dnvwas occupied by heavy skirmishing along the en out, and on the 18th the 4th corps reached
whole line.
·
Kingston, four miles beyond which place the
During the night the enemy quietly aban- enemy were again discovered in consider3:ble
doned Resaca, leaving behind ~ four-gun bat- force on dpen ground. At Cassville, five miles
tery and a quantity of stores, and by dawn were east of Kingston, they were known to ha!e
well on their way to Kingston, thirty-two miles constructed strong works ; and on the 1~th, lil
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anticipation of a general engagement, Gen.
Sherman directed Gen. Schofield to move down
toward this place from the north, while Gen.
Thomas closed llp upon his right, and McPherson marched to Kingston to be in close support
of Thomas. Gen. Johnston, however, declined
the offer of battle, and during the night retreated across the Etowah, bmning the r oad
and railroad bridges behind him. .A few days'
halt for rest and refreshment was now allowed
the army, and as the country north of the
Etowah had been completely stripped by Gen.
Johnston, it was necessary to await the arrival
of supplies by railroad. The latter fortunately
had received little injury at the hancls of the
enemy, and by the energetic. labors of the repairing parties, who followed close behind the
army, was put in running order to Kingston
· on the 20th, on which clay trains arrived laden
with supplies. By this means the army was
soon restored to a condition of complete efficiency, and reliev,ed of the necessity of looking
after the wounded, who were sent back to
Ohattanooga. In like manner telegraphic communication with the latter place was kept open
as the army advanced.
· While these operations were in progress,
Gen. Jeff. 0. Davis, of Palmer's corps, on the
17th marched southwesterly from Resaca toward Rome, fifteen miles west of Kingston,
which place he occupied on the 19th after a
sharp fight, gaining possession of several forts,
eight or ten guns of heavy caliber, large quantities of stores, and the valuable mills !!,nd
foundries employed in the service of the Oonfederate Government.
Gen. Johnston had meanwhile taken a strong
position at .Allato-ona Pass, in the Etowah
Mountains, south of the Etowah River, which
' formed an almost impregnable barrier to a direct advance upon Atlanta by railroad. Gen.
Sherman aooordiugly resorted to the same tactics
which had proved so successful at Dalton; and
having supplied his wagons with twenty days'
provisions, and left garrisons at Rome and
Kingston, he put his army in motion on May
23d for Dallas, a town lying about fifte-en miles
southwest of .Allatoona Pass, and eighteen
miles directly west of Marietta, a i;tation on
the railroad .forty miles b'elow Kingston, and
twenty-four south of the Etowah River. He
expected thus, by threatening Marietta, to
compel the evacuation of .Allatoona. The
· country between Dallas and the railroad is of
the same impracticable character as that in
which previous operations of the campaign
had been conducted, being for the most part
densely wooded, traversed by ranges of rugged
hills, and cut up by frequent ravines. The
roads were few and poor. Through this region, admirably adapted for defence, and of
which the topography was scarcely known to
the Federal· general, the advance in the presence of a vigilant enemy had necessarily to be
made ,vith much caution, and it will be seen
that several days were occupied with ma.noon-
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.ring for position and other movements, before
any practical results were obtained.
In marching upon Dallas, Gen. McPherson,
still holding the Federal right made a somewhat wide detour to the southwest through
Van Wart, while Gen. Thomas took a course
nearly due south, having Gen. Schofield on his
left flank. The movement had scarcely commenced before it was detected by Gen. Johnston,
who having the shorter line to Dallas, marched
in the direction of that place to cover the approaches to Marietta. On the 25th Hooker's
corps, approaching Pumpkin Vine Greek on
the main Dallas road, came into collision with
parties of Hood's and Hardee's corps, and a
severe engagement took place for the possession of a point known as the New Hope Ohurch,
where three road:; meet from .Ackworth (four
miles south of .Allatoona by rail], Marietta, and
Dallas. By means of earthworks the enemy
successfully resisted the advance of Gen. Hooker,
and the night closing with a heavy rain storm,
no further attempt was made to force the position. In this affair Hooker sustained a loss of
about six hundred killed and wounded. Gen.
Sherma11 then ordered McPherson to move up
to Dallas, and Gen. Thomas to make a bold demonstration against New _Hope Ohurch, while
Schofield overlapped the enemy's right wing.
Owing to the difficult nature of the country,
the 26th and 27th were occupied in perfecting
these dispositions, and on the evening of the
latter day his· line extended in a semicircular
direction northeast from Dallas, the enemy
having his right resting on th~ road from .Ackworth to Dallas, at a point three miles northeast of New Hope Ohurch, and his left at a
point nearly due east of Dallas. Heavy skirmishing attended these manoouvres, but As the
derrsity of the surrounding woods rendered the
use of artillery impracticable, the casualties
were not numerous. On the 28th, just as Gen.
McPherson was on the point of closing up to
Gen. Thomas in front of New Hope Ohurch,
in order to enable a further development of
the Federal left wing, he was attacked by a
heavy rebel force, whose repeated and desperate, though fruitless assaults had the effect of
checking temporarily the contemplated movement. The Federal troops, protected by their
breastworks, finally drove the enemy back with
a loss of upward of two thousand killed and
wounded.
After a brief pause, interrupted only by the
customary skirmishing, r enewed orders were
given for the shifting of the Federal line to the
left. The movement was now effected with
comparative ease, and on June 1st, the roads to
.Allatoona and .Ackworth being occupied, the
cavalry divisions of Stoneman and Garrard were
pushed forward to .Allatoona Pass, wbi~h WM
carried with slight loss. Orders. were un_mediately given to rebuild the railroad bridge
over the Etowah at Etowah Station, and on
June 4th Gen. Sherman moved directly upon
.Ackworth. This manoouvre compelled Gen.
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Johnston to abandon his intrenchments at New
Hope Church, and move westward to the railroad to cover Marietta, and on the 6th the Federal army reached Ackworth, where it rested
for several days. .Allatoona Pass was at once
fixed upon as a secondary base, and put in a
defensible condition. A well-informed correspondent, summing up the results of the campaign to this date, observes : '~We have in a
month's time, with a force not very much superior to bis, forced the enemy back nearly one
lmnclred miles, obliging him to abandon four
different positions of unusual strength and proportions; have fought him six times; have
captured twelve gu:ris, three colors, over two
thousand prisoners, with considerable forage,
provisions, and means of transportation; have
placed at least :fifteen thous3J1d of his men h01·s
de com.bat, and have destroyed several important foundries, rolling mills, iron works, &o.,
at Rome, and in the .A.lla.toona Mountains."
On the 8th Gen. Blair r eached Ackworth
with two divisions of the 17th army corps,
which were attached to Gen. McPherson's
command, and a brigade of cavalry belonging
to Gen. Garrard's division. These accessions
compensated for the Federal losses in battle,
and the ganisons left at Resaca, Rome, Kingston, and .Allatoona, and on tbe 9th the army,
refreshed by three days' much needed rest, and
abundantly supplied with stor es, moved forward to Big Shanty, the next railroad station
south of Ackworth. Between ·t his place and
Mm·ietta intervenes a mountainous district of
vast natural strength, having three detached and
well-defined summits, where Gen. J obnston bad
made bis next stand. Kenesaw Mountain, the
most easterly of these summits, is a doublepeaked eminence, about 1,200 feet high, lying
directly north and northwest of Marietta, and
west of the railroad, ·and sending out a spur for
several miles in a northeasterly direction. West
of Marietta, on the road to Dallas, is Lost
Mountain, and midway between the latter and
Kenesaw, half a mile further to the north, is
Pine Mountain, a rugged, cone-shaped peak,
which may be said to form the apex of a triangle, of which Kenesaw and Lost Mountains
constitute the base. The three eminences are
connected by several ranges of lesser heights,
seamed with ravines, and covered with a dense
growth of oak and hickory, and upon their
summits the rebels had erected signal stations
which commanded an excellent view of all the
genernl operations of the Federal forces. As
the latter drew in sight, the most assailable
points in this succession of mountain fortresses
appeared bristling with cannon, and the spurs
were alive with men constructing earthwotks,
felling timber for obstructions, and otherwise
preparing for an obstinate resistance. The
r ebel front extended westward from the railroad, on which their right rested, about four
miles, and comprised several su~cessive lines
of intrenchmonts. They bad also some works
on the ridge east of the railroad. " The rebel

works," says the correspondent above quoted,
" consisted of log barricades, protected by earth
thrown against them, with a formidable ~batis,
and in many places a clievaux-de-fiise of sharpened fence-rails besides. The thickness of this
parapet (which really resembled a parallel) was
generally six to eight feet at top, on the infantry line, and from twelve to :fifteen feet
thick at top where field guns were posted,
or where foe from our artillery was anticipated."
The controlling point of the whole region is
Kenesaw Mountain, which covers the rail.road
and the town of Marietta so effectually that a
direct advance upon the latter place from the
north would be well-nigh impossible. As the
rebel lines were drawn, it constituted a stronghold or oitadel in a deep reentrant, Pine and
Lost Mountains and the connecting ridges being
in the nature of outworks, useful in retarding
the approach of an enemy, but not absolutely
essential as portions of a system of defences.
The accounts of prisoners, deserters, and scouts,
placed Gen.Johnston's force at nine divisions of
seven thousand men each, which was probably
somewhat above the mark; in addition to
which an auxiliary force of :fifteen thousand
Georgia militia, called out by Governor Brown,
was placed at his disposal. The latter, though
comparatively tmdisciplined, did good service
as laborers on fortifications, and were capable
of offering considerable resistance behind earthworks. Hardee's corps occupied their right,
Pqlk the centre, and Hood the left. Their cavah-y, estimated at fifteen thousand, operated
on the flanks, and in the Federal rear.
The order of the Federal advance was somewhat different from that previously observed
duTing the campaign. Gen. McPherson's command was now transferred to the extreme left,
and moved toward Marietta, having its right
on the railroad, while Gen. Schofield, shifting
to the right wing, marched for Lost Mountain.
Gen. Thomas kept his old position in the centre, and moved on Kenesaw and Pine Mountains. Gens. Stoneman and Garrard covered
the right and left wings with their cavalry,
and McOook guarded the communications ::tnd
rear. From the 9th to the 14th the Federal
lines were gradually ciosed up toward the rebel
position, Sherman's first object being to break
the line between Kenesaw and Pine Mountains;
and on the latter day, during a heavy cannon-.
ade by the 4th corps, the rebel Gen. Polk, commanding on Pine Mountain, was killed by the
explosion of a shell. On the same night, the
rebels, perceiving that Hooker's corps was
moving around the base of the motmtain to
cut off their retreat, abandoned their works
without loss of guns or material of war, and
on the morning of the 15th the position was
quietly occupied by Stanley's division 6f the ·
4th corps. A paper was found affix~d to a
stake, stating, "He1·e Gen. Polk was k1Ued by
a Yankee shell ;" and from the reports of deserters it appeared that Gens. Johnston and
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Hardee were standing near Gen. Polk when he
was struck, and narrowly escaped death.
Gen. Johnston now drew back his centre
about a mile, to a strong line of intrenchments
in the rugged hills connecting · Kenesaw and
Lost Mountains, keeping his flanks on these
two eminences. The 15th, 16th, and 17th,
were occupied with incessant skirmishing,
which told upon the spirits and endurance of
the Federal army almost as much as a pitched
battle. " The enemy," says a correspondent,
"seems to have marked out this whole country,
from the Allatoona Mountains to the Chattahociche, with lin.e after line of rifle-pits and intrenchments and fortification. No sooner do we
take possession of one formidable line of works
tban another confronts us, and each seems to
be strongei· than the preceding." On the extreme right dm·ing the afternoon pf tlie 15th,
Gen. Schofield carried the first line of the rebel
works at the foot of Lost Mountain. During
the 1'rth, the left and centre remained quiet,
its line being so far advanced that a general
engagement would otherwise have resulted.
The right and right centre were pushed forward more than a mile, occupying a heavy line
of intrenchments which the rebels had evacuated, aud their main line at tho foot of Lost
Mountain, without serious loss. Toward evening, after much heavy skirmishing, the enemy's
left was dislodged fl'0m the strong intrenchments at the Lost Mountain and in the rear
of Kenesaw, and dr·iven back upon his centre,
the Federal army swinging around so as to
threaten his flank. The movement occupied
the whole day, and was rendered difficult by
the thick growth of timber and underwood
and the pertinacity of the skirmishers of the
enemy. During the 18th, the right crowded
the rebel left still further back:ward. The
possession of the Dallas and Marietta road was
secured, and the enemy pushed so har(l at dusk
that the 20th corps was in a line perpendicular
to their own. The Federal troops met with
considern.ble loss during the day, as in many
places it was necessary to construct opposing
works under the fiercest fire, - especially from
the enemy's sharpshooters; but from extreme
right to extreme left the rebel skirmishers
wern steadily dr·iven, a.nd many of them killed
and wounded. Several hundred prisoners wore
also taken. These made the number taken since
the 11th about one thousand.
· Apprehending that his position on Lost
Mountain was in danger of being enveloped,
Gen. Johnston, on the night of the 18th, under
cover of the darkness and a violent storm of
rain, drew in his left flank toward 'Kenesaw,
which he made his salient, his right wing being
thrown back to cover Marietta, and his left
?ehind Nose's Creek, for the purpose of guard. mg his railroad communication with the Chattahooche. The abandoned works on Lost
~fountain, and the line of breastworks connectmg it with Kenesaw, were at once occupied
by the Federal troops, and during the 19th the
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enemy was steadily presied at all ·points. On
the evening of that day our left held the base
of Kenesaw on its north face, and the first ridge
of hills running thence to the northeast, while
om· right lay to the west -and rear of Kenesaw,
and within three miles of Marietta. During
these operations the rain fell almost incessantly,
and the roads were rendered so heavy that a
general movemt1nt would have been impossible.
The most that could be attempted was to press
the enemy without cessation, and harass him
by constant skirmishing. The fact that under
such discouraging circumstanc,es so many strong
positions were carried, testifies to the discipline
and endurance of the troops.
The operations of the 20th and 21st were of
a similar character to those above described.,
but on the 22d the enemy made n. sudden attack upon portions of Gens. Hooker's and
Schofield's troops on the- Federal right, near
what is ~own as the "Kulp House," and
was h;:mdsomely repulsed, leaving his dead,
wounded, and many prisoners behind him.
The Federal centre was now established squarely in front of Kenesaw, but it required so many
men to hold the railroad and the line running
along the base of the mountain, that but o.
small force was left with which to attempt a
flank movement to the right. So small was it
that Gen. Sherman hesitated to push it vigorously toward the railroad, in the rear ofMariettn.,
for fear that it might be altogether detached
from the army and exposed to disaster. He
therefore contented himself with extending his
right along the enemy's flank, hoping that Gen.
Johnston would thereby be induced to weaken
bis centre sufficiently to render an assault in that
direction practicable. ".Although inviting the
enemy at all times," says Gen. Sherman in bis
official report, " to make such mistakes, I could
not hope for him to r epeat them after the examples of Dallas 'and the 'Kulp House;' and
upon studying the ground, I had no n.lternative
but to assault his lines or tlll'n his position.
Either course had its difficulties and dangers.
And I perceived thn.t the enemy and our own
officers had settled down into a conviction that
I would not assault fortified lines. .All looked
to me to 'outflank.' An army to · be. efficient
must not sett:J.e down to one single mode of
offence, but must be prepared to execute any
plan which promises success. I waited, therefore, for the moral effect, to make a successful
assault against the enemy behind his breastworks, and resolved to attempt it at that yoint
where success would give the largest fruits of
victory." The general point selected was the
rebel left centre, in the belief that if this should
be once forced, a road to the railroad below
Marietta would be opened to the assaulting
column, the enemy's retreat cut off, and their
army overwhelmed in detail. Simultaneous
with this an attack was directed to be l)'.lade on
Little Kenesaw by McPherson. The 27th was
selected for the movement, and three days were
allowed for preparation.
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At 6 A. M.; on the appointed day, Gen. Blair's
(I '7th) corps, holding the extreme left of Gen.
McPherson's line, moved toward the eastern
point of the mountain to threaten the enemy's.
right, while Gen. Dodge's (16th) corps and Gen.
Logan's (15th) corps assaulted the northern slope
adjoining. The brunt of the attack was borne
by three brigades of the 15th corps, which immediately scattered the enemy's skirmishers,
and pushing on up the hill with impetuosity,
carried part of the rebel rifle-pits. Some of the
retreating enemy were captured while endeavoring to escape to,a gorge which intervenes between the right and left halves of Kenesaw.
Still pressing forward our troops arrived at the
foot of a perpendicular cliff thirty feet high,
from the crest of which the enemy formed in
line of battle, poured a destructive plunging
fire, and rolled down huge stones. Seeing it
impossible to scale these cliffs our line halted,
retired a short distance, and fortified on the
extreme right. For the second and mQre important attack portions of Gen. Newton's division of the 4th corps, and of Gen. Davis's of the
14th corps, were selected. At a given signal
the troops rushed forward with buoyant courage, charged up the face of the mountain amidst
a murderous fire from a powerful battery on
the summit and through two lines of abatis,
carried a line of rifle-pits beyond, and reached
the works. The colors of several regiments
were planted before the latter, and some of the
men succeeded in mounting the ramparts, but
the deaths of Gens. Wagner and Harker, and
the wounding of Gen. McCook, the destructive
fire of both musketry and artillery, and the dti'ficulty of deploying the long columns under such
fire, rendered it necessary to recall the men.
Gen.Newton's troops returned to their original
line, while Gen. Davis's 2d. brigade threw up
works between those they had carried and the
main line of the enemy, and there remained. The
whole contest lasted little more than an hour,
but cost Gen. Sherman nearly tru:ee thousand in
killed and wounded, while the enemy, lying be-··
hind well-formed breastworks, suffered com-·
paratively slight loss. During the day Gen.
Schofield had sharp skirmishing with the enemy's left wing, and Gen. Cox's division of the
23d corps pushed forward to a point nine
miles south of Marietta and three from the
Chattahoochee; but the important fighting was
in the centre. The failure of the attack is to
be attributed to the fact that Gen. Johnston
did not allow himself to be deceived by the
lengthened line which Gen. Sherman opposed to
him. From his elevated position on the summit of Kenesaw he could see plainly that the
main posts still confronted him, and that the
flanking movement to his left was not in earnest.
Contenting himself, therefore, with sending a
single corps to watch the right wing, he held
his main body to repel tµe assault on his centre.
It was not, however, the inte~on of Gen.
Sherman to rest long under the imputation of
defeat, and he almost immediately commenced

preparations to turn the enemy's left, amusing
Gen. Johnston, meanwhile, by a show of approaching his centre by saps. On July 1st,
Gens. Hooker and Schofield advanced to the
right some two miles, and on the 2d Gen.
McPherson received orders to rapidly shift
his whole force from the extreme left to the
extreme right of the Federal lines, and push
on to Nickajack Creek, which flows into the
Chattahoochee, four miles below the railroad
bridge. His place on the left, in front of Kenesaw, was occupied by Gen. Garrard's cavalry,
while Gen. Stoneman's cavalry moved on his
flanks to strike the river near. Tmner's Ferry,
two miles and a half below the railroad bridge.
The object of the movement was speedily detected by Gen. Johnston, who at once prepared
to evacuate Kenesaw and fall back to the Chattahoochee. On the night of the 2d his rear
guard abandoned the works which for upward
of three weeks had been so resolutely assailed
and defended, and before dawn of the 3d the
Federal pickets occupied the crest of the mountain. Orders were immediately given for Gen.
Thomas to move forward along the raili·oad to
Marietta, and thence southward to the Chattahoochee, the rest of the army pressing rapidly
toward Nickajack Cree.k to harass the enemy in
flank and rear, and if possible to assail him in
the confusion of crossing the river. Gen. Sherman himself, accompMying the Army of the
Cumberland, entered Marietta at 9 o'clock on
the morning of the 3d. During the retreat about
two thousand prisoners, principally stragglers,
fell into the hands of the Federal troops.
Gen. Johnston was too good a general to
leave · his movement uncovered, and Gen.
Thomas pushing forward in pursuit, found
him intrenched behind a fortified line at Smyrna, half way between the river and Marietta,
having his flanks protected by Nickajack and
Rottenwood Oreeks. This, however, was but
an advanoe line, his intention being to make
his real stand in n. series of works on the left
bank ·o f the river, and at the railroad bridge,
where he had constructed a strong tete clo
pont. Again a flanking movement to the
right was attempted, and with such success
that on the night of the 4th Gen. Johnston
fell back to the river, across which the main
body of his army passed, Gen. Hardee's corps
remaining on the right bank. Gen. Sherman
then moved up to the Chattahoochee, and on
the evening of the 5th Gens. Thomas's and :McPherson's troops occupied a line extending from
a short distance above the railroad bridge to the
mouth of Nickajack Oreek, while Gen. Schofield
was posted in the rear near Smyrna as a reserve. Cavalry demonstrations were extended
as far south as Oampbelltown, fifteen miles below the railroad bridge. By these several manoouvres, and particularly by the shifting of Gen. ·
McPherson's troops to the right, Ge~. Sher~nn
aimed to convey to Gen. Johnston the 1II1press1on
that it was his left flank that was to be turned;
and in pursuance of the same strategy the Fed-
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eral general having determined tha,t the ene- the campaign, as it was anticipated that here, in
my's position was unassailable except by a flank the immediate neighborhood of his supplies,
movement across the river, amused his enemy Gen. Johnston could make a long and probably
by demonstrations south of the railroad bridge, successful stand; or at least keep Gen. Sherman
as if he intended crossing there. His real ob- at bay until reenforcements from other parts of
ject was, by rapidly shifting masses of troops the confederacy should arrive. The catastrofrom extreme right to extreme left, to turn the phe completed the long catnJ.ogue of complaints
enemy's right flank, and seize and hold the vital against this general which his enemies had
strategic points in that direction.
sedulously arrayed before the public, and his reGen. Schofield was, accordingly, directed to moval was clamored for as indispensable to the
move due eastward from his position at Smyrna salvation of the cause. The inhabitants of
to the Ohattahoochee, and to make a crossing Atlanta in particular urged that the retreating
near the mouth of Soap Oreek, eight miles policy had been followed far enough. It can
north of the 1'ailroad bridge. This was sue- hardly admit of a doubt, however, that he had
cessfully accomplished on the '!th, with the conducted the campaign with prudence and
capture of a gun and a number of prisoners, skill, and considering his inferiority in numbers
and a lodgment was effected on high ground to Gen. Sherman, who was always in a condion the left bank, and a substantial bridge con- tion to outflank _him, he had probably delayed
structed. At the same time Gen. G:µ:rard occu- · the Federal advance as long as it was possible.
pied Rosswell, a town near the Ohattahoochee,
On the 17th the whole army was across the
nearly clue north of Atlanta, and about seve)l Ohattahoochee, ,vith the exception of Gen . Damiles above Gen. Schofield's crossing, where vis's division of the 14th corps, left to watch the
he destroyed some woollen and cotton mills railroad bridge and the rear, and prepared to
which had supplied the rebel armies. In accord- move upon Atlanta. The Army of the Oumance with Gen. Sherman's orders he secured berland now occupied the right wing and right
the ford at this place until a corps could be sent centre, resting on the river just above the railthither from the Army of the Tennessee on the roitd bridge, the Army of the Ohio the left cenright wing. On the 9th, while the enemy were tre, and the Army of the Tennessee the left. In
amused by feints extending from Power's Ferry, this order a grand right wheel was commenced,
four miles above the railroad bridge, to Turner's the right wing of tho Army of the Omnberfond
Ferry, three miles below it, a crossing was serving as the pivot, which, on the evening of
effected at Rosswell, and the river firmly bridg- the 1'7tb,, brought the Federal line into a posied; and under cover of the same demonstra- tion about noltheast of the railroad bridge,
tions Gen. Howard was enabled to th.row a along what is known as the old· Peach Tree
bridge across at Power's Ferry, Gen. John- road. On the 18th the left wing, swinging
ston at length took the alarm, and during the rapidly around, strµck the Georgia Railroad,
night of the 9th gave orders for another retreat. which connects Atlanta with Augusta, at a
His heavy guns were removed to Atlanta, seven point two miles west of Stone Mount,ain, a vast .
miles distant, Gen. Hurdee's corps was safely elevation of granite towering over the surcrossed to the left bank, and at daylight of the rOlmding country, fifteen miles northeast of
10th the railroad bridge, the road bridge, and Atlanta. With the aid of Gen. Garrard's cavthe pontoons, were in flames. The rebel army alry, which moved on his flank, Gen. Mcthen fell back toward the fortifications of Pherson broke up a sectio'n of about four
-4,tlanta, abandoning the whole line of the miles of the road, whilti Gen. Schofield ocnver, although its left wing kept in the neigh- cupied Decatnr, six miles east of Atlanta,
borhood of Turner's Ferry, in the expectation and Gen. Thomas brought his troops close
of an attack from that quarter. Leaving Gen. up to Peach Tree Creek, a small stream rising
Johnston to his delusion, Gen. Sherman rapidly five or six miles northeast of Atlanta, and
and quietly moved the rest of the Army of the flowing southwesterly into the Ohattahoochee,
Tennessee behind the line of our forces, to its near the railroad bridge. In these manmuvres
o~d position on the extreme left, and busied our extreme left encountered little else than
himself "'ith strengthening his bridges and col~ cavalry, supported by a few guns and a very
lecting supplies, which, as early as the 8th, inadequate force of infantry, an evidence that
were brought by railroad within a mile of the the enemy was still laboring under the delusion
that his left and not his right was the real point
railroad bridge.
A week's rest was now allowed the army, a of attack, and that Atlanta was to be apsu.fficient force being detailed to the left bank proached from the southwest instead of from
of the Chattahoochee to secm-e the several posi- tl1e northeast. Under these circumstances Gens.
tions there and occupy the works of the enemy. McPherson and Schofield were enabled, on th~
These proved to be of the most formidable 19th, to pass with little trouble westward .of
chm·acter, and had evidently cost many months _ Decatur, within the naturally strong defensive
-of labor, the lines extending for upward of five lines of Nance's and Peach Tree Oreeks. Gen.
~d a half miles along the river, with almost Thomas, moving more directlY: from the north
unpenetrable abatis in front. The sudden of Atlanta, found the enemy m larger force,
abandonment of them caused more con stern a- but succeeded on the same day in crossing Peach
tion to the enemy than any previous disaster of Tree Creek in front of their intrenched lines.
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mand by an assualt which, at one blow, should
retrieve the disasters of the campaign. Gen.
Sherman also was well aware that his line was
vulnerable at this point ; and as there were
indications during the morning of a concentration of troops on the enemy's right, as if
to attack the left, orders were sent to Gen.
Newton and the rest of the Army of the Cumberland to close rapidly up in the latter direction.
Gen. Newton accordingly pushed forward to a
prominent ridge, where, about two o'clock in
HEADQUARTERS, Amo: OF TENNESSEE, }
July 17, 1S64.
the afternoon his troops stacked arms and
In obedience to the orders of the War Department,
I turn over to Gen. Hood the command of the .A.rmy made a temporary halt. Some prisoners, gathand Department of Tennessee. I cannot leave this ered up by the skirmishers, having reported
noble army without expressing my admiration of the that there was no considerable force of the
high military qualities it has displayed so conspicu- enemy within a mile and a half, no apprehenously-every soldierly virtue, endurance of toil, obe- sion of an attack seems to h ave been felt, and
dience to orders, brilliant courage.
The enemy has never attacked but to be severely . no preparations had been made beyond the acrepulsed and punished. You, soldiers, have never customed piles of logs and rails, which the Fedargued but from your cow·age, and never counted . eral troops constructed as a matter of course,
your fears. No longer your leader, I will still watch whenever halting for any considerable time on
your career, and will rejoice in your victories. To one
and .aU I offer assurances of my friendship, and bid new ground in presence of the enemy. Gen.
Hood had meanwhile been massing his main
an affectionate farewell.
.
body in the woods immediately in front of
J. E. JOHNSTON, General.
General Hood, on assuming command, issued Gen. Newton and of Gen. Hooker, who was
approaching from the right, expecting, by a sudthe following address :
den and overwhelming attack upon the colHEADQUARTERS, AJury OF TEmn:SBEEJ
.
July 18, 1864.
umns while in motion, to cut the Federal ariny
SOLDIERS: In obedience to orders from the ar in twain. At 4 o'clock he advanced from his
Department, I assume command of this .A.rmy and
Department I feel the weight of the responsibility covert without skfrmishers, and pushed directso suddenly and unexyectedly·devolved upon me by ly for Gen. Newton's position. Notwithstandthis position, and shal bend all my energies and em- ing the unexpectedness of his appearance, the
ploy all my skill to meet its requirements. I look Federal troops sprang instantly to their arms,
with confidence to your patriotism to stand by m~
and rely up<Jn your prowess to ,vrest your country and from behind their breastworks poured
from the gras-p of the invader, entitling yourselves deliberate and deadly volleys into the dense
to the proud distinction of being called the deliverers masses of_the Confederates, who were further
of an oppressed people.
J. B. HOOD, General.
kept in check by well-served batteries which
With this change in commanders commenced Gen. Newton had posted on ea-ch of his flanks.
a change in the method of conducting the camAlmost at the instant of the attack on Gen.
paign, by which it wa.s expected that the m01·ale Newton, Gen. Geary's division of Gen. Hooker's
of the rebel ;:irmy, we&kened by the persistent corps was struck by tho advancing columns of
Fabian policy of Gen. Johnston, would be fully the enemy and thrown back in some confusion.
reestablished. The time for retreating had But quickly rallying, it recovered its ground
passed when the chief city of western Georgia arl'J kept the enemy in ch-eek until Ward's dilay almost in the grasp of Gen. Sherman; and vision could arrive to its assistance. The latthe rebel army, which, to give Gen. Johnston· ter met the enemy's charge by a counter cha,rge,
due credit, had been kept in a compact body, and the two columns mingling in the shook of
and bacl experienced but insignificant losses of battle, the enemy, after a brief and fierce strugguns or material of war, was to be launched, gle, were driven back. Further to the right,
after their well-known tactics, in fierce assaults and next to Geary, Williun;is' division, though
upon the invader. With this view the command attacked with desperation, stood manfully up
was given to Gen. Hood, who had an unequalled to the work, and repulsed with heavy loss every
reputation among their generals for energy and onset of the enemy. After four hours of inimpetuous bravery.
cessant fighting, the latter retired precipitately
On the 20th the Federal lines converged still to his intrenchments, leaving on the field upmore closely around the northern and eastern ward of six hundred dead, one thousand severesides of .Atlanta, and as a gap existed between ly wounded, seven regimental flags, and a numGc.-.ns. Schofield and Thomas, Stanley's and ber of prisoners. His total loss was estimated
Wood's division of Gen. Howard's corps were by Gen. Sherman at five thousand. That of
moved to the left to connect with Gen. Scho- the Federal troops was one thousand nine
field, leaving Gen. Newton's division of Gen. hundred, of whioh the greater part fell on Gen.
Howard's corps, with inadequat~ force, to hold Hooker's corps, which fought wholly on open
an important position on the road leading from ground, and bore the brunt of the batt:e·. · .
During the 21st the enemy kept w1thm hls
.Atlanta to Buckhead. This w0ak point was
soon detected by Gen. Hood, who determined intrenched position, commanding the open valto signalize his appointment to the chief com- ley of Peach Tree Creek, his right beyc.::id the

The Federal line then held the-arc of a circle,
extending from the railroad between Atlanta
and the river to some distance south of the
Georgia Railroad, and in a direction north and
northeast of Atlanta.
Meanwhile, on the 17th, Gen. Johnston had,
in accordance with orders from the confederate
war department, turned over his command to
Gen. Hood, accompanying the act with the following farewell address to hi.s troops:
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Georgia railroad to the east, and his left extended toward Turner's Ferry, at a general
distance of four miles from .Atlanta. In the
com·se of the day a steep and strongly-fortified
hill, about five hundred yards in advance of
the skirmish line of the extreme Federal left,
was gallantly carried by Gen. Leggett's division
of the 17th corps, though with a loss of seven
hundred and fifty men. Four desperate
attempts were made by the division of Gen.
Cleburne to regain the position, which completely commanded .Atlanta and the two principal roads leading north and south from the
city; but the enemy finally retired, baffled and
severely crippled, leaving his dead and most of
his wounded on the slope of the hill. He also
lost about a hundred prisoners. Gen. McPherson immediately threw out working parties to
the hill, with the intention of occupying it with
strong batteries.
On the 22d the whole advanced line of the enemy was found abandoned, a circumstance which
at first led Gen. Sherman to believe that they
intended to surrender Atlanta without further
contest. Gen. Hood, however, was only preparing to repeat, on a larger scale, the experiment
of the 20th. By a show of retreating upon the
city he hoped to decoy Gen. Sherman into a rapid
advance, and then suddenly, with heavy mnsses
of troops, to strike the Federal army while in
motion, at such weak points as should present
themselves. "It is now quite evident," says an
army correspondent, writing on the 24th, "that
the enemy, when they fell back out of their
works, did not retire to the inner line around
the city at all, though by taking that direction,
and shmving themselves in large numbers upon
their works, they intended to make us believe
they bad done so. Gen. Hardee's corps, instead,
marched during the night away round to the
eastwru·d, sweeping entirely the circle of the
Federal left wing, and then, as we closed in
around the city, and before the left. wing had
got in position, struck us upon the front, and
also upon the flanks." Unsuspicious of this
deep laid plan for his discomfiture, Gen. Sherman push~d his troops beyond the abandoned
works, and found the enemy occupying in force
a line of finished redoubts completely covering
~he approaches to .Atlanta, and busily occupied
m connecting these redoubts with cm-tains
strengthened by rifle trenches, abatis, and chevaux-de-frise. This satisfied him that Gen.
Hood meant to fight, and he immediately resruned the dispositions previously commenced
for p_ressing the city on its eastern and northe~·n fronts. As the Federal line closed in, the
circle which it formed became so contracted,
that the 16th corps, Gen. Dodge, which formed
the right of the Army of the Tennessee, was
thrown out of position, and fell behind the 15th
corps, the latter · thus closing up with Gen.
Schofield, who held the centre. Gen. McPhers?n accordingly ordered Gen. Dodge to shift
his position to the extreme left of the line, and
occupy the hill cmTied by the 1'7th corps on
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the previous day, and which was still held by
Gen. Leggett 's division. At about 11 A. M.,
soon after this movement had commenced, Gen.
McPherson met the commander-in-chief near
the centre of the lines. "He described to me,"
says Gen. Sherman in his official report, "the
condition of things on his :flank and the dispositions of his troops. I explained to him that
if we met seri01;s resistance in Atlanta, as present appearances indicated, instead of operating
against it by the left, I ~ould extend to the
right, and that I did not want him to gain
much distance to the left. He then described
the hill occupied by Gen. Leggett's division of
Gen. Blair's (17th) corps as essential to the occupation of any ground to the east and south
of the .Augusta railroad, on account of its commanding nature. I therefqre ratified his disposition of troops, and modified a previous order
I had sent him in writing to use Gen. Dodge's
corps, thrown f.lomewbat in reserve by the
closing up of Olli' line, to break up railroad,
and I sanctioned its going, as already ordered
by Gen. McPherson, to his left, to hold and
fortify that position."
At noon Gen. McPherson rode off to the left,
where the enemy apperu·ed to be making a
slight cavalry demonstration. He had not been
gone half an holll' when the desultory skirmishing which had been going on in that quarter
all the morning suddenly deepened into a loud
crash of musketry, followed by rapid artillery
firing, indicating the presence of the enemy in
large force. Gen. Hood had in fact ~ecured
the opportunity which he desired, and apprehending rightly that a demonstration was
least expected on the left flank, had massed
Gens. Hardee's and Stewart's corps under
the· cover of the thick woods which skirt
the railroad, and was preparing to attack the
16th and 17th corps while they were getting
into position, his forts meanwhile holding
the Federal centre and right in check. Gen.
Sherman instantly transmitted orders to Gens.
Schofield and Thomas to keep the enemy employed on all parts of their front, and the former
was directed to hold as large a force as possible
in reserve to sustain the left, should aid be
needed.
Gen. McPherson, upon reaching the left,
found the 16th corps just about moving into
position to prolong the flank, and temporarily
facing to the left in a direction perpendicular
to om· main line. Between .the right of the
16th and the left of the 17th corps was a wooded
space of about half a mile which was not occupied by any troops. Shortly after twelve o'clo~k
the enemy emerged from the dense woods m
front of these corps in three solid columns, and
marched directly upon the 16th corps for the
pm-pose of turning our whole line. Three desperate assaults were repelled by Gen. Dodge,
in the last of which the enemy suffered severe
loss from the well-direeted fire of the Federal
batteries. Finding that the attempt to break
the lines had foiled at this point, Gen. McPher-
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son took advantage of a temporary lull in the
fighting to ride through the woods to Gen.
Giles A. Smith's division, which held the left
of the 17th corps. A report that the enemy in
heavy force-were moving around the left of.the
17th corps, l1Il.d were pushing in through the
gap above mentioned, as existing between it
and the 16th (the attack on the 16th corps
having, in fact, been a feint to draw attention
from the real point of attack), induced him to
hasten in that direction. After reaching the
gap he gave directions to the only member of
his staff who accompanied him, the rest having
been sent with orders to different portions of
the field, to obtain a brigade from Gen. Logan's
command and throw it across the gap, and
then, with a single orderly, struck into a cross
road leading directJy to Gen. Smith's position.
Already, however, unknown to him, the enemy's skirmish line had advanced close up to this
road, and when Jt was too late to retrace his
steps he found himself within fifty feet of it.
The rebel officer in command calied upon him
to slll'render, but he only dashed his horse to
the -right of the road, and was almost immediately brought to the ground, mortally wounded, by a volley from the skirmishers. His body
was for a time in the possession of the enemy,
but was subsequently recovered and brought
within the Federal lines. Upon hearing of this
disaster, Gen. Sherman ordered Gen. Logan to
assume command of the .AJ:my of the Tennessee.
The brigade (Wangelin's) ordered up from
Gen. Logan's corps, arrived in time to partially
check the enemy, but could not prevent him
from getting a portion of his force in the rear
of the 17th corps, wbile heavy masses of troops,
principally from Gen. Stewart's corps, were
pushed against the works held by Gen. Leggett
on the bill, wrested from Gen. Cleburne the day
before, and which they were evidently determined to retake at any sacrifice. Sweeping up in
their advance the working party engaged upon
the foL"tifications, the enemy bore heavily against
Gens. Smith's and Leggett's divisions, which, attacked in front and rear, were obliged to fire alternately from behind their own breastwork and
the old abandoned parapet of the enemy. Gen.
Leggett's troop~ clung tirmly to their important
position on the top of the hill, against the
fortified angle of which the rebels dashed their
columns with desperate but fruitless energy.
Gen. Smith had mean wbile been compelled to
abandon his more exposed lines, but by a skilful movement he grndually withdrew his men,
regiment by regiment, to a new line connecting
on the right with Gen. Leggett, his left, refused,
facing to the southeast. In executing this
movement he was obliged to abandon two
guns to the enemy. Against this new formation of the 17th corps the enemy could make no
impression, but recoiled again and again before
the deadly fire of the Federal troops, which
mowed down whole ranks at a time, and covered the ground and ditches with dead and

wounded men. .A. part of the rebel force that
pushed for the gap between the 16th and 17th
corps renewed the attack upon the right flank
of the former, and upon its first advance captured a six-gun battery of the regular army,
which was moving along tmsupported and unapprehensive of danger. Gens. Sweene;,''s and
Fuller's divisions soon checked the enemy's advance, and :finally drove him back in confusion
with the loss of many prisoners. At a critical period of the battle several of Gen. Sweeney's regiments were found to be without ammunition;
but as it was indispensable that they should
hold their position, their commander ordered
them to meet the enemy with the bayonet,
whereupon the latter broke and fled to the
rear. At about half-past three o'clock the
enemy desisted from his attack on Olli' left
flank, having gained no ground and suffered
enormous losses, for which his capture of eiC5ht
guns ill compensated.
Meanwhile two divisi.ons of Gen. Wheeler's
cavalry, with a· section of artillery, took a \vide
circuit to the east and fell upon Decatur, :now
three miles in Olli' rear, wher~ Ool. Sprague,
with three infantry regiments, and a battery,
was guarding a number of wagon trai~s filled
with commissary and ammunition supplies.
By a skilful disposition of his small force, Ool.
Sprague held the enemy in complete check until
every wagon except three was sent to the
rear of Gens. Schofield and Thomas, when he
also fell back nearer the .main body, having inflicted considerable damage·upon the enemy and
secured a number of prisoners. Gen. Wheeler's
unopposed approach to DecatlU' was owing to
the absence of Gen. Garrard's cavalry on a
.1·aid southeast of Atlanta.
About 4 P. M. a pause occ111Ted in the battle, occasioned by Gen. Hood's massing troops
for an assault upon Gen. Logan's (15th) corps,
temporarily commanded by Gen. Morgan L.
Smith, which held the right of the Army of the
Tennessee behind substantial breastworks, imme'Jiat-ely adjoining the 17th corps. At halfpast 4 P. M., w;hile just enough of an attack
was maintained against the extreme left to
occupy the attention of the troops in that
quarter, a heavy force two lines deep marched
directly toward the left of the 15th corps, driving before it a couple of regiments of skirmishers and capturing two guns. Protected by
their works, Gen. Lightburn's brigade, which
held this part of the line, for half an hour kept
the enemy at bay by well-directed discharges
from a battery of 20-pounder Parrotts; but a
second strong rebel column now approached,
which scarcely faltered beneath the volleys
which ploughed its ranks in long furrows, and
pres ntly, to add to the perplexity of the situation, a third·column was seen pouring ~ at t~e
r ear through a deep cut in the G~orgia .r~ilroad. Finding that to hold then· position
would insure capture, Gen. Lightburn's troops
retired in considerable confnsion to the second
line of breastworks, five hundred yards from
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the main line, and the abandoned works, with
two batteries, fell into the hands of the enemy.
The position gained by the latter, if allowed to
be held by the.m1 threatened such serious disaster that Gen. Sherman sent orders to Gen.
Logan, which had ah·eady been anticipated by
that general, to make the 15th corps regain its
lost ground at any cost. In aid of this movement he posted certain batteries from Gen.
Schofield's corps where they could shell the
enemy and the works beyond, so as to prevent
reenforcements. Just as the enemy were preparing to turn the captured Parrotts upon the
inner F ederal line, the 15th corps, supported
by portions of Gen. Schofield's troops, advanced with loud cheers upon them ; and
after a desperate struggle, in the course of
which both Federals and rebels at times fought
band to hand across the narrow parapet, the
latter were driven out of the works and the
guns retaken. Their retreat was accelerated
by repeated discharges of grape and canister
among their crowded ranks which caused an
awful carnage. With this repulse the battle
terminated.
This was by far the bloodiest battle yet
fought in Georgia; an.d notwithstanding the
complete defeat of the enemy at all points, the
Federal army sustained an irreparable loss in
the death of Gen. McPherson, described by
Gen. Sherman as "a noble youth, of striking
personal appearance, of the highest professional capacity, and with a heart abounding in
kindness that dTew to him the affections of all
men." The heroic conduct of the Army of the
Tennessee dw·iug the whole battle was in no
slight degree owing to the desire to avenge the
foll of their commander. The total Federal
loss on the 22d was 3,722, of whom much the
greater portion were killed and wolmded. The
enemy's dead alone in front of our lines numbered 2,200 from actual count, and of these
800 were delivered to the enemy under flag of
truce. Their total loss in killed was computed
by Gen. Logan at 3,240. Upwards of 3,000
prisoners, including 1,000 wounded, and many
commissioned officers of high rank, beside 18
colors and 5,000 small arms, fell into the hands
of the Federals. The enemy of course removed
many of their dead and most of their wounded.
Owing to the closeness and desperation of the
conflict, the proportion of wounded to killed
was much less than usual-probably not more
than two to one- which would make thehloss in wounded about G,500, and their total
loss in killed, wounded, and prisoners, more
than 12,000.
As an important feature in his campaign,
Gen. ~herman had contemplated, in addition to
offensive operations against the enemy in the
fiefd, a series of expeditions against the several
ra1h·oads by which supplies or reenforcements
were brought to Atlanta. The first line of rebel
communications selected to be broken was the
railroad system connecting Atlanta with the
southwest, comprising the Atlanta and West
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Point and the West Point and Montgomery
roads; and on July 10, in accordance with orders long previously issued by Gen. Sherman,
a body of 2,000 Federal cavalry, under Gen.
Rousseau, started from Decatur, .A.la., for Opelika, a station on the latter 0£ these roads, in
eastern Alabama, whence a road diverges cast
to the important manufacturing town of Columbus, Geo., and· tl::.ence to Macon. On the 13th
Gen. Rousseau crossed the Coosa near the Ten
Islands, routing a body of Alabama cavah·y ;
passed rapidly through Talladega ; skirmished
again with the enemy at the crossing of the Tallapoosa ; and on the 16th struck the WestPoint
and Montgomery road at Loachapoka, ten miles
west of Opelika. From this point to Opelika
the Taih-oad was well broken up, and the
bridges and culverts destroyed, beside three
miles of the branch toward Columbus and two
toward West Point. Gen. Rousseau then turned north, and brought his command in safety
to Marietta on the 22d, with a loss of less than
thirty men.
The next operation was to more thoroughly
disable the Georgia railroad. This bad been
broken up between Decatur and Atlanta as the
army closed around the city; but as Gen. Sherman already contemplated prolonging his right
toward the west and south of the town, and
possibly abandoning his hold on the railroad, it
became necessary to render the latter unavailable to the rebels. Gen. GarrarJ was therefore
detached on the 21st, and ordered to proceed
with his cavalry to Covington, forty-one miles
east of Atlanta, and destroy the railroad bridges
over the Yellow and Ulcopn.ubatchee Rivers,
branches of the Ocmulgee. He retw·ned in safety on the 24th, having completely destroyed the
two bridges, of which that over the Yellow River
was 550 feet in length, and the other 250 feet,
and broken up the raih-oad for seven miles between the two. He also burned three trains
of cars, numerous depots, minor bridges and
culverts, 2,000 bales of cotton, a new and ext ensive hospital building at Covington, and a
considerable quantity of commissary and quartermaster's stores, and brought in with him
several hundred pi-isoners and negroes and
many horses. Ile lost but two men·in the ex·
pedition.
Having r endered the Georgia road useless to
the enemy Gen. Sherman next turned his attention to the Macon and Wastern Raih-oad, connecting Atlanta with Macon, and the only avenue left for the conveyance of stores and ammunition to the rebel army. For the purpose
of effectually crippling tl1is, h e organized bis
cavah-y in two large bodies, to move in concert
from each wing of the army, while simultaneously with this movement the Army of the
Tennessee was to be shifted by the right toward
E ast Point, a station six miles south of Atlanta,
where the Atlanta and West Point and Macon
and Western Raih·oads diverge from a common
track. Gen. Stoneman was transferred to the
left flunk, and assumed command of his ow u
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cavalry and Gen. Garrard's, comprising an effective force of 5,000 men, while Gen. .McOook,
on the right flank, received his own command
and the cavalry brought by Gen. Rousseau,
amounting in t.h e aggregate to 4,000 men.
This joint force Gen. Sherman supposed was
fully adequate to look after Gen. Wheeler's
rebel cavalry, and to accomplish the work allotted to it, which was to rendezvous atLovejoy's
station on the Macon road, thirty miles south
of Atlanta, on the night of July 28th, and there
make such a complete destruction of the road
as would lead to the speedy abandoment of Atlanta. At the moment of starting, Gen. Stoneman asked permission, after fulfilling his orders,
to proceed with his own command to Macon
and Andersonville, and release the Federal prisoners of war confined at those places. After
some hesitation Gen. Sherman consented, stipulating, however, as a condition precedent, that
the railroad should be e:ffootuallJ broken up
and Wheeler's cavalry put hors de combat.

On the 27th the two expeditions started
forth, Gen. Stoneman making for McDonough,
a town about ten miles east of Lovejoy's, and
sending Gen. Garrard to Flat Rock to cover his
movement ; and Gen. MoOook keeping down
the right bank of the Ohattahooohee. Gen.
Stonema.n, however, almost immediately turned off toward the Georgia Railroad, which he
followed as far as Oovington, whence he struck
due south, and to the east of the Ocmulgee, for
Macon,_distant sixty miles, in the neighborhood
of which he anived on the 30th. A detachment was sent east to Gordon, a station on the
Georgian Oentral Railroad, where eleven locomotives and several trains loaded with quartermasters' stores were destroyed, together with
several bridges between that place and Macon.
But as he learned that the prisoners in Macon
had on the previous day been sent to Oharleston, Gen. Stoneman decided to return at once
by the way he had come, without attempting
to reach Macon or Andersonville. On the even-
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ing of the 30th he turned northward again,
skirmishing on the way ; and on the morning
of the 31st, when about twenty miles from Macon, encountered a heavy force in his front.
The country being unfavorable for cavalry
operations, he·dismounted a portion of his command, and threw them forward as skirmishers,
but soon found himself surrounded. After various fruitless attempts to make h ead against
the enemy, he gave cli.rections to the greater
part of his force to break through the opposing
lines, and escape in the reacli.est manner possible, while he, with-several hundred men and a
section of artillery, occupied the attention of
the enemy. He was finally overpowered and
compelled to surrender. Of his thr~e brigades
one anived safely within the Federal lines,
one was attacked and somewhat scattered on
the way back, and. the third was captured with
him. Gen. Garrard meanwhile, after waiting
at Flat Rock for orders from Stoneman until
the 29th, moved toward! Covington, and learnin~ that he had gone south from that point,
returned to his position on the left flank of the
army.
Gen. McCook, after reaching the neighborhood of Rivertown on the Chattahoochee,
crossed on pontoons and made for Palmetto
Station on the Atlanta and West Point Railroad, twenty-five miles south of Atlanta, where
be destroyed a section of the road. He thence
moved eastward upon Fayetteville and burned
five hundred wagons belonging to the rebel
army, besides killing eight h1mclred mules and
capturing several hundred quartermasters' men,
and reached Lovej oy's on the night of the 28th.
Here he destroyed a section of the Macon and
Western Railroad, but, h earing nothing from
Stoneman, a:ncl finding his progress eastward
barred by a Gonstantly accumulating force of
the enemy, he turned. off to the southwest, and
at Newman, a station on the-Atlanta and West
Point Railroad fifteen miles south of Pahnetto,
encountered a rebe1 infantry force coming up
from Mississippi to Atlanta. .A.:fter a severe
fight with superior numbers he finally cut his
way out, with the loss of five hundred men and
all his prisoners, and reached t~e Chattahoochee,
whence he arrived safely within the.. Federal'
li~~s. The damage clone by the several, expeditions scarcely compensated for the. severe
losses ·sustained by Gens. Stol'_l.eman and McOo~k, amounting to upward of fifteen hundred.
Owmg to the f,a,ilu.re of Gen. Stoneman to concentrate with Gen. McC'.10ok at Lovejoy's, the
communications with Atlanta were only temporarily interrupted, and the enemy gained at
least a month's r espite from their final catastrophe.
•
While the cavalry raid· was in progresst the
Army_of the Tennessee was, pmsuant to iustruct1ons, drawn out of its intrenchm.ents on
the left flank and moved en echelon _to a position
on the extreme right the right flank being
held by Gen. Logan's 'corps. This movement
was directed by Gen. Howard, who on the
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27th, by appointment of the P resident, assumed
the command vacated by the den.th of G1m.
MePherson. The line was thus prolonged due
south, facing east, and south of-Pr octor's Creek.
Apprehending that Gen. Hood might again improve the opportunity to attack the Federal
army while in motion, Gen. Sherman on the
28th cli.sposecl of Gen. Davis's division of the
14th corps so that it might be within easy supporting distance of the flank of Gen. Howard's
new line, in the event of a strong r ebel demonstration in that quarter. The enemy was not
slow to perceive that Gen. Sherman was grnclually swinging around toward the Macon road,
and to oppose the movement massed his troops
in the same direction. .A.bout noon of the 28th
Gen. Stewart's corpil crone out from Atlanta by
the Bell's Ferry road, and, forming on open
g1·ouncl, advanced in long parallel lines upon
Gen. Logan's troops, fortunately sheltered behind the customary breastworks of rails, expecting to find his flank "in air." F or upward of four hom-s a series of desperate attacks
were made upon Gen. Logan's position, which
were uniformly repelled with loss. .A.gain and
again the rebel columns were brought up to the
breastworks, only to reooil shattered and bleeding before the steady volleys of musketry and
the incessant discharges of grape and canister
by which they wei'e assailed. The few officers
apcl. men who reached the rail piles were either
killed or t aken prisoners. Shortly after 4
o'clock the enemy retired, leaving his 1..--D.led and
wounded in our hands, and having experienced
a total loss estimated by Gen. Sherman at five
thousand. The Federal loss was under six hundred. By some inaclvertency. Gen. Davis's divisi:on failed to come up to the support of Gen.
Logan, whereby an opportunity was lost to
strike the assailing rebel columns in flank, and
probably to put them to a disastrous rout.
.A.bout this time Gens. Hooker and Pn.lmer
r esigned the command of their corps, and were
succeeded, the former by Gen. Slocum, and the
latter by Gen. J e:ff. 0. Davis. Gen. Slocum,
however, being absent at Vicksburg, the command of the 20th corps was temporarily assumed by Gen. H. S. Williams. Gen. D.S.
Stanley also succeed.eel Gen. Howard in command of the 4th corps.
Failing to,clislodge Hood from Atlanta in this
way, Gen. Sherman next resorted to a fm-tb er
extension ofhisi-ight, in the hop e offlankinghim
in that clireetion. The 23€1. corps, supported by
the 14th, was accordingly,. on the 5th and 6th
of .A.ngust, transferred from the left to a position somewJiat below: Utoy Creek, a small affluent of the Chattahoochee, where it joined
on Gen. Logan's right and formed our right
flank. Demonstrations of more or less importance were made against the enemy's works
during the prolongation of the right, but everywhere he was found well protected behin.d ~
admirably constructed line of ~efences, ~ thm
which was a second line, compl'lsmg a senes of
redoubts of great thickness of parapet and good
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command, connected throughout by a continuous infantry parapet, covered by abatis, cheveaux-de-frise, and other impediments of the
most approved kind. This inner line of works
completely enveloped Atlanta, ~d thence extended for six miles along the railroad track to
East Point, previously described as jointly used
by the Atlanta and West Point and Macon and
Western Roads, thus covering the latter. The
Federal army, instead of threatening the city on
the north and east, was now so shifted from its
first position that, while the extreme left covered the northern approaches to Atlanta, the extreme right was southwest of it, running parallel
to the railroad.' The Federal lines were drawn
at an average distance of two and a half miles
from the city, and between them and the rebel
works intervened a narrow belt of rough and
wooded country, the Rcene of constant skirmishing between the opposing forces. Thus Gen.
Hood, though in inferior force to Gen. Sherman, having the advantage of interior lines, and
acting strictly on the defensive behind almost
impregnable works, seemed able to hold his
position for an indefinite period. He had recently been reenforced by some veteran troops
and by a body of several thousand Georgia militia, and had also added considerably to his
fighting material by arming and organizing laborers, teamsters, and quartermasters' men,
whose places were supplied by negroes.
.
A survey of the situation satisfied Gen. Sherman that Gen. Hood's lines could only be carried at a fearful sacrifice of life, and that in
order to reach the Macon Road and control the
supplies of Atlanta, a new movement by the
right flank, in which nearly the whole army
should participate, must be attempted. He accordingly determined to withdraw one corps to
the intrenched position at the railroad bridge
over the Chattahoochee, to protect communication with his base, and with his remaining
troops to march rapidJy to the southwest and
south of the city, and crossing the•two railroads, break them up in such a manner that immediate repairs would be impossible. The
movement thus resolved itself into a raid, as
the term is understood in modern military parlance, on a trnly gigantic scale, and, if successful, would probably cut off Atlanta for months
from its supplies and compel its evjl.cuation.
It involved, in brief, to use Gen. Sherman's
own words, " the necessity of raising the siege
of Atlanta, taking the field with om- main force,
and using it against the communications of Atlanta, instead of against its intrenchments."
By the 16th of August his plans were completed; but, before commencing to put them in
execution, he ascertained that Gen. Wheeler,
with nearly the whole force of rebel cavalry,
had movec;l round in a northeasterly direction
to cut his communications between Marietta
ancl Chattanooga. Thinking that in the absence of Gen. Wheeler the Federal cavalry
might perhaps accomplish the task he had
marked out for the whole army, he temporarily

suspended his orders and directed Gen. Kilpatrick, recently returned to duty, to move
across the railroads and tear them up thoroughly. Gen. Kilpatrick started on the 18th with
a force of five thousand men, struck the Atlanta
and West Point Road at Fairburn and the Macon
road at Jonesboro, and. Lovejoy's ; but, being
harassed by the enemy at each place, could
effect no permanent damage. He finally returned on the 22d by way 9f Decatur, bringing
one hundred prisoners, three flags, and one
1
piece of artillery.
This satisfied Gen. Sherman that his original
plan must be adhered to, and preparations for
carrying it out were pressecl with renewed activity. 4 battery of 4½-inch rifled guns was
meanwhile put in position, and by its welldirected discharges impressed the enemy with
the belief that regular siege operations were
in progress, thus aiding to mask the new movement. It also materially interrupted the running of the rebel supply trains on the Macon
road, and was the cause of several conflagra·
tions in Atlanta. Notwithstanding the latter,
the enemy hold resolutely to their forts, with
the evident intention of suffering the city to
perish rather than abandon their position. On
the night of the 25th, every thing being in
readiness, and the wagons loaded with fifteen
days' provisions, the 4th and 20th corps, occupying the extreme left, were moved quietly
out of their intrenchments, and marched, the
former to a position in the rear of the Army of
the Tennessee, and tlie latter to the railroad
bridge over the Ohattahoochee and the adjacent
ferries, which it was appointed to guard. On
the succeeding night the 4th corps was moved
southward toward Red Oak ancl Fairburn stations, on the Atlo.nta and West Point road,
twelve or fifteen miles south of Atlanta, followed by the Army of the Tennessee, and on
the morning of the 27th the whole front of
the city was uncovered, except that portion
occupied by the 23d corps, which alone remained within its intrenchments. In like
manner the 23d corps was withdrawn from its
intrenchments and formed the left of the new
line, of which the Army of the Cumberland
held the centre, and the Army of the Tennessee the right. These operations were viewed
with undisguised wonder by the rebel troops
from within their fortifications, and seemed
to give color to the belief that Gen. Sherman
bad commenced a retreat. A skirmish line
sent out toward the bridge, after the withdrawal of Gens. Thomas and How11rcl, encountered the 20th corps intrenched behind a stro~g
tete de pont, and returned more bewildered if
possible than before.
On the morning of the 28th, the Armies of
the Oumberland and the Tennessee lay between
Fairburn and Red Oak in a line facing east and
north. The day was devoted to a thorough
destruction of the West Point Railroad between these points, and some di$tance above.
" It was done," says Gen. Sherman, " w1'th a
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will. Twelve and a half miles were destroyed, Stanley, darkness might mtervene, and the
the ties burned, and the iron rails heated and enemy escape without a fight. The troops
tortured by the utmost ingenuity of old hands steadily advanced under a withering fire of.
at the work. Several cuts were filled up with musketry and n.rtillery, and after a desperate
trunks of trees, with logs, rock and earth, inter- conflict of two hours drove the enemy from
mingled with loaded shel'l.s prepared as tor- their works, capturing two batteries-one of
pedoes, to explode in case of an attempt to clear them Loomis' battery, captured at Chickthem out." On the 30th the army was ag{l,in amauga, some battle flags, and a large number
in motion in a southeasterly direction, aiming of prisoners, including Gen. Govan and the
to strike the Macon Railroad from Rough and greater part of his brigade, forming part of the
Ready to Jonesboro. Gen. Hood now began celebrated "fighting division " of Gen. Oleto understand the object of Gen. Sherman's burne. Darkness now setting in, Gen. Hardee
movement; but still ignorant, apparently, that was enabled to fall back seven miles to Lovenearly the whole Federal army was moving joy's, where he intrenched himself in a natuupon his communications, he contented himself rally strong position. Had Gens. Stanley and
with sending Gens. Hardee and S. D. Lee's Schofield succeeded in coming up in season, he
corps to Jonesboro, where they intrenched, re- would in all probability have been overwhelmed
maining in A.tlanta with Gen. Stewart's corps and forced to capitulate.
and the militia. Gen. Howard, marching due
Meanwhile, in Atlanta on the 1st, all was
east from Fairburn, arrived within half a mile excitement and consternation, as it gradually
of Jonesboro on the evening of the 30th; but transpired that the main body of the Federal
encountering Gens. Hardee and Lee, he halted army lay between the city and Gen. Hardee.
for the night in a strong position, and proceeded Gen. Hood at once gave orders for the evacuto throw up intrenchrnents. The remainder ation of his works, and the destruction of such
of the army, moving en echelon to the left, did stores and ammunition as could not be removed.
not succeed in reaching the railroad.
The r emoval of all the supplies and ammunition
Meanwhile the 15th corps, .having seized a .t hat the transportation facilities of the army
prominent hill which formed the key to the would permit commenced early in the morn- ·
enemy's position, took post in the centre of the· ing, and was continued throughout the day.
Army of the Tennessee, the 16th somewh_at Large quantities of provisions were also disretired, holding the extreme ri-ght, and the tributed to the people, and the several bodies of
17th the left.. The 15th corps spent the night troops, as they were withdrawn from the dein intrenching, and early next clay, before the fences and went through the city, were allowed
right and left flanks had taken up their ad- access to the public stor es. The rolling stock
vanced position, the enemy burst in masses on of the railroads, consisting of about one hunthe 15th corps, but were steadily and repeat- dred cars and six engines, was concentrated
edly repulsed, losing several general officers, in- near the rolling mill before dark, by which time
eluding Major-Gen. Anderson, mortally wound- all the troops had passed through, with the exed, and five colonels and maj ors (wounded) ception of the rear guard, left to prevent stragtaken prisoners, besides upward of three thou- gling. The cars were then laden with the sm-sand rank and file killed, wounded, and cap- plus ammunition, and together with the locotured. The Federal loss was slight, as the men motives, depots, and store houses, and every
fought behind breastworks. It was observed thing, in fine, which would be of use to the Fedtbat the rebel attacks lacked the enthusiasm eral army, fired about miclnight. The flames
and dash which had characterized the severe lit up the heavens for many miles, and the exassaults before Atlanta. During the 31st the plosion of the ordnance trains was distinctly
23d and 4th corps reached the railroad near heard by the army in front of Jonesboro, and
~ough and Ready, and commenced destroying by Gen. Slocum at his position on the Chatta1t north and south from that point, in the same hoochee. The latter sent out a heavy r econthorough manner which had characterized their noitring column at daybr eak on the 2d, which,
operations on the West Point road.
pushing forward without opposition, entered
Upon the repulse of the enemy on. the after- the city a-t 9 o'clock, w.here it was met by the
noon of the 31st, Gen. Sherman directed Gen. mayor, who made a formal surrender, at the
Howard to hold him in his fortifications until same time requesting protection for non-comt~e remainder of the army could close in upon batants and private property. This having
, h1~. The 14th corps only, having a compar- beeu freely granted, Gen. Ward's division
atively short distance to travel, succeeded in marched into the city with cln1ms beating and
getting up to Jonesboro on September 1st, the . colors displayed, and the national flag was
other two being too far from the field, and too raised over the Court House amidst hearty
much embarrassed by the difficult character of cheers. Eleven heavy guns were. found in the
th.~ country and the want of good roads, to move fortifications, beside a number subseque!3-tly ex;w:it,h rapidity. At 4 P. M. the 14th corps, which humed; and amo.n g the adcliti9nal spoils were
had taken position on the left of the Army of three uninjured locomotives, three thousand
th~, Tennessee, was ordered to assault the ene.:- muskets in good order, a quantity of tob_acco,
my_s works, Gen. Sherman fearing that, if he and other stores. Of the valuable machinery
wa..tecl for the ruTival of Gens. Schofield and in the workshops part had been removed to
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Augusta and Macon, and part destroyed.
"We have," says Gen. Sherman, in his despatch announcing the capture of Atlanta, "as
the result of this quick, and, as I think, wellexecuted movement, twenty-seven guns, over
three thousand prisoners, and have buried
over four hundred rebel dead, and left as
many wounded that could not be removed.
The rebels have lost, besides the important city
of Atlanta and their stores, at least five hundred dead, twenty-five hundred wounded, and
three thousand prisoners; whereas our aggregate loss will not foot- up fifteen hundred. If
that is not success I don't know what is."
Of the losses in ldlleg., wounded, and missing, sustained by the Federal army up to this
period, the following table, based upon the most
trustworthy information at present attainable,
may be considered to give a fair estimate :
Skirmishing from Chattanoogn to ReSllca .......... ..
llattlo ol' Resaca .. . ...... . .. . . . ......... . . .. ..... . ..
Sk:irmishlng from Resaca to Allatoonn..... . .... .. .. .
Battles around Dallns... .. ........................ ..
Ilattle of Kenesaw Mountain, July 27th. . .. . . . .. . . . .
Lesser contests aronnd Kenesaw, June 9th to July 1st
Skirmishing between Kenesaw and the Chattahoochee
Battle of Jnly 20th ............ . ... ... ............ . .
" of July 22d .. . . .... ..... ... ........ . .... . .. ..
" of July 28th ............. .. ......... ...... .. .
Skirmishing from July 17th to August 28th ... . . . .. . .
l!'ighting at Jonesboro, Augnst 31st and Sept. 1st.. .. .
Losses in cavalry raids..... . ................ . .

1,200
4,500
500
3,000
3,000
4,500
1,000
1,900
3,700
600
3,000
1,500
2,000
80,400

Of the total number, less than one-sixth
come under the head of missing. The loss in
caunon was fifteen pieces- ten in the battle of
July 22d, three taken from Stoneman, and two
abandoned by McCook. Notwithstanding these
casualties, amounting to nearly n. third of the
force with which he set out from Chattanooga,
Gen. Sherman was enabled to report, after the
fall of Atlanta, that by the arrival of reenforcements, recruits, fmloughed men and
convalescents, he had maintained his original
strength. Of the rebel losses it is more clifficult
to form an estimate, but the following is believed to be reasonably correct :
Loss in skirmishing from Chattanooga to Atlanta. . . .
Battles at Resaca..... . ..... . . . . .. ............ . . .. ..
"
around Dallas . ................. .. ....... . ...
Bnttle of Kenesaw Mountain . .. .. ....... . ...........
" of July 20th .. .... . . . . .. .. . . ... .... .. . . . ....
" of July 22d ... .. . . ....... . ....... .............
" of July 28th..... . ............. . ..............
Lesser contests around Atlanta....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bnttles at Jonesboro........... . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . ..

6,000
2,500
8,500
1,000
5,000
12.000
5,500
1,500
5,000
42,000

· The enemy lost more than, twenty general
officers, kiUed and wounded, according to their
own showing, besides from forty to fifty pieces
of cannon, of which eight were 64-pounders,
and over 25,000 stand of small arm/!. Their
loss in colors was also much greater thani that
of the Federals~
Gen. Hood, upon abandoning Atlanta, dir ected his march toward McDonough, whence
moving west he succeeded tn forming a junction with Gens. Hardee and Lee. On the 2d
Gen. Sherman followed m Gen. Hardee's traces,
but finding him intrenched in a position of great
strengLh, and learning the capitulation of the

city, he desisted from further attack, and on the
4th gave orders for the ru·my to proceed by easy
marches in the direction of Atlanta. On the 8th
the Army of the Cumberland encamped around
the city, that of the Tennessee about East Point,
and that of the Ohit> at Decatlll'. Atlanta itself was held by Gen. Slocum's (20th) corps.
Previous to the departme of the cavalry under Gen. Wheeler, on their raid against the
railroad communications of Gen. She1:man, as
mentioned above, the latter had enjoyed a comparative immunity from such demonstrations.
This was mainly the result of the skilful dispositions which he had ma.de for guarding the
road bet.ween Atlanta and Chattanooga. In
the latter place he had also wisely accumulated
a sufficient quantity of stores to render him in
a measure independent of Nash ville, in the
event of any interruption of travel between the
two places. He consequently felt little immediate uneasiness upon hearing of the departure
of Gen. Wneeler, but rather congrat-ulated himself that he was at a critical moment superior
to the enemy in cavtllry. Gen. Wheeler left
Atlanta soon after the miscarriage of Gen.
Stoneman's raid, with n, mounted force of six
thousand men, and moving al'ound to the northeast, struck the Western and Atlanta road near
Adairsville, just midway between Atlanta and
Chattanooga. Here he succeeded in capturing
nine hundred beef c_attle. He next approached
the road at Calhoun, nine miles north of Adairsville, where he committed some damage, and on
August 14th made his appearance at Dalton, of
which place, "to prevent the effusion of blood,"
he demanded the immediate and unconditional
surrender. Col. Leibold, who held the town
with five hundred or six hundred men, replied
that he had "been placed there to defend the
post, but not to surrender. " Apprising Gen.
Steedman, in command at Chattanooga, of his
danger, he kept Gen. Wheeler at bay until the
next day, when reenforcements arrived from
that place, by whose aid the enemy were driven
off in confusion. Gen. Wheeler then passed np
into East Tennessee, le11ving the Federals to
r epair at their leisure the damage he had done,
and in a few days the railroad was again in
good running order between Atlanta and Chattanooga. He subsequently destroyed a considerable portion of the road between Chattanooga and Knoxville, and moving west during the latter part of August and first week of
September, made strenuous efforts to interrupt
r ailroad and telegraph communication between
Chattanooga and Nashville ; lout being pursued •
by Gens. Rousseau, Steedman, and Granger,
he was speedily driven t oward Florence, and
thence- into Nor thern Alabama. The damage
committed by him between Chattanooga and
Atlanta was so slight, that Gen. Sheril\nn,
writing from the latter place on Septe~ber
15th, was enabled to say, "Our roads and t\ele·
graphs are all r epaired, and the cars r un ·itb
r egularity and speed."
The news of the capture of Atlanta rea hed
....
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Washington on Sept. 2d, and immediately
elicited the following expression of thanks
fron;i. President Lincoln :
EXEOUTIVE MANSION,

W ASID.NGTON, Sept. 2.

The nntionnl thanks are tendered by the President
to Maj.-Gen. Sherman and the gallant officers and
soldiers of his command, before Atlanta, for the distinguished ability, courage, and perseverance displayed in the campaign 10 Georgia, which; under
Divine Power, resulted in the capture of the city of
Atlanta.
The marches, battles, sieges, and other military
opern.tions that bas signalled this campaign, must
render it famous in the annals of war, and have entitled those who have participated there, to the applause and thanks of the Nation.
.
.ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
(Signed)

Orders were also given for the firing of national salutes at the principal arsenals, and the
11th of September was appointed a day of solemn national thanksgiving for the signal successes of Gen. Sherman in Georgia, and of Admiral Farragut at Mobile. The following is Gen.
Sherman's congratulatory address to his troops: ·
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DrvisroN OF THB MIBs.,
IN TIIE FIELD, ATLANTA, GA., Sept. 8.

}

Speciat Field Orders No. 6i.
The officers and soldiers of the Armies of the Cumberland, Ohio, and Tennessee, hav-e already received
the thanks of the nation through its President and
Commander-in-Chief; and it now remains only for him
who has been with you from the beginning, and who
intends to stay all the time, to thank the officers and
men for their intelli~ence, fidelity, and courage displayed in the campa1gn of Atlanta.
On the first of May our armies were lying in garrison, seemingly quiet, from Knoxville to Huntsville,
and our enemy lay behind his rocky-faced barrier at
Dalton, proud, defiant, and exulting. He had had
time since Christmas to recover from bis discomfiture
on the Mission Ridge, with bis ranks filled, and a
new commander-in-cnief, second to none of the Confederacy in reputation for skill, sagacity, and e:ttreme
popularity.
All at once our armies assumed life and action, and
appeared before Dalton L threatening Rocky Face we
threw ourselves upon .ttesaca, and the rebel army
only escaped by the rnpidity of its retreat, ruaed by
the numerous roads with which he was familiar, and
which were strange to us.
Again he took post at .A.llatoona but we gave him
no rest, and by a circuit toward Dallas and subsequent movement to Ackworth, we gained the .A.llatoona Pass. Then followed the eventful battles
about Kenesaw1,,.,. and the escape of the -enemy across
Chattahoochee 1iiver.
The crossing of the Chattahoochee and breaking
of the Augusta road was most handsomely executed
by us, and will be studied as an example in the art
of war. At this stage of our game o"ur enemies became dissatisfied ,vith their old and skilful commander, and .selected one more bold aud rash. New
tac~cs were adopted. Gen. Hood first boldly and
rap1dly, on the 20th of July, fell on our right at
Peach Tree Creek, and lost.
Again, ou the 22d, he struck our extreme left, and
was . severely punished; and finally a-gain, on the
2_8th, he repented the attempt on our right, and that
time he must have been satisfied, for since that date
he has remained on the defensive. We slowly and
gradu~lly drew our lines ab<YUt Atlanta, fee ling for
the railroads which SUJ?plied the rebel army and
made Atlanta a place of importance.
We must concede to our enemy that he met these
effort~ patiently and skilfu lly, but at last he made
the mistake we had waited for so long, and sent his
avalry to our rear, far beyond the reach of recall.
nstnntly our cavalry was on his ~nly remaining
35
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road, and we followed quickly ,vith our principal
army, and Atlanta fell into our possession as the
fruit of well-concerted measures, backed by a brave
and confident army.
This completed the grand task which had been
assi.ined us by ouT Government, and your General
agam repeats his personal and official thanks to all
the officers and men composing this army, for the
indo mitable courage and perseverance which alone
could give success.
We bave beaten our enemy on every ground he
bas chosen, and have wrested from him his own
Gate City, where were located his foundries, arsenals, and workshops, deemed secure on .account of
their distance from our base, and the seeming impregnable obstacles intervening. Nothing is impossible to an army like this, determined to vindicate
a Government which has rights wherever our flag
has once floated, and is resolved to maintain them at
any and all costs.
In our campaign many, yea, very many of our
noble and gallant comrades have preceded us to our
common destination, the grave; but they have left
the memory of deeds on which a nation can build a
proud history. Gens. McPherson, Harker, McCook,
and others dear to .us all, are now the binding links
in our minds that should attach more closely together the living, who have to complete the task
which still lies before us in the dim future.
I ask all to continue as they have so well begun the
cultivation of the soldierly virtues that have ennobled our own and other countries. Courage, patience, obedience to the laws and constituted authori- ·
ties of our Government; fidelity to our trusts, and
good feeling among each other; each trying to excel
the other in the practice of those high qualities, and
it will then require no prophet to foretell that our
country will in time emerge from this war, purified
by the fires of war, and wortby-its great founder, W nshington.
W. T. SHERMAN, Mnj.-Gen. Com'ng.

Upon arriving in Atlanta, Gen. Sherman determined that the exigencies of the service required that the place should for the present be
appropriated exclusively for military purposes,
and orders· were immediately issued for the
depai:ture of all civilians, both male and female, excepting those in the employment of
the Government. The following conveys the
intentions of Gen. Sherman :
HEADQUARTERS POST Oil' ATLANT.A, }
ATLANTA, G.A., Sept. Ii, 1864.

General Order No. 8.
All families livin.i in Atlanta, the male representatives of which are m the service of the Confederate
States, or who have gone south, ,vill leave the city
within five days. They will be passed through the ·
lines and go south.
All citizens from the North, not conn ected with
the army, and who have not authority from Maj.Gen. Sherman or Maj.-Gen. Thomas to remain in
the city, will leave within the time above ment ioned.
If found ,vithin the city after that date, they will be
imprisoned.
All male residents of this city, who do not register
their names with the city Provost-Marshal within
five days and receive nuthorit;v to remain here, will
WM. COGSWELL,
be imprisone<l.
Col. Commanding Post.

A truce of ten days was accordingly proposed, in a letter from the Federal general to
Gen. Hood, then encamped near Lovejoy's, to
which the latter made the following reply:
HEADQUARTERS .A.ro!Y OF T1IB TEN'NUBEE, (
OFFIOE CIIIEF Oil' STA.FF, Sept. 9, 1864.
f

Major- Gen. Blierman, Cowm! g 77. S ..forces in Georgia :
GEKKRAL: Your letter of yesterday's date, borne
by James W. Ball and James R. Cre,v, citizens df
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Atlanta, is received. You say therein: "I deem it to
be to the interest of the United States that the citizens residing in Atlanta should remove," etc. I do
not consider that I have any alternative in the matter. I therefore accept your proposition to declare a
truce of ten days, or such time as may be necessary
to accomplish the purpose mentioned, and shall render all the assistance in my J?0Wer to expedite the
transportation of citizens in th1s direction. I suggest
that a staff officer be apJ>ointed by you to superiµtend
the removal from the city to Rough and Ready, while
I appoint a similar officer to control their removal
further south; that a guard of 100 men be sent by
either party, as you propose, to maintain order at
that place; and that the removal begin next Monday.
.And now, sir, permit me to say that the unprecedented measure you propose, transcends in studied
and ingenious cruelty all acts ever before brought to
my attention in the dark history of war.
In the name of God and humanity I protest, believing that you will find you nre expelling from their
homes and firesides the wives and children of a brave
people.
I am, General, ver.y respectfully, your obedient
servant,
J. B. HOOD, General.
Official: Mc.A.. Hui.nrah Lieut~nant, etc.

Jackson, Miss. I have not accused you of heartless
cruelty, but merely instance those cases of very recent occurrence, and could go on and enumerate
hundreds of others, and challenge any fair man to
judge which of us has the heart of :pity for the families of "brave people." I say it 1s a kindness to
those families of Atlanta to remove them now at once
from scenes that women and children should not be
exposed to ; and the brave people should scorn to
commit their wives and children to the rude barba.rians, who thus, as you say, violate the laws of war,
as illustrated in the pages of its dark history.
In the name of common sense, I ask you not to appeal to a just God in such a sacrilegious manner-you
who, in the midst of peace and prosperity, have
plunRed a nation into civil war, "dark and cruel
war, who darea and badgered us to battle, insulted
our flag, seized our arsenals and forts that were left
in the honorable custody of a peaceful Ordnance
Sergeant, seized and made prisoners of war the very
garrisons sent to protect your people against negroes
and Indians, lon~ before any overt act was committed
by the "to you' hateful Lincoln 15overnment, tried
to force Kentucky and Missouri mto the rebellion
in spite of themselves, falsified the vote of Louisiana,
turned loose your privateers to plunder unarmed
expelled Union families by the thousand, burn.Accompanying the above letter was one ad- ships,
ed their houses, and declared by act of Con~ress the
dressed to Ool. Calhoun, Mayor of .Atlanta, as confiscation of all debts .'1.uc Northern meb tor goods
follows:
·
had and received. Talk thus to the marines, but not
to me who have seen these things, and will this day
ilEADQUARTEllS .AnYY OF THE TENNESSEE, }
·
Boptember 9, '1864.
make as much sacrifice for the peace and honor of
Hon. James M. Calhown, Mayor :
the South as the best-born Southerner among you.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt Ifwe must be enemies, let us be men, and fight it out
of your letter touching the removal of the citizens of as we propose to-day, and not deal in such hypocritiAtlanta, as ordered by Gen. Sherman. Please find cal appeals to God and humanity. God will judge me
inclosed my reply to Gen. Sherman's letter. I shall in good time, and He will pronounce whether it bo
do all in my power to mitigate the terrible hardships more humane to fight with a town full of women, and
and misery that must .be brought upon your people the families of a "brave people" at our backs, or to
by this extraordinary order of the Federal com- remove them in time to places of safety among their
mander. Transportation will be sent to Rough and own friends and people.
Ready to carry the people and their effects further
I am, very respectfullr, your obedient servant,
South.
W. T. SHERMAN, Maj .-Gen . Com'g.
You have my deepest sympathy in this unlooked
The following is the truce agreed upon befor and unprecedented atlliction.
I am, sir, very respectfullyj your obedient servant, tween the two generals :
. B. HOOD, General.
HEADQUARTERS Mn.ITARY DIVISION, Ml:SSISSrPPl1 }
lll TIIE fuLD 1 A.TLANTA, G..1.. 1 Sept. 10, 1864.
The following is Gen. Sherman's reply to
Special,
Field
Order No. 10.
·
Gen. Hood:
1. Pursuant to an agreement between Gen. J. B.
HEA.DQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF TlIE MISSISSIPPI, }
Hood, commanding the Confederate forces in Georll! TIIE FIELD, ATLANTA, GA., Sept. 10, 1864.
gia, and Maj.-Gen . .,W-. T. Sherman, commanding this
0en. J. B. Hood, Commanding A1'7n'!J of the Tennes- Army, a truce is hereby declared to exist from daylight of Monday, September 12, until daylight of
see, Conjederat4 A1'7n'!J :
GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the Thursday, September 22-ten (10) full days-at ~
receipt of your letter of this date at the hands of point on the Macon Railroad known as Rvugh and
Messrs. Ball and Crew, consenting to the arrange- Ready and tbe country round about for a circle of
ments I had proposed to facilitate the removal south two (2) miles radius, together with the roads leading
of the people of Atlanta, who prefer to go in that di- to and from, in the direction of Atlanta and Lovejoy
rection. I inclose you a copy of my orders, which station, respectively, for the purpose of affording_the
will, I am satisfied, accomplish my purpose perfectly. people of Atlanta a safe means of removal to pornts
You style the measure proposed "unprecedented," south.
•
2. The Chief Quartermaster at Atlanta, Col. Easton,
a.nd appeal to the dni:k history of war for a parallel as
an net of "studied ungenerous cruelty." It is not will afford all the citizens of Atlanta who elect to go
unprecedented; for Gen. Johnston himself very south all the facilities he can spare to remove·them,
wisely and properly removed the families nil the way comfortably and safely, with their effects, to Rough
from Dalton down, and I see no reason why Atlanta and Ready station, using cars and ambulances for
should be excepted. Nor is it necessarv to appeal to that purpose; and commanders of regiments and
the dark history of war, when recent and modern ex- brigades may use their regimental and staff teams to
amples are so handy. You, yourselfiburned dwell- carry out the object of this order; the whole to cease
ing-houses along your parapet, and have seen to- after Wednesday, 21st inst.
day fifty houses that yo~ have rendered uninhabita8. Maj.-Gen. Thomas will cause a guard to be
ble, because -they stood m the way of your forts and established on the road out beyond the camp ground,
with orders to allow nil wagons and vehicles to pn~s
men.
You defended Atlanta on a line so close to the that are used manifestly for this purpose; and MaJ.·
town, that every cannon-shot, and many musket- Gen. Howard will send a guard of one hundred men,
shots from our line of intrenchments, that overshot with a field officer in command, _to take pos~ at Roug~
their mark, went into the habitations of women and and Ready during the truce, with orders, ID. con~e
ibildren. Gen. Hardee did the same nt Jonesboro, with a guard from the Confederate army of lik_e .s~e,
and Gen. Johnston did the sume, last summer, at to maintain the most perfect order in tli.nt VIClnltY
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d~ring the transfer.of these families. A. white flag
will be displayed during the truce, and a guard will
cause all wagons to leave at 4 P. 11. of Wednesday, the
21st instant, and the guard to withdraw at dark, the
truce to terminate the next morning.
By order of
Maj.-Gen. W. T. SHERMAN.
L. M. DAYTON, A.ide-de-Camp.

The civic authorities made a final appeal to
Gen. Sherman to revoke or modify his order,
which, with his reply, is here appended :
ATL.L'<TA,

GA., September 11, 1864.
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number for a much longer time, ancl who mirrht
not
0
need assistance at any time.
I? . conclusion, we most earnestly and solemnly
petition you to reconsider this order, or modify it,
and suffer this unfortunate people to remain at home
and enjoy what little means they have.
Respectfully submitted,
JA.MES M. CALHOUN, Mayor.
E. E. RAWSON, l C
ii
S. C. WELLS, f ounc men.
1
GEN. SHERllAN S REPLY.
IIBADQUARTERS MtLITARY DIVISION 01" THE
}
MissrsSrPPI, IN THE FIELD,
ATL.L'<TA, GA., September 12, 1804.

Jfajor-0eneral W. T. Slurman :
Sm : The undersigned, Mayor, and two members James .M. Oallwwn, .Mayor, E. E. Rawson, and S. O.
of Council for the City of At.lauta, for the time being
Wells, representing City Oowncil of Atlant,a :
the only legal organ of the people of the said city to
GENTLEMEN: I have your letter of the 11th, in the
express their wat1ts and wishes, ask leave most nature of a petition, 'to rnvoke my orders removing
eal'Destly but respectfully to petition you to recon- all the inhahttants from Atlanta. I have read it caresider the order requiring them to leave Atlanta. At fully, and give full credit to your statements of the
first view it struck us that the measure would involve distress that will be occasioned bv it, and yet shall
extraordinary hardship and loss, but since we have not revoke my order, simply because my orders are
seen the practical execution of it, so
as it has not designed to meet the humanities of the case, but
progressed, and the individunl condition of many of to prepare for the future struggles in which millions,
the people, and heard the statements as to the incon- yea, hundreds of millions of good people outside of
venience, loss, and suffering attending it, we are • A.tlaota have a deep interest. We must have Peace,
satisfied that the amount of tt will involve in the ag- not only at Atlanta, hut in all .America. To secure
gr~iate consequences appalling and heart-rending.
this we must stop the war that now desolates our
Many poor women are in an ad vaoced state of preg- once happy and favored country. To stop war we
nancy; others having young children, whose hus- must deteat the rebel armies that are arrayed against
ba_nds, for the greater part, are either in the army, the laws and Constitution, which all must respect
prisoners, or dead. Some say: "I have such a one and obey. To defeat these armies we must prepare
sick at my house; who will wait on the:n when I am the way to reach them in their recesses provided with
gone?" Others say: "What are we to do; we have the arms and instruments which enable us to accomno houses to go to, and no means to buy, build, or plish our purpose.
·
rent any; no parents, relatives, or friends to go to." .
Now, I know the vindictive nature of our enemy,
Another says: "I will try and take this or that arti- and th,it we may have many years of militai-y operacl.e of property; but such and such things I must tions from this quarter, and therefore deem it wise
le&ve behind, thouah I need them much." We reply and prudent to prepare in time. The use of Atlanta
to them: " Geo. s'herm.an will carry your propei·ty for warlike purposes is inconsistent with its characcter
~o Rough and Ready, and then Gen. Hood will take as a home for families. There will be no manufacit thence on;" and they will reply to that: "But I tures, commerce, or agriculture here for the mainwant to leave tl1e railroad at such n place, and can- tenance of families, nod sooner or later want will
not get conveyance from thence on."
compel the inhabitants to go. Why not go now,
,ve ()nly refer to a few facts to illustrate, in part, when all the arrangements are completed for the
how this measure will operate in practice. A.s you transfer, instead of waiting till the plunging shot of
ad vanccd, the people north of us fell back, and be- cont1mding armies will 1·enew the scene of the past
fore your arrival here a large portion of the people month? Of course I do not apprehend any such
here had retired south; so that the country south of thing at this moment, but you do not suppose that
this is already crowded, and without sufficient houses this army will be here till the war is over. I cannot
to accommodate the people, and we are informed that discuss this subject with you fairly, because I cannot
m~o_r: nre now staying in churches and other out- impart to you what I propose to do, but I assert that
buildings. This being so, how is it possible for the my military plans make it necessary for the inhabitPMple still here (mostly women and cnildreo) to find ants to go away, and I can only renew-my offer of
shelter, and how can they live through the winter in services to make their exodus in any direction as easy
the woods? no shelter or subsistence; in the midst and comfortable as possible. You cannot qualify war
of strangers who know them not, and without the in harsher terms than I will.
power to assist them much if they were. willing to·
War is cruelty, and you cannot refine it; .and those
do so.
who brought war on our country deserve all the
This is but a fe eble picture of the consequences of curses and maledictions a people can pour out. I
this measure. You know the woe, the horror, and know I had no hand in malaog this war, and I know
th~ su_fl:'ei'ing cannot be described by words. Im- I will make more sacrifices to-day than any of you to
agmnt100 can only conceive of it, and we ask you to secure peace. Dut yo u cannot have peace ancl a dita~e these things into consideration. We know your vision of our country. If the United States submits
m1a_d and time are continually occupied with the to a division now, it will not stop, but will go on till
duties of your command, wlrich almost defers us we reap the fate of Mexico, which is eternal war.
ftro~ asking your attention to the matter, but thought The U nitecl States does and must assert its authority
! might be that you hnd not considered the subject wherever it has power; if it relaxes one bit to pres~!1 nil of its awful consequences, and that, on reflec- sure it is ~one, and I know that such is not the naioo, y~u, we hope, would not make this people an tio:ial feeling. This feeling assumes various shapes,
exception to mankind for we know of no such in- but always comes back to that of Union. On ce adstance ever havina occ'urred-surely not in the Uni- mit the Union, once more acknowledge tho.autho1:ity
~hed States. A.od Zvhat has this helpless people doue, of the National Government, and instead of devotrng
at they should be driven from their homes, to your houses, and streets, and roads, to the dread
wabn~er as strangers, outcasts, and exiles, and to uses of war, I, and this army, become at once your
su ijlst on charity?
protectors and supporters, shielding you from danger,
We do not know as yet the number of people still let it come from what quarter it may. I know that a
. ere. Of those who are here, a respectable number, few individuals cannot resist a torrent of error and
if allowed to remain at home could subsist for sev- passion such as has swc:pt the South into rebellion;
eral months without ussistan'ce; and a respectable but you can point #)nt, so that we. may know those

for
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who desire a Government and those who insist on
war and its desolation.
You might aa well appeal against the thunder-storm
as a~ainst these terrible hardships of war. They are
inevitable, and the only way the people of Atlanta
can hope once more to live in peace and quiet at
home is to stop this war, which can alone be done by
admitting that it be~an in error, and is perpetuated
in pride. We don t want your negroes, or your
horses, or your land, or any thing you have, b:ut we
do want and will have a just obedience to the laws
of the United States. That we will h ave, and if it
involves the destruction of your improvements we
cannot help it. You have heretofore read public sentiment in your newspapers, that live by falsehood
and excitement, and the quicker you seek for truth
in other quarters, the better for you.
I repeat, then, that, by the original compact of
~overnment, the United States had certain rights in
ueorgia, which have never been relinquished and
never will be ; that the South began war by seizing
forts, arsenals, mints, custom-houses, &c., &c., long
before Mr. Lincoln was installed, and before the
South bad one jot or tittle of provocation. I myself
have seen in Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Mississippi, hundreds and thousands of women and
children fleeing from your armies and des_peradoes,
hungry and with bleeding feet. In Memphis, Vicksbur&", and Mississippi, we fed thousands upon thousanas of the families of rebel soldiers left on our
hands, and whom we could not see st arve. Now that
war comes home to you, you feel very different; you
deprecate its horrors, but did not feel them when you
sentcar-loads of soldiers and ammunition, and moulded shell and shot, to carry war into Kentucky and
Tennessee, and desolate the homes of hundreds and
thousands of good peopfe, who only asked to live in
peace at their old homes, and und~r the Government
of their inheritance.
•
But these comparisons are idle. I want peace, and
believe it can only be r eached through Union and
war; and I will ever conduct war purely with a view
to perfect and early success.

But, my dear strs, when that peace aoes come, you
may call on me for any thing. 'l'hen will I share with
you the last cracker, and watch with you to shield
your homes and families against danger from every
quarter. Now you must go, and take with you the
old and feeble, feed and nurse them, and build for
them in more quiet places proper habitations to
shield them against the weather until the mad passions of men cool down, and allow the Union and
peace once more to settle on your old homes at AtYours in haste,
lanta.
W. T SHERMAN, Maj.-Gen.

In another communication to the Mayor~
Gen. Sherman ordered the latter to announce
to the citizens:
The government will furnish transportation south
·as far as Rough and Ready; noPth, as far as Chattanooga. All citizens may take "their movable property
with them. Transportation will be furnished for . all
movables. Negroes who wish to do so may go with
their masters ; other male negroes will be put in
Government employ, and the women and children
sent outside the lines.

For the pmpose of contributing to the comfort of those who were under orders to remove,
an extension of the trnce was subsequently
obtained. The difficult and delicate task of su. perintending the departure of these persons
was not effected without charges of cruelty
and peculation against the Federal officers, with
which for several weeks the Southern press
t eemed. Gen. Sherman, in a letter of Sept. 25,
says : " The truth is, that during the truce 446
families were moved south, making 705 adults,
860 children, and 470 servants, with 1,651
pounds of fnrnitme and household goods on the
average to each family, of which we have a
peifect recollection by name and articles."

OHAPTiR XL.
Reorganization of the .Army of the Polomac-Plnns of Gen. Grant-Advance of the .Army nnder Gen. Grnnt--Orosses tho
Rappahannock-First Day's Battle-Position of the .Armies at Night-Burnside's Reserve brought on the FieldSubsequent Battles-March to the Left--Ballles at Spottsylvania Oourt House-Thanksgivings at the North-Disposal
of the W oundcd.

THE Army of the Potomac, nnder Gen.
Meade, in its reorganization was reduced to
three corps, as stated on previous pages. Maj.Gen. Warren was assigned to the command of
the 5th army corps. The consolidation of
divisions and arrangement of brigades was
made as follows: The commanding officer of
the 1st division of the old 5th corps was ordered to consolidate the three brigades into
two brigades, to be designated as the 1st and
2d brigades, 1st division, 5th army corps. The
old 2d division, 5th corps, was consolidated
into one brigade, and designated a.s the 3d brigade, 1st division, 5th corps, commanded by
Brig.-Gen. R. B. Ayres. The old 3d division,
5th corps, remained as the new 3d division,
5th army corps. The 2d brigade of the 3d
division, 1st army corps, wa.s transferred to the

2d division, 1st army corps, and this division
afterwards designated as the 2d division, 5th
army coi;.ps. The 1st brigade of the 3d division,
1st army corps, was transferred to the 1st division, 1st army corps, and this division afterwards designated as the 4th division, 5th army
corps. The designating flags of the old 3d
brigade, 1st division, 5th army corps; of tl1 e
old 2d division, 5th army corps; of the old 2d
brigade, 2d division, 5th army corps, and of
the 3d division, 1st army corps, were ordered to
be turned in to the corps quartermaster.
The following wa.s the assignment of general
officers to commands in the consolidated corps:
1-Brig.-Gen. J. S. Wadsworth, commanding 4th
division.
·
2-Brig.Gen. S. W. Crawford, commanding 3d
division.
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3-Brig.-Gen. J. C. Robinson., commanding 2d
division.
.
4-Brig.-Gen. Charles Griffin, co=anding 1st
division.
.
.
5- :J;lrig.-Gen. R. B. Ayres, commandmg 3d brigade,
1st.division.
.
.
6-Brig.-Gen. L. Cutter, commanding 1st brigade,
4th divis10n.
.
.
7-Brig. -Gen. Henry Baxter, commanding 2d brigade, 2d di vision.
.
.
8-Bria.-Gen. J. J. Bartlett, commandmg 2d brigade, 1stdivision.
.
.
9-Brig.-Gen. James Barnes, co=an<;ling 1st brigade, 1st division.
.
.
.
10-Brig.-Gen. J. C. Rice, co=anding 2d bngade,
4th division.

The 2d corps was commanded . by Maj .-Gen.
Hancock. The original regiments of the 2d
corps were consolidated into two divisions, with
a new assignment of division and brigade commanders.
•
The division formerly known as the 1st division of the 3d corps, commanded by Maj.-Gen.
Birney was designated as the 3d division of the
2d corps. The division formerly known as the
2d division of the 3d corps, to which Brig.-Gen.
Oarr had been assigned as commander, was
afterwards known as the 4th division of the 2d
corps. Each of these divisions had been reduced to two brigades. The followiug was the
arrangement of divisions and assignment of
commanders :
FtRST DIVISION.

Brig.-Gen. T. C. Ba.rlow.
First Brigade-Col. N. A. Miles, 61st New York.
Second Brigade-Col. T. A. Smyth, 1st Delaware
volunteers.
Third Bri~ade-CoL P. Frank, 52d New York.
Fourth Brigade-Col. J. R. Brooke, 55th Pennsylvania.
SECOND DIVISION.

Brig.-Gen. John Gibbon.
First Brigade-Jlrig.-Gen. A. S. Webb.
Second Brignde-Brig.•Gen. J. P. Owens.
Third Brigade-Col. S. S. Carroll, 8th Ohio.
THIRD DIVISION.

Maj.-Gen. D. B. Birney.
First Brignde-Brig.-Gen. J. H. Ward.
Second Brigade-Brig.-Gen. A. Hayes.
FOURTH DIVISION:

Brig.-Gen. J . B Carr.
First Brignde-Brig.-Gen. G. Mott.
Second Brigade-Col. W. R. Brewster, '13d New
York.
Chief of Artillery, Col. Tibball.

Sixth corps was commanded by Gen. Sedgwick.
The old 3d division, 6th corps, was broken
np,_ one briga¢1.e (Shaler's) going to t~e 1st _division; the 2d (Wheaton's and Eustis') gomg
to the 2d division. The 3d division, 3d corps,
was transferred to the 6th corps, and Gen.
Prince was assigned to the command of it.
The three brio-ades of this -division were consolidated into two under Gen. Russell and Gen.
Morris.
'
FIRST DIVISIO°N.

Brig.-Gen. H. G. Wright.
First Brigade---nrig.-Gen. A. T. A. Torbett.
Second Brigade-Col. E. Upton, 121st New York.
Third B1•igade-Col. H . Burnham, 5th Maine volunteers.
Fourth Brigade-Brig.-Gen. A. Shaler.
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SECOND DIVISION,

Brig.-Gea. G. W. Getty.
First Brio-ade-Brig.-Gen. F. Wheaton.
Second :s'rigade-Col. L. A. Grant, "Fremont Brigade."
Third Brigade-Bri~.-Gen. T. H. Neill.
Fourth Bngade-Bng.-Gen. A. L. Eustis.
THIRD DIVISION,

Brig.-Gen. H. Prince.
.
First Brigade-Brig.-Gen. W . H. Morns.
Second Brigade-Brig.-Gen. D. A. Russell . .
Col. C. H . Tompkins, 1st Rhode Island a1t1Uery,
co=anding artillery.

The cavalry corps of this army was placed
under the command of Gen. P. H . Sheridan,
previously in service at the West. Brig.-Ge~.
Kilpatrick, in command of the 3d cavalry division, was transferred to the command of the
cavalry in the .A.rmy of the Cumberland, under
Major-Gen. Sherman; Gen. Pl~asanton was relieved from the command of his cavalry corps,
and ordered to report to Gen. Rosecrans ; Gen.
Sykes was ordered to r eport to Gen. Curtis;
Gen. Newton was ·ordered to report to Gen.
Sherman · Gen. French was ordered to r eport
at Philadelphia; Gen. Mereclith was ordered
. to report at Oairo; Gens. Ricketts, Gibbon,
and Wadsworth, were ordered to report to
Gen. Meade for assignments to command.
The following were the addresses of Gens.
Pleasanton, Newton, and French, on parting
with their commands :
fu.A.DQU.A.llTERS CAVALRY CORPS, A.m,1Y OF
THE POTOMAC, March 25, 1864.

l
f

General Orders No. 14.
Having been relieved from duty with the Army of
the -Potomac the regret of separation from the many
personal ass~ciations es~ablished in the ?avalry corps
becomes more impressive by the devot10n, generosity, and noble daring that ha.s been_exhi~~ted thr!)llghout one of the most eventful periods m the history
of the war. The brave seek no higher tribute ~ban
the confidence of their commander. Y o_ur glorious
. deeds testify to the trust yon have mamtamed so
sacredly. Continue to .be animated bJ: the same
spirit that now guides your colors to Victory, and
you will reap the reward of duty to yourselves, your
country, and your God.
A. PLEASANTON, Major-General.
H EADQUARTERS

FIRST CORPS, March 25, 1864.

In relinquishing command, I take occa_sion to ~xpress the pride and pleasure I have expene~ced with
you, and my profound r:egret ~t our sep_aratipn.
.
Identified by its services with the history of t_his
war the ·1st corps gave at Gettysburg a crownmg
pro~f of valor and endurance, in saving from the ei;iemy the strong position upon which the battle was
fought. The terrible losses suffered by the corps on
the 1st of July, attest its supreme devotion to the
country. Though the the title of the c~rps may n~t
survive the present changes, history will not be silent upon the magnitude of its services.
JOHN NEWTON, Major-General.
HEADQUARTERS Tnrnn .A.RlfY Coru:-s, l
BRANDY STATION, March 24, 166-!.
f
General Orders No. 26 :
•
Having been detached from the J¥my of_ the Potomac, in consequence of its reorgamzat1on rnt~ three
corps I desire to express the personal feebngs of
regret with which the order_ is rec~ived_- The consolidation of the corps gives tb1s army greater
strength. The generals to comm':1J?d them nr: conspicuous for their gallantry and abiht_y.. Only kn(?wn
in the department where bullets whistle,. there is a
strong probability that, I may soon meet ID the field
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those brave soldiers with whom I have been so long
associated with pride and distinction.
WM. H. FRENCH, Major-Gen. Volunteers.

The following officers composed the staff 'f5f
Gen. Grant in the field :
Brig.-Gen. John A. Rawlins, Chief of Staff; Lieut.Col. T. S. Bowers, Ass't Adj't Gen.; Lieut.-Col. C.
B. Comstock, Senior Aide-de-Camp; Lieut.-Col. 0.
E. B aca Babcock, Aide-de-Camp; Lieut.-Col. F. T.
Dent, Aide-de-Camp; Lieut.-Col. Horace Porter, Aided~-Camp; Lieut.-Col. W . L. Dupp, A_ss't Insp.-Gen.;
Lieut.-Col. W. R. Rowley, Sec.; Lieut.-Col. Adam
Badeau, Sec. ; Capt. E. S. Parker, Ass't Adj't-Gen.;
Capt. George K. Leet, Ass't Adj't-Gen., in charge
of office at \'Vashington · Capt. P. T. Hudson, Aidede-Camp; Capt. H.--W. jones, Ass't Quartermaster,
on duty at headquarters; First-Lieut. Wm. Dunn,
j r., 83d Indiana volunteers, Acting Aide-de-Camp.

I

•

At the same time the 9th corps of the army,
at Annapolis, was filled up, partly with colored troops, and placed under the command of
Major-Gen. Burnside, its former commander.
About the 23d of April, this corps moved to
Washington, were reviewed by President Lincoln, and proceeded to Oulpepper Oourt House,
and were united to the Army of the Potomac.
Early in March Major-Gen. Sigel had been
placed in command of the active forces in the
Department of Western Virginia, for the purpose of cooperating with Gen. Grant by way
of the Shenandoah valley. Those forces were
largely increased.
The forces of Major-Gen. Butler, in command at Fortress Monroe, were also largely increased. Major-Gen. W. F. Smith, from the
Western army, was assigned to the command
of the 18th corps, and Major-Gen. Q. A. Gillmore, from the Department of the South, was
assigned to the command of the 10th corps.
Major-Gen. Foster was ordered to the command of the Department of the South. He
had previously been in command in North
Oarolina.
On the 21st of April the Governors of Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa, tendered to the
President the services of one hundred thousand men for one hundred days. The object
of this tender of men, the service in which
they were to be engaged, and the reasons for
the same, are fully stated in the following proclamation of the Governor of lliinois : ·
To tlw people of the S tate of IlUnois :
On th e 21st of April, the Governors of Ohio, Indiana, IllinoisJ Iowa, and Wisconsin, submitted to the
President ot the United States a proposition to furnish volun teers from their r espective States for the
coming campaigns:
WAR D E PARTMENT, W ASlflNGTON, April 21. 1864.
To tlie President of the United Stat& :

·

First-The Governors of Ohio, Indiann, Illinois, Iowa, and
Wisconsin, offer to the President infantry troops for the approncbing campaign.
• Second-The term of service to be a hundred days, reckoning frl)m the date of muster into the service of the United
States, unless sooner discharged.
Third-The troops to be mustered in to the United States
service by regiments, when the regiments are filled np according to regulations to the minimum strength. The regim ents to be organized according to the re&:nlntions of the
War Department. The whole nll!!!ber to be Iurnished within twenty days from date of notice of the acceptance of tbis
proposi tlon.
Fourth-The troops to be clothed, armed, equipped, sub-

sistcd, transported, and paid as other United States Infantry
volunteers, and to serve in fortifications or wherever tbl:ir
services may be required, within or without their respective
States.
Fifth- No bounty to be paid the troops, nor tbe service
charged or credited on any draft.
Sixth-The clruft for three years serv:ice to go on in any
State or district where the quotn is not filled up; but, if nny
officer or soldier in the special service sboulcl be drafted, he
shall be eredi ted for the service rendered.
JOHN BROUGH Governor of Ohio.
0. H. MORTON, Governor of Inclinnn.
RICH'D YATES, Governor of Illinois.
W. M. STONE, Governor of Iowa.
The foregoing proposition of the Governors is accepted,
and the Secretnry of Wnr is directed to carry it into execution.
A. LINCOLN.
A.PlllL 28d, 186!.

I shall not set forth the various reasons which induced the Executive of these States to submit th eir
proposition. It will be sufficient for you t o know
that it is evident from the circumstances which surr ound us, that the battles which are to decide the
fate of the country are soon to be fought. The enemy has, during the past winter, been concentrating
all his stength for the sq,mmer campaign which is
before us. 1t is of the utmost im:i;>or tnnce to meet
them with the grea\est force, and with the most overwhelming numl>ers which it is possible to bring to
bear.
You are also aware that the country which has already been wrest ed from th e grasp of the enemy is
of vast extent, embracing many States and Territories, many thousands of miles of seacoast, and th e
whole length of the Mississippi River, and of most
of her tributaries, and that to hold this country and
these long lines of sen and river coast requires large
stationary forces.
The strongholds, forts, garrisons, cities, and towns,
situated as they are in the midst of populations which
ar e. for the most part disloyal, and ready to rise up on
the withdrawal of our troops, are almost innu merable, and require by far the greater part of our immense army in their protection and defence. In t his
view of the case, the Executives of the most W estern States believed that the efficiency of the army
might be immensely increased by a volunteer fo rce,
to be immediately raised, which should occupy the
points already t aken, and release our veteran tro ops,
and send them forward to join the main body of th e
• army, which is soon to engage the forces of the enemy. It will be apparent also that, while these forces
are to be employed in fortifications, nnd at such
points as the Government may r equire them now, in
the future, also, they will place in the hands of the
States the means to repel invasion from their borders, suppress insurrection, and maintain the peace.
The mode of enlistments, places of r endezvous,
and all information p ertaining to organization, &c.,
will be communicated to you by the aajntant-genernl
of the State.
I make my appeal to the State of Illinois, to reond to the Government with her full quot a of 20,000 men in the next twenty days. Al though tb e
State has thus far ex ceeded her quota under n11 culls ·
by so many thousands, I doubt not she will sta~d
ready to strengthen the arm of the Governme_nt JD
this trying hour, and that she will send this timely
necessary relief to her gallant sons now in th e fi eld,
and who have so distinguished her proud name upon
every battle-field of the war. It is confidently hoped
that by the timely aid which may thus be given _our
veteran army, the last blow may be given this wicked rebellion, and the Government reestablished, tbd
Union testored, and all the blessings of a stable nn
lasting peace secuNd.
Though in the North and iu the South the notes
of preparation for the conflict fi ll the land, yet for
the first time huve I fully seen the begin mug_ of t?e
end of this fr ightful war. All that is now reqmred 1~
tha1 the Government put forth its power at the ng 1
time, and in the right p lace.
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The people of Illinois have confidence in her sons,
and in the great commander, Gen. Gra_nt, whom s_he
has given to the country, as well n_s m the armies
under his command. Let us do all m our power to
uphold and st~·eng-th_en their arm~.
.
Glorious Illmo1s m every period of this war you
have done your duty. The shining achievements of
your sons are the admiration of the world. In this
most eventful hour you will not fai l.
RICHARD YATES, Governor.

The address of -the Governor of Indiana was
as follows:
EXECUTIVE

DEPARTMENT, :UmUN..1.POLIB,

To the people of Inridana :

April 28, 1864.

The Governors of Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, Wisc?nsin,
and Indio.no. have offered to raise for the service of
the General Government eighty-five thousand men for
the p&riod of one hundred da:rs, to perfor~ such
military service as may be reqmred of them m any
State. They will be armed, subsisted, clothed, and
naid by the United States, but re~eive no bou1;1ty.
1
rhev will be mustered into the service of the Umted
States for the period designated, the tim'e to commence from the date of muster.
The importance of ma½i?g ~he approaching caU?-paign successful and dec1s1ve 1s not to be over-estimated, and I feel confident that this call will be
.
.
promptly and fully 1;esponded to.
I need not enter mto the reasons which have mduced the m:iking of this offer, and its acceptance
by the Government, as they will be suggested t? all
by the condition and position of our military o.ffo.u·s.
I therefore call for twenty thousand volunteers, to
rendezvous at such places as may be hereafter designated and to be oro-anized under inst1,uctions given
by th~Adjutant-Geifero.l. . Existi1;1g org~nizo.tio_ris of
the Indiana Legion, offermg then· services, will be
preserved when the regiment or company is filled to
the lninimum number, under the regulations govecning the army of the United States.
0. P. MORTON, Governor of Indio.no..

The following order was issuecl in Ohio:
General Orde·rs 1Vo. 12.

COLUMBUS, April, 24th, 1864.

The regiments battalions, and independent c?mpanies of infantry 'of the Nationo.I Guard of Oh10 are
hereby called into active service for the term of one .
hundred days, unless sooner discharged. They ~11
be clothed, armed, equipped, transported, and p_a1d
by the United States Government. These orgamzations will rendezvous nt the nearest eligible places in
their respective counties, the plac_e to be fixed ~y the
commanding officer and to be on a line of railroad
where practicable, ~n Monday, May 2, 1864, and report by telegraph to these headquarters at four
o'clock P. M. of the so.me day the number of men
present for duty. The alacrity with which all calls·
for the military forces of the State have been heretofore met, furnish es the surest guarantee that the National Guard will be prompt to assemble at the ~ppointed time. Our armies in the field ore marshalling
for a decisive blow and the citizen soldiery will share
the glory of the c;owning victories of the campaign,
by relieving our veteran regiments from post and
garrison duty, to allow them to engage in the more
arduous labor of the fi eld. By order of the Gove~nor,
B. R. COWEN, Adjutant-General of Oh10.

The plan of Gen. Grant was more comprehensive than the mere capture of the city of
Richmond. His purpose ·was to secure the
machinery of the Oonfederate Government,
and to clestroy the army of Gen. Lee. Other
moveme,nts were therefore necessary in connection with the one made under his own
direction. The first of these was to be made
by Gen. Sigel up the Shenandoah Valley toward
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Staunton with the view of taking possession of
the Virginia Oentral Railroad, and ultimately
holding Lynchburg on the Virginia and Tenneossee Raih-oacl. The next of these movements
was to be made by Gen. Averill moving toward
the same great railroad with the design of
striking it near Salem or Wytheville. The
next was to be made by Gen. Orook moving
with a strong force and abundant supplies from
Oharleston, Va., toward Dublin Depot (Newbern), on the same railroad. The remaining
movement on the west was to be made up the
eastern side of the Big Sandy River, toward
Abingdon, on the same railroad. It was intended that these different forces should strike
the Virginia and T~nnessee Railroa_d about t~e
same time, at Abmgdon, Wytheville, Dublin
Depot, and Staunton, and should afterwards
unite centrally west of Lynchburg, and march
. against that town. This combined movement
comprehendecl a large aggregate of forces, to
wit: 12,000 men by the Big Sandy route, undet Gen. Burbridge; 4,000 under Gen. Orook,
moving from the lower Kanawha; 2,500 cavalry under Gen. Averill, from _northwest ~irginia, and the army of Gen. Sigel, num.bermg
nearly 12,000.
On the south side of Richmond it was intended by Gen. Grant to capture and hold
Petersbura by a heavy force, under the command of Gen. B. F. Butler. Thus holding
Petersburg and Lynchburg, all southern communication with Richmond would be cut off.
The progress and results of these r espective
cooperating movements will be stated on a subsequent page.
On the 3d of May Gen. Meade issued the
follow_ing address to the army:
1IEADQUARTERS .A.ru,ty OF TRE POTOMAO,

May 8, 186!.

SbLt>mns: Again you are called upo~ to advance
on the enemies of your country. The ti.me and the
occasion are deemed opportune by your Commanding-General to address you a few word~ of confidence
and caution. You have been reorgamzed, stren~hened, and fully equipped in_ every respect. You form
a po.rt of the several arm~es. of y-our country-the
whole under an able and distinguished general, who
enjoys the confidence of the Government, the people,
and the army. Your movement being in cooperation
with others it is of the utmost importance that no
effort should be spared to make it successful.
Soldiers ! The eyes of the whole country are looking with anxious hope to the blow you are about to
strike in the most sacred cause that ever called men
to arms. Remember your homes, your wives, and
children · and bear in mind that the sooner your enemies are ~vercome the sooner you will be returned_ to
enjoy the benefits and blessings of _peace. Bea~ WJth
patience the hardships and sacrifices ;you will be
called. upon to endure. Have confidence m your officers and in each other.
Keep rour ranks on the march and on the battlefield, and let each man earnestly implore God'~ blessing, and endeavor by his thoughts and actions. to
render himself worthy of the favor he seeks. W:1th
clear conscience and strong arms, actuated by a high
sense of duty, fighting to preserve the Government
and the institutions handed do,~·n to us by ourdoa.?fathers, if true to ourselves, victor.r, under o s
blessing, must and will attend our efforts. , .
GEORGE G. J,fEADE, Maj.-Gen. Com ding.
S. WILLIA.HS, Ass't Adj. Gen.
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On the same day camp was broken up, and
with six days' rations the army was put in motion in light marching order. About 2 P. M.
the division of cavalry commanded by Gen.
Gregg, with a part of the canvas pontoon train,
moved toward Richardsville and were engaged
till late &t night in repairing the roads to Ely's
Ford. Soon after midnight a crossing was
prepared by throwing two bridges over to the
south shore. At the same time Gen. Wilson,
in command of the 3d cavalry division, advanced
to Germania Ford, eight miles above, and there
prepared another bridge with canvas pontoons.
About midnight the 2d corps, under Maj.-Gen.
Hancock, began to move down the Stevensburg
and Richardsv:ille road to Ely's Ford. The
entire corps were on the march before 3 A. M.,
and crossed soon after daylight. At the same
time the 5th corps, under Maj.-Gen. Warren, began to mo,,e. The advance, consisting of two
divisions of infantry and a portion of artillery,
passed tln·ough Stevensburg soon after midnight, ~losely followed by the remainder of the
corps, and des½ined to Germn.nia Ford. This
corps was closely followed by the 6th corps, under Maj.-Gen. Sedgwick, which left its camp at
4 A. M. It was the forces at Culpepper Court
House which moved by the old plank road and
crossed at Germania Ford. Those at Brandy
Station, Catlett's, &c., on the Alexandria. railroad, moved by the old turnpike, crossing the

Rappahannock at Ely's Ford, four miles below
the junction of the Rapidan and the Rappahannock rivers. Germania Ford is about twelve
miles and Ely's Ford ·about four miles from
Chancellorsville. Orange Court House is about
twenty-seven miles and Wilderness Tavern
about twenty-two miles from Chancellorsville.
From points between Chancellorsville and Wilderness Tavern, roads lead · to Gordonsville,
Louisa Court House and Frederfok's Hall, on
the Virginia Central Railroad, in distances
varying from twenty to thirty miles. From
these places there are good roads leading direct
to Richmond, which is distant between fortytwo and fifty-four miles; and also good roads
to Hanover Junction. .
The crossing was. effected during the clay
by these three corps without opposition.
The pickets of the enemy ,vithdrew quietly
from the river, and the cavalry of Gen.
G1:egg advanced toward Chancellorsville without finding the enemy anywhere in force.
Gen. Wilson's cavalry moved up the road to
Parker's store, toward Orange ColU't House,
the position of the enemy. The infantry
and artillery followed in the direction of
Chancellorsville and the Wilderness. The 2d
corps camped on the old battle-field at Chancellorsville ; . the 5th at the old Wilderness
Tavern, and the 6th at the Tavern and at Ge1·mania Ford.
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The 9th corps, under Gen. Burnside, was en- und~r Lieut,.Gens. Longstreet, A. P. Hill, and
camped at Warrenton. On May 1st he issued Ewell, and occupied a position al'Ound Orange
the following address to his troops:
Court House, south of Culpepper Court House.
The plan of Lieut.-Gen. Grant in his advance
HEADQUARTERS 9TH .ABMY CORPS,
}
WA.BRENTON ,TUNOTION, VA., May 1, 1864.
upon Richmond was to follow a line nearly corThe General commanding publishes the followm~ responding to the route of the Fredericlrsbu.rg
iustructions to the men just entering the service ot and Richmond railroad, making his base at
the country. He expects that every old soldier who
has learned their value by experience, will join in .A.quia Creek. For this purpose he moved down
impressing their importance on those who are now the right of the position of Gen. Lee, and was
to share with him the honor of a soldier's life.
prepareq. either to accept a battle from him on
· On the march no soldier should quit the ranks, on the Rapidan or to continue his march to Spottany preteuce whatever, without yermission of his
commanding officer. The army 1s about to move sylvania Court House. But Gen. Lee would
into the country of an active enemy, with no friendly not consent to be outflanked, and ultimately
force behind or near it, and every straggler runs the endanger his railroad communication with
risk of Libby Prison or a bullet.
Richmond. He, therefore, prepared to resist
No soldier should leave camp without his musket;
nor, 011 any consideration, whether on the march or in the progress of Licut.-Gen. Grant, and comaction, take off the haversack, ca11teen, or cartridge- menced a rapid movement of his forces par. box.
allel with the course of the river. Lieut.-Gen .
He should sleep with his arms within reach.
Longstreet's corps started from Gordonsville,
Washing the feet at night, soaping the stockings, Lieut.-Gen Hill took the pfank road, and Lieut.and greasing the shoes will prevent foot-soreness.
Cavalry and artillery should husband their forage. Gen Ewell the old tm-npike which joins the
Every soldier should endeavor to make his rations plank. The two latter arrived in front of Lieut.hold out longer than the time for which they were Gen. Grant's forces on Thursday morning.
issued. A little saving may save a day's starving. Early on that morning his forces began fo
It is well to make little bags, or some secure pack- move. The 5th corps, under Maj.-Gen. Warages, for coffee, salt, and sugar. If mixed in the
ren, advanced from its position near Wilderness
haversack they become worthless.
Blankets and overcoats should never be thrown Tavern along the roads leading to Orange
away, no matter how tired or hot one may be. Cold Court House, five miles to Parker's Store. It
nights follow hot days. The chief point in health is here that the Germania Ford road debouches
and comfort is to sleep warm. At the same time into the old turnpike. This point is in Spottsylthe recruit should not -overload his knapsack; by
endeavoring to carry many comforts he may be com- vania county, about eight miles above Chanpelled to tlirow away all.
cellorsville, and twenty below Orange Court
He should never waste a cai:tridge nor a cap ; the House. The whole face of the country in that
time may come when every one will tell.
neighborhood is thickly covered with an underWhen on picket duty he must remember that the
safety of the whole army may depend upon his vigi- growth of field pines, cedars, and scrub oaks,
lance. He should observe and report every unusual and therefore utterly unfit for the use of cavsound. If attacked he must remember that a cool alry orartillery. Maj.-Gen. Sedgwick with the
and determi11ed party, acting on the defensive and 6th corps was to follow, and Maj.-Gen. Hancock
properly protectmg themselves, can keep at bay
many times their number, and thus give time to their with the 2d corps was to stretch southwesterly
from Chancellorsville toward Shady Grove
comrades to form and come to their supJ?0rt.
In action he should keep cool, not loading in haste, Church. Gen. Sheridan covered the extreme
but tearing the ca.rtrid.,.e and pouring in all the pow- left beyond Maj.-Gen. Hancock, with the ob~er before putting in the ball. He should aim de- ject of finding the enemy's cavalry under Gen.
liberately, aim low, and pull the trigger slowly. One
~hot in five minutes, well aimed, is better than five Stuart. The effect of these movements was to
bring Maj.-Gen. Sedgwick on the' right, Maj.Ill n minute without aim.
·
He should never leave the ranks to carry off the Gen. Hancock on the left, and Maj.-Gen. War1vou11ded without permission of his officer; the ren in the centre of the line extending nearly
ambuhmce attendants ~ take care of them, and five miles. The centre was thrown a little forhe must feel that his first duty is to stand by his comward, the wings not having reach;ed the best
rade~ in the fi.ght.
·
. Spies and persons in citizen's dress fou11d lurkill~ position, and then the action commenced .
Ill our lines with hostile intent, should be immediAt noon, Gen. Griffin, whose advance had
ately turned over to the Provost Guard.
been driven in, was ordered to push the 1st di_Prisoners of war, wounded or not, should be treated
with that soldierly kindness and consideration which vision of the 5th corps out to the right and left
~he 9th corps has always honorably shown, a11d which of the turnpike and feel the enemy. .A.n ad,s due to an open enemv.
vance of less than a mile, stretching across the
The General Commanding desires to express to the tur~pike, brought them in contact with the
9th corps that he feels the same confidence in them enemy under Lieut.-Gen. Ewell, posted on a
~ow th!l-t he has ever felt in times pas_t, and has ever
10,und Just cause for feeling.
He believes that they wooded declivity. .A. sharp engagement ensued
wil\ do their duty thoroughly and heartily on all oc- for an hour, when the pressure of th_e e~em!
cns1ons and under all circumstances.
could no longer be resisted. Gen. Gr½fin s <l1BEy command of
Maj.-Gen. BURNSIDE.
vision was driven back, leaving two pieces_ o_f
DWARD M. NEILL, Ass't Adj.-Gen.
artillery in the enemy's hands. The 4th diVIActing as a reserve upon the advance of the sion, under Gen. Wadsworth, and t~e ~d, under
army Gen. Burnside followed to the banks of Gen. Robinson, now advanced, _relievmg Gen.
Griffin, and holding the enemy m check. The
the Rapidan, but did not cross over.
The army of Gen. Lee consisted of three corps Federal loss vras about one thousand men.
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The next movement of the eJlemy was t o
press between the corps of Gens. Warren and
Hancock on the left centre. Here the contest
commenced about 3 P . M. In anticipation of
this movement Gen. Hancock's advance had
been checked, and his corps was rapidly moving
to close the gap between it and the centre.
One division of the 6th corps, under Gen. Getty,
had been detached and moved to the left, taking
position on the right of the Orange Court House
plank road. The advance, consisting of the 1st
brigade of the 2d division of the ~d corps, had
scarcely formed a junction with Gen. Getty,
when the enemy, belonging to Lieut.-Gen.
Hill's corps, made a powerful attack upon them.
The position was held with the utmost obstinacy. Meanwhile the remainder of Gen. Hancock's corps arrived and attacked on the enemy's front and right. The divisions of Gens.
Birney, Barlow, and Gibbons, took an active
part, and the contest became exceedingly bloody.
Such was the nature of the undergrowth that
there was little opportunity to use artillery.
The furious fire of the enemy's musketry was
seldom surpassed. After the contest had stubbornly continued for two hours, a portion of
Gens. Wadsworth's and Robinson's divisions of
the 5th, moved out to turn the flanks of Gen.
Hill's corps. The contest continued here until
late in the night, and closed with a loss of a
thousand killed and wounded, among whom
was Gen. Alexander Hayes. The effort of the
enemy to penetrate the left centre failed.
On the right the fighting commenced with an
attack by Gen. Sedgwick, who advanced his
line. In the afternoon the enemy advanced to
drive him back, during which they made a desperate effort to turn bis right. In this extremity he sent a request to Gen. Burnside, who
had that day crossed over, to close up and assist him. At this time the attack of the enemy
was repulsed, but near nightfall it was renewed
again with great vigor. A most desperate engagement ensued, which continued until tw o
hours after dark, when the indecisive conflict
closed. Three h1mdred of the enemy -had been
taken prisoners, and they in turn claimed the
capture of a thousand during the day.
The following is Gen. Lee's despatch:
HE ....DQUARTERS ARMY NORTHERN VmGINIA, May 5, 1864.

Hon. Secretary of Wai·:
The. enemy crossed the Rapidan at Ely's and Germania Fords. Two corps of this army moved to oppose him, Ewell's by the old turnpike and Hill's by
the plank road. They arrived this morning in close
proximity to the enemy's line of march. .A. strong
attack wns made upon Ewell, who repulsed it, capturing many prisoners and four pieces of artillery.
The enemv subsequently concentrated upon Gen.
Hill, who with his ahd Wilcox' s divisions, successfully resisted the repeated and desperate assaults.
.A. lar~e force of cavalry and artillery on our right
were a riven back by Rossan' s brigade. By the blessinis of God, we maintained our position against every
effort until night, when the combnt closed. We have
to mourn the loss of mnny brave officers and men.
G:tllnnt Brig.-Gen. J . M. Jon ES wns killed, and Gen.
Stnfford, I fear, mortally wounded, while leading his
command with conspicuous valor.
R. E . LEE.

No despatch was sent from Lieut.-Gen. Grant.
During the day the 9th corps, under Gen.
Burnside, had come .upon the field after a forced
march. It was distributed as occasion required
on the right, right centre and left centre. The
Federal line continued substantially as during
the day, sketching northwest and southeast,
nearly parallel to a line from Germania Ford to
Chancellorsville. Gen. Grant had thus been
successful in covering the fords by which all bis
teams were yet to pass, and which it was absolutely necessary to keep open in order to preserve his line of communication, and which
were threatened by the rapid and bold movement of Gen. Lee from west to east.
On the next day, Friday, May 6th, the battle
consisted of a succession of fierce attacks made
by each side. Both had more or less intrenched their positions by felling timber and covering it with earth, or with slight earthworks.
An advance had been ordered on the right, at
5 A . M., by Ge.n. Grant, but before it took place
the firing of the pickets had commenced and
increased until six o'clock, when the engagement became general. The interval of ground
between the opposing lines was fought over in
some places as many as four or five times, the
combatants driving each other in turn from the
opposite lines of rifle~pits. Gen. Seymour with
a. provisjonal division on the extreme right, and
Gen. Wright's 1st divisicm. of the 6tl;i corps,
next adjoining, were first · engaged, and Gen.
Ricketts' was next involved. An effort made
on the part of the enemy to flank was repelled,
and the line pushed a few hundred yards ahead,
but without any decisive advantage. At 8 and
half-past 10 o'clock the right was again pre,;sed
by the enemy. The firing at each period extended all along th',') line. The efforts of the enemy
appeared to be intended to break through the
separate corps. The gaps, however, were closed
by the 9th corps. Earthworks were thrown up
whenever and wherever practicable, and proved
to be of in valuable service. On the left the engagement commenced at the s11me time as on
the right. Gen. Hancock pressed ·t]rn enemy
some distance, until being reenforced they held
their ground. Soon a sQiVere assault was again
made . on the left, followed up along the line
with such vigor as nearly to involve the whole
in confusion. Reenforcements from Gen. Burnside checked the advance of the enemy, and reli eved the left and centre. Before noon Gen.
T . • ,dsworth, commanding the 4th division of
the 5th corps was shot in the forehead and
instantly killed.
.
At noon the con.test was comparatively suspended, ancl Gen. Grant concentrated his l~es,
interposing the greater part of Gen. Burnside's
corps between Gens. Warren and Hancock.
The left was also brought forward a little toward the centre from the Brock Road, to which
it bad been driven. These movements bad
hardly been completed when the forces of Gens.
Longstr eet and Hill renewed the attack on tho
left and centre with great fury, and drove them
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back. The fight was fiercest at the junction
of these two corps and Gen. Crawford's 3d division of the 5th corp~. Gen. Carr's 4th division of the 2d corps, and Gen. Stevenson's
division of · the 9th corps, suffered the most
heavily. The latter division being on Gen.
Ha.ncock's right gavo way, and the enemy
rushed through the gap. Their advance was
checked by an ll.ttack on the flnnk by Gen. Carrol's brigade of Gen. Hancock's corps, and they
retired with much loss. The centre and left
then recovered their former position.
Toward night the battle was renewed on the
right. The assault of the enemy was sudden
and furious, and the 2d brigade of the 3d
division, under Gen. Seymour, on the extreme
right, was panic-stricken, and, with Gen. Shaler's brigade, were overwhelmed nnd their commanders capturecl. Gen. Seymour }).ad taken
command of this brigade only on the previous
night, and did every thing that skill and bravery
could effect. The whole right wing, if not the
whole army, was now in peril. Gen. Sedgwick,
however, rallied and held his troops, thus saving the army from the threatened destruction.
The enemy, not perceiving the havoc which
they had made, or not ]mowing the condition
of the right wing, and exhausted ·with the severe efforts of the day, retired in the darkness
which now prevailed. No further effort was
made to cut off the army from Germania Ford,
even when it was nearly successful. The loss
on the right wing was about 6.000, of which
~,000 occurred. during this assault of the enemy.
fhe total of the two days' battles was estimated
at 15,000. Among the killed were Gens. Hayes,
Wadsworth, and Webb of Gen. Grant's army.
O[ the enemy's, Gens. Jones, Jenkins, and
Pickett were killed, ancl Gens. Longstreet,
Pegram, and Hunter severely wounded. Gen.
Longstreet was struck in the neck be.low the
Adam's apple. The ball passed along the clavICle, fracturing it, and came out on the shoulder, cutting some important nerves of the arm .
He was unable to take the field until near the
close of the year.
At the close of the day both armies helcl
subs~antially the same line as on the previoqs
evenmg, and the intervening space wns occupied
by the dead and wounded. Gen. Grant had
stre?gthened his left, and dlll'ing the night preparat10ns were made to strengthen the right,
and to repair the disaster on that flank.
During these two days Gen. Grant's cavt.... ,,had occupied a position covering the r ear and
left, and prevented flanking movements by the
cavalry of the enemy. On Friday, as Gen.
Hancock's corps advanced to battle, the .enemy
charged and captured several hun<l.red of the
18th Pennsylvania cavalry.
On Saturday, the '7th, brisk skirmishing en6t1ed along the lines. Gen. Gordon's brigade
of the enemy cnt off the communication of
Gen. Sedgwick with Germania Ford, and
the latter was withdrawn toward Wilderness
Tavel'n. Gen. Burnside's corps was moved out
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on the road to Spottsylvania Court House.

It was evident in the afternoon that Gen.
Lee was withdrawing his main force toward Spottsylvania Court House, an<l. orders were issued to the surgeons in charge of
the hospitals to remove their sick and wounded
to Ely's Ford, and the supply trains were ordered to move in the night to the vicinity of
Todd's tavern. Subsequently Fredericksburg
was occupied by some of Gen. Grant's forces,
and made a depot for the wounded and a basis
for supplies . .
The following despatches were sent by Gen.
Lee to Richmond :
HEADQUARTERS UMY NORTHERN VmGINIA,

Mny 7, 1864----S P. M.

l
f

Honorable S ecretary of Wsr:
·
Gen. Gordon turned the enemy's extreme rightyesterday evening and drove him frqm his rifle-pits.
Amon~ the prisoners captured are Gens. Seymour
and Snaler. A number of arms were also taken.
The enemy has abandoned the Germania Ford road
and moved his pontoon bridge toward Ely's. There
has been no attack to-day-only slight skirmishing
along the line.
(Signed)
R. E. LEE.
HE.u>QITARTJ!RS AllMY NORTBERN VmGINIA,

May

a

Honorable Secretary of Wa1·:
The enemy have abandoned their position and are
marching towurd Fredericks~urg. I am moving on
the right flank.
(Signed,
R. E. LEE.

Dm-ing the afternoon a battle took place between the cavalry. The loss was about two
hnndrecl and fifty on each side. At dark the
2d corps began to move by wo.y of Brock's
road, followed by the 5th corps on the so.me
route. Gens. Burnside and Sedgwick moved
on the old Chancellorsville road, and arrived on
the field near Spottsylvania at noon on Sunday.
Gen. Warren reached a point about three miles
from .Spottsylvania Court House, after mru:ching all of Saturday night. About the same
time Gen. Ewell's corps, with a portion of Gen.
Longstreet's, bad arrived. A sharply-cont ested actiou ensued in a field to the left of the
Brock road, which stretched away to the east,
toward the Spottsylvania and Fredericksburg
road. The country was rolling, and dotted
here and there with thick groves of pine and
cedar for the distance of a mile from the point
where the Wilderness terminates in the open
country. A contest between cavalry·had taken
place in front of Gen. Warren, and some artillery was seen, but it was inaccurv.tely reported
that there was no infantry. As the advance
of Gen. 'farren passed down the road, shells
were thrown at it with great activity, and the
enemy fell back, making only a slight resistance.
On reaching a triangular clearing ln10wn as
Alsop's farm, of o. hundred acres, the artillery
of the enemy was found to be stationed there.
Beyond the clearing was Ny Run, a small stream
affording no obstacle to the advance of troops.
The wooded gronnd rises beyond in ridges.
The Union batteries were stationed to theright,
commanding those of the enemy. Th e infantry
advanced through the clearing and came upon
three lines of the enemy, the last of which was
behind earthwprks. Here the struggle took

'
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place with the greatest violence, and continued
some hours, during which Gen. Warren held
his grounq.. In the afternoon a brigade of the
6th corps came to his assistance, and the enemy
were driven from their position. The Federal
loss was thirteen hundred. ·Many officers were
wounded, among whom was Gen. Robinson,
who was. shot in the knee. Several brigades
lost their commanders, and the 4th Michigan
was tfoally commanded by a fu-st lieutenant.
The 1st Michigan, two hundred strong, came
out of the fight with twenty-three men. The
day was intensely hot, and many suffered from
sun-stroke.
Monday was comparatively quiet in the
morning, followed by cannonading and skirmishing, but no general battle.. While superintending the mounting of artillery, Gen.
Sedgwick was killed by a ball from a sharpshooter entering his head. The centre of the
the line formed on Sunday was held by Gen.
Warren, with the 2d corps, Gen. Hancock, on
the right, and.the 6th corps, Gen. Wright, lately
Gen. Sedgwick, on the left. Toward night,
on Monday, Gen. Grant ordered anqther advance on the enemy. The right, wi_th Gens.
Birney's and Gibbon's divisions in advance,
followed by Gen. Carroll's brigade, crossed
over to the south bank of a branch of the Po
River. Here a severe battle with both infantry
and artillery ensued. Each side alternately
charged. At night the enemy held Spottsylvania Court House, and Gen. Hancock slowly
retired his corps, after suffering heavy losses.
During the day an attn.ck, directed on Gen.
Wilcox's division of the 9th corps, was met
and repulsed.
The following despatches from Mr. Stanton,
the Secretary of War, relative to the preceding
operations, were sent to the public press :
W ASIIINGTON1 May 8-0

A. Y,

To Gen. Jol,,n A . JJix, New Y 01·k :
.
We have no official reports from the front;
but the Medical Director has notified the Surgeon
General that our wounded were being sent to Washington, and will number from six to eight thousand.
The Chief Quartermaster of the army of the Potomac has made requisition for seven days' grain, and
for railroad construction trains, and states that the
enemy is reported to be retiring. This indicates
G-en. Grant's advance, and afforifs an inference. of
material success on our part.
'!'he enemy's strength has always been most felt in
his first blows, and his efforts having failed, and our
forces, not only having maintained their ground, but
preparing to advance, lead to the hope· of full and
complete success; for when either party falls back,
disorganization by straggling and desertion commence, and the enemy's loss m killed and wounded
must weaken him more than we are weakened. Nothing Inter than my last night's despatch has been received from Gen. Butler.
A despatch from Gen. Sherman, dated nt 5 o'clock
P. M". ;resterday, states that Gen. Thomas had occupied '.\:.llnnel Hill, where he expected a battle, and
that th.e enemy had taken J?Ositioo at Buzzard Roost
Pass, north of Dalton. Skrrmishiog had taken place,
but no real fighting.
Nothing later from Gen. Baob.
You may give such publicity to the information
transmitted to you as you deem proper.

It is designed to give accurate official sta.tements
of what is known to the department in this great
crisis, and to withhold notbin$ from the public.
EDWINM. STANTO.N, Secretary of War.
W ASlDNOTON, May S-5

P . ll.

W ASHINOTON, May 0--10:45

A. if.

Haj.-Gen. Jolvn A . JJix, New Y01·k:
We are yet without any official despatches from the
Army of the Potomac, except those referred to this
morning from the Medical Director and Chief Quartermaster, and nothing additional has been received
by the Department from any other source. It is believed that no fighting took place yesterday.
A part of the wounded arrived in ambulances this
mornio~ at Rappahannock Station, and are on the
way in oy railroad. The Department will probably
receive despatches by that train, which will arrive tonight.
A despatch from Gen. Butler, just received, and
which left him yesterday, states that a demonstration had been made by his forces on the railroad between Petersburg and Richmond, and had succeeded
in destroying a portion of it, so as to break the connection; th·at there had been some severe fightiugi
but that he had succeeded. He heard from a rebe
deserter that Hunter was dnnierously wounded
Pickett also, and Jones and J eok-1.ns were killed.
Nothing furtli er has been heard from Gen. Sherman.
EDWIN :M:. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Haj.-Gen. John A. IJix :
We have intelligence this morning, by agents direct
from the army, as late as Saturday evemog, but no
official reports. The general result may be est4llated
as a success to our arms.
The fighting on Friday was the most desperate
known in modern times.
I deeply. regret to say that the country will have to
mourn the death of that accomplished soldier, Brig.Gen. Wadsworth, who was struck in the forehead by
a ball, at the head of his command, while leading
them against one of the enemy's strongest positions.
His remains are in our hands in charge of Col.
Sharpe. Gen. Webb was wounded. Gen. Jones, of
the rebel army, was killed.
The condition of our army is represented to be
most admirable. Their cool, determined courage, has
in every instance proved too much for the desperate
fury of the rebels, who have been driven at all points.
There has been no straggling.
At the latest accounts Hancock was pushing forward rapidly, by the left, to Spottsylvania Court
House, and yesterday heavy cannonading was heard
at Aquia Creek from that du·ection.
We have lost some prisoners. One regiment, the
'7th Pennsylvania reserves, charged through an abatis
of the enemy, but were unable to get back, and most
of them were captured. We have also taken a large
number of prisoners, supposed to be more than we
lost. The· wounded had not yet arrived at the point
where the trains were to recel:ve them. The Medical
Director reports that a large proportion are slightly
wounded. Artillery was not used on either side the
last two days.
'1.lliere is nothing later from Gen. Butler than the
~es of my last despatch.
Gen. Sherman was heard from last night. He bad
been all day- reconnoitring the enemy's position, and
would attack to-day.
EDWIN :M:. STANTON, Secretary of War.
•

W ABIUNGTON, May 9-11:80 A, !l,

HafAi_en. John A . Dix:
This Deyartment has just received from Gen. Butl~r
the officio. report of Gen. Lee of the operations of Fri·
day. He says their loss in killed is not large, but they
have many wounded. He grieves to announce t~at
Geo. Longstreet was severely wounded, Geo. J eokins
ldlled, ana Gen. Pegram badly wounded on Thur_sday, and that it is supposed that Gen. Stafford mll
recover. He thanks a merciful God that every ad- ·
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vaoce on their (Gen. Grant's) part has been repulsed. He states that our forces attacked them and
caused some confusion. Geo. Wadsworth's body
fell into their hands; but our reports this morning state that it is now in our possession, under
charge of Col. Sharpe, as stated in my first despatch
this morning.
The belief hero is that Lieut.-Gen. Grant is achieving a complete victory.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
W A.lllllNGTON,

May

9-4 P .

M,

Maj.-Gen. Jol,;n, .A. IJi:x:
Despatches have just reached here direct from
Gen. Grant. They are not fully deciphered yet, but
he is "on to Richmond." We have faken two thousand prisoners.
.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Tli,e last official des-patch.
W ASIIINGTON1 May 9-4,

P, M.

A bearer of despatches from Gen. Meade's headquarters has just reached here. He states that Lee's
11rmy commenced falling back on the nighj; of Friday.
Our army commenced tbe pursuit on Saturday.
'fhe rebels were in full retreat for Richmond by
the direct road.
Hapcock passed through Spottsylvania Court
House at daylight yesterday.
Our headquarters at noon yesterday were twenty
miles south of the battle field.
We occupy Fredericksburg. The 22d New York
cavalry occupied that place at eight o'clock last
night.
The depot for our wounded is establi~hed at Fredericksburg.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.

The President, on the 9th, also issued the
following proclamation :
EXECUTIVE MANSION, W ASIIINGTON, Mny 9, 18&.l
To the Jilr-iends of Union and, .Ldberty :
Enough is known of the army operations within
the last five days to claim our especial gratitude to
God. While what remains undone demands our
most sincere prayers to and reliance upon Him
(without whom all human effort is vai'n), I r ecommend that all patriots, at their homes, in their places
?f public worship, and wherever they may be, unite
ID common thanksgiving and prayer to Almighty
God.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

The excitement produced throughout the
North by these despatches was very great.
Washington also was almost wild with enthusiasm over what was regarded as a great victory achieved by the Army of the Potomac over
the army under Gen. Lee. In the evening the
feelings of the people found vent TI!- a congratua
latory visit to the President, which is thus reported:
"A procession was formed in front of Wil!ard's Hotel about half-past eight this evenmg, headed by the band of the 27th Michigan
regiment, and proceeded to the White Honse.
After several patriotic airs had been performed
by the band, in response to the cheers and
calls of the multitude assembled, the President
came forward, ·and was introduced to the people by Senator Foster, of Connecticut.
'.' He_ returned his thanks for the compliment
P:Ud him, and said that we had won a great
victory, for which we should return thanks to
the Almighty, who had smiled upon and blessed
our efforts, and also to Gen. Grant and his
brave ofi?cers and soldiers, to whose heroism
and sacrifices we were indebted, under Provi-
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dence, for this triumph. We had won a great
victory, but we must not be prematurely sanguine, for although ID:Uch had been done, there
was a great deal of work yet to do before the
rebellion could be suppressed and the Union
restored. There was one thing which he desired to say to them, and that was, that while
Gen. Grant had met with stubborn resistance,
he had not been forced back in the slightest
degree from the line upon which he had
started, and was now moving forward upon
the line which he had marked out before the
movement commenced. He bad every confidence in Gen. Grant, and believed that he
would accomplish the great work which he
had yet to do.
"Enthusiastic cheers were given fo1· the
President, Gen. Grant, (;ten. Meade, and our
brave armies, after which the crowd retired in
a quiet and orderly manner."
The thanksgiving recommended by the President was very generally observed by the
chlll'ches on the following Sunday. .As an instance, the rector of Trinity Church, New
York, issued the follewing:
TRINJTY REarOR'Y, May 13, 1864.
The reverend the clergy of this Farish are requested, on the approachmg feast o Whitsunday,
to offer solemn thanksgivings to Almighty God for
the answer to the prayers of his people, and for the
great mercies extended to this nation bf. His Divine
Providence during the past week. 'Ihe form of
thanksgiving set forth and authorized by the llishop
of this diocese will be used immediately after the
general thanksgiving, at each service durinz the day.
MORGAN DIX, Rector of Trinity uhnrch.

The following is a report of the manner of
observ.ance:
After the usual initial exercises had been gone,
throngh, the prayer for victories, to be found in the
prayers at sea 10 the Episcopal book of common
prayer, was read.
Dr. Vinton then ascended the pulpit and preached
the sermon1 taking his text from St. John, seventh
chapter aoct thirty-ninth verse:-" The Holy Ghost
is not yet." The preacher only briefly alluded to
our victories in the course of his discourse. He said
that the day of Pentecost had again da,vned on the
world; but the anniversary of the Christian year
came that day, not ushered in like the fast days of
the world 'formerly, but with the booming of cannon
and hurrahs echoing in the air, and the rejoicing
which all the people of this land were now expressing for their victories.
The r est of the preacher's discourse was strictly
confined to remarks on the coming of the Holy Ghost,
and in conclusion he said we should now especially
give God thanks for all the favors we have received
at His hands.

The despatches of the Secretary were continued as follows :
·
W AllDINGTON, May 10, 1861.
To Major- Gen. IJw:
Despatches have been received this evening from
Maj.-Gen. Grant, dated at one o'clock xesterday. .
The enemy have made a stand at Spottsylv_ama
Court House. There had been some bard fight1ng;
but no general battle had taken place there.
I deeply regret to announce tliat Maj.-Geo. Sedgwick was killed in yesterday's engagement at Spottsylvania, being struck by a ball from a sharpshooter.
His remains are at Fredericksburg, and are expected
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here to-niiht. rA ball entered his eye and passed
through his head, killing him instantly.]
The army is represented to be -in excellent condition, and with ample supplies.
Gen. Robinson and Gen. Morris are wounded. No
other casualties to general officers are reported.
Gen. H. G. Wright has been placed in command
of Sedgwick's corps.
Gen. Grant did not design to renew the attack today, being engaged in replenishing from the supply
train, so as to advance without it.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.

On Tuesday morning, the 10th, Gen. Grant's
forces occupied substantially the same position
as on the previous day. His line stretched
about six miles on the northerly bank of the
Po, and took the general form of a crescent,
the wings being thrown forward. The 2d
corps, across the Po, now held a line on the
right, nearly parallel to the road from Shady
Grove Ohurch to the Oourt House. The 5th
corps held the centre, being on the east side of
the Po, and the 6th corps held the left, facing
toward the Court House. Further ori the left
was the 9th corps, under Gen. Burnside. Several batteries covered the right and others the
left centre. In front was a dense forest. The
enemy held Spottsylvania and the region north
of the Oourt House. His left rested on Glady
Run, sweeping northward and sheltered by
strong works long befure made in anticipation
of this emergency. His right curved in a similar
direction, and rested on the Ny River, and his
centre, a little thrown forward from the right_
and left centres, was posted on commanding
ground. His position was well supported by
breastworks, and along the centre was the forest and underbrush, lining a marsh partially
drained by the run. The conflict opened in
the morning by a terrific fire of artillery, which
was incessant during all the forenoon. A most
vigorous and gallant attack was then made by the
5th corps, and by Gens. Gibbons' and Birney's
divisions of the 2d corps, on the centre of Gen.
Lee's army. The losses of Gen. Grant were
most severe in the repeated charges by which
the enemy was driven to his rifle-pits. Brig.Gen. Rice, commanding the 2d brigade of the
4th divi·sion of the 5th corps, was killed at this
time. In the mean time the enemy had attacked
and turned Gen. Barlow's division of the 2d
corps, on the right; but it was finally extricated without great loss. Toward the close of
the day a most energetic assault was made
along the whole line, in which the enemy's
works were scaled, and more than a thousand
prisoners taken, with several guns, by Gen.
Upton~c; 1st brigade of Gen. Wright's 1st division of the 6th corps, which was in the advance
of this onset. His position being too far in
advance of the residue of the army to be held,
he was compelled to fall back with the prisoners which he had taken. 1' he Federal losses
throughout the d·ay were estimated to exceed
ten thousand; and the total loss thus far, thil'tyfive thousand. The enemy's loss was supposed
to be equally severe.
The following despatches from the Secretary

of War, relative to this contest at Spottsylvi-

nia, were published:
.Maj.-Gen. Jolvn .A. Dix:

WABIIINGTON,Mayll,186!1.

Despatches from the Army of the Potomac have
just reached here, bearing dates to 5 o'clock P . u.
yesterday.
Both armies at that time held their positions at
Spottsylvania Court House, without any material
change. The enemy had been driven to their breastworks.
The 6th corps, under Gen. Wright, had carried the
first line of the enemy's rifle pits.
There had been heavy skirmishing during the day.
Our wounded had reached Fredericksburg, and durine: the night some were brought up to Washington.
1-'he Surgeon General r eports that ample supplies
of nurses, surgeons, and medical stores have gone
forward.
There has been nothing heard from Gen. Sherman
or Gen. Butler since my last despatch of yest erday.
EDWIN M. 8TANTON, Secrefary of War.
W .ABlilliGTON. May 11-11:80 P. lL
.Mag. Gen. Jolvn .A. Dix :
Despatches from Gen. Grant, dated at 8 o'clock
this morning, have just reached this department.
He says:
"We have now ended the sixth day of very hard
fighting. The result to this time is much in our
favor. Our losses have been heavy as well as those
of the enemy. I think the loss of the enemy must
be greater. We have taken over five thousand prisoners in battle, while he has taken from us but few
except stragglers.
" I propose to fight it out on this line, if it takes
all summer."
The Government is sparing no pains to support him.
EDWL'l" M. S'IANTON, Secretary of War.

The following despatch of Gen. Lee was
sent to Richmond: ·
SPO'.ITSYLVANll ComtT HoUSll, VIA GumrnY'R,

l

May 10, 1864.
l
Tli,e Honorable Secreta-ru of War:
Gen. Grant' s army is intrenched near this pla~e,
on both sides of the Brock road. Frequent sk1r·
mishing occurred yesterday and to-day, each army
endeavoring to discover the position of the other.
To-day tire enemy shelled our lines an<l made several
assaults with infantry agail1st different points, par·
ticularly on our left, held by Gen. R. H. Anderson,
The last, which occurred after sunset, was the most
obstinate, some of the enemy leaping o-v-er t~e
breastworks. They were easily reputsed, except m
front .o f Gen. Doles' brigade, where th ey drove our
men from their position, and from n four-gun bat·
t ery there posted. The men were soon rallied, and
by dark our line was reestablished and the battery
recovered.
A large body of the enemy moved around our left
on the evening of the 9th, and took possession of the
road about midway b·etween Shady Grove Church
an-d the Court House. Gen. Early, with a part. of
Hill's corps, drove thP-m back this evening, taking
.
one gun and a few prisoners.
Thanks to a merciful Providence, our casualties
have been small.
Among th e wounded are Brig.-Gens. Hayes andEH.
H. Walker.
R. E. LE ' ·

On the next day, W ednesdny, th e 11th, the
position of the two armies was nearly the same
as on the previous day. The enemy still held
and covered the town with a crescent-shaped
line. Their centre was very strong and P?sted
securely, with rifle-pits in front and the strip 0
forest covering it, well guarded with Jines 0
skirmishers. During the morning there was n
hrisk skirmishing, which died away at noon.
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Some reconnoitring movements were made, and
the enemy, apprehending an attack on their left,
moved artillery from their right to left, toward the point threatened. Durio~ the after~
noon rain fell for the first time since the army
moved. It was determined during th& day to
make an asaault early the next morning on
the enemy's left, where their batteries were so
strongly posted as to annoy Gen. Grant's lines.
The 2d corps was selected to make this movement. Soon aft~r midnight, in the darkness
and storm, Gen. Hancock changed the position
of his corps from the exljreme right to the
left, filling up the space between Gens . Wright
and Burnside. It was then near ground well
commanded by the enemy, and requiring a
quick advance in the morning.
On Thursday the 12th, at the dawn of day,
veiled by the twilight and by a dense fog, the
2d corps moved up to the enemy's lines. Gen.
Barlow's 1st division and Gen. Birney's 3d
division formed the first line; Gen. Gibbon's
2d division and Gen. Mott's 4th formed the
second Hne. The advance of Gen. Barlow
marched in column of battalions doubled on
the centre. .As the corps moved over the
rugged and woody space intervening the excitement increased, until it broke out in a rush
at the hostile intrenchments. These the corps
leaped, with loud cheers, and dashed among the
~stonished enemy, compelling their surrender
m mass. .An entire division was surrounded,
and officers and men captured. Three thousand
prisoners and two generals-Maj .-Gen. Edward
Johnson and Brig.-Gen. G. H. Stewart-were
taken. So complete was the surprise that the
hostile officers were taken at their brellkfast,
nnd within an hour after the start of the corps
Gen. Hancock reported as follows: "I have
cn~turecl from thirty to forty guns. I have
firushed up Johnson, and am now going into
Earl!-" The second line of rifle-pits was immediately stormed, and after a stubborn resistance wrested from the enemy. .A heavy canno~ade then commenced all nlong the line, to
which the enemy replied with the utmost spirit.
The whole line now pressed up to snpport the
2d Mrps. The 9th corps rushed in on the extreme left, converging toward the penetrated
space, and joined its right to the left of the 2d
corps. The 6th corps advanced a(l'ainst
Gen.
0
Ewell's left, and on the extreme right Gen.
Warren's corps became hotly engaged. .About
9 o'clock the enemy began to charge desperately upon th1:1 2d and 9th corps, to recover the
lost _works. For th1·ee hours a bloody fight
contm~ed. .At noon, however, they abandoned
for a time the attempt to retake the posit.i on
so obstinately held. But the further advance
of Gen. Hancock had been successfully checked.
Most of the captured cannon were covered by
the guns of the sharpshooters, aud neith er party
were able to bring them off. Meantime the right
a~d centre had charged the enemy's position
wit~ _great intt-epidity, but without success, his
pos1t1on being found impregnable. Every ave-
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nue of approach was swept by a most destructive fire of artillery, and bis force was strong
enough to hold the position against twice the
attacking numbers.
Gen. Meade now sought to turn the enemy's
right; and after a temporary lull in the afternoon, began to crowd his troops down toward
the left, still keeping up his artillery ancl infantry fire. The rain began to fall at noon, but
the carnage went on until night. The enemy
finding that the Federal right bacl been merely
holding him in front from reenforcing hls right,
and had now abandoned his front, also concentrated on his right. Every inch of ground
was fought over with desperation. The de11,d
and wounded lay thickly strewn along the
ground, and heaped up where the fight was
hottest. .After fourteen hours, night fell on
one of the severest contests of the war. The
movement of Gen. Hancock in the morning
was the first decided success of the campaign,
having secured an advance of a mile in the line
at that point. .About three thousand prisoners
were reported to be captured. The loss in
killed and wounded was estimated at ten thousand, and that of the enemy was supposed to
be equally severe. The artillery which llad
been captured remained on disputed ground,
and was subsequently withdrawn by the enemy.
On Friday the 13th it was soon apparent that
the enemy had withdrawn his main force on the
left, by falling back to a new defensive position.
The storm increased, and renuerecl the roads
very heavy. Skirmishing and artillery firing
were kept up by small bodies of the troops
during the day. .At noon Gen. Meade issued
the following address to his army :
HEADQUARTERS .A.l!..\CY OF TlIE POTO:UAO,

l_

May 13, 1864.
f
The moment has arrived when your
commanding officer feels authorized to address you
in terms of cougrntulation.
For eight days and night'S, without almost any intermission, through rain and sunshine you have been
fighting a desperate foe in positions naturally strong,
and rendered doubly so by mtrenchments.
You have compelled him to abandon his fortifications on the Rapidnn, to retire and to attempt to
stop your progress, and now he has abandoned the
Inst intrenched position, so tenaciously held, suffering
in all :doss of eighteen guns, twenty-two colors, eight
thousand prisoners, including two general officers.
Your heroic deeds, noble endurance of fatigue and
privation, will ever be memorable. Let us return
thanks to God for the mercy thus shown us, and ask
earnestly for its continuance.
Soldiers! Your work is not over. The enemy must
be pursued, and, if possible, overcome. The courage
and fortitude you hnve displayed render your Commanding General confident that your future efforts
will result in success.
While we mourn the loss of many gallant comrades1
let us remember that the enemy must have sufferect
equal if not greater losses.
.
'iVe shall soon receive reenforcements which be
cannot expect. Let us determine, then, to continue
vigorously the work so well begun, and, under God,'s
blessing, in a short time the object of our labors WJII
be accomplished.
(Signed)
GEORGE G. MEADE, .
Mojor-Gen. Commanding.
• Official: S. WILLIAllS.
SOLDIERS!
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On Saturday the 14th, the enemy appeared
to have fallen back a little, but to be still holding the Oourt Hou;;e tenaciously. Gen. :Meade's
line finally stretched nearly at right angles
across the Fredericksburg and Spottsylvania
road, with Gen. Hancock's corps on the right,
Gen. Burnside's 9th on the right centre, Gen.
Wright's 6th on the left centre, and Gen. Warren's 5th on the left. The position of the
enemy seemed to be a semiciTcular line of earthworks with rifle-.pits here and there, well established on commanding heights, and the whole
flanked right and left by dense woods. A part
of the works appeared to be sodded, showing
an old construction, and great activity was
manifest in strengthening the position. Gen.
Grant's forces soon commenced to throw up
military works, and both armies were diligently
at work with the spade. On the extreme left
there was considerable fighting. In the afternoon Gen. Meade narrowly escaped capture or
injury, being in a house near which the enemy
made a sudden and unlooked-for charge.
On this day Gen. Lee issued the fullowing
address to his army :
G eneral Order No. 41.
• HlnADQU ARTERS AnllY OF N ORTJillRN YA,, May 14, 1864.

1. The General Commanding takes great pleasure
in announcing to the army the series of successes
that, by the favor of God, have recently·oeen achieved
by our arms.
2. A po.rt of the enemy's force threatening the
Valley of Virginia, has been routed by Gen. Imboden
and driven back to the Potomac, with the loss of their
train and a number of prisoners.
3. Another body of the enemy under Gen. Averill,
penetrated to the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad,
at Dublin dep ot. A portion of his force has been dispel·sed by Gens. Morgan and W. E. Jones, who are
ID pursuit of the remamder.
. ·
4. The army of Gen. Banks sustained a severe defea~ in Western Louisiana by the fo~ces of.Gen. Kirby
Smlth, and retreated to Alexan"dna, losrng several
thousand prisoners, thirty-five pieces of artillery, and
a large number of wagons. Soni.e of the most formidable gunb·oo.ts that accompanied the expedition were
destroyed to save them from capture.
5. The expedition of Gen. Steele into Western
Arkansas has ended in o. complete disaster. Northern journals of the 10th inst. announce his surrender,
with an army of nine thousand men, to Gen. Price.
6. The cavalry force sent by Gen. Grant to attack
Richmond has been repulsed, and retired toward the
Peninsula. Every demonstration of the ene~y south
of James River has, up to this time, been successfully
repelled.
7. T~e heroic valor of this army, with the blessin~
of Alm1ghty God, has thus for checked the principal
army orthe enemy, and inflicted upon it heavy losses.
The eyes a.nd hearts of your countrymen are turned
to you in confidence, and their prayers attend you in
your gallant struggle. Encouraged by the success
that has been vouchsafed to us, and stinmlated by
the greQ.t interests that depend upon the issue, let
every man resolve to endure all and brave all, until,
by the assistance of a just and merciful God, the
enemy shall be driven back and pence secured to our
country. Continue to emulate the valor of your
comrades who have fallen, and remember that it depends upon you whether they shall have died in vain.
It is in your power, under God, to defeat the last
great effort of the enemy, establish the independence·
of your native land, and er..:rn the lasting love and
gratitude of your countrymen, and the admiration of
mllllkind.
R. E. LEE, General. '

The following despatches were sent by the
Secretary of War :
W ASmNGTON, May 18-2:80 P.

M.

W ABllINGTON, May 18-6:80 P.

:M.

To Major-General John .A.. JJix:
A despatch from Lieut.-Gen. Grant has just been
received, dated n~ar Spottsylvania Court House, May
12, 6:30 P. Y. It is as follows:
.
"The eighth day of battle closes leaving between
three and four thousand prisoners in our hauds for
the day's work, including two general officers and
over thirty pieces of artillery. The enemy are obstinate, and seem to have found the last ditch. We
have· lost no organization, not eve.n a company, while
we have destroyed and captured one division (Johnson's), one brigade (Dobbs'), and one regiment entire of the enemy."
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
.Major-General Dix :
'l'he following despatch from Mr. Dana has just
reached this department.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
BPOTTSYLV.ANIA COURT HoltSE, YA., May 18-8 A. M.
Hon E . .M. Stw..ton, S ecretary of Wa1·:
Lee abandoned his position during the night,
whether to occupy a new position in the vicinity or
to make a thorough retreat is not determined.
One division ofWpght's and another of Hancock's
are engaged in settling this question, and at half-past
7 A. 11. had come UJ? on his rear guard. Though our
army is greatly fatlgued from the enormous efforts
of yesterday, the news of Lee's departure inspires
the men with fresh energy.
The whole force will soon be in motion; but the
heavy rains of the last thirty-sb: hours r ender the
roads very difficult for wagons and artillery.
The p1·oportion of severely wounded is greater than
on either of the previous days' fi~hting. This was
owing to the great use _made· of artillery.
WAB,IIINGTON,

May 18-6:5/i P. ){,

.Majo1·- General JJiz, NiJW York :
'l'he Acting Surgeon General reports that of five
!rnndred patients from t~e recent battl~-field a~mitted
rnto the Harwood Hospital, not one w1ll r eqmre nny
surgical operation, and that, in his opiuion, twothirds of the whole number of wounded will be fit for
service in thirty days.
Reenforcements are going forward to the Army of
the Potomac.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
W ASmNGTON, May 15---9 A. .11,

To Major-General Dix :
·
An official despatch from the battle field at Spottsylvania yesterday morning, at half-past 6, states
that during tbe preceding night (Friday) a movement was made by the 5th and 6th corps to our left,
and an attack was to have been made at daylight, but
no sound of battle had been heard from that quarter.
This manoouvre, it is said, if successful, would pince
our forces in Lee's rear, and compel him to retreat
toward Lynchburg.
No cannon nor any sound of battle was ~eard_yesterday at Belle Plain or Fredericksburg, which affo:ds
ground for inference that Lee had retreated durrna
Friday night, and before the advance of the 5th an
6th corps.
Nothing later than half-past 6 A. H . of yesterday
has been received from the a-r my by the deP,artment.
All the wounded that had reached Belle Plain yesterday evertin~ have arrived here.
'fhe surgical report fro!D: the headquar~er~ of t~e
army states that tl:ie cond1tl0n of the supplies lS sa~factory, and the wounded are doing well. The !De ·
cal director at Belle Plain reports that e_very thing at
that point is satisfactory. The surgical arrangements have never been so complete as now.
ft
Gen. Sheridan's command had reached the 1e
bank of Turkey Island at 8 o'clock yesterday after·
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noon, and have formed their junction with the forces
of Gen. Butler.
EDWIN M. ST.ANTON, Secretary of War.

On the 15th, 16th, and 1'7th, offensive operations were suspended. The roads had been
made impassable by the rains.
· It was at first supposed that the wo1mded in
these terrible battles would be sent to Rappahannock Station, and thence by railroad to
Washington. But the guerrillas of the enemy
were so numerous in the rea.r of Gen. Grant's
army as to prevent this ~Tangement. . The
trains were therefore withdrawn to Washington. At first hospitals were established on the
field. But on Friday, the 6th, a number of
slightly wounded me~ who had been ordered
to the rear, made their way to Fredericksburg
under an escort of fourteen armed men. On
entering the town, they were fired on by the
citizens with such arms as could be obtained.
They, however, succeeded in passing out and
· proceeded to Aquia Oreek, where they were
taken up by a gunboat and carried to Washington. Fredericksburg was occupied by a
force of Gen. Grant, and hospitals established.
Surgeons and nurses were immediately sent
forward from Washington, Philadel,phia, Harrisburg, Trenton, New York, and Albany, and
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other cities, to render assistance. The vessels
in the employment of the Sanitary Commission
were loaded ·with hospital supplies, and despatched with relief agents and nurses. The
most severely wounded were retained at the
hm,-pitals in Fredericksburg, but others were
transported to the Government hospitals in the
northern cities. The Christian Commission had
a large number of persons, with stores at hand,
to afford relief. The · Government also did
every thing in its power to succor the wounded.
The losses by the battles of the first eight days
were va.riously estimated. The following is a
statement which does not include the 9th
c01-ps :
IGlled. Wounded. ?,!!,.Ing. ' Total.

Second corps .... .. . .. ....... .1,100
Fifth corps .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. 1,200
Sixth corps. ........... .. .... .. 1,000

7,000
7,500
6,000

1,400 9,liOO
1,800 10,000
1,200 R,200

Total. .. ... .. ............. . .. 8,800

20,500

8,900 27,700

If the losses in the 9th corps are added to the
above, and s~posed to be in the same proportion, the entire loss will reach thirty-five thousand men.
On the 14th the first detachment of the hundred days' volunteers reached Washington.
Many of them were sent into the army under
Gen. Grant before their term of service expired.

CHAP T ER XL I.
Strength of the Army of the Potomn<>-Coiipernting Movements-Cavalry Raid to cut Gen. Lee's Commun!cntlons-Advance of Gen. Averill In West Virgi_n in-Advance of Gens. Crook and Sigel-Defeated by Gen. Breck.inrldge- Movement or Gen. Butler up the James-Attempts to cut the Railroads-Attack on Fort Dnrling- Eiqiedition of
Gen. Kantz.

TJ1E number of troops in the Army of the Potornac, when it crossed the Rapidan, has been
variously stated at 120,000 and 150,000. The
a1:11y consisted of four corps, each of which,
with full ranks, would have numbered about
forty thousand men. The ranks, however, were
not full. No official statement of the numbers
bas ?een made. But there were various cooperating movements in which large forces were
engaged. Gen. Butler moved up the Peninsula
with a force between forty and fifty thousand
strong, to cut the southern communications
with Richmond. Another force, about fifteen
thousand strong, moved up the Shenandoah
v~lle;y, . under Gen. Sigel, and from Western
V1.rgm1a under oth~r commanders, for the purpose of cutting the railroads r unning from the
west and southwest to Richmond. It evidently
1ust have been the opiltion of Gen. Grant that
t _e army of Gen. Meade would have been sufficient to cope with the forces of Gen. Lee. But,
to seoure ample provision for that object, the
corps of Gen. Burnside was added as a reserve
against all contingencies. After the first day's
36

encounter, it was found necessary to order up
this reserve in haste, and in the subsequent
battles every brigade was fully empJ.oyed as a
part of the ordinary force. The subsequent
and immense reenforcement required by Gen .
Grant, after the battles at Spottsylvania Court
House, served to show the unexpected great
strength of the enemy in the field.
Several cooperating movements were in progress dming the advance thus for of Gen. Grant.
On Monday the 9th of May, the cavalry. force
connected with -Gen. Grant's army commenced
an advance to cut the communications between
Gen. ·Lee's army and Richmond . . At daylight
the march began, with Gen. Merritt's 1st division in advance, Gen. Wilson's 3d division in
the centre, and Gen. Gregg's 2d division in the
rear. The movement was :first toward Fredericksburg. At a distance of three miles from
that city the column turned to the right and
passed round the right flank of the enemy to
the south of Spottsylvania Court House, on tho
road to Ohildsburgb, at which place a halt was
made. Moving thence on the same road south-
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erly and westerly, they forded the North Anna
River at Anderson's bridge, two miles below
Beaver Dam, about dusk. Gen. Custer's brigade took possession of the railroad station and
captured 'a train of cars having on board three
hundred and seventy-eight Union wounded and
iprisoners on their way to Richmond. These
prisoners had been captured by the enemy
during the late operaµons. The trains of cars,
with the depot of supplies, were quickly set on
fire, and two locomotives, three long trains, and
a large quantity of bacon, meal, fl.our, and other
supplies for Gen. Lee's army, were destroyed.
The ties and bridges were burned, and the rails
twisted so as to become useless. Meantime the
enemy came up and attacked tlie flank and rear
of the column, and captured many prisoners of
the 6th Ohio. At night the column bivouacked
on both sides of the North Anna.
· Early on the next morning the enemy began
to shell the camp, and the column moved south,
the advance being annoyed by the enemy as it
proceeded. The South Anna was crossed at
Ground Squirrel bridge, and the bridge destroyed. The bivouac at night was near Goodall's, but the sharpshooters of the enemy caused
some annoyance. Early on the next morning,
the 11th, the 1st brigade of the· 2d division under Gen. Davies was sent seven miles east to
Ashland, on the Richmond and Fredericksburg
Railroad. There the depot was burned and a
considerable quantity of stores destroyed ; also
six miles of railroad, three culverts, two trestle
bridges, several Government buildings, a locomotive, and three trains of cal's. On the return
the force was fired upon from the houses, and
about thirty men were left in the enemy's
hands. In the mean time the column had advanced and destroyed the track on the same
road at Glen Allen station. The nearer it approached Richmond, the ·more opposition was
made to its progress. At Yellow Tavern the
cavalry of the enemy, concentrated under Gen.
Stuart, made an attack on the advance under
Geo. Devens. A sharp contest ensued, during which the brigades of Gens. Custer, and
Gill, and Wilson came to his support, and the
enemy were driven toward Ashland. Advancing still further toward Richmond, . the
picket defences were entered, ·and in a chai·ge
by Gen. Ouster's brigade a hundred prisoners
and a section of artillery were captured. In
the conflict Gen. J. E. B. Stuart and Col. Pate,
of the enemy, were fatally_ wounded. On the,
next morning the column turned toward Meadow Bridge, on the Chickabominy. It had been
destroyed, but was rebuilt under a galling fire
from the enemy, and crossed. The column
next reached. Mechanicsville and Coal Harbor,
and encamped toward night at Gaines's Mill.
On the next day the march was pursued by the
way of Bottom bridge to Turkey Bend, where
supplies were obtained fi,om Gen. Butler.
Two movements were made by the forces in
the Shenandoah valley and Wes tern Virginia,
which were desi~ed to act against Lynchburg.

The first, in May, miscarried, and the plan was
afterwards altered. It was determined to carry
it into e:ffect in June. According to the original plan, at the time when Gen. Grant crossed
the Rapidan, May 4th, Gen. Sigel was in motion
upon Staunton, Gen. Crook upon Dublin depot,
and G·en. Averill upon Wytheville, with the
design, after destroying that town and the lead
mines, to unite with Gen. Crook at Dublin de.pot, for a march toward Lynchburg in connection with Gen. Sigel. A movement by the
Big Sandy, under Gen. Burbridge, upon Abingdon, and to prevent the advance of the enemy
from the southwest, was not ready. The
enemy, upon the advance of Gen. Sigel, ordered
Gen. Breckinridge to move in haste further
eaet, with all the troops he could collect, to
oppose him, thus leaving Gens. Jenkins a.nd
McCausland, with a scattered force of fifteen
hundred men, to r esist Gen. Crook. Further
to the southwest, on the line of the Lynchburg
and Tennessee Railroad, the enemy happened '
to h ave a larger force than anywhere else on
that route. Gen. W. E. Jones, in command, at
once despatched Gen. Morgan further east.
By making a forced march from Saltville, he
arrived at Wytheville_in advance of Gen. Averill. The latter, ,vith a cavalry force of two
thousand men, left camp at Charleston, Va.,
on May 1st, with three days' rations and two
days' forage, and moved day and night over
mountain paths until the evening of the 8th,
when a cavah·y force of the enemy was encountered near J effersonville, Va. This force was
repelled, and a detour made by way of Princeton. On the 9th Gen. Averill left Tazewell
Court House for Wytheville, in order to cut the
railroad thirty miles lower down than it was to
be cut by Gen. Crook. Cove Mountain Gap,
near Wytheville, was reached on the 10th, and
the enemy found to be in possession of the latter place. A conflict ensued, which, it is asserted by the enemy, resulted in the clefea,t of
Gen. Averill, with a heavy loss in killed,
wounded, prisoners, and horses, a.nd prevented
his reaching Dublin station and forming a junction with Gen. Crook before the latter bad retired from that place. The following is Gen.
Averill's address to bis command, made some
days later:
IlE..u>QUA.RTERS CAVALRY DRPARTMEKT, (
WEST Vmornu., Monday, May 28, 1864.
.

General Order No. 5:
.
'l'he Brio-ndier-Geueral commanding Cnvalry D1•
vision, delres to express his sincere thanks to t_he
officers and men of the division, for the uncoroplni~ing fortitude with which they have endured the terrf
ble vicissitudes incident to their recent ~arch. ~
three hundred and fifty miles, over mount1nns mt ·
out roads, and the unwaverin~ courage with which
they attncked and held a super10r force of the_ enemy
near Wytheville, on the 10th, thereby enabh~g nu·
other command to accomplish its purposes wit.bout
the opposition of overwhelming nm:1;1bers. . You:
country will remember your heroism mth grahtude,
. and the noble sacrifices and sufferings of our fal_lcn
comrades ,vill be cherished forever in our mem 0
The 14th Pennsylvania and 1st Virginia cavalry{,'
received the shock of battle, while the 2d ond 3d ir-
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ginia cavalry and 84th Ohio infantry established a
line which the enemy had reason to respect and remember. Great credit is due to the brigade commanders, Brig.-Gen. Duffie and Col. Schoonmaker,
for the energy and skill they displayed. While the
conduct of all was admirab le and deservin~ the praise
of the Brigadier-General commanding, ne desires,
without makinJ! invidious distinction, to express his
high appreciation of the steady and skilful evolutions
of the 2d Virginia cavalry, under Col. Powell, upon
the field of battle. It was a dress parade, which continued without disorder, under a heavy fire, during
four hours.
The purposes of the enemy were foiled by the en~agement. The railroad was reached and destroyed,
lfew River crossed, and the bafiled columns of the
enemy arrived in time to witness the destruction
which all the energies of their superior force, even
with artillery, failed to prevent.
(Signed)
W. W. AVERILL,
Bri~adier-General Commanding.
WILL RUMSEY, A. .a. G.

Gen. Crook moved from Charleston, Va., at
the same time with Gen. Averill. His object
was to strike the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad at Dublin Station. His force consisted
of the 23d, 34th, and 36th Ohio, forming the
first brigade; the 12th, 91st Ohio, 9th and 14th
Virginia, forming the second brigade ; the 3d
and 4th Pennsylvania Reserves, 11th and 15th
Virginia, forming the 3d brigade. He proceeded without opposition nearly to Princeton,
where two companies of the enemy, one of
cavalry and one of infantry, were encountered
and driven off. Near the souJhwestern base
of Lloyd's Mountain, about four miles from
D11blin depot, a more considerable force of the
enemy was found. Tli.ese were under the command of Gen. Jenkins. When he was killed,
, Gen. McCausland took the command.
Aftet· some skit-mishing ::i,nd manreuvring for
a position, the enemy were attacked in front
and flank ana. driven through Dublin to New
River bridge. The Union loss was one hundred and twenty-six killed aud five hundred
and eighty-five wounded; and that of the enemy
was severe, but unknown. On the next day
an attack was made on the enemy's position
near the bridge, and it was destroyed. The
expedition proceeded as far as N ewberne, on
t~e Virginia and Tennessee Railroad, ninetynme mile~ from Bristol, destroying the railroad
for some distance. The resistance of the enemy,
with the approach of a strong force under Gen.
Morgan, caused Gen. Crook to abandon the desi~n of the expedition against Lynchburg and
withdraw to Meadow Bluff, in Greenbrier
County.
~he force in the Shenandoah valley, numbermg about fifteen thousand men, was placed
under the command of Gen. Sigel. He advanced
to the vicinity of New Market about fifty miles
from Winchester, on the west' side of the Masanuttan range of mountains and nearly midway
b~tween Mount Jackson ' and Harrisonburg.
His command was designed to cooperate with
Gen. Grant, as before mentioned, up the Shenandoah valley, and occupy Gordonsville and
Lynchburg-, and thus destroy the western com-
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munication of Gen. Lee s army, and aid to
isolate Richmond.
On the 13th of May Gen. Sigel's advance
encountered the advance of Gen. Breckinridge.
Some skirmishing ensued, which was renewed
on the next day·, and also on Suntlay. Gen.
Sigel, however, continued to advance, and
brought a part of his forces into position, one
division still being in the rear. About 3 P. M.
the enemy moved to attack. A hot contest
ensued, which resulted in the defeat of Gen.
Sigel, with a loss of a thousand stand of small
arms, six pieces of artillery, and seven hundred
men. The loss of the enemy was also large.
Gen.. Sigel fell back in disorder, abandoning his
hospital and destroying a portion of his train,
and retr ated to Cedar Creek, near Strasburg.
The enemy failed to pm-sue in force. These
results to Gens. Averill, Crook, and Sigel,
caused a suspension of that part of the plan of
Gen. Grant which consisted in destroying the
Virginia and Tennessee Railroad, and the .occupation of Lynchburg.
The next important movement in cooperation with Gen. Grant, was made on the southeast side of Richmond, from Fortress Monroe
up the James River: The 18th corps, under
Maj.-Gen. M. F. Smith, and the 10th corps,
under Maj.-Gen. Q. A. Gilmore, composed the
military force of the movement, under the command of Maj .-Gen. B. F. Butler. These forces
were concentrated at York"town and Gloucester as if designed for a movement up the York
River. At the sifme time a brigade under Col.
S. F. Alford, 3d New York, landed at West
Point, up the York River, and commenced
building the wharves, &c. On the 4th of May
orders to move were issued, and the troops
embarked on board the transports. After
dark on the 5th, the vessels began to move
down the York Riv.er, and up the James River,
preceded by three army gunboats under command of Brig.-Gen. Graham; by the doubleenders Eutaw, Mackinaw, and Osceola; four
monitors, the Tecumseh, Canonicus, Saugus,
Onondaga, and the iron-clad Atlanta, and
by the smaller gunboats Oommodore Morris,
Hunchback, Commodore Jones, Dawn, Delaware, Putnam, and Sheshonee.
As the fleet proceeded up the James River,
a regiment of negro troops, tmder Gen. Wild,
were landed at Wilson's Wharf, on the north
bank, below Charles City Court House. This
was done for the purpose of preventing the
interruption of -water communication. At
Foi:t Powhatan Landing, a little above on the
south bank of the river, two regiments of the
same brigade were landed for the same object.
At Oity Point, the divisiou of Gen. Hinks, with
some other troops1 and a battery were landed.
At this place the flag of truce boat was lying
with four hundred and fifty prisoners brought
up on t},le previous day for exchange. _The
remainder of the force proceeded up the nver,
and .la'nded on the south bank at Bermuda
Hundrm1, which is three or four miles abon
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the mouth of the Appomattox River. Imme- The cavalry fell back to the infant1y line,
diately upon landing, the troops intrenched which deployed as skirmishers, and slowly adthemselves, with the gunboats covering their V!1DCe~ with a strong support in line of battle.
flank on the water. On the same day, Gen. The enemy were now steadily driven, with
Butler sent the following despatch relative to some loss to both sides, back to their main
his proceedings to Gen. Grant:
line in front of the railroad. Here a sharp
• OFF CrrY Po1..i.-T, VA., May G, 1864. contest took place, during which some of the
Lieutenant- General Grant, Cornmanding .Li.NJiies of railroad was torn up, and a railroad bridge
crossing one of the tributaries of the .A.ppomat~
. tlte l7nited States, WasMngton, JJ. (J. :
We have seized Wilson's Wharf Lnnding. A bri- tox, was set on fire and totally consumed. The
gade of Wild's colored troops nre there. At Fort increase of the force of the enemy finally
Powhatan Landing two regiments of the same brigade have landed. At City Point Hinks'· division, compelled Gen. Brooks to retire,. leaving some
with the remaining troops and battery, have landed. of his dead and wounded on the field, and with
The remainder of both the 18th and 10th army corps an estimated loss of two hundred and fifty.
are being landed at Bermuda Hundred, above the
.A.t the same time when Gen. Brooks' main
AJ?.pomattox.
column started, a brigade under Gen. HeckNo opposition e~'Perienced thus fnr. The I)lovement was apparently a complete surprise. Both army man., with Belger,s Rhode Island battery, moved
corps left Yorktown during last night. The Monitors out on another road, and meeting a force of
are all over the bar at Harrison's Landio,g and above the enemy, drove them back on the rail.road,
City Point. The operations of the fleet have been but were unable to penetrate far.
conducted to-day with energy and success. Gens.
The Petersburg and Welclon Railroad was
Smith and Gilmoi·e are pushing the landing of the
men. Gen. Graham, with the army gunboats, led supposed to be an important route by which
the _advance during the night, capturing the signal supplies were brought to Richmond. For the
station of the rebels.
purpose of disabling this line more effectually,
Col West, with eighteen hundred cavalry, made another advance was made on the 9th.
several demonstrations trom Williamsburg yesterday
Three divisions from the 10th corps, under
morning. Gen. Kautz left Su1folk this morning,
with his cavnlry, for the service indicated during tlie Gens. Terry, .Ames, and Turner, and two from
confei·ence with the Lieutenant-Genert1.l.
the 18th, under Gens. Weitzel and Wistar,
'l'he New York, flag of truce boat, was found lying moved from ca,mp at daylight, and reached the
at the wharf, 1vith four hundred prisoners, whom she railroad at four points without opposition. Gen.
had J?-Ot time to deliver. She went up yesterday
Terry's division occupied·Chester station, about
mormng.
We are landing troops during the night-a hazard- fourteen miles from Richmond, and destroyed
ous service in the face of the enemy.
the track. Gen. Turner moved on his left
BENJ. F. BUTLER, Maj.-Gen. Commanding.
toward Petersbtu"g, until he came up with Gen.
A. F. PUFFER, Captain and A. D. C.
.A.mes' division, each destroying the road. Four
Gen. Kautz, .above mentioned, left Suffolk miles was thus finishe<;l before noon, and the
on the 5th, and forcing a passage over the column began to move toward Petersburg,
Black Water, advanced to Stony Creek, on the the _division of Gen. Weitzel leading the adWeldon and Petersburg Railroad, and burned vance. The enemy were met near Swift Creek.
the bridge over that stream. .A. part of the .A. desultory skirmish began., which was conforce of Gen. Beauregard moving from Charles- tinued until the line of battle was formed and
ton to Richmond, had previously crossed over, pushed forward. The fire on both sides then
and contested the further progress of Gen. increased, and artillery was brought into acK~tz, who then moved through Surry and tion. Gen. .A.mes, division formed on the le
Prmce George counties to · City Point, which then Gens. Weitzel's, Turner, and Te1-ry in tlie
he renched on the 8th.
order named. The enemy were steadily driven
On the 5th, a)so, Col. West, with two regi- back, with considerable loss on both sides. .A.t
ments of cavalry- the lstand 2cl colored-made night the enemy bad fallen back to their bata demonstration on Williamsburg, above York- teries across the creek, and the s1.·irmishers contown, on the Peninsula. He advanced to the fronted each other on opposite Rides. During
Pamunkey River, stopping at the White House, the night the enemy formed in a column, and
and returned to.Williamsburg on the next night. advanced about one o,clock, either to test the
Op. the '7th he advanced over nearly the same strength of the pickets, and to determine if the
ground again, but met with more opposition., force had been withdrawn, 01· to capture a
t~an on his previous expedition. Subsequently battery. The pickets · on their approach fell
his force was embarked on transports, and land- back to the main line; and as they came well
ed at Bermuda Hundred.
up,· a destructive fire of musketry was opened
On the 6th, Gen. Butler caused reconnois- upon them. Three charges were thus made
sances to be made of the position of the enemy. in the dark, and repulsed, when the enemy
0~ the 7th, an expedition consisting of five withdrew, leaving sixty dead on the field. In
~r1gades under Brig.-Gen. Brooks was sent the morning they made an attack. up~n the
forward for the purpose of cutting the Peters- right flank, for the purpose of turrung it,. b~t
burg and Richmond Railroad. When within ,vithout success. In the afternoon a s1m1two miles of the railroad, the cavalry advance lar attack was made on the left, which was
011°:1A on the enemy in a· strong position, from repulsed with some loss on both ~ides: . .A.t
Whmh. they opened fire upon the mounted rifles. night the forces had retur~ed to their or1grnal
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position. The 11th was a day of quiet and rest
to the army save that portion engaged in
strengthening the intrenchments.
.
On Thursday, the 12th, a heavy force from
both corps was sent out, under Gens. Gillmore
~nd Smith, and at the same time an expedition
of cavalry, unde1: Gen. Kautz, for the purpose
of cutting the railroad communication between
Richmond and Danville. Leaving a sufficient
force under Gen. Ames to watch the enemy at
Petersburg, Gen. Gillmore advanced on the left
up the railroad toward Ohester station and
Richmond. Gen. Smith, with the 18th corps
and a division_ of the 10th, advanced in the
same direction on the right, up the turnpike
between the railroad and the James River. A
little above W er bottom church the skirmishers
inadvanpe met the enemy and drove them back
a mile or more. They then made a determined
stand in o. strong position, and a shatp engagement ensued. Finally the enemy retired slowly
to a new position, where they again made a
stand, and were again driven from it. The
skifmishing continued until dark, when the
command of Gen. Smith had advanced to
Proctor's Oreek, within about three miles of
Fort Darling, and within sight of that work.
The weather during the day was hot and sultry, and a number of cases of sunstroke occurred.
Meanwhile Gen: Gillmore moved from his position to Ohester Junction, and thence up the
railroad toward Richmond, reaching Ohesterfield Oourt House, on the enemy's right, without any real opposition. Oontinuing his advance, and diverging still further to the right,
he reached a formidable earthwork, stretching
from west of the railroad across to the James
River, which was strongly constructed, and
well supplied with embrasures for artillery.
This proved to be the outer line of defence
about Fort D.arling. The movement of Gen.
Smith had caused the enemy to concentrate in
his front, so that no heavy force appeared before Gen. Gillmore. Throwing forward the
24th Massachusetts and 10th Oonnecticut as
skirmishers, with some sharpshooters and a
battery or two in position to annoy the enemy
and occupy bis attention, Gen. Gillmore sent
the brigade of Ool. Hawley through the woods
on the right, which surprised the enemy and
enterecl the right flank of the work in the rear.
T~e enemy made a sharp resistance, but were
dnven to the rear by the brigade of Ool. White
advancing and occupying the line. Finding
their position turned by this movement, the
enemy on the next morning-Saturday, tke
14th-under cover of a vigorous demonstration,
abandoned the whole line, and withdrew to the
second, a stronger line of works, about threefourths of a mile distant.
A despatch of Gen. Butler on the morning
of the 14th says :
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Gen. Gillmore, by a flank movement with a portion
of his corps and a brigade of the 18th cor_ps, assaulted
and took the enemy's works on their right. It was
gallantly done. The troops behaved finely. vV"e
held ?ur lines during the night, and shall move this
morrung.

Two hours later he added:
Gen. Smith carried the enemy's first line on the
right this morning at 8 A. M. Loss small. The enemy
have retired into tbree square redoubts, upon which
we are now bringing our artillery to bear with effect.

The redoubts into which the enemy had retired commanded the outer line of their defences, and it was necessary that Gen. Butler should obtain possession of these to ena~c
him to secure his position. His artillery was
therefore brought to bear upon them, and with
the aid of the sharpshooters the enemy's guns
were silenced. About 9 P. M . the enemy attempted to advance on Gen. Butle1·'s line near
the Petersburg turnpike, but after a short engagement they withdrew within their work.
On the next day, at noon, they again advanced, and attacked Gen. Heckman's brigade ;
a coBtest with musketry ensued, which continued for four hours, when they withdrew
within their works. On the next morning,
Monday, May 16th, lmder cover of a thick
fog, the enemy made an attack on the line of
Gen. Butler. The attack was made on the
right, with cavalry, artillery, nnd infantry.
The extreme right next the James River was
held by Gen. Heckman's brigade. Next the
river were two squadrons of colored cavnl.-y,
then came the 9th New Jersey infantry, then
the 23d Massachusetts, then the 25th and 27th
Massachusetts, all of Heckman's brigade, of
W eitzel's division, of Gen. Smith's corps. Gen.
Gillmore's corps held the left and left centre.
The line of battle was the fortifications, except
on the extreme right, where they did not extend down to the river. Prominent among the
batteries on the right was battery E of the 3d
New York artillery, of twenty-pOlmder Parrotts, and the 1st Rqode Island battery. On
the right, in reserve, Ool. Drake's brigade of the
10th corps was temporarily posted. A narrow
belt of timber screened the reserves from the
view of the enemy on the right. The advance
of the enemy reached the rear of the 9th New
Jersey before the attack was made. Gen.
Heckman finding he could not hold·his position, began to fall back. The enemy, however,
chai·ged upon him in overwhelming numbers,
and his force was broyn and driven from the
field, and he was made a prisoner. At the
same time a force of the enemy moved down
the-turnpike, and attempted to surprise Ashby's battery of twenty-pounder Parrott's. Most
of the guns were saved, but the loss was heavy
in men. The Rhode Island battery also lost
one gun. Having forced back the right, a
heavy attack was made on the entire line of the
18th corps, with feints along the line of tl1e
We are still before the base of the enemy's works 10th corps; and the entire right was forced
~t Drury's Bluff, Fort Darling. The enemy are here back some distance after several hours of severe
m force.
and sanguJ.nary conflict. The loss was severe
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on both sides in killed and wounded, and some
prisoners were taken. After thus gaining a
portion of their first line of intrenchments, the
enemy massed their forces on the 10th corps to
drive it back. Repeated charges were made,
which were desperately resisted and driven
back at all points. Finally, ceasing their efforts to force the position of the 10th corps,
and.leaving their dead and wounded on the
field before its line, the enemy again massed
· on Gen. Smith's front and attacked his left.
Gen. Gillmore immediately -Ordered Gen. Turner to attack the enemy on their flank, and also
o dered Gen. Terry to support him.' Gen. Turner's attack had hardly commenced, before
Gen. Gillmore was ordered by Gen. Butler t.o
retire and strengthen Gen. Smith's corps by
forming in his rear. The troops fell back
slowly and in order, repulsing every attempt
of the enemy to quicken their movements, until they ceased to follow up and fell back to
their first line of intrenchments. At half-past
two o'clock the fighting, which had been going
on with more or less violence along the whole
line, ceased, and preparations were made by
Gen. Butler to draw off his forces from the
field and return to his intrenchments. The
artillery vas sent to the rear, except a section
to cover the rear guard. The ambulances,
loaded with wounded, and the supply trains,
were despatched to the rear, and finally the
entire army fell back. The enemy did not pursu~. During the action of the morning, a brigade of the enemy attacked the force guarding
the extreme left on the roads from Petersburg
under Col. Dobbs, and after a sharp struggle
drove him back towat·d Gen. Butler's intrenchments, but finally gave up the pursuit. The
loss of Gen. Butler was estimated at twentyfive hundred. That of the enemy was severe.
but the amount unknown.
·
The despatch relative to the above operations
was as follows:
.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

W ASJIINGTON, Mny 1'., 9 P,

M,

Major- General, ]]ix, :
Despatches from Gen. Butler, just received, report
the success of his expedition under Gen. Kautz, to
cut the Danville road and destroy the iron bridge
across the Appomattox.
On Monday morning the enemy in force, under
.cover of a thick fog, made an attack upon Smith's
.line, and forced it back in some confusion and with
.considerable loss. But as soon as the fog lifted, Gen.
Smith reestablished his lines, and the enemy was
driven back to his original lines•
.EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.

The cavalry expedition under Gen. Kautz
returnea on the 17th. On the night of the
day on which he started, Gen. Kautz reached
Midlothian coal-pits, where he remained an
hour. No injury was done to public property
here, but a considerable amount of private
property was destroyed. Thence he proceeded
to Coaliield station, where he arrived between
10 and 11 o~clock. The depot building and
water-tank here were destroyed, the telegraph
wire torn down, and some hundred feet of the
railroad track ripped-up. Thence he advanced

at daylight upon Powhatan station, which
was reached at 8 .A. M. The railroad was torn
up, and the depot and water-tank destroyed.
An advance was next made to destroy the
iron bridge at Mattaox station. This was found ·
to be too strongly guarded by the enemy, and
the column turned to the right and reached
Goode's bridge about 4 P. M. This bridge had
been partly destroyed, but was repaired by
Gen. Kautz, who pushed on and reached Chula
station at 10 - P. M. The enemy sent a locomotive from Mattaox to reconnoitre, which
was captured and destroyed. On the morning
of the 14th the ·column faced about and recrossed Goode's hridge, approaching Mattaox. Here
a fight took place with the enemy, who were
in a strong position, and after a loss of about
thirty Gen. Kautz retired. The column now
moved to the south, and crossed the Appomattox at Devil's bridge, which they were compelled to rebuild, reaching Finney Mill at 12 M.
Here the 5t}:l Pennsylvania, under command
of Maj. Kleinz, was sent to the left near to
Mansboro', on the roap. to Petersburg, to convey the impression that Gen. Kautz was about
to move on that point. The march was the"n
resumed, and, arriving within $ix miles of the
Petersburg and Lynchburg road, Gen. Spear
was sent with his brigade to destroy the road
at Wilson's station, while the main column
moved on to W elville, where they arrived at
about 4 P. M • . After waiting patiently until 5
P. M. for a train that was due at that hour from
Petersburg, but which ·did not come, Gen. Spear
destroyed the railroad property at Wilson's,
and, moving up the road, rejoined Gen. Kautz
at Wellville, just as the latter had finished tearing up the track and burning the depot.
The column arrived at Black's and White's at
10 P. M., and found large supplies of forage and
rations. These were dealt oui with a liberal
hand to the exhausted men and horses-: and the
track and other railroad and government property having been destroyed, the force moved
a few miles further on, and bivouacked at
2 .A. M.

On the 15th, at 7 .A.. M., the column set out ..,.
for Lawrenceville, and after a long march,
passing through Jonesborough and. Edmonds,
arrived o.t that place at dusk. A large arnount
of property was destroyed here, and large
quantities of corn and bacon distributed to the
men. At daylight the march was resumed
with the intention of striking the Petersburg
road o.t Rickford. Finding a strong force of
the enemy at Stony Point ready to receive him,
Gen. Kautz turned directly north. After marching eight or ten miles, the advance came to a
stand in the centre of an immense pine forest,
at a loss how to proceed. The road to the
right was followed, and Jarrett's station rea!)hed at 5 P. M. The track of the railroad was
again torn up, and the troops marched to Freeman's bridge, arriving about midnight. Th~nce
they moved to Belcher's Mills, Heart's statwn,
and City Point.
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The naval part of the forces had been chiefly and a few hundred yards beyond. There he
employed in keeping the river open to naviga- stationed pickets on different roads to guard
tion, and in removing the obstruction and tor- against an attempt to cut him oft~ and began
pedoes. In order to remove torpedoes, the to move up the road leading to the turnpike.
shore near where they were placed was first In a moment or two he encountered tl10 pickets
shelled by the gunboats, to driy-e away any . of t~e enemy, and attempting to capture them
body of the enemy. A boat with f.!, comple- received a heavy fire from the pickets and a
ment of men was then sent ashore to do the force of the enemy behind them. Finding they
work. At the first place of landing, opposite were in . too great force he made an attack on
Turkey Bend, they captured one large tor- another portion of the line, but with the same
pedo. The next landing was made under the result. He then retm-ned to camp. This existbluff above which stands the mansion of Gen. ence of the enemy in so large a force in his
Pickett, where they captured six more of the front caused Gen. Butler to make extraordinary
same size, making seven in all. . There was exertions to complete other works on his degreat difficulty in cutting the strings of the tor- fences. On the river he was covered by the
pedoes, as they led up the bluff, where the per- gunboats under Rear-Admiral S. P. Lee.
son exploding them is generally stationed.
At daylight on the 18th the enemy appeared
Great coolness and discretion had to be .used in and drove back the picket line within a few
handling them. The officers waded UIJ to their - hundred yards of the breastworks. But their
arm-pits in the water to get at them, which was advance was checked after a heavy skirmish.
very dangerous, as they knew not but that at They then commenced throwing up works diany moment the string might be pulled from rectly in front of Gen. Butler's lines, either for
above and the torpedo exploded. All they had the purpose of laying siege to his position, or
to depend upon to prevent this was the boat'~ to prevent him from reaching again the railcrew, stationed on the bluff as sharpshooters, road to destroy it. On Thursday, the 19th,
Each of the torpedoes contained about seventy- they put two or three light batteries in position
five pounds of powder. They were taken out and commenced vigorously shelling the lines.
of the stream, and, after considerabla difficulty, No assault was made, and their guns finally
became silent during the r emainder of the day.
successfully empti,ed of their contents. .
On the 6th one of the smaller gunboats, Com. At midnight, however, they advaµced in force
Jones, was destroyed by a torpedo. About on the pickets along nearly the entire line.
fifty of the crew were killed and wounded. The sharp fire of the pickets r etarded t1'eir adThis was an instance of 'the most cqmplete de- ·vance, but they crowded forward and the restruction by a submarine battery to which any serves were ordered up by Gen. Butler. A
ves~el has been subjected, her annihilation being . sharp fight ensued which lasted nearly an hour,
utter and instantaneous. The torpedo was fired when the enemy retired with considerable
amidships and directly under her, upraising the loss. At daylight· on the 20th th ey began to
centre of the ship, which burst !l.sirnder as the shell the lines and camps, and to push the pickexplosion rent the -air; and then, amid a cloud ets strongly. The pickets of Gen. Ames were
of smoke ancl steam, the body of her hull and driven back from the rifle-pi.ts thrown up on the
upper works, rent into a thousand pieces, and, picket line, and Gen. Terry's line was forced back
worst of all, numbers of her unfortunate crew, under a heavy fire. The position thus obtained
were propelled into .the air, and fell like a by the enemy was too important to be given
shower of missiles from the crater of a volca]lo. up. A brigade, under Ool. :flowell, was thereWhen the smoke drifted fro'm the scene the fore sent to retake the rifle-pits and establish a
sunken framework and ribs of the destroyed firm line there. This was accomplished after
vessel were all that remained, except innumer- heavy fighting, with considerable loss on both
able splintered relics of the wreck, which cov- sides. The attack was renewed again on the
ered the waters around the fatal spot. Two next day, but no advantage was gained by the
other boats, the Sheshonee and the Brewster, enemy. Meantime the work on the fortificawere ·destroyed by an explosion, not, however, tions of Gen. Butler was continued night and
of a torpedo.
·
day, and all cover for the enemy's sharpshootThe forces of Gen. Butler reached their in- ·ers cleared away. Thus the failure of the extrenchments on Monday night, the 16th. On pedition on the west to destroy the Virginia
the next day scouts reported that two heavy and Tennessee Railroad, and occupy Lynchcolu~ns of the enemy, with. large trains, were . burg1 and the failure of Gen. Butler to capture
passmg down the turnpike to Petersburg. It and occupy Petersburg, enabled the enemy to
w~s supposed that the trains were either car- concentrate against Gen. Grant. The forces
rymg supplies for the moving column, orf were of Gen. Brec1..inridge were immediately added
sent to Petersburg to be loaded with supplies to the army of _Gen. Lee, and Richmond '!as
for Gen. Lee's army, or the forces at Richmond. held by the troops of Gen. Beauregard, whrnh
The capture or destruction of any portion of had opposed Gen. Butler. Gen. Grant, on the
the~, therefore, appeared to be desirable. Ac- other hand, proceeded to organize new expecordm~ly, about 9, P. M.,· Gen. Foster, chief of ditions against Lync~burg, putting Gen. Hunter
Gen. Gillmore's staff, with a body of cavalry and in the place of Gen. Sigel, and pressed forward
nfautry, moved quietly out to the picket lines, himself to captm-e Petersburg.
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CHAPTER XLII.
Concentration of Troops under Gen. Lee-Attempt to turn the Right of Gen Grant's Lin<r-New Movement to the Left-Gen. Grant reaches the North Anna-Position of the Armies-Gen. Grant crosses the Pamunkey-Reenforceml\nls
from Gen. Butler-Battle at Coal Harbor-Failure of the attempt to push the Enemy across the Chickahomiuy-Crossing the James-Movement of Gen. Butler on Petersburg-Failur<r-Other Movements-Gen. Grant before Petersburg
-Condition of the Army.

TH.E army of Gen. Grant had remained inactive during the 16th, 117th, and 18th, before
Spottsylvania. On the afternoon of the 18th
the enemy in force made an effort to turn the
right of Gen. Grant's line. It was held by
some regiments of heavy artillery, acting as infantry, comprising the 1st Massachuset·ts, 15th,
2d, 6th, and a battalion of the 4th New York,
all under Ool. Kitchings, who fell back across
an open field under cover of some woods. Repeated attempts were made by the enemy to
drive them forther, but without success. Subsequently a charge was made, driving the enemy back across the open field, which was held.
Night put an end to the conflict. The loss of
Col. Kitchings was about eleven hundred men.
About four hundred of the enemy were made
prisoners.
The following is tl1e despatch of the War
Department :
W A.R

DEPARTMENT,

W A.SlllNGTON, May 20-6: 80 P.

M.

Major- General Dix :
This afternoon we have despatches dated at halfp.1st eight this morning, from Gen. Grant.
Last evening an effort was made by Ewell's corps
to turn onr right. They were promptly repulsed by
Birney's and 'l.'yler's divisions, and some of Warren's
troops that were on the extreme right. About three
hundred prisoners fell into our hands, besides many
killed and wounded. Our loss foots up a little over six
hundred wounded and one hundred and fifty killed
and missing.
·
General Grant says that probably our killed and
missing are over-estimated.
•
Over twenty-five thousand veteran r eenforcements
have been forwarded to Gen. Grant. The condition
of the army and his contemplated operations are entirely satisfactory. The army is abundantly supplied.
Major-General Hunter has been placed in command
of the Department of West Virgmia, including the
Shenandoah valley.

On the night of the 20th the troops were
moving all night to new positions; and on the
next morning the general headquarters were
broken up, and nearly the whole army was in
motion. At 12 o'clock, P. M., of the 20th the
cavalry left their camp in the woods near
Massaponax Church, and advanced toward
Guineas' station, on the Richmond and Fredericksburg Railroad. The pickets of the enemy, firing only a. few shot , withdrew before
the advance until they r eached Guineas' bridge
on the river Ny, a short distance from the station. Here an inclination to make a stand and
oppose the advance was . shown. They were,
however, soon driven from the bridge. At
Downer's bridg13 another stand was made, and

-

the position held for some time. At Bowling
Green the enemy made nO" stand, but assembled at Milford station in considerable force.
On an eminence a little to the left of the station th!3 enemy had mounted a battery, and
thrown up some rifle-pits. A battery accompanying the cavalry was put into position, and
occupied the enemy whilst a flank movement
to the left was made. This was executed with
success, and the enemy made a hasty retreat
across the Mattapony. Six officers and sixtysix soldiers were surprised and captured. Milford station had been, until the previous day,
the base for supplies to the army under Gen.
Lee. But obtaining information of the contemplated movement, the enemy had removed
their stores before the arrival of the cavalry.
Soon after midnight on the night of the 20th
th.e 2d corps moved from its position on the Ny,
near Spottsylvania Oourt House, and followed
the road thus opened by the cavalry. Nothing
unusual occurred during the march to Bowling
Green. The corps then crossed the Mattapony
at Milford bridge, and about a mile from the
river · Gen. Hancock halted his column and
formed a line Qf battle in a commanding position
on the crest of a range of hills. The enemy's
cavalry followed close in the rear during the
march and picked up the str~gglers.
At six o'clo.ck on the morning of the 21st the
5th corps, under Gen. Warren, left the position
occupied by them and pushed on in the rear of
Gen. Hancock. As the column approached
the bridge across the Mattapony at 4 P. :r.r., it
was delayed by a detachment of the enemy's
cavalry posted in the woods that sJrjrt the river
on both sides of the road. They were soon
driven out with a slight loss. During the day
the whole army was in motion. The weather
had become fine and the roads well settled.
On Sunday, the 22d, the following despatch
was sent from the War Department:
W A.R DEPARTMENT, W ASlllNGTON, May 28-10 P.

Jd.

Major- General Dix :
On Friday evening General Grant commenced 11
movement for the purpose of COmJ?elling Lee to abi;r
don his position at Spottsylvama. It bas thus ar
progressed successfully.
Longstr. eet's corps started south at one o'cloct
Friday night, an hour and a half after Hancoc
moved. Ewell's corps followed Longstreet's ln st
night.
·
The indications are that the rebel army bas fallen
back behind the North Anna. Hoke's brigade bas
joined Lee.
The movement of General Grant has thus far been
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accomplished without any severe engagement or serious interruption.
We now occupy Guineas' st ation, Milfo rd station,
and south of the Mattapony on that line. No despatches have been received to-day from General
Butljlr.
Despatches from Kingston, Ga., state that General
Sherman's forces are restin~ and replenishing th eir
supplies.
EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of War.

On the next morning the following additional despatch was sent from the Department:

Major-Ge-nerai J)w;:
wASIIINGTON, May 28• lS64.
We have no official reports since my last telegram
from General Grant or General Butler.
Official reports of this Department show that
within eight days after the great battle at Spottsylvania Court House many thousa~d veteran troops
have been forwarded to General Grant.
The whole army has been amply supplied with full
rations and subsistence.
Upwards of twenty thousand sick and wounded
have been transported from th11 fields of battle to
the Washington hospitals and placed under surgical
care.
Over eight thousand prisoners have been transportecl from the field to prison depots, and large
amounts of artillery and other implements of an
active campaign brought away.
.
Several thousand fresh cavalry horses have been
forwarded to the army, and the grand Army of the
Potomac is now fully as strong in numbers, and better equipped, supplied, and rurnished, than when
the campaign opened.
Several thousand reenforcements have also been
forwarded to other armies in the field, and ample
supplies to all.
·
During the same time over thirty thousand volunteers for a hundred days have been mustered into
th e service, clothed, armed, equipped, and transported to their res~ective positions.
This statement lS due to the chiefs of the army
stnff and bureaux, and their resp ective corps, to
whom the credit l:ielongs.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.

The 9th corps, under Gen. Burnside, began
to move on the 21st. Early in the afternoon orders were given to leave the line of
works thrown up in their front. The movement was covered by a sortie· of Gen. Ledlie's
brigade of Gen. Crittenden's division, who deployed in front in skirmish line with two
re~ments held in reserve. The enemy were
driven some distance toward Spottsylvania
Oourt House. Meanwhile the rest of the corps
moved out of the works, and by night were
far on the road. . The march was kept up
steadily until eleven o'clock, when a short halt
was. or~ered.
.
Finding the enemy in force on the road proposed, the route was abandoned. The column
retrograded a few miles on the Richmond and
Fredericksburg telegraph road, and thence
moved to the southeast. At 9 o'clock on the
next morning a halt of an hour was made, and
then the march was resumed, crossing the railBad _near Guineas' station, and arriving at
. owlmg Green at 4 P. M . On the next mornmg the march was continued to Milford station.
. The 6t:11 corps moved after the 9th, and filed
mto the mtrenchments as vacated by the 9th.
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The _sortie otGen. Ledlie had rallied the enemy
on their main line, and they advanced in considerable force upon the 6th corps, but wei·e
met with such a fire as caused them to retreat
with severe loss. Subsequently it followed the
route of the 5th corps. On the 22d the entire
army was in a new position, facing westerly
from lifilford to Guineas' station.
On Monday foreuoon, May 22d, the advance
of the army reached the North Anna River.
The 5th corps arrived, by the telegraph road,
in the neighborhood of Jericho Mills. The 2d
corps arrived in the afternoon, and took position
on the left of the 5th, extending to the raih-oad.
In front of the army there were three fords of
the North Anna, known as Island, Jericho, and
Chesterfield, or Taylor's Bridge fords. The
latter is about a mile above the railroad crossing
of the river, and the next, or Jericho ford, about
four miles further up. The 2d corps arrived at
Taylor's bridge about the time when the 5th
· d
J · h
Ab
h _,_ d d ·
arrive at enc o.
out a unw·e ro s m
front of Taylor's bridge is a small stream called
Long Creek, parallel with the North Anna,
and forming a junction with it below the railroad, thus giving a peninsular form to the land
between. The bridge across the North Anna
was commanded at its entrance by a redan
whose extremities were covered by the river,
and its flanks swept by artillery in field-works
l
· b k
11
b · f:
on tie opposite · an , 88 we as Y 1Il antry
in rifle-pits. The peninsula formed a broad
open space between the redan and the 2d corps
drawn up in front. Gen. Barlow's divisjon occnpied the right of the railroad, Gen. Birney's
was in front of the peninsula, and Gen. Gibbon's on the right, while the 5th corps was on
the right on the Milford road, and about four
miles up from the milroad. Skirmishing commenced in front of Gen. Birney, and his batteries opened upon the enemy at 4 P. M. His
.division was ordered· to charge and carry the
works, and, if possible, get possession of the
bridge across the river. A brilliant charge was
made without a halt until the enemy was driven
across the bridge, and guns so placed as to command it. The loss was about five hundred on
each side. No effort was made to cross that
night, but the bridge was then held by a small
command. About 11 P. M. the enemy made a
sortie from his works ~d endeavored to retake
the bridge, but after a spirited skirmish of
about twenty minutes he was ch·iven off. About
midnight another attack was made with a much
larger force. The enemy got possession of the
· ~idge and held it for some time, and made
several attempts to burn it, but were finally
forced to r etire. Early the next morning the
2d corps crossed the river.
About the time when the bridge was ta.ken
by the 2d corps, the 5th corps effected a crossing and took a position on the south bank, and
threw up some breastworks. Soon nfter they
were attacked by a heavy force of the enemy,
which was repulsed after causing a loss of about
five hunch·ecl. Their own loss was unknown .

•
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This attack was renewed dlll'ing the night.

Oourt House, and in the mean time extended
About dark Gen. Burnside's corps came up and his lines southerly. The despatch of the War
took position between Gens. Hancock and Department relative to these mqvements was
·
Warren, and made preparations to cross, while as follows:
W ASIIINGTON, May 2S-9:50 P, lL
the 6th corps took the right of the 5th. On
the next day, the 24th, the army crossed the To .Major-General Dix :
An official despatch from the headquarters of the
river, and considerable skirmishing took place .A:rmy
of the Potomac, at Magahick Church, ten miles
along the whole line with a loss of about five from Hanovertown, dated ;resterday afternoon at five
hundred. During the day a portion of the cav- o'clock, has just been received.
It states that our army was withdrawn to the north
alry force under Gen. Sheridan reached the
side of the North Anna on Thursday night, and moved
army, returning from James River. On the toward
Hanovertown, the place designated for cross25th, contrary to general expectation, the enemy ing the Pamunkey.
were fo,!].D.d strongly posted in force within two
At 9 o'clock yesterda;r (Friday) morning Sheridan,
miles of Gen. Grant's lines. They lay in the with. the 1st and 2d divisions of cavalry, took posform of a triangle, with the apex reaching session of Hanover Ferry and Hanovertown, finding
only a rebel vidette. The 1st division of the
nearly to the North Anna River, between the there
6th corps arrived at 10 A. M., and now bold the place,
points where Gens. Warren and Hancock with sufficient force of ~avalry and infantry and arcrossed with their corps. Their ground was tillery to resist any attack likely to be made upon
found to be admirably chosen and extensively them. The remainder of the corps is pressing forwith rapidity. Weather fine and perfect.
fortified. The formation of their line gave ward
A. later despatch dated at 7 o'clock this morning
them every facility for a quick movement of (28th),
from Headquarters, Magahick Church, bns
troops from one flank to the other. A success- also· been received. It reports that every thing goes
ful assault · would have involved immense on finely; weather clear and cool; the troops came
slaughter. .A.s the apex of the enemy's position UJ.) rapidly and in great spirits, and that the nrmy
be beyond the Pamunkey by noon.
stretched toward the North Anna, his right mil
Breckinridge is at Hanover Court House with 11
wing resting on a· formidable marsh and ex- force variously reported from three thousand to ten
tending across the railroad, protected it · and thousand. Wickham' s and Lomax' s brigades of cavcovered the junction. His left wing ran along alry are also there.
'l'he despatch further states that, after seizing HanLittle River. New movements were therefore
Ferry yesterda;r, General Torbert captured
made by Gen. Grant. His plan was to recross over
seventy-fi-ve cavalry, rncluding six officers; that the
the North Anna and march by the left flank. rebel cavalry is exceedingly demoralized, and flees
The swelling of the streams by the recent rains before ours on every occasion.
No despatches from any other field of operations
made it prudent to commence it as soon as posreceived to-day.
sible. To cover the movement a strong demon- have been
EDWIN M. ST.ANTON, Secretary of War.
stration was made during Thursday on the left
of the enemy. Some diyisions of cavalry atOn Saturday two divisions of cavalry, under
tacked his left, whilst the 3d division of Gen. Gens. Torbert and Gregg, were pushed toward
Sheridan's cavalry moved up the Virginia Oen- :Mechanicsville as a reconnoissance of the ene·
tral Railroad and began to burn the track. my's line. Near the Tolopatomy Oreek, a tribUnder cover of this attack, on Thursday even- utary of the Pamunkey, a sharp engagement
ing the 2'7th, the 6th corps quietly and swiftly took place with a cavalry force of the ene~y,
withdrew to the north bank of the river, fol- which resulted in forcing them back some dislowed by the other corps in quick succession, tance, leaving a part of their dead and wounded.
and moved out easterly for the Pamunkey. The loss of the Union force was about four
The rear was protected by Gen. Hancock. At hundred, and that of the enemy was supposed
the same time a strong skirmish line was left in to be not less.
front to engage the enemy's attentjon and disOn Sunday, the 29th, the whole army was
arpi suspicion.
. across the Pamunkey, a.nd fronted southw~st
At 9 o'clock on the next morning, Friday the about three miles from the river. Reconno1s28th, Hanover Ferry and Hanovertown were sauces were made from each corps, followed
occupied by a portion of Gen. Sheridan's cav- up by a gradual advance. The enemy appeared
alry, who captured seventy-five .of the enemy. to be in force distant about six miles, and beAt 10 A. M. the 1st division of the 2d corps yond the Tolopatomy Oreek, holding Shady
arrived, followed closely by the remainder of Grove and Mechanicsville with his extre;11e
the corps. Hanovertown is on the Pamunkey right, and his centre in front of Atlee's s_tation
River, fifteen miles from Richmond, and sixteen · on the Virginia Central Railroad, and his left
miles from the White House, on the same river. · covering Hanover Oourt House.
Thirteen miles east of the -White House is West
On Monday, the 30th, the forces of G~n.
Point, where the Ma.ttapony and the Pamunkey Lee were reported to be on the Mecban~cs~e
join and form the York River. Transports road south of the·Tolopatomy Creek, "'.1th lns
with supplies for the army were already on the right resting on Shady Grove. The 11gbt of
way to the White House, to which the base of Gen. Grant's army, consisting of the 6t? c0 8
the nrmy was now changed. On Saturday the under Gen. Wright, extended in the direction
28th the troops continued to arrive all day, and of Hanover Oourt Ho.use. The right centre
the crossing of the Pamunkey ~as secured. was held by Gen. Hancock on the Shady Grove
The enemy bad previously occupied Hanover road, and the left centre by Gen. WaTren ClD
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the Mechanicsville road. Gen. Burnside held southwesterly on its left, the line of battle of
the left, and a little in rear. The right and the army extended a distance of six miles across
renr were covered by the 3d division of caY!ilry Tolopatomy Creek. The. right was held by
under Gen. Wilson. The divisions of Gens. Gen. Wright's 6th corps, next Gen. Hancock's
Torbert and Gregg were advanced on the left 2d corps, next Gen. Bumside's 9th corps, and
flank. The division of Gen. Torbert held the Gen. Warren's 5th_corps on the left. The po 7
Old Church Tavern Cross Road with a picket sition of the enemy was on the westerly bank
force extending on the road to Coal Harbor. of a creek running southeast, and a tributary
A movement of the enemy was made about to the Tolopatomy before the latter turn~ to
2 P. M. upon these pickets, who were driven in, the northeast to the Pamunkey. Their line
and a sharp engagement ensued, with a loss of closely followed in general direction that of
eighty or ninety on each side, when the enemy Gen. Grant's army. The right was held by Gen.
were driven back. About 5 P . M. an attack A. P. Hill. the centre by Gen. Longstreet's corps,
was made on Gen. Warren's corps, which was and the left by Gen. Ewell. In this position they
gradually moving to the left along the Me- covered the Chickahoininy, which is the outer
chanicsville road, by a reconnoitring division line of defence for Richmond and the Virginia
of Gen. Ewell's corps with two brigades of Central Railroad, with cavalry supports thrown
cavalry. The turning of Gen. Warren's flank out on the left as far as Hanover Court House,
was endangered, which was prevented.' only by and on the right to Bottom Bridge. This was
the timely arrival of reenforcements. A sharp the theatre of operations of the Army of the
engagement followed, and the enemy were Potomac in 1862, when the approach to Richforced to retire by a road parallel to the Coal mond was made across the Chickahominy, beHarbor road. Gen. Meade, upon being inform- . fore which the enemy were now strongly
ed of the situation of Gen. Warren, ordered an drawn up.
·
attack along the whole line. · Gen. Hancock
On Tuesday there was desultory :firing
alone received the order in time to attack be- through the day along the whole line. Gen.
fore dark, and immediately advanced upon the Grant already contemplated a movement .by
enemy's skirmish line, captured their rifle-pits, the left, and the 1st division of cavalry, under
and held them all night. Gen. Warren held Gen. Torbert, were ordered forward to reconhis position near Mechanicsville, and the enemy noitre thoroughly-the ~round in the vicinity of
moved down troops to prevent- any further Coal Harbor, and to. hold it at all hazards for
dangerous concentration on his right. An ef- the occupation of infantry. While the:ro a
fort was made to dislodge Gen. Hancock at shai;p fight ensued with a body qf the enemy's
cavalry, which resulted in Gen. Torbert's holdmidnight, but without success.
On Tuesday, the 31st, the army of Gen. ing the desired grouncl.
Grant was fm·ther reenforced by the arrival of
On the next day, June 1st, an effort was
the 18th corps under Gen. Smith. This corps, made by a division of the enemy under Gen.
being a part of the command of Gen. Butler, Hoke, to get possession of Coal Harbor. This
embarked on transports at City Point, and was repulsed by Gen. Sheridan. Subsequently
moved with celerity down the James River Gen. Hoke was reenforced, and about noon
and up the York River to the White House, checked the further advance of Gen. Sheridan
which was the base of supplies for Gen. Grant's on the left. On the previous night the Gth
army.
corps was detached from the right, ana. march. After the •retirement of Gen. Butler to his ed from Shady Grove to Coal Harbor, where
mtrenchments on the 20th, little fighting oc- th ey arrived soon after the close of the above
cu~·red. An attack was made on his post at affair. It formed in line on the right of the
Wilson's Wharf, on the northerly bank of the Gaines' ·Mill road, with Gen. Ricketts' division
James, held by two regiments of negro troops, on the right, Gen. Russell's in the centre,· and
o~ the 24th, by a body of" cavalry under Gen. Gen. Neill's 2d on the left. About 3 o'clock
Fit? Lee. A demand for surrender was made, the 18th corps, under Gen. Smith, from the
~hio~ Gen. Wild declined, when the skirmish- White House, came into the field, and formed
lllg line was speedily driven in, and furious on the right of the 6th corps, with Gen. Mar
charges made on the works. After a contest tindale on the right, Gen. Brookes in the cenof t~ree or four hours the enemy withdrew, tre, and Gen. Devins on the left. Their march,
leavmg twenty-five dead on the ground. On like that of the 6th corps, had been severe,
the _26th a reconnoissance discovered the ene- over a distance of twenty-five miles. A charge
my m considerable force. The position of Gen. by the 18th corps was ordered at once, and,
Butler now was such that his communication without stopping, they crossed an open field_ to
and ~upplies were perfectly secure. Both flanks a strip of wood, and took and held the first lme
of lus remaining force were covered by gun- of the enemy's rifle-pits, capturing six hu~clred
boats.
prisoners. A lodgment was also effect ed m the
On Tuesday, May 31st, the headquarters of enemy's line further to the right, but the po
Gen. Grant were about five miles southeast sition proved to be completely commanded by
~ Hanover Court House, and less than that a redoubt in the second line of the enemy, a?d,
stance. west of Hanovertown. In front of amidst a heavy :fire, it was abandoned. Durmg
th at position, facing westerly on its right and the night the enemy made desperate efforts to
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regain the rifle-pits, and succeeded in annoying the troops with an enfilading fire. Their
charges, however, were repelled. The loss of
the Union troops was about two thousand; the
enemy being behind breastworks, probably suffereu much less. The change in the line now
had brought Gen. Wright to the extreme left,
between whom and the 5th corps was now the
18th under Gen. Smith. During the entire day
there had been warm work along the whole
lino, in which the artillery took a part toward
night. Several distinct charges were made by
the enemy, which were repulsed. No careful
estimate of the losses in this part of the field
during the <lay was made, but it was supposed
not to exceed a thousand. The loss of the
enemy was severe. The result of the day was
the complete occupation and holding of Coal
Harbor, which was au important position both
as commanding the road to the White House,
whence supplies were brought, and also in reference to a subsequent crossing of the Ohickahominy.
,
In the night it was determined by Gen.
Grant to make the attempt to push the enemy
across the Ohickahominy, and to secure a
place to ford that stream. The 2d corps was
therefore advanced from the extreme right
to the extreme left, in order to increase the
c
·
h d"
I
h d·
· ·
iorce mt at irection. t reac e its pos1t1on
about noon the next day, Thursday, June 2d.
The attack which was to have been made on
that evening, owing to the heavy rain which
ensued, was postponed until tb'e next morning,
Friday. Considerable skirmishing had taken
~
place during the day, and a charge was made
upon the 5th and 9th corps, without gaining
any special advantage.
At half-past 4 o'clock on Friday morning
th
e army was in motion. Its line extended
from Tolopatomy Creek across the road from
Coal Harbor to the Chickahominy. The ground
consisted of woodlands, swamp, and open fields.
Tl16 k"
s nrmi~bers :were promptly ad!a~ed, a~d
the whole line was soon engaged m a terrific
battle. From Gen. Hancock's corps on the
extreme left the brigades of Gens. Gibbon and
Barlow moved boldly forward, exposed to shot I
and. shell , up th e ascen t on wh"10h th e enemy m
.
theu· front had concentrated their men and artillery. They drove out the enemy, and for a
m~me1:t were in possession of tlreir position.
Be1Dg m advance of the line, they were exposed
to a _most destructive enfilading fire of the
enemy. At the same . time the second line of
the enemy Wll!l massed and burled upon them.
Thus overwhelmed "in front, and swept by a fire
on the flank, these divisions were now driven
out of the intrencbments, but not until they
had secured a color and three hundred prisoners. Falling back about fifty yards they were
~nder a partial cover of the ridge. Here they
mtrencbetl. themselves, and remained through
the day. So for had they advanced that one
of the enemy's batteries was captured and
nea~ly turned against them when the retreat
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was ordered. The 18th 11Ild the 6th corps adjoining the second along the line charged forward with not less gallantry, and carried thl1
first line of the enemy's intrenchments, but
were received with a most destructive enfilading fire. After an obstinate conflict they were
forced back, yielding the position which they
had t aken, and occupied another close to the
enemy's works, which they intrenched. On
the right'the 5th and 9th corps were advanced;
but the conflict here was not so severe, as the
force of the enemy was massed on their right.
Still further to the right the 3d division of
cavalry, under Gen. Wilson, -were engaged with
a force of the enemy under Gen. Hampton, but
without important r esults. The contest was
continued with more or less vigor throughout
the day. The enemy were found too strongly
posted to carry their works, and all efforts to
cross the Chickahominy at that .point were r epelled. The loss was nearly seven thousand in
killed, wounded, and · prisoners. The enemy
16st many prisoners, but the advantages under
which they fought prevented their loss from
being so severe. The following despatches
were issued by the War Department :
wA.SIIINGToN, June 4, 1864-.
To .Majo·r -Gen. Dix:
Despatches from Gen. Grant's headquarters, dated
3 o'clock yesterday, have just been received. No
operations took place on 'l'hursday. Yesterday, at
half-past 4 o'clock .A. M., Gen. Grant made an assault
on the enemy's lines, of which he mnkes the following report:
"We assaulted at half-past 4 A. M., drivin g the
enemy within his intrenchments at all points, but
without gaining nny decisive advnntage. Our troops
now occupy a position close to the enemy, some
plnces within fifty yards, and m·e remaining. Our
loss wns not severe, nor do I suppose the enemy to
hnve lost heavily. We captured over three hundred
prisoners, mostly from Breckinridge."
Another later official r eport, not from Gen . Grant,
estimates the nnmber of our killed and wounded at
about three thousaud. The following officers nro
among th e killed :
Col. Haskell, 36th Wisconsin; Col. Porter, 8th New
York heavy ar tillery; Col.•Morris, 66th New York.
Among t he wounded are Gen. R. 0. Tyler-seriously-will probably lose a foo_t; Col. McMahon,
164th New York; ?ol. Byrnes, 28th _Massnchusettspro;mbly mortally 'r nnd Col. Brooke, ~3d Pennsylvama.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secy of War ..
W A.SJUNGTON, June 5-1 P. }J•
.Majoi·-Gen. Dw :
A desp ntch from Gen. Grant's headquarters, dated
half-past 8 o'clock last night, hns been receive d. It
states that "about 7 P. M . yesterday, Fridnv, 3d of
June, the enemy suddenly attacked Smith's brigade,
of Gibbon's division. 'l'he battle lasted with ~rent
fury for half an hour. 'l'he attack was unw:Lvermgly
repulsed. Smith's losses were inconsiderable."
At 6 P . M. , Wilson, with his cavalry, fell upon tbo
renr of n brigade of Heth's division, which Lee hod
thrown around to his left, apparently with the intention of enveloping Burnside. After a s~nrr but _s ho:t
conflict, Wilson dro ve them from their rifle-pits 1;1
confusion. He took a fewprisoners. He had previously fought nnd routed Gordon's brigade of rebel
cavalry. During these fights he lost severnl officc;s,
among them Col. Preston, 1st Vermont cnvnlr:i:, killed; Col. Benjamin, 8th New York cavalry, senously
wounded.
Our Pntire. loss in killed. wounded, and missing
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during the three days' operations around Coal Harbor
will not exceed, according to the .Adjutant-General's
Report, seven thousand five hundred.
Tll.is morning, Saturday, June 4, the enemy's left
wing, in front of Gen. Burnside, was found to have
been drawn in during the niaht.
Col. Cesnola, in command' of five thousand men,
arrived there yesterday, having. marched from Port
Royal.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Sec'y of War.

The position gained, however, was held, and .
during the next day, Saturday, June 4th, the
erection of temporary breastworks was busily
prosecuted. At 9 o'clock at night the enemy
made a fierce attack on the corps of Gen. Hancock, Smith, and Wright, but after a severe
loss they were repulsed.
On Sunday, the 5th, the lines continued close
to each other. The sharpshooters of the enemy
endangered any person exposed in the riflepits, and many officers and men were fatally
wounded. Meanwhile the work on the intrenchments, when practicable, was kept up.
Soon after dark the enemy made a sudden
dash on Gen. Smyth's brigade of the 2d division of Gen. Hancock's corps. They met ;yith
a sharp resistance, and were soon repelled with
a disproportionably large loss. On Monday the
picket-firing was continued, with some change
of position in bodies of the troops, and with
the work on the intrenchments. At midnight
an attack was made on Gen. Burnside's corps
on the right, but soon repelled. l'he .nearness
of the lines of the two armies made the battlefields of Friday disputed, and the dead still remained upon jt unburied and the wounded
. were unrelieved. A correspondence ensued
relative to these dead and wounded, between
Gens. Grant and Lee. It resulted in an armistice of two hours, during which the dead and
wounded were carefully removed. Meanwhile
the 5th corps was detached from its position on
the right centre and withdrawn to the rear.
Its place in the line was filled by a transfer of
the 9th corps from the extreme right. Commissary supplies had been constantly sent forward to the army from the White House, with
some reenforcements of hundred days' men and
convalescents. New earthworks were built,
extending along the course of the Chickahominy, and everywhere the enemy built parallel
works a few hundred yards distant. On Tuesday, June '7th, the enemy making a reconnoissnnce, attacked the 9th corps in the afternoon,
but were vigorously repelled. Of the 5th corps
detached during the night from their position
in the line, the divisions of Gens. Griffin and
Cutter moved rapidly down toward Sumner's
bridge, on the Ohickahominy. The enemy at
the bridge were in force, and opened with
rather heavy guns on tj:ie approaching column.
They were soon driven from the bridge, but
continued to command it with their artillery.
During Wednes~ay and Thursday there was no
change of position. On the latter day, the
cavalry under Gens. Tolbert and Gregg were
pushed further to the left. On Friday some
skirmishing of cavalry took place on the right.

The work of intrenchment was continued, and
an advance was pushed as far as Bottom bridge,
the next below the railroad crossing of Chickahominy. The enemy kept pace, confronting
the advance, and fortifying at the bridge. On
the same clay the destruction of the railroad to
the-White House was begun from Despatch station easterly. The rails and ties were removed
to the White House, and shipped on barges.
On Sunday night, June 12th, the movement
for crossing the James River commenced. The
line of the enemy extended from Bottom bridge
along the Chickahominy, nearly parallel to
which was the line of Gen. Grant, and both intrenched. Bottom bridge was commanded by
the enemy, and could not l>e used for crossing.
The next were L.ong bridge, six or seven miles,
and J ones's bridge, ten or twelve miles below.
On Sunday night, June 12th, the army began
to move. The 2d and 5th corps moved to Long
bridge, over which they crossed, and took tl}.e
road due south to Wilcox's wharf, twelve miles
distant on the James' River, and a little west
of Charles City. The 6th and the 9th corps at
the same time marched to J ones's bridge, by
which they crossed the Chickahominy and advanced rapidly to Charles City Court House,
about nine miles nearly south of the bridge and
a mile from the James' River. The 18th corps
about the same time marched to the White
House, embarked on transports and procee'ded
directly to Bermuda Hundred, on the south
side of the James' River, being the headquarters
of Gen. Butler. The points· designated for tho
crossing of the pther corps were Powhatan's
and near Wilcox's Wharf, where pontoons bad
already been prepared by Gen. Butler. During
all Sunday night and Monday the troops moved
forward, and at evening the advance reached
Wilcox's wharf. On Tuesday the crossing of
the James commenced, and was completed on
Wednesday. The movement bad been attended
with some slight skirmishing with the enemy,
with a l~s of not·more than four hundred men.
Meanwhile deserters having reported that
the force of the enemy at Petersburg bad been
greatly reduced, a demonstration against that
city, was made by a portion of the forces under
Gen. Butler at Bermuda Hundred. It was determined that Gen. Gillmore, with thirty-five
hundred men, crossing the Appomattox, sho_uld
move by the turnpike road and assault the 01ty,
while Gen. Kautz, with a cavalry force of fifteen hundred men, should make a cirCl1it of
the place and attack it on the southerly or
southwesterly side, and thus, a-s the movement
wns simultaneous, both forces might enter the
city together. At the same time another _demonstration was to be made upon Fort Clifton,
The movement commenced on Monday nigh~J nne 8th. Gen. Gillmore encountered no serious opposition until within two ll!ile~ of ~he
city, when he met the enemy's skirll;11~ li~e
and briskly drove it back. On arrivmg lll
front of the city where the fortifications could
be closely examined, he found them too strong
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for the force at his command to attempt, and
The cavalry under Gen. Kautz, which preaccordingly withdrew about noon and returned ceded the 18th corps, had moved out to the oxto camp in the evening. Meanwhile Gen. ltautz treme left against the works near the Norfolk
had forced the enemy's intrenchments and Railroad and on the Baxter road. The posireached the streets of the city, sharply engaged tion of the enemy was, however, too strong to
in fighting. But the force of the enemy con- be ca:rri.ecl, and Gen. Kautz retired.
Meanwhile the other corps of the army were
centrating agafnst him, he was forced to retire.
Some prisoners were taken, and the loss was approaching as rapidly as possible. Gen. Birabout twenty men. Two gu,.nboats and a bat- ney's division of the 2d corps arrived at eventery engaged Fort Clifton during 1Jhe morning ing and occupied the captured intrenchments.
with a brisk fire.
During the night the remainder of the corps
Petersburg, a city of eight"een thousand in- came up.
habitants, is situated on the south bank of the
On Thursday morning a part of the 10th
Appomattox River, twenty-two miles south of corps, under Gen. Terry, was sent out to reconRichmond, and ten miles from the James River noitre in front of Gen. Butler's position. The
at City Point. The Appomattox empties into skirmishers soon drove the enemy, and his line
the James at Oity Point. It is navigable to was penetrated and carried, and the railroad
Petersburg for vessels of one hundred tons, and subsequently reached near Port Walthall Juneto Waltham, six miles below, by larger•vessels. tion. About two miles of tlie track were torn
The city is connected. with City Point by a up, when the enemy came down in such force
railroad. The road from Richmond. to North that Gen. Terry was obliged to retire.
and South Carolina also passes through it. The
Early in the morning Gen. Birney sent out a
river at this point runs nearly northeast to the force under Gen. Egan and carried a redoubt on
James. The city was defended by several series his left, with a loss of about a hundred. Meanof strong earthworks, consisting not only of time the troops of the enemy were crowded
square redoubts, but also of well-established. and forward so rapidly that it became necessary to
commanding rifle-trenches. ·
wait for Gen. Burnside's corps to come up.
On Wednesday, June 15th, a reconnoissance The intrenchments of the enemy ran s~micircuwas made by the cavalry, by which it was dis- larly from the river on the north of the city to
covered that the corps of Gen. Hill occupied · the river on the south. Their northern extremthe region southeast of Richmond. in strong ity was also strengtheMd. by batteries on the
force. At 1 o'clock on the morning of the opposite side of the Appomattox. In the aftersame day the 18th corps, which had arrived on noon the corps of Gen. Burnside arrived and a
the previous evening fr.om the White House, line of battle was formed, ,vith the 18th corps
started for Petersburg. The Appomattox was under Gen. Smith on the right, the 2d corps
crossed by a pontoon-bridge ·near Point of under Gen. Birney during this assault, which
Rocks. The route was nearly the same as that was commanded. by Gen. Hancock, and the 9th
taken by the advance of Gen. Gillmore on a under Gen. Burnside on the left. At 6 o'clock
pr_evious day. Skirmishing of the advance an attack was made, and continued for three
with the enemy commenced. at daylight. A hours. Gen. Birney's division, on the right of
row of rifle-trenches with two twelve-pounders the· centre corps, carried the crest in his front
was c11rried. by a body of color ed troops under and held it firmly. On the left of Gen. Birney's
Gen. Hinks' command later in the day. In the division the advance of Gen. Barlow found
~fternoon the movement resulted in forming a more difficulty, from · the concentration of the
hne of battle in front of the outer intrench- enemy in frimt. A charge was made by the
ments of the enemy, about two miles from Pe- brigades of Gens. Miles and Griffin, which suct~rsburg. Just before sunset the order was ceeded in gaining a foothold of the rifle-pits
given to carry the works by assault. The outside of the stronger works. But the -troo:p5
thole line rapidly advanced under a hot artil- were so annoyed by tbe enemy that Gen. Barery fire from the enemy, and swept the entire low determined. to make an assault. But the
range of rifle-pits with great gallantry. The enemy cut off his skirmish line in front;. am0unten~my 1?roke and deserted. their intrenchments, ing to three hundred men, with their oflicer5,,
tsmg s~teen guns, a battle flag, and three hun- Gen. Burnside also prepared to make an assault-r
h ed prisoners. The Union loss was about fiv~ but the enemy opened so severely as to fru&undred. The position wll,s held, but no fur- trate it. The right took no important part in•
~;er advance was made. It was supposed. ·that, the contest. After three hours the assault was
i a s~pporting force had been at band, the sec- suspended. The loss was between fifteen hnll'o~d hne of works might have been carried d.red. and two ·thousand.. That of the enemy,
:withhco~parative ease. The force oftbe enemy as they held an advantageous position, w.as
m t .e city was small, but reenforcements were much less.
received by them previous to the arrival of the
Early on Friday morning, June 17th, the as0th~r corps of Gen. Grant's army. The troops sault was renewed by an order of Gen. Burn~hich held Pete:rsburg composed the command side to ~en. Patten's division t0 truce the works
0 ien. Beauregard. A portion of them had in their front. The brigade of Gen. Griffin,
onted Gen. Butler, and some .had been in supported by that of Gen. Ourtin, dashed foric mond.
wru-d., carrying the position and capt11ring six
37
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guns, sixteen officers, and four hnndreg. men,
with a loss of about five hundred men. A
pause now ensued, but skirmishing was kept
up by the picket lines, and there was a moder-!
ate fire of artillery. In the afternoon Gen.
Patten's division was relieved by that of Gen.
Ledlie. An advance of this latter division was
ordered, under cover of artillery, upon the
enemy's breastworks, from which, after a desperate contest, they were driven, and the position carried, with the capture of i,ome pdson..,
ers. Gen. Burnside was now about a mile and
a half frovi the city and threw some shells into
it. Several attempts were made by the enemy to recover the intrenchments during the
day, but without success. .A.bout 9 o'clock at
night, however, a desperate attempt to retake
them was made .and succeeded. In this affair
about two huna.i·ed prisoners were made on
each side. The loss of the division was estimated at a thousand: The rest of the line during the day was engaged in skirmishing, without any attempt at decisive assault. On the
right the 18th corps had been withdrawn and
returned to the intrenchments at Bermuda Hundred. The 5th corps, under Gen. Warren, had
come and massed on the left in the rear of Gen.
Burnside's 9th corps. The 2d corps was commanded by Gen. Birney, as Gen. Hancock was
suffering from an old. wound.
The proper di~positions were now made for
a vigorous assault early on Saturday morning
the 18th. The line was formed by the divisions
of Gens. Martindale and Hinks, of the 18th
corps, on the right, extended by the 6th, 2d,
9th, ·and 5th, in the order named, to the left.
On sending out skirmishers preparatory to the
assault, at 4 A. M., it was found that the enemy
had withdrawn to an inner series of defences.
New arrangements, therefore, became necessary. At noon a general adv~nce of the 2d,
9th, and · 5th corps was ordered. From the
2d corps an assaulting column of three brigades
was sent forward, while the rest of the corps
threw out double lines of skirmishers to divert
the attention of the enemy. The men moved
promptly up to the works to be assaulted,
which were situated near the Petersburg and
Oity Point Railroad. As they came out from
cover, they were received by such a desperate
enfilading fire from the left, that they retired
without reaching the breastworks, leaving their
dead and wounded on the field. In the afternoon a second storming party was organized to
commence the attack from Gen. Mott's position. His division, with detachments from the
other two of the corps, advanced. iri. two
columns about 5 P. M., but were received with
such a destructive fire from concentrated batteries and musketry, as to force them back with
terrible loss, in spite of the greatest bravery on
their part.
The 9th corps, on the left of the 2d, was
prompt to act during the day. There was
brisk skfrmishing, but no decisive advantage
was gained. The liue was established during

the afternoon across the Petersburg and Norfolk Railroad.
On the left of the 9th, the 5th corps, at the
time of the attack of t4e 2d, made !1. determined
and vigorous advance against the south side of
the Norfolk Railroad, and was partially successful. In the evening their efforts were again
renewed, but were foiled by the enemy. The
division of the 18th, on the extreme right, experienced the same results as the other troops.
'The operations of the day had been unsuccessful. The loss of "the four days' operations was
estimated above ten thousand men.
On Sunday, June 19tli, there was skirmishing and considerable artillery fire, but no decisive movement. The loss was estimated at a
hlmdred men. The 6th corps, heretofore on
the north side of the Appomattox, now took a
position on the right, and the colorecl division
of Gen. Ferrero, of the 9th corps, arrived, and
was posted in front. At night the enemy
made an attack on the centre of the line, b.ut
were driven back. During the afternoon an
attack with infantry and a,rtillery was made
on Gen. Butler's lines at Bermuda Hundred
by a division of Gen. Longstreet's corps under
Gen. Pickett. At the same time, three ironclads from Richmond made their appearance
near Dutch Gap, but retired before the fleet
of Admiral Lee. During the same night,
squads of the enemy made their appearance
along the James River and destroyed the w barfs
at Wilcox's and Westover landings.
Monday, the 20th, was unusually quiet near
Petersburg. Some demonstrations of the enemy's cavalry were near the White House, but
without any serious result to the convalescents
there.
On Tuesday, the 21st, a movement was made
to occupy and destroy the railroad from Petersburg to Weldon. On the previous evening the
2d corps moved from 'its entrenchments on the
right centre to the left, and its position was
occupied by the 9th and a part of the 18th.
In the morning, crossing the Petersburg and
Norfolk Railroad, it marched as rapidly as possible in a southerly direction. .A. division ~f
the 5th and one of the 6th corps moved ont ID
support. Before noon, the 2d corps halted, and
in the afternoon a division, under Gen. Barlow,
with sharpshooters skirmishin"' in advance,
was sent forward and fotmd th~ enemy's lines
in the neighborhood of the J erusa,lem road,
which bisects the region .between the Norfolk
and the Weldon Railroad. The position was
known as Davis Farm, about three miles below
Petersburg, and a mile from the railroad.. The
enemy proved to be in force, with artillery
planted in earthworks. They advanced to attack, and a severe skirmish ensued, and the
advance line of Gen. Barlow was withdrawn,
and rejoined the column. The loss was ab 00
a hundred men. A reconnoissance towar
Petersburg, at the same time, was attended
with no results. So threatening wo.s the aspect of the enemy on the left, that a squadron
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of cavalry was sent to protect that flank, and at once fell back, with the loss of many made
the corps retired to form position for the night. prisoners, and thus exposed the left fl ank of
In the lines east of Petersburg comparative Gen. Gibbon's division. The line of intrenchquietness prevailed. The bridges across the ments occupied by Gen. Mott was now captured
Appomattox, between Petersburg and Poca- by the enemy, who thus pressed Gen. Gibbon
hontas, the village on the Richmond side ·o f in front and rear. Several regiments were
the river, were shelled daily by the batteries of captured, with McKnight's battery, before the
Gen. Grant. On the same day, the 21st, a division enemy were checked by the bravery of the
of the 10th corps, under Gen. Foster, crossed 20th Massachusetts. The broken .corps was
the James at a point between Allin's Landing soon rallied and a new line formed, and further
and Four Mile Oreek, and occupied Deep Bot- attacks of the enemy repulsed. The 6th corps
tom, about ten miles from Richmond. On the was also attacked on its left flank by a division
opposite side of the river, about six miles from of Gen. Hill's command, and its advance line
Gen. Foster, the enemy had a. battery at a driven back, thus widening the gap between it
position called Howlett's. In this position he and the 2d. In the evening, Gen. Meade getthreatened, to some extent, the southeast ap- ting both corps well in order, directed an adproaches to Richmond. At the same time the vance. The 6th recovered its form er line and
18th corps moved from Bermuda Hundred to the 2d a part of its line, and intrenched for
Petersburg, and occupied the position vacated the night. At daylight the enemy appeared,
by the 6th corps.
strongly intrenched, before the Weldon RailEarly on Wednesday, the 22d, the movement road. The loss of the day included about two
against the railroad was resumed. The object thousand made prisoners, four guns, and some
was to cut off the communication with Peters- colors.
burg froni the south. At the sit.me time a
On the next day, the 23d, Gen. Wright
cavalry expedition was sent . about ten miles moved out to the extreme left, and :finding that
further ·south, under Gen. Wilson, to destroy the enemy .had not advanced so far, sent out a
the railroad. The general movement was de- reconnoitring force to the raih·oad. They
signed to consist of an advance of the 2d and reached it unopposed and cut the telegraph.
6th corps directly against the road. The 2d The 3d, 4th, and 11th Vermont regiments
corps was on the left of the Jerusalem road, were then sent forward to hold·the road. But
with Gen. Gibbon's division resting its right on . they had hardly reach ed it when th ey were
the left of the road. Gen. Griffin's division attacked on their flank by a division of the
of the 5th corps was on the further side. The enemy under Gen. Anderson, and their position
position of Gen. Gibbon was so near the works was turned at once. Several hundred were
of the enemy that any further advance by him taken prisoners, and some were ;Iulled and
would bring on a general engagement. The wounded. The enemy, elated with success,
advance was, therefore, ordered for the left of pushed the troops back to the mn.in body, and
the line, consisting of the divisions of Generals then began a general attack. The line Will!
Barlow and Mott, and the 6th corps. It was withdrawn toward evening to the cover ~f
to have been made at daybreak, but was de- the breastworks. The loss of the enemy in
ln.yed by each corps apparently waiting for the these two days was disproportionately sm_nll.
other to lead. At length each corps was Elsewhere, during the day, nothing of 1mordered to advance independently, and to pro- portance occurre·d.
.
tect its own flank as connection between was
On FTiday, the 24t11, the enemy opened mth
not made. The line was deployed in open artillery upon the position of Gen. Stannm·d18
style, covering a large extent of ground, until division of the 10th corps. After an lio_ur, 8
it approached the presence of the enemy, in charge was made, which was repulsed w1tb 8
more intricate ground, when the left of the 2d, loss to the enemy of one hundred and fiftY
under Gen. Barlow, was pressed well in tow- prisoners, besides some killed and wounde0·
ard the right, thus opening -a gap between it No important movements were made in other
and the 6th corps. Gen. Barlow threw out parts of the line. During the evening, the oov·
flanking regiments to protect himself. But no alry force under Gen. Sheridan, while rn3:oh·
sooner was the entire line of the 2d corps in ing from the White House to the J aroes R1: ,
position, and Gen. Barlow's division had com- were attacked by the enemy and a blo
menced to intrench, when it was attacked on struggle ensued. The enemy were_ fin
the flank by the enemy. In its advance, the driven oft~ after a loss by Gen_. She~dan, 0
2d corps had separated from the 5th, on its four to five hundred men. H1s tralilS "ere
right, and the 6th was now far distant, on the saved from capture.
. . nl
left and rear. The enemy took advantage of·
On the next day, the 25th, the prmoip
the errnr. One entire division, with Mahone's . demonstration was made in front of Ge~'.
brigade, pushed through the interval. The Burnside's position. It consisted of .~ 0 n .
flank of Gen. Barlow was instantly rolled up vance of a strong skirmish line, which 'll'll>
and a large numb~.· made prisoners. This easily repulsed.
.
ct
movement of Gen. Barlow's force quickly unThe cavalry expedition of Gen. Wilson 5rt
covered the flank Qf Gen. Mott's division, and out from the camps near Prince George CoEi5
exposed him to the same danger. Gen. Mott House, on the morning of June 22d.
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force was between six and eight thousand men,
with three batteries of four gims each. The
cohmm moved to the Petersburg and Weldon
Railroad at Reims' station. Here it took up
and burned the track for several hundred yarcls,
the water-tank, clepothand public buildings. It
thence moved. to Sut erland's station, on the
Petersburg and Lynchburg Railroad, and advanced to Ford's station in the evening. Here
two locomotives, sixteen cars, a depot, and a
few stores were burned, and several miles of the
road destroyecl. On the next morning Gen.
Kautz advanced toward Burkesville, which he
reached in the afternoon, and destroyed the property of the roacl a,s at the ot4er stations. Meanwhile the main body followed, and encountered
in the afternoon a bocly of the enemy near Nottoway. .A. sharp conflict ensued until night,
when the enemy. retired. On the 24th the
column reach ed Keysvill~ and bivouacked for
the night. .A.bout eighteen miles of the road,
besides other property, were destroyed during
the day. On the next day the bridge over
Staunton River was . reached, but it was found
to be well defended by the enemy. The return
of the expedition now commenced. On the
route they were so harassed by the enemy as
barely to es~ape capture. On Thursday and
Friday, July 1st and 2d, they arrived within
the lines, in straggling parties, in a most pitiable
and Wl'etched condition, both men and horses
being jaded and worn beyond description after
their b~rd march, severe :fighting, and the relentless harassing of the enemy. The entire
w~on train, the ambulance train, all tp.e guns
(sixteen), nearly a.ll their caissons, and many
horses had been lost, and between ten and :fifteen
hundred men. More than a thousand negroes
had been collected and followed the column,
but most of them were recaptm_e d by the enemy. It was asserted that about :fifty miles of
the Danville Railroad had been destroyed. .A.
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movement was made by the 6th corps to aid
the expedition, . on learning its situation, but
without important results.
The weather at this period was exceedingly
hot, and the army suffered greatly. .A.t the
same time a drouth prevailed, water became
scarce, and the dust rose in clouds at every
movement. The condition of the army at this
tirr.e is thus described by the "Army and Navy
Journal":
The medical and commissary department had been
well conducted, but it is not too much to say that the
troops were thoroughly worn out. While their spirit
and enthusiasm were, and always have been, beyond
all praise, the fatigues of so e:i. . traordinary a campaign had been overpowering. Officers experienced
its effects as well as men. Their conspicuous bravery
had stretched out, dead . or wounded, commissioned
officers of all grades, not by hundreds, but by thousands, before the James was crossed. The effect was
apparent in some want of skill and experience in succeeding battles. Captains were sometimes commanding regiments, and majors brigades. The men missing the familiar forms and voices that had led them
to the charge, would complain that they had not
their old officers to follow. On the other hand, more
than one leader of a storming party was forced to
say, as he came back from an unsuccessful attem_pt
against the outworks Qf Petersburg, " My men do i:i'ot
charge as they did thirty days a~o." A few commanders, too, showed the fatigumg effects of the
campaign by a lack of health, by a lack of unity and
harmony, or of alertness and skill. The last attacks
on Petersburg show clearly how the camJ?aign was
telling on men and officers, and the two achievements
on the Jerusalem road of the 22d and 23d of June,
put the matter beyond all doubt. On the former
occasion, the g::tllant 2d corps, whose reputation is
unexcellecl, fell back, division after division, from t he
enemy's onset, and one of the very finest brigades in
the whole army was captured, with hardly a shot
fired. In our account at t hat time the probable cause
of the disaster was intjmated. But when, in addition
to this, the Vermont brigade of the 6th corps was
badly cut up on the followmg day, it became clear that
the rapidity of the fighting must be checked awhile.
The pace was now too great. There was need of rest,
recruitment, and some reorganization.

CHAPTER LXIII.
The S~cond Movement against Lynchburg-Gens. Orook, AveriH, nnd Hunter- Movement of Gen. Morgan-Advance of
Gen. Hunter-Capture of Staunton, Lexington, &c.-He retreats to West Virginia-Invasion of Mnryl:md- Defeat
of Gen. Wallace-Approach of the enemy to Baltimore-Attack on Washington-The Enemy retire-Other Mo,•ements-Ohanges in the command of the .Army of the James-Elq>losion of a Mine before Petersburg-Battle at Reams'
Station-Hatcher's Run.

Tim second movement against the Virginia
aid Tennessee Railroad, and for the occupation
Lynchburg, thereby to cooperate with Gen.
Mrant against Ricl1mond, commenced about
Day 31st. Gen. Sigel was removed from the
B:epartment of Western Virginia, and Gen.
unter placed in command.
~he commands of Gens. Orook and .A.verill,
~hich retired to Meadow Bluff. were reorganized and prepared
·
'
for a simultaneous
advance
i,P 00 the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad and
Ynchburg. Gen. Burbridge, in Kentucky,

G

was ready to move upon extreme · Southwest
Virginin., so as to prevent any advance from
that direction upon the rear of the combined
forces about to move against Lynchburg. The
position of the enemy at this time was most
unfavorable for opposing these movements.
Gen. Breckimidge, with the only Oonfed~rate
force of importance west of _the Blue Ridge,
had been withdrawn to the army of Gen. Lee,
leaving nothing but a few small brigad_es of inferior cavalry, about two regiments of mfan~ry,
and a small brigade of dismounted troops acting
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as infantl'y. To supply the place of Gen. Breckinridge, the little force of Gen. McCausland
was sent from Dublin depot ·to the front of
Staunton, and Gen. W. E. Jones was ordered
to take all the troops to the same position
which he could move from Southwest Wirginia.
Gen. Jones, accordingly, got together all the
Confederate troops west of New River, dis. mounting the brigades of cavalry, and moved
to Staunton. He thus left in the extreme southwest only a few disjointed bodies of cavalry,
and Gen. Morgan's command to oppose the advance of Gen. Burbridge. As this force was
too small to effect that object by meeting Gen.
Burbridge in front, with the slightest hope _o f
success, it was resolved, as the only chance of
saving the Southwest; that Gen. Morgan should
dash boldly into the heart of Kentucky, and
thus draw Gen. Burbridge away. This was
expected to be successful, especially as Gen.
Burbridge had much more to lose in Kentucky
than the enemy had in Southwest Virginia.
On Sunday, June 29th, Gen. Morgan at the
head of two thousand men passed through
Pound Gap, on the border of Kentucky. At
the same time a body of Gen. Bnrbridge's command was moving eastward and passed by Gen.
Morgan. From Pound Gap he moved to Paintville, thence a scouting party was sent in advance to pick up horses. This body passed to
Hazel Green, Owingsville, 'Flemingsburg, and
Maysville, without resistance, thence to Mount
Sterling, where a force from Gen. Burbridge
overtook them. Other parties appeared in various places, but the main force moved to Cynthiana and Lexington, and approached Frankfort. Property was taken everywhere, the railroads destroyed, and bridges burned. Ge;n.
Hobson, with a -force of s!xteen hundred men,
was captured, and by the 12th of June Gen.
Burbridge, with his whole command, was near
Paris in full pursuit· of Gen. Morgan. At Cynthiana a conflict took place, in which Gen.
Burbridge reports that he killed three hundred
and took as many more prisoners. He says:
" Our loss in killed and wounded was about one
huncli-ed and fifty. Morgan's scattered forces
are. flying in all directions; hav.e thrown away
thel.l' arms, and are out of ammunition, and are
wholly demoralized." Thus, by these movements, Gen. Burbridge was lured back to Kentucky and Southwest Virginia, for a time sec_ul'ed to t?e enemy. The rest and reorganization reqmred by Gen. Em-bridge's command,
detained him until all the available reenforcements in Kentucky were required by Gen.
Sherman in his ,progress to Atlanta.
Meanwhile the other parts of the general
movement were in progress; Gen. Hunter, after
assuming the command of the Department, issued the following Ol'dl')r:

earnest, and if we expect success we· too must be in
earnest. We must be willing to make sacrifices-willing to suffer for a short time that a glorious result
may crown our efforts. The country expects that
every man will do his duty; and this well done, the
protective care of a kind Providence will certainly
'
ensure to us a com:r.lete succes·s.
I. Every tent will be immediately turned in for
transportation to Martinsburg, and all baggage not
expressly allowed by this order will be at once sent.
to the rear. There will be but one wagon allowed to
each regiment, and these will only lie used to transport spare a=lmition, camp kettles, tools, and messpan.s. Everywagon will have eight picked horses or
mules, two drivers and t wo saddles. One wagon and
one ambulance will be allowed to department headquarters, and the same to division and brigade hendqu·a rters. The other ambulances will be under the
immediate orders of the Medical Director.
II. For the expedition on hand, the clothes that
soldiers have on their backs, with one pair of extra
shoes and socks, are amply sufficient. Every thing
else in th~ shape of-clothing will be packed to-day
and sent to the rear. In each knapsack th.ere must be
one hundred rounds of ammunition, carefully packed;
four pounds of hard bread, to last eight days; ten rations of <;offee, sugar, and salt, and one pair of shoes
and socks, but nothing else.
III. Brigade and all other commanders will be
held strictly responsible that their commands are
amply supJ!lied on the march. Oattle, sheep, and
hogs, and if necessary, horses and mules must be
taken and slaughtered. These supplies will be seized
under the direction of officers duly authorized, and
upon a system which ,vill hereafter be regulated. No
straggling or pillaging will be allowed. 13rignde and
other commanders will be held responsible that there
is a proper and orderly division of the supplies taken
for our use.
·
IV. Commanders will attend personally to tbe
prompt execution of this order, so that we may move
to-morrow morning. They will see that in passing
through the country in this way-depending upon it
for forage and supplies -great !),ttention is required
of every commanding officer toward the enforcement
of strict discipline.
.
V. The commanding general expects of every officer and soldier of the army in the field an earnest aud
unwavering support. He relies with confidence upon
an ever kind Providence for a glorious result. The
lieutenant-general com·manding the armies of the
United States, who is now vigorously pressing back
the enemy upon their last stronghold, expects much
from the Army of the Shenandoah, and he must not
be disappointed.
.
VI. In conclusion, the major-general co=andrng
makes it known that he will bold every officer to tbe
strictest accountability for the /roper enforcement
of discipline in all respects; an th"at, on the other
band, he will never cease to urge the prompt promo·
tion of all officllrs; non-commiss10ned officers, aod enlisted men who attract recognition by th·eir gallantry
and good conduct.
By command of
Maj.-Gen. HUNTER.
·CHARLES G. HALPINE, Ass't Adj.-Q:en.

His first movement ~as made from the
neighborhood of Cedar Creek nearly to Woodstock. The guerrillas in the rear soon beoa~e
trouble(lome, and were partially successful 111
destroying his communications. The advance
continued through Woodstock, Mount J aoks_on,
New Marl!=et, to Harrisonburg, 01'1: lea.VUig
this place the column was divided mto two
General Order No . 29.
HEADQUARTERS, DEPART.ME,iT WEST VmGINU, l
parts, one of which took the road by Port Rel!r TllE FIELD * * * * f
It is of the utmost importance that' tbis army be public and the other the direct route to Staunton.
The n{ovement to Port Republic was a demo~~
placed in a condition for unmediate efficiency.
d1
We are contending against an enemy who is in stration against the right of the enemy, all
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encountered a movement ofi."their part_~gainst an hour.• After, -oo,,advance of two miles the
the Federal left. At the same time the main first position ofiill,'i,~enemj, was reached. They
body advanced in the direction of Mount Oraw- immediately openeg: wtth --a· brisk cannonade,
ford, and met the enemy on North River, twelve but were soon dti\fen bac:k two miles to their
miles from Staunton. A hot conflict ensued, as line of breastwork~:;with considerable loss to
well here as at Port Republic, but the enemy both sides. Night coming on Gen. Hunter was
were steail.ily driven on the North River, which compelled to halt ..~.A-µ night the whistles of
exposed their right, and thus compelled it to locomotives were h.~lJ,rd in Lynchburg, bringing
fall back. At the same time Gen. Crook was- reenforcements froo Richmond. On the next
approaching from the west, and the enemy in day the enemy appeare.cl in force, and advanced
falling back retired toward Waynesboro' on the to turn the right of G.en. Hunter's force. Afeast. The loss of Gen. Hunter was two hun- ter a sharp strnggle 't hey were driven back to
dred and fifty. That of the enemy was severe, their breastworks, whi$ were -pi-otected by
and included the commanding general, W. E. others in the rear. The .position of the enemy
Jones. Staunton was immediately occupied by now appeared to Gen. Hunter to be so strong,
Gen. Hunter. Stores and railioad property of and his numbers so great, as to destroy all hope
a large amount were captured.
of success with his army, now on limited raThe ·advance of Gens. Orook and Averill tions. In the afternoon, therefore, the trains
from Meadow Bluff was commenced on May were started back, an·d at 9 P. M. the command
31st. They moved through Lewisburg; White commenced retreating, and marched until 1 A.. M .
Sulphur Springs, &c., to the Gaston depot on the next morning, when they arrived within five
the Virginia Central Railroad by June 5th. miles of Liberty. At 9 A.. M. the march was
This is about forty miles below the terminus renewed until 2 P. M., when a halt was made
of the road. Here the work of destruction three miles southwest-of Liberty. The enemy
commenced. The track was torn up, and followed close, and the skirmishing was continbridges and culverts destroyed for a ilistance ually heavy. The i-ear was brought up by
of ten miles. Thence the force moved, over Gen. Orook. At 6 P .·M. tlie command was
North Mountain, through Pond .Gap ~o Staun- again on. the march,·· and reached Bonsack's
ton, and arriv.ed on the 8th of June. The depot at 10 A.. M. of the 20th, where a halt for
enemy attempted consta.ntly to impede their rest was made. At 8 P, M. the march was reprogress.
sumed, via Buford's Gap, for Salem, which was
On June 10th the consolidated command of reached at 5 o'clock on the next. morning. The
Gen. Hunter marched from Staunton on the enemy continued a hot pursuit, a~d on the 21st
road through :Middlebrook to Lexington, Gen. captured ten pieces of arti).lery in a deep gap. Crook's command being in advance. Three Six were recaptured. That,night the command
miles from Staunton the enemy, under Gen. rested all night for the first time since leaving
McCausland, were posted behind rail breast- Lynchburg. New On-Stle, in Craig County, was
works, designed to delay the movement as reached at 6 P . M. on the 22d. On the night
much a~ possible. The steady advance, how- of the 25th Meadow Bluff Wll-S reached by the
ever, dislodged them, driving them abeacl. force, being without supplies, except such as
Seventeen miles from Staunton they managed could be obtained from the sparse inhabitants
to kill two.men and wound two others, when of a mountainous country. On the 27th rations
a strong force of cavalry dispersed them for were obtained,. and G~n. Hunter arrived at
that-day. In the forenoon of the 11th Lexiilg- · Loup Oreek during the next day. On the same
ton was reacherl. The enemy had burned the day the following despatch from Gen. Hm.1'ter
b(idge over the James, and were posted on the was issued by the War Departmen1l:
hig_h bank opposite. They were driven off with
wABIIINGTON, June 28--4 P. 11.
artillery, after which the river was crossed at Ma(i.-Gen. JJi:e:
the fords and the town occupied. On Sunday,
The following despatch has ·just been received from
th e 12th, the Military Institute and the house Gen. Hunter:
f
G
"I have the honor to report that our expedition,
0
ov. Letcher were burned. Ten minutes has_been extremely successful, inflicting great injury
were allowed to remove any property from the upon the enemy, and victorious in ev~y engagement..
1atter. A number of canal boats were destroy- Running short of ammunition, and finding it impos-ebd, and considerable ammunition seized. A sible to collect ·supplies while in the presence of an,
ronze 8 t t
f G
G
W h' gt
t enemy believed to be superior to our force in num-.
a ue O
en. eo. as lil on, cas bers and constantly receiving reenforcements from.
upon the orders of the legisla,ture of Virginia, Richmond and other points, I deemed it best to with- was taken down and subsequently transported draw, and have succeeded in doing so without serious
to Wheeling, Va. On the 13th Gen. Averill loss to this point, where we have met with abundant
was ordered to Buchanan and tlie whole force supplies of food. A detailed report of our opera~o_1;1s
followed. on the next day'. On Thursday, the will be forwarded immediately. The command 1s m
16th
excellent heart and health, and ready, after a few
. , Liberty was reached, and seven miles of daxs' rest, for service in any direction:"
.
railroad and the culverts and bridges destroyed.
Nothing Inter than my telegram of this mormng has
0n_the 17th the advance under Gen. Orook been received from Gen. Grant or Gen. Sherman.
arnved within eight miles of Lynchburg at
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
lO A. M., and halted for the main force to come
The operations of the expedition were comnp. It arrived at 3 P . M., and moved on within mented upon unfavorably by two newspapers

"

..
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in West Virginia. They were temporlrily suppressed by Gen. Hunter. His reasons for this
suppression, as well as his views of the condition of his men during the retreat, will be found
in the annexed portion of a letter written by

him:
lu:ADQU.A.RTERS DEP'T OF WEST VmGINU.

CmrnERLAND, MD., July 18, 1864.

l

S

Th liis Ex.c. A. L Boreman, Govenwr of West Vvrgimia.
Srn : I have the honor to acknowledge the rece~pt
of your communication dated July 10th, 1864, relative
to 'the case oi James E. Wharton, Esq,, editor and
proprietor of the "Parkersburg Gazette," and ~ave
first to state, in reply, that about two hours pre~ous
to the receipt of your letter orders had been given
to the provost-marshal for Mr. Wharton's release
and he had been released before your letter reached
my hand. .And now a few words as to the causes
which led to Mr. Wharton's arrest, and the temporary
suppression of his journal.
.
.As to the "criticism on your (my) conduct" m
which Mr. Wharton indulged, and to which you refer I agree with you that there was, of course, no
.otf~nce whatever. It was merely a matter of taste on
his part; nor was it notioed by me u~til you called
my attention thereto as one of t!3-e poss1b_le c_au,ses for
my action. But Mr. Wharton, m the editorial which
led to the suppression of his pape-r, stated, first 1 that
" Gen. Hunter, with his command, have principally
pa:,sed thr~ugh our city (Parkersburg) on their way
east." This was contraband news, and was utterly
untrue. Much less than one-tenth of my command
had passed through Parkersburg, and I was detained
there for some time after the appearance of the article hurrying forward the balance.
in the' second place . Mr. Wharton went on to say,
in the same article: "We were sorry to see SQ much
suffering among them. The_y were completely worn
out and many in the division had died of starvatio~." • . . • . . "The sufferings of the soldiers in
their movement from Lynchburg to Charleston were
terrible and theyhalfrequire ·r est and surgical care."
That' there was "some suffering" amongst the
troops is true. The business of the soldier is one in
which "suffering" forms an inevitable part. But on
careful inquirv, personally and through many officers
employed for "the purpose, I have failed to di's cover
e,ven a report of any one case of death from hunger;
while, on the other hand, my medical director, Surgeon ·Thomas B. Reed, an officer of large military experience and excellent judgment, assures me that,
despite the certain limited privations and great fatigues of the march, the health of the command was,
throughout, :far better than the average health of
soldiers quietly .resting in their camps. • ••••••
I have the honor to be, sir, with very sincere respect, your most obedient servant,
D. HUNTER, Maj.-Gen. Commanding.

The reason for his retreat through West Virgin.ia was stated to be that " the return march
down the Shenandoah to Staunton, was flanked
by the railroad from Lynchburg to Waynesboro', and thatHunterwith his whole command
must, therefore, have been cut off and destroyed
or captured, had any such movement _been attempted."
Simultaneously with the beginning of the
movement against Richmond, a cavalry raid
was made by Gen. Sh~ridan from New Castle
Ferry on the Pamunkey River to Gordonsville,
the junction of the Virginia Central Railroad
with the road to Alexandria. His report of the
expedition was as follows:
I crossed the Pamunkey River on the 'lth instant,

marching via Aylett' s, and encamped on Herring
Creek.
.
On the morning of the 8th I resumed the march,
via Polecat station, and encamped three miles west
of the station.
On the 9th ! marched through Childs burg and New
Market, encamping on E. N. E. Creek, near Young's
bridge.
On the 10th I marched via .Andrews' Tavern and
Leiman' s store crossing both branches of the North
.Anna and enc~mped at Buch Childs, about three
miles' northeast of Trevilian station.
My intention was to break t~e ri:ilroad at this sta.
tion, march through M1:cham?sville, cut ~he Go,rdonsville and Charlottesville Railroad near Lmdsay s
house and then to march on Charlottesville; but on
our a~ival at Buch Childs I found the enemy's cavalry in my immediate front.
.
.
On the morning of the 11th Gen. Torbert, '!i~h. hls
division and Col. Gregg, of Gen. Gregg's d1v1S1on,
attacked the enemy. After an obstinate contest they
drove him from successive lines of breastworks,
through an almost impassable forest, back on Trevilian station.
·
.
.
In the mean time Gen. Custer was ordered mth his
brigade to :proceed by a country road so as to reach
the station m the rear of the enemy's cavalry. On
his arrival at this point the enemy broke into a co~plete rout leaving his dead and nearly all of his
wounded in our hands ; also twenty officers, five
hundred men and three hundred horses.
These oper~tions occupie~. the wI?-ole of the day.
At ni~ht I encamped at Trevilian station, and, _on the
morrung of the li!~h in~t.. , commenc1:d destroymg the
railroad from this pomt to Lo~ram Court House.
This was thoroughly done, the ties burned and the
rails rendered unserviceable.
.
The destruction of the railroad occupied until
3 o'clock of this day, when I directed Gen. To:bert
to advance with his division and Gen. Davis' brigade
of Gen. Gregg's division in the direction of Gordonsville and attack the enemy, who bad concentrated
and been re~nforced by infantry during the night, and
had also constructed rifle-pits at a point about five
miles from Gordonsville. The advance was made,
but as the enemy's position was found too strong to
assault, no general a~sault was !Dade. On the ex·
treme riaht of our lines a portion of the Reserve
brigade ~arried the enemfs works t:wice, and was
twice driven therefrom by mfantry. Night closed the
contest. I found, on examination of the C?f?mand,
that there was not a sufficiency of ammumt1on left
to continue the enga~ement.
The next day trams of cars also came down to
where we were engage~. with the enemY.· T~e re•
ports of prisoners ancf cittzens were that P~ckett s old
division was coming to preyent the ~akmg of Gordonsville. I, therefore, durmg the mght and nex~
morning, withdrew my command. ov~r t~e Nori
Anna, via Carpenter's ford, near Miners ~ndge. _n
addition the animals were for the two entire days m
which V:e were engaged without forage. ,i:he sur·
rounding country afforded nothing but grazm_g of a
very inferior 9.uality, and generally at such pomts nf
were inaccessible to us. The cavalry engagemctth
the l 2th was by far the most brilliant one o
e
present campaign. The enemy's loss we:~ ve~ll hdav~
They lost the follo'\'llin~ named officers m k1 1~ ant
wounded :-Col. McAllister, comman~ng areg1!11ed'
killed· Brig.-Gen. Rosser, comman~mg a bi:iga
wounded, and Ool. Custer, commandmg a regi~tb~
wounded. My loss in killed and wounded _w1 um
about five hundred and seventy-five. Of this n
ber four hundred and ninety are wounded. I broug ty
off in my ambulances three hundred and se':en er
seven-all that could be transported. The rertt:to
were ,vith a number of rebel wounded that e / nts
my hands left behind. Sur1;eons and ntten 11 1
were detailed, and remained m charge of :ed~nd
captured and have now with me three hun e

t

ht
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seventy prisoners of war, including twenty commissioned officers. My loss in captured will not exceed
one hundred and sixty. They were principally from
the 5th Michigan cnvalry. This regiment gnllantly
charged down the Gordonsville road, cnpturing fifteen
hundred horses and about eight hundred men; but
were finally surrounded and bad to give them up.
When the enemy broke they hurried between Gen.
Custer's command and Col. Gregg's brignde, capturing five caissons of Pennington s battery, three of
which were afterwards recaptured, leaving in their
hands two cnissons.

The contest at Trevilian was reported by
Gen. Lee to be a rebel victory.
The retirement of Gen. Hunter to West Virginia, with his army in such condition as to
need rest and reorganization, left the Shenandoah valley open to the unresisted occupation
of the enemy. At the same time the state of
affairs at Petersburg permitted Gen. Lee to
detach a force fot· the invasion of J.'[aryland,
and perhaps cause troops to be recalled from
Gen. Grant for the defence of Washington.
Rumors of the advance of the enemy down the
Shenandoah valley preceded their appearance
by some days. On Saturday, July 2d, they
first reached the r egion of Martinsburg. On
the news of their approach, Gen. Sigel determined to evacuate Martin,sburg and a part of
the stores were removed, includir..g nearly all
the rolling stock of the railroad company, and
heavy trains loaded with supplies for Gen.
Hunter. .A. quantity of valuable stores, however, were lost. The enemy first appeared at
North Mountain, ei-ght miles north of Martinsburg, which compelled Gen. Sigel to fall back
to Harper's Ferry. On Saturday, July 3d, he
was attacked at Leetown, and quickly driven
from his position, and moved to the strong
position of Maryland Heights, which he held.
The main line of the enemy's advance was by
way of Martinsburg and North Mountain,
across the Potomac to Hagerstown. .A. panic
spread over the region, and the inhabitants fled
with such property as they could hastily seize
and remove. .A.t Fredrick, Md., on the 5th, all
the Government stores were loaded on railroad
trains, and preparations made for an immediate evacuation of the city. On the same day
Hagerstown was occupied and the stores plundered, and a requisition made on the inhabitants
for $20,000. This money was paid and the
raiding party left. The Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad was held by the enemy as far down as .
Sandy Hook, and much of the track torn up.
!he following were the orders of the commandmg officer of the enemy to his force :
fuADQU..utTERS CA.VALRY DIVISION,

t

VALLEY DISTRICT, June 28, 1864. r
The f~IJowing directions for the march of this command will hereafter be strictly observed : Before the march begins on each morning the rolls
0 f eac? company will be called after mounting, and
the adJutant of each regiment will keep a list of the
names of all deserters.
Before dismounting at camp in the evening the
rolls iyill again be cailed, and the brigade commanders Will report to these headquarters the number of
men absent at each roll call,
The habitual order of the march will be in column
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of "foullil," but on narrow roads by "twos." The
distance between the head of one brigade and the
rear of the other will be two hundred yards. When
artillery and ambulances accompany the brio-ades,
those assigned to each brigade will follow ii:mediately in rear of their brigades. During the .march the
brigades in rear will regulate their movements by
those in front.
Regular halts 'Yill be made during the march, and
neither officers nor men will leave the column, except
at such halts, unle?s by the written consent of the
brigade commander, and such permission will not be·
granted unless for important r easons.
Brigade, reo-imental, and company commanders will '
pass frequently from front to rear of their respective
commands, to see that the column is at all times well
closed up. Brigades will alternate in the march daily.
.A. rear guard will be placed behind each brigade, and
no person, except stnff officers or couriers, will be
permitted to foll behind such guard.
.All the wa~ons of this division will march together
under direction of the division quartermaster.
The quartermasters of the command ,vill constantly
nccompnny their respective trafos. One man, dismounted when practicable, will go ,vith each wagon
to assist the driver. He ,vi.II remain ,vith the wagon. •
No other parties ,vill be permitted with the train, except when a guard shall be necessary. The qua.rtermasters will be held responsible that no others accompany the wagons. No other wagons or conveyances than those allowed from army headquarters
will be allowed.
Upon reaching.camp, officers a.nd men must remain
in their camps, and commanders will establish proper
camp guards.
Immediately upon· fi~'ing the h eadquarters of the
bri~ade the commanders ,viii report their locali ty to
division headquarters.
The utmost order and perfect quiet will be preserved upon the march and in camp. The silly practice of whooping and hallooing is strictly forbidden.
Destruction ofthe fences and crops of the farmer.,
is positively prohibited, and such outrages will be
paid for from the pay of the officers of the command
nearest where such depredations may be committed.
Greatest cnre must be taken of ammunition. Not
a cartridge must be fired unnecessarily. .A.n important campaign is commenced, and upon its results
depend more than we can estimate.
'fhe Major.- General commanding asks nod expects
from every man of his command a hearty and cheerful compliance with orders, assurin"' all that they
shall reap and enjoy the full fruits ofwhatever their
labors and privations may obtain.
By command of
Maj.-Gen. RANSOM.
W.uTER K. llinTIN, .A.sst.-.A.djt.-Gen.
Brig.-Gen, NED McCAUSLAND, com'dg brigade.
N. FtTUIUGH, .A.sst.-.A.djt.-Gen.

On the same day the President issued a call
for twelve thousand militia from Pennsylvania,
twelve thousand from New York, five thousand from Massachusetts, and the various Governors issued proclamations calling out the
troops, and the militia began to assemble.
On Wednesday there was some skirmishing
with a few of the enemy's cavalry, between
Hagerstown and Frederick. The Federal force
from Hagerstown fell back toward Chambersburg. .A.t various points along the Potomac
and north there was some skirmishing.
On Thursday, a reconnoitring force,sent out
by Gen. Wallace from Monocacy, was quickly
repulsed by the enemy. Boonsboro' and Middletown were occupied by them, and ~hey advanced within a few miles of Frederwk, and
threw some shots into tho city. Before morn-
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ing of the 8th they withdrew to another quarter. The country on all sides was scoured for
• horses, forage, provisions, and money. On the
8th, another party from Harper's Ferry entered Hagerstown from Williamsport, and
again plundered the inhabitants and burned
some buildings. The enemy still occupied the
road to Frederick with their main body behind
Oatoctin Mountain. In the evening of the
same day, Gen. Wallace withdrew with his
force from Frederick to Monocacy Junction.
At sumise on the next morning, the 9th, the
enemy entered and levied a contribution on
the inhabitants. About 9 A .M. they advanced
against Gen. Wallace who occupied a position
on the east side of the Monocacy River, with
his batteries protecting the railroad and the
turnpike. The attack of the enemy was made
on his left under Gen. Ricketts, with varying
success for some hours, when it was forced to
give way. At the same time the right of Gen.
Wallace was outflanked by the enemy, who,
appearing in the rear, poured in a reverse fire
and swept off about six hundred men and officers, including Gen. Tyler. Gen. Wallace now
fell back, and the enemy pursued him some
miles toward Ellicott':, Mills on the Baltimore
turnpike. His loss was about twelve hundred
men, with six cannon. The command under
Gen. Ricketts had been sent forward from
Petersburg by Gen. Grant. The force of the
enemy consisted of a. column which crossed the
Potomac at Williamsport, aLd another which
had besieged Gen. Sigel for four clays in Harper's Ferry.
The disaster to Gen. Wallace created great
e4citement in Washington and through the
Northern States. Washington appeared to be
in imminent peril, and reenforcements were
hurried forward. The 19th army corps, which
had been sent from New Orleans to reenforce
Gen. Grant, was at this time entering the Ohesapeake Bay. It was at once sent to Washington. One corps of Gen. Grant's army-the
6th, under Gen. Wright-was detached from
the lines before Petersburg, and also sent t0
Washington. Gen.Wallace, in command at Baltimore, was superseded by Gen. Ord. Meantime the enemy, after tearing up some of the
railroad from Frederick to Baltimore, sent
their main body south of it and detached a
cavalry force toward the Northern Central Railroad from Harrisburg, Penn., to Baltimore. This
cavalry expedition overran Eastern Maryland._
Twenty-five miles of the N ortliern Central
road were destroyed, and on Monday, the 11th,
a force appeared on the Baltimore, Wilmington,
and Philadelphia 1:oad, and captured and set on
fire the trains at Magnolia station, seventeen.
miles south of Havre de Grace. In one train
Maj.-Gen. Franklin was captured, but afterwards made his escape. Some damage was
don~ to the track, and Gunpowder b!·idge was
P~rtlally burned. The cavo.lry, heavily loaded
with plunder, came within six miles of Baltimore, then turning southward they joined the
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force llear Washington, which had been sent
in that direction to guard against surprise;.
Part of it halted before Fort Stevens, on Sevenc:
teenth Street. Toward evening their sharp-'
shooters had become so annoying, and their presence at the Oa:gital so humiliating, that an &ttempt was made by Gen. Augur to dislod.ge
them. A brigade of veteran infantry was detached along Seventeenth Street road, whicb
encoun~ered them, ana a sharp skirmish ensued.
The· enemy were driven off, leaving ab.out a
hundred dead and wounded on the field. The
Federal loss wa-s between two. and three hun:
dred. While this demonstration was made
before Washington, the rest of the enemy's
force were moving across the Potomac, and on
Wednesday morning the whole force was approaching the river and the invasion was ended.
On the retreat they were cautiously followed
by a column from Washington, under Gen.
Wright, consisting of the 6th corps and a cli vision
of the 19th. He crossed the Potomac below
Edward's ferry and moved to Leesburg. At
the same time a portion of one train was captured by the cavalry under Gen. Orook, with
some of the teamsters and guard, and the
rear driven through Snicker's gap after a sharp
fight. The enemy, however, held the ferry
across the Shenandoah with two guns, and
checked the pursuit. On MoI).day, July 18th,
the command qf Gen. Wright and the cavalry
under Gen. Crook, excepting a body sent to
guard Ashby's gap, passed through Snicker's
gap to the ferry. The infantry began to cross
below the feITy. Tlie c-avalry also crossed, and
forming a line with the brigade of Ool. Wells on
the left, and that of Ool. Thorburn on the right,
hotly engaged the enemy. As the latter were
concentrating on the right, Gen. Wright :began
to cross the 6th corps to meet the enemy-'s
concentration. But they charged the line ,vitb
violence, and at ~ength turned the right and
drove it with some confusion across the ford.
Finding the right giving way, Col. Wells withdrew the left, ancl the troops recrossed the
river with a loss of tJ1ree hundred. -The force
sent .to .Ashby's gap drove the enemy through
the gap and across the river, but the latter
finding their rear attacked, hurried back in
force and compelled the commari.d to r etire
with a loss of two hundred. The enemy now
leisurely moved toward Winchester and Stras- •
burg, and the force of Gen: Wright crossed tbe
Shenandoah. They soon halted and recrossed,
returning to Leesburg, whence Gen. Crook
moved to Harper's Ferry, and Gen. Wright to
Washington. On the 19th, the same day on
which the enemy were overtaken at Snicker's
ferry, Gen. Averill moved from Martinsburg
toward Winchester, and encountered a cavalry
force near Darksville. On the next morning
he pressed toward Winch6ster, where he met
the enemy, and. a contest ensue_d for three
hours, during which Gen. Avenll captu_red
four guns several hundred small arms, and
ab!)ut tw~ hun.:1red prisoners. The total loss
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of the enemy was between three and fou,r hundred. The force of the enemy at ·hand caused
him to halt in his advance.
The entire force of the enemy in this invasion was not far from 20,000 men. It included
two infantry corps under Gens. Breckinridge
and Rhodes, a division of cavalry under Gen.
Ransom, and three batteries of artillery. The
whole was · under the command of Maj.-Gen.
Jubal Early. Leaving a considerable force to
guard his rear, about fifteen· thousand crrnased
the Potomac. His loss was about fifteen hundred. A large amount of property was destroyed, five thousand horses driven off, one of
the greatest panics wa,c; excited, and several
thousand men were withdrawn from Gen.
Grant's army.
Gen. Crook, after returning toward Harper's
Ferry joined Gen. Averill, and on July 23d
there was considerable skirmishing at Kerns;town, four miles beyond Winchester, and the
Federal cavalry were driven back on the main
body. On the next day the enemy pressed "his
advantage, and the cavalry were driven back
in great rout through Winchester toward
Bunker Hill. The breifking of his cavalry
forced Gen. Crook to retreat. His command
consisted of the cavalry under Gens. Averill
and Duffie, and two divisions of infantry, about
ten thousand men. The enemy being in
greater strength outflanked him,. and compelled
a retreat from point to point. After the first
struggle Gen. Early halted his main force about
fl ve miles north of Winchestel', but his cavalry
kept up a hot pursuit to Martinsburg. The
loss of Gen. Crook from all sources was about
twelve hundred, among whom was Col. Mulligan, killed. On the next day a sharp artillery engagement took place at Martinsburg,
but Gen. Crook, having gained time to get off
most of his trains, again fell back, and on the
succeeding day crossed the Potomac into Maryland, without molestation by the enemy.
Their loss in these affairs was considerable.
None, however, were taken prisoners.
The enemy now held the west bank of the
Potomac from Williamsport to Shepardstown.
In Maryland and southern Pennsylvania the
scenes in anticipation of the previous invasion
were renewed-the panic-the frightful stories,
fugitives, and the roads blocked with every spe. cies of property, which its owners were endeavoring to remove to a place of safety. The
Federal troops r allied agairi, and on the 2'7th it
was found that the enemy was not opposite
Williamspoint. On the next day, Gen. Kelly
crossed and reoccupied Martinsburg, which the
enemy had already evacuated. On the nel:t
day, the 29th of July, a force of the enemy
crossed the Potomac, and advanced on Chambersburg, in Pennsylvania. On the next day,
Saturday, they dispersed some troops at Carlisle barracks, and a force of two or three hundred mounted men entered Chambersburg and
set it on fire. A part of the inhabitants, with
their valuable prop&ty, had gone off on the

previous day. The enemy demanded a ransom
of $500,000, which not being paid, about twothirds of the town, or two hundred and fifty •
houses, were burned. The inhabitants who remained made no opposition.
During the forenoon the enemy withdrew.
Immediately afterwards Gen. Averill entered
the town, and without stopping to extinguish
the flames set out in pursuit. On Thursday
evening previous he had retreated from Hagerstown toward Carlisle. During Friday he was
driven back to Greencastle by the force of the
enemy which on that day crossed the Potomac, and a part of his train lost. At night the
enemy turned toward Chambersburg, and Gen.
Averill on the next morning began to follow
after them through St. Thomas, Loudon, and
McConnellsburg. The force from Chambersburg having reached their reserves, were overt aken by Gen. Averill toward evening, eight
miles beyond McConnellsburg. Skirmishing
took place un~ dark. On the next day Gen.
Averill followed to Hancock, where the enemy
checked the pursuit by felling trees and burnin.g bridges behind him.
On Saturday, Col. Mosby, a partisan ranger,
with about fi'fty men crossed the Potomac at
Cheat ferry, pushed up the towpath to Adamstown, captured the picket there, consisting of
thirty or forty cavah·y, out the telegraph wire,
robbed a few stores, and quickly retired. This
affa.iJ: created great alarm at Frederick, Monocacy, and Poolesville. It stopped the railroad
trains in the neighborhood, and gave rise to a
report that Gen. Early was invading Pennsylvania with forty thousand men.
The band of Col. . Mosby on its return encountered a superior force at Comad's ferry,
with which a slight skirmish occurred. The
panic, however, increased. Gen. Couch telegraphed to the authorities at Pittsburg that
"it is believed Breckinridge is marching west."
All business was immediately i suspended, and
on Sunday a public tneeting was held to prepare for defence. On Monday, August 1st, Gov.
Curtin called the State Legislature to assemble
on the 9th to take prompt measures in so great
a crisis. At the same time Gen. Oouch ex:amined the defences on the Ohio and Monongahela Rivers. The 6th corps started for the scene
of action on hearing of the defeat of Ge~.
Orook. Leaving Georgetown on July 26th, it
bivouacked at Rockville at night. On the next
day it marched to Hyattstown and reached the
Monocacy on Thursday, and passing through
Frederick encamped at Jefferson. On Friday
evening it reached Halltown~ three miles from
Harper's Ferry. The force at that point, on
Saturday, the day that Chambersburg wa~
burned, consisted of the 6th corps, a part of
the 19th, and the infantry of Gen. Hunter, under Gen. Crook. On that day orders came to
move in pursuit of Gen. Early's army, which was
reported to be ravaging Pennsylvania. T~e
whole force, with an immense wagon-tram,
marched hard during that day and the next,
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losing some men by sunstroke, but finding no northern end of James Island, by crossing Morenemy. After a severe march they arrived at ris Island. The enemy were found to be strong
Frederick quite exhausted, and rested.
and on the alert, and the force wa·s withThe small force of the enemy which had been drawn.
About the same time, July 3d, Gen. Dennis
in Maryland moved from Hancock on the Cumberland road, as above stated, the pursuit of with a force of three thousand men moved out
Gen. Averill being checked by felling trees, &c. • from Vicksburg to destroy the railroad from
Gen. Kelly with his command in Western Vir- Jackson to Canton. Jackson was easily occuginia now started to intercept this advance. pied, but on the return, an attack of the enemy
On Monday afternoon the enemy reached was made upon the rear, and a sharp skirmish
Folck's mill, three miles from Cumberland, followed. The loss was about two hundred
and attacked Gen. Kelly, who was protecting on each side. Some o~her movements were
the town. The skirmish continued until dark, made at this time in Mississippi and Missouri
and the enemy during the night fell back partaking of a guerrilla character.
In the latter part of July some changes were
to Oldtown, leaving his killed and wounded,
some wagons and ammunition. During the made in the commanders of the corps of the
afternoon previous a force of five hundred army of the James River. An order from the
men had been posted at Oldtown, under Col. War Department relieving Gen. Butler was
Stough, to cut off the ene;my's i·etreat. In rescinded by Gen. Grant, and the former was
the morning this force was attacked by the retained in command. Gen. Smith was relieved.
enemy, and, after a sharp skirmish, routed. from the command of the 18th corps and sueThe colonel and ninety men were made prison- ceeded temporarily by Gen. Martindale, and
ers. The loss of the enemy in killed and wound- then permanently by Gen. Ord, of the 8th corps.
ed was about thirty; the Federal loss in this Gen. Gillmore was relieved of the command of
respect was much less. On Thursday, August of the 10th corps, succeeded temporarily by
4th, the enemy made an attack on Gen. Crook, Gens. W. H. H. Brooks and Terry, and permabut wei;e foiled, and during the night withdrew nently by Gen. Birney of the 2d corps.
·on the road to Moorefield. At that place he
The line of Gen. Grant extended at this time
was overtaken by Gen. Averill and routed with a distance of twenty miles. On the right, north
the loss of his artillery, many wagons, and five . of the Jam-es, at Deep Bottom, Gen. Foster's
hundred prisoners. The loss of Gen. Averill division of the 10th corps had been for some
was abo11t fifty. On Thursday, the 4th, a panic time in possession of an in.trenched camp. This
prevailed in Harrisburg, caused by a report that position served to prevent any sudden demontht3 enemy bad crossed the Potomac, and was stration on the right flank by the enemy, who
'invading the N ortb. Gov. Curtin issued a proc- were in possession of Malvern Hill, and also
lamation calling out thirty thousand militia, and checked any effort by them to blockade the
the inhabitants in the Cumberland valley com- river against gunboats and transports by field
menced another grand removal.
artillery. At the same time it fumished a good
The result of these operations was to secure ba·se for thre-atening an advance on Richmond
au organized defence under the command of from the southeast, or for making a feint in that .
Gen. Sheridan for the defence of the valley. direction. In the reru.· of Gen. Foster's position
This force, by orders of Gen. Grant, consisted a pontoon bridge· crqssed the James which was
of the 6th and 19th corps, the division of in- thoroughly protected by gunbo-ats, but in his
fantry under Gen. Crook, and the division of front a large force of the enemy prevented an
cavalry under Gen. Torbert, with four brigades advance. On July 21st a second bridge was
thrown across the James at Strawberry Plains
of Gen. Hunter's cavalry.
The changes made before Petersburg during a little further down, and <.in the next day a
the operations of the enemy in Maryland, con- brigade of the 19th corps crossed over and held
sisted chiefly in the transfer of troops to thwart the head of the bridge. Constant skirmishing
them. The army of Gen. Grant continued more with the enemy followed for some days, and so
quiet than at any time since his campaign was tbi-eatening was the demonstration that a clivicoD;menced. The principal firing during this sion was added to their force in front of Gen.
penod was on the right and right centre, where Foster. On Tuesday, July 26th, rapid artillery
Gen. Grnnt's lines were persistently pushed for- firing, intermingled with musketry, was kept
ward, and Petersburg and the batteries of the up dming the forenoon. At evening it was reenemy monotonously shelled. Some skirmishes newed with the addition of the gunboats, and
at•different· points also occurred by which a continued through the night. At 4 P. :ru. of the
few men were lost on each side.
same day the 5th corps moved from the extreme
On July 1st a movement was made by a body left, followed by the cavah-y under Gen. Sherof troops under Gen. Birney from Hilton Head, idan to the James River at Jones's Neck. Beup the North Edisto River. They disembarked fore day light they began to cross on a pontoon
at White Point for the purpose of penetrating bridge, which had been muffled with hay 3:nd
the country as for as practicable. The enemy grass. A line of battle _was then formed :with
W~re rou_nd in strong positions, and after some Gen. Sheridan's cavalry on the extrem~ nght,
skirmishing the force withdrew. An attempt and the 2d corps next at Strawberry Plams, the
was also made to seize Fort J ohnson on the brigade of the 19th corpa on its left, and Gen.
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Foster in his old position un the extreme left,
at Deep Bottom.
The position of the enemy was in front of
the 2d corps. They occupied rifle-pits, defended by one battery. An advance upon them
was made by the 2d corps, during whicli Gen.
Miles's brigade under cover flanked the whole '
position under a brisk charge. The enemy immediately retreated, losing their guns and some
prisoners. A mile further in the rear they took
a new position on a ridge. The Federal loss
during the day was about a hundred. On the
next 'day the demonstrations were continued,
and a cavah·y battle took place on the right with
a loss of about two hundred and fifty. On
Friday about four hundred empty wagons were
taken across on the bridges as if an advance
on Malvern Hill was to be made in great force.
Nearly twenty thousand men and twenty cannon had thus been sent north of the James.
Meanwhile the enemy hurried off a considerable force from Petersburg to meet these demonstrations, and during Thursday still more were
sent. On Thursday evening, therefore, the 3d
division of the 2d corps was secretly removed
to Petersburg. After some skirmishing with
the enemy on Friday afternoon, the rest of th~
2d corps and the cavah·y, after dn.rk, retraced
their steps and arrived before daybreak at Petersburg. At this place tbei:e had been the
usual cannonade during the four preceding
days.
All those movements were preliminm:ies to the
explosioh of a heavy mine which had been
planted under one of the enemy's heaviest
works. It had been suggested by Lieutenantcolonel Pleasants of the 48th Pennsylvania
regiment, who with his regiment had been accustomed to mining before the war. By them
the whole ·work was accomplished. It was
begun on June 25th. It started in the side of
a ravine in front of the 9th corps and -pushed
toward a formidable fort of the enemy situated
about two thousand yards from Petersburg.
The distance to be mined was about five hundred feet: The &'\llery was fi?-ade in the usual
shape, berng abouHour feet wide at the bottom
and sloping up to the top. Its height was
about four and a half feet. A ventilating
shaft was sunk near the entrance. The ground
rose toward the enemy's position, and the tunnel was sloped upwards as it advanced. When
the fort was reached, it was about twenty feet
overhead. Wings were extended to the right
and left, so that the main gallery might open
into two diverging galleries, running along the
outer line of the fort. Eight chambers were
formed ia. these latter, separated by sand-bags
and wood. Wooden pipes ran about · a hundred fMt from the magazines toward the
mouth of the gallery, and were connected there
by a hose or fuse which extended the rest of
the distance: The chambers were charged with
four tons of powder. 'A fter its completion a
delay of some days ensued, during which the
feint at Deep Bottom was made.

Every effort to conceal the work was made,
but it was supposed that the enemy were
aware of its existence.
The plan of assault was to explode the mine
and immediately to open a cannonading from
every gun on the line. Under ·cover of this
concentrated fire, which might somewhat unnerve the enemy, a storming party was to
rush through the gap made by the explosion
an,l endeavor to carry the enemy's position
beyond. In the rear of his first line was a
strong crest, which commanded Petersburg.
Tbe F~deral lines were less than a hundred ·
and fifty yards distant from the enemy at the
nearest points. The approach to the part to
be charged,_which was about the same distance,
had been made difficult by abatis and ent~glements. Nearly a hundred heavy guns had
been brought up by Gen. Grant, soine of
which were eight-inch and some even heavier.
The assaulting force was the 9th corps, supported by the 18th corps, with the 2d in reserve on the right, and the 5th on the left, the
whole closely massed, and leaving only the
necessary garrisons to hold the more distant
intrenchments. This force was in position
soon after midnight on Friday, July 29th. Th~
9th corps was arrange,l with Gen. Ledlie's
division in advance, Gens. Wilcox and Potter's next in support, and the colored division,
in command of Gen. Ferrero, in the rear.
The fuse was to be lighted at 3½ o'clock A. M.
But, owing to dampness, the fire went ·out in
the gallery. It was renewed after much delay,
but the explosion did not take place until
twenty minutes of :five o'qlock, and after sunrise. A heaving ~nd trembling of the earth
was followed by huge clouds of earth and all
the contents of the fort, as guns, caissons, limbers, and the soldiers which manned them
being thrown into the air. To the spectators
it resembled a great fountain in app~arance;
then, poising for 1t moment, it quickly descended. A crater, one hundred feet or more
in length and half as wide, and a depth of
twenty feet, with hea~s of ruins, ~·emained
where once stood a six-gun fort, its camp
equipage, and two hundred men. Immediately
after the explosion, the cannonading from a
hundred guns commenced. Gradually recovering from his surprise the enemy began to responcl, and soon their entire line was engaged.
Meantime, after a few minutes' delay, Gen.
Marshall's brigade, of Gen. Ledlie's division,
began to advance across the deadly plain. The
suppoi'ting brigades spread out and envelo~ed
the flanking rifle-pits, capturing about two hundred prisoners. The breech was gained, and
the troops began to reform for assault. Instead of bursting at once upon the frowning
c1·est, four hundred yards distant, the advance
brigades were suffered to throw up intrenchments and spend time in getting two guns to
bear on the enemy. Meanwhile the latter
rallied and poured a terrific enfilading :fire
upon the captured fort. At length the '7th
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corps was re-formed, after a fatal delay, and
with Gen. Potter's division on the right, Ledfie's in the centre, and Wilcox on the left,
under cover of the :fire of two guns, began the
charge. At every step, the :fire of the enemy
in front and on each flank, concentrated with
greater fury upon them and ploughed tp.eir
ranks with slaughter. The charge was checked
on the side of the crest, there was a halt, and
finally the whole line, wavering under terrible
odds, recoiled to the fort. The colored division of the corps remained. As a forlorn
hope, it was despatched to do what the other
three had failed in attempting. It rushed forward over the four hundred yards which separated it from the enemy only to meet the fate
of its comrades. When once broken, it plunged
headlong into. the fort, upon which the enemy
now concentrated their :fire. It was evident
the day was lost, and the question now was,
how best to save the troops. Efforts were
mo.de by a division of the 18th and another of
the 10th corps to distract the attention of the
enemy, but they proved to be useless. His tire
was directed straight upon the dismantled fort,
now become a slaughter-pen, in which were
huddled the fragments of the 9th corps, hoping
for relief from their comrades who lay in their
intrenchments, two hundred yards distant.
Then squads of men began the work of retreating. But the enemy kept up a destructive cross-fire over every rod of the space between the fort and the Federal lines. The
retreating movement, however, was kept up.
Meanwhile, the enemy made several charges
up?n the ruins of the fort, which were bravely
resisted by some of the officers and the remnants of the corps. About noon, however, a
general retreat was ordered, a considerable
part of the survivors of the assault having already crossed to the rear. Those who remained in the fort having exhausted their ammunition and being left unsupported by the
rest of the army, were captured about 2 P. M.
by a final charge of the enemy.
The Federal loss was estinlated at five thousand ; that of the enemy, one thousand, of
whom two hundred were made prisoners. The
dead lay on the :field for thirty-six hours, when
they were removed under a flag of truce.
On Friday, Aug. 5th, a mine was exploded
by the enemy. No assault followed. On the
7th there was a sharp skirmish and an arti.llery
duel in front of the 9th corps. In the afternoon of the 9th another duel mth heavy mortars occurred on the right and right centre.
01; ~he same day an ordnance boat was recemng fixed ammunition at Oity Point, when,
by dropping one of the cases, the whole cai·go
was exploded. On several succeeding days,
before Petersburg, only picket and artillery
firmg took place.
. 01;1 August 10th, preparations were made for
~iggmg a canal at Dutch Gap. A great bend
tn the James River forms a peninsula called
lfn.rrar's Island, which a neck of land, less
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than half a mile wide, connects wi·tb. .the no.r th
shore. This isthmus it was pl·,oposed to cut:by
a canal. Such canal would save a circuit of
six miles in a bend crowded ,vi.th obstructions
and torpedoes and guarded by _gunboats of the
enemy. If occupied, it would also flank 'tlie
strong ·position of the enemJ at Howlett's,
where his· heav;y batteries swep~ the rivet;":. Jt
would compel hlD..! to coustruct.a new and :¢ore
extended line of defence, requiring , a: :hitg_er
force of men to defend H; 11,11-d also brir;t~l¾?'i
Gmnt's forces dangerous1y .near to · Fo:tit/ Dari
ling. T'1e prosecutiOil of the wdtk ·*M
tinned through the remaincTer of ~e_ .y ~a~)l,~
though often seriously and. danger~11@-i :'¾1'nnoyed by the enemy. One _of· tp.e, last ~ ·-of.
Gen. Butler, while in com~and on Jp,§Jl'~wes,
was ~ unsuccessful attempt to re¢6..:'!~,i)~i,~
explos10n of powder, the earth at ~~.~:t;r;w.ce .
of the canal.
'! t ·,·.n'i .• 1 • ·,.
The state of operations at this time,"irs
ed by Gen. Grant, is expressed in thef9ijo~g
letter :
/ i'l', . ·;·
HEADQUABTERS .AlLm:ES OF TlI» UNITED-Si'n1,I/, i

con:

'tiEnV-

c,TY POINT,

v A., Alfgust 16\h,Jsffl-;:s .;.

To Hon. E. B. Waslwu1-ne:

'V,- '.~, .

Sm-I state to all citiz~ns who vfa1t-tp.e;,tba't
all we want now to insure an early resto:rati:il.lf.-_tti;the
Union is a determined unity of sentµnen.t,.. llhJh.
The r_ebels have now in their ranks tl;ieir
~1?;1:!lll·
The little boys and old men are guarding
· uers,
guardfng ra~road bridges, and formi1;1g a. g_ / :tf'~ ·t
of their garrisons for entrenched pos1ti_o bs'. :-, ,Aiali1u1
lost by them cannot be replaced . . 'fhey liav.~qt,);ied
the cradle and the e;rave equ;illy to get·t)lei.L'....l1J:iis.~nj
force. Besides wnat they --lose in., fr.e11u~il ..".\I~;
mishes and battles, they are now losing ~frqm:'ijesertions and other causes at least one regun,!ljit)1ne.r
DEAR

i~ ~o~i41;,~
'\;:

da#ith this drain upon them th~ en~
tant, if we will only be true to ourselv.es.:· ,,,!l;l\'ew
only hope now is in a divided. Nortb. '1'1:iist)l:!1~ht
give them reenforcements from Tennes\;Je;,-"1(entuc1.-y, Mn.ryland, and Missouri, while it would"w'~!!-Kien
us. With the draft quickly enforced tlie en~fuy
'IYould b~come despondent, and would .IIl_!!kc@.) ?ut
little resistance. I have no doubt but the en,:eroy
nre exceedingly anxious to )lold out UJltil nft8r the
Presidential election. They have mnny hopes fJ;Om
its effects.
·~ ·""
They hope a counter revolution ; tbey hop_e.· the
election of the Peace candidate. In fact, like "Micawber," th~y: hop_e for something to "tu,r~ up."
Our Peace friends, if they expect peace from ·separation, are much mistaken. It would but be the beginning· of war with thousands of Northern ,men
Joining the South because of our disgrace in allowing separation. To have "peace on any terms" the
South would demand the restoration of their slaves
a.lreaay freed; they would demand indemnity for
losses sustained, and they would demand a treaty
which would make the North slave-hunters for the
South. They would demand pay for the restoration
of'Cvery slave escaping to the North.
Yours, truly,
U. S. GRANT.

On August 18th the 5th corps marched to
Reams' station, on the Weldon Railroad, ,and
sm-prised a body of the enemy gua.rcling it, and
took possession of the road·. On the n~xt _day
an inlpetuous attack was made upon their l'lgbt
by three brigades of the enemy under Ge~.
Mahone. The pickets and an advanced regiment were quickly driven back to the bl-east-
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works, and the enemy rushed through a gap in
the line, sepamting the divisions of Omwford
and Wilcox. A desperate engagement now
ensued. At the same time the left of the line
was attacked by the enemy under Gen. Heth,
filld the temporary intrenchments carried. On
reaching the second line the ~nemy was brought
to a stand, and then driven back with great
slaughter. At this time reenforcements had
arrived, consisting of the 1st and 2d divisions
of the 9th corps. The lines were thus finally
rallied and the enemy driven back, retrieving
in a measure the disaster at the outset. The
Federal loss was estimated between !,500 and
4,000. The enemy claimed to have captured
2,'700 prisoners. The Weldon Railroad was
thus recovered by the enemy as far as Yellow
Tavern, but the position first taken by Gen.
Warren was held.
· Ou August 28th, Gen. Grant issued the following order :
liEADQUA.JlTERS ARMIES OF TlIE U. 8., IN TIIE Fn:LD 1
VmGINIA. August 28th, 1864.

}

Special Orders liTo. 82.
Hereafter deserters from the Confederate army,
who deliver themselves up to the United States
forces, will, on taking the oath that they will not
ngain take up arms during the present rebellion, be
furnished subsistence and free transportation to their
homes, if the same are within the lines of the Federal occupation.
If their homes are within such lines, they will be
furnished subsistence and free transportation to any
point in the Northern States.
All deserters who take the oath of allegiance will,
if-they desire it, be given employment in the Quartermaster's and other departments of the army, and
the same remuneration paid them as is given to
cinlinns employed for similar services.
Forced military duty, or services endangering
them to capture by the Confederate forces, will not
be exacted from such as give themselves up to the
United States milit?,ry autliorities. .
.
By command of
Lieut.-Gen. GRANT.
T. s. BOWERS, A. A. G.

Affairs now remained quiet until September
10th, when the brigade of Gen. De Trobriand
captured a portion of the enemy's pickets, inflicting a loss of one hundred to one hundred
and tlfty. On the 16th a body of the enemy's
cavalry marched around in the rear of Gen.
:Meade's left at Reams' station, and captured
the 13th Pennsylvania and a herd of 2,500
cattle. They were pm·sued by cavalry, but
the pmsuit was repulsed and they retired at
leism·e.
On September 14th the Secretary of War
sent forward the following despatch :
• WAR DEP ARTll"ENT,

September 14.

.Major- (hneral Dix, .LYew York :
Lieutenant-General Grant telegraphs this department in respect to the draft as follows :
Qrry PoINT-10:80 A. M., September 18.

Hon. Eibwin M. Stanton, Secreta1'Y of War :
We ought to have the whole number of men called
for by the President in the shortest P.Ossible time.
Prompt action in filling our armies will have more
effect npon the enemy than a victory over them.
They profess to believe, and m.;,ke their men believe,
there 1s such a party North in favor of recognizrng
Southern indt<pendence that the draft cannot be en-

forced. Let them be undeceived. Deserters come
into our lines daily who tell us that the men are
nearly universally tired of the war, and that desertions would be much more frequent, but they believe
peace will be negotiated after the fall election. The
enforcement of the draft and prompt filling up of our
armies will save the shedding of blood to au i=ense
degree.
U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant-General.
The following telegram has been received from
Major-General Sherman on the same subject:
ATLANTA, GA..-6:80 P. M., Sept. 18.
Hon. E . M. Stanton, Secreta?"!J of Wa1·:
I am very glad to hear that the draft will be enforced. First, we want the men; second, they come
as privates to fill up our old and tried regiments,
with their experienced officers already on hand ·
and third, because the enforcement of the law wili
manifest a power resident in our Government equal
to the occasion. Our Government, though a Democracy, should in times of trouble and danger be able
to wield the power of a great nation. Alf well.
W. T. SHERMAN, Major-General.
The draft is ordered to commence in all the States
and districts where the quota is not filled by volunteers, on Monday, the 19th, and will go on until
completed. Volunteers and substitutes will be received and credited to as late a period as possible.
Volunteering is still progressing with vigor in most
of the States.
EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of War.

A call for 500,000 men had been issued by
the President on July 18th.
On ·Sept. 28th a movement was made by
Gen . Grant on the north of the James. It wns
predicated on the belief that only a small force of
the enemy occupied the works on the north side
of the river, and a hope was entertained that
by a sudden movement and a rapid advance the
capture of Richmond might be the result. At
the same time it was assumed that if the advance was successfully resisted it could only be
accomplished by the withdrawal of a force
fr'om the south side of the river, which would
materially aid the army of the Potomac in a
contemplated movement on the enemy in the
vicinity of Petersburg. Gen. Ord with the
18th corps was ordered to cross the James at
Aikin's Landing, eight miles above Deep Bottom, and to mass his troops quietly on the
north bank, and at daylight to advance against
the enemy's works in his front with the utmost
celerity, in order that no reenforcements might
reach the enemy in time to oppose the movement. After capturing the works on Ohapin's
Farm, it was designed that he should without
delay advance. against the rear defences of
Ohapin's Bluff, and, after capturing these, destroy the bridges across the James and continue his advance toward Richmond, capturing
the enemy or driving them before him, and
effectually. protecting his rear by the destruction of the bridges. At the same time Gen.
Birney, on the a~ernoon of the 28th, with the
10th corps, moved to Bermuda Hundred and
crossed the river during the night. .A. division
of colored troops of the 18th corps was added
to his force. Gen. Birney was ordered, by n
rapid movement at daylight, to capture thd
enemy's :work in front of Deep Bottom an
gain possession of the New Market road leaq-
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ing to Richmond; thence to advance as rapidly
as practicable toward Richmond, assaulting any
works occupied by the enemy which he might
meet, and establish communication or a connection with Gen. Ord at the Mill road, distant
about seven miles from Richmond. Gen. Bir~
ney had captured the enemy's works at 8¼ A. M.,
and by nine o'clock his second division was on
the advance toward Richmond on the New
Market road. Oommu.n.ication was established
with Gen. Ord, as directed, by 10½ o'clock, and
• Gen. Grant, being on the field, expressed his
gratification with the progress. The strong
inner defences of Ohapin's Bluff were soon
encountered, and preparations were made to
assault them. Gen. Ord had carried the first
line of the enemy's works in his immediate
front, captming some fifteen pieces of artillery,
and was then preparing to act in conjunction
with Gen. Birney upon the enemy's line of
fortifications. .A.s the works were evidently
very formidable, it became neceseo.ry to organize a regular assaulting cohlmn. This delayed
the assault until 2 P. M. Meantime reenforcements were sent to the enemy, and as the assaulting column advanced they could be seen
entering the works. From this cause and the
strength of the works, the assault was unsuccessful, although the troops behaved with great
gallantry. Two regiments ouly of the colored
division reached one of the rebel forts, where
they found a ditch ten feet wide and eight feet
deep between them and the parapet. More
~ban a hundred of these brave fellows jumped
mto the ditch and assisted some of their comrades to mount the parapet by allowing them
to climb up on their shoulders. .A.bout a dozen
succeeded in mounting the parapet by these
means. But this force which had bravely pushed
on was far too small to capture the fort, and
was therefore compelled to retire, leaving their
comrades in the ditch of the fort. But these
were unable to make good their escape, as it
would have been certain death to leave the
the ditch and return to the troops, and were
a~erwards compelled to surrender. About
eight hundred men were lost in this assault in
killed, wounded, and prisoners. On the 30th
the. enemy attempted to recapture the works
which bad been taken, but without success.
~n the same day Gen. Warren attacked and carried the enemy's lines on their extreme right,
and captm-ed a numbef of prisoners. .A.t the
same time Gen. Meade attacked and carried the
enemy's line near Poplar Grove Ohurch.
O?- Oct. '7th the enemy made a vigorous and
partially successful effort to turn the right flank
of the ~my of the James. Gen. Anderson, with
one brigade of cavalry and two of infantry, sur88
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prised the Federal cavalry and routed the force
on the right and captured many of them. Upon
encountering the main body near New Market
the enemy were repulsed and abandoned the
Oentral road. The loss was about five hundred,
that of the enemy was some larger, including
one hundred and fifty prisoners.
On the 27th a movement was made by a portion of the 2d an 5th corps against the enemy's
position at Hatcher's Run. A severe engagement ensued, in which the troops of both corps
were driven back with severe loss. They, however, held their original position. The following is Gen. Grant's despatch respecting this
movement:
CrrY PoINT, Oct. 27-9

P. M.

To Ho-n. Ediwir. M. Stanton, Sedy of Wa1·:
I have just returned from the crossing of the Boylston plank road with Hatcher's Creek. Our line now
extends from its former left to .Armstrong's mill,
thence by the south bank of Hatcher's Creek to the
point above named. At every point the enemy was
found intrenched and his works manned. No attack
was made during the day further than to drive pickets
and cavalry insiile of the main work. Our casualties
have been light, probabl,Y less than two hundred
killed, wounded, and missrng. The same is probably
true with the enemy. We captured, however, seven
loaded teams on their way to Stony Creek to the
enemy, about a dozen beef cattle, a travelling forge,
and from seventy-five to one hundred prisoners.
Butler extended around well toward the Yorktown
road without finding a point unguarded. I shall keep
our troops out where they are until toward noon tomorrow, in hopes of inviting an attack.
U. S. GRANT, Lieut. Gener:fl.
(Signed)

The following is Gen. Lee's despatch :
HEADQUARTERS

.AJruy

OF

NonTIIBRN

~

VIRGINIA,

October 28th, 1864.

l

f

Hon. Jam/JB A. Seddon, Secreta1"!f of Wa1·:
Gen.- A. P. Hill reports that the attack of Gen.
· Heth upon the enemy upon the Boylston plank road,
mentioned in my despatch last evening, was made by
three brigades under Gen. Mahone in front and Gen.
Hampton in the rear. · Mahone captured four hundred :P,risoners, three stands of colors, and six pieces
of artillery. The latter could not be brought off, the
enemy having possession of the bridge.
In the attack subsequently made by the enemy
Gen. Mahone broke three lines of battle, and during
the night the enemy retired from the Boylston plank
road, leaving his wounded and more than two hundred and fift7 dead on the field.
About 9 o clock P. Jr., a small force assaulted and
took possession of our works on the Baxter road, in
front of Petersburg, but was soon driven out.
On the Williamsburg road, yesterday, Gen. Field
captured upward of four hundred prisoners and seven
stands of colors. The enemy left a number of dead
in front of our works and returned to his former
R. E. LEE.
position to-day.

The subsequent movements during the year
were comparatively unimportant. Both armies
prepared such quarters as to enable them to
retain their positions during the winter.
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CHAPTER XLIV.
The Sanitary Oommission-Its Organization-Objects-Means or Transportation-Preventive Service-General ReliefSpecial Relief-Field Relief-Auxllinry Relief Corps-Receipts-Expenditures-Western Oo=ission-Other Sanitary Commissions-Christian Co=ission-Orgnnization-Obj_ects-Services-A.merican Union Oommisslon-Objects.

SoME notice should be given to those charitable organizations which were designed to relieve the sufterings of the wounded soldiers.
Their agents were not only present on the field
of these unparalleled battles, but they had accompanied the armies in every campaign.
The proclamation of the President of the
Un,i.ted States on the 15th of April, 1861, announcing the beginning of a civil war, and
calling for 75,000 volunteer soldiers, not only
brought to light the patriotic feeling of the
masses of American citizens, who hastened to
enrol themselves among the volunteer defenders
of the country, but evoked a deep feeling of
sympathy, and a desire to aid in the good work
on the part of those who from age, profession,
or sex, were debarred the privilege of giving
their personal service in the field. Soldiers' aid
societie.s, to ' furnish lint, bandages, hospital
clothing, and delicacies, as well as nurses for the
sick and wounded, sprung up on every hand;
their zeal was often mingled with inexperience
and ignorance, and the Medical Bureau of the
War Department, nearly as ignorant as they of
the immense duties and responsibilities which
would soon overwhelm it, turned a cold shoulder to their offers of aid; but the motives which
prompted them in their benevolent offers were
worthy of all praise. Among these aid socie-.
ties, many of them organized within two or
three weeks after the President's proclamation,
was one, " The Woman's Oentral Association
of Relief," in New York, which had among its
officers some gentlemen of large experience in
sanitary science, and of considerable knowledge
, of military hygiene. These sought to give to
its labors a practical character ft·om the beginning, and they urged upon the association the
importance of ascertaining at once what the
Gov~rnment would and could do, and then
making arrangements to cooperate with it and
supplement its deficiencies. Prominent among
these gentlemen was Rev. Henry W. Bellows,
D.D., who had previously won a high reputation by his efforts for improving the sanitary
condition of our large cities.
Other organizations of gentlemen were attempting by different, yet in the main similar
measures, to render assistance to the Government. Among these were the" Advisory Oommittee of the Board of Physicians and Surgeons
of the Hospitals of New· York," and '' The New
York Medical Association for furnishing Hospital Supplies in aid of the 'A.rmy," both new associations, called into existence by the exigencies
of the war. Fraternizing with each other, as
they well might, since they all looked to the ac-

complishment of the same end, these associations
resolved to send a joint delegation to Washington
to confer with the Government, and ascertain
by what means they might best cooperate with
it for the benefit of the soldiers of the nation.
The idea of organizing a Oommission which
should unite and energize all these as yet isolated societies, and apply their contributions to
the best advantage in aid of the Medical Bureau
and the sick and wounded soldiers, seems to
have been suggested to the delegation at the
very outset of their mission.
On the 18th of May, 1861, Messrs. Henry W.
Bellows, D.D., W. H. Van Buren, M.D., Elisha
Harris, M.D., and Jacob Harsen, M.D., representatives of these three associations, drew up
and forwarded to the Secretary of War o, communication setting forth the propriety of creating an organization which should unite the
duties and labors of the three associations, and
cooperate with the Medical Bureau of the War
Department to such an extent that each might
aid the other in securing the welfare of the
army. For this purpose they asked that a
mixed commission of civilians, military officers,
and medical men, might be appointed by the
Government, charged with the duty of methodizing and reducing to practical service the
already active but undirected benevolence of
the people toward tl}.e army.
On the 22d of May, R. 0. Wood, M.D., then
Acting Surgeon-General, and subsequently in
charge of the Western Medical Department, followed this communication by a letter addressed
to the Secretary of War, urging the establishment of the desired Commission as a needed
adjunct to the new, extensive, and overflowing
duties of the Medical Bureau.
On the 23d of May, the delegation addressed
to the Secretary of War a "Draft of powers,
asked from ,the Government, by the Sanitary
delegates to the President and Secretary of
War." In this paper the powers desired were
stated as follows :
'' 1. The Commission being organized for the
purposes only of inquiry and advice, asks f~r.no
legal powers, but only the official recogrution
and moral countenance of the Government,
which will be secured by its public appointment.
It asks for a recommendatory order, addressed
in its favor to all officers of the movement, to
further its inquiries ; for permission to cor:espond and confer, on a confidential footing, Wl~
the Medical Bureau and the War Departme~.,,
proffering such suggestions and co1:nsel as. its
investigations and studies may from time to time
prompt and enable it to offer.
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" 2. The Oommission seeks no pecuniary remuneration from the Government. Its motives
being humane and patriotic, its labors will be
its own reward. The assignment to them of a
room in one of the public buildings, with stationery and other necessaJ.·y conveniences, would
meet their expectations in this direction.
"3. The Oommission asks leave to sit through
the war, either in Wa.shington, or when and
where it may find it most convenient and useful ; but it will diisband should experience render its operations embarrassing to the Government, or less necessary and useful than it is
n~w supposed they will prove."
Ooncercing the objects of the Oommission,
the delegation say:
"The general object of the Oommission is
through suggestions reported from time to
time to the Medical Bureau and the WaJ.· Department, ,to bring to bear upon the health,
comfort, and morale of our troops, the fullest
and ripest teachings of sanitary science, in its
application to military life, whether deduced
from theory or practical observations, from general hygienic principles, or from the experience
of the Orimean, the East India, ·and the Italian
wars. Its objects are purely advisory."
They indicate the following specific objects
of inquiry:
" 1. Mate1·iel of the Vol1£ntee1'8. The Oommission proposes a practical inquiry into the
matm·iel of the volunteer forces, with reference
~o the laws and usages of the several States,
m the matter of inspections, with the hope of
assimilating the regulations with those of the
army proper, alike in the appointment of medicn!, and other officers, and· in the vigorous application of just rules and principles to recruitmg and inspection laws. This inquiry would
exhaust every topic appertaining to the original
mate1·iel of the army, considered as a subject
of sanitary and medical care.
"2. P1·eve1ition. The Oommission would ini uire with scientific thoroughness into the subJect of diet, cooking, cooks, clothing, huts,
c~mping grounds, transports, transitory depots,
with their expenses, camp police, with reference
to settling the question how faJ.· the regulations
of t~e ·army proper are or can be practically
earned out among ~he volunteer regiments, and
what changes . or modifications are desirable
from their peculiar character and circumstances?
Every thing appertaining to outfit, cleanliness,
preca~tions against damp, cold, heat, malaria,
mf~ct1on, and unvaried or ill-cooked food, and
. an u·regular or caJ.·ele~s commissariat, would fall
under this head.
. " 3. Relief. The Oommission would inquire
into the organization of MilitaJ.·y Hospitals, general an~ regimental; the precise regulations
and routine through which the services of the
pat~iotic women of the country may be made
available as nurses · the nature a.nd sufficiency
of hospital supplie~ · the method of obtaining
and ~egulating all ~ther extra and unbought
supplies, contributing to the comfort of the sick:
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the question of ambulances and field services,
and of extra medical aid ; and whatever else
relates to the care, relief, or cure of the sick
and wounded, their investigations being guided
·by the highest and latest medical and military
experience, and caJ.·efully adapted to the nature
and wants of our immediate army, and its peculiar origin and circumstances." ·
The President and Secretary of War were not
at first disposed to look with any great favor
upon this plan, which they regarded rather as
a sentimental scheme concocted by women,
clergymen, and humane physicians, than as one
whose practical workings would prove of incalculable benefit to the aJ.·my which was rapidly
coming into existence. The earnestness of its
advocates, their high position, and the evidence
which wa.s adduced that they only represented the voice of the nation, pr oduced some
effect in modifying their views ; and when the
Acting Surgeon-General asked for it, as a needed
adjuvant to the Medical Bureau, likely soon to
be overwhelmed by its new duties, they finally
decided, though reluctantly, to permit its organization. Accordingly the Secretary of War, on
the 9th of June, decided on the creation of such
a Oommission, the President approving. The
title first given to the new organization was "The
Oommission of Inquiry and Advice in respect
of the Sanitary Interests of the United States
Forces," but wa.s subsequently changed to "The
United States Sanitary Oommission."
It was composed of the following gentlemen : Rev. Henry W. Bellows, D.D., President, New York; Professor .A.. D. Bache, VicePresident, Washington; Elisha Harris, M.D.,
Oorresponding SecretaFy, New York ; George
W. Cullum, U. S. .A.., Washington ; Alexander
E. Shiras, U. S. .A.., Washington; Robert 0 .
Wood, M.D., U. S. .A.., Washington; William
H. Van Buren, :M.D., New York; Wolcott
Gibbs, M.D., New York; Oornelius R. Agnew,
M.D., New York; George T. Strong, New
York; Frederick Law Olmsted, New York;
Samuel G. Howe, M.D., Boston; J . S. Newberry, M.D., Cleveland, Ohio. To these were
subsequently added Horace Binney, J r., Philadelphia; Rt. Rev. Thomas M. Olark, D.D.,
Providence, R. I. ; Hon. Joseph Holt, Kentucky; R. W. Burnett, Oincinnati, Ohio; Hon.
Mark Skinner, Ohicago, Illinois ; Rev. John H.
Heywood, Louisville, Kentucky ; Professor
Fairman Rogers, Philadelphia; J . Huntington
Wolcott, Boston; Oharles J . Stille, Philadelphia; Ezra B. McOagg, Ohicago, Ill . ; and
nearly six hundred associate members, in all
parts of the country.
·
It is a matter of wonder that in a field so
wholly new the delegation should have so
folly comprehended the dt.ties which would
be incumbent upon the Oommission, and the
range of its future operations. Ther~ were
indeed certain features of its work which, of
necessity, could only be developed by the bitter experiences through which it wa_s called to
pass ; and in the end, the great lack m the Gov-
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ernment medical service compelled it to assume
more of the executive and less of the advisory
functions. Still it has never failed to bear in
mind that it was created to aid by its advice,
counsel, and, where needed, its direct help, the
medical department of the Government service.
Under its charter, it at once proceeded to organize its action and to appoint committees
from its members to visit every camp, recruiting-post, transport, fort, hospital, and military
station, to ascertain and report all abuses, and to
perfect such organization as might insure a higher degree of health and comfort for the soldiers.
The medical members of the Commission undertook to consider the qUE:stions which might
arise concerning the diseases of the camp, and
their medical and surgical treatment, from the
highest scientific point of view; and guided by
the rich and abundant experience of European
army surgeons, to prepare brief medical and
surgical tracts adapted to the wants of the volunteer sm-geons of the army. Among these
tracts, of which many thousands have been circulated, were, "Advice as to Camping; " "Report on Military Hygiene and Therapeutics ; "
"Dr. Guthrie's Directions to .A.rmy Surgeon.'!
on the Battle-field; " '' Rules for preserving the
Health of the Soldier;" "Quinine as a Prophylactic against Malarious Diseases ;" " Report on
the value of Vaccination in Armies; " " Report
on Amputation ; " "Report on Amputation
through the Foot and at the Ankle-joint;" "Report on Venereal Diseases; " "Report on Pneumonia; " "Report on Continued Fevers; " "Report on Excision of Joints for Traumatic Cause;"
"Report on Dysentery;" "Report on Scurvy;"
"Report on the Treatment of Fractm-es in Military SUI'gery;" "Report on the Nature and
Treatment of Miasmatic Fevers; " "Report on
the Treatment of Yellow Fever; " "Report on
the Treatment of Infectious Diseases," etc.
Three committees were appointed, one to
communicate the matured counsels of the Commission to the Government, and procure their
ordering by the proper departments; a second
to maintain a direct relation with the army officers and medical men, with the camps and hospitals, and by all proper methods to make sure
of the carrying out of the sanitary orders of the
Medical Bureau and the War Department · and
a third to be in constant communication' with
the State Governments, and the public benevolent associations interested in the army.
This plan of organization was approved by
the Secretary of War, on the 13th June, 1861,
and on the 21st of that month the Commission
issued its first address to the public. This was
soon followed by an appeal to the Life Insurance
Companies, and another to men of wealth
throughout the country, for aid in the prosecution of its work. The members of the Commission, as such, received no compensation, but
the purposes of the organization would require
a very considerable number of paid employes,
and would involve heavy expenses for publications and supplies, which could only be pur-

chased with money. A considerable number
of associate members were elected at this time,
who gave their services in raising means for the
operations of the Commission, and Ladies' Asi.
sociations, in all parts of the country, prepared
clothing and supplies of all sorts, and forwarded
them to its depots.
The members of the Commission visited,
d111ing the summer of 1861, the different camps
of the widely-extended armies of the republic,
and carefully inspected and reported upon their
sanitary condition and needs.
The necessity of the services of the agents of
the Commission on the field immediately after,
or, when practicable, dming the progress of, important battles, was felt, as soon as such battles
occurred. At first, owing to the difficulties
of procID'ing transportation for its supplies to
the field, in consequence of the dependence of
the Medical Bureau upon the Quartermaster's
Bm-eau for transportation, it could not reach
the field so early as its officers desired, and in
some of the earlier battles there was great stufering (partially am eliorated, it is true, by individual effort and enterprise) in consequence.
But the Commission soon found it necessary to
have its own independent transportation, and
this both by land and water, its hospital trnnsports, its wagons and ambulances, and its ambulance railroad cars. In July, 1863, it added
to these the plan of attaching to each army
corps a Superintendent of Relief, wj.th hi s as·sistants, wagons, ambulances, and supplies, to
remain constantly with his corps and minister
to its needs.
The transportation of the wounded soldier
from the battle ground to the fi eld-hospital, as
well as to the more remote camp, post, or general hospital, is a matter of importance. If
roughly and unskilfully performed, the wounded man not only suffers severely, but his injuries may be rendered mortal. At first it was the
practice in the army for the line officers to detach two men who were uninjured from the
ranks to bear off each wounded man; but this
weakened the force so much in a severe battle
(the bearers seldom retmning to their place),
that it was finally prohibited, and only the ambulance men of the regiment, or the memb~rs
of the band, aided sometimes by the chaplam,
or by civilians, assisted in that duty. An a~bulance corps was organized in connection with
the Army of the Potomac in the autumn of 18_62,
but did not attain much efficiency till the sprIDg
of 1863. Congress, at its session of 18~3-'64:
extended its provisions to the other ru-m1~s of .
the republic. By its provisions each regnuent
in going into battle is entitled to three ambulances with their drivers, and six stret:cherbeare1;s who m·e commanded by a sergeant, the
stretcb~r-bearers marching with the regiment
into battle, and the ambulances being 1:lraw1;1 u~
in rear between the army and the field hosp1~nl;
the ambulance force of the regiments for!Il1Dd
a brigade being under the command of a seco~
lieutenan't, that of a division being command
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by a first lieutenant, and the force attached to a proved an admirable conveyance for wounded
corps by a captain who is responsible to the men on smooth and good roads, though too
medical director of the army. The ambulances light for the rough and horrible routes over
to be provided with stretcher-hooks and seats, which most of our campaigning has been conand with water, cordials, bandages, etc. The ducted. Surgeon General Hammond ordered,
wounded are brought off by these arrangements in 1863, four-wheeled ambulances to be drawn
promptly and with comparatively little suffering. by two horses, which proved preferable to any
.A.s a matter of fact, however, there have been others in the service. They were intended to
usually b.ut two ambulances to a regiment, and convey ten or twelve persons sitting, or two
sitting and two or three lying down. .A. still
sometimes but one.
The different means of transportation adopted better four-wheeled ambulance, also drawn by
deserve notice. In most of the armies the U. two horses, has, within a few months past, been
S. army hand-litter or stretcher is now in use perfected by Dr. B. Howard, late a surgeon in the
for carrying men off from the field, but some U. S. .A..rmy, and has been adopted in the serof the smaller outlying bodies of troops, and vice, and received the approval of the Sanitary
occasionally detachments of cavalry, are not · Oommission (fig. 3). It is beyond question the
provided with them. For these, as well as for most admirably contrived conveyance for sick
the larger bodies of troops early in the war, the or wounded men over roads of any description
hand-litter made with guns and blankets, has which has ever been constructed, and seems to
been extemporized; for this purpose the edges leave no room for flll'ther improvement. It
of the blanket are rolled over the guns, and tied admits of the transportation of six persons sitfirmly with twine, and two stout sticks are also ting, or two recumbent, or one recumbent and
tied transversely across at the head and foot three sitting, and gives to the sitter all the adserving as handles for the bearers. This being vantages of (1: corner seat with cushion, for suplaid on the ground, the wounded man is placed port, while the josting and shaking of an ordigently upon it with his knapsack under his nary ambulance is entirely prevented by the use
heacl, and the bearers, standing between the of semi-elliptic springs with counterpoise springs
guns, carry him with comparative comfort. inside, and rubber buffers to receive any sudden
The Indian.litter is made by taking two stout shock (.figs. 4, 5, 6). The badly wounded are
saplings, and attaching to them three cross- brought on the litters of the ambulance, which
pieces about two and a half or three feet apart are well cushioned and slid i.Iito place in the
by cords and notches ; the sick or wounded ambulance on steel rollers, and steadied in their
man being placed on his blanket, this frame- position by loops and guys. .A. tank of fresh
work is placed over him and the blanket knot- water is placed underneath the seats and beds,
ted to it. By three bent twigs and an addi- and the water can be drawn from the reareend
tional blanket a kind of wagon top can be made of the ambulances (figs. 7, 8). There are also
to this in case of storm. Dr. James R. Wood contrivances for the suspension of fractures of
h1:.s invented an admirable hand-litter of can- the lower extremities without motion, and for
VM, with the sides bound with very strong suspending,f if necessary, additional stretchers
rope with loops at suitable distances and the in the ambulance. There are also hooks on
cross-pieces of steel. This can be rolled up in the sides of the amb.ulance for carrying folded
small compass for transportation, and needs stretchers, and compartments for the necessary
only a couple of poles, easily obtainable for simple cordials, lint, bandages, &c. It is in
use at any time. Panniers to be fitted on short a complete flying hospital (.fig. 9).
the backs of mules or horses (the former are
It has sometimes been necessary to transport
preferable) are of service in mountainous dis- the sick and wounded to hospitals remote from
tricts where wheel carriages are inadmissible. the battle-fields, either for the sake of a more
The French use them to some extent in their healthful climate, or to n:fford them better hosambulance corps. One of the panniers receives pital accommodatiop. and greater facilities for
a m~n sitting, the other, one in a iecumbent or recovery. In the earlier years of the war, this
partially recumbent · position. It is necessary was done, when it was possible, on steamboats
thatth~animals, whether horses or mules, should . or steamships chartered as transports. They
have been trained specially for this service. .A. were often fearfully crowded and exposed to
hors~ or mule litter for transporting a wounded great suffering in their voyages, and where, as
han m a recumbent position, by' means of two was the case after the battles of the Peninsula
orses, one before, the other behind the litter, and Antietam in 1862, the voyage was made
:Vas ordered by the U. S. .A.rmy Medical Board by sea, the rolling of the vessels in the gales
md 1860, but has not been very generally intro- they often encountered, increased the agony
uoed. It is convenient for a mountainous and caused the death of many of the helpless
~o~ntrY:, but requires too many horses and men sufferers. Subsequently, where transpor~ati~n
01 a smgle soldier. The two-wheeled ambu- by railroad was necessary, they were earned ill
lance, _known as Oherry's Oart, which may be passenger cars, or oftener in box or freig~t cars,
used either as an ambulance or transport, found with straw laid upon the floors. In trns way
~ first considerable favor in the army, though many thousands were brought from Ohattar. (now Medical Inspector, U. S. .A..) Ooolidge's nooga to Nashville and Lonisvill~, in the :i,utwo-wheeled ambulance soon superseded it, and tumn of 1863, and a large number m the sprlilg
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The Sanitary Cbmmis- ified the methods of treatment as well as the
diagnosis and prognosis of gunshot wounds.
ed, ordei'ed the construction of a number of The old round bullet produced wounds far less
hospital cars, from drawings made by Elisha formidable than those inflicted by the Minie
Harris, M.D. In these cars the seats are re- ball or the shell, which played so prominent a
moved, and the stretchers in which the patients part. in the battles of this war. The round
are brought suspended upon gutta percha or musket-ball had a much lower initial velocity,
rubber loops, and secured from swaying. There was readily deflected from its course by coming
were five or six of them on the Atlanta, Chat- in contact with bone, tendon, or even firm
tanooga, Nashville, and Louisville route, with muscular tissue, and if it penetrated the large
t~e surgeon's car in the centre of the train, with cavities, usually made a clean perforation of a
kitchen, dispensary, nurses, assistant-surgeons, diameter but little larger than its own. The
and apothecaries in attendance, and the sick Minie, on the contrary, made a ragged, ugly
and wounded had the same care and attention wound, and passed straight on th.rough muscle,
they could have had in the best regulated hos- tendon, cartilage, and bone, pl·oducing ten:ib~e
pitals. The same number have been constantly comminuted fractures of the latter; and if it
rBunning between Washing ton, New York, and did not pass entirely through, usually came. to
oston .
the skin on the opposite side from that _wh1~h
.T~e ~troduction of new and more deadly it perforated, and lying there, presenting its
missiles mto modern warfare considerably mod- long diameter to the sruface, left a large and
a!ld summer of 1864.

s10n, desirous to relieve the suffering thus caus-
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ragged cavity in its last resting-place. The
wounds made·by fragments of shell were still
more severe, mangling the unfortunate subject
most cruelly, and producing destructive fractures and sloughing wounds.
The Oommission worked throughout in harmony with the United States Government, and
especially with the Medic~ Bureau, to which it
proved of great service.· That bureau, which
at the commencement of the war was utterly
inadequate, though from no fault of its own, to
the vast work before it, was soon regulated
and admirably organized, having a corps of
three thousand skilful and responsible surgeons, and fifteen thousand hired nurses experienced in their duties.
But even with this large force, trained as it
had been by the arduous duties to which it had
been called, there were numerous instances
where the most perfect working of the Government machinery could not remedy suffering
and misery which a more flexible system could
relieve. The presence of incipient scurvy
among the troops on Morris Island, and the
forces engaged in the siege of Vicksburg and
Port Hudson, was detected and remedied by
the sending at once of large amounts of fresh
vegetables and anti-scorbutics by the Commission to those points, which reached them
promptly, and arrested the disease, while, by
the necessarily slow movements of the Government, many weeks must have elapsed ere the
needed remedies could have been fmnished,

and meantime half the forces engaged would
have perished. "Potatoes and onions," says one
of the energetic lady agents of the Oommission
in Ohicago, "captured Vicksburg." "The supplies of fresh vegetables and anti-scorbutics
sent by the Sanitary Oommission to Morris
Island, saved the army of the South," is the
testimony of an impartial but thoroughly competent witness, who spent ten months in the
hospitals of that department in 1863.
The work of the Sanitary Oominission comprehended the following distinct departments
of labor: 1st. The p1·eventive se1·vice,01· Sanit'f'1'Y
Inspection, which · required a corps of Medical
Inspectors, whose time was passed with eac~
army corps in the field, visiting camp's, hosp1tals, and transports ; skilful and experienced
physicians, who watched the perils from. climate,
malarious exposure, from hard marching or active campaigning, from inadequate food or
clothing, growing out of imperfect facili~es of
transportation, and reported to the Ohief Inspector of that army, and through him to the
Chief of Inspection at headquarters, for remedy, or to the .Associate Secretary in charge, or
to relief agents under their control, and thus
saw to the supplying of the needs of that portion of the army, and the adoption of t)ie
necessary measures for the improvement of its
sanitary condition. From the reports of tb~se
inspectors the materials were gathered whlch
were digested into such forms as to be of perf
manent value in the Oommission's Bm~au 0
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Statistics. To this department belonged also
the corps of Special Hospital Inspectors, selected from the most learned and skilful physicians
of the country, who, from time to time, made
the circuit of all the general hospitals of the
o.rmy (numbering nearly three hundred), and
reported upon their wants, condition, progress,
pe1·sonnel, and capacity for improvement. The
substance of these reports was confidentially
made over to the Surgeon-General. A third
agency, in connection with this preventive service, was the preparation and circulation of the
medical tracts afready named, and information
important and indispensable to the officers, soldiers, and especially the medical men in the
field.
2. Tlie DepG1rtment of 0eneml Relief.-The
supplies of food, clothing, bandages, hospital
furniture, clothing, and bedding, deli9acies for
the sick, stimulants and cordials for the wounded on the field, the sick and wounded in camp,
field, regimental, post, ancl general hospitals,
came from the branches of the Oommission, of
which there were twelve, having depots in Boston, New Haven, New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Ohicago, Buffalo, Pittsburg,
Detroit, Columbus, and Louisville. Each of
these branches, which were variously denominated as Ladies' Aid Societies, Relief Associations, etc., bad its distinctly defined field, from
which it drew its supplies, and had from one
hundred and fifty to twelve hundred auxiliary
aid societies, in the towns, hamlets, and villages,
and, in the cities, in the different chmches of
its field. The stor·es collected by the branch
were received at its depot, opened, · assorted,
each kind by itself, repacked, and reports of the
number and amount of the supplies thus accumulated were sent every week to the principal
office of the Oommission, or to the Associate
Secretary of the Eastern or Western Department, as the case might be, and shipped, acc~rding to orders received, to the depots of distl'lbution, Washington, D. 0., OampDistribution,
Va., Baltimore, Md., Harper's Ferry, Va., Ann~polis, !id., Camp Parole, Md., N orfold, Va.,
Otty Pomt, Va., Newbern, N. 0., Beaufort,
S. 0., New Orleans, La., or to the army where
they were needed, with the utmost promptness,
One of these branches (the "Woman's Oentral
Association of Relief") reported, among the
stores forwarded from its depot, from May 1,
1861,. to November I, 1864, 599,180 pieces. of
clotbmg, 89,898 pieces of 'bed'cl.ing, and over
9~,000 packages of fruit, vegetables, jellies,
":IDe, condensed milk, beef stock, groceries,
pic~e~, lemonade, etc., of a total value of over
a million of dollars. The "Northwestern SanitarY: Oommission," the branch of the U. S.
Samtary Commission at Ohicago, had sent to
the depots of distribution from its organization
to December 31, 1864, supplies to the value of
$230,645.02, and had expended besides for the
purposes of the Oomrnission, about $51,000
m?re. The supplies thus furnished were distributed with great care to avoid waste, and to
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supplement the food, clothing, and medicines
which the Government was bound to furnishthe object being to do what the Government
could not, ancl to avoid duplicating its supplies of
what it could and should furnish. Oare was
exercised also to avoid imposition, while no
sufferer in need was allowed to suffer when the
Oommission could supply his wants. The Commission was natio:nal in its character, and supplied the soldiers of one State as readily as those
of another. Nay, more-the rebel wounded,
when left on the :field, or in temporary hospitals
within the Union lines, or when sent to camps
and hospitals as prisoners, uniforn1ly received its
bounty and its assiduous care. It had in this
matter, at times, to contend, both among the
people and on the field, with that exclusive
feeling which would limit its beneficence to
the soldiers of a single State or regiment; but
oftenest the agents of these local organizations,
from the feeling which such exelusiveness caused
among the soldiers, turned their stores into the
depots of the Oommission, and themselves aided
in their distribution to the soldiers, without distinction of locality. The Field Relief Superintendents, already mentioned, who accompanied
each army corps, belonged to this department
of general relief.
·
3. Tlie Department of Special R elief.-This
department was under the general superintendence of Rev. F. N. Knapp, Associate Secretary
of the Oommission for the East, at Washington,
and of Dr. J . S. Newberry, Associate Secretary for the West, at Louisville. It furnished
" Homes " to soldiers, where shelter, foocl, and
medical ca:re and general superintendence were
furnished for those soldiers who were not yet
unde1: the care of the Govemment, or had just
got out of their care, or had somehow lost their
status, and could not imll)ediately regain itrecrnits, or men on l!3ave, sick leave or furlough,
going to and fro; men without skill to care for
themselves, ignorant, underwitted, or vicious;
men discharged prematurely from the hospitals,
men found in the streets, or left behind by their
regiments. Of these classes about seven thou-·
sand five hundred were accommodated daily
or nightly in the homes of the Oommission at
Alexandria, Harrisburg, Baltimore, Washington,
Buffalo, Oincinnati, Cairo, Paducah, Croup N elson, Louisville, New Albany, Nashville, Oolumbus, Cleveland, Detroit, Memphis, and New
Orleans.
There were also belonging to this department
six lodges-homes on a smaller scale-where
the wearied soldier, sick or feeble, might await
his opportunity of obtaining his pay -from the
Paymaster-General ; or landing sick from a
steamer or cars, and unable to reach the hospital to which be might belong, could find rest,
food, and medical care, till he could b~ ~ran~ferred to the hospital, or was able to r~1om 111s
regiment. There were also at Annapolis, Md.,
and at Washington D. 0. "Homes for the Wives,
Mothers and Children 'of Soldiers," fitted up
and supplied by the Commission, where these
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friends of the sick and wounded soldier, coming
with scanty means to minister to his necessities,
could find comfortable food and shelter. Besides
these, " feeding stations " for the supply of the
sick, wounded, and famished soldier, passing to
and from the fl.el~, were established, usually
temporarily, but sometimes permanently, on the
route from Louisville to Nash ville, Chattanooga,
Atlanta, &c., and in the Shenandoah valley, at
City Point, and elsewhere. The hospital cars,
of which there were several, between Washington, New York, and Boston, and between Louisville and Chattanooga, Tennessee, fitted up with
hammocks, in rubber alings, and with a small
kitchen for preparing the necessary food for the
sick and wounded, and under the charge of a
skilful surgeon, belonged to this department;
as also the Sanitary steamers, the Clara Bell,
on the Mississippi, the New Dunleith, ·on the
Oum berland, and the Elizabeth, on the Potomac.
These were used both for the transmission of
necessary supplies, and the transportation of the
wounded. In this department, also, the commission established agencies at Washington,
Philadelphia, New York, Louisville, and New
Orleans, for obtaining for the soldiers and their
families pensions, bounties, back pay, transportation, aid in correcting the soldiers' papers,
where there were errors in form, or recovering
th.em their positions when they had wrongfully
been set down as deserters, and saving them
from shai·pers. The Commission also established
Hospital Directories at Washington, Philadelphia, New York, and Louisville. In these four
directories were registered the names of all soldiers in the United States general hospitals, and
as far a!! possible the regimental and post hospitals throughout the country, and these were
constantly receiving additions from the reports
sent regularly from such hospitals. By applying to these Directories, information was furnished to friends without cost, other than that
of postage or telegram, of the location and condition of any soldier who was or had been within
a yeai· an inmate of any United States military
hospital. At the Washington office of the Commission, the names of patients in the hospitals
in Eastern Virginia, Maryland, District of Oolum bia, North Carolina, South Oai·olina, Florida, and Louisiana, were recorded; at Philadelphia, those in Pennsylvania hospitals; at New
York, those in New York, New Jersey, and
New England; at Louisville, those in Western Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, lliinois, Missouri,
Iowa, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, and
Arkansas. The officers in charge required the
narp.e, rank, company, and regiment of the person inquired for, and where he was when last
heard from. About 900,000 nawes were thus
recorded, and the information afforded by these
di.rectories to the friends of the sick and wounded
was of incalculable value, often leading to the
preservation of life, and to the relief of that most
terrible mental anguish, the torture of a dread
uncertainty.
Still another measure of special relief, on
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which the Commission expended more than
$30,000, was the sending of supplies, so long as
it was permitted, to our soldiers who were prisoners at Richmond, Salisbury, and AndersoJJville, and there undergoing the terrors of cold,
nakedness, and starvation. It also sent on every
flag-of-truce boat from Fortress Mom-oe ample
stores of clothing, cordials, nourishing food,
medicine, and restoratives, for the poor fellows
who were exchanged, and who, but for this
timely relief, would have many of .them died on
the voyage. It organized. a system of furnishing
fresh supplies to the hospitals ai·ound Washington at prime cost, which it brought from Philadelphia in arctic cars, thus preventing frauds,
and the commissions formerly obtained by tbe
hospital stewards, and furnishing more and better supplies to the inmates of the hospitals for
less money. It caused reforms to be instituted
in our own convalescent and pro·ole camps, and
in the prison camps of the rebels, which our
Government held as prisoners, promoting tbe
health and comfort of both in every possible way.
Its agents and superintendents often brought off
m~n under fire from the battle-field, and four
of them were taken prisoners by the rebels
after Gettysburg, and notwithstanding the kindnesses bestowed by the Commission on rebels,
wounded and prisoners, were subjected to tbe
meagre fare and filth of Libby prison and Oastle
Thunder, for months, when two of them were
finally released on parole.
. 4. The IJepa;rf1111,ent of Field .Relief-The
Commission maintained a chief inspector for the
armies of the East, and another for the military
division of the Mississippi, whose duty it was
to superintend the work of field relief. He had
under his command a superintendent and assistant-superintendent of such army, two field storekeepers and two messengers, and one or more
relief agents to each army corps. These relief
agents were furnished with one or more wagons
of supplies and ambulances, and moved with
their corps in the field, ministering to tbe
wounded on the field, furnishing bandages, cordials, and nourishment, and aiding the surgeons
and assistant-surgeons in the field hospitals.
They also rendered assistance and supplied deficiencies in the cru:e of the sick in camp. The
expenditure of the Commission for the Field
Relief Department exceeded $190,000.
5. Still another depro·tment of the Sanit~ry
Commission's work was its Aw:vilia!1'1J R elief
001-ps. This was first organized in May, 1864.
Its object was to supply the deficiency of systematic personal attendance and work in the
h ospitals, or among the wounded on th~ :fi~l?·
It employed in the Eastern ro·mies (in 'Vll'gmia
and tbe Depro·tment of the South) forty D?en
regulro·ly, and the number was increased durmg
the ·severe battles of May and June, by volunteers, to one hundred and :fifty. In all, four
hundred different agents were employed, and
more than seventy-five thousand patients ser_ved
with suitable food, delicacies, cordials, clotbwt
&c., &c., previous to Jan. 1, 1865. Person
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ministrations to the sick and wounded, in the
way of conversation, writing letters, supplying
them with stationery, postage stamps, newspapers, magazines, and books, aleo formed a
part of the duties of this corps.
In these labors it constantly had the aid and
cooperation of the Medical Department, and,
where it could be bestowed, that of the Quartermaster's Department; and the generals and
commanding officers iu the field have, almost
without exception, given it their hearty sanction
and assistance. Without these, its work would
have been fourfold more expensive than it was;
but even with this assistauce, it necessarily had
to inCUl' large expenditures, and distributed
supplies to an immense value. At the commencement of its work, when it was expected
that the war would be a brief one, it made its
appeals to the public for fifty thousaud dollars,
a sum which it was thought would suffice to
accomplish its purposes; but with the iucreasing
proportions of the war, increasing means were
found necessary. While, of most descriptions
of supplies, their stock derived from the branches
was ample, there were some, such as the best
qualities of wines and brandies, quiuine, &c.,
which could only be obtained by cash purchases.
The transportation of their supplies, though
much of it was given by railroad companies,
was still very expensive, while the maintenance
of t~eir homes, lodges, offices, and di.rectories,
reqmred a heavy outlay. The Oommission, as
such, received no compensation, and of its officers, the President, Vice-President, and Treasm·er, received no pay; while the Associate
Secretary for the West, having left his residence
and practice at Oleveland for Louisville in the
0ommission's service, bad a moderate salary.
The Commission regm·ded it necessary for the
proper perf~rmance of its extensiye, varied, and
?n~rous duties, to employ paid agents, and had
m its employ about two hundred. To none of
the~ were salaries paid so large as they could
receive in other business, but they remained in
the work because they loved it. The aggregate salaries, previous to May, 1864, was about
$15,000 per month, and of other expenses from
$30,000 to $35,000 per month, making a total
sum of $45,000 to $50,000 per month; but with
the progress of the gigantic campaigns, and the
terrible battles, both East and West, iu the
m?nths of May, June, July, and August, 1864,
this expenditure was greatly iucreased. For the
months of May and June alone the outlay was
$525,000, anu for the season more than $1,000,000; the expenditure of supplies varied with the
0 ?currence of great battles. During, and immediately after, the battles at Gettysburg, supplies
to the value of $7'5,0QO were clistributed there.
To the Army of the Oumberland, within ten
~ays after the disastrous battle of Ohickamauga,
ITTX thousand packages were sent; and immediately after Chattanooga, five thousand packages
aud boxes went forward.
T_he ~eceipts of the Oommission, from its organization in June, 1861, to Oct. 1, 1864, were
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in money $3,083,124.58; of this amount about
$1,000,000 was received from the States and
territories on the Pacific slope, including about
$7'00, 000 from Oalifornia alone. Aside from
this, its branches received in money to December, 1864, about $2,000,000, which had been
expended in the purchase of supplies, in local
relief, and in the support of establishments of
special relief und&r their direct charge. Its expenditures for the same period were $2,46'7,958.55, and iu the months of October and Nov.,
$263,000, making its total expenditure from
June, 1861, to Dec., 1864, $2,'731,203.'79. The
value of articles received in kind as contributions by the Oommission, from June, 1861, to
Oct., 1864, was $8,406,2'72. 7'8, of which $5,286,439.85 consisted of bedding, hospital furniture,
and wearing apparel; $1,362,560.42, of hospital food and delicacies; $298,437.28, of miscellaneous supplies, and the remainder unspecified articles. The branches of the Oommission,
twelve in number, had furnished supplies to
local institutions, soldiers' families, hospitals,
etc., to the amount of between two and three
millions more. Previous to July 1, 1864, the
cost of distripution was only 3.'76 per cent. of
the amount distributed. The heavy expense
of chartering steamers and employing auxiliary
relief agents, etc., during the campaign of 1864,
increased the cost of distribution to 4.88 per
cent. of the value of the supplies distributed.
During the autumn and winter of 1863-~4,
and the spring and summer of 1864, a series of
fairs were held iu several of the principal cities
of the Uni.on, iu the interest of the Commission
and its branches._ These fairs were more gigantic iu their conception and execution, and yielded larger returns than any enterprises of the
kind ever attempted in this country. The Ohlcago fair, the first held, realized about $80,000
net; that at Boston, about $140,000; Oincinnati, $240,000; Albany, 80,000; Olevelanc1, about
$80,000; Brooklyn, N. Y., $401,000; New York
Oity, $1,200,000 ; Pittsburg, $100,000; Baltimore, $55,000; Philadelphia, $1,080,000. Several of the smaller cities collected at fairs for
the same object, from $10,000 to $20,000.
These sums wei;e not, except in the oase of the
New York and Philadelphia fairs, paid wholly
into the treasury of the parent Oommission, a
part, and iu some cases the whole, being reserved for the purchase of supplies and material, and the support of local institutions for
the soldiers or their families.
II. TRE WESTERN SANITARY OOID,lli!SIO::S.
This organizatioI). was entirely distinct from the
United States Sanitary Oommission, but, like
that, lmew no State boundaries, but ministered
alike to the needs of soldiers from all the States,
though from its location it had only supplied
the wants of western armies, and of the freedmen and white refugees of the Mississippi V:alley. It derived its first authority to act from
an order of Maj.-Gen. Fremont.
The authority conferred by the order was
recognized and confirmed by Maj.-Gen. Hal-
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leek, who aclcled Dr. S. Pollak to the Commission, ancl still later, viz., December 16, 1862,
by an order from the Secretary of War (Hon.
E. M. Stanton), extending the field of its labors,
and reappointing the members of the Commission as at :fu-st constituted.
This Commission clid not devote its attention
to as wide a range of topics as the United
States Sanito.ry Commission, but con:finecl itself
to the work of superintending hospitals, fm-nishing supplies, appointing nurses, visiting and
caring for the sick and wounded 0f the army
of the Southwest Frontier, the District of East
Arkansas, the armies operating on both sides
of the Mississippi, and the Mississippi Naval
Flotilla; it acted at all times in concert with
the Meclical Directors and Inspectors of these
armies, and on account of their efficient supervision of the condition and sanitary wants of
the armies under their charge, clid not find it
necessary to appoint separate medical inspectors. It had the superintendence of twelve
hospitals (one for officers and another for military prisoners), having accommodations for
about eight thousand patients, besides ten large
hospital steamers and floating hospitals; it established Soldiers' Homes and Soldiers' Loclges
at St. Louis, Memphis, and Columbus, Ky., and
agencies at Helena, Milliken's Bend, and Springfield, Mo., and prepared, published, and distributed a large edition of a "Treatise on the Preservation of the Health of the Soldier, the cooking of food, the preparation of diet for th~ sick,
the duties of nurses and attendants, and the
organization and general management of hospitals." During 1863 .and 1864 it gave special
attention to the necessities of the freedmen in
the Mississippi Valley, and its officers interested
themselves in the adjustment of wages and in
securing just and considerate treatment of the
emancipated slaves from those who have rented
the plantations, which had been abandoned by
rebel owners. The Commission expended about
$40,000 in the relief of freedmen. It also kept
a registry of the location and condition of invalid and wounded soldiers in tb'e Western armies. It also provided to a considerable extent for the large number of white refugees
from the States in insurrection, who drifted into
St. Louis, and were in a condition of great suffering.
The Western Sanitary Commission received
from its organization to January, 1865, a little
more than $1,000,000 in cash, of which $500,000
was the net result of a fair held in St. Louis in
May, 1864; and about $2,000,000 in supplies.
III. OTirnR SANIT.A.RY COMMISSIONS. Two or
three of the Western States established organizations dependent partly upon legislative grants,
and partly upon contributions, for the care of
the sick and wounded soldiers of their respective States, and their families: to which they
gave the :aame of "State Sanitary Commissions."
They generally expended t,h eir moneys for
those services which might be more appropri-

ately rendered to a soldier by his own State, or
its representatives, than by others, such as the
furnishing means of reaching home during a
furlough, or of reaching his regiment when he
had been detained from it by sickness ; the procuring of the allotment of his pay or bounty, or
the rendering him contented by the care of his
family. The Indiana State Sanitary Oommission, fostered and prompted by the energetic
and patriotic Governor of that State, accomplished much good in this way, and up to February, 1864, had expended $320,000 in its succor of Indiana soldiers. The Iowa State Sanitary Commission was also very efficient. It
expended $175,500 to February 1, 1864. An
organization of a similar character, though not
with the same name, existed in Wisconsin, having originated with the late lamented Governor,
Louis P. Harvey, who lost his life in a journey
to the field of Shiloh, to distribute its bounties.
It contributed largely to the aid of the soldiers,
and its benefactions were not confined to those
from Wisconsin. In Illinois there was an officer called a Commissioner-General, whose
function it was ·to collect stores and supplies
from the towns and counties of the State, and
send them forward for distribution after each
great battle. In New York, a State Soldiers'
Depot was established in July, 1863, in Howard
Street, New York City, and received an appropriation from the State Legislature of $200,000,
which combined the character of a Soldiers'
Home, hospital, and reading-i'oom, and bad its
couriers on each train on which New York and
other soldiers came from the Army of the Potomac, and met them coming from other points,
by steamers or otherwise, cared for the comfort
of the sick and wounded, administering, und~r
the direction of its surgeon, cordials and nutnment while in transit, protected them from the
sharpers who would plunder them, and in every
way looked after their interests. It expended
since its organization in June, 1863, to February,
1865, about $65,000 in money, and distributed
clothing, etc., to the amount of over $10?000
more. It fed and lodged over 15,000 soldiers,
and gave aid and counsel to thousands more..
One of the best of the institutions of thls
class was "The New England Soldiers' Relief
Association," located at 194 Broadway, New
York, and organized April 3, 1862. lts founders and supporters were New England men ~d
women, but its doors were opened to, ~d its
charities lavished upon, the soldiers of ev~ry
State. That a soldier was on furlough, or s10k
or wounded , dischar"'ed
or in trouble,
o
d. was ever
a
a sufficient passport to its halls an its symp thies. Since its organization, to Janu~·y, 1865,
it received, r egistered, lodged, feel, aided ~nd
clothed sick and wounded or disabled soldiers
from thirty-one States, the District of Oolurobia, the regular army, the navy, and the Invalid Corps, to the number of about 45,00I, and
fed or lodged and rendered assistance to may
thousands m~re, who were not sick, wounde .'
or disabled. It had a Hospital Record and Di·
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rectory, vei-y full and complete, of the inmates
of all the military hospitals of New Y 01·k and
New Engbnd, which was kept up to elate by
daily reports from each hospital, and gave full
particulars in regard to the location, condition,
and final disposition of each patient. This
register contained about 40,000 names, and was
so complete that the Sanitary Oommission, in
February, 1864, relinquished theirs for that
Department in its favor. It had a good hospital for the sick or wounded soldiers, with a
sl'ilfal surgeon, careful attendants, and assiduous volunteer night watches; furnished an
asylum to those unfortunate soldiers who, discharged from the service without means, found
themselves homeless and shelterless: giving
them a home till employment could be pro•vided for them. It also interested itself in procuring transportation, bounties, and back pay
for the soldiers, and furnishing information to
the friends of those who were sick, or had
died, relative to procuring their clues. Religious
services were conducted every Sabbath at its
rooms. Much of the service rendered, including that of the Superintendent, was voluntary,
and without compensation . The Superintendent
of this Association acted also in the capacity of
State Military .A.gent for the States of Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Indiana, and was authorized to render such assistance as might be
needed to the soldiers of those States coming to
New Yo1;k.
From the commencement of the war the
Young Men's Christian Associations, in most
of the larger cities and towns of the loyal States,
had contributed largely, not only in money and
supplies, to the relief and comfort of the solcliers, but in personal service.
.
At a convention of these Ohristian Associa~ions, held in New York, November 16, 1861,
it _was resolved to organize from the representatives of these bodies a United States Christian
0om~nission, and the following persons were
appomted: Rev. Rollin H. Neale, D.D., Bost~n; George H. Stuart, Esq., Philadelphia; Rev.
B1Shop E. S. Janes, D.D., New York; Rev. M.
L. ~- P. Thompson, D.D., Cincinnati; Hon,
BenJamin F. Manierre, New York; Gen. Clinton B. Fisk, St. Louis; Rev. Benjamin 0. Outler,. D.D., Brooklyn; Hon. John V. Farwell,
~hicago; Mitchell H. Miller, Esq., Washington;
oh~ D. Hill, M.D., Buffalo. During the succeedmg year Mr. Manierre and Rev. Dr. Cutler
resig~ed, and their places were filled by the
appomtment of Jay Cooke, Esq., of Philadelphia, aud Rev. James Eells, D.D., of Brooklyn.
ro these were subsequently added John P.
~rozer, of Ph1ladel phia; Charles Demond, of
osto!l; Rev. W. E. Boardman, Ex. Off., Philadelphia; Hon. George F. Patton, Bath, Maine;
Rev. James Pike, Sanbornton Bridge, N. H.;
fdward S. Tobey, Boston; Rev. Francis Wayand, D.D., Providence, R. I.; Rev. Heman
~yer, D.D., New York; Hon. William E. Dodge,
e)w York; Nathan Bishop, LL.D.; New York;
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Morris K. Jesup, New York; J osepb Patterson,
Philadelphia; Rev. Bishop M. Simpson, D.D.,
Philadelp?,ia; Hon.. J. G. Smith, Gov. of Vt.;
G. S. Grrffith, Baltimore; Hon. W. T. Willey,
Morgantown, W. V.; .A.. E. Chamberlain, Cincinati; Rev. R. J. Breckinridge, D.D., Lexington, Ky.; Rev. S. D. Storrs, Atchison, Kansas;.
J. B. Roberts, San Francisco; Hon. James W.
Nye, Carson City, Nevada; Hon. W. A. Buck,
ingham, Norwich, Conn. ; Walter S. Griffith,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Samuel B. Caldwell, Brook,
lyn, N. Y.; Rev. Charles Hodge, D.D., Princeton, N. J.; Stephen Colwell, Philadelphia;
Horatio G. Jones, Philadelphia; William Frew,
Pittsburg; Prof. M. L. Stoever, Gettysburg;
Rt. Rev. Alfred Lee, D.D., Wilmington, Del.;
Hon. Francis H. Pierpont, Alexandria, Va. ;
Rt. Rev. C. P. Mcilvaine, D.D., Cincinnati,
Ohio; Hon. Schuyler Colfax, South Bend, Ind.;
Hon. John Owen, Detroit; Walter· S. Carter,
Milwaukee; Hon. Hiram Price, Davenport,
Iowa; Rev. E. Lehman, Chaska, Minn.; Rev.
S. Cornelius, Portland, Oregon; Hon. John
Evans, Denver City. Col.
Mr. George H. Stuart, of Philadelphia, was
elected President, and served in that capacity.
Three or four months were consumed in arranging its plan of operations, in obtaining the approval of the President of the United States,
the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy,
the General in command, and the Surgeon
General. It was then deemed best to remove
its headquarters to Philadelphia, and Rev. William E. Boardman was appointed General Secr etary. There were added, in 1864, a Secretary
of the Home organization, and a Secretary of
the Field organization.
.
The general character of the duties of the
Commission was defined at the meeting that
brought it into existence; its grand object as
avowed was to prolJ'.lote the physical comfort
and the spiritual welfare of the brave men of
the atmy ancl navy, in the field, in the hospitaJ,
the prison, or wherever they might be found.
Like the Government, it embraced within the
range of its influence the whole Union, and
provided for the material and spiritual necessities of suffering humanity without .regard to
race, creed, or position. It aimed to save life
in the hour of peril, to ameliorate the condition
of our soldiers ancl seamen, to perform in the
midst of the war the offices of a kind friend, to
supply, as far as pos~ible, the place of home, to
furnish opportune and substantial relief when
required, to bind up the wounds, to pour in the
wine and the oil of love ancl peace, to speak a
word of sympathy and encouragement to the
suffering and depressed, to bring the influences
of the Gospel to bear upon those who were far
from home and its privileges, exposed to the
dangers and temptations peculiar to the camp,
to an-est the thoughtless in their cours~ ~nd
r eclaim the wayward, to send fo1:th_ the hvmg,
practical teacher, to whisper Christian consolation to the dying, the wounded, and heavy-ladenl
in heart.
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In addition to the general executive committee and its central office in Philadelphia, the
Oommission had its agencies, its branch organizations, in the principal cities and towns of the
land, engaged in collecting stores and procuring funds to carry on the work in the :field. It
had its extensive bases of supplies for the different armies, and its carefully organized corps
of permanent agents, thoroughly acquainted
with the wants of the soldiers and prepared to
forward stores upon a requisition given by
those in proximity to the scene of action. It
maintained a constant supervision over the camp
and :field-hospitals, and when special emergencies arose demanding extraordinary activity and
energy, dlll'ing and after every battle, its representatives were present dispensing with a bountiful hand whatever might contribute to the
comfort and immediate relief of the wounded.
It sent forth ministers and laymen, voluntary
agents, who labored without compensation to
distribute with their own hands, under the
direction of the surgeons, the stores gathered
together, to circulate the Scriptures, religious
newspapers and tracts, reading of a moral and
instructive character, and lead men to repentance and a Ohristian life. It 3:ided the sm-geon,
helped the chaplain, followed the army in its
marches, went into the trenches, coursed along
the picket-line, and ministered personally to the
suffering ancl the distressed. Its influence was
felt wherever the dying, the wounded, the sick,
and the afflicted were to be found. It furnished
clothing to the destitute, nutritious food to the
sick, books for military hospitals, posts, and
gunboats, a supply of paper, envelopes, ink,
pens, pencils, and the thousand comforts which
were gratefully appreciated by the soldier, and
which the Government could not provide. It
cheered with the consolations of religion those
appointed to die; and as the sonl passed from
the body it received its dying words, and communicated the sacl record to the bereaved at
home. It administered Ohristian burial when
practicable, and marked the place of interment
for the satisfaction of distant friends. Besides
the more private appeals and personal instructions given by the delegates in the tent and the
hospital, public services were held from day to
day, especially during the winter campaigns ;
chapels were erected, and meetings for prayer,
conference, and preaching organized. The Secretary of the Oommission compendiously but
clenrly set forth its system and work as follows:
I, DIVISION OF THE ARMY FIELD.

GBNFJRA.t.-1. .Armies near Richmond.
2• .Army
in the Shenandoah Valley. 8. Army of the Cumberland, etc. 4. Armies along tbe Southern Mississippi.
5. Armies in Missouri, Arkansas, and Kansas. 6. 'l.'he
navy, southern coast, and gulf supplied from New
York.
SPECL\L,-Stations and corps organizations.
A station in each great army centre when the army
is at rest, and a moving organization in each corps
when the army moves.
Out-stations to meet wants of various sections.
Permanent stations in all great permanent centres.

II, l!EN AND WOMEN FOR TIIE FIELD.

1. Agents.-Permanent--paid.

One field agent for each general division, five in nil
with assistants in the larger fields.
'
One station agent or corps captain for each station
or corps organization, with teamsters.
2. Delegates for six weeks, or longer, unpaid; from
two to ten at each station, as needed; and at City
Point, forty to fifty. Three hundred the full corps.
Over three thousand in all have served.
3. Manage,rs of Diet Kitchens.-About sb:ty ladies
employed.
III. APPLIANCES,
1. Barrack chapels, store, and subsistence rooms,
at permanent camps.
2. Chapel, store, and subsistence tents, at all movable stations.
8. Churches, houses, etc., detailed by Government, at most perm11nent stations.
4. Wagons and teams, four-horse, for each moving
organization; two-horse for such stations as require 1
them.
5. Special diet kitchens in field hospitals, managed
under direction of the surgeons, by Christian Commissio°: lady managers.
IV, LABORS,

1. Hospital.-Preaching ; prayer-meetings; personal intercourse with sordiers ; and distribution.
2. Jilield.-The same- at all stations, and along the
lines i.. at all out-stations, isolated posts, batteries, etc.
8. liattle-field work.
4. Individual relief, aid, and information, at specin\
request.
5. Forwarding borne money for soldiers in service,
and effects of deceased soldiers.
6. Managing special diet kitchens, under medical
authorities.
V. WlL\T IS DISTRIBUTED.

Battle-field, hospital, and special diet kitchen
stores; such as shirts, drawers, socks; handkerchiefs,
towels, bandages, lint, farina, corn-starch, crackers,
cordials, driea fruits, canned fruits, fresh apples,
ira.Pes, l?eaches, etc., onions, potatoes, ice, sy1•u~s,
Jellies, pickles, etc., Jamaica ginger, condensed mi,k,
Bibles for hospitals and Bible-classes; 'l'estaments to
all soldiers. Scriptures in German, French, nod
other foreiin languages. Gunboat libraries, hospital libraries, soldiers' books, weekly and monthly
religious papers, over four hundred thousand a
month; tracts, Silent Comforters, etc.
·

The General Government cheerfully furnished
the free transportation of men and supplies over
all military ·railways, ancl generously granted
many privileges and accommodations, restricted
only by absolute military necessity. Railroad
and steam boat companies under proper regulations, very generally gave passes for the delegates
of the Oommission and for the transportation of
their stores. The telegraph wires, without charge,
were used for the transmission of despatches
on business with the Institution, and every in·
formation and opportunity afforded to en~ble
the Oommission to carry forward its appropriate
and benevolent work intelligently and successfully. The whole army was accessible to the
labors of the Oommission. Its delegates were
welcomed at all points, its authority regarde~d
and its influence · felt. Its voluntary, unpro
delegates were men of the highest position and
character, bishops and pastors of the largest and
most influential chm-ches in city and country,
lawyers and physicians of eminence, merchan~
and manufacturers, students of colleges an
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'
theological seminaries, etc.

The American Bible Society granted largely of Bibles and Testaments in different languages; the Tract and
Publication Societies, and po blishers of religious
and moral books, periodicals, and newspapers,
of their several issues; and ladies· of the highest
respectability gave themselves to the work, under its auspices, of providing for the necessities
of the suffering soldier.
The expenditures as well as the receipts of
the Commission increased each year in a rapidly-expanding rate. In 1862, the first year of
its existence, its entire receipts were $231,256.29, of which only $50,000 or $60,000 were
in cash, the remainder being in supplies and
facilities of transportation, etc., gr;mted to it.
In 1863 the total receipts of the central and
branch offices of the Commission were estimated at $916,837.65: of which $358,239.29
was in money, and the remainder in stores,
grants, and railroad and telegraph facilities, and
the estimated value of the services of delegates.
In 1864 the total estimated receipts were $2,882,34'7.86: . of which $1,29'7, '755.28 was in
money; $1,160,508.3'7 in hospital stores; $33,084:.38 in publications donated; $'72,114.83 in
Bibles and Testaments from the American Bi. ble Soci~ty. The estimated value of volunteer
delegates' services was $169,920; the value of
railroad, steamboat, and other transportation
facilities, $106, '765; value of telegraphic facilities, $26,450 ; rents of warehouses and offices
donated, $6, '750.
·
The total aggregate of receipts for the three
years ending Jan. 1, 1865, was $4,030,441.80.
Since that period not· far from $400,000 in
money has been received, and very large
amounts of hospi.tal supplies.
The following general summary of the work
and distribntion of the Commission for the year
1864:, will give some idea of its activity and
usefulness :
Bo~es of. ho~p!tal stores. and publicnt,ons d1str1buted during the year . .
47108
I
:U,714,261 85
Value Qf stores distributed....• ... .•
Value ofpubllcntious distributed ....
446,574 26
Value of stationery distributed. ..••
24,884 71
Value of 205 chapels and chapel tents
erected during Inst winter and the
pr_eseut in the various armies ... ..
114,859 78
Copies of Bible and Testaments and
~or~ions of Seri ptures distributed
~rmg the year...... :............ 569,1594
C0~1es_ of Hymn and · Psalm-books
d1_stnbuted durina the year ... . . : . 4,815,923
Copies of bound library books distrlbuted durin~ the yenr ...•.•...•
88,872
Copies of magazrnes nud pamphlets
di~iributed during the yenr.... . . . 846,536
Copies of r eligious, weekiy and
1
moi:ithly newspapers distributed
Cod1!J'mg the year................... 7,990,759
CoP! 8 B of Rages of tracts ...... ...... 18,681,842
pies of Sllent Comforter," etc. ...
8,691
Delegates commissioned during the
year..........
2 217
Aggregate numbe; · ~f
de°!~:
'
gate service
78,869
Average nnmiie'~ '~f ci.~i~.;.~t~~ -~~~:
N stantly in field during th'e year . .••
217
n_mber of delegates now in the
lielcl
276
Bnlan~· ~·r· ~b.. oii h~nd 'r;t" the ~~~:
tral office, January 1st, 1865....•..
$6,42012

-~ys·of.

-
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With these should be mentioned the Union
Oqmmission. This, like the Sanitary and
Christian Commissions, was called into existence by the exigencies of the war. The contending armies surging to and fro over extensive regions of country had desolated them
completely, seizing not only garnered but growing crops, cattle, horses, and mules, and destroying ruthlessly dwellings, barns, and fences,
often applying the torch to those edifices which
shot and shell had spared. From these desolated regions, often infested with guerrillas,
whose murderous malignity spared neither age
nor sex, fled their wretched inhabitants, mostly
women and children, homeless and penniless,
nearly naked and often starving, wearied, sick,
and dying, seeking shelter and sustenance within the Union lines, at Nashville, Vicksburg, and
Memphis. Military necessity forbade their remaining in these advanced posts of the Union
armies; and rendering them what assistance
could be spared in the way of food, the Government sµipped them to Cairo, Louisville, St. Louis, Cincinnati, and other points. Here they
were landed, sick, helpless, and friendless.
Neither State nor municip,al charity could
legally be bestowed upon them; but that they
· might not perish, benevolent societies were organized which did what they could to shelter,
clothe, and feed them, and provide places for
them in the country. 'l'hese organizations were
local, called into existence by the emergency,
and had not any central organization or means
of mutual cooperation. Meanwhile the demand
for help was increasing with fearful rapidity.
In June, 1864, the present President of the
American Union Commission, visiting the West
with other gentlemen as a delegate of the United
States Christian Oommission, became deeply
affectecI with the sufferings and necessities of
these poor refugee&, and after free conference
with other patriotic and benevolent men, East
and West, it was resolved to organize a Commission, having for its object the care and welfare of these refugees, and their eventual restoration, so far as was possible, to homes and
home comforts. Most of these people were the
wives and children of Unionists, who_had either
been killed or imprisoned for their loyalty, or
were serving in the Union armies as soldiers of
the nation. To leave their families to perish
would have been unworthy of a great and noble people. A small portion, under the teachings of southern demagogues, were, in spite of
their sufferings, still disloyal; but they, too,
wer.e starving, -and Christianity forbade refusing succor to them. It was forese.en, too, that
with the close of the war would arise other
needs no less imperious, and demanding an enlarged and national charity. Industry must be
revived in the regions wasted by .w ar; desolated
homes must be rebuilt, and farms stocked anew
and supplied with the implements of husbandry
and with seeds for crops. The confiscated l!'lnds
must be made accessible to settlers, and emigration of the right character guide<l. and stimu-
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lated. Free schools must be organized and sustained for a time in part by northern capital.
Loyal presses, too, must be established, and the
social structure renovated and placed upon its
new basis of freedom, order, and law. While
this change was going on, though superintended mainly, and supported in part by persons
who had previously resided in the regions to be
reclaimed, aid would be required for some time
from those sections which had not been despoiled by the ravages of war. To the various local
refugee societies letters were addressed, and
their cooperation, counsel, and suggestions
sought. These organizations welcomed with
great cordiality the new movement, and united
with it ·as branches, or entered into harmonious
cooperation with it. The American Union Commission, as thus organized, had its headquarters
in New York city, but included auxiliaries in
Boston, Baltimore, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cairo, Memphis, Nashville, Charleston,
ancl other points. Its officers were Rev. Joseph
P. Thompson, D. D., President; Rev. Lyman
Abbott, Corresponding Secretru:y; H. G. Odiorne, Esq., of Cincinnati, Western Secretary;
H. M. Pierce, LL.D., Recording Secretary;
A. V. Stout, Esq. (President of Shoe and Leather Bank), Treasurer ; and an Executive Committee of six members. Its fundamental article,
approved, as was the whole work and purpose
of' the Commission, by the Government, stated
that it "is constituted for the purpose of aiding
and cooperating with the people of those portions of the United States which have been
desolated and impoverished by the war, in the
restoration of their civil and social condition
upon the basis of industry, education, freedom,
and Christian morality.
About the 1st of October, 1864, the Commission was fully organized for its work, and found
at :first abundant occupation in relieving the
immediate necessities of homeless refugees, who
were brought from the South in Government
transports and landed upon the wharves in the
mostdestitute condition. Nearly 100,000 were

thus thrown upon the charity of the benevolent
during seven or eight months of 1864-'65. The
Commission gathered them into barracks or
"homes" at St. Louis, Cairo, Louisville, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, New York, and other points
in the North, ,fed, clothed, and provided them
with medical ca.re, and where it was possible
procured for them places, where, by their own
industry, they could obt~in a livelil1ood. Experience in other organizations proved that the
retention of large numbers in camps and barracks in a state of idleness, was injurious alike
to their health, their morals, and their subsequent efficiency, and .hence the Commission
sought as speedily as possible to place all who
were able to work in situations where they
might obtain their bread by their labor. The
extraordinary campaigns of General Sherman,
and the sudden collapse of the rebellion, rendered a different system necessary in the Seaboard States. It was neither practicable nor
desirable to bring the thousands who flocked
into Savannah, Charleston, Wilmington, Newbern, Goldsborough, Petersburg, and Richmond,
to the North. They must be aided in their
dire necessity at home, and as soon as practicable assisted to sustain themselves. Provisions
were accordingly shipped to Savannah, Charleston, Newbern, Richmond, and other points,
an<l careful and trustworthy agents despatched
with them to see to their honest and faithful
distribution. Pauperism, or the dependence
upon charity without effort at self-help, wns
sternly discouraged; the cities were districted,
and the applicants visited at their homes.
The Commission disbursed in money and
clothing from its New York office in six months,
$70,000, and the various auxiliary boards probably fully as much more. (The Boston Branch
expended $32,000.) Schools were opened in
Richmond and other cities of the South. Seeds
and agricultural implements were also furnished
to the impoverished people of the Southez:n
States, that they might be able to resume thell'
long interrupted industry.

CHAPTER XL V.
Position of Gen. Sherman nt Atlanta-Position of Gen. Hood: his Movements-Operations of Gen. Forrest-The failure
to interrupt the Federal Communications-Plans of Gen. Sherman-His Orders-Distribution of his .Army-Advonca
of the Loft Wing-Excitement in Georgia-Advance of the Right Wing-Reaches the Ogeechee-Demonstrntion toward Augusta-Advance between the Ogeechce and Savannah Rivers-Scouts reach the Const-Reduction of Fort McAllister-Investment of Snvnnnnh-Its Evacuation-Further Proceedings.
·

DuRING the month of September, the Federal
army in and about Atlanta were allowed to
rest from the fatigues of active military duty,
and many were sent home on ft.u·lough. The
railroad was employed o its utmost capacity
to bring forward supplies and recruits, and
much was done in the construction of bar-

racks and in strengthening the defences of
Atl~ta. All this seemed to indicate Gen.
Sherman's intention to make the city a basd
for forther operations southward, an~ to hol t
it with a powerful garrison. From his rece~
experience of the facility with which a cava) 1Y
force could temporarily interrupt his long line
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of railroad communication, he was disposed to
hasten this work, and the end of the month
found .Atlanta transformed into a considerable
depot of supplies, and so protected by works
that a moderate force could hold it against an
enemy numerically much superior. The departure of the great body of the inhabitants,
by lessening the number of persons to be subsisted, added to the capacity of the garrison to
withstand a protracted siege.
Gen. Hood, meanwhile, kept his forces in
the neighborhood of Jonesboro, receiving his
supplies by the :Macon road. His army numbered about 40,000 men, exclusive of the
Georgia militia; and, as if to show that no immediate offensive movement was contemplated,
the latter were withdrawn from him by Gov.
Brown soon after the evacuation of .f,..tlanta,
through the following communication:
EXEOUTIVlil DEPARTMENT,

Mn.LEDGEVILLE 1

Sept. 10th, 1864.

}

Gtn. J. B. Hood, Oommand11n{J .A.1'7111/J of Tennessee :
GENERAL: As the militia of the State were called
out for the defence of Atlanta during the campaign
a~ninst it, which has terminated by the fall of the
city into the hands of the enemy, and as many of
them left their homes without preparation, exl?ectiug
to be gone but a few weeks, who have r ~mamed in
service over three months (most of the time in the
trenches), justice requires that they be l?ermitted,
while the enemy nre l?reparing for the wmter campaign, to return to theIT homes, and look, for n time,
after important interests, and prepare themselves for
su 7b service as may be required when another campn1gn commences against other important points in
~he .State. I, therefore, hereby withdraw s111d organization from your command, in the hope that I snail
be a~le to return it with greater numbers and equal
efilc1_enc,r, when the interests of the public service
rcqmre 1t. In this connection, I beg leave to tender
t? :i:ou, general my sincere thanks for yom· imparhality to the State troops, and for your uniform
courtesy and kindness to me individually. With assurances of my high consideration and esteem, I am,
very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH E. BROWN.

To_ allow their principal Southern army to
1:tst m inactivity, was not, howaver, the intent10n .of the rebel authorities, who, whatever
pu?lic. statements they might make as to the
mskignificance
of Gen. Sherman's conquest,
new that it was a vital blow aimed at the
heart ?f the Oonfederacy, and that this was
the behef of the Southern people. Something
must be done, and that speedily, to arrest the
progress of the Federal army, or Georgia, and
f8rhaps the Gulf States, would be irretrievably
ost. In this emergency Jefferson Davis started on a tour of inspection tb1·ough the South,
and at Macon, on Sept. 23d, delivered a public
address on the crisis so marked by indiscreet
admissions that many of the Oonfederate paPers. at first refused to believe that it was
rnhme. He alluded with undisguised vexation
bo t e depl~tion in Gen. Hood's ranks caused
Y absenteeism, and promised if the deserters
:ould return to duty, that Gen. Sherman
ttot meet "the fate that befell the army of
6
ench Empire in its retreat from :Moscow.
0
ur cavalry," he said, " and our people, will
89
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harass and destroy his army as did tb e Oossacks that of Napoleon; and the Yankee general, .like him, will escape with only a bodyguard." These remarks foreshadowed a new
policy, borrowed from that which Gen. Sherman himself had so successfully employed in
the capture of Atlanta, and which, considering
the long catalogue uf rebel reverses in Georgia,
hacl the merit of boldness, if not of farsightedness. The whole army of Gen. Hood, it was
decided, should rapidly move in a compact
body to the rear of Atlanta, and, after breaking up the raili·oad between the Ohattahoochee
and Ohattanooga, push on to Bridgeport and
destroy the great railroad bridge spanning the
Tennessee River at that place. Should this be
accomplished, Atlanta would be isolated from
Ohattanoo~a, and the latter in turn isolated
from Nash ville, and Gen. Sherman, cut off from
his primary and secondary bases, would find
..t\.tlanta but a barren conquest, to be relinquished almost as soon as gained, and would be
obliged to return to Tennessee. .Atlanta would
then fall from lack of provisions, or in consequence of the successful attacks of the Georgia
militia.
In connection with this movement, Gen.
Forrest, confessedly their ablest cavalry officer,
was already operating in Southern Tennessee,
where the Federal force was barely adequate to
prevent him from interrupting communications
between Nashville and Ohattanooga. Not the
least favorable result anticipated from this
movement was the restoration of the morale
of their army, which, dispirited by constant
retreats ru1d reverses, its leaders naturally supposed would be encouraged to greater efforts by
an aggressive campaign. On the other hand,
the effect of abandoning their conquests, to
meet a defeated army operating in their rear,
would be likely to perp1ex and disconcert the
Federals. Such was the ingenious plan devised
by the authorities, and, to a less able general
than Sherman, its vigorous execution might
have been productive of enormo1Js disaster, including, of course, the abandonment of the
conquests gained during a long and arduous
campaign. The sequel will show that he was
fully master of the situation, and that the
boasts of the rebel papers, that "the great
flanker was outflanked," were destined to
prove illusive.
.A. week sufficed to complete Gen. Hood's
arrangements, and by the 2d of October his
army was across the Ohattahoochee and on
the mai'ch to Dallas, where the different corps
were. directed to concentrate. .At this point
he was enabled to threaten Rome and Kingston, as well as the fortified places on the railroad to Ohattanooga ; and there remained open,
in case of defeat, a line of retreat southwest into Alabama. From Dallas he advanced
east toward the railroad, and, on the 4th, captured the insignificant stations of Big Shanty
and .Ackworth, effecting a thorough destruction of tho road between the two places. He
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also sent a division under Gen. French to capture the Federal post at Allatoona Pass, where
he had ascertained that a million and a half of
rations for the Federal army were stored, on
which he probably depended to replenish his
commissariat. The natural strength of the position was such that ten thousand men could
easily hold it against ten 'times their number,
as long as their supplies held out, besides cutting off railroad communications between Chattanooga and Atlanta. This of itself might
have compelled the evacuation of the latter
city, and was a sufficient inducement to make
the attack.
Gen. Sherman, however, aware that his seat
in Atlanta was insecure while this long line of
communicntions lay so exposed to interruption,
had anticipated and partially provided against
such a movement as this; and immediately
upon hearing that Gen. Hood had crossed the
Chattahoochee, he despatched Gen. Corse with
reenforcements to Rome, which he supposed
the enemy were aiming at. During the previous week he had sent Gen. Thomas with
troops to Nashville to look after Forrest. His
bridges having meanwhile been carried away
by a freshet which filled the Chattahoochee, be
was unable tc move his main body until the
4th, when three pontoons were laid down, over
which the armies of the Cumberland, the Tennessee, and the Ohio crossed, and took up their
march in the direction of Mariettn., with fifteen
days' rations. The 20th corps, Gen. Slocum,
was left to garrison Atlanta. Learning that the
enemy bad captured Big Shanty and Ackworth,
and were threatening Allo.t.oona, and alive to the
imperative necessity of holding the latter place,
Gen. Sherman at once communicated by signals
instruction to Gen. Corse at Rome to reenforce
the small garrison and hold the defences until
the main body of the Federal army could qome
to his assistance. Upon receiving the message
Gen. Corse placed nine hundred men on the
cars, and reached Allatoona before the attack
of French. With this addition the gari-ison
numbered 1,'700 men, with six guns.
Early on the morning of the 5th, Gen. French,
with 7,000 troops, approached Allatoona, and
summoned the Federal commander, "in order
to save the unnecessary effusion of blood,,, to
make an immediate surrender; to which the
latter replied: "I shall not surrender, and you
can commence the unnecessary effusion of
blood whenever you please.,, The battle opened
at 8 A. M., and was waged hotly until 2 o'clock
in the afternoon. Driven from fort to fort,
11D.til they reached their la.st defence, the garrison fought with an obstinacy and desperation
worthy of the great stake for which they contended. Their genernl was wounded early in
the action, but relaxed in no degree his efforts
to repel the enemy. On one occasion the opposing forces mingled in o. bayonet charge.
During the heat of the contest Gen. Sherman
reached the summit of Kenesaw Mountain,
whence he repeatedly signalled, to Gen. Corse

to hold out to the last. The announcement of
approaching succor animated the garrison to
renewed exertions, and they threw back the assaulting columns of the enemy again and again,
finally compelling them to retire, beaten and
disheartened, in the direction of Dallas. Their
retreat was hastened by the rapid approach of
Stanley's (4th) corps from the direction of Pine.
Mountain. The enemy left '700 to 800 killed,
wounded, and prisoners in the hands of the
Federals, and their tqtal loss must have exceeded 1,000. The garrison lost 600 men. The
town of Allatoona was reduced to a mere wreck
by the severe fire of the enemy, and all the
Feeler al artillery and cavalry horses were killed;
but the valuable stores were $aved, and the fort
and pass held. The only important injury done
by the rebels, was the destruction of six or seven
miles of railroad between Big Shanty and Allatoona, which Geµ. Sherman immediately commenced to repair.
For several days subsequent to the fight at ·
..A.llatoona, Gen. Sherman remained in the latter
place, watching the movements of Hood, who,
he suspected, would march for Rome, and
thence toward Bridgeport, or else to Kingston.
The 23d corps, commanded by Gen. Oox
(Gen. Schofield, its commander, having previously been ordered to look after the defences
of Chattanooga), was at once sent toward the
former place, and, by the 10th, the whole army
was on the march thither. Gen. Hood, however, crossing the Etowah and avoiding Rome,
moved directly north, and on the 12th Stuart's
corps of his army appeared in front of Resaca,
the defences of w hi.ch were held by Col. Weaver
with 600 men and three pieces of artillery. Tho
garrison immediately took to the rifle-pits surrounding the works, and kept the enem,'s
skirmishers at bay, and in the midst of a brisk
contest a flag of truce approached, with the
following message :
fuADQUARTERS A.RMY TENNESSEE, [

IN TlIE FIELD, Oct. 12th, 1864.

f

To the Officer Oowmancwn,g the '[111,ited States Jor«i
at R esaca, Ga. :
..
Sm : I demand the immediate and uncond1t1onal
surrender of the post and garrison under :your ~om·
mand; and should this be acceded to, all white officers
and soldiers will be paroled in a few days. If the
place is taken by assault, no prisoners will be taken.
Most respectfully, your obedient ser,0,nt, .
J. B. HOOD, General.

To which Col. Weaver replied:
HEADQUARTERS SECOND BRIG-ADE,
[
THIRD DIVISION FIFTEENTH .AlrnY OoRPS,

f

To Gen. J. B. Hood :
'
. d
Your communication of this date just receive •
In reply, I have to state that I am somew~nt suri
prised at the concludin~ paragraph, to th~ effect th ~!
"if the place is carriect by assault, no pr)soners WJf
be taken." In my opinion, I can hold this post.
you want it, come and take it.
di at
I am, General, very respectfully, your most o~e e
servant,
CL.ARK R. WEAVER, Comd'g Officer.
W. W. McCAMMON, A. A. A. G.

During the whole day continuous masses of
rebel troops were passing the forts,. but ~o8
serious attack wail made upon the garrison, t
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enemy being more intent upon destroying the
railroad toward Dalton than wasting their time
or strength upon the reduction of a post, the
possession of which they wisely considered
would be of no particular advantage to them.
During the night they captured, after a gallant
resistance, a block house at Tilton, garrisoned
by part of the 17th Iowa-regiment. Throughout the 12th and the 13th the work of destruction continued, the enemy gradually passing to
the north, out of sight of Resaca, and on the
evening of the latter day the advance of, Gen.
Sherman's army arrived from Rome, followed
on the 14th by the main body, which encamped
around Resaca for the night.
Meanwhile the rebel army, pursuing its devastating march north, reached Dalton on the
14th, and, in consequence of the negligence of
the Federal scouts, surrounded the fort, garrisoned by the 44th colored regiment, Col. Johnston, before adequate preparations for defence
could be made. A demand for surrender similar to that sent to Col. W e:wer was at once
made, which was refused. But Col. Johnston,
discovering that £he beleaguering force comprised the whole of Hood's army, and that Buzzard Roost and other important points commanding his work had been occ.upied, subsequently surrendered bis whole command. The
14th and 15th were employed by the enemy in
continuing the destruction of the railroad as
far as Tunnel Hill, which, whether through
want of time or scarcity of gunpowder, they
neglected to mine. They found no rolling
stock of consequence on the road, and beyond
the destruction of a few box-cars did little
damage to this species of property. The approach of the Federal columns now warned
Gen. Hood to move off to the west, and the
16th found him in full retreat for Lafayette,
followed by Gen. Sherman, who, instead of
marching along the railroad to Dalton, pushed
for Snake Greek Gap, through which, in spite
of ?bstructions accumulated there by Hood, he
rapidly passed. At Ship's Gap he captured
par~ of the 24th North Carolina regiment,
stationed to delay his ma1·ch. From Lafayette
t~e ~nemy retreated in a southwesterly directi?n mto Alabama through a broken and mouniiamous country, but scantily supplied with food
or ~an or beast· and passing through Summerville, Gayles:;m_e, and Blue Pond, halte~ at
Gadsdens, on the Coosa River '75 miles from
Laf~y~tte. Here he paused f~r several days,
~ceiv.J_ng a few reenforcements brought up by
en. neauregard, .who had on the 17th assumed
c~mmand of the Confederate military division
0
the West in the following address :
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE WEST, }

October 11th, 1864.

th1\n~uming. C_?1;t1mand at this critical juncture of

coe i itary Division of the West, I appeal to my
er~mtrymen of all classes and sections for their_genthisus suppo;t and confidence. In assigning me to
fede r1sp onsible position, the President of the Conhis ra e 8 tates has extended to me the assurance of
earnest support. The Executives of your States
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meet me with similar expressions of their devotion
to our cause. 'I'he noble army in the field, composed
of_ brave men and gallant officers, are strangers to
me,_ and I know t~at they will do all that patriots can
achieve. The history of the past, written in the
blood of their: con:irades, but foreshadows the glorious future which lies before them. Inspired by these
bright promises of success, I make this appeal to the
men and women ofrry·countryto lend me the aid of
their earnest and cordial cooperation. Unable to
join in the bloody conflicts of the field, they can do
much to streno-then our cause, fill up our ranks, encourage our soYdiers, inspire confidence, dispel gloomt
and thus hasten on the day of our final success ana
deliverance.
The army of Sherman still defiantly holds .Atlanta.
He can and must be driven from it. It is only for
the good people of Georgia and the surrounding
States to speak the word, and the wor~ is done. We
have abundant provisions. There are men enough
in the country liable to and able for service to accomplish this result. To nll such I earnestly appeal to
report promptly to their respective commands.; and
let those who cannot go see to it that none remain
who are able to strike n. blow in this critical and decisive hour. TQ those soldiers, if any, who are absent from their commands without leave, I appeal in
the name of their brave comrades, with whom they
have in the past so often shared the privations of the
camp and the dangers of the battle-field, to return at
once to their duty. To all such as shall report to
their respective commands, in response to this appeal,
within the next thirty days, an amnesty is hereby
granted. My appeal is to everv one, of all classes
and conditions, to come forward freely, cheerfully,
and with good heart to the work that lies before us.
My countrymen, respond to this call as you
have done il;l days that have passed, and, with
the blessing of a kind and overruling Providence,
the enemy shall be driven from your soil. The
security of your wives and daughters from the
insults and outl:ages of a brutal foe shall be
established soon, and be followed by a permanent
and honorable peace. The claims of home and
country, wife and chil~ren, uniting with the demand/'
of honor and patriotism, summon us to the field.
We cannot, dare not, will not fail to res.p ond. Full
of h.o pe and confidence, I come to join in your struggles, sharing your privations, and ,vith your brave
and true men to strike the blow that shall bring success to our arms, triumph to our cause, and peace to
our country.
G. T. BEAUREGARD, General.

Gen. Hood still retained his special command, subject to the supervision or direction
of Gen. Beauregard, and his army, after remaining a few days in Gadsden, moved, about
the 1st of November, for Warrington, on °the
Tennessee River, 30 miles distant. Gen. Sherman meanwhile remained at Gaylesville, which
place his main body reached about the 21st,
· watching the enemy's movements. During the
retreat of Gen. Hood into Northern Alabama,
he had frequent opportunities to join battle
with his pursuers, which he uniformly declined.
The injuries to the railroad were confined to
two sections, and covered about 28 miles of
track: viz., '7 miles between Big Shanty and
Allatoona, and 21 miles between Resaca ~d
Tunnel Hill. So rapidly were the repaus
effected, that, by the 20th, the road was in
running order from Resaca to Atlan~a; ·a~d on
the 28th while Gen. Hood was still Jymg at
Gadsden,' trains again left Chattanooga for Atlanta. Whatever therefore, might be the final
result of Hood's' flanking movement, it had

•
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:intirely failed to interrupt the Federal communications to a degree that would compel
the evacuation of Atlanta. Without permanently disabling the railroad, he had been
driven with loss across the mountains south of
Ohattanooga into Alabama ; had cut himself
entirely adrift from that admirable railroad
system which had so long kept his army supplied, and had left Georgia and the whole
Southeast open to the invaders. He perhaps
felt himself compensated for these disasters by
the opportunity, now temptingly presented to
him, to carry the war into Middle Tennessee
and Kentucky, and plunder the richly-stored
cities and farms of those States, forgetting that
a general who had shown such fertile resources
during a long and trying campaign, was still
opposed to him, with more than double his own
force.
·
It was undoubtedly a part of Gen. Sherman's
plan to remain at .Atlanta no longer than would
suffice to accumuiate stores and thoroughly
strengthen the defences; after which he would
continue his march southward. This, with a
determined and unbroken enemy in his front,
was likely, to judge from previous experience,
to prove a tedious and dangerous operation.
To relieve himself of the presence of that
enemy was the problem to be solved. When,
· therefore, Gen. Hood crossed the Chattahoochee on his flanking march upon the Federal
communications, it was with mingled feelings
of hope and apprehension that he was watched
by his vigilant adversary; hope, that he would
finally place ·himself in the position where he
was actually found on the 1st of November ;
and apprehension, lest he should again retire to
his camp near Jonesboro. It will be remembered how apparently slow was the pursuit of
the rebel army by Gen. Sherman after the former had crossed the Chattahoochee, and how
readily it seemed to escape into Alabama, and
thence march toward the Tennessee. To those
who hn.d witnessed the brilliant campaign to
Atlanta, the Federal general's lack of energy
and tardiness of movement seemed unaccountabl~. In the light of subsequent events it
would now appear that Gen. Sherman, making
only a show of following his adversM·y, deliberately lured him into Northern Alabama, for
the purpose of pursuing an uninterrupted
march with his own army through the heart
of Georgia. The ill-advised plan of Gen. Hood
had given him the very opportunity which he
desired, and he prepared at once to avail himself of it.
Anticipating that his army was unnecessarily
large for his purpose, he detached from it the
4th and 23d corps, which were ordered to Tennessee, via Chattanooga and Bridgeport, to reenforce Gen.Thomas. This left him four corpsthe 14th, 15th, 16th and 17th- which had accompanied him from .Atlanta, and the 20th left
to garrison that place. Two armies were th11S
formed, of which the former, in conjunction
with such forces as Gen. Thomas had in Ten-
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nessee, was fully able to cope with Gen. Hood ;
while the latter, as events proved, was more
than sufficient for the Georgia expedition. For
several days Gen. Sherman r etained his main
force at Gaylesville, throwing out strong reconnoissances in the direction of the enemy, as
if bent upon watching and thwarting his movement toward the Tennessee. But no sooner
had he ascertained that Gen. Hood had started,
than he moved his whole army eastward to
Rome, with the exception of the two corps sent
to Gen. Thomas, and commenced in earnest the
preparations for his new campaign. Being no
longer under the necessity of coping with an
active enemy in his front, he had no further
occasion to keep up a long line of railroad communication with a fortified base in his rear.
The original plan, therefore, of provisioning Atfanta and using it as a secondary base, which
would have required large details of troops,
was willingly abandoned, and, in consequence,
the place itself, and the greater pa.rt of the railroad connecting it with Chattanooga, becrune
practically useless. To garrison and guard
either, would be a simple w·aste of resources;
and as it would be an act of needless generosity
to leave them for the enemy to use, their destruction became a necessity. The army, once
fairly started from Atlanta on its march
through Georgia, was to cut loose from all
bases and mainly subsist upon the country.
This plan, so daring in its conception as to recall the achievements of the greatest generals
of antiquity, appears to have been matured and
carefully elaborated by Gen. Sherman long previous to its execution, and, upon being laid before the authorities at Washington, received
their cordial approval.
During the first ten days of'. November every
locomotive and car on the Chattanooga and
Atlanta Railroad was employed in conveying
North the inmates of the hospitals, and such
supplies of all kinds as there was time to remove. The vast supplies of provisions, forage,
stores, and machinel'y which had accumufated
at .Atlanta, Rome, and other points, the surplus
artillery, baggage, and other useless wagonsevery thing, in fact, likely to impede the movements of the army, was gathered up and s~nt
safely to Chattanooga. In return, the trrons
brought down to Gen. Sherman recruits, convalescents, furloughed men, and ordnance supplies. On the night of November 11th, the
last train left Atlanta for the North, and the
army, supplied with every man and horse and
gun which it needed, and having 30 days' rations in his wagons, was prepared to move
toward the coast.
.
The five corps mentioned above as constituting the army which Gen. Sherman_reserved
for his expedition, were concentrated mto fom·,
by assigning one of the two divisions of t~e
16th corps (the remaining divisions were 1D
Tennessee) to the 15th corps, and the other to
the 17th. The expeditionary army the~ comprised the 14th corps, Gen. J eff. O. Davis ; the
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15th, Gen. Osterhaus comman_ding in the absence of Gen. Logan; the 17th, Gen. Blair;
and the 20th, Gen. Slocum; beside four brigades of artillery, one for each corps, two horse
batteries, and two divisions of cavalry. Gen.
Barry, chief of artillery, in fitting out this important arm, withdrew every doubtful or suspicious horse, and supplied enough serviceable
animals to give each artillery carriage eight
horses, and each battery a reserve of twelve
horses. The cavalry were equipped with equal
care. The total force numbered between
50,000 and 60,000 picked men, constituting
one of the most effective armies ever organized. The following order of Gen. Sherman
gives the plan of march and other details of
the campaign :
HEADQUARTERS Mn. DIV. OF TlIE MlsSISSIPPI, }
IN THE FIELD, KINGSTON, GA. ,Wednesday, Nov. 9th.

Special J!lield Order No. 120.
1. lfor tpe purpose of military · operations this
arn:iy is divided into two wings, viz. : The right ~ing,
M9:1.-Gen. 0. 0. Howard commanding, the 15th and
17th corps. '!'.he left wing, Ma,j.-Gen. H. W. Slocum commanding, ihe 14th and 20th corps.
· 2. The habitua1 order of march will be, whenever
p_rncticable, by fonr roads, as nearly parallel as possible, apd converging at points hereafter to be indicated in orders. The cavalry, Brig.-Gen. Kilpatrick
commanding, will receive special orders from the
Commander-in-Chief.
3. There will be no general trains of supplies, but
each corps will have its ammunition and provision
trai_u, distributed habitnaUy as follows: Behind each
regiment should follow one wagon and one ambulanc~; behind each brigade should follow a due proportion of ammunition wagons, pro,.,;sion wagons,
and ambulances. In case of danger, each army corps
should change this order of march by having 'bis advance and rear brigade unincnmbered by wheels.
The separate columns will start habitually at 7 A . M.,
n~d make ~bout fifteen miles per day, unless otherwise fixed m orders.
4._ The army will forage libera.lly on the country
durmg the m3.rch. To this end, each brigade commander ,vill organize a good and sufficient foraging
piirty, under the command of one or more discreet
officers, who will gather, near the route tmvelled,
corn or fornge of any kind, meat of any lri'nd, vegetiibles, corn meal, or whatever is needed by the commn.:nd; aiming at all times to keep in the wagon
trams at least ten days' provisions for the command
and t~ree days' forage. Soldiers must not enter the
dw~lliugs of the inhabitants or commit nny trespass;
durmg the halt, or a camp, they may be permitted to
~a~he: turnips, potatoes, and other vegetables, and
rive_1n stock in front of their camps. To regular
foralli1?g parties must be entrusted the gathering of
prov1S1ons and forage at 3,ny distance from the road
travelled.
,
5. To army corps commanders is entrusted the
Eower to destroy mills, houses, cotton gins, etc., and
O! them this ~eneral principle is laid down : In districts and neighborhoods where the army is unmole~ted, no destruction of such property should be
permttted; but should guerrillas or bushwnckers mole~t our march, or should the inhabitants burn
bhrid~es, obstruct roads, or otherwise manifest local
ostility, then army corps commanders should order
and enforce a devastation more or less relentless according to the measlU'e of such hostility.
G. _As fo~ horses, mules, wagons, etc., belonging to
the 1?hab1tants, the cavalry and artillery may apgropriate freely ancl without limit; discriminating,
owever, between the rich, who are usually hostile,
nnd the poor or industrious, usually neutral or
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friendly. .Foraging parties ma;v also take mules or
horses, to replace the jaded anunals of their trains,
or to serve as pack-mules for the regiments or brigades. In :i,11 forag~ng, of whatev:er land, the parties
engaged will refram from abusive or threatening
language, and may, when the ·officer in command
thinks proper, give written certificates of the facts
but no receipts; and they will endeavor to leav~
with each family a reasonable portion for their
maintenance.
7. Negroes who are able-bodied and ca-n be of
service to the several columns, may be taken along ·
but each army comm ..nder will bear in mind that th~
question of supplies is a very important one, and
that his first duty is to see to those who bear arms.
8. The organization at once of a good pioneer battalion for each corps, composed, if possible, of negroes, should be attended to. This battalion should
follow the advance guard, should repair roads and
double them if possible, so that the columns ,vill not
be delayed after reaching · bad places. Also, army
commanders should study the h3.bit of giving the
artillery and wa~ons the road, and marching their
. troops_ on one side; and al~o instrµct their troops
to assist wagons at steep hills or bad crossings of
streams.
9. C3.pt. 0. M. Poe, Chief Engineer, will assi~n to
each wing of the army a pontoon train, fully eqmpped
and organized, and the commanders thereof will see
to its being properly protected at all times.
By order of Maj.-Gen. W. T. SHERMAN.
L. M. DAYTON, Aide-de-Camp.

The following order issued by Gen. Slocum
to the troops under his immediate commnnd
gives additional directions for the conduct of
the march:

l
f
[Oircular.] When the troops leave camp on tho
march about to commence, they will carry in haversack two days' rations salt meat, two days' bard
bread, ten days' coffee and salt, and five days' sugar.
Each infantry soldier will carry sixty rounds of ammunition on bis person. Every effort should be made
by officers and men to save rations and ammunition;
not a round of ammunition should be lost or unnecessarily expended. It is expected that the command
will be supplied ,vith subsistence and forage mainly
from the country. All foraging will be done by
parties detailed for the purpose by brigade commanders, under such rules as may be prescribed by
brigade and division · commanders. Pillaging, marauding, and every act of cruelty or abuse of citizens wm be severely punished. Each brigade commander will h:we a strong rear guard on every
march, and will order the arrest of all stra.gglers.
The danger of straggling on this march shou[d be
impressed upon the mind of every officer and man
of the command. Not only the reputation of the
corps, but the personal safety of every rpan, will bo
dependent, in a great measure, upon ·the rigid enforcement of discipline and the care taken of the
rations and ammumtion.
By command of Maj. -Gen. SLOCUM.
H. W . PERKINS, Asst. Adj.-Gen.
HEADQUARTERS TWENTIETH CORPS,
ATLANTA, GA., Nov. 7th, 1864.

A glance at the map will show that two
p::m:illel lines of railway, having a general
southeasterly direction, connect Atlanta with
the Atlantic seaboard, one terminating at
Oharloston, 308 miles distant, and the other. at
Savannah, 293 miles distant. The former ~me
is composed of the Georgia Railroad, 171 miles
in length, connecting .Atlant~ with Augu~ta,
and of the South Oarolina Railroad, extending
from Augusta to Obarleston, 137 miles; and
the latter, of the Western and Macon road,
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108 miles in length, connecting Atlanta with
Macon ; and of the Oentral Georgia road, 190
miles long, connecting Macon with Savannah.
From Augusta there also runs a cross-road,
due south, to Millen, on the Georgia Oentral
road, 53 miles in length, which affords a second
route from Atlanta to Savannah, ten miles
longer than that through Macon. The average
width of the belt of country embrace.d between the two main lines as far eastward as
Augusta and Millen is about 40 miles ; eastward of those points the country gradually
expands to a width of nearly 100 miles.

~

The Georgia road, from Augusta to Atlanta,
since the capture of the latter place, had ·1ost
much of its importance ; but all the others, including that between Augusta and Millen, were
essential· links in the great chain of communications between the northern and southern portions of the Oonfederacy; and their destruction,
which was one of the objects of the expedition,
would sever the Gulf States as completely from
Virginia and the Oarolinas, as the trans-Mississippi States were cut off from the rest of the
Oonfederacy after the fall of Vicksburg and
Port Hudson. The country included in this

' :da:t~

.
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railroad system was probably the richest and
most populous of Georgia, containing the
capital, Milledgeville, and many other important towns; and all accounts concurred in
describing it as abundantly supplied with horses,
cattle, and subsistence for an invading army.
Here also had been conveyed for greater safety
large numbers of slaves from the exposed parts
of the rebel States. Not less important than
these facts was the additional one, that, with
the exce15tion of a few brigades of cavalry under
Gen. Wheeler, and such troops as could be
gathered from Wilmington, Oharleston, or
Savannah, there was nothing but the Georgia
militia to oppose the progress of Gen. Sherman.
Under every circumstance, therefore, the two
lines above described seemed.likely to ·offer the
most feasible route to the coast. The ultimate
objective point of the expedition, whether
Oharleston or Savannah, it was left to circumstances to determine.
On the 11th of November the army was distribu.ted as follows: the 14th corps, with which
was Gen. Sherman, at Kingston; the 15th and
1 'Tth corps on the Powder Spring road, a little
west of the Ohattahoochee ; and the 20th corps

at Atlanta. The latter, after the appointment
of Gen. Slocum as commatrder of the left wing
of the army, was commanded by Gen. Williams.
On the morning of the 12th the 14th corps
moved out of Kingston, leaving a brigade to
cover the last shipment north of supplies and
rolling stock. This was completed in the afternoon ; a parting message, "All is well," was
sent to Chattanooga by the telegraph wires,
which were then cut, and by nightfall not a
soldier of the expeditionary army remained
north of Kingston. Following the line of the
railroad1 ~he 14th corps thoroughly destroyed
every mile of track between Kingston ancl the
Chattahoochee, and every building that could
be of any possible use to the enemy. Some
~tances of wanton destruction by negroes and
stragglers occurred, including c~urches and unoccupied buildings in Kingston, Ackwort1:,
Marietta, and elsewhere; but, in general, p1:ivate property was ,respected wherever the ID~Ul
body of the corps marched. On the e,enlllg
of the 10th Gen. Corse's division of the 15th
corps had 'burned the public buildings and
machine shops of Rome. On the 14th the
corps reached the Ohattahoochee, and on the
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afternoon of the 15th marched into Atlanta.
On the latter day, the 15th and 17th corps
went into camp two miles south of the city, and
the 20th corps marched out to a position somewhat further east. On the '7th, while ~he latter
oorps n,lone garrisoned Atlanta, a brigade of
rebel cavalry which had been watching their
opportunity, made a dash at the defences, but
were easily driven off. They nevertheless continued their demonstration-which they called
the "Siege of Atlanta "- for several days, until
constrained by the approach of the main Federal
army to retire. The several corps having been
newly snpplied with clothing and such equipments as were necessary from the depots in
Atlanta, and every thing valuable to the Government removed, the torch was, on the evening of
the 15th, applied to the store houses, machine
shops and depot buildings, the most substantial
of which had previously been mined. For many
hours the heavens were lighted up by the
flames of this vast conflagration, which was
rendered more awful by the roar of exploding
shells and magazines, and, by dawn of the 16th,
all that was valuable of the city whieh, next
to Richmond, hacl furnished more material for
prosecuting the rebellion than any other in the
South, lay in ashes. As far as was possible,
private property was spared, and the city rendered of no immediate use to the eilemy.
The army being now concentrated and· ready
to march, Gen. Sherman caused the following
order 'to be promulgated :
HEADQUilTERS Mn.tTilY DIVISION OF TRE MrsSIBSII'PI, IN Tltt FmLD, KINGSTON, GA., Nov. 8th, 1864.

l
f

Special Field Orders Bo. 119.
'l'he General Commanding deems it proper at this
time to inform the officers and men of the 14th, 15th,
17th, and 20th corps, that he has organized them into
11n army for a special purpose, well known to the
War Department and to Gen. Grant. It is sufficient
for you to know that it involves a departure from our
present base, and a long and difficult march to a ne,v
one. All the chances of war have been considered
and pr_ovided ~or, as f11;r as_ human _saga~ity can: A:ll
he asks of you 1s, to mamtam that d1sc1phne, patience,
and courage which have characterized you in the
past, and hopes through you to strike a blow at our
enemy that will have a materi:al effect in producing
what we all so much desire-his complete overthrow.
Of ~11 things, the most imp-0rtnnt is that the men,
dunng mnrcl.tes and in camp, keep their places, and
n~t scatter abroad as strago-lers and foragers, to be
picked up by a hostile peopfe in detail. It is also of
the utmost importnnce that our wa~ons should not
b~ _londed with any thing but provisions and ammumtion. All surplus servants, non-combatauts, and
refugees, should now go to the rear, and none should
be encouraged to encumber us on the march. At
some future time we will 'be enabled to provide for
the poor whites and blacks who seek to escape the
ond_age they are now suffering under.
With these few simple caution'> in your minds, he
hopes to lead you to achievements equal in importance to those of the past.
By order of Gen. W. T. SHERMAN.
L. M. DAYTON, .Aide-de-Camp.

On Nov. 16th the whole army marched eastw~rd in four columns, the two under Slocum,
~th which was Gen. Sherman, following the
railroad toward Augusta, while the right wing,
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under Howard., moved along the Macon and
Au~usta road. Each wing had cavalry moving
on its flanks. Whether the immediate objective
was to be Augusta or Macon, or both, it was
no part of the Federal general's plan to divulge.
To perplex the enemy and divide his forces by
pretended demonstrations on places widely separated, he judged would be most likely to ensure him a speedy and uninterrupted march to
the coast.
Gen. Howard's c0mmand, of which t.be 15th
corps formed the right wing, followed the
the railroad as far south as Jonesboro, where
the mounted troops of Iverson essayed t o
make a stand, but were quickly dispersed by
Kilpatrick. Thence the column moved east
through McDonough ~d Jackson to the Ocmulgee,. which it crossed at Planter's Factory,
and passing south, through Monticello and
Hillsboro, and between Milledgeville and Olinton, on the 22d struck the Georgia Oentral
Raih-oad, with its ~eft wing 11t Gordon, twenty
miles east of Macon ; the right wing being extended westward toward Griswoldville. In
conjunction with the operations of this column
the greater part of- the Federal cavalry, under
the immediate command of Gen. Kilpatrick,
made a detour on the extreme right, through
Griffin and Forsyth, toward Macon, within
five miles of which place he was ordered to
demonstrate. The r ebels at first believed this
to be another raid on a large scale; but learning of the approach of Gen. Howard's column
they made haste to concentrate at Macon all
their available troops, consisting of some cavalry under Wheeler, a small body of regulars,
and several brigades of militia. They still remained in ignorance of Gen. Slocum's movement
in the direction of Augusta, but believed Macon to be the main objective point of Gen. Sherman; On the 20th about eight hundred Federal cavalry, with four cannon, made a feigned
attack on East Macon, two miles east of the
city, which though resulting in little loss on
either side, very effectually accomplished its
pm·pose of deceiving the enemy. At one
period of the fight a rebel battery was captured in a daring charge by the Federal troops,
who, however, having no means of carrying
off the guns, were obliged to relinquish them
to the enemy. The Federal cavll,lry finally
retired in the direction of Griswoldville after
destroying several miles of railioad east of
Walnut Oreek.
Upon striking the Georgia Oentral Railroad,
on the 22d, the 15th and 1'lth corps immediately began to destroy the track and the road
bed between Gordon and Griswoldville in that
thorough manner in which previous experien_ce
had rendered the troops adepts. It was w_hile
this work was going on that the most serious
battle of the campaign up to this date t~ok
pface. A brigade of infantry, with a section
of artillery and some cn,v:tlry, under Gen. Walcot, forming the extreme right wing of the
15th corps, had been thrown forward to
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The above Maps represent a belt of country about 80 miles in width an~ 260 in length,
which may be said to have been covered by the operations of the expeditionary army.
The lines of march pursued by the four main columns did not, perhaps, extend to the extreme limits of this region ; but there is little of it east of the Atlanta and Macon Railroad and west of the Savannah River which was not visited by the cavalry or foraging
parties. By reference to ~he text the movements of the several columns, down to the invcst.ment of Savannah, can be readily traced.
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Griswoldville, to continue the demonstration
against Macon so successfully commenced by
Gen. Kilpatrick two days previous. After
burning the principal buildings in the town,
the troops took position in a wood, protected
in front by n,n open morass, and threw up a
rail barricade. At 2 o'clock in the afternoon
a rebel force about five thousand strong was perceived approaching from the direction of Macon.
The Federal cavalry fell slowly back on either
flank of the infantry, protecting them from
attack in flank and rear, and leaving the enemy
no alternative but to make a direct front attack. The latter, comprising several brigades
of militia under Gen. Phillips, with a part of
Hardee's old command brought up from Savannah, advanced with considerable confidence;
and with that ignorance of danger common to
raw troops, attempted to carry by storm the
Federal position. Six desperate assaults were
made, which Gen. Walcott's troops from behind
their breastworks repelled with ease and with
trifling loss, while the enemy, exposed to a
withering fire and part of the time floundering
in the morass, paid dearly for their temerity
and inexperience. They finally retired toward
Macon, leaving three hundred dead upon the
field, and having met with a total loss estimated at two thousand five hundred, including
Gen. Anderson severely woundecl.. Their own
estimate placed their loss at six hundred and
fourteen, which, from all the facts attainable, is
manifestl,y an under estimate. Macon could
easily have been taken by Gen. Howard after this
encounter, but the Federal commander-in-chief,
from prudential motives, did not deem it advisable to make the attempt. His base being,
in technical language, "in the air," the capture
of a place of so little intrinsic importance, now
that its railroad connections were severed, was
not essential to the plan of the campaign.
Meanwhile the left wing of the expeditionary army pursued its ma1rh along the Augusta
and Macon Railroad in two parallel columns,
of which the left or outer one was the 20th
corps. The 14th corps was accompanied by
Gen. Sherman in person. The latter, having
destroyed the railroad effectually as far as
Oovington, turned thence, on the 19th, southeast toward Milledgeville, w bile the 20th corps,
which had previously marched somewhat north
of the railroad, continued the work of detruction as far as Madison, sixty-nine miles
east of AtJanta and one hundred and two west
of Augusta. This was intended to be a demonstration against the latter city, and the
more completely to deceive the enemy the
Federal cavalry moving on th~s wing was s~nt
as far east as Union Point, seventy-five miles
from Augusta. From Madison the 20th corps
marched nearly due south through Eatonton to
Milledgeville, where its advance arrived on the
21st, followed on the' next day by the 14th
corps, which passed through Shady Dale and
Eatonton. Neither corps encountered any opposition worth mentioning during the march.
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At the time the expedition started from Atlanta the Georgia Legislature was in session at
Milledgeville. The announcement of the approach of Kilpatrick's cavalry gave them at,
fi rst no alarm, Macon being supposed to be
the place aimed at, and the movement itself a
r aid. But when on the 18th it was ascertained
that Gen. Howard's wing was moving through
McDonough in a southeasterly direction, and
that Gen. Slocum was evidently approaching
from the north, an almost ludicrous panic and
consternation seized upon the whole body of
legislators, who, with Gov. Brown, fled in unseemly haste to Augusta with such valuables
as could be packed within a few. hours. On
the morning of the 20th, two days after the
departure of the legislature, a small party of
Federal scouts dashed into the town, which
was at once surrendered to them by the Maypr.
For several days previous to the evacuation
of Atlanta, rumors of the probability of such
an event were. prevalent both in the loyal and
disloyal States. By the latter the movement
was supposed to have been forced upon Gen.
Sherman by the aggressive campaign of Hood in
Tennessee, and to promise substantial advantages to the rebel cause, no doubt being entertained that the Federal general, unable to
maintain his communications with Chattanooga, had resolved to abandon his r ecent
conquest and march ·back to Tennessee. The
evacuation of Atlanta was in fact claimed as a
rebel triumph. The cavah·y advance toward
Macon became in that light merely a demonstration to cover the retreat of the main body.
When, however, the real purpose of Gen .
Sherman became apparent, the unprepared
condition of Georgia to oppose such a movement seems for the fit-st time to have occurred
to the State and Confederate authorities. Uttel'ing almost in a single br eath predictions of
the speedy overthrow of Sherman and appeals
to the people to rally against the invader, they
exhibited in realj.ty a degree of alarm which
had any thing but an encouraging effect upon
the public mind. On the 18th the following
characteristic appeal was issued by Gen. Beaur egard from his headquarters at Corinth, Ala. :
To tli,e People of Geor(lia :

.Arise for the defence of your native soil ! Rally
around your patriotic Governor and gallant soldiers.
Obstruct and destroy all the roads · in Sherman's
front, flank, and rear, and his army ·rrill soon starve
in your midst. Be confident. Be resolute. Trust
in an overruling Providence, and success will soon
crown your efforts. I hasten to join you in the de·
fence of your homes and firesides.
G. T. BEAUREGARD.

Simultaneous with this came the following
appeal from one of the Georgia Senators in
the Confederate Congress :
RrOIDlOND,

To the People of Geo1·gia :

.

Nov. 18.

You have now the best opporturuty ever ye_t presented to destroy the enemy. Put every th1_n~ at
the disposal of our Generals, remove all proV1s1ons
from the path of the invader, and put all obstructions in his path.
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Every citizen with his gun and every neiro with
his spade and axe can do the work of a soldier. You
cnn destroy the enemy by retarding his march.
Georgians be firm, act promptly, and fear not.
(Siined)
B. H. HILL.
I most cordially approve the above.
JAMES A. SEDDON, Sec'y of War.

And this also from the Georgia delegation in
the l9wer house of Oongress:
RIOlllIOND, Nov. 19, 1864.
To the People of Geo1·gia :
We have had a special conference with President
Davis and the Secretary of War, and are able to assure you that they have done, and are still doing, all
that can be done to meet the emergency that presses
upon you. Let every man fly to arms. Remove
your nelfroes, horses, cattle, and provisions from
Sherman s army, and burn what you cannot carry.
Burn all bridges, and block up the ro ads in his route.
Assail the invader in front, flank, and rear, by night
and by day. · Let him have no rest.
JULIAN HARTRIDGE, MARK BLAUFO~D,
J. H. REYNOLDS,
Gen. N. LESTER,
JNO. T. SHEWMAKER, JOS. M. SMITH.

One of the last acts of Gov. Brown, before
his hurried flight from Milledgeville, was to
issue a proclamation ordering a levy en masse .
of the whole free white population of the
State between the ages of sixteen and forty-five
years, except the legislature and judiciary, ordained ministers of the gospel, railroad employes and telegraph operators, and all persons
physically unable to bear arms. They were
required to undergo military ·service for forty
days, and failure to report at the designated
places was to be considered equivalent to desertion. Should the directors 9r superintendents of railroad companies refuse to afford
proper cooperation with the military authorities they were to be sent immediately to the
front. Pursuant- to a resolution of the Legislature the Governor also offered pardon to the
prisoners in the penitentiary at Milledgevi4e if
they would volunteer and prove themselves
good soldiers. About a hundred accepted the
offer. These preparations came manifestly too
late to offer any other than a fel'lble resistance
to the advance of Gen. Sher)Ilan's well-appointed m·my ; and whatever opposition the
latter did encounter during the remainder of
the campaign was due to the efforts of such
fragmentary bodies of Oonfederate troops or
organized State militia as could be hastily concentrated.
.
But few of the troops that ·reached the
neighborhood of Milledgeville entered the town,
two or three regiments only being detailed to
do provost guard duty and destroy public
property. The magazines, penitentiary, arsenals, depot buildings, factories, and storehouses,
with seventeen hundred bales of cotton, were
burned; but the Oapitol and the private residences r eceived no i~iury, and, as for as _possible, pillage was prevented. The principal
of the State Asylum, and other persons,
expressed their gratitude to Gen. Sherman
that order was so fully maintained. Some
stores and about twenty-five hundred small
arms fell into the posseSoion of the Federal

troops, and in the penitentiary were found
some Federal prisoners of war. A number of
sick rebels we1·e also captured in the hospital.
While the left wing was enjoying a temporary
rest at Milledgeville, the right advanced steadily
along the Georgia Oentral Railroad to the
Oconee, destroying every mile of track in its
march. The r ebels became aware at last that
Macon was not to be seriously attacked, and
by extraordinary exertions succeeded in getting
Gen. Wheeler across the Oconee, in the neighborhood of the railroad bridge, where, aided
by a body of militia under Gen. Wayne, he was
prepared to dispute the passage. Upon reaching the bridge on the 23d, Gen. Howard found
it too well guarded to effect a crossing except
with considerable loss. A day or two was occupied with skirmishing across the river banks
to occupy the enemy's attention, w bile the 15th
corps was pushed down to a ford eight miles
below the railroad, where a pontoon was laid
without much difficulty. The rebel forces then
made a precipitate retreat, and by the 26th the
whole right wing was across the river and moving eastward along the railroad, which was
destroyed as the column advanced. The left
wing crossed the Oconee near Milledgeville
without opposition on the 24th, and moved in
a southeasterly direction toward Sandersville,
a town lying. a little north of the Georgia
Oentral Railroad, and about 15 miles east of
the river. This movement hastened the re·
treat of Gen. Wayne. The 14th corps now
took post on the left flank of this column,
which position it held during the remainder of
the campaign. On the 26th, the 14th and 2.0th
corps, marching on paraJJ.el roads, entered
Sandersville simultaneously, driving out a body
of rebel cavalry which essayed to .impede· their
advance; and on the 2'7th and 28th both wings
were temporatily encamped between Sandersville and Irwin's Oross Roads, a few miles
south of {he railro4 About this time Gen.
Sherman transfen·ed his quarters from the left
wing to the 1'7th corps, then at Tennille, a
railroad station near Sandersville.
After the demonstration toward Macon, ending with the action at Griswoldville, Gen.
Kilpatrick shifted his cavalry force to the left
wing. Remaining a day or two at Milledgeville to recruit, he started thence on the 25th
in the direction of Waynesboro, a station on
the Augusta and Millen Railroad, '75 miles due
east, for the purpose partly of covering the
passage of the main body of the army across
the Ogeechee, the next great river on the route
east of the Oconee, and partly of conducting a
feint toward Augusta. On the 2'7th, a few
hundred of his cavalry, under Oaptains Hays
and Estes, dashed into Waynesboro, burned the
railroad bridg.e over Briar Creek in the neighborhood, and after it:tflicting other damage, fell
back on the succeeding day to the main cavalry
body which lay east of the Ogeechee, in _the
neighborhood of Louisville. One of the pnmo
objects of the advance was to surprise Millen
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and release the Federal prisoners confined there;
but nothing more than a demonstration in that·
direction was attempted, information reaching
Gen. Kilpatrick that the enemy had for weeks
previous been gradually removing the prisoners
to some less exposed point in Southern Georgia.
On the 28th the 14th corps struck the Ogee~
chee River at Fenn's Bridge, 15 miles northeast of Sandersville, crossed on pontoons after
some hours' delay, and marching down the left
bank of the river reached Louisville on the
29th. The 20th corps at the same time moved
along the railroad, which from Davisboro
station immediately south of Fenn's bridge,
follows for about 20 miles -a course parallel
with the Ogeechee. The 17th andCIJ.5th corps
moved south of the railroad, the 15th, with
which was Gen. Howard, covering the right
flank of the army. The cavalry under Gen.
Wheeler fell back steadily in the path of the
advancing columns, seeking to qelay their
movements, and during the 28th and 29th had
much sharp skirmishing with the Federal
cavalry in the neigborhood of Louisville. Up
to this time the objective point of Gen. Sherman was as much an uncertainty to the rebel
leaders as at the commencement of the campaign; but in the appearance of Gen. Kilpatrick on the left flank of the Federal army,
and especially in the occupation of Louisville
by the 14th corps, Gen. Wheeler fancied he
detected ari intention to move in force upon
Waynesboro, and thence to Augusta., 30 miles
further north. That he should be thus deceived was part of the plan of Gen. Sherman,
who gladly witnessed the rebel cavalry moving
to the north to obstruct the supposed advance
upon Augusta, and thus leaving him at liberty
to cross the Ogeechee with his main body. On
the 30th, the 20th and 17th' corps, which had
been actively engaged for several days in
destroying the tailroa.d between Tennille station and the river, succeeded in crossing with
little difficulty, the former at the railroad
bridge, and the latter near Barton ·station, a
few miles further east. '.!,'he 15th corps pursued its march in a parallel line with the other
columns on the right bank of the river. The
Ogeechee was naturally a line of great strength
to the enemy, who might have made its passage
a costly effort to the Federal army. That three
of its four corps should have, under these cirOll!Ilstances, crossed without loss was esteemed
one of the most brilliant pieces of strategy witnessed during the campaign.
.
On the morning of Nov. 30th Gens. Baird's
and Morgan's divisions of the 14th corps moved
forward a short distance on the road toward
W:aynesboro, which was the signal for Gen.
Kilpatrick to renew, in cooperation with these
troops, his demonstration against Augusta.
For the purpose also of expediting Gen.
_Wheeler's movement to the north, the remainmg division of the 14th corps demonstrated on
the same day against his left flank. This had
the desired effect, and during Dec. 1st that
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general rapidly fell back before the Federal advance. During the 1st 2d and 3d constant
skirmishing took place between the Federal
and rebel cavalry, the latter being gradually ·
pushed beyond Waynesboro. On the 3d they
were found strongly posted on the railroad,
two miles northeast of the town, with heav-y
rail barricades in front, and a swamp and railroad embankment -on either flank. Two or
three vigorous charges by the Federal cavalry
sufficed to drive them from their defences with
considerable loss. Up to this point Baird's
divi$ion of the 14th corps formed the infantry
support to the cavalry. The remaining divisions
of this corps upon reaching Buckhead Creek
had tm-ned east to Lumpkin's station on the
Augusta and Millen Railroad, 10 miles south
of Waynesboro, where on the 3d and 4th they
destroyed a considerable portion of the track.
Th~y then marched in a southeasterly direction for Jacksonboro, 20 miles east of Millen,
where, on the 5th, they united with Gens.
Kilpatrick and Baird, who having finished their
demonstration a~ainst Augusta, moved rapidly
south fro_m Waynesboro on the 4t-h.
Meanwhile the 20th and 17th corps advanced
steadily along the railroad, and on Dec. 2d the
latter reached Millen. The 20th corps passed
somewhat north of Millen, through Birdsville,
and thence marched southeast, while the 15th
corps moved in two columns to the west of
the Ogeechee River, a day's march in advance
of the main body. The whole army, pivoting,
it may be said, upon Millen, now swung slowly
around from its eastern course4 and moved in
parallel columns directly southward, all, with
the exception of the 15th corps, marching down
the peninsula formed by the O~e~chee and
Savannah Rivers. The 17th corps followed the
railroad, destroying it from Millen downward.
The success of the feint towru·d Augusta was
now demonstrated in the fact that Gen. Sherman was pursuing an uninterrupted march to
the coast, with his army well in hand, while a
large rebel force was concentrated in Augusta,
too far in the rear of the Federal army to check
its progress for a day, and utterly useless for
offensive purposes. Even when it was ascertained that Gen. Sherman was moving south
from Millen, the enemy appear to have been
uncertain whether Savannah, Dn;rien, Brunswick, or even Port Royal harbor was to be his
objective point. After the deflection of the
Federal march southward from Millen, however, they admitted that Gen. Sherman might
possibly escape.
As the Federal army continued its advance
down the peninsula between the Savannah
and Ogeechee Rivers, it became apparent to
Gen. Hardee, who held Savannah with fifteen
thousand men, a great part of whom ~ver_e militia, that that city was to be the obJect1ve. of
Gen. Sherman. A line of works, stretchmg
from river to river, had been erected to delay
the Federal advance; and for the purpose of
preventing an attack upon the Savannah and
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Gu]f Railroad, which was being employed to
its utmost capacity to bring supplies and reenforcements to the city, a force was sent
across the Ogeechee, which it was supposed
would offer effectual resistance to the progress
of the 15th corps. The greater part of the
latter, however, had crossed to the east bank
of the Ogeechee, on the '7th, near Eden, and
on the ·succeeding day Gen. Qorse's division
was pushed forward between the Little and
Great Ogeechee, thirteen miles in advance of
the main column, to the canal connecting the
Ogeechee with the Savannah. The canal was
quickly bridged, and the division intrenched in
a strong position on the south side, the enemy,
after a brief resistance, abandoning their advanced lines, and taking refuge within the fortifications proper of Savannah. Other portions
of the 15th corps were immediately brought
up tQ support Gen. Oorse, and on the 9th a
detachment moved forward to the Savannah
and Gulf Railroad, destroyed the track for several miles around Miller's station, and captured
a train of eighteen cars, with many prisoners,
thus cutting off communication between Savannah and the South.
·
While the extreme right was thus closing in
upon the rear of Savannah, the main body
moved south by rapid marches between the
Ogeechee and Savannah Rivers;. The weather,
which had been for the most part favorable
during the first half of the campaign, became
rainy after the columns passed Millen, and the
swampy regions of the coast, which the army
had now entered upon, offered serious obstacles
to rapid marchil;ig. But, inspired by continued successes and the prospect of soon ~ening
communications with the fleet on the coast, the
troops pushed forward with no more delays
than were caused by bridging streams or corduroying swamps, and on the evening of the
10th the advance of the several columns had
reached positions varying from three to eight
miles distant from Savannah. On the march
the left wing struck the Savannah and Oharleston Railroad where it crosses the Savannah
River, from which point southward the track
was thoroughly destroyed. The enemy showed
considerable resistance as the Federal army
approached the city, and the 14th and 17th
corps sustained some loss in skirmishing. A
number of men having been wounded by the
explosion of shells and torpedoes, buried and
concealed in the road, the rebel prisoners were
placed in front of the columns, and compelled
to remove them. Kilpatrick covered the rear,
and kept at bay such scattered bodies of ·cavalry as attempted to harass the march. The
11th and 12th were occupied in putting the
troops in position, establishing batteries, erecting breast\vorks, and in other operations connected with a regular investment, and on the
latter day the army was concentrated so as to
form a semicircle, extending from the Savannah River to the Savannah and Gulf Railroad.
The line was about ten mLl:as long, the extreme

left, held by the 20th corps, being about three
miles from the city, while the extreme right
of the 15th corps, resting on the railroad, was
eleven miles distant. Next to the 20th corps
came the 14th, and next to that on the right
the 17th. Everywhere the troops encountered
a strong line of earthworks, ha-ving heavy
gtms in position, and held apparently by a
large force. These were the exterior fortifloations of Savannah, and although of considerable extent, were so flanked by a series of impassable 4lwamps stretching across the peninsula, .as to be capable of easy defence. All the
openings to these morasses, as well as tho
roads leading through them, had been fortified
with extreme care, and could hardly be carried
without severe loss.
Meanwhile, as early as the 9th, Oapt. Duncan and two scouts had been sent from the 15th
corps on the hazardous enterprise of penetrating the enemy's lines and reaching the coast,
for the purpose of communioating with the
fleet, which it was known was on the alert for
intelligence from Gen. Sherman's army. Embarking in a small skiff on the Ogeechee, at
nightfall, they paddled down the river until
warned by the approach of day to conceal
themselves in the rice swamps. On the night
of the 10th they resumed their voyage, and
creeping past Fort McAllister and the picket
boats during a rain storm, emerged into Ossabaw Sound, where, on the morning of the
11th, they were picked up by the Federal gunboat Flag, which immediately conveyed them
to Hilton Head. Gen. Foster, commanding
the department, was at once summoned from
Pocotaligo, where he was demonstrating against
the Charleston and Savannah Railroad in aid
of Geh. Sherman's movement, and received
from the scouts Gen. Howard's despatch of the
9th: "We have had perfect success, and the
army 'is in fine spirits." This was the first
direct intelligence from the expeditionary army
since its departure from Atlanta, and its reception in the North a few days later caused universal rejoicing. T~e greater part of the avail·
able naval force on the station being already
in ·tlie Savannah River for the purpose of cooperating with the army, nothing remaineil to
be done but to send a few vessels around to
Ossabaw and W assaw Sounds to endeavor to
open communications. W assaw Sound, into
which empties the Wilmington River, being
nearer the city, was carefully explored by Gen.
Foster and Admiral Dahlgren, and both there
and in Ossabaw Sound the gunboats were
directed to make frequent signals with the
shore.
Gen. Sherman hav,ng determined that Ossaba w Sound, which forms the mouth of the
Ogeechee, afforded the most practicable ~eans
of communicating with the fleet, immediat~ly
took measures to reduce Fort McAllister, wh1c~
oommands the water approaches in that direction. This work, situated on the right bank
of the Great Ogeechee, about six miles from
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the Sound, was one of the strongest of its class
in the South, and had successfully resisted attacks by the Monitor' fleet in January and
March, 1863. It comprised three half bastions
and two curtains, and mounted twenty-one
guns, several of which were 8-inch and IO-inch
pieces. Every line of approach, both by land
and water, was swept by howitzers and fieldpieces placed od. the bastions, and along its
front extended a ditch forty feet wide and of
great depth, into whose bottom were driven
heavy palisades. Outside of the ditch was a
formidable line of abatis, and beyond this the
land approaches were thickly planted with torpedoes. The fort bad received additions in
armament and garrison since the naval attacks,
and was now held by two hundred and fifty
men, commanded~ Major .Anderson and Captains 01inch and w nite.
On the evening of the 12th Gen. Hazen's
division of the 15th corps, to which was assigned the duty of assaulting the fort, marched
from its position on the Savannah and Gulf Railroad toward Kingsbridge over the Great Ogeechee, distant about six miles. This structm·e
having been destroyed by the enemy, a new
one, eighteen hundred feet in length, was erected
during the night, and at daybreak of the 18th
the column pushed on for Fort Mc.Allister. At
half-past four in the afternoon the work was
completely invested, and the troops advanced
to the assnult in a single line, over an open
space of six hundred yards, the greater part
of which consisted of a rice swamp. The obstacles were formidable enough to have deterred veterans of more experience th:m those
who formed the attacking column, and might
have justified the erection of intrenchments
and a system of gradual approaches, which
would have involved a loss of valuable time
and delayed the opening of communications
with the fleet. "Carry the place by assault
to-night if possible," was Gen. Sherman's order
to Hazen, and the troops, fighting under the
immediate eye of their commander, who was
watching the action from a house-top some
miles distant, and aroused to a high pitch of
enthusiasm, pressed eagerly forward, regardless of bursting torpedoes or the fire from the
fort. In an almost incredible short space of
time the open ground was crossed, the abatis
surmounted, and the ditch reached. A few
minutes sufficed to remove the palisades, and
the men, with loud cheers, swarmed over the
parapet, shooting and bayoneting the gunners
who refused to suuender, and planted the national colors upon the rampart. The assault
occupied barely twenty minutes, and from first
to last the storming column never wavered in
its advance. The Federal loss was but twentythree killed and eighty-two wounded, owing to
the celerity of the movement, and that of the
enemy amounte4 to fourteen killed and twentyone wounded. Two hundred and eleven rebel
officers and men were taken prisoners. On
the succeeding day the latter were employed
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in removing the torpedoes buried around the
fort.
Just previous to the assault Gen. Sherman
detected a gunboat reconnoitring in the river
below the fort, and at once opened communications with her by signals. No sooner was
the fort taken than he embarked in a rowboat
on the Ogeechee, and a few hours later was
taken on board of the steamtug Dam,delion in
the cabin of which he wrote his first despatch
to the Secretary o!' War as follows :
ON BOARD D..U."DELION, OsSADAW BoUND,}
11 :50 P. M., Dec. 18.

To-day, at 5 P. M. , Gen. Hazen's division of the 15th
corps carried Fort McAllister by assault, capturing
its entire garrison and stores. This opened to us
the Ossabaw Sound, and I pushed down to this gun.
boat to co=unicate with the fleet. Before opening
communication we had completely destroyed all the
railroads leading into Savannah and invested the
city. The left is on the Savannah Rive1:{ three miles
above the city, and the right on the ugeechee, at
Kingsbridge. The m-my is in splendid order, and
equal to any thing. The weather has been fine, and
supplies were abundant. Our march was most agreeable, and we were not at all arrested by guerrillas.
We reached Savannah three days ago, but owing
to Fort Mc.Allister could not communicate; but no"w
we have Mc.Allister we can go ahead.
We have already captured two boats on the Savannah River, and prevented their gunboats from
coming down.
•
I estimate the population of Savannah at twenty.
five thousand and the garrison at fifteen thousand.
Gen. Hardee commands.
We have not lost a wagon on the trip, but have
gathered in a lnrge supply of negroes, mules, horses,
etc., and our teams are in far better condition than
when we started.
My firs't duty will to clear the army of surplus
negroes, mules, and horses. We have utterly destroyed over two hundred miles of rails, and consumed sto;es and provisions that were essential to
Lee's and Hood's armies. The quick work made
with McAllister and the opening of communication
with our fleet, and the consequent independence for
supplies, dissipates all their boasted threats to head
me off and starve the army.
I regard Savannah as already gained.
Yours, truly,
W. •T. SHERMAN, Major-General.

On the succeeding day he met Gen. Foster
and Admiral Dahlgren in Wassaw Sound, where
measures were concerted for opening permanent communication between the ro·my and
the fleet, and for efficient cooperation by the
latter in the reduction of Savannah. The new
base was established on the Ogeechee at Kingsbridge, and the obstructions in the river _having been removed, a nllIIlber of transports
. passed up on the 16th and 1'7th. On the 16th
several tons of mail matter were distributed
among the soldiers.
:Meanwhile the lines of investment were
steadily pressed around Savannah, prisoners
being employed to remove the torpedoes
buried by the enemy along the chief avenues
of approach. On every side of th.a city but
that fronting the river the inves't'lnent was
complete. By means of rows of piles, sunken
vessels and the guns of Forts Jackson, Lee,
and L~wton, the enemy commanded th~ river
to within a few miles of Fort Pulaski. Be-
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tween the city and the South Carolina shore
intervenes Hutchinson's Islan<l, several miles in
length, the upper end of whk.h had been seized
by Gen. Slocum as the Federal left wing approached the city. But the lower end, divided
from the upper by a canal, was fortified and
still held by the enemy; and somewhat below
the island, on the South Carolina side, com.mences Union Causeway, traversing the extensive swamps intervening between Savannah
and Charleston, and offering a practicable line
of retreat to Gen. Hardee. To approach the
city from the north, along the Carolina shore,
through the wide stretch of swamps and ricefields, artiliciruly and skilfully flooded, seemed
almost an impossibility, and the enemy relied confidently upon a protracted and perhaps successful resistance. On the 16th Gen.
Sherman sent a formal demand for the surrender of Savannah, closing his despatch with
Hood's words to the colored troops at Dalton.
To this General Hardee replied that ns his
communications were still open and his men
supplied with subsistence, he was able to withstand a long siege, and was determined to hold
the city until his forces were overpowered.
Gen. Sherman now rapidly pushed forward
his work, and by means of a substantial corduroy road traversing the swamps and rice-fields
between Kingsbridge and the city, brought
up heavy siege guns which by the 20th were
put in position. Perceiving this, and also that
preparations were making to close up the Federal lines on the left, Gen. Hardee seems to
have become suddenly aware of the danger
that menaced the city, and alive to the necessity of securing his own retr'iat while
Union Causeway afforded an avenue M escape.
On the afternoon of the 20th his troops we1·e
hurrjedly set to work to destroy the navy
yard and Government property, while tho formidable iron-clads, Georgia and Savannah,
.moved up the river and comm'tnced a furious
fire on the Federal left, supported by several
batteries. Under cover of this fire the garrison was transported during the night of the
20th, by steamboats, rowboats, and rafts to
Union Causeway, and on the morning of the
21st the troops were well on their way to
Charleston. Before leaving, they blew up the
iron-clads n.nd the fortifications below the city.
· .A.t dawn of the 21st the evacuation became
known to the Federal pickets, and several regiments were sent forward to occupy the deserted
intrenchments. .A. few hours later Gen. Sherman entered the city at the head of his bodyguard, and received its formal surrender from
the municipal authorities. The following despatch to the President announced this crowning success of the campaign :

The following from Gen. Foster gives additional details of the c;apture:
STEA.MER GOLDEN STATE, 8AVA.1INAil

RIVER,}

December 22-7 P.

M.

To Lieut. Gen.-G-r ant and Maj.-Gen. H. W. Halleck:
I have the 'honor to report that I have just returned
from Gen. Sherman's headquarters in Savannah.
I send Major Gray, of my staff, as bearer of despatche.s from Gen. Sherman to you, and also a message to the President.
The city of Savannah was occtpied on the morning of the 21st. Gen. Hardee, anticipating the contemplated assault, escaP.ed with the main body of his
infantry and light art1llery on the morning of the
20th, by crossing the river to Union Causeway, op.
posite the city. The rebel iron-clads were blown up,
and the navy yard was burned. All the rest of the
city- is intact, and contains twenty thousand citizens,
qmet and well disposed.
The captures include eight hundred prisoners, one
hundred and fifty guns, tliirteen locomotives in good '
order, one hundred and ninety cars, a. large supply
of ammunition and materials of war, three steamers,
and thirty-three thousand bales of cotton, safely
stored in warehouses. All these valuable fruits of
an almost bloodless victory have been, like Atlanta,
fairly won.
I opened communication with the city with my
steamero to-day, taking up what torpedoes we could
see, and passing safely over others. Arrangements
are made to clear the channel of all obstructions.
J. G. FOSTER, Major-General.

With the capture of Savannah ended the
great winter campaign through Georgia, just
fl ve weeks after the Federal army left Atlanta.
Within that period Gen. Sherman traversed at
his leisure, and with a total loss of less than
fifteen hundred men, a tract of country varying
from sixty to twenty miles in width, and completely destroyed the great railroad quadrilateral of which Atlanta, Macon, .A.ugnsta, and
Savannah formed the four corners. When it
is recollected that from Atlanta to Madison
on the Georgia road, and from the neighborhood of Macon to Savannah, the track
was systematically torn up, beside considerable
portions of the Milledgeville branch and the
Augusta and Millen road, Gen. Sherman's
estimate of 200 miles destroyed will seem under
the mark. The work of destruction was carried on with a completeness and deliberation
unknown to previous expeditions. Every rail
was heated and twisted; every tie, briclge,
tank, wood-shed, and depot building was burned,
and every culvert blown up. For miles on the
Geo1·gia, Georgia Central, and Augusta and
Millen roads, the track is carried over marshy
territory by extensive trestle-work. This was
all burned or otherwise injured beyond the possibility of immediate replacement. Almost from
the moment of departure the army literally
fed on the fat of the land, and fared probably
better on the march than in camp. Live stock,
poultry, Indian meal, sweet potatoes, sorghum
syrup, and other luxuries were found in an
abundance far exceeding -the demands of the
~ SAVA. NNAIJ, GA., December 22.
His .Ertcelle,w;9 President Lincoh~ :
men 1 and many thousand head of cattle, horses,
I beg to present you as a Christmas gift the city of and mules were gathered up on the march and
Savannah, with one hundred and fifty heavy guns
and plenty of ammunition, and also about twenty- brought safely to the coast. The army is said
to have encamped around Savannah with fifty
five thousand bales of cotton.
W. T. SHERMAN, Major-General.
days' rations of beef on the hoof. .A.s a. rule the
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regulations respecting pillaging were observed
by the troops, but of necessity many instances
occurred where private property, not necessary
to sustain life or assist military operations, was
appropriated by stragglers. Such occurrences
are unavoidable in the unopposed progress of a
large army through a well-stocked country.
As was expected, large numbers of &laves, of
both sexes and of all ages, seized the opportunity to gain their freedom, and followed in
the wake of the several columns. The ablebodied men did good service as pioneers, teamsters, or laborers, and in many cases the places
where horses, cattle, provisions, cotton, or
valuables were concealed, were revealed by the
colored fugitives. On several occasions this
, class of followers became so numerous as to
impede the movements of the army and the
trains. Many dropped off from time to time
exhausted by the march ; but from eight to ten
thousand succeeded in reaching • Savannah.
Ootton was of course invariably burned whereever discovered, and the loss is estimated at
15,000 bales. The most remarkable feature of
the campaign was the trifling opposition which
the enemy opposed to the expeditionary army,
and the ease with which every attack was repelled. In every. engagement, down to the
smallest skirmish, the Federal troops, having
11,n absolute faith in their leader which made
them equal to any task he might impose,
showed their superiority. The cavalry advance, supported occasionally by a division or
two of infantry, and frequently engaging superior numbers, was found adequate for any
thing which the enemy could oppose to them.
Full hnlf the loss sustained by Gen. Sherman
was of stra.gglers and plunderers, surprised and
captured by the enemy while out of the direct
line of march.
Upon the surrender of Savannah, Gen. Geary
was appointed military commander. The city
:was found uninjlll'ed, ·the Federal ca~on havmg never opened upon it, and was crowded
with refugees from the interior, many of whom
were without the means of procuring food.
Measures were adopted for supplying the wants
of these persons, and stringent orders issued by
Gen. Geary for the protection of peaceful
citizens and their property ag.ainst outrages by
soldiers. The cotton was, however, appropriated by the United States Government, with
the design of shipping it to the North for sale.
The following order was issued by Gen. Sherman for the gov~rnment of the city:
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MIS· t
SISSIPPI, m THE FIELD, SAv ANNA.II, GA., Dec. 26th, 1864. f
Special Field Orders No. 143.
_The city of Savannah and surrounding country
~l~ be held as a military post and adapt<:d to future
mihtary uses; but as it contains a population of some
20,000 people, who must be provided for, and as
other c1tizeus ma;y- come, it is proper to lay down
~ertnin general prmciples, that all within its military
Jurisdiction may understand their relative duties and
obligations.
I. During war, the military is superior to civil
authority, and where interests clash the civil must
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give way; yet where there i-s no conflict, every encouragement should be given to well-disposed and
peac~'.1-ble inhabitant~ to resume t~eir usual pursui~.
.Families should be disturbed as httle as possible m
their residences, and tradesmen allowed the free use
of their shops, tools, &c. Churches, schools, nil
places of amusement aQ,d recreation, should be encouraged, and streets and roads made perfectly safe
to persons in their usual pursuits. Passes should
not be exacted within the line of outer pickets, but
if any person shall abuse these privileges by communicating with the enemy, or doing any act of
hostility to the Gonrnment of the United States, he
or she will be punished with the utmost rigor of the
law. Commerce with the outer world will be resumed
to an extent commensurate with the wants of the
citizens, governed by the restrictions and rules of
the Treasury Department.
II. The ChieI Quartermaster and Commissary of
the army may give suitable employment to the
people, w-hite and black, or transport them to such
points as they choose, where employment may be
had, and may extend temporary relief, in the way of
provisions and vacant houses, to the worthy and
needy, until such time as they can help themselves.
They will select, first, the buildings for the necessary
uses of the army; next, a sufficient number of stores
to be turned over to the Treasury .Agent for trade
stores. .All vacant storehouses or dwellings, and all
buildings belonging to absent rebelsl.-.wil1 be construed and used as belons:ing ~o the united States,
until such times as their titles can be settled by the
courts of the United States.
III. The Mayor and C;ty Council of Savannah will
continue and exercise their functions as such, and
will, in concert with the commanding officer of the
post and Chief Quartermaster, see that the fire companies are kept in organization, the streets cleaned
and .lighted; and keep up a good understanding between the citizens and soldiers. They will ascertain
and report to the Chief C. S., ns soon as possible,
the names and number of worthy families that need
assistance and support.
The Mayor will -forthwith give public notice that
the time J:wi,s come when all must choose their course,
viz. : to 1tmain within otu lines and conduct themselves as good citizens, or depart in pence. He will
ascertain the names of all who choose to leave Savann ah, and report their names and residence to the
Chief Quartermaster, that measures may be taken to
transport them beyond the lines.
IV. Not more than two newspapers will be published in Savannah, and their editors and proprietors
will be held to the strictest accountability, and will
be punished severely in person and property for any
libelous publication, mischievous matter, premature
news, exaggei·ated statements, or any comments
whatever upon the acts of the constituted authorities ;
they will be held accountable even for such articles
though copied from other papers.
By order of Maj.-Gen. W. T. SHERM.AN.
L. M. DAYTON, .Aide-de-Camp.
.

In marked contrast with the inhabitants of
other Confederate cities captured during the
war, the population of Savannah showed a desire to conform their conduct to circumstances,
and refrained from open insults or efforts to vex
or harass their captors. It does not appear
that a bale of cotton, or indeed any_ t!nng of
positive value, was destroyed by the c1t1zens to
prevent its falling into the hands of the Federal
troops. A latent Union feeling wa~ ev_e1;1 developed and at a meeting of influential citizens
conven~d on the 28th, in pt;rsuance ?f a <?all
from Mayor A,rnold, to take wto consideration
"matters relating to the present and future
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Resovved, 4th. That we nspectfully request his
welfare of the city," the following resolutions
Excellency the Governor to call a convention of the
were unanimously adopted:
people of Georgia, by any constitutional means in

W7ierellll, By the fortune of war and the surrender his power, to give them an opportunity of voting
of the city by the civil authorities, Savannah passes upon the question whether they wish the wnr between
once more under the authority of the U nitecl States; the two sections of the country to continue.
and whereas we believe that the interests of the city
Resovved, 5th. That Major-General Sherman having
will be best subserved and promoted by a full and placed as military commander of this post Brigadierfree expression of our views in relation to our present General Geary, who has, by his urbanity as a gentlecondition, we, therefore, the people of Savannah, in man and bis uniform kindness to our citizens, clone
foll meeting nssemblecl, do hereby resolve,
all in his power to protect them and theiJ: property
1st. That we accept the position, and in the lan- from insult and injury, it is the unanimous desire of
gua.,.e of the President of the United States, seek to all )?resent that he be allowed to remain in bis present
liave "peace by laying down our arms and submit- position, and that for the reasons above stated the
ting to the national autbority under the Constitution, thanks of the citizens are hereby tendered to him
leavin.,. nil questions which remain to be adjusted bythe and the officers under his command.
peacet11 means oflegislation, conference, and votes."
Finding the people so tractable and resigned
Resovved, 2d. That laying aside all differences and
burying bygones in the graves of the pnst, we will to their condition, Gen. Geary exerted himself
use our best endeavors once more to brmg back the to protect them from oppression, and to mainprosperity: and commerce we once enjoyed . .
tain order; and several instances occurred of
Resqvved, 3d; That we do not put ourselves in the soldiers being severely punished for drunkenposition of a conquered city asking terms of a conqueror, but we claim the immunities and privileges ness, pillaging, or other improper acts. Meascontained in the proclamation and message of the ures were at once taken to prepare the OnsPresident of the United States, and in all the legisla- tom House and Post Office for the former
tion of Con~ress in reference to a people situated as uses, and by several of the insurance .com:
we are; ana while we Qwe on our pnrt a strict ob edience to the laws of the United States, we ask the panies the propriety of establishing a N ntional
protection over our persons, lives, and property re- Bank, under the Act of Congress, was seriously
considered.
cognized by those laws.

'

CHAPTER XL VI.

General Sheridan takes command on the Upper Potomac-Attack on Fisher's Hill-March of Sheridan np the Shenandoah
-Sudden Attack oi'the Enemy-Their Repulse and Pnrsnit-Guerr!llns-Movement~ of Gen. Price in Missouri-Investment of Nashville by Gen. Hood-Battles-Retreat of Hood and pnrsnit by Gen. Thomas-Expedition against the
Mississippi Central Railroad from nnton Rouge-Movements of Gen. Warren o,,aainst the Weldon Road.

•

GENERAL SHERIDAN, after taking command
of the army on the upper Potomac, held a strong
position near the railroad from Harper's Ferry
toward Winchester. On Sept. 14th a reconnaissance was made by Gen. Wilson within two
miles of Winchester, w hlch resulted in the capture of the 8th South Carolina infantry, numbering 136 men and 16 officers. On the 18th
Gen. Gardner Ulflde an attack on Gen. Averill,
at Martinsburg, but was repulsed. At this time
the main body of Gen. Early's army was in the
vicinity of Bunker Hill, northwest of the position held by Gen. Sheridan. By a rapid advance along the Winchester road Gen. Sheridan
could gain the rear of the enemy, and he quickly
embraced the opportunity. The 6th and 19th
corps began to move at 3 A. M. on the morning
of the 19th. Gen. Orook followed three hours
later and joined the main column at the crossing of the Opequan. This advance was stubbornly resisted, and the first and second lines
were temporarily thrown into confusion. But
the artillery being brought into position, the
ranks were reformed, and a severe contest ensued. At some points the opposing lines were
not more than two hundred ynrds apart. By
a successful cavalry charge the enemy were
tbrown into confusion and ckiven from the field.
The enemy retreated toward Fisher's Hill, a

short distance south of Strasburg, closely followed by Gen. Sheridan. That evening he sent the
following despatch to Gen. Grant:
.IAeut.-Gen.

Wmmn:sTJm, VA., Sept. 19, 7.80 P. 11.

[l.

S. Gnvnt:

I have the honor to report that I u.ttacked the
forces of Gen. Early over the Berryville pike, at the
crossing of Opequan Creek, and after a most stubborn and sanguinary engagement, which lasted from
early in the morning until 5 o'clock in the evening,
completely defeated nim, driving him throu~h Winchester, capturing twenty-five lmndred prisoners,
five pieces of artillery, nine army flags, and most of
their wounded. The rebel Genera.ls Rhodes and
Gordon were killed, and three other general officers
wounded. Most of the enemy's wounded and all of .
their dead fell into our hands.
Our losses are severe· among them Gen. D. A.
Russell, commanding a division in the Si_·dh Corps,
who was killed by a cannon ball. Generals Upton,
McIntosh, and Chapman were wounded.
I cannot yet tell our losses. The conduct of the
officers and men was most superb. They charged
and carried every position taken up by the rebels
from Opequan Creek to Winchester. The reb e!s
were strong in numbers and very obstinate in their
fightine;.
'I desITe to mention to the Lieut.-General command
ing the army the gallant conduct of Generals Wright, .
Crook, Emory, Torbert, and the officers and. m_en
under their command. To them the country 1s Ill·
debted for this handsome victory.
P. B. SHERIDAN, Major-Gen. Commanding.

The force of Gen. Sheridan was composed as
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follows: 6th corps, about 12,000; 19th corps
(two divisions), 9,000; Crook's corps, 12,000;
cavalry (three divisions), 10,000 ;" artillery, about
2,000; total, 45,000, and 20 or 22 batteries, ~
guns each.
That of the enemy was known to consist of
Gens. Early and Breckinridge's corps, amounting
to about 20,000 men, exclusive of cavalry and
artillery, which was estimated at 10,000 more.
The artillery consisted of 14 batteries of 6 guns
each.
·
On Sept. 22d Gen. Sheridan attacked the enemy's position at Fisher's Hill, and by forcing
back the left of his line and throwing a force in
his rear, compelled him to abandon it. He_thus
described and reporte d his success : .
HEADQ'Rs MIDDLE MILITARY DIVISION, ~
Six Mn.Es FROM W ooDSTOOK,
11.30 P. M. September 22d.
Luut.-General Grant:
I have the honor to report that I achieved a most
si_gnal victory over the army of General Early at
Fisher's Hill to-day. I found the rebel army posted
with its right resting on the north fork of the Shenandoab, and extending across the Strasburg valley
westward to North Mountain, occupying a position
which appeared almost impregnable.
.After a great deal of manreuvring during the day,
General Crook's command was transferred to . the
extreme right of the line on North Mountain, and he
furiously attacked the left of t4e enemy's line, carrying every thing before· him. While Gener3:l Crook
was clriving the enemy in the greatest confusion, and
S'l\'.eeping down behind their oreastworks, the Si~h
and Nineteenth army corps attacked the works m
front, and the wbole rebel army appeared to be
broken up: They fled in the utmost confusion. Sixteen pieces of artillery were captured, also a great
many caissons, artillery horses, &c., &c.
·
I am to-night pushing down the valley. I cannot
say how many prisoners I have captured, nor do I
know either my own or the enemy's casualties. Only
darkness has saved the whole of Early's army from
total destruction. My attack could not be made
until 4 o'clock in the evening, which left but little
daylight
to operate in.
1
£he 1st and 8d cavalry divisions went down the
Luray Valley to-day, and if they push on vigorously
to the main valley, the result of this day's engagement will be still more signal. The victory was very
com)?lete.
(Signed,)
P.H. SHERID.AN, Maj.-Gen. Com.

The number of prisoners taken was eleven
hundred. The pm-suit was made and continued
to Staunton, which Gen. Sheridan occupied
with his cavalry and inflicted much damage
upon the enemy. He then leisurely and destru.ctively fell back toward Strasburg. The
losses of the enemy in these battles in killed
wounded and missing was estimated at nearly'
'
.
ten thousand men. The losses of Gen. Sheridan
were also severe.
On the night of the 217th Gen. Averill met
with a repulse near Brown's Gap and on the
· d ,.. 11 b k ·
il
'H 1
folloWIDg ay 1e ~c SlX m es. .· e ost some
twelve men. While Gen. Shendan was at
Staunton all public property was destroyed, in-.
eluding the railroad and factories. His cavalry
then proceeded to Waynesboro for the pm·pose
·
·
ilr d b 'd
d all
of destroymg th~ rr9n _ra oa . n ge an
the barns and mills ID tb~t section Of _country.
The force of Gen. Early, ID the mean tlIDe, hl!,d

retreated through Brown's Gap with their
wagon trains, but on learning of the operations
of the Federal cavalry, Kershaw's division of
infantry and Fitzhugh Lee's cavalry were ordered "ho march in their rear and cut off tho
command of Gen. Torbert at Waynesboro.
The latter, however, marched all night by way
of Staunton and escaped.
Gen. Sheridan thus reported his march back
to Woodstock :

[t!C:"t~ ~~~afo

WooDsTocx, VA., Oct. 7, P. 1,1,

:report my command at this
pbint to niuit. I commenced moving back from
Port RepubTfo, Mount Crawfo~d, Bridgewat~r, nnd
Harrisonbm·g yesterday morn~g. The gra":1 nnd
foran-e in advance of these points had previously
beeif destroyed in coming back to this point.
The whole country, from the Blue Ridge to the
North Mountain, has been made untenable for a rebel
army. I have destro:y:ed o_ver 2,000 barns filled w~th
wheat, hay, and farmmg implements, over '70 mills
filled with wheat and flour; four herds of cMt le have
been driven before the army, and not less than 8,000
sheep h ave been killed and issued to the troops..
This destruction embraces the Luray and Little
Fork Valleys as well as the main valley. .A large
number of horses have been obtained, a proper estimate of which I cannot now make .
Lieut. John R. Meigs, my engineer officer, wns
murdered beyond Harrisonbur1,1; near Dayton. For
this atrocious net all houses within an area of five
miles were burned. Since I came into this valley
from Harper's Ferry, up to Harrisonburg, every train,
small party, and every straggler has been bu~hwhnoked by people, many of whom have p,rotect1~n
papers from commanders who have been hitherto m
that valley.
The people here are getting sick of the war; heretofore tbey have had· no reason to complain, because
they have been living in great abundance.
.
I have not been followed by the enemy up to this
point with the exception of a small force of rebel
caval~·y that showed themselves some di tance behind my rear guard. To-day a :party of 100 of. the
8th Va. cavalry, which I had stationed tit the bridge
over the North Shenandoah near Mount Jnckso_n,
was attacked by McNeil with seventeen men while
they were asleeJ?, and the whole party dispersed or
captuted. I think they will all turn up. I lear!1
that 56 of them had reached Winchester. McNe_il
was mortally wounded and fell into our bands. Tb1s
was most fortunate, as be was the most daring nod
dangerous of all bushwhackers in this section of
· the e:ountry.
M . Gen
(Signed)
P. H. SHERIDAN, aJor·

A correspondent, who was present with the
army, thus describes the scenes of this march :
The atmosphere from horizon to horizon, has
been black with th~ smoke of a hundred conflagr~
tions and nt night a gleam, brighter and more Jun
th an 'sunset , h ns sh Ot fr om ever:y: verg e·• The
d orders
b
have been to destroy all forage m stacks a?
arnsl
and to drive the stock before for the subsistence ot
the army. The execution of these orders has been
thorough, and in some instances, where barns? 0
dwelling houses, have been fired, _has r esulted int -~
destruction of the latter. In no mstance, ex?ep !
that of the burning of dwellings w:ithin fi v~ miles, 1n
retaliation for the murder of Lieut. Meigs, ba.ve
orders been issued for the burning of houses, or -~ave
such orders been sanctioned by Gen. Sherib o.n.
Such wholesale inc~ndiarism cou~d not h!l-ve t ::~
pursued however without undue license being a.
by the ~oi:st clns's of soldiers, and th~re have be~~ .
frequent ,instances ?f rn.scality. and p11lntr ,Ini~:.
criminating (for with such swift work scrun
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tion is imJ?racticable), relentless, merciless, the torch turned and the army driven back four miles
has done its terrible business in .the centre and on with the loss of twenty-four pieces of artillery.
either side of the valley. Few barns and stables
have escaped. The gardens and cornfields have been At this moment Gen. Sheridan arrived on the
desolated. The cattle, hogs, sheep, cows, oxen, field, and re-forming his lines, awaited the atnearly five thousand in all, have been driven from tack of the enemy. This was made at 1 P . M ,
every farm . The poor, alike with the rich, have suf- and repulseu. At 3 P . M . Sheridan attacked the
fered. Some have lost their all.
enemy and completely routed him, capturing
" The wailing of women and children mingling
with the crackling of flames, has sounded from scores fifty-four pieces of artillery, including his own
of dwellings. I have seen mothers weepini; over pieces. ~s despatch from the battle-field to
the loss of that which was necessary to their chil- Gen. Grant was as follows:
dren's lives, setting aside their own, their last cow,
CED.rn CREEK, VA,, Oct. 19, 10 P. :u.
their last bit of flour pilfered by stragglers, the last
1A-eut.-0en. 01·ant, Oifl/j .Poim;t:
.
morsel that they had in t.he world to eat or drink.
I have the honor to report tha•my army at Cedar
Young girls with flushed cheeks, and pale with tear- Creek was attacked at .Alacken this morrung before
ful or tearless eye, have pleaded with and cursed the daylight, and mr left was turned and driven in in
men whom the necessities of war have forced to burn confusion. In fact, most of the line was driven in
the buildings reared by their fathers, and turn them confusion, with the loss of 20 pieces of artillery. I
into paupers in a day. The completeness of the deso- hastened from Winchester, where I was on my reti.1rn
lation is awful. Hundreds of nearly starving people from Washington, and found my army between Midare going north. Our trains are crowded with them. dletown and Newton, having been driven back about
They line the wayside. Hundreds more are coming four miles. I here took the affair in hand and quick-not half the inhabitants of the valley can subsist ly marched the corps forward, formed a compact line
on it in its present condition. Abso lute want is in of battle to repulse an attack of the enemy, which
mansions used in other days to extravagant luxury. was done handsomely at about 1 o'clock, P. M. .At 8
A committee, consisting of thirty-six citizens P. M., after some changes of the cavalry from the
left to the right flank, I attacked with great vigor,
and the same number of magistrates, appointed driving
and routing the enemy, capturing, according
by the county court of Rockingham for the to the last report, 43 pieces of artillery and very
purpose of making an estimate of the losses of many prisoners. * * * *
I have to regret the loss of Gen. Bidwell, killed,
that county by the execution of Gen. Sheridan's
and Gens. Wright, Grover, and Ricketts, wounded.
orders, made an investigation and reported as Wright
is slightly wounded. Affairs at times looked
follows:
badly, but by the gallantry of our brave officers and
Dwelling houses burned, 80 ; barns ·burned, 450; men disaster has been converted into a splendid vicmills burned, 81 · fencing destroyed (miles), 100; tory. ' Darkness again intervened to shut off greater
bushels of wheat destroyed, 100,000; bushels of corn results. I now occupy Strasburg. .As soon as pracdestroyed, 50,000; tons of hay destroyed 6,238 ; ticable I will send you further particulars.
(Signed)
P.H. SHERI:rlAi'f, Maj .-General.
cattle carried off, 1, '750; horses carried off, 1, '750;
sheep carried off, 4,200; hogs carried off, 8,850;
On
the
next
day
he further reported as folfactories burned, 8 ; furnace burned, 1. In addition
to which there was an immense amount of farmino- lows:
CEDAR CREEK, VA., Oct. 20, 11.80 A. M.
utensils of every description destroyed, many of
To 1A-eut.-0en. Cfra,nt,, Oifl/j Povnt:
them of great value, such ~s McCormick's reapers,
and threshing machines; also household and kitchen . We have again been favored by a great victory,
furniture, money, bonds, plate, &c., &c., the whole won from disaster, by the gallantry of our officers
loss being estimated at the enormous sum of and men. The attack on the enemy was made at 8
P . M., by a left half-wheel of the whole line, with a
$25,000,000.
division of cavalry turning each flank of the enemy.
As Gen. Sheridan moved down the valley tow- The whole line advanced.
The enemy, after a stubborn resistance, broke .11nd
ard the Potomac River, he was followed close
aud were pushed with vigor. The artillery capby the enemy's cavah-y in' considerable force, fled,
turEJd will, probably, be over fifty pieces. This, of
~nder Gen. Rosser, the infantry being further course, includes what were captUI·ed from our troops
m the rear. On Oct. 9th the head of the col- early in the morning. At least 1,600 prisoners have
umn of infantry having entered Strasburg by been brought in ; also wagons and ambulances in
the eastern road, while the rear was some four large numbers. This morning the cavalry made a
at Fisher's .l;Iill and carried it; the enemy'
miles further south, and the enemy following hdash
aving fled during the night, leaving only a smaU
the cavalry on the western road had ac1'vanced rear guard.
so far as to bring the infantry upon their right
I have to regret the loss of many valuable officers
rear, the cavah-y under Gens. Ouster and Mer- 1.-illed and wounded. Among them is CoL James
ritt turned and made an attack. At the same Thorburn, commanding a division of Crook's comkilled; Col. Sherwood, co=anding a bri~ade,
time a report spread among the enemy's cav- mand,
but would not leave the field. I cannot yet give a
ah-y that the Federal infantry were flanking full account, as many of our men who were captured
them. They immediately gave way, and a in t~e m9rning have since made t~eir escaP.e. a!-1d a~e
stampede ensued. The pursuit continued to commg m. Ramseur, commanding a division 10.
army, died this morning.
O?lumbia Furnace, seven miles south of Fisher's Early's
·
(Signed)
1'. H. SHERIDAN.
Hill. The loss of the enemy was eleven pieces

of artillery and about three hundred men.
Gen. Sheridan then continued to fall back as
far as Cedar Run. While at this _position, on
Oct. 19th, his force was suddenly attacked by
~he ene~y ~efore daylight, and his lines thr?wn
~to confusion with every prospect of a ser10us
disaster. The left flank of the 8th corps was

•

The enemy were pm;sued nearly to Mt. Jackson. The loss of Gen. Sheridan's army in the
morning was between 800 and 1,000 taken
prisoners. He took afterwards from 1,500 to
2,000 of tl1e enemy prisoners, and 300 wagons
and ambulances. The losses in killed and
wounded on either side have not been reported•
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They are known to have been sever~. With
the exception of a few affairs of small consequence, this closed the military operations in
the Shenandoah valley for the remainder of
the year; Gen. Early's force took a position
further up the valley, while Gen. Sheridan's
army was scattered in detachments widely
separated. On Nov. 14th the President issued
the following order :
WAR DEPARTMENT, W A.SIIINGTON,

Nov. 14th, 1864.

Ordered 7m the .President :-1. That the resi~nation

- !II'

of _George 13. McClellan as major-general m the
United States .AI*y, dated November 8th, and received by the Adjutant-General on the 10th inst., be
accepted as of the 8th of November.
.
. 2. That for personal gallantry, military skill, and
Just confidence in the courage and patriotism of his
troops displayed by Philip H. Sheridan on the 19th
of October, at Cedar Run, whereby, under the blessing of Providence, his routed army was reorganized,
a great national disaster averted, and a brilliant victory achieved over the rebels for the third time in
pitched battie within thirty da,:y-s, Philip H. Sheridan
1s appointed Major-General m the United States
.Aimy, to rank as such from the 8th day of N ovember, 1864. •
By order of the President of the United States.
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Assistant Adjutant-General.

.All that district of · country west of Washington and immediately south of the Potomac
River was infested with guerrillas throughout
the yoor. Col. Mosby was their leader. Many
of their expeditions were conducted with great
boldness. Sometimes they came within a few
miles of Washington. On one occasion during
the year they captured a passenger train on tl1e
Baltimore and Ohio Raih-oad, between Harper's
Fetry and Martinsburg. A rail was 1'emoved,
and the train thus running off the track was
brought to a stop. Their proceedings have
been thus graphically described:
In an instant we heard the guerrillas entering the
~ars from both ends. Surmising their errand, I
Jerked 1;'1Y watch from my pocket, handed it to a lady
cotl\Pamon, telling her to secrete it, which ·she did.
Just then one of the fellows stood before me with p.
pistol close to my head and demanded my pocket
book. I obeyed with commendable diligence. He
passed on to relieve my neighbor of hat, coat, watch
and pocket book. Another of the band approached
pistol in hand, "Here, you d-d Yank hand ove;
your watch." "You're too late" I answered
promptly, "it is gone." The fello~ seemed satisfied with this and went on.
A very demonstrative fat lady, seated near the end
of our ~ar, just then jumped up, caught one of the
rebels m her arms. " Oh my love my dear man
you will not kill me," she screamed 'and at the sam~
time clinging to him until in ungallant anger he
roaredJ " Confound you, let me go · I will lose my
part 01 the plunder with your stupidity." We were
then or~ered out, as the train was to be set on five.
On leavmg the cars we had to climb a steep sand
bank about twenty feet high, there to await forther
ordets. The pa~sengers in the_ sleeping-cars fared
worse, as all, with one exception, lost their hats
coats, boots, watches, and money. When they wer~
ejected from their quarters, and ascended the hill
they presented a sorry a_ppearance-just consciou~
of their loss, trembliqg mth cold, and fearing they
might be invited to visit Richmond. In one car
there were sixty German emigrants bound for Ohio
who, when the thieves demanded their money;

showed fight. To-intimidate the rest, two men were
instantly shot by tbe butchers and a woman wounded. The remainder were then ordered to leave the
cars, but did not understand the commnud. Mosby
ordered his men to fire the cars and burn the "damn
Dutch." The conductor begged of him to hold on
until. he could find a man who could speak German.
The poor creatures were at last made to understand.
They left the car; it was set on fire, and the two men
and one wounded woman left in the flames.
There were about thirty Union soldiers on board
unarmed, returning to their commands. Thos!) wer~
taken prisoners, and also forty or fifty of the passengers were ordered to fall in line to be taken off.
About this time I felt a little nervous, not havinO' any
strong desire to visit Libby ; but fortunately as Yhad
a screaming babe in my arms I was not one of the
chosen. The whole party were soon ordered to
march. Then followed hurried, agonizing farewells
and the victims moved forward. We all supposed
they were on their way to Richmond, but only the
soldiers met with this fate. The citizens were taken
a short clistanc~ to a piece of woods and thoroughly
searched and robbed of whatever money. they had
left and the best of their clothes. Then arose a cry
that the Yanks were in the woods; the guerrillas
mounted and started off in a hurry, but in five
minutes they were back and exclaimed, " a false
alarm!" and they fell to plundering still l\1rther.
By this time the mail, express, and baggage hnd been
robbed, and what they generally did not want was in
flames, and the gentlemen were left no extra clothing,
and certainly no surplus cnsh.
·
One_ of the ladies of our partY: lost a~l her bagO'nge.
In vam she begged a plethcmc-look:ing guenfln to
spare her clothipg and that of her child. ·" There
are no valuables lll the trunk; you certainly can do
nothin~ with its contents," she pleaded. "Pooh,"
sneere the " chivalry," as he swag~ered past her,
"they will do to help on the flame, ' and help the
flames they accordingly did.
It was then announced by one of the officers that
every rider had a pince for a woman in front of him
on his horse, but this beastly threat was not carried
out. They then made a final search, and saw the
work was complete ; the train had been burned, 11
paymaster with $68,000 robbed, the pussengers
plundered of their hats, coats, boots, watches and
money, and, !ocldng and burning the mail express,
and baggage, they made us a boisterous fd; ·ewell.

Missouri became the scene of a hostile invasion under Gen. Price, in the autumn. Various rumors and threats had been in circulation among the enemy for some months previous. About the 21st of September these
rumors ripened into a certainty by a movement of Gen. Sterling Price across th.e Arkansas
with t o divisions of cavalry and three batteries of artillery. He joined Gen. Shelby near
Batesville, sixty miles south of the boundary
line of the Missouri, and was prepared to advance with 15,000 to 20,000 mounted veterans.
The Federal force then in· the Depm·tment
under Gen. Rosecrans consisted of 6,500 mounted men for field duty scattered over a co1mtry
four hundred miles long, and three hundred
broad, with partially organized new infantry
r egiments and dismounted men. These latter
were employed to cover tbe great depots at St.
Louis, Jefferson City, St. Joseph, Macon,
Springfield, Rolla, and Pilot Knob, to guard
railroad bridges and protect as far as possible
the lives and property of citizens from the
guerillus who swarmed over the whole country
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bordering on the Missouri River. At this time
Gen. A. J. Smith being at Oairo with 4,500
troops was ordered to Missouri. Preparations
were made to concentrate the forces as soon as it
should become manifest what course Gen. Price
would pursue, and the enrolled militia of the
State made ready to take the field.
_ When -it qecame evident that Springfield was
safe from the blow, Gen. Sanborn moved with
all his _available cavalry to reenforce Rolla,
where Gen. McNeil was preparing to secure the
depots and supply: trains, while Gen. Ewing,
with the 47th Missouri volunteer infantry,
detachments of the 1st, 2d1 and 3d State militia,
and the 14th Iowa, defended Pilot Knob on
Sept. 27th, and proved the presence of the
enemy's entire force in southeast Missouri.
The defence of Gen. Ewing was a severe blow
to the enemy, and allowed time for the enrolled
militia and citizens of St. Louis to p.repare for
its defence. At this time it was cpvered only
by Gen. Smith's infantry and three r egiments
of cavolry thrown as far as practicable toward
the enemy.
In the midst of the preparations at St. Louis,
the 132~ 134th, 136th, 139th, 140th, and 142d
regiments of Illinois hundred days' volunteers
arrived, which secured the safety of that city.
Meantime the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 10th, 11th, 13th,
and 80th r egiments of enrolled militia, and the
National Guard of St. Louis, organized under
Gens. Pike, Wolff aud Miller, to support Gen.
Smith's infantry, and turn the tide of invasion
westward.
The troops of the centrol district of the State
were concentrated by Gen. Brown at Jefferson
Oity, and being reenforced by Gen. Fisk with
all the available troops north of the Missouri
River, they were prepared for the · defence of
the State capital. In these efforts the citizens
cooperated with enthusiasm.
Meanwhile, Gen. Price with his army, after
awaiting a.. day or two at Richwood's, and
threatening St. Louis, started for the State
capital. At the same time Gens. McNeil and
Sanborn, with all their available cavalry, moved
by forced marches and reached the point of
danger a few miles in advance of Price, and,
uniting with Gens. Fisk and Brown, saved the
State capital, and struok another blow to the
hopes of the invaders.
·
On Oct. 8th, Gen. Pleasanton assumed command at Jefferson Oity, and sent Sanborn with
all his mounted force, four thousand one hundred strong, to follow the enemy and harass
them until the remaining cavalry and infantry
supports could come up. The rear-guard of
the enemy was thus driven upon their main
force neat· Burnville, and Gen. Price was kept
between the Federal force and the Missouri
Rivet· until the latter were joined on the 19th
b.y the command of Winslow, consisting of
fifteen hundred m13n who had followed the
enemy from Arkansas. This formed a provisiom~ cavalry division of sixty-five hundred
men under Gen. Pleasanton exclusive of escort
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guards. On the 22~ this force foll upon Gen.
Fagan at Independence and routed him, cap,
turing two guns. On the 23d, the Big Blue
was passed, and a contest with the main force
of the enimy took place, by which they _;were
driven by dark peyond the Little Santa Fe.
On the 24th, after a march of sixty miles, the
enemy wero overtaken at midnight at Marais
des Oygnes. Skirmishing began at 4 A. M. on
the 25th with artillery, when the enemy were
driven from the f:.eld with loss of mules, horses,
etc. They ,fell back skirmishing to the Little
Osage Crossing, where a charge was made upon
two divisions of them by two advanced brigades
under Ools. Benteen and Phillips,and eight pieces
of artillery and nearly one thousand prisoners, including Gens. Marmaduke and Oabell,
were captured. The pursuit was kept up by
Gen. Sanborn's brigade with repeated and successful charges to the Marmiton, whence the
enemy fled under cover of night toward Arkansas. Kansas troops and Gen. Benteen's brigade followed rapidly, and on the 28th Sanborn
rea0hed Newtonia, where the enemy made his
last stand, in time to turn the tide of battle,
which was going against Gen. Blunt, and routing the enemy, thus giving the final blow to
the invasion.
The loss of the enemy was ten pieces of artillery, a large number of small arms, nearly all
his trains and plunder, and, besides his killed,
wounded and diserters, 1,958 prisoners. Gen.
Price claimed to have added to his force 6,000
Missourians. All his schemes were defeated,
and the injury done was confined to the narrow
belt of country over which his army marched.
The Federal loss was 346 officers and men.
After crossing into .Arkansas the fore~ of the
enemy became greatly reduced.
Some military operations took place in East
Tennessee near the close of the year, the most
important of which was the defeat of Gen. A.
0. Gillem by the enemy under Gen. Breckinridge. On Nov.· 12th Gen. Breckinridge attacked the Federal forces and drnve them from
their intrenchments. On the 13th he again
attackecl th.em· near Russellville. Gen. Gillem
gradually fell back in the direction of Knoxville, and was pursued by the enemy as far as
Strawberry Plains. Gen. Gillem lost heavily
in killed and wounded, besides several hundred
prisoners. Later in the year an expedition from
East Tennessee was made by Gen. Ston~man, in
conjunction with Gen. Burbridge, with better
success. On Dec. 12th Gen. Stoneman, with a
mounted force of foUL· thousand men, and the
brigade of Gen. Gille~ moved against the enemy, who were drawn up at Kingsport, on thE'f.
Holsten River, to dispute its passage. This force
was flanked by Gen. Gillem, with a loss of a
hundred men and a wagon tra~ and pursued
to Bristol, where Gillem captured two hun~red
and fifty more two trains of cars, five engmes,
and a lat·ge ;mount of stores. On Dec. 14th
Gen. Burbridge advanced to at~ack Gen. Vau~hn
at Zollicoffer, but the latter withdrew to Abmg-
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don, which was captured by Burbridge, with
much stores. ·A portion of the salt-works at
this point was also destroyed. The pursuit of
Vaughn was continued by Gen. Gillem, with
the support of Brown's brigade, and some loss
inflicted on him. A force was also sent to the
Virginia railroad near Glade Springs, which
destroyed a large number of bridges and depots,
a large amount of rolling stock, and the extensive iron works near Marion. Upon the advance of the Oonfederate Gen. Breckinridge
it withdrew to Kentucky.
The operations in Middle Tennessee became
very important near the close of the year. On
Nov. 4th, Johnsonville, a depot for supplies on
the Tennessee River, was attacked and destroyed
by Col. Forrest. The value of property blll'ned
was estimated at more than six million dollars.
This result was achieved by planting batteries
on the opposite bank of the river and destroying the small gunboats which lay near the
place for its protection.
The movement of Gen. Sherman's force toward Savannah, with the necessary reduction
of the Federal forces in Tennessee, tempted
Gen. Hood to advance into that State with the
hope that by the cooperation of Gen. Breckinridge in East Tennessee, the entire State
might be recovered and restored to the Confederacy. On Nov. 21st Gen. Hood began to
move north from the Tennessee River for the
captlll'e of Nashville, and on the 23d his army
took possession of Pulaski, which had been just
evacuated by the small Federal force under
Gen. Hatch. Pushing forward with some
skirmishing, Columbia was occupied on the
26th. Meanwhile the force left under Gen.
Thoma_s by Gen. Sherman, continued to fall
back toward Nashville. The enemy- appeared
before Franklin on the 30th, and Gen. Schofield prepared to make a stand. The force of
Gen. Hood, however, was divided into two
columns, one to attack Fran1<lin in front, and
the other to move down Harpeth River, cross
over it some distance east of Franklin, and endeavor to get into the Federal 1-ear. At 4P.M.
on Wednesday, the 30th, Geri. Hood's main
column made a heavy and persistent attack on
Franklin in front, but Gen. Schofield, who was
in command with 15,000 m~n, managed to hold
his own until dusk, and then ordered a retreat;
This was accelerated by t]10 news of the :flanking column having crossed Harpeth River
several miles east of Franklin. The retreat
was continued all night, and on Thursday at
daylight reached a point seven miles south of
Nashville, where Gen. A. J. Smith's corps was
~osted. The Confederate :flanking column,
after crossing Harpeth River attacked a Federal
cavalry brigade, and compelled it to retreat.
The force reached Gen. Smith's position about
the same time as Gen. Schofield. The enemy
followed both, and Gen. Smith being hard
pressed abandoned his position and fell back to
the outer line of the Nashville intrenchments,
three miles from the town.

Great consternation prevailed in Nashvilla.
Business was suspended. The citizens and the
vast army of Government laborers were put
under arms. The army of Gen. Thomas was
put in line of battle three miles south of Nashville, and the enemy advanced to a point five
miles distant. The intervening space became a
scene of constant skirmishing. Meantime Gen.
Hood proposed to blockade the Oum berland
River, cut the Louisville and Nashville road,
and thus compel Gen. Thomas to evacuate the
city. To execute this pm·pose more effectively,
he fell back from his works before the city to intrench himself in the Overton range of hills, and
thus cut off Thomas from Rousseau at Murfreesboro, and with his cavalry and Breckimidge's
forces cut off Bridgeport and Chattanooga.
Reenforcements were now sent to Gen.
Thomas with the greatest despatch, and he
determined to dislodge Gen. Hood from hls
position, which he had already begun to
strengthen. Accordingly, early on Dec. 15th,
a feint was made on Hood's right and a real
attack upon his left, which resulted in driving
it from the river below the city as far as Fro.nklin's pike, a distance of eight miles. The train
and headquarters of Gen. Ohalmers were captured ; another train of twenty wagons, together with a thousand prisoners and sixteen
pieces of artillery. Dm-ing the ensuing night
Gen. Hood contracted his lines back to the
Brentwood range of hills, massing on the Franklin pike to keep it open, in case of retreat, and
to cover his large wagon train, which was moving by by-roads into the pike. On the next
morning the battle was renewed. The Federal
position remained unchanged from the previous
day. Steedman on the extreme left, Wood conn ecting with him on the left of the Franklin
pike. Garrard's division of A. J . Smith's corps
connecting with the right of Wood's ; next
came McArthur, then Ool. Moore, conneoting
with Gen. Schofield's left. Gen. Oox formed
Schofield's right and Gen. Oouch his left. Wilson's cavalry came up on Schofield's right, along
the Hillsboro pike, with orders to operate south
of the hills, and, if possible, turn the enemy's
flank and cut off his retreat. Movements commenced at 10 .A.. M., and in the afternoon the
action became close and obstinate. Near dusk
the enemy began to give way, and a rout soon
followed. They were pursued until dark through
the gap of the hills and along the Franklin pike.
Some fom thousand prisoners were captID'e~.
The following is Gen. Thomas's report of th1S
day's conflict:
·
fuADQUA.RTERS DEP'T OF TIIE CUMllERLA.ND, EIGHT}
MILES FROM NASIIVILLE, Dec. 16--6 P. ]>!.

To tli,e President of tlie ·rJrvited States, Hon. E. M.
Stamon, and Lieut. -General Ch·ant :
.
.
This army thanks you for your approp9:tion of ~ts
conduct yesterday, and assure you that 1t 1s not Illl 5•
placed. I have the honor to report that the enemy
has been pressed at all points ~o-day on his line of ref
treat to the Brentwood Hill. Brig.-Gen. Hatch, 0
Wilson's corps of cavalry, on the right, turne~ the
enemy's left, and captured a large number of pnson·
ers. The number is not reported .

....
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one thousand other officers of lower grades,
and seventy-two pieces of artillery. During
tli
· d
t
t,_
d d
t
e same per10 over WO uousan
eser ers
were received. The Federal loss was about
10,000 in killed, wounded, and missing. Gen ..
Hood retired with his remaining force into the
northern part of .A.l[J,bama.
Some military expeditions were made nenr
"'
the close of the year. .A. force left Vicksburg
under Gen. Dana, ih the latter part of N ovember, for the purpose of cooperating with Gen.
Sh
b
· th
· Mi · · ·
erman Y occu;>ymg e enemy m ss1SS1pp1.
It reached the Mississippi Oentral Raih-oad on
Nov. 25th, and after an obstinate engagement
succeeded in destroying the Big Black River
bridge. Several miles of the track of the railroad, including culverts, stations, 2,600 bales of
cotton, two locomotives, four cars, twenty
barrels of salt, and $160,000 worth of stores
at Vaughan station were also destroyed.
.A.bout the same time an expedition organized
under the direction of Gen. Oanby, consisting
of a cavalry force under Gen. Davidson, left
Baton Rouge. Thence it marched to Tanghipiho and destroyed · the railroad to Jackson,
burning bridges and railroad buildings. Thence
it moved to Franklinville, capturing a mail and
prisoners. Thence it moved. to West Pascagoula.
These movements caused a great panic in Mississippi, and created alarm for the safety of Mobile,
,.,_
ff' ti 1
·
· hG
Sh
=US e ec ve y cooperating ~1t. en. erm_~ ·
In December a force, conS1Sting of five divisions under the command of Maj.-Gen. Warren,
. made a raid upon the Weldon Railroad. The
Nottoway was reached about midday Dec. 8th
.1..
•
d
'
a-ncl destroyed; thence =e railroa . track was
.
. destroyed nearly to Bellfield station, twenty
Early on the next morn.mg the Federal pursuit miles south. Qn the 10th the expedition startwas renewed. A large number of wounded ed on its -return followed by crowds of negroes
were captured on the road to Franklin, and also and arrived ~ r an absence of four days. It~
stragglers. The cavalry harassed the flanks loss was about a half dozen men.
and rei:r of the, enemy and scattere_d ~y force
·. at the close of the year the area of territory
that offered resistance. The folloWlllg 1s Gen. held by the Federal armies was about the same
as at the end of the previous year. The war
Thomas's report of the 1'Tth :
fuA.DQ'S DEPARTMENT OF THE CO'MBERI.AND, }
during the year had been the cause of immense
Near FaA.NXLIN, TBNN., Dec. 17th, 8 P . l r.
We have pressed the enemy to -day beyond Frank- destruction to the South, both in men and proplin, capturing his hospitals, containing over 1,500 erty. In the latter probably there is no parallel
wounded, and about 150 of our wounded, in addition in modern history. Its effect was apparent in
to the above. Gen. Knipe, commanding a division the exhausted condition of the country.
of cavalry, drove the enemy's rear-guard th.rough
The Indians on the frontier maintained a hosFranklin to-day, capturing about 250 prisoners and
five battle-flags with very little loss on our . side. tile attitude during a portion of the year: The
Citizens of Franklin represent Hood's a,rmy as com- plan of operations of Maj.-Gen. Pope, who was
pletely demoralized. In addition to the captures of in command, embraced three objects : first, the
yesterday, reported i n my despatches of last night, I chastisement and s11bjection of the bands of
have the honor to r eport the capture of Gen. Rucker, savages on both sides of the Missouri River,
and about 250 of the enemy's cavall·y, in a fight that
occurred about 8 o'clock last uigbt between Gen. who continued refractory and hostile; secondly,
the protection of the overland route to Idal10, by
Rucker and Gen. Hatch of our cavalry.
The enemy has been pressed to-day both in front the establishment of strong "military posts with~nd on both flanks. Brig.-Gen. Johnson succeeded in the Indian country; thirdly, the security of
lil striking him ·on the flank just beyond Franklin,
capturing quite a number of prisoners- number not the Minnesota and Iowa frontier against raids.
Some conflicts took place between the Indians
yet reported. My cavalry is pressing him closely
through, and I am very much in h opes of getting and Gens. Sibley and Sully in the northwest,
many more prisoners to-morrow.
and Ourtis in Kansas by which their numbers
GEO. H . TH OMAS, Major-General.
were greatly reduced,' and their provisions and
The entire loss of the enemy was 13,189 in property destroyed. The ferocious J1ostile attiprisoners, including several general and nearly tude of these border tribes continued unchanged.

Maj.-Gen. Schofield' s corps, next on the left wing
of the cavalry, carried several hills, capturing many
prisoners and six pieces of artillery.
Maj.-Gen. Smith, next on the left of Maj .-Gen.
Schofield, carried the salient point of the enemy's
line, with McMillan's brigade of McA.rthur's division,
capturing sixteen pieces of artillery, two brigadier
generals, and about 2,000 prisoners.
Brig.-Gen. Garrard's division, of Smith's command,
next on the left of McArthur' s division, carried the
enemy's intrenchments, capturing all the artillery
and troops of the enemy on the line.
Brig.-Gen. Wood's troops on the Franklin Pike
took up the assault, capturing the enemy's intrenchments, and in his retreat also capturing eight pieces
of artillery, something over 600 prisoners, and drove
theenemymtbinonemileoftheBrentwoodHillPass.
Maj.-Gen. Stedman, commanding detachments of
the different armies of the Military Division of the
Mississippi, most nobly supported Gen. Wood's left,
and took a most honorable part in the operations of
the day. I have ordered the pursuit to be continued
in the mornin~ at daylight. Although the troops are
very much fatigued, the utmost enthusiasm prevails.
I must not forget to report the operations of Brig.Gen. Johnson, rn successfully driving the enemy,
with the cooperation of the gunboats nuder Lieut.
· C.ommander· Fitch, from their established batteries
on the Cumberland, below the city of Nashville, and
of the success of Brig.-Gen. Croxton' s brigade, in
covering and protecting our right and rear in the
operations of to-day and yesterday. .Although I
have no report of the number of prisoners captured
by Johnson's aud Croxton' s command, I know
they have made a large number.
I am also glad to be able to state that the number
of prisoners captured yesterday grefl.tly exceeds the
nuinber rep_orted by telegrapl}. The woods, fields,
and intrenchments are filled ,vith the eiiemy's small
arms, abandoned in the retreat. In conclusion, I
am happy to state that all this has been effected with
ve_ry small loss to us. Ou_r loss probably does not
exceed 300, and very few killed.
(Signed)
G. II. THOMAS, Major-General.
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Several events tending to disturb the friendly
relations of the United States with other countries. occurred during 1864. Raiding p~rties
were organized in Canada by persons claiming
· to be in the service of the Confederate States,
for the purpose of liberating the prisoners of
war confined on Johnson's Island, and depredating on the property of citizens of the United
States. One of these parties, organized by one
Bennet G. Bmley, consisting of some twenty
men, seized the steamer Philo Pru·sons, running
between the city of Detroit and Sandusky, after
she had left Kelly's Island in the State of Ohio.
They then captured the Island Queen at Middle
Bass Island, Ohio, where they put ashore all the
passengers. While here they forced Walter 0.
Ashley, the clerk of the Philo Parsons, at the
peril of his life, to deliver over his money.
Burley was arrested, charged with robbery, and
claimed under the Extradition Treaty; an<l surrendered after a hearing before the Recorder.of
the city of Toronto.
On the 19th of October a party of men from
Canada, twenty to thh-ty j.n number, well armed, entered the village of St. Albans, in V ermont, robbed the bank in the place of fifty
thousand dollars, stole horses enough to mount
all the party, :fired on a crowd of unarmed
citizens, wounding three men, one mortally,
and setting fire to one of the hotels. The
whole transaction occupied only three-quarters
of an hour, and the band immediately started
for Canada, where thirteen of the marauders
were arrested and co.ajined at St. John's. As·
soon as the outrage was reported to the
Canadian authorities they did every thing in
their power to arrest the perpetrators ; and
Mr. Seward, on the 21st of .October, expressed
to Mr. Burnlew, of the British Legation at
w ashington, his "sincere satisfaction " with
their proceedings. M1·. Sewru·d regarded the
outrage as a deliberate attempt to embroil the
governments of Eng1ancl and the United States,
and involve them in a border war. But he
rejoiced that the officers and agents on both
sides of the frontier bad acted together in good
faith, and with due respect on each side for the
lawful rights and authority of the other. This,
he adds, "is in entire conformity with the wishes
of the United States." It should be added, that
a great proportion of the stolen money was
fonnd on the persons of the raiders captured, and
was taken possession of by the Canadian police.
Lord Lyons, when the transaction occurred,
was at New York, but immediately returned to
Washington. The legal proceedings in the case
of the prisoners were not very rapidly despatched, and early in November Mr. Seward speaks
rather angrily of the requisitions for the offenders whose crimes were committed on Lake Erie,
and for the burglars and murderers who invaded
Vermont, remaining unanswered. In fact, the
latter were discharged by Judge Coursol on a
supposed technical defect in the instrument under which they were tried, released from custody, and the money resiiored to them. They

_;ere thus discharged on December 14th, and
again apprehended, and finally released.
It is proper here briefly to mention the r.evolution extensively produced in the science of
offensive and defensive warfare, and particularly in the department of fortifications. The
newly-developed powers of modern artillery,
both as respects the greatly-enlarged calibres of
siege and naval guns, and the application of the
principle ofrifling to guns of the largest calibres,
have proved destructive to masonry forts-, even
when so constructed as to be regarded as impregnable. Fo1·t Sumter, one of the strongest
forts of its class ever erected on this continent,
and Fort Morgan in Mobile Bay, also a work
of great strength, were both completely reduced
by artillery :fire, the one from land batteries at
a distance of from two to three miles, and the
other by the concentrated fire of the naval
squadron of Admiral Farragut. In the case of
Fort Sumter this result was · the more remarkable as after its capture in 1861 it was str~ngth:
ened by all the resources known to engineering
art, and its gorge wall, which previously was
more than ten feet in thickness, was protected
by an inner brick wall of twelve feet, and·for a
considerable portion of its height by a covering
of sandbags on its outside.- All its casemates
were also strengthened, the traverses OI). its
terre-plain enlarged, and every precaution possible made use of to make it impregnable. Yet
seven days' bombiµ:dment at the long distances
named, were sufficient to reduce it to a ruin incapable of bearing any important part in the
defence of the ·city or harbor. On the other
hand, the sandwork Fort McAllister effectually
resisted the assault of the three iron-clads in
March, 1863, and. the sandwork Fort Wagner,
though bailly located, and not judiciously defended, yet resisted two vigorous and well-conducted assaults, a severe and almost continuous
bombardment from Admiral Dahlgren's squadron, and a constant cannonade from heavy batteries on Morris Island, and was only abandoned
when approached and mined by a regular siege,
and was found to be but little injured. Fort
Fisher, a more recent example of an earthwork
of great strength, though situated too near the
channel so as to be e}..1)0sed to the fire of the
monster gum; of the monitors at short range,
yet withstood with but slight injury the first
assault of ·the squadron, which concentrated
upon it a fire of 539 guns; and though it might
have been silenced by the fire of the fleet at the
second bombardment, would hardly have been
captured but for the feint of a seaward attack,
which called off the attention of the garrison
from the actual assault by Terry's force.
From these and other trials of the comparative powers of resistance of masonry and earthwork fortifications the ablest engineers of the
country have com~ to the conclusion that _the
best material for fortifications in general is a
pure quartz sand with natural slopes; and that
where the batteries of fortifications are much
exposed or can be approached within short
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range, they should be protected by heavy iron
plating.
Major-General. Gillmore, who r anks as one of
the highest authorities on this subject, regards
the erection of revolving iron turre.ts in the
centre of the channels of apprpach to large
cities as a very desirable addition to their means
of harbor defence, as combining the ad vantages
of long range and wide field of fire.
While there has been so marked a revolution
in the minds of military men in regard to the
subject of permanent fortifications, a change
almost as marked has taken place in regard to
the method of giving or receiving battle. Heretofore, when· two armies have been opposed to
each other in the field, and neither of them dis·posed to take advantage of the defences of a
fortified town, they have met each other on the
open plain or slope of hillside or valley without
fortification, and the fortunes of the day have
often been decided by a dashing charge of cavalry or the sudden assault of infantry with the
bayonet. Such was the case in the earlier battles of the present war; but the troops on both
sides have learned that a barricade even of the
rudest character will stop many of the balls,
shot, and shell which are sent on an errand of
destruction toward ·them, and at every haJ.t for
the night or for a few hours the men, before
attencling to any other duty, run up barricades
of rails which they cover with earth, and thus
protect themselves in part from a sweeping
assault like those at Shiloh and at Stone River,
.which would destroy or capture thousands.
The primary barricade is thrown up with won, derful rapidity, and is tolerably complete within
five or ten minutes. If not immediately assaulted, the men proceed to perfect it by digging
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a trench inside and throwing the earth.outside
thus making the protection greater ; by felling
~he !rees and und_ergrowth in front and arrnngrng 1t as an abatis; by palisades and wire en- .
tanglements, and by placing heavy logs on the
top of the barricades for protection to the sharp~
shooters. During General Sherman's campaigns from Ohattanooga to Atlanta, and from
that city to Savannah, as well as in General ·
Grant's campaigns in Virginia, these temporary
fortifications were constantly erected; and in
General Sherman's report of the Atlanta campaign he says of this practice: "The skill and
rapidity with which our men construct them is
wonderful, and is something new in the art of
war."
Though but remotely connected with the subj ect of fortifications, yet as pertaining to the
matter of coast defences; the introduction of
stationary torpedoes as a subaqueous protection
merits attention. In no previous war have they
been used to the same extent as in this. Various
forms have been devised, and the contrivances
for exploding thero. at the right moment for destroying the vessels which approached them,
have displayed a rare ingenuity. Though considerable injury has been done by them, five or
six vessels having been destroyed, yet they cannot, on the whole, be regarded as successful, as
not one in five hundred, and perhaps hardly one
in one thousand, have accomplished the purpose
for which they were designed. Their use as a
means of harbor defence seems to be conceded
as justifiable by all military authorities; and if
they can be made more certainly effective, they
· will form a. very formidable addition to the
means of protection to the approaches to large
cities.

CHAPTER" XL VII.
Naval Operations-The Btonewall~Other Cruisers-Capture of the Ronnoke'.-Increase of the Federal Navy-Operations
of the North Atlantic Squadron-Blockade-Action with the .Albemarle-Her Destruction-Operations in James
River-.A.ttnck on Fort Fisher-Repulse-Correspondence-Attack Renewed-Capture of the Fort-West Gulf Squadron- Capture of the Forts at Mobile Bay-Action be.tween the Kearsarge and ..A.labama--Capture of the Florida.

~ naval operations in· 1864 r emain to be
desc_r1bed. The rams built in England for sea
service, and which excited much anxiety near
t~e close of the previous year, under a convic- .
tion that they were intended for the Oonfed~rates, were detained and boug~t by the English Government. None of this class of vessels
Were therefore built in English ports and suffered to enter the service of the Richmond
Government.
. During the hostilities in which Denmark was
mvolved, a ram was built in a port of France
that Government. On the return of peace
this ram was transferred to agents of the Government at Richmond, and placed under the

fo:

command of Oapt. T. J. Page, formerly of the
U. S. Navy, and called the Stonewall. She
made for the port of Ferrol, in Spain, and was
'there blockaded by the U. S. frigates Niagara
and Sacramento. She subsequently escaped
and reached Havana. and was there delivered
to_ the Spanish gove1:nment. During th~ year
1865, she was given up by the latter to the
United States.
The cruisers were more numerous and exceedingly destructive. Previous to January 30,
1864 the number of merchant vessels of the
Unit~d States destroyed by them was 193 ; tonnage 89 ,'704 ,· value of vessels at $50 per ton,
<t>4 485, 200 ·, value of cargo at ,plOO per ton,
<i>,
)

~
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$8,9'70,400. Total, $13,455,600. The number the American Minister at London. The · reacaptured by the different vessels and by the sons on which Lieutenant Braine was discharged
are stated in the following letter of Earl Rnsliell
enemy up to the a:bove date, was as follows :
·
By ste~mer Sumter ... . 2T By privateer Cnlhouh .. . 8 to Mr. Adams:
"

"
A.lnbamn . . .
Florida ....
privateer Tacony. . . .
steamer Georgia .. ..

66
16
16
10

"
"
"

"
"
;;

Savannah..
Lnpwing...
St. Nicholas
Echo......
Conrad....
Coquette..

1
1
8
2

FORJUGN 0FF10E,

Jannnry 21.

Sm: I have had the honor to receive your letter
of the 21st ult. protesting aiainst the proceedings
privateer Jeff. Davis. 7 "
"
1 of her Majesty's colonial autnorities at Bermuda in
"
Retribution. 2 "
"
1 the case of the steamer Roanoke, and enclosing
copies of various documents relating thereto.
"
Snllie . . . . . 1
" steamer Winslow... 5
164
'fhese papers r efer to two different com;plaints.
u
Nn-shville.. 2
The one complaint is, that persons were enlisted nt
with a view to make war on a State in
The other merchant vessels (twenty-nine) Bermuda
amity with her Majesty. The other complaint is,
were captured in Southern harbors and rivers. that certain passengers proceeding from Havana in
Of the vessels captured by the cruisers, seven- the United States vessel Roanoke, when five hours
from Havana on their voyage, rose on the captain,
teen were bonded; and all the others "burned.
made themselves masters of the vessel, destroyed
During 1864: a few captures were made by her,
afterwards permjtted to land on th~
the Alabama before she was sunk by the Kear- islandandofwere
Bermuda. The answer to the first comsarge. The Florida, . Captain Morris, appeared plaint is, that sufficient evidence to convict the peroff the coast of Virginia in July and captured sons accused . was not produced, and consequently
six vessels, and destroyed afterwards a number, they could not be convicted. The answer to. the
com;plaint is, that the person arrested for a
and was finally captured in the harbor of Bahia second
supposed piratical act produced a commission auby a U. S. steamer.
thorizing that act as an operation of war, from the
Three more cruisers also made their appear- Government of the so-called Confederate States,
ance during 1864, viz. : the Tallahassee, Olus- which are acknowledged by her Majesty's Governtee, and Chickamauga. The steamer Tallahas- ment to possess all belligerent rights:
RUSSELL.
(Signed,)
I am, &c.,
see in August visited the entire length of the
"
"

coast of the Northern States, and destroyed
thirty-three vessels in ten days, one of which
was a New York pilot-boat. The steamer
Olustee was an iron vessel of 1,100 tons burthen, schooner rigged, with two screws and
very fast. Several vessels were captured by
her off the coast and bound to New York in
the month of November. The steamer Chickamauga also captlll'ed several vessels, which
were valued at $500,000.
The most important rams for harbor service
were the Tennessee and Albemarle. For the
details respecting these and also the Confederate gunboats, see other pages.
. On September 29th the steamer Roanoke, a
passenger and freight vessel running between
New York and Havana, was captured by Lieutenant Braine and some companions, who had
come on board as passengers as the vessel was
leaving Havana in the afternoon. The officers
and crew were overpowered, made prisoners,
and the vessel headed for Bermuda, where a
pilot was called on board. Braine went ashore
and brought on board a party, and the vessel
put to sea, soon overhauling a brig with coal
and provisions.
These were taken aboard, and on the next
day a vessel was sent to take off the passengers.
The transfer was made together with a quantity of cotton, and the steamer set on fire. The
passengers and crew were taken into Five
Fathom Hole, and the pmser and first mate
went'ashore to have the Confederates as pirates
arrested, which was done, but after a trial by
the British authorities they were discharged.
The Roanoke had on board $1 '7,000 in greenbacks, and $4,000 in gold.
A correspondence relative to this affair ensued between the Governor of Bermuda and
the Home Government, and with Mr. Adams,

Of all the systems adopted by the Federal
N mry Department to accomplish the various
and arduous objects rendered necessary by the
outbreak of _the war, not the least interesting is
the manner in which an effective blockade of
the. Southern coast was secured. The length
of coast to be blockaded was three thousand
five hundred and forty-nine (3,549) miles.
This is a greater. extent than the whole coast
of Europe from Oape Trafalgar to Cape Nortb1
The most serious attempts heretofore made by
the_great maritime powers of Europe consisted
in endeavors to interdict trade at a few of the
principal ports of a belligerent. The first steps
of the department consisted in making every
naval vessel available, recalling the foreign
squadrons, increasing the force by building
new vessels, and procuring for naval purposes
from the merchant service every steamer
which could be made a :fighting vessel, and in
enlarging the capacity of the navy yards,
putting in requisition the foundries and workshops of the country for supplies of ordnance
and steam machinery, augmenting the number
of SElamen, and supplying the deficiency _of
officers by selecting experienced and able ship·
masters and others from the commercml
marine. The next efforts of the department
were directed toward securing several haTbors,
at comparatively equidistant points, as bases of
operations for the several squadrons, wh_ere_
our naval vessels could receive their supplies,
and maintain themselves at their stations and
on their cruising ground without retmning to
northern ports for repairs and to refit. ,For
this plll'pose various naval expeditions were
organized. The first sailed from Hampton
Roads in August, 1861, and captured the forts
at Hatteras Inlet. This was followed, a few
weeks later, by the capture of Port Royal,
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which seemed a commodious harbor for the
ships of the South A~lantic squadron. Early
in the spring of 1862 New Orleans was captill'ed. Other harbors and places were from time
to time seized and occupied. From the outset,
the blockade has been so effective as to be respected by the nations of Europe, and to cause
a constant complaint by the enemy of its exhausting severity. Wilmington was the last
port captured, and here blockade-running was
more successful than at any other.
At Wilmington alone, sixty-five steamers,
the aggregate value of which, with their cargoes, scarcely falls short of thirteen millions of
dollars, were captured or destroyed in endeavoring to enter or escape.
On the interior rivers of the country the
department also early commenced to put afloat
a large fleet. It comprised more than one
hundred vessels. They were to a great extent
boats that had been employed in the.carrying

•
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trade, but which were purchased, strengthened,
and fitted fo~· war purposes. They were necessarily in!erior to naval built vessels in stren_gth,
lightly armed, and more liable to disaster.
To insure a systematic and vigorous execution
of the duties devolving upon this squadron, the
waters traversed by it we1·e divided into ten
naval districts, each under the command of an
experienced naval officer. The vessels in each
district hacl their appropriate field of duty, but
at the same time tbey were held ready to support each other when occasion required, and
could be reaclily concentrated upon any emergency. The principal rivers thus traversed
were the Mississippi, lower Ohio, Cumberland,
and Tennessee. The effect of their operations
on the Mississippi was to break up the combinations of the enemy, and sever their orgauizations. On the other rivers, peaceful
citizens were protected and partisan bands disspersed.

OOMP.A.RATIVE STATEMENT OF THE NAVY, DEOEMBER, 1868 A.ND 1864.

DESCRIPTION,

'tin Total navy, December, 1864 ... . ...................... : ...... .. .... . ........ . ...... ... ...... .

No. of
guns.

' No.of
tons.

588 Total navy, December, 18GB . ....... .......... ............................. . ........... . ... ..

4,610
4,443

510,896
467,967

Actual increase for the year .... .... .. ... .... ... . ...... .. .... .... .. ... ..... .. .... .. . .
26 Total losses by shipwreck, in battle, capture, &c., during the year . •• ••• •••••. ..•....... .• ..• ••

167
146

42,429
13,084

812

55,518

88

109

Actual acldition to the navy from December, 18GB, to D ecember, 1864 ..•... •...• • ... •••

VESSELS OONSTRUOTED FOR THE NAVY SINOE MAROR 4TH, 1861.

DESORIPTION,

i Screw
Screw sloops, Ammonoosuc class, 17 to 19 guns, 3,218 to 8,718 tons each ..•...•..••... . ..•. . ••.
sloop Idaho, 8 guns, and 2,688 tons .... . .................. . .... . ..... . .... .. ..... . .. .. . .

8
2
10
4
6
2
8
4
8
23
9
2
18
26
7
1

Screw sloops, spar deck, Java class, 25 guns, nnd 8,177 tons each .. . .......• . .•.. • . .... . ...••• •
Screw sloops, spar deck, HasSlllo class, 55 guns, nod 8,865 tons each . . . . .. ...........• •• • •••...•
Screw sloops, clippers, single deck, Contoocook class, 18 guns and 2,848 tons each . ..• . .•.. • ••.
9 tons each .•.••. . . .... . ....... . .
Screw sloops, Kearsal'jl"e class, 8 to 12 guns, and averaging 1,028
Screw sloops, Sbenanaoah class, 8 to 16 guns, nnd 1,867 to 1,588 tons each ....... : . .......... . .
Screw sloops, Ossipee class, 10 to 18 guns, and 1,240 guns each ...... . .... . ................ . .. .
Screw sloops, Sernpis clnss, 12 guns, and 1,880 tons each .. ...... ... . . ............. ... ..... ... .
Screw sloops, Resaca class, 8 guns, ancl 881 to 900 tons each .. . ............................ ... .
Screw sloops, Nipsic class, 7 to 12 guns, nod 598 tons each .. .. .. . . ............ ..... .......... .
Screw gunboats, Unadilla class, 4. to 7 guns, and 507 tons each .. ...... ..... ....... ........... .
Screw tugs, Pinta class, 2 guns, and 850 tons each . .. . . ........... ..... . ... . .. . ... . . .. . . ... . .
Screw tugs, Pilgrim class, 2 guns, and liO tons each. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . • . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .
Paddle-wheel steamers, double-enders, Octorarn class, 7 to 11 guns, and 780 to 955 tons each ... .
Paddle -wheel steamers, double-enders, Sassacus class, 10 to 14 guns, and 974 tons each . . . ..•...
Pndc!J e-wheel steumers, o~ iron, double-enders, Mohongo class, 10 guns, and 1,080 tons each ..•.•
Paddle-wheel steamer, of iron, double-ender, Wateree, 12 guns, and 974 tons . •. •...•••...•.••••
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~ ~ea-going cnsemnted vessels, Dunderberg nnd New Ironsides •.•.•..•••••..•....••.••••••••••
Dea-ioing turret vessels, Puritan, Dictator, and Roanoke ........•...•. . . . . . .. . ••.. .. . . •... .•. .
4 ou le tmTet vessels, Kalamazoo class, 4 guns, and 8,200 tons each ....•• ..... •. .•.... . •• . ....
4 ~ouble turret vessels, Monadnock class, 4 guns, and 1,564 tons each .• .. • . . ....••.. • .•. . . . .... .
Double tuITet vessel, Onondn~, 4 guns, nnd 1,250 tons . ... . ... .. ... . ...... ... ..... .... ...... .
S ouble tun·et vessels, Winneoago class, 4 guns, and 970 tons each... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • ... .
8 S!ngle turret vessels, Onnonicus class, 2 guns, nod 1,034·tons each •...... . . ..... ••.• . ..• •.. ...
9 !ngle tunet vessels, Passaic class, 2 to 4 guns, and 844 tons each ..• . • •... . . . .. •. . ....•• •.• .
20 S!Dgle turret vessels, Yazoo class, 1 to 2 guns, and 614 tons each ............ . .. ... ... ... ..... .
2 ~mgle turret vessels, Sandusky and Marietta, 2 guns each . . . ...... ............ ... . : ........ . .
8 ingle turret vessels, Ozark~ Neosho, and Osage, 2 to 7 guns each ........ . .. ..• ..••... . .•.•• . .
2 0 asemated vessels, Tuscumoia and Ohillicothe, 5 and 8 guns r espectively . .•. . •••. ... : ..• . ••••
62
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T otal. ........ . ................. . . · . ... ..... . . ·· .. • ··· •

Guns.

Tonnage.

121
8
200
50
180
40
74
2-8
96
82
71
128
18
4
98
272
70
12

28,687
2,G88
25,416
6,780
28,480
4,092
8,584
2,480
11,040
8,462
4,744
11,661
8,150
840
11,024
25,824
.7,210
974

1,442

175,986

28
12
16
16
4
16
16
21
85
8

8,576
9,788
12,800
6,256
1,200
8,880
8,272
7,596
12,280
958
1,624
768

189

73,988

1,681

249,974

-----

4

18

•

•
•
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The foregoing tabular statement exhibits the mencep.. The only other sea-going iron-clad
number and, description of vessels that were ships besides the two turreted vessels :ibove
constructed, or put in the course of construction, mentioned, were the New Ironsides and the
for the navy to the close of 1864. Some of Dunderberg, a casemate vessel.
.In its iron-clads the department experimented
them were built by conti-act; others by the
Government, in the several navy yards. If by the construction of different classes and sizes,
there is added to the number those constructed both in wood and iron, propelled by one screw
under similar circumstanc·es, and within the and by two screws working independently of
same period, that have been lost by shipwreck, each other. In its most recent constructions
in battle, &c., viz. : the sloops Housatonic and of the Miantonomah class, a wooden vessel with
Adirondack, and the iron-clads -Monitor, Wee- Ericsson turrets, a high rate of speed, perfect
hawken, Keokuk, Indianola, and Tecumseh, ventilation, impregnability, and the enormous
the aggregate would be 210 vessels, 1,6'75 guns, battery of four 15-inch guns, were combined in
and 256, '755 tons. Picket-boats, and small craft a vessel of 1,564 tons, and drawing only twelve
built for especial purposes, are' not embraced. feet of water. These vessels were free from
in this statement.
the disadvantage of fouling, which so g1·eatly
Various classes of vessels were constructed reduced the speed of iron ones.
In the steam vessels nearly every variety
to meet the peculiar exigencies of the service.
A class ·of small heavily-armed propellers wa!i and type of engine, of valve gear, of rate of exneeded at the outset, and twenty-three were pansion, of surface condenser, of screw propelconstructed as gunboats, after the type of the ler, and of boilers, have been thoroughly tested.
Unadilla, Pinola, and Wissahickon. They mainAs in previous years of the war the seacoast
tained a good reputation to the close of the and inland waters of the United States were, in
war. They were well adapted for guarding 1864, in charge of six diffe1;ent squadrons, viz.:
the <loast. A larger description was needed for 1. The .North Atlantic Squadron, Acting Rear
ocean service, and four vessels of the class of Admiral S. P. Lee, relieved October 12th by
the Ossipee, mounting each two guns of eleven Rear Admiral D. D. Porter; 2. The South At.
inch, were built. There were also four vessels· lantic Squadron, Rear Admiral J. A. Dablgre;,
of slightly less tonnage constructed, carrying temporarily relieved , between February and
the same armament of which the Kearsarge is a May by Commodore S. 0. Rowan; 3. The East
type. The Shenandoah is a type of six vessels Gulf Squadron, Acting Rear Admiral T. Bailey,
mounting each three eleven-inch ·guns, all of relieved in October by Acting Rear Admiral 0.
whith sustain a high reputation. The heavy K. Stribling; 4. The West Gulf Squadron, Rear
guns mentioned constitute the principal arma- Admiral Farragut, relieved toward the close of
ment of the several classes named, but they th~ year by Acting Rear Admiral H. K . Thatcheach have in addition from two to six guns of er; 5. The Mississippi Flotilla, Rear Admiral
less calibre. All of these vessels were screw D. D. Porter, relieved November 1st by Acting
steamers, suitable for sea cruising; but the Rear Admiral S. P. Lee; and 6. The Potomac
shallow sounds and bays, the rivers and bayous, Flotilla, Commander Foxhall A. Parker. The
often narrow and tortuous, required a different usual squadron in the Pacific was also mainclass, drawing less water. To tum in these tained during the year, under the _command suefrequently restricted channels is difficult, and cessively of Acting Rear Admirals 0. H. Bell
sometimes impossible; the necessities of the and G. F. Pearson; while that in the West Incase, therefore, suggested the principle of a dia waters was, as an organization, discontinued.
fighting vessel with a double bow and a rudder A number of vessels were actively employed
at each end. Twelve paddle-wheel steamers- from time to time in cruising after rebel privaof this class, of which the Port Royal and · teers and in special service; and small squadrons
Sonoma are types, were constructed. Others were also maintained in the Mediterranean and
of the same class were the Sassacus, distin- the East Indies.
guished in the attack on the ram in Albemarle
. The operations of the North Atlantic SquadSound, and the Metacomet, conspicuous in Mo- ron, which in the previous year were almost
bile Bay. One of this class was sent round wholly confined to blockade duties, were suffiOape Horn to San Francisco, where she is on ciently various and important in 1864 to oall
duty.
forth all the resources at the command .of the
Of the monitor class of vessels only two, Naval Department. Besides the blockade of
the Dictator and Puritan, were proposed for sea- Wilmington, which alone- required ·a fleet douservice. Four turreted vessels have been built ble in size and effectiveness to the entire naval
of wood and cased ,vith iron, thus differing force in commission previous to the war, the
from the .original monitors, which are exclu- inland waters of Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds
sively of iron. (?ne of them, the Monadnock, had to be guarded against the formidable ir_on·
performed her trips from Boston to Hampton clads which the rebels had for a long tune
Roads with entire satisfaction. Her draught been constructing in the Neuse and Roanoke
of water was t,welve feet, and with two inde- Rivers; operations on an extensive soal_e,
pendent screws she had a speed of ten knots. in concert with the army, were conducted iil
Four other similar veasels of a still more for- the James River· and in the latter part of the
midable and invulnerable character were com- year occurred th~ terrific bombardment of Fort
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.Fisher by the most powerful naval armament
which ever attacked a fortification. I~ fact, so
multiform were the duties required of this
squadron, that in order to ensure their proper
fulfilment, it was in the spring divided into
four separate squadrons, one of which was
stationed. in the James River, one in the Sounds
of North Oarolina, and two off Oape Fear River
and the adjacent inlets. Each of these squadrons was placed under an efficient officer, and
the general headquarters were established: at
Beaufort, North Oarolina. The almost total
closing of Oharleston harbor, and the vigilant
. watch kept over Mobile, caused Wilmington to
be the o~ly port east of the Mississippi River
accessible to blockade-runners; and so daring,
and in many cases so successful, were the latter
in evading the Federal cruisers, that complaints
were freely uttered against the naval department for permitting the rebels to enter and depart from this port at their pleasUl'e.. " Many
who have failed to make themselves acquainted,"
observed Secretary Welles in bis annual report,
"with the facts connected with the Wilmington
blockade, have been free and severe in their
censures of the manner in which it has been
conducted. The intelligent officers of the naval
and merchant service who have labored with
lliltiring zeal and assiduity, and watched with
sleepless vigilance through weary months of
winter and summer, and in all weathers, stimulated by the hope of benefiting their country
_and receiving its thanks, as well as by every inducement of fame and pecuniaxy reward, if successful, do not concm- in the opinion that the
port of Wilmington can be entirely closed by
blockade."
To _one familiar, however, with th,e configm·ation of the land at the mouth, or rather
mouths of the Oape Fear River, tlu·ough which
a _vessel must pass in order to reach Wilmmgton, the injustice of condemning the navy
fo~ not more effectually blockading the place
lyill be_ sufficiently apparent. For about thirtyfive miles before reaching the ocean the Oape
Fear ~iver flows in a directiqn nearly due south,
and directly in front of its mouth lies Smith's
I~land, on either side of which are the two prinC1P:U entrances to the river. The southwest, or
m~m channel, is about two and a half miles in
width, has a depth of from ten to fourteen feet
over the bar, and is protected by ].'ort Oaswell,
~ casemated stone work on Oak Island, adjoinmg the mainland, and by the Light House battery on Smith's Island. The northeast ent~~nce, known as New Inlet, is less than two
m1les wide, and shallower than the other, and is
protected by Fort Fisher, a first-class cnsemated
earthwork near Federal Ppint on the mainland,
and by a series of batteries extending thence
about six miles in a northerly direction along
the seacoast. Owing to an extensive shoal,
called the Frying Pan ·extending around the
southern and western ~ides of Smith's Island,
~he distance by sea between the two entrances
18 forty miles, while inside the island it •is not
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abov~ eight. To the nat.ural advantages of the
locality, greatly enhanced by the artificial defences, on which the best engineering skill of the
Oonfederacy had been expended since the cemmencement of the war, must be added the shallowness of the water, which decreases in depth
gradually and regularly to the shore line, so that
none of the blockade-runners of light draught
were under the necessity of making directly for either entrance, but could, by the lead,
run close under th6 land, and protected by the
batteries, pass in at their leisure. In escaping from the· river such vessels found still less
difficulty in eluding the Federal cruisers, as
they could pass for some distance up or down
the coast before malting an offing, or proceed
straight out to sea, trusting to darkness, fog, or
a full head of steam to make their escape. For
running the blockade of this port a peculiar class
of steamers, of great speed and light draught,
was constructed in England, ancl-the enormous
profits arising from a successful voyage, a single
trip often paying many times the cost of the
vessel, tempted the merchants of that country
to embark largely in this illicit commerce.
Nassau, Bermuda, and Halifax became their
chief places of rendezvous, and from one or the
other of these ports there was almost a daily
departure for Wilmington.
On the other hand, the Federal cruisers were
for the most part of too deep a draught to run
ne8l· the shore, or enter the several les.ser channels through which the blockade-runners could
pass; still less to approach the numerous shallow inlets extending up and down the coast,
into which the latter could take refuge. Such,
also, was the nature of the coast, and the
liability at. some seasons of constant stormy
weather, that it was almost impossible to station
light-draught blockaders there on permanent
duty: These facts ,vill expla,in why, with fifty
cruisers stationed at the two main entrances of
the · Cape Fear Riv:er, some of them the fastest in the service, -and officered by Ill.en who
had not their superiors in any service in
.intrepidity, energy, and pr.ofessional skill,
blockade-runners were nevertheless enabled
to pass in and out with seeming impunity. When it is considered, also, that the
latter have always a full head of steam on at
the critical moment, and th,at their adversaries
cannot be equally prepared, the chances in favor
of the blockade-runners are greatly increased.
Thus it happened that the blockade of Wilmington was repeatedly broken, and that the
port itself became the central depot of the Oonfed~racy for the re.ception of supplies from
.abroad. This result, however, was not accomplished without considerable sacrifice, and the
steamers captured or destroyed off the mouth
of the Oape Fear River av~raged one a week
subsequent to the closing of Oharleston harbor
by the monitor fleet under Admiral Dahlgren.
From an official statement of the results of
blockade-running at Wilmington from January, 1863, to December, 1864, published in
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the "Manchester Guardian," it appears that her. · Soon after 5 o'clock the Sassacus, watch.
the tota1 ventures made by English capitalists ing her. opportunity, struck the enemy fairly
aud speculators, counting the values of ships abaft her starboard beam, causing her to careen
and cargoes, amounted to more than sixty-six until the water washed over her deck and case- .
millions of dollars (£13,241,000). The quan- mate. In this position the two vessels remaintity of cotton exported in twenty-two months ed for about ten minutes, the crew of the Sas(January 1st, 1863, to October 81st, 1864) was sacus throwing hand-grenades down the deck.
18'7,93'7 ba1es, or 62,860,463 pounds, of which . hatch of the Albemarle, and trying in vain
the larger part was Sea Island. The value of to get powder into her smoke-stack. Oould
the export and import trade in one year (July another of the gunboats at this juncture have
1st, 1863, to June 30th, 1864). was $65,185,000; got up on the other side of the ram, ·she might
the rebel government rating exchange at five have been seriously disabled, and perhaps comfor one. The total number of vessels which ran pelled to surrender; but before this could be
the blockade in fifteen months (October 1st, effected she swung clear of the . Sassacus, and
1863, to December 31st, 1864) was 39'7. The in parting sent a 100-pounder rifle shot clean
average amount of capital invested by English- through the starboard boiler of her antagonist,
men in trading ventures .with Wilmington dur- who, enveloped in blinding clouds of steam,
ing a pel'iod of fifteen" mouths 1(October 1st, · was compelled to withdraw for a short time
1863, to December 31st, 1864), is stated in de- from action. About this time the colors of
tail as follows :
·
the Albemarle came down, whether by accident or design is not known ; but she neverTotal
Entrances. Clearances.
theless maintained a general engagement with
ventures.
208.
19<l.
897.
the gunboats until '7: 30 P . M., when she retired
Ships nt £15,000 each ..... £3,045,000 £2,910,000 £5,955,000 up the Roanoke River. With the exception of
Cnrgoes-Inw'd (£12,000).
the Sassacus, tLe gunboats sustained comparaOutward (£25,000) .... .' 2,486,000 · 4,850,000
7,286,00~
tively little injury, although severa1 of them
---Total. •••..•.... . . .. £5,481,000 £7,760,000 £18,241,000 were struck by the rifle shots of the Albem!!.rle.
The latter had her boats knocked to pieces, her
The operations in the Sounds of North Oaro- smoke-stock riddled, and one of her guns par·
lina, with the exception of some unimportant re- tia1ly. disabled, but in other respects seemed in
connoissances and boat expeditions, commenced as good condition as upon going into action.
in April with the engagement between the Her motive power was entirely uninjured, und
gunboats Miami and Southfield and the rebel the rifled projectiles of the gunboats, even when
ram Albemarle, at Plymouth, near the mouth discharged at short range, rebo1mded harmless·
of the Roanoke River, of which an account is ly from her armored sides. Her tender, the
given in connection with Army Op·erations. Bombshell, was captured early in the fight.
The advantages gained by the Albemarle on
The action, though without any definite rethis occasion, taken in connection with the re- sults, 1:eflected no little credit on the bravery
verses sustained at Plymouth by the land forces and skill of the small Federal squadron, and
in garrison there, called for vigorous measures showed that, with a proper effort, even by the
to prevent further disaster, including possibly class of vessels engaged, the Albemarle might
the overthrow of the Federa1 naval supremacy be compelled to remain within the waters of
in Albemarle Sound. Oaptain Melancton Smith the Roanoke. She showed herself again on
was accordingly sent to assume command in the May 24th at the mouth of the river, but retirad
Sounds with several vessels of the double-ender rapidly up the stream toward Plymouth upon
class, and was directed to attack the ram at all being approached by the gunboats. From rehazards, and use every means to disable or de- ports of refugees and deserters, it also appeared
stroy her. On.the afternoon of the 5th of May, that she suffered consider!tbly in the action of
the Federal fleet being collected near the mouth the 5th, both in her outer plating and from the
of the Roanoke River, the Albemarle came concussion caused by the fire of the gunboats.
out, followed by the Bombshell, a small armed On the 25th a daring but unsuccessful attempt
tender, n.nd at 4 : 40 proceeded to engage the was made by five volunteers from the gunb~at
gunboats. In accordance with instructions, Wyalusing to destroy her by a torpedo, while
the larger gunboats manamvred to get along- lying at the wharf at Plymouth.
side of their antagonist, and fire upon her ports
But though manifesting no disposition to reor roof, which were her most vulnerable parts ; assume the offensive, the Albemarle was of suf·
but, owing to the neglect of the smaller vesl3els ficient importance to induce the naval departto obey the signals from the flag-ship, n.nd to. ment to take measures during the summer for
their rapid and indiscriminate fire, it became im- her destruction. Lieut. W. B. Oushing, who
possible for the larger ones to take a desirable had on previous occasions shown equal cooln~ss
position without risk of being riddled by their and daring in conducting hazardous reconnoisown friends . The contest wns, consequently, sances, was selected for the undertaking, andda
for the first half hour of a somewhat desultory small steam launch was equipped as a tor~e 0
character. The gunboats eluded the efforts of vessel and put under his charge. On the ~ght
the Albemarle to ram them, but their guns of Oct. 2'7th he sta rted up the Roanoke w1_th a
seemed to make no perceptible impression upon crew of thirteen officers and men who chiefly
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,olunteered for the service, and pasm.ng several ·
miles of the enemy's pickets unobserved, arrived
within twenty yards of the .Albemarle before
being hailed by her lookouts. The torpedo
boat was then steered under a full head of steam
direct for the ram, which lay at her wharf at
Plymouth, protected by a raft of logs extending
outwards about thirty feet. Upon the alarm
being given by the lookout, a confused fire of
;nusketry was opened by the rebels, which had
,ittle effect. "Passing her closely,,-,. says Lieut.
Gushing, "we made a complete circle, so as tostrike her fairly, and went ·into her bows on.
By this time the enemy's fire was very severe,
but a dose of canistef· at short range served to
moderate their zeal and disturb their aim. In
a moment we had struck the logs, just abreast
of the quarter-port, breasting them in some feet,
and our bows resting on them. The torpedo
boom was then lowered, and by a vigorous pull
I succeeded in driving the torpedo under the
overhang, and exploded it at the same time the
Albemarle's gun was fired. A shot seemed to
go crashing through my boat, and a dense mass
of water rushed in from the torpedo, filling the
launch and completely disabling her. The enemy then continued to fire ~t fifteen feet range
and demanded our surrender, which I twice
refused, ordering the men to save themselves,
and removing my own coat and shoes. Springing into the 1iver, I swam with others into the
middle of the stream, the rebels failing to hit
us." Lieut. Oushing succeeded in reaching the
opposite shore, and during the next day made
his way by stealth through the surrounding
swamps to a creek some distance below Plymouth, where he found a skiff belonging to a
rebel picket, in which he effected his escape to
the fleet. Only one o.t her of his party succeeded in escaping, the rest being either captured,
killed, or drowned. The .Albemarle was completely submerged by the explosion of the torpedo, and so remained long subsequent to the
evacuation of Plymouth by the rebels. This
daring feat excited the admiration of the rebel
no less than of the Federal authorities, and
obtained for Lieut. Cushing the thanks of Oon~ress, and promotion to the next highest grade
in the service. The main rebel defence of Plymouth being thus removed, Commander Maco~b, the senior naval officer in the Sounds,
availed hims~lf of Lieut. Cushing's success to
reestablish the Federal supremacy of the lower
Roanoke. With the vessels under his command
he immediately pushed up tn.e riv er to Plymouth,
~ove the regels from their rifle-pits anu batteries, and on Oct. 31st retook the town, capturing
a few prisoners, besi<le cannon, small arms, and
ammunition. Thenceforth during the year the
Federal forces held undisturbed possession of
the Sounds.
For some time previous to May, 1864, the
James River had been left almost exclusively to
the enemy, who availed themselves of this circumstance to place torpedoes in the channel
and otherwise obstruct its navigation. With
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the movement of Gen. Butler's forces up the
river on May 5th, for the purpose of cooperating
in the grand campaign of Gen. Grant against
Richmond, commenced a long series of naval
operations, which, thougn of considerable importance, are so intimately connected with the
military .campaign in that quarter, as to form a
subordinate part of the operations of the army.
Hence a very brief outline of what was accomplished by this division of the North Atlantic
squadron is all that it is necessary to give here.
The land forces were safely convoyed up the
river to their landing places at City Point and
Bermuda Hundred, with no disaster to the fleet
beyond the destruction by torpedoes of two
small paddle-wheel gunboats, the Oommodore
Jones and the Shawsheen. Military operations
having commenced near Petersburg, five ironclads, including the captured vessel Atlanta,
were stationed some distance above City Point
to watch the rebel iron-clads and rams in the
upper James, and if possible engage them in
action, while the smaller vessels of the flee t
were busily occupied in dragging the river for
torpedoes, in assailing moving batteries or
bodies of the enemy along the shore, or in
minor expeditions. During the attack upon
the colored garrison at Wilson's wharf, a portion of the fleet rendered good service in repelling the enemy. In June, much to the disappointment of Admiral Lee, who earnestly desired a brush with the enemy, obstructions were
sunk in the channel at Trent's Reach, for the
purpose of protecting, from any sudden attack
by the rebel fleet, the numerous transports
collected at City Point, the security of which
was deemed of too great importance to the
army to permit their defence to-be intrusted to
the navy alone. During most of the summer
and_autumn, the iron-clads had frequent combats with the enemy's vessels and the powerful
batteries at Howlett's, the aclvUJ1tages from
which, owing to the difficult navigation of the
river, could never· be pushed to any definite
result.
The complex yet comprehensive plan which
the Government adopted in the spring of 1864,
for the overthrow of the rebel power, provided
for the capture of the remaining seaports,
through which munitions of war and pecuniary
aid were_ received by the Oonfederacy. Wilmington, from the facility which it afforded for
l>lockade-running, and its easy communication
with Richmond, became early in the summer a prominent object of attack; ohd to guard
against any doubtful issue in such an undertaking, preparations commenced early in the summer to equip a squadron, which, while amply
able to overcome all resistance, should also
represent the commanding position assumed
within t.hree years by the United States among
the great naval powers of the worl~. The
naval department had on several pr_eV1?US occasions offered to close the port ofWil.mmgton,
with the aid of a cooperatin g land for_ce; but,
in view of the failure at Charleston m 1863,
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declined, without such cooperation, to assume t;:::== = ===::;;
the responsibility of reducing the strong forts
at the mouth of the Oape Fear River. In previous years the exigencies of the service had
prevented the employment ·of land forces for
this specific purpose; now it was determined to
·furnish troops enough to crown the expedition
with success. The stubborn :fighting between
tpe Rapidn,n and the James entailed, however,
such serious losses upon Gen. Grant, that all
the surplus troops at the disposal of the Government were needed during the summer, to re~
plenish the wasted ranks of the Armies of the
Potomac and the J amea, and for months the
contemplated expedition remained unorganized.
The naval part of it alone, in consequence of
the constantly-jncreasing number of vessels at
the disposal of the naval department, seemed
to- make progress. As e&rly as August, iron- .
clads and wooden steamers began to rendezvous at Hampton Roads, until in October a
formidable fleet, numbe1,jng over :fifty war vessels, and including the iron-clad New Ironsides
and four monitors, was collected, of which Admiral Porter assumed command.
Long before December the squadron was at
its rendezvous in readiness to sail; but it was
1 c;::;;;;;;;;0;;;;c;;;;E;;;A;;::;;tv====:::.i
-.il;;;;N;;;;;;;;r:;:;
not until the winter had fairly commenced that 1.;;;:=== =:;;;A;;:,:;:;·;;;;r:;;;
the necessary quota of troops could be furnished. The signal successes of Thomas and· strong work of no further importance to the
Sherman having disarmed all apprehensions rebels. For the immediate defence of the inlet
with.respect to the re.sult of military operations the rebels relied chiefly upon Fort Fisher, and
in the South and Southwest, and the Armies a series of batteries, connected by rifle-pits,
of the Potomac and the J a.mes having been re- running thenee in a southwest direction along
cently largely recruited, the Government early the coast, at an average distance of two hunin December issued orders for the troops des- dred yards from the beach, to what was
ignated for the service to repair to Hampton called the "Mound Battery," situated near
Roads. These consisted of Gen. Ames's divis- the extreme end of Federal Point. The fort
ion of the 24th corps, and of Gen. Paine's and its connecting batteries, forming practically
colored division of the 25th corps, numbering a single work, consisted of two fronts: the firs~
together 6,500 effective men, both of which or land front, being four hundred and eighty
belonged to the Army of the James. Gen. yards in length and extending nearly across
Weitzel was designated as commander-in-chief the narrow peninsula, while the sea front has
of the military part of tb.e expedition, but Gen. a length of about thirteen hundred yards. The
Butler subsequently accompanied it in that former was intended to resist any attack from
capacity, and on the 9th notified Admiral Por- troops approaching the fort from the north,
ter that he was in readiness to move. Owing and the sea front to prevent vesself? from runto stormy weather none of the vessels sailed ning through New Inlet or landing troops on
until the 12th, when the transports and smaller Federal Point. The following more particular
war vessels, about '75 in number, took their description of both fronts is given by Oolonel
departure, followed on the succeeding day by Oomstock, chief engineer of the military part
the New Ironsides and the heavy steam frigates. of the expedition : " The land front consists of
After careful consideration it was determined a half bastion on the left or Oape Fear River
that of the two entrances to the Oape Fear side, connected by a curtain with a bastioI: on
River, New Inlet could be the more success- the ocean side. · The parapet is 25 feet tl??k,
fully attacked.
The narrow strip of land averages 20 feet in height, with traverses r1smg
forming part of the ·east bank of the Oape Fear 10 feet above it and running back on their tops,
River, and terminating in Federal Point, which are from 8 to 12 feet in thickness, to a
offered, on the.whole, better facilities for land- distance of from 30 to 40 feet from the interior
ing troops than any other part of the coa-st; crest. The traverses on the left half bastion
r.nd the capture of the works which protected are about 25 feet in length on top. The earth
it would not only give to the fleet the com- for this heavy parapet and the enormous
mand of the river, and thus virtually close the traverses at their inner ends, more than 30 feet
port of Wilmington, put by cutting off Fort in height, was obtained partly from a s~allo'IV
Caswell, which comm!lnds the other mouth of exterior ditch..l. but mainly from the interior of
the river, would render the possession of that the work. .tletween each pair of traverses
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there was one or two guns. The traverses on
the ri:ght of this front were only partially completed. .A. palisade, which is loopholed and
has a banquette, runs in front of this face, at a
distance of 50 feet in front of the exterior slope,
from the Oape Fear River to the ocean, with a
position for a gun between the left of the front
and the river, and another between the right
of the front and the ocean. Through the middle traverse on the Cill'tain is a bomb-proof
postern whose exterior opening is covered by
a small redan for two field-pieces, to give flank
fire along the curtain. The traverses are generally bomb-proofed for men or magazines.
The slopes of the work appear to have been
revetted with marsh sod or covered with grass,
and have an inclination of 45 degrees or a little
less. * * * There were originally on this front
21 guns and 3 mortars. * * * The sea front
consists of a series of batteries, mounting in all
24 guns, the different batteries being connected
by a strong infantry parapet s~ as 'to form a
continuous line. The same system of heavy
traverses for the protection of the guns is used
as on the land front, and these traverses are
also generally bomb-proofed." There was also
a rebel ba.t tery, commanding the channel, on
Zeeke's Island, two miles southeast of Fort
Fisher, and several miles north of the latter
were the Flag Pond Hill and Half Moon batteries, serving as outworks to it.
On December 15th the transports arrived off
New Inlet, where, on the 18th and 19th, they
were joined by the iron-clads, which, being
obliged to put into Beaufort, N. 0., _for coal and
ammunition, could not reach the rendezvous
sooner. The heavy-armed frigates, on account
of their slow sailing, arrived also a day or two
after the transports. Scarcely was the whole
fleet assembled than the weather, which had
previously been fair, became threatening, and
on the 19th the sea was too rough to admit of
landing troops. On. the 20th a gale set in from
the northeast, and the transports, being now
deficient in coal and water, and liable to disaster if they should attempt to remain at their
anchorage, were directed to make for Beaufort.
The war ·vessels rode out the gale, which lasted
three days, in safety, the monitors acting une:xr
pectedly well ; and on the 23d, the wind having
veered round to the west, Admiral Porter determined to improve what he considered a
f~vorable opportunity, by commencing operations on his own account without waiting for
the return of the transports. An important
agent in the destruction or reduction of Fort
!isher was a vessel filJed with powder, which
it was designed to run ashore as near as possible to the fort and explode. The idea originated with General Butler, and was suggested
by the accidental explosion at Erith, on the
Tha1D.es, in England, on October 1st, of two
b~rges and two adjoining magazines loaded,
'Ylth barrels of powder, by which eight or nine
lives were lost, and much surrounding property
Was destroyed. It was supposed that a similar
41
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explosion of a vast mass of powder near the
fort, the fleet meanw bile keeping at a respectful distance, would cause its walls to fall down
or some other serious disaster to occur of which
the attacking paJ:ty might take advant~ge. The
vessel selected for the purpose was the small
gunboat Louisiana, purchased for operations on
the North Oarolina Sounds, and which with a
view of· deceiving the rebels as to her true
character, was disguised for the occasion as a
blockade runner. She was then stored with
two hundred and fifteen tons of powder, arranged as follows: Upon the berth deck was
stowed a tier of barrels 6f powder with their
heads taken out; over this sixty-pound bags
of powder were piled in layers up to the top
of the deck, and a house was constructed on
the after deck, filled in the same manner. All
were connected together by Gomez fuses, penetrating the mass, and uniting it at many points,
every precaution being taken to insure, if possible, the insta,ntaneous ignition of the whole
mass. A simple method of firing these fuses
by clock-work, timed as desired, was provided,
three being provided in case one should fail. As a
further precaution, in case the clock fuses sholild
miscarry, the ends of the fuses were united at
another point, and brought beneath a perforated
framework of wood, in which were set lighted
tapers, the lower end of the wicks penetrating
the quick of the fuses. Five of . these tapers
were provided to insure success if other means
failed; and, as a last precaution, it was arranged to fire the ship at a point remote from
the powder at the moment of leaving it.
The vessel thus equipped was put in charge
of Oommander A. 0. Rhind, who had associn.ted
with him Lieutenant G. W. Preston, Second Assistant Engineer MulJen, Acting Master's Mate
Boyden, and seven men. The weather seeming ·auspicious for the enterprise on the 23d,
Oommander Rhind was directed, under cover
·of the darkness, to run his vessel aground directly opposite the.fort, and proceed to explode
her. Mr. Bradford, of the coast survey, had, the
night previous, ascertained that a vessel of seven
feet draught could be placed on the edge of the
beach. The result of the undertaking jg thus
described by Admiral Porter:
At half-past ten P. M. the powder vessel started in
toward the bar, and was towed by the Wilderness
until the embrasures of Fort Fisher were plainly in
sight. The Wilderness then cast off, and the Louisiana proceeded under steam until within two hundred
yards oftbe beach, and about four hundred from the
fort. Commander Rhind anchored her securely
there, and coolly went to work to make all bis arrangements to b low her up. This he was enabled to
do, owing to a blockade-runner going in right ahead
of.him, tlie forts making the blocKade-runner signals,
which they also did to the Louisiana. The gallant
party, after coolly making all their arran_gements f?r
the explosion, left the vessel, the last thrng they ~1d
being to set her on fire under the cabin. Then taking
to their boats, they made their esc~pe off to the
Wilderness, lying close by. . The ~1ldern~ss then
put off shore with good speed, to avoid any ill effects
that might happen from the explosion. At forty-five
minutes past one on the morning of the 24th the ex0
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plosion took place, and the shock was nothing like so
severe as was expected. It shook the vessel some,
and broke one or two glasses, but nothing more.

•

To those watching the explosion from the
fleet at several miles distance from the shore, it
seemed scarcely louder than the discharge of a
battery of light artillery; but at Newbern it
was distinctly heard, and was supposed to be
an earthquake. Not the slightest damage, so
far as could be ascertained, was inflicted upon
the fort, whose immensely thick: walls of sand
could probably have withstood the explosion of
a dozen or more pow9-er-ships.
.Although the explosion had proved a failure
and the transports were not yet in sight, Admiral Porter determined to proceed at once with
the attack, hoping to damage the fort to such a
degree that the troops, upon their arrival, would
find comparatively little difficulty in carrying it
by storm. Accordingly, at daylight of the 24th,
the fleet stood in, in line of battle, toward the
shore, and shortly before noon took up the positions previously assigned to them by the Admiral. The first line comprised the iron-clads,
Ironsides, Monadnock, Canonicus, and Mahopac, which were ancp.ored in line, about a length
apart, at a distance of three-quarters of a mile
from the fort, each having in its rear, within
easy supporting distance, a gunboat to serve as
a.tender. A quo.rter of a mile behind the ironclads was a line of heavy frigates, comprising
the Minnesota, Colorado, Wabash, and vessels of
similar calibre; and behind these another line,
each vessel of which was anchored intermediate
between those of the first line. Another division, consisting chiefly of gunboats, took position to the south and southeast of the forts, and
to the left of t~e frigates, and still another was
posted to the northward and eastward of the
iron-clads, for the purpose of enfilading the
works. The attacking squadron numbered
thirty-three vessels of all kinds, mounting upward of four hundred guns, and was supported
by a reserve of seventeen small gunboats with
about one hundred guns.
Shortly before one o'clock the Ironsides
opened upon the fort, followed by the monitors,
and within half an 'hour afterwards the Minnesota, holding the left of the second line, succeeded in obtaining the range. The rebels kept
up an active fire while the squadron was getting into position, but the terrific broadsides of
the Ironsides almost immediately silenced all
their guns on the northeast face of the fort;
and by the time the last of the large vessels anchored and got its batteries into play, but one
or t:wo guns were discharged from any part of
the fort, the incessant and tremendous fire of
the fleet, surpassing any thing previously known
in naval warfare, having driven the gunners
within the shelter of their bomb-proofs. "In
one hour and fifteen minutes after the first shot
was fired," says Admiral Porter, " not a shot
came from the fort. Two magazines had been
blown up by our sheU.,s, and the fort set on fire
in several places, and such a torrent of missiles

were falling into and bursting over it, that it
was impossible for any human being to stand it.
Finding that the batteries were silenced completely, I directed the ships to keep up a moderate fire, in hopes of attracting the attention
of the transports and bringing them in." In the
latter part of the afternoon Gen. Butler arrived
with a portion of his transports, and the fleet
was signalled to retire for the night for safe
anchorage. During the four or five hours that
the.engagement lasted, only one vessel, the gunboat Yantic, left the line to report damages,
although several others were struck once or
twice. The most serious disasters to the fleet
were caused by the bursting of some of its own
guns. Accidents of this kind occlll'red on the
Ticonderoga, Yan tic, Juniata, Mackinaw, Quaker City, and Susquehanna, resulting in the killing and wounding of between forty and fifty
officers and men. The pieces which exploded
were 100-pounder Parrott guns, and the effect
was to cause a great distrust in this species of
ordnance, as unfit for service, and, to use the
language of Admiral Porter, "calculated to
kill more of our own men than those of the
enemy."
On the 25th the remaining transports arrived,
and, in· accordance with plans matured between
the naval and military commanrlers on the previous ev:ening, another attack upon the fort by
the fleet was determined on, in cooperation
with an assault by the troops upon the land
face. Under cover of a detachment of gunboats,
the disembarkation of the troops commenced,
shortly after noon, on the beach about three
miles above the fort. A portion of Curtis's
brigade of Ames's division landed first, and
pushed forward to reconnoitre the immediate
appi·oaches to the fort, the fleet meanwhile
keeping up a slow and deliberate fire of just
sufficient force to occupy the enemy's attention
and prevent them from opening upon the
troops. The reconnoitring column, accompanied by Gen. Weitzel in person, approached so
near to Fort Fisher that several men in the
skirmish line were wounded by fragments of
shells from the fleet. From a point eight hundred yards distant Gen. Weitzel made a survey
C1f the work, and the results of his personal observation, together with information previously received from trustworthy solU'ces, induced
him to report to Gen. Butler, upon his return
to the transport fleet, that, under the circumstances, it woulcl b_e "butchery to order an assault." This opinion coincided ,vith that nlready formed by Gen. Butler, and orders were
at once given to reembark the troops, all of
whom, however, were not taken off until the
next evening. During the advance of the r~connoitring column toward the fort, the ga:nsons of the Flag Pond and Half Moon batteries.
numbering nearly three hundred officers and
men, were captured.
The following correspondence subseque~tly
passed between Gen. Butler and Admll'al
Porter:
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The prisoners now on board the Santiago de Cuba
will be delivered to the Provost Marshal at Fortress
Monroe, unless you wish to take them on board one
of the transports, which would be inconvenient just
now.
•
I remain, General, respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D PORTER, Rear Admiral.
To Maj.-Gen. B. F. BUTLER, Commanding, &c., &c,

ADMIRAL: Upon landi:ng the troops and making a
thorough reconnoissance of Fort Fisher, both GenWeitzel and myself are fully of the opinion that the
place conld not be carried by assault, as it was left
substantially uninjured as a defensive work by the
navy fire. We found sevei;iteen guns protected by
traverses, two only of which were dismounted, bearing up the beach and covering a strip of land, the
For various reasons Admiral Porter was
on1y practicabl~ route, not more than wide enough strongly opposed to abandoning the attack, and
for a thousand men in line of battle.
Ha.vino- captured Flag Pond Hill battery, the ~arri- so expressed himself in his subsequent report
son of which, sixty-five men and two commissioned to the Naval Department. "I don't pretend,"
officers, were taken off by the navy, we also cap- he said, "to put my opinion in oppo!:'ition to
tured Half Moon battery and seven officers and two that of Gen. Weitzel, who is a thorough soldier
hundred and eighteen men of the 3d North Carolina and an able engineer, and whose business it is
Junior Reserves, including its commander, from to know more of assaulting than I do, but I
whom I learned that a portion of Hoke's division,
consisting of Kirkland's and Haywood's brigades, can't help thinking that it ~as worth while to
hnd been sent from the lines before Richmond on make the attempt after coming so far." This
Tuesday last, arriving at Wilmington Friday night.
was the view genernJly entertained by the pubGen. Weitzel advanced bis skirmish line within lic, who, accustomed of late to uninterr.upted
fifty yards of the fort, while the garrison was kept in
their bomb-proofs by the fire of the navy, and so successes, chafed under this temporary check;
closely that three or four men of the picket line ven- and to the general dissatisfaction caused by the
tured upon the parapet, and through the sally-port abandonment of the enterprise arid the return
of the work, capturing a horse, which they brought of the troops to Fortress Monroe is doubtless
off, killing the orderly, who .vas the bearer of a de- partly to be attributed the order issued early in
spatch from the chief of artillery of Gen. Whiting to
bring a light battery within the fort, and also brought 1865, relieving Gen. Butler from the command
away from the parapet the flag of the fort. This was of the Army of the J runes. The enemy, with
done while the shells of the navy were falling about some degree of reason, claimed that the result
the heads of the daring men who entered the work, of the expedition was a triumph for their arms,
and it was evident, as soon a.s the fire of the navy notwithstanding that during two wl1ole days
ceased because of the darkness, that the fort was fully
manned again, and opened ,vith grape and canister Fort Fisher had been silenced by the guns of
the fleet; and a congratulatory order was
upon our picket line.
Finding that nothing but the operations of a regu- issued by Gen. Bragg, in which a high complilar siege, which did not come within my instructions, ment was paid to Gen. Whiting, Ool. Lamb,
would reduce the fort, and in view of the threatening and the officers and men of the garrison. Acaspect of the weather, wind arising from the southeast, rendering it impossible to make further landing cording to the rebel accounts the fort fired
through the surf, I caused the troops, with their pris- 662 shots on the first day of the attack and 600
oners, to reembark, and see nothing further that can on the second, and had 2 guns burst and 4 disbe done bv the land forces. I shall therefore sail for abled.
The garrison lost 3 killed and 55
Hampton Roads as soon as the transport fleet can be
wounded.
got in order.
·
Admiral Porter remained off New Inlet a
The engineers and officers report Fort Fisher to me
as substautially uninjured as a defensive work.
day or two after the departure of the transI ~ave the honor to be, very respectfully, your ports, but :finding it h?peless to atte:mpt the reobedient servant,
BENJ. F. BUTLER.
duction of the fort without the assistance of a
·
Maj.-Gen. Comm'g.
~o Rear Adm. PORTER, Commanding N. A. Block- land force, he withdrew his fleet to Beaufort, in
the confident expectation that the troops
odmg Squadron.
·
NORTII ATLANTIO 6QUAD'N, U. 6. FLAGBIIIP MALVERN,}
OF.F NEW INLET, December 26, 1864.

GENERAL: I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt
of your letter of this date, the substance of which
was communicated to me by G.en. Weitzel last night.
B I have ordered the largest vessels to proceed-off
eaufort, and fill up with ammunition, to be ready
fo~· another attack m case it is decided to proceed
With this matter by making other arrangements. We
have not commenced firing rapidly yet, and could
~eep any rebels inside from showing their heads until an assaulting .!)olumn was within twenty yards of
the works.
I wish some more of your gallant fellows had followed the officer who took the flag from the parapet
and the brave fellow who brought the horse from the
fort. I think they would have round it an easier conquest thiin is supposed. I do not desire, however,
to place my opiruon in opposition ta Gen. Weitzel,
W:hom I know to be an accomplished soldier and e!Y
gmeer, and whose opinion has great weight ,vith me,
WI wi_ll li:>ok out that the troops are all off in safety.
e will have a west wind presently, and a smooth
bbeacb about three o'clock, when sufficient boats will
e sent for them.

would soon be ordered back again from Fortress Monroe. In this he was not deceived,
for scarcely had the news of the abandonment
of the expedition been received at headquarters, than orders were issued for a renewnl of
the attempt.
On January 2d, Gen. Terry,
commanding the 1st division of the 24th corps,
Army of the J runes, was ordered to take command of the two divisions which had participated in the first expedition, to which wl!8
added a brigade under Ool. Abbott from bis
own division, and two batteries, the whole
numbering somewhat more than 8,000 men.
With these he proceeded on ·the 5th to Fortress Monroe, and thence to Beaufort, where
on the 8th he arranged with Ad?Jiral Port~r a
plan of operations against Fort Fisher. Owmg ,
to unfavorable weather the transports were
unable to arrive off New Inlet until late on the
night of the 12th. 1:fext morning commen~ed
the disembarkation of the troops at a pomt
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about :five miles above the fort, the fleet, with and partially covered by abatis, had been conthe exception of the iron-clads, divided into structed. During the day this work was conthree columns, covering the operation. One siderably strengthened, and the artillery, as fast
column moved a little to the northward of the as it was landed, was placed.in positjon on the
landing place, to guard against any attack from line. A careful reconnoissance satisfied Gen.
the direction of Masonboro Inlet, and shelled Terry that, in view of the difficulty of conductthe woods, which approach within about 300 ing a regular siege on the narrow and exposed
yards of the shore, without, however, provoking peninsula in such an inclement season of the
any reply. With the aid of 200 boats from the year, the better policy would be to attempt an
fleet, besides steam tugs, nearly the whole of the immediate assault. This decision coincided
troops were landed between 8 .A.. M. and 3 P. M., with Admiral Porter's views, and both comeach man carrying three days' rations, and forty manders went heartily to work to arrange a
rounds of ammunition. A sufficient quantity plan of attack, the main feature of which, on
of intrenching tools was also carried. The iron-' the p_art of the navy, was to be a severe bomclads, increased to five by the arrival of themoni- bardment of the fort by the fleet, to cover the
tor Saugus, meanwhile, from their old positions assaulting column, and to be continued against
in front of Fort Fisher, had maintained a steady other parts of the work, after the assault had
:fire upon the work, in which, after the disem- been commenced. It was also decided that the
barkation of the troops was concluded, they attack should be made at 3 P. M. of the 15th, and
received the cooperation of columns 1 and 2 of that the army should assault the western half
the fleet, coiµprising all the large vessels, which of the land face, while a cooperating body of
were posted very nearly as at the :first attack. sailors and marines attacked the northeast
Oolumn 3 remained to cover the landing and bastion. A slow and deliberate :fire W!ls mainhelp get the :field artillery, munitions, and com- tained against the fc,i.t during the day, with the
missary stores o'h shore.
object mainly of dismounting or disabling the
The bombardment of the iron-clads was very guns on that part of the work where the assault
effective, and that of the combined iron-clads was to be made, and also of demolishing the paliand wooden ships, lasting from 4.30 P. M. to 6 sade sufficiently to admit the passage of troops.
r. M., the most tremendous, perhaps, in the anAt 11 .A.. M. of the 15th all the vessels of the
nals of this or of any war, considering tp.e . fleet were in position and commenced a fire,
weight of metal thrown, and the force with "magnificent alike for its power and accuracy,"
which it struck the fort. The iron-clads alone, which, as on previous occasions, silenced nearly
with thirty guns, fired in the course of the day every gun in the fort. Under its cover 1,600
upward of 2,000 shells, or· about four per sailors, armed with cutlasse11, revolvers, and carminute; and during the grand bombardment it bines, and400 marines, and the whole commandwas reckoned that four shots were fired from ed by Fleet Oaptain K. R. Breese, were landed
the fleet each second, or about 20,000 in all. on the beach, and by digging rifle-pits worked
The rebels were pretty effectually kept within their way up within 200 yards of the fort. The
the shelter of their bomb-J»·oofs while this feu troops. selected ·for the assault were Ames's
d'infer continued, and could inflict but a trifling division, comprising the brigades of Ourtis,
amount of damage upon the fleet. "Indeed," Penny backer, and Bell, while Paine's division
says Admiral Porter, "I do not see how they of colored troops and Abbott's brigade held
could :fire at all after lines one and two got 'the intrenchments facing Wilmington, against
fairly anchored in position." .At dark the which Hoke's troops, estimated at 5,000 strong,
wooden vessels. drew off for the night, but the had begun to demonstrate. At 3.30 P. M. sigiron-clads remained at their anchorage, firing nal was made from the shore to the fleet to
an occi,tsional shell.
·
change the direction of the fire, in order that
As soon as the troops were landed pickets the troops might assault; and soon afterrards
were thrown out, who encountered the enemy's the sailors•rushed with reckless energy toward
outposts; and from a few prisoners taken short- the parapet of the fort, which at once swarmed
ly afterward, it was ascertained that Hoke's with rebel soldiers, who poured in upon them
division, stationed at Fort Fisher 0n the for- a murderous fire of musketry. The marines,
mer attack, and which it was supposed had been who were to have covered the assaulting pa.rty,
sent south, was still in the neighborhood. for some unexplained reason failed to fire upon
Gen. Terry's first object after landing was to the rebels on the parapet, all of whom, in the
throw a defensive line across the peninsula opinion of Admiral Porter, an eye-witness of
from Oape Fear River to the sea, to protect his the fight, might have been killed. "I saw," he
rear from an attack from .the direction of Wil- said, "how recklessly the rebels exposed themmington while he was operating against Fort selves, and what an advantage they gave our
Fisher. After two impracticable surveys, occu- sharpshooters, whose guns were scarcely :fir~d,
pying many hours, a line was finally selected or :fired with no precision. N otwithstandin!
at 2 .A.. M. on the 14th, having an average dis- the hot fire, officers and sailors in the lea
tance of about two miles from the fort. En- rushed on, and some even reached the parapet,
trenchments were at once commenced, and by a large number having reached the ditch. T1;:
8 o'clock on the mo~ng of the 14th, a good advance was swept from the parapet like ohau,
breastwork, reaching from the river to the sea and, notwithstanding all the efforts made by
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· the commanders of companies to stay them, the
men in the rear, seeing the slaughter in front,
and that they were not covered by the marines,
commenced to retreat; and, as there is no stopping a sailor if he fails on such an occasion on
the first rush, I saw the whole thing had to be
given up." The attack on this part of the fort,
though a failme, diverted a part of the enemy's
attention, and rendered the work laid out for the
main storming column of troops much e~sier.
At the word of command, the division of
Gen . .Ames, which had been gradually drawn
forward un_der the shelter of .hastily-formed
breastworks, rushed toward the fort, the brigade
of Ourtis taking the lead. The palisades had
been so much injm-ed by the fire of the fleet
that a few vigorous strokes from the axemen
sufficed to clear gaps for the passage of the
troops, and in the face of a severe enfilading
fire a lodgment was soon effected on the west
end of the land front. Pennybacker's and Bell's
brigades followed in rapid succession, the latter
moving between the work and the river. "On
this side," says Gen. Terry, " there was no regular pampet, but there was an abundance of
cover afforded to the enemy by cavities from
which sand had been taken for the parapet, the
ruins of barracks and storehouses, the large magazine, and by traverses behind -;vhich they
stubbornly resisted our advance. Hand to hand
fighting of the most desperate character ensued,
the traverses of the land face being used successively by the enemy as breastworks, over
~he tops of which the contending parties fired
m each other's faces. Nine of these were carried, one after the other, by om· men." At five
o'clock, wlien about half of the land front of
the fort had been thus captured, it became apparent that more troops were needed to support
the assaulting column, and Abbott's brigade
wa~ ordered up, its place in the defensive line
facrng Wilmington being supplied by the sailors
and marines. The attack then went on with
redoubled fm-y, the fire of the navy meanwhile
continuing upon that part of the work not
occupied by the Federal troops, and upon the
b_each on Oape Fear River, under the apprehenSion that reenforcements mia-ht be thrown over
~ere by the rebels from th~ right bank of the
river. All this time signals betw.een the land
and naval forces were exchanged with great
exa~tness, and the cooperation between the two
services was in the highest degree harmonious
nncl useful. By 9 P. M. two more traverses
Were carried, and an hour later Abbott's brigade
drove the enemy from their remaining stronghold, and the occupation of the work -was comre.te. The enemy fell gradually back to Federal
0mt, where, being cut off from further retreat,
tl!ey sunendered unconditionally about midp1&ht. About 4 P. M. Hoke had advanced against
b ame's. division, as if intending a general assault,
ut retired after a slight skirmish with the outposts. The garrison originally numbered over
2,300 men, of whom I,9'71, with 112 officers,
Were captured. The rest were killed and
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wounded. Their commanders, Gen. Whiting
and Col. Lamb, were captured, badly wounded.
Of the three brigade commanders of Ames'e
division, Cm·tis and Pennybaoker were severely,
and Bell was mortally wounded, and the total
Federal loss, according to official accounts
footed up as follows :
'
Killed.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _o_mceni.
_ _M_en._
Curtis's brigade .......
Pennybacker's ]>rigade.
Bell's brigade .........
.Abbott's brigade ••.•. :...

Tot.al . ..•..•.•.•.•
.Aggregate •...•...

2
7
2
11

······"

85
24

15
8
77

Wounded.

Officers. I Men.

18
15

Mm.
Men.

4
2

166
188
105
18

72

29

472

92
691

....... ......

9
11

The fleet suffered a loss of between two and
three hundred in killed and wounded, principally in the assaulting column of sailors and
mm:ines, and two 15-inch guns were exploded
on boar<l. ·the monitors. In other respects the
ships experienced little damage.
The greater part of the guns of the fort were
·dismounted, or otherwise injured by the fire
of the fleet, but the work itself received no
damage which was not susceptible of immediate
repair·, its strength being about the same as
before the bombardment. According to Admiral Porter, who had visited the Malakoff during
the siege of Sebastopol, it was a much more
formidable work than that celebrated stronghold, and its capture.caused an almost unprecedented rejoicing throughout the United States.
The capture of the fort having· sealed the fate
of the rebel supremacy in Cape Fear River,
their remaining works covering the mouth of
the river, including Fort Caswell and the forts at
Smith's Island, Smithville, and Reeves's Point,
together with the gunboats Chickamauga and
Tallahassee, were destroyed or evacuated,
whereby 169 guns and large amounts of ammunition and commissary stores fell into the hands
of the Federals. Among the guns were some
English ones of Sir William Armstrong's make.
Admiral Porter immediately sent some of his
light draught gunboats into the river, and by a
skilful ruse decoyed several blockacle-rnnners
under the shelter of Fort Caswell, where they
were of course speeclily captm-ed.
The operations of the South Atlantic Squadron were much curtailed by a variety of circumstances, the chief of which was the withdrawal
of the greater part of the troops of the Department of the South, un<l.er Gen. Gillmore, to
reenforce the .AJ:my of the James. Deprived
of this necessary cooperative branch, Admiral
Dahlgren found it impossible to make any
serious clemonstration against Charleston, and
the fleet in that quarter was principally employed in blockade duties. A detac~ent _of
vessels cooperated in the St. John's River '!1th
the army movements in Florida ~ the sp~g,
and subsequently in demonstrations agamst
J ames's Island Bull's Bay and other places.
On Feb. 17th the gunboat Housatonic was destroyed by a torpedo off Charleston, and two
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small armed steamers, the Oolumbine and
Water Witch, fell into the enemy's hands in
the course of the year.
The chief events in the history of the West
Gulf squadron were those connected with the
capture of the fortifications guarding the entrance to the bay of Mobile, and the consequent
closing of that port against the blockade-runners. Although in many respects it was desirable to obtain possession of these works, the
exigencies of the service in other quarte:rs had
not previously permitted the coupe1·ation of so_
large a body of troops a.s was needed for the
undertaking. The rebels availed themselves of
this circumstance to construct several -i ronclads and armed vessels, and threatened to
raise the blockade of Mobile. Early in the
year Admiral Farragut reconnoitred the approaches to the city, and offered, with. the assistance of an iron-clad or two and a few thousand troops, to gain full possession of the bay;
but as neither of these could at once be obtained, be was forced to confine himself to threatening demonstrations, a1though, as he privately·
informed the Naval Department, should the
rebel iJ:on-clads come out to attack his· wooden
fleet, the issue would necessarily be a doubtful
one. He, however, expressed himself in readiness to measure his strength with Admiral Buchanan, whenever the. latter should venture to
offer battle, and kept his fleet in constant readiness for such a contingency.
At length, in the latter part of July, Admiral
Farragut received an addition of four monitors
to his squadron, the Tecumseh, Winnebago,
Manhattan, and Chickasaw, and a cooperative
land force under Gen. Granger was promised
by Gen. Canby, commanding the military division of the south west. The entrance to Mobile Bay is divided by Dauphin Island into two
passag·es, the easterly of which is about four
'miles wide and twenty feet deep, and the other
a shallow strait of not above five feet depth.
On either side of the main channel stand Fqrts
Gaines and Morgan, the former occupying the
east encl of Dauphin Island, and the latter the
end of a long sandy point which makes out into
the bay directly opposite. The channel runs
close under the guns of Fort Morgan, and a
large part of it had been obstructed with piles
and torpedoes. Fort Morgan was a powerful
stone, casemated work, mounting forty-eight
guns, including some of very heavy calibre, and
the armament of Fort Gaines consisted of twenty-one guns. About a mile distant from Fort
Gaines, on Dauphin-Island, was Fort Powell, a
lesser work, adjoining which were a water battery and some earthworks. On the evening of
Aug. 4th the monitors and wooden vessels were
all assembled off the bar of Mobile Bay, and at
5.40 A. M. of the 5th the whole fleet moved up
the bay in the following order, two abreast and
lashed together: the Brooklyn with the Octorara on the port si'de, the Hartford and Metaoomet, the Richmond and Port Royal, the
Lackawanna and Seminole, the Monongahela

and Kennebec, the Ossipee and Itasca, and the
Oneida and Galena. Between the four fiJ'St
couples and Fort Morgan, at a distance of about
two hundred yards from the latter, moved the
monitors, headed by the Tecumseh, for the
double purpose of keeping down the :fire of the
water-battery and parapet guns of the fort, and
attacking the rebel iron-clads when the fort
was passed. The object of coupling the wooden
ships, an expedie!l.t a.s novel as it was ingenious,
was to insure mutual protection by enabling
each to tow along its consort, in case the latter
should be crippled. The Admiral was on
ooarcl his flag-ship the Hartford, and in order
to get an unobstructed view of operations, and
to give his orders with clearness, caused himself to be lashed to the main-top.
At about seven o'clock, as the head of the
colurnn came abreast of the fort, the latter
opened fire, and the action soon became general.
The enemy- confidently expected, from the.close
quarters at which the fighting was to take
place, to be able to sink or disable several of
the attacking vessels. But here, as at the passage of the forts in Mississippi in 1862, Farragut
converted what might well have seemed a disadvantage into a pogitive advantage to himself,
by pouring such continuous broadsides into the
fort as to drive the gunners from their guns,
and enable the ships to pass with comparatively
slight damage. At '7.40, while the firing was
at its height, and the fleet making rapid progress in spite of the obstructions in its path,
the monitor Tecumseh struck a torpedo, which
blew a large hole through her bottom, just under the turret, arid almost imediately she filled
with water and sank. At this moment the
Brooklyn, by backing her engines to avoid torpedoes, tern porarily arrested the progress of the
fleet, and the Admiral, regardless of torpedoes.
at once clashed to the head of the column, :first
despatching a boat from the Metacomet to pick
up the survivors of the Tecumseh. ' Of these
only fotu· officers and· seventeen men w~re
found; four swam ashore and were made ·prisoners, and the .r est, with her commander,
T. A. M. Oraven, were drowned.
Soon after eight o'clock the whole column
had passed the forts with no serious disaster
beyond the loss of th~ Tecumseh. The Oneida,
which brought up the rear, and was conse~
quently more exposed to the fire of the fort
than the rest of the fie~ had her boiler p~netrated by a 'T-inch rifle-shell~~~ was depnved
of motive power· but she . ~ towed safely
along by her con'sort, the Galena, and made
good use of her guns until the fort was passed.
Meanwhile the rebel fleet, qonsistiug of the
frou-clacl ram Tennessee and the gunboats_ ~elma, Gaines, and Morgan, hacl held a position
inside the bay a little north of Fort :Morgan,
whence they poured a galling fire upon ifue fleet.
The Tennessee under the immediate command
of Admiral B~chanan made a dash at the
Hartford and several 'other ships, during th~
passage of the fort, but subsequently sough
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shelter under its guns; and under t}:ie supposition that she had retired from the :fight, Admiral Farragut ordered the fleet to cast off
their couplings and come to anchor, . with the
exception of the light-draught gunboats, which
were directed to pursue and destroy the Selma,
Morgan, and Gaines.. The Metacomet captured
the Selma after a brisk engagement, but the
Morgan and Gaines succeeded in getting under
the protection of Fort Morgan. The former
subsequently crept along the shore during the
night into Mobile, but the latter was so seriously injured that she had to be destroyed. Several of the large ships were already at anchor,
when, shortly before nine o'clock, the Tennessee was seen standing toward the Hai·tford,
with the desperate intention apparently of
fighting single-handed the whole fleet. Of the
singular combat that followed, the following
description is given by Admil;al Farragut:
I ~ns not long in comprehei;idiug his intentions to
be the destruction of the flag-ship. The monitors,
and such of the wooden vessels as I thought best
adapted for the purpose, ~' ere immediately ordered
to attack the ram, not only with their guns, but
bows on · at full speed, and then began one of the
fiercest naval combats on record. The Monongahela,
Commander Strong, was the first vessel that struck
her, and in doing so carried away his own iron prow,
together with the cutwater, without apparently doing her adversar.y much injury. Tb; Lackawanna,
Capt. Marchand, was the next vessel to strike her,
which she did at full speed; but though her stem
was cut and crushed to the plank ends for the distance of three feet above the water's edge to five feet
b~low, the only perceptible effect on the ram was to
give her a heavy list. The Hartford w.as the third
vessel which struck her, but, as the Tennessee quickly shifted her helm, the blow was a glancing one,
and as she rasped along our side, we poured our
whole port broai:lside of 9-inch solid shot within ten
feet of her casement. The monitors worked slowly,
but delivered their fire as opportunity offered. The
Chickasaw succeeded in getting under her stern, and
a 15-inch shot from the Manhattan broke through
her iron plating and heavy wooden backing, though
the missile itse1f did not enter the vessel. Immediately after the collision with the flag-ship I directed
Capt. Drayton to bear down for the ram aga.in. He
wns doing so at full speed, when, unfortunately, the
L~ckawanna run into the Hartford just forward of the
mizzen-mast, cutting her down to within two feet of
the water's ed~e. We soon got clear again, however, and were fast approaching our adversary, when
she struck her colors and run up the white flag.
She was at this time sore beset; the Chickasaw
Was pounding away at her stern, the Ossipee was
Pproncbing lier at full speed, and the :M:ouongahela,
ackawauua, and this ship we\"e·beariug down upon
her, determined upon her destruction. Her smokestack hnd been shot away her steering chains were
gone, compelling a resort' to her relieving tackles,
and several of her port shutters were jammed. Inteed, from the time the Hartford struck her until·
er surrender, she never fired a gun. As the Ossiphe, Co_mmancTer Le Roy, was about to str!ke he~·,
8 e hoisted the white flag, and that vessel 1mmed1ately st?pped her engine, though not in time to avoid
11 glaucrng blow. During this contest with the rebel
gunboats aucl the ram Tennessee, and which terminated by her surrender at 10 o'clock, we lost many
~ °re men than from ihe fire of the batteries of Fort
1organ.

1

.l)

The Tennessee, as was effectually shown by
the determined resistance which she made, was
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perhaps the strongest vessel ever constructed
by the enemy. She was 209 feet in length,
with a breadth of beam of 48 feet, had in the
centre an external casement, with sloping sides,
about 80 feet in length by 30 feet in breadth, and
drew about 14 feet of water. Her deck was
plated with 2 inches of wrought-iron, her sides
with 4 inches, and her casemate with from 5 to
6 inches. Her armament consisted of 4 6-inch
broadside rifles, and 2 'T-inch pivot rifles, all of
the Brooks pattern. ·But one shot, a 15-inch
one from the Manhattan, penetrated her armor,
and, in view of the hard pounding which she
received, her injuries were on the whole inconsiderable. Admiral Buchanan lost a leg in the
action, and ten or twelve of the crew were
killed and wounded. The prisoners surrendered
numbered 20 officers and about 1'70 men; and
those on the Selma, 90 officers and men. The
casualties in the fleet, exclusive of those on
boarcl the Tecumseh, were 52 killed and 170
wounded.
Meanwhile, on the 4th, .a cooperative body
of troops under Gen. Granger had .landed on
Dauphin Island, in accordance with an arrangement between Admiral Farragut and Gen.
Oanby,and commenced the siege of Fort Gaines.
The .rebel commander, Oolonel Anderson, seeing
that the Federal fleet helcl uninterrupted possession of Mobile Bay, concluded that further
resistance was hopeless, and on the '7th surrendered bis garrison of 818 men unconditionally. Fort Powell had been blown up by the
rebels on the evening of the 5th. These obstructions being removed ::i.ncl Grant's Pass secured, the fleet was relieved from any apprehensions with regard to obtainIDg supplies; but
it was nevertheless determined to complete the
work originally undertaken by the capture of
Fort Morgan, which still held out. The troops
were accordingly transferred to the rear of the
fort, and lines of investment drawn across the
sandy spit on which it is situated. On the 22d,
fire was opened from the shore batteries and
the fleet, ai:J.d on the next day Gen. Page, the
rebel commander, smTendered unconditionally.
When possession was taken of the work it was
found that, with what Admiral Farragut called
" childish spitefulness," he had destroyed many
of the guns and other property w hi~h had been.
surrendered. Thenceforth during the year
Mobile was effectually cut off from external
commerce.
In the course of the year, says the Secretary
of the Navy, "the three English-built piratical
cruisers which, under the rebel flag, have, d:uring the last two years, roamed the seas, robbmg
and destroying our merchantmen; shunning nil
armed antagonists, and have found refuge and
protection, and too often supplies and. other
assistance, in neutral ports, have termmated
their predatory career." These w~re the Alabama the Flori'da and the Georgia-the first
sunk ~ff Oherbourg by the Kearsarge, the second
captured in Bahia harbor by the Wachusett,
and the third captured at sea, off the coast of
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Portugal, by the Niagara. Early in June the
Alabama, after a prosperous career among the
American merchantmen in the Southern Atlantic and Indian Oceans, returned to northern
waters and put into Cberbourg. The Kearsarge, Captain John A. Winslow, then lying at
Flushing, immediately sailed for Cherbourg to
watch the movements of the Alabama,·. and on
June 15th her commander received a note from
Captain Semmes of the privateer, a,nnouncing
his intention to fight the Kearsarge, and beg. o"' Captain Winslow not to depart until the
gm
two vessels could ho.ve an opportunity to measure their strength. As this was precisely what
the Federal commander desired, he willingly
awaited the movements of his adversary. The
relative proportions and armaments of the two
antagonists were as follows:
Alabama.

Length over all.. ........ .. .. 220 feet
Length on water line........ 210 ;;

~:;it°:.".".".".".".".".".".".".".".::::: :: ~~

Kearsarge.

214¼ feet.
198½ "

~

;;

400 h". power.
Horse-power, two engines of. 800 e~ch.
Tonnage .................... 1,150
J,080
Ar-mamumt of tho Alab1111na.~One 7-inch Blakely rifle;
one 8-inch smooth-bore GS-pounder; six 82-pounders.
Arm1111nent of tke Ke1111'Ba(Je.-Two 11-inch smooth-bore
guns; one SO-pounder rifle; four 82-pounders.

The lteatsarge had twenty-two officers and
one hundred and forty men, and the Alabama,
so far as can be ascertained, about one hundred
and forty officers and men, the greater part of
the ship's company consisting of British subjects. Her gunners were trained artillerists
fr
th B 't' h
t·
h' E ll
A h!1
·om e ri IS prac ice-s 1P 1 xce ent. Vi:LU.ing himself of an ingenious expedient for the
protection of his machinery, first adopted by
Admiral Farragut in running past the rebel
~o t o th M" · · · · 1862 C t w· sl
.l' r s
n e ississippl rn
, ap · m ow
had hung all his spare anchor-cable over the
midship section of the Kearsarge on either side ;
and in order to make the addition less unsightly, the chains were boxed over with inch deal
boards, forming a sort of case, which stood out
at right angles to the side of the vessel.
At twenty minutes past ten on Sunday morning, June 19th, the Alabama was seen standing
out from Oherbourg harbor, accompanied by
the French iron-clad Couronne, and followed
by the steam yacht Deer-hound, whose owner,
an Englishmen named Lancaster, was on board
with his family, ostensibly to witness the enO'agement b t l ll
·t b
tl
::,<
,
u ·ea Y, as 1 BU sequen Y appearecl, to act as a tender to the Alabama.
Upon seeing the Alabama approach, Capt. Winslow kept out to sea a few miles, in order "that
the positions of the ships should be so far off
shore that no questions could be advanced about
the line of jm;isdiction." Upon reaching a point
about seven miles from the land the Kearsarge
"put about, and steered di.re~tly for the Alabama,
which first opened :fire at a range of about a
mile. The following account of the fight that
ensued is given by Oapt. ·Winsl 9 w :
Immediately I ordered more speed; but in two
minutes the Alabama !fuel a~ain loaded, and fired another b1·oadside, and followmg it with a third, without damaging us except in rigging. We had now ar-

rived within nine hundred yards of her, and I was
apprehensive that another broadside, nearly raking
as it was, would prove disastrous. I accordingly
ordered the Kearsarge sheered, and opened on th'e
.Alabama.
The positions of the vessels were now broadside
to broadside, but it was soon avparent that Captain
Semmes did not seek close action. I became then
fearful lest, after some fighting, that be would again
make for the shore. To defeat this I determined to
keep full speed on, and with a port helm to run under
the stern of the .Alabama, and rake, if he did not
prevent it by sheering and keeping his broadside to
us. He adopted this mode as a preventive, and, as
a consequence, the Alabama was forced, with a full
head of steam, into a circular track during the engagement.
The effect of this manreuvre was such that, at the
last of the action, when the Alabama would have
made off, she was near five miles from the shore; and
had the action continued from the first in parallel
lines, with her head in shore, the line of jurisdiction
would no doubt have been reached.
The firing of the .Alabama from the first was rapid
and wild; toward the close of the action her firmg
became better. . Our men, who had been cautioned
against rapid firing without direct aim, were much
more deliberate; and the instructions given to point
. the heavy guns below rather than above the water
line, and clear the deck with the lighter ones, were
fully observed. I had endeavored with a port helm
to close in with the Alabama, but it was not until
just before the close of the action that we were in a
position to use grape; this was avoided, however, by
her surrender. The effect of the training of our men
was evident; nearly every shot from our guns was
telling fearfully on the Alabama, and on the seventh
rotation on the circular track she ,vinded, setting
fore trysail and two jibs, with bead in shore.
Her speed was now retarded, and by winding her
port broadside wa.s presented to us with only two
gnus bearing, not having been able, as I learned afterward, to shift over but one. I saw now that she
was at our mercy, and a few ijlOre guns well directed
brouo-ht down her flag. I was unable to ascertain
whether they had been hauled down or shot away,
but white flag having been displayed over the stern,
followed by two guns fired to leeward, our fire was
reserved. Two minutes bad not more than elapsed
before she again opened on us with the two guns on
the port side. This drew our fire again, and the
Kearsarge was immediately steamed ahead and lay
across her bows for raking.
The white flag was still flying, and our fire was
again reserved. Shortly after this her boats were
seen to be lowering, and an officer in one of them
came alongside and informed us the ship had surrendered and was fast sinking. In twenty minutes from
this time the A.labama went clown, her mninmnst,
which hiid received a shot, breaking near the bead
as she sunk, and her bow rising high out of the water
as her stern rapidly settled. The fire of the Alabama,
although it is stated she discharged three hundre~
and seventy or more shell and shot, was not of senous damage to the Kearsarge. Some thirteen or four·
een of these had taken effect in and about the hull, and
sixteen or seventeen about the waste and rigging.

a

The boats of-the Kearsarge were at onoe sent
to receive the officers and crew of the Alabama,
but so rapidly did she go down that it was impossible to save them all without assistance.
Oapt. Winslow accordingly requested the D~erhound, which had meanwhile come alongside,
to assist in the rescue of his prisoners. The
·
t ug
crew of tb e privateer were by this time s r ·
gling for their live! in the water, and many_ of
the wounded men went down. In the confusion
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of the moment the Deerhound, after picking up
forty-one persons, including Semmes, who was
wounded, steamed off toward the English coast,
and when observed had got too much the start
to be overhauled. The total number brought
on board the Kearsarge was sixty-nine, of whom
seventeen were wounded; and twelve were
picked up and carried into Oherbourg by two
French pilot boats. Several of the wounded
clied soon after, and the total number of officers
and men belonging to the Alabama who were
lfill;ded in France or England, amounted to one
hundred and fifteen. The casualties of the
Kearsarge amounted to only three wounded.
This most remarkable sea fight between single
ships that has occurred within the century was
witnessed by thousands of spectators on the
French shore, and the result produced a profound impression in Europe and America. The
conduct of Semmes in throwing his sword into
the sea after surrendering, and also in allowing
himself to be carried into a neutral port by the
Deerhound, formed the subject of severe strictures in the United States.
The Florida, while lying in the neutral port of
Bahia, Brazil, was captured by Oapt. N. Oollins
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of_ the Wachusett, as appears by the following
brief report:
ST.

TnOMAS,

W. L

! SL,U,"1>S,

Oct 81.

Hon. GIDEON WELLES. Sii- : I have the honor to
report the ni:riv3:l here of this ship, with the rebel
steamer Flonda m company. The Florida, with 58
men and 12 officers, was captured about 3 o'clock on
the morning of_the 7th of October, in the bay of San
Salvador, Brazil, by the officers and crew of this vessel, without loss of life. We also captured five of the
officers, including her commander. The remainder
of her crew were on shore.
The Florida had her mizzen-mast and main-yard
carried away and her bulwarks cut down. This vessel sustained no injury, A. detailed report will be
handed to you by Paymaster W . W. Williams.
Very respectfully your obd'nt serv't,
N. COLLINS, Com. U.S. Steam-sloop Wachusett.

In November the Florida was brought into
Hampton Roads, and whlle lying there to await
the decision ·of the delicate international questions which her capture evolved, was accident-ally run into by a steam transport and sunk.
The Georgia was captured by the Niagara on
August 15th. Although having no armament
on board at the time, she was seized as a lawful pri.z/3, and sent to the United States for adjudication.

CHAPTER XL VIII.
Number of Southern Troops-Measures to nrm the Slaves-Objections-Recruiting the Union .Armies-Military Depnrtments--Condition of the Southern States-Debt-Poper Gurrency--Peace Movements-Gilmore and Jacques-Unofficial Conference at Clifton-Proceedings at Fortress Monroe-Report of President Lincoln-Report of Messrs. Stephens, Hunter, and Campbell-Act.ion of Congress relative to Slaves-Finances of the Federal Government-Exchange
of Prisoners.

IT is proper to notice the measures which
had been adopted to maintain the large armies
which fought the battles in 1864. The acts of
the Congress at Richmond, by which their
a)-mi_es were formed, were revised at the begrnmng of 1864. On December 28, 1863, it
was enacted that no person liable to military
s~rvice should be permitted, or allowed to furrush a substitute for such service; on J am1ary 5,
1~6_4, it was enacted that no person liable to
military service should be exempted by reason
of his having furnished a substitute. In February, a general military act was passed.
Under the provisions of this bill, almost the
~hole male population could be employed either
m the army or in raising supplies. On the
5th of October, an order was issued revoking
8:11 details, furloughs, and temporary exemptions of men, between the ages of eighteen and
forty-five. At the session in December, 1864,
a new bill was introduced which omitted the
exemption of fifteen field·hands.
These acts were never executed strictly. In
November the States of North Carolina and
Georgia had respectively fourteen thousand
and fifteen thousand exempts acting as State
officers. More than thirty thousand were estimated to be exempted as State officers by ~he

Oonscdption Bureau, and a hundred thousand
from physical disability. The number of physicians exempted was estimated between three
and four thousand; and farmers, one hundred
and fourteen thousand.
No facts can at present be obtained by which
to determine the strength of the armies in the
field, or the real military power of the Confederacy. .The following estimate was published at Richmond, Dec., 1864:
Number between 17 and 50 in 1860 ... . ......•..... 1,299,700
Arrived at 17 since 1860..... .. ...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 881,650
Total. ... .. . ........ .. ........... . ........... 1,631,860
Deduct for ordinary mortality............. 2-00,000
For population within enemy's lines ...... 840,515
For losses in battle, and by unusual diseases. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 225,000
765,515
Remainder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deduct 10 per cent. for exemptions for
disability and other causes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86,58!
Prisoners in the enemy's hands........... 50,000

865,635

186,584

Left the country .... . .....••............... , . . . ·

. t to m ili'tary d ut y .... ·•······ .... ·········
Sub~ec

729
2..>"1.
86'46i!
,

Total·. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

692,789

It was also stated at that time that if onethird of this number (230,932) were added to
the army in the field, . it would consist of
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461,844 men. From this it might be inferred
that the force then in the field was 230,912.
This is about the number 6f veteran troops
estimated to be in the service at the beginning
of the year, to which 120,000 conscripts were
added. The number of youths passing annually
from sixteen to seventeen years of age, was
estimated at 62,000.
The Secretary of War, in his report at the
session of Congress in November, alludes to the
enlistment of negroes as at that time unnecessary. He says :

fortifications, or in Government works, etc., as
the Secretary of War might from time to time
prescribe, and providing them rations, clothing,
and compensation. The Secretary of War wa~
also authorized to employ for similar duty
twenty thousand male negro slaves, and their
owners were guaranteed against escape or
death. He was authorized to impress the
slaves when he could not hire them; and general orders No. 32, March 11, 1864, directed
the emolment of the free negroes, and their
assignment to the performance of the duties
mentioned in the act. Also the employment
and impressment of slaves was ordered by the
same general orders.
A bill to arm the slaves passed the House of
Congress in the spring of 1865, but was lost in
the Senate by one vote. The Legislature of
Virginia instructed her Senators· to vote for it.
Whereupon it was reconsidered in the Senate
in the following form :

While it is encouraging to know this resource for
further and future efforts at our command, my own
judgment does not yet either perceive the necessity
or approve the policy of employing slaves _in the
higher duties of soldiers; they are confessedly inferior in all respects to our white citizens in the qualifications of the soldier, and I have thought we have
within the military age as large a proportion of our
whole population as will be required or can be advantageously employed in active military operations.
If, then, the negro be employed in the war, the inferior is preferred to the superior agent for the work. A BiZl to Increase the .MiUtary Fo1·ces of the Oon/eilerate States.
In such a war as this, waged against foes bent with
malignant persistence on our destruction, and for all
The Oong1·ess of the Conf ederate .States of America
that man holds priceless-the most vital wor;k is that do· enact, That in order to provide additional forces
· of the soldier, and for it wisdom and duty require the to repel invasion, 'maintain the ri~htful possession of
most fitting worlnnen. 'rhe superior instrumentali- the Confederate States, secure tneir indepe~dence,
ties should be preferred. It will not do, in my opin- and preserve their inst.itutions, the President be,
ion, to risk our liberties and safety on the negro and be is hereby, authorized to ask for and accept
while the white man may be called to the sacred duty from the owners of slaves the services of such number
of defence. For the present it seems best to leave . of able-bodied negro men as he may deem expedient,
the subordinate labors of society tci the negro, and to for o.nd during the war, to perform military service
impose its highest, as now existing, on the superior in whatever co.pacity he may direct.
class.
.
SECTION 2. That the General-in-Chief be authorized
to orgo.nize the said slaves into companies, battalions,
The use of the slaves as soldiers with the re- re~iments, and brigades, under such rules and reguwm·d of freedom to those who sm-vived, Wa.!I lations as the Secretary of War may p1·escribe, and
· strongly advocated during the year. From the to be commanded by such officers as the President
appoint.
.
beginning of hostilities they .w ere the laborers may
SEc. 3. That while employed in the service the
on the fortifications in all parts of the Confed- said troops shall receive the same rations, clothini,
eracy. At the same early period both the free and compensation as are allowed to other troops m
and slave offered their services, and the former the same branch of the service.
Si;:c. 4. That if, under the previous section of this
in considerable numbers enrolled themselves.
act, the President shall not be able to raise a suffiIn June, 1861, the Legislature of Tennessee cient
number of troops to prosecute the war succasspassed an act to authm:ize the Governor to re- fully and maintain the sovereignty of the States aud
ceive into the military service free persons of the independence· of the Confederate States, then be
00101· between the ages of :fifteen and :fifty. is hereby authorized to call on each State, whenever
thinks it expedient, for her quota of three hunI!u.y and rations were assigned to them. In he
dred thousand troops, in addition to those subject to
September one regiment, numbering fourteen milita17 service under existing laws, or so many
hundred, appeared on the :field at the review thereo as the President may deem necessary, to be
of troops in New Orleans. In February, 1862, raised from such classes of the population, irres~e~tthe suqject of enrolling the free negroes was ive of color, in each State, as the proper authorities
may determine.
.
discussed in the Legislature of Virginia, and thereof
SEC. 5. That nothin_g in this act shn.U be construed
an aot passed to provide for their enlistment. to authorize a change m the relation of the said slave.

The next step was the threat to draft slaves
to work on the fortifications when· refused to
hire them. This was made by Gov. Brown,
of Georgi.a, in November, 1862. During the
next year they were extensively employed as
pioneers, sappers, cooks, nurses, and teamsters,
and their employment as a military arm in
defence of the country was advocated in Congress. In February, 1864, Congress passed an
act making all "male free negroes (wjth certain exceptions) between the ages of eighteen
and fifty," liable to perform snch duties in the
army or in connection with the military defence~ of the country, in the way of work upon

The Senate amended it as follows:
Provided, That not rriore than twenty~five per cent.
of the male slaves bet,veen the ages of eighteen and
forty-five in any State shall be called for under the
provisions of this act.

It was then passed and sent to the House,
where the amendment was approved by the
following vote :
YEAS.-Messrs . .Anderson, Barksdale, Batson, Baylor, Blandford, Bradley, H. W. Bruce, CarroJI, 91ark,
Clopton, Conrad, Darden, De Jarnette, Dickinson,
Dupre, Elliott, Ewing, Fnnsteio, Gaither, Goode,
Gray Hanley, Johnston, Keeble, Lyon, Machen,
Marshall, McMullen, Menees, Miller, Moore, Murray,
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Perkins, Read, Russell; Simpson, Snead, Staples,
·
Triplett, and Villere-40.
NAYs.-Messrs. Atkins, Baldwin, Chambers, Colyar, Cruikshank, Fuller, Gholson, Gilmer, Hartridge, Hatcher, Herbert, Holliday, J. M. Leach, J.
T. Leach, Lo~an, McCallum, Ramsay, Rogers, Sexton, J.M. Smith, Smith of North Carolina, Turner,
Wickham, Wilkes, Witherspoon, Mr. Speaker-26.

When the bill was on its passage in the
Senate, after the instructions of the Virginia
Legislature, Mr. Hunter, of Virginia, S?,id:
When we left the old Government we had
thought we had got rid forever of the slavery agitation; that we were entering into a
new Confederacy of homogeneous States where
the agitation of the slavery question, which had
become intolerable under the old Union, was
to have no place. But to his surprise he finds
that this Government assumes the power to
arm the slaves, which involves also the power
of emancipation. To the agitation of this question, the assumption of this power, he dated
the origin of the gloom which now overspreads
our .people. They knew tlrnt if our liberties
were to be achieved it was to be done by the
hearts and the hands of free men. It also injured us abroad. It w:as regarded as a confession of despair and an abandonment of the
ground upon which we had seceded from the
old Union. We had insisted that Congress had
no right to interfere with slavery, and upon
the coming into power of the party who, it was
known, would assume and exercise that power,
we seceded. We had also then contended that
whenever the two races were thrown together,
one must be master and the other slave, and
we vindicated ourselves against the accusations
of Abolitionists by asserting that slavery was
the best and happiest condition of the negro.
Now what does this proposition admiU The
right of the central Government to put the
slaves into the militia, and to emancipate at
least so many as shall be placed in tbe military
service. It is a.clear claim of the central Government to emancipate the slaves.
If we are right in passing this measure we
were wrong in denying to the old Government
the right to interfere with the institution of
slavery and to emancipate slaves. Besides, if
we ofter slaves their freedom as a boon, we conr~ss that. we were insincere, were hypocritical,
m assertmg that slavery was the best state for
the negroes themselves. He had been sincere
in declaring that the central Government had
no power over the institution of slavery, and
that freedom would be no boon to the negro.
. He now believed, as he had formerly said in
discussion on the same subject, that arming
and emancipating the slaves was an abandonment of this contest-an abandonment .of the
grounds upon which it had been undertaken.
If this is so, who is to answer for the hundreds
of thousands of men who had been slain in the
war? Who was to answer for them before the
bar of Heaven? Not those who had entered
into the contest upon principle and adhered to
the principle, but those who had abandoned
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the principle. Not for all the gold in California would he have put his name to such a
meas~re as this, unless obliged to do it by instructions. As long as he was free to vote
from his own convictions nothing could have
extorted it from him.
Mr. Hunter then argued the necessity of
freeing the negroes if they were made soldiers.
There was something in the humnn heart and
head that tells us it must be so; when they
come out scarred from this conflict they must be
free. If we could make them soldiers, the condition of the soldier being socially equal to any
other in society, we could make them officers,
p~rhaps, to command white men. Some future
ambitious President might use the slaves to
seize the liberties of the country, and pl1t the
w bite men under his feet. The Government
had no power under the Constitution to arm
and emancipate the slaves, and the Constitution
granted no such great powers by implication.
Mr. Hunter then showed from statistics that
no considerable body of negro troops could be
raised in the States over which the Government had control without stdpping the country
of the labor absolutely necessary to produce
food. He thought there was a much better
chance of getting the large number of deserters
back to the army than of getting the. slaves into
it. The negro abhorred the profession of a
soldier. The commandant of conscripts, with
authority to impress twenty thousand slaves,
had, between last September and the present
time, been able to get but four thousnnd; and
of these, thirty-five hundred had been obtained
in Virginia and North Carolina, and five hundred from Alabama. If he, armed ~th all the
powers of impressment, could not get them as
laborers, how will we be able to get them as
soldiers~ Unless they volunteer they will go
to the Yankees ; if we depend upon their
volunteering we can't get them, and those we
do get will desert to the enemy, who can offer
them a better price than we can. The enemy
can offer them liberty, clothing, and even farms
at our expense. Negroes now were deterred
from going to the enemy only by the fear of
being put into the army. If we put them in
they would all go over.
.
In conclusion, he considered that the measure,. when reviewed as to its expediency, was
worse than as a question of priI!,ciple.
A benevolent association, known ns the
Richmond Ambulance Corps, was early formed.
to look after the wounded in battle. Their
agency was similar to the Sanitary Commission
of the north. They have followed the Virginian army and been present in every_battl~.
They have every appm·tenance nec~ssru·y m t~err
humane vocation, such as hosp1t~ supplies,
sugar, tea, coffee, etc., with utensils for prepa1-ing every thing on a lru·ge scale.
The stringency of the blockade compe~ed
the inhabitants to manufacture the materials
for war. The Ordnance Depru·tment organized
twelve arsenals, eight armories, seven large ·
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harness shops, four powder mills, a laboratory
for smelting lead, and many other small establishments. They supplied the army with two
hundred field batteries, upwards of five hundred
thousand. small arms, several hundred thousand.
sets of infantry accoutrements, and millions of
cartridges. .A shoe establishment in Richmond,
employed by the Government, made six hundred pairs daily. The material brought th.rough
the blockade in 1863, was estimated to be
sufficient to put four hundred thousand men in
the field.
So successful had been the manufacture of
arms, that all the troops were provided with
the best rifles, and the smooth bore nearly disappeared. The field artillery of the armies
comprised more than a thousand pieces. The
gun chiefly used was the 12-pound.er Napoleon,
to which had been added the 10-pounder Parrott. The number of cannon foundries built
up since the commencement of the war was
six; two of which hacl capacity to cast guns
of the largest dimensions. Five powder mills
were erected in different places, one of which
alone was represented. to be capable of producing all the powder required. Four hundred
thousand percussion caps were manufactured
in a day, an.cl there was sufficient machinery to
produce a million. The manufacture of the
materials of war seemed to have reached such
perfection, that it was asserted to be_sufficient
to supply all wants, without asking any thing
from other countries.
During 1864: the number of men called for
by the President of the United States to reenforce the army amounted in the aggregate to
1,500,000, although by an explanatory state-.
ment of the Provost Marshal General this
number was in fact reduced to 1,200,000.
Notwithstanding the impulse which the high
bounties and premiums offered in 1863 gave to
enlistments under -the October call of that year
for 300,000 men, the number of men realized
seems to have been insufficient for the needs
of the service, and on Feb. 1st, 1864, an order
was issued by the President to draft 500,000
three years' men on March 10th, less the number enlisted or drafted into the service prior to
March 1st, and not previously credited. This
practically amounted to a call for 200,000 as
appears by the following circular :
'
W A.R

DEPA.RT:lfENT, PROVOST M:A.RslIAL GE1'"ERA.L'S
0FFIO.El, Feb. 1, 1864.

l
f

The President's order of this date, for a draft on
tenth (10th) March for fi:ve hundred thousand (500,000) men, after deductmg all who may be raised
prior to :March first (1) and not heretofore credited
1s equivaleut to a call. for two hundred thousand
(200,000) men in addition to the three hundred
thousand (300,000) called for October seventeenth
(l'l_th).
J.A.S. B. FRY, Prov. Mar. Gen.

By an order dated Jan. 14th, 1864, the
Provost Mru:shal General also directed that the
time for paying the bounty of $300 and $400,
and the $15 and $25 pr ium, be extended to
March 1st.
In anticipation of the momentous campaign

which was impending, and the losses likely to
be incurred by the troops in the field, the
President on March 14th followed up his previous call by a supplementary one for 200,000
men, "to supply the force required to be drafted
for the navy, 11J1cl to provide l1ll adequate reserve force for all contingencies."
The severe losses sustained. by Gens. Grant
and Sherm11J1, the disasters connected with the
Red River campaign, and othe_r untoward cir.cumstances, far more than neutralized the results
obtained from the calls of February and March,
lmd induced the President to make still another
call on July 18th for 500,000 men, ,vith the
draft to take place on September 5th. Congress had meantime made important changes in
the law of enrolment, as will be seen by the
following extract from the proclamation :
Wliereas, By the act approved July 4, 1864, entitled, ".A.n act further to regulate and provide for
the enrolling and calling out the national forces and
for other purposes," it is provided that the President
of the United States may, "at his discretion, at any
time hereafter, call for any number of men, as volunt eers, for the respective terms of one, two, and three
years, for military service," and "that in case the
quota, or any part thereof, of any town, township, or
ward of a city, precinct, or election district, or of a
county not so subdivided, shall not be filled within
the space of fifty days after such call, then the President shall instantly order a draft for one year to fill
such quota, or any part thereof, which may be unfilled; "

The allowance of credits having diminished
the number of men to be obtained under this
call to somewhat above 200,000 (although, according to the President's statement, 250,000
men were actually put into the army and navy
under the call), a fmther call for 300,000 volunteers to serve for one, two, or three years, waa
issued on Dec. 20th. Quotas of States, districts,
and sub-districts were directed to be assigned
by the Provost Marshal General, and in case
these should not be filled by Feb. 15th, 1865, a
draft to supply the deficiency -was ordered to
commence forth with.
The number of men called for during the
year may be thus recapitulated :
Call of Feb.1st .......................
Call of March 14th .....................
Call of July 18th ................... ·...
Call of Dec. 20th.......................

500,000
200,000
500,000
300,000

· - 1,500,000

Deducting from this aggregate 300,000 men
under the February call, who ,vere really included in the October call of 1863, and 300,000
cancelled by credits on the July call, which
made it equivalent to a call for 200,000, w_e
have 900;000 as the number required to recrmt
the army and navy in 1864. If we also consider the December call as practically intended
for 1865, the number is still further i-educed to
600,000.
The fact that four calls for troops were made
in the course of the year indicated either that
the casualties of the service were greater than
in any previous year of the war, or that the
men called for were not in reality obtained,
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whatever the returns might show. The latter
is in all probability the true cause of the frequency of the calls; and from their apparent
inefficiency to recruit the army to an .extent
commensurate with the magnitude of its operations, it may be presumed that the military
strength on January 1st, 1865, was not greater,
if so great, as a year previous. The neglect of
duty in the examining surgeons in passing men
physically incapacitated for service, the frauds
of bounty and ~ubstitute brokers, and· the
· ·wholesale desertions of "bounty jumpers" (as
those recruits or substitutes were called who
systematically deserted after receiving their
bounties, and often with the connivance of
Government employes), reduced the number
of enlistments to a comparatively small percentage; and hence the repeated calls of the
President for additional men, instead of enormously increasing the strength of the army,
barely enabled it to maintain its standard. On
one point only an explicit official statement of
the results of recruiting has been made public.
The Provost Marshal General, in reference to
the reenlistment of veteran volunteers during
the fall of 1863, says: " Over one hundred and
thirty-six thousand tried soldiers, who would
otherwise, ere this, have been discharged, were
secured for three years longer. Organizations
which would have been lost to the service were
preserved and recruited, and capable ancl experiencecl officers were retained in command. The
force thus organized and retained has performed
an essential part in the great campaign of 1864,
and its importance to the country cannot be
over-estimated."
A. temporary addition was made to the army
in the spring an\l sum.mer of 1864 of a· class of
troops known as "Hundred-days men," numbering about 100,000, and voluntarily furnished
by the governors of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Iowa, and Wisconsin. They were organized as
regiments, aud to serve one hundred days from
the date of their muster into the service, unless
sooner discharged. It was further stipulated
that ~hey should receive no bounty, nor be
credited on any draft. Their services having
. been accepted, Congress appropriated $25,000,000 for equipping them, and during May and
June the hundred clays' men went forward in
large numbers. to perform garrison duty and
otherwise relieve old and disciplined troops,
who were sent to the front.
Immediately after the call of July 18th for
~00,000 men, the Provost Marshal General
issued a series of instructions for the guidance.
of enlisting officers. The bounties provided by
law were aunounced to be for recruits-ineluding representative recruits-(white or colored) for one year, $100; for two years, $200;
for. three years, $300. A first installment of
bounty, amounting to one-third of the whole
sum, was to be paid to the recruit when mustered ~n. The premiums previously paid for
procurmg recruits were discontinued, and neither drafted men nor substitutes, furnished
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either before or after the draft, were to be entitled to bounty from the United States. The
"representative recruits," alluded to above,
were those offered by persons not fit for milltary duty, and not liable to draft, from age or
other causes, who desired to be personally represented in the army. The Provost Marshal
General issued a circular to further this laudable project, and ordered the names of persona
thus represented by recruits to be officially recorded. Many others, also, in anticipation of
the draft, furnished substitutes for one, two, or
three years, for whom they received no bounty
from the General Government, although generally assisted by the town, county, or State in
which they resided. The amount of these
local bounties differed in different parts of the
country. In the agricultural districts, where
every able-bodied man could find abundant
occupation during the harvesting season, it was
no uncommon thing to offer from $1,200 to
$1,500 for three years' recruits ; and even
among the large floating· population of unnaturalized foreigners in the seaboard cities, from
which substitutes were mainly drawn, the
prices demanded were unprecedented in the
history of the war.
The act of Congress of July 4th, 1864, having
provided that the State Executive might "send
recruiting agents into any of the States declared to be in rebellion, except the States of
Arkansas, Tennessee, aud Louisiana, to recruit
volunteers, who should be cluly credited to the
States procuring them," a series of instructions
on the suQject were, on July 9th, promulgated
by the War DeJ>artment. The recruiting
agents were to report through the commanding
officers of certain designated rendezv-ous for
the reception of this olass of recruits, to the
commander of the military clistrirt, clepartment, or army in which such rendezvous might
be situated, and were to be subject to all the
rules and articles of war. Commanding officers
were further directed to afford agents all reasonable facilities for the performance of their
duties, to dismiss or arrest those guilty of improper conduct, and to prevent recruiting by
unauthorized parties. Many of the States
hastene"d to av-ail themselves of the opportunity
thus offered to fill their quotas without drawing upon their population. Gov. Andrew, of
Massachusetts, was one of the first to appoint
recruiting agents, and the Executives of Ohio,
Connecticut, Michigan, Maine, and other States,
soon followed his example. Gov. Seyro?ur, of
New York, was among those who declmed to
act in the matter. In the o:I1inion of_ many
military men the new plan of recrmtment
within. the lines of military operations, was o~jectionable; and commanding generals held it
in particular disfavor on acco~nt of the o~p?rtunities it would afford for reckless and IDJUrious competition among State agents, and for
the infraction of sound nu.l:itary r~es.
.
The result of the recrmtment m the msurrectionary States was reported by the Provost
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Ma.rshal General a,s on the whole unfavorable,
and the system was practically abolished.
The necessity of procuring substitutes from a
class of the population not liable to draft, led
to the enlistment of a large body of recruits of
foreign birth, who had nev-er been natm-alized.
Under these circumstances any considerable
increase in the emigmtion from Europe to
America was looked upon with suspicion by
foreign ·governments or statesmen unfriendly
to the United States, as having been caused by
improper inducements, in violation of municiple faw. It was even charged, by persons high
in influence in England, that agents from the
United States had visited Ireland and the British North American provinces, for the purpose
of enlisting men in the army, and bad despatched many recruits to America, ostensibly
as mechanics or farm laborers. By a resolution
adopted by the United States Senate, on May
24th, the President was requested to state if
such was the fact.
·
The Secretary of State replied, that no authority · tt> recruit abroad bad been given by
the United States Government, and that applications for such authority had been invariably
rejected. The Government had no knowledge,
he added, that any such recruits had been obtained in the provinces named, or in any foreign
country.
Until 1864 the inferior standing of colored
troops in the army with respect to bounty, pay,
and pensions remained unchanged, notwithstanding the protest of the Secretary of War
.and other officials against the injustice thus
done to men who shared all the dangers :md
privations of the war, and who were also liable
to cl.raft. The Army A._ppropriation Bill, passed
in June, 1864, disposed of this vexed question
by putting the colored soldiery on a footing
with the white troops.
An order was soon after issued from -the
War Department to pay colored soldiers six
months' full wages for the period embraced between January 1st ancl July 1st, 1864; and in
August the Attorney-General, in accordance
with the provisions of section 4, decided that
colored men volunteering prior to 1864, were
entitled to the same pay, bounty, and clothing,
as other volunteers. By section 14 of the act
of July 4, 18f:i4, the widows and children of
colored solcliers dying in battle, or of wounds
or disease contracted in the military service,
were declared entitled to pensions, provided
such widows and children were free persons.
. During the year colored troops continued to
be enlisted into the nrmy, principally in the
Southern States, although several regiments,
whose organization bad commenced in the
North in 1868, departed previous to July for
the sen.t of war. If the statement of the Solicitor of the War Department be relied upon,
upwards of 100,000 of ~his class of troops were
enlisted in 1864. Opmions differed quite as
much as in 1863, upon the propriety, politically
considered, of employing negroes as soldiers,

and upon their value iu a military aspect; but
toward the close of the yearJ in view of their
soldierly conduct on various trying occasions,
it seemed to become the settled conviction that
they would form a useful branch of the service.
The Corps d'A.frique organized by Gen. Banks
in 1863, and intended to comprise about 15,000
men, was described in May, 1864, by an army
correspondent in Louisiana, as greatly depleted
in numbers by disease, by discharges for physical incapacity, aud by desertions, and in consequence tho1:oughly demoralized. The rate· ·
of mortality among the men was said to have
been unprecedented in· the history of the war,
and their. idle, wasteful, and slovenly habits, it
was alleged, made them unfitted for soldiers.
On the other band Adjutant-General Thomas,
who had devoted several months of the previous year to organizing negro regiments in
the- South, and who had conceived a high opinion of their capacity, was amply confirmed in
his views by his ·experience of 1864, and urged
the necessity of enlisting more of this class of
troops, o.s also of raising their pay.
The colored regiments continued to be officered by white men, who were subjected to an
unusually strict examination by a board appointed for that purpose. Up to August, the
total n-qmber of officers examined amounted to
2,4'71, of whom 1,486 were accepted.
Although desertions from the service during
the year were ·not so numerous as in the early
yem:s of the war, when discipline was less
strict, and the offence was considered in a less
odious light, the number had still been sufficiently large to cause the Government considerable embarrassment. This resulted in a '
great measure from the inferior class of men
enlisted into the army through the medium of
bounty and substitute brokers, and from the
unwise leniency shown by the Government to
offenders. For a long time the death penalty
seemed to have been practically abolished, ~d
the activity of the Provost Marshals had m
consequence little or no effect in lessening the
number of absentees without leave. Unprincipled men, having no fear of execution before
their eyes, risked the chance of recapture 9:11d .
the comparatively slight punishment which
wonld follow, and escaped with their bo~ty
money, a few weeks, or even d_ays, after be~g
mustered into the service. As an illustration
of the extent to which the practice was carried,
it is stated that out of a detachment· of 625
· recruits sent to reenforce a New Hampshire
regiment in the Army of the Potomac, 13'7 deserted on the passago, 82 to the enemy's picket
line, and 36 to the rear, leaving but 3'70 men,
or less than 60 per cent., available for duty.
The desertions in the .Army of the Potomac
were greatly increased by a proclamatio~ from
Gen. Lee (intended as an offset to one issued
by Gen. Grant), offering to send Federal _deserters North. Thousands probably avail~d
themselves of this opportunity, and found their
way back to the loyal States, there perhaps to
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re~nlist and again desert; and a small percentage
entered the rebel service. The evil finally increased to such a degree that the death penalty
was restored and unsparingly used. During
the latter part of the year executions of deserters were almost of daily occurrence in the
.Army of the Potomac, and almost imm.ediately
a diminution in the number of cases was observable, which continued to the close of the
war.
The total number of <leserters of all kinds
was estimated by Senator Wilson, in March, at
40,000. The Provost Marshal General reported
39,392 deserters and .stragglers arrested by bis
officers between Oct. l st, 1863, and Oct. 1st,
1864, and the total number arrested, from the
establishment of the special bureau having
charge of the matter to Oct. 1st, 1864, a.t
60,'760.
On June 80th, 1864, 190 hospitals, with a
capacity of 120,521 beds, were in active operation; and ~luring tbe year the health of the
entire army was reported better than is usual
with .troops engaged in arduous campaigns.
.At the close of the year the number of sick and
wounded, both with their commands and in
general hospitals, was less than 16 per cent. of
the strength of the army. The number sick
with their respective commands was 4 per
cent., and in general hospitals 5 and / 0 per cent.
of the strength. Of the 6 and 14/1r per cent.
wounded, nearly 1 per cent. were with their
respective commands; the rest in general
hospitals.
The supplies of ordnance produced during
the year included 1, '750 pieces of ordnance,
2,361 artillery carriages and caissons, 802,525
small artns, '794,055 sets of accoutrements and
harness, · 1,6'74,244 projectiles for cannon, 12,740,146 pounds of bullets and lead, 8,409,400
pottnds of gunpowder, 169,490,029 cartridges
for small-arms, in addition to large quantities
p~rtially made u·p at the arsenals. The supplies furnished to the military service during
the same period inclnded 1,141 pieces of ordnance, 1,896 artillery carriages and caissons
455,910 small-arms, 502,044 sets of accoutre:
ments . and harness, 1,918, '753 proj ectiles for
cannon, '7,624,685 pounds of bullets and lead,
464,549 rounds of artillery ammunition -152 06'7
sets of horse equipments, 112,08'7,553 ck·triclges
for small-arms, ancl '7,544,044 pounds of gunpowder. The national armory at Springfield,
Mass., was reported in a condition to tum out
300,000 of the best quality of rifle muskets annually. The stock on hand, at the close of the
yea1:, amounted to a million and a quarter, exclusive of the arms in the hands of the troops.
. A.t the close of 1864 the military geographical departments were in charge of 'the followmg generals :
D~part!Jlent of the Tennessee-Mnj.-Gen. 0. 0. How~rd.
" 0
Ou?'! berlnnd-Maj.-Gen. George H. Thomas.
" or t~e 01110-Maj.-Gen. John M. Schofield.
" o ,ue East-Maj.-Gen. John A. Dix.
" or the Gnlf-Maj.-Gen. Stephen A. Hurlbut.
or North Carolina and Virginia-Maj.-Gen. B. F. Butler.
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Department of the Northwest,-l',faj.-Gen. John Pope.
:: of Washington-Maj.-Gen. Christopher O. Augur.
of P ennsylvnnia-Maj.-Gen. George Cadwallader.
" of Western Virginin-]inj.-Gen George Crook
" of New Mexico-Brlg.-Gen. Ja~es H. Carltoa
" of the Pacific-Maj.-Gen. Irwin McDowell.
" of Kansas- Mnj.-Gen. Samuel R. Onrtls.
" ·of the. Middle Depnrtinen1r-Maj.·Gen. Lewis Wallace.
" of the Soutb-Maj.-Gen. John G. Foster.
" of Missonri- Maj.-Gen. Grenville M. Dodge.
of Arkansas-M11;i·Gen. Joseph J. Reynolds.
" of the Nortb-Maj. -Gen. Josllph Hooker.
" of the Mississippi- Maj.-Gen. Napoleon J. T. Dana.

The departments of the Tennessee, the Cumberland, and the Ohio, formed the n;iilitary
division of the Mississippi, of which Maj.-Gen.
William T. Sherman assumed command in the
early part of the yeai;; and in May the departments lying west of the Mississippi were formed
into the military division of West Mississippi,
under the com~and of Maj.-Gen. E. R. S.
Canby.
· .
The several army corps, were, on Jan. 1st,
1865, commanded as follows :
*1st. Mnj. -Gen. W. S. Hancock.
2d. Maj. -Gen. A. A. Humphreys.
3d. Discontinued.
4th Maj. -Gen, D. S. Stanley.
5th Mnj.-Gen. G. K. Warren• .
6th Maj.-Gen. H. G. Wright.
7th M11;j. -Gen. J .. J. Reynolds.
8th Maj.-Gen. Lewis Wallace.
9th Maj. -Gen. John G. Parke.
'10th• Discontinued.
11th
do
12th
do
18th Maj.-Gen. Gordon Granger.
14th Bri~-Gen. Jefferson 0. Davis.
15th Mn,J.-Gen. John A. Logan.
.16tji Maj.-Gcn. Andrew J'. Smith.
17th •l',foj. Gen. Frank P. Blair.
18th Diseontinuerl.
19th Brig-Gen. W. H. Emory,
20th Brig-Gen. A.. S. Williams.
21st Discontinued.
22d
do
23d Mnj.:Gen. John M. Schofield.
24th Maj.-Gen. E. 0. 0. Ord.
25th Mnj. -Gen. Godfrey Weitzel.

. The history of the insurrectionary States
during 1864 presents them as absoi-bed in one
great effort to maintain a suc~essful war, the
effects of which had reached every man and
every family. The ardor of the early campaigns
had passed away, and with it went the sanguine
hopes of a speedy and certain triumph. Doubt,
uncertainty of the result, and apprehension of
the future, heretofore strangers, now found a
place in every mind; yet, with the heroic resolution of once American citizens no words of
feai· or faintness were allowed to appear in their
public or official proceedings. The tone of these
documents was, however, more subdued, their
extreme demands less often appeared., and the
disappearance of passion softened all the intercourse with their opponents. These changes
increased with the progress of the year, until
at its close it might safely be said, that the Confederate States were no longer fighting for independence and a sepai·ate nationality, but for
favorable terms of settlement.
Many of the elements which entered into such
a struggle were abundant. The crops of 1864
were larger than those of 1863. At no time

* Reorganizing and not in active 6ervice.
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balance in the treasury on 1st of April, 1864,
during the year was there ariy lack of quantity. Tbe
wns . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . •. . • 808,282,722
The difficulty was in the distribution. Manufac- The amount received since is.................. 415,191,550
turers of necessary articles became prosperous.
Total. ........••••....•.....•••.••...• ••• . $728,474,272
Paper-mills, in Georgia. and other States, turned Deduct
amount of expenditures............. . . . 614,988,880
out large quantities. Oloth mills at Lynchburg,
The
balance
in the treasury is ..•...•..•........ $108,585,442
Mobile, Raleigh, Oharleston, in Georgia, AlaThe balance is made up as follows :
bama, and Mississippi, were in successful operation; their most important machinery having Treasury notes (new issue) and specie. . . . . . . . . . $22,158,208
been imported from Europe. Establishments Treasury notes (old issue) to be cancelled.... .. 86,382,289
for the manufacture of cannon, small-arms,
Total.._. • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • . . . • . . . • • • . . • • . . • . $108,585,442
powder, shot, shell, percussion-caps, harnesses,
The Public Debt.
wagons, ambulances, and all the materials of
The
public
debt
on the first of October, 1864,
war, more than supplied the great demand.
.
The commerce of these States was carried on was as follows : FUNDED
DEBT.
entirely by swift vessels running the blockade. Total issue bf bonds and stocks...••..••.....••• $868,416,150
Although limited, it was of great aclvantage to Total issue of call certificates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197,578,870
the Government and people. The latter, how- Total issue of cer.tiflcates of indebtedness....... 19,010,000
ever, must have reached extreme destitution of Total issue of produce certificates, net April 21,
1862 . .. •... .. . .... .• ........................ $2,500,000
some article"s, but for the aid derived from the Amount
of 7-80 interest notes, which have astrade within the Federal lines.
sumed the character of permanent bonds .•••• 99,954,900
The foreign relations of the States continued
Total. . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . ..... . ... .......•• • $682,459,420
without change through the year. It appeared
Rednced by amount redeemecl,.to wit;
to be a stretch of presumption to expect France Act May 16, 1861, principal. .•....... $2,976,000
Aug. 19, 1861, principal.... . . . . . . 1,267,700
and Engltmd to r ecognize their independence. Act
Oall certificat!)s, net Dea. 24, 1861, s~
Recognition was of no practical value unless
per cent . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • .•...•.... 70,729,080
followed by armed assistance, and these coun- Cail certificates, act March 28,1868, five
per cent ......•...••.. : ....• .. .... 70,000,000
tries were not in a condition to go to war with Call
certl:fl.cntes, act March 28, 1868,
•
four per cent...................... 1,825,000
a friendly power to relieve one unknown, and
- - - $141,119,880
of no strength on tbe ocean. The recognition
of the Oonfederate States as a belligerent, while ·
Total. . • • . • • • . . . • • • • • • . . • • . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . • $541,840,090
UNFUNDED DEBT.
it deceived the people by exciting large expecAmount 8-68 interest notes outstanding........
$516,050
tations, was a great measme in favor. of Euro- Total.
issue of treasury notes--0ld
pe::m powers, as it practically annihilated any
issue. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . $978,281,868
opposition from the United States to their Reduced by amount called in for
cancellation ... . . • . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • 640,947,945
schemes and plans.
- - - $824,209,818
A change took place in the Treasury Depart- Total issue treasury notes, new issue........... 288,880,150
ment by the resignation of Mr. Memminger, and
Total funded and unfunded debt.. .••. ..•.. $1,149,896,108
the appointment of Mr. G. A. Trenholm.
The
Secretary says the foreign debt, consistThe operations of the Treasmy for the six
months, ending Oct. 1, 1864, present the fol- ing of a single item, is omitted; the whole
amount, being £2,200,000, is adequately prolowing details; receipts, $415,191,550.
vided for by the cotton owned by the GovernFrom four per cent. registered bonds, act 17th
ment even ·at sixpence per pound, the quantity
February, 1864 .....•...............•.•...••. $18,868,500 being about 250,000 bales.
From six per cent. bonds, $500,000,000 Joan act,
In April, the note department of the TreasFebruary 1 T, 1864 .... .. .. .....•..... .... ...• 14,481,050
From four per cent. call certificates, net 17th
ury was removed to Oolumbia, South Oarolina.
February 1864 ...............•..........•..•• 20,978,100
From tax on old issue of certificates, redeemed. 14,440,564 To increase the resources of the Government,
From repayments by disbursing officers ..••.... 20,115,880 heavy taxes werejmposed.
From treasury notes, under act 17th F ebruar-y,
The prices of articles in the markets did not
1864 .•••..••.•••.......•...•...•••••..•...•• 277,576,950
From war tax .. . ....•... ·. ....•.. .•........ ...• 42,294,814 decline during the year.
From sequestration ............•.•...•.......
1,388,782
The position of the currency, on March 31st,
From customs .. .•..• .. ..... ..•• ••.. ••••• •.• • •
50,004
From export cluty ..... .••......... ....••. ..•..
4,820 was as follows:
From com seized by authority of the Secretary
of War .•••..••.•.•... ... .••..••• .. .. .. .....•
From premium on loans .. ... .... .•••. ... .•••.•
From soldiers' tax .•• .. .•...•...•.. . ...••...•••

Expendiflu!J·es.

The expenditures during the same
as follows:

Staternent of the issue of 'IW'11,-vnterest-bearin{J Pi•ea11uriJ

1,658,200 .Notes since the oruaniizatiO'li of the Oonfed. 001Je1-nme;; ~
4,822,249 " Fifty cents....................... . ........
$911,~
908,622 Ones . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • •
4,882,3200 00
00
Twos.....................................
6,086, 1' 00
Fives.... • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
79,090,~ g00
5 00 ·
Tens.·.·................................... 157,:h90
period are Twenties.. . . . • • . . • . . . • • • • . . . . • . . • • . . . . . • • 217, , "0 00
Fifties. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . 188,088,00

War Department .•.• ... .. •. .... . ..•.•• : •••.... $246,867,442
Navy Department. ..••••.••..•• .•..•• ..• • . , • • • 15,554,802
Oustoms. . . • . . • • . . • • • • . . . • . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • .
28,585
Civil; miscellaneous, and foreign intercourse.... 10,427,674

Total............... . . • . . . • . . . . . . . $978,277,868, 50

Btaterneiit shO'WVn(l the <J11nownt qf rwn-interBSt-beariM
.Notes outst<JJTuMnu on .Ma1•ch 81, 1864:
00

Total. .••..••...•. . ..........•.•....•.•••• $272,878,508
Public debt--fbr payment aj; interest . . • • . • • .• . . 10,772,SSS
Public debt-for payment of principal......... . 884,787,444

Act May 16, 1861-Ten-year notes.......... $7,201875
,
Act Aug. 19, 1861-Geneml currency. . .. . . . . 154,856,~84 00
Act April 19, 1862-0nes and twos............
4,516, 9 00
00
Act Oct. 18, 1862-General currency. • . . . . . . . 118,997,821 60
Act Mar. 28, 1863-General currency.... . . . . 511,182,586

Total............... • . • . • • . • . • • . . . • . • • • • $614;988,880

Total. •.•..•••••....••.••...•••.••. $796,254,42f> 50
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The difference between tbe issues and tbe
amount outstanding is the amount tbat had
been redeemed.
Of all the difficulties enc9untered by the,
administrative bureau of tbe Government, the
greatest was caused by the deficiency of transportation. With the coasting trade cut off and
all the great rivers under command of the Federal fleet, the only reliance for internal trade
ancl communication was necessarily on the railroads. These were never designed or provided
with the means for the task now imposed upon
them. They had, besides, suffered much from
inability to command the supplies of iron, implements, and machinery, and from many sacrifices ancl losses in war. The deficiency in skilled
labor was also a great embarrassment in requisite repairs. Some of the shorter and less important lines were thus sacrificed, aud the iron
and machinery taken for the maintenance of the
leading roads, and for the construction of some
essential and less exposed interior links of connection.
The military operations demanded all the energies of the people, and required the sacrifice
of every private interest to secure their success.
If these failed, tbeh- cause was lost. But armies
could be raised and sustained only while hope
invigorated the spirits of the people. In this
respect the year 1864 brought the severest test
which bad yet been felt. The waning proportions of the military territory and of the armies
to resist their foes, depressed the hopes of the
rulers and people, and foreboded wbat the result
would be. Hence unusual efforts were made
to rouse their energies.
The question of Peace was present to every'
II\incl. But one view, however, controlled the
Government and the majority of the people:
when the N ortb is prepared to acknowledge
the independence of the Oonfederate States,
the war will close and peace prevail. As there
was not the slightest indication of such an act
on the part of the North, all these parties
urg~cl forward the war. In North Oarolina,
dm:mg 1863, there were those who not only
desu-ed peace but demanded some immediate
steps to be taken to open negotiations. In
their minds the success of the Confederacy
w~ ?Onsidered impossible, as they sanguinely
antimpated some favorable arrangements between the contestants.
The end of nearly four years of war prestmtecl the people of the Southern States un der a
Gove~nment in the exercise of every power of
a ~at~onal, central, military despotism. Conscription was carried to its last limit. Every
m~~ between seventeen and fifty was subject to
military authority. None were exempt except
on considerations of public interest. Direct
tax~s were laid in -defiance of the theory of
their constitution. Such vast amounts of paper
~ney had been issued as to unsettle all values.
e holders of this paper money were compeµed to fund it or lose one-third. All the
railroads were seized by the Government, and
42
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some were destroyed and others built. A
universal ~ystem of impressment . of property
was established at Government prices in Government money. Of the exportations of the
great staples the Government held the monopoly. Those citizens who were p.ermitted to remain at home were required to execute a bond
to furnish their products to the Government at
its prices. The liabeas co1-pus was suspended
and a passport system was established. Notwithstanding all these sacrifices, the military
operations bad resulted in loss in every State,
and the theatre of activity was reduced to three
Atlantic States.
On the other hand, in the Union States a
weariness of the war, or a laudable desire to put
an end to the appalling horrors of the conflict,
awakened in the mass of the people a strong
wish for peace. So prevalent was this wish,
that even unofficial individuals were tempted to
undertake the preparation of the preliminaries.
President Lincoln appears kindly to have indulged these inclinations, although they resulted
in showing that neither side were willing t o
make any conceilsion merely for the sake of
peace.
The first of these movements, in point of
time, consisted in a visit of Rev. Col. Jacques
and Mr. J. R. Gilmore to Richmond, in which
two interviews were had with Mr. Davis. The
visit resulted in nothing, and tl1 e President appears to have taken no part in the matter further than to approve of their passage through
the Federal lines, although the terms suggested
in the conversations are the same as the President bas advanced on every subsequent occasion. The following letter explains the manner
in which a passage. into the enemy's lines was
'
obtained:
HEADQUARTERS .Am.!IES OF THE

·

UNITED STATES, }

OrnY POINT VA., July 8, 1864.

Gen. R. E . Lee, Oomnnan(Wfl,g Confederate Fo'l'Cea near
Petersbiurg, Va.

GENERAL: I would request that Col. James F.
J acques, 78th Illinois volu nteer infantry, and J. R.
Gilmore, Esq., be allowed to meet Col. Robert Ould,
commissioney; for the exchange of prisoners, at such
place between the lines of the two armies as you may
designate. The object of the meeting is legitimate
with the duties of Col. Ould as commissioner. If not
consistent for you to grant the request here asked, I
would beg that this be r eferred to President Davis for
his action.
.
Requesting as early an answer to this communication as you may find it convenient to 'make, I sub:
scribe royse~ very r espectfully, your obedient servant,
U.S. GRANT, Lieut.-Gen. U.S . .A.

The following note opened the way for an
interview with Mr. Davis :
8PO'.ITISWOOD ROTE¾ RIOID!O~

VA., July 17, 1864.

Hon. J. P. Bendamtin, i:5ecretary or State, 0. S . .Li.

· DEAR Sm: The undersigned, James F. Jacques, of
Illinois and James R. Gilmore, of Mnssachu~etts,
most r ~spectfully solicit an interview wit~ _President
Davis. They visit Richmond as pri!ate citizens, and
have no official character or autbonty; b?t they are
fully possessed of the views of the Uruted S~ates
Government relative to an adjustment of the differences now existing between tbe ~ortb and the So?th,
and have little doubt that a free rnterchauge of views
between President Davis and themselves would open
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the way to such official negotiations as would ultimate in restoring peace to the two sections of our
distracted cotrntry.
They therefore ask an interview with the President,
and awaiting your reply, are, most truly and respectfully, your obedient servants, J.A.S. F. J.A.CQUES,
J .A.S. R. GILMORE.

Mr. Gilmore states the conversation between
himself and Mr. Davis thus :

a peace on a basis of a reconstructio n of the Union
the abolition of slavery, and the grant of an amnesty
to the people of the States as repentant criminals.
In order to accomplish the abolition of slavery, it
was proposed that there should be a genera.I vote of
all the people of both federations, in mass, and the
majority of the vote thus taken was to determine that
as well as all other disputed questions. These were
stated to be Mr. Lincoln's views.
The President answered, that as these proposals
had been prefaced hr the remark that the people of
the North were a maJoritr, and that a majority ought
to govern, the offer was, m effect, a proposal that the
Confederate States should surrender at discretion,
admit that they qad been wrong from the beginning
of the contest, submit to the mercy of their enemies,
and avow themselves to be in need of pardon for
their crimes; that extermination was preferable to
dishonor. He stated that if they were themselves so
unacquainted ,vith the form of their own Government
as to make such pro_positions, Mr. Lincoln ought to
have known, when giving them his views, that 1t was
out of the power of the Confederate Government to
act on the subject of the domest.ie institutions of the
several States, each State having exclusive jurisdiction on that point, still less to commit the decision of
such a question to the vote ofa foreign people.

Gitmore.-Well, sir, be that as it may, if I understand you, the dispute between your Government and
ours is narrowed down to this, Union or disunion?
. D(Jll)is.-Yes, or to put it in other words, independence or subjugation.
Gilmo1·e.-Then the two Governments are irreconcilably apart. They have no alternative but to fight
it out. But it is not so with the people. They are
tired of fighting, and want peace; and as they bear
all the burden and suffering of the war, is it .not right
they should have peace, and have it on such terms, as
they like?
Davis.-! don't under stand you; be a little more
explicit.
Gilmore.-Well, suppose the two Governments
should agree to something like this: To go to the
people mth two propositions : say, peace with disunion and Southern independence, as vour proposiThe next attempt to prepare the way for netion- and peace with union, emancipation, no confi_s~ation, and univer~al amnesty, as ours. Let the gotiations was of a semi-official charMter, and
citizens of all the Umted States (as they existed be- resulted in a clear statement by the President
fore the war) vote "yes" or "no" on these two of bis terms of settlement so indefinitely brought
propositions, at a special election within sixty days.
If a majority votes disunion, our Government to be out in the preceding conversation. Mr. Horace
bound by it, and to let you go in peace. If a major- Greeley, who was the active participant on the
ity votes Union, yours to he bound by it and to stay Union side, thus relates the origin of the corin peace. The two Governments can contract in this respondence which took place :
way, and the people, though constitutionall[ unable
Some time since it was announced by telegraph
to decide on peace or war, can elect which o the two
propositions shall govern their rulers. Let Lee and from Halifax that Messrs. C. C. Clay, of Alabama,
Grant, meanwhile, agree to an armistice. This would Jacob Thompson, of Mississippi (ex-United States
sheathe the sword; and, if once sheathed, it would Senators), Professor J. P . Holcombe, of the University of Virginia, and George N. Sanders, of Kennever again be drawn by this generation. .
Davis.-The plan is altogether impracticable. If . tucky, had reached that city from Dixie via Bermuthe Soiu;h were only ·one State, it mio-ht work; but da, on important business, and all of these but Mr.
as it is, if one Southern State.objectea'. to emancipa- Thompson (who was in Toronto) were soon quartered
tion it would nullify the whole thing; for you are at the Clifton, on the Canada side of Niagara Falls.
aware the people of Virginia cannot vote slavery out I heard soon after of confidential interviews between
of South Carolina, nor the people of South Carolina some or all of those gentlemen and lead in~ Democrats
vote it out of Virginia.
from our own and neighboring States, ana there were
Gitmore.-But three-fourths of the States can telegraphic whispers of overtures for reeoµstruction,
amend the Constitution. Let it be done in that way · and conditions were set forth as those on which the
in any way so that it be done by the people. I a~ Confederates would consent to reunion. (I cannot
not a statesman nor a politician, and I do not know say that any of these reports were anthenti_c.) ;A-t
j ust h o,:v such a plan could be carried. out ; but you length, after several less direct intimations, I receivg;et the 1den-that the people shall decide the ques- ed a private letter from ~fr. Sa11ders, stating that
t10n.
Messrs. Clay, Holcombe, himself, and another, de·
Davis.-That t_he majority shall decide it, you mean. sired to visit Washington, upon complete and unWe seceded to rid ourselves of the rule of the major- qualified protection being given by the President or
the Secretarv of War.
ity, ~nd th is would subj~c~ us to it again.
.A.s I saw i'.io reason why the opposition should ~e
Gilmore.-But the maJor1ty must rule finally either
the sole recipients of these gentlemen's overtures, if
with bullets or ballots.
'
Davis.-! ll.m not so sure of that. Neither current such there were (and it is stated that :M:r. Clay aforeevents nor history shows that the majority rules or said is preparing or to prepare an important letter to
ever did rule. The contrary, I think, 1s true. Why, the Chicago Convention), I wrote the President,. urg·
sir, th_e man who .should 15? befor_e the Southern peo- ~ h im to invite the rebel gentlemen aforesaid to
ple_ w1~h s~ch a proposition, with any proposition w ashington, there to open their budget. I stated
which 1mphed that the North was to have a voice in expressly that I knew not what they would pro~ose
determining the domestic relations of the South if so invited; but I could imagine no offer that_m1gbt
could not live here a day. He would be hanged t~ be made by them which wouJd not con.duce, _m one
way or another, to a restoration of the mtegnty and
t he first tree, without judge or jury.
just authority of the Union.
,
. .
Mr. Benjamin, Secretary of State, in an offiThe President ultimately acquiesced in this vi_e~
cial letter to James M. Mason, commissioner in so far as to consent that the rebel agents should visit
Washington, but directed that I should procee~ to
Europe, says :
Niagara, and accompany them thenr.e to the cap1~al.
Mr. Gilmore then addressed the President, and in This service I tnost reluctantly undertook, fee~i~
a few minutes had conveyed the information that deeply and observing that almost any one else mi_g
these two gentlemen had come to Richmond impress- better have been sent on this errand. But time
ed with the idea that this Government would accept seemed precious, and I immediately started.

•
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The correspondence was as follows:
Mr. Jewett to .Mr. 0-t·eeley.
Nu.GARA FALLS, July 5, 1864.
MY DEAR MR. GREELEY: In reply to your notet.I
have to advise having just left Hon. George .N.
Sanders of Kentucky on the Canada side. I am
authorized to state to you, for our use only, not the
public, that two ambassadors of Davis & Co. are now
m Canada, with full and complete powers for a peace,
and Mr. Sanders requests that you come on immediately to me, at Cataract House, to have a private interview; or if you will send the President's protection for him and two friends, they will come on and
meet you. He says the whole matter can be consummated by me, you, them, and President Lincoln.
Telegraph me in such form that I mo.y know if you
come here, or they to come on with me.
Yours,
W. C. JEWETT.

.Mr. 0-t·eeley to President Lincom.
NEW YoRlr, July 7, 1864.
DEAR Srn: I venture to enclose you a letter and
telegraphic despo.tch tho.t I received yesterday from
our l.l'repre~sible friend Colorado Jewett, at Niagara
Falls. I think they deserve o.ttention. Of course I
do not indorse Jewett's positive averment that his
friends at the Falls have "full power" from J. D.,
though I do not doubt that he thinks they have. I
let that statement stand as simply evidencing the
anxiety of the Confederates everywhere for peace.
So much is beyond doubt. I therefore venture to
~emind you that our bleeding, bankrupt, almost dymg country, also longs for peace-sbudders at the
prospect of fresh conscriptions, of further wholesale
devastations, and of new rivers of human blood· and
~ wide-spread conviction that the Government and
its promment supporters are not anxious for peace
~a~ do 1;1ot improve proffered opportunities to achiev~
it, 1s domg great harm now, and is morally certain
unle~s remove_d, to do far greater in the approaching
elections. It 1s not enough that we anl.."iously desire
a true and lasting peace; we ought to demonstrate
nnd establish the truth beyond cavil. The fact that
A.H. Stephens was not permitted a year ao-o to visit
and confer with the authorities at W ashi~gton has
done harm, which the tone of the late national convention at Baltimolf:! is not calculated to counteract.
I ~ntreat you, in your own tfme and manner to submit overtures for pacification to the Souther~ insurgents, which the impartial must pronounce frank and
gene~ous. If only with a view to the momentous
election soon to occur in North Carolina and of the
draft to be enforced in the free States this should be
done at once. I would give the safe c~nduct required
by ~he rebel envoys at Niagaru., upon their parole to
~void ?bservation and to refrain from alleommunicat10n with their sympathizers in the loyal States· but
you may see reasons for declining it. But wh~ther
!hrough them or otherwise, do not, I entreat you, fail
o make the Southern people comprehend that you
and all of us, are anxious for peace and prepared t~
grant liberal terms. I venturn to s~ggest the followmg plan of adjustment:
1. The Union is restored and declared perpetual.
2. Slavery is utterly and forever abolished throughout the same.
_8. A complete amnesty of all political offences,
with a restoration of all the inhabitants of each State
to all the privileges of citizens of the United States.
4. The Union to pay four hundred million dollars
($400,000,000) in five per cent. United States stock
to the late. slave States, loyal and secession alike, to
e app?rt1oned pro rata, according to their slave
population. respectively, by the census of 1860, in
~hmpens_a~1on for the losses of their loyal citizens by
t ~ aboht1on of slavery. Each State to be entitled
th'its i1;1ota upon the ratification by its legislature of
d/ 8 a Justment. The bonds to be at tlie absolute
spo,~al of t_he legislature aforesaid.
5. lhe said slave States to be entitled henceforth
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to representation in the House on the basis of their
total, i~stead of their Federal population the whole
now bemg free.
'
6. A national convention to be assembled as soon
as may b~, to ratify this adjustment and make such
c~anges Ill the Constitution as ma; be deemed ad·
visable.
•
Mr. President, I fear you do not realize how intently t~e pe?ple ~esire any peace consistent with
the national i_nt_egrity _and honor, and how joyously
they would hrul its achievement and bless its authors
With United States stocks worth but forty cents i~
gold per dollar, and drafting about to co=ence on
the third million of Union soldiers, can this be wonde_red at? I do not say that a just peace is now attamable, though I believe it to be so · but I do say
tha_t a fran!' offer. by you to the insurgents of terms
which the impartial say ought to be accepted will at
the worst, prove an immense and sorely ne~ded ~dvantage to the national cause. It may save us froru
a northern insurrection.
Yours, truly,
HORACE GREELEY.
P. S.-Even though it should be deemed un advisable to make an offer of terms to the rebels I insi st
that, in any possib~e case, it is desirable that any
offer they may be disposed to make should be receive~, and either accer,ted or rejected. I beg you to invite those now at Niagara to exhibit their credentials
and submit their ultimatum.
H. G.

President Li,,v,f)l,,1, to Hr. 0-t·eeley.·
."W ASIIINGTON. D. 0., July 9, 1864.
HoN. HORACE GREELEY: Dear Sir-Your letter of
the '7th, with inclosures, received. If you can find
any person anywhere professing to have any proposition of J efferson Davis in wnting, for peace embracing the restoration of the Union and the ~bandonment of slavery, whatever else it embraces say
to him he may come to me with you ; and that if he
really brings such proposition, he shall, at the least
have safe conduct with the paper (and without pub:
licity if he chooses) to the point where you shall have
met him. The same if there be two or more persons..
Yours, truly,
A. LINCOLN.
Mr. Greeley to the .President.
OFFIOE OF TIIB TRIBUNE, NEW YORK, July 10 1864.
MY DEAR Sm: I have yours of yesterday. Whether
there be persons at Niagara (or elsewhere) who are
empowered to commit the rebels by negotiation, is a
question; but if there be such, there is no question
at all that they would decline to exhibit their credentials to me, much more to open their budget and give
me their best terms.. Green as I may be, I am not
quite so verdant as to imagine any thing of the sort.
I have neither purpose nor desire to be made a confidant, far less an agent, in such negotiations. But I
do deeply realize that the reb el chief's achieved a most
decided advantage in proposing, or pretending to
propose, to have A. H. Stephens visit Washington as
a peacemaker, and being rudely repulsed; and I am
anxious that the ground lost to the national cause by
that mistake sha!I somehow be regained in season for
effect on the approaching North Carolina election.
I will see if I can get a look into the hand of whomsoever may be at Niagara: though that is a project
so manifestly hopeless that I have little heart for it,
still I shall try.
Meantime I wish you would consider the propriety
of somehow apprising the people of the South, especjally those of North Carolina, that no overtura or
advance looking to peace and reunion has ever been
repelled by you, but that such a one would at any
time have been cordially received and favorably regarded, and would still be.
Yours,
HORACE GREELEY.
Hon. A. LINCOLN.

.Mr. Sa11,<krs to J,:lr. Greeley.
[Private and confidential.)
NIAG.AltA FALT.S, C.W.,

July 12, 1861.
Sm: I am authorized to say that Hon. Clement C.
OLlFTON HOUSE,
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Clay, of Alabama, Professor James P. Holcombe, ·of
Virginia, and George N. Sanders, of Dixie, are ready
and willing to go at once to Washington, upon complete and unqualified protection being given, ei~her
by the President or Secretary of War. Let the permission include t,he three names and one other.
Very respectfully, GEORGE N. S.A.l~DERS.
To Hon. HORACE GREELEY.

Mr. G1·eele-y to the President.
OFFICE OF TllE TRIBUNE, NEW YORK,

July 12, 1864.

MY DEAR Srn: I have now information on which
I can rely, that two persons duly commissioned and
empowered to negotiate for ;peace are at this moment
not far from Niagara Falls, m Oanada, and are desirous of conferring with vourself, or with such persons
as you may appomt and empower to treat with them.
Their names (only given m confidence) are Hon.
Clement C. Clay, of Alabama, and Ron.Jacob Thompson of Mississippi. If you should prefer to meet
them in person, they require safe conduct for themselves and for George N. Sanders, who will accompany them. Should you choose to empower one or
more persons to treat with them in Canada, they will
of course need no safe-conduct; but they cannot be
expected to exhibit credentials, save to commissioners empowered as they are. In negotiating directly
with yourself, all grounds of cavil would be avoided,
and you would be enabled at all times to act upon
the freshest advices of ~he military situation. You
will of course understand that I know nothing and
have proposed nothing asto terms, and that nothing
is conceded or taken for granted by the meeting of
persons empowered to negotiate for peace. All that
1s assumed is a mutual desire to termmate this wholesale slaughter, if a basis of adjustment can be mutuaUy agreed on; and it seems to me hi__gh time that an
effort to this end should be made. 1 am, of course,
quite other than sanguine that a pence can now be
made, but I am quite sure that a frank, earnest,
anxious effort to terminate the war on honorable
terms would immensely strengthen the Government in case of its failure, and would help us in the
eyes of the civilized world, which now accuses us of
obstinacy, and indisposition even to seek a peaceful
solution of our sanguinary, devastating conflict.
Hoping to hear that you have resolved to act in the
premii,es, and to act so promptly that a good influence may even yet be exerted on the North Carolina
election next month,
I remain yours,
HORACE GREELEY.
Hon. A. LINCOLN, Washington.
President .uilncoln to Mt•. Grteley.
.

July 15, 1864.

EXEOUTIVE MANSION, W ASIIINGTO.N,

Hon. HORACE GREELEY, New York.
I suppose you received my letter of the 9th. I
have just received yours of the 13th, and am disappointed by it. I was ncit expecting you to send me a
letter, but to bring me a man or men. Mr. Hay goes
to you with my answer to yours of the 13th,
A. LINCOLN.

President Lincoln to M1·. {J,reeley.
EXECUTIVE M.Ai,,iroN, WASIIINGTON,

July 15, 1864.

Hon. HORACE GREELEY: My Dear Sir-Yours of
the 13th is just received, and I am not disappointed that you have not already reached here with
those Commissioners. If they wou ld consent to
come on being shown my letter to you of the 9th
inst., show that and this to them; and if they will
come on the terms stated in the former, bring them.
I not ouly intend a sincere effort for peace, but I intend that you shall be a personal witness that it is
made.
Yours, truly,
A. LINCOLN.

Major Hay to the" President.
UNITED ST.ATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH, WAR DEP'T,
NEW YOR:!C, 9 A.
July 16, 1864.

M.,

l
f

His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President of the United
States.
Arrived this morning at 6 A. M., and delivered your

letter a few minutes after. Although he thinks some
one less known would create less excitement and be
less embarrassed by public curiosity, still he will
start immediately, if he can have nn absolute safe
conduct for four persons to be named by him. Your
letter he does not think will guard them from arrest,
and ,vith only those letters he would have to explain
the whole matter to any officer who might choose to
hinder the.m. If this meets with your approbation,
I can write the order in _your name as A. A.G., or
you can send it by mail. Please answer me at Astor
House.
JOHN HAY, A. A. G.

President Lincoln to Major Hay.
EXECUTIVE MANSION, W ASH1NGTON1 July 16, 1864.
JoHN HAY, Astor House, New York.
Yours received. Write the safe conduct as you
propose, ,vithout waiting for one by mail from me.
If there is or is not any thing in the affair, I wish to
know it without unnecessary delay.
A. LINCOLN.
EXECUTIVE MANSION, W A.SIIING'.rON, D. 0.
The Presiclent of the U uited States directs that the
four persons whose names follow, to ,vit: Hon. Clement C. Clay, Hon. Jacob Thompson, Prof. James P.
Holcombe, George N. Sanders, shall have safe conduct to the city of .Washington, in company with the
Hon. Horace Greeley, ana shall be exempt from
arrest or annoyance of any kind from any officer of
the United States during their journey to the city of
Washington. By order of the President,
JOHN HAY, Major and A. A. G.

M1•. G1•eele'!f's Rep"lty.
NuGARA FALLS, N. Y., July 17, 1964,
GENTLEMEN: I am informed that you are du ly accredited from Richmond as the bearers of propositions looking to the establishment of peace; that
you desire to visit Washington in the fulfilment of
your mission, and that you further desire that Mr.
George N. Sanders shall accompany you. If my information be thus far substantially correct, I nm
authorized b;y- the President of the United States to
tender you his safe conduct on the journey proposed,
and to accompany you at the earliest time that will
be agreeable to you.
I have the honor to be, gentlemen, yourst
.
HORACE GREE EY.
To Messrs.' OLEMENT C. CLAY, JACOB 'fROMPSON,
JAMES P. HoLCOilllE, Clifton House, C. W .

Mea8'rs. Holcombe and Clay to J:Er. G1·eelmJ.
CLIFTON HOUSE, NIAGARA

FAUS,

July 18, 1864.

Srn: We have the honor to acknowledge your favor
of the 17th inst., which would have been answered
on yesterday but for the absence of Mr. Clay. The
safe conduct of the President of the United States bas
been tendered us, we regret to state, under some
misapprehension of facts. We have not been accredited to him from Richmond as the bearers of prop_()·
sitions lookin&" to the establishment of peace. We
are, however, m the confidential employment of our
Government, and are entirely familiar with its wi.~hes
and opinions on that subject; and we feel author1ze_d
to declare that, if the circumstanbes disclosed in this
correspondence were communicated to Rich11;1ond,
we would be at once invested with the authority to
which your letter refers · or other gentlemen, clothed
with full powers, would be immediately sent to Wa_shington mth the view of hastening a consummat!on
so much to be desired, and terminating at the earliest
possible moment the calamities of the war. We respectfully solicit, through your intervention, a safe
· conduct to W ashin~ton, and thence by an:r rou e
which may be designated, through your lrnes to
Richmond. We would be gratified if Jl'Ir. George N,
Sanders was embraced in this privilege.
.
Permit us, in conclusion, to acknowledge ou_r o~lid
gations to you for the interest you h.ave manifes e
m the furtherance of our ,vishes, and to express the
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hope that in any event you will afford us the oppor- from Washington will reach you by noon to-morrow
ttmity of tendering them in person before you leave if there be no interruption. One or possibly both of
us may be obliged to leave the Falls to-dav, but will
the Falls. We remain, very respectfully, &c.j
C. C. CL.A.Y n.
return in time to receive the communication which
J . P . HOLC 6MBE.
you promise to-morrow. We remain truly yours, &c.,
P. S.-It is proper to add, that Mr. Thompson is
JAMES P. HOLCO?,ffiE.
C. C. CLAY, JR.
not here, and has not been staying with us since our
To Hon. E . GREELEY, now at International Hotel.
sojourn in Canada. ~
Mr.
eeley' 8 Repl,y.
The despatch which Mr. Greeley received
INTERNATIONAL HoTE NIAGARA, N. Y. July 1S 1864.
from Washington, he thus explains: "Not feelGENTLE:irEN: I have the honor to acknowledge the . ing at liberty to concede this, I telegraphed to
receipt of yours of this date by the band of Mr. W. C.
Jewett. The state of acts therein presented being W ashhigton for furthei instructions, and was
materially ditfer~nt fr m that which was understood duly h1formed that Major Hay, the President's
to exist by the Presi ent when he entrusted me with private secretary, would soon be on his way to
the safe conduct r quired, it seems to me on every me. He reached the Falls on the 20th, and we
account advisabl that I should c6mmunicate with crossed over to the Olifton,, where M3:jor Hay,
him by telegra2 , and solicit fresh instructions, which
I shall at on proceed to do. I hope to be able to after mutual introductions, handed Professor
transmit--t e result this afternoon; and at all events Holcombe the following paper in the handI shall do so at the earliest moment. Yours,...truly,
writing of the President:
HOR.A.CE GRE.t!.iLEY.
EXEOUTIVE MANSION, WASIIlNGTON, July 1S, 1864.
To Messrs. CLEMENT C. CLAY and JAMES P. HOL- To wliom it may concern:
COMBE, Clifton House, C. Y{.
.Any proposition which embraces the restoration
of peace, the integrity of the whole Union, and the
.Mr. (J,reele1J to tlte President.
abandonment of slavery, and which comes by and
L·rnEPENDENT TELEGRAPH Lnrn, }
with an -authority that can control the armies now at
NIAGARA FALLS, July 18, 1864.
war against the United States, will be received and
Hon . .A.BnA.JIAl! LINCOLN, President :
I have communicated with the gentlemen in ques- ·considered by the Executive Government of the
tion, and do not find them so empowered ns I was pre- United States, and will be met by liberal terms on
viously assured. They say that "we are, however, in other substantial and collateral points, and the
the confidential employment of our Government, and bearer thereof shall have safe conduct both ways.
.A.BR.A.HAM LINCOLN.
entirely familiar with its wishes and op_inions on that
subject; and we feel authorized to declare that, if the
" I left the Folls by the next train, le~ving
circumstances disclosed in this corre:ipondence were Major Hay to receive any response to the Prescommunicated to Richmond, we would at once be
invested with the authority to which yom letter ident's proffer, should any be made, but ther.e
refers, or other gentlemen, clothed with full powers, was none."
wonld immediately be sent to Washington with the
Note f1·om .Major Hay to .Mr. Holcombe.
view of hastenin~ a consummatiou so much to be
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL, Wednesday July 20th.
desired, and terminating at the earliest possible moMajor Hay would respectfully inquire wh~ther P!oment the calamities of war. We respectfully solicit, fessor Holcombe ahd the gentlemen associated with
~hrough your intervention, a safe conduct to Wash- him desire to send to Washington by Major Hay nny
mgton, and thence by any route which may be desig- messages in reference to the communication delivered
nated to Richmond.'" Such is the more material to him on yesterday, and iu that case when he may
portion of the gentlemen's letter. I will transmit expect to be favored with such messages.
the entire correspondence, if desired. .A.waiting your
Note.from Mjr. Holcombe to Maj01• Hay.
further instructions, I remain yours,
CLIFTON HOUSE, NIAGARA FALJ.S, Thursday, July 21, 1864.
HOR.A.CE GREELEY.
Mr. Holcombe presents his compliments to Major
Messrs. Olay and, Holcombe to .Mr. G1·eeley.
Hay, and greatly regrets if his ret~n to Washington
has been delayed by any expectation of an answer to
CLIFTON Housl!, NIAGARA FALLS, July 18, 1864.
the communication which Mr. Holcombe received
To Hon. H. GREELEY, .Niagara Falls, N. Y. :
Srn: We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt from him on yesterday, to be delivered to the Presiof your note of this date by the hands of Col.Jewett, dent of the United States. That communication was
and will await the further answer which you purpose accepted as the response to a letter of Messrs. Clay
and Holcombe to the Hon. H. Greele1., and to tha,t
to send to us. We are, very respectfully, &c.,
gentleman an answer has been transmitted.
C. C. CLAY, JR.
JAMES P. HOLCOMBE.
Messrs. Holcombe and Olay to M1· Greeley.
CLIFTON HOUSE, NIAGARA. FALLS, July 21, 1864.
Mr. Greeley to .Messrs. Olay and Holcombe.
To HoN. HoRACE GREELEY:
·
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL,
}
Sin: The paper handed to Mr: Holcombe 01;1 yesNIAGARA FALLS, N. Y., July-19, 1864.
GENTLEMEN : At a late hour last evenmg (too late terday in yom presence by 1ifaJOr Hay, ~ss~sta~t
for communication with you) I received a despatch .A.dju~ant-General, as an a?swer to th_e apphcatio~ m
mforming me that further instructions left Washing- our note of the 18th inst., is couched m the followmg
~on last evening, which must reach me, if there be no terms:
EXECUTIVE MANSION, W AlllllNGTO:<, D. C,, July 18th, 1864.
lllterruption, ' at noon to-morrow. Should you decide
whom it m0/1J concern:
.
to await theh- arrival, I feel confident thut they will ToAIJy
proposition which embraces the restoration of peace,
enabl~ me to answer definitely your note of ye.sterday the integrity ol' the whole Union, nnd the aban~onment of
m?rnmg. Regretting a delay which I am sure y_ou slavery, and which comes by nncl _with nn nu~hor1ty that CJ!n
WIii regard as unavoidable on my part, I remam, control the arn:ies now at war ngamst the Umted Btntes, ,nil
be received and considered by the Executive Government of
yours truly,
HOR.A.CE GREELEY.
United States and w111 be met by liberal terms on other
To Hon. Messrs. C. C. CLAY, Jr., and H. P. HOL- the
substantial nod collatornl points, nnd the beM'er or bearers
COMBE, Clifton House, Niagara, C. W.
thereof shnll have safe conduct bofBR~ LINCOLN.
Messrs. Holcombe a,ul, Olay to Mr. Greeley.
The application to which we !·efer "!"as elici~ed hy
CLIFTON HOUSE, NIAGARA FALLS, July 19, 1864.
your letter of the 17th instant, m which you mform
~IR: Col. Jewett has just banded us your note of
this date, in which you state that further instructions '.Mr. Jacob Thompson and ourselves that you were
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authorized by the President of the United States to
tender us his safe conduct, on the hypothesis that we
were "duly accredited from Richmond as bearers of
propositions looking to the establishment of peace,"
and desired a visit to Washington in the fulfilment
of this mission. This assertion, to which we then
gave, and still do, entire credence, was accepted b;yus as the evidence of an unexpected but most gratifying change in the policy of the President-a change
which we felt authorized to hope mi~ht terminate m
the conclusion of a peace mutually Just, honorable,
and advantageous to the North and to the South,
exacting no condition but that we should be "duly
accredited from Richmond as bearers of propositions
looking to the establishment of peace."
Thus proffering a basis for a conference as comprehensive as we could desire, it seemed to us that the
President opened a door which had previously been
closed against the Confed-erate States for a full interchange of sentiments, free discussion of conflicting
O]?inions, and untrammelled effort to remove all causes
of controversy by liberal negotiations. We, indeed,
could not claim the benefit of a safe conduct which
had been extended to us in a character we had no
right to assume and had never affected to possess;
but the uniform declarations of our Executive and
Congress, and their thrice repeated and as often repulsed attempts to open negotiations, furnish a sufficient pledge that this conciliatory manifestation on
the part of the President of the United States would
be met by them in a temper of equal magnanimity.
We had, therefore, no hesitation in declaring that if
this correspondence was communicated to the President of the Confederate States he would promptly
embrace the opportunity presented for seeking a
peaceful solution of this unhappy strife.
We feel confident that you must share our profound regret that the spirit which dictated the first
step toward peace had not continued to animate the
counsels of your President. Had the representatives
of the two Governments met to consider this question-the most momentous ever submitted to human
statesmanship-in a temper of becoming moderation
and equity, followed as their deliberations would
have been by the prayers and benedictions of every
patriot and Christian on the habitable globe, who is
there so bold as to say that the frightful waste of individual happiness and public prosperity which is
daily saddening the universal heart might not have
been terminated, or if the desolation and carnage of
war must still be endured through weary years of
blood and suffering, that there miglit not at least have
been infused into its conduct something more of the
spirit which softens and partially redeems its brutalities?
Instead of the safe conduct which we solicited, and
which your first letter gave us every reason to suppose would be e.l..-tended for the pm-pose of initiating
a negotiation in which neither Government would
compromise its rights or its dignity, a document has
been presented which provokes as much indignation
as surprise. It bears no feature of resemblance to
that which was originally offered, and is unlike an;r
paper which ever before emanated from the const1tutional executive of a free people. Adch·essed "To
whom it may concern," it precludes negotiation; and
prescribes in advance the terms and conditions of
peace. It returns to the original policy of " no bargaining, no negotiations, no truces with rebels, except
to bury their dead, until every man shall have la1d
down bis arms, submitted to the Government, and
sue<ffor mercy."
What may be the explanation of this sudden and
entire change in the view of the President, of this
rude withdrawal of a courteous overture for negotiation a.t the moment it was likely to be accepted, of
this emphatic recall of words of peace just uttered,
and fresh blast!! of war to the bitter e·ud, we leave for
the speculation of those who have the means or inclination to penetrate the mysteries of his Cabinet, or
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fathom the caprice of his imperial will. It is enough
for us to say that we have no use whatever for the
paper which has been placed in our bands. We could
not transmit it to the President of the Confederate
States without offering him an indignity, dishonoring
ourselves, and incurring the well-merited scorn of our
countrymen.
Whilst au ardent desire for peace pervades the
people of the Confederate States, we rejoice to believe
that there are few, if any, among them who would
purchase it at the e.l..11ense of liberty, honor, and self.
respect. If it can be secured only by- their submission
to terms of conquest, the ~enerat10n is yet unborn
which will witness its restitution. If there be any
military autocrat in the North who is entitled to proffer
the conditions of this manifesto, there is none in the
South authorized to entertain them. Those who control our armies are the servants of the people, not
their masters; and they have no more inclination
than they have right to subvert to social institutions
of the sovereign States, to overthrow their established
constitut-ions, and to barter away their priceless heritarre of self-government.
'ifhis correspondence ·will not, however, we trust,
prove wholly barren of good results.
If there is any citizen of the Confederate States who
bas clung to a hope that peace was possible with this
administration of the Federal Government, it will strip
from his eyes the last film of such delusion; or if
there be any whose hearts have grown faint under
the suffering and agony of this blooay struggle, it will
inspire them with fresh energy to endure and brave
whatever may yet be requisite to preserve to themselves and their children all that gives dignity and
value to life or hope, and consolation to death. And
if there be any patriots or Christians in your land who
shrink appalled from the illimitable virtue of private
misery and public calamity which stretches before
them, we pray that in their bosoms a resolution may
be quickened to recall the abused authority and vindicate the outraged civilization of their country.
For the solicitude you have maniftsted to inaugur ate a movement which contemplates results the most
noble and humane, we return our sincere thanks, and
are, most respectfully and truly, your obedient servants,
C. C. CLAY, Jn.
JAMES P. HOLCOMBE.
.Messrs. Olay and Holcombe to Wm. 0. J l!lwett.
CLIFTON HOUSE, NIAGARA FALLS,

July 20, 1864.

Col. W. C. JEWETT, Cataract House, Niagara Falls:
Sru: We are in receipt of your note admonishing
us of the departure of Ron. Horace Greeley from the
Falls, that he regrets the sad termination of the initiatory steps taken for peace in consequence of the
change made by the President in his instructions.to
convey commissioners to Washington for ne~otiations unconditionally, and that Mr. Greeley mil be
pleased to receive any answer we may have to make
through you. We avail ourselves of this offer to enclose a letter to Mr. Greeley, which you will obli~e us
by delivering. We cannot take leave of you witn?ut
expressing our thanks for your courtesy and !rind
offices as the intermediary through whom our correspondence with Mr. Greeley has been conducted,
and assuring you that we are, very respectfully, your
C. C. CLAY, JR.
obedient servants,
JAMES P. HOLCOMBE.
Ml'. (h-eeley to Mr. Jewett.
INTERNATIONAL lIOTEL 1 NIAGAnA FALLS,

July 20, 1S64.

In leaving the Falls I feel bound to state that I
have bad no intercourse with the Confederate gentlemen at the Clifton House, but such as I was fyllY
authorized to hold by the President of the Un~ted
States, and that I have done nothing in the premises
but in fulfilment of his injunctions. The notes, therefore which you have interchanged between those
gentlemen and myself, can in no case subje?t you 1:0
the imputation of unauthorized dealing with pubhc
enemies.
HORACE GREELEY.
To W. C. JEWETT, Esq.
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' FROM liEADQU.AltTERS All.MY OF TIIE J A.MES, }
No further attempts to open negotiations
6.30 l'. M., J nn. 29, 1865.
were made until December 28th, when the To Hon. E. M. Stanton, See1·eta171
of War.
President and Secretary Seward met OommisT bs following despatc_b is j nst received fr_om MajorGen.
Parke,
who
refers
it
to
me
for
my action. I resioners from Richmond at Fortress Monroe.
The particulars are thus stated by the Pres- fer it to yon in Gen. Grant'g absence.
(Signed)
E. 0. C. ORD, Jlfoj .-Gen. Co mdg.
ident :

To tll6 Hon. tlie House of Represen.tawves:

'HF.ADQUAlt'l!ERS ilMY OF 'l'IlE J IL\IES,
The following despatch is forwarded to vou for
your action, since I have no knowledge of General
Grant's having had any understanding of this kind.
I refer this matter to you as the ranking officer present in the two armies.
(Signed)
JOHN G. PARKE, Maj .-Gen. Comdg.'
"FROM fuADQU.AltTERS NINT1I An.~!Y Conl's, l
Jnnnary 29, 1S65.
f

In response to your resolution of the 8th inst., requesting information in relation to a conference held
in Hmnpton Roads, I have the honor to state that on
the date I gave Francis P. Blair, senior, a card written as follows, to wit:
"DF.OEilllER 2S, 1864.
Allow the bearer, F. P. Blair, Sr., to pass our lines
to go South and return.
Ma,jo1•-Gene1·al Jolvn G. Pa1·ke, Headqua1·ters Arwy of
(Signed)
A. LINCOLN."
tl.e Potomac.
That at the time I was informed that Mr. Blair
Alexander H. Stephens, R. M. T. Hunter, and J. A.
sought the card as a means of getting to Richmond, Campbell desire to cross my lines, in accordance with
Va., but he was given no authority to speak or act for an understanding claimed to exist with Lieut.-Gen.
the Government. Nor was I informed of any thing Grant, on their way to Washi ngton as Peace Combe would say or do on his own account or otherwise. missioners. Shall they be admitted ? They desire
lir. Blair told me that he had been to Richmond an early answer,·so as to come through immediately.
nnd bad seen Mr. Jefferson Davis, and be (JIIr. Blair) They would like to reach City Point to-night if they
at the same time left with me a manuscript letter, as can. If they cannot do this they would like to come
through to-morrow mornin~.
follows, to wit:
"Rrommim, VA., Jnn.12, 1965_
0. B. WILSON, llfaJ. Comdg. Ninth Corps.
F. P. Blafr, Esq.
Respectfu lly referred to the President for such inSm: I have aeemed it proper and probably desira- struct10ns as be may be pleased to give.
EDWIN M. RTANTON, Secretary of War."
ble to you to give you in this form the substance of
JANUARY 29, 1865-8.80 l'. M.
the remarks made by me to be repeated by you to
President Lincoln, &c. I have no disposition·to find
It appears that about the time of placing the foreobstacles in forms, and am willing now, as hereto- going telegram in my hands, the Secretary of War
fore, to enter into negotiations for tbi> restoration· of aespatcbed to General Ord as follows, to wit:
peace. I am ready to send a commission whenever
"
.
I have reason to supfose it will be received, or to re- •
W.Alt DEl'A.RTME?."T, W A.SHrnGTON OtTY,}
·
·
·
·
·
th
u
·t
d
St
t
G
t
Jan.
29, 1865--10 l'. bf.
ce1ve a commission 1
e m e . a es .overnmen
Mafor-Gene1·al Ord.
~hal_l choose to se~d one. Notw1thstan~mg the reThis Depart-ment bas no knowledge of any underJect10_n of our forme~· ?ffers, ~ ~vou_ld, 1f you could standing by Gen . Grant to allow any person to come
promise that ~ comm1ss~on, m11~1ster, ?r other agent within his lines as commissioners of any sort. You
would be received, app?mt one 1mmediatel1., and.re- will therefore allow 110 one to come into your lines
new the_ effort to enter mto a con~erence Wlth a view uuder such character or profession until you receive
to secure peace to the two countries.
,,
the President's instructions, to whom yoUL· telegrams
Yours, &c.,
JEFFERSO~ DAVIS.
will be submitted for bis directions.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War."
Afterwards, with a view that it should be shown to
Mr. Davis, I wrote and delivered to Mr. Blair a letter, [SENT IN CIPHER AT 2 A. M. ]
as follows, to wit :
Afterwards, by my directions, the S e_cretary of War
"WASnmGTON, Jan. 18, 1865.
telegraphed Gen. Ord as follows, to Wlt:
F. P. Blai1-, Esq.
Sm: You having shown me Mr. Davis's letter to
"W.A:It DEPARTMENT, WAsrrmGTON OrrY, D. C.,}
you of the 12th inst., you may say to him that I have
Jnn. 3o, 1865--lO A. 11•
constantly been, am now, and shall contin ue ready .Ma,jo1·-Gene1·al E. 0. C. Ord, IIcadqua1·te1·s Anny of
tlte James.
t? receive any agent whom be, or any other infl.uend'
··
f th p
"d t
· t
tt_1al person now resistinf the national authority, m ay
By the 1rect1on o
e resi en you are m s rue
t
ed to inform the three gentlemen, Messrs. Stephens,
m ormally send me, wit a view of secw·ing peace to Hunter, and Campbell, that a message will be dethe people of our common country.
spatched to them at or near where they now are withYou rs, &c.,
A. LINCOLN.
out unn ecessary delay.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War."
Afterwards Mr. Blair dictated for and authorized me
to make an entry on the bac_k of my retained copy of
Aft
d I
d d
t · t th b d f
the letter J·ust above recited, which is as follows:
erwar s prepare an pu i~ 0 . e an . s 0
Major Thomas T. Eckert the followmg rnstructions:
•
"JA?.7TARY 28, 1865.
"EXEOUTTVE MANSION, WABDmGTON, Jnn. 80, 1865.
~o-day Mr. Blair tells me that on the 21st inst. he Hai 01· T. T. Eckert.
d~livered to Mr. Davis the original, of which the
Sm: You will proceed with the documents P,laced
~1tbin is a copy, and left it with him; that at the in your bands, and on reaching Gen. Ord will detime of deliverinO' Mr. Davis read it over twice in liver him the letter addressed him by the Secretary
Mr. Blair's presen'ce, at the close of which be (Mr. B.) of War. Then, by Gen . Ord's assistance, procure an
remarked that the part about our common co untry interview with Messrs. Stephens, Hunter, and Camprelated to the part of Mr. Davis's letter about the bell or any of them and deliver to him or them the
two countries, to which Mr. D. replied thnt be un- pap~r on which yolll? own letter is writtei:i. Note on
derstood it.
A. LINCOLN."
the copy which you retain the time of deh".ery a_n~ to
Afterwards the Secretary of War placed in my whom delivered. Receive their answer i n_ writ~n~,
hands the following telegram, indorsed by him, as waiting a reasonable time for it, and w!llch, if it
contain their decision to come through without fu rappears :
ther conditions will be your warrant to nsk Gen .
"OFFICE U. S. MILIT.AltY TELEGRAl'Il, l
Ord to pass the~ through as directed in the letter of
War Department.
f
rcr}'.RER.] The following telegram was received at the Secretary of War. If by their answer they decline to come, or propose other terms, do not have
W-asbmgton, Jan. 29, 1865 :

•
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them passed through. And this being your whole
duty return and report to me.
Yours truly,
A. LINCOLN."
"CITY POINT, Feb. 1, 1865.
Messrs . .Alexander H. Stepliens, J. .A.. Campbell, and
R . ltl T. Hwnter :
Gentlemen : I am instructed by the President of
the United States to place this paper in your bands,
with the information that if you v.ass through the
United States military lines, it will be understood
that you do so for the purpose of an informal conference on the basis of that letter, a copy of which is
ou the reverse side of this sheet; and that you choose
to pass on such understanding, and so notify me in
wnting. I will procure the Commanding General to
pass you through the lines and to Fortress Monroe
under such militarv precautions as be may deem pru. dent, and at which place you will be met in due time
by some person or persons for the purpose of such
informal conference ; and, further, that you shall
have protection, safe conduct, and safe return in all
events.
THOMAS T. ECKERT,
Major and Aide-de-Camp."
Afterward, but before Major Eckert had departed,
the following despatch was received from General
Grant:
"0FnOE U. 8. Mn.rrA.RY TELEGRAPH, }
[CIPHER.]
War Department.
The following telegram was received at Washing·ton, Jan. 31, 1865, from City Point, Va., 10:80 A. M. ,
J an. 31, 1865 :
' His Excellency .Abraham lim,com, President of the
United States :
The following communication was received here
last evening :
"PETERSBURG, VA., Jnn. 80, 1865.
Lieut.-Gen. l7. S . Grant, Commanding .A.1-mies-of the
United States:
Sir : We desire to pass your lines under safe conduct, and to proceed to Washington to hold ·a conference with President Lincoln upon the subject of
the existing war, and with a view of ascertaining
upon what terms it may be terminated, in pursuance
of the course indicated by him in his letter to Mr.
Blair of Jan. 18, 1865, of which we presume you have
n. copy, and if not, we wish to see you in person, if
convenient, and to confer with you on the sttbject.
Very respectfully,_ yours,
ALEXANDER H . STEPHENS,
J . A. CAMPBELL.
R. M. T. HUNTER."
I have sent directions to receive these gentlemen,
and expect to have them at my quarters this evening
awaiting your instructions.
U. S. GRANT, Lieut.-General,
Commanding Armies of the United States.' "
This, it will be perceived, transferred Gen. Ord's
agency in the matter to Gen. Grant. I resolved,
however, to send Major Eckert forward with bis message, and ~ccotdingly telegraphed Gen. Grant as fo llows, to wit :
" EXECUTIVE MANSION,

w ASBlNGTON, }

Jan. 81, 1865.
Ideut.-Gen. Grant, Oity Point, Va. :
A messenger is coming to you on the business contained in your despatch. Detain the gentlemen in
comfortable quarters until he arrives, and then act
upon the message he brings as far as applicable it
having been made u p to pass through Gen . Ord's
hands, and when the gentlemen were supposed to be
beyond our lines.
.A. LINCOLN.''
[SENT in CIPHER AT 1:30 P. M.]
When Major Eckert departed he bore with him a
letter of the Secretary of War to Gen. Grant as follows, to wit :
"WAK DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, D. c., Jan. 80, 1865.
.ldeut.-General Grant, Co=ndin9, &:c.
General: The President desires that you procure
for the bearer, Major Thomas T. Eckert, an interview

with Messrs. Stephens, .Hunter, and Campbell, and
if, on his return to you he requests it, pass them
through our lines to Fortress Monroe by such route
and under such military precautions as you may
deem prudent, giving them protection and comfortable quarters while there, and that you let none of
this have any effect upon any of your movements or
By order of the President,
plans.
EDWIN M. ST.ANTON, Secretary of War."
Supposing the proper point to be then reached, I
despatched the Secretary of State with the fo llowing
instructions, Major Eckert, however, going ahead of
hUI1 :
"EXEOUTIVE MANSTON, Jan. 81, 1865.
Hon. Wm H . 8ewa1·d, 8ecreta171 of State :
You will proceed to Fortress Monroe, Va., there to
meet and informally confer with Messrs. Stephens,
Hunter, and Campbell on the basis of my letter to F.
P. Blair, Esq., of Jan. 18, 1865, a copy of which you
have. You will make known to them • that three
things are indispensable, to wit: 1st, the restoration
of the national authority throughout all the States;
2d, no receding by the Executive of the United States·
on the slavery question from the position assumed
thereon in the late annual message to Con15ress, and
in the precedin~ documents; 3d, no cessation of hostilities short of an end of the war and the disbanding of all the forces hostile to the Government. You
will inform them that all propositions of theirs not
inconsistent with the above will be considered nnd
passed upon in a spiI'it of sincere liberality. You will
hear all they may choose to say and report it to me.
You will not assume to definitely consummate any
thing.
Yours, &c.,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.''
On the day of its date t.he following telegram was
sent to Gen. Grant :
"WAR DEPARTMENT, W ASmNGTON, Feb.

1, 1865.

IA,<n1,t.- Gene1·al G?·ant, City Point, Va. :
Let nothing which is transpiring change, hinder,
or delay your military movements or plans.
A. LINCOLN.''
[SENT IN CIPHER AT 9:30 A . M.]
.Afterward the following despatch was received from
Gen. Grant:

[L'i

"OFFICE
CIPHER.]

U. 8,
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The following telegram was received at Washington
at 2:30 P . M., Feb. 1, 1865, from City Point, Va., Feb.
1, 12:30 P. M., 1865:
'His Excellency .A. lim,com, President of the U'/1,ited_
States :
· Your despatch is received. There will be no armistice in consequence of the presence of Mr. Stephens and others within our lines. The troop_s a:e
kept in readiness to move at the shortest notice if
occasion should justify it.
U . S. GRANT, Lieut.-Gen.'"
To notify M~or Eckert that the Secretary of Sta~e
would be at Fortress Monroe and to put them m
communication, the following despatch was sent:
"WAR DEPART.,11.ENT, W ASIIINGTON, Feb.

1, 1865.

T. T. Ecke1·t, cm·e Gen. G?·ant, OimJ Point, Va.:
Call at Fortress Monroe and put yourself under
the direction of Mr. S., wbom you will find there.
A. LINCOLN.''
On the mornin15 of the 2d inst. the following telegrams were received by me from the Secretary of
State and Major Eckert:
"FORTRESS Mo:1moE, Va.-11:80 r . M., Feb. 1, 1865.
The President of the United States :
Arrived here this evening. Richmond party not
here. I remain here.
W. H. SEW.A.RD.''
"CITY POINT,

Va., 10

P.

M., F eb. 1, lSG!i-

His .Excellency .A. IAncom, President of tlis llmtal
States :
I have the honor to report the delivery of your
communication and my letter at 4:15 this afternoo_n,
to which I received a reply at 6 P . M., but not satisfactory. A.t 8 P . lt. the iollo,ving note, addressed to
Gen. Grant, was received :
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'Cr= 'POINT, VA., Feb. 1, 1865.
To Lieut. -Gen. (h·ant :
Sir: We desire to go to Washington City to confer informally with the President personally, in
reference to the matters mentioned in his letter to
Mr. Blair of the 18th of January, ult., without any
personal compromise on any question )ll the letter.
We have the permission to do so from the authorities
in Richmond.
Very respectfully yours,
ALEX.H. STEPHENS, I
R. M. T. HUNTER,
I
J. A. CA1'1PBELL.'
At 9:30 P. 11. I notified them that they could not
proceed further unless they complied with the terms
expressed in my letter. The point of meeting designated in the above would not in my opinion be insisted upon. · I think Fortress Monroe would be acceptable. Havino- complied with my instructions,
wiII return to , ,v7tshington to-morrow unless otherwise ordered.
THOKAS T. ECKERT, Major, &c."
On rending this despatch of Major Eckert's, I was
about to recall him and the Secretary of State, when
the following telegram of Gen. Grant to the Secretary of War was sliown me :
"0FFIOE U. 8. hln.ITARY TELEGRAPH, WAR DEPARTM'T.

[IN CIPHER.]
ri:.he following telegram, rec~~ved a~ Washing_ton at
4:30 A. M., Feb. 2, 1865, from City Pomt, Va., Jfeb . 1,

] 865 :

'Hon. Edwin M. Stanton, Secreta?"!J of Wa1· :
Now that t\le interview between !fajor Eckert,
under his written instructions, and Mr. Stephens
and party has ended, I will state confid entially, but
not officially, to become a matter of r ecord, that I am
convinced, upon conversation with Messrs. Stephens
and Hunter, that their intentions are 5 ood and t heir
desire sincere to restore peace and Union. I have
not felt myself at liberty to express even views of
my own, or to account for my reticence. This has
placed me in an awkward position, which I could
have avoided b,r not seeing them in the first instance.
I fear now theu· goin~ back without any expression
to any one in authority will have a bad influence.
.A.t the same time I reco1;nize the difficulties in the
way of receiving their rnformal commissioners at
this time, and I do not know wbat to recommend. I
~m sorry, hdwever, that M.r. Lincoln cannot have an
mterview with the two named in tbis despatch, if not
nil three now within our lines. '!'heir letter to me
was nil that the President's instructions contemplated to ser.ure their safe conduct if they had used
the same langu11_ge to Capt. Eckert.
'tr. S. GRAN'r, Lieutenant-General.'"
This des)?atch of Gen. Grant clranged my_pnrpose,
and nccordm~ly I telegraphed him and the Secretary
of War nsfo11ows:
,
"WAR BEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, Feh. 2, 1865.
To IAeut. -Gm. (J-rant, Oifl!J Point, Va. :
Say to t.he gentlemen that I will meet them personally at Fortress Mourne as soon as I can get there.
A. LINCOLN."
[SENT IN CIPHER AT

9

A. M. ]

c.,

m "WA.a DEPART~mNT, W ASIIINGTON, D.
Feb. 2, 1865.
.LO Hon. Wm.
Sewa1·d, Foi·tress .Monroe, Va.:

H.

Induced by a despatch from Gen. Grant, I join you
at Fortress Monroe as soon as I can come.
A. LINCOLN."
[SENT IN CIPHER AT 9 A. u.]
Before startin~ the following despatch was shown
me. I proceedea nevertheless :

ffu' CIPHER.U.] 8.
Ol!'FIOE
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.

The follo,ving telegram was received at Washington, Feb. 2, 1865, from City Point, Va., 9 A . !!., Feb.
2, 1865 :

.

·

•

' To Hon. W. H. Seward, Self y of State, Fort?•ess Kom·oe:
rcopy to Hon. E. M. Stanton, Secretary of War.]
'rhe gentlemen here have accepted the proposed
terms and will leave for Fortress Monroe at 9:30 A. M.
U. S. GRAl~T, Lieut. -Gen.' "
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On the night of the 2d, I reached Hampto·n Roads1
and found the Secretary of State and Major Eckert
in a steamer anchored off the shore, and learned of
them that the Richmond gentlemen were in another
steamer, also anchored off shore in the Roads, and
that the Secretary of State had not yet seen or
communicated with them. I ascertained that Major
Eckert had literally complied with his instructions
and I saw for the first time the answer of the Rich:
mond gentlemen to him, which in his despatch to me
of the 1st, he. characterized as not satisfactory. That
answer is as follows, to wit :
"CrTY POINT, Va., Feb. 1, 1865.
To Thos T Eckert, Majo1· and Aide-de-camp.
·
Major: Your note delivered by yourself this day
has been considered. In reply, we have to say that
we were furnished with a copy of the letter of President Lincoln to F. P . Blair, of the 18th of January ult.
Another copy of which is appended to your note.
Our intentions are contained in the letter, of which
the following is a copy':
'RrOIYMOND, Jan. 28, 1865.
In conformity with the letter of Mr. Lincoln, of
which the foregoing is a copy, you are to proceed to
Washington City for an informal conference with him
upon the issues involved in the existing war and for
the p11rpose of securing peace to the two countries.
With great respect, your obedient servant,
JEFFERSON DAvrn.'
The substantial object to be attained by the informal conference is to ascertain upon what terms
the existing war can be terminated honorably. Our
instructions contemplate a personal interview between President Lincoln and ourselves at Washington; but with this explanation, we are ready to meet
any person or persons that President Lincoln may
appoint, at such place ns he may designate. Our
earnest desi"re is that a just and honorable peace
may be agreed upon, and we are prepared to receive
or to submit propositions which may possibly lead to
the attainment of that end.
Very respectfully yours,
ALEXANDER H. STEPHENS,
R. M. 'l'. HUNTER,
JOHN A. CAMPBELL."
A note of these gentlemen, subsequently addressed
to Gen . Grant, . has already been given in Major
Ech:ert's despatch of the 1st inst. I also saw here
for the first time the following note addressed by the
Richmond gentlemen to Major Eckert :
"CrTY PornT, VA., Feb. 2, 1865.
Tlwmas T. Eckert, .Majo-r and A . JJ. C.
Major: In reply to your verbal statement that
your instructions did not allow you to alter the conditions upon which a passport would be given to us,
we say that we are willing to proceed to Fortress
Monroe, and there to have an informal conference with
any l?erson or persons that President Lincoln may
appomt, on the basis of his letter to Francis P. Blair
of the 18th of January ultimo, or up9n any other
terms or conditions that he may hereafter propose
not inconsistent with the essential principles of selfgovernment and popular rights, upon which our institutions nre founded. It is our earnest wfoh to
ascertain, after a free interchange of ideas and information, upon what ptinciples and terms, if any, a
just and honorable peace can be established without
the further effusion of blood, and to contribu te our
utmost efforts to accomplish such a result. We think
it better to add, that in accepting your passport we
are not to be understood . as committing ourselves to
any thing, but to carry on this informal conference
with the views and feelings above expressed.
Very respectfully yours, &c.,
ALEX. H. STEPHENS,
J . A. CAUPBELL,
R. M. T. HUNTER."
[NOTE , The above communication was delivered
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to me at Fortress Monroe at 4.40 P. M., February 2, by
Lieut.-Col. Babcock, of Gen . Grant's staff.
THOS. T. ECKERT, Major and A. D. C.]
'' EXEOUTIVE Ma.~BION, Feb. 10, 1865.
On the morning of the 3d, the gentlemen, Messrs.
Stephens, Hunter, and Campbell, came aboard of our
steamer and had an interview with the Secretary of
State and myself of several hours' duration. No
question of preliminaries to the meeting was then and
there made or mentioned. No other person was
present. No papers were exchanged or produced,
and it was in advance agreed that the conversation
was to be informal and verbal merely. On my part
the whole substance of the instructions to the Secretary of State, hereinbefore recited, was stated and
insisted upon, and nothing was said inconsistent
therewith, while by the other party it was not said
that in any event or on any condition they ever would
consent to reunion; and yet they equally omitted to
declare that they would never so consent. They
seemed to desire a postponement of that question
:rnd the adoption of some other course first, which,
as some of them seemed to argue, might or might not
lead to reunion, but which course we thought would
amount to an indefinite postponement.
The conference ended without result.
The foregoing, containing, as is believed, all the
information sought, is respectfully submitted.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.'~
RllPORT OF l!ESSRS. STEPHENS, HUNTER, AND CAMPBELL.
EXECUTIVE OFFTOE, RIODMOND,

February 6, 1865.

federate States, because that would be a recognition
of their existence as a separate power, wbich1 under
no circumstances, would be done; and for lill:e
reasons that no such terms would be entertained by him
from the States separately; that no extended truce
or armistice (as at present advised) would be granted
without a satisfactory assurance in advance of a com'.
plete restoration of the authority of the United States
over all places within the States of the Confederacy.
That whatever consequence may follow from the
reestablishment of that authority must be accepted;
but that individuals, subject to pains and penalties
under the laws of the United States, might rely upon
a very liberal use of the power confided to him to remit those pains and penalties if peace be restored.
During the conference the proposed amendment to
the Constitution of the United States, adopted by
Congress on the 81st ult., was brou~ht to our notice.
This ameadment declares that neither slavery nor
involuntary servitude, except for crimes, should exist ,vithin the United States, or any place within their
jurisdiction, ancl that Congress should have power to
enforce this amendment by appropriate legislation.
Of all the correspondence that preceded the conference hereiu mentioned, and leading to the same, you
have heretofore been informed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servants,
A.LEX. H. STEPHENS,
R. M. T. HUNTER,
JOHN .A. CAMPBELL.

The commerce of 1864 with · Em·ope was

To the Senate and House of Representatwes of the limited in consequence of the increased duties
Confederate States of .A.mer1,ca : .
on imports and the favorable harvests abroad,
Having recently received a written notification which diminished the demand for breadstnffs.
which saUsfied me that the President of the United
States was dis_posed to confer informally with unoffi- The official statement of the Treasury Departcial agents which might be sent by me, with a view ment gives the following r esults of the trade
to the restoration of peace, I requested the Hon. of the country for the fiscal years 1868 and
Alexander H. Stephens, the Hon. R. M. T. Hunter, 1864. The fiscal year ends on June 30th. The
and the Ron John A. Campbell to proceed through specie export for 1863 should be increased to
our lines and to hold conference with Mr. Lincoln,
$18,207,879, to embrace a large unusual ship·
or any one he might depute to represent him.
I herewith transmit, for the information of Con- ment made from Oalifornia to England for safegress, the report of the eminent citizens above nam- ty of transit.
ed, showing that the enemy refused to enter into
1864,
Imports.
1868.
negotiations with the Confederate States, or any one
$828,514,559
Goods .. ... ........ ... ... .. . $252,781,989
of them separately, or to give to our people any Specie
13,155,706
.... . . ,.. . . . . . . . .. . ...
9,555,648
other terms or guarantees than those which the conqueror may grant, or to permit us to have peace on
$341,670,265
Total. . ... ... .. . ...... $262,287,587
any other basis than our unconditional submission
Export>.
$320,292,1 i1
to their rule, coupled with the acceptance of their Domestic produce ......• • ... $249,856,649
20,878,449
"
. . . . . . . . • .. 17,796,200
recent legislation on the subject of the relations Foreign
105,125,760
between the white and black population of each Specie. ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64,156,61.0
State. Such is, as I understand, the effect of the
Total ...••..•.. ....... $881,809,459
$445,791,870
amendment to the Constitution which has been
adopted by the Congress of the United States.
The import valuations are in specie, being
JEFFERSON DA.VIS.
the invoice value. The export values are in
RIOllM:OND, VA.,

February 5, 1865.

To tlie President of the Confederate States :
Sm: Under your letter ap!_)Ointment of the 28th
ult., we p1·oceeded to seek an "mformal conference"
with Abraham Lincoln, President of the United
States, upon the subject mentioned in the letter.
The conference was granted, and took place on the
30th inst., on board of a steamer in Hampton Roads
where we met President Lincoln and the Hon. Mr'.
Seward, Secretary of State of the United States. It
continued for several hours, and was both foll and
explicit.
Yve learned from them that the message of President Lincoln to the Congress of the United States in
December last explains clearly and distinctly his
seutiments as to the terms, conditions, and method
of proceeding by which peace can be secured to the
people, n.ud we were not informed that they would
be modified or altered to obtain that end. We understand from him that 1l0 terms or proposals of any
treaty or agreement looking to au ult1mate settlement
would.be entertained or made by him with the Con-

of

legal tender prices. The advance in gold, as
compared with legal tender notes and the increase of taxes, seriously affected the prices of
articles sold for cousumption.
Some modification allowing more freedom of
trade was made in the conditions of commercial intercourse with places within the limits
of the insm-rectionary States during the year.
The financial affairs of the Government were
successfully administered dm-ing the year. .
The receipts from all sources, upon the basis
of wai.;rants signed by the Secretary of tl;e
Treasury, in~luding loans and the balance lil
the Treasury, on the 1st day of July, 1863, were
$1,394,'796,00'7.62; and the aggregate disbnxsements, upon the same basis, were $1,298,056,101.89, leaving a balance in the Treasury, as
shown by warrants, of $96,746,905.73.
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Deduct from these amounts the amount of
the principal of the public debt redeemed, and
the amount of issues in substitution therefor,
and the actual cash operations of the Treasury
were: receipts, $884,076,646.57; disbursements,
$865,234,087.86; which leaves a cash balance
in the Treasury of $18,842,558.71.
Of the receipts, there were derived from customs $102,316,152.99; from lands, $588,333.29;
from direct ta:x:e1:1, $475,648.96; from internal
revenue, $109,741,134.10; from miscellaneous
sources, $47,511,448.10; and from loans applied
to actual expenditures, including former balance,
$623,443,929.13.
There were disbursed, for the civil service,
$2'7,505,599.46; for pensions and Indians, $7,51'7,930.9'7; for the War Department, $690,791,842.9'7; for the Navy Department, $85,733,292.77; for interest of the public debt, $53,685,421.69-making an aggregate of $865,234,08'7.86, and leaving a balance in the Treasury
of $18,842,558.71, as before stated.
The public debt on the 1st day of July, 1864,
as appears by tl10 books of the Treasury,
amounted to $1,740,690,489.49.
The action of Congress relative to slaves and
free colored persons since the commencement
of the w~r may be thus summarily stated.
Slaves used for military purposes by the enemy
were declared to be free; an additional article
of war dismissed from service al]. officers who
should surrender escaped fugitives coming within the lines of the ~rmies ; three thousand
slaves in the District of Oolumbia were emancipated, and slaveholding forbidden: it was
enacted that colored persons in the District should be tried for the same offences, in
the same manner, and be subject to the same
punishment as white persons, and that such
persons should not be excluded as witnesses on
account of color ; and that colored schools
should be provided, anu the same rate of appropriation made to them as to schools for
white children; and that there should be no
exclusion from any railway car in the District
on account of color; slavery was forever pro1??ited in all territory of the United States; a
J01nt resolution was passed pledging the faith
of the nation to aid non-seceding States to
e~~ncipate their slaves; all slaves of persons
~1dmg the enemy, who should take refuge withill the lines of the army, were declared free; it
\Vas enacted that no slave should be surrendered to any claimant until such person had made
oath that he had not given aid and comfort to
the rebellion; the President was authorized to
receive into the military service persons of African de~cent, and such person, his mother, wife,
a~d children, owing service to any person giving
aid to the rebellion were declared free ; the
mutu_al right of sea~·ch was arranged within
certam limits with Great Britain, in order to
Rpp1:ess the slave trade; the independence of
ay~1 and Liberia were recognized, and diplomatic relations with them authorized; colored
persons, free or slave, to be enrolled and draft-
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ed the same as whites, the former to have the
same pay as the latter, and the slave to be free·
all fugitive slave acts were repealed ; the coas~
wise slave trade was declared illegal· colored
persons enabled to testify in all the cou~·ts of the
United States; colored persons were authorized
to carry the mails of the United States. Other
measures were introduced but failed to pass.
The question of the proper disposition to be
made of the vast number of persons of African
descent who by the operation of the Emancipation proclamation, by the progress of the Union
armies in various parts of the South, or the acts
of Emancipation passed by the Constitutional
Oonventions of several of the States, became
free, continued to excite the anxious attention of the Government and of the citizens of
the United States. While some progress was
made toward the solution of the difficulties, it
cannot be said that any entiJ:ely satisfactory
policy was adopted. Different sections required differences in detail in the management of
freedmen. The number who had thus far obtained their freedom is not easily ascertained.
In September, 1864, the Philadelphia " North
American" published a carefully-prepared estimate for each State, making the aggregate
amount 1,368,600. Mr. J. R. Gilmore (Edmund
Kirke) had previously estimated the number at
1,555,225, while Jefferson Davis in the summer
stated the number at 3,000,000, about threefourths of the whole number in the country.
Since that tiµle, Sherman's march through
Georgia, South and North Oarolina, resulted in
setting at liberty hardly less than 200,000, and
victories in other quarters materially added to
the number elsewhere. Whatever may have
been the case in 1863, it hardly admits of
a doubt that, including those set free by the
Emancipation acts in Maryland, Western Virginia, and Missouri, the whole number of
freedmen in 1864 did not fall much, if
at all, short of 3,000,000. Of these nearly
250,000 were in the aimy, either as soldiers or
teamsters, and probably more than t\vice as
many more women, children, or old men were
employed as servants, cooks, washerwomen,
etc., etc., in the various camps, military posts,
hospitals, etc., throughout the country. Of
the remainder a large number picked up a
living, more or less precarious, in the larger
cities and towns of the West and South. Very
few of them came North, the severe climate
being disliked by the negi-o. Not far from a
million and perhaps more than that number
were employed upon plantations leased or permitted by the General Government, or worked
for wages for farmers and planters in Missouri,
Maryland, or Western Virginia, or did themselves become lessees of plantations, or were
gathered in Freedmen's Home Oolonies if feeble,
aged, or infirm, and there supported from the
proceeds of the labor of those who were ableboclied.
The Freedmen's Aid Societies, Oommissions,
and Associations, of which there were eighteen
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or twenty in the U.nitecl States, were active and
efficient in furnishing supplies, teach.ers, and
religious instruction to the freedmen. They
expended for these purposes .during the three
years ending January, 1865, nearly one million
of dollars. Through their efforts a bill was introduced into Congress providing for the Establishment of a Freedman's Bureau in connection
with the War Department which.finally passed.
The statements of the number of prisoners
exchanged to the close of 1864 by each party
in the war are quite conflicting, and in the absence of the official documents of either, which
were withheld from publication, and which,
perhaps, would not agree in details, it is difficult to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion. The
report of the Commissary General of prisoners,
which accompanied Secretary Stanton's report
a~ the close of 1863, stated that 121,33'7 of the
enemy as prisoners had been exchanged against
110,866 Union prisoners; and that ·29,229 still
remained in Federal prisons. On the other
hand the statistics kept by the clerk of Libby
prison, at Richmond, showed that from the 1st
of January, 1864, to December 19th, 31,630
Fede1·al prisoners had passed the doors of that
prison. This number is independent of twenty
thousand captured at Spottsylvania and elsewhere in Virginia, and sent directly South.
The statistics of the same prison made the number of those who passed its doors and departed
as prisoners of war since the commencement of
hostilities fl.t 225,000.
Of the points in dispute between the authorities on each side and which caused temporary
suspensions of the exchange, the most serious
related to the negro prisoners.
. This dispute was thus founded on principles
which each party held to be fundamental, and
yet were directly opposite. If the Federal
Govern·m ent yielded its assent to this doctrine,
it would be an abandonment of the proclamation of emancipation, .a breach of faith toward those men it had niade free and accepted
as soldiers iu its service, and a direct recognition of the principle of property in man. · On
the other hand, if the Richmond au~horities
recognized the right of those fugitives from
bondage to freedom, it would be an abandonment of the position for which they had been
so long contending, and knock the corner-stone
from under the whole fabric of slavery. The
excess of prisoners finally became so large in
the Federal bands, that the question upon
which it was impossible to agree was temporarily waived. Another difficulty which existed
early in the year, and at the close of the previous one, was a charge that the Federal Government. departed from the original agreement.
From the date of the cartel until July, 1863,
the enemy had an excess of prisoners. The
Federal authorities after that date declared the
cartel had been violated by the r elease from
parole of the Vicksburg prisoners, and refused
to proceed. They then proposed to exchange
officer for officer and man for man. This was
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refused by the other side, on the ground that it
was a departure from the cartel, and the exchange was suspended for some time on this
ground. At length on August 10th, 1864, the
Confederate Commissioner accepted these
terms, "in view of the very large number of
prisoners now held by each party and the
suffering consequent upon their consequent
confinement." The exchange, however, was
not at the time resumed, as the question of
slave soldiers was still under discussion.
This general suspensi-0n of an exchange and
the rapid accumulation of prisoners became an
additional cause of irritation to both parties.
In the Federal hands there were between 60,000
and '70,000, and nearly as many in Confederate
prisons. To the enemy there was an additional
grievance arising from this detention. Their
supply of men was limited ; they needed every
one for service in tbe field. In addition a large
force was necessarily withdrawn from the field
to guard the prisoners. Statements of great
cruelty to Federal prisoners were now published and verified. Among them was the following appeal to the President, made by officers
in confinement at Oharleston :
Co:NFEDERATE STA.TES Pn:rsoN,
CHARLESTON,
August ., 1S64.

s. c.,

l

j

To tlie President of the United States :
The condition of the enlisted men belonging to the
Union armies, now prisoners to the Confederate rebel
forces, is such that 1t becomes om duty, and Lhe duty
of every commisioned officer, to make known the
facts in the case to the Government ·of the United
States, and to use every honorable effort to secure a
general exchange of prisoners, thereby relieving
thousands of our comrades from the horrors now
surrounding them.
For some time past there has been a concent.ration
of prisoners from all parts of the rebel territory to
the State of Georgia-the commissioned officers being confined at Macon, and the enlisted men at Andersonville. Recent movements of the Union armies
under General Sherman have compelled the removal
of prisoners to other points, and it is now understood
that they will be removed to Savannah, Georgia,
Columbia and Charleston, South Carolina. But no
change of this kind holds out any prosl?ect of relief
to our poor men. Indeed, as the localities selected
are far more unhealthy, there must be an incre~se
rather than a diminution of suffering. Colonel Hill,
Provost Marshal General, Confederate States Army,
at .A.tlan:ta, stated to one of the undersigned that t~ere
were thirty-five thousand prisoners at Anderson~lle,
and by all accounts from t he United States soldiers
who have been confined there, the number is not
overstated by him. These t hirty-five thousaml are
confined in a field of some thirty acres, enclosed .bY
a board fence, heavily guarded. .A.bout one-third
have various kinds of indifferent shelter; but upward of thirty thousand are wholly without shelter,
or even shade of any kind and are exposed to the
storms and rains, which a{·e of almost daily occurrence; the cold dews of the night, and the more ~errible effects of the sun striking with almost ~rop1cal
fierceness upon their unprotected heads. This mass
of men jostle and crowd each other up an d down the
limits of their enclosure, in storm or sun, and ?tbers
lie down upon the pitiless ea~·th at night,. with ?0
other covering than the clothrng upon theu· backs,
.
few of them having even a blanket.
Upon entering the prison every man is deliberately
stripped of money and other property, a?d n~ no
clothing or blankets are ever supplied to thell" prison-
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ers by the rebel authorities the condition of the apparel of the soldiers, just from an active camJ?aign,
can be easily ,imagined. Thousands are w1thout
pants or coats, and hundreds without even a pair of
drawers to cover their nakedness.
To these men, as indeed to all prisoners, there is
issued three-quarters of a pound of bread or meal,
and one-eighth of a pound of meat per day. This is
the entire ration, and upon it the prisoner must live
or die. The meal is often unsifted and sour, and the
meat such as in the· North is consigned to the soapmaker. Such are the rations upon which Union soldiers are fed by the rebel authorities, and by which
they are barely holding on to life. But to starvation
and exposure, to sun and storm, add the sickness
which prevails to a most alarming and terrible extent. On an average one hundred die daily. It "is
impossible that any Union soldier should know all
the facts pertaining to this terrible mortality, as they
are not paraded by the rebel authorities. Such statements as the following, made by - - - - , spe:1ks
eloquent testimony. Said he :-" Of twelve of us who
were captured, six died; four are in the hospital, and
I never expect to ScPAhem again. There are but two
of us left.' In 1862, Montgomery, Alabama, under
far more favorab1e circumstances, the prisoners being protected by sheds, from one hundred and fifty
to two hundred were sick from diarrhooa and chills,
out of seven hundred. The same percentage would
give seven thousand sick at .A.ndersonville. It needs
no comment, no efforts at word painting, to make
such a picture stand out boldly in most horrible
colors.
Nor is this all. Among the ill-fated of the many
who -have suffered amputation in consequence of injuries received before capture, sent from rebel hospitals before their wounds were healed, there are
eloquent witnesses of the barbarities of which they
nre victims. If to these facts are added this, that
nothing more demoralizes soldiers and develops the
~vii passions of man than starvation, the terrible condition of Union prisoners at .Andersonville can be
rend.tly imagined. They are fast losing hope, and
becoming utterly reckless of life. Numbers, crazed
by their sufferings, wander about in a state of idiocy;
others deliberately cross the "dead line," and are
remorselessly shot down.
In behalf of these men we most earnestly appeal
to the President of the.United States. Few of-them
have been captured except in the front of battle, in
the dea.dly encounter, a.nd only when overpowered
by numbers. They constitute as gallant a portion
of our armies as carry our banners anywhere. If released, they would soon ret11rn to again do vigorous
battle for our cause. We are told that the only obstacle in the way of exchange is the status of enlisted
ne&roes captured from our armies, the United States
~!aiming that the cartel covers all who serve under
1~s flag, and the Confederate Stutes refusing to consider the colored soldiers heretofore slaves as prisoners of war.
We beg leave to suggest some facts bearing upon
the question of exchange, which we wouid urge upon
your consideration. Is it not consistent with the
national honor, without waiving the claim that the
negro soldiers shall be treated as prisoners of war,

at
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to effect an exchange of the white soldiers? The

two cla~ses are treated differently by ·the enemy.

The whites are confined in such prisons as Libby
and .Andersonville, starved and treated with a barbarism unknown to civilized nations. The blacks1 on
th_e contrary, are sel~o!D imprisoned. They are distnbuted among the citizens, or employed on government weirks. Under these ci1·cumstances they receive enough to eat, and are worked no harder than
they have been accustomed to be. They are neither
starved nor killed off by the pestilence in the dungeons of Richmond and Charleston. It is true they
are again made slaves, but their slavery is freedom
and happiness compared ,vith the cruel existence imposed upon our gallant men. They are not bereft of
hope, as are the white soldiers, dying by piecemeal.
Their chances of escape are tenfold greater than
those of the white soldiers, and their condition, in
all its lights, is tolerable in comparison with that of
the prisoners of war now languishing in the dens and
pens· of secession.
While, therefore, believing the claims of our Government, in matters of exchange,' to be just, we are
profoundly impressed with the conviction that the
circumstances of the two classes of soldiers are so
widely different that the Government can honorably
consent to an exchange, waiving for a time the established principle justly claimed to be applicable in
the case. Let thirty-five thousand suffering, starving, and dying enlisted men aid this appeal. By
prompt and decided action in their behalf thirty-five
thousand heroes will be ma.de happy. For the eighteen hundred commissioned officers now prisoners
we urge nothing. .Although desirous of returning to
our duty, we can bear impri_sonment with more fortitude if the enlisted men, whose sufferings we.know
to be intolerable, were restored to liberty and life.

The exposure to artillery fire of officers who
were prisoners was resorted to on two or three
occasions as acts of retaliation, but it quickly
led to explanations, and no injuries were the
result. Arrangements were made by each party,
on the approach of winter, to furnish their
soldiers with blankets and other absolute necessities. Articles for Federal prisoners were
sent to Oity Point from the North, and distributed as directed by agents of the rebels to
prisoners in their hands. At the same time a
thous[IJld bales of cotton were shipped from
Mobile to New York and sold. With the
mon~y thus obtained, blankets and other necessaries were provided for the rebel prisoners
in Federal prisons. A contribution was also
made up in England, and sent over for Oonfederate prisoners; but permission to deliver it
was refused.
In November an exchange was· resumed beginning first with the invalids and the sick,
and carried forward very rapidly, on the basis
of man for man, an~ officer for officer.
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CHAPTER XLIX.
Progress of Military Operations-General Thomas' position in Tennessee-General Hood's position in Tennessee-Movement of the Enemy on the James River-Another Battle at Hatcher's Rnn-March of Gen. Sherman from Savannah-Capture of Columbia., S. C.-Evacnation of Charleston-Advance to Fayettevi11e-Transfer of Gen. Schofield to
North Carolina-Capture of Wilmington-Advance of Gen. Sherman to Cheraw-Battle at Averysboro-Battle at Bentonville-Arrival at Goldsboro-Results of Sherman's March.

THE severe weather of the winter months
caused no cessation in army operations. Maj.Gen. Thomas, after pursuing the retreating
forces of Gen. Hood from Tennessee, collected
his troops at Eastport. Thence a considerable
body of his men, consisting of the 23d corps
under Gen. Schofield, were moved by railroad
to the Atlantic coast and landed on the North
Oarolina shore. Another small portion was
sent to Gen. Sherman at Savannah. To Gen.
Thomas was now assigned the defence of that
extended portion of the country from Atlanta
north and westward, which belonged to the
department under Gen. Sherman, when he commenced his march upon Savannah. The large
garrisons which had been required at Memphis
and other places on the Mississippi River, also
in Tennessee and Kentucky, had been set free by
his new position, and were able to join his forces .
.A.t the same time, the army of Gen. Hood had
been fatally reduced. The situation of Eastport, on the Tennessee River, near the junction
of the lines of Tennessee, Mississippi, and Alabama, placed the northern portion of the two
latter States at the mercy of Gen. Thomas.
On Jan. 16th, 1865, Gen. Oroxton, with a
division of the 16th corps and the 1st division
of cavalry, reconnoitt-ed from Eastport toward
Oorinth, passing through I uk::t and Brownsville.
It appeared that a small force of Gen. Hood's
army held Oorinth, while tlte main body was
at Tupelo. Thirty-five of the enemy were captmed at the depot, and a hotel at Oorinth
bmned. Deserters, averaging from thirty to
fifty daily, were coming within Gen. Thomas's
lines, from Hood's army. Subsequently a
part of Gen. Hood's forces were marched by
land eastward across the State of Georgia, to
assist in opposing Gen. Sherman. This movement left Gen. Thomas free in the latter part of
February to cooperate with Gen. Oanby against
Mobile, and Southern Alabama, and :Mississippi.
Thus far the quiet of the Army of the Potomac,
since its operations last described, had been
11ndisturbed, except by those incidents usual to
hostile armies when near each other. No important movement had been attempted. Under
the call for troops in December, 1864, large
numbers were going forward to fill its ranks.
The withdrawal of a portion of the fleet and
of the forc~s of the Army of the James for the
second attack on Wilmington, tempted the enemy at Richmond to make a demonstration for
the purpose of breaking the pontoon bridges
over the J runes, and cutting the communication

between the Federal forces on the two banks.
If successful, it was undoubtedly the purpose
to follow it up by an attack on the forces on
the north bank. .A. fleet, consisting of the Virginia, Fredericksburg, and Richmond, ironclads carrying four guns each, and the wooden
vessels Drew1·y, Nansemond, and Hampton,
with two guns each, the Buford, one gun, the
steamer Torpedo, and three torpedo boats, left
Richmond on Jan. 23d. .A.bout midnight, the
fleet passed Fort Brady, and began to pass the
obstructions. .A. fire was now opened by the
fort: to which the enemy replied, dismounting
a hundred pounder in the fort, and escaping
beyond its range. The chain in front of the
obstructions beyond the lower end of the Dutch
Gap Oanal was imt, and the Fredericksburg
passed through. But the Richmond, Virginia,
and Drewry, in attempting to follow, grounded.
The Drewry could not be got off, and was abandoned as daylight appeared, and was blown up
subsequently by a shell from the battery on
shore. The report of the affair by the enemy
is as follows:
The flagship of the expedition was the Virginia,
commanded by Lieutenant Dunnington. The Richmond was commanded by Lieutenant Bell, who was
First Lieutehant on the .A.labama at the time of her
fight with the Kearsarge. The Fredericksburg was
commanded by Lieutenant Sheppard. The latter
vessel, being of light draught, passed clean through
the obstruction, but the others found a lower
tier of obstructions deeply submerged, and which
had not been moved by the freshet; the depth o_f
water over them being impassable by vessels of therr
draught. The Virgima received a shot in the centre
by a three hundred :1;>0under Parrott shell,fired from a
Yankee Monitor, bemg struck when trying to get off
sunken obstructions in the river. The shot displaced
a few of her bolts, and killed five of her crew. No
other damage was done, but it was found that her
engines were fouled, not in consequence of the shot,
and that she was not in fighting order; in the mean
time the fire of our vessels hacI completely silenced
the Yankee shore batteries, and a number of sh.ots
were exchanged with the monitor, with what efiecft
is not known. In consequence of the condition°
the Virginia's engine, it was decided, on a consultation of the officers of the flotilla, to withdraw all vessels, which was clone without further casualty. It
had been impossible to survey the chann~l to nny
great extent on account of the enemy's picket fire,
and the submerged obstructions of the river wer1
found to be more effectual than they were suppose
to be,

This was followe(l by shelling between the
hostile batteries on the river throughout the
day, and during the night the fleet returned to
Richmond.
On the rught of Jan. 31st, marching orders
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were issued to the entire army at Petersburg,
consisting of the 2d, 5th, 6th, and 9th corps.
This was preparatory to another movement
by the left, the plan of which was to th1·ow
a strong flanking column far beyond the
right of the enemy's works, along Hatcher's.
Run, so that it might pass behind them and
take them in reverse, and then, if possible, tm·n
north and march upon the Southside Railroad.
Meanwhile the rest of the army would form a
connection between this corps on the left flank
and press the enemy gradually back as far
as possible toward the railroad. During the
day and night following the issue of the orders,
the usual preparations for a forward movement
went on; troops and baggage were moved to
the proper places, hospitals were cleared, the
sick sent to Oity Point, and four days' rations
distributed to the troops. Meanwhile a heavy
fire was opened upon the enemy's lines at different points, to conceal the preparations on foot.
This was kept up during portions of some nights
in which the cars were kept incessantly running
to mass troops and supplies on the right. The
preparations for the movement were not completed until Sunday morning, the 5th. Gregg's
division of cavalry had been ordered to move
at 3 o'clock in the morning. The 5th corps,
under General Warren, was to march ,at five,
and the 2d corps under Gen. Humphreys,
at six o'clock. The flanking column consisted
of the 5th corps with Gregg's cavnlry. The'
cavalry column moved down the Jerusalem
plank road, and reached Reams' station soon
after daybreak. The 5th corps moved along
the Halifax road at 5 o'clock, with Gen. Ayres's
division in advance, Gen. Griffin's next, and
Gen. Crawford's in the rear. On the Vaughan
road were the 2d and 3d divisions of the
2d corps, under Gen. Humphreys, who were
expected to move directly npon the works at
Hatcher's Run, while the 5th corps advanced
around the right.
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From Reams' station the cavalry advanced
in the direction of Dinwiddie Oourt House and
encountered at Rowanty Creek a tributa;y of
the Nottoway, a portion of Ha~pton's cavalry
dismounted and sheltei•ed by breastworks 0 ~
the opposite bank, but commanding the bridge.
After a short skirmish the bridge and the works
were carried with a loss of about twenty men
and the capture of twenty-two prisoners. In~
few hours two bridges were built for the troops
and trains to cross. Meanwhile a portion of
the cavalry advanced to Dinwiddie Oomt House
and captured some empty wagons, a mail, &c'.
Scouting parties also advanced up the Boydton, road, and captured a few wagons. At
night the force returned to Rowanty Oreek,
where Gen. Gregg bivouacked.
Meanwhile Gen. Humphreys, with the 2d and
3d divisions of the 2d corps continued bis advance up the Vaughan road, encountering and
driving in the enemy's pickets, and reaching
the Run. The intrenchments of the enemy
on the opposite bank were not very strongly
manned, but the obstructions in the stream
were such that the cavalry were driven Back in
an attempt to cross. The brigade of Gen. De
Trobriand was then drawn up in line of battle,
and the 99th Pennsylvania sent across in skirmish order, who carried the works at once with
a small loss, and secured the fording of the
stream. The enemy's small force were now
driven back ra.pidly to the woods, and the brigade took a position on a hill beyond the ford,
and throwing up intrenchments rendered itself
secure. Previously, however, the 2d division,
under Gen. Smyth, when within hnlf a mile of
the Run, turned off to the right on a path
leading northeasterly toward Armstrong's mill
and pond. After advancing three-fourths of a
mile, the enemy were found in a strong position.
Their pickets were driven in after a sharp encounter, and a line was formed connecting the
left of the division with the right of the 3d,
which Gen. Mott commanded.
Temporary earthworks were
thrown up and preparations
made to resist an attack. Some
sl..irmishing ensued between the
pickets until 2 o'clock P. M.,
when a heavy artillery fire commenced, and au attack from the
enemy was apparent. Unuer
cover of the artillery fire the
enemy pressed through the difficult swamp, and rushed upon
the rifle-pits, which now partly covered the right of Gen.
Smyth's division. He was received with such a sharp fire
as forced him to fall back to
the woods. .A. second and third
attempt was ma<le to carry tho
works and turn the flank of
Gen. Smyth, but each was repulsed. .A.t dusk the _fighting
was over. and the hnes re-
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mained secure. The loss of Gen. Smyth was
This morning Pegram's division moved down to
,__.
h d l
d th t Of th
the right bank of the creek to reconnoitre, when it
t
t
b
11 OU
m·ee un rec, an
a
e enemy was vigorously attacked. The batt.le was obstinntely
who made the attack. somewhat larger.
contested several hours, but Gen. Pegram being
During the night the 5th corps was brought killed while bravely encoura~ing his men, and Cof.
into connection, on the left of the 2d corps, with Hoffman wounded, some confusion occurred, and the
the left of the 5th, covered by the cavalry of. division was pressed back to its original position.
Gen. Gregg. The 6th and 9th corps were also Evans's division, ordered by Gen. Gordon to support
Pegram's, charged the enemy and forced him back,
so disposed as to render assistance to the 5th but was in turn compelled to retire. Malone's diviand 2d. In the morning the position of the sion arriving, the enemy was driven rapidly to his
troops was strengthened by constant work nn- defences on Hatcher's Run.
til noon. .At this time Gen. Crawford's division
The Union loss during the day was estimated
of the 5th corps was sent toward Dabney's at 1,500 to 2,000 men. The loss of the enemy
mills, in order to reach the Boydton plank road. was estimated as exceeding 1,000 men, inoludThe country through which the route lay was ing Gen. J. Pegram and Col. Hoffman, as killed.
covered with woods, swamps, and ravines, cutDuring the night the works were strengthting it up in all directions. .At the same ~e the ened, and early in the morning of the '7th the
enemy, believing tho Federal force had recross- enemy made a demonstration on the skil'mish
ed Hatcher's Run and abandoned the advance, lines of the cavaJry and infantry on the right
had sent out Gen. Pegram with his division. and left of the Vaughan road, but were repulsed.
About two miles above the Vaughan road his .At 110011 the division of Gen. Crawford was
skiI'mishers met those of Gen. Crawford, and sent out to make a reconnaissance, supported
after a sharp contest were forced back toward on the left by the division of Gen. Wheaton.
his originul position. The division of Gen. The pickets of the enemy were encountered
Evans came to the assistance of Pegram, antl after an advance of about half a mile, and driven
the advance of Gen. Crawford was checked. back to their•works higher up the run between
The division of Gen . .Ayres was now sent to .Armstrong's and Burgess's mills, and about two
support Gen. C1•awford, and a brigade of Grif- miles beyond the latter. .A sharp fire of musfin's to support Gen. Gregg, who was on the ketry ensued; but as Gen. Crawford was not
left, 11,nd had been engaged for some time with prepared to force the lines, he drew his men
Lee's cavalry, which pressed his rear heavily. back again to Hatcher's Run. The :fighting by
During a lull which happened, his force threw this column was kept up until night. Dming
up breastworks. But toward evening they · the day, the cannonading between the lines bad
were attacked with great force by the enemy, been constant. The next day, the 8th, wns deand his pickets driven with his force into the voted to tlu·owing up intrenchments, and strong
works. The battle increased, and many of his defensive works soon indicated the points at
officers were wounded. While this was taking which the permanent lines were to be located.
place on the left of the Vaughan road, the in- The enemy made no attempts to force the new
fantry had again become furiously engaged on positions, but appeared satisfied to give up the
the right of the road by repeated attacks of the lower part of the run if no attempt was made
enemy along the line. Finally Gen. Gregg was by the Union forces on the Boydton plank road.
cl.riven out of his breastworks, and his line The result of the entire movement had been to
forced back to Hatcher's Run, where he soon gain an advaneed position on the enemy's right,
found that a similar misfortune had happened which was held :firmly, by completing the lines
to the infantry. It was not until the inti'enched to Hatcher's Run, and extending the Oity Po~t
lines on the Vaughan road and Hatcher's Run, railroad thithe1·. Affairs now continued qmet
thrown up on the previous day, were reached: for some time. .Artillery duels were frequ_ent
that the routed troops could be rallied. The along the lines before Petersburg, but no 1menemy dashed forward with great elation, but portant movement was made. Large numbers
were met by such a sharp :fire from the intrench- of deserters from the enemy were constantly
ments as caused them to fall back rapidly to coming into the lines of Gen. Grant, often exthe woods. Night put an end to the conflict. ceeding seventy a day for many days suocesThe following is a report by Gen. Lee of the sively, and increasing to two hundred.
operations of the day :
In the Shenandoah vulley, small expeditions
by one or the other party served to prevent
HEADQUARTERS .A.UMY NORTllEI\N VIRGINIA, Feb. 6, 18615.
a quiet state of affairs. Further west, t~e
GeMral S . Cooper :
The enemy moved in strong force yesterday to- enemy captured Beverly on Jan. 11th. This
Hatcher's Run. Part of his iI1fantry, with Gregg's was done by Gen. Rosser, wb.o cross~d the.
cavalry, crossed and P.roceeded on the Vaughan road, mountains, and eady on the mornmg of Jan.
the infantry to Cattml Creek, the cavalry to Dinwid- 11th entered the place, making prisoners of four
die Court House, where the advance encountered a hundred
of the garrison, consisting of seven
portion of our cavalry and retired.
In the afternoon parts of Hill's and Gordon's hundred men, and dispersing the rest. . They
troops demonstrated against the enemy on the left were asleep in their winter quarters, with no
of Hatcher's Run, near Armstrong's Mill. Finding pickets out further than three hundred yar_ds
him in trenched, they withdrew after dark. During
the night the force th~t had advanced beyond the from their camp. .A large amount of commlSt
creek returned to it, and were reported to be re- sary and quartermasters' stores, with a _grean
number of horses, were also taken. Agam, 0
orossing.
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the 21st of February, a body of the enemy's
cavah·y, un9-er Lieut.McNeil, dashed into Oumberland before daylight, surprised and captured
the pickets, and carried off Maj.-Gens. Kelly
and Orook. They were quietly seized in their
beds with their staff officers, and taken to Richmond, and subsequently exchanged.
The success which attended the march of
Gen. Sherman through Georgia, both in disheartening the Southern people and in destroying the communications between different parts
of the Oonfederacy, determined the nature of
the approaching camp,ll,ign. The field of decisive operations was now reduced to three
States, and if South and North Oarolina were
overrun it would not only cut off the resources
of Gen. Lee's army at Richmond, but also result
in concentrating an overwhelming force against
him. Both combatants therefore prepared to
put forth their final efforts. At Richmond, Gen.
Lee was appointed as General-in-Ohief; Gen.
Johnston was ordered to the command in
South Oarolina; Gen. Hood was supplanted by
Gen. Taylor in .Alabama and Mississippi; Gen.
Breckinridge was brought into the Oabinet as
Secretary of War, which had already undergone
a chn.nge by the displacement of Mr. Memminger as Secretary of the Treasury, and the appointment of Mr. Trenholm of South Oarolina.
On the Federal side Gen. Schofield, with a
strong force, was placed in comm.and in North
Oarolina, to prepare the way for the approach
of Gen. Sherman, and Gen. Gillmore relieved
Gen. Foster in the Department of South Oarolina.
Immediately after taking possession: of Savannah, Gen. Sherman began his preparations
for a march through the Oarolinas to Richmond;
meanwhile Gen. Hardee with his command
occupied Oharleston. The first movement of
Gen. Sherman was . to send a part of Gen.
Logan's 15th corps and Gen. Blair's 1'lth corps,
both belonging to Gen. Howard's wing of his
army; by transports to Beaufort, near Hilton
Head. The important bridge where the railroad from Savannah to Obarleston crossed the
Po?otaligo, was the object of this movement.
~1s bridge, 49 miles from Savannah and 55
miles from Oharleston, being with the trestle
work in the swamp a mile in length, was so
necessary to the communication between the
two cities, that frequent attempts had been
made by the Union commanders of the department to destroy it. The force of the enemy
had always proved strong enough to defeat
1hese efforts. On Jan. 13th the advance from
eaufort began. 'The division of Gen. Hatch
had taken a position near the bridge, wit.h their
guns turned on the railroad, when the 1'lth
corps crossing the ferry at Port Royal on a
pontoon bridge moved rapidly but cautiously
to _the raih-o~d. The pickets of the enemy were
driven away without difficulty. On the 15th
an advance was made the 1'lth corps being
on the left, and Gen. Hatch on the right, and
the railroad gained a little south of the bridge,
43
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The skirmishers pushed forward, encountering
those of the enemy, who were supported by .
light artillery, and quickly drove them off.
thus gaining the bridge. A brigade of th~
1'lth followed, and carried it and the earth
works at the further end. The enemy seeing
they would lose possession of the bridge, attempted to burn it, but were defeated in their
efforts by the rapid movements of the troops.
The Federal loss was about fifty. The force
of the enemy consisted of a detachment from
Gen. Hardee's command, under Gen. MpLa:ws.
They were driven out, and the· 1'lth corps
occupied the railroad from Ooosawatchie to the
the Tallahatchie. A depot of supplies was ·
established near the mouth of the creek, with
easy water communication back to Hilton
Head.
At the same time the left wing, under Maj.Gen. Slocum, and the cavalry, under Maj.-Gen.
Kilpatrick, were ordered to rendezvous near
Robertsville and Ooosawatchie, with a depot
of supplies at Pureysburg on Sister's ferry on
the Savannah River. Gen. Slocum caused a
good pontoon bridge to be constructed opposite
Savannah, and the "Union causeway" leading
through the low rice fields opposite the city
was repaired and " ·corduroyed." But before
the time appointed for him to march, the heavy
rains of January had swelled the river, broken
the pontoon bridge, and overflowed the whole
bottom, so that the causeway was four feet
under water, and Gen. Slocum was compelled
to look higher up for a passage over the river.
He moved up to Sister's ferry, but even there
the river with its overflowed bottoms was
nearly three mile·s wide. He did not succeed
in getting his whole wing across until during
the first week in February:
Meanwhile the division of Gen. Grover of
the 19th corps had been sent by Gen. Grant to·
garrison Savannah, and on Jan. 18th Gen.
Sherman transferred the forts and city of Savannab to Gen. Foster, still commanding the
Department of the South, and instructed him
to follow on the coast the movements of the
army under Sherman inland, by occupying
Oharleston and such other points as would
be of any military value. The plan of Gen.
Sherman was to strike direct for Goldsboro'
in North Oarolina, and open communication
with the sea by the Newbern Railroad. For
this pm·pose he orq.ered Ool. W. W. Wright,
Superintendent of Military Railroads, to proceed in advance to Newbern and to be prepared
to extend the railroad out from that city to
Goldsboro by March 15th. At the same time
Gen. Sherman ordered his chief quartermaster
and commissary, Gens. Easton and Beckwith,
to complete the supplies iit Sister's ferry ~d
Pocotaligo and follow the movement coastW1Se,
and be pr~pared to open communication with
him from Morehead Oity about the same
time. Having completed his preparations, Gen.
Sherman issued the order to march on Janua1·y 19th. He left Savannah on the 22d
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and pl'oceeded to Beaufort, and on the 24th
reached Poootaligo, where the 17th corps
under Gen. Blair was encamped. The 15th
corps at this time was somewhat scattered :
the divisions of Gens. Wood and Hazen were
at Beaufort; that of Gen. J. E. Smith was
marching from Savannah by the coast-road;
and that of Gen. Oorse was still at Savannah,
cut off by the storms and freshet in the river.
The enemy supposed the object of Gen. Sherman was to reach Charleston, and had adopted
the Salkehatchie River as his line of defence.
On the 25th a demonstration was made against
. the Oombahee ferry and railroad bridge across
the Salkehatchie, for the purpose of occupying
the enemy. The heavy rains had swollen the
river so that water stood in the swamps for a
breadth of more than a mile at a depth of from
one to twenty feet. By making apparent
preparations to cross the river, he was able,
with a comparatively small force, to keep a considerably body of the enemy in front disposed
to contest the advance on Oharleston, although
not having the remotest intention to move on
that city. On the 27th Gen. Hatch's division
evacuated its position on the Tullafuiney and
Coosu.hatchie Rivers, and moved to Pocotaligo
to keep up the feints already begun, and until
the right wing should move higher up and cross
the Salkehatchie about Ri-ver's or Broxton's
bridge.
By the 29th the roads back of Savannah had
become sufficiently free of the flood to permit
Gen. Slocum to put his wing in motion; and as
he approached Sister's ferry the gunboat Pontiac was sent up by Admiral Dahlgren to cover
the crossing. Meanwhile the division of the
15th corps had reached Pocotaligo, and the
right wing had loaded its wagons and was
ready to start. Gen. Howard was thereupon
ordered to move the 17th corps along the
the Salliehatchie as high up as River's bridge,
and the 15th oorps by Hickory Hill, Loper's
cross-roads, Anglesey post office, and Beaufort bridge, leaving Gen. Hatch's division at
P~cotaligo feigning to cross at the Salkhatchie
bridge and ferry until the movement turned
the enemy's position and forced him to fall
back on the Edisto.
The march began on the 1st of February.
All the roads northward had been held by the
Confederate cavalry under General Wheeler,
who had, with details of negro laborers, felled
~rees, bwned bridges, and made obstructions to ·
impede this march. The pioneer battalions,
howe".'er, were so well organized that these obstructions were quickly removed. The felled
trees were cleared away and bridges rebuilt by
the heads of columns before the rear could close
1t,P- On February 2d the 15th corps reached
R?per's cross-roads; and the 17th was at
iver's bridge. At this time Gen. Slocum
was struggling with the floods of the Savannah
at Sister's ferry. Two divisions of the 20th
corps, under Gen. Williams, were on the east
bank, and the cavalry of Gen. Kilpatrick had
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been able to cross over on the pontoon bridge.
Gen. Sherman ordered Gen. Williams to maroh
to Lawtonsville and Allandale, Gen. Kilpatrick
to Blackville, by way of Barnwell, and Gen.
Slocum to hurry the crossing at Sister's ferry
as much as possible, and overtake the right
wing on the South Oarolina Raih·oad. At the
same time Gen. Howard, with the right wing,
was ordered to cross the Salkehatchie and push
rapidly for the same railroad at or near Midway. The line of the Salkehatchie was held
by the enemy in force, having intrenchments
for infantry and artillery at River's and Beaufort bridges. The former position was carried
on February 3d by Gens. Mower's and Smith's
divisions of the 17th corps. The troops crossec1
the swamp, which was nearly three miles wide,
and in which the water was from the knee to
the shoulder in depth. The weather was severely cold, and the generals on foot led their commands and made a lodgment below the bridge,
and tmned on the brigade of the enemy which
guarded it, and drove them in confusion toward
Branchville. In this affair one officer and seventeen men were killed, and seventy wounded,
who were sent to Pocotaligo. The 15th corps
had been ordered to carry the Beaufort bridge,
but this was evacU&ted by the enemy as soon
as the crossing was effected at River's bridge.
The position was strong both in its natural
works and the line of works which defended
the passage of the river. Gen. Sherman had
now gained the peninsula formed by the Salkehatchie and Edisto Rivers, and threatened alike
Augusta, Branchville, and Charleston.. At
Augusta Gen. D. H. Hill was in command with a
considerable force, and Branchville was reenforoed and works thrown up to render it more
secure. The country in which the army was
now moving was rich in forage and supplies.
Turkeys, geese, ducks, chickens, nicely-cured
hams, potatoes, honey, and an abundance of
other luxuries, were obtained by the soldiers,
and plenty of corn and fodder for the animals.
The houses generally were deserted, although
here ancl there women and children were fol\.nd.
Wide-spreading columns of smoke rose whereever the army went. The following correspondence relative to the destruction of dwellings
took place on the dates therein nawed :
GRAHAMS,

B. C., February 7, 1865.

I have the honor to propose that if the
troops of your army be required to discontinue burning the houses of our citizens I will discontinue burning cotton.
As an earnest of the good faith in which myproposition is tendered, I leave at this place about three
hundred bales of cotton unharmed, worth in New
York over a quarter million, and in our currency one
and a half millions. I trust my having commenced
will cause you to use your influence to insure the acceptance of the proposition by your whole arm,,v.
I trust that you will not deem it improper ror me
to ask that you wm require the troops unde: your
command to discontinue the wanton destruction of
property not necessary for their sustenance.
Respectfully General your obedient servant,
'J. \VHEELER, Maj.-Gen.
_s . .A.
Maj.-Gen. 0. 0. HoWARD, U; S . .Army, Com dmg, &c.
GENERAL:

9·
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ANSWERED

BY

GENERAL SHERMAN.

lIEADQu'ns MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MrssrSSil'PI,
fa THE FIELD, Fubrnnry 8 1865.

l
f

G.ENERAL: Yours, addressed to General Howard, is
received by me. I hope you will burn all cotton, anq
save us the trouble. We don't want it; and it has
proven a curse to our country. All you don't burn
Iwia
.
As to private houses occupied by peaceful families
my orders are not to molest or disturb them, and I
think my orders are obeyed. Vacant houses, being
, of no use to anybody, I care little about, as the owners have thought them of no use to themselves. I
don:t want them destroyed, but do not take much
care to preserve them.
I am, with respect, yours truly,
W. T. SHERMAN, Maj.-Gen. Commanding.
Maj.-Gen. J. WHEELER, Commanding Cavalry Corps
, Confederate Ar~y.

Upon the breaking of the line of the Salkehatchie the enep:1y retreated at once behind the
Edisto at Branchville, and the w.hole army
pushed at once to the South Carolina Railroad
at Midway, · Bamberg, and Graliam's station.
The troops immediately set to work to destroy
the road, which had been of great importance
to the enemy, both as a means of communication and for forwarding supplies from Augusta
and northern Georgia to Richmond. Fl'om the
7th to the ],0th of February the work was
thoroughly done by the 17th corps, from the
Edisto up -to Bamberg, and from Bamberg up
to Blackville by the 15th corps. As the 17th
corps threatened.Branchville, the enemy burned the railroad bridge and W aJker's bridge below across the Edisto. Meanwhile Gen. Kilpatrick had brought his cavalry rapidly by
Barn,yell to Blackville, and turned toward
Aiken, for the pm·pose .of threatening Augusta
without being drawn into any serious battle.
Blackville is eighteen miles west of Midway,
and forty-seven miles east of Augusta; Aiken is
seventeen miles east of Augusta. In hjs progress he had serious skirmishes with Wheelel·'s
cavah·y, first at Blackville and afterwards at
Williston and Aiken. On February 8th Gen.
Williams, with two divisions of the 20th corps,
reached the raih·oad at Graham's station, and
Gen. Slocum reached Blackville on the 10th.
Thi~ wing continued the destruction of the railroad from Blackville up to Windsor. By February 11th Gen. Sherman's force was along the
railroad from Midway to Johnson's station.
The effect was to divide the enemy's forces,
which still remained at Branchville and Charleston on the one hand, and Aiken and.Augusta
on the other.
The movement on Orangeburg now commenced. . The railroad from Augm,ta running
nearly east to Branchville, there intersects with
the railroad from Columbia to Branchville, running nearly south, and thence southeast to
Oharleston. Gen. Sherman at this time WM
operating west of Branchville on the railroad
from that place to Augusta. I,Ie now strikes
north to Orangeburg, the first important station·
on the road from Br:mchville to Columbia, and
distant from Branchville seventeen miles. The
next important station north is Kingville, where

the road from Wilmington to Charleston inter~ects the .Columbia and Charleston road, the
latter portion C1f which is common to both.
Orangeburg had a population of about three
thousand, and was prettily situated on the
north bank of the Edisto. From its position
upon the ridge of high lands on which the railroad runs, it was really of more importan:ce
than Branchville, which the enemy had c01·efully fortified.
.
The 17th corps crossed the south fork of the
Edisto at Binnaker's bridge, and moved directly
for Orangeburg, while the 15th corps crossed at
Holman's bridge, and moved to Poplar Springs
to act as a support. The left wing, which was
still at work on the railroad, was ordered to
. cross the South Edisto at New and Guignard's
bridges, and move to the Orangeburg and Edgefield road, and there await the result of the
attack on Oi·angeburg. On the~12th the corps
was before the north fork of the Edisto, and at
an early hom· engaged in skirmishing with the
enemy at different points. A force was found
intrcnched in front of the Orangeburg bridge,
but was swept away at a dash, and driven across
the bridge, which was parti~y burned. Behind
the bridge was .a battery in position, covered by
a cotton and earth parapet with extensive wings.
While the division of Gen. Giles A. Smith was
hel9- close up to the Edisto, the other two were
moved by Gen. Blair to a point about two
miles below, where Gen. Force's division crossed by a poE.toon bridge, and Gen. Mowers was
held to act as a support. As soon as Force's
division made their appearance coming up from
the swamp, the enemy begtm to give ground,
and Gen. Smith's division succeeded in gaining
the bridge, and crossed over and occupied the
enemy's position. The bridge was soon repaired, and by · the middle of the afternoon the
. whole corps was in Orangeburg, and had begun to destroy the railroad. This work was
done effectually by the corps to Lewisville, a
distance of twelve miles. Gen. Blair was then
ordered to push the enemy across the Congaree,
and force him to burn the bridge. This was
accomplished on the 14th. The Congaree ~iver
is formed by the Broad and Saluda Rivers,
which unite at Columbia. After a southeast
course of about fifty miles, it unites with the
W ateree to form the Santee. Steamboats ascend to Columbia.
Gen. Sherman now directed his march
straight for Columbia, distant fifty-one miles
from ·OrangeblU'g. The advance of the 17th
corps was along the State road, while the l?th
corps crossed the north branch of the Ed1Sto
from Poplar Springs at Schilling's bridge, and
took a country road which came into the State
road at Zeigler's. The 20th corps. mo!ed
north on a line west of the 15th, d1ver~g
toward Columbia; the 14th· corps advanced~~
a line further west and the cavalry on tbeu
left fla~. On the 15th, the 15th corps dis?overed the enemy in a strong position at L1t_tle
Co_ngaree bridge, across Congaree Creek, with
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a work on the south side to cover their retreat

across the bridge, and a well-constructed fort
on the north side commanding the bridge with
artillery. The ground in front was level and
clear, but rendered very unfavorable by a fresh
deposit of mud from a recent ovet·flow. Gen.
Woo~s, in command of the leading division, succeeded in turning the flank of the work south
of the bridge by sending Stone's brigade through
a cypress swamp on the left; and by following
up the enemy, who ilnmediately began to retreat, he was able to get possession of the
bridge and the fort on t.Jie north side. The
bridge had been somewhat injured by fire, and
had to be repaired before the passage of the
artillery. It was night, therefore, before the
head of the column reached the bridge across
Oongaree River in front of Columbia. During
the night the enemy shelled the camps from
a battery on the east side of tbe Congaree
above Granby. Early on the next morning,
Feb. 16th, ~e head of the column reached the
bank of the Congaree opposite Columbia, but
too late to save the bridge over the river at that
point, which had been set on fire by the enemy.
Meanwhile the inhe,bitants of Columbia could
be seen moving in great excitement about the
streets, and occasionally small bodies of cavalry
but no masses ~f troops. A single gun was
tired a few times by the order of Gen. Sherman,
at th1,1 railroad depot, to scatter the people who
were seen carrying away sacks of corn and fl.our
which ·his army needed. No manifestation of
surrender was exhibited from the city.
Within an hour after the ardval of the head
of Gen. Howard's -column at the river opposite
Oolumbia, the head of the column of the left
wing under Gen . .Slocum also appeared. Gen.
Howard, instead of crossing in front of Columbia, moved three miles up to Saluda Factory,
and crossed on the 16th, skirmishing with cav-.
alry, and on the night of the same day made a
bridge across Broad River, three miles above
Oolumbia, by which he crossed over Stone's
brigade of Wood's division of the ·1 5th corps.
Under cover of this brigade a pontoon bridge
was laid on the morning of the 17th. :Meanwhile Gen. Slocum moved up to cross the Saluda at Zion's Church, and thence to . take the
roads leading direct to Winµsbol'o. His object
\Vas also to break up the railroads and bridges
about Alston.
Gen. Sherman thus describes the· entrance to
O~lumbia: "I was in person at the pontoon
bridge (on the 17th), and at 11 A. M. learned
that the Mayor of Columbia had come out in a
c~riage, and made a formal surrender of the
city t_o Col. Stone, 25th Iowa infantl'y, commanding 3d brigade, 1st division, 15th corps.
About tl).e same time a small party of the 17th
corps had crossed ·the Congaree in a skiff, and
entered Columbia from a point immediately
~est. In anticipation. of the occupation of the
city, I had made written orders to Gen. Howard touching the conduct of the troops. These
were to destroy absolutel;r all arsenals and pub-
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lie property not needed for our own use, as
well as all railroads, depots, and machinery
useful in war to an enemy, but to spare all
dwellings, colleges, schools, asylums, and harmless private property. I was the first to cross
the pontoon bridge, and in company with Gen.
Howard rode into the city. The day was clear,
but a perfect tempest of wind was raging. The
brigade of Col. Stone was already in the city,
and was properly posted. Citizens and soldiers
were on the streets, and general good order
prevailed. Gen. Wade Hampton, who commanded tbe Confederate rear guard of cavalry,
had, in anticipation of our capture of Columbia, ordered that all cotton~ public and private,
should be moved into the streets anµ fired, to
prevent our making use of it. Bales were
piled everywhere, the rope- and bagging cut,
and tufts .of cotton were blown about in the
wind, lodged in the trees and against the
houses, so as to resemble a snow-storm. Some
of these piles of cotton were-burni.!D.g, especially
one in the very heart of the city, near the
Court House, but the fire was partially subdued
by the labors of om- soldiers, During the day
the 15th corps passed through Oolumbia and
out on the Camden road. The 17th did not
enter the town at all; and, as I have before
stated, the. left wing and the cavalry did not
come within two miles of the town.
"Before one single public building had been
fired by order, the smouldering fu-es set by
Hampton's order were rekindled by the wind,
and communicated to the buildings around.
About dark they began to spread, and got beyond the control of the brigade on duty within
the city. The whole of· Wood's division was
brought in; but it was found impossible to check
the flames, which, by midnight, had become
unmanageable, and raged until about 4 A. M. 7
when, the wind subsiding, they were got uncfer
control. I was up nearly all night, and saw
Generals Howard, Logan, Woods, ancf others,
laboring to save houses, and protect families
thus suddenly deprived of shelter and of bedding and wearing apparel. I disclaim on the
part of my army any agency in this fire, but,
on the contrary, claim that we !laved what of
Columbia remains unconsumed. And, without
hesitation, I charge Gen. Wade Hampton with
having burned his own city of Columbia, not
with a malicious intent, or as th~ manifestation
of a silly 'Roman stoicism,' but from folly and
want of sense in filling it with lint cotton and
tinder. Our offieers and men on duty worked
well to extinguish the flames ; but others not
on duty, including the officers who had long
been imprisoned there, rescued by us, may have
assisted in spreading the fire after it l1ad 01;1ce _
begun, and may have indulged in concealed .Joy
to see the ruin of the capital of South Cru:olina..
During the 18th and 19th the ~senal, railroad
depots machine shops foundries, and other
buildfuO's were properly destroyed by detailed
working parties and the railroad track torn up
and destroyed to Kingsville and the Wateree
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bridge, and up in the direction of Winnsboro."
The following will show what troops first
entered Columbia:
HEADQUARTERS FOURTH DIVISION,
• SEVENTEENTH AmrY CORPS
Near lJOLUMBIA,
Feb. 17, 1865.

}

s. c.,

Brig.-Gen. Wm. W. Bet/map, Oorwmandtim,g3dB1-igade:
Srn,-Allow me to congratulate you, and through
you, Lieut.-Col. J. C. Kennedy, 13th Iowa Veteran
volunteers, and the men · under his command, for
first 1?tering the city of Columbia, on the morning
of Friday, February 17th, and being the first to plant
his colors on the capitol of South Carolina. While
the army was laying pontoon bridges across the Saluda
and Broad Rivers, three miles above the city, Lieut.Col. Kenn!ldy, under your direction, fitted up an old
worn-out flat boat, capable of carrying about twenty
men, and .accompanied by Lieuts. H. C. McArthur
and Wm. H. Goodell, of your sta~ crossed the river
in front of the city, and boldly advanced through its
streets, sending back the boa.t with another procured
on the op:posite shore, for more troops, and on their
arrival, with seventy-five men mall, drove a portion
of Wheeler's cavalry from the town, and at eleven
and a half o'clock A. M. planted his two stands of
colors, one upon the old and the other upon the new
capitol.
The swift current of the Congaree River and its
rocky channel rendered his crossing both difficult
and dangerous, and the presence of the enemy, but
in what force unknown rendered the undertaking
still more hazardous. Lieut.-Col. Kennedy and his
regiment are entitled to great credit for its successful
accomplishment.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
GILES A. SMITH,
(Signed)
Brevet Major-General Commanding.

The consequences of the movements of Gen.
Sherman thus far were a division of the forces
of the enemy and the evacuation of Oharleston.
Gen. Hardee was in · Oharleston with about
14,000 men, expecting the approach of Gen.
Sherman on his appearance in the neighborhood
ofBra.nchville. .A.t Augusta, which was equally
tl!reatened, was Gens. D. H. Hill and G. W.
Smith, wbo were so certain of the approach of
Gen. Sherman that the public property was
almost entirely removed from the city. .A.
consid6rable cavalry force was at different points
in South Oarolina under Hampton, Wheeler,
McLaws, and others. Gen. Beauregard, who
had been in command at Oharleston, was near
the North Carolina line collecting forces and
ready to take the command of troops from
Hood's army with those under Hill. Gen. Lee,
it is supposed, also sent some men into North
Carolina. Gen. Sherman marched at once to
Columbia, knowing that when once there Augusta could be easily taken. But if Augusta
had been first captured, a concentration of the
enemy might have been made at Colnmb~a,
which would have rendered its capture more
difficult. Augusta was also of less importance
after its railroad communication had been cut
off. In the neighborhood of Charleston some
skirmishing had taken place at intervals without any important results.
.
After Gen. Sherman destroyed the railroud
in the neighborhood of Branchville, only one
line remained open from Charleston. This was
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the road running north to Florence and Cheraw. It was the only line of retreat for Gen.
Hardee, and as Gen. Sherman moved north it
was necessary for the latter to secure it at
once, as it was threatened. On Feb. 10th, Gen.
Schimmelfinnig, with a body of troops of Gen.
Gillmore's command, laid a bridge across the
creek separating ];oily and Oole Islands from
James Island, and effected a lodgment on the
latter, about three miles southwest of Charleston. SkirmishE>rs advanced and met the enemy
about a mile distant on the Stono River. .A.
gunboat and mortar schooner, and the ironclads Augusta and Savannah, were now moved
up tb.e Stono, and, covering the flank of Gen.
Schimmelfinnig's troops, shelled the enemy.
.A.bout 4.-! P. M., Gen. Hartwell moved his whole
brigade forward and carried the rifle-pits for
the first time. The enemy retreated rapidly to
his main works, leaving his dead and wounded, and losing about twenty prisoners. , The
Union loss was between seventy.and eighty.
Oooperating movements were made at the
same time by the column under Gen. Hatch,
which crossed the Oombahee with slight loss
and marched toward the South Edisto. No
serious resistance waa made to the advance in
that region, which· was accessible to the gunboats and d!;ifended only by small batteries on
the river banks. The movement of Gen.
Schimmelfinnig being only a feint, his troops
were withdrawn to Oole Island. .A. column
under Gen. Potter, however, moved to Bull's
Bay, as if designed·to cut the northern railroad.
On the night of the I '7th the last of Gen. Hardee's troops left Oharleston. The subsequent
occupation of the city is thus described by
official documents :
·

OJU.RLESTON,

8.

c., °Februnry 181

}

via, NEW Yoru;: Feb. :.!l, 1865.
Majo1•- General Halleck, Oliief qf Sta]/ :
.
GENERAL :-The city of dharleston and all its ~efences came into our :possession this morning, with
about two hundred pieces of good artillery and 11
supply of'fine ammunition. The enemy commenced
evacuating all the works last night, and Mayor Macbeth surrendered the city to the troops of G~n.
Schimmelfinnig at 9 o'clock this morning, at which
time it was occupied by our forces. Our ndvance on
the Edisto from Bull's Bay hastened the retreat.
The cotton warehouses, arsenals, quartermaster's
stores railroad bridges and two iron-clads were
burned by the enemy: s'ome vessels i!l the _ship-yard
were also burned. Nearly al_! the mhab1tants remaining behind belong to the poorer class.
Very respectfully,
.
Q. A. GILLMORE, General Commanding.
HEADQUABTv.RB DEPAR~NT OF TIIE SOUTH, }
CaARLESTON, 8.
Feb. 26, 1865.

c.,

Lieut.-Gen. 77. S. Gi·ant, and Maj.-Ge:n. W. H. Halleck, Olii9f of Stajf", Washington :
An inspection of tWe Rebel defences of Chnrlestod
show that we have taken over four hundred 11
fifty pieces of ordnance, being more than do~ e
what I first reported. The lot includes 8 and 10·.yrh
columbiads a great many 32 and 42-pounder fl _es,
some '7-inch Brooks rifles, and many pieces of fore;fn
make. We also captured eight locomotives an
great number of passenger and platform cars, nil f
0
good condition. Deserters report that the
r
Hardee's army was to have crossed the Santee ivc

hl
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yesterday, bound for Charlotte, N. C., and that it a letter addressed to the General commanding United
was feared that Sherman had already intercepted States forces at Morris Island or to the officer in comtheir march. It is reported, on similar authority, mand of the fleet. The following is a copy of ihe
that the last of Hood's army, 12,000 strong, passed letter:
through Augusta last Sunday, the 19th, on the way
OHAJlLESTON, B. o. February 18, 1865.
to Beauregard. Georgetown has been evacuated by To the, Generai Oommam,dlim,(7 the A1"1ny <if the, llniteiL
the enemy, and is now in our possession. Deserters
States at Morris Island :
Sm: The military authorities of the Confederate States
are coming in constantly. We have over 400 already.
have
evacuated the city. I have remained to enforce law and
Q. A. GILLMORE,
preserve order until you take snch steps as you may think
Major-.General Commanding. ,best.
Very respectfnlly, your obedient servant,
The following is the report of Col. Bennett,
OHA.RLEB MAOBETH, Mayor.
who was the first to enter the city:
The
deputation
sent
to convey the above letter replIEADQUAJlTERS U:NITED STATES FORCES,}
resented to me that the city was in the hands of either
OllA.RLESTON, s. 0., February 24, 1865.
the Rebel soldiery or the mob, They entreated of me
Captain J. W. JJickinson, .dcUn(l Asst. .tl.djt. -General.
CAPTAIN: I have the honor to submit the following in the nalljle of humanity to interpose my military aureport of the evacuation and occupation of Charles- thority and save the city from utter destruction. To
ton. On the morning of February the 18th I received this letter I replied in the following terms :
information that led me to believe the defences and
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STA.TES FOROES, O1JAJlLESTON}
lines guarding the city of Charleston had been deRARllOR, NEAR ATLANTIO WRAll.F, Feb. 18, 1865.
serted by the enemy. I imµiediately proceeded to NOIIJor Oli011·lea Macb efJi :
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your comCummings Point, from whence I sent a small boat
in the direction of Fort Moultrie, which boat, when munication of this date. I have in reply thereto to state that
the troops under my command will render evety possible
forty yards east from Fort Sumter, was met by a boat assistanc.i
to your well-disposed citizens in extinguishing the
from Sullivan's Island, containing a full corps of band fires
now burning.
musicians abandoned by the enemy. These i;onfirmed
I have the honor to be, Mayor, very respectfully, yonr
my belief of an evacuation. I had no troops tbat obedient servant
A. G. BENNETT.
Lient.-ao1. commanding U. 6. Forces, Oharleston.
could be available under two hours, as, except in a
few pontoon boats, there were no means whatever
Two (2) companies of the 52d Pennsvlvania regiment
of landing troops nea.r the enemy's works or into the
city. I directed Major Hennessy to !?roceed to Fort and about thirty (30) men of the 3d Rhode Island volSumter and there replace our flag. The flag was re- unteer heavy artillery having landed, I/roceeded with
placed over the southeast angle of Fort Sumter at them to the citadel. I here establishe my headquarnine (9) o'clock A.. ir. I now pushed for the city, ters, and sent small parties in all directions with instopping at Fort Ripley and Castle Pinckney, from structions to impress negroes wherever found, and
which works Rebel flags were hauled down and the to make them work the fire apparatus, until all fires
American flag substituted. The guns in these works were extinguished. I also sent a·strong guard to the
were in good order. There was mounted in Fort United States Arsenal, which was saved. As the
Ripley one Quaker gun bearing southeast. I landed troops arrived they were sent out to points in the
at Mill's wharf, Charleston, at ten (10) o'clock A. M., · city:. where were located railroad depots or any large
where I learned that a part of the enemy's troops yet bmldings containing property, such as cotton, rice,
remained in the city, while mounted patrols were out tobacco, etc. It bemg apparent to me that I could
in every direction applying the torch and driving the not effectually save all that remained, I concentrated
my guards wherever was stored the largest quantities.
inhabitants before them.
.
I cannot at this time submit any account of, or esI at once addressed to the Mayor of the city the
timate any value to, the property that has fallen into
following communication :
our possession. The most valuable items consist in
lIEADQUAJlTERS UNITED STATES FOROES, }
cotton and rice. The cotton has not yet been secured.
OHAJtLESTON, February 18, 1865.
The rice is being given to the poor of the city to supM011Jo1• (Jha,•les Macb eth, Oharleston :
MAYOR: In the name of the United States Government I ply their immediate necessities.
Every officer and soldier exerted himself to a most
demand a surrender of the city of which you are the executive
officer. Until further orders all citizens will remain within willing performance of every allotted duty, yet I do
their houses.
.
not deem it invidious for me to make special mention
.I have the honor to be, Mayor, very respect.fully, your obe- of Lieutenant John Hackett, Co. M, 3d Rhode Island
dient servant,
artillery, who volunteered to go alone to Fort Moul(Si.,.ned)
A. G. BENNETT,
trie and there raise the flag. As also to speak of
:Eieut.-Ool. commanding U. B. Forces, Oharleston.
Major John .A. Hennessy, Captain Samuel OuskaMy whole force consisted of five (5) officers and the den, and Lieutenant P. M. Burr, all of the 52d regiarmed crews of two (2) small boats, comprising in all mentPennsylvania volunteers; and LieutenantJ ames
twenty.two (22) men. Both officers and men volun- F. Haviland, Acting Assistant Inspector-General of
teered to advance from the wharf into the city; but my staff, who accompanied me to the city; all of
no rellnforcements being ir:t sight, I did not deem it whose services were most highly valuable to me.
expedient to move on.
Captain H. H. ·Jenks, 52d Pennsylvania volunteers,
. Public buildings, stores, warehouses, private dwell- Acting Assistan-t Adjutant-General, also rendered immgs, shipping, etc., were burning and being fired b,r portant services. Although he remained at Morris
armed Rebels, but with the force at my disposal 1t Island, he was very efficient in facilitating the emwas_ impossi~le to save th_e cotton and other prope~t,r- barkation of my troops from there.
While awa1tmg the arrival of my troops at Mill s
The flags from Fort Moultrie, Castle Pinckney, and
wharf, a number of explosions took place. The Rebel Fort R~pley, and seventeen (17) signal pennants found
commissary depot was blown up, and with it is esti- in the city, were secured by the troops under my
mated that not less than two hundred (200) human , co=and.
beings-most of whom were women and. childrenI have the honor to be, Captain,
were blown to atoms. These people were engacred
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
in procuring food for themselves and their families
A. G. BENNETT, (Signed)
by permission from the Rebel military authorities.
Lieutenant-Colonel 21st regiment U. S. C. T.
The Rebel ram Charleston was blown up while lying
A copy of the report of the evacuation l!,nd occupa~t her anchora~e opposite Mt. Pleasant Ferry wharf, tion of Charleston.
JAMES F. RAVIL.A.ND,
in the Cooper 11.iver. Observing a small boat sailing
First Lieutenant 127th Reg't N. Y. V., A. A. I. G.
toward the bay under a flag of truce, I put off to it,
Gen. Harde~ with about 12,000 men, mover
and received from a member of the common council
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north, aiming to reach Charlotte in North Oarolina. At the same time Georgetown, a seaport north of Charleston, was evacuated,· and
occupied by a naval force sent by Admiral Dahlgren. The · force of Gen. Hood's army which
had been sent eastward, having passed Augusta,
was moving toward Charlotte, where Gen. Beauregard was in command . .A.s the danger became
more critical, the enemy sent Gen. Johnston to
take the command, and he was again in a position to confront Gen. Sherman.
Meanwhile Gen. Sherman continued his
march. The left wing and cavalry crossed the
Saluda and Broad Rivers, and broke up the railroad about Alston and as high as the bridge
across Broad River on the road to Spartansburg. Meanwhile the main body moved directly
to Winnsboro, which Gen. Slocum reached on
the 21st. Here the railroad was destroyed up to
Blackstake's station, a distance of fifteen miles.
The railroad runs from Columbia to Oharlotte,
N. 0., one hundred and nine miles, thence to
· Greensboro, and branches to Lynchburg, Va.,
and Raleigh, N. 0 . The distance from Oolumbia
· to Winnsboro is thirtj-nine miles. Gen. Slocum
next turned to Rocky Mount, on the Catawba
River, in a northeast direction. The 20th corps
reached Rocky Mount on the 22d, and laid a
pontoon bridge over the·Oatawba, and crossed
on the 23d. The cavalry under Gen. Kilpatrick
followed during the night ensuing, and moved
up to Lancaster with instructions to keep up
the feint of a general march on Charlotte, N:. 0.,
to which place Gen. Beauregard and the cavalry of the enemy had retreated from Oolumbia.
The real aim of Gen. Sherman was to reach
O~eraw and Goldsboro, N, 0., where he could
communicate with the naval forces. As has
been already stated, a portion of Hood's army,
consisting of Oheatham's corps, was aiming to
make a junction with Gen. Beauregard at Charlotte, having been cut off by the rapid movement of Sherman on Columbia and Winnsboro.
F,or three days, from the 23d to the 26th, the
rains were heavy and the rivers became quite
swollen, and the roads almost impassable. The
20th corps reached Hanging Rock on the 26th,
and waited there for the 14th corps to get across
the Catawba. The river had so swollen that
the pontoon bridge broke, and was with difficulty restored by Gen. Davis.
Meanwhile the right ·wing bad broken up the
railroad to Winnsboro, and turned from thence .
to Peay's Ferry, where it crossed the Oatawba
before the heavy rain commenced. The 17th
corps moved straight on Cheraw by the way of
Young's bridge; and the 15th corps by .Tiller's
and Kelly's bridges. From the latter corps detachments were sent to Camden, to burn the
bridge over the W ateree and the railroad depot,
stores, &c. This was successfully clone.
Several of the foragers, who, as a body, generally kept .in advanc·e of the troops, having
been very cruelly treated by the enemy, Gen .
Sherman wrote the following letter to Gen. W.
Hampton:
•

HEADQUAI\~RB Mn.IT.A.RY Drv'N OF TIIE MISSISSIPPI,
IN THE FIBLD, F eb. 24, 1865.

l

f
Lieut,:Gen Wade Rampton, OowmancUng Oaval1·y
Forces, 0. S . .A..
.
.
GENERAL: It is officially reported to me that our
foragin~ parties are murdered after capture, and Ja.
belled ' Death to all foragers." One iustance of a
lieutenant and seven men, near Chesterfield, u-nd another of twenty, "near a ravine eighty rods from the
main road," ubout three miles from Feasterville. I
have ordered a similar number of prisoners in our
hands to be disposed of in like manner.
I hold about one thousund prisoners captured in
various ways, and cun stand it as long as you ; but I
hardly think these murders are committed with your
knowledge, and would suggest that you give notice
to the people at large, that every life taken by them
simply results iu the death of one of your confederates.
Of course you cannot question my right to forage
on the country; it is a wur right as old as history.
The manner of exercising it varies with circumstances, und if the. civil authorities will supply my
requisitions, I will forbid all foraging. But I fiµd no
civil aut horities who can respond to calls for forage
or provisions, and therefore must collect directly of
the people. I have no doubt this is the occasion of
much misbehavior on the part of our men; but I cannot permit an enemy to judge or punish with wholesale murder.
Personally I regret the bitter feelings 0ilgendered
b.Y this war; but they were to be expected, and I
Sllll ply allege that those who struck the first blow
and made war inevitable, ought not, in fairness, to reproach us for the !latural consequences. I merely
assert our war right to forage, and my resolve to
protect my: foragers to the extent of life for life.
I am, wi~h respect, your obedien_t_servu~
W. 'f. SHERM.AN, MaJ.-Gen. u. S. A.

To which Gen. Hampton replied as follows:
IlEADQU.A.RTERS IN THE F:!ELD,

Feb. 27, 1865•

.Mqj01·- Gen. W. T. Slierman, l7. S ..11.?-my.
GENERAL : Your communication of the 24th instant
reached me to-day. In it you state that it has been
officially reP,orted that your foraging pm·ties were
"murdered' after capture, and you go on to sayth~t
you had "ordered a similar number of prisoners m
y-our hands to be disposed of in like manner." That
1s to say, you have ordered a number of Confederate
'
soldiers to be "murdered."
You characterize your order in proper terms, f~r
the public voice, even in your own country, where it
seldom dares to express itself in vindication of truth,
honor, or justice, will surely agree with you in pronouucing you guilty of murder, if your order is carried out.
Before dismissing this portion of y:our Jetter, I beff
to assure you for every soldier of mrne "murdered'
by- ;rou I shall have executed at once two of yours,
g1vrng, in all cases, preference to any officers who
may be in my hands.
.
.
In reference to the statement you make regardmg
the death of your foragers, I have only to say that I
know nothing of it; tbat no orders given by me
authorized the killing of prisoners after capture, and
that I do not believe that my men killed any of yours,
except under circumst.ances in which it was perfectly
legit1mat!! and proper they should ki~ them.
It is a part of the system of the thieves wh?m you
designate as your foragers, to fire the dwellings of
those citizens whom they have robbe~. . .
.
To check this inhuman system, which IS.Justly execrated by every civilized nation, I have drrected m]{t
men to shoot down all of your men who are caug
bul'Ding houses, This order shall remain in force ns
long as you disgrace the profession of arms by allowing your men to destroy private dwellings. .
r
You say that I cannot, of course, question you
right to forage on the country. "It is o. right as old
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stroyed, and also the trestles and bridges of the
railroad ~s. far down as Darlington, ten miles.
An expedition of mounted ~-~ant1·y
wao sent to
11w
"
Florence, but it encountered both cavalry and
infantry, and returned after doing no other
damage than breaking up in part the road between the two places.
.A.ft
er a brief delay the march was resumed
for Fayetteville, in North Carolina. The right
wing crossed the Pedee at Cheraw, and the
left wing at Sneedsboro. Fayetteville is the
·t 1 f O b ] d C
d
capi a O
um er un
ounty, an was a
flourishing town before the war, having a population exceeding seven thousand. It is on the
left bank of Cape Fear River, at the head of
navigation, and sixty miles south of Raleigh,
the canital of the State, and one hundred miles
I:'
northwest of Wilmington. It contained an
arsenal, distilleries of turpentine, and cotton
and flour mills. The 14th corps moved by
Love's bridi:re, for the purpose of entering
~
Fayetteville in advance, but the weather and
road continuing bad it reached that place on
March 11 tb, together with the 1'7th corps.
They approached skirmishing with Gen. Wade
Hampton's cavalry, which covered the rear of
Gen; Hardee's army, as it retreated. It crossed
the Cape Fear R11'er and bur11:ed the bridge.
The cavalry durin~ the march had kept well
tb } ft cl
d fl nk b t
th · ht
on e e an expose a i u on e mg
of March 9th his three brigades were divided
to picket the railroad. This was discovered by
Gen. Hampton, who, early in tbe morning,
clashed in and gainecl possession of the camp of
Col. Spencer's brigade, and the house i.n which
Gen. Kilpatrick and Col. Spencer bad their
quarters. The surprise was complete, but Gen.
.
Kilpatrick quJckly succeeded in rullying his
A smull force of mo1mted men, under Capt. men, on foot, in a swamp near at band, and
Duncan, was sent by Gen. Sherman to break . by a prompt attack, well followed up, be reup the railroad between Charleston and Flor- gained his artillery, horses, oamp, and every
ence, but were met by a division of cavalry un- thing except some prisoners. The enemy reder Gen. Butler, and after a sharp skirmish on tired, leaving their dead behind.
Mount Elon, they were compelled to return
The army remained at Fayetteville dmw.~
without success.
three days, until March 15th. The United
. Oheraw, to which Gen. Sherman was aiming, S'tates arsenal, and a vast amount of machine1q .a town on the right bank of the Great Pedee ry, which had formerly belonged-to the ars~nal
River, at the head of steam navigation. It had . at Harper's Ferry, were destroyed. Every bmldbeeu a place of importance as a depot for cot- ing was knocked down and burned, and every
toi:, and had about ~me thousand inl1abitants. piece of machinery broken up by the 1st MichlIt is the termination of the northern railroad gan engineers. The position of Gen. Sherman
from Charleston through Florence, being dis- at thi3 time is thus described by lrimself: "Up
tant from the latter forty miles, and from the to this period I had perfectly succeeded in informer one hun·dred and forty-two miles.
terposing my superior army between the scatOn March 2d the ad.vancecl division of the tered parts of my enemy. But I was then
20th corps entered Chesterfield, a little north- aware that-the fragments that had left Oolnmwest of Cheraw, encountering on the way the bia under Beauregm·d had been reenforced b_y
cavalry of the enemy under Gen. Butler with Cheatham's corps from the West, and the garwhom skirmishing was kept up. On th~ next rison of Augusta, and that ample time had been
day, about noon, the 17th cqrps entered Che- given to move them to my front and fla~k
raw. The force of the enemy in the place re- about Raleigh. Hm·dee had also succeeded m
treated _across the Pedee, and burned the bridge. getting across Cape Fear River ~eac'. of 1~e,
A. considerable quantity of ammunition was and could therefore complete the J1mction WI!b
captured in the town and a number of guns the other armies of Johnston and Hoke lil
which had been brou~ht from Charleston on North Carolina· and the whole, under tbe
the evacuation of that city. These were de- command of th~ skilful and experienced Joe

as history." I do not, sir, question this right. But
there is a right older even than this, and one more
inalienable-the right that every man has to defend
his home and to protect those who are dependent
upon him; and from my heart I wish that every: old
man and boy in my country who can fire a gun,
would shoot down, as he would a wild beast, the men
who are desolating their land, burning their houses,
and insulting their women.
Yon are particular in defining and claiming "war
rights." :M:ay I ask if y.ou enumerate among them
the right to lire upon a defenceless city without notice; to burn that city to the ground after it bad
oeen surrendered by the authorities, who claimed,
though in vain, that protection which is always ac- ·
corded in civilized warfare to non-combatants; to
fire the . dwelling houses of citizens, afier robbing
them, and to perpetrate even darker crimes than
these-crimes too black to be mentioned?
yon have permitted, if you have not ordered, the
cpmmission of the e offences against humanity and
the rules of war. You fired into the city of Columbia
without a word of warning. After its surrencfer by
the lliayor, who demanded protection to private
property, you laid the whole city in ashes, leaving
amid its ruins thousands of old men and helpless
women and children, who are likely to perish of
starvation and exposure. Your line of march can be
traced by the lurid light of burning houses, an-d in
more than one household there is an agony far more
bitter thaQathat of death.
The Incffln scalped bis victim regardless of sex or
age, bnt with all his barbarity he always respected
the persons of his female captives. Yom· soldiers,
more savage than the Indian, insult those whose
natural protectors are absent.
In conclusion, I have only to request, that whenever you have any of my men "disposed of)" or
"murdered," for the terms appear to be synonymous with you, yon will let me hear of it, in order
that I may know what action to take in the matter.
In the mean time I shall hold fifty-six of your men as
hostages for those whom you have ordered to be executed. I am, yours, &c.,
.
W .A.DE HAMPTON, Lieut.-Gen.
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Johnston, made .~p an army superior to me in
cavalry, and formidable enough in artillery and
infantry to justify me in extreme caution in
making the last step necessary to complete the
march I had undertaken. Previous to reaching
Fayetteville I had despatched to Wilmington
from Laurel Hill Church two of om· best scouts·
with intelligence of our ' position and my general plans. Both of these messengers reached
Wilmington, and on the morning of the 12th
of March, the army tug Davidson, Capt. Ainsworth, reached Fayetteville from Wilmington,
bringing me full intelligence of events from the
outer world. On the same day, this tug carried
back to Gen. Terry, at Wilmington, and Gen.
Schofield at Newbern, my despatches to the effect that on Wednesday, the 15th, we would
rn·ove for Goldsboro, feigning on Raleigh, and
ordering them to march straight for Goldsboro,
which I expected to reach about the 20th. The
same day, the gunboat Eolus, Capt. Young,
United States navy, also reached Fayetteville,
and through her I continued to have comnmnication with Wilmington until the day of our
actual departure. While the work of destruction was going on at Fayetteville, two pontoon
bridges were laid across Cape Fear River, one
opposite t.he town, the other three miles below."
While Gen. Sherman had been advancing to
Fayetteville, some movemehts had taken place
at Wilmington, N. 0 ., intended to prepare the
way for cooperation with him. It was on Jan.
15th that Gen. Schofield, with the 23d corps, left
Gen. Thomas, as has been stated, for the Atlantic coast. The troops moved with their artillery and horses, but without wagons, by steam
transports, to Cincinnati, Ohio, and thence by
railroad to Washington, D. 0 ., and Alexandria,
Va. .A.I though it was mid winter and the weather
unusually severe, the movement was effected
without delay, accident, or suffering on the part
of the troops. In February an order was issued
'l by the Secretary of War creating the depart~\ ment of North Carolina., and assigning Gen.
tBchofielcl to the command. The ultimate object
-~Jf his operations was to occupy Goldsboro,
~- 0 ., and to .open ra,ilroad communication beto-zeen that point and the sea-coast, and further
and cumulate supplies for Gen. 1Sherman's army
bor <to join it, in its approach, at or near Goldsc1jro. Wilmington was made the first point to
'tihpture, as it would afford a valuable auxiliary
e_~se to Morehead City in the event of the junc,vtion being made at Goldsboro; anrl also as it
' would be of great value to Gen. Sherman in
case the movement of the main army of the
enemy or other circumstances should render
advisable a concentration of Sherman's army at
some point fm-ther south than Goldsboro.
With the 3d division of the 23d corps, under
Major-Gen. J. D. Cox, Gen. Schofield reached
the mouth of Cape Fear River on Feb. 9th, and
landed near Fort Fisher. The other troops
were to follow . :Major-Gen. Terry, with about
eight thousand men, then held a line across the
peninsula, abot1t two miles above the fort, a.nd

occupied Smithville and Fort Caswell on the
south side of the river, while the naval squadron under Rear-Admiral Porter, occupied positions in Cape Fear River, and off the coast
covering the flanks of Gen. Terry's line. On
the west bank, Fort Anderson was occupied by
the enemy with a collateral line running to a
large swamp about three-fourths of a mile distant, and a line opposite Fort Anderson, running across the peninsula from Cape Fear River
to Masonboro' Sound. This position was impregnable against a direct attack, and could be
turned only by crossing the sound above his
left, or passing around the swamp which covvered his right. The first movement of Gen.
Schofield consisted in pushing forward Gen.
Terry's line on Feb. 11th, supported by Gen.
Cox's division, which drove in the enemy's
pick'ets, and intrenched in a new position close
enough to the enemy's line to compel him to
hold it in force. Efforts were then made to
turn his left by the aid of a fleet of boats to
cross the sound, but the weather prevented.
Finally Gen. Schofield determined to attempt
to tm·n the enemy's right. Gen. Cox's and
Gen. .A.mes' divisions were cross
over to
Smithville and joined by Col. Moore's brigade
of Gen. Couch's division, which had just debarked. They advanced along. the main Wilmington road until they encountered the enemy's position at Fort Anderson and the adjacent w~rks. Here two brigades were in~renched to occupy the enemy, w bile Gen.
Cox with the other two brigades and Gen.
.A.mes' division moved around the swamp covering the enemy's right, in order to strike the
Wilmington road in the rear of Fort Anderson.
The distance t~ be travelled was about fifteen
miles. The enemy, by means of their cavalry,
discovering the movement of Gen. Cox, hastily
abandoned their works on both sides of the
river during the night of Feb. 19th, fell back
behind Town Creek on the west, and to a
sim'ilar position covered with swamps on the
east. Thus the main defences of the Cape .
Fear River and of Wilmington were oaptured,
with ten pieces of heavy ordnance and a large
amount of ammunition.
·
On the next day Gen. Cox pm-sued the
enemy to Town Creek, behind which he was
found intrenched. The only bridge over had
been destroyed. Gen. Terry, on the east bank,
also encountered the enemy i[!. superior force,
and Gen . .A.mes' division was recrossed and
joined him during the night. On the 20th
Gen. Cox crossed Town Creek, and gaining the
flank and rear of the enemy attacked and routed them, capturing two guns and three hun?red
and seventy-five prisoners, besides the _killed
and wounded. Dming the night he rebuilt the
bridge, crossed his artillery, and advanced toward Wilmington without opposition. :Meanwhile, Gen. Terry being unable to advance, so
occupied the attention of the entire force of
Gen. Hoke that he was unable to reenforce those
defeated by Gen. Oox. On Feb. 21st Gen. Cox
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secured a portion of the enemy's bridge across
Brunswick River, and passed a portion of his
troops to Eagle Island, and threatened to cross
the Cape Fear River above Wilmington. The
enemy immediately set fire to his steamers,
cotton, and military and naval stores, and
abandoned the city. Early the next morning,
Feb. 22d, Gen. Cox entered without opposition.
The force in front of Gen. Terry fell back, and
were pursued by him across Northeast River.
The Federal losses in these operations were
about two hundred officers and men killed and
wourrded. That of the enemy was ·estimated
at one thousand killed, wounded, and taken
prisoners. Fifteen heavy and fifteen light guns
~ere captured, with a large amount of ammunition .
.A.s Gen. Schofield had no rolling stock at
Wilmington, and was nearly .destitute of wagons, he was compelled to operate from Newbern for the capture of Goldsboro. He had
already sent to that place about 5,000 men, and
ordered Gen. J. N. Palmer to move with as
little delay as possible upon Kinston, in order
to cover the wGrkmen repairing the railroad.
Ge.n. Ruger's division of the 23d . corps was
sent to reenforce Gen. Palmer, by way of Morehead Oity. .A.s Gen. Palmer had not moved on
the 25th, Gen. Cox was ordered to take the command and push fo r ward at once. .A.t the same
time the division of Gen. Oouch, which had
just arrived at Wilmington, w:is prepared as
rapidly as possible, together with the division
of Gen. Cox, then under Brig.-Gen. Reilly, to
join the column moving from Newbern by a
land march from Wilmingt,on. On March 6th
the two divisions were ready to move fo r Kinston, and proceeded by way of Onslow and
Richlands. On the 8th Gen. Cox had advanced
to Wise's Forks, about one anrl a lrn,l f miles below Southwest Creek, behind which the force
of the enemy, consisting of Gen. Hoke's division and a small body of reserves, had retired.
Meanwhile Gen. Cox sent two regiments, under
Ool. Upham of the 15th Connecticut, to secure
the crossing of the creek on the Dover road.
But the enemy having been reenforced by a
portion of the old Ar my of Tennessee, r ecrossed
the creek above the Dover road, and came
down ln the rear of Col. Upham's position, and
surprised and captm-ed nearly his entire command, about seven hundred men. They then
advanced and endeavored to penetrate between
Gen. Oarter's and Gen. Palmer's divisions,
occupying the Dover road and the railroad res~e.ctively,· but were checked by Gen. Ruger's
division, which was j ust arriving on the field.
Only light skirmishing took place, from which
the loss was small. .A.s the enemy was eqtially
as Rtrong as Gen. Cox1 and receiving reenforcements all the tirn·e, Gen. Cox intrenched bis
force to await the ar rival of Gen. Couch. On
th_e 9th the enemy pressed his lines strongly
w1t~out making au assault; and on the 10th,
having received further reenforcements, and
-Perhaps heard of the approach of Gen. Oouch's
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column, they made a heavy attack upon the
left and centre of Gen. Oox, but were decisively
repulsed with a heavy loss. They retired in
confusion, leaving their dead and wounded and
a large number of arms and intrenching tools.
During the night they fell back across the
Neuse and burned the bridge. The loss of
Gen. Cox was about 300 in killed and wounded; that of the enemy was estimated at 1,500
in killed, wounded, and prisoners. DlU'ing the
night the column of Gen. Couch arrived. Gen.
Schofield was delayed in crossing the. N ense
until the 14th, for ·want of pontoons, when it
was effected without opposition. Meanwhile
the enemy had abandoned Kinston and moved
rapidly toward Smithfield, to join the force
under Gen. Johnston, to resist the advance of
Gen. Sherman from Fayetteville. After occupying Kinston and. repairing the bridge over
the Neuse and the railroad track, Gen. Schofield moved on the 20th toward Goldsboro,
which be entered on the evening of the 21st
with slight opposition from the enemy.
Mean while Gen. Terry, with a ·portion of the
command which had remained at Wilmington,
moved from that point on March 15th, reaching
Faison's depot on the 20th, and advanced to
Cox's bridge, securing the crossing of the Neuse
on the 22d.
The columns of Gen. Sherman commenced
. their march from Fayetteville on Wednesday,
March 15th. His plan was, that Gen. Kilpatrick should move up the plank road to and
beyond .A.verysboro, a village on the Oape Fear
River, about forty miles south of Raleigh.
Four divisions of the left wing, with as few
wagons as possible, were to follow him ; the
rest of the train, under the escort of the two
remaining divisions of the wing, were to take
a shorter and more direct road to Goldsboro.
In like manner Gen. Howard was to send his
trains well to the right, under a good escort,
toward Faison's depot and Goldsboro, and to
hold four divisions light and ready to go to the
aid of the left wing if it should be attacked
while in motion. The weather continued bad,
and the roads were almost impassable, requiring repairs at almost every foot to admit the
passage of the wagons and artille1·y.
. Gen. Kilpatrick advanced, followed by Gen.
Slocum, who moved up the river ·or plank road
on the 15th to Kyle's landing. .A.bout three
miles beyond, at Tayloi·'s Hole Creek, Gen.
Kilpatrick encountered the rear-guard of the
enemy, with which he skirmished heavily. .A.t
his request Gen. Slocum sent forward a brigade
of infantry to hold a line of barricades. On
the next morning the column advan~ed in ~he
same order, and found the enemy m an mtrenched position, with artillery, infantry, a_nd
cavalry. They were in front of the po1Dt
where the road branched off toward Goldsboro
through Bentonville. It appeared t~at Gen.
Hardee, in retreating from Fayetteville, had
halted in the narrow and swampy neck between the Cape Fear and South R1vers, in
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order to check the progress of Gen. Sherman,
that time might be gained for the concentration
of Gen. Johnston's forces in the rear at Raleigh,
Smithfield, or Goldsboro. The force of Gen.
Hardee was estimated at 20,000 men. Gen.
Sherman found it to be necessary to dislodge
him, both to gain possession of th·e road to Goldsboro and to keep up as long as possible the
feint of ~n advance on Raleigh. The position
of the enemy was a difficult one to carry, by
reason of the nature of the ground., which was
so soft that.horses would sink everywhere, and
even men could harcliy make their way over
the common pine barren.
Gen. Williams, with the 20th corps, was
ahead, and Gen. Ward's division in the advance.
This was deployed, and the skirmish- line developed the position of a brigade of hea-yy
artillery armed as infantry, posted across tlie
road behind a light parapet, with a battery
en:filading a clear field over which lay the way
of approach. .A. brigade under Gen. Oorsewas
sent by Gen. Williams to the left to turn this
line. By a quick charge it broke the enemy's
brigade, which retreated rapidly back to a second line better made and more strongly held.
On the retreat the enemy were made to suffer
by Winniger's battery of artillery, which had
been put in position by Major Reynolds, chief
of artillery. On the advance of Gen. Ward's
division over the_ ground, three guns and 217'
prisoners were captured. Of the latter 68
were wounded. Of the enemy's dead, 108
were buried by the troops. As the second line
was developed, the 'division of Gen. Jackson
was deployed forward on the right of Gen.
Ward, and two divisions of Gen. Jefferson 0 .
Davis' 14th corps on the left, well toward the
Cape Fear River. .A.t the same time .Gen.
Kilpatrick, who was acting in concert, was
ordered to mass his cavalry on the extreme
right, and in concert with the right of Gen.
Jackson, to feel forward f~r the Goldsboro
road. He succeeded in getting a brigade on
the road., but it was attacked so furiously by a
division of the enemy under Gen. McLaws, that
it fell back to the flank of the infantry. Late
in the afternoon the entire line advanced and
drove the enemy within his intrenchments, and
pressed him so bard that during the night,
which was stormy, he retreated. In the morning be was followed by the division of Gen.
Ward through and peyond Averysboro, when
it became apparent that Gen. Hardee bad retreated toward Smithfield instead of Raleigh.
The Union loss was 12 officers and 65 men
killed and 47'7 wounded. The loss of the
enemy is unknown.
The division of Gen. Ward remained to keep
up a show of pursuit, and the rest of Gen. Slocurn's column turned to the right and built the
bridge acl'0SS the South River and took the
road to Goldsboro. .A.t the same time Gen.
Kilpatrick ci·ossed faa river to the north in the
direction of Elevation, and moved eastward,
watching the left flank. The right wing of

Gen. Howard was still working its way over
the heavy roads toward Bentonville and Goldsboro. The cavalry of the enemy crossed in
front of Gen. Sherman, to join their infantry at
Smithfield burning the bridges across Mill
Creek. Smithfield is 22 miles northwest of
Goldsboro, on the railroad leading from the
latter plo.ce to Raleigh, and on the left bank of
the Cape Fear River, 27' miles from Raleigh.
Goldsboro is at the junction of the railro~d
· from Raleigh to Newbern and that from Riebmond to Wilmington.
On the night of the 1-8th Gen. Slocum's colnmn encamped on the Goldsboro road, about
five miles from Bentonville and twenty-seven
miles from Goldsboro. The column of Gep,
Howard was two miles south, and both columns had pickets three miles forward, at the
junction of the.roads leading to Goldsboro.
The next movement is thus described by Gen.
Sherman:-" .A.11 the signs induced me to believe that the enemy would make no further
opposition to our progress, and would not
attempt to strike us in flank while in motion.
I therefore directed Gen. Howard to move his
· right wing by the new Goldsboro road, w~ich
goes by way of Falling Creek Church. I also
left Slocum and joined Howard's column, with
a view to open communfoation with Gen. Schofield, coming up from Newbern, and Gen. Terry
from Wilmington. I found Gen. Howard's
column well strung out, owing to the very bad
roads, and did not overtake him in person until
he had reached Falling Creek Church, with one
regiment forward to the cross-roads near Oox's
bridge across the Neuse. I had gone from Gen.
Slocum about six miles when I heard artillery
in his direction, but was soon made easy by
one of bis staff officers overtaking me, explaining that his leading division (Carlin's) bad encountered a division of rebel cavalry (Dibbrell's), which he was driving easily. But soon
other staff officers ~ame up reporting that he
had developed near Bentonville the whole of
the rebel army under Gen. Johnston himself.
I sent him orders to call up the two divisions
guarding bis wagon trains, and Hazen's division
of the 15th corps, still back near Lee's store,. to
fight defensively until I could draw up Blm_r's
corps, then near Mount Olive station, and with
the three remaining divisions of the 15th corps
come up on Gen. Johnston's left rear from. the
direction of Cox's bridge. In the mean tune,
while on the road, I received couriers from
· both Gens. Schofield and Terry. The former
reported himself in possession of Kinston, delayed somewhat by want of provisions, but
able to march so as to make Goldsboro on the
21st, and Gen. Terry was at or near Faison's
depot. Orders were at once despatched to Gen.
Schofield to push for Goldsboro, and to IJ?ake
dispositions to cross Little River ip. the du·ection of Smithfield as fa1· as Millard; to Gen.
Terry to move to Cox's bridge, lay a pontoon
bridge, and establish a cros. ing; and to Genk
Blair to make a night march to Falling Oree
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Ohurch; and at daylight, the right wing, Gen. On the next day, the 21st, a steady rain pre
Howard, less the necessary wagon guards, was vailed, during which Gen. Mower with his di
put in rapid motion on Bentonville."
vision, on the extreme right, had worked well
It appears that on the advance of the head to the right around the enemy's flank, and
of Gen. Slocum's column from his ·camp on the nearly reached the bridge across Mill Creek
night of the 18th, it first encotmtered Dibbrell's which was the only line of retreat open to Gen'.
cavalry, but soon found its progress hindered Johnston. Fearing the enemy might turn upon
by infantry and- cavalry. The enemy attacked Gen. Mowep with all his reserves, to overhis advance and gained a temporary advantage, whelm him, and perhaps yield his parapets for
capturing three guns of Gen. Carlin's division, the purpose, Gen. Sherman ordered a general
.and driving the two advanced brigades back on attack by"his skirmish line, from left to right.
the main body. Gen. Slocum at once deployed Meanwhile Gen. Mower was able to regain his
the two divisions of the 14th corps of Gen. connection by moving to his left rear. During
Davis, and brought up on their left the two the night ensuing the enemy retreated toward
divisions of the 20th corps of Gen. Will~ams. Smith.field, leaving his pickets to foll into Gen.
These were placed on the defensive, and a line Sherman's hands, with many dead unburied
of barricades prepared. Gen. Kilpatrick also and wounded in ·his field hospitals. At daymussed his cavalry on the left. In this position break pursuit was made two miles beyond Mill
six assaults were made on the left wing by Gen. Creek. The loss of the left wing about BentonJohnston, with the combined forces of Gens. ville was reported at 9 officers and 145 men
Hoke, Hardee, and Cheatham. During the killed, 51 officers and 816 men wounded, and
night ensuing, Gen. Slocum got up his wagon · ~ officers and 223 men missing; total, 1,24'7.
train with its guard of two divisions, and Gen. Of the enemy, 16'7 dead were buried, and 338
Hazen's division of the 15th corps, which en- made prisoners by the left wing. The loss of
abled him to make· his position impregnable. the right wing was 2 officers and 35_men killed,
Gen. Johnston had moved by night from Smith- 12 officers and 289 met!- wounded, and 1 officer
field, with as little incumbrance as possible, and 60 men missing; total, 399. Of the enefor the purpose of overwhelming the left wing my, 100 dead were buried and 1,28'7 made
before it could be relieved. The right wing, in prisoners by the right wing. The aggrega.te
its advance to the aid of Gen. Slocum, found loss of Gen. Sherman, exclusive of the cavalry,
the cavalry of the enemy watching its approach was 1,646.
without being able to offer any serious resistThe result of this affair gave to Gen. Sherance until the head of the column encotm tered man full possession of Goldsboro, with the two
a considerable body behind a barricade, at the railr.oads to Wilmington and Beaufort on the
forks of the road near Bentonville, about three coast. The 22d was passed in burying the
miles east of the battle :field of the previous dead and removing the wounded at Bentonday. The cavalry were quickly dislodged, and ville, and on the next day all the troops moved
the intersection of the roads secured. As the to tbe camps about Goldsboro, already occu15th corps advanced, Gen. Loga.n found that pied by Gen. Schofield, there to rest and rethe enemy had thrown hack their left flank, ceive supplies of food and clothing.
and constructed a line of parapet connecting
During this march Gen. Sherman's army
with tl1at toward Gen. Slocum, in the form of passed over an average breadth of forty miles
a bastion, with its salient on the main road to of country, from Savannah to Goldsboro, and
Goldsbor o ; thus interposing between Gen. Slo- consumed all the forage, cattle, hogs, sheep,
oum with the left wing on the west, and Gen. poultry, cured meats, corn meal, &c. It was
· Howard with the right wing on the east, while stripped so bare as to make it necessary for the
the flanks rested on Mill Creek and covered the enemy to send provisions from other quarters
road to Smithfield. Gen. Howard proceeding to feed the inhabitants. It caused the abandonoantiously soon made strong connection with ment by the enemy of the whole sea-coast from
Gen. Slocum on the left, and at 4 P . M. of the Savannah to Newbern, with the forts, dock20th, a complete and strong line of battle con- yards, gunboats, &c. The real object of the
fronted the enemy in his intrenched position, march, says Gen. Sherman, " was to place this
w~ich put Gen. Johnston on the defensive, army in a position easy of supply, whence it
with Mill Creek and a single bridge in his rear. could take an appropriate part in the spring
Gen. Sherman having nothing to gain by a and summer campai.gn of 1865." The troops
ba~tle, now pressed the enemy steadily wit1i remained in their camps during the remainder
skirmishers alone, using a1·tillery on the wood- of the month of March. Meantime Gen. Shere~ space held by him, and feeling the flanks of . man visited City Point and conferred with the
ms position, which were cover ed by swamps. President, Gen. Grant, and others .
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CHAP TER L.
March ·or Gen. Sheridan from Winchester to the James River-Attack on the Army before Petersburg-Movement of
Troops by the left of Gen. Grant-Battle near Five Forks-Cannonade of Petersburg-.Assnnlt on the City-Gen. Lee
orders the evacuation of Richmond and Petersburg-Occupation of the latter by Union Troops-Occupation of Richmond by Gen. Weitzel-Retreat of Gen. Lee's Army-P.ursuit by Gen. Sheridan-Surrender of Gen. Lee-Terms
of Capitnlation.
WHILE Gen_. Sherman had been marching
through the Oarolinas, Gen. Grant was completing his preparations for the final conflict
with Gen. Lee. Gen. Sheridan, in command in
the Shenandoah valley, was ordered to join
Gen. Grant, and for· that purpose left his camp
at Winchester _on February 27th. His force consisted of the 1st division of cavalry under Gen.
Merritt, the 3d under Gen. Ouster, and one
brigade of the 2d with four guns. The severe
rains had swollen the rivers and made the roads
bad. This stormy weather continued after the
first few days during the mai-ch. The column
passed thro11gh Kernstown, Middletown, Strasburg, and Woodstock, crossing the streams on
the way without opposition. On the next day,
the 28th, the march was made without opposition. from Woodstock, through Eden.burgh, to
Hawkinsburgh. The north fork of the Shen.andoah was crossed on a pontoon bridge, between
Mount Jackson and New Market. In the crossing nine men of Gen. Ouster's division were
drowned. On the next day Gen. Sheridan passed
through Harrisonburgh, Mount Orawford, Mount
Sidney, and crossed Middle River, nine miles
from Staunton, and · camped four miles from
that place, having advanced eighty-three miles
in three days. The only skirmishing thus far
took place at a point near the North River and
Mount Orawford, · between the brigade under
Oaphart and some cavalry of Gen. Rosser's
division, who were trying to burn the bridge.
The bridge was saved and several wagons of the
enemy captured, with a loss of only six men.
Gen. Early, who had occupie(l. Staunton, and
was aware of the approach of Gen. Sheridan,
instructed the inhabitants to remove their property, as he would be unable to retain possession
of the town. Much property was therefore removed. During the night of March 1st, while
the troops were encamped outside of Staunton,
Gen. Devens' brigade of Merritt's division,
moved to Staunton, drove the enemy's pickets
thr?1;1gh the town, and occupied it without oppos1tion. Gen. Devens then turned to the left,
marching easterly on the road toward Rockfish
Gap, and destroyed the t restle bridge of the
Virginia Oentral Railroad at Obristina's Oreek.
On the 2d it rain~d heavily, but the column
moved through Staunton toward Waynesboro,
thirteen miles distant. At Fishersville, eight
miles from Staunton, Gen. Ouster's division. being in advance, met the enemy's videttes and
drove them back five miles to Waynesboro.
Here he made a reconnoissance and discovered

the enemy in position on some ridges along
South River, with five guns. Placing the brigade of Gen. Pennington on the right, and
Wells' on the left, with that of Oaphart acting
as a reserve, he advanced with the two forward
regiments deployed as skirmishers and firing
briskly. Immediately after fu-ing a volley the
entire line of the enemy broke, when the troops
rushed upon them and captured 87 officers,
1,165 men, 13 flags, 5 cannon, over 100 horses
· and mules, and nearly 100 wagons and ambulances. Gen. Early lost his baggage but escaped
to Oharlottesville. Pursuit was made and
Oaphart's brigade crossing South River moved
to Greenwood station, where it destroyed the
depot1 a train containing six pieces of artillery,
and some commissary and ordnance supplies.
Gen. Ouster now waited for Gen. Merritt to
come up, and both forces pushed on through
Rock:fish Gap to Oharlottesville, eighteen miles.
The }.:n-isoners were sent back to Winchester
under a gu~rd, which encountered some guerrillas on the way. At Oharlottesville Gen.
Sheridan remained two days. He says : "This
time was consumed in bringing over from
Waynesboro our ammunition and pontoon
trains. The weather was horrible beyond description, and the rain incessant. The t~o
divisions were dmfog this time occupied m
destroying the two large iron bridges, one over
the Rivanna River, the other ()Ver Morse's
Oreek, near Oharlottesville, and the railroad
for a distance of eight miles in the direction of
Lynchburg."
. · .
On March 6th Gen. Devens advanced W1th hls
'division to Scottsville, whence light parties were
sent through the country destroying all mei:. chandise, mills, factories, bridges, &c. The_division then proceed~d along the James River
Oanal to Duguidsville, fifteen miles from Lynchburg, destroying -every lock, and in manypl~ces
the bank of the canal. The bridges at Dngmdsville and Hardwicke had been burned by the
enemy, and the pontoons were useless_ on account of the high water. At the same ~1me the
3d division started from Oharlottesville and
proceeded down the · Lynchburg Railroa~ to
Amherst Oourt House, destroying every bridge,
and in many places miles of the road. The
bridges were numerous, and some of them fi_ve
hundred feet in length. Abundant supplies
were found in all places. The canal had b~e
says Gen. Sheridan, ,: the great feeder of Rioh mond." At Rock:fish River tbe bank oft e
canal was cut, and at New Oanton, where a
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dam is across the James, the guard lock was
destroyed and the James River let into the
canal, carrying away its banks and washing out
its bottom. The dam was also partially destroyed. Among the captures were twelve
canal boats laden with supplies, ammunition, rations, medical stores, &c. Gen. Ouster was next
sent to Ashland, and Gen. Devens to destroy
the bridges over the South Anna. At noon on
March 10th, the advance of Gen. Sheridan arrived on the banks of the Pamunkey, a few miles
from Whitehouse, and soon crossed the river.
On the 26th he reached Oity Point, and took a
position in Gen. Gregg's old cavah-y camp on
the left and rear of the army.
The line occupi.ed by Gen. Grant's army at
this time extended a distance of about thirty
miles. The extreme right was at Fort Harrisbn at Ohafin's farm, north of the James·River,
where were also the outposts of the cavah-y
under Gen. KA.utz. The·nce it crossed the
James in front of Bermuda Hundred and the
Appomattox, and extended around Petersburg
as far southwest as the bank of Hatcher's Run.
This line was strongly intrenched everywhere,
although the greater part of the army were on
the left. The A.i:my of the James, under Gen.
Ord, was north of the James, forming the right
wing, and the Army of the Potomac was south
of the Appomattox, and.formed really the left
wing. From the Appomattox to Hatcher's Run
there was a strong series of connected intrenchments. The first regular work 01+ 'the line was
Fort McGilvery; the next Fort Steadman; the
next three-eighths of a mile further on, was Fort
Haskell; the next Fort Mortqn, &c. Between
the forts were mortar batteries, as follows: No.
8 near Fort McGilvery, No. 9 between that and
Fort Steadman, No. 10 on the right of the latter fort and near it, and Nos. 11 and 12 on its
left. F<n·t Steadman and the adjoining batteries
were on an eminence known as Hare's Rill.
For some days previous to the arrival of Gen.
Sheridan with his command, there had been
indications of a change on the part of the enemy, snch as might result in a dash on some part
Gen. Grant's lines. .A.bout daylight, on March
25th, Gen. Gordon's old division and Bushrod
Johnson's division of Lee's ar:my were massed:
for a charge upon Fort Steadman, which covered
about an acre of ground and had nine guns.
At the same time the rest of Gen. £ee's army was
arranged for an attack further down toward the
left. At dawn Gordon's troops rushed forward
to the attack. The space between the lines was
about one hundred and fifty yards wide. They
at once cleared their own abatis charged across
the ¥terval, and up the ascent to Fort Steadman, and working through the abatis, carried
the fort almost in an instant. The surprise was
complete. In the fort was the 14th New York
heavy artillery, and the line was guarded by
Gen. McLaughlin's brigade of the 1st division
• of the 9th corps. The enemy immediately turned
the guns of the fort agai.nst the rest of the line,
and caused the abandonment of batteries 10 and
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11 on the left, and battery 9 on the right. Upon
these they dashed at once, and opened fire upon
the troops as they escaped. Fort Haskell,
however, soon gave them a check. The 3d division of the corps under Gen. Hartranft was
quickly on the ground, and the batteries from all
sides were speedily massed upon Fort Steadman .
.A. terrible fire burst from the artillery, to which
the enemy replied with the captured guns.
Under this fire the division of Gen. Hartranft
pressed up to retake the captured fort. The
enemy at first resic,ted obstinately, and checked
his progress with a loss of nearly two hundred
killed and wounded. But the constant fire of
the artillery and the pressure of Hartranft soon
caused the enemy to fall back into the fort and
then beyond it, down the hill, leaving all the
captured guns in the endeavor to regain their
own lines. .A. portion, however, were unable
to escape, and about 1, '758 were made prisoners,
causing a total loss to the enemy of more than
2,000 men. The Union loss wa>S nearly 1,000,
in• killed, wounded, and missing. ·No more
firing took place at this point during the day.
It was resumed at night when an attempt was
made to repair the abatis. The affafr was over
before other Union troops arrived to give assistance. Later in tlie day a general forward demonstration was made along the line on the
l.eft, and a part of the enemy's skirmish lines
captured with about 2,000 prisoners. Of this
movement Gen. Grant reported thus:
" Our captures by the 2d corps wei·e 365 ; by
the 6th corps, 469, and by the 9th corps 1,049.
The 2d and 6th corps pushed forwai·d and captured the enemy's strong intrenchments, and
turned them against him and still hold them:
In trying to retake these the battle was continued until eight o'clock at night, the enemy
losing very heavily. Humphreys estimates the
loss of the enemy in his front at three times his
own, and Gen. Wright, in his front, as double
that of ours."
The following is Gen. Meade's congratulatory
order to the army :
lliADQU ARTERS .ARMY OF 'l'llE POTOYAO, March 26, 1865.
GeMral Orders No. 18.
The Majqr-General Commanding announces to the
Army the success of the operations of yesterday.
The enemy, with a temerity for which he has paid
dearly, massed his forces, and succeeded, thJ'Ough
the reprehensible want of vigilance of the 3d bri~ade
1st division, 9th corps, in breaking through our lines,
capturing Fort Steadman, and batteries 9, 10, and 11.
The prompt measures taken by Maj .-General Parke,
the firm bearing of the troops of the 9th corps in
adjacent portions of the line held by the enemy, and
the conspicuous gallantry of the 3d division of
this corps, for the first ti.me under fire, to~etber with
the energy and skill displayed by Brigadier-General
Hartranft, its leader, quickly repaired this disaster i
and the enemy were driven from Fort Steadman ana
our lines, with heavy losses in killed and wounded,
leaving in our hands eight battle-flags and over 1,900
prisoners.
The enemy being driven ft:om +he front of the 9th
corps, the offensive was assumed b;ir the 6th a~d _2d
corps; the enemy by night was driven from his rntrenched picket line, and all his efforts to re~over the
the same, which were particularly determllled and
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persistent on the 2d corps front, were resisted and
repulsed with heavy losses, leaving with the 6th corps
over 400 prisoners, and with the 2d corps two battle.
flags and over 800 prisoners.
'rhe troops of the 6th corps, reported by MajorGeneral Wrio-ht as engaged in these operations, were
Getty's di.vision, Keifer's brigade of Seymour's division·, and Hamblin's and Edward's brigade of Wheaton's. division.
·
.
Of the 2d corps, Major-General Humphreys me~tions Miles' and Mott's divisions, and Smythe's brigade ofHays' division, supported by Griffin1 s division,
5th corps.
The result of the day was the thorough defeat of
the enemy's plans, the capture of his strongly intrenched picket-line under the artillery fire of his
main works, and the capture of ten battle-flao-s and
about 2,800 prisoners-a. result on which the \i:ajorGeneral Commanding heartily congratulates the
army.
Two lessons can be learned from these operations :
One, that no fortified line, however strong, will protect an army from au intrepid and audacious enemy,
unless via-ila.utly guarded; the other, that no disaster
or misfortune is irreparable, where energy and bravery are displayed in the determination to. re~over
what is los t, and to promptly a-ssume the offensive.
The MajQr-Geueral Commanding trusts these lessons will not be lost on this army.
In conclusion, the Ma:jor-General Commaudin~ desires to return his thanks to those commands of the
army not specially mentioned in this order, for the
promptness displayed by all, in their movements to
aifferent parts of the lines, under the e:i..-igencies of
the hour. In connection with this subject, the promptitude of Major-General Warren and of Brevet Ma:jorGen~ral .Hunt, Chief of Artillery, in the early part of
the operations, during the accidental absence of the
Major-General Commanding, deserve commendation
and thanks.
GEORGE G. llillADE,
Major-General Comm.anding.

Indications were DOW more and more apparent of the weakness of Gen. Lee's forces, and
the fall of Petersburg and Richmond. Gen.
Grant immediately prepared for new movements
of the highest importance, and considered that
this attack of Lee was made to cover his designed retreat from Richmond.
0.Il the 26th some sharp skirmishing broke
out between the pickets of the 1st division of
the 9th corps and their opponents, and the batteries joined in. It soon quieted down. On
the 2'7th an attack was made by the enemy on
Gen. Getty's division of the 6th corps by a small
force of the enemy, which was repulsed after a
sharp sldrmish. On the same day orders were
sent to the various field hospitals to remove the
sick nnd wounded to Oity Point, and to keep
the hospitals in readiness for any emergency
that might arise. At 12 o'clock at night the
whole army was put under marching orders,
and the next day, the 28th, was passed in preparations for the movement. Th_e plan was that
the cavalry, under Sheridan, should advance
to the left, as had been done so often before,
followed by the 5th corps under Gen. Warren,
and the 2d corps under G~n. Humphreys, while
the other corps held the lines around Petersburg. For this purpose, on the 27th troops
were selected from the 24th unc1er Gen. Gibbon,
and 25th under Gen. Birney, corps which belonged to the Army of the James, under Gen.
Ord, nnd during the night marched across the

river, leaving the remainder of the corps to
garrison the position north of the James. At
noon on the 28th, this force reached the headquarters of Gen. Meade, and early on the morning of the 29th marched into the lines as they
were evacuated by the 2d corps.
About 6 A. M. of Wednesday the 29th, the
cavalry began to move down the Jerusalem
plank-road to Reams' station on the Weldon
Railroad, in two columns, of which Gen. Orook
commanded the right and Gen. Menitt the left.
The bridge over Rowanty Oreek was gone, ancl
the creek not fordable. After a delay of four
hours a bridge was built, and the advance under
Orook crossed, and moved direct to Dinwiddie.
The bad roads caused much delay. The town
was occupied, and communication opened with
Gen. Warren's corps on the right. · It rained a
little during the night, and very hru·d all of
Thursday, the 30th. The roads became so
bad as to block up the train , and a part of
the cavalry force was employed in guarding
them. The rest moved up to the Boydton
road.
Previous to the advance of the infantry, the
left of the 6th corps extendecl to Hatcher's
Rtm. The 2d corps extended down the run
from the left of the 6th, at nearly a right
angle, until reaching the crossing of the
Vaughan road. The 5th corps was practically
in reserve, and extended back at a right angle
from the left of the 2d, in rear of the 6th.
Early on the morning of the 29th the 2d corps
moved along the Vaughan ,road, ttnd was soon
thrown into position along that road from
Hatcher's Run to Gravelly Run, which unite at
Monk's .N eek to form Rowanty Oreek. Works
were thrown up to cover the corps from attack,
but the enemy made no opposition. The 5th
corps moved at the same time, and crossed
Hatcher's Run. The route was along the road
to Dinwiddie, until reaching the Quaker road,
when the column turned abruptly to the right.
About nine o'clock a connection was formed
between the right of the 5th corps and the
left of the 2d. The line of the former extended across the Quaker road, and within t-w:o. or
three miles of Dinwiddie. Some oppos1t10n
had been made to the crossing of the 5th CO!'P 8
at Gravelly Run by a cavalry vidette, whrnh
was driven off-after a short skirmish. Expect-.
ing an attack from the · enemy, preparations
were soon made by the troops, and about 3¼
P . M. a division, under Gen. B. Johnson, attacked and drove in the sk:iimishers, and assailed with great force Gen. Griffin's division.
Some batteries being in position opened. upon
the enemy, who had no artill~ry, and a sharp
but short conflict ensued. Finding the f~rce
against him becoming too strong Johnson wit;hdrew to bis original position. The loss to the
5th corps was about five hundred, and that of
the enemy was estimated at not far from the
same number.
•
During the night between 9 and 12 o'clock,
a cannonade took 'place on the right of the
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line, in front of Petersburg. The loss was
small on each side.
.
On the next day, Thursday, the 30th, Turne.r 's division of the 24th corps was moved
down the Vaughan road and across Hatcher's
Run. It then turned to the right and advanced
to make connection with the right of the 2d
corps. A brigade of Gep.. Foster's division
then moved out and connected with the right
o~ Turner, thqs making the line complete.
Field works were thrown up, and some sku·mishing with the enemy took place. The two
divisions of the 25th corps held a place between the right of the 24th and the left of the
6th. The 9th corps _remained on the right of
the 6th.
Early on the same day Gen. Sheridan connected his right with the left of Gen.Warren
near the Boydton plank-road. The enemy had
a strong line. of intrenchments already erected
to cover a position known as Five Forks. The
force of Gen. .Merritt was sent in that direction
for the pmpose of turning the right of the
enemy, and the advanc~ brigade, under Gen.
Devens, soon encountered their cavalry, and
drove them back to theiI' works. Their infantry in turn drove back the advance. Toeir
line of intrenchments covered the White Oak
road, which runs from the Boydton road to
the Southside Railroad. From the White ·oak
road toward Hatcher's Run the enemy were
in strong force. All attempts to turn his right
.by cavalry were baffled.
Meanwhile some changes were made in the
position of the different corps. The 5th at
night occupied a position about a mile north of
the junction of the Quaker and. Boydton roads.
During the day it had advanced westward
about three-fourths of a mile, and lay fronting
northward, with the pickets of Gens. .A.yres's
division within five hundred yards of the White
Oak road, but at a spot between two and
three miles west of its intersection with the
Boydton road. The divisions of Gens. Crawford and Griffin were on the right successively.
On the right of the 5th corps was the 2d,
which now had its right near Hatcher's Run.
Gen. Sheridan remained at Dinwiddie and
covered the left. The movements of the day
had been accomplished with skirmishing and
some artillery firing, making the losses of the
Union troops about two hundred.
The object now was to get possession of the
enemy's position, known as Five Forks by
carrying which their right flank would be
turned. At this point five roads meet in the
woods, three of which 1·un back to the Southside Railroad. The White Oak road was here
strongly fortified with logs and earth, with its
approaches blocked by fallen trees. Sharpshooters were also stationed to resist any advance.
Early on Friday morning, the 31st, Gen.
Warren massed tbc1 division of Griffin in the
rear of those of Gens. Ayres and Crawford,
for an advance u;pon the White Oak road,

which commences at ~he Boydton road and
runs westward, crossing the Quaker road and
the Claiborne, which latter extends northwestly to the Southside Railroad. About 8 o'clock
the advance commenced toward the Dabney
House, .A.yres's division leading and supported
by the other two. After moving about n half
mile beyond the plank-road the enemy's ski.i·mishers opened fire, at the same time falling
back upon their main works, a mile and a half
below the White Oak road. A severe fire was
now opened upon the advance under Gen.
Ayres, which broke and fell to the rear, followed by a vigorous charge upon them by the
enemy. The attack of the enemy was so impetuous, and they were_so well handled, that they
swept the field, notwithstanding the obstinate
resistance, Each division met the same fate
until the whole 5th corps was driven back to
the B_oydton road, when Miles' division of the
2d corps came to their aid and checked the
enemy. They now attempted to cut off
Sheridan's cavalry, which were greatly exposed by the failure of the 5th corps to advance. The 2d division was on Stony Creek,
southwest of Dinwiddie, consisting of three
brigades-Smith's, Davies', and Gregg's-and
holding the left of Sheridan's line. The brigade of Gen. Fitzhugh was next, and facing
southeast, and next was Stagg's brigade, on
Gravelly Run, six miles from Dinwiddie.
.A.bout two miles from the latter place was
Gibbs' brigade. Early in the aft~rnoon the
enemy attacked the left in force, but it bald
its ground. Davies' brigade, on the right of
the extreme left, was next attacked, and, being
flanked, was driven back with severe loss.
The enemy next attacked the left centre, and
forced it back, when the commands were fo~ed
into new positions, and reenforcements burned
up. At 5 P. M. the greater part of both divisions had been repulsed and driven back several miles to the Boydton road, and Gibbs' b.rigade had fallen back about a mile from Dm·
wiqdie. The troops of Gen. Merritt were _now
reformed, and held a firm position on the r1g?t.
The enemy, reenforced by the infantry which
had driven the 5th corps, renewed the attack,
but the artillery being in position, and a large
force of cavalry having been rallied by Gen.
Sheridan, the desperate charges of the enem~
were successfully resisted, and thqy drew o~
to the woods. Meantime the 5th corps ha
been rallied, and advanced and regained .t~e
whole ground which had been lost. The division of Gen. Griffin captured the earthwork
from which the enemy had issued, ~ud ad,vanced and took a position on the Wh1_te Oak
road, east of Five Forks. At the same tune the
1st and 3d divisions of the 2d corps, next .on
the right advanced and a hot engagement with
the ene~y ensued: The latter resisted stub·
bornly but at length withdrew, and 'the whole
corps ~clvanced three-fourtps of a mile, _cap~ing about one hundred 'find fifty pnsoners.
The two divisions of the 24th corps were on
I
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the right of the 2d, and were thrown forward
so as to cooperate with the general advance.
The enemy had thus foiled the plans of the
day; but owing to the strong force and the
skilful handling of the numerous batteries in
the field works he had been checked in turn,
and forced to retire. At night the Federal
right had advanced a few hundred yards from
its position in the morning, and the left reached
to the White Oak road, three-fourths of a mile
from Five Forks, which was to the westward,
and three miles from the intersection of the
White Oak road with the Boydton road. The
White Oak road from the extreme spot occupied, was held about one mile east ward. From
that point the line ran in an irreglllar ai;id
semi-circular fo;L'm to the 2d corps. The Union
loss of the day was between 2,500 and 3,000;
tliat of the enemy was less. · Many prisoners
,vere taken on both sides.
.
On the next clay, Saturday, April 1st, the
contest for the possession of Richmond was
virtually decided. During the night Gen.
Grant had placed the 5th corps, Gen. W m·ren,
under the command of Gen. Sheridan. All
night the troops had been busy throwing up
works, corduroying roads, and bringing up
trains. At 4 A. M. the enemy made an attack
on Foster's division of the 24th corps: It had
been expected, but they came so suddenly that
the troops broke to the rear, and left them to
raise their flag on the parapet. The troops
were soon aroused and drove back the enemy.
.A.bout fifty prisoners were captured on each
side. This was followed by the roar of musketry and a cannonade all along the centre
and right of the line. This soon quieted down.
The command of Gen. Sheridan was now
about 30,000 men, consisting of nearly four
divisions of cavalry and three of infantry, and
double the force which the enemy were able to
concentrate against him. At the same time the
army threatened the whole length of the extended line from Din,viddie to Petersburg.
The plan of operations by Gen. Sheridan appem·s to have been to break through the enemy's line in such a manner as to enclose Five
Forks and its garrison, and tQ capture them.
At daybreak the cavalry advanced under Gens.
Custar and Devens, slowly driving the enemy
towm·d th~ left of his works on the White
Oak road. These divisions were dismounted,
a~d fought with carbines, while the brigades
of Gens. Gregg and Mackenzie remained in the
saddle, so as to flank the enemy quickly. Thus
the troops worked steadily up on all sides tc
the intrenohments of the enemy, who fell
slowly back to their main position, delivering
a most destructiv.e fire. Thus Gen. Sheridan
\of; a force well on the enemy's flank and rear,
hile the rest of the troops pressed slowly
upon the front of his works. An attack was
now to be made by the whole force, and about
3 P. M. the 5th corps was ordered forward to
s~pport the cavalry . . It marched from its position, and was halted obliquely to the White
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Oak road. It was then swung round on its
left wing as a pivot by advancing the centre
and right. This brought it on one flank of the
enemy, while the cavah-y pressed the other.
The enemy were pressed back slowly, and becoming aware of their dangerous position, a
most deadly contest ensued for two hours.
Being strongly intrenched, and having a battery in position, they raked the troops of Sheridan with a terrific fire. Several times his men,
appalled by the slaughter, staggered back from
the intrenchments ; but by turns he mged,
cheered, and drove them until the enemy were
nearly surrounded on all sides and exhausted.
With his ranks reduced and wearied, and seeing it to be useless to try longer to check the
desperate onsets, the enemy rushed to the rear
through the only outlet left for him. Sherid::m,
with overwhelming forces, pressed upon him,
and a further bloody contest ensued. At '7t
P. M. the battle was over.
The cavah-y divisions of Gens. Oustar and Mackenzie pursued
and picked up many stragglers and fugitives.
About four thousand prisoners were CQ.ptmed,
several cannon, an ambulance and baggage
train, several thousand muskets, and many
flags. Sheridan's loss was estimated at n.ot far
from three thousand, while that of the enemy
was as large, besides the prisoners. During
the day the 2d corps had been making a general advance, engaged constantly with the
enemy, and extending so as to connect with the
5th, and be ready to support them near the
White Oak road. The 6th and 9th corps had
not been engaged; but in order to cooperate
in a manner with Sheridan, a general cannonade was opened along the front at 10 P. M.
Enlivened by the news of Sheridan's· success,
the troops made it one of the hottest during
the siege of Petersburg. During the day Gen.
Warren was remo.ved from the command of
the 5th corps, and Gen. Griffin took his place.
At 4 A. M. on the next day, Sunday, April
2d, an assault all along thE! line by the 2d, 6th,
9th, 24th, and 25th corps commenced. The
divisions of Gens. Turner and Foster, of the
24th corps, were brought up on both sides of
Hatcher's Run in support of the 6th corps, and
charged with it. The enemy opened a destructive fire while the troops were massing, and
continued with such severity as often to check
the advance. The 6th corps carried the two
forts in its front, and the 3d division, under
Gen. Seymour, after a severe fight, broke
through to the Southside Railroad, and com:menced to tear it up. The 24th corps, between
the 6th and 2d, had been equally successful.
'.fhe right division of the 2d corps and the two
divisions of the 24th, captured one thousand
prisoners and many guns, and carried the
works up to the railroad. The 9th corps advanced simultaneously with the 6th, and after
the severest fighting on the field, captured
Fort Mahone, which covered the Jerusalem
plank road. But the position was too -important to be lost, and the enemy charged in turn
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to r.etake it, and were nearly successful, when,
by the approach of the 6th corps on the left,
he was once more driven back. The following
telegraphic despatches relate the progress of
the day:
CrrY

POINT,

VA,, A_j>:il 2-2 P.

?,[.

Hon. Ediwvn H. Stanton, See1•eta?"!J of War:

.At 10:45 A. M, Gen. Grant telegraphs as follows:
"Everything has been carried from the left of the
9th corps. The 6th corps alone captured more than
three thousand prisoners. The 2d and 24th corps
captured forts, guns, and prisoners from the enemy,
but I cannot tell the numbers.
"We are now closing around the works of the line
immediately enveloping Petersburg. .All looks remarkably well. I have not yet heard from Sheridan.
His headquarters have been moved up to Banks'
House, near the Boydton road, about three miles
southwest of Petersburg."
.A. LINCOLN.
SECOND DESPATCH.

0rrY POINT, VA., Ayril 2-8:80

Hon. Edwin H. Stanton, Secreta?"!J OJ War :

P . M.

.At 4:30 P. M. to-day Gen. Grant telegraphed as follows:
"We are now up, and have a continuous line of
troops, and in a few hours will be intrenched from
the .Appomattox, below Petersburg, to the river
above. The whole captures since the army started
out will not amount to less than twelve thousand
men, and probably fifty pieces of artillery. I do
not know the number of men and guns accurately,
however.
".A portion of Foster's division, 24th corps, made
a most gallant charge this afternoon, and captured a
very important fort from the enemy, with its entire
ganison.
".All seems well with us, and every thing is quiet
just now."
.A. LINCOLN.

During the afternoon of the same day Gen.
Lee, finding bis army no longer able to maintain its position, gave orders for the evacuation
of Richmond and Petersburg. This was · accomplished dm-ing the night. This evacuation
was early discovered by the troops before those
cities. As they advanced to take possession of
Petersburg, the Mayor of the city appeared
with the following communication:
To Lieut.-Gen. G?·ant, commaruldng the armies of_ the
United States, 01· tlie Major-Gen eral commanding
United States forces in f1·ont of Petersburg.
GENERAL : The city of Petersburg having been evacuated by the Confederate troops, we, a committee
authorized by the Common Council, do hereby surrender the city to th~ United States forces, with a
request for the protection of the persons and property
of its inhabitants.
We are, respectfully, your obedient servants,
W. W. TOWNES, Mayor.
D'.ARCY PAUL,
CHARLES F. COLLIERS.

Seldom was a city occupied by a besieging
army with less disorder or damage to private
property. A writer ·who was .present says:
"The citizens did not show themselves during
the fore part of the day, but after discovering
that our soldiers were orderly and well-behaved,
with no disposition to disturb any one, they began to make their appearance at the doors and
windows of their residences, and later in the
day even entering familiarly into conversation,
many of them expressing their joy quietly that
the Confeds had gone, and hoping that the war
would soon be. over. For more than a month

past rebel troops have been receiving less rations than ever before, only just enough being
brought in to last from day to day. The citizens say they have suffered much, but it is well
to take such stories with a good deal of allowance. The rebels managed to get away all
their artillery, excepting one or two old Oolumbiads and' a few heavy mortars, which they
could not transport readily. The city presents
a very cleanly and respectable appearance, and
there a.re many residences here that would do
no discredit to Fifth avenue, New York. Many
of the houses in the lower part of the city have
been badly injured by the shot and shell
thrown from our batteries last summer, and
since that time most of the houses located there
have been vacant."
.
The occupation of Richmond is thus de~cribed:
·

WAR DEPARTMENT,

W ABDmGTON,

Wc<lnesdny, April 5-10:20 P. M,

}

To MIJ(jor- General Dix :

The following details respecting the capture of
Richmond and its occupation by t.he Union forces,
have been telegraphed to this departmellt from that
EDWIN M. STANTON,
city.
Secretary" of War.
General Weitzel learned, at 3 o'clock on the morning of Monday, that Richmond was being evacuated,
and at daylight moved forward, first taking care to
give his men breakfast, in the expectation that they
might have to fight. He met no opposition, and on eutermg the city was greeted with hearty welcome from
the mass of the people. The Mayor went out to meet
him and to surrender the city, but missed him on the
road. Gen. Weitzel found much suffering and poverty among the population. The rich as well ns the
poor are destitute of food. He is about to issue supplies to all who take the oath. The inhabitants now
number about twenty thousand, half of them of African descent.
It is not true that J elf. Davis sold his furnHure before leaving. It is all in his house, where I am now
wTiting. He left at '7 P. M. by the Danville Railroad.
All the members of Congress escaped. Hunter hns
gone home. Gov. Smith went with the army. Judge
Campbell remains here.
Gen: Weitzel took here one thousand prisoners,
besides the wounded. These number five thousand,
in nine.hospitals. He captured cannon to the number of at least five hundred pieces. Five thousand
muskets have been found in one lot. Thirty locomotives and three hundred cars are found here. The
Petersburg railroad bridge is totally destroye_d; t~at
of the Danville road partially, so that connection mth
Petersburg is not easily made. .All the rebel vessels
are destroyed except an unfinished ram, which has
her machinery in her perfect. The Tredegar Works
are unharmed1 and the machinery was taken to-day
under Gen. Weitzel' s orders. Libby Prison and Castle Thunder have also escaped the fire, and are ~lied
with rebel pris9ners of war. Most of the e~1tors
have fled, especially John Mitchell. The Wlti {J appeared yesterday as a Union paper, with the nomu
of the former l?roprietor at t~e head. rhe theatre
opens here to-mght. Gen. Weitzel describe~ th~ r;·
ception of the President yesterday as enthus!llst1c Ill
the extreme.
,

The fire in the city commenced in the Shockoe warehouse, filled with tobacco, as well as
the large granary establishment on Carey Street
near Twenty-third Street. It was vei-y_ destructive, consuming quite one-third of the city; and
in addition to destroying the War Department,
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the General Post-office, the Treasury building, pe~ty, and ~appiness which they enjoyed under the
several churches, and many stores, likewise de- Umon of which that flag is the gl~nious symbol.
G. F. SHEP~~Y, Brig.-Gen. U.S. Volunteers,
stroyed the offices of the Richmond Enquirer,
and Military Governor of Richmond.
Dispatch, and Examiner ; the Virginia Bank,
General Order No. 2.
the Farmers' Bank. and the Bank of Richmtmd.
HEADQUARTERS MILrrARY GOVERNOR OF RIOIDIOND l
On arriving in the city Gen. Weitzel, through
Rron1110ND, V A. 1 .April 8, 1865.
'f
his Adjutant-General, Major D. D. Wheeler, isNo officer or soldier will enter or search any prisued the following order:
vl!'te dwelling, or remove any property therefrom,
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTME.NT ARMY OF THE JAMES,}
RIOID!01'"D, YA., .A.pril 8 1865.

Major-Gen. Godfrey- Weitzel, commanding detachment of the Army of the James, announces the occupation of the city of Richmond by the armies of
the United States, under command of Lieut.-Gen.
Grant. The people of Richmond are assured that
we come to restore to them the blessings of peace,
prosperity, and freedom, under the flag or the Union.
The citizens of Richmond are requested to remain
for the present quietly within then· houses, and to
avoid all public assemblages or meetine;,s in the public
streets. .A.n efficient provost-~nard will immediately
reestablish order and tranquillity within the city.
Martial law is, for the present, proclaimed.
Brig.-Gen. George F. Shipley, U. S. volunteers, is
hereby appointed Military Governor of Richmond.
Lieut.-Col. Frederick L. Manning, Provost Marshal
General, .A.rmy of the James, will net as Provost Marshal of Richmond. Commanders of detachments doing guard duty in the city will report to him for instructions. By command of Major-Gen. Weitzel,
D. D. WHEELER, .A.ss't .A.dj.-Gen.

Brig.-Gen. G. F. Shepley having been announced as Military Governor of Richmond,
issued the following order :
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY GOVERNOR OF Rromt:OND, }
RIOH11101'"D, VA., .A.pril 8, 1865.
1. The armies of the rebellion havin~ abandoned

their effort to enslave the people of Virginia, have
endeavored to destroy by fire the capital, which the(
could not longer occupy b[ their arms. Lieut--Co .
Manning, Provost Marsha General of the .A.rmy of
~he J a~1es and Provost lfarshal of Richmond, will
immediately send a sufficient detachment of the provost guard to arrest, if possible, the progress of the
flames. The fire department of the city of Richmond,
an~ all the citizens interested in the preservation of
then· beautiful city, ,vill immediately report to him
for duty, and render every possible assistance in
staying the progress of the conflagration. The first
duty of the armies of the Union will be to save the
city doomed to destruction by the armies of the rebellion.
•
2. No person will leave the city of Richmond mthout a pass from the office of the Provost Marshal.
3. Any citizen, soldier, or any person whatever,
who _shall hereafter plunder, destroy, or remove any
public or privati property, of any description whatever, will be anested and summarily punished.
4. The soldiers of the command will abstain from
·any offensive or insulting words or gestures toward
the citizens.
. 5. No treasonable or offensive expressions insultm_g to the flag, the cause, or the armies of the Union,
will hereafter be allowed.
?·. For an exposition of their rights, duties, and
prinleges, the citizens of Richmond are respectfully
ref~rred to the proclamations of the President of the
Umted States in relation to the existing rebellion.
'l: .A.II persons having in their possession or under
the1r control any property whatever of the so-called
0 onfederate States, or of any officer thereof, or the
re_coi:ds or archives of any public officer whatever,
W1ll 1mmediatelL report the same to Col. Mannrng,
Provost Marsha .
ln co!lclusion, the citizens of Richmond are assured
th at, with the restoration of the flag of the Union
they may expect the restoration of that peace, pros~

without a written order from the headquarters of the
Commanding General, the Military Governor, or the
Provost Marshal General.
.A.ny officer or soldier, with or mthout such order
entering any _))ri-vate dwelling, will give his name:
rank, and reg1ment.
.A.ny officer or soldier entering a private dwelling
without such authority, or failing to give his name,
r8;nk, or ~egiment,. or rep?rting the same incorrectly,
w11l be liable to immediate and summary punishment.
GEO. F. SHEPLEY,
Brig.-Gen. U.S. Volunteers, and Military
•
Governor of Richmond.

The following details were written by a correspondent at the time of the occupation: "The
works in front of Richmond, which were wholly
evacuated previous to our occupancy of the city
to-day under Gen. Weitzel, consist of three
strong lines, wholly enveloping it. The outer
ones are continuous lines, the inner one consis~ing of a series of strong redoubts and b11Stion
forts. All these works mount upwards of three
hundred heavy guns, all of which we have
taken, and would, when properly garrisoned,
form an almost impregnable series of clefences.
As I rode along these lines they seemed, with
the exception of the outer one, to have been
most indifferently garrisoned; and but for the
facility with wliich they could be re~nforced at
any time by bringing troops up the PetersblU"g
road and crossing them on pontoons, the lines
could have been carried by assault.
"The route which I pursued on entering the
capital was that by the Osborn and Richmond
pike, which leads in a nearly north and south
direction, and quite parallel to the James River.
After passing om· picket line, the first work encountered was Fort Field, forming a pat·t of the
exterior line of defence. This work, which is a
very strong one in it.self, is surrounded by three
lines of abatis and one of torpedoes. The torpedoes were cn.refully removed by the arlvonced
guard of Weitzel. These lines of torpedoes were
marked out by small flags for safety to· the
rebels, which flags they neglected to remove in
their hasty flight. The camps were left entire
-tents standing and furniture within. After
passing this line we ,came upon the second line,
which was equally as strong as the first, excepting as to abatis and torpedoes. The third line
is just outside the edge of the town, is situated
-on high ground, nnd is well adapted to satisfy
the conditions of defence. Each of the detached
works forming this line sweep a portion of the
line in front of it by its fire, and rendering that
front line untenable when reached. These
works, like the others, mount heavy guns, many
of whfoh were navy guns, probably captured at
Norfolk in the early part of the war. Communication between these works and those on the
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other side of the river was maintained by four reaching J ettersville about 6 otc]ock in the
bridges, some of which were pontoon and some morning, and there found the 5th corps, well
pile, in addition to the three railroad bridges intrenched across the railroad from Richmond
at and in Richmond.
to Danville. The 5th corps had started in pur"The evacuation of the works and city was suit, soon after the cavalry, on the 3d, under
not geBerally understood by the troops and Sheridan's command. They arrived in sight
people till Sunday afternoon. The necessity of the Appomattox about 2 P. M. Thence it
of the movement was rendered imperative by turned to the left without crossing the river, and
Gen. Grant's successes on tb,e left. At half-past moved along the N amozine road behind the cavthree o'clock yesterday afternoon, Jeff. Davis, ah-y, marching th1:ough Amelia County and crosswhile in chm-ch, received a despatch fr0m Gen. ing both Deep and N amozine Creeks. The disLee, that immediate preparations must be made tance made was sixteen miles, which ended in
to evacuate Richmond and its defences at once, blocking the trains in t~e miry roads. Few peoas he was wholly unable to make fu~·tber head- ple were to be seen, except those who had bElen
way against Grant's onset on the left. He slaves, many of whom followed the column.
added that his (Lee's) design was to endeavor to The march on the next day, Tuesday the 4th, was
make Danville, and there fortify for a last grand twenty miles, and brought the corps to Jettersstand.
ville, where it was massed across the railroad
'' Davis left this city last night at elgh~ o'clock in an open :fielq. In the rear of the 5th corps
by rail for Danville, his family having been sent followed the 2d, and in the rear of the 2d was
out five days ago. On the train he bad horses the 6th. These two corps were under Gen.
and carriages embarked, in case the road was Meade on the river or N amozine road, but did
interrupted, in order to easily make his way by not start until the 4th. After a long march the
these means. Governor Smith did not evacuate 2d reached Jettersville at 2 P. M. on the next
the Gubernatorial mansion until one o'clock day after the 5th.
When the cavalry reached J ettersville on the
this morning, when he fled, leaving Mrs. Smith
behind, and all the furniture in his house, which inorning of the 6th, it was understood that
he had heretofore threatened to burn. The Gen. Lee in his retreat from Richmond bad got
residence of the Governor is now the head- as far as Amelia Oourt House, while the Union
quarters of General Oharles Devens, command- troops were beginning to assemble at J ettersing .a division in the 24th corps, now here. ville. This place is on the railroad, about halfMrs. General R. E. Lee, wife of the General-in- way between Burkesville and Amelia OomtHouse, and fifty-four miles southwest of RichOhief, is also in the city."
The operations of Gen. Sheridan on the 2d, mond. Amelia Court-House is on the same
consisted in efforts to push the advantages thus railroad, about forty-seven miles from Richfar gained by him. On the 3d his object was mond. The cavalry division of Gen. Oustar
to intercept the retreat of the enemy. The ad- was immediately posted on the left of the 5th
vance of the cavah-y consisted of Oustar's divi- corps, and the 1st and Mackenzie's division still
sion. At N amozine Oreek the rear guard of the further to the left.
enemy was found strongly intrencbed behind
At the same time Gen. Davies' brigade of
earthworks covering the crossing. The bridge Gen. Crooks' division was sent toward Burkeshad been destroyed and trees felled across the ville, to seize that station and ascertai.n the
road leading down to it. A section of artillery state of affairs in that direction. At Burkeswas opened in front, while the cavalry forded ville is the junction of the Richmond and Danthe stream and flanked the enemy's position. ville Railroad with the Southside Railroad from
After a short skirmish the enemy retreated, Petersburg, and :fifty-two miles west of the
leaving their path strewn with wagons, ambu- latter place. Gen. Davies came upon the cavlances, dead and wounded horses and mules alry of the enemy at Fame's cross-roads, and
caissons, boxes of ammunition, mess utensils: attacking them, captured a large num?ei' of
arms, accoutrements, blankets, &c. The enemy prisoners, 5 new Armstrong guns and caIBsons,
were overtaken beyond N amozine Ohurcb and and about 200 wagops, mostly empty, aud 1
prisoners, horses, and arms were captur;d in or 8 battle-flags. An infantry force then ca1;11e
abundance. A harassing pursuit was now kept to the support of the cavalry, and Gen. Davies
up for twenty mHes, during which about 350 was forced to retire with his prisoners, ~fter
prisoners, four cannon, two flags, and several burning the wagons. At 3 P. M. Gen. She1:i~an
ammunition wagons were captured. Night put learning this news and :finding the condition
a stop to its progress. Early on the next morn- of the enemy, sent' the following despatch to
ing, Tuesday, April 4th, the pursuit was resumed Gen. Grant:
with Mackenzie's di.vision in front and Oustar'~
JETTEBSVILLE, April 5-8 P. M,
in the rear. The enemy were overtaken in the To .Lieut.-Gen. lJ. S. G1·wnt:
h" h
afternoon, and found posted with infantry and · ·GENERAL :-I send vou the enclosed letter, w 1c
artillery in works about two miles from Beth- wil] give you an ide"a'of the condition 0~ t~e e~ea!
any. Skh-misbing began at once, and continued and their whereabouts. I sent Gen. DaVJes bngn d
morning around on my l~ft flank. ~e cnptur~t
until dark, when the troops encamped, waiting this
at Fame's cross-roads five J;>leces of artillery, nbo
for the rest of the column. Soon after 11 P. M. two hundred wagons and eight or nine battle flag~,
the cavalry were aroused and marched all night, and a number of pri~oners. The 2d army corps 15
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now coming up. I wish you were here yourself. I
feel confident of papturing the Army of Northern
Virginia if we exert ourselves. I see no escape for
Gen. Lee. I will send all my cavalry out on our left
flank, except McKenzie, who is now on the riaht.
(Signed)
P.H. SHERIDAN, Major-Gen°eraL
LETTER,
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D;Oving on Deat~nsville, and the 5th on its
right. At the same time the 6th corps faced
3:bout and moved by the l~ft flank, taking posit10n on the left of the 2d. The cavalry were
on the extreme left. The 6th corps in its
movement struck the road running :from Dea.
lUlELIA COURT HOUSE, A.pril 5, 1865.
tonsville to Bru-ke1s station, a little south of the
DEAR BRAMMI.A :-Our army is ruined, I fear. vVe
fo~mer
place. It found _the 2d corps engaged
are all safe as yet. Theodore left us sick. John
Taylor is well ; saw him resterday. We are in line W1th the enemy at the front and right, and the
of battle this evening. Gen. Robert Lee is in the cavalry on the left. Moving down the road
field near us. My trust is still in the ·justice of our toward Burke's statfon about a miler it tumed
cause. Gen. Hill is killed. I saw Murray a few
m.oments since. Bernary' Perry, he said, was taken sharp to the right and proceeded across toward
prisoner, but may get out. I send t his by a n~gro I a nearly parallel road, on which the enemy was
see passing _up the railroad to Michlenburg. Love moving, and along which they had a line of
to all.
Your devoted son,
intrenchments thrown up. Gen. Seymour's
W~ B. TAYLOR, Colonel.
division of the corps carried the road held by
Sheridan now proceeded to put his cavalry the enemy about 4 P. M., and then turned to
out on the left flank, and the slight skirmishing the. right and advanced down the road against
which took place indicated the contest of the strong resistance. . Gen. Wheaton's division
next day.
was brought in on the left of Gen. Seymour's,
Meanwhile the other corps of the army were and both swept down the road two miles. The
approaching. On April 4th, Gen. Ord's col- enemy -w ere there found r efor)Jled on the oppoumn.of the Army of the James, comprising two site bank of a deep and difficult creek, from
divisions of the 24th corps· and one of the 25th which they were driven half a mile. At all
corps, marched down the Cox's road from points the enemy were driven during the day,
Sutherland's station, 10 miles west of Peters- ·and Lieut.-Gen. Ewell, Gen. Custis Lee, and
burg, on the Southside Railroad. Having sepa- three others, were captured, with a large number
rated from the main column, it moved on the of men. The 5th army corps made a long march,
direct road to Bm·kesville. Gen. Grant was with b.u t its position on the right prevented it from
this force. After advancing along the railroad striking the enemy's column before it had passed.
15 miles, it encamped at night near Wilson's The Union loss was above 1,000. Five guns and
station. On the next day, the 5th, it advanced many flags, caissons, and wagons w;ere taken, bealong the railroad to Black and White's, which sides prisoners. On the next day, the 7th, the
it reached at 2 P. M. Thence it pressed for- 2d corps, with the 2d division of cavah·y, found
ward, over good roads, to N ottaway Court the enemy at Farmville, 16 miles west of
House, 9 miles from Burkesville. :S:ere the Burkesville. A sharp contest ensued, causing
despatch of Gen. Sheridan was received by a loss of several hundred men, among whom
Gen. Grant, about 6½ P. M., and the two divis- was Gen. Smyth. Other troops were brought
ions of the 24th corps were immediately pushed up, but before the enemy could be reengaged
forward to Burkesville, which they reached at he was on the retreat again.
11 P. M. The division of the 25th corps reAt High Bridge over the Appomattox, Gen.
mained at Black and White's. Gen. Grant him- · Lee crossed to the north side of the river, and
self went to J ettersville.
two regiments sent by Gen. Grant to hold the
Of the 9th corps, two divisions on the 4th bridge were captured by the cavah·y of the
marched from Petersburg to Ford's station on enemy, and the bridge burned. The rethe Southside Railroad, about 20 miles. On treat of the enemy was now directly towthe 5th they advanced along the railroad to ard Lynchburg. The pursuit was made
. Wellsville, 41 miles from Pete~·sburg, having in with great vigor, and stragglers were . picked
charge m·ost of the army trains. On the n~xt up at every step, and property dropped
day, the 6th, they pressed forward, and arrived or partially destroyed by the enemy. Dlll'ing
within 10 miles of Burkesville.
the day Gen. Gran.t addressed a Jetter to Gen.
On the night of the 5th, after the skirmishing Lee, demanding a surrender of his army. On
~f the cavalry with the enemy, the army lay in the 8th the enemy made most strenuous efforts,
hne of battle, facing substantially to the north. by hard marching, to extricate themselves ; but
The cavalry division of Gen. Mackenzie was ·on at night they encountered Gen. Sheridan at
the left, next the ·2d corps of infantry, with the Appomattox Court House, between themselves
5th and 6th still further to the right, and the and Lynchburg. A sharp contest ensued, in
· cavalry division of Gen. Custar on the right . which many of them were taken prisoners and
flank. At daylight in the morning Gen. Meade their retreat checked. The 24th and 5th
~oved the three corps along the railroad in the corps were in support of the cavalry, and durdirection of Amelia Coru-t House, but learning ing the night a strong position was taken across
t~at the enemy were retreating toward Farm- the main road, south of the enemy, the Appoville, the nearest station west on the railroad mattox River being on the north, and cutting
to Lynchburg, he changed the direction of the him off from r etreat in that direction. Early
2d and 5th corps from a northerly to a north- on the next morning Gen. Sheridan commenced
westerly one, with the 2d corps in advance, a vigorous attack, and a warm engagement en=
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sued until 9 .A. M. 1 when a flag of truce appeared
in front of his line, with the information that
hostilities had been suspended, in order to
arrange terms of surrender. .At this time Gen.
Hancock was advancing, having left Winchester on .April 4th, with a strong column, and
mov~d up the Shenandoah valley for Lynchburg. Gen. Stoneman had already reached
Boone, in North Carolina, in his march from
East Tennessee, and would have aided in the
capture of Gen. Lee's army if it had not sm-rendered. Gen. Sherman was also rapidly
moving on Gen. Johnston in North Carolina,
and cut off all possibility of his ultimately
rendering any assistance to Gen. Lee.
The letter of Gen. Grant, addressed to Gen.
:Lee on the '7th, as above mentioned, was as
follows:

April 'r.
Gmerat R. E. Lee, Co-rrvm,am,der ConjederatG States
A1'1lllies :
GENERAL :-The result of the last week must convince you of the hopelessness of further resistance
on the part of the .Army of Northern Virginia iu this
struggle. I fe el that it is so, and regard it as my
duty to shift from myself the responsibility of any
furth er effusion of blood, by asking of you the surrender of th at portion of the C. S. army known as
the .Army of Northern Virginia.
Very respectfully, y_our obedient servant,
U.S. GRANT,
Lieut.-Gen. Commanding .Armies of the U. States.

To this note Gen. Lee replied as follows:
April T.

To Lieu.t.-Gen. U.S. Grant, CommaniUng A1·mies of
the United States :
GENERAL :-I have received your note of this date.
Though not entirely of the opinion you express of
the hopelessness of furth er resistance on the part of
the .Army of Northern Virginia., I reciprocate your
desire to avoid useless effusion of blood, and therefore, before considering your proposition, ask the
terms you will offer, on condition of its surrender.
R. E. LEE, General.

The following correspondenceJhen ensued :
April S.

To Gen,, R. E. Lee, CowmaniMn{I Conjederate States
Arwy:
GENERAL :-Your, note of last evening, in reply to
mine of same dati, asking the conditions on which I
will accept the surrender of the Army of Northern
Virginia, is just received. In reply, I would say,
that peace bein~ my first desire, there is but one
condition that I msist upon viz. :
That the men surrendered shall be disqualified for
taking up arms against the Government of the United
States un til properly exchanged.
I will meet you, or design ate officers to meet any
officers you may name for the same purpose, at any
point agreeable to you, for the purpose of arranging
definite1v the terms upon which the surrender of the
.Army of Northern Virginia ,vill be received.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
U.S. GRANT,
Lieut.-Gen. Commanding ~mies of the U. States.
Apr!l S.

To L ii'Ut.-Gen. (}rant, CommaniMn{I Armies of the
United States :
GENERAL :-I received at a late hour;our note of today, in-answer to mine of yesterday. did not intend
to propose the surrender of the .Army of Northern Virginia, but to ask the terms of your proposition. To
pe frank, I clo not think the emergency has arisen to
call for the surrender. But as the restoration of

peace should be the sole object of all, I desire to
know whether your proposals would tend to that end.
I cannot, therefore, meet you with a view to surrender the .Army of Northern Virginia, but so far as
your proposition may affect the Confederate States
·forces under my command, nnd lead to the restorntion of peace, I should be pleased to meet you at
10 A. M. to-morrow, on the old stage-road to Richmond, between the picket lines of the two armies.
Very respetfu1ly, your obedient servant,
R. E. LEE, General Confederate States .Armies.
GEN. GRANT TO GEN. LEE.
April 9.

(Jen,. R. E. L ee, Comm(!} (I Confederate States A:rnvi.e8 :
G~RAL :-Your note of yesterday is received.
As I have no authority to treat on the subject of
peace, the meeting proposed for 10 A. M. to-day,
could lead to no good. I will state, however, General, that I nm equally anxious for pence with yourself; and the whole North entertain the same fe eling.
The terms upon which peace can be had are well understood. By the South laying down their arms
they will hasten that most desirable event, save
thousands of human lives, and hundreds of millions
of property not yet destroyed.
Sincerely hopmg that all our difficulties may he
settled without the loss of another life, I subscribe
Very respectfully,
myself,
Your obedient servant,
U. S. GR.A.NT, Lieut.-Gen. U.S. A.

GEN. LEE TO GEN. GRANT.

April 9, 1S65.

GENERAL :-I received your note of this morning
on the picket line, whither -I had come to meet you
and ascertain definitely what terms were embraced
in your proposition of yesterday with reference to
the surrender of this army.
I now request an interview in accordance with the
offer contamed in your letter of yesterday for that
purpose.
Very respectful!;}",
Your obedient servant,
R. E. LEE General.
To Lieut.-Gen. Grant, Commanding U. S. .Armies.
GEN. GRANT TO GEN. LEE.
April 9.

Gen. R. E. L ee, Comm(!} {I Confederate States Armies :
Your note of this date is but this moment (11:50
A. M. ) received. In consequence of my having
passed from the Richmond and Lynchburg road to
the Farmville and Lr.nchburg road, I am at this
writing about four miles west of Walter's Church,
and will push forward to the front for the purpose
of meeting you.
Notice sent to me on this road where you wish the
interview to take place will meet me.
Very respectfolly, your obedient servant,
.
.
U. S. GR.A.NT, Lieut.-Gen.

THE TERMS
APPOMATTOX COURT HOUSE,

April 9.

Gen. R. E. L ee, Commd' {I Con:federate States A1·mies :
In accordance with the substance of my letter to you
of the 8th instant, I propose to receive the surren?er
of the .Army of Northern Virginia on the followmg
terms to wlt:
.
Roils of all the officers and men to be made III
duplicate, one copy to be given to an officer designated by me, the other to be retained by such officers as you may designate.
The officers to give their individual paroles not to.
take arms against the United States until properly
exchanged, and each company or regiment~! commander sign a like parole for the men of therr commands.
The arms, artillery, and public property to be
packed and stacked and turned over to the officers
appointed by me to 'receive them. This wi!l no~ embrace the side-arms of the officers, nor thell' private
horses or baggage.
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This done, each officer and man will be allowed to
return to their homes, not to be disturbed by United
States authority so long as they observe their parole
and the laws in force where they may reside.
Very respectfully,
U.S. GRAJ.~T, Lieut.-Gen.
THE SURRENDER.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF NORTIIERN VIRGINIA,

April 9, 1865.

l
f

J;i,eut.-Gen. l7. S. Gramt, Oom;md' g l7. S. Armies :
GENERAL :-I have received your letter of this date,
containing the terms of surrender of the Army of
Northern -Virginia, as proposed by you; as they are
substantially the same as those expressed in your
letter of the 8th instant, they are accepted. I will
proceed to designate the proper officers to carry the
stipulations into effect.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. E. LEE, General.

.A.t 3¼ P. M. the terms of capitulation were
signed, and the utmost gratification prevailed
through the army. The following is the form
of the personal parole given by all the officers
of Gen. Lee's army:
We, the undersigned, prisoners of war, belonging
to the army of Northern Virginia, having been this
day surrendered by Gen. R. E. Lee, commanding
said army, to Lieut.-Gen. Grant, commanding the
Armies of the United States, do hereby o-ive our
solemn parole of honor that we will not tereafter
serve in the armies ot: the Confederate States, or in
any military capacity whatever against the United
States of America, or render aid to the enemies of
the latter until,properly exchanged in such manner
as shall be mutually approved by the respective authorities.
Done at Appomattox Court House, Va., this ninth
day of April, 1865.

This parole was countersigned as follows :
The above officers ( or officer) will not be disturbed
by the United States authorities as long as they observe their parole, and the laws in force where they
may reside.
GEORGE H. SHARP,
General Assistant Provost Marshal.

The obligation of officers for the subdivisions
under their command wa.s as follows :
I, the uudersiined, commanding officer of - - ,
do, for the within named prisoners of war, belonging
to the Army of Northern Virginia, who have been
this day surrendered by Gen. Robert E. Lee, Confederate States .Army, commanding said army, to
Lieut.-Gen. Grant, commanding .Armies of the
United States, hereby give my solemn parole of
honor that the within named shall not hereafter
serve in the armies of the Confederate States, or in
mil~tary or any capacity whatever,. against the
U~ited States of America, or render md to t~e enemies of the latter, until properly exchanged m such
manner as shall be mutually approved -by the respective authorities.
Done at Appomattox Court House, Va., this ninth
day of AJ?ril, 1865.
~he \Vltbin named will not be disturbed by the
Umted States authorities so long as they observe
the~ parole and the laws in force where they may
reside.

The surrender of Gen. Lee's army was fol-
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lowed by the voluntary surrender of all the
troops in N ortheo.stern Virginia, including
those in the Shenandoah valley.
On the next day, the 10th, Gen. Lee issued
the following farewell address to his_army:
General Orde:r No. 9.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY NORTHERN VIRGINIA, }

April 10, 1865.

After four years of arduous service, marked by
unsurpassed courage and fortitude, the .A.rmy of
Northern Virginia has been compelled to yield to
overwhelming numbers and resources. I need not
tell the survivors of so many hard-fought battles,
who have remained steadfast to the last, that I have
consented to this result from no distrust of them,
but holding that valor and devotion could accomplish nothing that could compensate for the loss that
would attend the continuation of the contest, I have
determined to avoid the useless sacrifice of those
whose past vigor has endeared them to their countrymen.
By the terms of agreement officers and men can
return to their homes and remain there until exchanged. You will take with you the satisfaction
that proceeds from the consciousness of duty faithfully performed, and I earnestly pray that a merciful
God will e.xtend you His blessing and protection.
With an increasing admiration of your constancy
and devotion to your country, and a grateful remembrance of your kind and ~enerous consideration of
myself, I bid you an affectionate farewell.
(Signed)
R. E. LEE, General.

No official statement has been made of the
number of officers and men surrendered. It is
estimated that the army of Gen. Lee on evacuating Richmond consisted of not far from fifty
thousand men. Large numbers abandon ed the
army and returned home, besides the killed,
wounded, ancl prisoners taken during the pursuit. At the time of the surrender his tot~
force was not far from twenty thousand men, this
included all branches of the service, and leaving
an effective force less than fifteen thousand
men. The number of muskets surrendered
scarcely exceeded ten thousand, and about
thirty pieces of artillery. The total captures
of artillery during the battles and pursuit
amounted to one hundred and seventy- guns.
There were about three hundred and fifty
wagons surrendered.
The War Department at W a.shington issued
the following order on receiving the news of
the surrender :
WAR DEPARTMENT, W ASIIINGTON, D. 0., l

April 9-10 o'clock P . M .
f
Ordered: That a salute of two hundred guns be
fired at the headquarters of every army and department, and at every post and arsenal in t he United
States, and at the Military Academy at West Point,
on the day of the receipt of this order, in commemoration of the surrender of Gen. R. E. Lee and the
Army of Northern Virginia to Lieut.-Gen. Grant a?d
the army under his command; report of the rece!pt
and execution of this order to be make to the .Adjutant-General, Washington.
EDWIN M. S'l'.ANTON, Secretary of War.
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CHAPTER LI.
March of Gen. Stoneman from East Tennessee to Salisbury-Advance of Gen. Sherman upon Raleigh-Gen. Johnston pro.poses a Conference-The Conference and Terms agreed upon-Rojected nt Washington-Surrender of Gen. Johnston's
· .Army-March of Gen. Wilson in North .A.labnma-0apture of Mobile-Surrender of Gen. Taylor's .Army-Surrender
of Gen. E. Kirby Smith-Disbandment of the .Armies-Farewell of Gen. Sherman-Farewell of Gen. Grant-Capture
of Mr. Davis-Amnesty Proclamation-Measures to establish Civil Governments in the States-List of .Army Officers.

THE cavalry column of Gen. Stoneman, already mentioned, as at Boone Colll't House, in
N ortb .Carolina, at the time of the slll'render of
Gen. Lee, had left Knoxville, in East Tennessee,
· on March 10th. It struck the Central Railroad from Virginia to Tennessee at Wytheville
and Cbristiansblll'g, in Virginia. Between these
places thirty-three bridges were burned and
twenty-five miles of the r ailroad destroyed.
Thence it marched for Greensboro, in North
Carolina, and ou the 12th arrived at Grant's
Creek, three miles from Salisbury. The enemy's
line of defence for the town was on this creek,
and defended by artillery and infantry. It was
soon forced, with the capture of 14 guns and
1,104 prisoners. The town was occupied at
10 A. M.> where the column remained for two
days. During that time it destroyed four large
cotton factories and '7,000 bales of cotton; four
large magazines, containing 10,000 stand of
small arms and accoutrements; 1,000,000 rounds
of small arm ammunition, 1,600 rounds of fixed
artillery ammunition, and '7,000 pounds of powder; 35,000 bushels of corn, 50,000 bushels of
wheat, 160,000 pounds of.cured bacon; 100,000
ffuits of gray uniforms and clothing, 250,000
army blankets, 20,000 pounds ofharness-leather,
10,000. pounds of saltpetre, also a very large
amount of sugar, salt, rice, and other stores,
and medical supplies valued by the rebel medical directors at $100,000 in gold. In addition to the arsenals at Salisbury, establishments were fitted up, and filled with machinery
sent from Raleigh and Richmond, all of which
was destroyed.
Fifteen miles of raih·oad track and the bridges
toward Charlotte were also destroyed. Thence
Gen. Stoneman moved for the south side of the
Catawba River and destroyed the raib-oad to
the bridge, which was fatal to the armies of
Lee and Johnston, who depended on that.
road for supplies and as their ultimate line of
retreat.
Meanwhile the army of Gen. Sherman had
been rested and recruited at Goldsboro, North
Carolina. The men were all reclad, the wagons
reloaded, and a fair amount of forage accumulated preparatory for a march to destroy or
capture the army of Gen. Johnston. On April
6th Gen. Johnston's army was in and about
Smithfield, and was estimated SJ,t 35,000, infantry and artillery, and from 6,000 to 10,000
cavalry. At daybreak on the 10th, Gen. Sherman's army was in motion. Gen. Slocum took
the two direct roads for Smithfield ; Gen. How-

ard made a circuit to the right, feigning to
move up the Weldon road in order to disconcert the enemy's cavalry, while Gens. Terry 11nd
Kilpatrick moved on the west side of the Neuse
River to reach the rear of the enemy between
Smithfield and Raleigh. Gen. Schofield followed
Gen. Slocum in support. The enemy's cavalry
were met within six miles of Goldsboro by all
the columns protected by the usual rail .barricades. At 10 A. M. on the 11th, the 14th corps entered Smithfield, and the 20th was close at band.
Gen. J obnston had retreated rapiQ,].y across the
Neuse River, and having the aid of the railroad
to lighten his trains, could retreat faster than
the pursuit could be made. The bridge over
the Neuse had been burned and the roads had
become heavy by rain. At this time the news
of Gen. Lee's surrender was received, and Gen.Sherman immediately dropped his trains and
marched rapidly in pursuit, reaching Raleigh at
'7¼ .a. M . on the 13th, in a heavy rain. On the
next day the cavalry pushed pn to Durl:iam
station, the 15th corps followed as far as Morrisville station, and the I '7th to Joh n's station.
By the 15th, although the 1;ains were incessant
and the roads almost impracticable, Gen. Slocum
had the 14th corps near Martha's 'Vineyard,
with a pontoon bridge laid across Cape Fear
River at Avon's Ferry, the 20th corps, Gen.
Mower commanding, being in support; Gen.
Howard had the 15th and I '7th corps stretched
out on the roads toward Pittsboro, while Gen.
Kilpatrick held Durham station and Oapital
Hill University. Gen. Johnston bad retreated
rapidly on the roads from Hillsboro to Green~boro, at which latter place he was. In this
state of affairs Gen. Sherman received the following letter from Gen. Johnston :
HEADQUARTERS IN THE FIELD,

April 14, 186/.i. .

.Majo1·- General W. T. Sherman, 007Tll/'Tl,anrMng [Twited
States FO'rces.
.
.

GENERAL: The results of the recent campaigf:!8. 10
Virginia beve changed the relative lllil?-tary conditHd
of tbe belligerents. I am therefore mduce~ to a ·
dress you in this form the inquiry whether, m or~er
to stop the further effusion of blood and devastatio_n
of property, you are willing to make a temp~rruy
suspension of active operations, and to ·com~unrc:~:
to Lieut.-Gen. Grant, commanding th~ Ar11:1es_ ~ cu nited States the request that be will take ~ke n
tion in regard to other armies, the ?bject bem~:i
permit the civil authorities to en~er_ mto t~e nee
arrangements to terminate the existing war.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your
obedient servant,

J. E. JOHNSTON, General.

To this ~en. Sherman replied as follows:
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f
Gen. J.E. Jolvnston, Corwmandling Confederate.A:r171'!1 ,·
GENERAL: I have this moment received your communication of this date. I am fully empowered to
arrange wHh you any terms for the suspension of further hostilities as between the armies commanded by
you and those commanded by myself, ana will be
willing to confer with you to that end. I will limit
the advance ,of my main column to-morrow to Morrisville, and the cavalry to the University, and expect that you will also maintain the present position
of your forces until each has notice of a failure to
agree.
That a basis of action may be had, I undertake to
abide by the same terms and conditions as were made
by Geris. Grant and Lee at Appomattox Court House,
of the 9th instant, relative to our two armies, and,
furthermore, to obtain from Gen. Grant an order to
suspend the movements of any troops from the direction of Virginia. Gen. Stoneman is under my command, and my order will suspend any devastation" or
destruction contemplated by him. I will add that I
renlly desire to save the people of North Carolina the
damages they would sustain by the march of this
army through the central or western parts of the
State.
·
•
I am, with respect, your obedient servant,
W. T. SHERMAN, Major-General.

At the same time Gen. Sherman addressed
to the Secretary of War and Gen. Grant the
following letter :
IlEA.DQ'RS Mn.ITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSISSIPPI, }
IN THE FIELD, RALEIGH, N.
A~ril 15, 1S65.

?.;i

Gen. U:. S. G,,·ant and Secreta1-y OJ V, a1• ,·
I send copies of correspondence with Gen. Johns.ton to you, which I think will be followed by ·t erms
of capitulation. I will grant the same terms Gen.
Grant gave Gen. Lee, ana be careful not to complicate any points of civil policy; If any cavalry has
retreated toward me, caution them to be prepared to
find our work done. It is now raining m torrents,
and I shall await Gen. Johnston's re_ply here, and
will prepare to meet him in person at Chapel Hill.
I have invited Gov. Yance to return to Raleigh,
with th!l civil officers of his State. I have met exGovernor Graham, Messrs. Badger, Moore, Halden,
and others, all of whom agree that the war is over,
and that the States of the South must resume their
allegiance, subject to the Constitution and Laws of
Oongress, and must submit to the National arms.
The great fact was admitted .and the details are of
easy arrangement.
W. T. SHERMAN, Major-General.

On the 16th the following despatch was sent

t? Gen. Kilpatrick, at Durham s_tation, and delivered by- him to Gen. Sherman :
Majo1·- Geneml J. Kivpat1·ich, U:. S. .A..

GENERAL: The General Commanding directs me to
arrange for a me.etino- between himself aud Maj.-Gen.
Sherman, In accor~ance with these instructions, I
beg to inquire when and where thi~ meeting ca-n most
conveniently be had. I suggest ten (10) o'clock, a. M.,
to.morrow as the hour, an,cI a point on the Hillsboro
road, equidistant from the pfoket of your command
and my own, as the place for the proposed meeting.
I nm, respectfully, y:ours,
NED W .A.DE HAMPTON, Lieutenant-Genera.I.

The interview which followed with Gen.
Johnston, five miles from Durham station, is
thus reported by Gen. Sherman : "I agreed to
meet Gen. Johnston in person at a point intermecliate between our pickets on the I '7th at
noon, provided the position of the, troops remained statu quo. I was both willing and
anxious to consume a few days, as it would
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enable Col. Wright to finish our railroad to
Raleigh. Two .bridges had to be built and
twelve miles of new roads made. We had no
iron except by taking up the branch from
Goldsboro to Weldon. Instead of losing by
time I gained in every way, for every hour of
delay possible was required to reconstruct the
railroad to our rear and improve the condition
of our wagon road to the front, so desirable in
case the negotiations failed, and we be forced
to make the race of near two hunch·ed miles to
head off or catch Johnston, then retreating toward Charlotte. At noon of the day appointed
I met Gen. Johnston for the first time in my
life, although we had been exchanging shots
continually since May, 1863. Our interview
was· frank and soldier-like, and he gave me to
understand that further war on the part of the
Confederate troops was folly; that the 'cause'
was lost, and that every life sacrificed after the
surrender of Lee's army was the highest possible crime. He admitted the terms conceded to
Gen. Lee were magnanimous and all he could
ask; but he did want some general concessions
that would eMble him to allay the natural fears
and anxieties of his followers, and enable him
to maintain his control over them until they
could be got back to the neighborhood of their.
homes, thereby saving the State of North Carolina the devastation inevitably to result from
turning his men loose and unproyided on the
spot, and our pursuit across the State. He also
wanted to embrace in the same general proposition the fate of all the Confederate armies that
remained in existence. I never made any concessions al'I to his own army or assumed to deal
finally and authoritatively in regard to any
other, but i.t did seem to me that there was presented a chance for peace that might be deemed valuable to the Government of the United
States, and was at least worthy the few days
that would be consumed in conference, and to
push an enemy whose commander had so frankly and honestly confessed his inability to cope
with me, were cowardly and unworthy _the
brave men I led. Inasmuch as Gen. Johnston
did not feel authorized to exercise power over
the armies in Texas, we adjourned to the next
day at noon.
"I returned to Raleigh, and conferred freely
with all my general officers, every·one of whom
urged me to conclude terms that might accomplish so complete and desirable an end. All
dreaded the necessary laborious 4t1arch after a
fugitive and dissolving army back toward
Georgia, over the very country where we had
toiled so long. There was but one opinion ex_pressed, and, if contrary ones were entertained,
they were withheld, or indulged in only by that
class who shun the fight d the march, but ai:e
loudest, bravest, and :fiercest when danger 1s
past .
.
"I again met Gen. Johnston on the 18th,
and we resumed the conversation. He satisfied
me then of his power to disband the rebel armies
in Alabama, Mississipp~ Louisiana, and Texas,
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as well as those in his immediate command, viz. :
North Oarolina, Georgia) and Florida. The
points on which he expressed especial solicitude
were lest their States .were to be dismembered
and denied representations in Oongress, or any
separate political existence whatever; and the
absolute disarming his men would leave the
South powerless and exposed to depredations
by wicked bands of assassins and robbers. The
President's (Lincoln) Message of 1864; his Amnesty Proclamation; General Grant's terms to
General Lee, substantially extending the benefit of that Proclamation to all officers above the
rank of colonel; the invitation to the Virginia
Legislatme to reassemble in Richmond, by Gen.
Weitzel, with the supposed approval of Mr.
Lincoln and Gen. Grant, then on the spot ; a
firm belief that I bad been fighting to reestablish the Oonstitntion of the United States; and
last, but not least, the general and univer:ial desire to close a war any longer without organized
~sistance, were the leading facts. that induced
me to pen the 'memorandum' of April 18,
signed by myself and Gen. Johnston. It was
designed to be, and so expressed on its face, as
a mere 'basis' for reference to the President of
the United States and constitutional Dommander-in-Ohief, to enable him, if he chose, at one
blow to dissipate the power of the Oonfederacy
which had threatened the national safety for
years. It admitted of modification, alteration,
and change. It had no appearance of an ultimatum, and by no false reasoning can it be
construed into an usurpation of power on my
part."
Some complaint had appeared in the public
press that the terms offered to Gen. Lee were
too lenient. At the same time the assassination
of President Lincoln took place, and public indignation was greatly aroused. In the midst
of the excitement the memorandum of terms
between Gen. Sherman and Gen. Johnston was
received by the Government. It was as follows:
.Mem01•a,nd11,m. o,· ballis of aureement made this 18th dat1J
of A_prll, .A. IJ. 1865 nem• IJlllrl,ann's Station, and in
the State of N01·t!t Oa1·0Una, by amd beftw een Gen. JoBl!IJJk E. JolllTl,//ton, com.m.andin(J tlie Ooiifed e,•ate,A1•1n-y,
anul, .Ma,j.-0en. W. T. Sherm.an, cmnmandin(/ tke .L1.1•my
of tke United States in Nortk Oa1·owtia, botk present:

1.-The contending armies now in the field to maintain their status quo until notice is ~iven by the commanding-geueral of either one to its opponent, and
reasonable time, say forty-eiiht hours, allowed.
2.-The Confederate .Armies now in existence to
be disbanded ~d conducted to the several State cappitals, there to deposit their arms and public property
rn the Stute arsenal, and each officer and man to execute and file an agreement to cease from acts of war
and abide the action of both State and Federal authorities. The number of arms nnd munitions of war
to be reported to the Chief of Ordnance at Washington City, subject to future action of the Congress of
the Umted States, and in the mean time to be used
solely to maintain peace and order within the borders
of the States respectively.
8.-The recognition by the executive of the United
States of the several State Governments on their officers and Legislatures king the oath prescribed by
tbe Constitution of the United States, and where conflicting State Governments have resulted from the

war, the legitimacy of all shall be submitted to the
Supreme Court of the United States,
4.-'rhe reestablishment of all Federal Courts in
the several States, with powers as defined by the
Constitution and laws of Congress.
5.-The people and inhabitants of all States to be
guaranteed, so far as the Executive can, their political
rights and franchise, as well as their rights of person
and property, as defined by the Constitution of the
United States and of States respectively.
6.-The executive authority of the Government of
the United States not to disturb any of the people
by reason of the late war so long as they live in pence
and quiet, abstain from acts of armed hostility, and
obey laws in existence at any place of their residence.
7.-In general terms, war to cease, a general amnesty, so far the executive power of the United States
can command, or on condition of disbandment of the
Confederate Armies, and the distribution of arms and
resumption of•peaceful pursuits by officers nnd men,
as. h-i therto composing the said armies, not being fully
empowered by our respective principals to fulfif these
terms, we individually and officially pledge ourselves
to promptly obtain necessary authority and to carry
out the above programme,
•
W. T. SHERMAN, Ma,jor-General,
Commanding the Army of the United States in North
Carolina.
J. E. JOHNSTON, General,
Commandin_g- Confederate States .Army in North
Carolina.

This was at once made public, accompanied
with the following statement from the Secretary of War, Mr. Stanton:
This proceeding of General Sherman was unapproved for the following among other reasons:
1.-It was an exercise of authority not vested in
General Sherman, and on its face shows that both he
and Johnston knew that he (Sherman) had no authority to enter into such arrangement.
2.-It was a practical acknowledgment of the Rebel
government.
3.-It undertook to reestablish the Rebel State ~overnments that had been overthrown at the sacrifice
of many thousand loyal lives and an immense treas,
ure, and placed arms nnd munitions of war in !he
hands of the Rebels at tbeir respective capitals, w~1ch
might be used as soon as the armies of the Umted
States were disbanded, and used to conquer and subdue tbe loyal States.
.
4.-By the restoration of the Rebel authority ID
their respective States, they would be enabled to reestablish sla\tery.
5.-It might furnish a ground of responsibility by
·the Federal Government to pay the Rebel deb!, and
certainly subjects loyal citizens of the Rebel ;:;tntes
to the debt consummated by the Rebels in the name
of the State.
6.-It puts in dispute the existence of 10:y.1 ~t~te
governments, and the new State of Western irgmml
which hnd been recognized by every department or
the United States Government.
7.-It practically abolished the confiscation laws,
and relieved Rebels of every degree who bad slaug~tered our people, from all pains and penalties for their
crimes.
8.-It gave terms that had been deliberat~ly, repeatedly and solemnly rejected by President Lmcol?,
and bett~r terms than the Rebels had ever asked in
their most prosperous condition.
.
9.-It formed no basis of true and lasting''pe~ce,
but relieved Rebels from the pressure of our nctories,
and left thrlm in condition to renew their effort to
overthrow the United States Government, and sub~ud
the loyal States, whenever their strength was recrmte
and an opportunity should offer.

At the same time the Secretary of War issued
the following instructions to Gen. Grant:
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WAR DEPillTMENT1

W A.SBINGTON, April 21, 1865.

GENERAL: The memorandum or basis agreed upon
between Gen. Sherman and Gen. Johnston, having
been submitted to the President, they are disapproved.
You will give notice of the disapproval to General
Sherman, and direct him to resume hostilities at the
earliest moment.
'l.'he instructions given to you by the late President,
Abraham Lincoln, on the 3d of 1i&rch, by my telegraph of that date addressed to you, express substantially the views of President Andrew Johnso·n, and
will be observed by Gen. Sherman. A copy is herewith appended.
The President desires that you proceed immediately to the headquarters of Gen. Sherman and direct
operations against the enemy.
Yours truly,
EDWIN M. S'l.'ANTON, Secretary of War.
To Lieut.-Gen. GRANT.
COPY OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN'S INSTRUCTIONS.
'
W .AR DEP.ARTMENT, W A.SlllNGTON , March 8, 1865.
To Lieut.-Gen. GRA.NT:
The President directs me to say to you that he
wishes you to have no conference with Gen. Lee,
unless it be for the capitulation of Gen. Lee's army,
or on some minor and purely military matter. He
wishes me to say that you are not to decide, discuss,
or confer upon any political question. Such questions the President holds in his own hands, and will
submit them to no military conferences or conven' tions. Meantime you are to press to your utmost
your military advantages.
·
EDWIN M. S'r.AJ."fTON, Secretary of War.
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each House of Congress alone is the judge), that State
becomes instanter as much in the Union as New York
or Ohio. Nor was I rebuked for these expressions,
though it was universally known and commented on
at the time. And again Mr. Stanton in person at
Savannah, speaking of the terrific expense of the war
and difficulty of realizing the money for the daily
wants of Government, impressed me most forcibly
with the necessity of brin,ging the war to a close as
soon as possible for jinanciaZ 1·easons.

On the morning of April 24th Gen. Grant
arrived at Gert Sherman's headquarters, and
the latter was informed that the memorandum
was disapproved, without reasons assigned, and
he was ordered to give the forty-eight hours
notice, and resume hostilities at the close of that
time. Gen. Sherman immediately despatched
the following note to Gen. Johnston :
HEADQ'RS

MILITARY DIVISION

IN THE FmLD,

OF THE MISSISSIPPI, }
RALEIGH, April 24, 1865.

Gen. Jolmston, Oommandti!lf Oonjede1·ate A1·mies :
I have replies from W nshmgton to my communications of April 18. I am instructed to limit my operations to your immediate command, and not to attempt civil negotiations. I therefore demand the
surrender of your nrmy, on the same terms as were
given to Gen. Lee, at Appomattox, of April 9, purely
and simply.
W. T. SHERMAN, Maj.-Gen.

Gen. Grant, although properly in command,
left all the further measures to be executed by
. Gen. Sherman, and the presence of the former
Perhaps it may not ·be out of place to insert was even unknown to Gen. Johnston, who rehere the reasons briefly given by Gen. Sherman plied as follows :
[Teleuram.]
in his report, for his proceedings. They are as
1IE.ADQUARTERS A.lwY OF THE TENNESSEE, l
follows:
L'I THE FIELD, April 25, 1865.
f

Immediately on my return to Uilleigh I despatched
one of my staff, Major Hitchcock, to Washington,
enjoining him to be most prudent and careful to
nvoid the spies and informers that would be sure to
infest him by the way, and to say nothing to anybody
until the President could make known to me his feelings and wishes in the matter.
The news of President Lincoln's assassination, on
the 14th of April (wrongly reported to me by telegraph as having occurred on the 11th), reached me
on the l'lth, and was announced to my command on
the same day, in Field Orders No. 56. I was duly informed of its horrible atrocity and probable effects
on the country. But when the property and interests
of millions still living were involved, I saw no good
reason why to change my course, but thought rather
to manifest real respect for his memory by following
after his death that policy, which, if li·ving, I felt certain be would have approved, or at least not rejected
with disdain.
. Up to that hour I had never received one word of
~struction, ad vice, or counsel as to the plan or policy of the Government, looking to a restoration of
peace on the part of the Rebel States of the South.
Whenever asked for an opinion on the points involved,
I had always avoided the subject. Uy letter to the
Mayor of Atlanta has beep published to the world,
~nd I was not rebuked by the War Department for
it. My letter to .Mr. - - - of Savannah, was shown
by me to Mr. Stanton, before its publication, and all
t~at my memory retains of bis answer is that he said,
hke my letters generally, it was sufficiently emphatic,
and would not be misunderstood. Both these letters
asserted my belief that according to Mr. Lincoln's
Proclamation and Message, when the people of the
South b.ad laid down their arms and submitted to the
lawful powers of the United States, -ipso facto, the
war was over as to them; and furthermore, that if
any State iu rebellion would conform to the Constitution of the United States, cease war, elect Senators
and Representatives to Congress, if admitted (of which

Maf01·-Gen. Slurrman, U. S. A.
Your despatch of yesterday received. I propose
a modification of the terms you offered; such terms
for the army as you wrote on the 18th; they also
modified according to change of circumstances, and
a further armistice to arrange details and meeting for
that purpose.
JOS. E. JOHNSTON, General.
lli.ADQ'RS Mn.ITARY DIVISION OF TlIE MrSSISSTPPI, }
IN THE FJELD, RALEIGH, April 25, 1865.

Gen Jolmston ,· I will meet you at the same place
•
as before, to-morrow, at 12 o'clock noon.
W. T. SHERMAN, Major-General.
[Telegram.]
Mafor-Gen. W. T. Sherman, Oommd'g u. S. Forces:
GENERAL: I have had the honor to receive your
despatch of yesterday, summoning this army to surrender on the terms accepted by Gen. Lee at Appamattox Court House. I propose, instead of such
surrender, terlfls based on those drawn up by you on
the 18th for disbanding this army, and .a ful'ther
armistice and a conference to arrange these terms.
The disbanding of Gen. Lee's army has afflicted
this country with numerous bands having no means
of subsistence but robbery-a knowledge of which
would, I am sure, induce you to agree to other conditions. Most respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. E. JOHNSTON, General.
[Telegram.]
GREENSBORO'

April 2G, 1865-2 .A.

.M.

Major-Gen. Slierman, tlvrough Gen. Butler:
.
I will meet you at the time and place you designate. Is armistice ,vith status quo renewed ?
J. E. JOHNSTON, Geoel'al.
Te,'mll of a MiUt(IJT'1J Convention entm•ed, into this ftwenflyBWJth (26th) da11 of April, 1865, at. B ennett's House,
1iea1· D1wlwm Station North Carolina, oetu;een Gem,.
eral Joseph E. JohrJton commanding tho 0011/ederate .l1.1•m11, and .i1Iajo1·-General ~ T. B~1.erman. C?71'·
mandin(l the United StateJJ .l1.1•my 1,n No, th Oarohna.
All acts of war on the part of the troops under Gen .
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Johnston's command to cease from this date. .All commanding the Department of the So~th, the two
arms and public property to be deposited at Greens- brigades formerly belonging to the division of Brevet
boro, and delivered to an ordnance officer . of the Major-Gen. Grover, at Savannah. The 3d division
United States .Army. Rolls of all the officers and men cavalry corps, Brevet Major-Gen. J. Kilpatrick comto be made in duplicate, one copy to be retained by manding, is hereby transferred to the Department of
the commander of the troops, and the other to be North Carolina, and Gen. Kilpatrick will report in
given to an officer to be designated by Gen. Sher- person to Major-Gen. Schofield for orders.
man. Each officer and man to give his individual
2. The cavalr~ command of Maj.-Gen. George
obligation in writing not to take up ·arms against the Stoneman will return to East Tennessee, and that of
Government of the United States until properly re- Brevet Major-Gen. J . H. Wilson will be conducted
leased from this obligation. The side-arms of officers back to the Tennessee River, in the neighborhood of
and their private horses and baggage to be retained Decatur, .Alabama.
by them.
?- Major-Gen. Howard will conduct the .Army of
This being done, all the officers and men will be the Tennessee to Richmond, Virginia, following roads
permitted to return to their homes, not to be dis- substantially by Lewisburg, Warrenton, Lawrenceturbed by the United States authorities so long as ville, and Petersburg, or to the right of that line.
they observe their obligation and the laws in force Major-Gen. Slocum will conduct the Army of Georgia
where they may reside.
to Richmond by roads to the left of the one indicated
W. T. SHERMAN, Major-General,
for Gen. Howard, viz., by Oxford, Boydtown, and
Commanding U. S. Forces in North Carolina.
Nottoway Court House. These armies will turn in
J. E. JOHNSTON, General,
·at this point the contents of their ordnance trains
Commanding C. S. Forces in North Carolina.
and use the wagons for extra forage and provisions .
.Approved :-U. S. GRANT, Lieut.-General.
These columns will be conducted slowly and in the
l?;..u.EIGB', N. 0., April 26, 1865.
.
best of order, and will aim to be at Richmond ready
the march by the middle of May.
On the next day Gen. Sherman issued the to 4.resume
The Chief Quartermaster and Commissarv of the
following order :
:Military Division, Gens. Easton and Beckwith, after
making t.he proper dispositions of their departments
Special F.ield O1·ders No. 65.
here, will proceed to Richmond and make suitable
HEADQ'RS MILITARY DIVISION OF TIIE MISSISSIPPI, l
preparations to receive those columns and to provide
IN TIIB FraLD, RALEIGil, N. 0., April 27, 1 65. f
The General Commanding announces a further them for the further journey.
By order of
Major-Gen. W. T. SHERMAN.
suspension of hostilities and a final agreement with
L. M. DAYTON, .Ass't Adjutant-General.
Gen. Johnston, which terminates the war as to the
armies under his command and the country east of
On the same day Gen. Johnston issued the
the Chattahooche.
Copies of the terms of the convention will be fur- following notice of surrende1· to his troops :
nished Major-Gens. Schofield, Gillmore, and Wilson,
General Orders No. 18.
who are specially charged ,vith its execution in the
HEADQUARTERS ArutY OF '.l'lIE TENNESSEE, l
Department of North Carolina, Department of the
April 27, 1865.
f
South, and at Macon and Western Georgia.
By the terms of a ilitary convention ,m ade on the
Capt. Myers, Ordnance Department U. S. army, 26th instant, by Major-Gen. W. T. Sherman, United
is hereby designated to receive the atms, etc., at States Army, and Gen. J.E. Johnston, Confedernte
Greensboro. Auy commanding officer of a post may States .Army, the officers and men of this army nre to
receive the arms of any detachment, and see that they bind themselves not to take up arms against th_e
are properly stored and accounted for.
United States until properly relieved from the obliGen . Schofield will procure at once the necessary gation, and shall receive guarantees from the United
blanks, and supply the other Army Commanders, States officers against molestation by the Unite,d
that uniformity may prev!lil, and great care must be States authorities, so long as they observe that oblitaken that all the terms and stipulations on our part gation and the laws in force where they reside. ]'or
be fulfilled with the most. scrupulous fidelity, while these objects duplicate muster-rolls will be made,
those imposed on our hitherto enemies be received and after the distribution of the necessary pape~s
in a spirit becoming a brave and generous army.
the troops will march under their officers to their
Army commanders may at once loan to the inhab- respective Sta,tes, and there be disbanded--;all reitants such of the captured mules, horses, wagons, taining personal property. The object of this c~nand vehicles as can be spared from immediate use, vention is pacification to the extent of the authority
and the Commanding Generals of .Ar.mies may issue of the commanders who made it. Events in Virginia,
provisions, animals, or any public supplies that can which broke every hope of success by war, impose_d
be spared to relieve present wants, ani to encourage on its general the duty of sparing the blood of this
the rnhabitants to renew their peaceful pursuits, and gallant army, and saving our country from further
to restore the relations of friendship among our fel- devastation, and our people from ruin.
low-citizens an,d countrymen.
·
J. E. JOHNSTON, General.
Foraging will forthwith cease, and when necessity
or long marches compel the taking of forage, proOn tbe 2d of May he issued the following
visions, or any kind of private property, compensa- farewell to his army :
·
tion ,viii be made on the spot; or, when the disbursGeneral O1:ders No 22.
ino- officers are not proV1ded with funds, vouchers
wiYl be given in proper form, payable at the nearest
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF Tffil TENNESSEE,}
military depot.
·
NEAR GREE.--.SBORO May 2, 186J?,
COMRADES : In terminating our official relat,10n~, I
By order of
Major-Gen. W. T. SHERM.AN.
expect you to observe the terms of the pacification
L. M. DAYTON, .Ass't .Adjutant-General.·
agreed upon, and to discharge the obligations of good
Special Jili,eld Orders No. 66.
and peaceful citizens to the (owe~s as_ well as you
have performed the duties o soldiers m the field.
fuADQ'RS MILITARY DIVISION OF TllE MISSISSIPPJ1 l
By such a course you will secure comfort and restore
b, THE FraLD, R.UEIGD, N. 0., April 27, 1865. f
Hostilities having ceased, the following changes tranquillity to your country. You will return -to yohur
and dispositions of troops in the field will be made homes with the admiration of our people, won by t . e
with as little delay as prqcticable :
courage nnd noble devotion ydu have disrlayed,t
1. The 10th and 23d corps will remain in the De- this lono- war. I shall always remember with pri e
partment of North Carolina, and Major-Gen. J . M. the loyal support you haYe given me. ! part ~rom
Schofield will transfer back to Major-Gen. G-illmore, you \Vith regret, and bid you farewell with feelings
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of cordial friendshlp, and with earnest wishes that
you may prosper.
J.E. JOHNSTON, General.
J. E. KENNARD, Colonel, etc.
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bus, p.nd Macon, The following despatches from
Macon relate his-further proceedings:
~

ARm: OF TENNESSEE,
April 21, 1865--9:80 A. M.

HEADQUARTERS

}

The number of men surrendered and paroled
was notfa1: from 25,000; 108 pieces of artillery To Major-Gen-. W. T. Sherman, tlvrough, li,ead,quarte:rs
k d · th li b
·
t
of Gen. B eau1rega1·d :
were par e , Wl
m ers, caissons, e c., com- . Mya~vance;eceive_d the surrenderofthlscitywith
plete. .A.bout 15,000 small arms were surren- its garrison this evemng. Gen. Cobb had previously
dered, and but little ammunition. A large sent me, under flag of truce, a copy of the telegram
number of men strayed away ith guns, horses, from Gen. Beauregard, declaring the existence of
mules, and wagons. A body of the cavalry, an armistice between all the troops under your com· th di
mand and those of Gen. Johnston. Without quesund er Gen. H amp t on, went south lD.
e rec- tioning the authority of this despatch, or its application in which it was supposed Mr. Davis was tion to my command, I could not communicate orders
moving. They subsequently disappeared., and in time to prevent the capture. I shall· therefore
their officers were classed among those pa- hold the garrison, including Major-Gens. Cobb and
roled.
G. W. 8mith, and Brig.-Gen. McCall, prisoners of
The column of Gen. Wilson, which has been wPiease send me orders. I shall remain here areaalready mentioned, was organized at Gen. sonable length of time to bear from your.
Tho1'nas's headquarters, in Nashville, for a cavJ. II. WILSON, Brevet Maj.-Gen. U. S • .A.
alry ~xpedition into Alabama. It was :finely
HEADQUARTERS OAVALRYO0RPB, MILITARY DIVISION}
equipped in every respect, with plenty of good
M:rssISsIPPr, MAcoN, GA., April 21, 1865.
men, mostly veterans, horses, ammunition, sup- Major-Gen. W. T. Slwrman, ta1·ou{lli Gen. Jolvnston:
plies, pontoons, and wagons. The :final rendezYour despatch of yesterday is just received. I shall
vous was Gravelly Springs, above Eastport, on at once proceed to carry out your instructions. If
proper arrangements can be made to have sugar,
the Tennessee River, and Selma, Montgomery, coffee, and clothing sent from Savannah to Augusta,
and Mobile. It numbered more than 15,000 they can be brought hither by the way of Atlanta by
men, consisting of the 1st division under Gen. railroad, or theY: can be sent by boat directly to thls
MoOook the 2d under Gen. Long the 4th under place from Danen. I shall be able to get_ forage,
d
'
bread, and meat from Southeastern Georgia. The
,
Gen. U pton,
an the 5th under Gen. Hatch. railroad from Atlanta to Dalton or Cleveland cannot
The latter, however, was retained in rese1·ve at · be repaired in three months. I have arranged to
Eastport. The movement commenced from send an officer at once, via Eufaula, to Gen. Canby,
Chickasaw on the 22d of March. Some of the wit~ a copy of your despatch .. Q;en. Cobb ,vill also·
enemy consisting of Gen Roddy's cavalry notify Gen. Taylor. of the arrrustice: I h!l-ve about
'
.
·
.
' three thousand prisoners of war, mcluding Gens.
were soon met, and driven back with constant Cobb Smith McCall Mercer and Robertson. Can
skirmishing thirty miles to Plantersville. Here you drrange ~th Ge~. Jo_hnston for their immediate
they made a stand on April 1st, until their release? Please answer at once. I shall start a staff
flank was threaten·ed, when they retired. The officer to you to-morrow.
.
,
loss of each side in killed and wounded thus
J. H. WILSON, Brevet MaJor-Gen. Comm g.
far, was estimated at less than ahundr_e d; 'three
Gen. Sherman, after the surrender of Gen.
guns and two hundred prisoners were captured Johnston, went to Hilton Head, and caused
by Gen. Wilson. Pursuit was now made by supplies to be forwarded at once to Gen. Wilson.
the divisions of Gens. Upton and Long to Sel- On May 1st Gen. Upton's division was sent to
ma. There the enemy was found on April Augusta, and Gen. McOook's to Tallahassee, to
2d, in line of battle outside of their works. receive the surrender ·of the garrisons and take
Gen. Long having arrived :first, formed and dis- charge of the public property, nnd execute the
mounted his men in the night, while the 4th paroles required by the terms of surrender.
, division ca.me up on the left. In the morning
At the sameJtime that Gen. Wilson was adthe skirmish line was advanced, and a brisk vancing against Selma and Montgomery, a
charge made. In a short time the enemy were movement was in progress for the capture of
driven from the :field, and the intrenchments Mobile. This city was occupied by about :fifteen
captured. Selma was immediately occupied. thousand troops under Gen. Richard Taylor.
The killed and wounded of the Union forces The defences of the city had been most carefully
was about two hundred, and that of the enemy constructed, and were under the command of
supposed to be less. One hundred guns, one Gen. Maury. In the harbor the enemy had
h~ndred and :fifty officers, two thousand men, several vessels, some of which were iron-clads;
with many horses, mules, and supplies, were in addition to which its defences were regarded
captured. The arsenal, with large stores of as almost impregnable. The Federal forces
powder, percussion caps, shells, all the Oonfed- consisted of the 13th army corps under Gen.
erate magazines, works, and buildings, foui· large Grn.nger, and the 16th under Gen . .A.. J. Smith,
ful'naces, including the Red Mountain and Oen- Gen. Canby being in chief command. Attached
~·al iron works and machine shop, some dwell- to these was a division of cavalry and a division
mgs, and vast stores of cotton were destroyed. of colored troops. With this force a strong fleet
On the 4th, Oahawba, a little southwest of was in cooperation.
Selma, was surren.i-ered, and about seventy
Mobile is situated on the west _bank of the
Federal prisoners were recovered. From Selma Mobile River, immediately above its entrance
Gen. Wilson moved eastward, capturing Mont- into the bay, atld thirty miles north o~ the Gulf
gomery, West Point, Griffin, Lagrange, Oolum- of Mexico. The site of the town lS a level
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sandy plain, sufficiently elevated for drainage.
The enemy had supposed that the attack w·ould
be made on the west, and on this side the city
was most strongly fortified, but to no purpose
in the final attack. The 16th corps, Gen . .A..
J. Smith, was landed on Dauphin Island, opposite Mobile Point, and reached Fort Gaines on
March 12th. .A.11 the cavalry under Gen. Grierson, crossing Pont_chartrain, reached Mobile
Point, and on the 18th, every thing being in
readiness, the march commenced. .A. brigade
of the 3cl division of the 16th corps, al,)out two
thousand strong, left Dauphin's Island to effect
a landing on Oedar Point, above Fort Powell,
and to clear the way for the rest of the corps.
On the previous day a brigade of the 2d division
of the 13th corps was landed on Mobile Point,
to proceed as the advance of the corps on the
mainland on the east side of the bay. .A.t the
same time Gen. Steele, in command of a division
of colored troops at Pensacola and Barrancas,
commenced a march across to Blakely on the
Tensaw River, about twelve miles north of east
of Mobile. On the 18th, the whole 13th corps
under Gen. Granger followed the advance brigade, marching by land along.the shore of Bon
Secour Bay, which forms the southeasterly corner of Mobile Bay, near its mouth, and just
north of Mobile Point, on which is Fort Morgan. Fish River, running south on the east
side of Mobile Bay, empt.ies into Bon SecomBay, and the rendezvous of the army was fixed
about eight miles from its mouth. On the 19th
the 16th corps, under Gen. Smith, were taken
in transports and moved across Mobile Bay, and
disembarked at the rendezvous up the river by
the night of the 21st. On the 22d and 23d the
13th corps, under Gen. Granger, which bad
been delayed in its march by the bad roads, began to arrive. Slight skirmishing occurred
with the enemy along the route. The advance
toward Spanish Fort at the head of Mobile Bay
on the east side, was made on the 25th. Th~
13th corps was on the left, direct for the fort,
aml the 16th corps on the right moving toward Bla~eley. Oonstant skirmishing was kept
up by tlrn enemy, and the road was found to be
thickly planted with torpedoes. On the 27th
both corps marched into position, to invest
Spanish Fort, and the enemy fell back toward
Blakeley. .At the same time the fleet got under
way, and proceeded up the bay to Howard's
Landing, below the fort. The Metacomet,
Stockdale, Milwaukee, Oincinnati .Albatross
Winnebago, Genesee, and Osage, ~ere 01·dered
in toward the shore, and opened a cannonade
whioh tbe enemy did not return. The commu:
nication between the city and the fort was cut
off by the fleep, with the loss of the Milwaukee
and Osage blown up by torpedoes. The land
forces brought up the artillery, and the appearance of a regular siege was presented. The
fleet of the enemy at a distance also occasionally
opened fire on the troops. On .April 3d the investment was complete, and a fire was opened
upon it both by land and water, which resulted

in silencing the guns of the enemy by midnight.
.An hour afterwards the fort was smrendered
with its dependencies. The number of men
made prisoners was five hundred and thirtyeight and twenty-five officers. Gen. Oanby
reported that the major part of the garrison
escaped by water. There was found in the fort
five mortars and twenty-five guns.
Mean while G~. Steele left Pensacola March
19th, and marched through Pollard toward Mobile. On the 25th he encountered the 6th
Alabama cavalry at Mitchell's Oreek, and a
sharp contest ensued, in which the enemy were
routed. Thence he continued his march toward Blakeley, and came in on the right of Gen.
Oanby.
After the surrender of Spanish Fort, the gunboat Octarora opened fire on Forts Tracy.4tUd
Huger, near the mouth of tho Tensaw River,
but both works were abandoned by the enemy
after spiking eight heavy guns. Blakeley was
now invested by the gunboats in front, which
had advanced np the river after the surrender
of tl10 forts and the removal of torpedoes, and
by the troops on the land side. The works
we1•e carried by assault on .April 9th, and two
thousand four hund.i:ed prisoners and twenty
guns taken. On the next day, the 10th, the
enemy commenced evacuating Mobile, which
was completed on the 11th by their retreat
with their fleet up the .Alabama River. On the
next day it was surrendered to Gen. Canby and
Rear-Admiral Thatcher, and occupied by the
corps of Gen. Granger. Gen. Oanby reported
that he found in Mobile and its defences over
one hundred and fifty guns, a very large
amount of ammunition, and supplies of all
kinds, and about one thousand prisoners. ·The
Federal loss had been two thousand five hundred men, and that of the fleet :fifty men.
On April 19th an officer of Gen. Taylor's
staff arrived at Gen. Oanby's headquarters with
a flag of truce to make terms for the surrender
of the troops east of the Mississippi. Ou May
4th surrender was executed. Tbe delegation
upon the Union side consisted of Gens. Canby,
Osterhaus, Andrews; Col. Ohristenson; Oapts.
Barrett and Perkins; and, by invitation of Gen.
Oanby, .Admiral Thatcher. .A.t Oitronelle, Alabaina, where the conference was held, were
found Gen. Taylor and staff, Commander Far·
rand, and Lieut. Oommander Myers, of the Oonfederate navy, and a large concourse of other
officers. After considerable discussion and consultation, ending at '7:30 P. M., the following
conditions were agreed to and signed as the
terms of surrender :

f

Memorandum of the conditions of the surrender 0
the forces, munitions of war, etc., in the departmen
of Alabama, Mississippi!... and East Louisiana, co~manded by Lieut.-Gen. 1~ichard TaylorI...Confederba 8
States army, to Major-Gen. Edward tl. S. Cnn Y,
United States army, entered into on the 4th day of
May, 1865, at Citronelle, .A.labima:
1. The officers and men to be paroled un~il ~uly
exchanged or otherwise released from the obhgatioDf
of their parole by the authority of the Government 0
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the United States. Duplicate rolls of all officers and
men surrendered to be made, one copy of which will
be delivered to an "officer appointed by Major-General
Canby, and the other appointed by Lieut.-Gen. Taylor, officers giving their individual paroles, and commanders of regiments, battalions, companies, or detachments signing a like parole for the men of their
respective commands.
2. Artillery, small arms, ammunition, and other
property of the Confederate Government, to be turned
over to the officers appointed far that purpose on the
part of the Government of the United States. Duplicate inventories of the property surrendered to be
prepared, one copy to be retained by the officer delivering, and the other by the officer receiving it, for
the information of ,their respective commands.
3. The officers and men paroled under this agreement will be allowed to return to their homes, with
the assurance tha.t they will not be disturbed by the
authorities of the United States as long as they continue to observe the conditions of their paroles and
the laws in force where they reside, except that persons resident of Northern States will not be allowed
to return ,vithout permission.
4. The surrender of property will not include the
side-arms, or private horses, or ba&"ga~e of officers.
5. All horses which are in gooa fn1th the private
property of enlisted men will not be taken from
them; the men wiq be permitted to take such with
them to their homes to be used for private purposes
only.
6. The time and place of surrei:!der will be fixed
by the respective commanders, and ,vill be carried
out by commissioners aplJoiuted by them.
·
7. 'l'he terms and conditions of the surrender to
apply to the officers and men belongirg to the armies
lately commanded by Gens. Lee and J ohustou, now
in this department.
8. Transportation and subsistence to be furnished
at public cost for the officers and men after surrender
to the nearest practicable point of their homes.
R. TAYLOR, Lieut.-Geueral.
E. R. S. CANBY, Maj.-General.

On the same day and at the same time and
place, Oommodore Farrand surrendered to Rea.1·.A.dmiral Thatcher all the navnl forces of the
enemy then blockaded on the Tombigbee River,
on the same terms as were granted by Gen.
Canby to Gen. Taylor. The squadron was delivered up at Nanna Hubb_a Bluff on May 9th.
The following vessels were surrendered: Jeff.
Davis, Robert Watson, Magnolia, Marengo, St.
Charles, Oommodore Fanand, General Beauregard, Duke, Sumter, St. Nicholas, Reindeer,
.Admiral.
.Among the officers surrendered were Commodore Ebenezer Fm·rand, of Florida; Commodore L. Rousseau, of Louisiana; Oapt. Patrick
W. Mm·phy, of North Carolina; Commander
0. ap. R. Jones, of Virginia; Lieut. Julien Myers, of Georgia; Lieut. James D. Johnston, of
Kentucky; Lieut. Obas. W. Hays, of Alabama;
Lieut. Oharles P. McGary, of North Carolina;
Lieut. Robert T. Ohapman, of Alabama; Lieut.
F., B. Renshaw, of .Florida; Lieut. E. Lloyd
Wmder, of Maryland ; Lieut. John R. Egglest?n,. ~f Mississippi; Lieut. 0. 0. Simons, of
V1rgmia; Lieut. John W. Bennett, of Mai-yla_nu; Lieut. Thomas L. Harrison, of Virginia;
Lieut. Joseph Fry, of Florida; Lieut. W. P.A.
Campbell, of Tennessee; Lieut. Julian M SpenEer, of Maryland; Lieut. James McBaker, Lieut.
dgar L. Lambert, and 110 others.
45
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The detached forces of the enemy in various
places east of the Mississippi were severally
surrendered upon the same terms as embraced
in those of the commanding officers, and by
the middle of the month of May hostilities had
ceasecl everywhere except west of the Mississippi River.
On learning the news of Gen. Lee's surrender, Gen. Kirby Smith, in command of the enemy's forces in Texas, issued the following
order:
lIEA.DQU'AnTERS TRANB-MlsSISBIPPI DEP.A.RTYENT1
SHREVEPORT, LA. 1 April 21, 1865.

}

Soldie·rs of tlie Trans-.MississipJ!i A1"fTII/J :
The crisis of our revolution 1s at band. Great disasters have overtaken us. The Army of Northern
Virginia and our Commander-in-Chief are prisoners
of war. With you rests the hopes of our nation, and
upon your action depends the fate of our people. I
appeal to you in the name of the cause you have so
heroica.lly maintained-in the name of your firesides
and families, so dear to you-in the name of your
bleeding country, whose future is in your hands.
Show that you are worthy of your position in history.
Prove to the world that your hearts have not failed
in the hour of disaster, and that at the last moment
you will sustain the holy cause which has been so
gloriously battled for by your brethren east of the
Mississippi.
You possess the means of long resisting invasion.
You have hopes of succor from abroad. Protract
the struggle, and you will surely receive the aid of
nations who already deeply sympathize with you.
Stand by your colors-maintain your discipline.
The great resources of this department, its vust extent, the numbers, the discipline, and the efficiency
of the army, will secure to our country terms that a·
proud people can with honor uccept, and may, under
the Providence of God, be the means of checking the
triumph of our enemy and securing tbe final success
of our cause.
E. KIRBY SMITH, General.

At the same time public meetings were held
in Texas, and resolutions to maintain the contest were adopted. The Federal Government
immediately despatched a large force to New
Orleans, under the command of Gen. Sheridan,
preparatory to a campaign in Texas. Meanwhile, Ool. Barret fought the last battle of the
wm·. ]:Ie had conducted a body of troops, on
May 11th, from 300 to 500 strong, from Brazos
to seize a camp of the enemy about fifteen miles
above, on the Brownsville road, at Palmetto
Ranch. His object was to secure horses and
cattle. The camp of the enemy was captured
and burned. But being delayed to secure horses,
he was overtaken by a body of oavalry under
Gen. Slaughter, with three pieces of artillery.
A retreat was made with the enemy in pursuit,
and a loss of about seventy-five men ensued,
who were chiefly made prisoners, The following is Gen. Slaughter's report of the affair:
Il.E.ADQU'.A.RTERS WESTERN Sun-DISTRICT, TEXAS,}
IN TllE FIELD, Mny 18. 1805.

Captain L. G. Aldtrich, Assistant Aajutant- General :
We attacked the enemy-about eight huJ?dr~d
strong-this evening at 3 o'clock, and droye him Ill
confusion eight miles, ldlling aJ?d wound1_ng about
thirty and caph1rin"' ei<Yhty prisoners, with many
arms and accoutre~ent;. Owing to the scatter~d
conditiou of the men, a halt was ordered. C~ptam
Carringtou's command coming u_p, he_ was again attacked and driven within one illle ot Brazos, when
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darkness put an end to the pursuit. Had not our
artillery horses broken down, we would, doubtless,
.
have captured the whole commaud.
I cannot speak too highly of the sagacity of Colonel
Ford and the gallantry of his command. Our loss
was four or five severely wounded. We did not have
three hundred in the fight, large numbers not having
arrived.
J.E. SLAUGHTER, Brigadier-General Com.
Official: L. G. ALDRICH, Ass't Adjutant-General.

But the surrenders of Gens. Johnston and
Taylor decided the course of events in the TransMi sissippi Department. On the 23d of May,
Brig.-Gen. Brent and seveml staff officers
reached Baton Rouge, · Louisiana, to consult
with Gen. Oanby on the terms of the surrender
of Gen. Kirby Smith's army. The terms were
arranged, and the surrender made on the 26th.
They were as follows:
Terms of a military convention, entered into this
26th day of May, 1865, at New Orleans, La., between
Gen. E. Kirby Smith, Confederate States army, commanding the Department of Trans-Mississippi, and
Major-General E. R. S. Canby, United States army,
commanding army and division of West Mississippi,
for the su'rrende1· of the troops and public property
of the military and naval authorities of the TransMississippi Department:
1. All acts of war and resistance against the United
States, on the part of the troops under Gen. Smith,
sho 11 cease from this date.
2. The officers and men to be paroled until duly
exchanged, or otherwise released from the obligation
of their pnrole oy the authority of the Government
of the United States. Duplico,te rolls of all officers
and men paroled to be retained 'by such officers as
may be designated by the parties hereto-officers
giving their rndividual paroles, and commanders of
regiments, bat,.talions, companies, and detachments
·signing a like parole for the men of their respective
commands.
8. Artillery, small arms, ammunition, and other
J>roperty of the Confederate States, including gunboats and transports, to be turned over to .the officers
appointed to receive the same on the part of the Government of the United State.s ; duplicate inventories
of the property to be sunendered to be prepared, one
copy to be returned by the officer delivering, and
'the other by the officer receiving it, for the information of their respective commanders.
4. The officers and .men paroled under this agreement will be allowed ·t o return to their homes, with
the assurance that they will not be disturbed by the
authorities of the Un·i ted States as lon~ as they continue to observe the conditions of then· parole and
the laws in force where they reside; except that persons resident in the N ortbern States, and not excepted
in the amnesty proclamation of the President, may
return to their homes on taking the oath of allegiance
to the United States.
5. Tbe ·surrender of property will not include the
side-arms, or private horses, or bag~age of officei·s.
6. All horses which are, 10 good taitb, the private
property of enlisted men, will not be taken from
them; the men will be permitted to take such with
them to their homes, to be used for private purposes only.
,
'7. The time, mode, and pince of paroling and surrender of property will be fixed by the respective
commanders, aud it will be carried out by commissioners appointed by them.
8. The terms and conditions of this convention to
extend to all officers and men of the army and navy
of the Confederate States, or any of them, being in
or belonging to the Tl·ans-Mi sissippi Department.
9. Transportation nod subsistence to be furnished
ut public cost for the officers and men (after being

paroled) to the nearest practicable point to their
homes.
S. B. BUCKNER
Lieutenant-General and Chief of st:ui-,
.
for General E. KIRBY SMITH.
P. JOS. OSTERHAUS,
Major-General Volunteers and Chief-of-Staff.
for Major-General E. R. S. CANBY, '
Commanding Military Division West. Mississippi.
J. N. GALLEREW, Assistant Adjutant-General.

.Additional terms were made later in the day
for the rendezvous of the paroled troops in the
trans-Mississippi Department near their homes,
and also for the surrender of the Oonfederate
navy under Oapt. Oarter.
The surrender of these armies left the military
occupation of the rebellious States by the Federal forces unresisted and complete. The plan
now adopted by the Government was, to retain
in each State a sufficient military force to presel4ve peace, and to put down any opposition
which might arise, and to disband the remainder
of its armies, and to restore to civil rights all
citizens who should take the oath prescribed in
the amnesty proclamation of President Lincoln,
which may be found on a preceding page. The
effect of this was to oblige the person taking it
to sustain the Federal Government and all its
past acts relative to the emancipation of slaves.
The .Army of the Potomac and the army under
Gen. Sherman, with the exception of a comparatively smnll force retained in Virginia and
North Oarolina, were marched to the neighborhood of Washington, for a grand review and
final dispersion. The review took place on the
22d and 23d of May. The mustering out of service was then commenced, and by July 1st
nearly 800,000 men had been discharged. Gen.
Sherman took leave of his troops by issuing the
following order:
Special Orders .No. 6'7.
IN

lIEADQ'ns MmllLE DIVISION OF TITE MISSISSIPPI, l
TIIE fuLD, WASHINGTON, D. 0., May 80 1865. ,f

The General Commanding announces to the Armies
of the Tennessee and Georgia that the time bas co1;0e
for us to part. Our work is done, and armed ~uem1~s
no longer defy us. Some of you will be retnmed Ill
service until further orders. .And now that we are
about to separate, to mingle ,vith the ?ivil wor\d, it
becomes a pleasin~ duty to recall to mmd the situation of national affairs when, but a little mo:e tha~ a
year ngo, we were ~athered about the twinrng chffs
of Lookout Moun tam, and all the futur e was wrapped
in doubt and uncertainty. Three armies bad come
together from distant fields, with separate histories,
yet bound by one common cause-the union of our
country and the perpetuation of the Government of
our inheritance. There is no need to recall to y~ur
memories Tunnel Hill with its Rocky Face :Mountam,
and Buzzard Roost G~p, with the ugly forts of Dalton
behind. We were in earnest, and paused not for
danger and difficulty, but dashed through Sonka
Creek Gap, and fell on Resaca, then on to the EtownhJ
to Dallas Kenesaw· and t.be heats of summer foun
us on th; banks of the Chattahoochee, for from 0 D? 8
and dependent on a single road for supplies.
gru~
we were not to be held back by any obstacle, nn
crossed over a.nd fought four heavy battles for t~e
possession of the citaclel of Atlanta. That was t 8
crisis of our history. A doubt still clouded ourfuturt i
but we solved the problem, and destroyed Atlan nil
struck boldly across the State of Georgia, secured 8
the main arteries of life to our enemy, and Chr1 111:
found us at Savannah. Waiting there only 00

f
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enough to fill our wagons, we again began a march,
which for peril, labor, and results, will compare with
any ever made by an organized army. The .floods of
the Savannah, the swamps of the Combahee and
Edisto, the high hills and rocks of the Santee, the
flat quagmires of the Pedee and Cape Fear Rivers,
were all passed in midwinter, with its floods and rains,
in the face of an accumulating enemy; and after the
battles of Averysboro and Bentonville we once more
came out of the wilderness to meet our friends at
Goldsboro. Even then we paused only long enou~h
to get new clothin~, to reload our wagons, and agam
pushed on to Raleigh, and beyond, until we met our
enemy, sueing for peace instead of war, and offering
to submit to the injured laws of his and our country.
As long as that enemy was defiant, nor mountains,
nor rivers, nor swamps, nor hunger, nor cold, had
checked us; but when he who had fought us hard
and persistently offered submission, your General
thought it wrong to pursue him further, and negotiations followed which resulted, as you all know, in
his smrender. How far the operations of the.army
bnve contributed to the overthrow of the Confederacy,
of the peace which now dawns on us, must he judged
by others, not by us. But that you have done all
that men could do has been admitted by those in authority; and we have a right to join in the universal
joy that fills our laud bec11use the war is over, and
our Government stands vindicated before the world
~y the joint action of the volunteer armies of the
United States.
To such as remain in the military service your
General need only remind you that successes in the
past are due to bard work and discipline, and that
the same work and discipline are equally important
in the future. To such as go home, he will only say,
that our favored country is so grand, so extensive,
so diversified in climate, soil, and productions, that
every man may surely find a home and occupation
suited to his tastes; and none should yield to the
natural impotence sure to result from our past life of
excitement and adventure. You will be invited to
seek new adventure abroad; hut do not yield to the
te~ptation, for it will lead only to death and disappomtment.
Your General now bids you all farewell, with
the full belief that, as in war you have been good
soldiers, so in peace you will make good citizens;
and if, unfortunately, new war should arise in our
country, Sherman's Army will be the first to buckle
on the old armor and come forth to defend and maintain the Government of our inheritance and choice.
By order of Major-General W. T. SHER~1AN.
L. M. DAYTON, Assistant Adjutant-General.

At a later date Lieut.-Gen. Grant issued the
following address to all the armies :
General Oraers J,;ro. 108.
WAR DEPARTMENT, .ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFIOE, }
WASillNGTON D. 0. Juno 2, 1865.

Soldiers of tlie A1·rrvies of tlw U'Tllited States :

By your patriotic devotion to your country in the
hour of danger and alarm, your magnificent fighting,
bravery, and endurance, you have maintained the
supremacy of the Union and the Constitution, overthro~vn all armed opposition to the enforcement of
the laws and of the proclamations forever abolishing
slavery-the cause and :pretext of the rebellion-and
opened the way to the rightful authorities to restore
ord~r and inaugurate peace on a permanent and endurmg basis on every foot of American soil. Your
march~s, sieges, and battles, in distance, duration,
resolution, and brilliancy of results, dim the lustre
of the world's past military achievements, and will
b_e the patriot's precedent in defence of liberty and
right in all time to come. In obedience to your
country's call you left your homes and families and
,olunteered in its defence. Victory has crowned
hour valor, and secm·ed the purpose of yom· patriotic
earts; and with the gratitude of your countrymen
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and the highest honors a great and free nation can
accord., you will soon be permitted to return to your
home~ and families1 conscious of having discharged
the highest dutv ot' American citizens. To achieve
these glorious triumphs and secure to yourselves,
your fellow-countrymen, and posterity the blessings
of free institutions, tens of thousands of your gallant
comrades have fallen and sealed the priceless 1egacy
with their lives. The graves of these a grateful nation bedews with tears, honors their memories, and
will ever cherish and support their stricken families.
U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant-General.

On May 5th an order was issued by Gen.
Halleck, in command of the James River, declaring that all persons found in arms after
May 26, against the authority of the United
States in Virginia or North Oarolina, would be
treated as robbers and outlaws. A similar order
was subsequently issued by the War Department, to be enforced in all States east of the
Mississippi River. This caused the disbandment of all guerrilla organizations :
On April 29th the President issued the following proclamation:
EXECUTIVE

ORA.\IDER, W ASTIINGT0N, April 29, l 865.

Being desirous to relieve all loyal citizens and welldisposed persons residing in the insurrectionary
States from unnecessary commercial restrictions,
and to encourage them to return to peaceful pursuits,
it is hereby ordered :
1. That all restrictions upon internal, domestic,
and coast,vise commercial intercourse be discontinued in such part of the States of Tennessee, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabamal Mississippi, and so much of Louisiana as lies east ot the Mississippi River, as shall be
embraced within the lines of the national military
occupation, excepting only such restrictions as nre
imposed by the acts of Congress, and regulations in
pursuance thereof prescribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury, and approved by the President, and excepting also from the effect of this order the following articles, contraband of war, to wit: Arms,
ammunition, and all articles from which ammunition
is manufactured; gray uniforms and cloth, locomotives, cars, railroad iron and machinery for operating
railroads, telegra.ph wires, insulators, and instruments for OJ?erating telegraph lines.2. All existing military and naval orders in any
manner restricting internal, domestic, and coastwise
commercial intercourse and trade with or in the localities above named, be and the same are hereby revoked, and that no military or naval officer in any
manner interrupt or interfere with the Rame, or with
any boats or other vessels engaged therein under
proper authority pursuant to the regulations of the
Secretary of the Treasury. ANDREW JOHNSON.

In relation to prisoners of war those who had
been delivered on parole to Federal officers
were declared exchanged, and those confined in
the Southern States were released. The following orders were issued by the War Department respecting Oonfederate prisoners :
W Alt DEPARTMENT, W ASIIINGTON, May 7, 1865.

Oraered--That all prisoners of war, except officers
above the rank of colonel, who, before the capture
of Richmond, signified their desire to take _the o~th
of allegiance to the United States a~d then· unwillingness to be exchanged, be foremt~ release_d on
their taking said oath, and transportation fnrmsbed
them to their respective hom~s.
In resP.ect to all other prisoners of war, further
orders ,viii be issued.
. .
The Commissary-General of Pris?ners will 1~S?e
the necessary regulations for preserving the reqms1te
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record of prisoners of war to be released under this
order, the record to set forth the name of the prisoner, bis place of residence, the organization to which
he belonged, the time and place of capture, &c.
The oaths of allegiance will be administered by commanding officers of the prisons, camps, and forts,
who will send by telegraph daily reports of prisoners released to the Commissary-General of Prisoners.
These reports will be consolidated for each day, and
transmitted to the Secretary of War.
By order of the
SECRETARY OF WAR.
James .A. Hardie, Brevet Brig.-Gen., Inspector-Gen.
U.S . .Army.
WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFIOE, }
W ABIImGTON, June 6, 1S65.

The prisoners of war at the several depots in the
North will be discharged, under the following regulations and restrictions :
1. .All enlisted men of the rebel army, and petty
officers and seamen of the rebel navy, will be discharged upon taking the oath of allegiance.
2. Officers of the rebel army not above the grade
of captain, and of the rebel navy not above the grade
of lieutenant, except such as have graduated at the
United States Military or Naval .Academy, and such
as held a commission in either the United States
army or navy at tbe be$'inning of the rebellion, m1Ly
be discharged upon tak,ng the oath of allegiance.
3. When the discharges hereby ordered are completed, regulations will be issued in respect to the
discharge of officers having higher rank than captains
in the army or lieutenants in the navy.
4. The several commanders of prison stations will
discharge each day as much of the prisoners hereby
authorized to be discharged as proper rolls can be
prepared for, beginning with those who have been
longest in prison and from the most remote points of
the country, and certified rolls will be forwarded
daily to the Commissary-General of Prisoners of
those discharged. The oath of allegiance only will
be administered. But notice will be given that all
who desire \vill be permitted to take the oath of amnesty after their release, in accordance with the regulations of the Department of State respecting the
amnesty.
5. The Quartermaster's Department will furnish
transportation to all released prisoners to the nearest accessible point to their homes, by rail or by
steamboat.
By order of the President of the United States.
E. D. TOWNSEND, .Ass't .Adjutant-General.

Subsequently a commission was organized at
Washington to investigate the treatment of
Federal prisoners at .Andersonville, which was
charged to have been of a most cruel and barbarous nature.
The charitable organizations which had been
called into existence by the war, now found the
necessity for their services removed. In the
brief but bloody campaigns of March and
April, 1865, the Sanitary Commission continued its humane and noble work. The sick
and wounded were cared for, their friends informed of their situation, their pensions,
bounties, and back pay collected, and when
the armies were disbanded the Soldiers' Homes
were thrown c,pen all along their various routes
to welcome them, and agents of the Commission
met them at railroad stations and steamboat
landings to invite them to the homes and
lodges, and protect them as far as possible from
fraud. The Commission also greatly increased
its claim agencies, which, without fee or reward, collected the arrearages and pay due to
the soldiers, and established at its central office

in Washington, with branches in all the princi.
pal cities, a bureau of information and employment, to secure to all solcliers desiring employment such situations as they were capable
of filling. The receipts of the Commission
were large during the spring months, but its
disbursements were still larger. On the 1st of
June, 1865, a second Sanitary Fair was opened
at Chicago, Ill., for the pmpose of raising funds
for the maintenance of the claim agencies and
other organizations of the Commission, which
it was deemed desiraule to continue in operation. .A.bout $325,000 above all expenses was
received from this fair. On the 1st of July,
1865, the .A.id Societies, auxiliary to the Commission, ceased their cooperative work, though
many of them became auxiliary to the Commission as claim agencies. It was officially
announced on the 26th of April, 1865, that the
contributions to the Commission from California to that date amounted to $1,199,675.51;
those of Nevada to $99,512.46 ; Oregon, $'75,59'7.56; ancl Washington Territory, $20,'753.92
-making a total from the Pacific slope of
$1,395,539.45. The Metropolitan Fair in New
York yielded $1,184,146.'72, and the Central
Fair in Philadelphia, $1,035,398.96. The final
campaign of the war demanded new efforts
from the Christian Commission, and its agents
labored with new zeal and energy. No official
statement of its receipts during these months
was made, but they are understood to have approached half a million of dollars, which was
expended for the promotion of the physical, intellectual, and religious welfare of the soldiers
and sailors. .A.s the war closed the Commis.
sion disbanded and discontinued its work.
The Union Commission found, as it expected,
a sphere of wider usefulness in the closing
scenes of the war, and in the suffering whicb followed among the poorer classes of whites in
the Southern States, and was actively engaged
in endeavoring to improve their condition. It
subsequently cooperated with the Freedmen's
Bureau, the Western Sanitary Commission, and
other similar institutions, in their useful labors.
.A. reduction of the naval force was made at
the same time when the armies were disbanded.
Volunteer officers resigned, men were discharged, and all vessels not needed for fut~·e
service were sold. The steamer Webb, which
had been used as a r~m by the enemy on the
Red River throughout the war, ran the bl_oc~ade on that river, and passed down the Mississippi about April 24th, maldng an attempt to
escape to the West Indies. Being pursued after
passing New Orleans, ancl discove1:iog the
steamer Richmond coming up the nver, her
commander, Edward G. Reed, run her ashore,
and setting her on fire, escaped, with nearly all
the crew to the swamps. The vessel was consumed. All the other vessels in the Confederate
service were surrendered as has been stated,
except the Shenandoah; which was in _Australia at the close of the war. She contin1!ed
her operations, and caused great de:struction
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among the whale-sliips on the northwest coast
of America.
Mr. Davis, who had acted as President of the
insurrectionary States, .on the evacuation of
Richmond, hurried to Danville, Va., and immediately issueu the following proclamation:
DANVU.u:, VA., .A.pril 5, 1865.

The General-in-Chief found it necessary to make
such movements of his troops ns to uncover the capital. It would be unwise to conceal the moral and
material injury to our cause resulting from the occupation of our capital by the enemy. It is equally
unwise and unworthy of us to allow our energtes to
falter and our efforts to become relaxed under adverses, however calamito,1s they may be.
For many months the largest and finest army of
the Confederacy, under command of a leader whose
presence inspfres equal confidence in the troops and
the people, has been greatly trammelled by the necessity of keeping constant watch over the approaches
to the capital, and has thus been forced to forego
more than one opportunity for promising enterprise.
It is for us, my countrymen, to show by our bearing
under reverses, how wretched has been the seli~deception of those who have believed us less able to
endure misfortune with fortitude than to encounter
dano-ers with courage.
vie have now entered upon a new phase of the
struigle. Relieved from the necessity of guarding
particular points, our army will be free to move from
point to point to strike the enemy in detail far from
his base. Let us but will it and we are free.
Animated by thnt confidence in soirit and fortitude
which never yet failed me, I announce to you, fellow-couutrymen, that it is my purpose to maintain
your cause with my whole heart and soul; that I
will never consent to abandon to the enemy one foot
of the soil of any oue of the States of the Confederacy. That Virginia-noble State-whose ancient
renown has been eclipsed by her still more glorious
recent history; whose bosom has been bared to receive the main shock of this war; whose sons and
daughters have exhibited heroism so sublime as to
render her illustrious in all time to come-that Virginia, with the help of the people a.ud by the blessing
of Providence, shall be held and defended, and no
peace ever be made with the infamous invaders of
her territory.
If by the stress of numbers we should ever be
compelled to a temporary withdrawal from her limits,
ot: those of any other border State, again and again
mil we return, until the baffled and exhausted enemy shall abandon in despair his endl!!ss and impossible task of making slaves of a people resolved to be
free.
Let us, then, not despond, my countrymen; but,
relying on God, meet the foe with fresh defiance and
With unconquered and unconquerable hearts.
JEJ!'FERSON DAVIS.

Subsequently on understanding the trne state
of affairs, he proceeded further south with his
family, designing to escape from the country
by some port on the seacoast, but was captured at Irwinsville, Wilkinson County, Ga., on
May 10th, with his family, bis Postmaster, Gen.
Reagan, his Private Secretary, Harrison, and
others, with a train of five wagons ancl three
a~bulances. The capto1·s were Lieut.-Col.
Pntcbard, of the .4th Michigan cavalry, and a
body of his men. They belonged to the corps
of Gen. Wilson. Davis was removed to Fortress Monroe, and retained as a prisoner in close
confinement.
The plan adopted by the President for the
restoration of the Southern people to their
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civil rights is explained in the following proclamation:
Whereas, The President of the United States, on
the 8th day of December, A. D. eighteen hundred
and sixty-three, and on the 26th day of March, A. D.
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, did, with the object to suppress the existing rebellion, to induce nil
persons to return to their loyalty and to restore the
authority of the United States, issue proclamations
offering amnesty and pardon to certain persons who
bad directly or by implication participated in the
said rebellion · and
Wliereas, Many persons who had so engaged in
said rebellion have, since the issuance of said proclamations, failed or neglected to take the benefits
offered thereby; and
Whereas, Many persons who have been justly deprived of all claim to amnesty and pardon thereunder, by reason of their participation directly or
by implication in said rebellion, and continued in
hostility to the Government of the United States
since the date of said proclamation, now desir1: to
apply for and obtain amnesty and pardon.
To the end, therefore, that the authority of the
Government of the United States may be restored,
and that peace, order, and feeedom may be reestablished, I, Andrew Johnson, President of the United
States, do proclaim and declare that I hereby grant
to all persons wbo have directly or indirectly participated in the existing rebellion, except as hereinafter excepted, amnesty and pardon, with restoration of all rights of property, except ns to slave11,
and except in cases where legal proceedings under
the laws of the United States providing for the confiscation of property of persons engaged in rebellion
have been instituted; but on the condition, nevertheless, that every such person shall take and subscribe the following oath or affirmation, and thenceforward keep and maintain said oath inviolate, and
which oath shall be registered for permanent preservation, and shall be of the tenor and effect follo,ving,
to wit :
" I , - - - - , do solemnly swear, or affirm,
in presence of Almighty God, that I will henceforth
faithfully support and defend the Constitution of the
United States and the Union of the States thereunder, and that I will, in like manner, abide by and
faithfully suppo•rt all laws and proclamations which
have been made during the existing rebellion with reference to the emancipation of slaves, so help me God."
The following classes of persons are excepted from
the benefits of this proclamation:
l. All who are or shall have been pretended civil or
diplomatic officers, or otherwise domestic or foreign
agents, of the pretended Confederate government.
2. All who left judicial stations under the United
States to aid the Rebellion.
3. A.11 who shall have been military or naval officers
of said pretended Confederate government above the
rank of colonel in the army or lieutenant in the navy.
4. All who left seats in the Congress of the United
States to aid the Rebellion.
5. All who resigned or tendered resignations of
their commissions in the army or navy of the United
States to evade duty in resisting the Rebellion.
6. .All who have engaged in any way in treating
otherwise than lawfully as prisoners of war persons
found in the United States service as officers, soldiers,
seamen, or in other capacities.
'l. All persons who have been or are absentees
from the United States for the purpose of aiding the
Rebellion.
8. All military and naval officers in the Reb~l service who were educated by the Governm~nt in the
Military Academy at West Point or the United States
Na.val .Academy.
9. All pe1·sons who held the. prete~ded office~ of
Governors of States in insurrection against the U mted
States.
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10. All persons who left their homes within the loyal people of said State to organize a State Gov
jurisdiction and protection of the United States, and ernment whereby justice may be established, dopassed beyond th~ Federal military lines into the so- mestic tranquillity 'insured, and loyal citizens procalled Confederate States, for the purpose of aiding tected in all their rights of life, liberty, and property;
the Rebellion.
.
I, Andrew Johnson, Presideut of the United States
11 . .A.11 persons who have been eng:aged in the de- and Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy o-f
struction of the coml)lerce of the U mted States upon the United States, do hereby appoint William W.
the high seas, and all persons who have made raids Holden Provisional Governor of the State of North
into the United States from Canada, or been engaged Carolina, whose duty it shall be, at the earliest pracin destroying the commerce of the United States upon ticable period, to prescribe such rules and regulations
the lakes and rivers that separate the British Prov- as may be necessary and proper for convening a coninces from the United States.
.
vention composed of delegates to be chosen by that
12. .All persons who, at the time when they seek to portion of the people of said State who are loyal to
obtain the benefits hereof by taking the oath herein the United States, and no others, for the purpose of
prescribed, are in military, naval, or civil confinement altering or amending the Constitution thereof, and
or custody, or under bonds of the civil, military, or with authority to exercise within the limits of said
naval authorities or agents of the United States as State all the powers necessary and proper to enable
prisoners of war, or persons detained for offences of such loyal people of the State of North Carolina to
any kind either before or after conviction.
restore said State to its constitutional relations to the
13. All persons ·who have voluntarily participated Federal Government, and to present such a republiin said Rebellion, and the estimated value of whose can form of State Government as will entitle the
taxable property is over twenty thousand dollars.
State to the guarantee of the United States therefor,
14. All persons who have taken the oath of amnesty and its people to protection by the United States
as prescribed in the President's Proclamation of De- against in,asion, insurrection, and domestic violence;
cember 8, .A. D. 1863, or an oath of allegiance to the provided that in any election that may be hereafter
Government of the United States since the date held for choosing delegates to any State convention
of said Proclamation, and who have not thence- as aforesaid, no person shall be qualified as an elecforward kept and maintained the same inviolatetor, or shall be eligible as a member of such convenprovided, that special application may be made to tion, unless he shall previously have taken and subthe President for pardon by any person belonging to scribed the oath of amnesty as set fort4 in the Presithe excepted classes, and such clemency will be liber- dent's proclamation, May 29th, 1864, and is a voter
ally extended as may be consistent with the factsof the qualified as prescribed by the Constitution and laws
case and the peace and dignity of the United States. of the State of North Carolina in force immediately
The Secretary of State will establish rules and reg- before the 20th of May, .A. D. 1861, the date of the
ulations for administering and recording the smd so-called ordinance of secession_; and the said conamnesty oath, so as to insure its benefit to the people, vention when convened, or the Legislature that mny
and guard the Government against fraud.
be thereafter assembled, will JJrescribe the qualificaIn testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand tion of electors and the eligibility of persons to hold
and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. office under the Constitution and laws of the StateDone at the city of Washington, the twenty-ninth a power the people of·the several States composing
day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand the Federal U niou have rightfully exercised from the
eight hundred and sixty-five, and of the independence origin of the Government to the present time. And
of the United States the eighty-ninth.
I do hereby direct:
.A..i.iDREW JOHNSON.
1. That the military commander of the department,
and all officers and ;persoos in the milita.ry and naval
The proceedings of the President to restore service,
aid and assist the said Provisional Governor
a civil government to the Southem States, is in -carrying into effect this proclamat.ion; and they
explained in the following proclamation, issued are enJoined to abstain from in any way hindering,
in the case of North Oarolina. A similar proc- imped mg, or discoura~ing the loyal' people fro!D
or~anization of a .:ltate government as herem
lamation was issued, and a Provisional Gov-- the
authorized.
ernor appointed in each of the other States:
2. That the Secretary of State proceed to put in
Wlutreas, The fourth section of the fourth article force all laws of the United States, the administration
of the Constitution of the United States declares that whereof belongs to the State Department, applicable
the United States shall guarantee to every State iu to the geograpbical limits aforesaid.
the Union a republican form of government, and shall
3d. 'l'bat the Secretary of the Treasury proceed to
protect each of them against invasion and domestic nominate for appointment assessors of taxes and colviolence ; and
lectors of customs and internal revenue, and such
Wliereas, The President of the United States is, by other officers of the Treasury Department as are nuthe Constitution, made Commander-in-Chief of the thorizecl by law, and put in e:itecution the reve~ne
Army and Navy, as well as Chief Executive Officer laws of the United States within the geographical
of the United States, and is bound bv solemn oath limits aforesaid. In making the appointments, the
faithfullv to execute the office of President of the preference shall be given to qualified loyal pers~as
United States, and to take care that the laws be faith- residing within the districts where their resp_ect1ve
fully_executed; and
duties are to be performed. But if suitable 1'es1dents
Wli ereas, The Rebellion, which has been waged by of the districts shall not be found, then perso~s rea portion of the people of the United States against sidinrr in other States or districts shall be appomted.
the properly constituted authorities of the Govern4. '1.'hat the Postmdster General proceed to estnb·
ment thereof in the most violent and revoltinn-.form, lish post routes and put into execution the pos~nl
but whose organized and armed forces have no;. been laws of the United States within the said State, givalmost entirely overcome, has in its 1·evolutionary ing to loyal residents the preference of appointme~t.
progress deprived the people of the State of North But if suitable residents are not found, then appomt
Carolina of all ciYil government; and
agents from other States.
. .
TJllLerea-s, It be.comes necessary and proper to carry
5. 'fhat the dh;trict judge for the judicial district
out and enforce the obligations of the United States in which North Carolina is included, proceed to bold
to the people of North Carolina, in securing them in courts within said State, in accordance with the prothe enjoyment s of a republican form of government; visions of the act of Congress. The .Attorney-General
"ow, therefore, in obedience to the hi~h and solemn ,vill instruct the proper officers to libel and br111g to
duties imposed upon me by the Constitution of the judgment, confiscation, and sale, and e1;1force tbe
United States, and for the purpose of enabling the administration of justice ,vithin said State lD all mat-
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ters within the cognizance and jurisdiction of the
Federal courts.
6. That the Secretary of the Navy take possession
of all public property belonging to the Navy Department within said geographical limits, and put in operation all acts of Congress in relation to naval affairs
havino- application to said State.
'i. That the Secretary of the Interior put in force
the laws relating to the Interior Department, npplicable to the geographical limits aforesaid.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set ·
] my hand, and caused the seal of the United
[ L. s.
States to be affi...--;:ed.
Done at the City of Washington this twenty-ninth
day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-five, and of the Independence
ofthe United States the eighty-ninth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
WM. H. SEWARD, Secretary of State.

'rhe Provisional Governors and date of appointment were as follows:
-,.r. h r,
l
.1.vo1·t u(JJ}'O ina, Wm. W. Holden, May 29.
Mississippi, Wm. L. Sharkey, June 13 . .
Ge01·gia, James Johnson, June 1'T.
Texas Andrew J Hamilton J
1rr1
· '
·
' une •
Alabcimci, Lewis E. Pm·sons, June 21.
South Carolina, Benj . F. Perry, June 30.
Fl01·ida, William Marvin, July 13.
The following is a, list of the officers of the War
· Department at the close of 1864 ; of the General
Officers of the Regular Army in service subsequent to July, 1861 ; and of the Major and Brigadier-Generals of the volunteer army in se1·vice on
J an. 1, 1865, showing also where and how such
general officers were employed at that date.

DEPARTMENT OFFICERS.
Officers not thus * designated are graduates of the Military .Academy.
EDWIN M. STANTON, of Pennsylvania, 8ecreta1•y of Wi:w.
PETER H. WATSON, 1st A ssistant 8ecr·etary of Wwr.
JOHN
CrraRLES .A.. DANA, 2d .A.ssista1it Secreta1•y of Wai·.
HENRY W. HALLECK, OM,ef of Sta.ft:
OFFICE.

Ad~utant General ...••..
Ju ge .A.dvocnte General.
Inspector General .• . .•••
clo.
clo.
do.
Signal Officer .A.rmy ... ••
Quartermaster General ..
Comm. General of Sub...
Surgeon General .•.• . . ..
Paymaster General. .....
Chief Corps of Engineers.
Chief Ordnance D ep't . . ,

NAJ"\:!E.

RANK.

Dnte of Commisslon.

Lorenzo Thomas .... . . Brig.-Gen'l. 3 Ang., 1861.
Joseph Holt* . . . .. .... Colonel , ...• 3 Sept., 1862 .
Randolph B. Marcy ...
do. .. .. 9 .Ang., 1861.
Delos B. Sacket ..... ..
do. • . .. 1 Oct., 1861.
H enry Van Rensselaer. clo. • ••• 12 Nov., 1861.
Edmnncl Schriver . .. . .
do. . •.• 13 Mar., 1862 .
clo. . ••• 3 Mar., 186-3.
Albert J. Myer*..... . .
Montgomery C. Meigs. i\Inj. -Gen'I .. 15 May, 1861.
Amos B. En ton . .. .• , .. Brig.-Gen'l . 29 June, 1864.
Joseph K. Barnes .. . ..
do.
Timothy P. Andrews*. Colonel. .. . .
Richard Delafield ••••. Brig.-Gen'l. ····· ·· ·······
Alexander B. Dyer .. . •
do.

·; ·seii:: ·is<iz:
·········· ····

POTTS,

Ohief Ole1·k.

Entry_ into
sornce.

1 July,
s seyt.,
1 Jn y,
1 July,
1 July,
1 J n ly,
18 Sept.,
1 J11ly,
1 July,
15 June,
22 May,
24 July,
1 July,

182-3.
1862.
1832 .
1845.
1831.
18-33.
1854.
1836.
1826.
1840.
1822.
1818.
1837.

Dorn in.

Appointod from.

Delaware . •. . . Dnlaware . . . . .
Dist. Col nm bin
Massachns'ts...
Ne,vYork ...•
NewYork . .. .
NewYork ...
New York . ...
Pennsylvania..
NewYork .. . .
Pennsylvania..
Dist. <..:olumbia
New York .. . .
Missouri . •. . .

i.i~~s~~h~s.-ts:.:
NewYork ....
New York ....
P ennsylvania ..
New York . .••
Geor~a ..•....
New ork ....
P r,nnsylvnnia..
Ireland .......
NewYork . . . .
Vu-ginia . . ... .

GENERAL OFFICERS OF THE REGULAR ARMY IN SERVICE SINCE JULY, 1861.
NAME AND RANK.

Dnto of Coromiselon.

Entry into service.

Born in,

Appointed from.

REMARKS.

Lieutenant- Generals.
Winfield Scott .... .. .... 25 June, 1841... 8 May, 1808 . .. Virginfo . . .. .. .. Virginia ....... . Retired Nov. 1, 1861.
Ulysses S. Grant ... . .... 2 Mar,, 1S64 .... . .... .. .... .... Ohio. ... ... . .... TI!inois . ...... . .

Nago1•- Generals.
George B. McClellan . .. . 14 May, 1861. .. 1 July, 1846 . .• Pennsylvania.... Ohio ..• . .... ••.
John C. Fremont*....... 14 May, 1861.., 7 Jttly, 183S ... Son th Carolina .. California . .....
Henry W. Ilalleck ...... 19 .A.ng., 1861. . . 1 July, la-39 ... New York ...... California .. ... .
John E. Wool* ....... .. . . 16 May, 1862 ... 14 April, 1812 ... New York ...... New York .. ....
~lysses S. Gmnt .. .. . . .. 4 July, 1863 ............. . .... . Ohio............ TI!inois..........
J ontgomery C. Meigs .. .... . ... ... . . . .. 1 July, 1836 ... Georgia......... P ennsylvn:nia ...
G. Totten ...•...• 21 .April, 1864 . . 1 J11ly, 1805 ... Connecticut. .... Connecticut. ....
p i,ll_inm T. Sherman . •. . 12 Ang., 1861. .................. Ohio.. ... . . ..... Ohio.. . .. . ... . ..
l1hp H. Sheridan.. .... S Nov., l SM ..... ....... . ...... Massachusetts .. Ohio. .. . ... ... . .
Gcorge G. Mende. .. . . •. . 10 Ang., 18M... . . . . .. .. . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . .. . . . ... . .. ... . ... .
eorge H. Thomas ...... . ..... . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .......... .. .. . .. .. .. ...... . .. . ... .. ... .

Wsepn

Brioadier-0en1wals.
~~~ E. Wool; .. ..... .. . 25 June, 1841 ... 14.A.pril, 1812 .• . New York . . .... New York .. ... .
E ill~nrn S. Harney*, ... . 14 June, 1858 .. . 1-3 Feb., 1818, . . Louisiana ...... Louisiana . .....
dw1n V. Sumner*.. .... 16 Mar., 1861. .. 8 Jlfar., 1819 ... Massnchusctts .. New York . ...••
'{;s~ph K. F. llfonsftelcl.. 14 May, 1861... 1 July, 1S27 .. . Oonnectirnt . ... Connecticut ....
R win McDowell. ....... 14 May, 1S61... 1 July, 1838 .. . Ohio....... . .... Ohio... ....... ..
W_bert Anderson .. .. ... 15 May, 1861.. . 1 July, 1825 .. . Kentucky .. . .. . Kentucky ......
ph{~am S. Rosecrans.... 10-May, 1861... 1 Ju ly, 1842 ... Ohio.. . ......... Ohio........... .
J hp St. G. Cooke ... . . 12 Nov., 1861. .. 1 July, 1827 . .. Virginia .... .. .. Virginia ....... .
/hn Pope...... ..... . .. 14 July, 1862... 1 July, 1842 ... Kentucky ...... Illinois........ .
Joseph Hooker, ..• . ....• 20 Sept., 1862... 1 July, 18-37 . . Massachusetts .. California . . . . • .
Games B. McPherson .•• . 1.Aug., 1S63 ........ . .......... Ohio........ .... Ohio......... . ..
w-i?e G. Mende. ....... 3·July, 1863 ..... ............. . Spain .......... Dist. Columbia. .
G 1 mm T. Sherman .... 4 July, 1863 . . ....... .. ........ Ohio..... . ...... Ohio. .. ...... . .
w·°Jie H. Thomas ...... 27 Oct., 1663 ................... Virginia .. .. .... Virginia ...... ..
A 1 eld S, Hancock . ... 12 Ang., 1864 .... . ... . . .. . . . . .. • P ennsyl\•ania .. .. Pennsylvania . . .
J ndrew H. Reeder.. . . . .
. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .... .... ....... Penns~dvanin ...
/mes w. Ripley .... ...
1 June, 1814 ... Connecticut .. .. Connecticut.. ...
J°teph G. Totten ...................... 1 July, 1805 ... Conncctic11t .... Connecticut.....
OU n M. Schofield...... 20 Nov., 1864 .. .. . .. . . . . ..... . . . 1... . ... . . ... .. . . . ......... . .... .
Yer 0. Howard ... . ... 21 Dec., 1 6J.. .. . . ..... . .. .. .... • • .. • • • • • .. • .. .. • ... .... .... • • • •

T.i~i.; ·isil4:::

•

Resigned Nov. 8, 1864.
Resigned June 4, 1864.
Retired.
P romoted.
By brevet.
By breYet. Died in Wnsh[ington .April 22, 1864.

Promoted.
R~tired August 1, 1868.
Died March 21, 1863.
Died September 18, 1862, of
rwounds received at
Retirea.
[Antietam.

'
Killed near .Atlnntn, July
[22, 1864.
Promotecl.
Declined.
Retired.
Promoted.
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LIST OF MAJOR AND BRIGADIER-GENERALS OF VOLUNTEERS, SHOWING WHERE AND HOW SAID
GENERAL OFFICERS WERE EMPLOYED JANUARY 1, 1865.
NA;\IE AND R.A.J.'IX.

STATION.

HOW EM1'LOYED.

New York city ..... . . . ... .
W11shington, :0. 0 ... . . . .. . .
Bermuda Hundred, Va. ... .
Wnshington,D. 0 ...... .. .
Washington, D. 0 . . . . .... .
San Francisco, Cal ... . .... .
Providence, R. I. . . ...... .
Cincinnati, Ohio . . .... . ... .
Milwaukee, Wis ....... . .. .
Fort Leaven worth, Kansas .
Bethlehem, Penn .... .. ... .
Baltimore, Md.... . .. . . . . .
Philadelphia, P enn........ .
In the fielclJ. Va . ..... . .... .
Wheeling, W. Va, ........ .
Cincinnati, Ohio . ... ...... .
Washington, D. C. . . . ..... .
Wilmington, Del. .. . .. .. . .
In the flelcl. Tenn . .. .. . ... .
In the flelcl, Tenn .... .. . .. .
New York city . . .... . .... .
Baltimorr,, Mel ... . . . ...... .
Hilton Head, S. 0 ... ...... .
Army of Potomac. . .. .. .. . .
Washington, D. 0 . .... .. .. .
New Orleans, L a. .. . . • . . . ..
Mobile Bay, Ala . .. . ...... .
In the field , Tenn......... .
Louisville, Ky .. . . . ....... .
In the field, Ga .... .. . ... . .
New York city . . ... . . . .. . .
Tullahoma, Tenn .... . ... . .
New York city . . . ... . .. . . .
Washington, D. 0 .... . .. . . .
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
In the field, Ga .. .. ....... .
Pittsbur~, Penn .. . . .. .... .
Oarlinsv1lle, Ill ........... .
New Orleans, La . . .. . ..... .
W nshingtor:, D. 0 .. . . ... .. .
Memphis, T enn . . .. . ...... .
In the fie1d, Ga . .......... .
Paola, Kansas...... . .. .. .. .
New York city .. .. . ... . .. .
Vicksburg, Miss ... . ... . .. .
Pittsburg! Penn . . ~ ........ .
In the fie cl, Ga ... . ..... . . .
Little Rock, Ark . .. .... . . . .
In the fielcl, Tenn . . .... .. . .
Baltimore, Mel .. . ......... .
Bethlehem, Penn ......... .
Army of Potomac. . ... ... .
St. Louis, Mo .. . .. . . ... .. .
Army of Potomac.. . .... . . .
In the field, Tenn . ........ .
New Orleans, La. ...... . . . .
Army of Potomac... . .. .. . .
In the fi eld, Tenn ........ . .
St. Louis,_Mo . ... .... . .. .. .
Army of rotomac.. . .. . ... .
In the field, Ga.. . • .. . .. .
In the field, Ga .. ... . ... .. .
Cumberland, Md. ... .. . .. . .
In the field, Va ..... . . . . .. .

Commancling department of the East.
Before Committee on Conduct of Wnr.
Commanding department 01' Virginia and North Carolina.
Awaiting oraers.
.
Commissioner of exchange of prisoners.
Commancling department of the Pacific.
Awai ting orders.
A waiting orders.
Commanding department of the Northwest.
Commanding clepartment of Kansas.
Awaiting orders.
Commanding middle clepartment.
Commanding department of Pennsylvania.
Commanding 24th army corps.
Mern her of general court-martial.
Commanding Northern Department.
Commanding provisional brigades ancl member of board.
President of retiring board.
Commanding 2d division, 28d army corps.
Commanding left wing army of Georgia.
Seconcl in commancl clepartment of the East.
Member of military commission.
Commanding department or the South.
Commanding 9th army corps.
Commanding department of Washll!llton.
Commanding department of the Gurr.
Commanding district of West Florida and South Alabama.
Commanding district of Tennessee.
Second in command department of the Ohio.
Commanding right wing army of Georgia.
Off duty on account of wounds. .
Commanding defences of Nashville and Chattanooga Railroad.
Member or general court-martial.
Organizing 1st army corps.
Awaiting orders.
Commanding 4th army corps. (On temporary leave of absence.)
Awaiting orders.
Awaiting orders.
Undor orders ol' Major-General Canby.
Presiclent of military commission.
Communding department of the Mississippi.
Commanding 15th army corps. (On temporary leave of absence.)
Commanding district of South Kansas.
President of general court-martial.
Commanding district of Vicksburg.
On tempo111ry leave of absence.
Commancling 17th nrmy corps.
Commnndine: department of Arkansas.
Commanding nrmy of the Ohio.
Mero her of general court-martial.
Awaiting orders.
Commanding 5th army corps. (On temporary leave of :i.bsenco.)
Second in command department of the Missouri.
Commanding 2d army corps.
·On tour of inspection of defensive works of the Mississippi.
In mil. div. of W. Mississippi under special order of War Dep't.
Serving in department of the Cumberland.
Commancling military ilivision of West Mississippi.
Commanding 6th army corp~.
Uommanding detachment of the army of the Tennessee.
Commanding department of the Missouri.
Oommancling 2d <lh·ision, 2d army corps.
Commanding 1st division, 15th army corps.
Commanding 1st division, 17th army corps.
Commanding clcpnrtment of West Virginia.
Comn:w.ncling 25th army corps.

New Orleans, La . ........ . .
In the field, Tenn ... . ..... .
In the fieldJ. W. Va . . ... .. . .
Savannah, I.in . ... . ........ .
Washington. D. 0.. .. .. .
Army or Potomac.. . . . .... .
Baltimore, Md . ... . .. . ... . .
Covi1,tou, Ky....... . .... .
City oint, Va . . .. . ....... .
Savannah, Ga .. . ..... .. . .. .
.Ann11polis, Md . . . . . .. . . ... .
Monmouth, Ill .... . . . ..... .
In the field, Ga . . . ........ .
City Point, Va. ........... .
Newbern, N. 0 . . .. ..... . . .
Army of Potomac. . ... .. .. .
Key West, Fla. . •• . .•• . •• •.

Commancling defences of New Orleans.
Commancling 8<1 di vision, 23d army corps.
. .
Commanding 2d infantry clivision department West Virginia.
Commanding 20th army corps.
Severely wounded.
Commanding 1st division 9th army corps.
Commanding 8d sep. brigade 8th army corps.
.A.waiting orclers.
Oornmanclin" volunteer engineer brigade.
Chief of nrtifiery, military <Ii vision of Mississippi.
Member of bonrd for examination of invalid officers.
Awaiting orders.
Commanding 8d division 20th army corps.
Chief enginetlr of armies operating a~ainst Richmond.
Commandin~ district of North Carolina.
Assistant aclJutant-general army of Potomac.
Commanding district of Key West and Tor tugas .

Major-Generals.
John A. D ix ...... ... ....
Nathaniel P. Bank~ .......
.Benjamin F. Butler. ... . ..
David Hunter . . ........ ,.
Ethan A. Hitchcock. .. ....
Irwin McDowell.. . . • . . . . .
Ambrose E. Burnside .....
William S. Rosecrans . . . ..
John Pope.......... .. ....
Samuel R Curtis . . . . . . . . .
Frnnz Sigel.. . ....... . . . ..
L ewis Wallnce........ . ...
George Oaclwnlnder..... . . .
Eel ward 0. 0. Ord... . .....
Samuel P. H eintzelman ...
Joseph Hook.er.. . . ... . . . . .
Silas Casey.... . . . . . . . . . . .
William B. Franklin ......
Darius N. Conch . . . . .. . ...
H enry W. Slocum ... . . . ..
John J . Peck ... . . .. .. . ...
Alexancler McD. McCook ..
John G. Foster . . . . . ... . ..
John G. P arke .... . .......
Christopher C. Augur .... .
Stephen A. Hurlbut.......
Gordon Granger.. . .. .. . . ..
Lovell H. Rousseau. .. . . . .
George Stoneman.........
Oliver 0. Ifoward.... . ....
Daniel E. Sickles . .. . ... . .
Robert ll. Milroy. . . . . . . . .
Daniel Butterlield ........
Winilelcl S. Hancock .. . ...
George Sykes... .. . . . . ....
Dnvid S. Stanley....... . ..
James S. Negley .. . .......
,John M . Palmer.. . ... .. ..
Frederick Steele ........ . .
Abnet· Doubleday.. . . . .. . .
Na poleon J. T. Dana......
,John A. Logan............
James G. Blunt.... . . .. .. .
George L. Hartsulf . . . . .. . .
Cad. 0. Washbnrne ....... .
Francis J. Herron. . ... . . . .
Frnnk P. "Blair. . ... . .... . .
Joseph J . Reynolds. . . . . . .
John M. Schofielcl........
Julius H. Stabel . . ........
Carl Schurz.... . .. .. ......
Gouvern eur K. Warren ...
Alfred P lenrnnton.........
Andrew .A.. Humphreys . . .
Quincy A. Gillmore . .. ... .
William .I!'. Smith...... . . .
James B. '3teedmau ..... . .
Eclwnrd R. S. Canby ......
Horatio G. Wright..... . ..
Andi-ew J. 8mith.... . . . . .
Grenville M. Dodge .... . ..
J obn Gibbon.. . . . . . . . . . . .
Peter J. Osterhaus. . . . . . . .
Joseph A. Mower ...... . ..
George Crook... . . . . . . . . . .
Goclli-ey Weitzel. .. . . . ....

Brigaclier-Ge-nerala.
Thomas W. Sherman . .. .. .
John D. Cox.. . .. .. .......
B enjamin F. Kelley. ......
A. S. Williams .. . . .. . . ... .
James B. Ri cketts ........
Orlando B. Wilcox..... . . .
Henry H. Lockwood. . . .. .
Ramuel D. Sturgis ........
H enry W. Benhnm .......
William F. Barry.... . . ...
Lawrence P. Graham ......
Eleazer .A.. Paine. . . . . . . . . .
W. T. Ward . . . . . . . . . . . . .
John G. Barnard ..... . ....
Innis A. Palmer . .........
Seth Williams .. . . ... . .. . .
John Newlon. ..... .• •.•• •

•
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LIST OF ll!AJOR .IL."'ID BRIGADIER-GENERA.LS OF VOLUNTEERS, &o.-(Oontintted.)
NAME AND RANK.

STATION.

HOW EMPLOYED.

George Wright .. . ..... .. . Sncrnmento, On!. . .... . ... . Commanding district of California.
John M. Brannan ........ . Chattanooga, Tenn ...... .. . Ch ief of artillery, department of Cumberland.
J ohn P. Hatch .. . . . ...... . Morris Island, S. C. .... . • . . Commnndlng 1st sep. brii,nde, department of South.
Albin Schoepf ........... . Fort Delaware, Del. .... . . . Commanding post nnd mi litary prison.
Thomas J . Wood . ... . ... . In the field, T~nn......... . Temporari.ly c,imm.at!d.ing 4th army corps.
Richard W. Johnson . ... . . Edfiefield, Tenn ...... . . ... . Oom!D.nncbng 6th cliv1s1on cavalry corps military division of Miss.
.
Adolph von Steinwehr ... . W n lingford, Uonn . ..... . . . .A.wo1trng orders.
George W. Cnllum ....... . West Point, N. Y . . . . ..... . Superintendent of military academy.
Thomas J. McKcnn . .. . .. . Bru-rancas. Fin .... . .. . • . ... Commanding disu;ct of West F lorida.
Zealous B. Tower... . ... . . In the field, Gn .... . ...... . Inspector e:encral of fortifications military dinsion of llfisslsslppi.
Jefferson C. Dnvis ....... . In tbe field, Ga . .. . ...... .. Commanding 14th army corps.
William S. Ketchum . . ... . War Department . ... •. .... On special duty.
J ohn W. Davidson .. . .... . NewOrlenns, L'l .......... . Chief of cavalry military division of West Mississippi.
Thomas F. Meagher. .... . . 1n the fi eld, Tenn ... . .... . On duty in department of the Cumberland.
Andrew Johnson ..... . . .. Nashvill e, Tenn .......... . Military Governor of Tennessee.
Eugene .A.. Carr .... . ..... . Little Rock, .A.rknnsns..... . Commanding district of Little Rock.
Thomas .A. Davis ... . ... . . ]fort Leavenworth, Kansns . Commanding district of north Knnsns.
William H. Emory.. . . . .. . In the fit-lei, Va .. . ........ . eommnnding 19th army corps.
Mnrsena R. Patrick ..... . . In the field, Vn ...... . . . .. . Provost-marshal general armies operating against Richmond.
Orris S. Ferry ..... . .. . .. . Philndelphin, Penn .. . . . . . . . Commanding clistrict of Philadelphia.
Henry M. Judah .. . ... .. . . Lon is\'ille, Ky . ........... . Member of general conrt-martial and military commission.
John Cook, ....... . .... . . . Springfield, Ill . . . . . . . . .. .. . Oommrutdlng clistrict of Illinois.
John llfc.A.rthnr.......... . In the field, Tenn ....... . . . Commandin~ 1st division det. of the army of Tennessee.
.
Jacob G. Lanman ..... . . . Burlington, Iowa . . .. . .... . .A. waiting orc1ers.
Horatio P . Van Ulevc ... . . Murfreesboro, Tenn ... .. .. . Commandin° post.
Speed S. Fry ........ . . . , . Louisville, Ky ....... .... . . Awaiting or~ers.
Alexander Asboth .... . . . . New Orleans, Ln ..... .. . . . . Sick in hospital.
Robert B. Mitchell .. . .. . . . Omaha City, N. T .. . ... . . . . Commanding district ofNebrnskn.
CU\'1or Grover ..... . . . ... . In the field, V n .... .. ...•.. Commanding 2d division 19th army corps.
Rufus Saxton .... .. ...... . Beaufort, S. 0 ........ . ... . Commauding district of Beaufort.
Benjamin .Alvord .... . . . . . Fort Vnncouver, ',V. T .... . Oommauding district of Oregon.
Napoleon B. Buford... . .. . Helena, Ark ...... . .. . . .. . . Commanding district of eastern Arkansas.
Nathan Kimball . . . ...... . In the field, Tenn . .. . .... . . Commanding 1st clivision 4th army corps.
Charles Devens. ......... . In the field, Vn .. . .... . ... . Tcmporm·ily conunnncling 24th army corps,
Samuel W. Crawford . .... . Army of Potomac . .. . .. .. . . Commanding 3d clivision 5th army corps.
Henry W. Wessell• ...... . Washington, D. 0 .. .. .. ... . Commissary General of prisoners east of Mississippi.
John W. Geary .. . ....... . Savnnnnu, Ga.. ... .. . ... . . . Command.Ing 2d division 20th army corps.
.Alfred H. Terry . . ... . ... . In the tie!~\ Va . . ...... . .. . Commttnding 1st ell vision 24th army corps.
James H. Carleton . . .... . . Snntn. Fe, .Ill. M . . ......... . Commanding department of New Mexico.
Absalom Baird . .... .. . . . . In the field, Gn .. . .. . .. . .. . Commanding 8cl division 14th army corps.
,Tobu C. Robinson ........ . Albany, N. Y ........ . . .. . . Oouunanding district of northern New York.
Truman Seymour... . . ... . .A.rmy or Potomnc .. . .. . . . . . Oommandin:;,: 3d cliv ision 6th army corps.
lfonr\v"Prince. . ...... . . . . . Louisville, Ky ......... . .. . En route to tlavannah, Georgin.
llfax eb~r........ . . . ... . Hagerstown, Md •.. . .. . ... . A.waiting orders.
Jeremiah C. Snllivan ..... . In the Jleld, Vn . . .. . .. .. . . . Commanding 1st sop. brigade department West Virginia.
Albin P. Hovey.. .... . . .. . Indiannpolis, Ind •.. .. .. . .. Commanding district oflncliann.
James C. Veatch . . . ...... . Memphis, Tenn . . . ..... ... . Oommancling district of West Tennessee.
William P. Benton..... . . . New Orleans, Ln .. . . . . . . . . . .A.waiting assignment.
John C. Caldwell ... . . .. . . Washington, D. C .... . • . .. PrP.sident of military commission.
George S. Greene ... . .... . New York city .. . .. . ... .. . :Member of G. 0. llf. (wounded).
Samuel P. Carter......... . Knox\'i lle, Tenn ... .. . . ... . Provost-mnrshnl General of East Tennessee.
Erastus B. Tyler .. . ...... . Relay Honse, Md . ... . •.. . Commandina 1st sep. brigade Sth army corps
Ohnrles Griffin .... . . . .. . . . Army of Potomnc... . .•. . .. Com'dg 1st div. 5th army corp~. (On temporary leave of absence.)
George H. Gordon ..... . . . Fort Monroe, Va. .. ..... . . . On duty in departn1cnt of Virginia and North Carolina.
Steplien G. Bnrbriuge.... . Lexington, Ky .. . .. . . .. ... . Commanding district of Kentucky.
zn~hiniton L Elliott. . . . . Mom,t Rozel, A.In . . .....•.. Commanding 2d division 4th army corps.
b10n . Hmve ........ . Washington, D. C.. .. . .. .. . Inspector of artillery.
~enjnmin S. Roberts ..... . New Orleans, Ln .. . .. . . . .. . Member of military commission.
<itz Henry Warren •.••... New York cit.y ..... . ..... . Member of milltn ry commission.
Mor;ru L. Smith .. . .... .. Vicksbtu-!l', llfiss .. .. ... .. . . Commanding post and defences.
~nr es Cruft . ... . . ... ... . In the fie1d, Tenn . . .. ... .. . Commanding prov. cli\'ision department ofOnmberlnnd.
H edcrick Solomon . . .. . .. . Li We Rock, .A.rk........ .. . Commanding Jst dl\'ision 7th army corps.
cnry S. Briggs .. . ... . .. . Wnshin&ton, D. C.. .. . .... . l\Icm ber of general court-martini.
:!:'mes D. Morgan . . .... .. . S11vnnnn11, Gn . .. . .... . .... . Commanding 2cl clivision 14th army corps.
ugust Willicli .......... . Cincinnati, Ohio . . ... . • . ... Commanding post.
lienry D. Terry. . . .. .. ... . Wnshington, D. C..... .. .. . Member of g,•JJcral coart-mnrtlal.
'jeorge F. Shepley . . ... .. . Norfolk, Vn ....... . ... . . . Commanding district of Eastern Virginia.
J°hn R. Kenly ......... . . . Salisbury, Md .. . . . ....... . Commanding clistrict of eastern shore of Unry!and.
Gohn P. Slough . ... .... . . . .A.lexnndria, Va . .. ... . .... . :Uilltary Govcmor and commanding district of Alexandria.
Hersham l\Iott ... .. . . .... . 1u-my of Potomnc..... . ... . Commnncling 3d div ision 2d army corps.
~nry J . Hnat . . .. . .. . . . . Army of Potomac. .. . ..... . Chief of artillery.
M • ncis 0. Barlow. . ... . .. . On leave or absence .... .. . . (Wouucled).
N a1on Brayman . .... . .. . . Natchez, Miss .. . . ........ . Commanding post nnd defences.
G~o; ~aison . . . . . . ...... . Savannah, Gn . . .. . . ..... . . . Commanding 1st di vision 20th army corps.
.A.rmy. of Potomnc..... . . .. . Oom'dg 2d div. 6th army corps. (On tempornrylenve of absence. )
Alfrc~ Sull Getty. · · · · · · · · · DubnqneJowa . .. .... . ... . Commanding district of Iowa.
w·11
y . . ... ... .... . .
.
Fr1 lam W. Averell . .. .. . Bath, N. r ... .. .... . .. .. . . .A.waiting oruers.
S rncis B. Spinola .. .... . . Brooklyn, N. Y ......... , .. Under trlnl by court-martini.
'"'°11· Oll!on Meredith ..... . . . Paducnh, Ky .... . . .. .. . .. . Commanding district of Western Kentucky.
-" ak1m P. Scammon .... . Jncksonville, F in . . .. . . ... . Commanding district of F lorida.
ltobert S. Gmnger
In the field, .A.In .... . . . ... . Commanding clistTict of Northern Alabama.
,TosePh R• West ...· ·. ·. . ·...
· · ·. Little Rock, .A.rk. .. . .... .. . Chief or cavalry, department of .A.rknnsns.
George L Andre, s
Ln.. ..... . . . . Commandinoo district of Baton Roug~ and Port Hudson.
Baton
" ..... . . llfncon,Rouge,
Clinton Fl·sk- . . ......
llfo ......... .. .... . Commandlng district of North Missouri.
H
.. .
,,~n ~Y B. Carrington .. .. . . Indlannpolls, Ind ..... . . .. . Commanding draft rendezvous.
,,, 11tam Hays
J ohn n. Kina . . .. . ...... . New York city .. . ... . . . .. . .A.. .A . P. lit G. southern division of New York.
'
fa the field, Tenn ... . ... . . . Commanding 1st brigade 1st sep. dinsicn, dep'tof Cumberland.

n:

o• • •· •• •• • ••
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I srael Vogcles... .. . .. .. . .. Portsmouth, Va .... ....... Oommanding defences of Norfolk and Portsmouth.
Adam J . Slammer.. .. . . . . Cincinnati, Ohio .. . . . . . . . . . President of bonrd for examination of sick and wounded officers.
Lewis 0 . Hunt.... . . ...... New York 'c ity.... ..... .. . Commanding defences of city and harbor.
'.rhomas H. Neill. . ........ In tho field, Va ............ On duty in middle mllitary division.
Thomas G. Pitcher. ... .. .. Indianapolis, Ind .. ........ A. A. P. M. G., State of Indiana.
Thomas W. Sweeney...... Louisville, Ky... . . . . . . . . . . Under trinl by court-martini.
Frank Wheaton ... .. ...... Army of Potomac... ....... Commanding 1st division 6th army corps.
William P. Carlin ... . . . ... In the field, Gn .... . •.. .... Commnndin~lst division 14th army corps.
John S. l\Iason ... . ... . ... . San Francisco, Cal. ..•..... A. A. P. M. ., for California and Nevada.
Romeyn B. Ayres. . . .. . . . . Army of Potomac..... .. ... Commanding 2d division 5th nrmy corps.
Richarcl Arnold. . . . . . . . . . . Wilmington, Del.... . . . . . . Member of retiring board.
David McM. Gregg.... . . . . Army ol' Potomac... . . •. . . . Com'dg 2d cavalry division. (On temporary leave of absence.)
William B. Hazen ..... . .. Savannah.Ga •..... . . .... .. Commanding 2d division 15th army corps.
Robert 0. Tyler ........ . . Philadelphia, Pa .... ... ... . Wounded.
Alfred T. A. Torbert...... In the field, Va. ... .. .. .... Chief of cavalry, middle militnry tlivision.
GilmanMnrston ...... .. .. Washin~ton, D. C...... . .. . On temporary laavo of absence.
ll!ichael K. Lawler... . . . . . Memphis, Tenn... .. . . . . . . . Commanding 1st brig. reserve corps, mil. div. of W. Mississippi.
George D. Wagner . . .. .... Indianapolis, Ind ..... . .. .. Awaiting orders.
William Dwi~ht... .. . .... In the field, Va..... . .. .... Commanding 1st divfalon 19th army corps.
Lysander Ct1t1er. . . . . . . . . Jackson, l\Ilch. . . . . . . . . . . . . Commancling draft r endezvous.
Jam es W. McMillan... ... In tho field, Va. ... ..... . .. Commanding 2cl brigade 1st division 19th army corps.
Sullivan A. Meredith...... St. Louis\ Mo . .. . ...... . .. Member of ~eneral court-martini and military commission.
Joseph F. Knipe ... .. .. ... In the field, Tenn ...... .... Serving witu the army ot' the Tennessee.
E. W. Hincks .. . .... .. . ·. . . Hart's Island, N. Y. harbor. Commandi ng dl;aft rendezvons.
John D. Stevenson.... .. . Harper's Ferry, W. Va ... . . Commanding 3d division department of West Virginia.
J:imes Bnrnes ..... . ..... . Point Lookout, Md ........ Commanding St. Mary's district nnd prisoners' cam],>.
N. C. McLean.. .. ... .. . .. Lexington, Ky... . . . . . . . . . . Commancllng 1st division district of Kentucky.
William Vandever . ... . ... Louisville, Ky ... ........ .. On general court-martini.
Alex. Schemmelfennig.. .. Bethlehem, Pa. ... . . . . . . . . . Sick.
EJ.ward Harland ...•.... .. Newbern, N. C . ... ... . .... Commanding: cllstrict of Newbern.
Chnr!es K. Graham . ... ... In the field, Vn .. ... .... .. . On special service In department of Virginia and North Carolina.
Samuel Ben~y.. .... .. . . .. Huntsville, Ala... . ........ Commanding 8d division 4th army corps.
John E. Sm1th.......... __ Savannah, Ga ..... ..... .... Commanclln~ 3d cllvfaion 15th army corp\
Frank S. Nickerson . ...... Searsport, Me.............. Awaiting oraers.
Edward H. Hobson .. .. ..• Lexington, Ky. . ....... . . . . Commanding 1st brigade 1st division district of K entucky,
J oseph D. Webster.... . . . In the field, G.a........ . . . . Chi ef of Major-General Sherman's staff.
William Harrow... ... .... In the field, Ga.. . . ... .... . Commanding 4th ell vision 15th army corps.
Joseph T. Copel.and.. . ...• Alton, Ill............ . ... Awaiting orders.
William H. Morris........ New Y.ork city . ........... Member of general court-martial. (Wounded.)
Thomas H. Ruger........ In the field, T enn..... . . . . . Commanding 1st division 23d nrmy corps.
Elias S. Dennis . ........ . . Memphis, Tenn............ Commanding 2d brig. reserve corps, mil div. of West Mississippi.
Thomas 0. H. Smith .....• Milwaukee, Wis . .. .. . ..... Commanding district of Wisconsin.
Charles A. Heckman .. .. .. In the field, Va ........ . ... Commanding 8d division 25th army corps.
Mortimer D. Leggett...... In the field, Gn . . ... ..... . . Commanding 3d division 17th army corps.
Davis Tillson... . . . . . • . . . Knoxville, '.reun . •. •. . . . . . . Commanding 2d brigade 4th division 28d army corps.
E ,Iwnrd E. Potter . .. ...... Hilton Head, S. 0 . ....... .. Commanding district of Hilton Hend.
Albert L. Lee ............. Wnshll:itton, D. C .... ..... Before Committee on Conduct of War.
J~;.:bart B. Bro,ni ....... . . Rolin, .M.o ............. .... Commanding district of Rolla.
John McNeil. .. . .... .. ... St. Louis, Mo . ... .. .. . ••... Under trial by court-martini.
George F. McGinnis .. . ... New Orleans, Ln .. . ........ On duty in department of Gulf.
Hugh Ewing. .. . . . . . . . . . . Louisville, Ky ........... .. Commanding 2d division district of Kentucky.
Daniel Ullman...... . ..... Morgnnzin, La ............. Commanding United States forces.
George J . Stannard.. ..•..• St. Albans, Vt ............. Severely wounded.
Henry Baxter. . . . . . . . . . . . Army of Potomac. . . . . . . . . . Commanding 2d bl1gade 3d division 5th army corps.
John M. Thayer. .. .. ..... Fort Smith, Ark. .... ...... Commanding district of the frontier.
Charles T. Campbell ..... . Milwaukee, Wis........... . Member of general court-martini.
[rebels.
Halbert E . Paine.. .. .. .. .. New York city............ Commissioner for sending supplies to federal prisoners In hands of
Robert B. Potter .. .. . . .... Army of Potomac.. .. . ..... Com'dg 2d div. 9th army corps. (On temporary leave of absence.
'.rhomns Ewing, jr ........ St. Louis, Mo... . .......... Com'dg district of St. Louis. (On temporary leave of absence.)
J. A. J. Li~htburn ........ Clarksburg, W. Vn ...... . .. Commanding post.
Henry H. tiibley..... . . . . . St. Paul, Minn.... . . . . . . . . . Commanding district of Mlnnesotn.
·
·
Joseph B. Carr ..•.. . ..... Norfolk, Va..... ... . .. .... . Commanding sep. brig. dep't of" Virginia and North Carolina.
J . J. Bnrtlett .... ... . ... .. Army of Potomac.... .. ... . Commanding 3d brigade 1st division 5th army corps.
Patrick E. Connor..... . . . Camp Douglas, Utah Ter... Commanding district of Utah.
John P. Hnwklns ..... .. . . Vi~ksburg, Miss. .. ..... . .. Commanding 1st division U. S. colored troops.
Gabriel R. Paul . .... . ..... Newport, Ky. ... . . ........ Severely wounded.
Edward A. Wild.......... In the flol.!!, Vn ..... . ...... On duty in 25th nrmy corps.
Edward Ferrero .......... Bermuda .liundred, Vu . ... . Oommnnding defences ofBermndn Hundred.
Adelbert Ames ... . ....... In tbe field, Va .. .. ... .... . Commanding 2d division 24th army corps.
WiLliam Birney... . ..... .. In the fi eld, Vn ... . ... .... . Commanding 2d division 25th army corps.
Daniel H. Rucker ...... . .. Wnshington.1.. D. C...... . ... Ohief depot quartermaster.
Robert .A.lien ....... . .... . Louisville, li.y ... .. .. . . . . . Chief Q. M. departments of the West.
Rufus Ingalls.......... .. . City Point, Vn ...... . ..... Chief Q. !IL armies operating against Richmond.
Gustavus A. De Russey .. . Near Fort Corcoran, Va .... Commanding division 22d army corps.
Alexander Shnler .. .. .. . .. Du.vnll's Bluff, Ark ... .. ... Commanding 2d division 7th army corps.
)
Benjamin H. Grierson ... . Memphist Tenn.. ....... ... Commanding cavah·y division department of Mississippi.
Robert S. Foster.... . .. ... In the fle1d,1. Vn...... .. ... Com'da 1st div. 24th army corps. (On tempornry leave o~absence.
Judson Kilpatrick . ..... .. Sn.vaunnh, 1:tn. .. .. .. ....... Commindinn- 3d cavalry militnry cllvision of Misslsslppl.
)
Alexander 8. Webb . .. .. .. New York city . .. .... . .... Member gen'<1 court-martini. (Under orders to army of Potomac.
Alfred N. Duf!l.e .......... Danville, Va ........ ... .... Prisoner of war.
Walter 0. Whitaker.. . . . .. In the field, Tonn ..... .... . Commanding 2d brigade 1st division 4th army corps.
)
Wesley Merritt........ . .. In tho field, Vn ............ Com'dg1st cnv. div. mid. mil. div. (On temp?rnrylen_v~ofnbsence.
George A. Ouster......... In the field, Va. . ... ... .... Commanding 8d cavalry division mldclle m1lltary d1V1slon.
William D. Whipple.:... C~atfan~oNeun.. ....... Ohler 9f Major•General Thomas's stnJf.
John C. Starkweather ..... Mil"nnkee, Is.......... .. Awaiting orders.
Mis ·ppL
51ssi
Kenner Garrard .. .. ... ... In the field, Ga .... .... ..... Command!IJg 2d cav:alry divlsi?n military division of
Charles R. Woods . ... . . . . Savannah, Gn . ............. Commanding 1st br1gnde 1st division 15th army corp 5·
John B. Sanborn ..•••.. . .. 1 Springfield, Mo . .. ..•.•. ... Commanding district of Southwest Missouri.

..
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NAME AND R.Al'iK.

Giles A. Smith .. . ... .•...
Jasper A. Maltby ........ .
Thomas K. Smith ...•.....
Walter Q. Gersbnm ...•...
Manning F. Force. . ... ... .
Robert A. Cameron .... .. .
J ohn M. Cl}rse ........... .
J ohn A. Rawlins.•........
Al van C. Gillem ....•.....
John W. Tnrner . .... .. .. .
Henry E. Davie~......... .
Andrew J. Hrurulton ..... .
Henry W. Bir~e .. .. ... .. .
James H. Ledhe ... ... .. . .
James H. Wilson ....... . .
Adin B. Underwood ... .. .
Augustus L Ohetlain .... .
William A. Pile.. ........ .
John W. Fuller .. .. .... .. .
John F. Miller. . .•..... ...
Philip Regis de Trobriand.
Cyrus Bussey ........... .
Christopher 0 . Andrew5.. .
Edward M. McCook ... . . . .
Lewis A. Grant .......... .
Edward Hatch . .. ... ..... .
AugnstV. Kautz ....... _.
Francis Fessenden ... . ... .
John ]j'. Hartranft. ....... .
Samuel S. Carroll . .. .. ... .
Simon G. Griffin .... .... . .
Emory Upton ........... .
John R. Brooke.......... .
Nelson A. Miles. ...... . .. .
Joseph Rayes .. . . •... ..
Byron R. Pierce .. ... •.•.
Selden Connor . ... . ...... .
Joshua L. Chamberlain. .. .
Elliott W. Rice ........•..
William F. Bartlett. ..... .
S. Bra!!'.g ........ .
tm D. Hnrafu ... ..... .
Charles J. Paine ......... .
John B. McIntosh ....... .
George H. Chapman .... . .
William Grose.......... . .
Joseph A. Cooper ........ .
John T. Croxton ....•....
John W. Sprague ........ .
J nmcs W. Reilly ........•.
~bther P. Brnilley .... . .. .
arlcs 0. Walcott. .... . . .
Willinm W. Belknap. .... .
Jowell Oln,on ..... .•.. . .
oseph A. · askin .. . . . ... .
Fessenden . .. .. .

i'!:::rd

~~Fi~f-

Jhomas¾r::ii ·,;~~ : :: :::: :
oseph R. 1In~ey ....... .
W
I llJmm H. Seward, j r .. . .
sane H. Duval. . . ..•.. ...
Edwards ... .... ... .
omas A. Smyth ....... .
Ferdinand Van Derveer.. .
TI1r°mas 0. Devin ....... . .
R red Gibbs . . . ... . . . .. .
R° S. McKenzie. .... .. . .. .
J.B. llays ........•......
Ttmes R. Slack .•. .•.....
E. omas J. Lucas .... . ... .
J J. Davis .....•....••...
Goseph Bailey .......... .
Heorge L. Beal .•.........

f~hn

~ [ :;~~~~~:::.::::

.L"'D)

BRIGADIER-GID."'ERAL-S OF VOL~RS, &o.--{Cuntintted.)

STATION.

HOW E~IPLOYED.

Savannah, Ga... ...... .. ... Commanding 4th division 17th army corps.
Yicksbur~, Miss. ..... .. . .. Commanding brigade district of Vicksburg.
In the Jletd, Tenn. . . .. . . • . • Serving with det. of the army of Tennessee.
New Albany, Ind . . .. . ...... Wounded.
In the field, Ga ............ Commanding 1st brigade Sd dinsion 17th army co.rps.
Thibodeaux, La.. .... . . . Commanding district of Lafourche.
Snvannnb, Ga. ..... . ... . .. . Commanding 4th division 15th army corps.
City Point, Ya.... .... .. .. . Chief of General Grant's staff:
Jn the field, Tenn.. . .. .. . . . Oommnndin~ Governor's guard.
.
Bermuda Hundred, Va ..... Chief of staff, department of Virginia and North Carolina.
Army of Potomac..... • . . • . Commanding 1st brigade 2d cavalry division.
New Oi-leans, La. .. . ... .. . : Under orders of Major-General Canby.
In the field, Va . . .... . . .. . Commanding 1st brigade 2d division 19th army corps.
Palatine Bridge, N. Y . ... .. .A.waiting orderB'.
In the field, Tenn... ... . ... Commanding cavalry corps, military division of Mississippi.
Newtonnlle, Mass ...••.... Wounded.
Memphis, Tenn ....... .... . Commanding colored troops, State of Tennessee.
Port Hudson, La....... . . . . Commanding United States forces.
Savannah, Gn.. . .. ... . ..... Commanding 1st division 17th army corps.
Nash rule, Tenn.... . ..... . . Commanding post.
Army of Potomac.. ...... .. Commanding 1st brigade Sd dinsiou 2d army corps.
Little Rock, Ark . ..... . . . • . Commanding 2d brig?de cavalry dinsion, dep't of Arkansas.
Stel)mer Niagara, Miss. river En route to Morgnnzrn, La. (On duty in department of Golf.)
In the field, Gn... . ...... . . Commanding l st cavalry dinsion, military dinsion of Mississippi.
Army of Potomac. .... . . . . . Commanding 2d brigade 2d division 6th army corps.
In the Jleld, Tenn.. ... ..... Commanding 5th cavalry dinsiou, military division of Miss.
In the fie ld, Va. ... ........ Commanding cavalry division, dep't of Virginia and N. Carolina.
Washington, D. 0 .. . ... .... Member of military commission. CSeverely wou.oded..)
Army of Potomac. ......... Commanding 1st ,livision 9th army corps.
New York city. . . .... ..... Member of general court-martial ( everely wounded.)
Army of Potomac. . . . . . . . . Commanding 2d brigade 2d division 9th army corps.
In the field, Tenn. .. . . . . . . . Serving in dep't of the Cumberland.
(army corps. (Wounded.)
Washington, D. 0. . .. . . . . . . Member board for examination of applicants for commissions in 1st
Army of Potomac......... . Commanding 1st division 2d nrmy corps.
Libby prison, Richmond, Va Prisoner of wnr.
Army of Potomac. . . . . . . . . . Commanding 2d brigade 3d dhision 2d army corps.
·washington, D. 0, .. . . .... . Severely wounded.
Army of Potomac. .... . .... Commanding 1st brigade 1st division 5th army corps.
Savannah, Ga.. ...... . . . . .. Commanding 1st brigade 4th division 15th nrmy corps.
Winthrop, Mass.. ..... ... . Under medical treatment.
fpornry lcnYe of absence.)
Army of Potomac . . . . . . . . . Commanding 1st brigade 4th division lit.Ii army corps. (On temWashington, D. 0... .. .. .. . Commanding division 22d nrmy corps.
In the field, Va ............ Commanding 1st division 25th army corps.
Philadelphia, Pa. . . .. . ... .. Severely wounded.
Winchester, Va ............ Member of military commission.
In the :field, Tenn.. ...... . . Commanding 3d brigade 1st divi$ion 4th army corps.
In the :field, Tenn. .... . . . . . Commanding 1st brigade 2d division 23d army corps.
In the Jleld, 'l'enn.. .. . ..... Commanding 1st brigade 1st cavalry div. mil. div. of MississippL
Savannah. Gn.... . . ... . .. . . OommmHling 2d brieado 1st division 17th army corps.
lo the field, Tenn. . . . . • • . . Commanding 1st brigade 8d division 23d army corps.
New Haven, Conn . . ..... .. Wounded.
(leave of absence.)
In the field, Ga.... .. .... . . Commanding 2d brig. 4th div. 15th. army corps. (On temporary
In the field, Ga.. ... ... .. .. Commanding 3d brigade 4th division 17th army corps.
Pinc Bluff, Ark. .. ...... . .. Commanding post.
Washington, D. C.. .. ...... CWef of artillei:y, department of Washliton.
In the fieldJa..... . ... •. . Commanding 3d brigade 1st division 19 army corps.
Lexin;l"ton, .li.y.....•..•.... Wounded.
Washrngton, D. O.. .. ... .. . Wounded.
In the field, Va.... . . . . . . . . Commanding 2d. brigade 1st division 24th army corps.
Martinsburg, W. Va..... . . Commanding post.
In the field, Va .....•..... . . Commanding 1st infantry division, department ofW. Virginia.
Commanding 1st brigade district of the frontier.
.'Fort Smith, Ark... . . .
Army of Potomac . .... .. .. . Commanding 8d brigade 2d division 2d army corps.
Hamilton! Ohio .... , .. , ... . Under orders to department of Cumberland.
Io the fie .d, Va.. . . ..... .. . Com'dg 2d brigade 1st cavalry division middle military division.
In the field, Va.. . . ..... . .. On duty in 1st cavalry division middle military division.
Army of Potomac. . ... . .. .. Commanding 2d brifsde 1st division 6th army corps.
In the field, Va. .. .... . .. . . Oom'dg 1st brigade st inf. div., department of West Virginia.
Memphis, Tenn... . . . . . . . . • Com'dg 2d brig. 2d div. reserve corps, mil. div. of W. MississlppL
Indianapoli~ Ind. . ........ On recrn.iting service.
·
Morgnnzln, J.,a............. Commanding cavalry brl!fade, department of Gulf.
New Orleans, La........... Commanding cavalry dinsion, department of Gulf.
In tho field, Va ......... ... Commanding 1st brigade 1st division 19th army corps.
In the field, Va.... .. .... .. Oommandlng 8d brigade 1st division 25th army corps.
New Orleans, La... .... .. .. Commanding 3d div. U. S. colored troops, department of GuU:
R ECAPITULAT IO N .
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~n~ command.. .. .. ... ........ ... •.... ................•.••..••...•...........
Ao ore Committee on Conduct of the War.. ......... . .... . ...• ..••. ....... .. . .
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duty, on account of sickness or wounds .........•.•...•...•..•••.....•....
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NAVY DEPARTMENT.
Ploco of birth,

DUTY.

NAME.

Gideon Wells .. . ..... . . . ...............
Gnstavns V. Fox ..•.. . ...• .. ...........
William Faxon ............... . . . .. . ... .
-William Plume Moran .... ..............
do.
do.
. .................

Secretary ..... ... .........
Assislnnt SMrctary.•......
Chief Clork ... .... . .. .....
Clerk .. .. . ..... .. ... .....
Disbursing Cle1·k.... .. .. . .

Whore

1

Connecticut.....
Massachusetts ..
Connecticut. ....
Virginin .... ....
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B

citizen.

Dote of original
appointment..

Connecticut... .. 7 Mnr.,
Mnssnchusctts .. . 9 May,
Connecticut. ... . 19 Mnr.,
Virginia ....... . 8 Dec.,
. .............. .

1861
1861
1861
18511

B wreau of Y(llrdB am,d Docks.
Joseph Smith ...... . ... ..... ...... .. ... . Chief of Bureau . ... ....... Mnssachusetts .. Mnssachusetts .. 25 May, 1846
William P. 8. Sanger .................... Civil Engineer .. . •. ... . . .. Massachnsetts .. Dist. Columbia.. 15 Sept., 1842
John W. Bronaugh .... ...... .. ....... . . Chief Clerk .........•..... Virginia ... .... . Dist. Columbia.. . 4 June, 1849
Bwreau of N'<Wigation.
Charles Henry Davis .. .. .. ... .. . •.• .. ... Chief of Bureau .. . . ....... Massachusetts . .
Benjamin F. Greene..................... Cltief O!erk . ........ ..... . New Hampshire.
Bwreau of Ordnw,nce.
Henry.A. oWise ... ... . .... . .... .. . .. .... ChiefofBurean •. ... . .... . NewYork . .•..
Richmond .Aulick ..............•....... Assistant ... • ...........•. Connecticut. ....
C. E. Graves ..................•...... ... Chief Clerk .......• •.. .... Vermont. ... •.•.
Bwreaii of Eq1npment and Recruiting.
AlbertN. Smith ............ . ......... .. ChiefofBnrean .•.• •• . . ... Maine ..........
8. Henriques.... . . .. ........... . ....... Chief Clerk ........... .. .. Sweden ........
Bwreau of Medicine and Surgery.
William Whelan ... ..... .. ...... ........ Chief of Bureau ......... .. Pennsylvania. ...
Phineas J. Horwitz .... ................ . Assistant to Bureau .•..••• Maryland ...•. .
Bwreau qf Pt·01>ieions and Olotliing.
Horatio Bridg:e.. .. ...................... Chief of Bureau . •••• ... ••. Maine ..•.....•.
Thomas F!lleorown ..................... Chief O!erk ... .. .....•.• .• Maine •.........
Bureaii of Oonstriwticn and Repait•.
John Lenthall ... ... ... . .. .... .......... . Chief of Bureau ....... .... Dist. Columbia ..
James W. Deeble . ..•. , ...••...•.••.... Chief Clerk .••...•.•..••.• Dist. Columbia..
Bu1•e<11ti of Steam J!)n(J-ineering.
Beninmin F. Isherwood ............ ... .. ChiefofBurean .••.••..... NewYork ...•••
Wil lam H. .Allyn ••.• . ..• .....••..••.. .. Chief Clerk .............•. Connecticut. ...•

Massachusetts.. . 17 July, 1862
New Tork . . ..•. 19 Feb., 18-03
NewYork .. . .". . 25 Jnne, 1868
Virginia ... ... . . 28 June, 1868
Vermont ...... . 9 Aug., 1861
Massachusetts... 80:Mny, 1868 ·
New York... ... 2 Sept., 1862
Pennsylvania. . . .
Pennsylvania.. . .

1 Oct., 1Sl58
8 June, 1859

Mnine ........ . .
Maine ......... .

1 Oct., 1854
1 Sept., 1842

Pennsylvania.... 18 Nov., 1858
Dist. Columbia.. 6 .April, 1861
NewYork . ... .. 25July, 1862
Wisconsin.. . .... 9 Jan., 1868

RE.AR AD MIRA.LS OF THE NAVY.
NAME.

.Acli-ve List.
David G. Far~ut,*...............
Lon is M. Golds orough..... . . . . . . .
Su.muel F. Dupont .... . .... ..... ..
Charles Henry Davis .... .... .. ....
John .A. Dahlgren .. . ....... .......
David D. Porter. ....... . ...... . ..
Retired List.
Charles Stewart..... . . . • . . . . . . . . . •
William B. Shubrick . . . .... .......
Joseph Smith............... .... .
Francis II Gregory.. .. . • .. . . . . . . .
Silas H. Stringham ...... ........ ..
Samuel L Breese .. . ..............
Hiram Paulding ........ ....... ...

State where born.

State of which a citizen.

Original entry into the
service.

D•t• of preaenl
commission.

Tennessee..... .... ....
District Columbia.... .
New Jersey... .... ....
Massachusetts . . . . . . .
Pennsylvania .... ......
Pennsylvania.. ... .....

Tennessee....• .... ....
Maryland .. . ....• ••..
Delaware ..... .... ... .
Massachusetts .. . ..... .
Pennsylvania ... . ... . .
Pennsylvania ...•.....

17 Dec.,
18 June,
19 Dec.,
12 .Aug.,
1 Feb.,
2 Feb.,

1810 •. .. . 16 July, 1862
1812 ... . . 16 July, 1S62
1815 .... . 16 July, 1862
1823 .... . 7 Feb., 1S68
1826 .... . 7 Feb., 1S63
1829 ...•. 4 July, 1863

Pennsylvania... . .. •..•
South Carolina •.. .... .
Massachusetts . ...... .
Connecticut ........ ..
New York ........... .
New York ........•. ..
New York .......... ..

New Jersey.......... .
South Carolina .. ..... .
Massachusetts ....... .
Connecticut..... ..... .
NewYork ..... ... ... .
NewYork ..... . ..... .
NewYork ....... . .. . .

t9 Mar.,
20 Jnne,
16 Jan.,
16 Jan.,
15 Nov.,
17 Dec.,
1 Sept.,

1798 .. . ..
1806 .•.. .
1809 .... .
1809 .... .
1809 ... ..
1810 .. . .•
1811. . .. .

16
16
16
16
16
16
16

July,
July,
July,
July,
J nly,
July,
July,

1862
1862
1862
1862
2862
1862
1862

COMMODORES OF THE NAVY.

Active llist.
Thomas T. Craven ...... . . ....... .
Henry K. Hoff... .. ............... .
Henry II. Bell .................... .
William Smith .............. . ... . .
John W. Livingston . .... . ......... .
Henry K. 'I'hatcher....... . . .. . . .. .
John 8. Missroon ........... .. .... .
Robert B. lii tchr.ock ............ .. .
Stephen 0. Rowan ........ ........ .
Joseph Lnnmnu ............ .... ... .
Thomas Turner .......... . .. . .. ... .
Charles H. Poor... ................ .
Timothy A. Hunt .... . ............ .
Sylvnnns W. Godon ...... .. ... . ... .
James 8. Palmer ... ......... .... . .
William Radford . .......... . .... . ..
John Rodgers. . .. . . . . . . . . . . ...... .

District Columl)ia.. ...
Pennsylvania .........
North Carolina.. ......
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York ...........
Maine ... .. . . ........
South Carolina........
Connecticut...... . . . •
Ohio .••• ... • . ..... ...
Connecticut.. . .. .... . .
Virginia.. .. ... . ......
Massachusetts . . . . . . . .
Connecticut...... .....
Pennsylvn.nia.... . . . . .
New Jersey. .. ........
Virginia ....... ..•..•.
Maryland ............

* App1inted Vlce-Admlra.l December 21, 1864.

NewYork ........ ... .
South Carolina .. . •....
Now York ..........•.
Missouri .......... ... ..
New York ... ........ .
Maine ............... .
South Carolina ...... .
Connecticut. ... •. .....
Ohio...... .. ...••.. ...
Connecticut......•• ...
Pennsylvania. ........ .
District Columbia •. ...
Connecticut. ...•.•. ...
Pennsylvania ...... .. . .
New Jersey.... ... .. ..
Missouri .... .. .. ..... .
·Maryland .. ... .•. ... ..

1 May, 1822 .• .. . 16 Jnly, 1S62
28 Oct.,
4 .Ang.,
4 Mar.,
4 Mar.,

1828 .... .
1828 .... .
1823 .... .
182.S .... .
4 Mar., 1828 .... .
27 ,June, 1824 .... .
1 Jan., 1825 ... ..
1 Feb., 1826 .. . ..
1 Jan., 1S25 . ... .
21 .April, 1825 .... .
1 Mar., 1S25 ... . .
1 Feb., 1825 ... . .
1 Mar., 1819 •. ...
1 Jan., 1825 ... ..
1 Mar.I 1825 .... .
18 .Apr! , 1828 .... .

t Aa lleut,mont.

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
29
18
2

July,
July,
July,
July,
July,
July,
July,
July,
Aug.,
Dec.,
Jan.,
2 Jan.,

2 Jim.,

7 Feb.,
24 April,
17 June,

1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862 .
1863
1863
1863
1863
1863
1863
1S~
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C01IMODORES OF THE
NAME.

Retired I/4/Jt.
John D. Sloat. ...............•. ....
William Mervine. ......•...........
Thomas Crabbe ......... ........ .. .
John C. Long .. . ............. ... .. .
John B. Montgomery . .... ........ .
Cornelius K. Stribling ......... ... .
Joshua R. Sands ....•. . .......... . .
Charles H. Bell ............. .. ... .
Joseph R. Jarvis .. .............. .. . .
Wllhnm C. Nicholson .. .... . ...... .
Joseph B. Hull ......... . ......... .
William H. Gardner...... . ........ .
T. Aloysius DornU1 ............... .
Frederick Engle ...... .... ..... ... .
John Rndd ...... ... . . ... . .. . . .... .
William W. McKean .............. .
Charles Lowndes•.. . ._.. . . ..... . ... .
John Marston.. . ................. .
Henry A. Ado.ms. ................. .
George }'. Pearson* . .. ....... .. . . . .
John Pope........................ .
Levin M. Powell ... . .. .. .......... .
Charles Wilkes t .................. .
Henry Engle.. . . . . ............... .
William M. Glendy ...... .. ..... . . .
George S. Blake. . . . . . . . . . .• .......
Andrew A. Harwood . ... . . .. ... ... .
Theoclorus Bailey .... .... ....• .... .
Hugh Y. Purviance .... .. . ........ .
Cadwalader Ringgold. ............. .
James L. Lardner•... . .............

State where born.

NewYork .. .. .... ... .
Pennsylvania.. . . ... .. .
Maryland ............ .
~ew Hampshire. ..... .
New Jersey...... . ..•.
South Carolina. ...... .
NewYork .... ....... .
New York .. ......... .
Massachusetts........ .
Maryland .... ... . .. •.
NewYork . .. ...... .. .
Maryland ....... .. .. .
Ireland .......... . ... .
Pennsylvania.. ....... .
Rhode Island ....... . .
Pennsylvania... ...... .
:Maryland . . . . ....... .
Massachusetts ....... .
Pcnnsy Ivnnia . .. ...•..
New Hampshire ..... .
Massachusetts . .... .. .
Virgin in. .. .. .. . .. .... .
New York ........... .
NewYork ........... .
Virginia . ............ .
Massachusetts ....... .
Pennsylvania ...... . . .
New York ........... .
Maryland ......... .. .
Maryland ........... .
Pennsylvania. . ....... .
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AVY.-{<Jonti1111ed.)
State or which n citiun.

NewYork ..... .. .. .. .
New York ........... .
P ennsylrnnia ......... .
New Hampshire . . . . . .
New Jerse,. .... . ... .
S.onlh Carolina .•......
New York . . .. ..... .•.
New York . . .. ... .... .
Maine ............... .
Maryland ..... . ..... .
Connecticnt..... . . . . . .
Pennsy l.ania. ........ .
Maryland . . ...... . . .
P ~~~J:lvania .. .... .. . .
V1rgm1a ....... . . .. . . .
Pennsylv:mia ........ . .
Maryland ....... .. . . .
P ennsylvania ... . ..... .
P ennsy Ivanin .. . ...... .
Mnssnc.husetts ... .. . . .
:.\Iaine ..... .. . ....... .
Virginja . ....... ... .. .
New'l:ork .......... .
KewYork .. . .... .. .. .
Virginia . ............ .
Massachusetts ....... .
P ennsylvania ...... ... .
NewYork .......... . .
Maryland .. .. ..... .. .
:.\Iaryland .. ........ .
Pennsylvania ........ .

eul:J i.nto lhe
IIOrigjnslaernce.

12 Feb., 1 00 . ... .
16 Jan, 1809 . .. . .
15 Nov., 1 09 .... .
1 June, 1812 ... . .
4 June, 1$12 .•••.
1S June, 1 12 . . ...
1S June, 1812 •....
1 June, 1812 ... . .
lSJune, 1812 .... .
1S June, 1$12 .... .
9 -ov., 1613 .... .
6Dea., 1 a .... .
2 May, 1815 . ... .
6 Dec., 1 14 .... .
30Nov, l 1-l ..••.
30 Nov., 1614 .... .
2 Mar., 1S15 .... .
15 April, 1 13 ... . .
15 1\lar., 1 14 .... .
11 Mar.. 1 Hi . . .. •
80May, 1 6 . . .. .
1 Mar., 1317 .... .
1,Jan., 151
1 Jan., 181
1 Jan., lSl
23 ApriJ, 181
1 Jan., lSl
1 Jan., 181
8 NoY., 181
4 Mar., 1819 .... .
26 July, 1 20 . . ..•

Date ofpznenl
commliidc.IL

16 JuJy,
16 July,
16 July,
16 Ju)y,
16 July,
16 July,
16 July,
16 July,
16 July,
16 July,
16 July,
16 July,
16 July,
16 Jnly,
16 July,
16 July,
16 July,
16 Jnly,
16 July.
16 Jnly,
16 July,
16 July,
16 July,
16 July,
16 Julv
16 July,
16 July,
16 Jnly,
16 July,
16 July,
16 July,

1 62
1 62
1S62
1 ii

186'?
1562
1 62
1 99
1 69
1 6'2
1 62
1 62
l 62

l 6'2
1 62
1 62
1 62
1 62
l 62
1..,62
1 62
1862
1862
1 6i
18@
1 62
1 62
1 62
1 69
18@
1862

• Acting Rear Admiral.
t &primanded aud 111Spended !or three ynani from May 8, 1864. Two yean or his 1uspemlon ,,.._. remilted by the Presldenl, December~. IS"'-

t

•

,·

BIOG R APHIC A L SKETCHE S.

18 6 1.
May

24.-EPHRA.nr EL."\IER

ELLSWORTH, · a

colonel of volunteers and the introducer of the
Zouave drill and organization into the United
States, born at Mechanicsville, Saratogo Oo.,
New York, April 23, 1837', killed at Alexandria,
Virginia, May 24, 1861. The financial misfortunes which overtook his father during Elmer's
early childhood, prevented him from obtaining
the object of his boyish ambition, a cadetsbip
at West P oint; .but, passionately fond of study,
he acquired a good English education. After
brief engagements in mercantile employment
in Troy and New York, he w ent to Obicago,
and though not yet of age, commenced business for himself as a patent solicitor, and soon
attained success and a handsome income; but
through the fraud of one whom he had trusted
was despoiled of his hard earnings. Instead
of giving way to despondency, he turned his
attention to the study of l:tw, supporting himself meanwhile by copying law papers at night.
B~t while thus rapidly familiarizing himself
with the science of law, his predilection for
the military profession was very strong ; and
having attained a thor ough familiarity with the
French chasseu1· d' .Afriq1te or Zouave drill and
organization, he resolved to form a Zouave
corps in Ohicago, with such modifications as he
deemed desirable to better adapt it to this country and the genius of the people. The co1·ps
which he organized and of which he became
the commander, was a remarkable one; the
strictest abstinence from spirituous liquors and
~obacco was enforced, and the drill was exceedmgly severe in its gymnastic requirements.
They had been organized less than a year when
their extrao1:dinary performances won them at
the State Agricultural Fair a stand of colors,
and in July, 1860, with their gallant commander
at their bead and bearing their prize colors,
they visited the Eastern cities, and challenged
competition in their military discipline and
practice, and won golden opinions everywhere.
On ?is return to Chicago be organized a Zouave
reg1ment, which he oftered to the governor for

the defence of the State, as if in premonition
of the coming struggle. During the autumn
Ellsworth entered heartily into the political
campaign, advocating the election of Mr. Lincoln. After the election he accompanied the
President elect to Washington, where he received a lieutenant's commission preparatory
to his entrance into the W ru· Department, and
had already matured in his own mind a reorganization of the militia of the country. The
breaking out of the wru· changed his plans. At
the proclamation of the President on the 15th
of April, he hastened to New York, organized
a Zouave regiment of 1 200 men from the
Fire Department, and in three weeks marched
at theu- head through Pennsylvania Avenue,
Washington. He drilled his regiment assiduously, and, more than any other man could have
done, named and controlled those restless and
ungovernable spirits. On the 23d of May bis
regiment was ordered to Alexandria., which
they reached early in the morning of the 24th.
Seeing a secession flag flying over a hotel (the
Marshall House), he entered and demanded of
a man whom he met there, whose flag it was ;
the man, who was really the proprietor of the
house, professed not to know, saying he was
only a lodger; and Ellsworth, with two companions, ascended to the roof and took it down,
wrapping it around his body. As he descended he said, "This is my trophy." "And you
are mine," said Jackson, the proprietor, pouring the contents of his shot gun full into the
breast of the colonel, and instantly falling himself from a musket ball through the head and a
deadly bayonet thrust from one of Ellsworth's
Zouaves, Francis E. Brownell. Jackson was
captain of an artillery company in his own
county. He was known by his neighbors ~ a
man who united a dauntless courage v.'"lth
generous impulses. A week before his d~ath
a Union man from Washington had been seized
in the streets of .Alexandria, and a crowd
threatened to shoot or hang him. He rescued
him, and threatened to kill any man who
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should molest him. The body of Col. Ellsworth
was borne sadly back to Washington, and the
funeral services performed at the White House,
with the President as chief momner. From
thence it was brought to his birthplace (Mechanicsville). A noble regiment, made up of
one man from a town, in bis native State, wa<i
raised as bis fittest, though not bis only monument.
June 10.-JoRN TROUT 'GREBLE, an officer
of the United States army, born in Philadelphia,
January 19, 1834, and killed in the battle of
Great Bethel, Virginia, June 10, 1861. He acquired bis early education at the Ringgold
Gramm::u· School and the Central High School
of bis native city, receiving bis bachelor's degree at the latter in 1850, and immediately entered tbe United States Military Academy at
West Point, where he graduated in 1854, with
high rank in bis class. On his graduation he was
immediately commissioned as brevet second
lieutenant in the 2d artillery, and stationed at
Newport, R. I. In September of the same year
be was made second lieutenant and sent to
Tampa, Florida, where be served in the Indian
troubles for two years, when be was compelled,
in consequence of a severe fever, to return
home on sick leave; but in the beginning of
1856 resumed bis duties, acting a part of the
time as quartermaster and commissary till December, 1856, when he was appointed acting
assistant professor of Ethics in the Military
Academy, the duties of which professorship be
performed with credit and success till October,
1860, when, at bis own request, be was detailed
for active duty at Fortress Monroe. There be
rendered efficient service in preventing the
seizure of the fortress. On the 26th of May,
1861, be was sent to Newport News as master
of ordnance, superintended the fortifica.tion of
that point, and trained the volunteers to artillery practice. When the disastrous expedition
to Great Bethel was planned, be was unexpectedly detailed to accompany it with two guns;
and though in his own judgment it was ill-advised, and would probably prove fatal to him,
he clid not hesitate, but took _an active part in
its duties; ancl when the Federal troops were
repulsed, by his admirable management of his
guns protected them from pursuit and utter
annihilation. Just at the close of the action
when he had given tl1e order to withdraw fro~
the field, he was strnck by a cannon ball on the
right temple and instantly killed.
June 10.-Major THEODORE WINTHROP, an
officer of volunteers in tbe United States army
ancl an American author, born in New Haven:
Conn., September 22, 1828, killed in the battle
of Great Bethel, June 10, 1861. He graduaterl
with high honors at Yale Coll~ge in 1848, and
soon after, partly to recruit his health, impaired by too close awlication, sailed for Europe,
where he made an extensive tour mostly on
foot. In Italy he ormed the acquaintance of
W. H. A.spin.wall, of New York, and upon his
return became tutor to his son, with whom he

afterwards again vis1ted Europe. Returninrr
from this second tour, he entered the employ
of the Pacitlc Mail Steamship Company and
went to Panama, where he resided about two
years. He then joined the unfortunate expedition of Lieutenant Strain, the exposures of
which injured bis health to such a degree that
he was compelled to return to New York. He
next engaged in the study of law, and was admitted to the bar in 1855. He first practised in
St. Louis, but finding the climate unfavorable,
he returned again to New York, where his fondness for literary pursuits drew him aside from
his profession.
At the commencement of hostilities which
resulted in the present war, be enrolled himself in the artillery corps of the '7th regimen~
and subsequently was made acting military
secretary and aid by Gen. Butler. His description of the forty-two days' campaign of the '7th
regiment, in the June, July, and August numbers
of the Atlantic Monthly, attracted much attention by its gracefulness and brilliancy, and the
interest thus excited was afterwards heightened
by bis untimely death. In the autumn of 1861
Messrs. Ticknor and Fields, of Boston, published two works of fiction of considerable
merit, "Cecil Dreeme" and "John Brent,"
which were found among bis papers after his
death.
June 1'7.-Col, HOLLOWAY, an officer of the
Missouri State Guard, killed at the battle of tl1e
Big J3lue, in Jackson Oounty, Missouri. Had
been a captain in the U. S. regular army, and
was deeply deplored by Gen. Sterling Price's
army. He had rendered great service in organizing Missouri troops, and there were few
in that army and at that time who could fill his
place.
June 2'7th..-JAMES HARMAN WARD, commander in the United States navy, son of Ool.
J ames Ward of Hartford, Conn.; born in tl~at
city in 1806, killed in the attack on Matthias
Point, June 2'7, 1861. He was educatetl at the
Vermont Military Academy at Norwich, nnd
from thence entered Trinity College, Hartford.
On the 4th of March, 1823, he received an appointment as midshipman on board of the
Constitution, commanded by Commodore McDonough· rose to the rank of lieutenant on the
3d of Mdrch, 1831, and was attached to the
Mediterranean squadron. For several years be
was on the coast of Africa, and w bile there
compiled his "Manual of Naval Tactics," published in 1858. In 1842-'43 he delivered in
Philadelphia a popular course of lectures on
Gunnery. He urged upon the Government the
necessity of esta,blishing a Naval School,_. and
upon the opening of the school, was ~ppomted
one of the professors, and gave a series ?f lectures subsequently published under the title of
'' Ele;nentary Instructions on Naval Orc~ance
and Gunnery:" a work which has accomplished
much in its effects upon naval science..
Soon after the introduction of steam mto tl!ll
navy, he gave the result of his observations lll
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a work entitled "Steam for the Million," subsequently republished by Van Nostrand, New
York. In 1853 he was made commander, and
in 1857' was appointed to the command of the
. receiving ship North Onrolina, lying at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. At the commencement
of the war he was summoned to Washington to
aid the Government by his counsels. Here he
remained and organized the Potomac flotilla, to
the command of which he was appointed on:
May 16, 1861. On the 31st, he, with the Fre~
born, Anacosta, and Resolute, cannonaded the
Confederate batteries at Aqnia Creek, silencing
three of .them, and only retiring when his ammunition was exhausted. The next day, aided
by the Pawnee, he resumed the attack, and succeeded in silencing the guns. On June 26th,
ou discovering that a battery was being erected
at Matthias Point oy the enemy, he sent to the
Pawnee for aid to throw up breastworks; wl1en
completed, as the men were returning to the
boats for the guns, a destructive ffre was opened
upon them by the enemy in ambush. The crew
hastened to the steamer, the Freeborn covering
their retreat. Capt. Ward gallantly stood at
his post sighting one of the guns, when he was
struck by a Minie ball and almost instantly killed. He was buried at Hartford, Conn.
July 5.-BENJ. J. BRo~, inspector-general,
with the rank of colonel, on Gen. Black's staff,
who then commanded a division of the Missouri State Guard. He had held the position
of president of the Senate of the State of Missouri, and was killed in the battle of Wilson
Creek, in Missoru·i. He had participated in
the battle of Carthage, and distinguished himself for dashing courage and cool judgment.
July 5.-RIOHA.RD C. CoXE, colonel in Missouri State Guard, killed at the battle of Cart_hage, in Missouri. At the opening of the war he
hved in the town of Atchison, in Kansas, and
took a prominent part in the Kansas troubles.
July 15.-RoBT. SELDEN GARNETT, an officer
of the Confederate army, born in Virginia
about 1821, and killed in the battle of Oarrick's
Ford, July 15, 1861. He entered WestPoint in
183'7, and graduated 217th in his class in 184J,
was appointed brevet second lieutennnt of artillery on his graduation, and from July, 1843, to
Oct., 1844, was assistant-instructor of infantry
tactics at the military academy; was aidede-camp to Gen. Wool in 1845, distinguished
himself in the battles of Palo Alto nnd Resaca
~e la Palma, was promoted to a first lieutenancy
m 1846, was aide-de-camp to Gen. Taylor
through the Mexican war and until 1849, was
bre~ete~ captain and major for gallant and
lD?ntonous conduct at Monterey and Buena
Vista; transferred to the infantry in 1848, and
promoted to a captaincy in 1851. From 1852
to 1854 ho was commandant of the corps of
pa~ets, and instructor in infantry tactics at West
omt; appointed captain of the 1st regiment
cavalry in 1805, and major of 9th infantry in
the same month · was the commander in tho
operations against the Indians on Puget's Sournl,
46
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Washington Territory, in 1856, and commanded
the Yakima expedition in 1858. At the breaking out of the present war- he took the side of
the Confederates, was promoted to a brigadiergeueralship, and assigned to the department
of Western Virginia. Here, in July, Gen. McClellan attacked him, and after several days of
alternate :fighting and retreating, at the decisive action of Carrick's Ford, Gen. Garnett. was
kille<;J. and his forces routed. His body was
carefully cared for by the Federal commander
and after being embalmed, was forwarded t~
his friends.
July 21.- Major SULLIVAN BALLOU, of the
2d Rhode Island regiment of volunteers, killed
at the battle of Bull Run. He was born at
Smithfield, R. I., March 28, 1829. In 1846 be
entered Phillips' Academy at Andover, Mass.,
and subsequently Brown University. After remaining two years at the latter, be proceeded
to the National Law School at Ballston, N. Y.
In 1853 he was admitted to the Rhode Island
bar, and practised his profession with little interruption in Smithfield and Providence until
he left with his regiment for the seat of war.
He was clerk of the House of Repre entatives
of Rhode Island during the years 1854, 1855,
and 1856, and the following year was Speaker
of the House. In 1861 he held the office of
Judge Advocate of the Rhode Island militia.
He joined the army from a patriotic sense of
duty, and his military career, though short, won
him distinguished honor.
July 21.- FRANoIS S. BARTow, a colonel of
the 8th Georgia regiment, in the Confederate
army, killed at the battle of Bull Run, in Virginia. At that battle he commanded a brigade,
but at the head of the 8th Georgia regiment
had charged a battery that was doing great
havoc among Confederate troops, and had been
repulsed. When Gen. Johnston, however, told
him that the battery must be taken, he seized
the standard of the '7th Georgia regiment and
exclaimed, "I will do what moi-tal man can,"
and charged and took the battery, but was
killed. " They have killed me," he cried, "but
never give up the field." Col. Bartow was
chairman of the military committee of the Richmond Oongress, and upon his death that body
paid a high tribute to his memory. His heroism
in the battle of Bull Run, or Manassas Junction as it is called in the South, was so conspicuous as to attract the notice and eulogy of
the entire Southern people. Some time before the battle, upon being told that Congress
needed his services, he answered that his
country needed hfo services on that field, and
he would not leave uutil after the battle;
anrl upon being told that he was too confident
of succes9i and that the odds were ~ery gr~at
in favor of tbe other side, he excl:nmed W1th
great fervor, "They can never whip us. We
shall not count the odds. We may be exterminated but never conquered. I shall go into
this fiaht with the determination never to learn
the :fi~d alive but in victory; and I know that
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the same spirit actuates my whole command.
How, then, can they whip us?" On that sanguinary plateau near the Henry House, also fell
Bartow, pierced through the heart by a Mlnie
ball.
JitlAJ 21.-BERN.A.IID E. BEE, a brigadiergeneral in the Confederate army, ldlled at tho
battle of Bull Run. Gen. Bee was a native of
South Carolina, and entered West Point from
that State. He graduated fourth in bis class,
with high honors, in July, 1845, and entered
the 3d infantry regiment. He served with
marked distinction in the Mexican war, and
was brevetted first lieutenant for gallant and .
meritorious conduct at tl10 battle of Cerro
Gord(!), April 18, 184'7 (March, 1849), in which
he was wounded. Hewasbrevettedcaptainfor
gall:.mt and meritorious conduct at the storming of Chapultepec, Sept. 13, 184'7 (March,
184'7). He was afterwards adjutant. In subsequent wars with the Indians he achieved
great SLtccess and distinction, winning the approbation of bis native State, which presented
him with a superb sword. Gen. Bee contri.buted in a large degree to the achievement of
Confederate success at Bull Run. His stubborn resistance with his small force to the
fierce charges and concentrated :fire of artillery
of the Federal troops, and his repeaterl and
desperate charges subsequently upon being reenforced, rendered the plateau near the Henry
House the bloodiest spot on the battle-field,
·and materially influenced the fortunes of the
day. He died grasping the sword South Carolina had taken so much pride in presenting
to him.
Jitly 21.-Col. JA111Es CAMERON, born at
Maytown, Lancaster Co., Penn., March_1, 1801.In youth he engaged in various occupations,
and at 19 years of age entered the printing
office of his brother Simon, at Harrisburg. In
182'7 he removed to Lancaster and assumed the
editorship of the "Political Sentinel," studying
law in the mean time in the office of the late
President, James Buchanan. During the Merican war he accompanied the volunteers of bis
State as sutler, in January, 184'7. When the
present war broke out he was living in retirement upon bis estate on the banks of the Susquehauna, but upon urgent entreaty accepted
the appointment of colonel of the '79th Highland regiment of the New York State militia,
and from his election devoted himself assiduously to the duties of his position. In the
battle of Bull Run, when his regiment was
driven back before the terrible fire of the
enemy, he would lead them. up again and again
with the shout, "Scots, follow me l " until he
fell in the deadly charge.
July 21.- - - FrsHER, colonel in the
Confederate army, commanded the 6th North
Carolina regiment; killed at Bull Run, in Virginin.
July 21.-Col. JoTIN S. SLOomr, born in the
town of Richmond, R. I., Nov. 1, 1824. At
the commencement of the Mexican war he ob-

tained a commission in the army, and at Oontreras received the brevet rank of captain for
meritorious conduct. .At the beginning of the
present war Gov. Sprague appointed him colonel, and authorized him to raise a second regi- ,
ment, which he speedily accomplished and
again marched to the seat of war. .At the battle of Bnll Run his regiment led the advance of
the division which crossed Cob Run and reached Bull Run at Sndley's ford, on the extreme
left of the enemy's line. Here he bravely led
on his regiment through the woods, and opened
that terrible engagement, but fell almost in the
beginning of the action.
Jitly 21.-F. J. THOMA.S, a colonel in the
Confederate army. He was acting chief of
ordnance on Gen. Joseph E. Johnston's staff,
and was .killed at the battle of Bull Run.
July 21.-Capt. OTrs H. TILLINGHAST, born
at Homer, Cortlandt Co., N. Y., March 6, 1823.
In 184'7 he graduated with honor at the military academy at West Point, and was immediately appointed brevet second lieutenant in the
3d artillery, and joined Sherman's battery,
under Gen. Taylor, at Saltillo, Mexico. In
1848 bezyas associated with the MexicanBoundary Commission, and in 1856 was appointed
regimental quartermaster, and stationed in
Florida. Soon after be was ordered to Fort
Moultrie, where be remained until about the
time of the insurrection. In July, 1861, Lieut.
Tillinghast was appointed chief-quartermal!ter
to Gen. McDowell's army, and attached himself to the division commanded by Col. Porter.
Though his duties did not requfre him to take
part in the battle, he entered with alacrity into
the :field, and fell early in the enagement, mortally wounded.
July 21.-Capt. LEVI TowEn, killed at the
battle of Bull Run. Born in the· village of
Blackstone, Mass., August 18, 1835. He to_ok
a thorough classical course in the University
Grammar School in Providence, and in due
time entered Brown University, which he was
subsequently compelled to leave in consequence
of ill health. He was a member of the Pawtucket Light Guard, and with it joined the
1st regiment of Rhode Island volunteers.
July 22.-Ool. WILLIA.i.'\f D. KENNEDY, commander of the "Tammany" regiment of N. Y.
volunteers. He was a prominent democrat
of New York city, and a man of great energy
and ability. He died at Washington of congestion of the brain.
.
Aug. 10.- - - CAWTHORN, colonel m the
Missouri State Guard in the Confede~·~te serd
vice. He bad shown considerable abihty an
courage at the battle of Oarthage, July ~' 18 61.
He commanded a brigade of cavalry m Ge~Rains' division, and was very badly ":ounded 1~
the foot at Wilson's Creek, and refnsmg to perf
mit amputation, be died after a few days 0
suffering.
al
.Augitst 10.-N.A.TH.A.NIEL LYON, a gener:
of volunteers in the United States a~·roy, }~0
at Ashford, Windham Co., Connecticut,
Y
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14, 1819, killed at the battle of Wilson's Creek,
:Missom·i, August 10, 1861. His mother was a
daughter of Lieut. Daniel Knowlton, who served
through the old French war and the Revolution. Gen. Lyon grndnated at the :Military
Academy at West Point in 1841, and immediately received the appointment of second lieutenant in the 2d regiment of infantry. His
first field of service was Florida, during the latter part of the Seminole war, where he distinguished himself as an able and energetic officer.
He was subsequently stationed for several years
at different posts on the western frontier. In
184'7 be was promoted to a first lieutenancy,
and upon the commencement of the war with
Mexico was ag::iin ordered to active service.
He joined Gen. Taylor at ;Monterey, and accompanied his regiment when it was detached
from the command of Gen. Taylor and placed
under that of Gen. Scott. He served at the
bombardment of Vera Cruz and the battles of
Cerro Gordo, Contreras, an¢1. Churubusco, and
for "meritorious conduct" received the brevet
rank of captain. At the close of the war with
Mexico, Gen. Lyon was ordered to California,
and detailed to service among the Indian tribes,
who had become troublesome, and while engaged in this service was promoted to a full
captaincy in 1851. From California Gen. Lyon
was ordered to Kansas, during the height of
the political troubles there, and used his influence to maintain order and calm the strife of
partisans. Some of his articles wTitten for the
p~ess at this period, bear evidence of great
vigor of intellect, and earnest devotion to bis
country's good. Early in 1861 Capt. Lyon was
placed in command of the United States arsenaJ. at St. Lonis; after the fall of Fort Sumter
the possessio~ of Missouri seemed to depend
upon his energy and coolness. The police
commissioners of St. Louis assumed to themselves the power of opposing the Government,
a~d demanded that Capt. Lyon should confine
his jurisdiction to the arsenal grounds ; this
h~ refused. Not long before the Goyernor of
~ssou_ri bad authorized the formation of camps
m vanous parts of the State. Taken in connection with the action of the commissioners,
Capt. Lyon considered the concentration of
these forces as an act of open hostility to the
Government, and suddenly surrounded one of
the camps, known as Camp Jackson, with a
large force of the State " Home Gual'ds" UI1der
Cols. Blair and Sigel, and, planting his guns
on the heights, demanded of Gen. Frost, the
commnnder of Comp Jackson, an immediate
s~rrender ; satisfied that he was unable to resist so large a force, Gen. Frost yielded up bis
whole command as prisoners of war. A few
days Inter Gen. Harney arrived at St. Louis
and assumed the command, and Capt. Lyon
w~s api;iointed general of the 1st brigade of
Missoun volunteers. He broke up a Confederate fo:ce at Potosi, and caused several important seizures of war material destined for Oamp
Jackson. Upon the removnl of Gen. Harney,
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Gen. Lyon was placed in command of the department. Gov. Jackson and Gen. Price sought
an interview with him, in which they insisted
that no United States troops should march
through or quarter in Missouri, although they
had already allow.ed Oonfederate troops to do
so. Lyon's reply was that the troops of the
United States should march peaceably everywhere through the United States, offering insult to none, but would oppose every attack
and crush every effort to molest them. Upon
this Gov. Jackson withdrew from St. Louis and
prepared for war. Gen.' Lyon then took the
field, but previously issued a proclamation to
the citizens of Missouri, in which, after rehearsing the various acts of Gov. Jackson, he concludes: "rt; in suppressing these treasonable
projects, carrying out the policy of the Government, and maint::iining its dignity, hostilities
should unfortunately occur, and unhappy consequences should follow, I would hope that all
aggravation of those events may be avoided, and
that they may be diverted from the innocent
and nrny foll on the heads of those by whom
they have been provoked. In the discharge
of these plain but onerous duties I shall look
for the countenence and active cooperation of
all good citizens, and I shall expect them to
discountenance all illegal combinations or organizations, and support and uphold, by every
lawful means, the Federal Government, upon
the maintenance of which depends their liberties and the perfect enjoyment of all their
rights."
Learning that Gov. Jackson and Gen. Price
had commenced hostilities, Gen. Lyon moved
toward Jefferson City with a small force, and
upon bis appro::ich Gov. Jackson abandoned his
position and retreated to Booneville, where a
battle was fought on the l'Tth of June, which
resulted in a complete victory, all the tents,
ammunition, and supplies falling, into Gen.
Lyon's hands. Upon entering Booneville, he
issued a proclamation, in which, after a statement of the facts in relation: to the battle, he
said: "I hereby give notice to the people of
this State that I shall scrupulously avoid all interference with the business, rights, and property of every description recognized by the
laws of the State, and belonging -to law-abiding
citizens. But it is equally my duty to maintain
the paramount authority of the United States
with such force as I have at my command,
which ,vill be retained only so long as opposition makes it necessary, and that it is my wish,
and shall be my purpose, to visit any unavoidable rigor arising in this issue upon those only
who provoke it."
He soon after moved forward to Springfield,
an imnortant town of Southwestern :Missouri,
driving the Oonfederates before him, and _defeating them at Dug Spring, about :fifteen m1les
from that town. Subsequent to the battle of
Dug Spring, the Confederates received he~vy
reenforcemen'ts, and Gen. Lyon, after making
several appeals to the Go,ernment for more
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troops, o.nd receiving no response, called a council of war to determine upon the question of
evacuating Springfield. Fearing any r etrograde movement would be fatal to the cause,
it was decided to attack Gens. McCulloch and
Price in their camp at Wilson's Oreek, though
with scarcely any hope of success, as the Union
force was but a little over five thousand, while
thtl Confederate force was nearly twenty-five
thousand. The battle was a desperate-one, and
Gen Lyon, after being twice wounded, · was
killed, while making a gallant charge at the
head of the 1st Iowa regiment, which had lost
its colonel. His body was subsequently conveyed to (?onnecticut, the.home of his parents,
and upon its way was received everywhere with
~arke~ r~spec~. _Military ho1;1ors were paid to
it. at Omcmnat1, Pittsburg, Philadelphia, Jersey
O1ty, and New York. The funeral oration was
delivered by Galusha A. Grow, Speaker of the
United States House of Representatives. In
Oongress, Senator Pomeroy delivered an eloquent tribute to his memory, and the following
resolutions passed both houses :
. Resolved, hr the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of .America in l..longress
assembled- First, That Congress deems it just and
pro_per to enter upon its records a recognition of the
emment and patriotic services of the late BriO"adierG:eneral Nathaniel ~ y~n. 'Fhe country to who";;e services he devoted his life mil g uard and preserve his
fame as a part of.its own glory. Second That the
thanks of Congress are hereby given to th~ brave officers and soldiers who, under the command of the late
Ge~eral L~on, sustai!]ed the honor of the flag, · and
achieved victory agamst overwhelming numbers at
the battle of Springfield, in Missouri, and that, in
order to commemorate an eveut so honorable to the
cou_n try and to themselves, it is ordered that each
:eg1ment engaged shall b~ authorized to bear upon
its colors the word "Spnngfield," embroidered in
letters _of gold. .A.nd the President of tbe United
States 1s hereby requested to cause these resolutions
to be read at the head of every regiment in the army
of the United States.

Upon opening bis will, it was ascertained
that Gen. Lyon ~ad bequeathed bis entire property, $30,000, with the exceptjon of some slight
bequests, to the Government, to aid in the
preservation of the Union.
Aug. ~0.-O.A.RY GR.A.TZ, major in the Federal
army, killed at the battle of Wilson's Orellk,
in !rfisso1111, aged about 28 years. He was a
no.t1ve of Kentucky, ancl had large and influential connections in that State. For many years,
h~w~ver, he had been a highly esteemed comrmss10n merchant in St. Louis where his untimely death was sincerely mo~rned.
Aug. 10.-O.EI.A.RLES RoGGERs, major in the
Missouri State Guard ju the Oonfederate service, killed at Wilson's Oreek, in Missouri
aged about thirty years. Major Roggers wa;
an old r esident of St. Louis, and a prominent
politician. He early espoused the cause. of the
Sontb, and was one of the association in St.
Louis called minute men, before the war was
actually commenceu.
Aug. l0.-R101URD HANSOM WEIGHTMAN, a
colonel in the Missom·i State Guard in the

service of the Oonfederate States, killed at the
battle of Wilson's Creek, or, as it is called in
the South, "Oak Hills." He commanded a bri~
gade of Missourians o.t that battle, and had organized and drilled them himself. They composed the best brigade then in that army. It
was the excellent fighting of this brigade, and
the military sagacity of its commander, that
worsted Sigel's lines on the left of the line of
battle. Ool. Weightman was then sent to the
right (Oonfederate left), when the long and
sanguinary contest raged for the possession of
Bloody Hill, where Gen. Lyon fell and where
Ool. Weightman was killed. He had manifested m11rked military abilities in the battle of
Oarthage, July 5, 1861, and distinguished himself by his reckless courage. He was a native
of the District of Columbja, and the son of
Geneml Weightman. He entered West Point
from the District of Oolu.mbia, and was a cadet
from Aug., 1835, to April, 183'7. He was e:Kpelled
for cutting a brother cadet in the face wjth a
knife, in a personal rencontre. With the snme
knife be killed the celebrated Santa Fe trader,
F. X.Xaubrey, in a personal difficulty. He served
in the Mexican war as captain in Major M. L.
C1ark's volunteer light artillery battalion from
Missomi, and distinguished himself under Ool.
Doniphan at the battle of Sacramento ; was
additional paymaster until May, 1848, and mustered out of service August, 1849. Upon the
organization of New Mexico, Ool. W eightmnn
was chosen provisionnlly United States senator
from New Mexico, 1850. He afterwards r ~presented New Mexico in the U. S. Oongress, from
the year 1851 to 1853. His loss to Gen. Price's
army was very seriously felt. He had done much
by his military acquirements and energy toward
perfecting the organization and the discipli_n_e
of Price's raw troops, and in that day of military ignorance none could be found able to :fill
his place.
Aug. 14.-Ool. NoAH L. F.A.RNIIAllf, born at
Haddam, Oonn., June 6, 1829. At 18 years of
age be bec11me a member of the New York
"Oity Guard," and was on active duty at the
time of the "Astor Place Riot." lh 185'7 be
was elected second sergeant in the "Seventh
Regiment," in which he was a recruit. When
the "Seventh" left for Washington, Farnham
was acting as first lieutenant, but up~n Ell~worth's arrival at Washington with his regi·
ment, he prevailed upon Farnham to accept the
office of lieutenant-colonel of the Zouaves, and
upon the death of Ellsworth he became colonel.
When his regiment received orders to move on
to Manassas he was confined to a sick bed, ll~t
rose and placing himself at the head of his
men', hastened to the scene of action. Ool. F.
fought gallantly, but early in th~ en~age_ment
r eceived a wound in his head, which, lil his exhausted state, soon terminated fatally.
. f
Sept. 10.-Ool." J 01m Wrr.LiilISON. LowE,.?
the Ohio volunteers killed at Carmfex feuy.
He was born in Ne~ Brunswick, N. J., No~15, 1809. When the Mexican war broke ou.,
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having some military knowledge, and feeling
tba.t his country needed his so1·vices, he accepted tbe command of the 4th Ohio regiment and
went to the seat of war, serving until it was
disbanded in 1848. When the rebellion began,
he once more offered himself to his country.
The 12th regiment was organized and he was
unanimously chosen its colonel, and, united to
the Cox brigade, they advanced up the Kanawhn River. The only battle necessary to
clear the Kanawha valley of the rebels was
fought by the 12th, under Col. Lowe's command.
.
Sept. 15.-JoECT· A. WASHINGTON, colonel in
tho Confederate army, shot in a skirmish. He
· was a collateral descendant of the Washington
family, and had been the proprietor of Mount
Vernon, but sold it for $200,000 to the Mount
Vernon Association.
Sept. 1'7.-Col. - - JoUNSTON, an officer of
the Confederate army, killed in battle in M-issouri.
Oct. 21.-Enw..um D. BAXER, an American
senator and soldier, born in England about the
beginning of the present century, and killed at
the head of his column, at the battle of Ball's
Bluff, Va., Oct. 21, 1861. He came to this
country when five years of age, and found a
home in Philadelphia, to which ?lace his father,
who was a member of the Society of'. Friends,
was at);racted by the large number of Friends in
that vicinity. Before he reached the age of
early manhood his father died and left Edward
::u1d a younger brother with no near relatives
in this country, and portionless. Stout-hearted
and self-reliant, the boy found work by which
he could support his brother and himself, as
a weaver, in a small establishment in South
Street, Philadelphia. His leisure moments were
e~rnestly occupied with reading, and most of
his reading was of an instructive character.
The West was then a region of romance, an.d its
broad prniries and fertile soil p1·esented attractions to those who looked forward to fortune
in. the future. Young Baker resolved to go
thither, and taking his brother with him, the
two youthful emigrants started westward with
their packs upon their shoulders, with light
hearts and purses as light. Crossing the then
new States of Ohio and Indiana, they finaUy
reached Springfield, Illinois, which Eel ward
deemed the place for their future home. Here
he soon commenced the study and the practice
of ~aw, and having a natural gift of oratory, to
which his extensive reading had added a large
vocabulary, he soon became one of the most
popular advocates in the State. Uniting his
fortunes with those of the Wbig party, he soon
won bis way to political honors, and in 1846-'4'7
was elected to Congress from bis district, and
was fast becoming recognized as one of the
leaders of his party, when tbe commencement
of the Mexican war attracted his ardent spirit,
and retlll'ning to Illinois he raised a regim ent,
ancl took it to tbe Rio Grande. Availing himself of n, brief furlough, he resumed his plaoe in
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Congress long enough to press his views and
give his vote in behalf of the war, and hastened
back to his regiment, which be overtook on the
march from Vera Cruz. ·He distinguished himself in every action on the route to Mexico,
and when Gen. Shields was wounded at Cerro
Gordo, he succeeded to the command of the
brigade, and led ·it through all the subsequent
conflicts of the war. Returning to Illinois, he
was again elected to Congress, and served his
district there till 1850, when he visited Panama
on business, and though attacked by the Obagres fever and compelled to return, he bad
learned too much of the new Eldorado of tha
West, California, to be contented to remain
east of the Rooky Mountains, and in 1851 be
removed to San Francisco, where he soon took
rank as the leader of the California bru:, and
the most eloquent speaker in the golden State.
His impressive and touching oration over the
body of his friend Broderick, will never be forgotten by those who heard it. He soon after
removed to Oregon, where in 1860 he was
elected to the U. S. Senate. He there distinguished himself as one of the firmest and loftiest patriots of the Senate, and in debate proved
himself the most effective orator of that body.
The taking of Fort Sumter fired his soul anew
with military ardor, and on the 20th of April,
at the mass meeting in Union Park, New York
city, he delivered an address which thrilled
the souls of all who heard it. He there pledged
his personal services to the country as a soldier,
and closed his speech with these impressive
and eloquent words, which were greeted with
a thunder of applause :
"And if, from the far Pacific, a voice feebler
than the feeblest mlU'mur upon its shore may
be heard to give you courage and hope in the
contest, that voice is you.rs to-day ; and if a
man whose hair is gray, who is well-nigh worn
out in the battle and toil of life, may pledge
himself on such an occasion and in such an
audience, let me say, as my last '\'Ord, that
when, amid sheeted fire and flame, I saw and
led the hosts of New York as they charged in
contest upon a foreign soil for the honor of your
flag; so again, if Providence shall will it, this
feeble band shall draw a sword, never yet dishonored-not to fight for distant honor in a
foreign land, but to fight for country, for home,
for law, for government, for constitution, for
right, for freedom, for humanity, and in the hope
that the banner ·of my countl'y may advance,
and wheresoever that banner waves, there.glory
may pursue and freedom be established."
The pledge thus made was speedily fulfilled .
Though having a strong presentiment t~at be
should fall in battle, he raised a fin~ regiment,
called the California Regiment, "'.h1cb be ~ed
into the war and had been nommated Bngadier-General when the disa trous battle of
Ball's Bluff oc~urred. He commanded a brigade
in that battle and after exhibiting the most
heroic bravery and daring, exposing himself for
some hours in the hottest of the fight, be fell
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pierced with six wounds. His colleague in the
Senate, and Senators Latham and McDougal
of California, and Sumner of Mass., pronounced
touching and eloquent eulogiumg on his memory.
Oct. 22.-Wn.LIAM LOWELL PUTNAM, a lieutenant of volunteers in the United States army,
born in Boston, July 9, 1840, the grandson 0f
Rev. Dr. Charles Lowell and Judge Samuel
Putnam, educated partly in France, where he
resided from 1851 to 1858, and subsequently
trained in law and science in Harvard University; entered the 20th regiment of Massachusetts volunteers in 1861 ; was called to the field
in September, and on the 21st of October, at
the disastrous battle of Ball's Bluff, received a
mortal wound while leading on his battalion to
the rescue of a wounded officer. When borne
to the hospital tent he declined the surgeon's
assistance, bidding him go to those whom his
services could bEmefit, as his life could not be
saved. He died from his wound the next tlay.
He was a young man of extraordinary genius,
and of most lovely and blameless life, and the
vast assembly who gathered in Boston to do
honor to his last remains, responded most feelingly to the eloquent and touching portrayal
of his character by his pastor, Rev. Dr. Bartol,
and Rev. James Freeman Clarke.
Nov. 18.-Capt. GEORGE W. SNYDER, died at
Washington, D. 0., aged 28 years. He was
born in 1836 in New York. In 1852 he was
appointed from the State of New York a cadet
in the military academy at West Point, where
he graduated with high honor, holding the
rank of first captain. On leaving the academy
he was appointed a second lieutenant of engi-

neers, the highest promotion accessible to a recent graduate. He was attached in 1859 to the
board of engineers under the presidency of Ool.
Thayer, of Boston. In the following year he
was acting assistant professor of military and
civil engineering at West Point. When trouble
was anticipated at Charleston be was sent to
that station as first engineer, assistant to Oapt.
Foster, and through the hardships consequent
upon the siege of Fort Sumter, contracted the
disease which ultimately proved fatal.
Dec. 26.- Gen. PmLIP ST. GEORGE CooKE, an
officer in the. Confederate army, died in Richmond, Va., aged 53 years. Holding the State
rights views of some of the leading men of
Virginia, at the commencement of the present
war he volunteered his services in the Confederate army of the Upper Potomac, and
served as captain, colonelt and general. Upon
the field of Bull Run he was commander of the
5th Confederate brigade. After a campaign
of eight months he returned to his home, shattered both in mind and body, and in a paroxysm of insanity put an end to his life.
Dec. - .-GEORGE ST. J OIIN ORoGrr.rn, a
colonel in the Confederate army, killed in a
skirmish during Floyd's retreat from Cotton
Hill, in Western Virginia. Col. Croghan was
the son of the late Col. Croghan, of historical
distinctiQn in the North-Western ca.mpaign of
the war of 1812. Col. George St. John Croghan
was born in Kentucky. He invented a pack
saddle for mules, which would convey three
wounded men over the steep mountain passes
of Western Virginia with almost the ease and
comfort of an ambulance.

1862.
Mrurcli 2.-Brig.-Gen. FREDERIOK WILLIAM duct to the emigrant trains crossing the country.
L..u"'\'DER, an officer of volunteers in the United Of the appropriations made by Congress in two
States service, born in Salem, Mass., December seasons alone for the construction of these roads,
17, 1822, died at Paw_paw, Va., Ma1·ch 2, 1862. he brought back $100,000 of unexpended funds.
He was educated at the Dummer Academy, At the commencement of the civil war, in 1861,
Byfield, and completed -his studies as engineer he offered his services to Gen. Scott, "in any
at Partridge's Military Academy in Norw.ich, capacity, at any time, ancl for any duty," and
Vt. After practising his profession a few years was successfully employed on several iroport~nt
in Massachusetts, he was employed by the Gov- missions in the Southern States. After servmg
ernment to conduct several imp01;tant surveys, as a volunteer aid to Gen. McOlellttn in western
among which were two to determine the prac- • Virginia, and participating in the capture of
ticability of a raih-oad route to the Pacific, from Philippi and the battle of Rich Mountain,, be
the second of which, organized at his own ex-- was, in July, 1861, commissioned brigadierpense, he was the only one who returned alive. general, and assigned to an important command
In 1858 he had the command of an expedition on the Upper Potomac. During the disus_ter
to open a wagon road to Oalifornia, across the at Ball's Bluff he was at Wo.shington m·~·an~g
plains. He made five explorations across the for the opening of the Bnltimore and Oh10 B;ail·
oontinent, as engineer, chief engineer, or super- road. Receiving the intelligence of the ~cti?n,
intendent, and for his celerity and efficiency he hastened to the spot, and in the skirDllsh
was highly complimented by the Secretary of which be had with the enemy opposite Edwards'
the Interior, in his official report. While en- Ferry, was wounded in the leg by a musket
gaged in this work: his par ty were at one time ball. Before the wound was healed ht: repo:t.ed
attacked by the Indians, over whom tl1ey gained for duty, and was assigned the command of th0
a complete victory, thereby ensuring safe con- forces at Romney, Va. A movement on the
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part of Gen. Jackson, threatening to outflank to Utah. At the time of the inauguration of
his troops, rendered it expedient for him to evac- President Lincoln he was in Washington it was

uate the position, which he did without loss,
and soon after recovered it. Having discovered a
Confederate camp at Bloomery Gap, he marched
bis four thousand men a distance of forty-three
miles through deep snow, without rest and
with little su tenance, and charging upon them
completely routed the enemy, captming seventeen comm.is ioned officers and fifty privates. In
this bi:illiant dash the Confederate commander
and bis staff surrendered to Gen. Lander, who,
,dth a single aid, had outridden the rest of the
force, and coming upon them at full gallop demanded their swords. In recognition of these
services he received a special letter of thanks,
written by the Secretary of War in behalf of
the President. Soon after Gen. Lander was
compelled, in consequence of his health, to apply for a temporary respite from military duties,
but before his request could be complied with,
be learned that the enemy were within his
reach, and while preparing for a midnight attack,
died suddenly with congestion of the brain. In
personal presence Geo. Lander was commanding
and attractive, and as a military leader combined a spirit of the most daring enterprise with
clearness of judgment in the adaptation of means
to results.
M(l/rch '7. -Bn MoCULLOou, a general in
the Confederate army, born in Rutherford Co.,
Tenn., in 1814, killed in the battle of Pea Ridge,
March '7, 1862. He was a son of Alexander
McOulloch, who fought under G~n. Jackson at
the battles of Talladega, Tallahassee, and Horseshoe, during the Creek war. He attended school
in Tennessee until he was 14 years of age, and
from that time until 21 was mostly engaged in
hunting, in which occupation he became highly
sh.illed. This life ga.ve him a taste for adventure,
and, upon learning of an expedition of trappers
to the Rocky Mountains, he made arrangements
to join them ; failing in this, however, be engaged to join the expedition of David Crockett
to Texas, to take part in the revolution; but,
arriving at Nacogdoches, the place of rendezvous, too late, he proceeded alone to the river
Brazos, where be was taken sick, and did not
. recover until after the fall of the Alamo. In
1836 he joined the Texan army under Gen.
Sam. Houston, and was assigned to the artillery.
He served gallantly at the battle of San Jacinto,
· and afterwards settled in Gonzales Co., Texas,
and was employed on the frontier, surveying
and locating lands. Upon the breaking out of
the Mexican war be raised a company of Texan
rangers, and arrived at the i;eat of war foui· days
after the battles of Palo Alto and the Resaca.
His company were a.ccepted by Gen. Taylor,
and won great honor at the battles of Monterey
and Buena Vista. He afterwards joined Gen.
Sc~tt's army, and for his gallant services at the
tak!-n~ of the city of Mexico, was appointed
U~ted States Marshal of Texas by Pre&iclent
1erce. In 1857 he was appointed, in conjunction with Ex-Governor Powell, commissioner

1:

believed, making arrangements, at the head of
a body of secessionists, to take possession of the
city; but, owing to the precautions of Gen.
Scott, the idea was abandoned. He was subse- .
ql}ently made brigadier-general in the Oonfederate army, and assigned the command of the
Arkansas forces. In June, 1861, he issued a
proclamation to the people of Arkansas to assemble at Fayetteville to defend the State from
inva.sion from Missom-i. He commanded at the
battle of Wilson's Creek, where Gen. Lyon was
killed, and, it was said, having some misunderstanding with Gen. Price, su1Tendered the command to him. At the battle of Pea Ridge he
led a corps of Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas
troops, and fell on the second day of the engagement.
Manh 7. - Gen. J.A.MEs Moh.""Tosrr, an officer
in the.Confederate army, killed at the battle of
Pea Ridge (or Elk Horn, as it is sometimes
called), on the '7th of March, the first day of the
battle. Gen. McIntosh succeeded to the command of that wing of the army commanded by
Gen. Ben. McCullough, who had fallen early in
the action. He had scarcely assumed command,
when as he passed his old regiment, which was
about to charge, be was enthusiastically cheered.
His brave spirit could not withstand the tempta.tion to place himself at their head, and lead
the charge. He received the contents of a
musket, loa.ded with buck-shot and ball, in the
brea t, and died instantly. It was said that the
shot came from some of his own men; but the
assertion has not been substantiated. At the
time of his death he was regarded as the most
dashing and a.ccomplished cavalry officer in the
Trans-Mississippi army of the South. Gen.
McIntosh was born in Florida, and entered
West Point military academy in 1845. Entered
the army as brevet second lieutenant of the 1st
infantry in 1849. In 1851 he was in the 8th
infantry.
Mwrch '7.-GEo. W. Y. SLACK, an officer in
the Confederate army, was mortally wounded
on the first day of the battle of Pea Ridge (qr
Elk Horn). He resided before the war in Linn
Oounty, Missouri, and was a member of the
State Senate. He entered into the service of
the State upon the first call of Governor Jackson, and was subsequently in all of Gen. Price's
battles in Missouri, distinguished at all times
for his coolness, ceu.rage, moderation, and good
sense. He commanded a cavalry brigade at
the battle of Wilson's ·Creek, and was severely
wounded. Upon the transfer of the Missouri troops from the State to the Conf~dera~e
service, in January, 1862, he resigned his poSI.tion as general, and modestly entered the Confederate service as a private. He was cl1osen
by the men formerly under his command, ~d
temporarily assumed' the co~and, as bngadier-general. Owing to the difficulty_ of communication with the governm~nt at R1chmond,
his appointment as general did not reach the
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army until after his death. In spite of all
opposition, Gen. Sla!}k had himself placed in
an n.mbul:mce and attempted to follow the
reti-en.t of his troops, but was at length persuaded to allow himself to be secreted in a
.country house, declaring he would rather die
thn.n be captmed. Parties of the Federal cayalry visited the house in search of him, but he
feigned to be a private, and was not molested.
His mortal wound was only half an inch above
the one received at Wilson's Creek.
Mwrch 8.-Capt. CHURoHILL CLARK, an officer
of artillery in the Confederate army, killed at
Pea Ridge (Elk Horn). Capt. Clark was born
in St. Louis, Mo., on the 12th of Sept., 1842.
He entered the military academy at West Point,
in 1859, appointed at large. He remained a
cadet until June, 1861, when he resigned, and
entered the Southern service as a cn.det of the
regular army. He was sent from Richmond
as bearer of desptches to the Trans-Mississippi
Department, and reported to Maj.-Gen. Sterling
Price at Lexington, Mo. He was placed in
command of two pieces of field artille1·y, and
distinguished himself in the siege of Lexington. A guerdon was offered to him who should
break the Federal flagstaff and bring down the
flag, which was won by Capt. Clark, who
sighted his own guns. His bravery and skill,
and his youth, then only eighteen years old,
won the respect and admiration of the army.
He was highly complimented in general orrlers
fol' his conduct in this engagement. When the
army was reo'rganized at Springfield, Mo., Capt.
Clark received a full battery of four guns from
Gen. Price, and it was whilst in command of this
battery, that on the second day of the battle of
Elk Horn, his bead was taken off by a cannon
ball, just as he was limbering up his last gun,
prepru:atory to a retreat. Capt. Clark had been
ordered to retire, and had ah-eady ,vithdrawn
his other guns.
March 8.-Col. BENJAMIN .A. R1VEs, an officer in the Confederate army, killed at the
battle of Pea Ridge (or Elk Horn). Col. Rives
was born in Virginia, and married the daughter of Col. Towns, of Spottsylvania County
in that State. Early in life he removed to
Ray County, Missouri, where he settled, and
practised the profession of medicine. He raised
and tendered to Governor Claiborne F. Jackson
the first military company that was raised in
the State of Missouri to fight in behalf of the
cause of the South. He subsequently commanded a regiment in Gen. Slack's brigade of
cavalry, and at the battle of Wilson's Creek, as
senior colonel, succeeded to the command of the
brigade after the general was severely wounded.
In January, 1862, upon the transfer of the troops
from the State to the Confederate service, he
was elected colonel of the third Missouri regiment, and was killed at the bead of his regiment,
gallantly maintaining his 'high reputation as a
brave and skilful officer.
April 6.-Col. BLYTHE, an officer in the
Confederate army, killed at the battle of Shiloh,

in Tennessee. Col. Blythe was from Mississippi, and was formerly consul to Havana.
Ap1·il 6.-Brig.-Gen. GL~DDEN, au officer
in the Southern army, killed at the battle of
Shiloh. Gen. Gladden was born in South Oarolina, but at the commencement of the war was
a citizen of the State of Louisiana. He had distinguished himself in the war with Mexico, on
the bloody fields of Contreras and Chm-ubusco,
and received honorable wounds in those engagements. He died in the belief that the Confed~
erate ru·ms had achieved a great victory, and
exclaimed : " This is the best day of my
life l"
A.p1·il 6.-.Al.BERT SYDNEY JOHNSTON, a general in the Confederate service, born in Mason
County, Kentucky, in 1803, was killed at the
battle of Shiloh, April 6, 1862. He graduated
at West Point in 1826, as lieutenant in the 6th
infantry, served in the Black Hawk war, and in
1836 entered the Texan army as a private soldier. .After several promotions, he succeeded
Gen. Felix Houston in the chief command, and
was involved in a duel with him in consequence.
In 1838 he was appointed secretary of war,
and the following year engaged in a successfol expedition against the Cherokees. In 1840
he retired to private life for a time, in Brazoria County, Texas ; but in 1846, at the solicitation of Gen. Taylor, he assumed the command of a volunteer Texan regiment against
the Mexicans. At the siege of Monterey he
served as inspector-general, and won himself
much distinction. In October, 1849, he received from President Taylor the appointment
of paymaste1· of the ru·my, with the rank of
major. In 185'7 he conducted the expedition
against the Mormons, and commanded the district of Utah, with the brevet rank of brigadier-general, until 1860, when he was removed
to the command of the Pacific department, and
stationed at San Francisco. His sympathies
being upon the side of the Southern Oonfederacy, he was making arrangements to deliver
the State of California to the Confederacy when
be was unexpectedly superseded in his co~mn.nd by General E. V. Sumner, before lns
plans were completed. Upon his return to the
East ho was placed in an important command,
and at the battle of Shiloh was commanderin-chief of the Confederate army of the West,
and, in the first day of that sanguinary figh~,
when encom-aging and urging forward his
troops, was mortally wounded.
. .
A.p1·il .6.-Lieut. FITz JAM.Es O'BnmN ~ied JJl
Virginia, aged 33 years. He was born m Ireland, and came to this country about 1850. :S:e
was a brilliant writer, and also a poet of much
merit. In .April, 1861, upon the call for troops,
he enlisted in the '7th regiment N cw York S~ate
militia, and in Jan., 1862, accepted an appomtment upon the Staff of Gen. Lander, nod i~ ~he
short time of servi ce prior to his death, distinguished himself as an officer of co1;1ra&'e and
daring. He was WOllildcd in a slmm1~h on
Feb. 16, and died from t~tanus, follow111g a
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severe surgical operation, which he bore with
great fortitude.
.A.p1·il 6. -Ool. EVERETT PEADODY, of the
25th Missouri. 1·egi.ment, was killed in the battle
of Shiloh. He was born in Springfield, Mass.,
J une 13, 1830, graduated at Harvard College
in 1849, and adopted civil engineering as a
profession, in which he rapidly distinguished
himself. He was employed upon various railroads at the We t, and in 1859 was chief engineer of the Platte County Railroad. When the
war broke out he raised a battalion, was commissioned major, and employed in repairing
and defending the railway communications of
northern Missouri. He commanded 1,200 men
at the siege of Lexington, and received a wound,
which lamed him for life, notwithstanding
which he reorganized his r egiment, and upon
joining Gen. Grant's army was assigned the
command of a brigade under Gen. Prentiss on
the exposed left wing, nearest the enemy, where
in the unequal conflict he was killed.
Ap1·il 6. -Ool. KrTT WILLLUrs, an officer
in the Confederate army, killed at Shiloh.
Ap1'il '7. -Col. WILLIAM PEGRAM was killed
at the battle of Shiloh, Tenn. He was born in
Virginia, but had resided for many years i.n
Kentucky. Though a brother of Robert Pegram, commander of the Confederate steamer
Nashville, he was a stanch loyalist, and raised
a regiment of cavalry, which was in the engagement at Pittsburg Landing. At the time of his
death be was acting brigadier-general.
April '7.-GEORGE M. Jo.HKSTON, Secession Provisional Governor of Kentucky, killed
at Shiloh on the second day of the battle. He
was the son of the hero of the battle of the
Tho.mes, and during a long public and private
areer had been regarded as one of the noblest
s 1.:- of Kentucky. He served in the staff department the first day of the battle, but having
had his horse killed under him, he entered a Kentucky infantry company that night, and was
regulru:ly "sworn in." On the second day he
foll mortally wounded in the thickest of the
fight. In making official mention of bis death,
Gen. Beauregard decla1~ed "that not Kentucky
alone, but the whole Confederacy, had sustained
a great loss in the death of this brave, upright,
and able man."
~pril 8. -Prof. Mrr.Es J. FLETOJIER, of the
Indrn,na Asbury University, Greencastle, Ind.,
and State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
WM killed while on his way to aid the wounded, after the battle of Shiloh. He was a man
of superior attainments, and of earnest loyalty
and patriotism. Dming a part of the previous
year he bad added to his other duties that of
assistant adjutant-general. In his message ot
Jan. 1863,. Gov. Morton paid a tribute to bis
many virtues and-excellencies.
A.p1·il 10. -Geo. WM. HARVEY L.A.M.B WALLA.a~ died at Savannah, Tenn., from a wolmd
:ece1vcd in the battle of Shiloh. Ile was born
1U Urbana, Ohio, July 8, 1821, was edL1cated
for the law, served in the Mexican war, and in
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1853 was elected State attorney for the ninth
judicial circuit of Illinois. He held command
of the 11th regiment of lliinois volunteers and
joined the depot at Cairo during the early stages
of the war. He held a, command i.n the troops
sent to attack Fort Remy. and distinguished
himself in the siege of Fort Donelson where
he commanded a brigade i.n Gen. McOl~rnand's
division of Gen. Grant's army. For his gallantry upon that occasion he was made by
Congress, on the 21st of March, a full brigadiergeneraJ, and with that rank went with the expedition up the Tennessee River.
April 25.- OH.ARLES FERGUSON SMITIT, a major-general of volunteers in th.e United States
service, born in Pennsylvania about 1806, died
at Savannah, Tennessee, April 25, 1862. He was
a son of the late Dr. Samuel B. Smith, U. S. A.,
graduated with honor at West Point in 1835, and
was made second lieutenant of artillery on the
1st of July in the same year. In 1829 he was
appointed assistant instructor in infantry tactics
at West Point ; i.n 1831 was promoted to the
adjutancy, and in 1832 was made a first lieutenant. In 1838 he was appointed instructor
in infantry tactics and commandant of cadets,
and the same year was promoted to a captaincy.
He took an important part i.n most of the battles during the Mexicru: war; in 184'7 was brevetted major for gallant conduct in the battles
of Pala Alto and Resaca do la Palma, i.n Texas,
and at the battles of Monterey, Contreras, nod
Chmubusco, won the successive brevets of lieutenant-colonel and colonel. In the same year
he was appointed acting inspector-general in
Mexico. On the 25th of November, 1854, he
was made major of the 1st artillery, and the
following year lieutenant-colonel of the 10th
infruitry. In Sept., 1851, he was promoted to
the colonelcy of the 3d infantry, having the
previous month been appointed brigadier-genera.I ofvolunteers, and taken charge of the troops
at Paducah, Ky. At the attack on Fort Donelson, the most brilliant charge was made by the
troops under his command, and had much to do
with the sm·render. For his gallantry on that
memorable occasion he was promoted to a
major-generalship, and ordered to take possession of Savannah, Tenn., where he died of
chronic dysentery contracted during the Mexican war, and fatally aggravated by his exposures i.n the campaign of the West.
May 18.-Gen. WM. H. KEIM died at Hnrrisburg, Pa., aged about 49 years. He was for
several years a militia general, and in 1859
was elected" surveyor-general of the State. .At
the commencement of the present Will' J1e accepted the position of major-general ~r~Il:1 Gov.
Curtin. and was in Gen. Patterson's diV1SJ.on on
the Upper Potomac during the three m~nths'
service. In the fall of 1861 be was appomted
a brigadier-general by the President_ and joined McOlellan's division where a brigade, consisting chiefly of Pell1l~ylvania re~ments, was
placed under his command. He died of ::i. combined attack of tyvhoid fever and dy~entery.
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June 1.-Col. OLIVER H. RIPLEY, of the 61st
Pennsylvania regiment, killed in tbe battle before Richmond. He was born in Pittsbm·g in
1826, studied law under . Bushrod Washington,
Esq., served in the Mexican War, and upon his
retm-n resumed tbe practice of bis profession,
for wbicb be pos essed talents of the first order.
As a soldi.er he pos essed every necessary element--courage, endurance, and faitb.
June 5.- Col. ALBERT WALDO DRAKE, died
in South Windsor, Conn., aged 27' years. He
entered the junior class in Yale after having
been a member of William~ College, and graduated in 1857', studied law in Hartford and
New Haven, and was admitted to the bar in
1859, in whi.ch year be was a member of tbe
.._ Connecticut House of Representatives. He
afterwards commenced the practice of bi.s profession in Hartford. At tbe beginning of the
present wur he was commissioned as first lieutenant of the 1st Connecticut volunteers, and
distinguished himself with honor in the battle
of Bull Run. He was subsequently appointed
by the governor lieut.-colonel of tbe 10th Connecticut volunteers, and as s\1ch was engaged in
the battle of Roanoke Island. He took part
also in the capture of Newbern, and was tben
appointed colonel of bis regiment.
June 6.- General Tm~NER AsHBY, n,n officer
of cavalry in the Confederate army, killed in a
skirmish near Harrisonburg, Virginia. He was
the second son of the late Col. Turner Ashby, of
"Rose Bank," Fauquier Connt,y, and Dorothia
F . Gree·u, daughter of the late James Green, Sr.,
of Rappahannoct:: Oounty, Virginia. The personal apptarance of Gen. Ashby was not striking. He was of small stature, had a long black
beard, and dark complexion. His eyes were
dark and glittering. In battle his face was
lighted up with the glow of excitement, and his
eyes fl.ashed like the blade of a cimeter. It
was not generally known that the man who
performed sucb deeds of desperate valor and
enterprise, and who was generally pictured to
the mind as a fierce, stalwart, and relentless
·adventurer, was as remarkable for his piety and
devoutness as for his military achievement!;!.
His manners were a combination of gentleness
with th!:) most enthusiastic courage. It is said
of him tbat when he gave his most claring commands be would gently draw his sabre, wave
it-round his head, and in a clear ringing voice
command, "Follow me! " In his manner he
was grave and silent, but courteous and gentle.
He was sin'gularly domestic in his tastes, and
shunned the dissipations so common to young
men. He had an enthusiastic love, however,
for tbe chase and all field sports. He was an
excellent and graceful horseman, and loved the
ho1·se. Gen. Ashby covered Gen. Jackson's
(Stonewall) retreat from Kearnstown after the
battle at that place. In his report Gen. Jackson says: "An official report is not au appropriate place to give a passing notice of the dis'dnguisbed dead, but the close relations Gen.
Ashby has borne to my comma.nd for the last

twelve months justify me in saying that as a
partisan officer I never knew his superior.
His daring was proverbial; his powers of endurance almost incredible; his tone of character heroic, and his sagacity almost intuitive in
divining the purposes and movements of the
enemy." The death of his brother, Oapt.
Richard Ashby, saddened the life and changed
the disposition of Gen. Ashby very materially.
Capt. Richard Ashby had been engaged in a
band-to-hand contest in a skirmish, and bad
wounded his opponent, but in his retreat his
horse proved false and· fell. Capt. Ash by was
caught, wounded, and beaten, and left for dead.
He lived for several days, however, and died
among his friends. But from that clay Gen.
Ashby always wore a sad smile; be was more
silent and solemn and earnest tban before.
His behavior at his brother's grave was most
touching. He stood over the open grave,
took his brother's sword, broke it, and threw
it in; clasped bis hands and looked upwurds, as if in resignation, and then pressing
bis lips, as if in the bitterness of his grief,
while a tear rolled down bis cheek, he turned
without a word, mounted bis horse :md rode
away. Thenceforth his name was a terror
No dinner part\es, no collations, no induce
ments could draw him away from his camp or
his duties. He slept among_his men, treated
them. as equals, and they idolized him. No
matter at what time of night he was aroused
he was wakeful and ready for battle. His
passion fo1· dangers was. extraordinary. At one
time, to encourage some militia w horn he commanded, he advanced to the Potomac, and rode
his white horse slowly up and down the bank.
The Federal troops, with long ranged guns,
were posted on the otber side, ·and continually
firing. When the balls were whistling by him
thickest, Asb by would rein in his horse and
stand perfectly still, the picture of daring and
recklessness. At one time he was riding
abreast of tbree hundred infantry, wbo were
passing along tbe turnpike. All at once _he
wheeled his horse, and leaping the fence with
drawn sword, cut his way right through them;
tbon wheeling he clid the same thing a second
time. A week after this occurrence Ashby
was dead.
·
June 18. -Col. JAMES E:. PERRY, D.D., died
of apoplexy at Fort Pulaski, Georgia, aged
about 51 years. He was educated at West
Point served in the Texan War of Independence ~ncl through the :Mexican campaign. At
the commencement of the present war he wns '
pastor of the Pacific Street :M. E . Church at
Brooklyn, N. Y., but from love of his cotmtry,
and a sense of duty, resigned the pasto1'ate of
the church, and raised a regiment called the
Continental Guards, which was accepted as the
48th N. Y. State volunteers. This regiment
formed a pa1·t of Gen. Sherman's Port Roy~
expedition. At the time of his death he l.tn
command of Fort Pulaski.
.
June 21.- OnARLES ELLET, J r., an Amencan
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engineer, born at Penn's Manor, Bucks Oo.,
Pa., Jan. 1st, 1810, died at Oairo, ill., June 21,
1862. He was a thorough master of his profession, and his name is identified with several
of the most important works in the country.
He designed and built the wire suspension
bridge across the Schuylkill at Fairmount, Philadelphia, the first in the United States, and
subsequently the suspension bridge across the
Niagara River below the falls, and one at
Wl1ee1ing, Va. He constructed the temporary
track of the Virginia Central Railroad across
the Blue Ridge, and contributed largely to the
improvement of the navigation of the Kanawha
River. He aided also in laying out the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and thern are indeed
hardly any of the Western or Middle States
which do not furnish some lasting evidence of
bis professional skill. In 1846-'4'7 he was president of the Schuylkill Navigation Company.
At the outbreak of the war, in 1861, he was
residing at Washington, w h_ere be became
deeply intere ted in the conduct of military
mutters, and devoted much attention to the use
of rams in naval warfare. He projected a plan
for cutting off the Oonfederate army at Manassas, which being rejected by Gen. McClellan,
he wrote two pamphlets severely censuring his
mode of conducting the camprign. Tl1e avy
Department having rejected his plan for the
construction of rams for service on the Mississippi, he applied to the Secretary of War, and
was successful. He was commissioned as colonel of engineers, and converted several powerful steamers into rams, which did effective
service in the naval battle off Memphis, in
which engagement he received the wound
whereby he lost his life. He was the autqor
of an "Essay on the Laws of Trade, in reference to the Works of Internal Improvement in
the United States; " a paper "On the Physical
Geography of the Mississippi Valley, with suggestions as to the Improvement of the N avi~ation of the Ohio anu. other rivers," published
in "Transactions of the Smithsonian Institution; " a pamphlet on "Coast and Harbor Defenses, or the Substitution of Steam Battering
~ams for Ships of War," and several other
l)l)portant and valuable scientific papers.
June 2'7.-Col. Is..u.o M. TuoKER, of the 2d
N:ew Jet·sey regiment, was killed in the battle
of Gaines' Mill. He was a resident of Newark,
N. J., a member of the lega-1 profession, and a
man of much influence throughout the State.
~n 1856 be was a member of the State Republican Executive Oommittee. He was a true
patt-iot, and his services to his regiment -were
most valuable. He was shot by the enemy
while being borne wounded from the field.
. June 30.-Ool. Gurr,FORD D. BAILEY, was
killed at the battle of the Seven Pines, aged 28
years. He was native of ew York, gradunted at West Point in 1856, and was appointed
to artillery service. Soon after his graduation
he was ordered to Florida and after a short
service there was assigned to Forts Mackinaw,
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Snelli~g, and Leavenworth successively. When
secess10n began he was in Texas, where he
refused per~mptorily to be _included in Twiggs'
sm-rend_er rn ~861. Oomrng north, he was
sent with MaJor. Hunt's battery to reenforce
Fort Pickens. Subsequently he raised a volunteer regiment in the northern part of N e,v
J ersey, and joined the Army of the Potomac
participating in all the battles until, as chief of
artillery in Gen. Oasey's division, he was mortally wounded.
July 24.-WILLLL"I\I HENRY MILKon, M.D.,
surgeon in the army, died at Savage's Station,
near Richmond, Va., aged about 60 years. He
was a son of the late Rev. Dr. Milnor, and at
the time of his death Past Grand Master of the
Masonic Order in the State of New York.
.Aug. 5.-Brig.-Gen. RoBEUT L . MoOooK, an
officer in the Union service, shot by·guerrillas
near Salem, Alabama. He was a native of
Jefferson County, Ohio, born in 182'7. He
was a man of fine attainments, and had early
chosen the legal profession. He studied law in
Oolumbus, and opened an office in that city
when ho was only 21 years of age. .A few
years later he removed to Cincinnati, where
he acquired a large practice. .At the first
call for troops he raised a regiment of Germans for the war. During the two months
that his r egiment was in camp in Ohio, he had
drilled them into a high state of perfection.
In the Cftmpaign of W e"3tern Virginia in the
summer and autumn of 1861 McCook and his
"bully Dutchmen," as his regiment was called,
were constautly on the alert, and at Rich
Mountain, Cheat Mountain, in the various
skirmishes on and near the line of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and at Oarnifex ferry,
the skill, bravery, ancl daring of the commander, and the invincibility of the troops, were
fully tested. Early in the winter Col. McCook
was ordered with his command to Kentucky,
and at Mill Springs the impetuosity of his regiment in their charge upon the enemy carried
the day. Col. McCook was wounded in the
engagement, but only remained away from his
r egiment long enough to recover sufficient
strength to ride on horseback. For his gallant
conduct at Mill Springs he was promoted to a.
brigadier-generalship, the Senate unanimously
confu-ming the nomination, but he was so
strongly attached to his "bully Dutchman,"
and they were so unwilling to have any other
commander, that he never ·accepted the commission. He joined Gen. Euell's command
after the evacuation of Bowling Green, but was
not in any of the subsequent battles. At _the
time of the attack on him be was very Sick,
and was carried in an ambulance, one regiment
and part of another of his brigad~ being ~ advance and the remainder some dIStance in the
r ear. ' The guerrillas, who were partly residents
of the vicinity, had been informed that h~ ~as
to pass, and knowing ~is he~pless con~:htion,
had lain in ambush for hlill while the r~giments
in advance passed. They came upon his escort
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in lat·ge fo1·ce, overturned the ambulance, ancl
shot him clown in colcl blood. His faithful
driver ancl attendant bore him to the nearest
house. He survived, though in terrible suffering, about 24 hours. His regiment, learning
of the death of their commander, visited the
scene, and seizing some of the gueuillas, hung
them at once, and destrnyecl their houstis. The
McOook family have contributed more men to
the war, probably; than any other in the United
States. Maj.-Gen. Alexander McDowell McCook was a brother of the murdered general,
and sixteen members of the family have been
either in the army or navy.
.tl.itg. 5.-Ool. GEORGE T. RoBERTs, an officer
in the Union service, and commander of the
'7th regiment Vermont volunteers, killed at the
battle of Baton Rouge, La. He was a native
of Rutland, Vt., and the regiment which he
commanded was one raised to form part of
Gen. Butler's command on the Ship Island expeclition. He was commissioned Feb. 12; 1862,
and sailed for Ship Island on the 10th of the
following month. Col. Roberts participatecl in
the capture of New Orleans, and his regiment
suffered severely in the battle of Baton Rouge,
in which he lost his life.
Aug. 5.-Brig.-Gen. TrroMA.S WrLLLA..Ms, an
officer of the U. S. army, killed in the battle
of Baton Rog tie, La. He was a native of New
York, born in 1818 ; was appointed a cadet
at West Point from Michigan in 1833, and
graduated in 1837; received the appointment
of brevet second lieutenant in the 4th artillery
during the same year; in 1840-'41 was acting
assistant professor of mathematics at West
Point; in 1844 was appointed an aide-de-camp
on Gen. Scott's staff, :1nd in the Mexican war
won the brevets of captain and major for gallanti·y and meritorious conduct. Be was promoted to a captaincy in 1850, and commissioned
major in the 5th artillery in May, 1861, and in
September of the same year appointed brigadier-general of volunteers. During the autumn
of 1861 be commanded the forts at Hatteras
Inlet, and w h'en the Ship Island expedition
was sent out was assigned to the command of
one of the brigades. He commanded.the forces
in the first unsuccessful attack upon Vicksburg,
projected and superintended the cutting of the
canal intended to turn the course of the Mississippi away from Vicksbmg; Cln the failure of
this enterprise he was placed in command at
Baton Rouge. He repelled with vigor and
success the attack of the Oonfederate General
Brecldmidge on that place, but just at the close
of tile engagement, while bringing up a Michigan regiment to charge upon the enemy, he was
slain. He was an able and skilful officer, and
a very rigid disciplinarian.
Aug. 6.-Ool. F . MoOULLOUGu, a guerrilla
belonging to Porter's command, captured near
Edina, Missouri. Ile was c:1rried to Kirksville,
where a court-rna!·tial was convened, before
which he was triecl and condemned to be shot
to dea,tb witb musketry the same afternoon.

He received the announcement of bis sentence
with perfect composure, but protested against
it. He leaned against the fence and wrote a
few lines to his wlie, which, with his watch, he
delivered to the officer in command to give to
her. On the way to the place of his execution
he requested the privilege to girn the command
to fire, which was granted. All being ready,
in a clear firm voice he saicl : " What I have
done I have done as a principle of right. Aim
at the heart. Fire! " The word taking the
squad by surprise, one fired before the rest.
He fell, and the remainder of the balls passed
over him. He was despatched by another
volley .
Aitg. 9.-Lieut.-Ool. L. H. D. OR.A.NE, an
officer in the Union service, at the time of his
death acting colonel of the 3d regiment Wisconsin volunteers, killed at the battle of Oedar
or Slaughter Mountain. He was a citizen of
Ripon, Wisconsin, and had been for several
years chief clerk of the Assembly of that State.
He joined the regiment as major, but was soon
promoted to the lieutenant-colonelcy, and at
the time of the battle, owing to the illness of
the colonel, was in actual command of the
regiment. He was a genial, intelligent, and
ainiable man, belove_d in his own neighborhood
and State.
Aug. 22.-Gen . HEINRIOH BomEN, an officer
in the Union service, killed while opposing the
attempts of the Confederate force to cross the
Rappahannock. He was a native of Germany,
but emigrated to this country a number of
years since, and settled in Philadelphia as an
importer of wines. .A.t the commencement of
the war be raised a regiment of bis countrymen (the 75th Pennsylvania), which was subsequently attached to Gen. Blenker's division.
He wn.s promoted to a brigadier-generalship
Ap1:,U-- 28, 1862, ancl attached to the Mountain
Dep:1rtment, where be served under Fremont
and Sigel, distinguishing himself for bravery
and daring at the battle of Cross Keys. He
was a man of devout and exemplary character.
His son, Mr. J. B. Bo11len, who was on a visit
to bis native land, died in Baden-Baden on the
same day with his father.
Aug. 27.-Ool. FLETOHER WEBSTER, an officer
of volunteers in the Union service, and at the
time of his death colonel of the 12th regiment
Massachusetts volunteers, died at .Alexandria
of wounds received in the second battle of
Bull Run. He was the oldest son of Daniel
Webster, and was born at Portsmouth, N. H.,
in 1812. He was educated at Dartmouth Oollege, and served as .Assistant Secretary of State
under his father during the administrations of
Presidents Harrison and Tyler. When Oal~b
Onshing went to China as American oomm1ssioner .Mr. Webster accompanied him as Secretary ~f Legation. Under the administrntions
of Presidents Pierce and Buchanan he held a
position in the Boston custom house. When
the call was made for troops in the spring o_f
1861, he was among the first to raise a regi-
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ment for the wiu-, and was in active service till
his death. He was shot through the lungs, and
died of hemorrhage in a few hours. He was
the last meinber of his family, a brother and
sister having previously deceased.
.Aug. 28.-Ool. Is.A..Ao H. lliANs, ex-governor
of South Oarolina, killed at the second battle
of Bull Run. He was a colonel in the Oonfederate service.
.Aug. 30.- Ool JAMES O.u.nrWELL, an officer in
the Union service, and at the time of his death
colonel of the 82d Ohio regiment; killed at the
battle near Gainesville, while rallying the left
wing of his regiment, which bad given way
under the atack of an overwhelming force of
the Confederates. He was a citizen of Kenton,
Hardin County, Ohio, and volunteered in the
service at the commencement of the war, having been lieutenant-colonel of the 4th Ohio
regiment of three months' troops; when they
were disbanded he rai ed the 82d regiment for
the war, and received his commission as colonel
Dec. 31, 1861.
.Aug. 30.-Ool. JoBN .A.. KoLTES, an officer in
the Union service, and at the time of his death
acting brigadier-general in Gen. Steinwehr's
, division, killed at the battle of Gainesville, Va.
He was a native of Rhenish Prnssia, born in
1828, and came to this country in 1846. In
Prussia he had been a professor in one of the
gymnasia or colleges. Shortly after his arrival
here he joined a. regiment from Pennsylvania.
which had volunteered for the Mexican war,
and served throughout that war as orderly sergeant. After the close of the war he was for
a time an officer of the Marine Oorps, and was
subsequently employed in the U. S. mint at
Philadelphia. .A.t the commencement of the
present war he appealed to his countrymen to
join him in defence of the Union, and succeeded in raising a· regiment of Germans, whom he
led to the field. He had been for four months
acting brigadier-general in Stein weh:r's divisipn,
and his friends had secm·ed his promotion to
t~at rank and were carrying his commission to
lum when they met his dead body as it was
borne from the field.
.
.Aug. 30.-Ool. GEO. W. PR.A.TT, an officer in
the Union service, and at the time of bis death
colonel of the 20th regiment N . Y. State volunteers, was killed at the battle near Gainesville,
Va. He was the son of Col. Zadock Pratt, formerly M. 0. from Greene Oounty, and had entered the volunteer service in the summer of
1861. He was an excellent officer, and highly
esteemed in private life. He was killed while
leading his men in a charge.
Aug. 81.-Col. TROR~TON F. BRODHEAD, an
o~cer of the Union army, and at the time of
his death commander of the 1st Michigan cavalry regiment, clied at .Alexandria, Va., of
wounds received the preceding day at the
second battle of Bull Run. He was a. native
of New Hampshire, born in 1822, and was a
son of Rev. John Brodhead, formerly a member of Congress from that State. He studied
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law at the Harvard Law School, and settled in
his profession at Detroit, Mich. He served
with distinction in the Mexican war as an officer in the 15th U. S. infantry, and was twice
brevetted for gallant conduct in battle. .A.t the
close of the war he returned to the practice of
his profession, and was soou after elected a
member of the State Senate. In 1852 President Pierce appointed him postmaster of Detroit. .At the commencement of the war he
raised a cavalry regiment, at the head of which
he served under Gens. Banks, Fremont, and
Pope.
Sept. 1.-Maj.-Gen. fIDLIP KEARNEY, an officer of volunteers in the United States army,
born in the city of New York, June 2, 1815,
was killed at the battle of Chantilly, Va., Sept.
1, 1862. He was of Irish descent, his greatgrandfather having settled in Monmouth County, New Jersey, in 1'716, and was a nephew of
Gen. Stephen Watts Kearney. He studied law,
but having a decided taste for military life, at
the age of 22 accepted the commission of second lieutenant in the United States 1st dragoons, commanded by his uncle, and soon after
was sent to Europe by the Government to
study o.nd report upon the French cavalry tactics. To accomplieh this object he entered the
military school at Saumur, in France, nnd from
thence went to .Africa, where he joined the
].st Ohasseurs d'.Afriqu~ as a volunteer. By
his daring exploits he attracted the attention
of the French army, and was presented with
the Cross of the Legion of Honor. In 1840 he
returned home, and received the appointment
of aide-de-camp to Gen. Macomb, and the following year was aide-de-camp to Gen. Scott,
serving in that capacity until 1844. In 1846 he
became captain of a company of dragoons, and
from his private means provided for his men
equipments and horses, and his corps formed
the escort of Gen. Scott when he 'made his entrance into Vera Oruz. For gallant and meritor· ous conduct at the battles of Contreras and
Ohurubusco he was brevetted major. While
making a brilliant charge upon a battery at the
St. .Antonio gate of the capital, he lost his left
arm. He had ordered the charge, but bis men
beginning to waver under a terrific fire, he
dashed forward, and the troops, electrified by
his example, followed, and slaughtered the
Mexicans at their guns. After the Mexican
war he was sent to California, and commanded
an expedition against the Indians of the Oolumbia River, displaying during the campaign
such tact and courage as won him the praise of
the best military judges. In 1851 he resigned
his commission, and, returning to Europe, ~evoted several years to military studies. Dru-mg
the Italian campaign of 1859, Major ?fenrn~y
served as volunteer aid to Gen. Morns, a. distinguished officer in the French army, and upon
its conclusion be received from the Emperor
Napoleon a second Cross of the Legion of
Honor. He was residing in Paris when the
present war broke out in 1861, and hastened
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home to ofter his services to his country, and
after some delay was appointed brigadier-general of volunteers, and placed in command of
the New Jersey troops, and afterwards of United
States volunteers. He distinguished hims~lf at
Yorktown, Williamsburg, Fair Oaks, White Oak
Swamp, the Cross Roads, and Malvern Hills,
and subsequently nem· W ashiugton, under Gen.
Pope. He was commissioned major-general
July 4, 1862. As a disciplinarian, Gen. Kearney was second to none in the army, and his
troops were enthusiastic in their admiration of
his military ability.
Sept. 1.-IsAAO b°G.A.LLS STEVENS, a majorgeneral of volunteers in the United States service, born in Andover, Mass., in 1817, killed
in the battle near Chantilly, Fairfax Co., Va.,
Sept. 1, 1862. He graduated at West Point in
1839, ranking :first in his class, and was commissioned second lieutenant of engineers. In
1840 he became first lieutenant, and was employed upon the fortifications of the New England coast until the Mexican war, at that time
being adjutant of engineers. He was attached
to Gen. Scott's staff, and for gallant and meritorious conduct at the battles of Contreras and
Churubusco was brevetted captain, and major
for his heroic conduct at the storming of Chapultepec, and the city of Mexico, where he received a severe wound from which he never
folly recovered. His . profound knowledge of
the principles of war attracted the attention of
his general, who spoke of him as "the most
promising officer of his age." Upon his return
to the -Unitecl States he was selected by Prof.
Bache to perform the duties of chief of the
Coast Slll'vey at Washington. In 1853 he resigned his commission and accepted the appointment of Governor of Washington Territory, where he became known as an able executive officer, displaying the most unremitting
devotion to the interests of the Territory.
During the administration of President Buchanan he represented Washington Territory
as delegate in Congress for two terms. He was
the chairman of the Breckinridge executive
committee in the presidential campaign of
1860; but when the leaders of the party declared for secession, he openly denounced them,
and stood by the Union, strongly urging President Buchanan to remove Secretaries Floyd
and Thompson from the cabinet, and trust to
the counsels of Gen. Scott. At the close of the
session of Congress Gov. Stevens proceeded to
Washington Territory, but upon hearing of the
attack on Fort Sumter returned to Washington
and offered his services to the Government.
He was appointed colonel of the 79th New
York Highlanders. He was commissioned brigadier-general of volunteers Sept. 28, 1861, and
accompanied Gen. Sherman to South Carolina,
where he bore a prominent part in all the battles nea1· Port Royal. He was then transferred
to North Carolina, whence he came to Virginia
in the corps of Gen. Reno, and was promoted
to the rank of major-general, his commission

bearing date July 4, 1862. He was in all the
skirmishes along the Rappahannock under Gen.
Pope, and fought most gallantly in the battle
near Bull Run. As he was bearing aloft tbe ·
colors of one of his regiments, cheering on his
men, he fell fatally wounded by a Minie ball
passing through his head. In 1851 he published a work entitled "Campaigns of the Rio
Grande and Mexico, v;rith Remarks on the recent work of Major Ripley."
Sept. 1.-Gen. GEORGE B. TA.non, an officer
of the Union army, died in Alexandria of
wounds received at the second battle of Bull
Run. He wa.s a native of Clinton, Hunterdon
County, New Jersey, and was born in 1808.
At the age of 19 he entered the navy as a
midshipman, but after a three years' cruise settled in New Jersey as a farmer. In the Mexican war he served :fi.n,t as lieutenant, and afterwards as captain in the 10th infantry. After
the close of that war he resided for three years
in California, and then returned to his native
State, where he engaged in mining and manufacturing. At the commencement of the present
war he was commissioned as colonel of the 3d
New Jersey regiment, which, under Brig.-Gen.
Runyon, form~d a part of the reserve at Bull ·
Run. When the three months' men were mustered out of the service, he reorganized his
regiment and returned to the army, and was
attached to the Army of the Potomac when it
went to the peninsula. After the battle of
West Point, Gen. Kearney was made a division
commander, and Col. Taylor was plaoed in
charge of the 1st brigade of· N. J. :volunteers.
On the 9th of May, 1862, he received his commission as brigadier-general. In the hard fighting that followed before Richmond he performed his part manfully, and when the army
returned to the Potomac he was prompt and
ready with his brigade in the sharp battl011
southwest of Washington.
Sept. 6.- CoL. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN LARNED,
paymaster general of the U. S. army, died at
Washington. He was born in Massachusetts
in 1791, arid on the 21st Oct., 1813, entered the
army ~ ensign in the 21st regiment of infa~try; he was promoted to a first lieutenancy m
the summer of 1814, distinguished himself at
the defence of Fort Erie, Aug. 13-15 of th~t
year, and received the brevet rank of oaptam
for his gallant conduct. In Jan., 1815, he was
appointed regimental paymaster, and on the
reduction of the army retained as pn,ymaster
of the 5th infantry, with the rank and pay of
major. In 1847, when two deputy paymaster
generalships were created, Major Larned was
appointed to one of them with the rank ?f
lieutenant-colonel, and on the death of MaJ-Gen. Towson, in 1854, he succeeded t_o ~he
paymaster generalship by right of ~eruo:ity,
with the rank of colonel. RegardlDg 1t_11
matter of du Ly to aid in the work of reorgamzing the department over which he preside~, for
the vast labors which were throw~ up?n 1~ b~
the war, he toiled on, though with 1mprore
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heo.lth, till the office and its duties were completely systematized, when he sunk under the
load and his overtasked powers gave way. He
was greatly esteemed and beloved by all his
acquaintance.
Sept. 14.-Brig.-Gen. - - G.ARLA..."\'D, an officer in the Confederate army, killed at the battle of Boon boro, in Virginia, while endeavoring to rally his men. He fell pierced in the
lweast by a musket ball, and died upon the
field.
Sept. 15.-D.A.vm EML~L TwrnGs, a majorgeneral in the Confederate service, born in
Georgia, in 1790, died in .Augusta, Ga., Sept.
15, 1862. He entered the army as a captain in
the 8th infantry i!l 1812, served throughout the
war, and was afterwards retained in serYice as
captain in the 7th infantry, with the brevet
rank of major. In the Mexic:m wru· he held
the . rank of .colonel of the 2u dragoons, b11t
acted ns brigadier, commanding the right wing
in the battles of Palo .Alto and Re,aca de la
Palma, and in the same month was made
brigadier-general. He was sub equently brevetted :major-general for gallant and meritorious conduct at Montereyl.- and presented
with a sword by Congress. lil 184'7 he was
in command of a division under Gen. Scott,
and the following year was oilitary governor
of Vera Oruz. .At the commencement of the
present wru: be was in command of the Union
troops in Texas, and through complicity with
t~~ Oonfederate leaders sm-rendered great quantities of military stores and material into the
hands of the State autl10rities, and betrayed the
·troops under his charge to the Confederate authorities. For a short time he was in command at New Orleans, but very soon resigned,
a:id after a retirement of a few months upon
lus estate in Mississippi, becoming al.u·med at
the approach of the Union troops, he removed
to .Augusta, Ga., where he died.
Sept. 16. -Col. DIXON H. MILES, an officer
of the U. S. m·my, mortally wounded at Harper's Ferry, Va., by a shell thrown by the enemy after his surrender of the place. Re was
a native of Maryland, born about 1803, and
was appointed a cadet at West Point from that
Stat~ in 1819. He graduated in 1824, and
received an appointment as brevet second lieutenant of the 4th infantry, and the same day
was made second lieutenant of the '7th infantry. He was regimental adjutant from 1831
to_ 1836, and in 1836 was promoted to a captamcy. In Jan., 1839, he ,vas appointed assistant quartermaste!" on the staff, with the rank
?f captain, but resigned his staff appointment
in Sept., 1845. On the 9th of 11ay he was
brevetted major for gallant conduct at Fort
Brown, Texas; and for his further meritorious
conduct at several battles in Mexico, was brevetted lieutenaut-colonel. In Feb., 184'7, he was
promoted as major of the 5th infantry, and in
iuly, 1848, was civil and military governor of
alapa, Mexico. In .April, 1851, he was promoted to the lieutenant-colonelcy of the 3d
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¥antry, _and in 1857 and 1858 distinguished
himself m_ sever8;1 conflicts with the Apache
and NavaJoe Indians. In Jan., J859, he was
promoted to the colonelcy of the 2d infantry,
and at the battle of Bull Run wn.s in charge of
the 5th division, and was ordered to cover
the retreat. In Sept., 1862, he was intrnsted
with the command of tbe important post of
Harper's Ferry, the retention and defence of
which were essential to the complete succe of
the battles which followed. He asked for
reenforcements, but they were not sent; one of
his subordinates abandoned Maryland Heights,
which commanded the main position, and
finding the enemy approaching in large force,
he surrendered the post with but slight resistance, and with it nearly 14,000 :men as prisoners, and an. immense amount of arms, ammunition, and stores.

Sept.17.-Gen. LAWRENOE

O'BRIEN BRA...~OH,

an officer in the Confederate service, killed at
the battle of .Antietam. He was a son of Hon.
John Branco, formerly go,ernor of North Carolina, and was born in Halifax Co. in that tate
in 1820. He graduated at Nassau Hall College,
Princeton, in 1838, studied Jaw with his father,
and practised l1is profe sion 1n Raleigh. In
1855 he was elected to Congre s from the Raleigh district, and reelected till 1861. .After
North Caro1iua passed the ordinance of secession, he entered the Confederate army fir t as
colonel, but was soon promoted to a brigadiergeneralship. .At the battle of ewbern he had
command of that important position, and subsequently took part in several of the battles in
that State and on the penin ula.
Sept. 17.-JosEPR KP--G FE~~o ML,sFIELD, a
brigadier-general in the United States · army,
born in New Haven, Oonn., December 22,
1803, was killed at the battle of .Antietam,
Sept. 17, 1862. .At the age of fourteen he
r eceived a cadet's appointment, and entered
the military academy at West Point, where he
distinguished himself in :mi1itary studies, passing
through every grade of office in the cauet battalion, and during a portion of the fourth
year acted as assistant professor in the department of natural philosophy. He graduated in
1822, standing No. 2 in a class of forty members, and was made a second li~utenant of the
corps of engineers. For the next two years he
was an assistant to the board of engineers, then
assembled in New York, and engaged in planning fortifications for the defence of the h:1fbors
and cities on the coast. In 1832 he was promoted to be a first lieutenant, and for a few: years
following was engaged upon the constrn~10n of
Fort Pulaski, though in the mean time occasionally being detached upon duty at other
posts. On the 7th of July, 1~38, he was. appointed captain. He served m the Mexican
war as chief engine0'1', under Gen. :r~ylor! was
brevetted major for gallant and d.istingm_hed
services in the defence of Fort Brown, Texas,
in 1846, and the following eptember was
brevetted lieutenant-colonel for gallant and
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meritorious conduct in the battles of Monterey,
where he received no less than seven severe
wounds. In 184'7 be was brevetted colonel
for his meritorious services at Buena Vista.
On "the 26th of May, 1853, be was appointed
an inspector-general of the United States army,
with the rank of colonel, which position he
held at the breaking out of the war. In
May, 1861, he was commissioned brigadiergeneral, and was placed in command of the department of Washington. He fortified . the
city on eveFy side, crowned the heights of Arlington with earthworks, and took Alexandria.
Upon the return of Gen. Wool to Fortress
Monroe, he was sent to Hatteras, and afterwards
to Oamp Hamilton and Newport News. On
the 10th of May he marched, with a division,
to the attack on Norfolk, and, after the capture
of that place, was assigned to the command of
Suffolk, Va., where he acted as military governor. After the second battle of Bnll Run, he
was summoned to the court of inquiry at Washington, and, during the delay, becoming impatient for active duty, he was assigned to the
command of the corps formerly under Gen.
Banks, and, at the battle of Antietam, fell mortally wounded while cheering on bis troops in
a brilliant charge.
Sept. 1'7.-Col. J. H. CUILns, an officer in the
Union service, colonel of the 4th Pennsylvania
cavalry, and at the time of his death acting
brigadier-general, killed at the battle of Antietam. He was a citizen of Pittsburg, Pa., and
entered the service in July, 1861. He had distinguished himself in several battles for·coumge,
coolness, and skill, and at Antietam was in
command of a brigade of cavalry.
Sept. 1'7.-Ool. AUGUSTUS H . CoLEM.A.N, an
officer of the Union service, commanding the
11th Ohio regiment, killed at the battle of Antietam. He entered the service as major of the
11th regiment, at the beginning of the war, and
after its reorganization, on the resignaticn of
Lieut.-Col. Frizell, in Jan., 1862, was promoted
to the rank of lieutenant-colonel, !1Ilc1 soon afterwards of colonel. His regiment bad done service
in western Virginia as a pai·t of Oox's brigade,
and Col. Goleman had a high reputation for
bravery and daring.
Sept. 1'7.-OoI. S.A.MUEL Ono.A.SD.A.LE, an officer
of tb_l'l Union service, commanding the 128th
Pennsylvania regiment, killed at the battle of
Antietam. He was a citizen of Doylestown,
Pa., and had a large practice in that town as
a lawyer. Immediately after the President's
proclamation of April 15, 1861, he volunteered
as a p~ate in Oapt. Davis's company of three
months' "men. On their discharge be resumed
the practice of bis profession, but on the governor's call for nine months' men, in the summer
of 1862, he opened a recruiting office and raised
a fall company of the citizens of Doylestown
and vicinity in a few days. The 128th regimenb, composed almost entirely of citizens of
Berks, Lehigh, and Bucks Counties, was organized soon after, and he was appointed its colonel.

After a few weeks' service in camps of instruction near Washington, the emergencies of the
invasion of Maryland required the services of
Ool. Croasdale's regiment in the field, and it
marched with the grand army from Washing.
ton. .A.t Antietam, though a new regimenat it
was assigned an important position, and ol.
Croasdrue was leading it forward through a
tempest of shot and shell, when a musket ball
passing through his brain killed him instantly.
Sept. 1'7.- Col. RonERIOK MATIIESON, an officer of the Union nrmy, and commander of the
32d regiment N. Y. State volunteers (1st California regiment), killed at the battle of Antietam. He was a na.tive of New York, but bad
resided for several years in Oalifornia, and in
May, 1861, left his home in that State and raised
in New York city a regiment of Californians
and those who had formerly resided on the Pacific coast. The regiment was completed about
the 20th of June, 1861, and under Ool. :Matheson
took part in the battle of Bull Run and in most
of the subsequent battles in Virginia. ffig remains were sent to California, and buried with
the honors of war at his former residence in that
State.
Sept. 1'7.-Col. HuGH W .A.TSON MoNEIL, an
officer in the Union service, and commander of
the Pennsylvania "Bucktail" regiment, killed
at the battle of Antietam while leading bis regiment in a charge. He was a native of Seneca Oonnty, N. Y., and was . of Scotch family,
his father being a Oameronian clergyman ; was
born in 1830 ; was educated at Yale Oollege,
studied law at Auburn, and commenced practice in New York in 185'7, but left his profession on account of ill-health; removed to Pennsylvania, and engaged in banldng. At the commencement of the war he joined the Bucktail
regiment a.s a private, but was soon chosen first
lieutenant, and rose by successive promotions to
the command.
Sept. 1'7.-Lieut.-Col. PHILIP J. P .A.RISEN, n:n
officer in the Union service, at the time of bis
death in command of the 51th regiment New
York State volunteers, killed at the battle of
Antietam. Hewasanative of New York city,
and entered the service Dec. 2½ 1861, as major
of the 57th, and early in 18.62 was promoted to
a lieutenant-colonelcy. He took part in most
of the battles on the peninsula and in those of
August in the vicinity of Washington. He w_ns
shot through the body and instantly l'illed while
leading his regiment at .Antietam.
Sept. 1'7.- Brig.-Gen. - - STARK, an officer
in the Confederate army, killed at the battle of
Sharpsburg, in Maryland.
Sept. 18.- Ool. HENRY W. KrnGsnunY, an
officer of the U. S. army, commanding, at tl~e
time of his death, the 11th regiment Oonneoticut volunteers, died of wounds received the
previous day at the battle of Antietam. He was
a son of the late Major Julius J. B. Kingsbury,
and was born in Oonnecticnt in 183'7. He e~tered West Point in 1856 and graduated lil
1861, second in his class. Soon after his grad-
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nation he was assigned to the duty of drilling that place on Sept. 27. He was the eldest son
the volunteers at Washington, and after a short of Geo. D. P rentice, for many yem·s editor of
time put in command of a battery with the the "Louisville Journal," and a youn a man of
rank of captain. His thorough military knowl- remarkable powers. .A.n intense Southern symedge and skill as an officer recommended him pathy, in spite of the arguments, remonstrances
to the authorities of his native State, and he and entreaties of parents and friends made ~
was offered the command of the 11th regiment. join the Oonfederate ra.nks, and after a brief
He acquitted hin1self nobly in his new position, service of five weeks he was fatally wounded.
and was regarded as an officer of great promise. On his departure to join the Confederate force
In the battle of Antietam he was four times in Kentucky, his mother is said to have followseriously wounded.
ed him four or five miles, with th e hope of perSept. 19.-Lieut.-Ool. WILDER DWIGHT, an suading him to, r eturn, but he declined her enofficer of the Union service, lieutenant-colonel, treaties, saying, " Mother, I implore you not to
at the time of his death, of the 2d Massachu- ask me to stay. Honor calls me. I have talksetts -volunteers, died in the hospital at Boons- ed long enough. I must now do something else
boro', Md., of wounds received in the battle of and show myself in my true colors."
'
Antietam. He was a son of William Dwight,
Sept. 29. -WILLIAM NELSON, major-general
of Boston, and was born about 1832, and grad- of volunteers in the U. S. army, born in Maysuated at Harvard University in 1853. He join- ville, Mason Oo., Ky., in 1825, was killed at
. ed the 2d regiment at its formation, and had Louisville, Ky., Sept. 29, 1862. He entered
won the reputation of a brave and skilful offi- the naval school at Annapolis at the age of fifcer. In the retreat of Gen. Banks down the teen, and, upon graduating, was appointed a
Shenandoah valley in May, 1862, he was dis- midshipman in the U. S. navy. He was first
tinguished for his daring and tlie solicitude attached to the sloop-of-wa.r Yorktown, in
which he manifested for the safety of his men; commission for the Pacific, and soon after
and was taken prisoner du.ring this retreat. At joined that -squadron under Oommodore T. Ap
Antietam he was twice wounded. . Three of Oatesby J ones. In 1846 be received his commission as passed midshipman, and was ordered
his brothers are in the army.
Sept. 19. -Brig.-Gen. LEWIS HENRY LITTLE, to the frigate Raritan, attached to the home
an officer in the Oonfeclerate a.rmy, killed at squadron, and flag-ship of Oommodore Oonner.
the battle of Iuka, Miss. Gen. Little was the In 1847 he was made acting master of the
son of Ool. P. Little, of Maryland, and was steamer Scourge, under the command of Oom.
appointed from civil life in the regular army of Perry. At the siege of Vera Oruz, during the
the United States. Brevet second lieutenant Mexican war, he won a high reputation in comof the 5th regiment of infantry, July 1st, 1839. mand of a navy battery. In 1854 he was pr o!n May, 1843, he was transferred to the seventh moted to the r ank of master, and ordered to
infantry; became first lieutenant April, 1845 ; the frigate Independence, stationed in the
brevetted captain for gallant and meritorious_ Pacific. In 1858 he was ordered to the Niconduct at the battle of Monterey, Mexico, Sep- aga.r a when she carried back to Africa the
tember 23d, 1846- brevet dated March, 1849. negroes taken from the st eamer Echo. At the
He was regimental quartermaster in March, commencement of the present war he was on
1847, and distinguished in the battle of Oerro ordnance duty at the Washington navy yard,
Gordo. He was captain in the regular ocmy in and was detailed to command the Ohio River
1847. When the wm· broke out he was in fleet 6f gunboats, having received the rank of
co1;1mand at Albuquerque, New Mexico. He lieutenant commander, but was soon after
resigned, and was appointed, by Gov. Jackson, transferred to the ru·my for the purpose of inof Missouri, adjutant-general in the State fluencing volunteers in Kentucky, his native
forces with the r ank of colonel, and assigned State. He organized "Oamp Dick Robinson,"
to duty on the staff of Gen. Sterling Price. between Garrardsville and Danville, and anWhen the Missouri troops were transferred to other camp at Washington, in Mason Oo. :J:{e
the Oonfederate service Gen. Little was as- fought several engagements wi,th Humphrey
signed temporarily to the command of them. Marshall, in some of which he was successful.
At the battle of E lk Horn he handled h is bri- In Sept., 1861, he was made brigadier-general,
gade with such coura.ge and skill, and covered and appointed to the command of the second
the retreat in so masterly a manner, that be division of Gen. Buell's army. He won much
soon after received the appointment from Rich- distinction at the battle of Shiloh, was woundmond of brigadier-general. When Gen. Van ed at the battle of Richmond, Ky., and afterD?rn was assigned to the command of the Dis- wards assumed command of all the forces in
ti1ct of N ortb Mississippi, Gen. Little succeeded Louisville, having been made major-gen_eral of
to the command of Gen. Price's division, com- volunteers J nly 17, 1862. His ov~rbeann~ naposed of the brigades of Hebert, Gates, Green, ture made him unpopular with hi~ assocmtes,
and Martin. While commanding this division and he was shot in bis hotel by Bng.-Gen. Jefhe fell pierced by a Minie ball through the ferson C. Davis in a moment of resentment for
head.
his harsh and unjust treatment of that officer.
Sept. 29.-Gen . Isuo P~A0E Ro:rrnA...'<,. a
Sept. 29.- WILLIA.:M O. PRENTI0E, at Augusta,
R:y., from wounds rnceived in the conflict at brigadier-general in the Uruon serv10e, died
4'7
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near Hagerstown, Md., of wounds received in
the battle of Antietam. He was a native of
South Kingston, R. I., born Aug. 28, 1822. He
received a good early education, and engaged
while yet a youth in the woollen manufacture,
and had attained a high reputation for the
character of the goods manufactured by Jiis
firm, which were sold in all parts of the country. At the commencement of the war he was
a member of the State Senate; but at once resigned his seat, recruited a company for the 2d
Rhode Island regiment (Col. Slocum's), and
went to the war as its captain. His company
was the first to :fire upon the enemy at the
battle of Bull Run, and fought bravely throughout that battle. He was appointed lieutenantcolonel of the 4th Rhode Island regiment at its
organization, and soon after promoted to the
colonelcy of that regiment, which was detailed
to the Burnside expedition. At Roanoke Island
Ool. Rodman took an active part, and at Newbern his regiment made the brilliant charge
which won the day. His regiment also participated in the investment and reduction of
Fort Macon; but before 'that was accomplished,
Ool. Rodman had received his commission as
brigadier-general. An attack of typhoid fever,
induced by over-exertion and exposure, rendered it necessary for him to come home on sick
leave, and he only recovered in time to join
Gen. Burnside at Fredericksburg. Here he
found himself, though only a brigadier-general,
in command of Gen. Parke's division. In the
month of battles which followed, -Gen. Rodman
did his full share, quietly and unostentatiously.
At South Mountain and Antietam p.e displayed
military genius of a high order, and in the ter~·ible conflict by which the stone bridge was
carried and held, he was stricken down.
Oct. 4.-Col. - - DALY, an officer of the
Southern army, killed at the battle of Corinth,
while cheering and leading his men on to the
attack. Col. Daly commanded the 13th Arkansas regiment.
Oct. 4.-Lieut. SAMUEL FARRINGTON, an officer in the Southern service, killed at the battle
of Corinth, Miss. Lieut. Farrington was a remarkably shrewd and able young officer. His
devotion to the cause in which he bad engaged
was unsurpassed, if equalled At the breaking
out of the war he resided in St. Louis, Mo., where
he was in mercantile business, but was first lieu-·
tenant of an infantry company in the State service. When Gov. Jackson decided to carry the
State out ofi;he Union, and commenced war with
the United States Government, Lieut. Farrington was ordered to guard the Gasconade bridge
with a detachment of his men, and upon leaving the bridge burnt it. With the same detachment he was engaged in the battle of Boonville, the first fight made in the State of Missouri during the war. In the battle of Carthage he was on Gen. John B. Clark's staft~ with
the r1111k of colonel, and was distinguished for
his courage, coo uess, and ability. He commanded a regiment of infantry, as lieutenant-

colonel, at the battle of Lexington, Mo. Upon
the organization of Confederate troops in Missouri he resigned his commission in the State
Guard, and accepted that of a lieutenant of artillery in the Confederate service, conscientiously believing that the cause in which lie
had taken up arms would be better served by
all Missouri troops going into the army of the
Confederate States. At the battle of Corinth
a Parrott shot tore away his shoulder and half
his breast. He turned his head half round, fell,
and died instantly.
.
Oct. 4.-Gen. PLEAS.A.NT An.AM HACKLEMAN,
a brigadier-general in the Union army, killed at
the battle of Corinth. He was a native of Franklin County, Indiana, born about 1817, was educated for the legal profession, and was prominent
as a lawyer in the State. He became editor of
the "Rushville Republican" about 1840, and
continued as its editor till the commencement
of the war. In 1841 he was a member of the
Legislatm·e of Indiana, and for several years afterward·s clerk of Rush County. In 1847 and
1858 he was a candidate for Congress, but was
defeated on both occasions. In 1860 he was a
member of the Republican National Convention
at Chicago, and in 1861 of the Peace Conference
at Washington. In 1861 he was appointed colonel of the 10th Indiana regiment, and served
in Gen. Banks' corps in Virginia; his gallant and
meritorious conduct there occasioned his promotion to the rank of brigadier-general, .April
28, 1862, and in June he was ordered to report
to Gen. Grant, in the army of the Southwest.
He took an active part in the bn,ttle of Iuka, and
in the battle of Corinth was killed on the second day of the fight. He was a man of dignified and upright character, and of superior abilities.
Oct. 4.-Ool. - - - - RoGERs, a Confederate officer, killed at the battle of Oorinth. He
was from Texas, ancl was at that battle in command of a brigade. When, on the morning of
the 4th, the Confederate troops, which had expected to capture Corinth with but a slight
struggle, found themselves r epulsed by the terrible :fire of the Union battery Robinett, and
wer~ compelled to fall back into the timber for
protection, Gen. Van Dorn called for volunteers to carry the battery by storm. Col.
Rogers at once volunteered , and 2,000 II;-en
stepped from the ranks to accompany him.
After addressing them a few words of encouragement, he gave the order to march, and they
moveu forward at a quick step, in solid column
eight deep, directly in face of the batte17. Before they reached it nearly one-half then· number had fallen; but there was no faltering, the
rear ranks stepped t0 the front and filled the
gaps; they reached the outworks, ~nd ~bou&h
twice driven back, succeeded the thu-d time lil
planting their flag upon the parapet, when 11
volley from the guns of the inner works, at
short range, killed a large number, among
whom was the rashly brave Rogers. Gen.
Rosecrans, in his general order after the bat-
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tle, rendered the homage due from a chivalric
foe to the brnve man who led this attack,
where death was so inevitable.
Oct. 4.- Ool. J osEPH L. KmBY SMITH, of the
43d Ohio regiment, was killed at the battle of
Corinth. He was bcrn in 1836, was appointed
a cadet of the Military Academy from New
York, and graduated with the highest honors
of his class in.185.7 ; was at once appointed lieutenant of topographical engineers, accompanied
the Utah expedition, was aide-de-camp to Gen.
Patter on in 1860, and after his discharge appointed cQ!onel of the 43d Ohfo regiment, with
which he served with distinction at Island No.
Ten, his engineering abilities being brought almost constantly into requisition, and at the battle of Ooti.nth, where he fell, had greatly distinguished himself for bra.very and daring. He was
a nephew of the Confederate general Ed ward
Kirby Smith.
Oct. 6. -WILLI.A.M DEAN OourA.N, a captain
and assistant adjutant-general in the U. S. volunteers, and one of the staff of Btig.-Gen. StanleY., 2d divi&i.on, Army of the Missi ~ippi, born in
Salem, Mass., Sept. 15, 1827, the eldest son of
Samuel Oolman, publisher. On the breaking
out of the war with .Mexico he enlisted as a private in Walker's Mounted Rifles, and took an
active part in the principal battles fought under
Lieut.-Gen. Scott. When the first gtm was fired
by the confederates at Fort Sumter he was assistant postmaster at ew Orleans, but, without
stopping to count the cost, he abandoned all and
hastened north to join the Union army. In the
summer of 1861 he was appointed assistant
q~artermaster, and in December a major in the
Missouri State Militia, where he was actively
occupied in the most hazardous parts of that
State till February, 1862, when he was ordered
by Major-Gen. Halleck to the staff of Brig.Gen. Stanley. On the 5th July be accepted
from the president a commission as captain, and
assistant adjutant-general of U. S. volunteers.
He was in all the battles and skirmishes with
Gen. Stanley, from New Mad.rid and Island No.
Ten to the most memorable and sanguinary battle of Oori.nth on the 3d and 4th October, where
he received a mortal wound, and died on the 6th
~fter two days of severe suffering. He was buried with military honors, being much beloved and
esteemed by Gens. Rosecrans, Stanley, and all
on the staff, for his bravery, patriotism, and strict
adherence to duty.
Oct. 8.- Gen. J.A.MEs S. J.A.oxsoY, a brigadier~neral in the Union service, killed at the battle
of Penyville. He was a native of Kentucky,
born about 1822, and educated for the bar. He
had_been some years in the practice of his pro~essron, when at the commencement of the Mexican war be raised a regiment of volunteers, 3lld
serv~d during the war. Du.ring his service in
Mexico he had a difficulty with Ool. Thoma.~ F .
Marshall, which resulted in a duel On his return
to Kentucky be resumed his practice first at
ireenupsburg, and afterwards at Hopkinsville,
y., and in 1860 was elected to Oongress from

'
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the 2d congressional district of that State. In
the autumn of 1861 he resigned bis seat in Oongress, and took command of the 3d regiment
Kentucky cavalry, was an active participant in
most of the battles of the winter and spring of
1861, ancl on the 16th of July was comlnissioned
a brigadier-general. In the battle of Perryville
he commanded a division of McOook's corps of
the Army of the Ohio.
Oct. 8. -Gen. WILLIA.M R. TERRILL, a brigaclier-general of the Union army, killed at the battle of Perryville. He was a native of Virginia,
born about 1832, and appointed from that State
a cadet at the Military Academy, where he graduated in 1853, and was immediately appointed
brevet second lieutenant of the 3d artillery, from
which he was transferred to the 4th artillery in
November following as second lieutenant. In
1855 he was appointed assistant professor of
matbematics at West Point. In 1856 he 'Was
promoted to a first lieutenancy, and in May, 1861,
was appointed captain in the 5th artillery, and
misigned to duty on the coast survey. He soon
after raised a regiment of volunteers, was sent
to Kentucky, where he commanded a battery in
Gen. McCook's division, was transferred to the
command of a brigade, and for his gallant and
meritorious conduct at tbe battle of Shiloh, was
appointed brigadier-general of volunteers, his
commission bearing date Sept. 9, 1862. At
Perryville he was killed while urging forward
his btigade against the enemy.
Oct. 9:- GEORGE WEBSTER, colonel of the 98th
Ohio volunteer infantry, died of wounds received tbe preceding day in the battle of P erryville.
· He was born in Butler Oounty, Ohio, in 1822.
He volunteered in the Me:idcan war· as a private
soldier, but was promoted to be sergeant-major.
After his return from Mexico be commenced tbe
practice of law in Jefferson County, Ohio. In
June, 1861, he volunteered as major of the 25th
Ohio, and was promoted to a lieutenant-colonelcy in that regiment, and on the organization
of the 98th regiment, in the summer of 1862,
was appointed colonel. This regiment was ordered to join Gen. Euell's army, and at the battle of Perryville, Ool. Webster was put in command of one of the brigades of Jackson's
division of McCook's corps.
Oct. 11.-Oapt. GREER TALLMA..DoE, quart~rmaster-general at Fortress Monroe, died of disease of the liver, at bis quarters in that fortress. He was born in Dutchess Oounty, New
York, in 1826. He was the son of Hon. N. P .
Tallmadge, late U. S. Senator from New York.
He graduated at West Point in 1848, and was appointed brevet secondlieut~nant in the_lst ar?1lery ; early the following year he sailed with
a detachment of United States troop for Fort
Vancouver Oregon Territory, where he was
stationed f~r a year; returning in 1850 he was
appointed aid to Gen. Wool, and after three
years' service on his st.a.ff was ordered t? Fort
Niagara, and subsequently to For~ Ontario. ~
1853 he was promoted to a fir-t lieut~rumcy m
the 4th artillery, and in 1857 accompamed the ex-
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pedition to Utah, as an officer of Oapt.(now General) PhE)lps' battery. In 1858 he was ordered
to Fortress Monroe, and in May, 1861, promoted
to the rank of captain in the quartermaster's
department. The great labor of organizing the
quartermaster's department for so large a force
as was congregated in the military department
of Fortress Monroe, and the added duties of assistant adjutant-general, which he discharged for
a time, made his position one of great toil and
responsibility, but they were admirably performed. The " contraband " idea put in practice
by Gen. Butler, originated with him.
Oct. 16.-Gen. GEORGE B. ANDERSON, an officer in the Confederate army, died in Raleigh,
N. 0. He was born in Wilmington, N. 0., in
182'7, entered West Point from that State in 1848,
graduated in 1852, and was appointed brevet 2d
lieutenant in the 2d dragoons, promotecl to be
1st ·lieutenant in 1855, and in 1858 appointed
adjutant of his regiment with the rank of captain. Re resigned in April, 1861, entered the
Confederate army, where he was soon appointed
brigadier-general, and at the battle of Antietam
received a wound in the foot, which eventually
proved fatal.
Oct. 20.-M3:ior IRA L. HEWITT, a paymaster
in the United States army, died in the city of
New York. He resided for some years in Illinois, but emigrated to Texas in 1840, and had
there become one of the associate justices of
the supreme court of the State. At the commencement of the war, his attachment to the
Union being known, his life was in danger, but
he succeeded in escaping from the State by
stratagem, and joining the .army served at Ship·
Island and 'New Orleans under Gen. Butler,
and when Col. A. J. Hamilton came north, accompanied him and was assigned to duty in
New York.
Oct. 30.-ORMSBY MAaKNIGHT M1TOHEL, an
American astronomer, and major-general of
volunteers in the United States service, born in
Union Oo., Ky., Aug. 28, 1810, died of yellow
fever, at Beaufort, S. 0., Oct. 30, 1862. . He
received his early education at Lebanon, Warren Co., Ohio, and at 12 years of age began
life for himself as clerk in a store in Miami,
Ohio. In 1825 he received an appointment to
' a cadetship in West Point. In 1829 he graduated fifteenth in a class of 46, among which
were Robert E. Lee and Joseph E. Johnston,
late generals in the Confederate service. He
was at once appointed assistant professor of
mathematics, which position he occupied for
two years. He subsequently studied law, was
admitted to the bar, and practised in Cincinnati
until 1834, when he was elected professor of
mathematics, philosophy, and astronomy in the
Cincinnati College. In 1845 he proposed the
establishment of an observatory at Cincinnati,
raising neady the.whole of the requisite amount
by his own exertions, and was made director
of the institution. To obtain the necessary apparatus he took a flying trip to Europe, visited
London, Paris, and Munich. completed his con-

tracts and returned to his college duties in the
short space of fourteen weeks. In 1859 he was
chosen director of the Dudley Observatory at
Albany, retaining, at the same time, his connection with that at Cincinnati. As an astronomical lecturer, he was exceedingly popular,
and among the monuments of his skill in perfecting the necessary apparatus for that department of science, is an instru1Ijent at Albany for
recording right ascensions and declinations by
electro-magnetic aid to within nl-irn of a second
of time, and for the measuTement, with great
accuracy, of large differences of decljnation incapable of being reached by the micrometer.
Among his published works are : "Planetary
and Stellar Worlds," "Popular Astronomy,"
and a treatise on Algebra. On the 1st of July,
1846, he commenced the publication of a periodical entitled the "Sidereal Messenger," which
at the end of two years was discontinued for
want of sufficient patronage. At the breaking
out of the late rebellion, Professor Mitchel left
his scientific pursuits and sought an opportunity
of serving his country. In August, 1861, he
was commissioned brigadier-general of volunteers, and ordered to the Department of the
Ohio, under the command of Maj.-Gen. Buell.
After the capture of Bowling Green and Nashville he made a forced march ~outhwarc1 and
seized the railway between Corinth and Ohattanooga, thereby breaking the enemy's line of
communication, and possessed himself of various
points in northern Alabama, for which he was
made a major-general. In July, 1862, he was
relieved of his command, and, on the l 7th of
the September following, was appointed commander of the Department of the South, where
he was making preparations for a vigorous
campaign when he fell a victim to the yellow
fever.
1.Vov. 3.-ISRAEL B. RrarunnsoN, a majorgeneral of volunteers in the United States service, born at Burlington, Vt., in 1819, died al,
Sharpsburg, Md., Nov. 3, 1862. He was a descendant of the Revolutionary hero, Gen. Israel
Putnam, graduated at West Point in 1841, was
appointed 2d lieutenant in the 3d infantry, and
1st lieutenant Sept. 21, 1846. He distingnis~ed
himself in nearly every important battle durmg
the Mexican War; was brevetted captain for
gallant and meritorious conduct at Contreras
and Churubusco, and major for gallantr,r at
Ohapultepec; and so distinguished himself for
bravery that he was known in the army by the
sobriquet of" Fighting Dick." In March, 1851,
he was promoted to a captaincy. In 18?5 ~e
left the army and retired to private life lll
Michigan. Upon the commencement of ti:e
late rebellion he promptly offered himself agarn
to the Government, organized a regiment, t~e
2d Michigan volunteers, of which he was ma e
colonel, and soon after was placed in command
of a brigade with which he covered the retreat
of the army at Bull Run. His commission as
brigadier-general dated back to May 12, 1861.
At the battle of the Ohickahominy he com-
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manded a division of Gen. Sumner's corps, and
won much honor upon that occasion. He received his commission of major-general July 4,
1862; distinguished himself at the battles of
South Mountain and .Antietam, in the latter of
which he received the wound causing his death.
Nov. 5.- Col. CURREN PoPE, commander of
tbe 15th Kentucky regiment, died at Danville
of wounds received at the battle of Perryville,
on the 8th of October previous. He was a
member of one. of the most distinguished families of Kintucky, and was born in Louisville
about 1813. He entered West Point as a cadet
in 1829, and graduated in 1834, but soon after
left the army to follow the profession of civil
engineer. Early in the war a number of his
relatives joined the Confederate army, but he
adhered firmly to the cause of the Union, and
abandoning his profession, raised the regiment
which he commanded at the time of his death.
Nov. 6.-Gen. Cill..RLES D.t1..vrs JAMESON died
at Oldtown, Me., from ·camp fever, brought on
by his exertions at the battle of Fair Oaks and
the pestilential influence of the climate. He
was born at Gorham, Me., Feb. 24, 182'7; while
yet very young, his parents removed to Oldtown, Me., where, after receiving a limited academic education, he at an early age embarked
in the lumber business, and eventually became
m!e of the largest manufacturers and shippers
of lumber on the Penobscot. He had been an
active adherent to the Douglas section of the
democracy, and in 1860 was a Douglas delegate
to the Charleston Convention, where he became convinced of the intentions of the Southern States to secede. .At the commencement
of the war he was one of the first, if not the
first, of the prominent democrats of the State
to offer his services to the Government, and
was placed by Gen. Washburn in command of
the first regiment which left tliat State for the
beleaguered capital. In the battle of Bull Run
h~ commanded this regiment (2d Maine) and
c~tingfrhecl himself by his bravery, and with
his regiment protected the rear in its retreat to
Centreville. For his conduct on that day he
was appointed brigadier-general of volunteers,
on the 3d of Sept., 1861. In the autumn of
1861 be was, without his knowledge or consent,
nominated by· the democrats of his own State
for governor, and polled a heavy vote though
def7ated by the republican candidate. In the
spnng and early summer of 1862 he took an
~ctive part in the campaign on the peninsula,
1~ Gen. Heintzelman's corps, and by his exertio!ls there, both before and at the battle of
F::nr Oaks, contracted the fever which finally
terminated bis life. He ranked high as a dis- ·
ciplinarian and as a brave and competent commander.
Nov. '7.-Commodore GARRETT J. PENDERGRAST, commandant of the navy yard at Philadelphia, died in that city, aged 62 years. Ile
was a native of Kentucky, and entered the
~avy when only 11 yeara of age, and had been
m the service since that time, passing through
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all the grades. In 1860 he was flag officer of
the home squadron, and did service at the commencement of the war in the protection of the
important harbor of Hampton Roads. In the
autumn of 1861 he was assigned to the command of the navy yard at Philadelphia. He
died of paralysis.
Nov . 22.- Brig.-Gen. FRAN01s E. PATTERSON
killed himself by the accide_ntal discharge of
his pistol in his tent at Fairfax Comt House
during the night. He was a native of Philadelphia, born in 182'7, and bad entered the
army from civil life as second lieutenant of the
1st artillery in June, 184'7. In March, 1855, he
was promoted to a captaincy in the 9th infantry, then first organized. In May, 185'7, he resigned, and devoted himself to civil pursuits.
On the raising of the 115th Pennsylvania volunteers, Gov. Curtin offered him the command
of the r egiment, which he accepted, and acquitted himself so ably in the field, that on the
11th of .April, 1862, he was appointed brigadiergeneral, and in the subsequent battles on the
peninsula rendered efficient service.
Nov. - .- Gen. JOHN B. VILLIPIGUE, a brigadier-general of the Confederate army, died at
Port Hudson, La., of pneumonia. He was born
in South Carolina about 1834; it is said that
his father was of French and his mother of
Spanish extraction. He graduated at West
Point in 1854; was appointed to a second lieutenancy in the 2d dragoons, and was promoted.
to a first lieutenancy in 185'7, and assigned
to service in the Southwest. In March, 1861,
he resigned from the United States service, and
at once accepted an appointment as colonel in
the Confederate service. In Nov., 1861, he was
wounded at the bombardment of Fort Pickens,
and soon after was made a brigadier-general
in the Confederate army. He was assigned to
the co,mmand of ·Fort Wright, and retained it
until the evacuation of that post; participated
in the battle of Corinth in October, 1862, and
was soon after assigned to the command of
Mobile.
Nov. 2'7,-Gen. ALEXANDER EARLY STEEN
(or STEIN), a Confederate officer, killed at the
battle of Kane Hill, in .Arkansas. A musket
ball passed directly through his brain. He was
appointed from civil life second lieutenant of
the 12th infantry in the regular army of the
United States, March 6th, 184'7; was brevetted
first lieutenant for "gallant and meritorious
conduct" at the battle of Contreras and Churubusco, in Mexico, Aug. 2d, 1847-d.ate of
brevet .August, 1848. His regiment was disbanded in July, 1848, and he was appointed
second lieutenant of the 3d infantry, June 30th,
1852.
D ec. 6.-CLAIBom--i, F. J AOKSON, ]ate Governor of Missour~ died at Little Rock, ~k., of
cancer in the stomach. He was born m Fleming Oounty, Ky., April 4, 180'7, and emigrated
to MissoUl'i in 1822. In the "Black Hawk"
war he raised a volunteer company, and served
as captain. He was for ten or twelve terms a
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member of one or the other House of the Missouri
Legislatm:e, and for one term Speaker of the
House. In the session of 1848 be drew up and
carried through the · Legislature the famous
Jackson resolutions. He was one of the prime
movers in the organization of the present banking system of Missouri, and for a· number of
years Bank Oommissioner. In 1860 he was
elected Governor. His own sympathy with
secession, and his determination to draw the
State into it, soon became evident; and having
fled from the State capitol on the approach of
Gen. Lyon in July, he was deposed by the
State Convention, and Gov. Gamble appointed
provisional governor in his place. He acted
for a short time as a general in the Oonfederate
army, but his disease, from· which he had long
suffered, becoming aggravated, he retired to
Little Rock, where he died after some months
of suffering.
Dec. 12..:__Rev. ARTHUR B. FULLER, a Unitar~an clergyman, and chaplain of the 16th regiment Massachusetts volunteers, killed while
crossing the Rappahannock witl1 a portion of his
regiment, who had volunteered to cross the river,
and drive off the sharpshooters who were preventing the laying of the pontoon bridges. He
was born in 1824 at Cambridgeport, Mass., and
was the son of Hon. Timothy Fuller, an eminent
lawyer and member of Oongress from 1817 to
J 825, and a brother of the celebrated Margaret
.Fuller, Countess D'Ossoli. In his childhood the
family removed to Groton, Mass., and by an accident in his boyhood Arthur lost an eye. He was
fitted for college by his sister, and entered Harvard university in 1839, graduating in 1843.
After studying theology at the Cambridge Divii;i.ity School, Mr. Fuller went to Illinois as a
teacher and missionary, and after some years' labor there retm·necl-:fi.rst to Boston, and afterward to Watertown, Mass., where he was settled
as pastor. He volunteered as a chaplain early
in the war, and not only fulfilled his duties in
that capacity unexceptionally, but by his earnest
sympathy for the members of his regiment, and
his careful solicitude for their health, their mental improvement, and theit- moral welfare, became the idol of his regiment, and exerted a powerful and salutary influence on other bodies of
men in their vicinity. His patriotism and courage led him to risk all perils with his men, and
when several companies of them volunteeted
as a forlorn hope in the mission of crossing the
appahannock under a deadly fire, his prompt
determination to go with them ·greatly stimulated their enthusiasm. He edited his sister's
works, and had published several original volumes.
JJec. 13.-Brig.-Gen. GEORGE D. BAY.A.RD, an
officer of the United States army, was killed in
the bat.t le of Fredericksburg. He was a native of
New York, born about 1836; he entered West
Poin,t as a cadet in 1852, and graduated in June,
1856, receiving immediately an appointment as
2d lieutenant of the 4th cavalry. On the 20th
of Aug., 1861, he wa-s promoted to a captaincy

in hi'l regiment, and was allowed leave of absence to take command of the 1st Pennsylvania
volunteer cavalry attached to Gen. McCall's reserve corps, and participated in the various battles of that fighting corps. On the 20th of Nov.,
1861, he made a most brilliant and successful
dash at the bead of his regiment upon branesville. On the 10th of June, 1862, he wa-s nominated as brigadier-general of volnnteers commanding cavalry, his commission dating from
the 28th of A.pril. Duripg the autumn he had
done excellent service with his briga~, making
frequent du-shes into the enemy's lines, and cl.riving them from the gaps of the Blue Ridge. .At
Fredericksburg he was attached to Gen. Franklin's corps. He was buried with military honors
at Princeton, N . J.
.
JJec. 13.-Gen. THOMAS R. R. CoBB, of
Georgia, an officer of the Confederate army,
killed at the battle of Fredericksburg. Gen.
Cobb was a brother of Major-Gen. Howell
Cobb, and was an able and eloquent member
of the provisional congress of the seceded
States, in which body he served as chairman
of the committee on military affairs.
Dec. 13.-Lieut.-Col. JosEPH BRIDGlli\111 OrmTIS was killed at Fredericksburg while leading
his regiment in a charge. He was born in New
York in 1836, and was a son of the late Geor~e
Curtis president of the Continental Bank, and
brother of the author, George Wm. Curtis. He
had re9eived an education as an engineer, and at
the commencement of the war was a member
of the engineer corps of the Central Park, and
volunteered in the 7th regiment N. Y. S. M. as
an engineer. Soon after that regiment was
mustered out of the service he reentered the
volunteer army as adjutant of the 4th Rhode
Island regiment, one of the regiments attached
to the Buruside expedition. He distinguished
himself at the capture of Roanoke Island for coolness and daring, and was soon after appointed
by Gen. Rodman assistant adjutant-general on
his staff. The ability he displayed in this position led to his promotion soon after, at Gen.
Burnside's request, to the lieutenant-colonelcy
of the 4th Rhode Island, and with his regiment
he joined the Army of tbe Potomac on the peninsula, and was with it in that succession ofterrible battles between the Rappahannock a~1d
Washington, ancl at South Mountain and Antietam. In the last-named battle his regiment was
so cut up that it was by command of the general
withdrawn from the field, but the lieutenantcolonel did not go with it; seizing the mu~ket
and cartridge box of a dead soldier, he join~d
the ranks of a Pennsylvania regiment and did
duty a-s a private to the close of the battle. A;t
Fredericksburg be was in command of the regiment, the colonel being disabled by a wound. h
Dec. 13.-Brig.-Gen. MAXEY GREGG, of Sout
Carolina a Confederate officer killed at the
battle of Fredericksburg. He e~tered into the
war at its commencement, and commanded the
1st South Carolina regiment, which was ~e
first force from that State which arrived lll
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Virgima, and was hailed bythe people upon its
advent into Richmond with extraordinary demonstrn.tions of honor and welcome. When
the term of service of this regiment expired, it
returned to South Oarolina, but Ool. Gregg remained in Virginia, and subsequently reorganized the regiment, which was afterwards constantly and conspicuou ly in service. Ool.
Gregg was shortly afterwards made a brigadiergeneral. Previous to the war Gen. Gregg,
though devoted to the profession of law, had a
wide and brilliant political reputation. In
politics he was an extreme States' rights man,
and stood with others in South Oarolina at the
head of that party. He took a prominent part
in favor of the policy of reopening the slave
trade; and with ex-Governor Adams, of South
Carolina, being associated as leading representatives of that idea in the cotton States. He was
a prominent member of the bar, and practised
his profession with distinction and success in
Columbia for over twenty years. As a military
man he had a wide reputation for coolness and
self-po session in danger. In battle he had the
faculty of inspiring his troops with confidence
and enthnsia m-not by words but by deeds.
IJec. 13.- Brig.-Gen. CoNR.An FEGER JaoxSON, was killed at the battle of Fredericksburg,
where he commanded the brigade forinerly
known as Gen. Ord's. He was a citizen of Pennsylvania, aud previous to tbe war had been con~ected with the Penn ylvania Central and.Readmg Raikoads, where he was well and favourably
known. Soon after the commencement of the
·war he was appointed colonel of the 9th regiment of the corps of Pennsylvania reserves,
under the command of Gen. George A. McCall.
The corps was ordered to W asbington, July 22,
1~61, and Col. Jackson's regiment entered that
city on the 26th of that month with full numbers
and completelyequipped, and encamped near Seventh Street. They were subsequently ordered to
Tenallytown, and formed part of the 3d brigade,
t.hen under command of Gen. E. 0. 0 . Ord. The
regiment was subsequently stationed on the
heights south of the Potomac, and formed a part
of the brigade which gained a victory at Dranesvi~e. On the peninsula Col. Jackson distingmsbed himself at Mechanicsville and Gaines'
Mills, and participated in the remaining contests
of those memorable seven days. He also took
an active part in the battles between the Rappahannock and Alexandria in the latter part of
A.ngust; and having, on the departure of Gen.
Ord to the West, been promoted to the command
of the 1rigade, he led his troops into tl1e action
?f South Mountain -and Antietam. At Fredericksburg he was at the head of bis troops, lea_ding
them on to a charge, when a, rifle ball passed
through his head, killing him instantly.
J?ec. 31.- Ool. Juuus P . GA.REsom, chief of
M:!IJ.-Gen. Rosecrans's staff, was born in Cuba,
of AmE:rican parents, in 1821. At tbe age of
16 be entered West Point, and graduated in
~841._ He served in the Mexican war, and during eight years previous to tho secession was
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on duty at Washington as assistant adjutantgeneral. When the war broke out, his patriotic
nature sought active service, and he accepted
the appointment of chief of staff to Gen. Rosecrans, having previously declined a commission
of brigadier-general, preferring to win the honor
upon the field of service. From his long experience and thorough acquaintance with military
science, he was eminently qualified for his duties, and rendered himself at once an invaluable aid to his commander. He was an earnest
and devoted Clu-istian, gentle and amiable in
character and disposition, and was widely known
for his benevolence to the poor and sympathy
for those in affliction and so1Tow. He was one
of the founders of the Society of St. Vincent
of Paul in Washington. His many virtues, added to his gentlemauly deportment and earnest
devotion to his country, won the love of both
officers and men, and his untimely death by a
cannon ball, which took off his head, wbile on
duty at the side of his commander, was alike a
shock to the army and country. A few days
after the battle his body was disinterred and
taken to Cincinnati, from whence, after appropriate honors, it was forwarded to his family in
Washington City.
Dec. 31.- Gen. ROGER W. lliNsoN, an officer in the Confederate army, killed at tJie
battle of Murfreesboro (or Stone River as it is
sometimes called). Gen. Hanson was born in
Winchester, Ky., and was a son of Samuel
Hanson, of the same State. Gen. Hanson, at
the breaking out of the war, was a practising
lawyer in Lexington, Ky., a prominent politician, and a staunch Union man of high reputation. His age was about thirty-fom when he
was killed.
Dec. 31.- Brig.-Gen. JAMES E. R.A.JNs, an
officer in the Confederate service, killed at the
battle of Stone River. He was a native of
North Carolina, graduated at West Point in
182'7, and ~as appointed to the '7th infantry.
He took part in the Seminole war in Florida,
and was brevetted major for gallant and meritorious conduct in an action with the Indians
near Fort King, April 28th, 1840, on which occasion he commanded the troops, and was
wounded. In 1855 he was with bis regiment
in Washington Territory, and was appointed
brigadier-general of the Washington Territory
volunteers. When the war broke out he was
a lieutenant-colonel of the 5th infantry, but his
sympathies being with the Confederate cause,
he resigned his commission, July 31st, 1861,
and, according to Gen. Sterling Price's official
repor·t of the battle of Wilson's Creek, was
acting as brigadier-general of the advance guard
of the army which fought the battle, Aognst
10th. He distinguished himself at the battle
of Shiloh and Perryville, and_ at. tbe battle of
Stone River where helot his life, won much
credit by his' skill and daring.
Dec. 31.-Ool. GEORGE W. RoBERTS, killed
at the battle of tone River, was born in We tchester county Penn. Oct. 2d, 1833 ; graduated
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at Yale College in 1857', studied law, and
practised his profession in his native county
nntil the spring of 1859, when he removed to
Chicago, Ill. The commencement of the war
found him enjoying a prosperous business, but
his patriotism led him to enter the army, and
he began recruiting for the 42d regiment Illinois volunteers. On the 22d of July he received his commission as major of the regiment.
The following September he was elected lieutenant-colonel, and upon the death of Col.
Webb, was chosen colonel. With his regiment
he took part in the memorable mru:ch of Gen.
Fremont to Springfield. He distinguished himself in the faithful discharge of his duty at
different points, but more especially by his valuable service during a midnight expedition in
spiking a number of guns at the siege of Island
No-. 10. An upper battery of the enemy commanded the river so effectually that no boats
could pass. Col. Roberts conceived the idea of
spiking the guns, and selecting a dark and
stormy night for the occasion, with only forty
men in five small boats, he bravely accomplished
his purpose. He afterwards distinguished himself at the battle of Farmington, Tenn. At
the siege of Corinth he was in the advance, and
was one of the foremost in entering the fortification of the enemy. He was in command of
the first brigade, first division of the Army of
the Mississippi, and won much honor during
the campaign of 1862. At the battle of Stone
River he had the advance of the 20th army
corps, and drove the enemy to their breastworks. On the 31st his brigade engaged two
divisions of the enemy at once, maintaining
their ground until attacked by a third division.
At one period of the engagement, observing a
Confeuerate division driving some of our regiments before them, he asked permission of Gen.
Sheridan to charge upon the enemy, and galloping before the 42d Illinois, he waved his
cap and ordered them to fix bay~nets. The
nfen, fired by his bravery, rushed upon the foe
with such force that they broke and fled in the
wildest confusion. This discomfiture at such
a juncture no doubt had its effect on the final
triumph of the day. While gallantly h1spiring

his men to action he received the fatal bullet
which ended his brave career.
Dec. 31.-J. W. SoHAEFFER, acting brigadiergeneral of the U. S. volunteer service, killed at
the battle of Stone River. He was a native of
Pennsylvania, but was appointed to the service
from Illinois. In the official report of the battle of St.one River, Gen. Rosecrans mentions his
name with honor.
Dec. 31.-Brig.-Gen. JosHU.A. WoonRow Sm:.,
an officer of the United States army, killed in
the battle of Stone River. He was born in
Chillicothe, Ohio, Dec. 6, 1831 ; received a
thorough English and classical education, and
was appointed a cadet at West Point in 1849,
where he graduated third in his class. In 1854
he received an ordnance appointment, and was
stationed at Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy.
The following year he was recalled as one of
the instructors at West Point, and after serving
two years in that capacity was ordered to Pittsburg Arsenal, and from thence, in 1858, to Vancouver, Washington Territory, to superintend
the building of an arsenal there. Finding this
impracticable, in consequence of th~ difficulty
existing about Vancouver's Island with the
British Government, he returned, and soon after was ordered to Fort Leavenworth. In 1860
he resigned his position in the army, ancl accepted the professorship of mathematics aud
civil engineering in the Brooklyn Collegiate
and P9lytechnic Institute. Upon the outbreak
of the present war he resigned his position, and
upon offering his services to the Governor of
Ohio was appointed assistant adjutant-gem,rnl
of the State. In August, 1861, he was commissioned colonel of the 23d Ohio volunteers.
He joined Gen. Nelson in his Kentucky expedition, and after his return was placed in command of a brigade, receiving the commission
of brigadier-general July 20, 1862. Subsequently he commanded a division for a time,
evincing great courage and skill, and upon the
reorganization of the army under Gen. Rosecrans he was assigned a brigade iu Gen. Sheridan's division, at the heacl of which he gallantly fonght, and fell during the memorable
Wednesday of the battle of Stone River.

18 6 3.
J an. 1.-Wrr.LI.A.M B. RENSHAW, acting commodore of the naval squadron epgaged in
blockading Galveston, Texas, was killed upon
his flag-ship, the Westfield. He was a native of
New York, from which State he ,vas appointed
to the navy as a midshipman, Dec. 22d, 1831.
In 1837' he passed the Examining Board, and
received his warrant as a passed midshipman,
and was attached to the North Carolina, at the
New York navy yard. In 1841 he was promoted to a lieutenancy, and in 1861 became
commander, and was ordered to the Ordnance

Bureau at Washington, on special service. He
was next transferred to the command of the
U uited States steamer Westfield, under Admiral
Farragut, and was by him assignecl to the c~mman d of that portion of the squadron wh1oh
blockaded Galveston. Dm-ing the recapture of
Gal~eston, the W est:field got hopelessly_awound,
and having a large supply of ammumt10n and
two magazines of powder on board, Oomroo~
dore Renshaw dete1·mioed to destroy her rath 81
than let her fall into the hands of the enemy.
Having made due arrangements, and secured
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the safety of his men, he stayed behind to light
the train before leaving ; but a drunken man
had, it is said, prematurely lighted the match,
and the commodore, together with those in the
small boats awaiting him, were involved in the
general destruction. He was a faithful officer,
· and bad spent thirty-one years in the service.
of his country.
Jan. 1.-Oommander Jo~U.TH.L.'f M. W .A.CTwRiGHT, an officer in the U. S. navy, was killed
upon the Haniet Lane during the attack upon
Galveston, Texas. He was a native of New
York, but a citizen of Massachusetts, from
which State he was appointed to the United
States navy as a midshipman, June 13th, 183'7.
He passed the Examining Board June, 1843,
and received his warrant as a passed midshipman on that date. He was then engaged at
the naval rendezvous in New York. On the
17th of September, 1850, he was promoted to
a lieutenancy, and upon the commencement
of the wm· was advanced to be a commander;
and ordered to the Harriet Lane. He was a
son of the late Bishop Wain wright, and had
been twenty-.five years in the United States
service.
.
· Jan. 2. - Lieut. EnwARD LEA, of. the U. S.
navy, was killed upon the Harriet Lane in the
engagement before Galveston, Texas. Be was
a native of Maryland, but a resident of Tennessee, from which State he was appointed to the
Naval Academy in 1851. After graduating he
received an appointment to the Home squadron,
and subsequent]y to the East India squadron.
At the commencement of the war, being himself truly Union, notwithstanding his ties of relationship in the South, he was assigned to the
H!lrriet Lane, then fitting out to join Admiral
Porter's mortar flotilla in the bombardment of
Forts Jackson and St. PhHip.
Jan. 3.- Oommander WILLIAM Gwrn, of the
United States navy, died in the hospital of his
vessel, from wounds received in the action
against the batteries on Haines's Bluff. He was
born in Oolumbus, Indiana, in 1831, and en~ered the U. S. naval service as a Inidshipman
m 184'7, in which capacity he ·made one cruise
o~ the coast of Brazil in the frigate Brandywme, flag-ship of the squadron, and off the coast
of Africa. In June, 1853, he passed a satisfacto~y examination at the Naval Academy, and,
with the rank of passed midshipman, was ordered to the Bainbridge, in which vessel he cruised
off the coast of Brazil until 1856. On the 15th
of September he was promoted to a lieutenanay.
He was next ordered to the Pacific squadron,
ap.d, after a brief visit home in 1859, was assigned to the Mediterranean squadron. On the
breaking out of the war he was ordered home,
and assigned to the Oambridge, on blockading
duty on the Atlantic coast. From this be was
detached, January, 1862, and assigned to the
co11:mand of th~ gun boat Tyler, of the Western
flotilla, in which vessel he participated in the
battles of Fort Henry and Fort Donelson. He
also took part in the battle of Shiloh, at the
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time when the gunboats :fired at night among
the enemy, his ves8el discharging one hundred
and eighty-eight shells. On the 16th of July,
1862, he was made a lieutenant-commander
under the late act of Oongress in relation to
officers in the navy. He distingui hed himself
in the expedition up the Yazoo River in company with the Oa.rondelet, to meet the famous
Oonfederate ram Arkansas; and his vessel,
though sadly disabled, did not cease firing until
she bad passed through the entire squadron.
After the explosion on the Mound Oity at St.
Charles, by which her commander, Oapt. Kelly,
was so badly scalded, Lieutenant-Commander
Gwin took command of that vessel, which be
held until assigned to the Benton, the largest
and most powerful vessel of the river fleet.
While in charge of this gunboat he participated
in the attack upon Haines's Bluff, during whlch
he was mortally wounded.
Jan. - . -Brig.-Gen. Enw.AJID N. Krnx, an
officer of volunteers in the U. S. service, died
from wounds received at the battle of Stone
River. He was born in Ohio, but subsequently
removed to Sterling, Whiteside Oounty, Dlinois.
In the autumn of 1861 he was instrumental in
raising and organizing the 34th Illinois volunteers, of which he was chosen colonel. .A.t the
battle of Shiloh he acted as brigadier-general,
and was also engaged in this capacity at the
siege of Corinth. .A.t the battle of Stone River
he commanded one of the brigades in J obnson 's
division of McOook's corps, and was mortally
wounded while bravely withstanding the enemy
during that :fierce encounter.
J{1//1,. 11.-Ool. EMMETT MAoDoNALD, an oiicer of the Oonfederat e army, killed at the
battle of Hartsville, in :Missouri. He was born
in Steubenville, Ohio, on the 25th of N ovember, 1834. His father, Isaac MacDonald, was
born in that beautiful and romantic spot known
as Grey .A.bbey, on Strangford Loeb, in the
County of Down, Ireland. His mother, whose
maiden name was .Annie Wilson, was likewise
born in Ireland, in the town of Lisburn, noted
for its linen manufactures. Col. MacDonald
was the descendent of a long line of warlike ancestors. The father of his grandfather was a
Scottish chief of the MacDonalds of Glencoe.
His great-uncle sympathized "l_''lth the American colonies in their struggle for freedom with
Great Britain, and he fought in their cause in
South Carolina. His father was a "United
Man," and was engaged in the Irish R~bellion
in 1798. After receiving a liberal English education, Ool. MacDonald, at the ago of six~een,
located in St. Louis and commenced busme~s
as collector and ge~eral agent. His leisure
hours were devoted to the study of history,
poetry, politics, aml law. In l 859 ·he ~as ~dmitted to the bar and received the nomrnation
fol' the position of assistant circuit a_ttorney for
St. Louis Oounty, but was defeated m the election by the German vote. In the heat o~ the
canvas ho was challenged by Sylvan Carlm to
fight a duel, which took place on Bloody Island,
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opposite the city" of St. Louis. Two ·shots were
exchanged with Kentucky rifles, at fifty paces,
but neither party was injured. Friends interposed, n.nd the difficulty was amicably n.rranged.
He had another "affair of honor" not long after
this occurrence, which was near not ending so
happily. Being called on for satisfaction, he
proposed to settle the matter on the spot, with
Derringer pistols, across the table. The gentlemen took their places, and with the fatal
weapons at the breast of each other, awaited
the signnl, but none of their numerous acquaintances in the room would give tlie word in so
deadly an encounter. The cause of the di:fficulty proved to be a few words spoken in jest,
and was soon explained. During the Kansas
troubles MacDonald was captain of a company
of mounted infa.ntry in Bowen's battalios. of
Missouri. volunteer militia, sent to the border
to put a stop to the outrages committed by
Jawless. bands of "Jayhawkers." He remained
on the border six months, at the end of which
time he was ordered to r eport with his command at Oamp Jackson, near St. Louis, and
was captured on the 10th of May, 1861, with
the whole force in that encampment. MacDonald denied the legality of the capture, and
refused to give his parole. All the rest of the
prisoners gave their parole, under protest, and
were released. Capt. Lyon, who had made the
capture, sent MacDonald out of the State, to
avoid the Wl'it of habeas corpus, which was,
however, issued and served upon him. But the
prisoner was not then in his possession.
Another writ was issued and served upon Col.
M.A.I'thur, who then held MacDonald. Ool.
McArthur refused to obey the writ, and the
return was so made to the court. In the
mean time MacDonald was reµioved to Cairo,
ill. Upon the case being laid before Gen. McOlellau, he ordered MacDonald to be handed
over to the civil authorities, wl1ich was done,
and he was discharged. He then joined
Gen. Price's army, and led a portion of the
Missouri cavalry at the battle of Oarthage. It
was by his interposition that a whole company
of Gen. Sigel's noted regiment of Turners was
saved from massacre. The company was captured in Sigel's retreat. It becoming known
that this company had taken part in the massaere at Oamp Jackson. the Missourians were
almost uncontrollable. · MacDonald sought and
obtained permission from Gen. McOullough to
protect all prisoners. He regaled them with
two barrels of lager beer, paroled and sent
them under escort through the Oonfederate
lines. His treatment a few weeks later, by the
Illinois troops, at Rolla, whither he bad been
sent with a flag of truce, was an ill r eturn for
his magnanimous behavior toward the captive
Germans. Nothing but the protecting a.rm of
the commanrler, Gen. Samuel Sturgis, saved his
life. At the battle of Wilson's Creek he fought
in the ranks of a L0uisiana regiment. At the
battle of Dry Wood he commanded a piece of
field artillery. At the battle of Lexington, Mo.,

he commanded Bledroe's battery, that officer
having been wounded at Dry Wood. Gen.
Price, in his official report of the capture of
Lexington, makes mention of the "gallant
services" of Oapt. MacDonaJd. .At the battle of Pea Ridge, Oapt. MacDonald commanded
a battery of fom· field-pieces, and was complimented by Gen. Van Dorn on the field.
His battery was in the battle of Farmington, in
front of Oorinth, Miss., where he was, as usual,
distinguished for his contempt of danger.
Whilst on a visit to Richmond, he tooli: part as
a volunteer in the r?.,nks in the seven days
fighting a.round that place. Subsequently be
obtained permission to go to the Trans-Mississippi Department and raise a regiment of
cavah-y. On the 8th of January, 1863, he commanded a brigade under Gen. Marmaduke, in
the attack on Springfield, Mo. At the battle
of Hartsville he had come upon the field to remonstrate with the general commanding against
keeping his regiment too far from the scene of
action to take part in it, when seeing two
pieces of Oonfederate artillery in danger of
capture, he gathered a few stragglers together
and made a charge, with the intention of bringing them off. He succeeded, but received two
balls tiJ. the leg, and expired in four hours after.
.A.s he laid bleeding upon the field, he said:
"Never mind me, take off the guns, boys." As
he was bei!lg carried from the field, feeling that
his life was ebbing with the crimson stream
from bis wound, he asked bis assistants to draw
the curtains of the ambulance aside, that be
might hear the music of the battle ancl see the
retreating enemy. His last words were : "Tell
the general to remember the charge of the
stragglers. It was a gal1ant charge." He was
buried on the battle-field, but bis remains
were subsequently removed to St. Louis. The
provost marshal of that city, Gen. Franklin
A. Dick, issued an order for the seizure of the
body and its burial in the soldier's graveyard.
Kindred and friends begged the privilege of
a decent burial for the deceased, but the provost marshal being inexorable, the brothers
and sisters of Ool. MacDonald gathered round
the corpse, and gave the messengers, who had
been sent to seize it, to tmderstand that it must
be done over their dead bodies. Appeal was
made to Major-Gen. Curtis, commanding the department, and be generously revoked the order.
The remains of Col. Emmett MacDonaJd were
buried in the lawn of his sister's residence
near St. Louis, bnt wer e r ecently removecr to !I
lot in the Bellefontain Cemetery. Ool. MacDonald possessed a remarkable personal appearance.
His figure was good, and his face handsome,
noble, and expr essive. His h eight was about
five feet ten inches, and his hair, which he 11:ore
very long, was as black as the raven's WlD~He took an oath that he wouhl not cut it until
the independence of the Southern Oonfederacy
was recognized. Col. MacDonalct's death occurred on the same day that, years before, the
edict was issued by William· of Otange for the
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massacre of his ancesters, the MacDonalds of Marshall, Baltimore, aged about fifty years. He
Glencoe.
· was visiting the forts around the city in comJan. 14.-Rev. J.AMEs HORTON DILL, a Con- pany with Gen. Butler and Gen. Sch~nck and
gregational clergyman, died on boarcl of a vessel staff, in whose honor a salute was fu-ed · the
on his way from Louisville to Nashville, whither gunner, supposing the whole party hacl p;ssed
he was going to join his regiment, of which he out of range of the gun, fired a 32-pounder just
was chaplain. He ".'as born in Pl_Ymouth, Mass., as a fragment of the party came up; unforJ an. 1st, 1821, studied theologym New Haven, tunately Commander Woodhull received the
Conn., and was ordained pastor of the First ' whole charge, which caused his death in a few
Congregational Ohm-ch in Winchester, Conn., moments.
Aug. 26th, 1846. In Feb., 1852, he was installed
Feb . .22.-EDw.A.RD SMITH GILBERT a lieupastor of the First Congregational Church in tenant-colonel in the U. S. volunteer' service
Spencerport, New York. In 1859 he removed to died of consumption at Rochester, N. Y., aged
Chicago, and became the pastor of the South 31 years. He was born in Livingston County,
Congregational Church. His devotion to his N. Y., graduated· at Amherst College in 1855,
country led him to accept the chaplaincy of and became professor of mathematics in the
the 38th regiment of Illinois volunteers in the Collegiate Institute of Roclrnster, N. Y. Soon
autumn of 1862. His death was hastened by- after the breaking out of the wm· he entered
his unsparing activity and devotion to the cause the military service as second lieutenant in the
be had espoused.
13th regiment N. Y. volunteers. .After the
Jan.14.-Lieut.-Oom. THoM.A.sBuuru.NL'l'Ma- first battle of Bull Run he was promoted to a
KEAN, of the U. S. navy, was killed at Bayou fu-st lieutenancy, and a few months later to a
Teche, La. He was a native and citizen of Penn- captaincy, and transferred to the 25th regisylvania1 from which State he was appointed to ment. Dming the peninsular campaign he rose
the Naval .A.eademy as a cadet in October, 1851. to the rank of major. In one of the "seven
He graduated in 1855, and was attached to the clays' battles" he was taken prisoner, and resloop Constellation, then stationed in the Mecli- mained in Richmond until .August. On rejointerranean, in the squadron commanded by Com- ing his regiment be was promoted to the rank
mod ore Breese. In 1858 he was promoted to of lieutenant-colonel. His death occurred w bile
be master, and ordered to the sloop St. Maq's at home on a fm·lough.
Mcvroh 12.-HENRY N. FrsHER, M.D., died in
in the Pacific squadron. In 1860 he was made a
lieutenant, and attached to the steam sloop Mis- Washington, aged 29 years. .After the disasters
sissippi, and, under the ne:w act of Congress, of the peninsulm· campaign he volunteered as
became lieutenant-commander in 1861. He physician and surgeon, to minister to the neceswas next in command of the New London, the sities of the sick and wounded soldiers, and
"black devil " of the Mississippi Sound, and made several trips between Harrison's Landing
subsequently of the gunboat Calhow1, on which and New York on one of the transport . His
he lost his life.
faithfulness and efficiency recommending him
Jan. 24.-Lieut.-Ool. W A.RREN STEW.A.RT, a to those in authority, he received an appointcavah·y officer in the U. S. service, was- killed ment as surgeon in the army, and for several
opposite Vicksburg. He first entered the United months previous to his death had charge of
States service during the present war as captain Eckington Hospi_tal, in the submbs of Washof an independent cavah·y company from illi- ington. His devotion and untiring energy in
nois, and was attached to Gen. McOlernand's behalf of the suffering under his care, contribbrigade. On the 2d of February, 1862, he was uted to bring on the fever which out him off in
appointed acting adjutant-aid on Gen. McOler- the dawn of manhood.
nand's staff, with the rank of captain. He took
M(J//·c7i - . -.Acting Master RoBERT L. KELLY,
an active part in the memorable battle of' Fort of the U. S. navy, was killed dming the attack
Donelson. The several companies of cavalry. upon Port Hudson. He was a native of the
connected with McOlernand's brigade were State of Rhode Island. During the early part
next consolidated under the title of Stewart's of the wm· be performed important services in
Independent Batt~lion of Cavalry the command the North Atlantic squadron, after which be
of which devolved upon him with the rank of was transferred to the Western Gulf blockading
major, dating from February 1st, 1862. He squadJ:on, where he was in active service on
was wounded at the battle ·of Sbfloh, and was board the United States sloop Mfosissippi for
especially mentioned in bis general's official re- more than a year. He held an important post
port for his gallantry on that occasion. He also as an officer of that ship, ancl in her last engageparticipated in the siege of Oorinth, and subse- ment fought his division nobly and cou rag~ousquently was attached to the division stationed ly amid the shower of shot and shell until he
along the Memphis and Charleston Railroad. fell lifeless upon the deck.
.
On the promotion of Gen. McOlernand he was
.March 21.-Major-Gen. EDWIN VosE Sum:r:H,
made lieutenant-colonel. He was engaged in an officer of U. S. volunteers, and br~vet mnJordestroying the ferry boats oppo,:ite Vicksburg, general in the U. S. ru·my, born m Bo ton,
when he was killed by a shot from the enemy. Mass., in 1796, died at Syracuse, N. Y., ~I:irch
Feb. 19.-Commander :MAxwELL WOODHULL, 21st, 1863. He was e~ucated at the Milton
of the United States navy, was killed at Fort .Academy, Boston, and m March, 1819, wrrs ap-
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pointed second lieutenant in the 2d infantry,
and servecl in the Black Hawk war. When the
2d regiment of dragoons wa:9 raised by Gen.
Jackson, be was commissioned as its captain,
and was for many years employed in service
on the Indian frontier, and subsequently commanded the school of cavalry practice at Oarlisle, Penn. He was promoted to be major in
1846, and in April, 184'7, led the famous cavalry charge at Cerro Gordo ; was wounded,
and obtained the brevet of lieutenant-colonel.
At Oontreras and Ohnrnbusco he won much
honor, and at the battle of Molino del Rey
commanded the entire cavalry, holding in check
5,000 Mexican laucers. For his gallant conduct he received the brevet of colonel, and in
July, 1848, was commissioned lieutenant-colonel of the 1st dragoons. At the close of the
war he was placed in command of the department of New Mexico, In 1855 he was promoted to the colonelcy of the 1st cavalry, and
the following year was in command at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas. In July of 185'7 he
led a successful expedition against the Cheyenne Indians, and in 1858 was appointed commander of the department of the West. In
March, 1861, he was appointed brigadier-general in the regular army, in place of General
Twiggs, and in March, 1862, appointed commander of the first army corps in the Army of
the Potomac. At the siege of Yorktown he
commanded the left wing, and was engaged in
aU the battles of the Chickahominy, during
w hicb. he was twice wounded. For his services before Richmond he was made majorgeneral of volunteers, and brevet major-general
in the regular army. Upon the reorganization
of the army Gen. Sumner was assigned to the
2d corps, and in the battle of Antietam was
wounded. Subsequently he was placed in
command of the right grand division of the
Army of the .Potomac, but, upon the appointment of Gen. Hooker as chief of that army,
he asked to be relieved, and after a few weeks
was ordered to the command of the army of
the frontier. Upon the way thither he was
taken sick, and died after a short illness, at
Syracuse.
-Ma1·ch 28.-Brig-Gen. J.A.MES CoorER, an
officer of the U. S. volunteers, died at Columbus, Ohio, aged about 60 years. He was a native of Frederick County, Maryland, but removed many years ago to Pennsylvania, where
he became a prominent whig politician, and was
known as one of the leading advocates of the
tariff of 1842. He was elected to the United
States Senate, and served two terms with much
ability, taking a prominent part in all the important questions that at that time agitated the
coirntry. A few years ago he took up his residence in Frederick City, Maryland, and after
the breaking out of the war he was appointed
the :first brigadier-general ; took command of
all the volunteers h Maryland, and organized
them into regiments. Subsequently he was appointed to the command of Camp Chase, near

Columbus, Ohio, where be remained in the discharge of his duties until attacked with fatal
illness.
Ap1·il 10.-Dr. RoBERT W.A.RE died in Washington N. C., aged 29 years. He was a native
of Boston, Mass., studied at the Latin school
in that city, graduated at Harvard Oollege in
1852, and studie·d medicine with his father, Dr.
John Ware, until May, 1854, when he went to
Europe and remained until September, 1855,
spending about six months of the time in Paris,
studying in the French hospitals. On his return to. this country he resumed his studies
with his father, and graduated at the Medical
School in 1856, when he began the practice of
his profession in Boston. In July, 185'7, be
was appointed one of the district physicians of
the Boston Dispensary. He was remarkably
successful in his practice, which increased rapidly, as his father was intending to relinquish
the profession to his son. On the breaking out
of the war he was one of the first physicians to
enter into the service of the Sanitary Oommission, in which he continued until the close of
the peninsular campaign in Virginia. Throwing his whole soul into the work of rnjnistering
to the wounded and dying, he spared himself
neither night nor day. He was subsequently
appointed surgeon of the 44th Massachusetts
regiment, :with which he left for the seat of
war. On his arrival in North Oarolina his arduous labors and exposures to the unhealthy
climate brought on a fever, which speedily terminated bis valuable life. In the eloquent language of one of the officers of the Sanitary Oommission, be was "one who, through months of
death and .darkness, lived and worked in selfabnegation ; lived in and for the sufferings of
others, and :finally gave himself a sacrifice for
them."
.Ap1·il 12.-Lieut.-Ool. EnG.A.R A. KnrnALL,
killed at Suffolk, Va. He was born in Concord,
N. H., in 1821, wds educated as a printer, removed to Vermont, and became editor and proprietor of the W ooc1stock (Vt.) "Age," a liberal
democratic newspaper. He distinguished himself in the Mexican campaign, and for bis gallantry at Contreras, Ohurubusco, and Ohapultepec, received the brevet of major. He was
subsequently for a time in the office of the New
York "Herald." Upon the breaking out of
the war he again took the field, and received
the commission of major of the 9th New York
volunteers (Zouaves), May 13th, 1861, and t~e
following August participated in a reconno1ssance up the peninsula. At the battle ?f Ro_anoke Island, N. C., Feb. '7th; 1862, MaJor Ki.mball led his Zouaves along a narrow causeway
commanded by the enemy's cannon, and at
great peril carried the work and planted the
Feueral flan- over it. On the 14th of February,
1862, he ~as promoted to the position of
lieutenant-colonel and soon aJter was placed
in command of the regiment, which forme? _a
portion of the 9th army corps. He part101·
pated in the reduction of Fort Macon, and was
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also engaged in the bnttles of South- Mountain,
Antietam, and Fredericksburg. The regiment
was next transferred to Newport News, thence
to Sufl:olk, Va. Here he unfortunately met his
death, on the 12th of April, by a shot from
General Michael Oorcoran. Gen. Oorcorun had
occasion to pass Ool. Kimball's camp on im- .
portant duties connected with his command,
before dawn of that day, and his right to pass
being challenged by Ool. Kimball, he announced
his rank and position, and the urgency of his
journey. By some strange perversity, Ool.
Kimball refused to accept his statement, and
persisting in his determination not to allow him
to pass, Gen. Oorcoran, after giving him notice,
fired upon him with fatal effect.
.A1n·il 14.- BENJilCCT WELoH, late commissary general of the State of New York, died at
Olifton prings, aged 45 years. He studied law
with the late Judge Mann, of Utica, N. Y., and
was sub equently editor of the Utica "Democrat" and of the Buffalo "Republican." He was
at one time State treasurer, and for four yeru·s
commis-ary general of the State. In the spring
of 1862 he accepted a position on General Pope's
stuff, and during the campaign of the following
summer contrncted the disease which subsequently proved fatal.
Ap1·il 18. -Lieut.-Oom. MoDERMOTT, of the
U. S. gunboat Oayuga, was killed at Sabine
Pass, while making a reconnoissance in com' pany with Oapt. Reed, of the gunboat New
London. He was a brave man, a gallant officer,
and a true patriot.
.Ap1·il 26.-Ool. EowA.RD CoBB OIURLES died
in New York from wounds received in the battle of Glendale. At the commencement of the
war he went out with the 42d New York volunteers as lieutenant-colonel. At the battle of
Ball's Bluft~ Ool. Cogswell, the commander of
the regiment, was taken prisoner, and Lient.Ool. Charles was promoted to the position thereby left vacant. He was in all the engagements
from Ball's Bluff down to the last of the seven
days' battles before Richmond. . In the battle
of Glendale he was severely wounded by a}finie
rifle ball, and left for dead on the field. He
was, however, taken prisoner, and lay for many
weeks in a prison hospital. He afterwards came
north on parole and was confined for some time.
After undergoing some severe surgical operations
mortification probably supervened, causing bis
death. His funeral took place from the Oity
Hall, New York, and was attended by a large
?On~ourse of citizens, the old Light Guard joining m the procession.
• Ma;y_ 1.-Brig.-Gen. R. D. TB.A.OY, an officer
m the Confederate service, a native of North
Oarolina, who entered the Oonfederate army
from civil life. ~After serving for some time as
colonel of a North Carolina regiment, he was
promoted to the rank of brigadier-general in
1862, and was killed at the battle of Port Gibson, Miss.
May 1.-Lieut.-Col. Wu.LI.AM WADE, an officer of artillery in the Oonfederate army, killed
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n~ar Grand Gulf, on the Mississippi River.
L10ut.-Ool. Wade, at the breaking out of the
war, was a prominent and highly respected
merchant in St. Louis, Mo. At Oamp Jackson,
where Gen. Lyon captured the militia of St.
Louis Oounty, while in their camp, Lieut.Ool. Wade was on the stuff of Brig.-Geu. Frost.
By some mistake he was omitted in the parole.
He soon after went South, and received from the
Secretru·y ofW ar of the Oonfederate Government
a battery of six guns, with which he joined
Gen. Price, at Rock River, in Mis ouri. The
battery was divided into two batteries, and he
was promoted to the rank of major. ·Wben
the State troops were transferred from the State
to the Oonfederate service, his battalion was
reduced to a six-gun battery, to conform to
Oonfederate regulations. At Elk Horn he distinguished himself . for courage, and coolness,
and ability. He was in the battles of Farmington, Iuka, and Corinth, Mississippi, in all of
which his battery was conspicuous for its efficiency. His coprteous and amiable manners
endeared him to all who knew him . He was
promoted to
lieut.-colonelcy only a short
time before his death.
Ma11J 2.- Brig.-Gen. Enw A.RD F. PAXTON, an •
officer in the Oonfederate service, killed at the
battle of Ohancellorsville, Va. He was a native
of Rockbridge Oounty, Va., and received his
military education at the Virginia Military Academy at Lexington. Wben "Stonewall" Jackson
was made a brigadier-general he appointed young
Paxton, to w lll>m he was strongly attached, adjutant-general of his brigade, and on his own
advancement promoted him adjutant-general of
the division. When Jackson became commander of an army corps, lie asked and obtained the
appointment of Paxton as brigadier-general, and
in this capacity he served at Antietam, Fredericksburg, and the beginning of the battle of
Ohancellorsville. He was killed on the same
evening on which Jackson was mortally wounded.
May 3. -Hm.AM GEORGE BERRY, a major-general of volunteers in the United States service,
born in Thomaston (now Rockland), Maine; August 2'lth, 1824, killed at the battle of Chancellorsville, May 3d, 1863. In early life he had acquired the carpenter's trade, and followed the
business for a few years, but was subsequently
engaged, successfully, in navigation. He represented his native town in the State Legislature
several times, and was mayor of the city of
Rockland. Having a taste for military a:ftrurs
he originated and commanded for several years
the Rockland Guard, a volunteer compan~ which
had attained a very high reputation for 1ts perfection of drill and discipline. At the commencement of the war he entered the volunteer
service as colonel of the 4th regiment of :Maine
volunteer infantry. The regiment left Rockl_and
on the 17th of June 1861 arrived in W ashm~ton on the 20th and went into camp on :Meridian Rill on tho 21 t. On the 8th of July it
crossed into Virginia, and on the 16th marched

a
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toward Centreville, where it arrived on tp.e 18th.
It participated in the battle of Bull Run, in acting Gen. Howard's brigade. After the battle
it returned to .Alexandria., and on the 24th to
Meridian Hill. It was afterwards brigaded in
Gen. Sedgwick's brigade of the Army of the
Potomac, and when the army moved to the peninsula formed part of Gen. Birney's brigade, in
Gen. C. S. Hamilton's division, and in that division participated in the siege of Yorktown.
On the 4th of April, 1862, Col. Berry was made
a brigadier-general of:volunteers, his commission
dating from March 17th, 1862, and was placed
in charge of the third brigade of the third division of Heintze.lman's third army corps. By this
change he was separated fr<_>m his regiment. In
command of this brigade be participated in the
battle of Williamsburg, where the coming of his
brigade brought the first relief to the wearied
and blood-stained heroes of Gen. Hooker's division ; fought under Gen. Kearney at Fair Oaks,
and won the special commendation of that daring and gallant officer for bis illdomitable brav-·
ery ; bore a conspicuous part in.the seven days'
battles, and on the 4th of July, 1862, was, with
Heintzelman's corps, highly complimented for
• his valor and endurance by the commanding
general. On the 15th of August he moved with
his brigade to Yorktown, and thence to .Alexandria; thence to Warrenton Junction and Rappahannock, and on the 29th 9;nd 30th of Aug.
took part with Kearney's division in the battles
of Centreville and Manassas, or the second Bull
Run. On the ls~ of September•he paTticipated
in the battle of Chantilly, where the gallant
Kearney lost bis life. Dming the campaign in
Maryland he held with his brigade important
fords on the Potomac, and thus cut off the retreat of the enemy. .At the battle of Frederericksburg, Dec. 13th, 1862, Gen. Berry led his
brigade in a charge upon a force considerably
exceeding his own in numbers, and drove ·them
back, thus relieving his division, then commanded by Gen. Birney, from imminent peril. For
this brave act he was complimented by Gen.
Birney in his report. In January, 1863, he was
nomi.nated by the Presid<::nt as major-general of
volunteers, with rank dating from Nov. 29th,
1862, and was confirmed by the Senate on the 9th
of March, 1863. He was then placed in command of the second division of the third army
corps, which was .at that time under the command of Major-Gen. Sickles. At the battle of
Chancellorsville, after the fight of the eleventh
army corps, who were pm-sued with great fury by
Gen. Jackson's corps, Gen. Hooke1· selected Berry's division, which had been formerly his own
division, and was one of the finest in the army.
to charge upon the advancing foe, and stern the
overwhelming wave which was sweeping his
army to destruction. His order was characteristic, and showed his thorough appreciation of
the courage and military skill of Gen. Berry. It
was as folio ws : "Go in, General; throw your
men into the breach ; don't fire a shot-they
can't see you-but charge home with the bayo-

net." They did charge liorne, and in the shock
of battle which followed, the foe went down like
grass before the mower's scythe. For three hours
that division, almost alone, withstood the repeated assaults of a large body of Confederate
troops fl ashed with their previous victory, and at
last drove them back, ancl regained a portion of .
their lost ground. The battle was renewed early
the riext morning, and again Berry and bis division were in front and received the first assault of the enemy. Intent upon driving them
back, Gen. Berry headed one of his brigades in
several successful bayonet charge,;, and in one
of these was instantly killed by a shot from the
enemy. Gen. Berry was not only a brave and
skilful commander, but a most estimablE} man in
private ancl social life, and his death ca.used deep
sorrow among a wide circle of warmly attached
friends.
· .
.May 3.-Lieut.-Col. DUNOAN MoVro.A..R was
killed near Spottsylvania., Va. He was born in
Scotland. At the commencement of the war
he was a resident of Kingston, Canada, but his
sympathies being upon the side of the Union,
he came to the United States to aid in its maintenance. He first joined a company of light
artillery in New York city, and proceeded to
Rochester for recruits. He afterwards joined
the Harris Guards, and rose to the office of lieutenant-colonel. During the paninsular campaign
he commanded a battalion of his regiment then
in the service on the Chickahominy. He was '
a brave and chivalrous officer, and lost hls life
while making a reconnoissance with a part of his
men, and bravely assailing a force of the enemy
which he encountered:
May 3.-Col. BEN.TAMIN RINGOLD was killed
in the fight before Suffolk, Va. He entered ~he
army as a captain, was promoted to be major,
and subsequently became colonel of the 103d
New York volunteers. He commanded his
regiment at South Mountain, .Antietam, and
Fredericksbui·g. At .Antietam he particularly
distinguished himself by his bravery and daring
in cl.riving a Georgia regiment from a str~ng
position at the point of the bayonet, and taking
the colors of the regiment. He was for a long
time attached to Col. Hawkins's brigade.
-MCIIIJ 4.-Rev. FRANOIS EuGENE Bul'LER died
from wounds received in battle of Suffolk, Va.,
agetl. 38 years. He was a native at Suffolk,
Oonn., and for a number of years was engaged
in mercantile pursuits in New York city, where
he was· well known as secretary of the New
York Bible Society, as one of the founders of
the Young Men's Christian .Association, a~d as
an active friend of other religious institutions.
When twenty-nine years old he -entered 1:ale
College with the determination of fitt~g lnmself for the ministry. He gi:Aduated m 1857,
after which he spent three yea.rs in the study
of theology at Princeton, and subsequently one
year at .Andover. Having been licen~ed to
preach, be supplied for _a time the pulp1t of~
church in Bedford Sprmgs, Penn., and afte1
wards that of the Second Presbyterian Ohu.rch
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in Oleveland, Ohio. E;e was next engaged as
minister of the Oongregational Ohurch in Paterson, N. J. When the 25th regiment of New
Jersey volunteers was organized, he accepted
the post of chaplain, and accompanied the regiment to Suffolk, Va. In an engagement near
• that place, May 3d, learning that some men of a
Oonnecticut regiment on the right were suffering for want of surgical assistance, be went to
their relief, and in so doing, being greatly exposed, he was shot by a sharpshooter and died
the next day.
May 4.-JOSEPH B. PLUMMER, a brigadiergeneral in the United States volunteer service,
died at Oorinth, aged about 44 years. He graduated at West Point in 1841, in the same class
with the late Gens. Lyon, Richardson, Reynolds;
and Whipple, the late Ool. GarescM, and Gens.
Buell and Wright of the army of the United
States. After serving with distinction in Florida and Mexico, he was stationed fon several
years at the West. At the commencement of
the present war he was a captain of the First
United States infantry, and accepted the command of a regiment of Missouri volunteers. In
this capacity he participated in the battle of
Springfield, and subsequently distinguished
himself at the battle of Fredericktown, Mo., for
which he was promoted to the rank of briga<lier-general of volunteers. He participated in
the campaign of the Mississippi River, and distinguished himself at Island No. 10, and other
engagements in that vicinity. Becoming prostrated by his severe labors in the service, he
obtained leave of absence·to recruit his health.
After a short visit to his family, he returned to
his command while yet unfit for duty, and died
the clay after his arrival in the camp of Gen.
Rosecrans, at Oorinth.
May 5.-Ool. WILLIAM OLIVER STEVENS died
from injuries received in the battle near Ohanc~llorsville, Va., aged 36 years. He was born in
Belfast, Maine, was fitted for college at Phillips
Academy, Andover, and graduated at Harvard
9ollege in 1848. After leaving college he studled law with his father in Lawrence, and subsequently with Hon. Thomas Wright of the
same place, and went to Florida, where he
practiced bis profession for a few months, but
was obliged to leave on account of the debili~ating effects of the climate. In 1852 he went
mto the practice of his profession in Dunkirk,
New York. In 1859 he was elected district
attorney of Ohautauqne Oounty, filled the office
for two years to the entire satisfaction of the
people, and resigned his position for the mnitary
service of his country, in 1861. He joined the
Excelsior Brigade at Staten Island, as captain
of ~ company raised in Dunkirk, was elected
maJor before leaving the island, and took a
co~spicuous part in the battles of Williamsburg,
F~ir Oaks, White Oak Swamp, and MaJ.vern
Rill. In October, 1862, he was commissioned
colonel, dating back to September, and his regiment was attached to the third army corps under
Gen. Sickles. At the battle of Obancellorsville,
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~fay 3d, his horse being shot under him early
m the engagement, h_e led his regiment on foot,
and soon after receive& a mortal wound and
:Vas c~·ried to the hospital, where, after endurmg the most terrible suffering with heroic fortitude, he died the following Tuesday.
May 5.-Brig.-Gen. AMrnL W. WIIIPPLE an
officer of United States volunteers, born' in
Greenwich, Mass., died at Washington, May 5,
1863, from wounds received at the battles near
Chancellorsville. He graduated at West Point
in 1841, was commissioned brevet second lieutenant 'in the 1st artillery, and then transferred
to the topographical engineers. In 1841 he
was engaged in the hydrographical survey of
the Patapsco River, and in 1842 in surveying
the approaches to New Orleans and the harbor
of Portsmouth, N. H. In 1844 he was detailed
as assistant astronomer upon the Northeast
boundary survey, and in 1845 was employed in
determining. the northern boundaries of ·N ew
. York, Vermont, and New Hampshire. In 1849
he was appointed assistant astronomer on the
Mexican boundary, and bis journal while in
Mexico was published by order of Oongress.
In the spring of 1853 110 was ordered to direct
the survey of the Southern Pacific Raih-oad.
In July, 1855, he w_as promoted to be captain
of topographical engineers, and the following
year was appointed light-house engineer, and
afterwards super1ntendent of the improvement
of St. Olair Flats and St. Mary's River. In the
spring of 1861 he was made chief engineer on
the staff of Gen. McDowell; was present at the
battle of Bull Run, and was afterwards employed on surveys for fortifications, and promoted ma,ior of engineers. Subsequently he
was attached to the staff of Gen. McOlellan,
made brigadier-general of volunteers in May,
1862, and placed in charge of all the fortifications and garrisons on the south side of the
Potomac. Shortly afterwards 4e was promoted to the command of a division in the
ninth army corps, and at the time of his death
was in command 9f the third division of the
third corps.
May '7.-JoHN E. Hou.ms died at Annapolis
from the effects of confinement in a Richmond
prison. He was born in Hartford County, Oonnecticut, in 1809, was educated in the Uni.versalist Academy at Hamilton, N. Y., and commenced the study .of law, but subsequently
entered the ministry. After preaching three
years he returned to the stndy of law, and was
admitted to the bar in lliinois. In 1843 he
removed to Jefferson, Wisconsin, and soon aft~r
became a member of the Territorial Oonncµ .
In 1848 he was lieutenant-govern?r, and m
1852 was elected to the State !,eg1slature, all
of which positions he :filled with honor an_d
usefulness. When the war b~·oke out he fel~ it
his duty to devote his energies to the s~rvice
of his country. In August, 1862, be r~ceive~ a
commission, and at once entered upon his duties.
He was taken prisoner at B_rentwood, Tennes~ee,
March 25th, 1863, was rapidly marched to Rich-
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mond, where he was imprisoned four weeks,
and died immediately after being exchanged.
May 8.-Maj.-Gen . .EARL V .A.N DoRN, an officer in the Confederate service, was killed by
Dr. Peters, of Maury County, Tennessee. He
was born in Mississippi about 1823, graduated
at West Point in 1842, and was appointed brevet second lieutenant United States 9th infan~
try; became second lieutenant in 1844, and
first lieutenant in 184'7; was brevetted captain
for gallantry at Cerro Gordo, and major for
gallantry a~ Contreras and Churubusco; distinguished himself at Chapultepec, and was
wounded when entering the city of Mexico.
From January, 1852, to June, 1855, he was
treasurer of the Military Asylum at Pascagoula,
Miss. He distinguished himself in three different expeditions against the Comanches in Texas,
in one of which he was dangerously wounded.
On the breaking out of the war he resigned his
commission in the United States army, and accepting the position of colonel in the Confederate army, took ·c01nmancl of a body of Texan
volunteers, and entered into an. engagement to
get possession of the vast amount of milit ary
stores and equipments which the United States
Government had collected in Texas. In the
spring of 1861 he captured the steamship Star
of the West at Indianola, and a few days after,
at the head of eight hundred men, at Saluria
he received the surrender of Major 0 . 0. Sibley
and seven companies of United States infantry,
and the following month that of Lieut.-Ool.
Reeve and six companies of the 8th infantry.
He was macle brigadier-general and subsequently major-general, and took command of the
trans-Mississippi district, January 19th, 1862;
commanded at the battle of Pea Ridge, and
was superseded by Gen. Holmes. Since the
battle of Corinth, where he was unsuccessful, he
had remained in comparative obscurity, but
had been engaged in several attacks upon the
outlying divisions of the Army of the Cumberland. He had made his headquarters for some
months in Maury County, Tennessee, and while
there injured the family of Dr. Peters, who,
after attempting in vain to secure from him
such reparation as it was in his power to make,
at last took his life.
·
MCIII.J 10.-THoM.A.s JoN.A.THAN JAoxsoN, a
general in the Confederate army, born in
Olarksburg, Harrison Co.unty, Va., January
21st, 1824, died at Guinea's station, on the
Richmond and Fredericksburg Railroad, May
10th, 1863. The death of his father, in 182'7,
left him dependent upon an uncle, by whom
he was brought up to a farmer's life. As a
boy he was noted for gravity and sobriety of
manners, and at 16 years of age is said to have
been elected constable of Lewis County.
. Though indicating no special aptitude or taste
for a military career, 110 obtained in 1842 the
appointment of cadet at West Point, where he
was graduated in 1846, 17th in a class of 59,
which numbered among its members Generals
McClellan, Stoneman, Foster, Oouch, Reno, and

others distinguished on both sides in the present war. At the academy he was far from
being a brilliant pupil, mastering his studies
with extreme difficulty, but learning thoroughly
whatever he attempted. His disposition was
retiring anrl taciturn, and at this, as well as at
other periods of bis life, he was af:I:licted with
various forms of hypochondria, imagining that '
he had consumption, incipient paralysis, and
other maladies.
He was immediately brevetted 2d lieutenant
in t)le 1st artillery, and accompanied Magruder's
battery to Mexico set·ving first under Gen. Taylor and subsequently under Gen. Scott. During the victorious campaign of the latter in the
valley of Mexico he was promoted to a first
•lieutenancy, and for gallant conduct at Contreras, Churubusco, and Ohapultepec, was successively brevetted captain and major. Returning
home in impaired health, he resigned his commission in 1852, and was soon after appointed
professor of mathematics in the Military Institute of Virginia, where he remained until the
outbreak of the civil war. He performed his
professional duties with conscientious fidelity,
but in matters of discipline was too much of a
martinet to become popular with the pupils of
the school, who were accustomed to ridicule
bis peculiarities of manner and appearance, and
his strict observance of a religious life. Thus
the spring of 1861 found him scarcely known
beyond the walls of the Institute, and not esteemed there as a soldier of more than ordinary
promise. He embraced the cause of secession
with enthusiasm, was commissioned a colonel
by Gov. Letcher, of Virginia, and on the 3d of
May appointed commander of the "Army of
Observation" at Harper's Ferry, which h few
weeks later he resigned to Gen. Joseph E.
Johnston, retaining command of tbe' infantry.
For several weeks he was employed in frequent manreuvres between Winchester and Harper's Ferry, encountering the Federal Gen.
Patterson's advance at Falling Waters on July
2d; and on the 18th his brigade, consisting of
five Virginia regiments, carefully disciplined by
himself, was hurried off to Manassas, almost
under the eye of Patterson, to reenforce Beauregard. He bore a distinguished part in the
battle of Bull Run, where, in the language of
the Confederate Gen. Bee, " Jackson stood
like a stone wall ; " and ever after that eventful day he was popularly known as "Stonewall " Jackson, and the troops commanded b!
him on the occasion as the " Stonewall Br1•
gade." He remained with his brigade in the
neighborhood of Centreville until October, h_aving previously been commissioned a bri.gad!er·
general, and was then promoted to be a maJorgeneral and assigned to the command of th_e
troops at Winchester, where he remained until
early in the succeeding March, retiring only on
the approach of the Union forces under Gen.
Banks.
ili
A reconnoissance made on the 18th and 19
of this month by Gen. Shields, commanding a
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division of Gen. Banks' corps, discovered Jackson posted in a strong position .,outh of Winchester, and in immediate communication with
powerful supports, for which reason the Union
forces were concentrated near Winchester. On
the 22d, Banks, with half of his corps, mru·ched
for Oentreville to join the army of McOlellan,
and tbis fact having been communicated to
Jackson by his scouts, the Oonfederate cavalry
was ordered to drive the Union pickets back
toward Kernstown, a small village, three miles
south of Winchester, while tbe main body of
the Oonfederates was pushed forward with secrecy and rapidity. Here on tbe morning of
t.he 23d, Jackson, deceived evidently as to the
strength of the Union army, made a vigorous
attack upon Shields' left wing. Failing to
make an impression there, he massed his troops
for an assault upon tbe right, where Shield~, in
anticipation of such a movement, had concentrated a large force. One of the fiercest contests of the war ensued, but by unflinching energy the Unionists succeeded ir1. driving the
Oonfederates from a strong position behind a.
·stone wall, and the latter at once yielded the
field to their opponents, leaving behind two guns
and otber trophies. The swelling of the Shena.ndoah by rains having prevented the arrival
of his supports, Jackson was compelled to retreat up the valley, disputing step by step the
pursuit of Banks and Shields, until he reached
the neighborhood of Harrisonburg, about su.1iy
miles south of Winchester. From this point
he was summoned with his command to Richmond, where the Oonfederates were collecting
all their available strength, in anticipation of
the advance of McOlellan up the peninsula.
But having suggested that he could better defend Richmond on the Shenandoah than on the
Chickahominy he was allowed to remain where
he was.
· With a view of dislodging Jackson from this
position two columns of Union troops were directed to operate in concert, one under Banks
· in the Shenandoah valley, and another under
Fremont in the Mountain Department: to the
west. Both were weak in numbers, and by
the beginning of May the corps of Banks had
been reduced, by the withdrawal of Shields'
division, to less than '7,000 men. Jackson, however, by concentrating with Gens. Edward
Johnson and Ewell, bad increased his force to
up':'ard of 20,000. In conformity with the
Umon plans, Gen. Milroy, of Fremont's column,
early in May marched with a small force eastward toward Buffalo Gap, for the purpose of
tlu·eatening Staunton. Jackson at once moved
to meet him. encountered the Union forces at
McDowell on the 8th, and drove them back to
Franklin, on the west side of the mountains,
thus effectually preventing a junction between
Fremont and Banks. Then rapidly retracing
his steps, he collected all his available troops
and. turned upon Banks, who had been constramed by the depletion of his corps to fall
back some distance from Harrisonburg.
48
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On the 23d of May a portion of Jackson's
army which had made a detour toward Front
Royal on the Manassas Gap Railroad, surprised
the small Union force under Ool. Kenly, stationed there, a11d captured nearly the whole
command. Banks, who was then at Strasburg
was not slow to perceive his critical position'
with an enemy on his front and flank, and o~
the night of the 23d commenced a rapid retreat
towru·d Winchester, sending his train in advance. The force which had moved upon
Front Royal also pushed on to intercept him at
Middletown, while Jackson with his main body
followed vigorously in his rear, expecting by
this movement to capture Banks's train, if not
to put his whole army hors de combat. At Middletown the Union train was driven back upon
the main body, whereupon Banks, ordering his
troops to the head of the column, repulsed the
enemy in his front, and succeeded, after hard
:fighting, which was continued at intervals along
the line of mru·ch, in reachl!!g Winchester. But
Jackson was too 9lose upon bis rear to admit
of bis making a stand there, and almost immediately the rett·eat was renewed and not again
ended until the Union troops reached the Potomac on the 26th, the Oonfederates pressing
them continually on either flank and on their
rear. A brigade under Gen. Gordon, left behind at Winchester to enable the main body
and the train to get well forward, maintained
for some time an unequal fight with Jackson,
but was :finally compelled to fall back. ·
Thus in less than tru:ee weeks Jackson had
not only baffled the efforts of Fremont and
Banks to captlll'e him, but had driven the latter
completely out of Virginia. A more important
ad vantage gained by him for the Confederate
cause was the diversion of McDowell's corps,
then preparing to march upon Richmond, from
its contemplated junction with McOlellan,
which, in the opinion of the latter general,
would have sealed the fate of the Oonfederate
capital. Jackson -remained in the vicinity of
the Potomac, between Williamsport and Harper's Ferry, until the 30th of May, when prudential motives counselled him to move southward. The excitement which bis dashing raid
created throug11out t11e Northern States had
0aused a considerable accumulation of troops at
Harper's Ferry, while Fremont on one flank
and McDowell on the other were in motion to
cut off his retreat. Accordingly, on the night
of the 30th, after a fruitless attempt to carry
the Federal position at Harper's Ferry, he hurried off towru·d Wincpester, whence on the succeeding day his retreat was continued up the
valley. On the afternoon of the 31st, Fremont's advance, which had hastened by forced
marches over difficult mountain roads from
Franklin encountered the rear guard of Jackson nea; Strasbru·g and a smart s1.-i.rmish ensued which was te1'.minated by darkness without ~aterial advantage on either sid_e.
. .
Jackson's retreat now equalled rn rap1d1ty
that of Banks' a week previous. He had how-
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ever the advantage of having got his main body
and train well forward, and his rear guard,
covered by Ashby's cavalry, by delaying ·the
march of Fremont, enabled the Confederates
to pass safely through Strasburg. Part of the
division of Shields, sent westward by McDowell
to intercept Jackson, reached Front Royal,
twelve miles from Strasburg, about the same
time, so that the escape of the latter between
both parties of his pursuers seemed almost
miraculous. On the afternoon of June 1st,
Fremont entered Strasburg only to find Jackson far in advance of him. Shields' advance
guard now joined Fremont's force, while his
main army passed up the valley along the south
fork of the Shenandoah, Jackson and Fremont
being on the north fork. It was thus the object of Jackson, though in superior force to
Fremont, to avoid :fighting a pitched battle, as
the delay which would thereby be caused in his
movements might enable Shields to flank him
on the east. For seven days the pursuit was
pressed with vigor by Fremont, Jackson having
in some instances barely time to bum the
bridges behind him, and being obliged to leave
by the way much of his plunder and material;
and on the 8th the two armies came into collision at Cross Keys, seven miles beyond Harrisonburg. A severe but indecisive engagement
followed, terminating at nightfall, and under
cover of the darkness Jackson pressed forwal'd
to secure the passage of the Shenandoah at Port
Republic.
Shields had meanwhile made a parallel march
with the retreating and pursuing al'mies, and
his advance under Col Carroll reached Port
Republic on the 8th, while Jackson was :fighting the battle of Cross Keys. Had the bridge
over the Shenandoah been destroyed at this
juncture, and had Carroll then pressed on to
Waynesboro and rendered the Virginia Central
Railroad impassable at that point, the position
of Jackson would have been critical. But the
latter, well aware of this plan to intercept him,
again baffled his enemies by the celerity of his
movements, and before Carroll had made preparations to destroy the bridge, drove him back
toward his supports. The Confederate army
then pushed silently and swiftly across the
river, upon the banks of which Fremont arrived on the morning of the 9th, only to find
the bridge in flames and his prey again snatched from his grasp. Gen. Tyler meanwhile
came up to the assistance of Carroll, but being
in insignificant force: was soon put to rout by
Jackson, who proceeded by easy marches to
Richmond. Pursuit was impossible by the
Federal troops, and Jackson was needed for
more important duties in the army of Lee.
Thenceforth he held no independent command,
but his management of the brief but exciting
campaign of the Shenandoah had sufficed to
make his name famous both in Europe and
America; and his admirers claim that iu no
subsequent campaigns, when acting under the
directions of a superior, did he exhibit such

energy, decisiveness, and command of resources.
His raid was of great benefit to the Confederate cause, and in no remote degree produced a
series of disasters to the Federal arms, which
for a time turned the scale against them.
On June 25th Jackson arrived at Ashland
about sixteen miles north of Richmond, whence:
in accordance with Lee's plan of a flank movement on McOlelian'·s right wing, he was directed
to move to Oold Harbor and attack the rear of
Fitz John Porter's corps, which alone occupied
the left bank of the Chickahominy. During
the 26th and 27th he was occupied with getting
into position, and late on the afternoon of the
latter day, hi'! troops falling with irresistible
fury on the exhausted forces of Porter, who
had been contending for hours against superior
numbers at Gaines' Mill, drove them toward
the Chickahominy and gave the victory to the
Confederates. On the 29th he moved across
the Chickahominy, engaged McClellan's rear
guard on the succeeding clay at Frazier's farm,
and on July 1.Bt shared in the signal defeat of
the Confederates at Malvern Hills, where his
corps lost several thousand in killed and wounded. A pause then ensued in the military operations before Richmond, both sides being too
shattered to desire to renew the contest immediately. But about the middle of July the
movements of the army of Virginia under Gen.
Pope induced Lee to send a force to cover
Gordonsville, and Jackson with his old corps,
and Ewell's division, were selected for this
duty.
For several weeks he remained at Gordonsville. But.learning on August '7th that Pope's
advance was at Culpepper Court House, he
marched rapidly in that direction with bis.
whole force, hoping to cut it off before the
arrival of reenforcements. On the 9th was
fought the severely contested battle of Oedar
Mountain, between Jackson and Banks, in
which the latter was forced back about a mile
toward his supports. Bnt Jackson almost im·
mediately reth-ed across the Rapidan toward
Ornnge Comt House, to await the arrival of
the main body of the Confederates, which was
pressing forward under Lee to the invasion of
Maryland. McClellan was also by this time in
motion down the peninsula, and it became an
object of paramount importance with Lee to
overwhelm the small force under Pope before
any portion of the Army of the Potomac could
join it. About the 18th Lee effected a junction
with Jackson, and on the ne:i..1; day the united
Confederate army moved toward the Rapidan,
Jackson keeping to the left with a view of
:flanking Pope. On the 20th the Rapidan was
crossed, and for several days the Confederates
harassed Pope by frequent attempts to cross
the Rappahannock, which, it subsequently appeared, were intended to mask a flanking movement under Jackson toward Thoroughfare Gap
in the Bull Rnn Mountains, and thence to Manassas in the Federal rear.
On the 24th and 25th Jackson made rapid
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progress north ward, moving by unfrequented
roads, taking no unnecessary baggage or. rations, and subsisting his men on roasted corn
and whatever else the country might produce.
On the 26th he passed safely through Thoroughfare Gap, and fell sudd~nl_y upon the small
Union force at Manassas, capturing prisoners,
cannon, and a large amount of stores. Learning this, Pope moved with his whole force to
the rear, and stationed McDowell at Thoroughfare Gap to prevent the arrival of reenforce~
men ts for Jackson. The situation of the latter
becoming somewhat critical, be eva.cuated
Manassas on the 28th, and mov.ed through
Oentreville toward Gainesville, to be in the
neighborhood of his supports. Here, on the
succeeding day, he was brought to bay by the
united Federal forces, and had there been a
prope1· concert of action between Pope and his
generals, it seems impossible but that he should
have been crushed before the arrival of Lee.
As it was, he was pushed back toward the Bull
Run Mountains, with fearful loss, but unbroken
and defiant, and the golden opportunity was
lost to the Federals. Longstreet had meanwhile forced his way through Thoroughfare
Gap, followed, on the night of the 29th, by
Lee, and on the 30th the Oonfederates confronted their foe with a united army and in greatly
superior numbers. Jackson had a full share in
the bloody battle of that day, and after the retreat of Pope across Bull Run, led his corps to
the north of Oentreville, with a view of turning
the Federal right and severing their connections with Washington. Pope anticipated this
movement by falling back a few miles to Germantown, where, on the evening of September
1st, a sharp action was fought, resulting in the
repulse of the Oonfederates.
Lee was now ready for the invasion of Maryland, and Jackson was again pushed forward,
as he had been during the whole campaign, to
be the pioneer of the movement. On the 4th
of September he occupied Leesburg, on the 5th
he crossed the Potomac near the Point of Rocks,
and on the morning of the 6th his advance
entered Frederick, where, with a view of winning over the inhabitants to the Oonfederate
cause, a proclamation was issued, promising
them relief from the tyranny by which they
were oppressed, and similru· benefits. As a
further means of conciliation, strict measures
were taken to protect private property, and on
Sunday, the '7th, Jackson, true to his devotional
habits, publicly attended Divine service at the
Presbyterian and German Reformed churches.
The expected sympathy of the Marylanders,
however, proved a delusion; recruiting for the
Confederate army made little or no progress, ·
and the app1·oach of the Federal army under
McOlella,n rendered it necessary for Lee, whose
whole force was now concentrated at Frederick,
to move in the direction of the upper fords of
the Potomac, by which, in case of defeat, he
might retire into Virginia.
One of the prime objects of the campaign was
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the capture of Harper's Ferry, then garrisoned
by a considerable force of Federals, and containing large amounts of artillery and munitions
of war. Accordingly detachments were sent
to occupy Maryland Heights, in Maryland, and
.Loudon Heights, on the right bank of the Shenandoah, both of which command the place,
while Jackson marched up the Potomac to
Williamsport, and, crossing thence into Virginia, moved down to the rear of Bo1ivar
Heights, the only point of Harper's Ferry
which the Federals had fortified. The latter,
though thus invested on three sides, might
easily have maintained the post but for the
unaccountable abandonment, by Col. Ford, of
Maryland Heights, the occupation of which by
the Oonfederates on the 13th and 14th decided
the fate of the garrison. A furious cannonade
from Maryland and Loudon Heights was open- ·
ed on the 14th, while Jackson pressed the garrison in the rear. The attack was renewed on
the morning of the 15th, and resulted, in a few
hours, in the unconditional surrender of the
place, with 11,000 troops and all the material
of war.
Meanwhile the battle of South Mountain had
been fought, and Lee, retreating before McClellan, was taking position behind Antietam Creek.
Foiled by the vigor and celerity of Jackson in
his effort to relieve Harper's Ferry, the Federal
general concentrated his forces to give battle to
Lee ancl drive him out of Maryland. No time,
therefore, was to be lost by Jackson in forming
a junction with his commander; and leaving
Gen. A. P. Rill with his division to hold Harper's Ferry and finish paroling the prisoners, he
crossed the Potomac at the Shepherdstown ferry
on the 16th, and the same evening took post on
the Oonfederate left wing on the historic field
of Antietam. The hardest fighting of the succeeding p.ay devolved upon him, and though the
obstinate valor of the Federal troops availed to
push him back some distance, the ground was
gained at a cost of life never exceeded during
the war. On the night of the 18th the Confederates quietly retreated into Virgima, and for
several days Jackson was employed in destroying the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad track from
near Harper's Ferry to the North Mountain, a
distance of 30 miles. Scarcely had be accomplished this work when he was called upon to
repel a reconnoitring party of Federals, who
crossed the Potomac near Shepherdstown and
were driven back with serious loss.
Dw-ing October and November Jackson remained in the valley of Virginia, Lee having
meanwhile occupied and fortified Marya's
Heights, in the rear of Fredericksblll'g, in froIJ,t
of which Burnside lay, on the left bank of the
Rappahannock. In the first week of December
he was summoned thither by Lee, and upon bis
arrival took command of the right wing of the
Oonfeclerate army, · which he held during the
eventful battle of the 13th. Though here, as at
Antietam the weakest point in the line was
given hi~ to defend, and though at one time he
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.was in imminent danger of being flanked by
Franklin, he held his grolmd till darkness
ended the battle, at which time no important
advantage had been gained in that quarter by
the Federals. He even designed a night attack
by massing his artillery in front and supporting
tbe pieces with infantry, but was obliged, in
consequence of a severe fire from the Federal
batteries on the opposite side of the river, to
abandon the project.
For several months Jackson remained at his
headquarters, ten miles below Fredericksburg,
employed chiefly in preparing the official reports of his battles. He still held command of
the right wing, and for services in the battle
of December 13th had been promoted to be a
lieutenant-general. With the exception of cavalry e2..1)editions and occasional r econnoissances,
no operations were undertaken by Gen. Hooker
from the time of assuming command of the F ederal army, January 26th, until the latter part
of April. On the 26th of ~hat month, however,
he commenced the execution of a plan which
he had been long maturing, and which contemplated a flank movement by one portion of his
army some distance above Fredericksburg, while
another portion crossed the Rappahannock below the town, and menaced it from that quarter.
By a skilful ruse Jackson's corps was detained
in its old position below Fredericksburg, while
the bulk of the Federal army crossed the Rappahannock and the Rapidan at various fords
above, and on the evening of April 30th was
concentrated to the number of four corps at
Ohanoellorsville, about twelve miles west of
Fredericksburg. The position of Hooker enabling him to threaten both Fredericksburg and
Gordonsville, was strengthened during the ensuing day by the erection of breastworks and
abatis. Lee was not slow to fathom the design
of the Federal general, and leaving a single
division to guard the heights he had so long
occupied, he moved westward on the 29th of
April, and threw up earthworks midway between Ohaucellorsville and Fredericksburg to
arrest the progress of Hooker toward the latter
place. During May 1st he reconnoitred the
Federal lines, and finding them impregnable in
the neighborhood of Ohancellorsville by reason
of the earthworks and abatis, he determined
upon a flank movement upon Hooker's right,
and selected Jackson to execute it.
The latter accepted the task with alacrity, and
early on the morning of the 2d bis corps commenced its march, moving toward the road
leading to Germanna ford on the Rapidan, so as
to strike the rear of the Federal right wing, occupied by the 11th corps under Gen. Howard. No suspicion seems to have entered the
mind of any of the Federal generals that such a
movement was in progress, the Oonfederate attack, if made at all, being expected in front of
Ohancellorsville, ancl no precautions had been
taken to fortify this part of the line. Suddenly,
at about six o'clock in the evening, Jackson fell
like a thunderbolt upon the unprepared Fed-

erals, who were cooking supper, or engaged in
various camp duties. Formation or order ,vas
impossible iu the face of the impetuous charge
of the Oonfoderates, and in an almost incredibly short _ti.me the greater part of the 11th
corps was routed and fleeing in a confused mass
toward the Federal centre, which was, by this
unforeseen disaster, pressed back upon Ohancellorsville. By great exertion the fugitives were
rallied behind other troops, and the advance of
Jackson stayed. The latter, however, had no
thought of pausing in his career, and having
given orders to Gen. A. P. Hill to press forward in pursuit, reserving his fire unless cavalry approached from the direction of the enemy, h e rode with his staff and ~scort to the front.
It was now nearly nine o'clock, and quite d-ark,
and in deference to the wishes of his staff, who
thought he was exposing hill)self needlessly to
the Federal skirmishers, J ackson turned his
horse to ride back toward his own lines. In
the growing obscurity the cavalcade was mistaken for Federal cavalry, and a South Oarolina regiment, in literal conformity ,vith the
orders recently issued, fired a sudden volley
into it, by which Jackson was WOlmded in both
arms, and several of his staff killed outright.
He fell from his horse, exclaiming, " .AJl my
wounds are by my own men," and almost immediately a Federal column, attracted by the
firing, charged over the very spot where he
lay, his staff scattering in all directions at
their approach. The Federals were in turn repulsed, and in the midst of a terrific artillery
fire, which swept down the Confederates by
hundreds, he was placed on a litter and carried
to the rear, receiving in the confusion of the
moment severe contusions in his arms and
sides.
His left arm was amputated on that same
evening, and two days later he was removed to
Guinea's station, on the Richmond and Fredericksburg Railroad. For several days he continued to improve, but on the '7th, while preparations were making to remove him to Richmond, symptoms of pneumonia appeared. On
the evening of that day all pain left him, and
with its cessation he began rapidly to sink.
He died quietly on Sunday afternoon, the 10th,
exclaiming, when told by his wife of his approaching end, "Very good, very good; it is
all right I " and was honored with a public
funeral in Richmond on the 12th, amidst unmistakable manifestations of sorrow. Throughout the seceded States he was not less profoundly mourned, the public regret being intensified by the reflection that their great general, like the eagle killed by arrows tipped with
its owu plumage, ha<l fallen under the volleys
of his chosen and devoted soldiery.
The character of Jackson was developed only
during the two br~ef but momentous years
which succeeded the outbreak of the war.
Had secession never taken place he might have
lived and died the obscure and eccentric professor which the spring of 1861 found him. In
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private life, in fact, he was, like others distinguish~d in bis profession, a comparatively
dull and uninteresting man, noticeable chiefly
for the depth and earnestness of his r eligious
convictions; and few could have predicted that
under so quiet an exterior he concealed an impetuous bravery rivallihg - that of Ney and
Lannes, and an energy, ripened judgment, and
command of resources to which those generals
could lay no claim. Of his capacity to undertake a large independent command no test was
ever made, his celebrated campaign in the
Shenandoah valley having been conducted with
an army not exceeding 25,000 men. But as
the lieutenant of another, executing important
movements of an army wing, and anticipating
almost intuitively the plans of his superior. be
proved himself a genius of the first order ; 'and
one can readily appreciate the significance of
Lee's remark, when learning the misfortune
which had befallen bis favorite general: "He
is better off than I am. He lost his left a,rm,
but I have lost my right." D111-ing bis residence at Lexington be became a member of
the Presbyterian Oburch, and at ms death was
a deacon in that denomination. Embracing, to
its fullest extent, the doctrine of predestination,
he was regarded by many as a fatalist, and his
religious fervor seemed to rise with the progress of the war, approaching sometimes the
verge of fanaticism. He attended service regularly on Sundays, never omitted his daily devotions, encomaged prayer meetings and revivals among bis troops, and in reports and
despatches announcing successes in the field,
invariably ascribed the victory to divine interposition. To extreme simplicity c,f manners
and dress, be united a transparent honesty of
character, and a gennine humanity, which, in
the midst of a civil war of unexampled fury,
caused him to be respected alike by friends and
foes. In person Jackson was of middle height
and soldierly bearing, and his feat111·es, when
not lightened up by eyes of singular brilliancy
and expression, were in no respect remarkable.
May 11.-Col. JoHN M. WIMER, a Confederate officer, killed at the battle of Hartsville,
Mo. Col. Wimer had long been a citizen of
high reputation and extensive influence in St.
Louis, Mo. He had held many and various
positions of public resonsibility in the city and
State ; among the most important, that of
mayor of the city.
May 1'7.-Brig.-Gen. LLOYD Trr.GBMAN, an
officer in the Confederate service, was killed at
Ohampion Hill, Miss. He was a native of
Maryland, graduated at West Point in July,
1836, and was appointed second lieutenant of
the 1st dragoons; re igned September, 1836.
He then became a division engineer of the
Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad, and subsequently surveyor of the Norfolk and Wilmington OanaJ, and the Eastern Shore Railroad.
During the Mexican war be was a volunteer
aid to Ool. Twiggs in the battle of Palo Alto
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and Resa-0a de la Palma, and commanded a
volunteer partisan p3:rty in Mexico, October,
1846. He was supermtendent of defences at
Matamoras, J anuary, 184'7; captain of volunteer artillery in Hughes's r egiment for the
Mexican war from August, 1847, to July, 1848,
and the principal assistant ep.gineer of the
Panama di vision of the Isthmus Raih-oad in
184'7. At the commencement of the war he
went into the Confederate service.
May 16.-Lieut.-Ool. - - HORNEY, an officer
of the Federal army, killed at the battle of
Ohampion Hills. Lieut.-Ool. Horney was an
officer of the 10th Missouri regiment, in Gen.
Boomer's brigade at that battle.
Ma1.J 22.-Gen. GEORGE BoARD:\fAN BooMER,
an officer in the Federal volunteer army; killed
at Vicksburg, _Miss. Gen. Boomer was born
in Sutton, Worcester Oounty, Mass., July 26th,
1832. He was the son of the Rev. Job Bordon
Boomer. He went west at a very early age,
and settled in St. Louis, where he pursued the
business of bridge building throughout the
State of Missouri, and succeeded r emarkably
well. He laid out and partially built the town
of" Castle Rock," on the Osage River. When
the guns of Sumter told that civil war had
actually commenced, Gen. Boomer entered the
army of the Union as colonel of the 26th regiment of Missouri volunteers, and as such was
present at the surrender of Island No. 10 and
at the battle . of Iuka, Miss., where be greatly
distinguished himse~ but was severely wounded. He received t wo balls in his body, but
would not leave the field until he received a
third, which placed him hors de combat. At
the battre of Champion Bills, near Vicksburg, Miss., he commanded the 2d brigade of
Quimby's division, McPherson's corps, and behaved with such conspicuous gallantry and
rendered such signal service that be was highly
recommended for promotion. He was killed
in a charge on the fortifications at Vicksburg.
His r emains were carried to St. Louis, Mo., and
thence to Worcester, Mass., bis native county,
where his obsequies were performed with military honors.
May 23.- Col. J . RroHTER Jo~"ES, an officer
of the U. S. volunteers, was killed near Newbern, N . 0 . He was born in 1804; received
his academical education at the Germantow11.
Academy, and graduated with high hon01·s at
the University of Pennsylvania in 1821. Having studied law, he was admitted to the Philadelphia bar in.182'7, and continued to practise
until 1836, when be -was appointed a judge of
the Co111·t of Oommon Pleas for the county of
Philadelphia, and held the office until his t~rm
expired by limitation under the new Constitution in 184'7. When the war broke out be was
r e iding near Laporte, Sullivan Oounty, Pa. Be
promptly offered his services to the War D~partrnent, was commissioned colonel. of 'a re~1ment be Lad raised, and located his camp m
Roxborough. On the 8th of March, 1862, ~e
left with his r egiment; the 58th Pennsylvania
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volunteers, for Fortress Monr oe, and was in
the advance when the attack was made on
Norfolk. He also peiformed some bold movements on the Blackwater. Subsequently he
was transferrecl to the Department of North
Oarolina, and in January, 1863, his regiment
was stationed near Newbern. A short time
previous to his death he was in command of a
brigade, in which position he evincetl much
ability as a military chieftain.
May 2'7. -Col. DANIEL S. CowLEs, an officer
of the U. S. volunteers, was killed in the assault at Port Hudson. At the commencement
of the war he was engaged in the practice of
law in Columbia County. He accepted the
command of the 128th regiment of New York
volunteers, made up, for the most part, of men
of wealth and high social position. He was
cool in council, brave in battle, and fell by a
bayonet thrust while leading his men to the
enemy's works.
May 2'7.- Lieut.-Col. WM. LOG.AN RonM.AN
was killed in the attack on Port Hudson, M.iss.
He was born in New Bedford, Mass., March
'7th, 1823 ; graduated at Harvard College in
1842, and soon after entered into mercantile
business. He visited California during the gold
excitement, and was absent two years, returning by way of Calcutta and the overland ro11te
through Europe. He was a member of the
Common Council of New Bedford in 1852, and
in 1860 and 1862 was in the Legislature. He
enlisted in.the service of the country, raisecl a
company of volunteers, with whom, as their
captain1 he proceeded to the seat of war. His
skill and bravery rapidly promoted him to the
position, first, of major, and then of lieuteuautcolonel, and in the assault, during which he
lost his life, he bore a gallant part.
June - .- Brig.-Gen. MARTINE. GREENE, an
officer of volunteers in the Confederate army,
killed at Vicksburg, Miss. Brig.-Gen. Greene
was one of the most remarkable characters developed by the war. He entered into the contest with the serious, grim determination of a
zealot. His private character was pure and
chaste, unsullied by a single vice. The immorality and licenses of aroiy life could never
corrupt his strict principles, or divert him from
his path of devout religious practices. He was
never known to touch ardent spirits, and at
home · was a " class-leader " in the Methodist
Church. After the capture of Camp Jackson,
near St. Louis, Mo., May 10th, 1861, the
country was so unsettled and dangerous that
Gen. Greene organized and commanded a company of home guards for the protection of the
families of the neighborhood of Paris from
lawless bands of desperadoes. This body 1 of
men afterwards swelled to twelve hundred, and
Gre.ene organized it into a regiment, and became its colonel. Upon the advance of Gen.
P rice on Lexington, Gen. ClU'tis, with 2,800
men, advanced into Monroe County to capture
Greene and his ;>arty, but the latter marched
his men seventy miles, and arrived at Glasgow

on the Missouri River the \lext day, where he
captured a steamboat loaded with supplies for
the garrison at Lexington, and safely crossed
his troops to the south side. He reported to
Gen. Price, and contributed by his determination, good sense, and sagacity to the capture
of the garrison under Col. Mulligan, at Lexington. His men rolled hemp bales up the precipitous bluff on the bank of the river, and
converted them into movable breastworks.
The garrison fired hot shot at them, and ignited
the combustible material; but nothing daunted,
Gen. Gr eene bad the bales saturated with water,
aml steadily the line advanced. The first line
of Federal works was r eached, and the hempbales, by means of skids, placed against the
works, actually rolled over and advanced on
the second line. Col. Mulligan seeing that this
new mode of approach would be successful,
surrendered the place. Gen. Greene was afterwards conspicuous for coolness and courage in
all of Gen. Price's battles in Missouri. He was
in the battles of Farmington, Iuka, Corinth, Big
Black, and Baker's Creek. At Vicksburg he
had a presentiment he would be killed. He
wrote an affectionate letter to his wife, taking
leave of her. In a few hours after a ball from
the rifle of a sharpshooter passed through his
head, killing him instantly.
June - .-.Col. EUGENE IRWIN, an officer
of the Confederate army, killed at Vicksburg,
Miss. Col. Irwin was a son of James Irwin.
His mother was a daughter of Henry Olay, of
Kentucky, and he was a great favorite of his
illustrious _grandfather. In the neighborhood
of Ashland, it was no unusual sight to see the
great orator of the United States affectionately
leading his little grandson, Eugene, by the hand,
and listening with delight to his boyish prattle.
Col. Irwin was born in Lexington, Ky., bnt at the
commencement of the war was a merchant in
New Orleans, Louisiana. He was distinguished
for his reckless daring, and when killed was on
the top of the breastworks at Vicksburg, in the
hottest of the fight, gallantly waving his sword
and animating his men by his rash example.
June 1.- Brig.-Gen. Em.mND KrnBY, an officer of U. S. volunteers, died in Washington,
from wounds received at the battle of Chancellorsville. He was born in Brownsville, Jefferson County, New York, graduated at West
Point, and j oined the army in May, 1861. He ,
was assigned to Ricketts' battery as second
lieutenant, and upon the imprisonment of Gen.
Ricketts by the enemy, assumed command of
the battery, which position he retained until
his death. He took a prominent and active
part in all the battles in which the Al'llly of
the Potomac was engaged, and was pr omotecf
to a brigadier-generalship for his bravery at
Chancellorsville.
June 1.- Major :M.AssETT, an officer in the
U. S. volunteers, died at Memphis, Tenn. He
was an Englishman by birth, but had been for
the last twenty years a citizen of the United
States. After the loss of a son, Col. Massett,
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killed at the battle of Fair Oaks, he abandoned
n. life of ease and comfort, and entered the
army, with the rank of major of cavalry. As
an officer he was brave and active, and spared
neither body nor mind in the faithful performance of his duties.
___ .
June 9.-Ool. BENJAMIN F. Davis, of the 8th
N. Y. cavalry, was killed while leading a brigade to the charge. He was a native of Mississippi, but was appointed a cadet at West
Point from the State of Alabama, in the year
1850; graduated in 1854, and was appointed
brevet second lieutenant of the 5th infantry,
aud, in 1855, was transferred to the 1st dragoons, with the full rank. He distinguished.
himself in the conflict in New Mexico, June,
1857. In 1860 he was promoted. to a first
lieutenancy, and, continuing in the service
when his State seceded, was, on the 30th of
July, 1861, further promoted to a captaincy in
the 1st di-agoons, now 1st cavalry. At the
battle of Williamsburg he so distinguished.
himself that he was nominated. for a brevet of
lieutenant-colonel. In June, 1862, he was
placed in command. of the 8th regiment of New
York cavalry, and soon after was brevetted and
confir.med major for l1is gallant withdrawal of
the cavalry from Harper's Ferry.
June 11.-Rev. JAMES AVERILL died at Lafourche, La., aged 48 years. He was born in
Griswold, Conn. He was :fitted for college in
the Plainfield Academy ; graduated at Amherst
Oollege in 1837; pm·sued his theological studies at New Haven, where he graduated. in
1840, and was ordained. pastor of the chm·ch in
Shrewsbury, Mass., June 22d, 1841. In 1848,
his health being very poor, he was obliged to
remit his labors, and subsequently was settled.
in Plymouth Rollow, Conn., Oct. 13th, 1852.
After a ministry here of ten yem,.s, be asked for
a d.ismission, and accepted the chaplaincy of
the 23d regiment of Connecticut volunteers,
which he accompanied. to Louisiana. After a
short but faithful service in this new field, he
fell a victim to the climate, and died of intermittent fever, after an illness of two weeks.
He was ar.. ardent friend of the philanthropic
and moral enterprises of the day, a staunch advocate of temperance, and a strong anti-slavery
man.
June 23.-Lieut.-Col. ABEL SMITH died at
the Hotel Dien in New Orleans. He was in
command. of the 2d Dmyea Zouaves (165th
New York volunteers) at the battle before Port
Hudson, and, while fighting at the head of his
regiment, received the wound of which he afterwards died.
June 26.-Aw>REW HULL FooTE, an American
rear-admiral, born in New Haven, Ct., Sept.
12th, 1806, died in New York, June 26th, 1863.
At sixteen years of age he entered. the navy as
acting midshipman, and made his first cruise in
the schooner Grampus, which formed part of
the squadron operating, in 1828, under Commodore Porter, against the pirates of the West Indies. In the succeeding year he obtained a
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midshipman's warrant; in 1830 he was commissioned a lieutenant, and in 1838 he accompanied Commodore Read in his voyage of circumnavigation, as first lieutenant of the sloop
John Adams, participating in the attack of the
squadron upon the pirates of Sumatra. In
1841-'43, while stationed. at the Naval Asylum
in Philadelphia, he prevailed upon many of the
inmates to take the temperance pledge, and
was thus one of the first to introduce into the
navy the principle of total abstinence from
spirituous liquors. In his next cruise, as first
lieutenant of the frigate Cumberland, he induced the crew to give up their spirit rations,
to the manifest improvement of health and discipline ; and he also personally superintended
their religious instruction, often preaching on
the berth deck to officers and men. In 1849'52 he commanded. the brig Perry, of the African squaclron, and showed great vigilance in
suppressing the slave-trade; and it is worthy
of note that during the cruise not a drop of
grog was served out to the crew, and not an
officer or man was lost or disabled., or for any
considerable period on tbe sick list, although
the station is no.toriously unhealthy.
In 1852 he was promoted to be a commander, and after serving on the "Naval Retiring Board," and in other capacities, he sailed
in 1856, in command of the sloop Portsmouth,
for the China station. At the time of his arrival, hostilities w,ne imminent between the
British and Ohinese, and the latter, with a recklessness which subsequently cost them dear,
fired from the Canton barrier forts upon a boat
from the Portsmouth, at the stern of which the
American flag was displayed. Receiving permission, after urgent solicitation, from his commanding officer, Commodore A.rmstroi:ig, to ·
resent this indignity, he anchored his ship
opposite the largest of the forts, and on November 21st, with partial assistance from the
sloop Levant, effected a practicable breach in
its walls. Imme.diately a force of marines and
sailors were landed, and the work carried by
assault, Oommander Foote being one of the
first to enter with the stormers. The remaining forts, three in number, yielded successively
to his attacks, and on the 24th the Americ!l.J?.
flag waved over all of them. In view of the
disparity of strength between the contending
forces, the forts being massive granite structures, mounting 176 guns, and manned by
5,000 Chinese, the engagement was justly esteemed one of the most brilliant in the annals
of the America.n navy, and Command.er Foote
l'eceived. abundant congratulations and compliments from foreign officers on the station,
who had been witnesses of his gallantry.
At the outbreak of the rebellion, Oommander
Foote was executive officer at the Brooklyn
navy yard. In July, 1861, he was commissioned. a cap11a.in, and in the September foll~wing was ·appointed flag officer of the flotilla
:fitting out in the Western waters. He entered
upon his duties with great energy, and by the
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commencement of 1862 his vessels were completed and awaiting their crews and armaments, the work having been, in his own words,
"the mo t difficult and arduous )) or his life,
Early in February the combined advance of the
gunboats and land forces against the enemy in
Kentucky and Tennessee was commenced, and
on the 6th, Foote, without waiting for the arrival of the cooperating land forces under Gen.
Grant, attacked, with seven gunboats, the
strong works at Fort Henry, on the Tennessee
River, and in two hours compelled an unconditional surrender. With tbe least possible delay, he transferred his fleet to the Cumberland
River, and on the 14th opened fire upon Fort
Donelson. The contest was maintained with
great vigor on both sides for an hour and a
quarter, and r esulted in silencing the heavy
water batteries of the enemy. The flag-ship
St. Louis, and the Louisville, having at this
juncture become unn1anageable by injuries to
their steering apparatus, drifted out of the fire,
and the fleet was obliged to haul off, leaving the
capture of the fort to the land forces.
·
Foote; though injured in the ankle by the
fragment of a shot, and compelled to move
upon crutches, proceeded up the river immediately after the surrender of the fort, and destroyed the Tennessee iron works at Clarksville. Then, after a brief respite at Oairo, he
sailed with bis fleet, considerably increased in
efficiency, down the Mississippi, the Confedera.tes evacuating their strong positions at Oolum bus and Hickman at his approach. He r emained at his post during the tedious siege of
Island No. Ten, but after the reduction of that
place, was reluctantly compelled by intense
suffering from his unhealed wound to apply for
leave of absence, and early in May turned over
his command to Oommodore Davis. Upon being restored to health, he was placed in charge
of the bureau of equipment and recruiting under the new organization of the navy, and in
July the President appointed him one of the
nine rear-admirals on the active list. In June,
1863, he was ordered to relieve .Admiral Dupont in command of tl10 South Atlantic blockading squadron, and died while making preparations for his departure for Charleston.
Apart from his professional career1 Admiral
Foote was noted as an active friend of r eligious and philanthropic enterprises, and when
n ot absent on sea duties, frequently participated at the religious anniversary meetings i~
New York and elsewhere. While in command
of the Western flotilla, he framed and enforced
strict rul es for the proper observance of Sunday, and for the prevention of profane swearing and intemperance. He had also some reputation as a writer, and in connection with his
.African cruise published "Africa and the American Flag,'·' containing a general smvey of the
African continent, with r emarks on the slave
trade; be ide a series of letters on Japan, which
country he visited in 185'7.
July 1.-JOHN FULTON REYNOLDS, a major-

general of United States volunteers, born in
Lancaster, Pa., in 1820, killed at the battle of
Gettysburg, July 1, 1863. He graduated at
West Point on the 30th of June, 1841, and on
the 23d of October following received his commission as second lieutenant in the 3d artillery.
On the 13th of June, 1846, he was promoted to
the rank of first lieutenant, and served throughout the Mexican war, winning the brevets of
captain and major for his "gallant and meritorious conduct" at Monterey and Buena Vista.
After his return from Mexico he was engaged
in military service in Oalifornia, and against the
Indians on the Pacific coast. In 1852 he was
appointed aid to Gen. Wool, and on the 3d of
March, 1855, was promoted to a captaincy in
the 3d artillery. On the 14th of May, 1861, he
was . appointed lieutenant-colon el of the 14th
United States infantry. On the 20th of August,
1861, he was commissioned brigadier-general of
volunteers, and appointed to the command of
the 1st brigade of the P ennsylvania r eserve
corps, then under Gen. McCall. In June, 1862,
the Reserves joined the Army of the Potomac
on the peninsula, ·ancl Gen. Reynolds, on the
26th of June, 1862, participated in the battle
of Mechanicsville, and the next day took part
in the severe battle of Gaines' Mill. He waa
also engagecl at Savage Station, and at Charles
City.Cross-Roads, where he took command of
the division after Gen. McCall was taken prisoner, and at a late hour the same day was himself
captured by the enemy and sent to Richmond.
For his gallantry in these battles he received
the brevets of colonel ancl brigadier-general in
the regular army. After his r elease from Richmond, and on the 26th of September, he returned to the command of hi~ division, and soon
after assumed command of the 1st army corps,
by virtue of seniority of rank. He commanded
this corps in the first battle of Fredericksbu_rg.
In J anuru:y, 1863, he was nominated majorgeneral of volunteers. In the battles of Chancellorsville his corps took no active part, being
in the reserve. On the 12th of June he was
appointed to the command of the right wing of
Hooker's army, having charge of three corps.
He hastened forward to Gettysburg at the dir ection of the commanding general, and arrived
there in the vanguard of the Union army, and
bringing his little corps of eight thousand men
into action against a Confederate force of three
times their number, he rode forward to reconnoitre a grove in which the enemy hacl placed
a large body of shm·pshooters; ancl dismounting
from his horse, approached a fence and looked
over toward the wood, when h e was struck in
the neck by a rifle ball, and, falling upon his
face, diecl in a few minutes.
J,idy 2.-Brig.-Gen. WILLI.A.M B.A.RKSD.A.LE, an
officer in the Oonfederate service, was killed ~t
the battle of Gettysburg. He was born 1:1
Rutherford Oo., Tenn., August 21st, 1821. ~1s
early education was obtained in the NashV1lle
University after which he r emoved to Oolumbus, Miss.,' where he ~tuclied law and was ad-
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mitted to the bar before he had attained his
majority, becoming a successful practitioner.
He was for a time one of the editors of the
Oolumbus "Democrat," in which he sustained
the principle of States' rights and the delegated
powers of the Gene1~ _Go.:vernment. During
the year 1847 he participated in the Mexican
war as a non-commissioned officer in the staff
of the 2d Mississippi volunteers. In 1851 he
was chosen a member of the State Convention
to discuss the compromise measures proposed
during the previous year. In 1853 he was
elected to Oongress on the general ticket, and
becaine a leading member of the States' rights
portion of the democratic party. During one
of those memorable distlll'bances in the House
of Congress, Mr. Barksdale assisted Mr. Brooks
of South Carolina in his assault upon Hon.
Ohru·les Sumner. When the war broke out, he
left his seat in Congress and joined the Con.federate army. .At the head of the 13th regiment
of :Mississippi volunteers be participated in the
vru-ious campaigns in Virginia, and was promoted to the rank of brigadier-general, and
placed in command of the 3d brigade of MajorGen. Early's division of Lieut.-Gen. Ewell's
corps in Gen. Lee's army. On the second day
of the battle of Gettysburg, July, 1863, he was
killed while in. the act of leading on his men.
July 2.-Col. EDwARD EVERETT Unos~ was
killed at Gettysburg. He was born in Lancaster, N. H., and commenced life as a journeyman
printer. He was for some time connected ,vith
the press in Oincinnati, and in 1854 he canvassed the State of Ohio for the American
party. He was afterwards employed as agent
of the St. Louis and .Arizona Mining Company,
in which he subsequently became a large stockholder. He made several trips across the
plains, taking the fu-st steam-engine that ever
crossed the Rocky Mountains. When the war
commenced be organized the 5th New Hampshire regiment, an.cl was commissioned as its
colonel. Under his command the regiment
distinguished itself in many important engagements, and won an enviable reputation for
bravery. He had been in command of a brigade several months, and was strongly recommended for a brigadier-general. He fell while
gallantly :fighting at the head of his regiment
iu the memorable battle of Gettysburg.
July 2.-Col. PATRICK H. O'Roumrn was
killed at the battle of Gettysburg. He was a
native of Ireland; was appointed a cadet to
We t Point from New York, and gracloated in
1861, standing first in his class. He was assigned to a lie11tenancy in the regular army,
nnd placed in the engineers corps in service at
Hilton Head and the works on Savannah River,
where he greatly distinguished himself. When
the 140th regiment was ready for the field, he
,vas assigned to the command, and soon brought
it up to a high degree of discipline. He possessecl milita.ry talent of a high order, and was
eminently prepossessing (1Ild comteous in all
his ways. .A.t the reduction of Fort Pulaski he
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behaved with great gallantry, and at Chancellorsville commanded a brigade with great honor
to himself. At the battle of Gettysburg he
mounted a rock, cheering on his men, when he
was struck by the fatal bullet.
July 2.-Ool. 0. F . TAYLOR, an officer of
U. S. volunteers, was killed at the battle of
Gettysburg. He was born in 1840, and was a
brother of .Bayru·d Taylor, with whom a few
years ago he travelled extensively in Em·ope.
After his return he graduated at the :Michigan
University. His patriotic devotion to bis conntry led him to organize a company in Pennsylvania under the first call of the President. He
received a captain's commission from the govem.or, and bfa company was attached to the
Bucktail regiment under Ool. Kane. At the
battle of Harrisonburg, Va., when Col. Kane
was wounded, Capt. Taylor l'emained with that
officer on the field, ap.d they were both taken
prisoners by the enemy. A few months later
he was appointed colonel of the regiment, Col.
Kane having been promoted as brigadier-genel'al. When Gen. Burnside attempted to storm
the heights of Fredericksburg, he led one of
the charges with great gallantry and was twice
wounded. While bravely leading a charge
over Roundtop Summit, at the battle of Gettysburg, a ball entered his heart as he raised
his sword above his head. His last words
were, "Come on, boys: we'll take them all
prisoners I "
July 2.-Brig.-Gen.. STEi::REN H. WEED, an
. officer of U. S. volunteers, was killed at the
battle of Gettysburg. He was a native of
New York, graduated at West Point in July,
1854, and subsequently was made first lieutenant in the 4th United States artillery. When
the 5th United States al'tillery was organized,
he was appointed captain. His ability and genius as a commanding officer, and especially as
an artillerist, had long been appreciated in the
corps, and his brigadier-general's commission
was the reward of his gallant services at the
battles near Ohancellorsville. At the time of
bis death he was commanding the 3d brigade
of regulm·s, and was :fighting manfully, when
a bullet from the enemy struck his arm, and,
passing into his lUDg, inflicted a terrible wound
from which he died in a few hours. In trying to catch the dying commands of Gen. Weed,
Lieut. Charles E. Hazlett, a young officer of
the 5th artillery, was kneeling with his head
bent close to that of Gen . Weed, when a bullet struck his forehead, felling him dead upon
the bosom of his friend.
.
July 2.-SAl\CTJEL KosoruszKo ZooK, a b:igadier-general in the U. S. volunteer service,
was killed in the battle of Gettysbmg. He
was born in Pennsylvania about the year 1823.
When quite yoUDg he entered into. the tele- .
graph business, and made . several ~portaut
discoveries in electrical science, which gave
him n. wide reputation. When about twentyfive years of age be re~oved to New "!, ork, .
and became connected with the· local military
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organizations of the city. In 185'7 he was commissioned lieutenant-colonel of the 6th New
York State militia, and at the outbreak of the
war, though much out of health, went with
his regiment to the seat of hostilities, and was
appointed military governor of Annapolis.
.After his return, he recruited the 5'7th regiment of New York State volunteers, and,
having been commissioned colonel, led it to
the peninsula. During that long and bloody
campaign he generally held command of a brigade, though without the rank or commission properly belonging to his position. On
the 29th of November, 1862, he was commissioned brigadier-general, the appointment being confirmed in March, 1863. •He was placed
in command of his old brigade, and nobly distinguished himself at the battles of Ohancellorsville and Gettysburg, on the latter :field
giving up his life.
July 3.-Brig.-Gen. LEWIS A. ARMISTEAD,
an officer in the Oonfederate service, was killed
at Gettysburg. He was a native of Virginia,
and was appointed from that State a cadet at
West Point in March, 1834. He remained in the
Military Academy till October, 1836. On the
10th of July, 1839, he was appointed second
lieutenant in the 6th infantry ; he was advanced to a :first lieutenancy in March, 1844;
received the brevets of captain and major for
gallant and meritorious conduct in the battles
of Oontreras, Ohurubusco, Molino del Rey, and
Ohapultepec, in 184'7. In the last of these engagements he had led a storming party against
the citadel. He attained a captaincy in March,
1854, and in 1859 commanded a detachment
sent against the Indians from Fort Mohave,
Oalifornia, and attacked and routed them with
great slaughter. He joined the Oonfederates
early in the war and was appointed a brigadiergeneral in 1862. He was a brave officer.
July 3.-Brig.-Gen. ELON J . FARNSWORTH,
an officer in the U. S. volunteer service, was
killed at the battle of Gettysburg. He was
born in Livingstone Oounty, Michigan, in 1835,
and was educated at the university of that
State. In 185'7 he went to New Mexico, and
became attached to the United States commissary department, and subsequently was engaged in Utah in the same capacity. When
the news of the war reached him in the summer of 1861, he hastened home to join the 8th
Illinois cavalry, which his uncle, Gen. John F.
Farnsworth, was then organizing. He was
made battalion quartermaster, but was soon
promoted to the captaincy of Oompany K of
that r egiment. During all the battles of the
peninsula and in Gen. Pope's campaign he
never missed a fight or skirmish in which llis
company was engaged. In May, 1863, he was
placed upon Gen. Pleasanton's staff as aide. He
was made brigadier-general only a few days before his death.
Jiily 3.-Brig.-Gen. RronARD B. GARNETT,
an officer in the Oonfederate service, was killed
at the battle of Gettysburg. He was a native

of Virginia, entered the service of the United
States army as second lieutenant of infantry
July, 1841, and was captain of the 6th infan~
try, May 9, 1855. When the war broke out he
resigned to enter the Oonfederate service, and
was engaged in most of the battles in Virginia.
He was at :first a colonel under P egram and
Floyd in Western Virginia, but soon after joining Lee's army was promoted to the command
of a brigade. He had the reputation of being a
capable officer.
Jitly 3.- Maj.-Gen. WILLIAM D. PENDER, an
officer in the Confederate service, was killed at
the battle of Gettysburg. He was a native of
North Oarolina and appointed from that State
to West Point, where he entered as a cadet in
1850 and graduated in 1854. He was appointed brevet second lieutenant in the 4th artillery
in July, 1854, and second lieutenant of the 1st
dragoons in March, 1855. He distinguished
himself in several conflicts with the Indians in
Washington Territory in September, 1858. He
joined the Oonfederate army early in the war,
and rose by successive promotions from the
rank of colonel to that of major-general. He
commanded a division of Gen. Hill's corps at
the battle of Gettysburg.
July 3.- Col. J . K. MARsHALL, an officer in
the Confederate service, was killed' at Gettysburg. He was born in 1840, graduated at Lexington (Virginia) Military Institute in 1860,
when he went to Edenton, North Oarolina, and
took charge of a private school. Upon the
commencement of the war he accepted the captaincy of a volunteer company, and was subsequently elected colonel of the 52d regiment of
North Oarolina troops, taking the place of Col.
Vance, who resigned because elected governor.
July 3.-Brig.-Gen. SEMMES, an officer of the
Oonfederate army, killed at the battle of Gettysburg.
JulAJ 4.- Col. P.aUL JosEPH REVERE, an officer of U. S. volunteers, died of wounds received in the battle of Gettysburg. He was
born in Boston, September 18, 1832, and was a
grandson of Paul Revere of Rev9lutionary history. His early educational advantages were
good, and in 1852 he graduated at Harvard Oollege. When the war broke out, though occupying a high social position and surrounded by
every thing calculated to make life pleasant, he
at once volunteered his services in behalf of his
country; and accepting the commission of major
in the 20th regiment of volunteers, went to the
seat of war. At the disastrous battle of Ball's
Bluff his regiment behaved nobly, but lost
heavily ; he was taken prisoner, and, with his
colonel, was confined in a felon's cell as a hostage for the privateersmen whom the United
States Ootu·t had convicted as pirates. After
his exchange he participated in the camprugn
on the James River, and at Antietam was on
Gen. Sumner's staff, when he was complimented for his gallantry, having received a seve:e
wound, wl1ich gave him a long wfoter of pron
and seclusion. Upon his recovery he was pro-
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moted as colonel of the 20th regiment, and received his death wound in the first successful
battle of the campaign.
July 12.-Oommander ADNER READ, an officer of the United States navy, died from a
wound received upon the M...9nongahela, at the
batteries above Donaldsonville. He was a native of Ohio and about forty-two years of age
at the time of his death; was educated at the
Ohio University at Athens, which institution
he left in his senior year in 1839, having received a midshipman's warrant. His first voyage was on the schoon,er Enterprise to the
South American coast, having been detached
from a ship-of-war destined to the Mediterranean, on account of some little difficulty with
the captain previous to the sailing of the vessel. Prior to bis examination, he spent a year
in reviewing his studies at the Naval School in
Philadelphia, and stood fifth in a class of fortyeight. He was at once detailed to the duty of
acting sailing master, in which capacity he made
several voyages and soon acquired the reputa- .
tion of being one of the most skilful navigators in
the service. At the breaking out of the Mexican war he was on the coast of Africa, but returned in time to make a cruise in the Gulf and
participate in some naval operations near the
close of the war. The progress of naval promotion being slow, he did not reach the rank
of lieutenant until 1853, and in 1855 the Navy
Retiring Board consigned him to the list of retired officers, but h e was not long after reinstated by the Examining Board. Soon after the
commencement of the war he was ordered for
service to the Wyandotte, the command of
which soon devolved upon hin1, and it was this
vessel which performed such important service
in saving Fort Pickens from falling into the
hands of the enemy. In May, 1862, the health
of Lieutenant Read was so much impaired that
he was relieved of bis command for a time in
order to place himself under medical treatment.
A severe fit of sickness prostrated him for· some
weeks, and before fully recoverL-ig ms strength,
he asked sailing orders and was assigned to the
command of the gunboat New London. Proceeding at once to Ship Island he commenced
cruising in the Mississippi Sound, and in eight
days captured four valuable prizes. The exploits of this vessel won for it from the enemy
the appellation of the "Black Devil," and it
soonsucceedeclin breaking up the trade between
New Orleans and Mobile. The New London
captured nearly thirty prizes, took a battery at
Biloxi, and had several engagements with Confederate steamers on the sound. A short time
previous to his death he lost his left eye in au
engagement at Sabine Pass. In June of 1863
he was placed in command of the steam sloopof-war Monongal1ela. He was a skilful officer
and a universal favorite t.hroughout the navy.
July 14.-Ool. Hm.,,-RY T. O'BRIEN was killed
by the rioters in New York city. He was a
native of Ireland, but had resided for many
years in New York city. Previous to the riot
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he had been for some time engaged in raising
a three years' regiment (the 11th New York
volunteers, or James T. Brady Light Infantry).
Early on Monday, July 13th, he volunteered
his service and those of his regiment to aid in
suppressing the riot.
JulAJ 18.-Acting Brig.-Gen. HALDIM.A.ND
SUMNER PUTNAM, an officer of United States
volunteers, was killed at the attack on Fort
Wagner. He was born in Cornish, N. H., Oct.
15th, 1835, graduated at West Point in 185'7,
and from that time until a few months previous
to the war, was stationed at different localities
on the western frontier. When the war broke
out, he was summoned to Washington and intrusted with special messages of the highest
importance to carry to Fort Pickens. He accomplished his mission, and was retmning to
the North when he was seized by the military
authorities at Mongomery, Alabama, and held
in prison several days, but was :finally released
and came back to Washington. Soon after he
was placed upon Gen. McDowell's staff, in which
position he performed many arduous and important duties. He participated in the first
battle of Bull Run, and won himself much
honor by his bravery and devotion. When requested to take command of a regiment from
his native State, he at first declined, upon the
ground that he was too young for so responsible a position, but upon being further urged,
he finally accepted, and on the 14th of January, 1862, departed with his regiment for the
seat of war. During the first year of its service this regiment was stationed at Fort J efferson, on Tol'tugas Island. Since then the commandhasbeen-locatedatSt.Augustine,Florida,
Port Royal, S. 0., and in the vicinity of
Charleston, and though not engaged in any
important action previous to the attack upon
Fort Wagner, it has participated in many skirmishes and expeditions. For four or five
months previous to his death he was acting
brigadier-genera.], and was serving in that capacity when be fell on Morris Island. His
forces consisted of the '7th New Hampshire
volunteers, and several other regiments from
the Middle States. At the attack on Fort
Wagner he led his brigade gallantly into action, and fell while rallying his men, holding
his position within the enemy's works.
July 18. - Col. ROBERT GouLD. SHAw, . an
officer of colored volunteers, was killed durmg
the assault upon Fort Wagner. He was the
only son of Francis G. Shaw, of Staten Island,
and was born a~out 1836. . Whe~ the war
broke out he enlisted as a private m tbe '7th
regiment New York militia, and went to Washington. Before the three montb_s' term of
service expired, he sought and obtru~ed a commission in the Massachusetts 2d, wlnch subsequently won so much honor on mauy_ a b~tt~efield. At the battle of Cedar Mountam his life
was saved by his watch. He _commanded the
first regiment of co~ored soldie~·s fr~m a free
State ever mustered mto the Urnted States ser-
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vice, and although aware that, by the order
of Mr. Davis, he ran the risk of dying upon
the gallows if taken prisoner, he went forth
ready to die in any way that might prove for
the benefit of his country. He fell at the head
of his regiment, when standing upon the parapet of Fort Wagner, which had been carried by
assault.
Jitly 19.-Major DANIEL MoOooK, an officer
of United States volunteers, died of wounds
receivecl at the fight with Morgan's men near
Buffington Island, Ohio. He was born in 1'796.
He was clerk in the Pension Office at Washington for two or three years previous to the
commencement of the war, and for ten months
previous to his death was a paymaster in the
United States army. He had eight sons, who
have all been in the service except one, Col.
George W. McOook, attorney-general of Ohio.
July 30.- Brig.-Gen. GEORGE 0. STRONG, an
officer of United States volunteers, died from
wounds received in the assault upon Fort Wagner, Charleston harbor, aged 30 years. He was
born in Stockbridge, Vt. His fathet· died when
he was but eight years of age, and he was
adopted in the family of his uncle, A. S. Strong,
of Easthampton, Mass., under whose care he
imbibed his first desire for military life. He
entered West Point Academy in the class of
1857, and held the post of first captain of cadets for three years. After graduating he had
charge of the Bridesburg arsenal, was thence
transferrecl to Fortress Monroe, and thence to
Mount Vernon, Alabama. He subsequently
had charge of the Watervliet arsenel a short
time, but on the breaking out of the war he
applied for active service, and was placed on
the staff of Gen. McDowell, at the battle c,f
Bull Run, and was highly complimented for
his efficiency in that battle. He was next appointed on the staff of Gen. McOlellan, but
shortly after was detailed as ordnance officer,
by Gen. Butler, to the Department of the Gulf.
He distinguished himself at Biloxi, and in the
perilous adventure up the Tangipahoa River.
He was a brave and skilful officer, and was
honored and trusted by the men under his
command. At the assault on Fort Wagner he
commanded the assaulting column, and led it
with the judgment arnl courage of a veteran.
Jitly - . -Lieut.-Ool. - - NAZER, of the
New York Mounted Rifles, died at Washington of typhoid fever. He had acguii-ed some
distinction in the British army, having been an
officer of the 90th Light Infantry. After leaving the British army, he was for some time
treasurer of the Winter Garden, in New York.
On the breaking out of the war he accepted the
position of lieutenant-colonel of the New York
Mounted Rifles, with which regiment he continned to serve up to the period of his death,
and was on the eve of ·receiving the full colanelcy. He was an able officer, and his soldierly
acquirements and high sense of honor won for
him the respect and esteem of his whole division.

Aug. 6.-Oapt. RooK OrrAJ.IPION, an officer
of the Oonfederate army, killed in a skirmish
at Middlebm-g, Tenn. At the battle of Elk
Horn or Pea Ridge, Oapt. Ohampion commanded
the escort of Brig.-Gen. D. M. Frost, and in the
hottest of the fight charged a whole infantry
r egiment w.ith his little band of eighteen. He
took part in all the battles in Missouri. At the
battles of Oarthage, Wilson's Oreek, &c., he
commanded a regiment of infantry in tlw Missouri State Guarcl, ancl was distinguished for
his intrepid c01u·age. Whilst in command of a
company of cavalry in North Mississippi, a romantic incident occurred in which Oapt. Ohampion was the hero. A young lady, described
as very beautiful, and the daughter of one of
the wealthiest men of Northern Alabama,
declared she would bestow her hand on the
man who would kill the Federal colonel who
commanded the town in wl:iich she resided, he
having by his conduct while in command
greatly incensed the inhabitants. Not long
• afterwards Gen. Roddy made a sudden attack
upon the town, and in a hand to hand encounter Oapt. Champion killed the Federal colonel.
Learning then, for the first time, that a young
lady had made such a declaration, he called
upon her. She was as good as her word, and
they were engaged to be married when Capt.
Champion's command was ordered to Tennessee. In an engagement at Middleburg, Tennessee, he was killed. It is said he was so
close to the soldier who shot him, that he ran
his sword through his opponent, after receiving
tµe wound, and that both fell and diecl together.
Aug. - . -Maj.-Gen.- JoHN S. BowEN, an offleer in the Oonfederate army, died at Raymond,
Miss. He was a native of Georgia, graduated
at West Point in July, 1863, and was appointeel brevet second lieutenant of mounted rifles.
He resigned in May, 1856. He married in St.
Louis, Mo., and was for a time an architect ·in
that city. He commanded the 2d regiment of
Missouri volunteer militia of the district of St.
Louis, at the time Camp Jackson was captured,
May 10, 1861 ; but having protested against the
legality of the capture and the exaction of his
parole at the time it was given, he escaped to
the South, and clisregarding his parole entered
the Confederate army. He was afterwards exchanged for an officer captured by Gen. Price
at Lexington, Mo., but published a card stating
that he had never been legally a prisoner, and
r efused the benefit of the exchange. At Memphis he raised the 1st Missouri Confederate
regiment of infantry, which, tlu·ough the whole
war, was hardly smpassed in gallantry, cliscipline, or drill. At the battle of Shiloh, Gen.
Bowen, then acting . brigadier general, was
severely wounded. From this wound imcl a
fever from which he was suffering when be
went into the battle, he never entirely recovereel. Gen. Bowen .i:iommancled the Oonfederate
troops in the battle near Port Gibson in :May,
1863, and made a very fltubborn resistnnce to
Gen. Grant's advance. He reported Grant's
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force at 20,000, bis own at 5,500. He was in
all the subsequent battles around Vicksburg,
and bore a prominent part in the negotiations
for the surrender of the city. Gen. Bowen was
an excellent officer, and a soldier of spirit and
courage. He is said to have died of mortincation and sori-ow for the fall of Vicksbmg.
.Aug. 6.-Brig.-Gen. Luoros MARSH W.A.LKER,
an officer of the Oonfederate army, killed in a
duel by Gen. Maiwaduke, also oftbe Oonfederate
service, neai· Little Rock, Ark. Gen. Walker
was born in Teru.10ssee, and was a cadet at
W est Point in 1846. July 1, 1850, he was
brevet second lieutenant of the 2d dragoons.
He resigned on the 31st of March, 1852. At
the breaking out of the war he lived in Arkansas. During the siege of Oorinth he commanded a brigade in Hardee's corps, and in the
campaign in Kentucky in the fall of 1862, he
commanded a brigade in the same corps, and
in .Anderson's division. In November of the
same year 'he was transferred to the Trans-Mississtppi Department. The cause of the duel~
was something Gen. Marmaduke had said derogatory to the courage of Gen. Walker. The
duel was of a deadly character, the terms being:
weapons, revolvers- distance twelve paces; firing to commence at the word, and continue
until one or the other should fall.
Aug. 11.-Lieut.-Ool. GEORGE NAUMAN, an
officer of United States volunteers, died at Philadelpbia. in the 61st year of his age. In 1819
he entered the Military Academy at West Point,
and in 1821 was acting assistant professol' of
French in that institution; in 1823 he graduated, and was commissioned brevet second lieutenant in the 2d regiment of artillery, and the
same year received bis full second lieutenancy
in the 1st regiment of artillery; was appointed
assistant commissary of subsistence in March,
1828, and was assista11t instructor of French
at the Military Academy, from September,
1828, to August, 1829. In May, 1832, he was
promoted to a first lieutenant. He served in the
Florida war, where he distinguished himself,
particulm·ly in the battle of "Wa.boo Swamp."·
He served throughout the war with Mexico under Gens. Taylor and Scott, and was twice promoted for "gallant and meritorious conduct."
He commanded the 1st regiment of artillery;
was "Oommissioner of Prizes " at Vera Cruz,
at the close of the war, and conducted the
evacuation of that city by the United States
army. He commanded Fort Washington, on
the Potomac, from 1848 to 1852 ; served on the
Pacilio coast, from May, 1854, to January, 1861,
having been promoted major of the 3p. artillery;
was inspector of m·tillery for the Depm·tment
of Oregon and Oa1ifornia, from May, 1858, to
Janum-y, 1861, and for some months conducted
the Artillery School at Fort Vancouver. He
was promoted to the lieutenant-colonelcy of
the 1st artillery, July, 1861, and was chief of
artillery at Newport News, Va., in March, 1862,
during the engagement with the "Merrimac,"
"!orktown," "Jam~stown," and other Oon-
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federate steamers. For the last year he was
stationed at Fort Warren, in the harbor of Boston, engaged in preparing that work for a state
of s1;1itable defence. He was on the eve of promot10n to· a full colonelcy of artillery, and was
on the way to Lancaster to visit bis children,
when he was attacked by sunstroke, and died
in a few homs.
.Aug. 14.-Oommodore HENRY W. Monms,
an officer of the United States navy, died in
New York city in the 58th year of his age. He
was a son of the late Thomas Morris, a conspicuous member of the New York bar, and
subsequently United States marshal for the
southern district of that State, and grandson
of t11e celebrated Gouverneur Morris of Revolutionary memory. The sub_ject of this notice
entered the navy as midshipman, Aug. 21st,
1819. He was first stationed at the Brooklyn
navy yard, but in 1820 he was ordered to the
corvette Oyane, from thence to the sloop-of-war
Ontario, and next to the frigate Oonstitution, at
that time ci·uising in the Mediterranean. From
1828 to 1838, under the commission of lieutenant, he distinguished himself in various positions. From 1839 to 1845 he was on special
duty in New York city, passing through six
degrees of official promotion during the term
of six years. He was then appointed to the
command of the storeship Southampton, at
tba.t time belonging to the .African squadron.
In 1846 be was again ordered to the Brooklyn
navy yard, where for the next five years he
was awaiting orders. In the .mean time he was
promoted to the rank of commander, and in
1851 was appointed to the command of the rendezvous in New York until 1853, when be was
ordered to the sloop-of-war Germantown, belonging to the Brazilian squadron. In 1855 be
was transferred to the Mediterranean station,
where he served as fleet captain under Oommodore Stringham. Upon his return to America,
be received in 1856 bis commission as captain.
Towai·d the close of 1861 he superintended the
construction of the steam sloop-of-war Pensacola, at the Washington navy yard. In J anum·y, 1862, the Pensacola, under his command,
successfully passed the line of Oonfederate
batteries on the Potomac, and after anchoring
a short time in Hampton Roads, set sail to join
the blockading squadron in the Gulf of Mexico.
The Pensacola took a brilliant part in all the
attacks upon Forts Jackson and St. Philip, and
upon the Ohalmette batteries. .After the capture of New Orleans, Oommodore Morris was
intrusted with the duty of holding the city and
gum·ding the adjacent coasts. Under bis many
arduous duties his health became seriously
affected, and after r esisting for a time the entreaties of his fr~end~, he was persuade~ to come
North to recrmt his strength, but died soon
after his arrival. .
Aug. 14.- Brig.-Gen. BENJAMIN WELo~, Jr.,
an officer of United States volunteers, died at
Oincinnati_of ?ong~st~ve_foyer, acquired during
the camprugn m M1ss1ss1pp1. He was formerly
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a citizen of Ohio, but more recently_of Oolumbia, Penn. He served during the war with
Mexico, and for gallant conduct in the battle
of Buena Vista was promoted to a lieutenancy.
At the commencement of the war he entered
the service as lieutenant-colonel of the 45th
Pennsylvania, was subsequently promoted to the
colonelcy of the regiment, and during 1863 was
made a bl"igadier-general.
Aug. 26.-JoHN BuoHAN.A.N FLOYD, a general
in the Oonfederate army, born in Montgomery
(now Pulaski) County, Va., in 1805, ,died at
Abingdon, Va., Aug. 26th, 1863. He was
graduated at the South Carolina Oollege in
1826, subsequently practised ,law for several
years in Virginia, and in 1836 emigrated to
Helena, Arkansas, whence he returned in 1839
to Virginia. In 184'7-'49 he represented Washington County in the House of Representatives,
and from 1850 to 1853 he was governor of the
State. As a delegate to the democratic presiden tal convention at Cincinnati in 1856, he exerted his influence in' favor of the nomination
of Mr. Buchanan, in whose interest he made
speeches in many parts of the country during
the ensuing canvass, and for whom he cast his
vote in the electoral college of Virginia. President Buchanan rewarded his services by appointing him in March, 185'7, Secretary of War.
In that capacity be labored to the best of his
ability to promote the rebellion of the Southern
States, and to place them on a footing of strength
commensurate with the importance of the conflict upon wbich they were about to enter; and
there seems now to be little doubt that for
several years previous to the election bf Mr.
Lincoln he was privy to the plot for overthrowing the .Government. During 1860, in
accordance ·with his orders, the army had been
dispersed in the remotest part of the country,
considerable porticms being on the western
frontier, in Oalifornia, and Southern Texas,
whence they could not readily be conveyed to
the Atlantic seaboard; and in the same year
an extensive transfer of arms from northern to
southern arsenals was made, 115,000 muskets
having been transferred by one order, and
great quantities of cannon and ammunition by
other orders.
No sooner had the secession of South Carolina paved the way for concentrated action on
the part of the conspirators, than he began to
avow openly his sympathy with the movement;
and during the stormy discussions in the cabinet on the subject of reenforcing the forts in
Oharleston harbor, he was the most strenuous
opponent of that measure, threatening to resign
if it were consummated. On December 26th
Major Anderson unexpectedly removed his garrison from Fort Moultrie to Fort Samter, and
upoa the refusal of the President to order the
entire withdrawal of the United States troops
from Charleston harbor, Mr. Floyd tendered his
resignation, and was succeeded by Mr. Holt.
Soon afterwards he was indicted by the grand
jury of the District of Columbia as being privy

to the abstraction of bonds to the amount of
$8'70,000 from the Department of the Interior
in the latter part of 1860. He bad, however,
been permitted to retire from Washington, and
was never subsequently brought to trial.
As a reward for bis eminent services to the
cause of secession, he was appointed, soon after
the commencement of hostilities, a brigadiergeneral in the Oonfederate army, and in the
summer and autumn of 1861 commanded, with
Gens. Wise and Henningsen, in Western Virginia. The campaign was conducted by him
with little skill or energy, and his retreat from
Gauley Bridge, September 10th, after his defeat
by Gen. Oox, with loss of baggage, camp equipage, and ammunition, was characterized by the
Virginia papers of that period as the most disgraceful rout of the war. He was subsequently ordered to Kentucky, and commanded
a brigade at Fort Donelson when that place
was besieged by Gen. Grant, in February, 1862.
From apprehensions that, if captured, he might
be subjected to harsh tl'eatment, while public
opinion in the loyal States was embittered
against him, be retired, on the night previous to
the surrender of the fort, with Gen. Pillow and
5,000 ipeu of the garrison, and made good bis
escape into Southern Tennessee and Alabama.
Thenceforth he held no important command.
A temporary reappearance in the field in the
succeeding summer, under State authority,
resulted in no practical success, and he died in
retirement.
·
A1tg. - .-Brig. -Gen. RosWELL SABINE RIPLEY, died in Charleston, S. 0. He was a native
of Ohio, and appointed cadet from that State
in 1839; be graduated seventh in bis class, and
was appointed brevet second lieutenant 3d artillery July, 1843; became second lieutenant in
the 2d artillery in 1846, and first lieutenant
March 3d, 184'7. He was aide-de-camp to Geo.
Pillow in 184'7 and 1848; was brevetted captain
for gallantry at Cerro Gordo, and major for
gallantry at Ohapultepec. In 1853 he resigned
_his commission and retired to private life. At
the outbreak of the war be entered into the
service of the Southern Confederacy, took a
prominent part in the siege of Fort $rnnter,
and was wounded at, the battle of Antietam.
He was the author of "The W a:r in Mexico"
(2 vols., New York, 1849).
Sept 19.-Ool. H.A.Ns C. REG, acting brig.gen. of United States volunteers, was killed at
Ohickamauga, aged 34 years. He was a Norwegian by birth, and came with his father to the
United States when but 11 years of age, and
settled in Wisconsin. In 1849, during the gold
excitement, be went to Oalifornia by the overland route, and after a stay of two years returned,
and, purchasing a piece of land near Milwauke~,
engaged in farming ancl mercantile pursuits until
1859, when he was elected by the Republican
State Oonvention of Wisconsin to the office of
commissioner of State Prisons. In 1861 be entered into the military service of bis country as
major of the 4th Wisconsin militia, and, on the
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30th of September of the same year was commissioned colonel of the 15th regiment of Wisconsin volunteer infantry, composed mostly of
Scandinavians. This regiment formed part of the
forces under Gen. Pope in the reduction of Island
No. 10, and was afterwards attached to Col. Buford's brigade, with v-liicn it participated in
the smprise and capture of Union City, Tenn.;
it also took a prominent part in the battle of
Chaplin Hills near Perryville, Oct. 8th, 1862.
With Gen. Euell's army, Col. Heg joined in the
pm-suit of Gen. Bragg's _forces out of the State
of Kentucky, and when the former was superseded by Gen. Rosecrans, he continued his command, and participated in the contests at Stone
River and Murfreesboro. On the 29th of April
he was placed in command of the third brigade
of Davis's division, McCook's (20th) army corps,
of the Army of the Cumberland. With this brigade he took part in all the movements of the
20th corps, resulting in the evacuation of Shelbyville, Tullahoma, and Chattanooga, and at
Chickamauga, where he fell at the head of his
forces on the second day of the fight.
Sept. 19.-Brig.-Gen. PRESTON SMITH, an officer of the Confederate army, killed during the
last of the first day's battle at Ohicamanga. He
had entered the Confederate service as an officer of a Tennessee regiment, and rose by
gradual promotion to the rank of brigadiergeneraJ. After dark, accompo.nied by bis staff,
he was reconnoitring the grotmd in bis front,
when he suddenly came upon a regiment of
the opposing army, who fired a volley upon his
party, killing him and nearly all of his staff.
Sept. 20.-Brig.-Gen. JAMES DESHLER, an officer of the Confederate army, killed on the
second day of the battle of Ohicamauga. Gen.
Deshler was a graduate of West Point, and one
of th_e most unassuming, gentle, and courteous
gentlemen in the army. At the time of his
death he commanded a splendid brigade of
Texans, who idolized their commander.
Sept. 20.-Brig.-Gen. BEN. HARDIN HELM, an
officer in the Confederate serviue, killed on the
second clay of the battle at Chickamauga (the
river of death). Gen. Helm was born in Hardin
. Oounty, Ky., in 1831, and entered West Point
from that State in 1849. In 1851 he was brevetted second 1ieutemmt of 2d dragoons, and
resigned October, 1852, to take up the profession of law. He was a son of ex-Governor
John L. Helm, a prominent politician of Kentucky. His mother was the daughter of that
distinguished statesman known as "old Ben.
Hardin of Kentucky." Gen. Helm's wife was
a half sister of Mrs. Lincoln, wife of om· late
President. Immediately after the fall of Fort
Sumter, President Lincoln sent Gen. Helm a
commission as major in the regular army of the
United States, but his sympathies being with
the South, and holding a commission in the
State Guards of Kentucky, under Gen. Buckner, he refused the commission tendered him
by the authorities at Washington, and entered
the Confederate service as a private. He im-
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mediately rose to the rank of colonel, and commanded the 1st Kentucky cavalry. In 1862 he
was promoted to the rank of brigadier-general
He was in the battles of Perryville and Stone
River, in which last be commanded a division.
The Kentucky brigade which he commanded
at Ohickamuaga went into action with one
thousand seven hundred and sixty-.t bree men,
and came out with only four hundred and
thirty-two.
Sept. 20.-Lieut.-Col. WILLIAM G. JoNEs, an
officer of the U. S.volunteers, died at Cbattanoog!l,
from wounds received at the battle of Chickamauga, aged 28 years. He graduated at West
Point in 1860, and, after the usual respite, was
ordered to join his company of the 8th infantry
-to which be was attached as brevet second
lieutenant-then seni.ng in Texas. He participated in several Indian skirmishes ; and at San
Antonio was taken prisoner. In the fall of 1860
be became second lieutenant in the 10th infantry,
and in the following spring was promoted to first
lieutenant. In March, 1862, he was selected as
aide-de-camp to Gen. Andrew Porter, then provost marshal general oftbeArmy of the Potomac,
which post he filled, with ability, until he was
appointed lieutenant-colonel of tbe 71st Pennsylvania volunteer infantry, and tbe colonel being absent, took command of the regiment. In
the battles of Peach Orchard, Glendale, White
Oak Swamp, and Allen's Field, the regiment
under his command won itself much honor; and
for his conduct on these occasions he was r ewarded with the brevets of captain and major.
He was subsequently aid upon the staff of MajorGeneral Sumner, in which capacity he distinguished himself at South Mountain and at Antietam. After the death of General Sumner he was
appointed to the colonelcy of the 89th Ohio infantry; and it was while ably commanding this
regiment of Crook's brigade, that he fell fighting
nobly at the bead of his men.
Sept. 20.-Brig.-Gen. WM. HAINES LYTLE, an
officer of U. S. volunteers, was killed at Chickamauga, Ga. He was born in Cincinnati, Ohio,
Nov. 2d, 1826, and bis ancestors, for several generations, were noted as military men. He graduated with distinction at Cincinnati College ;
studied law, and, dm·ing tbe Muican war, entered the military service of his country as a
lieutenant of an independent company of foot
soldiers. On the 21st of December, 1847, he was
promoted to the captaincy, retaining his command until the regiment was disbanded, July,
1848. At the conclusion of the Mexican wm· be
resumed the practice of his profession, and was
soon after elected to the Ohio Legislature. Subsequently be was chosen major-general of the
first division of Ohio militia, a position previously
held by both bis father and bis grnndfather. At
the outbreak of the present war he accepted the
colonelcy of the 10th Ohio volunteers, which,
by its desperation iu the fight, won the title of the
"Bloody Tenth." He participated in the battle
of Rich Mountain, where be won much honor.
At Oaxnifex Ferry he commanded ·a brigade, and
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largely contributed to drive.Gens. Floyd andWise
from that part of Virginia ; and here he was
severely wounded. When scarcely recovered
he returned to the field and first took the command of the Bardstown Camp of Instruction, and
then of the I '7th brigade under General 0 . M.
Mitchel, participating in the brilliant operations
along the Memphis and Ohattanooga Railroad.
At the battle of Perryville he was again wounded, and fell into tbe hands of the enemy, but after
For his
a week's captivity was exchanged.
gallant conduct he was made brigadier-general
of vohmteers in the spring of 1863, and from
that time to his death served under Gen. Rosecrans. In addition to ]us talents as a soldier, he
was a poet of much merit, though from his extreme modesty few of his productions have found
their way into print. He fell at the battle of
Chickamauga, by a bullet which pierced his
brain, as he was gallantly leading a charge.
Sept. 22.-Major - - GR.A.VEs, an officer of
artillery in the Confederate army, mortally
wounded at the battle of Chickamauga. Major
Graves was a very recent graduate of West
Point, anc1 was a rashly brave but exceedihg1y
efficient officer. At Fort Donaldson he commanded a battery, and was there captured with
the remainder of the army. After his exchange,
he was placed upon Gen. Breckenridge's staff
as chief of artillery, with the rank of major,
and was acting in that capacity when he was
mortally wounded by 'a musket-ball through the
bowels, and taken to Ringold, where he died.
Oct. - . -Brig.-Gen. CHARLES DIMMooK, an
officer of the Confederate army, died at Richmond, Va. He was born in Massachusetts, and
Wtl.S a cadet at West Point from Sept., 181 '7,
until July, 1821. He graduated second in his
class, and entered the army as brevet second
lieutenant of 1st artillery, July, 1821, and from
that time until July, 1822, he was acting assistant professor of engineering in the military
academy at West Point. In 1826 he was assistant commissary of subsistence, and from Aug.,
1831, to Aug., 1836, was quarter maste1·, when
he was promoted to a captaincy. He was civil
engineer on the railroad from Weldon, North
Oarolina, to Wytheville, Va., in 1836, and on the
route of the WHmington and Raleigh Raih·oad
in 183'7. He was engaged in the same capacity
from 183'7 to 1839 on the military r oad from
the Upper Mississippi to Red River, and genei-al
agent of the Portsmouth and Roanoke Railroad
in 1839 and 1841. He .served in the army of
the United States :fifteen years . .Since 1843 he
h ad been superintendent of the Virginia State
armory, and captain commanding State Guard.
D uring the war he was chief of ordnance of the
· department of Virginia.
. Oct. 2. -Major Enw.A..Rn B. HUNT, an officer
of U. S. volunteers, born in Livingston County;
N. Y., in 1822, died at the Brooklyn Marine
Hospital, Oct. 2d, 1863. He was appointed t o
the Military Academy from his native State in.
1841, graduated second in the class of 1845, was
appointed second lieutenant in the corps of

engineers, and was assigned to duty as assistant
to the Board of Engineers for Atlantic Coast
Defence. After serving in this capacity a yeai·,
he was called to fill tbe important position of
principal assistant professor of civil and military engineering at the military academy,
West Point, where he remained until 1849,
when he was employed as assistanf;..engineer
upon Fort Warren, Boston harbor, Mass.
From 1851 to 1855 he was tbe assistant of
Prof. Bache in the Ooast Survey Bmeau.
From 1855 to 185'7 he was engaged in engineer
operations in Newport, R. I., and constructed
and repaired many important lighthouse structures on the coast. In 185'7 he was ordered to
Key West, where for five years he assisted in
tbe construction of fortifications and other defensive works on the island, receiving his captaincy while serving there, July 1st, 1859. It
was chiefly through his instrumentality that
the forts of Southern Florida were withheld
from the Oonfederates after the war actually
commenced. In 1862 he was appointecl chief
engineer of the 5th army corps, commanded by
Maj .-Gen. Banks, and from this dcity was relieved and placed on special service under the
Navy Department, in order to ·superintend the
construction of his submarine battery. While .
engaged in making some experiments with this
battery, a shell prematurely discharged, immediately after which he descended into the
caisson, and in attempting to ascend, being
probably overcome by the gas, fell backward,
striking his head, and causing concussion of
the brain, from which he died the next day.
Oct. 14. -Brig.-Gen. HENRY F . CooK, an officer in the Ooafederate service, was killed at
Bristoe Station. He was a native of Miseissippi; served in the MeA'ican war as fir t lieutenant in Jefferson Davis's regiment of Mississippi vohmteers; distinguished himself in the
battle of Monterey> where he was wouu,ded,
and commanded Co. C in the battle of Buena
V ista. He had joined the Confederate army
early in the war, and had risen by successive
promotions to the rank of brigadier-general in
1863.
.
Oct. 18;- Col. TnoM.A.S RuFFIN, an officer in
the Oonfederate service, died at Grace Ohmch
Hospital,Washington, from wounds received at
the battle of Bristow Station. He was a native of North Oarolina, but for a number of
years was a citizen of Missouri, residing at
Bolivar, Polk County, and was at one time
State Attorney for that judicial circuit. Subsequently he r eturned to his native State, from
which he was elect,ed to Oongress.
Oct. 29.-0ol. CHARLES RIVERS ELI.ET, commander of the Mississippi marine brigade, died
at Bunker Hill, lliinois, aged about 22 years.
He was a son of the late Ool. Oharles Ellet, an
accomplished engineer and tbe originator of the
r am fleet, and was born in Philadelphia. To a
th orough education he had added the adva~tages of foreign travel and a brief residenc~ m
Paris. He had made choice of the medical
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profession, and at the outbreak of the war was
engaged in pursuing the requisite studies, in
which he had already made such progress as to
fill competently the place of assistant surgeon
in one of the military hospitals. Preferring to
follow the fortunes of his.father he accompanied
him westward in the -spi-ing of 1862, and commanded one of the rams at the action of Memphis, in which the elder Ellet received the
wound which soon after proved fatal, After
his father's death, on the organization of the
Mississippi marine brigade by his uncle, now
Gen. Alfred W. Ellet, he was promoted to a
colonelcy, and when his uncle was commissioned brigru:lier-general of land troops, he was
placed in command of the marine brigade.
Choosing the ram Queen of the West as his
headquarters, he made many daring expeditions
on the Mississippi. He succeeded in running
the Confederate batteries at Vicksbmg, and
was for some time engaged in cruising between
that stronghold and Port Hudson. On the 10th
of February, 1863, he started upon an expedition up the Red River, during which he captured .the Confederate steamer Era No. 5 and
some other ve sels, and after ascending the
river for some distance with success, his vessel
was run aground by the pilot, in such position
that she was disabled by the fire from a Confederate fort, and fell into the hands of the
enemy; Col. Ellet, however, made his escape
upon a bale of cotton and was picked 1:!P by
the De Soto. During and after the siege of
Vicksburg, Col. Ellet and his commaud rendered much valuable assistance to Gen. Grant,
in keeping open his communications, and while
engaged iJ;J. these operations his health became
so seriously affected by the noxious vapors of
the river as to make it necessary to' retire for a
season to illiuois to rest. His death, which
was the result of the disease he contracted, was
very.sudden.
Oct. 31. - Brig.-Gen. Loms BLENKER, of
U.S. volunteers, died in New J ersey, aged 51
years. He was born in the city of Worrns, in
the Grand Duchy of Hesse Dru'IDstadt, and in
his youth was apprenticed to a jeweller, but
upon his majority enlisted in the Bavarian legion which was raised to accompany the newlyelected King Otho to Greece. From a private
he rose to a sergeant, and when the legion was
disbanded in 183'7, received with his discharge
the rank of lieutenant. With this rank he returned to Worms, whence he went to Munich
to attend medical lectures with the view of
becoming professor of medicine. Subsequently
he changed his mind and entered into commercial pursuits. In 1849 he became a leading
member of the revolutionary government in
his native city, and having been appointed
commander of the national guards, took an active part in the popular struggle of that period.
After the revolutionru·y movement had been
crushed he retired to Switzerland, and, being
ordered to leave the country, he embarked at
Havre for the United States, and settled on a
49
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farm in Rockland County, N. Y. Subsequently he removed to New York city, where he
engaged in commerce until 1861. Upon the ·
commencement of the war he raised the 8th
regiment of New York volunteers, with which
he marched to Washington, having been commissioned its colonel May 13th, 1861. After
being encamped for some time on Meridian
Hill, the regiment was incorporated with others
into a brigade, of which Col. B. was appointed
commander. The brigade was then attached
to Gen. McDowell's army as a portion of Col.
Miles's 5th division. During the battle of
Bull Rtm this division acted as a r eserve, and
for his services at that time he was commissioned a brigadier-general, August 9th, 1861.
He remained with the Army of the Potomac,
commanding a division, until the commencement of the Yorktown campaign, when he
was ordered to Wes tern Virginia. Gen.
Blenker participated in the battle of Cross
Keys, June 8th, 1862, but was shortly after relieved of the command and was succeeded by
Gen. Sigel. He was th en ordered to Washington, wh ere he remained for some ·time, and on
March 31st, 1863, was muster~d out of service.
Nov. - .- Brig.-Gen. JOHNSON K. DuNo,rn,
an officer who died in the Confederate service.
He was a native of Pennsylvania; entered West
Point in 1845, and upon.his graduation was appointed brevet second lieutenant 2d artillery;
was transferred to the 3d artillery Oct., 1849, as
• second lieutena:nt, and in Dec., 1853, was made
first lieutenant. He resigned Jan. 31st, 1855,
and upon the commencement of the war entered into the Confederate service as colonel.
He was appointed brigadier-general from Louisiana, and commanded Forts Jackson and St.
Philip at the time of the bombru:dment by
Flag-officer Farragut.
Nov. 15.-Brig.-Gen. CoNRAD PosEY, an officer in the Confederate service, died at Charlottesville from a wound received at Gettysburg. He was a native of Mississippi, and
was made a brigadier-general early in 1863.
He was an officer of much military talent.
Nov. 24.- Major GILBERT MALLESON ELLIOTT,
of the 102d regiment N. Y. volunteers, was
killed at Lookout Mountain. He was born in
Connecticut in 1840, and removed to New
York in early childhood. In 1851' he _became
a member of the Free Academy, a:nd at once
took 'the highest stand in scholarship and deportment, receiving the gold medal at four successive commencements, and the valedictory
oration at his graduation. On the completion
of his studies, he was impressed with a strong
desire to enter into the service of his country,
and in October of that year was commissioned
first lieutenant. At Antietam he won himself
much honor and soon after was appointed
ordnance officer in the second division of the
12th army corps, where he rendered most
effective service during the battles of Chancellorsville and Gettysburg. Having previously
received the rank of captain, ·he was subse-
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quently appointed major, and was soon after
. placed in actual command of his regiment, both
of his superior officers having" been wounded,
In September, 1863, tbe 12th army corps ;was
transferred from the Army of the Potomac to
the Army of the Cumberland, and in the storming of Lookout Mountain his regiment held
the right of Geary's division in Gen. Hooker's
first line of battle. During the hottest part of
the engagement Major Elliott leaped upon a
rock, either to cheer his men or for purposes of observation, and immediately received
a ball from a sharpshooter, causing speedy
death.
Nov. 25.- Brig.-Gen. WILLIAM P. SANDERS,
an officer of U. S. volunteers, died at Knoxville, Tenn., of wounds received in the battle
at Campbell's Station. He was a native of
Kentucky, graduated at West Point in 1856,
and entered the service as brevet second lieutenant 1st· dragoons, and was transferred tp the
2d dragoons in May, 1857. Soon after the
commencement of the war, be was made captain of a company in the 6th regular cavalry,
and took an · active part in the peninsula caµipaign. He subsequently accepted the office of
colone} of a volunteer regiment in Kentucky,
and performed many valuable services in the
West. A few months previous to bis death
he was appointed brigadier-general of volunteers, and was assigned to the command of the
first division of cavalry in East Tenness~e.•
He was a brilliant officer, a true patriot, and a
thorough gentleman.
Nov. 29.-OoL McELROY, an officer of tho
Confederate army, killed in Lieut.-Gen. Longstreet's attempt to take Knoxville, East Tenn.
He fell mortally wounded in the ditch where,
in an instant of time, the Confederates lost
seven hundred men, and where the dead and
wounded laid seven and eight deep. He commanded the 13th :Mississippi r egiment.
Nov. 29.-Col. THOMAS, an officer of the
Confederate army, killed at the storming of
Knoxville, Tenn . Col. Thomas fell mortally
wounded in the ditch where so many Confederates fell, and into which hand-granades and
ignited shell were thrown from the forts. He
commanded the 16th Georgia regiment:
Dec. 13.-Gen. THOMAS J . GREEN, an officer
in the Confederate service, died at his residence
in Warren County, N . 0., aged 62 years. He
was a general in the Texas war -of independence,
a member of the Texan Congress, the leader
of the Mier expedition, one of the band of
" Mier prisoners," and subsequently historian
of that transaction. He was afterwards a State
senator in California, and major-general of the
militia in that State.
Dec. 16.-JonN BUFORD, a major-general of
volunteers in the United States service, born in
Kentucky in 1825, died at Washington, Dec. 16,
1863, of typhoid fever, contracted in service
with the Army of the Potomac. His early
training and education were carefully conducted, and his mental and moral development gave

br.i ght promise of future usefulness. He was
appointed from lliinoi~, to the military academy at West Point, and graduated 'in 1848,
standing well in his class, and in the esti.mo.tion
of all who knew l.tim; was appointed brevet
second lieutenant of 1st dragoons, and served
on the Plains until the war broke out, when he
promptly and heartily offered himself to the
service of his country. His rare abilities as
an officer attracted the attention of the Government, and he was early made a major in the
Inspector-General's corps. His peculiar duties
did not give him an opportunity to engage in
the leading campaigns tmtil 1862, when he was
made a brigadier-general, simply as' an acknowledgment of his military merits. In the
early part of 1862 he fought under Gen. Pope
in his Virginia campaign, succeeding Gen.
Stoneman (who afterwards became his commander) on Gen. McClell an's staff, dming the
battle of Antietam. When the present cavalry
organization of the .Army of the Potomac was
perfected, of which Gen. Stoneman was at that
time the chief, Gen. Buford was assigned to
command the reserve cavalry brigade. He was
subsequently conspicuous in almost every caval1·y engagement, and at Gettysburg commenced
the attack on the enemy at Seminary Ridge, before the arrival of Reynolds on the 1st of July,
and on the 2d of July r endered important ·services both at Wolff's Hill and Round Top. A
short time previous to bis death he was assigned to the command of tbe cavn.lry in the Army
of the Cumberland, and had left the Army of
the Potomac for that purpose. He was a splendid cavalry officer, n.nd one of the most successful in the service ; was modest, yet brave; unostentatious, but prompt and persevering; ever
r eady to go where duty called him, and never
shrinking from action however fraught with
peril. His last sickness was but brief; the effect, probably, of protracted toil and exposure.
On the day of his death, and but a little while
before bis departure, his commission of majorgeneral was placed in bis hands. He received
it with a smile of gratification that the Government l.te bad defended appreciated bis services, ancl gently laying it aside, soon ceased to
breathe.
lJec. 1'7.-Oommodore GERSHOM J. VAN
BRUNT, of the U. S. navy, died at Dedham,
Mass., aged 63 years. He was a native and a
citizen of New Jersey, and entered the service
November 3d, 1818. He received his commission of commodore July 16th, 1862, was in
command of the Minnesota, w bi.ch sailed from
Boston soon after the commencement of the
war, and took an active part in the reduct~on
of the Hatteras forts, and in the blockading
service at Hampton Roads. Subsequently be
was entrusted by the Government with the
supervision and equipment of Gen. Bank~'
New Orleans expedition, and at tbe time of his
death was acting under the orders of the War
Department as inspector of transports for the
New England district. He was highly esteem-
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eel in the navy for his talents as an officer as
well as for his intrinsic worth.
IJec. 22.-:MroH.A.EL ConooRAN, a brigadiergeneral of U.S. volunteers, born in Carrowkeel,
county Sligo, Ireland, Sept. 21st, 182'7, .died
Dec. 22d, 1863, near ..Fairfax Court House, of
injuries received by a fall from his horse. His
father, Thomu.s Corcoran, was an officer in the
British army, and saw service in the West Indies. On the mother's side he was a descendant of the Earl of Lucan, the title and estates
of whose family were confiscated after the ·noble defence of Limerick, during the seventeenth
century, and were conferred on the Bingham
family for services rendered the British crown.
Young Oo~·coran received the benefits of a
good English education until bis nineteenth
year, when, through sOJlle influential friends,
he received an appointment in the Irish Constabulary force; but the love of his country
burned so strongly within him that he could
not brook t.he oppression of British rule, and,
fearing that some -occasion might tempt him to
break through all restraint, he resigned his
coIDlllission in 1849, -emigrated to this country,
and settled in New York city. There he made
many friends, and through their infl.1ience was
appointed to an official situation in the postoffice, and subsequently was clerk in the register's office. He commenced his military
career as a private in Company I, 69th New
York State militia. Displaying some amount
of military talent, he rose successively from
one grade to another, and in August, 1859,
was elected colonel of the 69th. While holding
this position, be attracted much public notice
by his refusal to parade his regiment at the :i:eception accorded to the Plince of Wales, upon
his visit to New York city- during the fall of
1860. He had not forgotten how England had
persecuted and oppressed bis countrymen, and
declined to do homage to the son of a sovereign
under whose rule some of the most worthy
sons of Ireland had been banished. In this he
was consistent with the spirit and principles of
those heroes of Limerick from whom he had
descended, and was fully sustained by the corps
~e commanded. By command of Major-Gen.
Sandford he was subjected·to a trial by courtmro.-tial, which was long, and contested upon
bis part with true Irish spirit and independence,
and which was still pending when the war
broke out. The President's call to · arms fired
all the patriotism of his soul· he called upon
his men to stand by the flag of the Union and
the sacred principles it involved. The courtmartial was quashed. The Irish flocked to the
ranks with all the enthusiasm of native-born
citizens, and the 69th left New York for the
seat of war, attended by a vast concourse of
admiring people. The regiment was speedily
se~t to Virginia., where the men comprising it
built, upon Arlington Heights the famous
"Fort Corcoran." At the disastrous battle of
Bull Run, July 21st, 1861, the 69th won itself
much honor. Their gallant colonel was taken
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prisoner, first sent to Richmond and afterwards
to Charleston, S. 0 ., where he was closely confined for nearly a whole year, being held most
of the time as a hostage for some privateersmen
who had been condemned as pirates. An exchange being :finally effected, he was released,
and was commissioned brigadier-general, dating from July 21, 1861. He next organized the
Corcoran Legion, which took part in the battles
of the N ansemond River and Suffolk, during
April, 1863, and held the advance of the enemy
upon Norfolk in check. In August, 1863, the
Legion was added to the Army of the Potomac.
O:i;t the 22d of December, Gen. Meagher, who
had been paying a visit to Gen. Corcoran, was
returning to Washington, when the latter, with
some members of·his staff, concluded to accompany him. Gen. Corcoran mounted upon Gen.
Meagher's horse, and was somewhat in advance
of the party. When near his headquarters, his
companions found him lying senseless, his horse
having fallen upon him. He was placed at once
under medical treatment, but died without
waking to consciousness.
Dec. 31.- Capt. GEORGE W. VANDERBILT, son
of Commodore 0. Vanderbilt, died at Nice, in
the 25th year of his age. He graduated at West
Point in the spring of 1860, and immediately
entered . the regular army with the rank of
second lieutenant. He was first stationed at
For t Walla-Walla, in W!!Shington Ter_ritory,
where he remained until the war broke out,
when he was ordered to Boston to take charge
of the recruiting service at that place. In the
spring of 1862 he received an appointment on
the staff of Brig.-Gen. Tyler as assistant-adjutant general, with the rank of captain. He was
regarded by his superiors as an officer of great
promise. While in the discharge of his duties
he contracted a disease incident to exposure in
an unhealthy region, and resisting the importunities of his superior to accept a furlough for
• the recovery of his health, he was soon beyond
the reach of medical. skill. In the sp1ing-of
1863, :finding himself seriously ill, he obtained a
furlough, and left for Europe, where he secured
the best medical advice, but too late; he continued to _sink, and died the_last day of _the
year, lamented by a large cll'cle of r elations
and friends.
Dec. -.- Lieut.-Ool. LAoHLAN ALLAN ~oLEAN, an officer of the Confederate army, killed
in a personal encounter at Richmond, Ark., by
Colonel '.Robert 0 . Wood, who had been at one
time a member of Gen. Sterling Price's staff.
Lieut.-Col. Maclean was born in Scotlandi· and
was the son of Hector Maclean. He once 1v~d
in the State of Missouri, and taught school m
Lexington. He had been chief clerk for John
Calhoun, surveyor-general ·for the State of Arkansas and the territory of Nebra~ka, an.d
proved himself so effici~nt that t_he entire business was entrnsted to bIID. Durmg the Kansas
troubles he espoused the pro-slavery part1, and
became a brigadier-_general ?f volunteer forces
in Kansas. At the time of hIS death he was the
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ndjutant-rreneral of Major-Gen. t rling Price,
and about forty-four yem·s of nO'e. H had the
wild ro in(!' di po ition of a border man, or of
the cottish Hi"'hland r but the o-entle and refined mann · of the polished g ntleman. Ilis
personal appearance wa remarkably striking,

hi voice rich an<l m llow, nncl hi taste for poetry and locution oha te and cultivated. Hi
f.ri nd., who hav so oaen a mbled around
the amp-fire in tbe far We t to hoar hi rehearsul , will lon"' r member his ' Dundee'
and his 'Antony nud Oleopatra. n

- ·---1864.

Ja,n . 8.-Rear- dmiral GEO. W. STORER, an
officer of the U. . navy, died at Portsmouth,
N. H . .Admiral Storer had erved his country
in its navy over half a centtu-y. He wa born
in New Hampshire, and wa appointed a midhipmau in the navy Jan. 16th, 1809. Ou Jul
24th, 1813, he was appoint d a lieutenant and
ord ·ed to the Independence, ev nty-fom
gun . He was ordered to the old frigate Cougre~ in 1818 and in 1819 to the Jura frigate.
In 1 20 he was ordered to tho Oonstitution then
flng-ship of Commodore J. Rodger on the
Mediterranean tation, where he r mained on a
long cruise. In 1 ·25 he wa stationed at the
Portsmouth navy yard . In 182 he wa promoted ma ter commandant, which is ranked
next to that of captain. 'He was placed in
command of the sloop-of-war Bo ton (eighteen
guns) and attached to the Mediterranean
squam·ou in 1831. He remained in command
of that ship until the end of the orui e, when
he wa again ordered to the Portsmouth navy
yard, 1833. He was promoted captam, and
put on waitmg orders Feb. 9th, 1887. The following year he was put in command of the
Potomac frigate and ordered to the coa t of
Brazil. He returned in 1843, and awaited
orclers at Portsmouth, and was again attached
to the navy yarcl at that place. In 1848 he
commanded a. squadron off the coast of Brazil.
In 1851 he obtained a leave rendered nece sary•
by the tate of his health. After a short leave
he report~d for duty, and was put on waiting
order . He was then ordered to the Philadelphia Naval A ylum as Governor, in 1855. He
was relieved in 1858 and placed on waiting
orders. On the 16th of July, 1862, he was
promoted rear-admiral, and placed on the retired list. His time wa largely occupied after,
as in fact before ·his promotion, as president of
oomts-martial and inquiry. He- was fifty-five
years in the naval service. Of that time he
was at sea twenty-one years and nine months;
twenty years on shore and other duties; unemployed twelve years and eight months. At the
time of his death he was announced to pre ide
over a oourf;..martial to be held in New York
city. He had lived to see the once small navy
of a few ship grow to be scarcely inferior to
auy on the ocean. It was the dream of his
youth and the pride of his manhood realized
and gratified.
Jan. 12.- Ool. Enwm RosE died at Jamaica,
L. I. He was born in Bridgehampton, L. I.

Feb. 14th, 1817, graduated at West Point, but
resi 0 ned hi po ition in the army in 1 31 to
enter the ervice of the tate of Michigan a
civil ngineer. He r ent red the ervice in
1 61, a colonel of the 81st .c ew York volunteer and erved with honor through th peninsular campaign, when, his health becoming
impair d, he accepted th appointment of pr0o t-ma.r hal of the First ongre sional di trict
of New ork. He_twice r pre ente<l uffolk
ounty in the Legi latme.
Jan. 0.-T. M. SA.UNDER , captain in the
United tato army died at t. Paul Minn.
He was a native of Virginia. During the rimeau war he obtained a furlough and joined a
Briti~h regiment. He wa twice wounded at
the ba.ttle of Inkerm::mn. At the br aking out
of the r hellion be contiuuecl firm in the upport of the Government ; and, upon receiving
an autograph letter from J effer on Davis, enclosing a commi sion a a brigadier-generru in
the Coufoderate Army, he r eturned it with the
utmo t indignation.
Jan. 29.- TEPHE..."I' G. OHAPLIN brigadiergeneral of Uuited tates volunteers died at
Grand Rapids, Mich. He entered the ervice
as major of the 3d Michigan wrui everely
wounded at Fair Oaks, participated in the battles of Bull Run .Antietam, and Frederick -burg
aud received his commission of brigadier in
1862. He was in command of th Grand
Rapids camp of conscripts at the time of his
death.
Jan. 31.-'SOLON BORLAND, formerly a United
State enator from Arkan a and brigadiergeneral in the rebel army, died in Texa . He
wa born in Virgiuia, educated in North arolina, studied medicine, and settled in Ll_ttle
Rook, Ark., where he practised his profession.
He served in the Mexican War as major of
volunteers and aide-de-camp, and was tllk~
prisoner; was elected United States enator Ill
18491 and in 1853 appointed mini ter to entrttl
America, where, in ~onsequence of an altercation, he returned in 1854, and Greytown w ,
bombarded by Oom. Hollins in consequence oi
the insult offered him. He was afterwards appointed Governor of New Mexico but declined.
He was ardently in favor of secession and on
the 24th of .April, 1861, long before the ce.5sion of the State, raised a ~ody of troop , an
captured Fort Smith, .Ark., m the name of the
Southern Confederacy.
Feb. 5. -Rev. N . A. STAPLES, a Unitarian
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olergyman 1 died in Brooklyn, in the 8-!th year
of h · age. H wa a native of Mendon Ma• . ;
i.tndied theology at the Meadville eminary,
under Dr. dobbin · ,fas for a time pa,tor of
a church in Lexington, Ma . and .ub equently
of a church in Milwaukee.
t the beginning
of the wat· h wa appointed chaplain to one of
the Wi con in regiment- re-·gning his p torate
to accept the po t. Here a ever he was
earne-t and faithful in the di.charge of his
dutie~ and contracted the disea e which finally
terminated in death. He succeeded the Re,.
Mr. Longfellow in the econd nitarian hurch
of Brooklyn,, where he discharged bi duti _ as
a pa tor a long a bi failing ,trength allowed.
Feb. 15. -Oapt. 1lLLAN Ru.i:~AY, of the United 'tate Marine orps, died at the headqnars
te of the Marine orps of mall-pox. He
w ~ a ,on of ommodore William Rum.say,
United t!l.t na,y, and w. on the Richmond
durin"' all her , rnce on the Mi ,, ~·pp~ before
nnd after running p t the batteries. He had
been in fifteen en!?tl"'ement dnrin_ the war.
Feb. 20. - ommander Aw, s~ PEIE'.XIX, u.
. navy, dieu in Philadelphi aged 86 ye ~He entered the na,al service in 1 1, havin0
.been appointed from Maryland, h" nati,e date.
His first orders were to join the Independence
then attached to tne home quadron.
ubseqnently he , rred on board the frigate a.an.nab. of the Pacific quadron, and dn.rin 0 a cruis
of the Brandywine also upon the steamer
Princeton. In July 18471 he wa ordered to
the na,al school for promotion · was a pa. ed
midshipman in 1
and the foliowin.,. year
wa ordered upon the co:i.st n.r,ey where he
remained until Jul, 1 50 when hew ordered
to the Rarit:m but was transferred to the sloop
t. Mar, s. In 1 52 he WllS detached from
that ,e :el and ordered to the Ob-erni.tory at
1L hington, where he remained until October
1 53 when he was ant to the receiving-ship
Philadelphia and again to coast nrvey duty.
In eptember, 1 55 he was promoted t-0 a lieutenancy and afterwards er,ed upon the Fredonia and the Lancaster. In 1 61 he w pr omoted to be lieutenant-commander and ordered
to ordnance duty at Old Point Comfort, Va.
.A few months pre.ions to hi death he was assigned to the comililllld of the gunboat Pocahontas.
Feb. 2:!. -Col - - FRIBLEY, of the 8th
United tat - volunteers (colored) was killed
at Olustee Florida aired 2 years. He enlisted
at the commencement of the.war as a pri.ate in
the 4th Pennsylvania and r ose to hi po-ition
throuah good conduct and courage alone.
March 4. -Col. ULRrn DA.BI.GRES an officer
in the United tate volunteer sernce born in
18-12 killed in a skirmish at King and Queen's
Court House Virginia, March 4-, 1 64. He
was the on. of Rear-Admiral John Dahl,,.ren
and had r eceived a very thoroogh education,
and e-pecially a careful training in the science
of gunnery which was his father's speciality.
He had entered the navy as midshipman before
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the break:in.,. out of the war, and at the time
of the attack on Fort um.ter was t.ravellino in
the outhwe tern. tate . Great e-ffort ;ere
made to induce him t-0 join the rebel but he
refused indignantly; and hastenino- home, he
a~ isted his father in the Ordnance Department ·
and when Gen. axton was in command at
Harper Ferry and the place was firt threatened, Commodore Dahlgren, having received
or~e to plac~ a naval .battery on 11:aryland
Height ,ent his son Ulric to place the guns in
po,ition, and take charge of the battery. He
executed this duty wi h great kill and when
Gen. igel relieved Gen. arton of his command, he found young Dahlgren. at his po t as
Ct_J.ptain of artillery, and took him at once upon
his .ts.ff.
ubsequently Gen. uigel ~olicited
and obtained his appointment as additional
aide-de-camp with the rank of captain. He
r,ed in this capacity in Fremont's mountain
crunpmgn, distinguishing himself particularly
at Oro- Keys and served through Pope campaign, acting
chief of artillery under igel
at the cond battle of Bull Run, where he was
~pecially- commended by his general. Daring
the movements in the autumn of 1 62 he was
scti,ely engaged under Gen. tahel in all his
reconnois nee and raids, and when the .Army
of the Potomac mo,ed down into Virginia, in
November 1 62 1 he made that att.ack upon
:Fredericksburg at the head of Gen. igel s
bodyguard, which has become famous in the
hi~tory of the war. For this galhnt act Gen.
Burnside detailed him as special a:id upon his
staff. At the crossing of the Rappahannock, at
the n.nfortunate battle of Fredericksburg, he
w one of the first to land in that city. When.
the army went into winter quarters he rejoined
Gen. igel, and when that general was relieved
of comm..'l.Ild, Gen. Hooker applied to have Oapt.
Dahlgren transferred to his ta.ff, which was
done. He again di tinguished him elf at the ·
battle of Chancellorsnlle, was with General
Pleasanton in all the carnlry fight in the Bull
Run Mountains and .Aldie joined Gen. tahel s
expedition to Warrenton as a volunteer, and
led the mo t important r econnaissances then
made. When Gen. Meade succeeded Gen.
Hooker, he requested Capt. Dahlgren to remain
on his tuff. Before the battle at Getty burg
he obtained from Gen. P leasanton a hundred
picked men, with a r oving commission, and
among other distinguished ervice r endered
the Union caose, ~coured the country in search
of a bearer of despatches, whom he knew to be
on bi way from J erson Davis to Gen . Lee,
captured him and his escort, secured the despatche and, by the mo t kilful man o.vring,
ucceeded in reachine: Gen. Meade' tent after
the first day's battle~ and laid these importunt
papers before him. - ot waiting for thanks he
returned to his men and har0-<aSed the enemy
at every point, destroying their wagon °:ains,
and artackinntheir rear-guard. On their reO
treat he led the famous charge into Hagers-town when of five officers in the charge two
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were killed, he was wounded, and one of the
remaining two was saved by the ball striking
his scabbard. He was brought to Washington,
and his leg amputated, and, owing to the severe
inflammation which had set in, five operations
were required before the wound would heal,
and his life was despaired of. For his gallantry in this campaign he was made colonel, and
as soon as he was able to move he was anxious
to return to active service. In concert with
Gen. Kilpatrick he planned the raid toward
Richmond, fired with the hope of being able ti?
release the Union prisoners then suffering so
terribly at Libby Prison and Belle Island. .A.ccepting with delight the most dangerous part
of the duty, he was led into the midst of the
enemy by his treacherous guide, and brutally
murdered when endeavoring to fight his way
out. His body was stripped and treated with
indignity,. and the rebels published, with abundant comments, papers which they asserted
were found upon his person, giving instructions
to his men to burn Richmond, and even photographed these papers, and sent copies to England. His friends asserted that they were base
forgeries.
Ma1·oh 11.-Col. GEZ.A. MmoLOTZI died at
Chattanooga from the effects of a wound received at Buzzard Roost. He was born in
Pesth, Hungary, received a military education,
and took part in the Hungarian revolution of
1848-'9; came to this country in 1850, settled
in Chicago, and commenced. the study' of medicine under Dr. Valenta of that city. .A.t the
outbreak of the reqellion he raised a company
for the three months' service, and was elected
captain. In November, 1861, he was elected
lieutenant-colonel of the 24th Illinois volunteer (infantry), and on the .resignation of Col.
Hecker, became colonel of the regiment. He
served in several important battles, and as a
regimental commander stood very high in the
estimation of his military superiors.
Ma1·ch 15.-KENNEDY STEW.A.RT, M. D., surgeon in the United States navy, died in Philadelphia, aged 31 years. He was born at Easton,
Pa.; graduated. at Jefferson College in 1854, and
the following spring was appointed to the navy.
Not being assigned immediately to duty, he
joined a merchant vessel, but bearing of the
.ravages of yellow fever at Norfolk apd Portsmouth, he volunteered. fo1, service there, and was
soon prostrnted. by the disease. On his recmrery
he joined the Preble, and participated. in the battle between the rebel navy and the blockading
squadron at the mouth of tlie Mississippi. At the
capture of New Orleans be was on the Hartford.,
and was especially commended in the official
report of that battle. In the summer of 1863
he was again ordered to the Gulf on board the
Ticonderoga, and was with her until she returned to the Philadelphia navy yard for repairs.
Ma1·oh 23.-Col. HENRY V .A.N RENSELLAER,
Inspector-General of the United States army,
died in Cinoinnati, aged about 53 years. He
was a son of the late Stephen Van Rensellaer,

graduated from the academy at West Point in
1831, but soon after resigned his connection
with the army, married a daughter of the Hon.
John .A.. King, of Jamaica, L. I., and went to
take possession of a patrimonial landed estate
in St. Lawrence Oounty. In 1841 he was elected a member of the House of Representatives
from his district, and served through the three
sessions of the 27th Congress. For some years
past he had resided in Oincinnati, but upon the
breaking out of the rebellion offered his services
to his country, and was made by Gen. Scott
chief of staff, with the rank of brigadier-general.
Upon the retirement of Gen. Scott, the subject
of this notice was made inspector-gE!neral in the
regular army, with the rank of colonel, and continued in the faithful discharge of the duties of
his post UT't.il a few days prior to his death.
Ap1·il 4.-Lieut.-Ool. GEORGE H. RINGGOLD,
an officer of the United States army, died at
San Francisco, California, aged 50 years. He
was a native of Hagerstown, Maryland, graduated at West Point military academy, July,
1833, as brevet second lieutenant in the 6th infantry, but resigned in 183'7. During the Mexican war he- was reappointed to the army as
major and paymaster, and in 1862 was promoted
to deputy paymaster-general, with the rank of
lieutenant-colonel. He was truly loyal to his
country, and although of Southern birth, firmly
withstood all influences exerted to draw him
from her allegiance. .A.s a scholar he was end.owed. with rare attainments, was possessed. of a
decided poetic talent, an accomplished draughtsman, and amateur painter. He was the author
of a book of poems, entitled. "Fountain ·Rock,
.A.my Weir, and other Metrical Pastimes," published in 1863, and dedicated. "To my Children."
April 8. -Maj.-Gen. ALFRED MouToN, an
officer of the Confederate army, killed at Mansfield, .A.i·kansas. He was the son of the formei'
Governor of Louisiana, who was also once Sen·
ator in the Congress of the United States. He
was wounded in the battle of Shiloh, and was
in all of Gen. Thomas Green's conflicts. He was
regarded as one of the ablest and bravest officers in the Trans-Mississippi Department. At
the time of his death he was commanding a division in Gen. Dick Taylor's army.
·
April 14. -Maj.-Gen. TnoM.As GREEN, an officer of cavalry in the Oonfederate army, killed
at Blains' Landing, on Red River, in an attack
on the Federal gun boats and transports. Gen.
Green was born in Vfrginia, and was tbe son
of Ohief-Justioe Green, of Tennessee, who was
also ,president of the Lebanon (Tenn.) law
. school. He went to Texas when he was only
eighteen years of age. Gov. Sam. Houston, an
excellent ,judge of human natur·e, discovered, at
first sight, that Green and Ben. McOullooh,
wbo were both about eighteen years of age,
possessed. extraordinary minds and abilities, a~d
at the battle of San Jacinto placed them m
command of all tbe artillery of the army.
Gen. Green, Ben. McCulloch, and Jack I!'ays
organized., commanded., and raised to the high-
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est. perfection, the Texas Rangers. Thomas
Green commanded a company of Texas Rangers
in Col. Jack Hays's regiment during the war
with Mexico. After peace was declared he became clerk of the Supreme Court. .A.t the
.breaking out of the war he entered the Confederate army, and - commanded the 5th, the
choicest regiment of cavalry from Texas. He
was commander-in-chief at the battle of Valverde during the latte1:·. part of the fight, Gen.
Sibley being too ill to remain in command.
He also commanded the forlorn hope of five
hundred Texans in the attack on Galveston and
the capture of the Harri~t Lane. .After this
feat he was ordered to report to Gen. Dick
Taylor, and was put in command of the old Sibley brigade. He was in the battle of 'Bisland,
where Gen. Taylor, in his r eport, called him
the "Ney" and the "Shield and Buckler of his
army ." .A.t Vermilion Bayou, where be had
a fight with the F ederal gunboats, be was seen
to go to the river edge to get a drink of water.
.A.s be held the bucket to his lips two bullets
passed through it, but Gen. Green neither took
it from his mouth nor spilled ll, drop. .A. staff
officer being sent to him to know how long he
could hold his position, as there were hundreds
of baggage wagons to get away, he ao.swered :
"Tell Gen. Taylor not to ask me bow long I
can hold the position, but to send me word how
long he desires it held." .A.bout this time he
was put in command of all the cavalry in Taylor's army and in the district in which tbat·
army operated. He was repulsed at Donaldsonville. .A.t the battle of Bayou La Fourche he
defeated Gens. Grover and Weitzel, and captured over five million dollars' worth of supplies. He defeated Gen. W ashburne at Bayou
Fordache in November, 1863. .A.t Bayou
Borbeaux he fought successfully two entire
· corps, and ·was made major-general for his
achievements. He was then ordered to Texas
and put in command of all the cavalry of the
Trans-Mississippi Department. Gen. Green
was a r emarkable man, and was r egarded in
his department, and by all who knew him, as
one of the few men who, dtu·ing the whole
war, had manifested r eal military genius.
.Ap1·il 1'7.-Rev. WM. H. GILDER, chaplain
of the 40th New York regiment, died of smallpox at Culpepper, Va., aged 52 years. He was
educated in the Wesleyan University, a.t Middletown, Conn., joined the Philadelphia Conference in 1833, and after preaching for several
years in New J er;iey, returned on account of
failing health to Philadelphia, where he edited
the "Christian Repository." . He was for seventeen years engaged in the work of education:
first as Principal of the Female Institute at
Bordentown, N. J., and afterwards as President
of Flushing Female College, L. I. In 1859 he
resumed preaching, and in 1862 accepted a
chaplaincy in the army, following his charge to
every battle, until prostrated by disease terminating in bis death.
.Ap1·il 18.- Lieut.-Com. CHARLES W. FLussER,
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of the United States navy, born in Maryland
3:bou~ 1832, killed_near Plymouth, North Carolrna., m a naval engagement, April 18th, 1864.
Commander Flusser belonged to one of the oldest and best fami\ies in Maryland but during his
childhood his parents removed' to Kentucky
from .which State be was appointed a midship~
man m the navy, July 19, 184'7. His first cruise
was made in the Cumberland. In 1849 he was
sent to the Raritan, 40 guns, where he remained
until the latter part of 1850. In 1851 he was
ordered to the Saratoga, sloop-of-war and 'in
her made_a cruise which lasted two ye'ars. In
1853 he was at the Naval Academy at Annapolis, preparatory to passing as passed midshipmau.
His warr ant to that grade bore date of J une 10,
1853.
.A.t the close of the examina.tion, after a brief
recreation, he was ordered to the frigate Savannah, where he remained cluring the entire crnise,
which ended on the 26th of November, 1856.
During the cruise he was promoted to a lieuten .
ancy, his commis&ion bearing date September
16, 1855. In 185'7 be was granted a leave of
absence. Toward the close of the year, however, he was ordered to the Naval Academy as
an assistant professor. He remained in that
position until ordered to the brig Dolphin, in
1859. He made a cruise in her, returning late
in 1860. He then was granted a leave of absence, in which position he was when the war
br~ke out. He applied for active duty at once,
when it was seen that war must ensue, and the
Navy Department assigned him to the command
of the purchased gunboat Commodore Perry,
and with this vessel be took part in the naval
attack by Commodor~ Goldsborough which
preceded the capture of Roanoke Island on the
'7th of February, 1862, by Gen. Burnside.
On the 3d of October, 1862, he took part in
the shelling of Franklin, Virginia. More recently he has been in command of the gunboat
Commodore P erry, in the North Atlantic
Blockading Squadron, being stationed in North
Carolina waters. .A.t the time of his death be
was in command of the Miami, in Albemarle ·
Sound.
He was a skilful and intelligent sailor, a
thorough and gallant officer, and a genial, accomplished, and high-toned gentleman. In
habits he furnished an example of temperance
and moderation.
He had been urgently besought by his Maryland friends, many of whom were secessionists,
as well as by Commander Collins, and other
Southern officers, to join the South, and was
offered a high command; but be refused firm1y
and indignantly, and tllj·ew his whole soul into
the cause of the Union.
.April 24.- Flu.NKLIN HULSE OLA.OK died
from wounds received during the battles of
Mayfield and Pleasant Hill, Louisiana. He was
a son of Commander Clack, U. S. ., was born
in Florida, 1828, graduated at Mount St. Mary's
College in 1845, and took the degree of Bachelor of Laws at' Yale Colleg_e, 184'7. In 1851
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he was appointed Secretary of Legation to
Br11zil, and after his return and settlement in
:New Orleans, was appointed U. S. District Attorney for Louisiana. On retiring from this
position he continued the practice of law with
great success. .
-Ap1'il 25. -Rev. JAMES H. SoIINEIDER died
at Key West, of yellow fever, aged 25 years.
He was a son of Rev. Dr. Benjamin Schneider,
missionary of the A. B. 0 . F. M. at ..A.intab,
Syria, and was born at Broosn, Turkey, graduated at Yale Oollege in 1860, and spent the
three years following in teaching in the State
Normal School, Bridgewater, Mass. It was his
desire to enter into the service of his country,
and being drafted, he at once reported in person for cluty, was appointed li.eutenant in the
2d regiment of U. S. colored troops, and subsequently chosen chaplain of the regiment, being ordained at Bridgewater, Oct. 27th, 1803.
In entering the military service he declined an
appointment as tutor in Yale Oollege, and postponed -his preparations for the work of a foreign missionary, upon which he had determined.
May 1.- Oommodore WILLIAM D.A.vrn PORTER, an officer of the United States navy, born
in New Orleans, La., 1810, died of disease of
the heart in New York city, May 1st, 1864.
He was a son of Oommodore David Porter,
and elder brother of Adm. Davicl D. Porter.
He entered the service from Massachusetts,
Jan. 1st, 1823, and was connected succes ively
with the Franklin, Brandywine, Natchez, Experiment, United States, and Mississippi; and
in 1843 was ordered to the home squadron.
In 1849 he commanded the storeship Erie, and
in 1851 was made commander of the Waterwitch. He projected and was the founder of
the present light-house system, served through
the Mexican war with distinction, and in 1855
was placed on a retired list by a secl'et N ayy
Board ; four years later he was restored to his
rank as commander by President Buchanan;
was ordered to the United States sloop St.
Mary's, and did important service on the Pacific coast. On the outbreak of the war be was
ordered home, and though he bad property in
Virginia, and several of his family were in the
rebel service, he proved faithful to the Government, and, laying aside all personal considerations, tendered to it his aid, and was assigned
to the superintendence of the building of the
iron-clad Essex, at St. Louis, which he named
after his father's ship. In the attack on Fort
Henry he commanded the Essex, and during
the engagement was severely scalded by the
steam issuing from the boiler, the thick plates
of which had been pej.etrated by a ball. He
also commanded the Essex at the attack on
Fort Donelson, and fought his way in the same
boat past all the batteries from Cairo to New
Orleans. He caused the destmction of the
ram Arkansas, above Baton Rouge, in Aug.,
1862, and during the following month bombarded Natchez, attacked the Vicksburg bat.
teries and Port Hudson. On the 16th of July,

1862, be was promoted from captain to com.
modore, after which be did but little active
service, owing to an enfeebled state of health
which, as already stated, eventually resulted i~
heart disease. Commodore Porter had two
sons in the Oonfederate service.
May 5. -Ool. ALFORD B. OH.A.PM.A.N was killed
at the battle of the Wilderness, aged about 27
yeai·s. He was a native of New York city, ancl
had been for eight years previous to the war
connected with the '7th militia regiment, N. G.
At the commencement of the rebellion he raised
a company, which was attached to the 57th
regiment of New York volunteers, and, after
several promotions, rose to the command of the
regiment.
May 5.- Brig.-Gen. ALEXANDER lliYS, an
officer of U. S. volunteers, was killed in the
battle of the Wilderness, aged 40 years. He
was n. native of Pittsburg, Pa., graduated at
West Point in 1844, was appointed brevet sec·
ond lieutenant of the 4th United States infantry, and in J tme, 1846, was fully commissioned
a second lieutenant of the 8th infantry. He was
engaged in the Mexican war, and distinguished
himself in several important battles. In 1848
he resigned his connection with the army and
became engaged as an iron manufacturer in
Venango Oo., Pa., from which occupation he
was called at the outbreak of the rebellion.
Entering the volnnteer service as colonel of
the 63d Pennsylvania volunteers, he was ap.
pointed captain of the 16th regular infantry,
dating from May 14, 1801, which regiment was
attached to the Army of the Potomac, and dur.
ing the peninsular campaign formed a portion
of the 1st brigade 3d army corps. He partici·
pated with gallantry in the battles of Seven
Pines and Fair Oaks, ancl was nominated for a
brevet of major of the United States army, distinguished himself during the seven days' battles, and was nominated brevet lieutennntco1onel, took part in the Mnl'yland campaign,
and was made brigadier-general of volunteers
Sept. 29, 1862. He was wounded at the battle
of Ohancellorsville, and at the battle of Gettysburg was iri command of the 3d division of his
corps, and of the whole corps for a time, after
the wounding of Gen. Hancock. He led the
3d division through the battles of Auburn,
Bristoe Station, and Mine Run. Upon the reorganization of the Army of the Potomac for
the next campaign, Gen. Hays was placed in
command of the 2d brigade, Birney's 3d division 2d corps, under Gen. Hancock.
May 5.-Brig.-Gen. A. G. JENKINS, a Oo~federate officer, killed in the battle of the. Wilderness. He was a native of Virginia, had received his military education at the Virginia.
Military Institute at Lexington, and had distinguished himself in several actions in Western
Virginia. He was in the advance of Lee's army
before the battle of Gettysburg, and took part
in that battle.
Ma11J 5.- Major-Gen. SAMUEL Joms, a 00!1federate officer, killed in the battle of the Wil-
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derness. He was a graduate of West Point,
appointed from Virginia, of which State he was
a native, and at the opening of the wa,r was
captain in the 1st regiment of artillery U.S. A.
He resigned his commission in the ar~y April
2'7, 1861, and was immediately appointed colonel, and soon after ·brigadier-general by the
Oonfederate War Department, and early in 1860
was promoLed to the command of a division
with the r ank of major-general. He bad bee~
in command of the rebel forces in West Virginia until the spring of 1864, when he brought
bis contingent to reenforce Lee's army on the
Rapidan.
.May 5.-Gen. JOHN LLOYD died in New York
city, aged 6'7 years. He was a native of
Dutchess Oounty, N, Y., was for many years a
prominent dry goods merchant in New York,
and latterly the head of the firm John Lloyd
. & Sons, real estate brokers. In his younger
years he h eld the rank of major-general in the
State militia.
1lfay 6.-TrroM.A.s OoLDEN OooPER, a captain
in the 67th regiment N. Y. State volunteers,
was killed while leading a charge in the battle
of the Wilderness. He was a native of Ohio,
a man of fine education and culture, and previous to 1862 bad been the principal of the New
York Institution for the Blind for several yea1·s.
Resigning his position there, he accepted an
appointment as captmn in the 67th New York
volunteers.
MCIII/ 6.-Brig.-Gen. JAMES SAMUEL WADSWORTH, of U. S. volunteers, born in Geneseo,
Livingston Oounty, N. Y., October 30th, 180'7,
killed in the battle of the Wilderness, May
6th, 1864. He was the son of James Wadsworth, an extensive landowner and philanthropist of Geneseo, under whose care be recei~d
a thorough rudimentary education, after which
he was sent to Harvard Oollege, and thence to
Yale Oollege, where he completed his studies.
Soon after graduating he entered upon the
study of law in Albany, fini!Jbing his course in
the office of the great 'Statesman and lawyer,
Daniel Webster, and was admitted to the bar
in 1833, but did not practise bis profession, as
the charge of his immense estate required his
whole attention. A few years later Mr. Wadsworth turned his attention somewhat to local
politics. A Federalist by education and a
Democrat by conviction, be early took part in
the "Free Soil" movement tliat divided the
Democracy of the State, and gave a zealous
support to the Presidential candidate of that
party in 1848, and to the Republican candidates
of 1856 and 1860. Like his father, he manifested a deep and active interest in the cause of
education. He founded a public library at
Geneseso ; was a liberal subscriber to the endowment of Geneseo Oollege; aided in _the establisbmeift of the school district library system, and in every way did what lay in his
power to relieve suffering and diffuse the benefits of om· free institutions. Acting as a commissioner to the P eace Convention held in
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W a-shington, in 1861, under an appointment
from the Legislature of New York when it
became evident that war was inevitable he
was prompt to offer his services to the Gov'ern ment. When communication with the capital
was cut off,~~ _chartered two ships upon bis
o_w u responsibility, loa~ed them with provis10ns, and proc_eeded with them to Annapolis,
where they arnved most opportunely to supply
the pressing necessities of the Government.
Oommencing his military career as a volunteer
aide to Gen. McDowell at the first battle of
Bull Run, upon the recommendation of that
general, Waclsworth was appointed brigadiergeneral of volunteers August, 1861, and in
March, 1862, became Militru·y Governor of the
District of Columbia. In the election of Governor of New York, in November, 1862, Gen.
Wadsworth was the Republican candidate, but
was defeated by Mr. Seymour. In the following December be was assigned to tlrn command
of a division in the Army of the Potomac.
At Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville he displayed great military skill, and at Gettysburg
his division saved the first day. Upon the reorganization of the Army of the Potomac for
the campaign of 1864, Gen. Wadsworth was
assigned to the command of the fourth division
of the fifth corps, at the head of which be
bravely met his death.
Mwy 9.-JORN SEDGWICK, a major-general of
volunteers in the United States Army, born in
Oonnecticut about 1815, killed near Spottsylvania Court House, Va., May 9th, 1864. He
was graduated at West Point in 183'7, 24th in
a class of fifty members, among whom were
Gens. Benham, Hooker, Arnold, Frencl1, and
others of the Federal service, and the rebel
Generals Bragg, Eru:ly, and Pemberton. He
entered the Mexican war as first lieutenant of
artillery, and was successively brevetted captain
and major for gallant conduct at Oontreras,
Ohurubusco, and Ohapultepec. He also distinguished himself at the head of his command in
the attack on the San Oosmo gate of the city
of Mexico. At the outbreak of the rebellion
he held the position of lieutenant-colonel of the
2d United States cayalry. On April 25th, 1861,
be was promoted to the colo:qelcy of the 4th
cavalry, and on August 31st was 'commissioned
a brigadier-general of volunteers, and placed in
ccmmand of a brigade of the Army of the Potomac, which in the subsequent organization of
the army was assigned to the 2d corps under
Gen. Sumner, Gen. Sedgwick assuming co~mand of the 3d division of the corps. In this
capacity be took part in the siege of Yorktown,
and the subsequent pursuit of the ene~y up the
peninsula, and greatly distinguished ~1self at
the battle of Fair Oaks, where the timely arrival of Sumner's troops saved the day. In all
the seven days' fighting, and particularly at Savage Station and Glendale, he b.ore an _honorable
pru·t, and at the battle of Antietam be e~hibite_d
the most conspicuous gallantrY:, exposmg _hls
person with a recklessness YV bwh greatly lill-
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perilled his life. On this occasion he was twice eral in the Oonfederate service, killed near
wounded, but refused for two hours to be taken Spottsylvania, Ya., aged about 43 years. He
from the field. On December 23d be was was a native of Virginia, and gl'acluated at
nominated by the President a major-general West Point in the class of 1841. After serving
of volunteers, hav,ing previously been .made a as second lieutenant in -the 5th and '7th regibrevet brigadier general of the regular army, ments of infantry, he was appointed in 1845
and in the succeeding February he assumed assistant instructor in infantry tactics nt West
command of the 6th army corps. At the bead Point, which position he filled for several years. .
of these troops he carried Marye's Heights in In 184'7 he was promoted to a first lieutenancy
the rear of Fredericksburg during the Chancel- and in 1853 to a captaincy in the '7th infantry,
lorsville campaign in May, 1863, and after the and accompanied his command in the Utah exr etreat of Gen. Hooker across the Rappahan- pedition. He resigned his commission in May,
nock, succeedecl only by very hard fighting in 1861, was appointed colonel of a regiment of
withdrawing his command in the face of a Virginia volunteers, and in 1863 w;is promoted
superior force, against which he had contended to tlrn command of a brigade in Ransom's divifor a whole day, to the left bank of the river. sion of Longstreet's corps. In the latter capaHe commanded the left wing of the Army of city he took part in the rebel attack on Knoxthe Potomac during the advance from the Rap- ville in the fall 9f 1863, and in the operations
pahannock into Maryland in June, and also at in the Wilderness · and in the neighborhood of
the succeeding battle of Gettysburg, where he Spottsylvania immediately preceding his death.
May 10.-Ool. OLAY PA.TE, an officer of the
arrived on the second day of the fighting, after
one of the most extraordinary forced mal'ches Confederate army, killed in a cavalry fight with
on record, and where his steady courage in- Sheridan, near Yellow Tavern, on the road to
spired confidence among his tried troops. Richmond. Col. Pate gained some distinction
During the passage of the Rapidan on N ovem- as a pm·tisan leader daring the troubles in Kanber '7th, 1863, he succeeded, by a well-executed sas. When the war commenced he raised a
manceuvre, in capturing a whole rebel division battalion of cavalry in R.ichmond, Va., which
with a number of guns and colors, for which was soon after its organizati.on merged into the
he was thanked by Geri.. Meade in·· a general 5th Virginia regiment, and he became lieutenorder. In command of his corps he took part ant-colonel of the regiment. Ool Rosser being
in the spring campaign of the Wilderness, un- promoted, he became colonel, and w.as killed a
der Gei;i.. Grant, and on the 5th and 6th of few days after be received his promotion. Ha
May had position on the Federal right wing, was a native of Virginia, and was 33 years of
where the hardest fighting of those sanguinary age at his death.
May 10.- Lieut.-Ool. - - R14'IDOLPH, an
engagements took place. Three days later,
while directing the placing of some pieces of officer of cavah-y in Stuart's corps, killed at
artillery in position in the intrenchments in Yellow Tavern in a fight with Sheridon.
front of Spottsylvania Court House, he was
May 10.- THOMAS G.· STEVENSON, a brigadierstruck ia the head by a bullet from a sharp- general of U. S. volunteers, killed nem· Spottshooter, and instantly killed. Gen. Sedgwick sylvania, Va., aged 28 years. He was the son
was one of the oldest, ablest, and bravest soldiers of Hon. J . Thomas Stevenson, of Boston, and
of the Army of the Potomac, inspiring both early manifested a predilection for military life,
officers and men with the fullest confidence in having risen from the ranks to be major of the
bis militm·y capacity. His simplicity and honest 4th battalion of Massachusetts infantry, which
manliness of character endeared him, notwith- position he held at the commencement of the
standing he was a strict disciplinarian, to all war. He had an unsurpassed reputation as a
with whotQ. he came in contact, and his corps drill-master, and his command, which was
was in consequence one of the best in discipline brought to a high degree of discipline, was the
and mo1·ate in the army. He several times held school of many young officers since distinguishtemporary command of the Army of the Poto- · ed in the national service. In the fall of 1864
mac d11l'iag the absence of Gen. Meade, but on he recruited the 24th regiment of Massachusetts
more than one occasion declined the supreme volunteers, which originally formed part of
command. .
Foster's brigade in Burnside's expedition to
May 10. -Oount HERMANN HA.CKE was killed N ortb Carolina, and as its colonel participated
in the battle of Spottsylvania. He was ·a native in the capture of Roanoke Island and Newbern,
of P r ussia, and connected with the Prussian February and March, 1862, and in various miarmy, but obtained a furlough, and coming to nor operations immediately succeeding those
this country procured a commission as fast events. After holding for some months the
lieutenant in the '7th New York volunteers. outpost defences of Newbern, he conducted
Upon the expiration of his term of service he soveral expeditions within the rebel lines, and
procured a commission as first lieutenant in the on Sept. 6th successfully defended Wasbiag52<1 New York volunteers, Hancock's corps, ton, N: 0 ., against an attack by a supuior force.
and fell w:hile leading a charge at the head of He had charge of a brigade in the movements
his company. He was a brave and gallant sol- . on Goldsboro and Kingston, and in December,
di.er.
1862, was appointed a brigadier-general; _and
MC£1.J 10.- JoHN M. ·JoNEs, a brigadier-gen- when Gen. Foster, in Feb., 1863, orgarnzed
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the expedition for operations against Charleston, received command of a brigade in Gen.
Naglee's division. Shortly after his arrival at
Port Royal he was temporarily put under a1·rest by onler of Gen. Hunter, for a casual expression of bis disbelief in the policy of arming
slaves, but was subsequently honorably acquitted of blame. His appointment as brigadiergeneral was confirmed in March, 1863, and
during the succeeding summer be saw much
active service in the neighborhood of Chru·leston, assisting in the reduction of Morris Island
and the assault on Fort Wagner, where he·
commanded the reserves. He returned to the
north in the fall to recruit his health, and subsequently was appointed by his old commander,
Gen. Burnside, who had a high appreciation of
bis capacity, to command the 1st division of the
9th corps. He was killed at the head of his
troops. As a disciplinarian he was greatly
esteemed, an d he showed also an energy and
maturity of judgment which gave promise of a
brilliant career as a soldier.
May 11.-JULrusDANIELs, a brigadier-general
in the rebel army from Virginia, killed in the
battle of Spottsylvania.
May 11.-Brig.-Gen. J. B. GORDON, an officer
of the rebel army, wounded in the skirmish
between Sheridan's cavalry and the rebels near
~icbmond, died at Richmond, Va. He was a
native of North Cru·olina, and entered the rebel
service as major of the 1st regiment of North
Carqlina cavalry, and was advanced first to the
command of bis r egiment and then to that of
a brigade in Gen. Fitz Hugh Lee's division of
rebe;J. cavalry.
May 11.-Brig.-Gen - - P errin, an officer
of the rebel army from South Carolina, killed
in the battle of Spottsylvania.
May ll.-J-4-M:ES OLAY RrnE, a brigadier-general of United States volunteers, born at Worthington, Mass., Dec. 27, 1829, died from wounds
received at the battle near Spottsylvania Court
House, May lltb, 1864. His early life was
spent in a struggle to obtnin an education, and
in 1854 he graduated at Yale College, with high
honors. Shortly afterwards he went to Natchez,
Miss., where he engaged in teaching, and edited
the literary de_partment of one of the local
newspapers. He also pursued the study of
law, and was admitted to the bru· in that State.
Returning to the North he continued his legal
studies in New York, and in 1856 entered upon
the practise of his profession, in which he w'as
rapidly rising to distinction. .At the ~utbreak
of the war he entered the ranks as a private
soldier in the New York Garibaldi Guar~, and
subsequently, by distingui bed merit, . attained
the colonelcy of the 44th New York volunteers,
or Ellsworth's regiment. He led this regiment
through the battles of Yorktown, Hanover
Court House, Gaines's Mill, Malvern Hill, aml
Manassas, and was only absent from .Antietam
because on a sick bed ~th typhoid fever. He
was also at Fredericksburg under "Gen. Burnside, at Chancellor5ville under Gen. Hooker,
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where he was temporarily in command of a
b~~ade,. and a~ Gettysburg, where he greatly
clistingmshed hunself by his skill and o-aJlantry.
It was his brigade whicb, on the secogd day of
the battle, held the extreme left of the line
successfolly under the repeated and desperate
onsets of the enemy. For three hours Ool.
Rice fought in~essantl:y, receiving no orders
from any super10r officer, arranging and disposing of his men with such skill and judgment
that at the close of the day's fight he had extended his line so as to cover Round-Top Mountain, thus securing it against any flankin g movement. For this and other gallant deeds he was
warmly commended by Gen. Meade and earnestly recommended by him and Gens. Hooker
and Butterfield, for the appointment of brigadier-general of volunteers. Tha President acquiesced in the wishes of these officers, the
Senate confirming the appointment, and dating
his commission from .Ang. 17, 1863. In this
. position he took part in the operations of Mine
Run, passed through the terrible battles of the
Wilderness, and met his death at the head of
his command, on the banks of the Po. He died
shortly after amputation had been performed,
his last words being, "Turn me over that I may
die with my face to the enemy." Gen. Rice
was a man of deep religious principle, a brave
and skilful officer, and thoroughly devoted to
his country.
May 11.-L. A. STAFFORD, a brigadie1:-general in the rebel army, clied at Richmond of
wounds received at the battle of the Wilderness. He was a native of Virginia.
.May 12.-Baron Von STEUBEN was killed at
Spottsylvania.
He was a Prussian officer,
came to this country and joined the o2d New
York volunteers, and proved himself a gallant
·
and faithful officer.
May 12.-Mai.-Gen. JAMES E. B. STUART, an
officer in tbe Oonfedera.te service, born in
Patrick County, Va., about 1832, died in Richrnoncl, June llth, 1864. He was graduated at
West Point in 1854, commi~sioned a cavalry
officer, and after reaching the rank of first
lieutenant, r esigned May 14, 1861. He had
previously seen considel'able active service in
the Indian countryr and was known as a fearless ride'r and brave soldier. He immediately
entered the Confederate army, commanded the
cavalry at the battle of Bull Run, was promoted
a brigadier-general in September, 1861, and in
the ensuing winter organized the cavalry forces
of the enemy in Virginia. He fu-st brought
himself conspicuously into notice by his celebrated r aid in the ·r ear of Gen. McOJ ellan's
communications neru· Richmond, on June 13th
and 14th 1862 which was the immediate pYd' cause
' of the change of base soon
cursor and
after coipmenced by the Federal ru·1:1y, and o.lso
of the seven days' fighting. Dunng the advance of Gen. Lee toward Maryland in the succeeding .August he wade a night attack, in tLe
midst of a terrific th under-storm, on Gen.
Pope's headquarters, capturing many private
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papers and plans of campaign; and in October,
a few weeks after the battle of Antietam,'ti.t
the head of two thousand cavalry and four
pieces of flying nrtillery, he crossed the Potomac between Williamsport and Hancock, and
passing through Mercersburg and Chambersburg, rode completely round the Union lines,
and recrossed the river into Virginia with the
loss of but one man. This raid, though of little advantage beyond the capture of several
hundred horses and the destruction of a few
thousand dollars' worth of stores, was the
most daring movement of the kind hitherto attempted during the war, and greatly enhanced
Gen. Stum-t's reputation as a cavalry officer.
It was his last great success. · At Beverly ford,
in Virginia, and in Maryland and Pennsylvania,
during the Gettysburg campaign, he was invariably worsted in his encounters with the
Federal cavalry. He, however, rendered efficient service in protecting the retreat of Lee's
army after the battle of Gettysburg. He was
mortally wounded in an encounter with Gen.
Sheridan's cavalry at Yellow Tavern, near
Richmond, while endeavoring to cover that
city against Federal raids, and died a day or
afterwards.
May. 13.- OHA.RLES BROOKS BROWN died in
a field hospital from wounds received the previous day in the battle at Spottsylvania Oourt
House, Va., aged 29 years. He was a native
of Cambridge, Mass., graduated at Harvard
Oollege in 1856, studied law, and was admitted
to the Suffolk bar in 1858. He soon after removed to Springfield, Illinois, and entered upon
the duties of his profession. In 1860 he returned to his native State and opened an office
in Charlestown, and subsequently in Boston.
Upon the outbreak of the war he enlisted as a
private in a Cambridge company attached to
the 3d regiment of Massachusetts volunteers,
and afterwards in the 19th regiment Massachusetts volunteers, serving in the peninsular and
other campaigns of the Army of the Potomac.
Was wounded at the battle of Fair Oaks and
again at Fredericksburg, and upon the expiration of bis term of three years, reenlisted for
another three years' service.
May 14.-Lieut.-Col. --LLOYD was killed
at Resaca. He was an officer of the 119th
regiment of New York volunteers, and fell
while leading a desperate charge upon the
enemy.
·
May 16.-Brig.-Gen. W.A.TT RANSOM, an officer of the Confederate army, killed at Bur.rnuda
Hundred.
May 22.-Col. - - FELLOWS, an officer of
the Federal army, died at Key West. He was
colonel of the 2d U.S. (colored) regiment. He
was a native of New Hampshire, and graduated at the West Point military academy.
Shortly after grnduating, having been instrumental in raising the second colored regiment
in the District of Columbia, be was appointed
to the command of it as colonel, and soon
manifested_an ability which made his regiment

one of the best colored regiments in the service. At the time of bis death he was very
little over 23 years of age. His personal appearance was very prepossessing, and his
" suaviter in modo " won the esteem of both
officers and men.
May 22.-Rev. SAMUEL Fis.KE, a captain of
U. S. volunteers, clied at Fredericksburg of
wounds received at the battle of the Wilderness. He graduated at Amherst College in the
class of 1848. He was the author of a series
of Letters from Europe written some years
since for the Springfield " Republican," signed
by "Dunn Browne," and also a well-known
college text-book, a translation of Eschenberg's
"Manual of Greek and Roman Antiquities."
When the war broke out he was pastor of a
church in Madison, Conn., but from a patriotic
love of bis country enterecl the army, and after
fighting bravely in several battles, was taken
prisoner by the enemy, and detained for some
time in Richmond. He was promoted to a
captaincy previous to the battle of the Wilderness, in which he lost his life.
May 24.-Col. GEORGE B. HALL, an officer
of U. S. volunteers, died at his residence in
Brooklyn, from disease contracted in the service, aged 38 years. He was a son of ex-Mayor
Hall of Brooklyn, entered upon his military
career at the early age of 19 years as ii. private
in the 165th regiment N. Y. S. M., rapidly
rising through the several grad~s of promotion,
until the commencement of thE2 Mexican war,
when he was offered and accepted the position
of first lieutenant in the 1st regiment of New
York volunteers. -He distinguished himself at
Vera Cruz, Cerro Gordo, Contreras, and particularly at Churubusco, and for his gallantry
on several occasions was remembered by Gen.
Scott, who, in 1853, recommended him to the
Secretary of War as worthy of promotion to
the rank of brigadier-general. In April, 1850,
he was commissioned as major of the 13th
regiment N. Y. S. M., and the following September was made lieutenant-colonel in the
same regiment. While occupying a position in
the City Inspector's Department, New York,
the rebellion broke ont, when ·he at once resigned and entered into the w.ork of raising
troops for the defence of the Union, was made
colonel of the "Ja0kson Light Infantry," or
71st regiment N. Y. S. V., and was with it in
every battle and skirmish in which it was engaged, from the Stafford Court House raid of
1862, to the battle of Fredericksburg.
May 26.-Oommander EDw.A.Rn A. BARNET,
an officer of the U. S. navy, died in New York
city after a long and painful illness. On the
24th of June, l83'7, he entered the United
States naval service as midshipman from Pennsylvania, his native State. The fh'st ship to
which he was ordered was the sloop-of-war
Ontario, on the West India station, carrying
eighteen gnus. He was, in 1840, transferred to
the schooner Grampus, and in the following
year to the sloop-of-war Levant. In 1842 b~
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was attached to the schooner Wave, and during the following year he was attached to the
naval school at Philadelphia. On the 29th of
J une, 1843, he was warranted a passed midshipman, and ordered to the steamer Princeton,
where he remained .nntil he was ordered to the
East Indies as the naval storekeeper at Macao.
In 184'7 he was ordered to the sloop-of-war
Dale, on which vessel he remained until January, 1848, when he was ordered to the receiving-ship Boston. He received his commission
on the 4th of August, 1850, as lieutenant, and
was ordered to duty on the Ooast Survey,
where he remained until October, 1851. His
next orders placed him in the steam frigate San
Jacinto, on the Meditenanean station. ~ 1853
he was ordered to the receiving-ship at Philadelphia. He was next in the sloop-of-war
Jamestown, and in 1856 was ordered to the
steam frigate Wabash, flag-ship of the Horne
Squadron, under Commodore Paulding. The
flag-ship returned in 1858, and he was put upon
waiting orders. In 1860 he j.oined the sloopof-war John Adams, on which he remained
until the commencement of civil war in tb,e
United States. The resignation of officers
from the South in the United States naval service
afforded him rapid promotion, and on the 16th
of July, 1862, he was made commander, and
ordered to the New York navy yard on ordnance duty. He was detached from the post
in October of sixty-two, and was shortly after
seized with the-illness that resulted in his death.
He was in the naval service about twentyseven years-fo1uteen of which he was at sea;
five years and nine months on shore and other
duties; and seven years unoccupied. He was
a· valuable officer, and highly esteemed.
June 2.- Brig.-Gen. GEo. E. DoLEs, an officer of the Oonfederate army, killed near Cold
Harbor. Gen. Doles was from Georgia, and
commanded a division in Ewell's corps. He
entered the service as captain of Oo. A in the
4th Georgia regiment of infantry, and was
soon after promoted to a colonelcy, and on Nov.
1st, 1862, was made brigadier-general. At the
time the fatal shot strnck him he was dismoun ed. His horse had been restive and
troublesome, and he had sent him to the rear.
The ball passed through his heart and out
under his right arm, shattering the arm
frightfully. His body was sent to Richmond,
and thence to his native State. His merit
and high qualifications procured him the recommendation upon which he was · created
brigadier-general. At the time of his death
he was 34 years of age.
Jime 2.-Ool. JEREMI.AJI 0. DnA.KE, an officer
of U.S. volunteers, was killed in the action at
Oold Harbor, Va., aged about 38 years. He
was a native of Herkimer Oounty, N. Y., but
removed to Wisconsin, and was for some time
engaged in mercantile pursuits. Subsequently
he removed to Rochester, N. Y., and commenced the preparatory studies for a collegiate
course. He then entered the Madi:.on Univer-
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sity, passed through the academic course
studie_d theology, and upon the outbreak of th~
r~belhon was occupying the pulpit of the Bapt~st Ohurch at Westfield. Having a strong desu·e to enter ~nto the service of his country, he.
volunteered ill the 49th regiment New York
was elected captain, nnd shared in the disaster~
of the peninsular campaign. Upon the organization of the 112th ~ew York he accepted the
colonelcy of the regiment, and served ,vith it
during the siege of Suffolk, and afterwards in
the siege of Oharleston, under Gen. Gillmore.
Ool. Drake was appointed to command the 2d
brigade, 3d division, 10th army corps, in the
attack upon Richmond via James River, under
Gen. Butler.
June 2.- Ool. LawnENOE M. KE1TT, an officer
, in the Oonfederate army, died at Richmond
of wounds received in the battle of the preceding day. Col. Keitt was a native of South
Carolina; born Oct. 4, 1824; graduated at the
Oollege of South Oarolina in 1843 ; studied
law, and was admitted to the bar in 1845. In
1848 he was elected to the State Legislatnie,
and in 1853 to Oongress, to which he was
thrice, reelected - his last term expiring in
March, 1861. At the time of Preston Brooks'
assault on Senator Sumner, in 1856, he was
with Brooks, and exerted himself to prevent
any of those present from interfering to rescue
Sumner, and by word and act justified the
ruffianly attack. In the winter of 1861 he left
his seat in Congress, before the close of the
session, to aid in carrying out the secession
measures of South Oarolina. He raised a regiment, and was in several of the earlier battles
of the war as colonel. In 1863 he was_ an acting brigadier-general, but was at the time of
his death in command of the 20th South Oaro,
lina regiment, esteemed one of the finest regiments in the rebel service till the campaign of
1864.
June 2.-Col. JoHN MoCoNIBE, an officer of
U. S. volunteers, was killed in the battle of
Oold Harbor, Va., aged 29 years. He. was _a
native of Troy, N. Y.; studied law ":'1th his
father, Hon. Isaac McConihe, of that city, and
at the law school at Albany; graduated at
Union Oollege in 1853, and was subs~quently
chosen one of the Board of Edncat1011: In
1856 he went to Omaha, and was appomted
Private Secretary to the Governor, an~ was
afterwards Adjutant-General of the Terntory.
On the breaking out of _the r eb~llion h~ ~-aised
a company, was made 1ts captam, participated
in the Missouri campaign of 1861 and part of
1862, and was severely wounded in the ~attle
of Shiloh. Returning to Troy, be was appomted
lieutenant-colonel of the 169th New Y_o1:k, ~ud
did provost d~ty at Was~in_gton, participating
also in the Siege . of M~rns. Island. ~ubsequently he served m Flonda, m the penrnsula
under Gen. Butler, and finally under Gen.
Grant.
June 3.-Ool. FRANKLIN A. _fus~r,, an officer of U.S. volunteers, was ·killed ill the battle
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of Cold Harbor, Va., aged 35 years. He was
a graduate of Dartmouth College in the class
of 1854.
June 3.-Col. LEWIS 0. MORRIS, an acting
brigadier-general of volunteers, and captain in
the 1st artillery in the regular army, was killed
in the battle of Cold Harbor. He was a native
of N e)v York. His father was an officeT in the
regular army, killed at the siege of Mpnterey,
and young Morris, though not educated at
West Point, received a commission as second
lieutenant on the 8th of March, 1847, and took
part in the siege of Vera Cruz and the subsequent advance upon Mexico. From thnt time
to the commencement of the present war he
has been almost constantly in the field, and in
April, 1861, had attained the rank of captain
in the 1st artillery. In the winter of 1860-'61,
he was stationed in Texas, and his company
was the ouly one not surrendered to the rebels.
He was immedintely called to active service,
and in the winter of 1862 was designated to
direct the operations against Fort Macon, N. C.,
~ich he captured and afterwards commanded.
In the summer of 1862, his health being impaired, he obtained a short leave of absence
and returned to his home in Albany, N. Y.,
when he was soon after appointed colonel of
the 113th N. Y. volunteer infantry, with whom
he started for Washington, af!.d reached that
city when it was menaced by Lee's troops.
He convel'ted the regimen,t into one of heavy
artillery in a very. short time, and contributed
materially to the defence of the city. The
regiment was stationed at Fort Reno, but this
innctive life did not suit the fiery spirit of Col.
Morris, and he plead earnestly and repeatedly
to be sent into the field . . At the beginning of
the campaign· of 1864 hi!! wish was gratified,
and during all the battles from Spottsylvania
till his death he commanded a brigade. He
was greatly beloved and admired as an officer,
and while a strict disciplinarian his urbanity
and kindness of heart made him the idol 'o f his
men.
June 3.-Col. ORLANDO H. MoRRrs, an officer
of U. S. volunteers, was killed in the action at
Cold Harbor, Va., aged 29 years. He was a
son of Gen. Wm. L. Morris, and, when the war
broke out, was a promising young lawyer in
New York city. He assisted in the organization of the 66th regiment of New York volun~eers, was commissioned its major in November,
1861, and served in that capacity thl'ough the
peninsular campaign; was subsequently promoted to the colonelcy, and led his regiment
at Chancellorsville, acting during part of the
engagement as brigadier-general.. During the
recent severe battles under Lieut.-Gen. Grant,
the 66th was very conspicuous, being in the advance of the attack which resulted in the capture of Gen. Johnson and his division.
June 3.-Col. PETER A. PORTER, an officer
of U. S. volunteers, was killed at the head of
h:is division at the battle on the Chickahominy,
aged 36 years. He was a son of P. B. Porter,

a major-general in the U. S. army, and now an
extensive landholder in Niagara Cmmty, N. Y. ·
was a member of the Assembly in 1862, and;
by his talents and integrity won a position of
influence in the Legislature. When the President called for troops to repair · the losses of
the peninsular campaign, he raised n regiment,
and taking commnnd of it went to the war.
He was stationed for some time on garrison
duty at Baltimore, and while there was offered
the nomination for Secretary of State on the
Union ticket, but, true to his patriotism, declined the honor. He subsequently joined the
.Army.of the Potomac, and was killed at the
close of the first month of active service, while
leading on a division which he was temporarily
commanding.
June 3.-CoL. EDwIN Son.A.LL, an officer of
U. S. volunteers, was killed in battle at Cold
Harbor, Va., aged 29 years. He was a son of
Gen. Wm. Schall, and a native of Montgomery
Cotmty, Pa.; was favorably known in civil life,
and was twice elected Burgess of Norristown,
Pa. He was educated for the law, and was
a)so a graduate of Captaiµ Partridge's Military
Academy. At the commencement of the war
he was editor of the " National Defender," published in Norristown, but abandoned -his occupation, and in company of four brothers,joined
the 4th regiment of Pennsylvania volunteers·
and was commissioned its major. He served
with his regiment throughout its whole career,
and participated in all its engagements, passing
rapidly through the usual pro~otious. Subsequeutly he was transferred to the command of
the 51st, and during several months of service
in East Tennessee was in command of a brigade.
June 3.-Col. FREDERICK F. WE.AD, an officer
of U. S. volunteers, was killed in the battle of
Oold Harbor, Vn., aged 29 years. He was
born in Malone, Franklin County, N. Y., graduated at Union College in 1856, studied law
at Poughkeepsie, was admitted to the bar, and
practised his profession in his native town until
the breaking out of the rebellion in the spring
of 1861, when he entered the U. S. service as
First Lieutenant, in the 16th regiment of New
York volunteers. In October, 1861, he was
appointed one of Gen. Slocum's staff, with
which he served through the peninsular campaign, and in 1862 was appointed lieutenautcolonel of the 98th regiment New York volunteers, and afterwards colonel. Subsequently
his regiment was assigned to Gen. Heckman's
brigade, forming a portion of the 18th army
corps, under Gen. Smith. During the battle
of South Richmond Gen. Heckman wa.s taken
prisoner, and the command of the brigade ternporarily devolved upon Col. Wead. At the
time of his death the 18th army corps was serving under Gen. Grant.
June 5.-Col. ARTHUR H. DuTToN, an officer
of U. S. volunteers, was killed in the engage•
ment near Bermuda Hundred. He was a native of Wallingford, Conn., graduated at West
Point in the Engineer Oorps in 1861, and
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the time of his death held the rank of captrun
of engineeL·s in the regular army. While on
duty in North Oarolina with his regiment, the
21st Connecticut voluntE}ers, he served as chief
of staff for Maj.-Gen. Peck, and subsequently
held a similar position -upon the staff of Maj.Gen. W. F. Smith. After the battle of Drury's
Bluff, in which he greatly distinguished himself,
he was placed in command of the 3d brigade,
which pos.ition he had held but a few days when
he lost his life.
·
June 5.-Brig.-Gen. W. E. JoNEs, an officer
in the Confederate army, killed at Piedmont,
in West Virginia. Gen. Jones was an officer
of cavalry, and reputed to be one of the best
in the Confederate service.
June 7. - GORDON WrnsLOw, M. D., D. D., a
clergyman of the Episcopal Church, fell overboard from a transport and was drowned in
the Potomac, aged 60 years. He was a native
of Willistoq, Vt., graduated at Yale Oollege,
studied for the ministry, and became rector of
a church in Troy, N. Y., and subsequently in
Annapolis, Md. Afterwards he was for many
years rector of St. Paul's, Staten Island, and
chaplain of the Quarantine. At the commencement of the war he was appointed chaplain of
the Duryee Zouaves, ancl accompanied the regiment in all its hard-fought battles. He also
served with the Sanitary Oommission, and upon
the return of bis regiment in 1863, was appointed Inspector of the Army of the Potomac
for that Oommi1i ion, and was returning from
his labors in its behalf at Belle Plain, having in
charge his woun.ded son, Ool. Oleveland Winslow, when he met his untimely death. He had
been a frequent contributor to the press, and was
a man of high and liberal intellectual culture,
and of a most genial and amiable disposition.
His wife bad been for many months engaged in
ministering to the sick and wounded soldiers in
Washington, and his two sons were officers of
the Union Army. Rev. Hubbard Winslow,
D. D., of New York, and Rev. Myron Winslow,
D. D., missionary in Ceylon, were both brothers
of the deceased.
June 11.-Col. EDWARD PYE, an officer of
U. S. volunteers, died from wounds received at
the battle of Cold Harbor, Va., aged 40 years.
He was educated for the law, and soon aftei·
entering upon the practise of his profession rose
to a high rank at the bar. When quite young
he was appointed District Attorney for Rockland Oounty, N. Y., and soon after County
Judge and Surrogate. At the breaking out of
the rebellion he at once made preparations for
winding up his practice, accepted the command
of a company in the 95th regiment New York
State volunteers, then organizing under the
name of the ''Warren Rifles," and in the fall of
1861 enteretl into active service with the Army
of the Potomac. Being promoted to a lieutenant-colonelcy, he led his regiment through the
carnage of Antietam, followed the enemy across
~he Potomac to the Rappahannock, and shared
LU the battles of Fredersicksburg, Ohancellors-
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ville, and Gettysburg, receiving after the latter
his commission as colonel. In the battles of
the Wilderness and Spottsylvania he was often
in the front ranks of the army, and in the battle of Cold Harbor, while leading an assault
upon the breastworks of the enemy received a
rifle ball in the shoulder, and at th'e same moment was wounded by a shell, surviving these
injuries but a few days.
June 14.-LEONIDAS PoLK, a bishop of the
Protestant Episcopal Church, and General in
the Confed erate service, born in Raleigh, N. C.,
in 1806, died near Mm•ietta, Ga., June 14, 1864.
He was graduated at West Point in 1827, and
appointed a brevet second lieutenant of artillery; but having, through the influence of Bishop
Mcilvaine, then chaplain at West Point, been
induced to study for tl1e ministry, he resigned
his commission in December, 1827, and three
years later was ordained a deacon in the Protestant Episcopal Church. From 1831 to 1838
he officiated at various places in the South, and
in tbe latter year he was consecrated Missionary
Bishop of AJ:kansas and the Indian territory ·
south of 36° 30', with provisional charge of the
dioceses of .Alabama, Mis::i~sippi, and Louisiana,
and the missions in the republic of Texas. In
1841 he resigned these charges, with the exception of the ,diocese of Louisiana, of whicl1 he
remained bishop until the close of his life. The
outbreak of the rebellion found him a strong
sympathizer with the doctrine of secession.
His education and associations were strongly
Southern, and his property, which was very
considerable in lands and slaves, helped to
identify him with the project for establishing a
Southern Oonfederacy. His familiarity with the
Valley of the Mississippi prompted him to urge
upon Jefferson Davis and the rebel authorities
the importance of fortifying and holding" its
strategical points, and amidst the excitement of
the time the influence of his old military training became uppermost in bis mind. Under
these cil-cumstances the offer of a major-generalship by Davis was regarded not unfavorably, in
spite of the sacred calling which he bad followed
during thirty yeru·s. He applied to Bishop
Meade, of Virginia, for advice, who declined
to give it, but referred him to Gen. Robert E.
Lee, as one to whose judgment he might safely
defer. Lee un11esitatingly advised him to accept the commision, and he at once did so. His
first command extended from the mouth of the
Arkansas River, on both sides of the Mississippi,
to Paducah, on the Ohio, h1s headquarters being
at Memphis; and his first general order, issued
July 13th, declared that the invasion of the
South by the F ederal armies " comes bringing
with it a contempt fo l" constituti~nal li?erty,
and the withering influence of the mfidelity of
New England and Germany combined." It
was under his general direction that the extensive works at Forts Donelson and Henry, Oolumbus, Ky., Island No. Ten, Memphis, a~d
other points were constructetl, and the skill
with which they were selected for defence tes-
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ti:fies to his thorough military training. He held
this command until the spring of 1862, when,
in consequence of the signal Federal successes
in that part of the country, he was relieved and
ordered to join J ohnstor:.'s and Beauregard's
army at Corinth. As commander of a corps
he participated in the battle of Shiloh, and in
the subsequent operations ending with the evacuation of Corinth. He afterwards held a command in the army of Gen. Bragg, took part in
the battle of Perryville dUl'ing the invasion of
Kentucky in the autumn of 1862, and saw much
hard fighting at the stubbornly contested battle
of Murfreesboro. Still serving under Bragg, he
fell back with him beyond Chattanooga before
the steady advance of Gen. Rosecrans in the
campaign of 1863, and had a share in the victory of Chickamauga. For disobedience of orders in this battle, whereby, as was asserted by
Gen. Bragg in his official report, the Federal
army was alone saved from annihilation, he was
relieved from ltis command, and ordered to .Atlanta. He was SOOJ;l after appointed to command the camp of rebel prisoners paroled at
Vicksburg and Port Hudson, and in the winter
and spring of 1864 had temporary charge of
the Department of the Mississippi. By skilful
dispositions of his troops he prevented the junction of the Federal cavalry column under Gen.
Smith with Gen. Sherman's army in southern Mississippi, and caused the campaign undertaken by the latter in February to result in no
permanent advanta,ge. His prestige being thus
restored, he received orders to unite his force
with that of Johnston at Resaca, and took
command of one of the three corps of Gen.
Johnston's army, which in the spring of 1864
attempted to withstand the advance of Gen.
Sherman toward .Atlanta. .After participating
in th~ chief engagements previous to the middle of June, he was killed by a cannon shot
while reconnoitring on Pine Mountain, a few
miles north of Marietta. .A.bout a year and a
half before this be had been commissioned a
lieutenant-general in the Rebel army. Gen.
Polk never r esigned his diocese, and, it was said,
intended at the close of the war to r esume his
Episcopal functions. He had labored· zealously
in behalf of religious interests previous to the
rebellion, and was described by his friends as of
manly bearing, frank and cordial manners, and
impressible and easily kinclled temperament.
He was. buried in the yar~ of the Episcopal
church lil Augusta.
June 15.-Ool. SIMON H. Mrx, an officer of
U. S. volunteers, was killed in a charge upon
the rebel intrencbments at Petersburg. He
was a native of Fulton County, N. Y., and
learned the printing trade of his father, Peter
Mix, for many years editor of the " Schoharie
Patriot." Both father and son were among
the earliest and firmest Republicans, m;1d tbe
latter was, in 1860, Republican candidn.te for
Congress, but was beaten by a few votes by
Hon. Chauncey Vibbard, Superintendent of the
Central Railroad. .At the commencement of

the war the subject of our sketch dedicated
himself to the service of bis country. He was
appointed major and finally colonel of the 3d
cavalry regiment New York, which he was instrumental in raising, and died at its head.
June 15.-Ool. - - RmLY, an officer of the
Confederate army, killed at New Hope Oburcl~,
in Georgia. Col. Riely was colonel of the 1st
Missouri regiment of infantry (Gen. J obn S.
Bowen's old regiment), and was sleeping in the
trenches when a spherical-case shot from the
Federal guns bmst near the parapet, and an
accidental ball mortally wounded him.
Jime 16.-Hon. ANDREW EwrnG, an officer
in the Confederate service, died in .Atlanta, Ga.
He was a lawyer of eminence, and a politician
of considerable importance, having for many
years participated in the political controversies
which mark the history of Tennessee. He 1·epresented the Nash ville district, Tenn., in Congress c1ming one term, and in February, 1861,
was elected to represent Davidson County in
the proposed State Convention, which was
voted down by the people, being at that time a
sincere Union man. Unfortlmately he was subsequently drawn away from bis allegiance to
the Union, and took an active part against the
Government. .After the fall of Fort Donelson
he left bis home and became an exile, holding
until he died some position in the rebel army.
June 20.-JOHN K. HARDENBROOK, Acting
.Assistant Surgeon U. S . .A.., died at Rush Barracks, W asbington, D. 0., in the 62d year of
his age, of typhoid fever, contracted while in
the discharge of his duties at L'Ouverture Hospital, .Alexandria, Va. Dr. Hardenbrook was
one of the oldest physicians of New York city,
and for several years Secretary of the New
York County Medical Society; also one of the
first trustees of the Rutgers Female Institute,
and was a member of one of the. oldest Masonic
Lodges in New York. He promptly offered bis
services in response to a call for more surgeons
for the army, and was assigned to duty at
Alexandria, where he labored faithfully in the
discharge of his duties until attacked with the
disease which terminated in'death.
June 22.- WILLI.A.M WHEELER, an officer of
United States volunteers, was killed near Marietta, Ga., aged 28 years. He was a native of
New York city, graduated at Yale College in
the class of 1855, and studied law 1mtil 1857',
when be sailed for Europe. .After passing the
summer in travel, be continued the study of law
at the University of Berlin, and subsequently
visited Italy and Greece. In July, 1858, be returned to New Haven, and the following spring
entered the Law School at Cambridge, Mass.,
where he received the degree of LL.D. in J860.
Soon after he opened an office in New York,
and entered upon the practice of his profession,
but upon the outbreak of the r ebellion his patriotic impulses led him to accompany the '7th
regiment of N. Y. S. N. G. to the defence · of
the Capital. .After this temporary service he
raised a company and was made lieutenant, and
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subsequently captain of the 13th Independent and the following year removed to Evansville
battery of N. Y. In the Shenandoah valley, wb~re he e1;-tered upon the practise of bis pro~
and a~ Gettysburg, with the .AJ:my of the Poto- fess10n . ~s talents and learning enabled him
mac, and subsequently in the battle of Lookout rn a _short time to take his position among the
Mountain, he bore an honorable part. He was leading members of the profession in the Suafterwards appoiajed .chief of artillery on the preme and inferior Courts of the State and in
staff of Gen. Geary, 2d division, 20th army the Courts of the United States. .H~ was a
corps, and met his death while bravely holding prominent and influential member of the Conan exposed position with bis battery in the face stitutional Convention of Indiana in 1850-'51
of the enemy.
and also of the House of Representatives of
June 2'7.-Brig."-Gen. CHARLES G. HA..RKEn, that State in 1859. During the years 1862 and
an officer of United States volunteers, was 1.ill- 1863 he was brigadier-general of the active
ed in the battle at Kenesaw, Ga. He gradu- militia or Legion of Indiana, and through his
ated at West Point about 185'7, and was ap- exertions and influence the Legion of the border ·
pointed second lieutenant of the 9th United counties in the southwestern part of the State
States infantry, and afterwards captain in the was organized and rendered sufficiently formi- .
15th regulars. At the breaking out of the war dable for the prevention of raids.
he was appointed to the colonelcy of the 65th
July 6.-Brig.-Gen. SAMUEL A. RroE, an offiOhio, known as Sherman's brigade; partici- cer of United States volunteers from Iowa, died
pated in the battles of Stone River, Chicka- at Oskaloosa, Iowa, of wounds received in the
mauga, and Mfssion Ridge, in the latter being battle of Jenkins' Ferry, in Arkansas. He was
the :fu-st to pass the enemy's works, and took a native of New York, but had removed to
an active part in the East Tennessee campaign Iowa, and engaged in civil pursuits, and soon
with the 4th army corps. He was commis- after the opening of the war entered the sersioned brigadier-general for his galla.ntry at vice as colonel of the 33d Iowa volunteers. He
Chickamauga. He fell while bravely leading soon distinguished himself f.or military skill and
on his brigade, and within a few yards of the courage, and was put in command of a brigade,
enemy's works.
and on the 4th of July, 1863, at the battle of
June 2'7.-Col. OsoA.R F. lliRi'10N, an officer Helena, Ark., bis command was conspicuous
of United States volunteers, was killed at the for its bravery and good conduct. For bis
battle of Kenesaw Mountain, Ga. He was a meritorious conduct in this and subsequent
native of Wheatland, Momoe County, N. Y., battles, he was appointed brigadier-genera], his
studied law in the school of Prof. John W. commission dating August 4, 1863. He took
Fowler, at Ballston Spa, N. Y., and in the an honorable part in every battle of the arduoffice of Smith and Griffin, at Rochester, N. Y. ous campaigns of that and the succeeding year
In 1853 he removed to Danville, ill., where he in Arkansas, up to the time of receiving bis
practised bis profession with distinguished suc- fatal wound.
cess until the summer of 1862, when, from a
July 7.-Col. CLEVELAND WINSLOW, an offistrong desire to serve his country in the army, cer of U. S. v9lunteers, died in the hospital at
he accepted the proffered command of the 125th Alexandria, Va., from wounds received at the
regiment of illinois volunteers, wbich position battles near Mechanicsville, Va., aged 28 years.
he ·held with increasing popularity until his He was a native of Medford, Mass., and the
death. In the terrible assault upon the rebel eldest son of the Rev. Gordon Winslow, D. D.
position ·at Kenesaw Mountain, his regiment ·when the war commenced be was engaged in
was assigned a difficult point. The brigade mercantile pursuits in New York city, but havcommander, Gen. McCook, being dangerously ing some military knowledge from his connecwounded, the command devolved upon Col. . tion with the militia, he raised a company of
Harmon, and while nobly cheering on his men men and departed · with the famous Duryea
he was struck by a ball in bis breast, which im- Zouaves for the seat of war, continuing with
them for two years in- all their engagements.
mediately proved fatal.
June 30.-Col. WILLIAM WILSON, an officer Immediately upon the return of his regiment he
of United States voluuteers, killed by a fall raised another, and with it was engaged .in all
from his horse at his farm in Westchester the important battles of the .Army of the PotoOounty, N. Y. He was the leader of the famous mac since that period.
Ju"IAJ 11.-Col. P. STEARNS D.aVIS, 39th r egiWilson Zouaves, and served with his regiment
in many positions of great danger and exposure, ment Massachusetts volunteers, an officer in the
being stationed for several months at Santa volunteer service, killed near Petersburg, Va.
Ju"IAJ l '7.-Col. DAN. MoOoox, an officer of
Rosa Island, previous to the capture of Fort
Pickens. His camp was once surprised while United States volunteers, died in Steubenville,
Ohio, of wounds received in the battle of Kenethere, and made a gallant tight.
July 4.-Brig.-Gen. JMms E. BLYTHE, an saw Mountain making the fourth member of
officer of the Indiana militia, died at Evans- the family wh'o have fallen in the service of
ville, Ind., aged 45 years. He was a native of their country, and leaving two prothe~s onl;r,
Lexington, Ky., graduated at Hanover College, who were at that time commanding Ohio reg1Ind., in 1838, studied law in New J ersei, and . men ts in the field.
July 20.-Brig.-Gen. Aru.asTE.A.D L . LONG,
was admitted to the bar in that State in 1840,
50
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an officer of the Oonfederate army from Georgia, October 8th, rising to that position in the short
space of nine years, and by merit alone. From
killed at the battle of Peach Tree Oreek, Ga.
Ju"!iiJ 20.-Brig.-Gen. JoHN J. PETTUS, an that time till the clos!:) of the siege of Vicksburg,
officer of the Confederate army from Missis- during which he commanded the centre of our
sippi, formerly Governor of that State, killed army, his career was one course of triumph.
Gen. Grant wrote of him : "He is one of the ·
at the battle of Peach Tree Creek, Ga.
July 20.-Brig.-Gen. GEORGE M. STEVENS, ablest engine rs and most skilful generals. I
an officer of the Oonfederate army from Mary- would respectfuDy, but urgently, recommend
land, killed at the battle .of Peach Tree Creek, his promotion to the position of brigadier-general in the regular army."
Ga.
Upon this recommendation Gen. McPherson
July 21.-Brig.-Gen. LuoIEN GREATHOUSE,
of U. S. volunteers, killed in a skirmish near was immediately confirmed a brigadier-general
.A.tlant1½ Ga., aged 21 years. He was a native in the regular army, dating from August 1st,
·of Carlin~ville, ill., graduated at Bloomington, 1863, and soon after conducted a column into
studied law, and was admitted to the bar. At Mississippi and repulsed the enemy at Canton.
the commencement of the war he volunteered Subsequently Gen. McPherson's department
as a private, and after passing through every was extended so as to embrace all the region
intermediate grade was commissioned colonel bordering the Mississippi River, from Helena,
of the 48th lliinois, his regiment bearing a con- Arkansas, to the mouth of the Reel River, with
spicuous part in the achievements of the Army headquarters at Vicksburg. In the memorable
of the Tennessee. He was macle a brigadier-gen- expedition to Meridian he was second in command to Gen. Sherman, and during the first
eral only a clay or two previous to his death.
July 22.-JA.MEs BmnsEYE MoPHERSON, a Atlanta campaign his command was the Demajor-general of United States volunteers, born partment of the Tennessee, including the entire
in Sandusky County, Ohio, November 14th, 15th, 16th, and l'Tth corps. He di tinguished
1828, killed near Atlanta, Ga., July 22d, 1864. himself at Resaca, Dalias,ADatoona, Kulp House,
He entered West Point from Ohio in 1849, and ancl Kenesaw. In the battles before Atlanta
at the end of that year ranked second in his class. Gen. McPherson's grand division belcl the left
The two years following he stood first, graduat- of the line. In superintending the advance of
ing at the head of his class June_· 30th, 1853, his skirmish line he had ridden from left to
and was at once appointed brevet second lieu- right, ancl was returning when he was suddenly
tenant of e_ngineers and assistant instructor of cdnfronted by a party of the enemy in ambush,
practical engineering at the Academy, a compli- and received a shot in the breast causing almost
ment never before awarded to so young an offi- instant death. Gen. McPherson was a man of
cer. He was next appointed .assistant engineer indefatigable energy, tireless industry, and a
on the defences of New York harbor, and on bravery which almost amounted to recklessness.
the improvement of the navigation of the Hud- He always reconnoitred in person.
July 22.-Maj.-Gen. WILLIAM W.ALITT:R, an
son River, having previously been made full
second lieutenant of engineers. In January, officer of the Confederate army, killed in tlie
185'7, he was placed in charge of the construc- battle of the twenty-second of July, in front
tion of Fort Delaware, and subsequently of the of Atlanta, Ga. Gen.Walker wa from Georgia,
erection of fortifications on Alcatras Island, San and .commanded principally Georgia troops.
Francisco Bay, Oalifornia, and was also con- He was a graduate of West }:'oint, and greatly
nected with the survey of the Pacific coast. In distinguished himself in the war with Mexico,
December, 1858, he was promoted to first lieu- where he was severely and dangerously wounded
tenant, and in 1861 was ordered from the Paci- a number of times. He was notorious particufic coast to take charge of the fortifications of )arly for three things: his reckless courage, the
Boston harbor. The same year he was made number of wounds he hacl received, and the
captain, and upon the appointment of Maj.-Gen. habitual expression of "By G-, sir."
July 26. -Col. JAMES A. MULLIGAN, an officer
Halleck to the command of the Department of
the We t in November, he was chosen aide-de- of U.S. volunteers, born at Utica, N. Y., June
camp ~o that general, and at the same time was 25, 1830; died July 26, 1864, from wounds repromoted as lieutenant-colonel. In the eAl)edi- ceived at the battle of Winchester, Va. He was
tions against Forts Henry and Donelson he was of Irish descent, his parents having emigrate_d
chief engineer of the Army of the Tennessee, to this country a few years previous to hls
and subsequently was at Shiloh, and as colonel birth. In the autumn of 1836 his parents r~ou Gen. Halleck's staff, held the chief engineer- movecl to Chicago, and after a few years' reSIing charge of the approaches to Corinth, which . deuce placed him in the University of St. _Mary's
end'ed in its evacuation . On the 15th of May, of the Lake. He graduated in 1850, bemg the
1862, he was made brigadier-general of volun- first graduate from the University, and in the
teers, and appointed general superintendent of same year commenced the study, of the law.
military railroads in the district of West Ten- In 1851 he accompanied John Lloyd Stephens,
nessee the following June. In September, 1862, the American •author on his expedition to the
Gen. McPherson held a positi~n on the staff of Isthmus of Panama. 'After 1;emaining at PanGen. Grant; and for his gallantry at Oorinth . ama about a year, the deceased returned to
was promoted to be major-general, dating from Ohicaco, and in· 1855 he was admitted to the
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bar, and immediately commenced practise in
that city. During the winter of 1857 he was
appointed to a cl6rkship in the office of the Interior at Washington. When the war broke
out he obtained the requisite authority, and in
a few weeks rais~d a -fine regiment of Irishmen,
the 23d lliinois infanti-y, afterwards kno~ as
"Mulligan's Brigade," was made colonel, and
in July, 1861, left for the front. During the
first month or two of service the regiment was
act\vely engaged in Virginia and Missouri until
September, when it was ordered to the defence
of Lexington. For nine days CoL Mulligan held
the town against heavy odds, praying fo.r reenforcements; but reenforcements came not.
Lexington fell into the hands of the rebels, and
Col. Mulligan and his command were also captured. He was exchanged on the 25th of Nov.,
and returned to Chicago as the hero of Lexington. On his return he reorganized his regiment. In January, 1862, he was ordered with
his regiment to proceed to New Creek, Va.,
and hold that post. From that date till the
time of his reenlistment (in June, 1864), Col.
Mulligan participated in several hard-fought
battles.
•
In the battle of Winchester during a charge
on the·rebel lines he was mortally wounded; a
squad of his men seeing him fall, attempted to
carry him off the field, but seeing that the colors
of his brigade were endangered, he turned to
his bearers and exclaimed, " Lay me down and
save the flag," repeating the order upon their
hesitation. They obeyed him, and ere their re-·
turn, he was borne off by the enemy, and soon
after died in their hands. CoL Mulligan was
at one time offered a commission of brigadiergeneral, but declined, preferring to remain with
his old regiment. He was a peculiarly gifted
writer, strictly temperate in all his habits; and
an earnest, devoted Catholic. .
July 27.-SILA.s Mrr.LER, colonel of the 36th
regiment Illinois volunteers, died at Nashville,
Tenn., from wounds received at the battle of
Kenesaw Mountain, Ga., aged 25 years. He
was born in Tomp1.."1Ils County, N. Y., but when
very young removed tq .Aurora, Illinois, learned the printer's trade, pursuing his education
in the mean time, and when the war broke out
was diligently engaged in the study of law. In
April, 1861, he enlisted in the volunteer seryice
as a private, passing rapidly th.rough the different grades of promotion, and doing important
service in the early campaign of Missouri and
Arkansas, and in Mississippi and East Tennessee; was taken prisoner by the enemy,at
the battle of Murfreesboro, and after his exchange was commissioned colonel of his regiment, participating with it in the fearful battles
of Chickamauga and Mission Ridge, where he
commanded a brigade. From thence he went
with his command into East Tennessee, enduring with them one of the severest campaigns of
the war. In January, 1864, he i-eenlisted, accompanied Gen. Sherman on his eventful campaign, and participated in all the engagements
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between Chattanooga and Kenesaw Mountain
where he received the fatal wound.
'
July ~9.-.A1nu.1IAM SmnoN Cox, M. D.,
Surgeon-in-Chief of the 1st division, 20th
corps, .Army of the Cumberland, died in the
officers' hospital, Lookout Mountain, Tenn.,
aged 64 years. Dr. Cox was a native of New
York, and bad been for many years one of the
most eminent medical practitioners of New
York city. .At the opening of the war, with a
rare patriotisDJ, he relinquished bis large practice and took an appointment as a surgeon in
the army. His abilities were recognized, and
he was promoted to be surgeon-in-chief of
division; but the hardships and exposures of
the Chattanooga and .Atlanta campaigns had
broke down his bea.lth and terminated his useful life.
Aug. 5.-Capt. TUN1s AUGUSTUS ORAVEN, U.
S. navy, killed by the explosion of the Tecumseh by a torpedo, in Mobile Bay. He was a
native of New Hampshire, and entered the
navy as a midshipman, June 2, 1829, serving
on different vessels until 1837, when, upon his
own request, be was placed on the Coast Survey. In 1841 he was promoted to a lieutenancy, and was attached to the sloop-of-war
Falmouth till 1843, when be was transferred
to the receiving-ship North Carolina. Subsequently he was connected with the Pacific
squadron, and again from 1850 to 1859 upon
the Coast Sm-vey, from which he was appointed to the command of tl1e steam.er Mohawk, of
the home squaqron, stationed off the coast of
Cuba to intercept slavers. When the war
broke out Capt. Craven :was placed in command of the Crusader, and had an important
share in preserving for the Union the fortress
of Key W es·t. In April, 1861, be was appointed commander of the new sloop Tuscarora,
and was sent after rebel cruisers. ~t his own
request be was placed in charge of the monitor
Tecumseh, early in the present year, and joined
the James River flotilla. Recently he was
ordered to reenforce .Admiral Farragut, and
bravely met his fate during the assault on the
defences of Mobile.
Aug. 5.-JoHN FARON, .Chief Engineer B. S.
navy, was lost by the sinking of the monitor
Tecumseh, in Mobile Bay. He entered the
service in 1840, being appointed from the State
of New Jersey, of which he was a native.
Upon _the completion of the U. S. steam frigate
Powhatan, he was attached to her as one of
her officers, and served three years and a half
in her, making a cruise in the Gulf, _thence_ to
China and Japan. He served as semor assistant on the Niagara during the laying of the
.Atlantic cable and was in cbru·ge of the engine departme~t of the San Jacinto when the
rebel commissioners, Slidell and Mason, were
captured, since which time ~e ha.s be~n sup~rintende11t of the monitors built at the iron .shipbuilding yard at Jersey City. Previous to the
Tecumseh being commissioned,_be was order~d
to the Onondaga; but preferring to go to seam
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a vessel of his own construction, he succeeded Brigade of the Army of the Potomac. During
the whole of the peninsular campaign Gen.
seh, and had left a sick bed to be present at Woodbury's command was engaged in couthe engagement during which he lost his life.
structing bridges, railroads, earthworks, &o.,
Aug. 6.-Brig.-Geµ. GRIFFIN A. STEDMAN, and greatly assisted the army in its movements.
an officer of U. S. volunteers, k.illed near Pe- After the appointment of Gen. Hooker to the
tersburg. He was a native of Hartford, Ot., a army, Gen. Woodbury accepted an assignment
graduate of Trinity Oollege, and entered the to the Department of the Gul.f, as commander
service in 1861 as major of the 11th regiment of the district of Key West and Tortugas, ar- ·
Oonnecticut volunteers. On the resignation of riving at his new post April, 1863. In June,
the lieutenant-colonel he was advanced to that 1863, he was promoted to be lieutenant-colonel
position, and in the battle of Antietam, where of engineers in the United States army. He
-Ool. Kingsbury, the commander of the regi- was the author of a work entitled "Sustaining
ment, was killed, he was wounded, but not Walls," 1854; also, "Theory of the Arch,"
fatally. Recovering, he commanded the regi- 1858.
Aug. 21.-Commander JAMES M. DUNo.rn,
ment at Fredericksburg, and Ohancellorsville,
and Gettysburg. At the commencement of an officer of the U. S. navy, died in Brooklyn,
the campaign of 1864 he was put in command N. Y., of disease of the heart, aged 44 years.
of a brigade, and fought through all the terri- eJe was a native of Madisonville, Ohio, ·entered
ble battles of the campaign in such a way as the navy in 1837', and subsequently passed
to win the frequent commendation of his supe- through a course of study at the naval school,
rior officers. After the explosion of the mine Philadelphia. He took an active part in the
at Petersburg his brigade was much exposed to Mexican war, and especially distingnished himthe assaults of the enemy, and in one of the self in the contest which preceded the annexafrequent skirmishes which occµrred he lost his tion of California. The commencement of the
life. His commission as brigadier-general did present war found him serving a a lieutenant
not arrive till after his death, though he had . on the U. S. steamer Orusader, then just combeen acting in that capacity for several months. plating a two years' cruise after slavers on the
Aug. 16.-Brig.-Gen.VwroR J.B. GIRARDEY, coast of Ouba. In 1862 he was appointed
an officer in the Confederate army, killed in commander, and assigned to the storeship Rethe action near Richmond, Va. He was quite lease, and subsequently to the monitor Weeyoung, and had previously to the campaign of haw ken, of which he had command when she
1864 been provost marshal of Richmond.
went down in Oharleston harbor, but was
.Aitg. 16.-Ool. ABEL D. STREIGHT, U. S. providentially on board .the flag-ship at the
volunteers, killed during an engagement at time of the disaster. He was in command of
Dalton, Ga. He was a resident of lndianapo- the N onvich, and assisted in the bombardment
lis when the war broke out, and when the call of Fort Pulaski, and of Jacksonville, Fla.
was made for three years' men, raised a regi- During his servi9e on the Gulf blockade, Oomment, of which he was made colonel, and took mander Duncan contracted the disease which
part in the campaign which placed Kentucky terminated his life.
Aug. 21.-Ool. A. F. DusH.A.NE, an officer of
and Tennessee in tbe possession of the Union
armies. In 1863 he led a cavalry force on a U. S. volunteers, killed before Petersburg, Va.
raid through Alabama, which, though well He was at the time of his death acting as brigconducted, was but partially successful, and re- adier-general of the Maryland brigade.
.Aug. 23.-Ool. OARTER VAN VLEOK, an offisulted in his being taken prisoner and confined
in Libby prison. After a long period Qf priva- cer of U. S. volunteers, died in a field hospit3.½
tion and suffering, he made his escape and re- near Atlanta, Ga., from a wound .received in
turnecl to his home in• Indiana, but soon after action. He was an eminent lawyer of lliinois,
rejoined his regiment in the field.
joined the '78th Illinois volunteers at the com.Aug. 16.-Brig.-Gen. DANIEL PHINEAS Woon- mencement of the war, and had recently been
BURY, U. S. volunteers, died at Key West, Fla., made colonel.
of yellow fever. He graduated at West Point
.Aug. 29.-Dr. W. H. Rm1soN, Medical Diin 1836, an~ was first commissioned in the 3d rector of the cavah-y corps of the A.J.·rny of the
artillery, but in 1838 was made second lieuten- Shenandoah, killed near Winchester by a rebel
ant in the corps of engineers. In 184'7 he was sharpshooter. He was from Ohio, and had atengaged in the survey of the Oregon route. In tained a high reputation for abil'i.ty in his pro·
1853 he was promoted to a captaincy, and pre- fession.
·
Sept. 1.-Brig.-Gen. RoBERT H. .ANDERSON,
vious to 1860 was engaged in the work of constructing Fort Jefferson, in the Tortugas. In an officer in tlie Oonfederate army from GeorMay, 1861, he was appointed to superintend gia, a graduate of West Point, killed in the
the construction of a part of the defences of battle of Jonesboro, Ga. ·
Washington under Gen. Barnar.a, and the folSept. 1.-Brig.-Gen. ALFRED Om,ru:rNG, ~n
lowing year was made lieutenant-colonel of officer in the Oonfederate army from Georgia,
volunteers, and subsequently brigadier-general a graduate of West Point, killed at the battle
of volunteers, to date from March 19, 1862, of Jonesboro, Ga.
Sept. 1.-Ool. WILLIAM T. C. GROWER, an
and assigned to the command of the Engineer
in getting detached and ordered to the Tecum-
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officer of Tl, S. volunteers, killed at.Jonesboro,
Ga., while leading his troops against the rebel
inp.-encbments, aged 25 years. He was a resident of New York previous to the war, and for
several years was connected with the Metropolitan Bank. He entered the volunteer service in May, 1861, ·as captain in the 17th regiment N. Y. S. M., was promoted to the position
of major, ancl passed through the various campaigns of the Army of the Potomac until the
second battle of Bull Run, when he was
wounded and clisablecl for nearly a year. He
afterwards reorganized the regiment, serving
with it in the Army of the Tennessee, and subsequently in the Army of the Oumberland.
Sept. 1.-Brig.-Gen. - - PATTEN, an officer
in the Oonfederate army, killed at the battle of
Jonesboro, Ga.
Sept. 2.-Col. DAvro IRELAND, an officer of
U. S. volunteers, died at Atlanta, Ga., from a
wound received at Resaca some months previous. He was a native of Scotland, entered the
service in the 137th New York, ancl distinguished himself at the battles of Lookout
Mountain, Mission Ridge, and Resaca, where
he was severely wounded. .A.t the time of his
death he commanded the 3d brigade, 2d division, 20th corps.
Sept. 3.-Col. FREEMAN MoGrr.VERY, an officer of U. S. volunteers from Maine, died while
under the influence of chloroform, undergoing
an operation made necessary by a wound received at the battle of Ohaffin's Farm. H~ was
a skilful artillerist, and at the battle of Gettysburg, on the 2cl of July, as chief of artillery in
Sedgwick's corps, tumed tb,e fortunes of the
day by the skill and promptness with which he
planted his batteries, and the tenacity with
which he held them to their work. At the
time of his death he was chief of artillery in
the 10th corps, Army of the James.
Sept. 3-. -Major REID SANDERS, an officer in
the Oonfederate service, a son of the Oonfederate Agent, George N. Sanders, died at Fort
Warren, Boston, aged 27 years. He was sent
as bearer of despatches from the Confederate
Government to Europe, on a blockade-runner,
but was captured and confined in Fort Warren
as a prisoner of state.
Sept. 4.-Brig.-Gen. MrLo S. HASCALL, an
officer of U. S. volunteers from Indiana, who
entered the service as colonel of one of the
Indiana regiments, but was promoted to a
brigadier-generalship in 1862: He handled his
brigade with great skill ancl bravery in the
battle of Stone River, where be was wounded,
but returned to his command and participated
in the battles of Ohickamauga and Mission
Ridge, and was active as division commander
in the early battles of the Atlantic campaign.
He was killed in an engagement near Franklin, Tenn.
Sept. 4.-Brig.-Gen. JORN H. MORGAN, an
officer of the Oonfederate army, killed at
Greenville, Tenn. Gen. Morgan was born on
the 1st of June, 1826, in the beautiful city of
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Huntsville, Ala. In 1830 he removed to Kentucky, and settled on the Tates Creek road, two
miles from Lexington. At the breaking out
of t~e war. with Mexico his, martial spirit took
fire immediately, and be rushecl to arms with the
first who volunteered. He Rerved in Humphrey
Marshall's regiment of cavalry as first lieutenant, and was in the battle of Buena Vista. At
the termination of twelve months from the
time of enlistment his term of service expired,
and be r eturned to Lexington, Ky., and organized a company for the war. The State of
Kentucky having offered more troops than her
quota amounted to, the captains of companies
drew lots for acceptance or non-acceptance.
Oapt. Morgan lost, and bis company returned
to Lexington, where it was dismissed. In 1848
he married, but bis wife died ip. 1861. He did
a large business in bagging, lindsey, and jeans.
He had in Lexington manufactories, where all of
those articles were made. In September, 1861,
he left Lexington with a part of his old State
guard company, "The Lexington Rifles," numbering one hundred guns, and though Lexington was then occupied by the United States
forces, he arrived safely at Bowling Green,
then in possession of the Oonfederate troops,
and there joined the standard of Gen. Buckner. At the battle of Shiloh Gen. Morgan
commanded a squadron of cavalry. He soon
after commenced his series of raids into Kentucky, in which be destroyed military stores
and transportation amounting . to many millions of dollars. He captured railroad trains
loaded with supplies and soldiers, and burnt
the trains and stores, · and paroled the soldiers.
He tore up railroad tracks, a.o.d burnt bridges,
and destroyed culverts in the rear of the Federal army, and prevented timely reenforcements
and r egular and necessary military supplies
from reaching the Federal armies. In this way
he gave a constant and excessive annoyance. ·
Nothing was safe except where guarded by large
bodies of troops. He moved with such celerity
that Union men and small bodies of troops in
Kentucky knew not when they laid down at
night in perfect security, but they would wake
up next morning in the hands of the ubiquitous Morgan. On one day be was heard of
hundred of miles away ; on the next be was
confronting them. He carried· a telegraph
operator with him, who tapped the wires sometimes, and at others took possession of offices
at posts captured by Morgan, and so managed the telegraphing as that much of the
purport of what was done in the State to
intercept him became known to the daring
raider. Ro renowned and dreaded did he
make himself, that at length it became necessary to make a garrison of the State of
Kentucky. Troops were stationed at all of the
towns of any importance, and arrangements
made for concentrating them at the sho~test
notice upon any given point. As a partlsan
fighte1'., Gen. Morgan's talent was of a mgh
order. But for the full development of such
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talent one must be untrnmmelled. Gen. Mor- 85th regiment of Pennsylvania volunteers and
gan, when placed under the orders of Gen. had recently been made brigadier-'general.'
Bragg, at Tullahoma, Tenn., and by him placed
Sept. 14.-Major (Acting Oolonel) lli NRY L.
on his right flank, did not gain reputation. PATTEN, an officer of U.S. volunteers, died.of
Why? Because he was fettered by orders, and wounds received in battle near James River
besides, that service was suited neither to him aged 28 years. He was a native of Kingston'
nor his men. Gen. Morgan originated the N. H., graduated at Harvard Oollege in 1858'
present mode of :fighting cavah-y, or mounttid spent a few years in teaching, and when th~
infantry, as all mounted men might now more war broke out was studying law. He · entered
properly be called. He also originated the the army with the 20th Massachusetts regiidea of extensive cavalry raids to impair the ment, served in the peninsular campaign, and ·
strength and destroy the i·esomces of an enemy. especially distinguished himself at FredericksThe mode of :fighting alluded to . consists in burg, Gettysburg, and the battles of the Wilmoving by circuitous routes with groot rapidity derness.
to the distance of hundreds of miles, and thus
Sept. 19.-Brig.-Gen. A. 0. Gonwrn, an officer
avoiding the enemy's troops; then falling 1m- in the Oonfederate service, killed at the battle
expectedly upon detached posts or bodies of Winchester, Va. He was a native of Portsmen or army ti:ains. When any fighting is to mouth, Va., was formerly Provost-Marshal of
be done, dismount the men and let them fight Richmond, and wassubsequentlyproruotedcolowith long ranged accurate guns, as infantry. nel · of a North Oarolina r egiment. A short
For it is well known that only the best cavalry time previous to his death he was made brigacan cope with a line of infantry armed with dier-general.
the modern improved firearm; and that where
Sept. 19.-Maj.-Gen. RoBERT E. RrronEs, llil
such vast armies are in the field as the late war officer in the Oonfederate service, killed in the
called out, it is impossible to keep ·them sup- battle at Winchester, Va. He was a native of
plied with trained cavalry. It was for these Lynchblll'g, Va., graduated at the Virginia Milireasons that John Morgan's mode of organ- tary. Institute, in the Olass of 1848, and after a
izi:ng mounted men, and :fighting them on few years of professorship at that institution,
foot, has been so generally adopted in this removed to Alabama. In 1861 he entered the
country. It would have been better for the Oonfederate service as captain of the Mobile
South if the idea of Morgan's raiding had never Oadets, and upon the organization of the 5th
been originated, because the vast resources of Alabama regiment, was appointed its colomen and horses at the command of the Fed- nel. Soon after the first battle of Manassas· he
erals general enabled them to organize and send was promoted to the r ank of brigadier-general;
through all the unprotected and productive · was wounded at the battle of Seven Pines, and
parts of that country immense raiding e~i>edi- . also at Sharpsburg; was present at Frederickstions, which spread devastation and suffering burg and at Ohancellorsville, when be was
among countless thousands of women and chil- made major-general; served through the Penndren, whose natural pr9tectors were in the sylvania campaign with Early, in the defence
southern armies, or bad fled from the country of Lynchburg, and with the army of the valley
to avoid military service. In 1863 he under- of Virginia in 1864, throughout its marches and
took a bold and extensive raid through Ken- battles, commanding one of the two army
tucky, Indiana, and Ohio. But he, and nearly corps of which it was composed, until be fell
his entire command, were captUl'ed, and him- at Winchester.
Sept. 19.-Brig.-Gen. DAVID A. RussELL, an
self and officers confined in the Ohio Penitentiary. Some time afterwttrds he escaped, and officer of U. S. volunteers, killed in battle near
reached Richmond, Va., where he received an Winchester, Va. He graduated at West Point
enthusiastic ovation. He subsequently under- in 1845, served in the Mexican war, and was
took a raid into Tennessee, but being betrayed brevetted "for gallant and meritorious conduct
while stopping· at a house,· was surrounded at National Bridge and Oerro Gordo." In 1854
during the night by a company of Union cav- he was promoted to a captaincy in the 4th re~- ·
ah-y, and killed in his attempt to escape.
iment of infantry in the regular army, and ill
Sept. 5.-Ool. JAMES C. 0LARK, an officer of August, 1862, was made major in the 8th infanU. S. volunteers; died in Troy, from illness try. He entered ·the volunteer service at the
contracted during service in Louisiana, aged commencement of the present war as lieutenant49 years. He served in the peninsular cam- colonel of the 7th Massachusetts volunteers,. atpaign, and distinguished himself by. his gal- tached to the 6th army corps, served with distinclantry at Port Hudson. He was colonel of the tion through the important battles of 1862-'63,
' 79th colored regiment, and at the time of his having been commissioned a brigadier-ge)leral
death was acting as brigadier-general.
November, 1862, and subsequently was in comSept. 14.-Brig.-Gen. JosnuA B. HOWELL, mand of Gen. Howe's division, 6th army co1:ps,
·a n officer of U. S. volunteers, was accidentally and in that command served with distinction
killed near Petersblll'g, Va.., by being thrown at Gettysburg, and in the campaign of Gen.
from his horse, aged about 65 years. He was a Grant from the Rapidan to the J ames. In the
brave officer, and had been wounded in several summer of 1864 he was transferred to the combattles during the war. He was colonel of the mand of a division in the army of the Sheuan-
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doah, where he met his death, gallantly fighting rebellion he assisted in raising the 39th Iowa
at the head of his troops.
regiment, which he Jed through nearly all the
. Sept. 24.-Oommodore TnoMAs .A.. OoNOVER hard campaigns of the Western army.
U. S. nav.y, died at South .Amboy, N. J., aged
Oct. 6.-Col. J. O. THOMAS AMORY an ·officer
73 years. He entered the navy in January of U. S. volunteers, died of yello; fever at
1812, his fi rst crui~e_being on th.e Essex, com~ Newbern, N. 0. He gradated at the military
mancled by Oaptain Davi{]. Porter, dm'i.ng the academy, W~st Point, in 1851, ancl was assigned
war with England. His next service was up.- to the 7th infantry, in which he obtained a
der Oommodore McDonough, on Lake Oham- fir.st lieutenancy in 1855, ancl in 1861 a capplain. Promoted to a lieutenancy shortly after, tamcy. In the latter yea1· he was appointed
he served on board the Guerriere in the Medi- colonel of the 17th Mass. volunteers with which
terrnnean, and subsequently in other vessels in regiment he took part in Gen. Burn'side's North
various portions of the world until his promo- Oarolina expedition, participating in tlie capture
tion to the position of commander about 1835, of Newbern, where he remained stationed up
in which capacity he comma.nded the John to the time of his death . Dm'i.ng nearly the
.A.dams sloop-of-war some years. In 1848 he whole of his service in North Oarolina he was
was promoted to the rank of captain, and in in command of a brigade.
the years 1857-'58 commanded the squadron on
Oct. 7.-Brig.-Gen. GREGG, an officer in the
the coast of Africa, the old Oonstitution being Oonfederate service killed in battle near Petershis flag-ship. In July, .1862, on the creation by burg, Va. He wa; commanding a Texas brilaw of the grade of commodores in the navy, gade at the time of his death.
he received a commission as such. He had been ·
Oct. 13.-Dr. EMIL OHLENSOHLA.GER, late
in the service fifty-three years.
medical inspector on Gen. Sheridan's staff, was
Sept. 29.-Brig.-Gen. HmA.M BURNHAM, an murdered b.;r guerrillas near Winchester, aged
officer of U. S. volunteers, killed in battle at 29 years.
Chaffin's Farm. He entered the service as coloOct. 13.-Col. GEORGE D. WELLES, an officer
nel of the 6th Maine volunteers, leading them of U. .s. volunteers, died of wounds received in
with skill and gallantry through the peninsular the battle near Strasburg. He was made colocampaign, at Antietam, and subsequently. .A.t nel of the 34th regiment Massachusetts voluntbe second battle of Fredel'icksburg he distin- teers, August, 1862.
guished himself for bravery and courage, and
Oct. 14.-Ool. JoDN P . SANDERSON, an officer
again at Gettysburg. In .April, 1864, be was of U. S. volunteers, and Provost Marshal Genmade brigadier-general, and during the cam- eral of the Department of Missouri, died at St.
paign from the Wilde~·ness to Petersburg, he Louis. He had filled many important offices
bore a conspicuous part. .A. few weeks previous of trust during the war, among which was that
to his death he was assigned to a brigade in of chief clerk of the War Department, during
Stannard's division 18th corps.
Mr. Cameron's term as Secretary. Before reSept. 29.- Ool. N. E. WELOH, an officer of signing that, be was appointed Iieutenant-coloU. S. volunteers, killed in battle near Chaffin's nel of the 15th U. S. infantry, and · soon after
Farm. He was commissioned colonel in 1863, was commissioned colonel of the 13th U. S.
and was placed in command of the 16th Michl- infantry, with which be passed through the
gan regiment, at the head of which he was gal- fearful contest of Obickamauga. Some months
lantly fighting when he met his death. He was previous to his death he was appointed to the
regarded as one of the bravest and most skilful responsible office of Provost Marshal General
officers of the volunteer service.
at St. Louis.
Oct. 3.- Lieut. J OBN R. MErns, an officer of
Oct. 14.-Brig.-Gen. W.A.DKINs, an officer in
U. S. volunteers, killed by guerrillas near Har- th~ Confederate service, killed in the battle of
risonburg. He was the only son of Maj.-Gen. Resaca, Ga.
Meigs, Quartermaster-General; graduated at
Oct. 18.-D.A.NIEL BELL BmNEY, a major-genW est Point in 1863, at the head of his class, eral of volunteers in the service of the United
and with the highest honors, and was immedi- States, and at the time of bis death commander
ately sent to the field, where be highly distin- of the 10th army corps, born in Huntsville, .A.la.,
gnished himself during the campaigns in Mary- in 1825, died in Philadelphia, Oct. 18th, 1864.
land, Harper's ]_'erry, and the SheD;andoah val- Gen. Birney was a son of the late Hon. J. G.
ley. .A.t the time of his death be was engaged Birney, an .A.labama planter and statesm_an,
in making a military survey, in his capacity of who emancipated all of his slaves, and commg
Chief 11:ngineer oftbe .A.rmy of the Shenandoah. fu-st to Cincinnati, and afterwards to Michigan,
Oct. 5.-Col. J.allIES REDFIELD, an officer of to advocate the cause of emancipation, was, in
U. S. volunteers, was killed at the head of his 1844 the candidate of the liberty party for the
regiment in the battle of .A.llatoona Pass, Ga., presidency. His son received his aca~emical
aged 40 years. Ile was a native of Clyde, Wayne education in Cincinnati, and also studied law
County, N . Y., graduated at Yale Oollege in there but after his admission to the bar was
1845, studied law, and was for some time in for 't~o or three years engaged in n_iercant~e
the office of the Secretary of State (New York). pursuits. In 1848 be removed to Philadelphia
He subsequently removed to Iowa, and was a.nd opened a law office, and soon acqu_ired a
elected State Senator. .A.t the outbreak of the large practice. He early connected himself
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with one of the volunteer militia companies of
that city, and at the commencement of the war
was active in raising a Philadelphia regiment
under the three months' call, of which he was
appointed lieutenant-colonel. At the expiration
of their ' time of service, the ;men reenlisted
under him as colonel, and the regiment joined
the Army of the Potomac. In February, 1862,
he was appointed brigadier-general, and served
in all the battles of the peninsula, as well as
those before Washington. In the battle of
Fredericksbm·g he distinguished himself, and
in the battle of Chancellorsville his brigade, in
Berry's division, rendered efficient service in
checking the advance of Jackson's troops after
the panic in the 11th corps. After the death
of Gen. Berry he took command of the division,
being promoted to a major-generalship May
2~d, 1863, and led it in the battle of Gettysburg, commanding the corps after Gen. Sickles
was wounded. After the 2d corps had been
recruited to about 40,000 men, he was assigned
to the command of one of its divisions, and in
the campaign of 1864 his bravery and skill
had called forth the warm commendations of
his superior officers. In pushing Lee back from
the wilderness, in the movements toward the
North Anna, the crossing of that river and the
Parhunkey, in the actions of Hanover Court
House and Bethesda Church, in the battle of
Cold Harbor, and indeed in every battle of the
campaign, his division was foremost in the very
heart of danger. On the 23d of July Gen.
Grant promoted him to the command of the
10th army corps, in the Army of the James.
Early in October he was taken sick with malarious fever, and his constitution was so seriously impaired by the great exertions he had
made at the time of the rebel attack on Kautz's
cavalry corps, being then ill in bed, that it could
not withstand the onset of the disease. He was
brought home to Philadelphia, and though almost in a dying state, insisted on being borne
to the polls (the State election being in progress)
to vote before he was carried borne. He was
greatly esteemed and beloved both in th_e army
and in Philadelphia.
Oct. 19.-Brig.-Gen. DANIEL D. BIDWELL, an
officer of U. S. volunteers, killed in the battle
of Cedar Creek, Va., aged about 48 years. He
was born in the township of Buffalo, N. Y.,
where he became a prominent and influential
citizen, and for more than twenty years was
identi:fi"ed with the military organizations of the
city. When the war broke out p.e was holding
the office of police justice, but resigned his position and entered the 65th regiment of volunteers
as a private, and was subsequently appointed
brigade inspector. Upon the death of the captain of his company he resigned that position,
accepted the command vacated, and withdrawing it from the regiment, reorganized it ~s an
independent citizens' corps, thus forming the
nucleus of what has since been known as the
74th regiment. In September, 1861, he was
commissioned colonel of the 49th regiment,

served with it through the peninsular campaign
and dming the " seven days' battles " was ~
command of a brigade, continuing in charge
from Harrison's Landing to Washington, and up
to the time of the battles of South Mountain
and Antietam, when be resumed command of
bis r egiment. Col. Bidwell took a prominent
p~rt in the battles of Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville, commanded a brigade at Gettysburg, and when Gen. Grant took command
of the armies in Virginia, was again placed in
charge of a brigade, participating in all the
battles near Petersbmg. He was commissioned
brigadier-general in July, 1864, and had served
with honor in all the late battles in the Shenandoah valley, under Gen. Sheridan.
Oot. 19.-Col. J oSEPH THOBURN, an officer
of U. S. volunteers, who entered the service in
1861 as colonel of the 1st regiment West Virginia volunteers, killed in the battle of Oedar
Creek. He was a brave and able officer, and
at the time of his death was commanding the
1st division of the Army of the Shenandoah.
While rallying his men be was treacherously
. surprised and shot by a rebel officer in the
Union uniform.
Oot. 20. - CHARLES RussELL LoWEiiL, an
American soldier, born in Boston in 1835, died
near Cedar Creek, Va., October 20th, 1864.
He was educated at the Public Latin School of
Boston, and in 1854, when scarcely nineteen
years of age, graduated at Harvard College
with the first honors. After several years of
travel in Europe be entered into commercial
pursuits, and at the outbreak of the present rebellion was superintendent of some iron-works
in Maryland. He immediately sought service
in the army, and was commissioned a captain
in the Sixth regiment of regular cavalry. During the next two years he saw much service as
a cavalry officer and as a member of Gen. McClellan's staff, and after participating in .the
peninsular campaign and in the military operations in Virginia and Maryland of the succeeding autumn, was appointed ear-ly in 1863 to
command the 2d Massachusetts cavalry, then
organizing in the neighborhood of Boston. In
this capacity be on one occasion, by his coolness and personal courage, repressed a dangerous mutiny among a portion of his command.
The regiment, upon being recruited to its full
number, \vas sent to Washington, where for
more than a year Col. Lowell held command
of all the cavalry about the city, a post requiring no little vigilance and 'activity, in vie,v
of the daring depredations by Mosby's guerrillas, whom bis troopers frequently encountered
and dispersed. Becoming weary of this guard
duty, and longing for the opportunity to ser~e
in a regular campaign, he.gladly transferred bis
command to Sheridan's army in the valley of
the Shenandoah, and in every subsequent engagement and reconnoissance showed such
ability and courage, that a brigadier-general's
commission would undoubtedly have been soon
conferred upon him, bad be lived. He was
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mortally wounded at the battle of Cedar Creek,
Oct. 19th, and died on the succeeding day. . He
had hitherto seemed to bear a charmed life,
having had twelve horses killed under him
within three years, and escaped without a
wound. In social poaj_j;ion, in culture, and in
intellectual gifts; Col. Low ell was one of the
most promising young men that New England
has sent t~ the war. Almost every great quality
belonging to the soldier seemed to be his, and
his whole soul was absorbed in the cause for
which he fought and died.
Oct. 20.-Maj .-Gen. STEPHEN D. RAMSEUR,
an officer in the 'Confederate service, died of
wounds received in the battle of Cedar Creek.
He was commanding a division in Early's army.
Oct. 26.-Brig.-Gen. J. FAGAN, an officer in
the Confederate service from Texas, killed in
Kansas. He had been a prominent actor in
most of the important W esterli. battles, and
distinguished himself for his bravery as commander of a r egiment in the battle of Shiloh,
and as a brigadier in the battle of Oorinth.
Oct. 27.- Brig.-Gen. - - DEARING, an officer in the Confederate service, killed near
Petersburg, Va.
Oct. 27. -Ool. - - Kmnoo, an officer of
U. S. volunteers, died from wounds received in
battle near Richmond. He was in command
of the 22d r egiment U. S. colored troops.
Oct. 29.-Brig.-Gen. THOMAS E. GREENFIELD
RANSOM, an officer of U. S. volunteers, born in
Norwich, Vt., Nov. 29, 1834, died of dysentery
at Rome, Ga., Oct. 29, 1864. In 1846 he
entered Norwich University, continuing there,
with the exception of a short interval, until
the age of seventeen. In 1851 he entered upon
the practise of his profession as an engineer,
in Lasalle County, Ill. Three years later he
embarked in the real estate business at Peru, in
that State, and in 1855 removed to Chicago to
become a member of a firm largely engaged in
land operations. .A.t a later period he removed
to F ayette County, and while engaged in trade
acted as an agent for the Dliuois Central Railroad Company. .A.t the commencement of 1,he
war he raised a company and proceeded to
Camp Yates, at Springfield, April 24, 1861,
where it was organized into the 11th Illinois
volunteers, and upon the election of officers he
was made major. After the expiration of the
three months' service the regiment was reorganized and mustered in for three years,
Ransom being elected lieutenant-colonel. On
the night of the 19th of August, in a brilliant
dash upon Oharleston, Mo., he was severely
wounded, and in consequence was granted a
furlough of thirty days, but reported for duty
upon the seventh day. He participated in the
capture of lfort R enry, and led bis regiment in
the assault upon Fort Donelson, where be was
again severely wounded, his clothing being
pierced by six bullets, but lie would not leave
the field until the battle was ended. For his
gallantry upon that occasion be was promoted
to the colonelcy. .A.t Shiloh, Col. Ransom led
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his regiment through the hottest part of the
battle, and was mentioned by Maj.-Geu. McQler1;>,3?d in his official report as "performing
prodigies of valor, though reeling in his saddle
and streaming with blood from a serioUB
wound." He subsequently served upon the
staff of Gen. McOlernand, and also upon that
of Gen. Grant, who has on several occasions
borne testimony to his bravery as an officer.
In January, 1863, Ransom was appointed brigadier-general, his commission dating from November, 1862. He won honor to himself at
Vicksburg and during the Red River campaign
commanded a division until Gen. McOlernand
fell ill, when the command of the corps devolved upon him. In the disastrous battle of
Sabine Cross-Roads, April, 1864, while fighting
with a courage and bravery unsurpassed, be
was severely wounded in the knee. The limb
was examined by four surgeons, two advising
amputation, and the others deeming it unnecessary. Subsequently Gen . Ransom was assigned
to the command of the 4th division, 16th army
corps, operating in the vicinity of Atlanta,
from thence he was promoted to the command
of the left wing of the corps, and finally to
the command of the 17th corps. From the
date of the capitulation of Atlanta, Gen. Ransom had suffered from a severe attack of dysentery, but no consideration would induce him
to leave the post of duty. While bis corps was
in pursuit of Hood's ru·my be directed its movements, though obliged to ride in an amhulauce,
being too weak to sit upon his horse, and soon
after sank under the power of bis disease.
His career, though short, was brilliant. He
was a man of fine genius, ·great military oapaci•
ty, and of unblemished personal character.
Oct. 29.-Ool. HENRY OLAY PATE, an officer
in the Confederate service, killed during the
engagement between Gens. Sheridan and Stuart's cavalry near Richmond, aged about 33
ye~rs. He was a native of Western Virginia,
and was a speaker and writer of some distinction. He attained an unenviable notoriety as
a "border ruffian " leader in the Kansas
troubles of 1855-'58. On the breaking out of
the war be raised a battalion of cavalry in
Richmond, which was soon merged in the 5th
Virginia cavalry, and being promoted to the
r ank of lieutenant-colonel, served thi-ough the
p1·incipal battles in Virginia. Ile had but recently been made colonel.
Nov. 'T.- Col. OomIELms W. TOLLES, Chief
Quartermaster of Gen. Sheridan's army, died
at Winchester, Va., of wounds received from
guerrillas Oct. 11th, in the 371.h year of bis age.
He entered the service of the United States in
May, 1861, as first lieutenant of the 13th regiment of infantry, and received his appointment
of quartermaster .A.ugus~, 186~. He serv_ed
constantly in the field, dischru·i~m~ the _du~es
of his position with zeal and fidelity, wmmng
the confidence and esteem of commanders and
subordinates. Ilis health having given way
unuer his severe labors, he. was temporarily
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placed on duty as inspector; but, upon his recovery, he was appointed Acting Chief Quartermaster of the Middle Military Division. While
actively engaged in the duties of this position,
he published some valuable contributions to
military literature in the "United States Service Magazine," the ".A.rrny and Navy Journal;'' an<;l elsewhere.
Nov. 19.-Lieut.-Col. JAMES A. P. HoPKINs,
an officer of U. S. volunteers, died in New
York city. He entered the volunteer service
with .the 183d regiment N. Y. (2d Metropolitan), sharing with it in the siege of Port Hudson. He also fought with great bravery and
skill in other engagements in the department
of Gen. Banks. During the fatter part of his
career at the South he was appointed Chief of
Police in the city of New Orleans, and subsequeutly received u commission as Chief of the
United States Detective force of that city.
Nov. 25.-Maj . JosEPH W. PAINE, an officer
of p-. -S. volunteers, died suddenly in New
Orleans, La. He was a native of Boston,
Mass., and for several years was an associate
editor and publisher, with Williaw Mathews,
of the "Yankee Blade." More recently he
was connected with several of the leading life
insurance companies of New York city, but
continued to contribute to some of the principal Boston and New York journals. In the
summer of 1863 he entered into the volunteer
service as first lieutenant of the 18th New
York cavalry, and in 1864 was commissioned
m:1jor of t.he 4th U. S. colored caval1·y, and at
once proceeded to the Department of the
Gulf. During the Red River campaign he did
able and effective service, but in August was
obliged to come North for the benefit of his
health. While there he entered into the political campaign, supporting the Administration
both with pen and voice. The second week. in
N ovember he returned to New Orleans, before
his _h ealth was snfficiently recruited, and died
within a week of his arrival.
Nov. 26.-Col. FREDERIOK BEOKHAM, an officer of artillery in the Confederate army, killed
at Oolumbia, Tenn., by a fragment of stone,
which, being thrown into the ah- by the explosion of a shell from the Federal gll.Ds, struck
him in the head and penetrated the brain. At
the battle of Manassas, and indeed in many
other severe battles fought by the Virginia
army, he cotnmanderl a battery of field guns,
and clistinguished himself by his courage and
ability. He was a graduate of West Point, and
served some time on Gen. Hood's staff, when
that officer was in the army of Virginia. When
Gen. Hood was promoted to a lieutenant~
generalcy, Col. Beckham was promoted to a
colonelcy of artillet·y, January, 1864, ancl assigned to Hood's staff as chief of artillery of
his corps in the Army of Tennessee.
Nov. 30.-Major-Gen. PATRIOK OLEBURN, an
officer of the Oonfederate army, killed at the
battle of Franklin, Tenn. Gen. Cleburn was
born in Ireland, but received bis military edu-

cation in the English army. When the war
broke out it found Gen. Cleburn practisin.,.
law _in .Arkansas, where his talents had raised
him to the head of his profession. He entered
the army as a private, and by his merit and
successful engagements rose to the rank he bore
when he fell. His division was thought invinciblo. His name was a tower of strength, and
the tide of battle often changed on whatever
part of the battle-field he and his division appeared. His command was composed of veterans from Texas and Arkansas. Gen. Olebm·n's
. horse fell dead across the Federal breastworks
and he was mortally wounded himself, and died
in a few moments.
Nov. 30.-Ool. HuGH GARLAND, an officer of
the Confederate. army, killed at the battle of
Franklin, Tenn. Col. Garland was from St.
Louis, Mo., and had, by the death of Col. Riely,
succeeded to the command of the 1st Missouri
regiment of infantry only a short time before
his death. .A.t the time of his becoming colonel
of his regiment, he was in Richmond on special
duty, recruiting from exchanged prisoners; and
r ejoine~ his command at Kenesaw Mou]Jtain
· some time in June, 1864. He fell at the head ,
of his regiment in the charge on the breastworks of Gen. Schofield's army. Ool. Garland's
personal appearance was very striking. He
was nearly six feet two inches in height, and
well proportioned, fair complexion, high smooth
forehead, and light blue eyes; his manners
were bland and courteous; his disposition noble
and 1."ind, and his gallantry and courage undoubted.
Dec. 9.- Lieut.-Col. Luoms M. SARGENT, an
officer of U. S. volunteers1 killed near Meherrin
River, Va. He was a son of Lucius M. Sargent,
the well-known author. He was in command
of the 1st Massachusetts cavalry.
Dec. 11.-Ool. J. How ARD KrTOHmG, an offi.oer of U. S. volunteers, formerly colonel of the
6th New York artillery, but of late in command
of a provisional division in the Anny of the
Shenandoah, died from the effects of a wonnd
received in the be,ttle of Cedar Oreek, at his
father's residence, Dobbs' Ferry, N. Y. He
was a native of New York, was well educated,
and at the opening of the war ·enlisted as a
private in the Lincoln cavah·y. He was transferred soon after to the 2d New York artille'.y,
in which he soon rose to the rank of oaptam,
and by diligent study and obser.vation made
himself an accomplished artillerist and thorou&h
military scholar. He served in every battle ID
which the 6th corps was engaged during the
peninsular campaign, and in the autumn of
1862 became lieutenant-colonel of the 135th
New York volunteers, afterwards the 6th New
York artillery, of which regim~nt he became
the commander on the promotion of Ool. ~orris to the brigadier-generalship. From the time
of his receiving a commission as colonel h_e was
almost constantly in command of a brigade,
and repeatedly received the special commendation of his superior officers, esp~cially that of
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Gen. Meade, for his extraordinary gallantry in
the action of the 19th of May. In the battle
of Cedar Creek, Oct. 19th, his division bore the
brunt of Gen. Early's attack, and fought with
desperate valor. He was wounded in the ankle
early in the action, Q!lt would not leave the
field till the close of the battle; but erysipelas
set in after t4e first operation, rendering a second necessary, under which he died.
Dec. 16.-Ool. 0 . DE FORREST, an officer of
U. S. volunteers, died in New York. He was
among the first to enter the army at the beginning of the rebellion, commanding the 5th New
York cavalry until a short time after tlte battle
of Gettysburg. Dming the Maryland and
Pennsylvania camprugn be commanded the 5th
brigade of Gen. Kilpatrick's cavalry division,
and distinguished himself as an excellent officer.
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D~. 24·. -JoHN LAWRENOE Fox, M.D., FleetSurgeon U. S. navy, died at his residence in
Roxbury, Mass., aged 54 years. He was a
native of Salem 1 Mass., graduated at Amherst
Colleg:e in 1831, and in 183'7 entered the navy
as assistant surgeon. In 184'7 he received a
f\ill commission. A few months previous to
his death he was_ appointed fleet-surgeon upon
the staff of Admiral Porter, and his death was
doubtless the result of overtaxinrr his system by
the severe duties of his departm~nt.
Dec. 25.-Major JoHN S. FILLMORE paymaster U. S. Army, died at his residence in Denver
City, Colorado Territory. He was a native of
the State of New York ; was appointed paymaster by the Gove~·nor of Colorado in August,
1861, and was commissioned paymaster in the
U. S. army by the P resident, in November, 1862.

18 6 5 .
Jan. 1.-ANGUS W. MoDoNALD, a colonel of
in the C9nfederate service, and for many years
brigadier-general of Virginia militia, died in
Richmond, Va. He was a native bf New York,
and was born in 1802. . Bis father was a major
in the United States army, and died during the
war of 1812, at Buffalo, N. Y. The sou was
appointed a cadet at W ~st Point, and graduated
in 181 '7, and on bis graduation was appointed
third lieutenant in the aJ·tillery corps. He was
promoted to a second lieutenantcy in February,
1818, and in April of the same year to a first
lieutenaucy. He resigned in January, 1819,
and commenced the practice of law at Romney,
y a. He had been for many years a brigadiergeneral of the militia in Virginia, and on the
breaking out of the war received a commission
as colonel of volunteers in tlie Confederate
army. In J nne, 1864, he was captured by
Gen. Hunter, near Lexington, Va., and was exchange<l. on the 14th of November.
Jan. 16.-'-Col. Loma BELL, of the 4th New
Hampshire volunteers, acting brigadier-general,
died of wounds received at Fort Fisher the preceding day. He was born in Chester, N. H.,
in 1836, and was the youngest son of the late
Governor · Samuel Bell. He graduated at
Brown University in 1853, and commenced the
practice of law at Farmington, N. H. In 1860
he was appointed Solicitor for Stafford County.
In April, 1861, he was offered tlie captaincy ·of
a company of the 1st New Hampshire regiment
of three months' men, and served during tlie
campaign. Retmning home he was appointed
lieutenant-colonel of the 4th New Hampshire
volnnteers, and upon the resignation of Ool.
Whipple, in March, 1862, was made commander
of the regiment. Col. Bell was for some time
a member of Gen. T. W. Sherman's staff, and
was inspector general of the Department of the
South from November, 1861, to March, 1862.
Previously to the Wilmington expedition he

had been several times temporarily a brigade
commander, and had served bravely at Pocotaligo and at the siege of Fort Wagner. At
the attack on Fort Fisher he commanded a
brigade of Gen. Ames' division, and was mortally wounded while leading his men in an
assault upon one of the traverses of that work.
He was a brother of Chief Justice Bell, of
Manchester, N. H., of tlie late Dr. Luther V.
Bell, pf the McLean Lunatic Asylum, and of
Dr. John Bell, U. S. A.
Jan. 21.-Brevet Brig.-Gen. Crr.ARLES WHEE. LOOK, colonel of 9'7th New York volunteers,
died at Washington, D. 0 ., from disease contracted in the service. He was a native and
residl:'nt of Oneida County, N. Y., where he
was engaged at the beginning of the war in a
large and prosperous business, which be abandoned immediately after the fall of Fort Sumter,
and devoted bis whole time to raising men for
the army, pledging himself to provide for their
families. In tlie snmmer of 1861 be said to a
friend: "I am worth, I think, in the neighborhood of $10,000. Half of this I have already
given or pledged to aid the war, and if my
country wants the other half it can have it,
and myself into the bargain." Becoming impatient with the slow progress of the war, be
soon after commenced raising a regiment on
his own hook, fed aud housed several hundred
men at his personal expense for many montlis,
and after a series of embarrassments and
disappointments that would have disheartened
almost any other man, completed its orga~zation and marched it to the field. Entirely
without military eA-perience, and with but a
very limited general education, be became one
of the best volunteer officers in the servi<re, and
so signally distinguished him self that be was
brevetted brigadier-general for bravery ~nd
good soldiership. He had seen ~uch servic_e,
was engaged in many of the _bloodiest battles m
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Virginja, was taken prisoner, if we mistake not,
at the second battle of Bull Run, and tasted for
many months the sweets of prison life at Richmond, but was subsequently exchanged, when
he rejoined his old regiment ancl did more
gallant service in behalf of the old flag.
Jan. 29.-Dr. ROBERT MONTGOMERY SMITH
J A.o:irsoN, Medical Inspector of the 23d army
corps, and acting medical director of the Department of the Ohio, died at Chattanooga,
'.['enn. He was a native of Pennsylvania, and
a resident of Cresson, Pa., at the commencement of the war. He was widely known
throughout Pennsylvania, being distinguished
for great force of character, decided opinion,
and some eccentricity withal. He was a man
of strong and generous feelings, and intense in
his patriotism. As a scientific man he had
fe'Y superiors in Pennsylvania. He was thoroughly versed in all departments of natural
science, and as a geologist and botanist was ·
specially ilistinguished. He was a member of
the Pennsylvania Geological Commission, of
which Professor Rogers was chief, and very
much of the results of that survey are due to
the skill and industry of Dr. JMkson. He was
an enthusiastic mountaineer, and believed that
in the pure air of the Alleghanies the enervated
and listless inhabitants of cities and the lowlands would find health, strength, and energy.
Re published, some yea.rs ago a work called
. "The Mountain,'' which is distinguished by a
love of nature, and by a scientific handling of
the topics; which, without being too technical,
is of a character 'to elevate the human mind
and teach the reader to look "from nature up
to nature's Goel." Some of Dr. Jackson's views
are bold and stn.rtling, but bis fine command of
language, his chaste and vigorous style, places
the book among the most remarkable of its
kind ever written. Dr. Jackson was a member
of the American Philosophical Society, Academy of Natural Sciences, and other leamecl
institutions.
Jan. -.-Lieut.-Col. LEWIS LEDYARD WELD,
U. S. 0. T., formerly Secretary of the Territory
of Colorado, died before Petersbm·g. He was
a native of Hartford, Oonn., born about 1834,
and son of the late Lewis Weld, president of
the American Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb.
He graduated at Yale College in 1856, and
studied law. In 1858 he removed to Leavenworth, Kansas, where he practised law for two
years, writing frequently for the newspaper
press. In 1862 he was made Secretary of Colorado, and was the first editor of the Denver
Commonwealth. In 1863 he was made lieutenant-colonel of a colored regiment, and served
with distinction through Grant's campaign till
his denth.
Feb. 6.-JoHN PEGRAM, a major-general in
the Oonfedernte service, mortally wounded in
the battle of Hatcher's Run, ancl died in Petersburg the following clay. He was a son of the
late Hon. John Pegram, M. 0. from Virginia in
1818 and 1819, but was born in South Carolina,

to which State his father had removed. He
gradunted at West Point in 1855, and at the
opening of the war was :fu-st lieutenant of 2d
dragoons, but resigned on the iiecession of his
State, and was soon after appointed to the
command of a Confederate volunteer regiment
ancl in 1862 promoted to be brigadier-general'.
He was in most of the severe battles of the
Army of Virginia, and in 1864 was made majorgeneral. Eis division had distinguished itself
throught the campaign of 1864-'65 for its persistent and desperate :fighting, and its commander, Gen. John Pegram, was regarded by
his suj1eriors in command as one of the ablest
division commandet·s in the army.
·
Feb. 6.-JoHN H. Wn-"'DER, a brigadier-general in the Confederate service, died at Florence,
S. 0., of apoplexy. He was a native of Maryland, the son of Gen. William H. Winder, of
Baltimore, an officer in the war of 1812, and
graduated at West Point about 1825. He
served in the army with considerable distinction, took part in the Mexican war, and at the
commencement of the rebellion was major and
brevet .lieutenant-colonel of the 3d artillery.
He resigned, and entered the Oonfederate service, where he was soon made a brigadiergeneral, but was not employed in active service
to any great extent. He commanded the post
of Richmond, and had charge of the Union
prisoners in Libby Prison and Belle Isle for
some time, and was :finally sent to Andersonville, Ga., in a similar capacity. Wlieil Sherman's expedition passed through Georgia, he
left Andersonville and repaired first to Charleston, and afterwards to Florence, where he died.
Feb. 8.-Lieut.-Ool. - - TREMAINE, of the
10th N aw York cavah·y, died near· Petersburg
of wounds received at the batt1e of Hatcher's
Run, Feb. 6th. He was the son of the Hon.
Lyman Tremaine of Albany, and was born in
Greene County, N. Y., in June, 1843; entered
Hobart College in the fall of 1860, and remained
till the summer of 1862, when unable longer to
r esist the calls of patriotism, he entered the
army as adjutant of the '7th New York heavy
artillery. He served with distinction in the
defences of Washington, and subsequently as
assistant atljutant-general, with the rank of
captain, on the staff of Gen. Davies of the cavalry in Kilpatrick's division of the Potomac
army. In this position he distinguislied himself l:)y his bravery and the prompt and intelligent discharge of bis duties. In December,
1864, · he was commissioned lieutenant-colonel
of the 10th New York cavalry, in the command
of which regiment he was wounded at Hat?her's Run in the battle of February 6th, and died
on the following Wednesday. Ool. Tremaine
was distinguished for an unusual degre~ _of
generosity, firmness, and courage, great ability
and en tire devotion to the cause of his c01mtry.
Feb. 9.-Capt. JAMES MELVIN GrLLrss, an ?fficer of the U. S. naval service, and at tbe time
of his death Superintendent of the National
Observatory, was born in the District of Oo•
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lumbia in 1810, died in Washington, D. 0., of
apolexy, Feb. 9, 1865. He entered the navy as
midshipman March 1, 182'7, having enjoyed
good previous advantages of education. He
· spent but little time afloat, his entiJ:e sea service
amounting to only four -years and seven months
his fondness and adaptation for astronom~
ical studies having led to his being employed
very early in that department of naval service.
In 1838 he organized the first working observatory in the United States, and during the five
following years collected and published his
astronomical observations, the first American
work of the kind published. In September,
1842, Lieut. Gilliss was appointed to plan and
superintend the construction of a naval observatory, which was completed and furnished in 1845.
On the 16th of November, 1848, he was ordered
to proceed to Chili to make observations for the
determination of the Solar Parallax, and remained there three years. Through his influence a naval observatory was established in
that country, and he completed a series of observations of great value, not only in regard to
the Solar Parallax, but to the constellations of
the Southern Hemisphere, and to earthquakes,
and other subjects relating to the physical geography of Chili. His observations have been
published by ·the Government in a series of
quarto volumes. In 1858 he visited Peru to
observe the total eclipse of the sun, which was
most complete and and protracted in that country, and in 1860 made the journey to Washington Territory for the same purpose. His observations in regard to both were of great importance, and went far toward settling several
questions of interest in r elation to the form and
properties of the sun. On the flight of Lieut.
Maury at the commencement of the war, Commander Gilliss was at once placed in charge of
the Observatory (his appointment be~ring date
April 22, 1861), which he had constructed and
equipped sixteen years before; a most beneficial change to the institution, which, under bis
charge, soon became one of tb,e few first-class
observatories in the world. He found a vast
amount of work left in arrears by his predecessor, no reduction of the observations of the
previous six years having been made. He applied himself to the work of bringing them up,
and of adding new and :valuable observations,
with great industry, and perhaps, with an assiduity which may have caused his untimely
death. On the 16th of July, 186~, he was
promoted to the rank of captain in the navy.
He had won for himself a high reputation
among 'the most eminent astronomers of the
world by his profound astronomical knowledge
and his eagerness in the pursuit of his favorite
science. Shortly before his death he had made
an official report to the Secretary of the Navy,
detailing the scientific observations made in
various observatories of the world, under his
auspices or at his request,. to ascertain the parallax of the planet Mars, and the result as approximating the exact distance from the earth
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to th_e su~. He_possessed a rare degree of me
chamcal ~ngenmty, and had contributed many
valuable unprovements in the instruments of
astro~omical science. . Thoroughly Union, he
had given one son to his country's service who
after a long imprisonment in one of the South~
ern prisons, had reached home the evening
before his father's decease.
Feb. 12.-Ool. - - DEAN, of the 58th U. S.
color~d troops, was killed in Arkansas. Ile
was on an expedition from Helena across the
country to St. Francis River.
Feb. 22.-Lieut.-Oommander M.A.nSH.A.LL 0.
CAMPBELL, an officer of the U. S. naval service,
and until a short time before his death instructor in seamanship and naval tactics in the Naval
Academy, died in Baltimore, Md. He was born
in Tennessee, in 1834, but was admitted to the
Naval Academy from Mississippi, where his
parents then resided, in February, 1850. He
was a young officer, of fine attainments, and
bad spent nine years and seven months of the
fifteen years he had been in the navy, afloat,
his last cruise having closed in September, 1864.
His assiduity in the performance of bis duties
had so far overtasked a somewhat feeble fram e
that be returned .to Baltimore, now the residence of his widowed mother, only to clie.
Although from a State in rebellion, he was clistinguished for his thorough attachment to the
nationn1 cause.
Ma1'Cli 10.-Maj.-Gen. WILLIAM H. 0. WmTING, an officer in the Confederate service,
wounded at Fort Fisher, and taken prisoner,
died at Governor's Island, N. Y., whither he
had been removecl. He was a native of New
York, was born about 1825, ancl graduated at
West Point in 1845, ranking very high in his
class. He took part in the Mexican war, and
was promoted ra1)idly for an officer of engineers,
having attained the rank of captain of engineers in 1861, when he went over to the rebels,
having resided for some years in Virginia. · He
was made a brigadier-general in 1862 and a
major-general in 1863. In the autumn of 1864:
he was put in command of Fort Fisher, and
was in charge during both attacks.
Mwroli 2/r.-Brig.-Gen. WILLIAM R. TERRY,
an officer in the Confederate service, killed in
the assault on Fort Stedman, near Petersburg.
He was a native of Virginia, and had been
educat.ed in the Lexington (Va.) Military
Academy.
Ap1·il 1.- Brevet Brig.-Gen. FnEDERIOK
WINTHROP (Colonel of the 5th New York volunteers and captain 12th infantry U. S. army),
killed at the battle of Five Forks, Va., while
leading the 1st brigade, 2d division, 5th corps.
He was born in New York in 1840, joined the
'71st regiment New York State .mi1:itia in its
three months' service at the begmmng of the
war as a private and fought at Bull Run. In
October, 1861, h~ was appointed captain in the
12th U. S. infantry (regular army), and. continued in service until the battles of the Wilderness in 1864, when he was. appointed colonel
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of th~ 5th New York regiment, and shortly
afterwards brevetted brigadier-general for gal- ·
lantry in the field. He was a cousin of the
late Major Theodore Winthrop and of Robert
C. Winthrop of Boston.
..Ap1·il 2.-Lieut.-Gen. AMBROSE POWELL HILL,
an officer in the Confederate army, born in
Culpepper .County, Va., in 1824, killed in the
assault on Petersburg, Va., April 2, 1865. His
father was for many years a leading politician
and merchant in Culpepper County. The
future lieutenant-general entered the military
academy in 1843, and g1·aduated with fair
stauding°in his class in 1847, in the same class
with Gen. Burnside. There being no vacancy
he received the brevet rank of second lieuteuant in the 1st artillery, and on the 22d of August of the same year attained a full second
lieutenancy. He was promoted to be 1st lieutenant in September, 1851, and in 1855 to be
captain. In November of that year he was
appointed an assistant on the United States
Coast Sur..,-ey, in which he continued till March
1st, 1861, when he resigned his connection with
the regular army; and when Virginia seceded
from the Union, he sought and received an ~ppointment from Gov. Letcher as colonel of the
13th regiment of Virginia volunteers. He was
attached to J ohnsto11's army, and stationed at
first at Harper's Ferry, and in the battle of
Manassas, or Bull Run, came in with Johnston's
troops in season to turn the issue of the battle.
At Williamsburg, in May, 1862, he held the
rank of brigadier-general, and distinguished
himself as a gallant fighter in that battle. For
his bravery in this battle he was made majorgeneral, and on the 25th of June, 1862, formed
one of the council of war held in Richmond.
He took part in the battle of MechaniGisville on
the 2Gth of June, and in. the succeeding battles
of what is known as "The Seven Days," be
was a prominent actor, and gained a brilliant
reputation for bravery and skill in the handling
of his troops. He was actively engaged in the
battles of Cedar Run, or Cedar Mountain, in
the Groveton or second Bull RIJD. battle, in
the attack near Centreville on the 30th of
August, at Chantilly, and in the campaign before
Washington, in which Gen. Pope was the Federal commander. On the 14th of September,
1862, he captured Harper's Ferry, and made a
forced march to Antietam Creek, where .he ararrived in season to take pat·t in that severe but
indecisive battle, and on the 19th repulsed the
Fede1·al troops, who crossed the river in pursuit of the rebels, with heavy loss. In the
battle of Fredericksburg, Dec. 13, 1862, bis
division formed the right of Jackson's force,
and fought desperately, finally repulsing the
Federal troops. At Chancellorsville, in May,
1863, his division formed the centre of Jackson's command, and participated in that flank
movement, by which Hooker's right was so
effectually crushed. When "Stonewall" Jackson received bis death wound, the command
devolved on · Gen. Hill, who was himself se-

verely wounded soon after. For his gallantry
in this battle he was made a lieutenant-general
and placed permanently in command of on~
of the three great corps into which the
Army of Virginia was divided. On the 1st, 2d, .
and 3d of July, 1863, he led his corps in the
severe battle of Gettysburg, and though suecessful the first day, was unsuccessful on the
second and third. In the autumn of 1863 he
was concerned in the affair at Bristoe Station
with a part of his corps, but was repulsed with
serious loss. In the great battles of the spring
of 1864, Gen. Hill was, next to Gen. Lee, the
most prominent actor in the Army of Virginia.
On the 5th of May, from 2 P. M. till long after
nightfall, be was engaged in a most desperate
but indecisive conflict, and the early dawn
would have found him in a position of extreme
peril bad not Longstreet's corps been brought
up to reenforce him at 2 .A.. M. The fighting of
the 6th of May was very severe, and in this
Hill took a full share, but it was no more decisive than that of the previous day. In the
movement toward Spottsylvania Hill aided by
his counsel, but his corps were not engaged.
In the ba~tle of Mechanicsville Hill's corps sustained the brunt of the attack, and under bis
eye fought with great heroism. In the battle
of the 3d of June, at Cold Harbor, the corps
were at first in reserve, but supported the other
corps before the battle was over. On the 22d
of June his corps and Longstreet's repulsed the
attempt of the Federal troop_s to gain possession of the Weldon Railroad, and drove them
back with severe loss. At the explosion of the
mine on the lines of Petersburg, on the 30th·
of July, in the engagement at Reams' Station,
on the 25th of Angnst, in the battle of Hatch-,
er's Run: Oct. 28-30, and the subsequent movements in that vicinity, in December, 1864, and·
February,· 1865, Gen. Hill led bis corps with
great ability, and in almost every instance -repulsed the Federal troops. When the final attack upon the South Side Railroad and the defences of Petersburg came (March 29-April 2),
Gen. Hill was active and indefatigable in bis
exertions to repel the Federal attack, and on
the 2d of April, for the possession of the works
in front of Petersburg, his corps were opposed
to the 6th, 9th, and part of the 25th Federal
corps, almost single-handed,· and then, as always, exposing himself to fire without hesitation, he was instantly killed by a rifle shot, 3.?d
as time was pressing, the evacuation of the etty
being determined upon, was buried the same
day.
..Ap1·il 5.-Col. HuGH H. JANEWAY, 1st New
Jersey volunteer cavalry, killed at Fame's Oros.sRoads, near J etersville, Va. He was born Ill
Jersey City, N. J., in 1842, entered the 1st New
Jersey cavalry at the commencement of t_he
war as second lieutenant, and rose steadily
through every -grade to the highest, being appointed colonel when. but twenty-two years ?f
age, at the written request of every officer Ill
the regiment. He had been in every important
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battle of the Army of the Potomac, and had
been twelve times wounded. He was a young
man of extraordinary promise, and in his last
as in every previous battle, he led his men into
the fight, asking them only to follow his example. He had j{!st seized the colors of ,his
regiment and was in the act of carrying them
forward, when a bullet entered his brain, and
he died instantly.
·
• .April 6.-Brevet Brig.-Gen. S. T. READ,
Ohief of Staff to Gen. Ord, shot by the rebel
Gen. Deariug, in a hand to hand conflict, at
the High Bridge over the .Appomattox, near
Farmville, Va. Gen. Read was a native of
Massachusetts, and had entered the service as
captain of a company of unattached cavalry
from that State in January, 1862. ·After considerable service in this capacity the several
companies of cavalry having been organized
into a battalion, he accepted a staff appointment, and distinguished himself at Gettysburg,
where he was severely wounded, and subsequently in the battles of Grant's campaign.
When Goo. Ord took a command in connection
with the Army of the James, he gave him a position as chief of staff, which he retained when
Gen. Ord ·was assigned to the command of the
Army of the James. He had recently received
a brevet promotion for gallantry in the field .
.A.p1·il 9.-Brig.-Gen. THOMAS A. SMYTH,
commanding the 2d division 2d army corps,
was mortally wounded near Farmville, Va., by
a shot from a sharpshooter on the 6th of April,
and died at Petersburg. He was born in Ireland, but emigrated to this country when a boy
and settled at Wilmington, Del., where he engaged in the coachmaking business. At the
opening of the war he recruited a company in
Wilmington, and proceedecl to Philadelphia and
joined a three months' regiment then leaving
for the Shenandoah valley. Retw-ning home
he was made major of the Delaware regimeµt
then leaving for the seat of war, and rose gradually from that position to lieutenant-colonel
and colonel, rmd soon wao put in charge of a
brigade, where he won a high reputation for
his daring and skill. He was promoted to the
rank of brigaq.ier general in the summer of 1864,
for his gallant conduct at Ool9- Harbor.
.A.p1·il 11.-Col. Wrr..LIAM SERGEANT, 210th
Pennsylvania volunteers, and captain of the 12th
infantry, U. S. A., was wounded on the 31st of
March near Petersburg, and died on board the
boat coming from City Point to Fortress Monroe. He was born in Philadelphio. in 1830, and
was the son of the late Hon. John Sergeant,
and brother of Mrs. Gen. Meade. He was
educated for the bar, and had attained a
high position, and represented his native city
in the Legislature before the opening of the
war. He voluntered early in the war, and soon
after received an appointment as captain in the
12th U. S. infantry, in which position his gallantry in the peninsular and other campaigns
attracted the attention of his superiors. He
was subsequently called to the command of the
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210t~ Pennsylvania volunteers, and in the d-qties
of h1s new post was as remarkable for his personal bravery as for the military talent which
he had developed. He was gentle, open hearted, and generous to a fault.
.A.p1·il 15.-ADRA.HA.M LrnooLN, sixteenth
President of the United States, and Oommander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy of the same.
He was born in Hardin Oounty, Kentucky, February 12, 1809, and died in Washington from a
pistol-shot wound inflicted by an assassin, April
15, 1865. His father was very poor, and the
region of Kentucky in which he lived afforded
at that time but scant opportunities for education. At seven years of age he was sent to
school for a short time, and his only text-book
w;as an old copy of Dilwortb's Spelling-Book.
When he was in bis eighth year, his father,
tired of the hopeless struggle which even then
crushed all the energies of the poorer white
settlers in the slave States, sold his little bomesteacl, and 'putting his family and his few household goods upon a raft, sought a new home in
the then wilder~ss of Spencer County, Indiana,
cutting his road with his axe through the dense
forest during the last eighteen miles of his route.
Rearing a log-cabin two or three miles distant
from the nearest neighbor the family entered
upon a pioneer's life. The mother of the future
President, herself a woman of intelligence and
piety, taught her boy to read and write, and
encouraged the .taste for books which even
their circumstances could not wholly repress.
When he was ten years of age she died. His
father married again a year or two later, and
the step-mother proved a kind aud tender
friend to the orphaned boy. When be was
about twelve yeru·s old a Mr. Orawford, one of
the settlers, opened a school in his own cabin,
and young Lincoln attended and studiecl. arithmetic and some of the other branches of a common school education. But few books had
found their way into tbe wilderness of the
"Pocket," as this portion of Indiana was called, but whenever one could be obtained his
father always endeavored to procure the reading of it for him. In this way he became familiar with Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Esop's
Fables, W eems's and Ramsey's Life of Washington, a Life of Henry Olay, and perhaps a
few other volumes. At the age of nineteen be
made a trip to New Orleans in company with
the son of the owner of a flatboat, who intrusted to the care of "the two youths a valuable
cargo. Attacked on their way down by a gang
of thievish negroes, the two young men defended the property and drove off the plunderers, and pushing out into the stream succee<;led in saving it from depredation ..
In 1830 Mr. Lincoln's father determmed upon
another removal to Decatur, illinois, and his
son assisted him in settling in his new home,
breaking the ground for a crop_of corn, and
building a rail fence around hlS far~. T~e
winter which followed was very severe, and 1t
required the utmost exertion of Abraham Lin-
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coln, now a stalwart youth of twen~-one years,
and his father, to keep the family in food, which
was mostly obtained by hunting. Two years
more were passed in working on a farm, or as
clerk in a store. In 1832 the Black Hawk war
occurred. Volunteers were called for, and
young Lincoln enlisted and was at once made
captain. He experienced considerable marching during the campaign, but had no opportunity of exhibi.ting his prowess as a fighter.
After his return from the war he ran for the
Legislature, but was defeated, though receiving
a heavy vote. He next purchased a store and
stock of goods, and was appointed postmaster.
The store proved unprofitable and he sold out,
but through the whole pursued his studies at
every opportunity. Having acquired a knowledge of surveying, he spent the grea.ter part of
the next two or three years as government surveyor, and won a high reputation for the accuracy of his surveys. In 1834 he was a member of the Illinois Legislature, and after the
session closed, devoted all his leisure time to the
study of law. In 1836 he was admitted to the
bar, and in April, 183'7, removed to Springfield,
Illinois, and commenced practice in partnership
with Hon. John T. Stuart. He soon won a
good reputation as an able pleader, both in civil
and criminal practice. He was reelected twice
to the Legislature, where 11 e formed the acquaintance of his subsequent political antagonist, Hon.
Stephen A. Douglas. In 1840 he declined being a candidate for the Legislature, and though
taking a deep interest in political matters, ranking as a Whig of the Remy Olay School, he
sought no political preferment, but devoted himself assiduously to his profession, in which his
ability had already gained him a commanding
position. In 1844 he canvassed the State for
Mr. Olay. In 1846 he was elected to Congress,
and took his seat in 184'7, the only Whig representative from lliinois, and probably the only
one who could have been elected. During the
single term in which he was a member of the
House of Representatives there were several
important questions before Congress, among
others the Mexican War, the Right of Petition,
the Abolition of Slavery in the District of Columbia, the Wilmot Proviso, the Pacheco Case,
Jhe River and Harbor Bill, the Modification of
the Tariff, and the Abolishment of the Franking Privilege. In regard to all these questions
Mr. Lincoln took a manly and decided action,
voting generally with his party, but independently whenever he regarded their com·se as inconsistent with the highest rule of right.
In 1848 Mr. Lincoln was a member of the
national convention which nominated Gen.
Taylor for the Presidency, and subsequently
canvassed lliinois in bis favor. In 1849 he was
the Whlg candidate for United States senator
from lliinois, but was defeated, the Democratic
party having a majority in both branches of the
Legislature. He now devoted himself most assiduously to his professional pursuits, though
still watching with great eagerness the political

measures be~or~ the country. In May, 1854,
the Nebraska bill was passed, and the Missouri
Compromise act repealed. This roused the
majority of the people of the Northern States
to a vigorous opposition, and Illinois, which
had.long been regarded as one of the most reliable of the Western States for the Democratie
party, was revolutionized. Mr. Lincoln took a
prominent part in the political campaign of the
autumn of 1854. A United States senator was
to be chosen in the place of Gen. Shields, who'
had supported the Nebraska bill, which Judge
Douglas had originated. The State was carried
by the Whigs, who had two candidates for the
senatorship, Mr. Lincoln and Judge Trumbull,
one of Whlg and the other of Democratic antecedents. Regarding a division .as disastrous at
that time, and ·satisfied of Judge Trumbull's
ability and integrity, Mr. Lincoln, with rare
generosity, not only withdrew his name from
the canvass, but persuaded his friends to support
Trumbull, who was then elected.
In 1856 Mr. Lincoln's name was prominent
before the first Republican national convention
for the Vice-Presidency, receiving one hundred
and ten votes on the informal ballot. His name
headed the Republican electoral ticket in IlJinois, and be took an active part in the canvass.
In 1858 the senatorial term of Judge Douglas being about to expire, the Republicans of
lliinois at their State Convention on the 17th
of June, 18581 at Springfield, nominated Abraham Lincoln as their candidate for United States
senator. Judge Douglas was the candidate of
the Democratic party; and, in accordance with
Western custom, the two candidates canvassed
the State in defence of their principles. The
canvass was one of deep interest; great principles were at stake. Both the candidates
were men of decided ability, and possessed the
power of swaying their audiences-Judge Dougla~ by a rare talent for reaching the popular
vein, and chiming in with the prejudices, the
sympathies, and the passions of the people, and
Mr. Lincoln by an irresistible logic, and a happy faculty of " putting things," which, by a
few well-placed words, overtm·ned and annihilated his adversary's positions. It would have
been difficult to find two men better matched
for a controversy. At first theil' meetings before the people were accidental; Judge Douglas
spoke at Chicago on the 9th of July, and Mr.
Lincoln on the 10th, and a week later both
spoke on the same day at Springfield. On the
24th of July Mr. Lincoln -challenged Judge
Douglas to a series of debates on the principles
involved in the campaign. The Judge accepted, and though the terms he proposed gave
him four speeches to Mr. Lincoln's three, the
latter made no objection. Seven of these debates were held in different parts of the State
between the 21st of August and the 15th of
October, and they were afterwards publ~sh~d in
full from phonographic notes. The prmc1p~es
of the two parties were very thoroughly discussed, and the weak points of each fully ex-
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posed. The discussion was fair, open, and
manly, aud it was very generally conceded that
Mr. Lincoln was unsurpassed in the mental
tournament. The Republicans had a majority
of about five thousand in the popular vote, but
owing to the inequality with which the State
was districted, and the pressure from other
States, Mr. Douglas was reelected to the Senate
by a small majodty of legislative votes. ·
During the next year and a half Mr. Lincoln
visited Ohio, Kansas, and New York, and made
several speeches of great ability on political
questions. That delivered in New York and
subsequently published, was one of the most
effective and eloquent expositions of the policy of the Republican party, and served as
a text-book for the orators of that party in
the succeeding canvass. A speech delivered in
Oincinnati to an audience largely made up of
Kentuckians in the spring of 1860, in which he
enunciated, in bis own telling way, his abhorrence of slavery, is still remembered in that
city for its extraordinary power. The Republican national convention, which assembled at
Ohicago on the 16th of May, 1860, was at first
nearly equally divided between Mr. Seward and
Mr. Lincoln as its candidate for the Presidency,
but the preponderance for Mr. Lincoln soon
became evident, and on the thiril ballot he was
nominated, receiving three hundred and fiftyfour out of four hundred and sixty-five votes,
and by motion of Mr. Evarts, of New York, the
nomination was made unanimous. The nomination with the platform was formally accepted
by him, in a graceful letter, on the 23d of May,
and was enthusiastically received by the Republican party tbroughout the country.
His opponents were divided (purposely, there
was reason to believe, it being the design of the
leaders at the South to make bis election certain, that it might be used to efl:'evt a disruption
of the nation) to a greater extent than ever before, there being three other tickets in the field,
yiz., Messrs Breckinridge and Lane, the candidates of the Pro-slavery Democrats; Messrs.
Douglas and H. V. Johnson, the candidates of
the Progressive Democrats; and Messrs. Bell
and Everett, the representatives of a conservative party, mostly composed of those who had
belonged to the old Whig party. On the 6th of
Nov., 1860, the election took place, and Mr. Lincoln received 180 electoral votes ont of 303,
Breckinridge having '72, Bell 39, and Douglas 12.
The popular vote was somewhat different in its
proportions, M1·. Lincoln having a pl111·ality of
nearly 600,000, but not an absolute majority,
while Douglas came next, Breckinridge next,
and Bell last. The exact popular vote was: for
Lincoln, 1,857,610; for Douglas, 1,291,574; for
Breckinridge, 850,082; for Bell, 646,124.
No sooner was his election ascertained than
the conspiracy which had long been smouldering in the Southern States burst out in full flame.
During the four months which intervened
between his election and his inauguration, six
States-South Oo.rolina, Mississippi, Alabama,
51
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Florida, Louisiana, and Texas-passed ordinnn~es of sece~sion, and appointed delegates to meet
m convention at Montgomery, Alabfl,ma, on the
<4:th of Fe?ruru.·y, a month before the inaugnration .. T1?,-1s convention adopted a provisional
constitution for what they denominated the
Oonfederate States, and chose Jefferson Davis
President and Alexander H. Stephens VicePresident of their new government. Thu,:, before he had even left his home in Illinois to
come to the capital aud assume office 1 and
nearly a month before bis taking his 0 fficial
oath, the insurrectionists had organized a rebellion involving six States, and with a certainty
that others would join them. It was not in
consequence of any thing he had done, for be
coulcl not as yet perform any official act; nor
was it in consequence of any thing which the
leaders saw he had power to do, for they knew
his views of the ?anctity of an oath, and he
woulcl swear to maintain the constitutil9n inviolate. Secession had been a foregone conclusion to be carried out at this time, if it could
be made practicable.
On the 11th of February, 1861, Mr. Lincoln
left bis house in Springfieid, Illinois, to go to
Washington, and enter upon his presidential
duties. In the course of his journey he passed
through Indianapolis, Oincinnati, Oolumbus,
Pittsburg, Cleveland, Buffalo, Albany, New
York, Trenton, Philadelphia, and Harrisburg.
He met the Legislatures of Indiana, Ohio, New
York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, which
were then in session, at the capitals of those
States, and everywhere along bis way made
brief addresses, the main scope of which was,
that if the people only stood firm in maintaining the constitution and the Government, no
power on earth could overthrow them. At
Philadelphia information was communicated to
him that a plot existed to assassinate him at
Baltimore. The only precaution he took was
to leave Hanisburg one train earlier than had
been expected, the telegraph wires being mean
time disconnected. Ile arrived in Washington
on the morning of Saturday, Feb. 23d.
On the 4th of March, 1861, he toc,k the
oath of office, ·and delivered his inaugural address, a plain, ,:traightforward tulk with the
nation. Ile began by showing, in the clearest
way, that there was no ground for the apprehension which seemed to exist at the South
that "their property, their peace, and their
personal security were to be endangered." He
declared that be took the oath to support the
Constitution "with no mental reservations."
He argued briefly and clearly the question of
secession averring that, in spite of all that bad
been do~e at the South, the Union was unbroken and he should to the extent of his
ability' take care "that' tLe laws of the Union
be faithfully executed in all the States; " that
in doing this there would be ~o bloodsbe~,
"unless it be forced upon the national authority," but that the power of ~he Government
would be used "to hold, occupy, and possess
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the property and places belonging to the Government, and to collect the duties and imposts;,,
and he closed his address with an earnest appeal to all who really loved the Union, t.o pause
and consider "before entering upon so grave a
matter as the destruction of our national fabric,
with all its benefits, its memories, and its
hopes." "In your hands, my dissatisfied fellow countrymen," said he, " and not in mine,
is the momentous issue of civil war. The Government will not assail you. You can have no
conflict without being youl'Selves the aggressors. You have no oath registered in heaven
to destroy the GovernmS'llt, while I shall have
the most solemn one to 'preserve, protect, and
defend' it. I am loath to close. We are not
enemies, but friends. We must not be enemies.
Though passion may have strained, it must not
break our bonds of affection. The mysti_c cord
of memory, stretching from every battle-field
and J¥1,triot grave to every living heart and
hearthstone all over this broad land, will yet
swell the chorus of the Union, when again
touched, as surely they will be, by tbe bett·er
angels of our nature."
Mr. Lincoln found, upon entering upon the
duties of his office, the credit of the Government greatly impaired by the uncertainty of
the future, its navy scattered, and less than a
dozen ships in serviceable condition to guard our
coasts ; the larger part of the small arms and
cannon belonging to the Govei·nment in the
hands of the States which had already seceded;
forts, arsenals, mints, and vessels seized by the
insurrectionists; the troops of our regular army
deprived of their arms and sent home, by
slow and devious routes, as paroled prisoners.
The garrison of Fort Sumter was drawing
nigh the point of starvation, and no supplies
could be sent them except by running the fire
of batteries. The attempt was made by a merchant vessel, but she was fired upon, and without waiting the surrender, which could not
have been long delayed, the rebel leaders
chose to bombard the fort, and take possession of it after a thii-ty-three hom·s' siege, on
the· 14th of April.
• Then came the necessity of at once calling
the nation to arms, and on the 15th of April
the call for '75,000 men roused the people to the
struggle which for fom· years to come was to
task their energies and try their patience. The
response from every northern State was cordial,
. prompt, and earnest. Men and means were
pressed upon the Government in abundance.
Kentucky, :Missouri, Maryland, Delaware, and
Virginia hung back1 and some of them answered
the call with insolent threats and defiance. Virginia soon after went over to the Rebels; he
Governor of :Missom·i, foiled in his efforts to take
the State in the same direction, fled from the
State, and loyal officers took his place; :Maryland, held in military possession, took up the
national cause, and finally emancipated her
slaves ; Delaware, halting long between two
opinions, at length raised troops for the
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Union ; and Kentucky, attempting neutrality, found herself neutral only as the battlefield and plunder ground of the contending
armies. An eAi;ra session of Oongress had been
called for July 4th. On the 19th of April the
ports of the seceded States were declared under
blockade. W asbington, at fu-st in extreme
peril, was, not without bloodshed, soon strongly
garrisoned. The President long cherished the
hope that the w_ar would be but brief, and that
soon peace and union as of old would be restored. The battle of Bull Run dispelled in
part this illusion; the nation began to harness
itself for the work before it, and during the
autumn and winter of 1861-'62 the President
was heavily burdened with the cares and responsibilities so suddenly thrown upon him ;
finance, the raising and maintaining great armies throughout the country; settling the diffi.
cult Trent case, and adjusting temporarily the
serious and delicate questions connected with ·
slavery which were constantly arising, under
the movements of Butler, Fremont, and other
of the army commanders.
The year 1862, though cheered by some victories like those of Thomas, at Mill Spring, the
grand forward movements of Halleck, Grant,
and Buell through Kentucky and Tennessee,
the capture of Island No. 10 and Memphis,
of New Orleans and its guarding forts, of Beaufort and Port Royal, of Roanoke Island and
Newbern, was on the whole one of gloom aud
anxiety for the President. But the dawn of
the new year brought altered prospects. He
had, after ·long and anxious deliberation, oome
to believe in the necessity of the proclamation
of emancipation as a war measme, and the
first day of the new year saw liberty proclaimed to all the slaves of the rebellious States.
The victory of Stone River, the capture of
Vicksburg and Port Hudson, and the opening
of the Mississippi, the substantial exclusion of
the Rebels from Missouri and Arkansas, the
redemption of Tennessee, were all so many
positive gains; while the disaster of Ohancellorsville was more than redeemed by the glorious
though bloody victory of Gettysburg, and the
misfortunes of Ohickamauga alleviated by th~
triumphant successes of Ohattanooga. "Peace''
said the President, reviewing these achievements
of our armies, "does not look so distant as it
did." He had anxiously sought for two years
to bring the border States into the adoption of
a system of emancipation, more or less gradual;
and he was rewarded by the adoption of au
emancipation constitution in the new State ~f
West Virginia, and the emancipation of their
slaves by Missouri and Maryland, while Oongress abolished slavery in · the District of Oolumbia, foruade. it in all the territories, and
struck from the statute books the fugitive
slave laws.
The anest of persons guilty of alleged treasonable acts or words, which, though not l.llade
in all cases by his order, he could not but sanction, occasioned some animadversions, and was
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explained by hi.m in two lucid and able letters to the New York and Ohlo committees
who had addressed him on the subject. In
1864, the first few months of the year were
ren~ered anp~us by financial difficulties, the
rapid depreciation ·orthe national currency, the
resignation of Secretary Chase, and the appointment of Mr. Fessenden. Then began in
May those movements-unequa]JeJ in the history of modern times, by which, in less than
a twelvemonth, the rebellion was crushedGrant's great campaign, where each day's
slaughter was almost that of an army, but in
which, with a wonde1ful endurance and persistency, he held his adversUJ·y, till ·at last he
yielded; that unparalleled march of a thousand
miles, by which Sherman, making pauses only
at Atlanta, at Savannah, and at Goldsboro,
swept as with a besom of destruction through
the hostile territory, and at last brought his foe
to sun·ender; and that wisely-planned retreat
of Thoinas on Nashville, and his subsequent
hurling of his troops -upon the foe, pursuing
them till ·they were scattered and broken.
Meantime Mr. Lincoln had been, by a respectable majority in the popular vote, und a great
ma;jority in the electoral college, ca}led for a second term to the Presidential chair, maugurated
amid the acclamations of thousands, though
still not without some threats of assassination,
he seemed about entering upon more halcyon
days. Richmond and Petersburg had been
evacuated, and his own feet had trodden the
pavements of the late Rebel capital; Lee had
surrendered, and Johnston was about to do so.
Davis was a fugitive, and his abdication h~d
been made without leaving a successor. War
had substantially ceased, and the national banner was to fl.oat from the walls of Fort Sumter
on the 14th of April, 1865-, the anniversary of
the day, four years before, which witnessed its
humiliation. Pacification was to be the :future
work of the President.
Amid these joyous anticipations of the future,
when the sad and wearied look which had so
long hovered over his face seemed about . to
give place to one of serene satisfaction, the assassin, c.reeping stealthily from behind, as he
sat with his family and friends in his box at the
theatre, on the night of the 14th of April, 1865,
fired, with fatal precision, the pistol shot, which,
penetrating his brain, in a fe.w hours terminated
his life. The immediate assassin was an actor,
by the name of John Wilkes Booth, but the
assassination was a part of a conspiracy intended
to cripple the Government by the simultaneous
destruction of its principal e-xecutive officers,
and it involved either as principals or accessaries: a number of persons. Nin1:1 of the more
immediate actors suffered condign punishment,
Booth being shot in the act of arresting him;
Harold, Payne, Atzerot, and Mrs. Surratt
hung; Arnold, Mudd, and McLaughlin imprisoned for life, and Spangler for six years.
The excitement which the intelligence of his
death caused throughout the nation, has
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never been paralleled in human history. The
whole people _were in tea.rs; cities and villages
w:e!e draped m momning; all ranks and condit10ns lamented him as a father, and every-w:here were seen the insignia of sorrow. When
his body was borne through the cities .through
w:hich 1:e had p_assed as he ca.llle to enter upon
his Presidency, 1t was greeted with unusual demonstrations of grief; the throngs in the streets
were clad in the habiliments of wo, and with
saddened countenances and streaming eyes
watched the funeral train as it bore all that
was mortal of the loved and -honored President,
a martyr for his cauntry's sake, to the quiet
grave in his prairie home. E ngland poured
forth her encomiums upon the dead, her widowed queen writing a most touching letter of
sympathy to the bereaved consort of the President, while her poets vied with ours in chaunting his requiem. France, too, expressed in words
and tones of sympathy her grief at our nation's
bereavement, and the wave of grief sweeping
over Europe found answering billows in the faroff Orient. China, Japan, and Siam sent their
condolence.
Mr. Lincoln's character as a man and a chief
magistrate may be summed up in a few words.
He was honest in the best sense of the term ;
patient, forbearing, and forgiving; slow in arriving at conclusions, but when once settled in
them, firm to obstinacy; endowed with a wisdom and tact not acquired in the schools, but
which guided him in administration, sustained
him in despondency, and rendered him calm
and self-possess·ed in the hour of success; in
short, a self-taught, large-hearted, clear-headed
man.
April 1'7.-CJLIBLES H. TYLER, a brigadiergeneral in the rebel army, killed at West Point,
Ga., in the battle at that point with Major-General Wilson's cavalry. He was a native of the
South, ancl: at the breaking out of the war a
captain of dragoons in the U. S. army. IDs
promotion was not rapid, and he had not apparently distinguished himself in the war.
April 21.-Col. MATTHEW M-crnPHY, 69th
regiment N. Y. volunteers, died in New York,
from wounds received at the battle of Hatcher's
Run, Feb. 4, 1865. He was a native of Ireland,
born Dec. 26, 1840r but bad come to the United
States in childhood. At the commencement
of the war he was a teacher in Public School
No. 24, and from pati·iotic impulses entered as
a private in the 69th, but soon rose from the
ranks by bis merit, and on the return of the
regiment to this city was electecl its colonel,
reorganized and filled up the regiment, and l~d
it again to the field. He had taken part m
most of the prominent battles, and had won
the reputation of a brave and gallant officer.
April 22.-WILLIAM w. M~KEAN, u. s ._N.,
a commodore in the naval servwe of the Uruted
States, died nea'r Binghamton, N. Y., after a
brief illness. He was born in Pennsylvania in
1801 being the son of Judge McKean and a
nephew of Governor McKean. He entered the
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navy from Pennsylvania in Nov. 1814, and had
consequently been over fifty years in the service,
twenty-five of them afloat. His last cruise was
completed in June, 1862. In 1823- '24 he commanded a schooner in Porter's squadron, and
was very active in suppressing pira~ along the
coast of Ouba, and among the islands of the
West Indies. In 1860 he was sent on the special
service of conveying the Japanese emuassy
home, and on his return was the first commandet·
of the West Gulf blockading squadron. He received his commission as commodore July 16,
1862.
May 1.-Lieut. Eowrn J. DE HAVEN, U. S.
N ., died at Philadelphia. He was born in Philadelphia in 1819, and entered tbe navy in Oct.,
1829, at the age of ten years. He had been
nearly thirty-six years in the service, about onehalf of it in the sea service, but owing to impaired vision had been placed upon the retired
list. His last cruise was completed in Feb.,
1857. He was a man of fine scientific abilities,
and was often detailed for special ser'/ice. He
commanded the first .Arctic exploring expedition, of which Dr. Kane wrote so graphic an
account. He was for several years employed
in the National Observatory under Maury, who
was indebted to him for much of the reputation
he had attained.
June 11.-Dr. Wrr,LI.AM WHELAN, U. S. N.,
surgeon and chief of bureau of medicine and
surgery in the Navy Department, died at Washington, D. 0 . He was born in Philadelphia,
Sept. 4, 1808. He graduated at Mount St.
Mary's Oollege, Emmittsburg, with the highest
honors of his class, though quite young, and
studied medicine under Dr. Samuel Jackson, of
of Philadelphia, graduating M. D. at the University of Pennsylvania in 1828. He at once
entered the navy as an assistant sUTgeon, and
continued in it till his death. His first sea service was a cruise of over five years in the West
Indies. On his return he was ordered to Boston, where he assiduously prepared himself for
his second examination, and was assigned tl10
first place in his class. He was promoted to
be stu-geon in 1837. He then made a cruise to
the Pacific in the Falmouth, and was twice fleet
surgeon to the Mediterranean squadron each
time at the request of the commandei- of the
fleet. In October, 1853, Dr. Whelan was appointecl to the Medical Bureau by President
Pierce, as successor to Dr. Thomas Harris. In
1862, under the four years rule, he was again
nominated to the Senate by the P resident, and
confirmed. In 1855, when on a tour of duty, he
received a severe injury from a railroad accident,
from which he never entirely recovered. .As
an executive officer, as well as a surgeon, he had
won a high reputation for clearness of comprehension, decision, skill, and gentleness.
June 13.-Ool. J . CLEVELA.J.'<"D CAMPBELL, 23d
U. S. 0. T.,. died at Castleton, N. Y., from
injuries received at the explosion of the mine
at Petersburg, July 30, 1864. He was born in
New York in July, 1836, and graduated succes./

sively at the Free .Academy, Union College, and
the University of Gottingen. Early in the war
he entered as a private in the 44th N. Y. volunteers, was soon promoted to be a lieutenant on
Gen. Palmer's staff, was next adjutant of the
152d N. Y. volunteers, then captain in Upton's
121st N. Y. volunteers, and after passing a most
brilliant examination was commissioned lientenant-colone~ !llld finally colonel of the 23cl
U. S. C. T. He led his regiment into the hotest of the fight ::it Petersburg, when the min€\
exploded, and left in and around that awful
crater nearly 400 of his men, killed or wounded.
His lung was contused and ruptured by a bursting shell, which eventually caused his death.
June 23.-S.AMUELFRANcrs Du PoNT, U.S. N.,
a rear-admiral in the navy of the United States,
born at Bergen Point, New Jersey, September
27, 1803, died in Philudelphia, Penn., June 23,
1865. He was of F rench origin on his father's
side, bis grandfather being P. S. Du Pont de
Nemours, the intimate personal friend of Madison and Jefferson. He was appointed a midshipman in the navy by President Madison,
December 19, 1815. His appointment was
made from Delaware, of w bioh State he became :1 resident in his boyhood. His first
cruise was in the Franklin, 74, under Commodore Stewart; from this he was transferred to
sloop-of-war Erie, Captain Ballard. His second
cruise was on the Mediterranean station in the
Oonstitution, and twice subsequently he returned to the Mediterranean for three years in
the North Carolina, 74, and in the sloop-of-war
Ontario. He also served on the West India
station and on the coast of Brazil in the frigate
Congress, under Commodore Biddle. On the
North Carolina he had been promoted to be
sailing master, and in 1826 he was commissioned lieutenant and ordered to the schooner
Porpoise. From 1835 to 1838 he served as
executive officer on the Warren and Constellation, and from 1838 to 1842 on the Ohio, the
flag-ship of Oommodore Hull. In 1845, having
been promoted to the rank of commander, he
was orclered to the Pacific in command of the
frigate Congress, bearing ·the flag of Commodore
Stockton, and in 1846 was transferred to the
corvette Cyane. The outbreak of the Mexican
war brought his services into request. In the
Cyane he captured San Diego, and landed John
C. Fremont. He cleared the Gulf of California
of Mexican vessels,' capturing and destroying
thirty. He took possession of La Paz, the
capital of Lower. Oalifornin, spiked the guns of
San Blaz, and established the blockade of Mazatlan, ,Yhich latter port he subsequently assisted in capturing, leading the line of bo:1ts
which entered the main harbor under the orders
of Oommodore Shubrick, in November, 1847.
B.e was next despatched in the Oyane to <lefen_d
Lower California against the Indians and Mexicans. He covered La Paz until it could be fortified, landed at San Jose with a force of one
hundred marines and sailors, defeated and scattered a largely superior force of Me~-i.cans, and
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rescued a small party under Lieut. Heywood,
who were beleaguered in the Mission House.
He led or took part in a number of expeditious
into the interior, capturing many prisoners and
coupe1·atiug with Col. Benton and Lieutenant
(now Maj.-Gen.) Halleck, approaching from the
north, scattered the Mexicans and Indians, and
gained complete possession of the peninsula of
California. In 1848 he returned to Norfolk in
the Cyane after an absence of three years.
After a service of forty years, sixteen as lieutenant and thirteen as commander, he was
made a captain in 1855. In 185'7 he was ordered to the command of the Minneeota, and sent
on a special service to China, with W. B. Reed
minister to that empire. After a cruise of two
years, during which he visited Japan, Western
India, and A.rabia, be returned in June, 1859,
to Boston, in the Minnesota. On the 1st of
Jan., 1861, he was appointed to the command
of the Philadelphia navy-yard, relieving Commodore Stewart. Here he was stationed at the
commencement of the war, and by his promptitude and· experience rendered great seryice in
securing Washington. In June, 1861, he was
made president of a Board called at Washington
to establish a plan of naval operations from the
examination of the records of the coast survey
and other data.
On the division of the Atlantic squadron into
two distinct commands, in September, 1861,
Capt. Du Pont was appointed to the command
of the South Atlantic squadron, where he remained until his recall on the 3d of June, 1863.
His.first enterprise afloat with bis squadron was
the brilliant bombardment and capture of Forts
Beauregard and Walker, at the entrance of Port
Royal Harbor, S. 0., and the occupation by a
joint land and naval force of the islands adjacent. This was justly regarded as one of the
:finest and most admirably cond'ucted naval conflicts of the war. He also rendered essential
service in the establishment of a very close
blockade of the coast of Carolina and Georgia;
in the occupation of Tybee Roads and Tybee
Island, which gave the army their base for the
r eduction of Fort Pulaski ; in the expedition for
the destruction of the batteries on the mainland
at Port Royal ferry; in the capture in March,
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1862, of Cumberland Island and Sound Amelia
Island, the river and town of St. Mary's, Ga.,
Fernandina, Florida, and Fort Clinch. The inlets along the coast were also occupied or carefull;r, examined, the rivers ascended Jacksonville and St: Augu~tine, Florida, take~, and the
yacht America, which had been sunk, was raised ..
At Charleston alone the blockade was ineffective, the force at command not being sufficient
to cover completely the circuit from the bay to
Stono, and the demands upon the navy rendering the reenforcement of the squadron impossible. The capture of Charleston, it was hoped,
would complete the blockade, and in April,
1863, a resolute attempt was made, the rearadmiral himself leading the attack to born bard,
and if possible pass Fort Sumter. . It failed, one
of the iron-clads being sunk and others disabled, and the brave admiral did not feel warranted in renewing the attack. The Secretary
of the Navy deeming him distrustful of the
iron-clads of the Monitor type, removed him
from the command of the squadron, but his
successor, with a larger fleet and an efficient
cooperative land force, was no more successful.
On the 16th of July, 1862, while in command
of the squadron, Captain Du Pont was made a
Rear-Admiral, ranking second in the list. After
his withdrawal from the South Atlantic squadron he held no active command, but served, as
occasion required, on naval commissions and
courts-martial. He had been active in the
general improvement of the navy during all
his period of service; had assisted in the organization of the ·Naval Academy, and was a
member of the Light Honse Board; hail twice
aided in revising the Rules and Regulations of
the Navy; was a member of the Naval Retiring
Board; and bad at various times contributed
important papers on subjects relating to the interests of the naval service. Among these one
on coast defences has been republished and
widely circulated. He was a brave and o.ccomplished sailor, a fco.rless and greatly beloved
commander, an earnest, sincere, and consistent
Christian. His death wo.s occasioned by a sudden attack of quincy, a disease to which he had
been for some ye!),rs subject.
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25G; bnttle of Cedar Mountain, 25S; cnpture of Louisa
Cow·t Honse, 258; nature of the country, 258; forces of
Gen. Pope begin to fall back, 259; Rappahannock bridge,
259; attempts of Confederntes to cross the Rappahannock, 259; dash on Catlett's Station, 260; advance of
Confederate army, 260; Gen. Pope continues to fall
back, 260; concentration of his forces, 260; attack at
Manassas Junction, 261; attack on Bristow's Station,
261; furth er movements of the Confederate forces, 261;
continued retreat of Gen. Pope, 2Gl; battle near Manassas, 262; conflict near Gainesville, 262; battles near Bull
Run, 26-S; clespatch of Gen. Lee, 268; message of President Davis, 268; excitement at Washington and through
the North, 264; Gon. Pope falls buck to the heights of
Germanto,vn, 264; his correspondence with Gen. Lee,
264; retreat of Gen. Bllnks, 264; battle of Chantilly, 265;
retreat of Gen. Pope's army to fortifications at Wasliington, 265.
Movements of the Confederate forces, 265; ad van co
toward Maryland, 265; enter Frederick, 2G6; address
of Gen. Lee to the citizens of Maryland, 266; evacuates
Frederick and enters Hagersto,vn, 266; excitement in
Pennsylvania, 266; activity in Maryland, 267; Gen.
McClellnn ordered to command the troops for the clefence of Washington, 267; effect upon the troops, 2G7 ;
advance sent forward into Marylantl, 267; movements
of Gen. Lee, 267; bis orde,- to Gen. Hill showing his
plans, 268; advance of Gen. McClellan's forces, 268; enter Frederick, 2GB ; pursue Confederate forces, 268; battk vf South Mountain, 268,269; movements at Harper's
Ferry, 269; its surrender, 270; spoils taken, 270; battle
nt .Antietam, 271, 272; losses, 272; retreat of the Confederate army from Maryland, 272.
Guerr!lla operations in Kentucky, 282; advance of
Gen. E. K. Smith Into Kentucky, 2S2; battle nt TI!chmond, 282; removal of tho Kentucky Legislature, 282 ;
address of the governor, 283 ; proclamation of Gen.
Smitli, 283; movements of Gen. Buell, 288; admnce of
Gen. Brngg into Kentucky, 284; capture of Munfordsville, 284; object of Gen. Bragg's advance into Kentucky, 285; bis address to tho Kentucklans, 285; advance of Gen. Buell in pursuit, 2S7; battle of Perry8vi11e, 287; Camp Dick Robinson, 287 ; spoils taken by
Gen. Bragg, 288; his retreat and the pnrsnlt, 288; result
of the invasion of Kentucky, 2S9.
Oumberlnnd Gnp, its situation, 2S9; occnpatlon by
Confederate forces, 289 ; im·aslon by a Federal force,
289; its evacuation, 289; oocnpat!on by Gen. Morgan,
290; skirmishes, 290; eYacuation by Gen. Morgan, 290.
Movements of Gen. Gram's forces in TenMssee and
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Mississippi, 290 ; dash upon Iuka, 291 ; movements of
Federal forces upon Iukn, 291; its capture, 291; march
of the Confederate forces upon Corinth, 292; position of
the forces, 292; battle of Corinth, 292, 298 ; retreat of the
Confederate force, 294; pursuit, 294; address of Gen.
Rosecrans, 294; advance of Gen. Grant's forces, 294;
movement by a division of Gen. Curtis's army, 294 ;
expedition from Hcl,ma, 295; capture of Holly Springs,
295; close of the second campaign i n Kentucky and
Tennessee, 296.
Gen. Rosecrans ordered to the command in Kentucky,
296; advance toward Nashville, 296; position of the
Confederate forces, 296; Federal advance beyond Nashvllle, 297; posl tion of the armies at Murfreesboro, 297 ;
the battle at Murfreesboro, 297-299; losses, 299.
Conclusion of the campaign in Virglnin, 299; position.
of the armies, 299 ; or der to Gen. McClellan to cross the
Potomac, 800 ; letter of Gen. Halleck to the Secretary
of War, BOQ; causes of delay to advance, 801; advance
of the troops, 801; the situation oftbe respective forces,
802; removal of Gen. McClellan, 802; his farewell to the
troops, 802; the military aspect of affairs, 802; move. ment upon Fredericksburg, 81)8; that c!ty summoned to
surrender by Gen. Sumner, 804 ; correspondence, 804;
concentration of Federal army, 804; delay of pontoons,
804; testimony of Gen. Burnside, 805; battle in the rear
of Fredericksburg, 806, 807 ; retreat of the Federal
forcee, 808; despatches of Gen. Burnside, 808; address
of Gen. Lee to his troops, 808.
Dash upon the (,'umberland Gap, 809; attack upon
Goldsboro, 809 ; fight at Pocotaligo, 810; at Baton Rouge,
810; summary of important military events, 810; results
of the military operations of the year 1862, 811.
Plan of the movement against Vicksburg, 880; surrender of Holly Springs, 831; Gen. Grant's order, 831;
loss at Holly Springs, 881; attack on Dnvis's Mills, 881;
other stations on railroad to Corinth, 881; effects on
Gen. Grant, 881; do. on the plan of the campaign, 882;
movements of Gen. Sherman, 882; appears at the mouth
of the Yazoo, 882 ; moves up the river, 882 ; his plan,
882; character of the country, 888; bayous, 888; landing
of Gen. Blair, 883 ; organization of Gen. Sherman's forces,
888; plnn of attack on the bluffs in the rear of Vicksburg,
888 ; landing and movement of the troops, 388 ; bivouac,
888 ; r econnoitring, 888 ; repulse of Gen. Steele, 888;
change in the order of movements, 888; position of the
forces, 884; assaults upon the bluffs, 884, 885; repulse,
885; withdrawal of the troops, 885; arrival of Gen. McOlernand, 885 ; address of Gen. Sherman to the troops,
885; Gen. Pemberton in command at Vicksburg, 885 ;
address to his troops, 885.
Plan to attack Arkansas Post, 886; White River, 886;
movement of the fleet, 886; position of Fort Hindman,
886; bombardment, 386; assault, 886; surrender, 886 ;
expedition up the White River, 888.
Gen. Grant leaves Memphis for Vicksburg, 888; assumes command, 888 ; plans for the attack on Vicksburg, 888; the canal, 886; routes by which to reach the
rear of Vicksburg, 889; Lake Provitlence, 889; Yazoo
Pass, 889.
Queen of the West runs the blockade, 889; her expedition down the river, 840 ; returns, 840 ; second expedition, 340; moves up the .A.tchafalayn, 840; captures the
Era No. 5,840 : For t Taylor, 840; attack on, 840; injury
to the Queen, 840 ; capture of, 841 ; escape of the officers
with tho De Soto, 841; meets the Inctianola, 841; description of the Indianola, 841; runs the batteries nt
Vicksbw·g, 841; pursues the Webb, 842; returns to Big
Black River, 842; is captured by the Webb and Queen
of tho West, 842.

Situation of Lake Providence, 842; how connected
with Red River, 842; route of the proposed canal, 842;
situation or Moon Lak~, 842; Yazoo Pass, 842; Coldwater, 842; route, 842 ; advance of tho gun boats, 848;
the force, 848; Fort Pemberton, 843; its situation, 848;
• Greenwood, 848 ; force of tbe enemy, 848; attack on the
fort, 844; repulse, 844; its cause, 844; expedition withdrawn, 844.
Expedition by way of Cypress Bayou, 844; the route,
844; its progress, 844; fleet withdmwn, 844; cause of tho
failure, 844.
Route from Millikan's Bend to New Carthage, 845;
rams Switzerland and Lancaster attempt to pass the
batteries at Vicksburg, 845; Gen. Grant orders New
Carthage to be occupied, 845; advance of Gen. McOlernnnd, 845; Perkins's plantation r~ached, 845; bad roads,
845 ; transports at the same time rnn the batteries at
Vicksburg, 846 ; march of the troops below Vicksburg,
8'l7; attack on Grand Gulf by the gunboats, 847; report
of Admiral Porter, 847; do. Gen. Grant's, 847; transports run the batteries nt Grand Gulf, 847 ; troops prepare to cross the Mississippi, 847; landed at Bruinsburg,
847; advance of the Thirteenth Corps, 847; Port Gibson,
847; enemy encountered, ·347; repulsed, 847; Bayou
Pierre, 847; iHawkinson's Ferry, 848; Gen. Grant's report of the crossing of the Mississippi, 848; Admiral
Porter's report of the capture of Grand Gulf, 848; movement of Gen. Sherman np the Yazoo, 848; its object,
848 ; attacks Haines' Bluff', 848 ; position of Gen.
Banks at this time, 848 ; feJTies over the Big Black
River, 849.
Col. Grierson's raid, 849; his force, 849; leaves La
Grange, 849; reaches Ripley, 849; New· Albany, 849;
skirmish, 849; King's Bridge, 849; Pontotoc, 849; return of Major Lall, 849; Columbus, 849; Louisville, 849;
Nichols' plnntation, 849; Raleigh, 849; Brandon, 349;
Starkville, 849; expedition of Capt. Forbe~, 849; Pearl
river, 850 ; Gallatin, 850; Brookhaven, 850; Summit,
850 ; Edward's Bridge, 850 ; preparation to stop him at
Osyka, 351; Greensburg, 851; ' Clinton, 851 ; arrives at
Baton Rongo, 851.
Arrival of Gen. Shennan, 851; advance of Gen. Grant,
85l; ronte of Gen. McPherson, 861; do. of Gen. Sherman, 851; do. ~f Gen. McOlernnncl, 851; despatch of
Gen. Grant, 851; battle of Raymond, 861; further ad·
,nnce, 852; capture of Jackson, 852; movements of the
enemy. 852 ; battle of Champion Hills, 854; fight at
Black River, 855; Gem. Sherman marches upon .Bridge·
port, 855; Walnut Hills occupied, 855; supplies for tho
troops, 855; investment of Vicksburg, 855; report of
Admiral Porter, 855; do. of expedition to Yazoo City,_
856; retreat of Pemberton to Vicksburg, 856; assault on
the works made by Gen. Grant, 356; a second assault,
857; how made, 857; report of Gen. Grant, 857; report
of the enemy, 858; report of Admiml Porter on the assault on Vicksburg, 858; siege determined upon, 859;
how conclucted, 359; reilnforcements to Gen. Grant, 859;
attack on Millikan's Bond, 859; sinking of the Oincinnati, 860; report of Capt. Bache, 860; progress of the
siege, 860 ; !lag of truce, 360; proposal to sur.i·ender, 860 i
correspondence, 861; opinion of Gen. Grant of the terms
of surrender, 861 ; despatch of .A.dmJral Porter, 861 ; re·
suit of the campaign, 862; letter of President Lincoln to
Gen. Gmnt, 862; report of Gen. Halleck, 868 ; new ex·
poditions, SGS; Gen. Sherman sent to ntmck Gen. John·
ston, 368 ; despatches of Gen. Grant, 868.
Destr uction of property at Jackson, Miss., SGS; nogroes
flocking after the ru·my, 364 ; their views, 864 ; oxpecli·
tion against Yazoo City, 864; movement of Oen. Mc. Pherson, 865; vast extent of the military campaign, 865.
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Gen. Banks sails for New Orleans, 865; the expedition, 865; bis movements, 865; naval force on the lower
Mlssissipp~ 365; attack on Port Hndson 865 · loss of the
Mlss!ssippl, 866; movement of the land forc~s, 866; the
Tecbe country, 866; forces there, 866; movements of
Gen. Weitzel, 866 : obj ects of Gen. Bruiks 366 · concentrates at Brnshear;866 : .. advances, 86T; s~cce;s of Gen.
Grover, 867 ; New Iberia, 867; fw:tber operations, 867 ;
surrender of Alexandria to Admiral Porter, 867; conn try
occupied by Gen. Banks, 367 ; despatch of Admiral Porter on the capture of Alexandria, 868; order of Gen.
Banks_to organize a corps d'.Afrique,, 868; movements
of Gen. Sherman, 868; clo. of Gen. Augur, 868; advance
upon Port Hudson, 369; fire opened by Gen. Banks,
869 ; report of Gen. Banks on the conduct of colored
troops, 870; second assault on Port Hudson, 870; activity
of the enemy west of the Mississippi, 870; their success,
870; complete investment of Port Hudson, 871; it-s surrender, 871; correspondence, 3n; terms of surrender,
872; further movements of Gen. Bllllks, 372.
Gen. Burnside's position, 372; another movement contemplated, 872; storm, 878; movement abandoned, 878 ;
order of Gen. Burnside surrendering the command, 378 ;
his statement relative to bis resignation, 878; order of
Gen. Hooker on taking c'ommrmd, 878 ; order of the Wnr
Department, 878; Congress passes a resolution of inquiry, 878; report of the Committee of Inquiry, 874;
letter of Gen. Cochrane, 875; order of Gen. Burnside dismissing certain officers, 875; his testimony before the
committee, 875; assumes command of the Department
of Ohio, 876; raids, 376; position of Goo. Hooker's and
Gen. Lee's armies, 877; ad,rnnce of Gen. Hooker across
the Rappahannock, 878; his order, 378 ; his position,
878; movements of the enemy, 878, 879; report of Gen.
Lee, 379; movements of Gen. Sedgwick, 379; Lee's report of these movements, 880; further mov-ements of
Gen. Hooker, 880.
Movements of Gen. Stoneman, 880; Kilpatrick's mo-.ements, 881 ; his 1·eport, 881; movements of Lteut.-Ool.
Davis, 8S1 ; his report, 882.
Orders of Gen. Hooker, 382; orders of Gen. Lee, 8S2;
despatch of Secretary Stanton to governors of Northern
States, 882; proclnmation of President Lincoln relatirn
to the conscription of aliens, 8S2 i. order of Secretary
Stan ton relative to the sending of intelligence by telegraph, 888 ; official report of the loss at Ohancellorsville,
888 ; fing of trnce from Gen. Lee, 383 ; loss of the enemy,
888; letter of Gen. Lee to Gen. Jackson, 888; Gen. Jackson's wounds and death, 888; orclcr of Gen. Lee, 884; reconnoissance, 884; movementd of Gen. Lee· northward,
884; his objects, 385; commencement of his march, 885.
Order of the Wnr Department creating two new departments, 885; departments and commanders, 885;
proclamation of Gov. Curtin, 885; order of Gen. Couch,
886; position of Gen. Hooker, 886 ; movements of Gen.
Lee, 886, 3B7; his purpose, 887; attack at Berryville,
887; do. on Winchester, 887; retreat of Gen. Milroy,
889; court-martialcd, 880; decision of President Lincoln
on its verdict, 8S9 ; report of Gen. Halleck, 389; evacuation of Martinsburg, 889 ; report of Gen. Lee, 8S9 ; spoils
taken, 889; advance of Ool. Jenkins, 890 ; invasion of
Maryland and Pennsylvania, 890 ; proclamation of President Lincoln, 890; despatch to Gov. Seymour, of New
York, 890; movements in New York, 890; thanks of the
President to Gov. Seymour, 891; proclamation of Gov.
Curtin, 891; do. of Gov. Parker, of New Jersey, 891; do.
of the governor of Maryland, 291; do. of the governor of
West Virginia, 891 ; do. of the governor of Ohio, 392 ;
movement of troops from New York, 892; troops from
New J ersey, 892; appeal of Gov. Curtin to the people
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of Philadelphia,, 898; State organizations in the field,
898 ; proclamation of. Gov. Curtin, 898 ; troops frum
other States, 394; scenes at Ha1Tisburg, 894; do. at
Pittsburg, 894; do. at Baltimore, 894; movements of
Gen. Hooker, 894; his objects, 895; cavalry. contests,
895; Gen. Pleasanton' report, 395; Gen. Lee's report
of Hooker's position, 395; orders to his troops, 896; Gen.
Cooper's letter to Gen. Lee, 896; do. of Mr. Davis, 896;
advance of the Confederate army, 897; advance townrcl
Hru·risburg, 897; do. York, 897; order of Gen. Lee, 897;
Confoderates foll back, 898; Gen. Hooker resigns his
oo=nd, 899; Gen. Meade assumes command 899 · impression upon the army, 899 ; its advance to~ard' Gettysburg, 899; Meade's address before battle, 399; Gettysburg, 400; Gen. Reynolds encounters the enemy,
400 ; the battle of Wednesday, 400 ; Gen. Meade's position, 401; Gen. Lee's position, 401; battle of Thursday,
402; report of Gen. Lee, 408; clespntch of Gen. Meade,
403 ; battle of Friday, 408 ; despatch of Gen. Meade, 404;
address to his army, 404; announcement of President
Lincoln, 405 ; movements ot' Gen. Lee, 405; movements
of P enn sylvania troops, 405; address of Gen. Lee to his
army, 405; pursuit by Gen. Meade, 405,406; despatches
of Gen. Mende, 406; denied by Gen. Lee, 406 ; contradicted by Gen. Mende, 406; Ool. Kilpatt-iek's report, 408;
capture of Vicksbnrg annoU11ced, 408 ; proclamation of
President Lincoln, 408; address of Gen. Mende to citizens along the Orange and .Alexandria railroad, 408 ;
movements of Gen. Dix, 400.
Advance of Gen. Morgan, 409; crosses the OambrrIand, 409 ; moves across Kentucky, 409 ; crosses the
Ohio, 409; pursuit by Gen. Hobson, 409 ; movements in
Indiana, 410 ; enters Ohio, 411 ; nd vances toward Western Virginia, 411 ; skirmishes at the Ohio River, 411;
despatches of Gen. Shnckelfo1·d, 412; oopturo of Gen.
Morgan, 412.
Operations of Gen. Rosecrans, 452 ; expedition of Gen.
Jeff. 0. Davis, 452; attack on Fort Donelson, 452; expedition under Col. Colburn, 452; do. under Gen. Sheridan, 458; do. under Ool. Hall, 466; attack ou Gen. Granger, 453; movement on McM.innsvillc, 458 ; expedition
of Col. Streight, 453; instructions to Col. Streight, 458;
by Gen. Gnrfleld, 453; movements of Ool. St.reight, 454;
his SID·render, 454; letter of Gen. Rosecrans to Gen. Halleck relative to the force in his front, 455; reply of Gen.
Halleck, 455; answer of Gen. Rosecrans, 455 ; movements commenced by Gen. Rosecrnns, 455; movements
of his corps, 456; retreat of Gen. Brngg, 450; its olfect,
456; first object of Gen. Rosecrans, 456; crossing the
Tennessee, 457.
Movement of Gen. Bw·nside, 457; his command, 457 :
position of Gen. Buckner, 457; advance or Gen. Burnside, 457 ; reaches Kingston, 458; enters Knoxville, 458;
his reception, 458; movement upon Cumberland Gap,
458; other movements, 458; occupation of Obat.tanoogn,
458; despatch of Gem. Halleck to Gen. Rosecrans, 458;
do. to Gen. Burnside, 459 ; reply of Gen. Rosecrans, 459;
reports of Gens. Raseerans, Foster, and Mende, ns to
movements of the enemy, 459; despntches or Gen. Halleck, 459 ; position of Gen. Rosecrans' forces, 460; his
ndvnnce, 460; Lafayette, 460; attack on Gen. Negley,
460; concentration of Gen. Rosecmns, 461; operations
of the Confederate army, 461; topographical view, 462;
order of Gen. Bragg to ad vnnce, 462; charge of incapacity against Gen. Bragg, 462; approach of the two armies, 462; battle of Obickamaugn, 468 ; firmness of Gen.
Thomas, 468; he fall s back, 465; loss of Gen. Rosecrans,
465 · concentrates at Ohnttanooga, 465; address of Gen.
Ros~crans to the army, 465; forces sent to Gen. Rosecrnns, 465; Hooker's corps, 465; · Grant ordered to the
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commnncl, 465; movements or Gen. Hooker, 466; opens
the river below Chattanooga, 466; supplies reach Chattanooga, 467; movement of Gen. Longstreet in EflSt Tennessee, 467; plan or Gen. Grant, 467; his attack on Gen.
Bragg, 46,; his defeat, 468.
Movements of Gen. Burnside ln East Tennessoe, 468;
advance of Gen. Longstreet, 468; siege of Knoxville, 468.
Movements of Gen. Sherman, 470; di version of Gen.
Averill in West Virginia, 470; position of the armies of
Gens. Meade and Lee, 470; Mendo falls back, 470; advance of Gen. Lee, 470; he retires, 471; losses in cavalry, 471; nclvance of Gen. Meade, 471; Mine Run, 471;
movements in West Virginia, 471; Gen. .A.verlll's raid,
471; operations in North Carolina, 472; do. in southeast
Virginia, 472; Gen. Foster sent to Charleston, 472.
Gen. ·Gillmore moves on Charleston, 472; nttncks Morris Islnnd, 472; his report, 472; captw·e of a portion, 472;
fortifications, 473 ; nn,•nl force, 473 ; attack on Fort Wagner, 474; r epulse, 474; Gen. Gillmore·s works on Morris .
Island, 475; Swamp Angel, 475; opens fire upon Fort
Sumter, 475; r eport of the enemy of the bombardment,
476; report of Gen. Gillmore, 476, 477; Jetter of Gen.
Beauregard, 477; reply of Gen. Glllmore, 47S; effect of
the she)Js fired at Charleston, 479; eapture of .Fort Wagner, 479; report of Gen. Gillmore, 479; night flSSault upon
Sumter, 479.
Movements or' Gen.· Banks, 479; experlition to the
month of the Sabine, 479; its repulse, 480; capture of
Brownsville, 480.
Movements in Missouri, 480; operntions of Gen. Marmaduke, 481; retires to .Arkansas, 481; movement of ·
Gen. Cabell, 481; Gen. McNeil, 482; expedition of Col.
Clayton, 482; advance of Gen. Blunt, 482; Gen. Steele's
movements, 483; capture of Little Rock, 483; Quantrcll's raid, 483; attack on Gen. Blunt, 483.
Department of the Northwest, 484; operations against
'the Indians, 484.
Result of the operntions of the year, 484; desolations,
485 ; Grant's order respecting slaves, 486.
Position of the Federal forces in Jon., 1864, 49S; position
of the enemy, 49S; oongratulatory address of Gen. Groot
to his soldiers, 498; number of Federal troop3 in the .fiP.ld,
498 ; number nod strength of the Confederates, 498, 499 ;
enr!iest movements of 1864, 499; Jetter of Gen. Sherman,
499; his movement from Vicksburg, 500; advance under Gen. McPherson, 500; skirmish nt Big Black River,
500; preparations of the enemy, 502; Jetter of Dabney
Maury, 502; address cf Gov. Watts to the people, 502;
force of Gen. Sherman, 502; addross to his troops and
instructiona, 502; reaches Mericlian, 502; destruction of
rnilroads, 502; retw·ns to Vicksburg, 502; failure of
Gen. Smith to meet him, 502 ; march of Gen. Smith
from Memphis, 508; r esistance or the en<>my, 508; he falls
back, 508; picture of his march, 503; pursuit of lho enemy, 1503; successful retreat, 503; destruction caused by
Gen. Smith's forces, 503.
Expedition against Yazoo City, 508; results of the
movement, 508.
March of a force from Gen. Johnston to aid in opposing the advance of Sherman upon Meridian, 504; counter movement on the part of Gen. Grant at Chnttanoogn,
504; advnnce on Tunnel llill, 504; farther advance
nearly to Dalton, 504; resistance of the enemy, 504;
Federal force fall back to Tunnel Hill, 504.
Gen. Gillmore In command cf the Department of the
South, 504; his authority, 504; letter of President Lincoln to him, 504; proposition of Gen. Gillmore to the
Wnr Department, 504; his order, 504; advance of tho
expedition, 505; Jnoksonville, 505; advance in the interior, 505; eaptnre of property, 005; . return, 005; other

orders of Gen. Gillmore to Gen. Seymour, 505; skirmish
at Gninsovllle, 505; plans of Gen. Gillmore, 50T; new advance of Gen. Seymour, 507; encounters the enemy nt
Olustee nnd is defeated, 507; the retreat, 507; report of,
the enemy, 50T; correspondence between Gen. Seymour ,
and Gen. Finegan, 50T ; suspension of operations In
Florida, 508.
Concentration of forces at New Orleans, 50S; plans of
Gen. Banks, 508 ; march of Gen. Franklin for .Alcxnodrin, 508; assembling of a vast fleet nt tho month of Red
River, 50S; embarkation of n force under Gen. Smith to
unite with Gen. Banks at .A.lexand11a, 509; arrival nt
Semmesport, 509 ; rcconnoissance, 509 ; march upon nod
capture of Fort Do Russy, 509; arrival at .Alexandria,
509; withdrawn! of the enemy, 509 ; arrival of Gen.
Banks, 509; ndvnnce upon and capture of Natchitoches,
509 ; cooperation of Gen. Steele in .Arkansas expected,
509; ndvnnce toward Shreveport, 509; battlc'and repulse
nt Pleasant Hill, 510; losses of the campaign, 511; the
cnptures, 511; advance of .A.dmirnl Porter, 511; arrival
of Gen. Smith, 511; retreat continued to Alexandria,
511; dangerous position of the fleet, 513; extricated by
building a dam across Red River, 518; how it wns done,
513; evacuation of .A.lexandrin, 514; city eet on fire, 514;
appalling scenes, 514; retreat of the fleet and army to
the Mississippi, followed by the enemy, 5115.
Advnnce of Gen. Steele to cooperate with Gen. Danks,
515; concentration of his force, 515; force of' the enemy,
515; advance of Gen. Steele toward Wnshington, 515;
capture of Camden, 511>; cooperating movement of Col.
Clayton, 515; his despatch, 515; position of Oen. Steele
after the retreat of Gen. Banks, 515; necessary to full
hack, 515; operations of the enewy, 515; Steele's supplies cut off, 515; evacuntes Camden and retreats, 516;
battle at the crossing of Washita River, 5l6; enemy repulsed and the crossing effected, 516; safe retreat to
Little Rock, 516; effects of the withclrawnl of troops
from Vicksburg for lhe Red River expedition, 516 ;
movements of the Confederate Gen. Forrest, 816; advance on the .Federal posts in West Tennessee nod Kentucky, 516; nttnck on Paducah, 516; demand for Its surrender, 516; reply of Col. Hicks, 517; attack on the forts,
517; withdrawal of Forrest, 517; his report, 517; attack
on Fort Pillow, 517; its garrison, 517; manner of the
attack, 517; operations, 51T; demand for surrender, 517;
reply of Major Bradford, 517; assault by the ene~y and
capture of the fort, 518; report of an investigating committee of Congress on the scenes which foJlowed, 518;
statement of the Confederate Lieut.-Gen. S. D. Leo, 519;
report of tho enemy, 519; advance of n force against
Columbus, 519; demand for its surrender and refusal of
Gen. Buford, 510.
Operations in North Carolina, 519; capture of tho Federal post at Bachelor's Creek, 520; advance toward Newbern, 520; destruction of the gunboat Underwriter, 520;
report of Gen. Picket, 520; Plymouth, 520; how defended, 520 ; attack of the enemy, 520; destruction of
the gunboats Southfield and Mlnml by the Albemnrle,
520; surrender of Plymouth, 520; nunouncement of
Gen. Peck, 520 ; report of Gen. Hokll, 522 ; order of Gen.
Palmer relative to incendiaries, 522.
Desultory operations In Virginia, 522; cnpture of trnlns
at New Creek, 522 ; headquarters of Gen. Mende, 622 i
position of Lee's army, 522; Gen. Kilpatrick stnrts for n
dash upon Richmond, 522; contemporaneous movements, 522; advance of Kilpatrick, 528; detachment
under Col. Dahlgren, 528; encounters the enemy, 528;
Dahlgren killed, 1523; address nnd orders published in
the Richmond pnpers, 528.
.A.ct of Congress creating a Lient.-Generalcy, 524; Gen.
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Grnnt o.ppointed, 524; address of ilia President on presenting his eommission, 524; reply of Grant, 624; orders
transferring commanders, 524; order of Gen. Grant, ~25;
order of Secretary of War, reorganizing army corps, 525;
order of Gen. Mende, 525; position of Gen. Grant with
the Army of the Poto,;Jl_ac, 525.
Gen. Sherman assumes command, 526; plan or the
campaign, 525; bis force, 526; topography of Georgia,
526; .Atlanta, its position and iD'.lportance, 526; defences,
526; tab!~ of rnih-oad stations, 628; movement to compel Gen. Johnston to evaonate Dalton, 528; demonstmtlon in Johnston's front, 523; fnillll'e of ilie flanking
movement, 528; position of Resaca, 528; next movement of Sherman, 529; evacuation of Dalton by Gen.
J obnston, 529 ; operations before Resaca, 529 ; movement of Johnston to turn the Federal left flank, 529 ;
further operations before Resaca, 580; abandoned by
Johnston, 580; mc,,ements in advance by Gen, Sherman's corps, 580; .Allatoona Pass, 581; its position, 581;
held by Johnston, 581; movements of Sherman, 581;
New Hope Ohurch, 581; struggle for Its possession, 581;
abandoned by Johnston, 582; results thus far, 582; Kenesaw Mountain, 582; its importance, 582; force of Gen.
Johnston, 582; order of Sherman's advance, 582; position of Johnston, 583; abandons ilie works on Lost
Mountain, 583; further operations, 533; statement of
Gen. Sherman, 588; attack on Johnston's position, 584;
its failure, 584; next movement of Sherman, 584; evacuation of Kenesaw by General Johnston, 534; Marietta
occupied by Gen. Sherman, 584; new position of Johnston, 584 ; attempt of Gen. Sherman to turn his right
:flank, 585; ·retreat of Gen. Johnston, fl85; now movements of Sherman, 535; crossing the Chattnhoochie, 585;
manrouvres approaching .Atlanta, 535; Gen. Johnston's
turns his command over to Gen. IIood, 586; his fnrcwell
address, 586; Gen. Hood's address on nssumlog command, 586; moYements around .Atlanta, 586, 537; battles, 588, 589; losses, 589 ; cooperating movements ordered by General Sherman against the enemy's lines of
communication, 589; .railroads connecting .Atlanta with
the southwest cnt, 589; destruction of the Georgia Railroad, 589; Macon, and Western Railroad crippled, 589;
movement of Gen. Stoneman on Macon, 540; compelled
to surrender, Ml; mid against the Macon and Western
road, 541; ope.rations before .Atlanta, Ml; failure to dislodge Hood, Ml; flanking movement of Gen. Sharman
to the right, 541; plan of Gen. Sherman to move his
whole army upon the eommunications of .Atlanta, M2;
his movements, 542; resistance of the enemy, 54.8; theitrepulse, 548; Gen. Sherman places himself between .Atlanta nnd Gen. Hardee's corps, 543; consternation at .Atlanta, 548; its evncuntlon, 543; destruction of property,
543; its capture by Sherman, 544 ; Federal loS$eS in the
campaign, 544; losses of the enemy, 544; movement of
Hood, 544; Gen. Wheeler's raid upon Sherman's line
of communication, 544; President Lincoln's announcement of the capture of .Atlanta, M5; Sherman's address
to his troops, 545; orders for tho departure of all civilians, 545; Gen. Hood's reply· to n proposal for n ten
days' truce, 545; also letter to the Mnyorof .Atlanta,M6;
reply of Gen. Sherman to Gen. Hood, 546 ; the truce
agreed upon, 546; final appeal of the civic aut.horities to
Gen. Shermnn, 547; his reply to the appeal, 547; another
announcement, 548.
Reorganization of the .Army of the Potomac, 548; consolidation of divisions and arrangement of brigades, 548;
assignment of general officers, 548; commanders of divisions, 54~; officers relieved, MO; address of Gen.
Pleasanton, 549; do. of Gen. Newton, 549; do. of Gen.
French, 549; st.~ff of Lient.-Gen. Grant, 550; Burnslde·s
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command, 550 ; Sigel's command, 550 ; Gen. Butler's
command, 550 ; tender of a hundred thousand mon by
Western governors, 550; letter of Gov. Tates stating tho
reasons, 000; address of tho Governor of Indiana 551 ·
do., .Adj.-Gcn. of Ohio, 551 ; plans of Gen. Grant: 661 ;
address of Gen. Mende lo his troops, 551; army hrcnks
camp and advances, 552; Rappahannock crossed, 002;
Burnside's address to his troops, 553 ; his eorps nets ns n
.reserve, 558; purposes of Gen. Grant In his ndrn11ce
558; movement of Gen. Lee, 558; Gen. Griffin encoun'.
ters the enemy, 558; attempt of the enemy to press be.tween the 5th and 2d eorps, 554; ndvance of Gen. Sedgwick, 654; despatch of Gen. Lee, 554; Burnside brought
on the :fleld, 554; battle of the next day, 554, 555; position of both armies at night, 555; station of the cnvnlry,
555; ilio contest on tho next mornlng, 535; both armies
begin to withdraw, 555; despatch of Gen. Lee, 555; fight
of 5th eorps witl1 tho enemy on the next afternoon near
Spottsylvanin Court Ilonse, 555; denth of Gen. Sedgwick,
556; despatches of Secretary Stanton r ein ti Ye to the
preceding nctlons, 5M, 557; adru·ess of President Lincoln,
557; excitement in the Northern States, 557; serenade
to President Lincoln, 557; speech, 557; thanksgiving observance in the Northern States, 557; despatch of tho
Secretary of Wnr, 557; position of Gen. Grant's army,
558; do. of the enemy, 55S ; renewed struggle, 559; despatches of the Secretnry of War, 558; quiet next day,
558; assault and captures by Gen. liancock cnrly on tho
next morning, 559; battle all next day, 559; losses, 009;
withdrawal of the enemy on the left, 559; congrab1latory address of Gen. Mende to his troops, 559; address
of Gen. Lee to his army, 560; despatches of the Secretary of War, 560,501; reenforcements to Gen. Grant, 560;
disposal of the wounded, 561; strength of the .Army of
the Potomac, 561.
Movements coiipernting ,vith Oen. Grant, 561; cavalry raid sent by Gen. Grant to cnt Lee's communi cntions, 561,562.; moyeme'nts against Lynchburg, 562; ndyance of Gen. Averill, 562; encounter with the enemy,
562; falls back, 562; address of Gen . .Averl11, 562; advance of Gen. Crook, 563; repulses tbe enemy, 50.'3; falls
bnck, 568 ; Gen. Si gel's movements in the Shenandoah,
568; defeated by Breckinridge, 563; movement of Gen.
Butler up the James River, 563; despatch of Gen. Butler, 565; attempts to en tbc railronds to Petersburg and
Richmond, 565; encounter with tho enemy, 565; uttack
on the Dnnvilie road, 567; attack on the ouoor lines of
Fort Darling, 567; tLc contest, 567; Gen. Butler retires
to his lntrenchments, 568; despatch of the Secretary of
War, 568; e,qiedition of Gen. Kautz n.,"llinst the Danville Railroad, 66S; occupation of the naval forces removing torpedoes, 569; attack of Gen. Butler on Richmond and Petersburg Railroad, 569.
Concentration of the enemy nuder Gen. Lee, 570; attempt to turn the right of Grant's line, 570; faiiure,670;
address of Gen. Mende, 570; despatch of the Secrel.1ry
or War, 570; new movement of Gen. Grant by the left,
570; despatches of the Secretary of War, 5'i0; Grant's
ndvnncereaches tile North .Anna River, 571; position of
his forces, 5TI ·; encoun tor tbo enemy, 571 ; position of
armies on the next day, 572; new movemen t by Gen.
Grant, 572 ; Pnmunkey crossed, 072; position_ of his
army. 572; new position of the enemy, 672; reenforcement~ to Gen. Grant from Geo. Butler, 578; conflict at
Con! IIarbor, 578; attempt of Gen. Grant to push tho
enemy across tbe Chickahominy, 575; its failure, 675;
losses, 675; deHpatches of the Secretary of War, 675 ;
positions of the armies, 676; int.renchments of both
armies, 576; preparations of Gell:· Grunt for crossing the
James, 576; river crossed, 57G.
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Movement of Gen. Butler upon Pete1·sburg, 576; failure, 577; Petersburg, 577; another attack made by the
18th corps a few days later, 577; enemy reenforced, 577;
contest before the city, 577; arrival of other corps, 577;
contest beforo Petersburg, 577,578; loss, 57S; skirmishing on the noxt day, 578; quiet, 578; movement on the
Weldon road, 578; a battle, 580; movement to the left,
580; demonstration in front of Burnside, 580; cavalry
expedition of Gen. Wilson, 580; hot weather, 581 ; condition of the army, 581.
Second movement -agnins~ Lynchburg, 581 ; Sigel removed and Hunter appointed to command, 581; positions of Crook and Averill, 5S1; do. of Breckin1·idge,
581; forco of the enemy, 5S2; plan of Morgan to 1·ecall
Burbridge, 582; his advance into Kentucky, 582; return
of Burbridge from East Tennessee, 582; orders of Gen.
Hunter, 582; his advance, 582; advance of Crook and
Averill, 558; junction with Hunter, 588; capture of
Staunton and Le1d11gton, 588 ; burning of the Virginia
Military Institute, 583; aclvance to the• neighborhood of
Lynchburg, 588; the city rcenforced, 588; retreat of
Hunter, 588; pursuit of tho enemy, 583; despatch from
Gen. Hunter, 5S8; suppression of the West Virginia
press, 584; letter of Gen. Hunter, 58!1; reasons for his
retreat through West Virginia, 584; raid of Gen. Sheridan to Gordonsville, 58-!.
Force detached by Lee to invade Maryland, 585; appearance at Martinsburg, 585; capture of Hagerstown,
Frederick, &c., 585; orders of the commanding officer,
5S5; calls for troops, 585 ; plunder, 587 ; defeat 01' Gen.
Wallace, 587; excitement at the North, 5S7; reiinforccments sent from Grant's army, 587; approach of the
enemy to Baltimore, 587; destruction of railroads and
bridges, 587; attack on Washington, 587; retreat and
pursuit by Gen. Wright, 587; battle with Averill, 587;
results of the invasion, 588 ; repulse of Gen. Crook, 588;
skirmishes along the Upper Potomao, 5S8; Mosby's
rangers, 588; capture and burning of Chambersburg,
588; pursuit of the enemy, 589; result of all these operations, 5S9 ; Sheridan appointed to command in the
Shenandoah vnlley, 6S9; affairs at Petersburg, 589;
movement from Hilton Head, 5S9 ; movement from
Vicksburg, 589.
Changes In the co=and of the .A.rmy of the James,
589; position of this army, 589; movement upon Richmond, 6S9; a feint, 590; preparations to explode a mine,
590; plnn of osRnult, 590; the explosion ancl assault, 590;
failure, 591; loss, 591; another mine exploded, 591; letter of Gen. Grant on the stnte of affairs, 591 ; bnttlo at
Reams' Station, 591; order of Gen. Grant relative to cleserters, 592; raid of the enemy on Gen. Meade's left,
592; letters of Grant and Sherman on the draft, 592 ;
movement north of the James to capture Richmond,
592, 598; loss, 598 ; movement at Ilatohcr's Run, 598 ;
report of Gen. Grant, 593; do. of Gen. Lee, 593.
Position of the army in nnd about Atlanta, 608; position of Gon. Ilood, 609; hls force, 609 ; withdrawal of
the Georgia militia, 609; tour of Jefferson Davis, 609;
movement of IIood, 609; operations of Forrest, 609 ;
movements of Sherman, 610; attack on Allatoona, 610;
furthor operations of Hood in the rear of Sherman, 610 ;
Beauregard in co=nnd, 611 ; failure of Hood to interrupt the Federal communications, 6i11; pfans of Sherman, 612; prepares to march south, 612; his force, 612 ;
order relntive to his march, 613; Gen. Slocum's order to
his troops, 618; the lines of railway in Georgia, 618, 614 ;
distribution of Sherman's army, 614; his order to march,
615; movement of Hownrd, 615; movements of the left
wing, 6 l5; views of the enemy on the evacuation of Atlanta, 615; appeal of Beauregard, 617; do. of the Geor-

gin Senators, 617; do. of tho Georgia delegation at Richmond, 618 ; action of Gov. Brown, 618; Mllledgeville,
618 ; advance of tho right wing, 618; movement of tho
left, 61S; Ogeecheo River reached, 619 ; eucounter with
Wheeler, 619; demonstration toward Augusta, 619; Millen reached, 619 ; advance between tho Ogeechee and
Savannah Rivers, 619; the right closing on the rear of
Savannah, 620 ; scouts from Sherman reach the coast,
620; Fort McAllister, 620; its recluction, 621 ; Sherman's despatch to the Secretary of War, 621; investment of Savannah, 621; evacuation by Gen. Hardee, 622;
details of the capture, 622; destruction by Sherman in
Georgia, 622; occupation of Savannab, 628; order of
Gen. Sherman for the government of the city, 628; public meeting, 628; resc>lutions, 624.
Sheridan in command on the upper Potomac, 624;
battle at Opeqmm Ci·eek, 624; his report, 624; bis force,
626 ; force of the enemy, 626; attack on Fisher's Hill,
626; prisoners, 626; repulse of Averill at Brown's Gap,
626; Sheridan's report of his march, 626; burning of
buildings in the Shenandoah valley, 626; report of a
spectator, 626; report of a committee of citizens, 627 ;
Sheridan falls back to Cedar Run, 627; sudden attack
of the enemy, 627; rout of the Federal troops, 627; arrival of Sheridan on the field, 627; repulse of the enemy,
627; pursued to Mount Jackson, 627; losses, 62'i; Sheridan promoted to be major-general, 627.
Guerrillas west of Washington, 628; capture of a railroad train, 628; scenes, 628.
Missouri invaded by Gon. Price, 628; Federal force in
tho department, 628; h<>w employed, 628; preparations
of Gen. Rosecrans, 629 ; arrival of reenforcements, 629 ;
State capital saved, 629; movement.of Price westward,
629; pursuit of Gen. Pleasanton, 629; contest, 629; losses
of the enemy, 629; retreat into Arkansas, 629.
Operations in East Tennessee, 629 ; movements of
Breckinridge, 629; do. of Burbridge and Stoneman, 629;
destruction of saltworks, 680; operations in Middle Tennessee, 630; destruction at J ohnsonvillo, 630 ; advance
of Hooe! upon Nashvme, 680; consternation at Nashville,
680; reenforcements sent to Gen. Thllma.s, 680 ; battle
before Nashville, 680; report of Gen. Thomas, 680; enemy retire, 681; pursuit, 681; captures at Franklin, 681;
losses of Hood, 681; expedition against the Mississippi
Central Railroad, 681 ; expedition from Baton Rouge,
681; movement of Gen. Warren against the Weldon
RaiJ.Foad, 68-1; results of the year, 631 ; hostilities with
the Western Lndians, 681.
Continued operations through the winter, 670; movements of .Hood, 6'.1'0 ; d1>. of Thomas, 670 ; Schofield
sent to the Atlantio ooast, 670; Thomas defends the
country around Atlanta, G'W ; rcconnoissnnce from Eastport toward Corinth, 670; capturee, 670 ; deserters, 670;
Hood's forces march across Georgia to oppose Sherman,
670.
No important movement by the .A.rmy of the Potomac meanwhile, 670; call for troops, 670; attack on the
Federal fleet in tho James, 670; report,. 670; marching
orders issued to the nrmiY before Petersburg, 670;
movement by the left, 6TI; cavalry :reach Dlmviddle,
671;. tho enemy driven beyond Hatcher's Run, 671; rally
of the enemy, 671 ; contest which ensued, 672; Lee's
report, 672 ; losses, 672; tho ad vantage finally gained,
672.
Small expeditions in tho Shenandoah valley, 672; capture of G'ens. Crook and Kelly, 678.
The present field of decisive operations, 678; three
States, 678; Sherman begins his march through tho
Carolinas, 678; movements of Gen. Hatch against the
Charleston and Savannah Railroad, 678; movements of
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Gen. Slocum, 078; Sherman's Instructions to officers, 678;
Expedition of Wilson into Alnbnma, 703; battle nt
advance of his army, 675; opposition of Wheeler, 674; his
Plantersville, 708; Wilson moves enst.warcl, 708; capletter to Howard, 675; reply of Sherman, 676; retreat of
tures Selma, 708; Montgomery, 703; and Macon, Ooo.,
the enemy, 675; movement on Orangeburg, 670; Edisto
708 ; his report, 708.
crossed, 676; march upon Columbia, S. C., 676; bridge
Movements agnlnst Mobile by the army and navy,
opposite Columbia re~ed, 677; Columbia surrenders,
T08; capture of Spanish Fort, 704; retreat of Taylor,
677; report of Sherman, 677 ; burning of cotton by Hamp704; ndvance of Steele from Pensacola, 704; occupation
ton, 677; burning of the city, 677; troops which first enof Mobile, 704; surrender of Taylor's army, 704; surrentered the city, 678; consequences of Sherman's moveder of naval vessels nnd officers, 700.
ments, 678; Hardee evacuates Charleston, 678; moveOrder of Kirby Smith In Texas, 705; the Inst battle
ment of Gen. Hatch, 678; surrender of the city, 678; reof the war, 705; surrender of Kirby Smith's nrmy, 'i06.
port, 678; property captal'ed, 678; report on the first enMilitary ocoa patlon of the insurrect.ionary States
t.-ance to the city, 679; movements of Hardee, 679; Sherby the Federal forces complete, 706; review of
man continues his march, 680; Winnsboro occupied, 680;
Grant's and Sherman's nrmle& at Washington, 706; disRock-y Mount; 680; feint against Charlotte, 680; destrucbandment, 706; Sherman's farewell to his army, 706;
tion 01' the railroad, 680; Sherman's letter to Hampt-:>n,
Grnnt'8 farewell to the armies, 707; Preijidcntial order
680; Hampton's reply, 680; repulse of Capt.Duncan, 681;
relative to commercial Intercourse, 707; prisoners or
Cheraw, 681; Chesterfield occupied, 681 ; property capwar, 707; disbandment of sanitary and Union organizatured, 681 ; Fayetteville, N. C., 681; march upon, 681;
tions, 708; capture of Mr. Davis, 709 ; amnesty proclaits occupation, 681 ; retreat of Hardee, 681 ; report of
mation of President Johnson, 710; measures to restore
Sherman In his position, 681; concentration of Confedercivil governments, 710; provisional governors, 711;
ate forces under Johnston, 681; messengers of Sherman,
officers of the War Department, 711 ; officers of the
regular and volunteer armies, 711-715; officers of the
682; success, 682; movements of Schofield, 682; advance upon Wilmington, 682; retreat of the enemy,
Navy Department, 716; rear admirals nnd commodores
of the navy, 716, 717.
682; occupation of the city, 688; Schofield operates
from Newbern against Goldsboro, 688; its capture, 688; .A.nNOLD, Gen. LEWTs G.-Takes command of the troops at
New Orleans, 204.
further advancP. of Sherman, 688; movements of Howard, 688; do. of Kilpatricl;, 688; do. of Slocum, 688.; posi- AsnoTD, Brig.-Gen. ALEXANDER-Cowmancls under Fremont, 89; commands a division nnder Gen. Curlis, 157.
tion o Hardee, 684; attack, 684; Averysboro, 684; advance of Slocum, 684; statement of Sherman, 684; ASIIBY, Gen. Ttrnm:n-Attacks Gen. Shields, 209; biograph·
orders to Schofield, 684; attack by Johnston, 685 ; loss
ical notice of, 730.
at Bentonsville, 685 ; Sherman reaches Goldsboro, 685; .Atlanta-Confederate iron-clad, 450; cnptw·e of, 450.
his plans, 685.
.Atlanta, Ga.- Invcsted by Sherman, o36; bnttle, 158&-541;
Grant's preparations for final · conflict, 686; movesiege m!sed, 542; evacuated, 548; occnpied by Slocum,
544; appeal of the civil authorities, 547 ; the city to bo
ment of Sheridan to join Grant, 680; advnnce up the
evacuated by the inbnbit.ants, 54T.
Shennndonh, 686; Staunton occupied, 686; escape of
Early, 686; expedition to Scottsville, 686; burning of .Athens, .Mo.-Skirmlsh at, 88.
bridges, 680 ; destruction of the canal, 687; Sheridan .Aticat,w, schr. William 0.-Captured off Cedar Keys, 62.
arrl.es nt City Point, 68'i; takes a position on the left AuGlra, Mnjor.-Gen. CmusTOl'lIER C.-Commands n ell vision
of Banks' army, 866; returns to Baton Rouge, 86S;
of Grant's army, 687.
mnrches to the rear of Port Hudson, 869 ; repels the at.The line of Grant's nrmy, 637; nttack by the enemy
tack on Washington, D. C., 587; commands department
on Fort Steadman, 687; repulse, 687; loss, 687; Meade's
of Washington, 655.
congratulatory order, 687; indications of the weakness
of Lee, 688; marching orders given to the army, 688; AVERILL, Brig.-Gen. WnLIAM W.-Confiict near Kelly's
Ford, 877; attacks Jones at Rocky Gap, 471; ntt.nck at
movement of the cavalry, 68S; do. of the infantry, 688;
Lewisburg, 471 ; raid in to southwest Virginia, 471 ; purcannonade at Petersburg, 688; operations beyond Hatchsued by Early, Jones, Fitz Lee, Imboden, &c., 471; in
er's Run, 690; r epulse of Warren's division, 690; reencommand in West V:rginia, 562; advances on Wytheforced and the ground recovered, 690; bnttle of Five
ville, Va., 562; bis movements, 562, 568; advances to
Forks, 691 ; repulse of tho enemy, 691 ; report of Presijoin Hunter, 588; marches to Buchanan, 588; encoundent Lincoln, 692; Lee orders the evacuation of Petersters the enemy at Darksville, 5S7 ; his movements near
bru·g and Richmond, 692; surrender of Petersburg, 692;
Winchester, 588; 'repulses Gardner at Martinsbru·g, 624;
occupation of Richmond, 602; fire, 692; military Govr epulsed at Brown's Gap, 626.
ernor appojnted, 698; orders, 698; first op.trance of the
army Into tho city, 698, 694; further operations agaimt AVERILL, Rev. JA.MEs.-Biographical notice of, 759.
Gen. Lee's army, 694; letters captured, 694; the pursuit .Averyaborer-The battle of, 684.
urged, 695; correspondence between Grant ancl Lee, AYRES, Brig.-Gen. Ro.M:EYN B.-Commnncls 8d brigade oflst
division of 5th corps, 548; advance on Hatcher's Run,
696; surrender of Lee's army, 696; paroles of tho offi671 ; movements on the right. of Lee, 690.
cers and men, 69T; numbers surrendered, 697; salutes
ordered by the War Department, 697.
Stoneman's march from East Tennessee to North
B
Carolina, 098; destruction, 698; Sherman advances
from Goldsboro, 698; hears the news of Lee's surrender,
698; hurries forward against Johnston, 698 ;. letter from BAollE, Lieut. George M.-Commands a gnnbont of Porter's
fleet, 860; report of his attack on a battery at VicksJohnston, 698; Sherman's reply, 699; interview between
·
burg, 860.
Sherman nnd Johnston, 699; Sherman's report, 699;
teri;ns of surrender agreed upon, 700; rejected by the BAILEY, Col. G. D.-Biographlcal notice of, 731.
War Department, 700; reasons, 700; Sherman's report B.AlLEY Rear-Admirnl THEODORU&--ln the battle below
Ne~ Orleans, 194; commands a d!v:ision of Farragut's
of bis proceedings, 701; correspondence with Johnston,
· fleet below New Orleans, 194; opens fire on the camp
701, 702 ; surrender of Johnston, 702; farewell to his
of the Chalnmette regiment, 195 · sent ashore at New
army, 702.
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Orleans, 196; his reception, 196; commands Ea.st Gulf
squaclron, 442; reUeved of command, 686.
B.AILEY, Lieut.-C-0I. - - -Constructs o. clnm across Red
River, 518.
BAIRD, Brig.-Gen. .A.nsALO:M-Commands a division under
Granger, 453; at Chicknmo.uga, 462; ad vnnces on Dalton, 504; moves toward Waynesboro, 619.
BAKER, Br!g.-Gen. E. D.-.A.ddresses mass meeting in New
York, 29; in command at the battle of Ball's Bluff', 104;
killed nt Ball's Bluff', lOG; biographical notice of, 725. ·
BALLOU, Major S.-Biographical notice of, 721.
Ball~' Btujf-Its situation, 102; instructions of Gen. McClello.u, 102; ileto.ils of the battle of, 102-107.
Baltimo1·ll-Excitcment at the arrival of Northern troops,
80; attack on tho Massachusetts 6th, 80; tho scenes, 81,
32; rallying of the militia, 82; excitement ceases, 82 ;
city occupied by Federo.l troops, 82; excitement on the
approach of the enemy, 894.
Baltirno1·e &; Oltio Rdilroad-Firat destruction of bridges,
51; locomotives ar:-d cars burned at Martinsburg, 61;
remove cars on the approach of tho enemy, 890; railroad
track again torn up, 585.
B.u.-xnEAD, Cpmmander-Report of the loss of the Monitor,
443.
BANKS, NATILI.NIEL P.-Commissioned as major-general of
volunteers, 54; in command on the Upper Potomac, 102;
in command near Darn es town, Va., 206; occn pies Harper's
Ferry permanently, 208; mru·ches up the Shenandoah
valley, 238; ordered to fall back to Strnsburg and fortify, 283; retreats towards the Potomac before Jackson,
234; advances up the Shenandoah, 28S; position of his
command, 256-258; fights at Cedar Mountain, 258; moving in the direction of Gainesville, 261; objects before
him, 865; rclloves Gen. BuLler at New Orleans; 205;
issues a proclamatio'!, 205; a wn.rning to the disorderl.v,
206; makes a demonstration toward Port Hudson, 366;
rot.urns to Baton Rouge, 366; his object, 366; concentrates at Brashear, 866; advances, 367; occupies
Opelousns, 867; report, · 867; bis order to organize a
Corps d' Afrique, 868; concentrates at Semmesport, 368;
invest.a Port Hudson, 369; report of tho conduct of negro troops, 870; captures Port Hudeon, 371; expedition
to the mouth of the Rio Grande, 480; bis plans, 508; at
Natchitoches, 509; nt hlansflelcl bnttle-fielcl, 510; retreats
to Grauel Ecore nod Alexandria, 511; relieved by Gen.
Canby, 655.
Ba·r bom·Bi;ilte-Skirmish at, 67.
BARKSDALE, Brig.-Gen. Wn.LLAM-Biographical notice of, 760.
BARLOW, Bt'ig.-Gen. FRANCIS C.-Commands a brigade of
Howard's corps at th<l battle of Chanccliorsvil!e, 878; at
the Wilderness battle, 55!; at the Spottsylvania battle,
658, fi59; on the N urt.b .Anna, 571; at Coal Harbor battle,
575 ; at Pe~rsburg, 577 ; near Jerusalem road, 578-580.
BA.JJ.NF.S, Brig.-Gen. JA..ill:s-Commnnds 1st brigade 1st division 5th corps, 549.
BARNETT, Com. E. A.-Biographical notice of, 780.
Baniett's C'orne1·s, .ilfi.!s.-Shirmish at, 291.
BARRET, Col. - - -In command In Texas, 705; fights the
last battle of the war, 705.
BARRON, Com. S.-Surrenders Fort Hatteras, 84.
BARTLETT, Brig.-Gen. J. J.-Commnnds a brigade in Slocum's division, 269 ; commands 2d brigade 1st division
5th corps, 549.
BARTOW, FRANCIS S.-Biographical notice of, 721.
Baton Rouoe.~Occnpation of, 199; attacked by Confederates, 200 ; battle of, 810.
BAXTER, Brig.-Gen. HENRY-Commands 2d brigade 2d division 5th corps, 549.
_
BAYAP.D, Brig.-Gen. G. D.-Commands cavalry under McDowell, 238, 239; in command near Culpepper, 25S; fol-

'

lows the enemy, 258; skirmishes at Cedar Monntnin,
259; takes Rappahannock Station, 802; biographical notice of, 742.
BEATTY, Brig.-Gen. SAl!UEL-Resists an attack at the Murfreesboro battle, 299.
BEAUREGARD, Mnj.-Gen. G. T.-.A.ppointed provisional brigadier-general, 16; in command at Charleston, 20; correspondence with Confederate Secretary of War on demanding surrender of Fort Sumter, 20; correspondence
with Gen. .Anderson, 22 ; commands Confederates at
Bull Run, 70; his plan of battle, 70; address · to the
soldiers at Manassas, 207; ordered to Tennessee, 207;
in command in Tennessee, 182; assumes command of
forces in the southwest, 172; address to his soldiers,
172; in command oft.he Mississippi army, 173; plans,
176; despatch of the battle ut Pittsburg Landing, 178;
address to his troops, 179; declares blockade at Charleston raiseil, 445 ; correspondence with Gillmore, 474.-478;
rccnforces Lee at Richmond, 569; in command at Petersburg, 5i7; takes command of the Western military
division, 611; bis aclclress, 611 ; appeal to the people to
resist Sherman, 61i; near the North Carolina line, 678.
BECK, Col. - - -Commands a brigade of Devens' dlvieion
at tho battle of Cbanccllorsvilie, 879.
BECJOLL'1, Col. FnEDEnroK....'..Biographlcal notice of, 794.
BEE, Brig.-Gen. BEIL'IA.Jl.D E.-Biographical notice of, 722.
BELL, Rear-Admiral C. H.-Commancls in the Paclfio, 686.
BELL, Commodore H. H.-Reconnoitrcs the forts at the
mouth ·of the Mississippi, 192; attempts to break the
chain across the river, 194; commancls a division of Farragut's fleet in the battle with the forts, 194; commands
West Gulf squadron, 442.
BELL, 001. Loms-C»mmauds a brigade at Fort Fisher, 645;
biographical notice of, 795.
Belmont-Attack on, 110; repnlee, 110.
.Ba.'1DIX, Ool. Lou1s-.A.t Great Bethel, 57.
BmomrcT, Col. - - -Commands at Pleasant Hill, 511.
BENNING, Brig.-Gen. - - -Commands in Hoocl's division,
468 ; at Chickamauga, 468.
BENTON, Col. - - -In command at Sabine River, 516.
Be-nton-ville, ff. C.-Battlo at, 684, 685.
BERRET, - - -Mayor of Washington, 48; proclamation to
the citizens, 48.
BERRY, Brig.-Gen. - - -In command under Gen. Price, 291;
killed at Inkn, 291.
BERRY, Maj.-G·en. Hrn~, G.--In the battles before Richmond,
242; commands a division of Sickles' corps at the battle of Ohan·cellorsville, 879 ; at Gettysburg, 408; biographical notice of, 749.
BeverinJ-Captnrcd by Gen. Rosser, 672.
BIDWELL, Brig.-Gen. D. D.-Killed at Cedar Run, 627; biographical notice of, 792.
Big Harri.son Oreelc, .Mo.-Sklrmlsh at, 89.
Bm:h'EY, Maj.-Gen. DANIEL B.-Oommands a division of
Sickles' corps at the battle of Ohnncellorsville, 878; commands Sickles' corps, 408; follows Sedgwick from Madison Court House, b2-~; commands 3d division of 2d
corps, 549; at the Wilderness battle, 554; at the Spottsylvania battle, 556-559; on the North .Anna, 571; at Petersburg, 577; commands 10th corps, 589; in the move
against Ricbmoncl, 592, 598; moves to the left of Grant's
nrmy, 688; biographical notice of, 791.
Black River, .illi~s.-Bnttle at, 355.
Burn, Maj.-Gen. Fn.u.,r P., ,Tr.-Commands a brigade of
Steele's division, 833; lands in rear of Vicksburg, 888;
commands a corps of Tennessee army, 526; reaches Ackworth, 532; at Little Kenesaw, 584; commands 17th
corps under Sherman, 618; moves to Bcanfort, 678; in
Sherman's m.-u-cb through the Cnrollnas, 676.
BLENKER, Brig.-Gon. Loms-In command at Bull Run, 68;
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his division sent to Gen. Fremont, 212; cumman<ls tho
commnndof the department of Monongnbcln, 885; comleft wing nt Cross Keys, 289 ; biographical notice of, 769.
mands 10th corps, 589.
.Bl1te Ga,p, Va.-A..tt.nck on the enemy by Col. Dun.elng, 207. BRoumr, JoIIN-GoYcrnor of Ohio, 550; tenders militia, 550.
.BT11te Springs, East Tenn.-Confllct nt, 468.
BROWN, Col. B. B.-BiogrnpWcal notice of, 721.
BLUNr, Mnj.-Gen. JAltEs G.-Attncks Mnrmaduke nt Cnne BROWN, C. B.-Biogrnphlcal notice of, 780.
Hill, 162; tnkes CO~I1)11nd in the Indian territory, 814; BROWN, Brig.-G en. E. B.-Defents Cabell near Arrow Roel<,
defents the Confeaerntes nt Mnysv!lle, .A.rk., 814; do. at
483; at Jefferson City, 629.
Cane Hill, 814; do. nt Prairie Grove, 814; do. nt Dup- BROWN, Lleut.-Com. - - -Commands the Indianola 841 ·
ping Spring, 814; captures Van Buren,814; in commnnd
runs the batteries nt Vicksburg, 841; surrenders, 842. '
of tho department of Knnsns, 885; battle n enr H enry BROWN, Brlg.-Gen. HARVEY-Takes command of F ort P ickens, 100.
Springs, ,t\rk., 482; attempt to cnpturc, 488 ; r elieved,
488.
BROWN, JoSEPII E.-Governor of Georgia, 609; r ecalls the
BLYTHE, Brig.-Gen. J. E.-Blogrnphlcal notice of, 728.
militia sent to Gen. Hood, 609; Ws fli ght from Mllledgovtlle, 61a
DoGGS, Cnpt. - - -In tho bntlle belo,v New Orleans, 195.
BoULEN1 Brig.-Gcn. HENRY-Killed, 260; biographical no- .Brown/Wille, Tea:as-Capture of, 480.
tice of, 732.
.
.BruMU>ick, Ga.-Occnpied by a F ederal force, 149.
BoNlLUf, Brig.-G en. - - -Arrives nt Richmond with South BuoHANAN, Com. ---In command of the gnnbont Calhoun,
Cnrolina troops, 88; in command at Bull Run, 70.
855; kllled on the Tcche River, 865.
.Bonita,-A Confederate privateer, 08.
BuoHANAN, Rear-Ad. - - -Commands ram Tennessee, MC.
Boo11En, Gen. G. B.-Illogrnphlcal notice of, 757.
.Buckha,inonr-Gen. Wise routed at, 61.
.Boone Oo., Mo.-Camp of secessionists broken up, 91.
BuoKINGILUJ', Brlg.-Gcn. CATllARINUS P.-Dellvers to McBoorH, Major - - ~In commnnd nt Fort Pillow, 517.
Cle~n tho order of his r emoval, 862.
BORLAND, Brig.-Gen. SoLON-Biogrnphioal notice of, 772.
BuoKm:R, Licut.-G en. SrnoN B.-In command In Kentucky
BOWEN, Mnj.-Gen. JoIIN S.-In commnnd in Vicksburg, 856;
95; falls back to Fort Donelson, 127 ; surrenders Fort
biographical notice of, 764.
Donelson, 129 ; nt the battle of Murfreesboro, 297 ; in
.Bowiing Gt•een-Evacuntion of, 131.
Enst Tennessee, 462; ordered to Lafayette, 462 ; In com
mand in Enst T ennessee, 457; at Chickamauga, 408; sur
BOYLE, Brig.-Gen. JEREMLI..H T.-Commnuds a brignde in
renders to Canby, 706.
Buell's army, 124.
BRADFORD, Gov. .A. W.-Calls for troops in Mnrylnnd, 267, BUELL, M:ij.-Gen. DoN CARLOS-In command in Ken
891.
tncky, 98,120; movements of his army, 125; ndvance
BRADFORD, Major W. F.~In command at Fort PUlow, 517.
of his army toward Nashville, 181; address to the
troops, 182; ordered to mnko a junction with Gen .
.onAGG, Lieut.-Gen. BRAXTON-In command in the southGrant, 178; advnnces from Nashvllie, 178; nrrl vcs with
west, 172; of 2d corps, 173; in commnnd nt Chatt.nnoogn,
his army at Pittsburg Landing, 177; tnkes part in the
288; advances towards K entucky, 284; address to the
battle, 177 ; ordered. to move toward Chattnnooga from
Kentucklnns, 285 ; his position in Kentucky, 287; fights
Corinth, 183 ; advances toward Chattanooga, 288; falls
Gt P erryville, 287; his spoils, 288; retreats from K enback towar,1 K entucky, 284; advances from Lonlsv!lle
tu~ky, 288; his force at Murfreesboro, 296; flanked by
against Bragg, 287 ; pursues Dragg in Kentucky, 288
Rosecrans, 456; at Chattanooga, 456; his position in
falls back and Is r elJeyed, 289.
Georgin, 460; charged with incnpncity, 462; nt ChickaBUFORD, Maj.-Gen. JOHN-In command under McDowell.
mauga, 468; threatened by Grant, 468; defented, 468.
256; reports tho progress of Lee, 256; follows the enemy
BRA!NE, Lieut. - - -Captures the steamer Roanoke, 634.
258; in command under Stoneman, 880, 881 ; ad vnnces
BR.U!IIALL, Lieut. - - -Report of the retreat from Balls'
to Culpepper, 8'34 ; nt Gettysburg, 400; nttncks Fitz Lee,
Bln1f, 105, 106.
4 70 ; biographical notice of, 770.
BRANOH, Brig.-Gen. LAWRRNOE O'BRIE..~-Commands North
Cnrolina troops, 189; in council at Richmond, 246; bio- BUFORD, Brig.-Gen . .A.-Dcmands the surrender of Fort Columbus, Ky., 519.
grnphlcnl notice of, 785.
BRANNON, Brlg.-Gen. JOHN M.-Command6 expedition to .BuU .R-tm~Federal force, 67; Confederate do., 68; organization of Federal force, 6i, ; commanders, 68; order of Gen.
Pocotnllgo Bridge, 810; commands a division In McMcDowell, 68; ndvance of the troops, 68; obstrnctions nt
Cook's corps, 457 ; nt Chicamaugn, 462.
Fairfax Court House, 68; movements of Gen. McDowcil
B1"Q(ihear, La.-Its situation, 866; cnptured, 866; recaptured,
and battle of the first day, 69 ; Ws orders, 71; battle of the
871.
second day and r eports of oOlccrs, 71-77; rout of Gen.
BREOXINRIDGE, Maj.-Gen. JoHN C.--Jolns Southern ConfedMcDowell, 78; pnnic, 78; retreat to the heights opposite
eracy, 99; at the bnttle of Murfreesboro, 297; nttnck on
Washington, 79 ; second battle, 262-268.
Baton Rouge, 810 ; nt C,'hlckamnngn, 408 ; defents Sigel,
508 ; joins Lee's army, 569; at Coal Harbor bnttle, 575; .B111nker Hilt--Sklrmish at, 67.
commnnds the nttnck on Washington, 587; in command BtranRIDGE, Brlg.-Gen. STEP1IEN G.-In command in K entucky, 582; moves into Southwestern Virgin in, 682;
under Early, 626; defeats Gillem In East Tennessee, 629 ;
falls back to drive Morgnn out of Kentucky, 682; his renenr Nashville, 080; becomes a member of the cabinet
port, 582; e;i.-pedition In Enst Tennessee, 629; captures
nt Richmond, 678.
Abingdon, Va., 629.
BREEilE, Capt. R. K.-Commands sailors and marines against
BURLEY, BENNET G.-Organlzes an expedition against J obnFort Fisher, 644.
son's I slnnd on Lake Erie, 082; seizes the steamer ParBREWSTER, Brig.-Gen. W. R.-Commands 2d brigade, 4th disons, 682.
vision 2d corps, M9.
BURNHAM, Brig.-Gen. H.-Commnnds 8d brigade lat dlvlB~ODIIEAD, Col. T. F.-Biographical notice of, 788.
sion 6th corps, 049 ; biographical notice of, 791.
BROOKE, Brig.-Gen. JoHN R.-Commands 4th brigade, 1st
division 2d corps, M9; march ngainst the Petersburg BURNs, Brig.-Gen. WILLLUI W.-Jn tho bnttles before Richmond, 244.
and Richmond Railroad, 565; commands a division of
BURNSIDE, Maj.-Gen . .A.MnROSE E.-Wlth tho Rhode Islnnd
18th corps, 573; at Conl Harbor, 578.
battery joins Gen. Pntterson, 56; in command nt Bull
BROOKS, Maj.-Gen. W. T. H.-Commands a division in SedgRun, 68; commands nn expedition against North Cnrowick's corps at the battle of Chancellorsville, 879 ; in
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Jina, 185; his movements, 186; orders on londiog In North
Carolina, 186; address ·to the people of North Cnrolln:1,
188 ; captures Newbern, 189; address to his troo1is, 189 ;
moves from Newport News, 256; lnnds nt Fredericksbnrg, 259 ; evacuates Fredericksburg, 264; near Middletown, Md., 268; at South Mountain, 269; at Antietam, 271;
crosses the Potomac, 801; appointed to command the
Army of the Potomac, 802; address to the army, 808 ;
moves to Frederieksbnrg, 808, 804; testimony before I}
Committee of Congress, 805; his design about the pontoons, 806; attack on Fredericksburg, 806; despatch to
the President, 808; do. to Halleck, 808; explains his defeat, 808; position of his army, 872; relieved of command,
878 ; bis order, 878: the renson, 878; before the Committee of Enquiry, 874; his orde.r No. 8,875; testimony respecting this order, 876; assumes command of the Department of Ohio, 876; advances into East Tennessee,
457; enthusiastic reception at Knoxville, 458 ;. position
of his army, 458; his movements In East Tennessee, 468;
relievetl of command, 470; commands 9th corps of Potomac army, 550 ; address to his troops, 558; at the Wilderness battle, 554; at Spottsylvania battle, 555; p~sitlon of
his corps, 578; at Coal Harbor bnttle, 576; at Petersburg,
577.
Busn, Col. ---Ccmmnnd.~ n brigade ofDevens'divlsionnt
the battle of Chnncellorsville, 879.
.Bute-a-la-Roae-Cnptured by Banks, 867.
Btrn.Ea, Mnj.-Gen. BENJ, F.-Arrives In New York with
Massachusetts troops, 29; occupies the Relay House with
troops, 82; do. Baltimore., 82; arrives in Wnshiogtou with
his brigade, 43; at Newport News and Fortress Monroe,
54; orders an attack on Grent Bethel, 56; commands military force against forts at Hatteras Inlet, 84; commands
the mllitn.ry in the expedition against New Orleans, 190;
takes possession of New Orleans, 200; address to the iohnbitao ts, 200 ; further proceedings, 200; proclnmation
relative to the distress of the inhabitants, 201; provisions
distributed, 202; military ndmioistration, 202; orders,
208; ntTests, 208 ; relieved by Gen. Banks, 205; reports nt
Washington, 865; commands departments of Virginia
and North Carolina, 472; movements ng<1inst Petersboi-g,
668; his despatch to Gen. Grnnt, 665; dospntches relative
to his operations, 567; further operations, 569; nttnok on
his position, 569; retires to his intrenchrnents, 673; makes
n demonstration against Petersburg, 576; relieved by
Stanton nod retained by Grant, 58!!; his caonl on tho
James, 591; on the expedition against Fort Fisher, 640;
withdraws the troops from Fort Fisher, 642; correspondence with Porter relntive to Fort Fisher, 648; relieved
from command, 648.
BUTLER, Brtg.-Gtn. - - -Skirmish at Mount Elon, 681;
harasses Sherman, 6S1.
BUTLER, Rev. F. E.-]3!ogrnphicnl notice of, i50.
BuTrERFmLn, hlaj.-Gen. D.A.?HEL-His brigade In the conflict
nt Hanover Court House, 228.
0

CABELL, Brlg.-Geo. - - -Invades Southwest Missonrl, 488;
mndo prisoner In Missouri, 629.
Oal>inet qf P1•elfide,nt Lincoln, 495.
Oall,own-A Confederate slenm privateer, 61; exploits, 62.
CAM.ERON, Col. J.-Biogrnphical notice of, 722,
Oamp Alleglta1ty, Va.-Contest at, 86.
Camp Finega,n, Fla.-Attnck on; 505.
OamlJ} Jack8on near St. Louie-See MlssonrL
CAMPBELL, JoHN A.-Sent ns n Pence Commissioner, 666,
CA.MPBELL, Col. J. CLEVELAlm-Blograpb.ical notice of, 808.
CAMPBELL, Lieut.-Con1. M. C.-Biographical notice of, 797.
<Jane J[ili-Battle at, 162; second conflict nt, 314.

CANBY, Mnj.-Gen. EDWIN R. 8.-ln command at Fort Craig,
New Mexico, 812; attacks Gen. Sibley, 812; falls back,
818-: further operations in New Mexico, 818; organizes
nn expedition from Baton Rouge, 681; besieges Fort
Gaines, 647; commands Department of West Mississippi, 655 ; commands against Mobile, 708; receives the surrender of Tnylor, 704.
CANTWEY.I., Cot J.-Biographical notice of, 783.
Oape Girardea-u,......A.ttack on, 482.
CAPIU.RT, Col. - - -Commands a brigade or Sheridan's cavalry, 686.
CARLETON, Brlg.-Gen. JAMES H.-Commands in New Mexico,
818; in command of the department of New Mexico, 885.
Oarondolet--Gunboat runs past the batteries nt Islnnd No.
10,165.
CARR, Brig.-Geo. EUGENE .A.-Commands a division under
Geo. Curtis, 156, 107; nt the battle of Pen Ridge, 158;
commands n division in McClernnnd's corps, 855; orderetl
to pursue the enemy, 855; comµiands uw:ler Geo. Steele,
615.
C.ARR, Brig.-Goo. JOSEPH B.-Reports to Hancock, 525; commands 4th division 2tl corps, 549; nt the Wilderness batI
tle, 555,
Garrick Ford-Battle nt, 67.
CARROLL, Brig.-Geo. SAo'1UEL 8.-Commnnds the advance of
Geo. Shields' force, 289; fights nt Port Republic, 240; in
command near Port Republic, 240; commands 8d brigade 2d dhision 2d corps, 549; at the Wilderness battles,
655; nt Spotteylvaoin battle, 556.
C.utTER, Brig.-Gen. SAMUEL P.-Commantls an expedition to
cut the East Tennessee Railroad, 809; commands in Enst
Tennessee, 457; address to people of East Tennessee, 458;
demands the surrender of Cape Girardeau, 482; commands n division under Schofield, 683.
Oartkage-Battle of, 61.
CASEY, Maj,-Geo. SrLAS-ln command near Washington, 120
-206; in the battles before Richmond, 242.
CASWELL, Brig.-Gen. Wn.LIA.M R.-ln command lnEqst Tennessee, 59.
CAWTnORN, Col.--· -Biographical notice of, 722.
OedM Keya-Expedition to, 152; boat e;nieditlon nlso, 152.
Oedar .Mountain-Battle of, 21iS.
OedM Rim-Battle of, 627.
CHA.LMERS, llfaj.-Gen. - - -In comu111nd in Alabama, 499;
nttncks Smith in Mississippi, 503; nt the capture of Fort
Pillow, 517; his headquarters captured, 680.
Ol,am/Jersb1t1'(!, Pa.-Occnpled by Stuart's cnvelry, 800;
occupied by Ewen, 897; burned, 588.
CHAMPION, Col. R.-Biograpbical notice of, 764.
O!tampion, .lli'.Us-Battle of, 854.
O!tancellol'Bville-Battle of, 8i8, 879.
Olta1ttilly-Bnttle of, 265.
CHAPLIN, Brlg.-Gen. S. G.-Biogmphical notice of, 772.
CHAPMAN, Col. .A.. B.-Biographical notice <'f, 776.
CnARLES, Col. E. C.-Biogrnphical notice of, 749.
Oltarles Oity-Battle at, 250.
Oltarleston, 8. 0.-Blocknde with sunken vessels, 113,114;
apprehensions excited by the occupation of Beaufort,
114; tired upon by Geo. Gillmore, 479; evncunlion of, by
Hardee, (i78; occupied by Federal troops, 678; correspondence relative to the surrender, 679.
OltMlotts, N. 0.-Mint nt, seized, 44.
01utttanooga-.Attacked by Geo. Negley, 1S5; occupied
by Rosecrans, 457; the bnttle of, under Gmot, 467.
CHEATHAM, Mnj.-Gen. William 8.-In comrnand in tlie
southwest, 172; at the battle of Murfreesboro, 277; al
Chicknmnuga, 468; moves to join Beanregnrd, 6S0; at
Bentoosvllle, 665.
Oheaapeake-Seized by passengers and taken to Novn Scotia,
440 ; recaptured, 440.
·
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<Jhickahominy R iiver-Its course and bridges, 226.
CmLns, Col J. H.--Biographical notice of, 786.
<Jhoctaw .huUa11,11-Taken as prlsonoJ:S, SGS.
Okrietia1i Commi88ionr-Its organization, 605; character
and duties, 605; branch organizations and agencies, 606;
system of work, 606. . _ .
Cmraouru., Brig.-Gen:.:._In command at Fort Hindman 886;
surrenders, Sllo; at Pleasant Hill battle, lilL
CLACK, F. H.--Biogrnphical notice of, 775.
Ol,arence--A Confederate privateer, 440.
Cr.Amr, Maj.-Geu. C.--In command in Western Tennessee,
li9.
C~K, Capt. C.--Biographical notice of, 728.
CLARK, Gov. H. T.--Address to the people of North Carolina
on the approach of the Burnside expedition, 188.
CLARK, Col J. C.--Biographlcal notice of, 790.
CLAYTON, Brig.-Gen. POWELL-Commands an expedition
from Ilelena, 482; marches to join Steele, 516; his report, 510.
CLEnrrRN, llij.-Gen. PATBIOK--At Chickamauga, 468; at
Atlanta, 587; biographical notice of, 794.
OUfton--Gunbont captured at Sabine ·P ass, 480.
CLUSUllET, Brig.-Gen. GUS1'AVE B.--Co=ands in the contest at Strasburg, 238, 289.
0011/ederate Stat~--Movemcnts to assemble a Congress
and organize a Confederacy, 18; delegates meet at
Montgomery, 18; organize, 18 ; rnles adopted, 14; plan
of Provisional Government, 14; its adoption, 14; proceed to elect a president and vice-president, 14; Stephens' speech on tnking the oath of office, 15 ; proceedings of Congress, 15 ; flag adopted, 15 ; inauguration of
Mr. Davis, 16; his speech, 16; cabinet officers, 16; other
acts of Congress, 16; draft and adoption of n permanent
Constitution of Government, 17, 18; its features, 18, 19;
ports blockaded by the Federal fleet, 5i; Federal r evenue cutters seized, 68; military po1icy, 67; furtber
military policy, 80; depreciation of currency, 81; aspect
grows unfuvorable, 81; views of the people, 115; action
of the Government relative to prisoners, 115; feeling of
the people in the begin.n ing of 1862, 116; concentrate
forces, 185; their military policy, 207 ; further military
plans, 256; the demand for men, 274; conscription net,
274; it,s operation, 274; cabinet of Davis, 275; finances,
275 ; privateering, 275; order rein ti ve to proceedings of
Federal commanders, 826; ci vii affairs, 4S6; finances,
487 ; debt, 487; a,,aricnlture, 487; railroads, 488; crops,
488 ; blockade, 489 ; foreign relations, 489 ; emancipation, 489; address to Christians throughout the world,
489; Inflexibility of purpose, 490; plan of military operations, 609; situation in 1864, 655; crops, 655; manufactures, 656 ; foreign relations, 656; finances, 656; views
of the people, 657; peace movement, 657.
Congrus, Oo1ifederate--Authorize all volunteer troops to be
accepted., 51; second m eeting, 5i; move the capital to
Richmond., 54; acts relative to the army, 412, 418;
measures to keep up the armies, 649, 650; enlistment of
n egroes, 650; an act for the purpose passed, 650 ; vote,
650; objections to the measure, 651.
Congrus, United States-Appropriations for the war in July,
1861, 80; action relative to iron-clad ships, 117; act relative to seizure of slaves by military officers, 158; oath
required of pnblic officers, 819; net to admit West Virginia as a State, 820; appoint a co=ittee of inquiry
relative to Burnside's movements, 873; report, 874; nets
relative to colored· troops, 419; action relative to slaves
and free colored persons, 667_
Coal Harbor-Battle near, between Grant and Lee, 575.
CoBn, Brig.-Gen. HOWELL-Address on taking the chair in
the Montgomery Congress, 18; speech at Atlanta, 155;
In command under Gen. Johnston at Richmond, 249;
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driven from Crampton's Gap, Mel., 269; made a prisoner
at Macon, 708.
CoBn, Gen. T. R. R.-Biographical notice of, 742.
CoorrnANE, Brig.-Gen. J OIIN-- Commands a brigade of
Couch's division, 267; commands a brigade in Franklin's corps, 874; letter relative to Gen. Burnside's plans
875.
'
ComrE, Gen. P. ST. GF.OUO'E-Biographical notice of, 726.
0oPPEY, Col. --Attacks Philips near Fort Gibson, 482.
Coira, Lieut. J. W.-Commands the Albemarle, 520.
CoLBUllN, Col. JoHN-Commands an expeditlon In Tennessee, 452.
Oole--A skirmish at, 60.
COLRMAN, Col. A. H.--Biographlcal notice of, 736.
CoLLINB, Capt. N.--Cnptures the Florida, 649; report, 649.
Co=.rn, W. D.--Biographical notice of, 789.
Oowred tt·oopB-(See .Army U. S.)
Oolwmbia, S. 0.--Captured by Sherman, 677.
Oolumbue, Ky.--Fortliled by Gen. Polk, 95; evacuation of,
181,162; occupied by a Federal force, 188, 162.
Commissioners-Sent to Washington by Mr. Davis from
Montgomery, 20; their negotiations fall, 20.
Connecticut-Response to the first call for troops, 28; appro'
priates $2,000,000 to war purposes, 51.
CoNNOP, Brig.-Gen. PATRICK E.-In command in Idaho, 484.
CoNovnn. Com. T . A.--Biographlcal notice of, 791.
Cooira, Co!. - - --In command at Bull Run, 70.
CooK, Brig.-Gen. Il. F.--Biographical notice of, 768.
CooPER, Gen. --Defeated by Blunt in Arkansas, 482.
CooPEn, Brii;,-Gen. JAMES-Biographical notice of, 748.
CooPE&, Cnpt. '.r. C.-Blographical notice of, 777.
Conoon.u., IMg.-9:en. Mroa•m,-Marches from New York
with the 60lli regiment, 80; commands at Bull Run, 79;
taken prism:er, 79; retained at Richmond ns a hostage,
822; blographiCAl notice of, 771.
Oorinth,-lts position, ;172-180; siege of, 180-182; evacuation
of, 182; defence of, by Rosecrans, 292.
Corps d'AJHque-Organlzed by Gen. Bnnks, 868, 654.
Oorpus Oliristi--Capture of, 200.
ConsE, Brig.-Gen. JORN M.-Movcs to Allatoona, 610; sent
to Rome with reenforcements, 610; burns public buildings at Rome, 614; pushed forwards toward Savannah,
620; in Sherman's march through the Carolinas, 675,684.
Corron, Mnj.-Gen. DAnrns N.-In tho battles before Richmond, 246; advances lu Maryland, 267; commands 2d
corps at the battle of Chancellorsvflle, 878; In command
of the department of Susquehanna, 885; his 01·der, 886;
movements in P ennsylvania, 405,588; at the battle near
Nashville, 680; commands in the advance on Goldsboro,
688.
CouTRONOY, Lieut. J.-Shlpwrecked and surrenders, 442.
CowxN, B. R.--Adj.-Gen. of Ohio, 551; order, 551.
CowLEs, Col. D. S.--Biographlcal notice or, 75S.
Cox, A. S., M. D.--Blogrnphical noticQ of, 7S7.
Cox, Brig.-Gen. JonN D.--In command In Wcstorn Virginia,
269; commands a division of 23d corps, 584; at Kenesaw,
584; commands 23d corps, 610; moves to Rome, 610; at
the battle nenr Nashville, 680; supports the advance of
Terry, 682; commands 8d division of 23d corps, 682;
lands near Cape F ear River, 682.
COXE, R. 0 .--Blographlcal notice of, 721.
Orampton's Gap-Battle of, 269.
CRANE, Lieut.-Col L. H. D.-BiographJCAl notice of, 782.
CB.AVEN, Capt. T . A. M.-In the battle below New Orleans,
194; commands a fleet up tho Mississippi, 199; commands the Tecumseh, 646 ; lost, 646; biographical notice
of, 787.
CB.AWPORD, Bi,ig.-Gen. SAlfUEL W.-Commands a brigade In
Banks' corps, 256-258; at Antietam, 271 ; command, 3d
division of 5th corps, MS; at the 'fUderness battle. 5155 ·
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advance on Hatcher's Rnn, 671 ; at battles wast of Petersb·urg, 690.
Or(IJIJ)jo1·d, Prail'ie-Battle at, 162.
CRITTENDE:s', Brig.-Gen. GEORGE B.-Co=nncls at Webb's
Cross-roads, 122; address to the people of Kentucky,
122; defeated, 128 ; commands reserves of A. S. Johnston's army, 178; resigns, 828.
CRITTENDEN, Brig.-Gen. TnoMAS L .-Oommands Kentucky
troops, 95; commands a di vision in Buell's army, 124 ;
his movements, 127; in the battle at Pittsburg Landing, 177; commands a corps of Buell's army In Kentucky,
287; command~ a corps of Rosecrans' army, 296; commands the 21st corps, 452 ; occupies the road from
Dechard, 45G; his movements, 457; movements of his
corps in Georgia, 460; ordered to Cincinnati, 466; commands a division in Burnside's corps, 571.
CRITTENDEN, Colonel, of Indiana-Brings troops into Kentucky, 95; captured by Forrest, 282.
CROABDALE, Col. S.-Biogmphical notice o·f, 786.
CROOKER, Brlg.-Gen. M. M.-Commands a division in McPherson's corps, 852; fights near Jackson, 852 ; at Champion Hills, 854.
•
CROOKER, Lieut. - - -Commands squadron to Sabine River,
479.
OnoGnAN, Col. GEo. ST. JoRN-Biogmphical notice of, 726.
CROOK, Maj.-Gen. GEORGE-Attacks at Farmington, Tenn.,
465; in command in West Virginia, 562; advances npon
Dublin Depot, 562; his movoments, 562, 568; advancPs
to join Hunter, 588; captures a train retiring from Maryland, 578 ; joins Averill near Winchester, 5S8; defeated, 588 ; at the conflict on Opequan Creek, 624; at
Fisher's llill, 626; commands department of Western
Yirginin, 655; made a prisoner, 678; moves to Reams'
Station, 688; to Dinwiddie, 688; in pursuit of Lee's
army, 694.
Onoss, Col. E. E.-Biogrnphical nottce of, 761.
C'ross Hollows-Contest at, 102.
Gross K eys-Battle at, 289.
CROXTON, Brlg.-Gen. JORN T.-Commands a brigade, 631 ;
in the battle ne&r N ashvllle, 681 ; makes a reconnolssance, 670.
CRUFT, Brig.-Gen. CHARLES-D~feated at Richmond, Ky.,
by Gen. E. Kirby Smith, 282; commands Stanley's division, 504; advances on Dalton, 504.
Owmberlwnd Gap-Its features, 269; surrendered to Burnside, 458.
Cu:mmm, Brig.-Gen. A.-Biographical notice of, 788.
CunTIN, Gov. ANDREW G.-Calls for troops to resist invasion, 266; his proclamation, 885; calls for troops, 891898.
OultTIS, Maj.-Gen. SAl!UEL R.-Commandsln the southwest,
156; pursues Gen. Price, 156 ; captures Fayetteville,
Ark., 156; address to the people, 156; bis position anu
strength In Arkansas, 157 ; 1lghts at Pea Ridge, 158;
answer to Gen. Yan Dorn, 159; moves to Keetsville,
160; his further movements, 160; expedition up the
Arkansas, 160; his movements, 814; occupies Batesville, 814; In co=and of the department of Missouri,
815; in command in Knnsas, 681.
CURTIS, Lleut.-Col. J. B.-Biographical notice of, 742.
CusBINo, Lieut. W. B.-Destroys the Albemarle Iron-clad,
688.
Ousun, Brig.-Gen. GEORGE A.-.Advances toward Charlottesville, 522; meets the enemy, 522; on a cayalry
expedition, 562; attacks tho enemy's advance at Strasburg, 627; commands 8d division under Sheridan, 686;
at the battles west of Petersburg, 691.
OuTLER, Brig.-Gen. LYSANDER-Commands 1st brigade 4th
division of 5th corps, 549; moves down the Chickahominy, 576.

D
DAHLGREN, Rear-Admiral Jomr .A..-Co=r.nds South Atlantic Squadron, 462; at Ossiba w Sound, 620; relieved, 686
DAHLGREN, Col. ULruo-Sent against James' River cnnal,
528; movements, 528; meets the enemy, 528; orders
to his men, 528 ; killed, 528; blogl'llphicnl notice of, 773.
.Dalton-Recaptured by Hood, 64.
DALY, Col. - - -Biographical notice of, 788.
DANA, Maj.-Gen. NAPOLEON J. T.-Arrives at West Point
with a part of Sedgwick's division, 222; in the battles
before Richmond, 244; in command under Conch, 405;
co=ands an expedition from Vicksburg, 6-31; commands department of Mississippi, 655.
.Dana-A United States schooner, seized in Florida, 6.
DA1iIELS, Brig.-Gen. Jm,ros-Biogrnphical notice of, 779.
DAVIDSON, Br!g.-Gen.JonN W.-Advancesfrom Missouri to
join Gen. Steele, 488; co=ands an ei..--pedition from
Baton Rouge, 681.
DAVIES, Brig.-Gen. HENRY E.-In command at Bull Run,
68; co=ands 1st brigade 2d division of cavalry, 562;
on an expedition, 562; at battles west of Petersburg, 690;
in pursuit of Lee's army, 694.
DAVIB, Col. B. F.-Escapes with cavalry from Harper's
Ferry, 270; killed, 884; biographical notice of, 759.
DAVIS, Rear-Admiral CllARLES lI.-Succecds Com. Foote in
command of the gunboat fleet, 167; battle before Memphis, 167; takes possession of Memphis, 168; meets Farm,,"11t above Vicksburg, 200; opens fire on the town while
Farragut's fleet pass the batteries, 200.
DAVIS, JEFFERSON-Chosen President of the lnsurrectionary
States by the Congress at Montgomery, 14; inauguration,
16; speech, 16; cabinet, 16; sends commissioners to
Washington, 20; negotiations fall, 20; sends n message
to President Lincoln, 61; reply of Gen. Scott, 61; authorizes privateering, 61; reply to Governor Magoffin of
Kentucky, 98; message on the surrender of Fort Donelson, 181; message to Congress on the battle of Pittsburg
Landing, 178; address to tho army, 246; address to the
Confederate army, 251; message to Congress on Lee's
despatches, 268; letter to Governor Brown on conscription, 275; letter to Lee on the exchange of prisoners, 825,
instructions to Gen. Lee, 896; appeal to deserters, 418;
letter to Stephens on a mission to Washington, 489; on
J;.incoln's message to Congress, 490; amnesty proclamation, 491; on a tour of inspectlon, 609; speeches, 609;
plan of military operations, 609; retires from Richmond,
694; his proclamation after leaving Richmond, 709; his
capture, 709.
.DWDis, Je.lf.-.A Confederate privateer, 62; her prizes, 62;
lost at St. Augustine, 62.
DAVIS, Brig.-Gen. JEFF. C.-One of the gan-ison of Sumter,
21; marches for Springfield, 155; at Sugar Creek, 157;
at Pea Ridge, 158; moves against the Confederate advance on Corinth, 292 ; in the battle at Corinth, 292; at
the battle of Murfreesboro, 297; commands an expeclltion, 452; advances his division, 455; at Caperton's Ferry,
457; at Chickamauga, 462; advances on Dalton, 504;
commands a division of Palmer's corps, 581 ; moves toward Rome, 581; at Kenesaw Mountain, 584; succeeds
Palmer in command, 541; commands 14th corps under
Sherman, 612; in Sherman's march through the Caro.Una's, 680; at Averysboro battle, 684
DAVIS, Lieut.-Col. - - -In command under Kilpatrick, 8S1;
commands an expedition, 881; report, 882.
DAVIB, Col. P. S.-Biographical notice of, 785.
DEAN, Col. - - -Biographical notice of, 797.
DEARING, Brig.-Gen. - - -Biographical notice of, 798.
Dn CounoEY, Col. - - -Conflict "1th Rains near Tazewell,
Tenn., 290.
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DE FOREST, Col O.-Biographlcal notice of, 795.
DE HAVEN, Lieut. EDwm J.-Drives a blockader ashore;
biographical notice of, 804.
DE JOINVILLE, Prince-on the campaign against Richmond,
211, 219, 241.
DENNIS, Brlg.-Gen, ELIAS. S.-Commands nn expedition
against the Jack son Railroad, 589.
IJ/!8 .,fro, .A,·k.-Capture of, by Curtis; do. by Com. W a.Iker,
888.
DEsm.,m, Brig.-Gen. JAs.-Biograpblcnl notice of, 767.
DE TRon«IAND, Brig.-Gen. PRILIP-.A.dvance on Hatcher's
Run, 671.
DEVENS, Brlg.-Gen. CHARLE&-.A.t the battle of Balls' Bluff,
108; commands a brigade of Couch's division, 267; commands a division of Howard's corps at the battle of Cbancellorsvlle, 879; driven by Jackson, 879 ; commands a
division of the 18th corps, 578; at Coal Ilarbor, 578.
DEVIN, Brig.-Gen. TH011As C.-Commands a brigade of
Merritt's ell vision, 686; commands an expedition against
the James River Canal, 686; encounters the enemy's
cavalry, 689; nt the battles west of Petersburg, 691.
Dru., Rev. J. H.-Biographical notice of, 747
Dn.ruooK, Brig.-Gen. CIIAS.-Biographical notice of, 768.
Da, Maj.-Gen. JOHN .A..-.A.ddresses n mass meeting in
New York, 29; in command at Baltimore, 118; sends
troops to Accomac and Northampton counties, Va., 118;
address to the inhabitants, 118; ordered to command
at Fortress Monroe, 828; arranges a cartel for exchange of
prisoners, 828; movements from Fortress Monroe as
diversions against Lee, 40S; commands Departmont of
the East, 472; moves up the York River, 472; lands at
Whitehouse, 472 ; object, 472; bridges destroyed, 472;
returns and reiinforces Gen. Meade, 472.
I)w,ie--.A. Confederate privateer, 62; her prizes, 62.
DODGE, Brlg.-Gen. GnENVILLE M.-Commands a corps of
Tennessee army, 526; at Kenesaw Mountain, 584; at
Atlanta, 587; commands Department of Mlssonrl, 655.
DoLEs, Brlg.-Gen. G. E.-Blographical notice of, 781.
IJoneleon, Fort-.A.ttncked by gunboats, 128; surrendered,
129; attacked by Forrest, 452.
DoUllL"eDAY, Maj.-Gen. .A.n?.'En-Onc of the garrison of Sumter, 21; commands 1st corps at Gettysburg, 400; position at Gettysburg, 401.
DOW?.'ES, Capt. J OBN-Attncks Fort McAllister, 446; attacks forts at Charleston, 447 ; captures the .A.tlantn,
450.
Dn.ua:, Col. A. W.-Biographical notice of, 780.
DRAKE, Col. J. C.-Blogrnphical notice of, 781.
IJra1111!81J-iZle, Va.-Its situation, 114; skirmish at 114; details, 114.
DRAYTON, Capt. l'EncrvAL-.A.ttncks Fort McAllister, 446;
attacks batteries In Obarleston harbor, 447.
DmnrnoND, Capt. - - -Commands a cavalry expedition,
881.
IJnwy's .Blujf-.A.ttack on, by gunboats, 226; repulsed, 226.
IJuq Sprinqs, .Jfo.-Sklrmllili at, 82.
IJrywooa, .Mo.-Skirmish at, 87.
DUFFIE, Brig.-Gen. ALFRED N.-Commnnds a cavalry force,
588.
DUFFIELD, Brig.-Gen.-Captnred by Forrest, 282.
DUMONT, Brlg.-Gcn. EBENEZER-Commands in an expedition agninst n camp near Philippi, 56; commanils a
brigade in Buell's army, 124.
DtrncAN, Brlg.-Gcn. J. K.-Repulsed nt Munfordsvllle, Ky.,
284; biographical notice of, 769.
DuNOAN, Major - - -Pursues the Texans in New Mexico,
312.
DUNCAN, Capt. - - -Sent by Sherman to communicate
with the gunboats, 620; skirmish at Mt. Elon, 691.
DUNCAN, Com. J. M.-Blogrnphical notice or, 788.
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DUNlllll, Col. 0. L.-Surrenders Munfordsvllle, Ky., 284.
Dmrnrno, Col. - - -Attacks the enemy nt Blue Gap, 207.
DUNNINGTON, Lieut.. - - -Attacks Federal gunboats, 670.
DUPONT, Rear-Admiral S. F.-Commands the naval e:.-pedition against Port Royal, 108; its success, 109; commands a naval e:.-pedltlon to Florida, 147; returns to
Port Royal from Florida, 150; <;ommands South Atlantic
squadron, 441; denies the raising of the blockade at
Charleston, 445 ; report on the attack on the forts at
Ohnrleston, 450; biographical notice of, 804. •
IJ111JJpin{J Sprinqs, Ark.-Contllct at, 814.
DUllYEA., Brig.-Gcn. .A.nnAM-Commnnds a regiment at
Great Bothe!, 57; In command at Oatlet's Station, 235;
panic, 285.
DuSHA.?."E, Col. A. F :-Btograpblcal notice of, 788.
D'UTUBSY, Col. -Reoccupies Maryland Heights, 270,
DUTTON, Col. A. H.-Blogrnphlcal notice of, 782.
IJ·wvaJ,'s .Bvujf, Ark.-Capture of, by Curtis, do. by Com.
Walker, 888.
DWIGHT, Brig.-Gen. WrLLu111-Commands In Grover's division, 867; occupies .Alexandria, Ln., 867; at Port Hudson, 870; at Pleasant Hill battle, 511.
DWIGHT, Lieut.-Col. WILDER-Biographical notice of, 787.

E
EAGLE, Com. HE?."llY-Snmmons Galveston to surrender,
811.
EARLY, Maj.-Gen. JUDAL--Commnnds n division of Lee's
army, 872; at Winchester, 887; position of bis division,
898; at Gettysburg, 401; moves with Lee, 470; ordered
to command in the Shenandoah valley, 499; commands
expedition into Mnrylnnd, 588; retreats from Maryland,
588; in command in the Shenandoah valley, 624; position of his army, 624; defeated at Fisher'.s Hill, 626;
retreats, 626; moves down the valley, 627; retreats, 628;
evacuates Staunton on Sheridan's approach, 686; loses
bis baggage, 686.
Edisto Island, S. a-Occupied by Federal troops, 150.
Elkhorn-See Pea Ridge.
ELLET, Col. CllARLES J., Jr.-Commands on the withdrawn! of
Com. Foote, 167; commands the rnm fleet, 169 ; report
of proceedings at Memphis, 169; l,lographical notice of,
780.
ELLET, Col. CIIARLES R.-.A.ttempts to destroy the ram Arkansas, 200 ; commands the Queen of the West, 889 ;
runs past the batteries at Vicksburg, 889; proceeds down
the river, 840; second expedition down the river with
the De Soto as a tender, 840; operations up the atchafalnya, 840; captures New Era No. 5, 840; attacks Fort
Taylor, 840 ; loses the steamer, 840 ; escapes, 840 ; rescued by the Indianola, 841; further movements, 842;
burns Scmmesport, La., 509; blogrnphicai notice of, 708.
ELLIOTT, Major G. M.-Biogrnpblcal notice of, 769.
ELLIS, JonN W.-Governor of North Carolina, 42; reply to
the call for troops, 48 ; reassembles the State Convention, 48.
ELLSWORTH, Col. EPIIRADl E.-Movcs with troops to Alexandria, 1i8 ; Id.lied, 54; biographical notice of, 719.
Emigrant .Aid, Societv-Organlzatlon of, 155.
El!OEY, Brig.-Gcn. WILLIAM H.-Commands a division of
Banks' nrmy, 866; advances from Brnshenr, 867; do.
toward Mansfield, 510; nt Pleasant Hlll, 511; at Opequnn,
624.
Ji)mmttsl>1wq, Pa.-Occupled by Confederate cavalry, 800.
Enrcsso:i;, JorIN.-Contrnct for Iron-clads, 119.
ESTES, Capt. - - -In command under Kilpatrick, 618;
dashes Into Waynesboro, 61a
EusTIS, Brig.-Gen. A. L.-Commands 4th brigade 2d division
of 6th corps, 549.
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Ev.u;s, Brig.-Gen. NA.TJIANIEL G.- Commands Confederate
force at Ball's Bluft; lO'i ; reenforces Pegram, 672.
EWELL, Lieut.-Gen. RICHARD-In command at Bull Run,
70; attacks Harper's Ferry, 237; makes a stand at
Fisher's Hill, 238; in the battle at White Oak Swamp,
250; fights at Cedar Mountain, 2o8; commands a division
of Lee's army, 256--265; makes an attack at Manassas
J unction, 261 ; defe;ted near Manassas, 262 ; commands
a corps of Lee's army, 885; advances to Culpepper, 885;
further advances, 885; attacks Milroy at Winchester,
897; occupies Chambersburg, 897 ; concentrates near
Gettysburg, 898; at Gettysburg, 400; moves with Lee,
470; commands n corps of Lee's army, 558; at the Wilderness battle, 5158 ; at Spottsy lvania battle, 555--559 ; atta~ks Warren on the Mechanicsville road, 578 ; his position, 578; made a prisoner, 69f.
Ewnm, Brig.-Gen. THoMA.s, Jr.- Defends Pilot Knob, 629.
Ewmo, Hon. .A.-Biogrnphlcal notice of, 784.

Florida, a cruiae1'--Escapes from Mobile, 489; crnlso of
489, 440 ; captured at Bahia by Capt. Collins, 64.9.
FLOYD, Brig.-Gen. JonN B.-With a force in Western Virginia, 85 ; his movements, 85-87 ; escapes from Fort
Don~lson, 129 ; moves to Nash ville, 131.
FLUSSER, Lieut.-Com. C. W.- Commands an expedition to
Dismal Swamp, 142; commands the gunboat Miami,
520; killed In contest with the Albemarle, 520; biographical notice of, 775.
FOOTE, Rear-Admiral A. H.-In command of Western gunboat fleet, 124; bombards Fort Rem·y, 127; attncks Fort
Donelson, 128; makes n reconnoissnnce at Columbus,
162; moves dow:i the Mississippi with his fleet, 165;
battle on the Mississippi above Fort Pillow, 166; retires
from command, 167; biographical notico of, 759.
FOROE, Brig,-Gen. MAN.NINO F.-Commands a division, 676 ;
in Shermun's march through the Carolinas, 676.
FORD, Col. THo~us R.-In command at Maryland Heights,
270; abandons the position, 2i0.
FORREST, Brig.-Gen. - - -..A. commander of guerrilla forces,
F
188 ; operations in Tennessee, 188, 1S9 ; commands a
FA.GAN, Brlg.-Gen. J .-Routed at Independence, 629 ; bioguerrilla force 282; captures a regiment, 282; attacks
graphical notice of, 798.
Jackson, Tenn., 295; defeated by Sweeney, 296; attacks
Fair Oak8-Battle of, 242.
Fort Donelson, 452; captures Streight, 45!; attacks
F.unux, Com. D. MoN.-Attacks forts at Charleston, 447.
Smith, Miss., 503; expedition in West Tennessee, 516;
Fairfaa, Court Ho1tse-Cavalry skirmish at, 54.
attacks Padncnb, 516; captures Fort Pillow, 517; ConFalling Water- Skirmish at, 61.
gressional report, 518; In Southwestern Tennessee, 609 ;
destroys Johnsonville, Tenn., 630.
FAmnuM, Col. N. L-Blographical notice of, 724.
FARNSWORTH, Brig. -Gen. E. J.-Biographlcal notice of, 762,
Fort Abercr1>mbie-Besieged by Indians, 817.
FARON, JOHN-Biographical notice of, 787.
Fort Caswell-Seizure of, 44.
FARRAGUT, Rear-Admiral DAVID G.-Commands the naval Fort de Ru&81J-Attacked by Admiral Porter, 868; capture
expedition against New Orleans, 191; arrives at Ship
of, 509.
Island, 192; his force, 192 ; orders the fleet to pass the Fort .Fialuw-The attack on, 64.1-644; capture of, 645.
forts below New Orleans, 194 ; letters to the mayor of F01·t Gainea-The capture of, 647.
New Orleans, 196, 197; his further proceedings, 198; Fort Hew-y- Capture ot; 145.
passes the Vicksburg batteries with his fleet, 200; con- Fort Hindnna111,-0n Arkansas Point, surrendered, 886.
certs an expedition up the Yazoo, 200; returns to New Fort Jack8011r-Its situation, 192; how defended, 192.
Orleans, 200; commands a naval expedition against Port Fort Jolmso11r-Selzlll'e of, 44.
Hudson; 865; bombards Port Hudson, 870; commands Fo1•t Maco11r-Siege of, by Burnside's troops, 141.
West Gulf squadron, 442; commands the attack on the Fort Malione-The capture o~ 691.
defences of Mobile, 646.
Fort Morgan-Seized, 9 ; surrender of, 647.
FA.RRAN, Com. E.- Surrenders to Thatcher, 705.
Fort McAlUster-Attnck on, 444-446; C3ptnro of, 621.
FARRINGTON, Lieut. B.unna:,-Biographical notice of, 788.
Fo1•t Pemberto11r-The attack on, 844; repulsed, 844.
Fayette, .Mo.-Skirmish at, 155.
Fort Pickena-Besieged, 7-10.
Feyetteville, Ark.- Attack on, 481.
Fort .Pillow-Attacked by gunboats, 166; evacuated, 167;
Feyettwille, .N. 0.-.A.rsenal at, surrendered, 50; captured
capture of, 517.
by Sherman, 6S1.
Fo1•t .P1,laski-Efforts to cut oft' its communication with
FELLOWS, Col. - - - Biographical notice of, 780.
Savannah, 144; batteries erected, 145; repulse of TatFernandina, Fla.-Occupied by Federal troops, 147.
nall, 145; more batteries erected, 146; surrender of the
FERRERO, Brig.-Gen. EnWARn-Oommandsa division of tho
fort, 147.
9th corps, 578 ; at Petersburg, 578 ; in the assault at Fort Ramdolpl1,-0n the Mississippi, 166; evacuated, 167;
Petersburg, 590.
destroyed by Gen. Sherman, 189.
FILLMORE, Major J. S.- Biogrnphlcal notice of, 795.
Fort Smitllr--Seizure of, 42.
FINEGAN, Brig.-Gen. JosEPn-In command in Florida, 505; F01•t St. PhiUp-Its situation, 192; how defended, 192.
defeats Seymour at Olustee, 507; correspondence with Fort Stedman-The attack on, 687.
Seymour, 507.
Fort Taylor-Attack on, by the Queen of the West, 840.
FrsIIER, H. N., M. D.-Blographical notice of, 747.
Fo1•t Waqner-Its position and strength, 478.
FmUEn, Col. - - -Biographical notice of, 722.
FortijicationB-Revolution produced in the science of offenFiBher'a Hill-Jackson makes a stand, 238; battle at, by
sive and defensive warfare, 682; powers of modern artilSheridan, 626 ; captured, 62i.
lery, 632; effect on Forts Sumter and Morgan, 632; Fort
FlsKE, Rey. S.-Biographicnl notice of, 780.
McAllister n snndwork, 682; Fort Wagner, 632; Fort
F1TOD, Coloncl--Commnnds an expedition np the White
Fisher, 682; sand the best material for fortifications,
River, 168.
682; 1·evolving turrets, 688; modes of giving and reFlTon, Commander - - - Cooperates with gunboats in the
ceiving battle, 688; use of torpedoes for coast defence,
battle near Nashville, 681.
688.
Ji!ilve Fo1•k8-Thc battle of, 691.
FOSTER, Maj.-Gen. JonN G.-One of tbe g!IITison of Sumter,
FLETODER, Prof. M. J.-Biographicnl notice of, 729.
21; commands a division under Gen. Burnside, 185;
Florida-Meeting of State Convention, 6: ordinance of secommands nn expedition -to Goldsboro, N. 0., 809 ; In
cession, 6; its adoption, 6; other acts of the Convencommand of the department of Virginia and North
tion, 6 ; seizure of ports, 6.
Carolina, 885; report of the movements of Lee's army,
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459; assigned to command in East Tennessee, 470; tak~s
command of Virginia and North Carolina departments,
472; transferred to department of Ohio, 472; moves to
Hilton Head, 472; returns, 472; defends Newbern, 472;
commands department of the South, 050; at Osslbaw
Sound, 620; r1:po,t .oU,he capture of Savannah, 622; relieved by Gen. Gillmore, 678.
FOSTER, Brig.-Gen. RonERT S.-Commands a division of the
·10th corps, 580; at Pe~ersburg, 580 ; makes a feint
against Richmond, 589 ; commands division of 24th
~orps, 091; at battles west of Petersburg, 691 ; at Five
Forks, 691.
FOSTER, Col. - - -In a conflict ot Blue Springs, East Tennessee, 468.
Fox, J . L, M. D.-Biographical notice of, 795.
FJLL'IKLIN, Maj.-Gen. WILLLU! B.-In command at Bull
Run, 6S; moves to West Point on York River, 220; hlo
movements nt West Point, 222; In the battles before
Richmond, 244; near Jeff'erson, Md., 268; at Crnmpton's
Gap, 269; at Antietam, 271; commands the left grand
division under Burnside, 808; at the battle of Fredericksburg, 807; makes an advance at Fredericksburg,
872 ; relieved of command in the Potomac army, 878;
commands an expedition to Sabino River, 479; in command under Banks, 508; moves to Alexandria, 508; near
Mansfield, 610; made prisoner near Baltimore, 587; escapes, 587.
Frederwk, .Md.-Occupled by Lee's forces, 266.
JJ'redet•ickli/Ju1·u, Va.- Troops assemble at, 89; the bnttle
, nt, 806,807; hospitals at, for Grant's wounded, 561.
F·redelrickton, .Mo.-Skirmish at, 89.
Freedmet1,-Effccts of the emancipation proclamation, 4u2;
colored troops, 498; frredmen's camps, 498 ; lensing
plantations, 498 ; mortality, 494; education, 494; relief
societies, 494; proper disposition of, 667; con~itlon in
1864, 667 ; aid societies, 667.
Ii'mu10NT, Maj -Gen. Jon:N C.-Commissioned as major-general, 54; takes command in the West, 60; advances
against Gen. Pric<-', 88; despatch to Washington on the
surrender of Lexington, 88 ; instructions from the War
Department, 89; truce with Gen. Price, 90; superseded,
90; farewell to his troops, 90; arrival at St. Louls, 90;
orders the construction of a gunboat fleet for the western waters, 119; tnkes commancl of the Mountain Department, _280; marches to relieve Gen. Banks, 282;
encounters Jackson's rear at Strasburg, 288; pursues Jackson up the 8hennndoah, 288; attacks at
Fisber' s Hill, 288 ; fights at Cross Keys, 289; resigns,
254.
FRENCH, Maj.-Gon. WILLIA.M H.-In the battles before Richm ond, 249; nt Fr edericksburg battle, 807 ; ordered to reoccupy Harper's Ferry, 405; attacks at Rnpp.nhannock
Station, 471 ; r eports for orders, 625; ordered to report
at Philadelphia, 549 ; address, 549.
FRENon, ---Sent by Hood to recapture .Allntoona, 610;
attacks Allatoona, 610.
FRIDLEY, Col. - - -Commands colored troops in Florida,
508; killed at Olustee, 508; correspondence respecting
his body, 508; biographical notice of, 778.
FRA.NX, Col. P.-Commands 8d brigade 1st division 2d corps,
549.
Jj!ront Royal,-Battle nt, 284.
FROST, Gen. - - -Surrenders to Gen. Lyon, 51.
FRY, Col. J,u,ras B.-In the battle at Webb's Cross Roads,
128; in command at Trenton, 296; surrenders, 296; provost-marshal general, 652.
Ftn.t.ER, Rev. A. B.-Blographlcal notice of, 742.
FULLER, Brig.-Gon. JonN W ,...Commands a division at Atlanta, 588.
Ji'ulton, Mo.-Skirmtsh at, 67; do., 81.
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Galrouto11, Temas-lNred upon, 88; protest or consuls, 88;
capture of, 811; recaptured, 811.
GARDNER, Col. FRANK-Commands at Port Hudson 869 ·
surrenclers Port Hudson, 871.
'
'
GARDNER, Lieut. - - -In command under Gen. Stuart,
245; attacks Gen. .A.verlll, 624; repulsed, 624.
GARESCHE, Ool. J. P.-Blographlcal notice of, 748.
GARFIELD, Maj.-Gen. J OllN H.-In Kentucky, 121; instructions to Col. Streight, 4M; on McCook's staff, 468; at
Chickamauga, 468.
GARI.A.ND, Col. HUGH-Biographical notice of, 704.
GARLAND, Brig.-Gen. - - -Biographical notice of, 785.
GARNETT, Brlg.-Gen. R. B.-Blographical notice or, 762.
GARNETT, Brig-Gen. R. S.-Defeatcd at Cnrrlck's Ford, 67;
killed, 67; biographical notice of, 721.
GARRARD, Brig.-Gen. KENNER-Commands a cavalry division, 581; pushed forward to Allatoona Pass, 581 : commands a cavalry eirpeditlon to Covington, Ga., 589, 540;
at the battle near NashvllJe, 680.
GBARY1 Brlg.-Gen. Jon:N W.-In command on the Upper
Potomac, 102; takes possession of Harper's F erry, 208 ;
occupies Leesburg, 209; in command at Mnnassns Gap,
285; at Gettysburg, 401 ; at Resaca, 580; at .A.tlauta,
586; appointed military commander of Savannah, 628.
Georuia-Meetlng of the Legislature, 10; proceedings, 10;
public meetings, 10; views of the people, 10; vote for
delegates, 10; Convention assembles, 11; ordlnanr,o of
secession aclopted, 11 ; every member req ulred to sign
it, 11; refusal to submit It to tho people, 11; Invad ed by
Shermnn, 618; its roilroarl system, 614; flight of the
Legislature, 617; appeals to the people, 618.
Geor{Jia-.A. Cruiser captured by the Niagara, 649.
GETTY, Brlg.-Gen. GEORGE W.-In command under Ge:n.
Dix, 409; soot to Pamunkey, 409; aids In tho capture
of a battery, 442 ; commands 2d division of 6th corps,
549; at the Wilderness battle, 5M; his division attnoked,
688 .
Gettysbwt•u, Pa.-Battle of, 400-402.
GrnnoN, Maj.-Gen. JonN-Commancls a brigade in Ilookcr's
corps, 269; at South Mountain, 269; wounded at Gettysburg, 408; commands 2d corps, 404; commands 2d
division of 2d corps, 649; at the Wilderness battle, 554;
at tho Spottsylvania battle, 55&-559; on the North Anna,
571; at Coal Harbor battle, 575; near tho J erusalem
road, 580; moves to the left of Grant's army, 688.
GIFFORD, Capt. - - -Report of the destruction of tho Dunbar by tho cruiser Alabama, 277.
GILBERT, Brlg.-Gen. On.Ant.ES O.-Commatlds a corps of
Buell's army in Kentucky, 287; commands a division
under Grnnger, 458.
GILBERT, E. S.-Blographlcal notice of, 747.
GILDER, Rev. Wrt.LIAM Il.-Biographical notice or, 775.
GILLEM, Brlg.-Gcn. A.LYID1 C.-Dcfeated in East Tennessee
by Breckinridge, 629.
GILLISS, Capt. J . M.-Blographlcal notice of, 796.
GII.LMOl!E, Maj.-Gen. Quincy A.-Report of the fire upon
Fort Pulaski, 147; defeats Pegram near Somerset, Ky.,
457; assigned to command at Charleston, 472: his report, 472; brings his heavy guns Into position to attack
tho forts, 474; his operations against Charleston, 474;
correspondence with Bcaorcgard, 474; opens fire on
Sumter, 476; despatches, 476; demands a surrender of
Beauregard, 477; opens II.re on Charleston, 477; reply to
Beauregard, 478; sends an expedition to Florida, 504;
letter on the Florida expedition, 504; orders, 504; commands 10th corps lo army of the Jam es, 1i50; movements near Petersburg, 568 ; moves against Richmond
and Danville Railroad, 067; moves against Petersbw-g,
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576 ; relieved from comm8Jld of 10th corps, 589; commands department of South Carolina., 673; reports the
evacuation of Charleston, 678.
GIL.'10RE, J. R.-Vlsit to Richmond on pence, 657; report,
658.
GmARDEY, Brig.·Gen. V. J. B.-Biographlcal notice of, 788.
GLADDEN, Brig.·Gen. - - -Biographical notice of, 728.
GODWIN, Brlg.·Gcn. A. C.-Biographicnl notice of, 790.
Gold8boro, N. 0.-Cnptured by Gen. Foster, 809.
GOLDSBOROUGH, Reur•Admlrnl L. M.-Commands naval ex•
peclitlon against North Carolina, 185.
GORDON, Brig.·Gcn. GEORGE H.-Commands ut West Point,
on York River, 884.
GORDON, Brig.·Gen. J. B.-Commands u brigade, 555; ut the
Wilderness battle, 555; at Hatcher's Run, 672; attacks
Fort Stedman, 687; biographical notice of, 779.
GORDON, Commander - - -Expedition against Brunswick,
Geo., 149.
GORM,rn, Brlg.·Gen. - - -Commands a brigade under Gen.
Stone, 102.
Gospo1'1,-Navy yarcl at, 49; vessels there in April, 1861, 49;
excitement at Norfolk, 49; buildings ~et on fire in the
navy yard, 49 ; destruction, 50 ; troops arrive at Norfolk,
50.
GovAN, Brlg.·Gen. - - -Commands u brigade of Cleburn's
di vision, 548.
Grqfton-Occupicd by Gen. Kelly, 54; skirnrlsh nt, 88.
Grand 171,if-.A.ttacked by Porter's gunboats, 847; evacu·
uted, 848.
GRANGER, Maj.·Gen. GORDON-Commands cavalry under
Gen. Pope, at Corinth, 188; attacked by Van Dorn, 458;
ut Shelbyville, 456; at Chickamauga, 468; plll'sues
Wheeler, 544; ut the attack on the forts of Mobile Bny,
647; commands 18th army corps, 655; in commnnd
against Mobile, 708.
GRANT, Lieut.•Gen. ULYSSES S.-Lnnds troops ut Paducah,
Ky., 94; issues u proclamation, 95; command in the attack
on Belmont, 110; commands the military force to operate
in Western Kentucky and Tennessee, 124; lands troops
near Fort Henry, 125; his army before Fort Donclso:i,
128; captures Fort Donelson, 129; address to his troops
on the capture of Fort Donelson, 181; headquarters at
Memphis, 170; orders, 170; goes to Corinth, 170; com·
munds the m,1)editlon up the Tennessee, 172; coneen·
trutes at Savannah, 172; adv8Jlces to Pittsburg Landing,
178; charges made against him, 179; position of his army
after the occupation of Corinth, 188; bud been put l:n
command of the Department of Tennessee after Halleck
retired, 290; his pfans against Iuka, 291; at Iuka, 291;
ut Corinth, 292; at Jackson, 292; moves south, 294; falls
back to Holly Springs, 296; order relative to the capture
of Holy Springs, 881 ; falls back to Holy Springs, 881; his
plnn for the captura of Vicksburg, 881; arrival before
Vicksburg, 888; attempts to reach the rear of Vicksburg
through Lnke Providence 831d Moon Lake, 842; moves
his army to New Carthage, 845 ; to Hard Times, 847;
crosses the Mississippi with his army, 847; despatch re·
specting operations at Vicksburg, 848; his despntch to
Gen. Halleck, 851 ; arr! ves at Jackson, 852; advances
toward Vicksburg, 354; receives the surrender of Vicks·
burg, 860; report of Sherman's expedition from Vicks·
burg, 868; takes general command eust of the Misslsslp·
pl, 865; assumes command of the Departments of Ten·
nessee, Cumberland, and Ohio, 465; his plan, 467; rein·
tlve to the freedom of the negroos, 485; acldress to his
troops at Cbuttnnooga, 498; appointed Jieutennnt·general,
524; commission presented at Washington, 524; remarks,
524; orders, 524; officers of his staft~ 550; advance of the
Potomac army, 552; his plans, 551-558; at Wilderness,
554; at Spottsylv831ia Court House, 556; moves by the
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left, 570; crosses the· North Anna, 571,572; recrosses,
472; position of his army, 572; moves toward the James
River, 576; crosses the James River with the army, 576;
shells Petersburg, 580; explodes u mine before Peters·
burg, 590; on the state of aft'airs, 591; order relative to
deserters, 592 ; 1·eport of battle at Hatcher's Run, 598;
position of his army, 687; prepares for new movements
by the left, 688; his plans, 688; pursnes Lee from Rich·
mond, 694, 695; his correspondence with Lee, 696; re.
celves the surrender of Lee's army, 696; sent to 8her·
•
man, 701; farewell address to the armies, 707.
GRANT, Brig,•Gen. LEWIS .A..-Commands 2d brigade 2d divi•
sion of 6th corps, 549. •
GR°'TZ, CART-Biographical notice of, 724.
GRAVES, Major - - -Biographical notice of, 768.
Great Bethet-Battle at, 56-58.
GREATHOUSE, Brig.·Gen. L.-Biogrnphlcal notice of, 786.
GREBLE, Lieut. J. T.-Killed in battle ut Big Bethel, 58;
biographical nollce of, 720.
·
GREEN, Muj.·Gen. TnoMAs-Recaptures Brashear, 871; com
mands near Mansfl<.>ld Ln., 510; In the bnttle ut Muns·
field, 510; at Pleasant Hill battle, 511; biographical
notice of, 774.
GREEN, Gen. THOMAS J.-Blographical notice of, 770.
(},reenbria,·, Va.-Battle at, 86.
GREENE, Brig.·Gen. MARTIN E.-Killcd at Vlcksbnrg, 862;
biogrnphiClll notice of, 75S.
GREGG, Brlg.·Gen. DAVID MoM.-In command under Stoneman, 380, 881; commands a cavalry expedition, 881; in
the pursuit of Leo's army, 406; moves to the fords of the
Rapidan, 552; advances to Chancellorsville, 552; on a
Cllvalry ei1>edition, 561 ; reconnoissance to Mechanics·
ville, 572; adv8Jlce on Hatcher's Run, 611; at battles
w~st of Petersblll'g, 690.
GREGG, Brig.·Gen. MAXEY-Biogrnphlcnl notice of, 742.
GREGG, Brig.·Gen. - - -Officer in Confederate army, 851;
resists tho advance of Logan, 851; biographical notice of,
T91.
GRIERSON, Brig,•Gen. BENJ. H.-His raid through Mississip•
pi to Baton Rouge, 849, 850 ; captures cattle near Port
Hudson, 868; in command against Mobile, 703.
GRIFFIN, Brig.·Gen. CnARLEs-At Bull Run, i5; commands
1st division of 5th corps, MO; at the 'Wilderness battfc,
558; moves do,vn the Chickllhominy, 576; at Petersburg,
577; near the Jerusalem road, 580; advance on Hatr.her's
Run, 6TI; assailed by Bushrod Johnston, 688; at battles
west of Petersburg, 690.
GnoVE1i, Brig.·Gen. CuvrnR-In the battles before Rieb·
mond, 246; commands a division of Banks' army, 366;
advances from Brashear, 307 ; his success, 867; fights at
Vermillion La., 867; wounded at Cedar Run, 627.
GROWER, Col. W. T. C.-BiographiClll notice of, 788.
01,nboats-l!'ltted out by Confederates on the coast, 68.
GWIN, Com. WILLIAM-Biographical notice of, 745.

H
H.AoKE, Count H.-Blographlcal notice of, 778.
HAOKLEMANN, Gen. P. A.-Blograph!Clll notice of, 788.
Ha.gersu,w.,i, .Md.-Occupied by Lee's forces, 266; again oc-cupled by the enemy, 585.
Haines' Bluffs-Attacked by gunboats, 882, 888.
HALL, Col. A. S.-Commancls 831 expedition in Tennessee,
452.
HALL, Col. G. B.-Biographlcnl notice of, 780,
HALL, J. N.-One of the garrison of Sumter, 21.
HALLECK, Maj.·Gen. HENBY W.-Takes command of tho
Western Department, 91; orders issned, 91; letter to
Gen. Hunter of than.ks for troops, 128; order on the
capture of Fort Donelson, 181 ; his order for th~ conduct
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of the troops, 138 ; reports the capture of Fayetteville,
Ark., 1156; reports the capture of Springfield, Mo., 156;
reports t he battle at Pea Ridge, 160; orders Buell to join
Gen. Gmnt, 178; marches on Corinth, 179; arrives at
Pittsburg Landing and takes command, 179 ; despatches
to Washington, 180:-182; appointed General-in-Chief at
Washington, f88; his action relative to the .Army of the
Potomac, 252; reply to Gen. McClellan's letter, 258; bis
orders to Gen. Pope, 2158; instructions to Gen. Pope,
261; letter ordering McClellan to march, 800; letter relative to supplies to McClellan's army, 800; reply to
Gen. Lee's letters, 827; on the attack on Winchester,
389; letters to Rosecrans, 455-458; to others, 459 ; assigned to duty at Washington, 524.
HAMILTON, A. J.-Provisional Governor of Texas, 711.
H.1.:11ILTON, Brig.-Gen. SouUYLER-Proposes a canal at Island
No. 10, 165; in command under Rosecrans in Mississippi, 291; in the battle of Corinth, 292 ; advances towards Holly Springs, 294.
Ha.mpt<nt--Tbe village burned, 82.
HAMPTON, Maj.-Gen. W .!.DE- E ngages Wilson near Coal
Harbor, 575; orders the cotton in Columbia to be
burned, 677; reply to Sherman's letter, 680; makes a
dash on Spencer's camp, 681.
HANCOCK, Maj.-Gen. WINFIELD 8.-Commands a brigade in
Keyes' corps, 221; on the advance from Yprktown, 221;
encounters the enemy, 221; bis succes, 221 ; McClellan
commends his troops, 222; presses tbe enemy in front
of Charlestown, 202; position at Gettysburg, 401 ; wounded, 403 ; commands 2d corps, 549 ; Moves to Ely's Pond,
002; at the Wilderness battle, 558; at the Spottsylvania
battle, 556; position of his corps, 572; at Coal Harbor
battle, 1575; .at Petersburg, 577.
H(Jllt<>Ver Court House-Battle at, 228.
HANSON, Gen. R. W.-Blograpblcal notice of, 748.
HARDEE, Maj.-Gen. WILLIAM J.-Commands 8d corps of .ti..
S. Johnston's army, 178; commands a division of Bragg's
army, 288; nt the battle of Murfreesboro, 291; commands
a corps of J obnston's army, 526; encounters Hooker,
581; at .A.~lantn, 1587; in command at Savannah, 619;
evacuates Savannah, 622; evacuates Charleston, 678; bis
movements from. Charleston, 680, 681; at .A.verysboro,
/
688; bis design, 684; retreat, 684 ; at Bentonsville, 6815.
HARDENBROOK, J. K.-Biographical notice of, 784.
HARDrNG, Col. A. C.-Defends Fort Donelson, 452.
HARKER, Brfg.-Gen. C. G.-Killed at Kenesaw Monntain,
1584; biographical notice of, 785.
HAnl!ON, Col. 0. F.-Biographical notice of, 785.
HARNEY, Brig.-Gen. WILLI.I.M S.- Superseded by Gen. Lyon
in Missouri, 54.
H(Jll'Pe1•'s Ferry-Troops assembled at, 88, 89 ; hostile
movements at, 49; stores in the armory, 49; burning
of the public buildings, 49; machinery moved to Richmond, 49; Southern troops march for, 52; occupied by
Sontbern troops and bridges burned, o8; preparations
for defence by Col. Miles, 270 ; surrendered, 270.
Harriet Lane, stea1ne1•-.A.ttaeks a battery near Pig Point,
56; capture of, at Galveston, 811.
HARnrs, IsILu! G.-Governor of Tennessee, 45; reply to
the call for troops, 45; letter on the invasion of Kentucky, 94; retires from Nashville with State archives,
182; bis proclamation, 1g3; convenes the legislature, 184.
H.!.nnrs, Gen. 'l'lros. .A..-Joins Gen. Price, 87.
Harri801wwr(I, Va.-Battle near, under Fremont, 289.
Harri.8/Jurg, Penn.-Panic and f!lgbt of the citizens, 894.
HARTnA?o,Tr, Ilrfg.-Gen. JoJIN F.-Commands 8d division of
9th corps, 687; repels attack on Fort Stedman, 687.
HARTSUFF, Maj .-Gen. GEO. L.-Joins Bw·nsfde, 457.
HARTWELL, Brig.-Gen. - - -Carries the rifle-pits on J:1mes'
Island, 67a
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HARWOOD, Com . .A.. .A..-Commnnds Potomac flotilla, 442.
HASCALL, Brig.-Gen. M. S.-Blographlcal notice of, 780.
H.!.SBNDUSDEL, Col. - - -Commands a brlgado of Steolo's
division against Vicksbru·g, 888.
HASKELL, Col. F . .A..-Biographlcal notice of, 7R1.
HATon, Brfg.-Gen. JoDN P.-Commands b. Wilson's cavalry
corps, 630; evacuates Pulaski, Tenn., 630; near Pocotnllgo bridge, 6i8; evacuates bis position, 675 · in Sherman's march through the Carolinas, 675.
'
Hatc!Le1•'s R1t11,-Movement to, 598; battle, 598 ; movement
against, 671.
Hatteras Inlet-E,qiedition against forts at, 88; naval force,
88; military force, 88; at~k on the forts, 84; surrender,
84; terms of capitulation, 84.
H<IIWk8' Nest, Va.-Contest a~ 815.
HAY, Major Jorrn-Made n mnjot for the Florida expedition,
504.
HAYES, Brig.-Gen . .A..- Commands 2d brigade 8d division 2d
corps, 549; wounded nt the Wilderness battle, 554;
biographical notice of, 776.
HAYS, Captain - - -In command under Kilpatrick, 61S;
dashes int\l Waynesboro, 618.
HAZARD, Com. BAll. F.-Commanas the fleet of transports
of Burnside's expedition, 185.
HAZEN, Brig.-Gcn. WILLLUI B.-Assaults Fort Me.A.lllster,
621 ; captures Fott Mc.A.llist<:r, 621 ; in Sherman's
march tbro11gh the Cnrolinns, 67S.
HEG, Col. H. C.-Biogrnpbical notice of, 706.
HEINTZLEMAN, M.'lj .-Gen. SAMUEL P.-In commnnd at Bull
Run, 68; in command agninst Richmoncl, 212; commands before Williamsburg, 221; before Richmond, 241 ;
reaches Warrenton Station, 260; in command of tho Department of Washington, 885.
H elena, .11.?-k.-Occnpied by Gen. Curtis, 160.
H0LM, Brig.-Gen. B. H.-Biogrnpbical notice of, 761.
HEr.-:uY, Col. - - -Commands in the Florida expedition,
505; attacks Camp Finegan, 505; other movements,
505.
Henry Sprvngs, ..11?-k.-Conflict near, 462.
H1mB1mT, Brig.-Gen. L.-Leads an assault on Vicksburg,
858.
HERRON, Maj.-Gen. FRANCIS J.-Battle at Cross Hollows, Ark.
162; attacked at Crawford Prairie, 162; fights at Dupping Springs, 814; brings rei.inforcements to Grant at
Vicksburg, 859 ; moves to New Orleans, 865.
HETU, Brig.-Gen. HENRY-Advance in Western Virginia,
241; commands a division of Hill's corps, 400; at Gettysburg, 400; moves with Lee, 470; attacks Jen of tho
5th corps, 592.
HEWITT, Mnjor I. L.-Biographlcal notice or, 740.
F!E0IOlAN, Brig.-Gen. CHARLES .A..-Witb Bw·nsidlfin North
Carolina, l 87 ; moves ngnlnst Petersburg Railroad, 565;
commands a brigade of Weltzel's division, 56T; attacked
by the enemy, 567 ; captured, 567.
Hwkman, Ky.-Occnpied I,y Gen. Polk, 05.
HloKs, THOMAS H.-Governor of Marylnnd, 58; remonstrates
at the occupation of Maryland Heights by Southern
troops, 158.
HioKs, Col. - - -Defends Paducah, 616.
HINDMAN, Mnj. -Gen. THOMAS O.-Position fn Arkansas, 160;
nttempt to cat off Blunts' reilnforcements, 162; at
Prairie Grove, 814; nt Chickamauga, 463.
HrNoKS, Brig.-Gen. E. W.-Lands at Ofty Poin~ 568; at
Petersburg, cna
HD.r., Lleut.-Gen. A. P.-In command under Gen. Johnston·,
247; in Lee's army, 265; advances with Lee into Marylnnd 265 · marches with JnckJ!on to Harper's Ferry,
268 .' at .Fredericksburg battle, 807; commands a divlsio; of Lee's arm;, 872; commands s corps of Lee's
army, 386; pofltlon of hls corps, 398; at Gettysburg, 400;
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ordered to move to Lafayette, 462; at Chickamauga,
403; moves with Leo, 470; attacks at Bristoe Station,
470; attacks Washington N. C., 472; moves to Nans~mond, 472; commands n corps of Lee's army, 5b8 ; nt
the Wilderness battle, 558; his position, 578; south
of Richmond, 577; at Petersburg, 580; at Hatcher's
Run, 672 ; biogrnphlcul notice of, 798.
HILL, B. H.-Senator nt Richmond from Georgia, 617; appeal to the- people to resist Shern:an, 617.
HILL, Mnj.-Gen. D. H.-In comman,l under Johnston, 241;
commands a di vision of Lee's army, 256, 265; arranges ·
a cartel for exchange of prisoners, 828; commands a di vie
sion of Lee's army, 872 ;. attacks Fort Anderson, 442; in
command nt .Augusta, 675.
HonsoN, Brig.-Gen. EnwA.RD H.-Pursues Morgan on bis
raid In Indiana and Oh'lo, 409.
HOKE, Maj.-Gen.-Commands n brigade, 519; captures
PJymoutb, N. C., 520; bis report,·522; attempts to get
possession of Con! Harbor, 578 ; repulsed, 578 ; in command at Wilmington, 682; evacuates Wilmington, 688;
at Bentonsville, 685.
HOLDEN, W. W.-Provislonal Governor of N. Carolina, 711.
Hou,rns, Com. GEO. N.-Commnnds the privateer Calhoun,
61; attacks Federal fleet at the mouth of the Mississippi,
-lights with the Massachusetts, 101; commands Confederate fleet on the Mississippi, 168; battle on the Mississippi above Fort Pillow, 166; battle before Memphis,
167; commands naval force for the defence of New Orleans, 192.
HOLLOWAY, Col. - - -Biographical notice of, 720.
HvllnJ SpringB-First occupied by Federnl troops, 810; captured by Van Dern, 881 ; its etrect, 881.
Hourns, Maj.-Gen. THOMAS N.-In command under Lee, 251;
~vacW1tes Little Rock, 488; in command in .Arkansas,
499.
HOL:IIES, J. E.-Biograpbicnl notice of, 751.
Hoon, Maj.-Gen. Jom~ B.-Commands a division of Lee's
army, 872; nd vances to Culpepper, 885 ; commands a
division of Longstreet's corps, 401; at Chlcka]Dauga,
468; commands a corps of Johnston·'s army, 526; at
Resaca, 580; encounters Hooker, 531; takes command
of Johnston's urmy, 586; address, 536, evacuates .Atlanta,
548; marches to McDonoug!i, 544; conespondence with
Sherman relntive to Atlanta, 545, 546; moves to destroy"
the railroad between .Atlanta and Chattanooga, 609 ; retires to Jonesborough, 609 ; demands surrender of Resaca, Ga., 610; in command under Beauregard, 611;
captures Dalton, 611; retreats to Lafayette, 611; attacks
Franklin, Tenn., 680; advances on Nashville, 680; halts
at Gadsden, .A.Jabama, 611; retreats from Nashville, 681;
relie.,,cd of command, 678.
Iloo1om, Maj.-Gen. JosEPH-lncommand south of Washington, 120,206; advances toward Williamsburg from Yorktown, 221 ; battle, 221 ; forced back, 221; in the battles
before Richmond, 246 ; on the line of the Mannassas Railroad, 261; encounters the enemy In the rear, 261; fights
n ear Manassas, 262; at South Mountain, 269; at .Antietam, 271; commands · tho centre grand division under
.Burnside, . 808 ; at the battle of Fredericksburg, 807 ;
makes an advance, 8i2; assumes command of the Potomac army, 873; his order, 873; his plan to attack Lee,
877 ; bis order before the battle of Obancellorsvi11c, 878;
fights at Chnncellorsvllle, 878,879; retreats, 380; address
to his army after the battle, 882; marches for Maryland,
894; relieved of command, 898; his order, 899; ordered
to Tennessee, 465; arrives at Bridgport, 466; his movements, 466,467; commands a corps of Cumberland army,
526; starts for Snake Creek Gap, 528; at Resaca, 530;
conflict at Pumpkin Vino Creek, 581; at .A.ti 1nta, 536;
r~slgns his command, 541.

HoPKll!S, Lieut.-Col. J • .A.. P.-Blographlcal notic~ of, 794.
HoxNEY, Lleut.-Col. - - -Brugraphlcnl notice of, 757.
HospitalB-Medlcal department of the army, 421; first step
to prevent disease, 421; climate, 421 ; principles to be observed in the construction of hospitals, 421; new features
in the construction of hospitals, 422; West Philndelpbia
Hospital, 422; the Mower General Hospital, 428; the McClellan Hospital, 424; Hammond General Hospital 424 ·
Lincoln General Hospital, 424; western hospitals:
allnientation of the ,'!Oldier, 426; ground plan of the Hammond General Hospital, 426; do. Lincoln Hospital, 427;
resuJts attained, 428; mortality in. the British army 428 ·
do. army of the United States, 428.
'
'
Housatonic-.A. gunboat destroyed by n torpedo, 645.
HOVEY, Brlg.-Gen. .A.. P.-Commands an expedition up the
White River, 160 ;' Its failure, 160; commands an expedition against tbe Mississippi Ccntral,_Ilailroad, 295; commands a brigade of Steele's division against Vicksburg,
888; fights at Champion Hills, 854.
HowARD, Maj.-Gen. OLIVBR O.-In command at Bull Run,
68; at Fredericksburg battle, 807; commands the 11th
corps, 877; advances toward Kelly's ford, 877; at the battle of Chancellorsville, 878; position at Gettysburg, 401;
at Chattanooga, 467; commands a corps of Cumberland
army, 526; carries Rockyfaced Ridge, 528; occupies Dalton, 529; at Resaca, 530; at .Atlanta, 536; assumes command of the Army of Tennessee, 541 ; commands right
wing of Sherman's army, 618; march to Savannah from
.A.tlnntn, 615, &c.; despatch to Gen. Foster, 620; in Sherman's march through the Carolinas, 675; crosses the Salkehntchie, 675; advances toward Goldsboro, 684; atBentonsville battle, 685 ; in the ad,ance against Johnston, 698.
HOWE, Brlg.-Gen. .ALBION P.-Commands a brignd~ of
Couch's division, 267 ; commands a division in Sedgwick's
corps at tho battle of Chancellorsville, 878; makes a reconnoissunce below Fredericksburg, 884.
HowELL, Brig.-Gen. J. B.-Biogrnpbicnl notice of, 790.
HuG1sn, Maj.-Gen. BENJA.MIN-In command nt Norfolk, 226;
summoned to Richmond, 226; in command under Johnston, 241; an exchange of prisoners, 822.
HUlllPilREYS, Maj.-Gen. Am>REW .A..-.A.t Gettysburg, 408;
commands 2d army corps, 655; advance on Hatcher's ·
Run, 671.
HUNT, Major E. B.-Biographical notice of, 768.
IlUNTER, Maj.-Gen. DAVID-In command nt Bnll Rnn, 68;
commands a division in Missouri, S9; annuls the agreements between Gens. Fremont and Prlr.e, 90; commantllng In Kansas, 128; in command in South Cnrolinn, 147
<lemands the surrender of Fort Pulaski, 147; terms, 147;
his proclamation, 150; his emancipation order nt Hilton
Head, 272; takes command in place of Sigel, 569, 570 ;
assumes command in West Virginia, 582; his orders,
1582; (lomm11nds expedition against Lynchburg, 5S2; halts
before Lynchburg, 588; retires, 588; arrives at Loop
Creek, 588; report, 598; imprisons ~dltor of Parkersburg
Gazette, 584; letter, 584; sent as a Peace Commissioner,
666.
HURLBURT, Maj.-Gen. STEPDXN A.-In command in Missouri,
81; takes command nt Memphis, 171; commands a.division of Grant's army, 172; position nt Shilob,.178; in
the conflict at Hatchio River, 294·; in command at Mem·
phis, 459 ; commands a corps under Sherman against
Meridian, 502; command~ deportment of the Gulf, 655.

42!;

I
llillODEN, Brig.-Gen. - - -,.Order to move toward Romney,
885; attacks Federal force at Moorfleld, 411.
India,na-ResponEe 1;,o the first call for troops, ·28; appropriates $500,000 to war purposes, 51.
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INon.m.ur, Com. DUNO.!.N N.-Attncks Federal fleet at
Chnrleston with Rams, 444; proclamation, 446.
!REI.A.ND, CoL 'D.-Blogrnphical notice of, 789.
fuwm, Col. EUGENE-Biographical notice of, 758.
Isabella----Bloop seized at Mobile, 10.
lBland No. 1~itJJation, 162; assault on, 168; evacuation,
165.
Iuka., .Miea.-Battle of, 291.
l'IJl?flJ-A Confederate stenm privateer, 62; her capture, 62.

Jack8on, .MiBs.-Capture of, 802-854; destruction of property, 868.
JAOKBON, Gov. CLAIBORNE F.-Summons IDssouri troops to
tho field, 59; biographical notice of, 741.
JACKSON, Brig.-Gen. C. F.-Biographical notice of 748.
JACKSON, Brig.-Gen. J. S.-Killed at Perryville, Ky., 287;
biographical notice of, 739.
J.!.OKSON, Brlg.-Gen. N. J.-Commands a division, 684; at
A ,erysboro battle, 684.
JACKSON, Dr. R. M. S.-Blographical notice of, 796.
JAOKBON, Maj.-Gen. 'flIOMAS J.-In command south of the
Potomac, 206; march from Wlnchester, 206; his movements, 207; evacuates Winchester, 209; advance upon
Front Royal, 288; bis plan, 288; cuts up a Baltimore
regiment, 284; further movements against Gen. Banks,
234; address to his troops, 285; orders a retrograde
movement, 287; his march, 287; battles on his retreat,
289; 1n force near Hanover Court House, 246 ; the plan
relative to his movements, 246; reaches Ashland, 247;
his movements, 247; at Wblte Oak Swamp, 250 ; commands a division of L ee's army, 256-265; at Cedar Mountain, 258 ; on Manassas Rallrond, 261 ; in the rear of Gen.
Pope, 261; his position, 262; detached to capture Harper's
F erry, 268 ; captures Harper's Ferry, 270; movement to
detach a portion of the Potomac army, 803; at Fredericksburg battle, 807; leads the attack on the right or Hooker's
army at Chancellorsville, 878; wounded, 888; death, 888;
biographical notice of, 75~.
JAcKBO:t!, Col. - - -In the assault against Wagner, 474.
Jackso111Ville, .F'la.-Occupied by n F ederal force, 149; Union
proceedings, 149; navnl operations at, 152.
JACQUES, Col. J.A.MJ!S F.-Visit to Richmond, 657.
James Ialana, 8. 0.-Reconuoissances on, 151.
James River Canal-Destruction by Sheridan's troops, 686.
JAMESON, Gen. 9. rl.-Biographical notice of, 741.
JAMISON, Dovld F.-Presi<lent of the South Carolina secession convention, 8.
JANEWAY, Col. H. H.-Biographical notice of, 798.
Jefferson Oiiit-Advonce of Federal troops toward, 59.
JENXINS, Brlg.-Gen. A. G.-In command under Gen. J.E. B.
Stuart, 885; tljkes possession of Ohombersburg, 390; opposes Crook, 562; killed in the Wilderness battle, 555;
biographical notice of, 776.
JOHNSON, A.-mnEw-Mobbed nt Lynchburg, 50; appointed
provisional Governor of Tennessee, 184; military Governor of Tennessee, 185; history, 180; his oppeol to the
people, 185; his proceedings as military Governor in 1862,
186, 187; orders an election for members of Congress,
190; other orders, 190; President of the United States,
707; proclamallon relative to restrictions, 707; his amnesty proclamation, 709 ; measures to reorganize the insurrectlonary States, 710.
JOIINBON, Brig.-Gen. BUSIIROD-Attack OU Fort Steadman,
687; assaults Griffin's division, 688.
JoJINSON, JAMu-Provisionnl Governor of Georgia, 711.
JoJINBON, Brig.-Gen. Enw.rnn-In command at Camp Alleghnny, 86_; commands a division in .Ewell's corps, 887,
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898; at Gettysburg, 401; moves 'llith Leo, 470; captured ot Spottsylvnnln, 559.
JOIINSON, Brlg.-Gen. RrouARD W.-Commnnds o bri,rode In
Euell's army, 124; at the bsttle of )iurfrecsbo;o, 297;
advances bis di vision, 455; commnnds n div Ison of McCook's corps, 457; at Cblckamaugn, 462; advances on
Dalton, 50t; 1n the battle near Nashville, Gl?l.
Jol,m01lll:ille, Tenn.-Destroyed by Forrest, 680.
J OIINSTON, Gen. ALBERT S.-Commands Confederate troops
Ju Kentucky and Tennessee, 131; associated with Boanregard 1n command in the southwest, 172; nddrrss to
the Army or Mississippi, 173; orders rclatlye to the
commands in the army, 178 ; blo0,raphlcal notice of,
728.
JOHNSTON, G. M.-Biographical notice of, 729.
JOJINSTON, Gen. JOSEPll E.-At the bottle of Bull Run, 70;
reasons for not advancing ofter the battl~ of Bull Run,
79 ; 1n command near the Potomac, 120 ; address to his
soldiers at ¥annassas, 208; lu command at Williamsburg, 222; capture of bis despatch to J nckson, 286; bis
plans before Richmond, 241; severely wounded nt Fair
Oaks, 244; in command of the Tennessee Department,
296; in command near Vicksburg, 852 ; orders to Gen.
Pemberton, 852; retires to Canton, 868; In command
near Chattanaogn, 504; commands army opposed to
Sherman, 526; reaches Resacn, 529 ; abandons Resaca,
680; atAllatoonn Pass, 581; abandons Lost Moantaln, 588;
evacuates Kenesaw, 584; foils bnck to Atlnnl.a; 535; relieved by Gen. Hood, 586; address to his troops, 586;
ordered to command In South Carollnn, 678; In command at Bentonsvlllo, 684; retreat, 698; letter to Sherman, 698; interview, 699; terms, 700; surrenders his
army to Sherman, 701 ; order to his troops, 702; farewell address, 702.
JoUNSTON, Brlg.-Gen. PnESTON-At Chlcknmnugn, 400.
JoJINSTON, Col. - - -Surrenders Dolton to Hood, Oil.
JOIINSTON, C~I. - - -Biographical notice of, 725.
JONES, Brig.-Gen. ,JOJIN M.-Killed at Wilderness, 654;
biograpbjca) notice of, 778.
Jo:,,-is, Col. J. R.-Biographlcal Mtice of, 707.
Jo:i_<ES, Maj.-Gen. S.A.M.-Surprises a Federal garrison, 468:
attacked by Averill, 471; biographical notice of, 776.
JONES, Lieut. ---Arri ves at Harper's Ferry with a detachment of trooM, 49; burns public b111Jdings and retires to Carlisle, Penn., 49.
JoNES, Lieut.-Col. W. G.-Blographlcnl ·nollce of, 767.
JONES, Brig.-Gcn. W. E.-In command at Bull Run, 70;
ordered to Staunton, 582; biographical notice of, 788.
JUDAH, Brlg.-Gen. HENRY M.-Commnnds division of 28d
corps, 529; nt Resaca, 529.

K
KAUTZ, Brlg.-Gen. AuousT V.-Moves against Weldon nnd
Petersburg Railroad, 565; moves to cat Richmond and
Danville Railroad, 567; results of his expcdltfan, 568;
demon~tration agi\!nst Petersburg, 576.
KEARNEY, Mnj.-Gen. Pmul'--Comes to the aid of Ilooker
before WiUlnmsburg, m; in tho battles before Richmond, 241 ; ordered to Grl!Q!lnch, 261 ; killed at Chnntllly, 265 ; biographical notlco of, 783.
Kea1•sa1·ue--Battle with the Alabalil!I, G4S.
KEIM, Brig.-Gen. W. H.-Blographlcal notice of, 729.
KEI'lT, Col. LAWBENOE M.-BfographlC:11 notice of, 781.
Km.LY, Brig.-Gen. BENJ. F.-Commands In a sn?prlse attack
nenr Ph!llppl, 66; in command on the Upper Potomac,
120 · in command at Grafton, 206; assigned to tho railroad district, 280; movements In Wost Vl.J·ginla, 471;
occupies Martinsburg, 538; made a prfsonor, Oi8.
KELLY, R. L.-Blographlcal notice o~ 747.
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Kt'TWJ<l!W .M01mtain,-Battle at, 584.
KENNEDY, Col. WiL D:-Biographical notice of; 722.
K=Y, Brlg.-Gen. J OIIN 'R.-Commands at Front Royal, 284;
defeat, 284; reports for orders, 525.
Ke11fuchy-Reply of the Governor to the first call for troops,
2B; assn mes nontral!ty, 91 ; proclamation of Gov. Magoffin, 92; blockade of the Nashville and Louisville railroad, 92; letter of the Governor to President Lincoln,
98 ; do. to Mr. Davis, 98 ; proceedings of the Legislature,
94; message of the Governor, 94; further action of the
Legislature, 95; mllltnry operations, 96, 97; military
positions in centre of the State, 97, 98; Provisional Government of, 98; guerrillas in, 282; Legislature adjourns
to Louisville, 282; proclamation of tlle Governor, 263;
the capital occupied, 2!'8.
KEnsnA w, Brig.-Gen. - - -Of Law's division, 468 ; at
Chickamauga, 468.
KEYES, Brlg.-Gen. EBASMUi! D.-In command at Bnll Run,
68; in command near Washington, 120, 206; in command against Richmond, 212 ; in the battles before Richmond, 241.
KmDoo, Col - - -Biographical notice of, 798.
Kn.PATRICK, Brig.-Gen. JunsoN-Tnkes possession of LonIsa Court Honse, 881; his moveme.nts, 881; report,
881; commands a movement from West Point, 884; encounters Col. Rosser, 895; report of fight at Falling Waters, 408; moves on a raid to Richmond, 522; destroys Virginia Central track, 528; moves to Ashland, 528; arrives
at Williamsburg, 528; transferred to cavalry command In
Sherman's army, 549; wounded near Resaca, 529 ; makes
a cavalry expedition In Georgia, 542; disperses Iverson's force at Jonesboro, 615; ordered to demonstrate
near Macon, 615 ; approaches Milledgeville, 617; at Milledgeville, 618; covers tho rear, 620; ordered to rendezvous near RobertsvU!e, 673 ; moves toward Alken, 676;
skirmishes with Wheeler, 676; moves to Lancaster, 680;
surprised, 681; recovers, 681; at Averysboro battle, 688;
at Bentonsville, 685; in the advance against Johnston,
69B.
Kora.ALL, Brig.-Gen. N.AT1LA.N-Commands in Shields' division, 229; encounters the enemy at Front Royal, ~8; at
Vlcksbnrg, 859.
Knm.ALL, Col. - - -Commands a brigade at Port Hudson,
870.
Knm.ALL, Lieut.-Col. E. A.-Biogrnphical notice of, 748.
KING, Brig.-Gen. '.RUFUS-In command under McDowell,
229; commands a division in McDowell's corps, 259;
joins Gen. Pope at Culpepper, 259.
KINGSBURY, Col. H. W.-Biogrnphlcal notice of, 786.
KIRBY, Brig.-Gen. E.-Biographical notice of, 758.
KIRK, Brig.-Gen. E. N.-Blographlcal notice of, 745.
KITOII[NG, Col. J. H.-Biogrnphical notice of, 794.
KITrnEDGE, Lieut. J. W.-Capturcs Corpus Christi, 200.
Ju.'IPE, .Brig.-Gen. JOSEPII F.-Commnnds a division of cavalry, 681; pursues the enemy from Franklin, Tenn., 681.
Knoawille-Occupied by Burnside, 458.
Ko=, Col J. A.-Blographlcal notice of, 788.

L
Lillll, Col. - - -Engaged in defence of Fort Fisher, 648.
LAMSON, Lleut.·R. Il.-Captures a battery, 442.
Lan,caatar, P ann.-Occupled by the enemy, 897.
LANDER, Brig.-Gen. FnEDEBIOK w.-In command on the
Upper Potomac, 102; relieves Gen. Kelly in West Virginia, 206; his movements against Gen. Jackson, 207;
his despatch to McClellan, 207; resigns, 207 ; ~iographlcal notice of, 726.
L.\NE, Brig.-Gen. JAMES H.-Attacks the advance of Gen.
Price, 87; attempts to enlist negroes in Kansas, 155.

LA.NE, Brlg.-Gen. - - -Commands in Hoocl's di Tisi on, 468;
nt Chickamauga, 468.
LA.m.r.AN, Brlg.-Gen. JACOB G.-Commands a clivision of
Grant's army, 172; commands a division of Grant's army
before Vlcksbnrg, 859.
LARNED, Col. B. F.-Biographleal notice of, 784.
LawreZ Hi U-Occnpled by the Confederates, 65.
LA.WI.EE., Brlg.-Gen. Mro!I.AEL K .....:commands a brigade of
Carr's division at Vicksbnrg, 855.
Lwwrenee, K=a.!1-Sacked by Quantrell, 463.
LEA, Lieut. E.-Blogrnphical notice of; 745.
L ebanon,, .Mo.-Sklrmish at, 89.
LEDLIE, Brig.-Gen. J.AMas H.-At Petersburg, 577, 590, 591.
LEGGETT, Brig.-Gen. MORTIMER D.-Commands a division of
17th corps, 587; at Atlanta, 587,588.
LEE, Cusns.-Made a prisoner, 695.
LEE, FITZ HuGn.-Col. in command under Gen. Stuart, 245;
attacked by Buford, 470; made a prisoner, 472; attacks
Brig.-Gen. Wild, 578.
LEE, Gen. ROBERT E.-Appolnted to the chief command of
V.lrginla forces, 88 ; ordered to command in Western
Virginia, 86, his mllltary operations, 86, 87; in council
at Richmond, 246; bis fears, 247; commands against McClellan, 249; advances toward Maryland, 256; his object
in the battle at Cednr Mountain, 258; progress of his advance, 260; despatch relative to battle at Manassas, 263,
264; advances into Maryland, 265; address to the inhabitants, 266; his order found at Frederick, 268; fights nt
Antietam, 271; withdraws from Antietam, 272; position
of his army, 802; concentrates In the rear of Fredericksburg, 804; defends Frederlcksbnrg, 806, 807 ; address to
his troops after Fredericksburg battle, 808 ; letter to Gen.
Halleck on exchange of prisoners, 824; do. to McClellan,
825; letter to Halleck, on the execution of Mumford, &c.,
826; position of his army nenr Fredericksburg, 877; despatch relative to the Chancellorsville battle, 879, 880;
address to his army after the battle at Chaucellorsville,
362 ; letter to Jack son, 888, order on his death, 884; his
plans, 885; second advance to Maryland, 886, his object, 886; report of the capture of Martinsburg, 889; at
Culpepper, 895; hls designs, 895; report on the state of
affairs, 895; order to his army, 896; instructions from
Richmond, 896; his reply, 896; crosses the Potomac, 897;
his orders, 898; concentrates near Gettysburg, 899; address to his troops, 899 ; at Gettysburg, 401; his report,
408 ; retreats, 405; address to his troope, 405; apswcr to
Meade's despatches, 406; advances with his army
against Meade, 470; falls back, 471; ·advances to oppose
the progress of Grant, 558; organization of his army in
1864, 1>58; despatch relative to Wilderness battle, 554;
withdraws toward Spottsylvnnia Court Honse, 555;
further despatch, 555; address to his army at Spottsylva~ia Conrt Honse, 560 ; n ear the North Anne, 572; on
the Mechanicsville road, 572; report of battle at Hatcher's Run, 598; report of the Hatcher's Run conflict, 672;
appointed General-in-Chief, 678; orders the evacuation
of Richmond and Petersburg, 692; retreats from Richmond, 694; correspondence with Grant, 695, 696; snrrenders his army, 696 ; farewell address to his army,
697.
LEE, Brig.-Gen. ALBERT L.-Commands cavalry under Gen.
Banks, 509; arrives· at Alexandria, La., 509.
LEE, Brig.-Gen. 8. D.-Attacks Smith in Miss., 508; statement of the capture of Fort Pillow, 519.
LEE, Rear-Admiral S. P.-Iu the battle below New Orleans,
195 · demands snrrender of Vicksburg, 199 ; commands
No;th Atlantic squadron, 441; commands Mississippi
fiotllla, 686 ; relieved of command, 686.
LEE, W. H. F.-.At Gettysbnrg, 405.
LEnoY, Com.-Attacked by rams nt Charleston, 44J.
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LETomm, JoHN.-Governor of Virginia, 86; reply to Gov.
Pickens, 86; reply to President Lincoln's call for troops,
86; proclamation for troops to resist, 87; further actions,
39; calls out the State militia to defend ngninst nn innsion of Northern troops, 51; reply to Gov. Hicks' remonstrance on the occupation of Maryland Heights, 08.
Lea:ingto-Surrender of, -by Col. Mulligan, 87.
Lea:ington, Va.-Cupture of, 583.
Lewi-$ Gaea-Revenue cutter seized at New Orleans, 12.
Lewisbwru, West Va.-Conflict at, 471.
Liberty-Capture of State troops nt, 61.
LINCOLN, ADR.l.nAM-Hls inauguration, 19; issaos a proclamnlion colling for 75,000 men, 27; issues a second cull
for troops, 55; makes no reply to the message brought
by Col. Taylor, 61 ; asks more troops of Congress in
July, 1861, 79; reply to Gov. Magoffin, of Kentucky, 93;
order for nn advance of the armies in 1862, 125; order
relative to the capture of Roanoke bland, 187; proclamation on the battle of Pittsburg Landing, 179; orders a
reorganization of the Potomac army, 210; other orders,
210; his letter to Gen. McClellan, 212; order creating
the Mountain Department; 216; arrives at Fortress
Monroe, 225; marches upon Norfolk, 225; orders to
McDowell to aid Gen. Baa ks, 229; order creating the army
of Virginia, 254; order for more trpops, 256; letter to Hunter, 272; recommends emancipation with compensation,
272; proclumntion relative to future emancipation, 272;
views of what was needed, 296; his emancipation proclamation, 318; first letter to Grant, 862; proclamation relative to drafting aliens, 882; on the court-martial of Gen.
Milroy, 8S9; calls for one hundred thousand milltiu in
1868, 890; proclamation of thanksgiving on the fall of
Vicksburg, 40S; despatch to Rear-Admiral Dupont,
450 ; order relative to colored troops made prisoners nt
the South, 496; letter to Gillmore on the Florida expedition, 504; presents Grant with his commission as Lieut.G"eneral, 524; announces the copture of .Atlanta, 545;
proclamation respecting Grant's battles, 1567; coils for
militia on the third invasion of Maryland, oS5; letter to
all" whom it may concern," 661; report of meeting commiesloners nt Fortress Monroe, 668; despatches from
Petersburg, 692; biographical notice of, 799.
List of-Commodores in the navy, 716,717.
LrrrLE, Brig.-Gen. L. H.-Biographical notice of, 787.
LrrTLK Cnow-.A.n Indian Chief, 816 ; his hostile deeds Ill ~be
northwest, 816, 817.
LitUe Rock, Ark.-.A.rsonnl at, seizure of, 41 ; capture of,

488.
LLOYD, Maj.-Gen. JonN-Biographicnl notice of, 777.
LLOYD, Lieut.-Col. - - -Blogrnphlcol notice of, 780.
LOGAN, Maj.-Gen. Jo11N .A.-Commands a division of McPherson's corps, 847; reenforces Osterhnus, 847; encounters the enemy, 851; commtmds a corps of Tennessee army, 526; at Resaca, 580; at Kenesaw Mountain,
584; assumes command of the Army of Tennessee after
the death of McPherson, 588; at Bentonsv1lle battle,
685.
LONG, Brlg.-Gen. ELI-Commands a division under Wilson,

708.
LONGSTREET, Maj.-Gen. JA.MES-ln command nt Bnll Run, 70;
in command under Johnston, 241; advances with Lee
into Maryland, 265; at Fredericksburg battle, 807; commands n corps of Lee's army, 885; position of his corps,
894, 398 ; at Gettysburg, 400, 401 ; at Chickamauga, 468;
advances to Knoxvllle, 467; his movements In East
Tennessee, 468; invests Suffolk, Vn., 472; joins Lee's
army in Virginill, 504; commands a corps of Lee's army,
558; nt the Wilderness battle, 558 ; wonnded In the
Wilderness battle, 555.
LORING, Maj.-Gen. WILLLW W.-In command under Stone-
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wall Jackson, 207; advances to Western Virginia, 290;
cut ofi' from Vicksburg by Grant's movements, 854; In.
command at Canton, 001.
Lo1tisiana-Extm session of tho Leglslnturd collcd, 11;
State convention ordered, l1; appropriation for mllltary
purposes, 12; addresses of Wirt .A.dams, 12; activity of
secessionists, 12; convention assembles, 12; ordinance
of secession adopted, 12 ; aspect of New Orleans, 18;
seizure of the Cndtom House and l\lint, 18.
Lowiln'ille wnd Nashville Railroad-Seizure of, 61.
LOVELi., Mnj.-Gen. MANsFIELD-Reonforces Beauregard at
Corinth, 1S0.
Lovetts1>ille, Va.-Skirmish nt, 88,
LoWE, Col. J. W.-Blographicnl notice of, 724.
LOWELi., C. R.-Blogrnphlcnl notice of, 792.
LYNDE, Major - - -Surrenders In New Mexico, 82.
LYON, Brig.-Gon. N.1.Tnil.-:rnL-Demnnds surrender of Gen.
Frost and troops near St. Louis, 51; scenes which followed, 51; supersedc•s Gen. Harney, 54; moves with
troops to Jefferson City, Mo., 59; address to the people,
59; fights at Carthage, 61; orders his command to rendezvous nt Crnne·s Creek, St; his forces, 81; skirmish nt
Dug Springs, 82; killed nt battle of Wilson's Creek, 82;
blogmphicol notice of, 722.
LYTLE, Brlg.-Gen. WILLLUI H.-In command under Gen.
Price, 291 ; killed nt Inkn, 291 ; nt Chicknmnugn, 468 ;
blogrnphlcol notice of, 767.

It[

llioooNA.LD, Col. E.-Blogrnphical notice of, 745.
M.1.oKENZIE, Brig.-Gon. R. S.-Commnnds cavalry under
Sheridan, 691; In the battles west of Petersburg, 691.
llioLEAN, Lient.-Col. L. A.-Blogmphicol notice of, 771.
MAFFIT, Onpt. JOUN N.-Commnnds the Oreto, 276; cruises
in the Florida, 489, 440.
MAGOFFIN, B.-Governor of Kentucky, 95; colls oat State
troops, 95.
MAGRUDER, Brlg.-Gen. JOUN-Burns Hampton village, 82;
In council at Richmond 246; In battle, 251; in command
In Texas, 499.
M..uloNE, Brig.-Gen. - - -.Attacks right 'of the 5th corps,
591.
Nalve,·n Bill-Battle at, 251.
Manassas Jwnctio~Troops assemble at, 89 ; stores cop
to.red nt, 261.
Mansfield, La.-Bntt!e of, CilO.
MANSFIELD, Brig.-Gen. JOBEPll K. F.-Report of forces Juno
27, 1861, 67; takes pOSijesslon of Norfolk, 225; commands
a corps at Antietam, 2n; kl lied, 2n; blogrnphicol notlco
of,78Ci.
Marie-A Confederate steam privateer, 62; her coptures, 62.
MA.ruuDUKE, Brlg.-Gen. ---Joins Gov. Jackson, 59; attacked nt Cane Hill, 162, 814; movements In 1'Iissour4
480-4S2; defeated by l:!teele In .Arkansas, 488; mado
prisoner in Missouri, 629,
MA.RSH.1.LL, Brlg.-Gen. Htr.',[l'UREY-Commnnds a Confederate force in Kentucky, 121; defeated at Palntvllle, 121;
In command under Kirby Smith, 285; In the assault at
Petersburg, 590.
MAnBll.l.LL, Col. J. K.-Blogrnphicnl notice of, 762.
M.ulTINDALE, Brig.-Gen. JonN H.-Lends tho advance on
Hanover Court Hoose, 228; commands a division of tho
18th corps, 578; nt Con! Harbor, 573 ; at Petersburg,
578; commands temporarily the 18th corps, 589.
Martinab-urg-Destroctlon of locomotives at, 61; skirmish
at, 61.
M.uivm, WILLLUC-Provislonnl Governor of Florida, 711.
Maryland-Invasion or, ln 1864, 587.
MaMJland Heigltt,t--Occapled by Sou them troops, 58; re-
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monstrance of Governor Hicks, 58 ; reply of Governor
Letcher, li8.
MAsoN, JonN M.-Captnred In the British steamer ~ent,
110; bow released, 112.
.Massachusett&-Respouso to the first cnll for troops, 28.
M.AssETT, Major - - -Biographical .notice of, 758.
MATIIEBON, Col. R.-Biogrnpbicnl notice of, 786.
.Mathias Point-Attack on, by gunboats, 61.
MAunY, Maj.-Gen. DABNEY-lu command at Mobile, 499;
cnlls for the citizens to defend Mobile, 502; In command at Mobile, 708.
MAURY, Lieut. - - -Cnptnres Edenton, N. C., 187.
MAYNADIER, Cnpt. H. E.-Commands the mortar fleet on
the Mississipp\, 162.
MwyB'Vills, Ark.-Conll.ict at, 814.
Mo.A.nTmra, Brig.-Gen. JonN-Commands a brigade at Corinth, 292; commands a division ·o r McPherson's corps,
852; moves toward Raymond, 852; embarks at Memphis for Vicksburg, 88S; at the battle near Nashville, 680.
McBRIDE, Brlg.-Gdn. - - -ln command at Batesville, 160.
McCALL, Brig.-Gen. GEORGE .A..-In command above Washin~ton, 102; do. nnder McDowell, 229; joins McClellan
with his division, 246.
McCALL, Brig.-Gen. - - -Made a prisoner at Macon, 708.
McCAUSLAND, Brig.-Gen. - - -Opposes Crook, M2, 568;
sent to the front of Staunton, 582.
McCLELLAN, Maj.-Gen. GEORGE B.-.A.ppointed to a command by the Governor of Ohfo, 64; proclamation to tbe
people in West Virginia, 64; address to his troops, 65;
his instructions, 65; surprises Confederates at Philippi,
65; marches against tho enemy at Laurel Hill, 65; battle at Rieb Mountain, 66; pursuit of Pegram, 66; despatches, 66; routs Gen. Garnett, 67; receives the surrender of Col. Pegram, 67 ; address to his army, 67;
cnlled to tbe Army of the Potomac, 67; commences a
reorganization of the army, 81 ; orders to Gen. Stone
near Bnlis' Blufl', 102; assumes command of tbc Federal
armies, 110; position and strength of his army at Washington, 120; his military plans, 208; despatch to Gen.
Shields, 209; ordered to the command of the Army of the
Potomac, 210 ; address to his soldiers, 210; testimony
before a court-martial, 214; his orders for the protection
of Washington, 214, 215; testlmony relative to these
orderi;, 216; despatches on the action before Williamsburg, 222 ; advances upon Richmond, 226; despatches,
227 ; orders on the C,'hickahominy, 241 ; operai.ions before Richmond, 246 ; position of his army, 246 ; address
to bis army, 251; letter to Gen. Halleck, 252; ordered to
land his t roops at Alexandria, 260; appointed to the
command at Washington, 267; his orders, 267; advances
into :Maryland to meet Gen. Lee, 267, 268; nt Antietam,
271; his order relative to the emancipation proclamation
of President Lincoln, 299; letter to Gen. Meigs on forwarding supplies, 801; advance of bis army, 801, 802;
ordered to report at Trenton, N. J., 802; takes a farewell of the army, 802; resigus his commission, 628.
MoOLEnN..um, hlaj.-Gen. JoUN .A..-Moves to the rear of Fort
Henry, 125; commands a division in Grantle army, 127;
charges the enemy at Fort Donelson, 129 ; comman_ds a
division of Grnnt's army, 172; position at Shiloh, 178;
arrives above Vicksbnrg, 385; takes command, 835;
moves up the Arkansas, 886; orders an attack on Fort
Hindman, 886; returns to Vicksburg, 838; presses upon
Port Gibson, 847; advances along the Big Black River,
851.
' MoCosnra, Col. JoIIN-Biographicnl notke of, 781.
MoCoox, Maj.-Gen. A.LEXANDEn MoD.-Commands a division of Gen. Buell's army, 124; advances from Nashville,
l'i8; commands a corps of Buell's army in Kentucky,
287; commands a corps of Rosecrans' army, 296; com-

mands the 20th corps, 452; nd vnnces, 455; hie movements, 457; movements of his corps in Georgia, 460;
ordered to Cincinnati, 466.
MoCooK, Major D.-Biographicnl notice of, 764.
McCoog, Col. DAN.-Wounded nt Keneeaw_Mon.ntaln, 584;.
blogrnphicnl notice of, 785.
McCoox, Brig.-Gen. RoDEnr L.-In the battle of Webb's
Cross-roads, 128; biographical notice of, 781.
MoCoox, Brig.-Gen. EDWARD M.-.A.ttacks the enemy, 465;
cavalry pursues Johnston, 589; on a cavalry expecUtion
,vlth Stoneman, MO, 541; commands a division under
Wilson, 708; on the expedition Into .A.lnbnma, 708; sent
to Florida, 708.
MoCoWN, Brig.-Gen. - - -Iu command in Florida, 494.
MoCnELLIS, Col. - - -Destroys saltpetre works near White
River, 160.
MoCULLoon, Brig.-Gen. BEN-Junction with Gen. Price,
82; battle of Wilson's Creek, S2; rellnforces Gen. Price,
156; at the battle of Elkhorn o~ P1>a Ridge, 158; killed,
159; biographical notice of, 727.
MoCULLOUGll Col. F.-Biogrnphlcal notice of, 782.
MoDERMOTT, Lieut.-Com. - - -Biographical notice of, 749.
McDONALD, A. W.-Biographical notice of, 795.
McDOWELL, Maj.-Gen. Inwm-Takes command of troops In
the vicinity of Washington, 54; commands Federal force
at battle of Bull Run, 68; position of his corps, 218;
ordered to protect· Washington, 216; his position, 228;
correspondence with the President relative to aiding
Gen. Banks, 229 ; marches to aid Gen. Banks, 280; letters
to McClelland1 246; In command at Culpepper, 256;
ordered tc Gainesville, 261.
MoELnor, <.Jo1' - - -Biographical notice of, 770.
MoGn.vBnY, Col. FnEEMAN-Biographicnl notice of, 789.
MolNTOsn, Brig.-Gen. J.-.A.t the battle of Pea Ridge, 158;
killed, 159 ; biographical notice of, 727.
McKEAN, Lieut-Com. Tnos. B.-Biographical notice of, 747.
MoKE.AN, Brig. -Gen. TnoMAs J.-At the battle of Corinth, 292.
MoKEAN, Com. W. W.-Commands naval force at Pensacola,
100; biogrnphicnl notice of, 803.
MoKLs;sTRY, Brig.-Gen. JusTUs-Commands n.nder Fremont,
89.
McLEAN, Col. - - -Commands a brigade of Devens' division at the battle of Chancellorsville, 379.
MoLAUGBLIN, Brig.-Gen. - - -Snrprised at Fort Stedman,
687.
MoLAws, Maj.-Gen. LAFAYETTE-Commands a division of
Lee's army, 872; advances to Culpepper, 885; at Gettysburg, 401 ; resists Hatch at Pocotaligo bridge, 678 ; at
A verysboro battle, 684.
McNEIL, Brig.-Gen. J OIIN-lu skirmish at Fulton, 81; defeats
Porter at Kirksville, Mo., 814; order relative to .A.Usman
In Missouri, 815; executes ten prisoners, 816; effects,
827 ; defends Cape Girardeau, 482; commands the Army
of the Frqntier, 483 ; at Rolla, 629.
MoNEIL, Col. ff. W.-Biographical notice of, 786.
Mcl'nERSON, Maj.-Gen. JAMES B.-Pursues the Confederates
after the battle of Corinth, 294; commands a corps of
Grant's army at Vicksburg, 844; marches to Bayou Pierre, 847, 8/il; advances to Rocky Springs, 851; toward
Raymond, 851; fights near Raymond, 851; occupies the
town, 351; occupies Jackson, Miss., 352; moves to Canton, Mis~., 865; commnncls tbe advance on Meridian,
500; commansd Department of Tennessee, 524; commands Army of Tennessee, 526; moves on Resaca, 528,
529; moves to Kingston, 581 ; checked, 581 ; at Atlanta,
585; Jdlled, 1>88; biographical notice of, 786.
MoVrcA.R, Lieut.-Col. D.-Biographicnl notice of, 750.
MEADE, Maj.-Gen. GEO. G.-Commands the 5th corps, 877 i
advances toward Kelley's ford, 877; at the battle of
Ohancellorsvllle, 878; appointed to command the Poto-
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mac army, 898 ; his order, 899 ; posinon of his army,
899; commands at Gettysburg, 401 ; despatch of, 403;
further despatches, 404; address to his troops, 404; r eport of the pursuit of Lee, 405; despatches, 406; contradicts Lee's despatches, 406; address to the people of
Virginia relative to guerrlllas, 408; report of the movements of Lee's _army, 4a9; falls back at the advance of
Lee, 470; advances to Mine Run, 471; falls back, 471;
order to the Army of the Potomac from the War Department, 625; addre"ss to his army, 551 ; begins to advance,
552; at Spottsylvania, battle, 559; address to his army,
559; escapes capture, 560; congratulatory address on the
repulse of the enemy from Fort Stedman, 687.
MEAD, R. R.-One of the garrison·of Sumter, 21.
MEAGirER, Brig.-Gen. FaANCIS H.-In the battles before
Richmond, 249.
MEANSiCol. ISA.AO H.-Biographical notice of, 788.
.Mecl~vill&-Battle of, 247.
MEIGS, Lieut. J. R.-Biographical notice of, 791.
Memphis-Naval battle before, 167; surrender of, 168.
.Me,•idian-The capture of, 502.
MEREDETII, Brig.-Gen. SOLOMON-Ordered to report at Cairo,
649 ; reports for orders, 625.
.Merrimao---Frigate sunk at Gosport navy yard, 49.
lliRR:rrr, Brig.-Gen. WESLEY-On a cavalry expedition, 561;
attacks the enemy's advance at Strasburg, 627; commands 1st divisiou under Sheridan, 686; moves to Reams'
Station, 688.
.Mi.ddle York Bridg&--Sk.irmish at, 61.
MmOLOTZI, Col GEzA-Biographlcal notice of, 774Mn.Es, Col. D. H.-In command at Bull Run, 68; in command at Harper's Ferry, 270 ; mortally wounded nt Harper's Ferry, 270 ; biographical notice of, 785.
MILES, Brlg.-Gen. NELSON .A..-Commnnds 1st brigade 1st division 2d corps, 649; at Petersburg, 1590.
Jiill Sprin(!s-See Webb's Cross-roads.
MILLER, Col. SnAs-Blographical notice of, 787.
Millik&n's B end-Attack on, by Confederates, 859; r eport of
Halleck on the behavior of colored troops, 859.
Mn.NOR, W. H., M. D.-Biographical notice of, 781.
Jiill'Ville, Mo.-Skirmish at, 6'i, 81.
1\1u.ROY, Maj.-Gen. ROBERT H.-Makes an attack at Camp
Alleghany, 86 ; movements in West Virginia, 230; battles, 282; under Fremont at Strasburg, 288; commands
the right at Cross K eys, 289; commnnds at Winchester,
887; opposes Ewell, 887; retreats to Harper's Ferry, 889;
court-martlalled, 8S9.
Mr~"I'Y, Col. - - -In command in T ennessee, 451, 4158; at
Ohickamauga, 461.
MISENER, Col. - - -Commands the cavalry at the_ battle o!
Ci>rlntb, 292.
.Mississippi-Action of the Legislature, 7; dlylslon among
the people, 7; State Convention assembles, 7; ordinance
of secession passed, 7; delegations from other States, 7;
arms obtained from Louisiana, 7; desolation caused by
the war, 485.
Mississippi Rwe1~Blockade of, commenced, 54; blockading
force, 59; attack on the Federal flcot at the mouth of, 101.
.Missou,·i-Reply of the Governor to the call for troops, 28;
brigade of troops at Camp Jackson surrender to Gen.
Lyon, 51; scenes which followed, 51; Gen_ Lyon moves
to J efferson City, 59; concentration of troops ln, 60; Federal force on November 2, 1861, 90; do. Confederate force,
90; mllitary operations, 91; operations of guerrlllas, 814,
815 ; military movements in, 480-498; operations in, 628,
629.
:MITCIIELL, Maj.-Gen. 0n."8BY M.-Commands a division of
Buell's army, 124; his ndvnnce, 1215; commands the advance upon Nasbville, 182; his address to the troops,
182; advances from Nashville, 178; advances toward
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Alabama, 188; capture cf Huntsville, 188; his situation,
184; movements, 184; ordered to Port Royal, 195; sends
expedition to destroy Charleston and Savannah Railroad,
810; biographical notice of, 74.0.
MrTom:LL, Brlg.-G en. Robert B.-.Attaeks tho enemy ai
Shelbyv!lle,
Ma:, Col. SntoN H.-Biographlcal notice of, 784.
Mobile-Celebrates tho passage of tbe secession ordinance,
9 ; names of streets clrnnged, 10; blockaded by Federal
fleet, M; evacuation and occupation of, '104.
.Monit01'--Iron-clad, loss of, 448.
.Monroe Station, Mo.-Skirmlsh at, 81.
MONROR, JoJIN-Mayor of New Orleans, 197; answer to Admiral Farragut, 197.
MONSON, Brlg.-Gen. fum.ON D.-Defeated at Richmond,
Ky., by Gen. E. K. Smith, 282.
MooRE, Col. - - -Commands a brigade of Couch's division,
682.
MORGAN, Brig.-Gen. GEORGE W.-Flanked by Kirby Smith
in East Tennnssce, 284; battle at Tazewell, 284 ; his advance towiml Cumberland Gap, 289; the garri ~on sarrendP.r to him, 290; his snpply trainM cut off, 200; ho
withdraws towanl tho Ohio, 290; commands a division
under Sherman against Vicksburg, 888; attacks the
bluffs, 884MoRGAN, Brlg.-Gen. JOUN II.-Commander of guerrilla forces,
1S8; operations jn Tennessee, 18S, 180 ; captures a brigade of Gen_ Dumont's, 189; report of his proceedings,
190; commands a guerrilla force, 282; joins Kirby Smlt.h
in Kentucky, 2Sl.l; sent to cnt Rosecrans' communication,
296; mid In Kentucky, Indiana, and Ohio, 409-411; capture, 412; attacks Hall in Tennessee, 458; despatched from
East Tennessee to oppose the advance of .A.verlll, 062;
makes a raid into Kentucky, 6S2; moves toward Waynesboro, 619 ; biographical notice of, 769.
:MORGAN, Col. - - -Commands n brigade at Port Iludson,
870.
MORRELi'.., Brlg.-Gen. GEono-n W.-Commancls n division in
Porter's corps, 227; advances upon Hanover Court House,
228; in the battles before Richmond, 246.
MORRIS, Lient. GEORGE M.-In command of the Cumberland
when sunk, 228.
MORRIS, Commodore HE~-nY W.-In the battle below New
Orleans, 194; biographical notice of, 765.
MORR18, Brlg.-Gen. - - -Surprises Confederate camp near
Philippi, 56; attacks Virginia troops at Buchanan, 61 i
operations under McClellan in West Virginia, 65-67.
MoRnrs, Brig.-Gen. WILLIAM 11.-Commands 1st brigade 3d
division 6th corps, 549.
Monnrs, Col. Lnwrs 0.-Blogrnphical notice of, 782.
llfoRnrs, Col. 0llLA.'1DO II.-Biogrnphical notice of, 782.
MosEnY, Brig.-Gen. C.-Operntions near Washington, 890;
his operations, 588; captures a railroad train, 628.
MORTON, OLIVER H.-Governor of Indlanu, 550 ; tenders
militia, 550; address to the people of Indiana, 551.
Mon, Brig.-Gen. GEnsn.ur-Commands 1st brigade 4th division 2d corps, 049; at the Spottsylvnnla bnttlc, 1559 ;
at Petersburg, 1>78 ; near the J erusnlem r oad, 5S0; advance on Hatcher's Rnn, 671.
MorrroN, Maj.-Gen. Alfred-In command under Gen. Taylor
STl; r ecaptures Brashear, 371; at Mnnsllcld bnttle, 510 ;
wounded, 610; biographical notice of, 774MOWER, Maj.-Gen. JosEPII .A..-In command near Iuka,
Miss., 291; In command under Gen. A. J. Smith, 509;
marches against fort De Russy, 009; at Pleasant nm
battle, 511; in Sherman's march through the Cnrollnas,
6i5; captures River's bridge, 075; at Bentonsvllle battle, 685.

Mt. Craw/ordr-Gen. Hunter's conflict nt, 588.
.Mt. Vernon, .ala.-Arsennl at, seized, 49.
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MULLIGAN, Col. J..ums A.-In command of Lexington, Mo.,
ST; surrel'.lders to Gen. Price, 87, 88 ; killed, 588 ; biographical notice of, 786.
Mumonn, W. B.-Hnng at New Orleans by Gen. Butler,
204; relati vo to his execution, 8~26.
Nu11fordevilZe-Battle of, 9S.
.Murfreesboro-Battle of, 297, 298.
MURPHY, Col. - - -Routed by a Confederate force at Iuka,
291.
MURPHY, Col. M.&.<l'TnEW-Biographical notice of, 808.

N
Nasll!Ville-Evacuation of, by the enemy, and occupation by
Federal troops, 182 ; scenes at, 134; battle between
Thomas nud Hood nenr, 680.
Nashvtlle ana Lowittville Rail1·oatZ-Its blockade, 92.
Natchez-Surrender of, 199 ; fired upon by Porter, W. D.,
200.
Nutchitoches-Capture of, 509.
N.&.UMAN, Lieut.-Col. GEORGE-Biographical notice of, 765.
Naval OperaUon.i-Bnttlo before Memphis, 167; mouths
of the Mississippi, 192; preparations to attack Forts
Jackson and Phillip, 192; attack commenced, 192; plan
of the attack, 194; bombardment, 194; preparations to
pass the forts, 194; passing of the forts, 194 ; conflict,
195; approach to New Orleans, 195; correspondence
with the city authorities, 196, 197; operations of Com.
Farragut above New Orleans, 198; operations of Com.
Porter upon the forts, 198; their surrender, 198; Baton
Rouge, 199; Natchez, 199; Vicksburg, 199; Confederate
ram Arkansas, 200; further movements before Baton
Rouge, 200; Western flotilla, 200; preparation of ironclads, 228; Merrimac attacks tbe Federal fleet below
Norfolk, 228; Frigate Cumberland destroyed, 2213; Congress burned, 228; other frigates come to the rescue,
224; Merrimac 11res upon the Minnesota, 224; arrival
of the iron-clad Monitor, 224; her trip from New York,
224; her battle with the Merrimac, 224; the latter retires, 225; destroyed, 225; attack on Drury's Bluff, 226;
attack on and capture of the Harriet Lane in Galveston
Bay, 811; contest in the bay, 812; flag of truce, 812;
Westfield explodes, 812; officers killed, 812; others escape, 812; gunboats attack Haines' Bluffs, 882; Queen
of the West runs the batteries at Vicksburg, 889; her
ei1)edltlons and capture, 840; Indianola, where built, 341;
runs the batteries at Vicksburg, 841; destroyed by the
Webb and Queen of the West, 842; loss of the Lancaster, 345; the fleet at the mouths of the Mississippi,
365; naval attack on Port Hudson, 865; destruction of
the frigate Mississippi, 866; capture of a battery, 442;
blockader Kate driven ashore, 442; Hebe destroyed,
448; loss of the Monitor, ,143 ; attack on Fort McAllister, 444; capture of the Princess Royal, 444; rnms attack the Federal fleet at Charleston, 444; loss of the
Smith, 446; another attack on Fort McAllister, 446 ; Ironclads attack batteries In Charleston harbor, 447; activity
of the fleet on the James River, 569 ; removal of torpedoes, 569; tho gunboat Jones destroyed, 569; six squadrons In 1864, 686; blockadlng, 686; mouths of Cape
Fear River, 687; difficulties of cruisers, 687; results of
blockade running, 687; contest between the Albemarle
and gunboats, 688; destroyed by torpedoes, 688; operations on James River, 689; prepa1-ntions for an attack on
the defences of Wilmington, 689 ; squadron in readiness,
640; entrances to Cape Fear River, 640; defences, 640;
arrival of tbe fleet, 641; -explosion of a powder vessel,
641; result, 641; bombardment, 642; troops laud, 642;
withdrawn, 642; correspondence, 648; new military expedition sent under Gen. Terry, 643; bombardment or

the iron-clads, 644; laud attack, 645; surrender of the
fort, 645; preparations to capture the defences of Mobile,
646; situation of tho defences, 646; arrival of the fleet,
646; attack on Fort Morgan, 646; capture of the ram
Tennessee, 647; capture of tho forts, 647; battle between the Alabama and K~nrsnge, 647.
N<1IIYIJ, Oimfedel'ate-Fleet on the Mississippi, 168; cruisers,
275; Sumter, 275; Oreto, 275; the Alabama, 276; her
crulse, 276; cruises of the Alabama and Florida, 489, 440;
damage to Federal commerce, 440; attack on the Federal fleet by rams at Charleston, 444; raising the blockade
declared, 445; loss of the Atlanta, 450; operations of the
Stonewall, 688; merchant vessels destroye.d, 688; Alabama and Florida destroyed, 684; Tallahassee, 684; Olustee, 684 ; Chickamauga, 684; capture of the steamer
Roanoke, 684; attack on the gunboats on the James, 670.
Navy J)eparfml.ent-lts organization, 716.
.Navy, United. States-Report of the Secretary, Dec. 1861,
116; summary of the vessels purchased, 117; iron-clads,
117; action of C-0ngress on, 117; contracts authorized,
119; western gunboat fleet, 119; mortar-boats, 119; its
growth, 441 ; grades of the officers changed, 441 ; its
fleets, 441; seamen, 441; squadrons in service, 441; capture of the Atlanta, 450; Mississippi flotllla, 451; capture&
by tho fleets, 451 ; prizes, 451; manner of securing an
effective blockade of the Southern coast, 684; captures
at Wilmington, 685; fleet on the interior rivers, 685;
annual increase of the navy, 685; vessels constructed,
685 ; various classes, 686; Iron-clads, 686 ; officers of, '116.
NAZEn, Lieut.-Col. - - -Biographical notice of, 764.
NEGLEY, Maj.-Gen. J .&.."\!EB 8.-Commands a brigade in Buell's
nrmy, 124; makes an attack on Chattanooga, 185; at the
battle of Murfreesboro, 298; advances in Tennessee, 456;
encounters the rear of H:mlee's force, 456; encounters
the enemy, 460 ; repulsed, 460 ; at Chickamauga, 462.
NEILL, Brlg.-Gen. Tno,us H.-Commands 3d brigade of 2d
division of 6th corps, MO.
NELSON, Brig.-Gen. Wn.tlil!-Establ!shes Camp Dick Robinson, in Kentucky, 98 ; marches to Pikeville, Ky., 97 ;
address to his troops, 97; commands a brigade in Bucll's
nrmy, 124; advances from Nnshvillc, 178; in the battle
of Pittsburg Landing, 177 ; reaches Richmond, Ky., after
the battle, 282; biographical notice of, 787.
Ne81Lo-Company of Confederates capturecl at, 61.
Newbern, JfT. 0.-Attack on, by Gen. Burnside, 180 ; capture, 189.
New Ibe1'ia, La.-Capture of, 867.
Ne;w J&rs&y-Response to the first call for troops, 28; appropriates $2,000,000 to wnr purposes, 51 ; sends a brigade
of troops to Washington, bl ..
New Ma~cZ-Assnulted and captured by Gen. Pope, 168.
l{e;w .Mea:ico-Surrender of Union forces, 82.
Ne;w Orleans-Northern steamers seized, 61; vessels seized
nt, 68 ; capture o~ 196.
New Utm-Attack upon by the lndfans, 816.
NEWTON, Maj.-Gen. Jom,-Commands a brigade In Slocum's
division, 269; reports for orclers, 525; commands division of 4th corps, 529; at Resaca, 529; at Kenesaw Mountain, 534; at Atlanta, 586; ordered to report to Gen.
Sherman, 549 ; address to his troops, 549; address to his
command, 549.
Ne;w York Oity-E:s:citement on the first call for men, 28;
activity or the military, 28; 7th regiment leaves for
W nshington, 28 ; arrival of the 6th Massachusetts, 28;
do. of the 8th, 29 ; meetings of public bodies, 29; raising
money, 29; excitement on Sunday, April 21st, 1861, 29,
80; departure of troops, 29, 80; sermons of the clergy,
80; more troops leave, 80; action of the Chamber of
Commerce on the destruction caused by thu cruiser .Alabama, 278.
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N610 Yo1•k,-Troops sent forward, 892..
NICKERSON, Brlg.-Gen. FRANX S.-Commands ll brigade or
T. W. Sherman's division, 868; expedition from New
Orleans, 868.
N01:folh--Expeditlon against, organized by Gen. Wool, 225;
its force, 225; the advance, 225; occupies Norfolk, 225;
explosion at Cl'.lllley -IB!and, ~25; defences of Norfolk,
225.
N01•th, 0Molina--:--Reply of the Governor to the call for
troops, 40 ; action of the Legislature, 42; correspondence
of the Governor with the Secretary of War, disowning
the seizure of the forts In January, 42; commissioners
sent to Montgomery, 42; action relative to State convention, 42; vote of the State, 48; Convention assembles,
44; its action, 44; ordinance of secession adopted, 44;
members of Confederate Congress, 44; flag of the Slate,
44; expedition against, under Gen. Burnside, 185. ·
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O'BRIEN, Lieut. FITZ J.-Blographlcal notice of, 728.
O'BRIEN, Col. H. T.-Biograph!cal notice of, 768.
Oj/UJers, Public-Oath required by Congress to take before
entering upon their duties, 819.
Om.ENBOHI.AGER, Dr. E.-Biographlcal notice of, 791.
Ol!ustee, Fla,.-Battle of, 507.
Ope<J'l1an Oreek,-Sheridan attacks Early, 624.
ORD, Maj.-Gen. EDWAlU>, 0. C.-In command at Dranesvllle,
114; In command under Grant In Miss., 291; In the conflict at Hatchee River, 294; moves to New Orleans, 865;
supersedes Gen. Wallace at Baltimore, 587; commands
18th corps, 589; moves against Richmo~d, 592; commands 24th army corps, 655; position of the .Axmy of the
James, 687.
Orwnamce ands-mall .Arm&-Amonnt held by the Government at the beginning of the war, 429 ; Paixhan guns,
429; Rodmnn, 429 ; Dahlgren, 429; Brooke gnus, 480;
Parrott guns, 480; projectiles, 480; lmprov,iment In
small arms, 480; cartridges, 481 ; Sharp's rifle, 482; Merrill rifle, 482 ; .Ashcroft rifle, 482; Greene rifle, 482;
Maynard rifle, 488 ; Smith's breech loading, 484; Burnside rifle, 484, Wessen's rifle, 484; Ballard rifle, 485 ;
Colt's rifle, 486; Spencer repeating rifle, 886 ; Henry's
repeating rifle, 487 ; its construction, 486; very effective
at short distances, 488; incidents of its use, 488; Whitworth rifle, 489 ; its construction, 489.
Oreto.-Confederate cruiser, 275; arrives at Mobile, 275,
O'RotrnKE, CoL P. H.-Biographical notice of, 761.
OsTERRAus, Mnj.-Gen. PETER .A..-Sklrmish at Searcy, .Axk.
814; near Port Gibson, 847; commands 15th corps nuder
Sherman, 618.
OWEN, Brlg.-Gen. J. P.-Commands 2d b1-igade 2d division
2d corps, 549.

p
Paducah,-.Attack on, by Forrest, 516.
PAINE, Brig.-Gen, Hei:iry E.-In command at Port Hudson,
870,
p A.INE, Brig.-Gen. CHARLES J.-Commands a division In the
attack on Fort Fisher, 640-645.
PAINE, Maj .•J. w.-Blographical notice of, 794.
Painwille, Ky.-Battle near, 121. ·
PALMER, Brlg.-Gen. L N.-In the battle before Wllllamsburg, 221; In command at Newbern, 522; order relative
to Incendiaries, 522.
PALMER, Brlg.-Gen. IN1ns .A..-Under Schofield In North
Carolina, 688; at Chickamauga, 462; advances on Dalton,
504; commands a corps of Cumberland .Army, 526; car-
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rles Tunnel Hill, 528; attempts to brenk the enemy's
line, 529; at Resaca, 580; resigns his command, 6!1.
P .I.LMEB, Com. J. S.-Tnkes possession of Baton Rouge, 199;
lands at Natchez, 199,
P ARISEN, Lieut.-Col. P. J.-Biographlcal notice of, 786.
PARKE, Maj.-Gen. JoIIN G.-Commands ln·North Carolina,
185; advances to Beaufort, 141; brings re8nforcements
to Grant at Vicksburg; 859 ;_command s 9th army corps,
655,
P ARKEii, Com. FoXIIALL .A..-Commands Potomac flotilla, 686.
PARKER, JoEL-Gov. of Now Jersey, 891; calls for troops,
891.
PARSONS, LEWIS E.-Provlslonal Gov. of .Ala., 717.
PATE, Col. H. OLAY-Klllod by Federal cavalry, 562; biographical notice of, 798.
P ATI'EN, Maj. H . L.-Biographlcal notice of, 700.
PATTEN, Brlg.-Gen. - - -Biographical notice of, 789.
PATTERSON, Maj.-Gen.-Commands on the Upper Potomac,
56; crosses the Potomac, 61; his position June 80th,
1861, 67.
PATTERSON, Brig.-Gen. F. E.-Blographical notice of, 741,
PAXTON, Brig.-Gen. E. F.-Biogrnpbical notice of, 749.
PEABODY, Ool. E.-Biographlcal notice of, 729.
Peace .Movementa-Misslon of Stephens, 489 ; ostensibly r elative to prisoners, 489; rejected, 489; amnesty proclamation, 491; visit of Gilmore and Jacques to Richmond,
657; correspondence, 657; reports, 65S ; correspondence
between Messrs, Greeley, Jewett, Sanders, Clay, Holcombe, and President Lincoln, 659-662; report ofMr.
Lincoln, of his meeting Commissioners at Fortress Monroe, 668-666 ; report of the Commissioners, 666.
Pea Ridge-Battle of, 1158.
PEARSON, Rear-Ad. G. F.-Commands in the Paclflc, 686.
PEoir, Maj.-Gen. JoIIN G.-In the bnttle before Williamsburg, 221; defends Suff'olk, Va., 472; reports tho capture
of Plymouth, 520.
·PEGRAM, Brig.-Gen, JolIN-Defeated-by Gillmore near Somerset, Ky., 457; ordered near Lafayette, 462; wounded at
Wilderness, 555; resists the Federal advance, 672; killed,
672; biographical notice of, 796.
PEGRAM, Col. W.-Defeated at Rich Mountain, 66; surrenders, 67; biographical notice of, 729.
PE!mEBTON, Lieut.-Gen, JoIIN C.-Commands a Confedernte
force in Mississippi, 295,881; falls back to Granada, 881 ;
in command at Vicksburg, 885; address to his troops
after the repulse of Sherman, 885; surrenders Vicksburg,
860. .
Pmro':EB, Maj.-Gen. W. D.-Commands a division of Hill's
corps at Gettysburg, 401; biographical notice of, 762.
Pll,NDERGBAST, Com. G. J.-Biogrnpbical notice of, 741,
Penn81Jlvania-Excltement on the approach of Lee's army,
266 ; do. on the Invasion In 1864, 588,
PWMacola .Bet1J-Descrlption of, 99; Fort Pickens taken possession of by Lieut. .A.. J, Slemmer, 99; Fort Pickens roenforced, 12-16 .April, 99; Wilson's regiment stationed on
Santa Rosa Island, 99, 100; daring exploits of Federal
troops, 100; nttack on Wilson's regiment, October 8,100;
bombardment of Forts Barrancas and McRae by Fort
Pickens, and of Fort Pickens by the Confederate forts
and batteries, 100.
PRRRIN, Brig.-Gen. - - -Biographical notice of, 779.
PERRY, B. F.-Provlsional Governor of South Carolina, 711.
PERRY, Col. J. H., D. D.--J31ographical notice of, 780.
Pitrryville, Ky.-Battle of, 287.
Peterso-uru-Its situation, 576; siege of, 576, &o.; evacuation
and surrender of, 692.
Petre~A Confederate privateer, 61,
PETTIGREW, Brlg.-Gen. J.-In command at Gettysburg, 404;
makes a demonstration against Newbern, 472.
PETrus. Brig.-Gen. J. J,-Blographlcal notice of, 786,
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l'n=s, JOUN G.-Appointed Provisional Governor of Arkansas, 814.
PHELPS, Brig.-Gen. Jom. W.-Commands at Ship Island,
190 ; bl8 proclnmation, 190; occupies the forts below
New Orleans, 199.
PIIENIX, Com. DAWSEN-Biographlcal notice of, 778.
PMUppi--Confederate force surprised by Gen. McOlellan,
65; surprise of a Confederate camp near, 55, 56.
Pm:LIPs, Col. W. A.-Attacked near Fort Gibson, Indian
Territory, 482.
PICKENS, FRANCIS W., Governor of South Carolina-On the
causes of separation, 8 ; his cabinet, 5; demands surrender of Fort Sumter, 6; sends commlesiouers to Washington, 5; despatch to the Governor of Virginia, 86.
PICKETT, Brig.-Gen. GEORGE E.-In command und0r Gen.
Johnston, 248; commands a division of Longstreet's corps
at Gettysburg, 401; captures a post at Bachelor's Creek,
N. C., 519; report, 520; attacks Butler's Jines, 578.
PmRoE, Gen. E . W.- Commands the e:i..-pedition against Great
Bethel, 56.
PIERPONT, FnA.'<K H.-Elected Governor of West Virginin,
60, 891; calls for troops, 891.
Pig's Point-Attack on the battery at, by the steamer Harriet Lane, 56.
Pnra, Brig.-Gen. Ar.BERT-At the battle of Pea Ridge, 158.
PILI.ow, Maj.-Gen. GIDEON J.-In comumnd in We&t Tennessee, 59; relieves Belmont, 110; escapes from Fort Do:aelson, 129 ; in cominnnd in the southwest, 172·.
Pilot Knob-Skirmish at, 89.
Pittsbwrg Landi11,g, or Sl,ilol1r-Battle of, 176, 177; excitement on the approach of the enemy, 844.
Plam.tersville, .Ala-. -Bnttle at, 708.
Pleasant Hill-Battle of, 511.
PLEASANTON, llfaj.-Gen. ALFRED-81.'irmisbes in Maryland,
268; crosses the Potomac, 801, 802; commands in the
conflict near Beverly Ford, 884; report of bis attack on
Stuart, 895; ordered to report to Rosecrans in Missouri,
549; address to his command, 549 ; at J elferson City,
629.
PLEASANTS, Lieut.-Col. - - -Conducts mining operations
before Petersburg, 590.
PtummR, J. B.- Biographical notice of, 751.
P lnJmautl~ .N. 0.-Capture of, 520.
Pocotaligo Bridge-Attack on by ~berman's troops, 678.
Pon."IJEXTER, Col. - - - Operations in Missouri, 814, 815.
Pokomoke Sound, Va.- Destruction of vessels nt, 88.
PoLIGNAO, Brig.-Gen.-,-Commnnds Mouton's division at
Pleasant Hill battle, 511.
P OLK, Mnj.-Gen. LEOJIIDAs- Letter on the invasion of Kentucky, 94; iu command iu the southwest, 172; of 1st
corps, 178; commands a division of Bragg's army, 288 ;
nt the battle of Murfreesboro, 297; ordered to Gordon's
Mills, 462; at Chickamauga, 468; In command at Meridian, 501; commands a corps of Johnston's army, 526;
killed, 582; biographical notice of, 788.
POLLARD, Lieut.-CoL-Defeats Dahlgren, 528.
P OllEROY1 Senator-Organizes an Emigrant Aid Society, 155.
POPE, Col. 0.-Blographical notice of, 741.
POPE, Brig.-Gen. H.um.TON-Commands Kentucky Home
Guards, 95.
POPE, Capt. JOHN- Commands squadron at the mouth of
the Mississippi, 101 ; attacked by an iron-clud ram, 101;
retreats, 101.
Pol>E, Maj.-Gen. Jom.-In command in Northern Missouri,
81; commands a division under Gen. Fremont, 89;
marches upon New Madrid, 168; occupies Point Pleasant, 168; assaults New Madrid, 168; crosses the Mississippi with his army, 165; captures the Confederate force,
165; ordered to join Gen. Grant, 167; arrives at Pittsburg Landing, 179 ; pursues Beauregard retiring from

'

Corinth, 188; appointed to the command of the Army of
Virginia, 254 ; address to the army, 254; orders, 255 ;
position of his army, 255; takes the field, 256; concentrates nt Culpepper, 256; changes bis position, 258; nt
the battle of Cedar Mountain, 25S ; bis baggage captured, 260; bis report, 261; on the retreat, 261; withdraws bis army to the defences of Washington, 265 ;
ordered to command in North western Department,
817 ; operatlo11s against the Indians, 817; effect of his
action on the exchange of prisoners, 82.~ ; ordered to
send troops to Tennessee, 460 ; his operations against
the Indians, 681.
PORTER, Rear-Admiral D. D.- Commands the mortar fleet
against New Orleans, 191; moves his flotilla to bombard
Fort Jackson, 192; receives the surrender of forts below New Orleans, 198; conveys Sherman down the
Mississippi, 882; moyes with the fleet up the Arkansas,
886; bombards Fort Hindman at Arkansas Point, 886;
his operations before Vicksburg, 842; sends an expedition to Cypress Bayou, 844; runs the batteries of Vicksburg with gunboats and transports, 846; attacks Grand
Gulf, 847; his report, 847; occupies Grand Gulf, 848 ;
report, 848; cooperates with Grant at Haines' Blnlf,
855; bis report, 855; reports the assault on Vicksburg,
85S; his report of operations before Vicksburg, 862;
takes possession of Alexandrin, 867; his report, 867, 8ti8;
commands Mississippi flotllln, 442; collects a fleet on
Red River, liOS; fleet up the Red River, 511; reports
the difficulties of his situation, 518; commands North
Atlantic squadron, 636 ; report of the explosion of a
powder vessel at Fort Fisher, 641; commands expedition against Fort Fisher, 641 ; bombards the fort, 642;
correspondence with Butler on Fort Fisher, 648; second
expedition against Fort Fisher, 644; Its success, 645;
his fleet off Cape Fear River, 682.
PORTER, Maj.-Gen. F1Tz-Jom.-In command at Bull Run,
68; advances upon Hanover Court House, 227; in the
battles before Richmond, 244; advance of bis di visions
to Gen. Pope, 260; !)rdered to Washington, 261 ; at
Antietam, 271; moves along the Blue Ridge, 802.
PORTER, Col. J. 0.-His operations in Missouri, 814 ; captw·e and treatment of Allaman, 815 ; movements in
Missouri, 481.
PORTER, Col. P . A.- Blographical notice of, 782.
Po:nTER, Commander W. D.-Comroands the Essex at Fort
Henry, 127; attempts to destroy the rnm Arkansas, 200;
attacks. ~ear Baton Rouge, 200 ; further proceedings, 200;
biogrnphical notice of, 776.
Port Hudson, .Mi88.-Strongly fortified, 810; mllltary and
naval e:i..1>edition ll{!'lllnst, 865; its failure, 865; invested
by Gen. Banks, 860 ; surrendered, 871 ; terms, 872.
Port Republic-Battle nt, with Jackson, 240; conflict with
Hunter's troops, 588.
Port Royal .E!eyiedition-Its object and destination, 108;
population and productions of the group of islands, 10S;
date of sailing, 108; vessels of the expediti1m, ~08; commanded by Com. S. F. Dupont, 108; the military forces
of the expedition, 108; commanded by Gen. T. W. Sherman, 108; a gale of wind scatters the ships, 108 ; arrival
at Port Royal, 108 ; vessels enter the harbor, 108; a
storm, 108; the forts, 108 ; attack on them, 109 ; the plan,
109 ; captured, 109 ; loss, 109 ; resnlts, 109 ; made a mili·
tary and naval station, 143; designs of the enemy, 148.
POSEY, Brig.-Gen. 0.-Biographical notice of, 769.
Potomac :River-Light-ship seized, 52.
Poto/Ii, .Mo.-Sklrmish at, 88.
PoTTE:n, Brig.-Gen. EDWARD E.-Operatlons near Obarleston, 678.
PoTTEn, Brig.-Gen. Ron11:n-r B.-In the assault at Petersburg,
590, 691.
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Prai™ Gr<>ve, Ark.-Conflict at, 814.
stroy the City of Vicksburg, steamer, 889; fnrthor oper];'BA.Tr, Col. G. W.-Blogmphical notice of, 788.
ations, 840 ; blown up, 867.
l'nEBLE, Comil).<idore GEo. H.-Dlsm!ssed from service, 2715.
Qunmv, Brlg.-Gen. J. F.-Commanda a division in McPherPlmNTioE, W. C.-Blogmphicnl notice of, 787.
son's corps, 844.
PRENTISS, Brig.-Gen. - - -Commands at Mount Zion, 1ISIS;
commands a division of Grant's army, 178; position at
R
Sh!lob, 173. · . Preetonlntr(I, Ky.-Skirmish near, 97.
RAINS, Brig.-Gen. J. E.-Command.~ In the battle or CarPBIOE, Brig.-Gen. En.-Captnre of, 156.
thage, 61 ; contlict ne.ar Tazewell, 290; blogmpblcal notice
PBIOE, Mnj.-Gen. STERLING E.-In command in Missouri,
of, 748.
81; junction with Gen. McCulloch, 82; battle of Wilson's RAINs, Brig.-Gen. - - -Position In Arkansas, 160; declares
Creek, 82; advances from Arkansas, 87; moves to Lexmartial law at Little Rock, 814.
ington, 87; captures it, 88; retires to Springfield, 88; .Raleigh,-Occupied by Sherman, 698.
his original plans, 89; retreats before Fremont, S9; his R.u1s.u, Cnpt. ALLAN-Biographical notice of, 778.
truce with Fremont, 90; subsequent plans, 91 ; retreats R.illSEY-Governllr of Minnesota, 817 ; reports destruction
from Missouri, 156; report of bis retreat from Missouri,
done by the Indians, 817.
156; operations In Arknnsne, 157; In battle of Pea Ridge, R.illSEUR, Mnj.-Gen. STEPllEN D.-Killed at Cedar Creek,
1118; In command at Iuka, 291; evacuates It, 291; joins
627; biographical notice of, 798.
Van Dorn, 292; activity In Missouri, 480-482; in com- RANDOLPH, Lieut.-Col. - - -Biographical notice of, 778.
mand In Arkansas, 515; at Sabine River, 016; invades RANSOM, Brlg.-Gen. T. E. G.-.A.t Mansfleld battle, 1510; bloMissouri, 628.
gmphlcal notice of, 798.
PBmoE, Capt. F. E.-As Chief Engineer, attempts to open RANSOM, Brlg.-Gen. WATT-Commands a division of Lee's
another route below Vicksburg, 845.
army, 872; commands an expedition Into Maryland, IS8IS;
PBINOE, Brig.-Gen. HENRY H.-Reports to Sedgwick, 525;
hie orders, 585; biographical notice of, 780.
commands 3d division of 6th corps, 54!1.
RAWLINS, Brig. -Gen. J. A.-Chlef of staff to Grant, 5150.
Prisoners,&c/U1111,(le oj.-Early action of the Federal Govern- .Raymond, .Mise.-Battle near, 851.
ment, 115; treaty between Gens. Fremont and Price, 115; READ, Com. A.-Biographlcal notice of, 768.
commissioners appointed by the Federal Government at READ, Lieut. CHAS. W.-Commands Confederate privateer
the close of 1861, rejected at Richmond, 115; message of
Clarence, 440 ; transferrccl to the bark Tacony, 440;
Mr. Davis relative to a communlcatllln sent to Washingmovementn, 440; capture, 440.
ton by Col. Taylor, 115; position at the close of 1861,821; READ, Brlg.-Gen. S. T.-Blogmphlcal notice of, 799.
commissioners to Richmond appointed, 821; admission Rear-Admiral.a of the Navy, 716.
to Richmond refused, 821 ; arrangements for an exchange, REOTon-Governor of Arkanene, 814; flees, 814.
821; re«ommendatlon to release Confederate prisoners REDFIELD, Col. JAMEs-Biogmphlcal notice of, 791.
from the obligations of parole, 821; exchange suspended, REEVE, Lieut.-Col. - - -Surrenders l!'ederal troops in
821; privateersmen, 821 ; held as prisoners of war, 821 ;
Texas, 85.
exchange proposed, 821 ; correspondence, 822; lnstrnc- REILLY, Blig.-Gen. J..ums W.-Commands Cox's division,
688.
•
tillns of Confederate Secretary, 822; exchange suspended,
828; Federal Government yields, 828; terms of exchange RENO, Maj.-Gen. JESSE L-Commauds in North Carolina,
established, 828, 824 ; new complications, 824; corre185; moves toward Norfolk, Va., 141; reenforces Gen.
Pope, 259; ordered to Greenwich, 261; at the battle of
spondence of Gens. Lee and Halleck, 824; orders to military commanders in Virginia, 325; letter of President
South Mountain, 269; killed, 269. •
Davis to Gen. Lee, 825 ; Jetter of Gen. Lee to Gen. Hal- RRNSHA w, Com. W. B.-Takes possession of Galveston, 811 ;
biographical notlce of, 744.
leck, 826; Confederate order relative to Gens. Hunter
and Phelps, 826; do. r elative to Gen. Nell, 827; message Reeaca--Battle at, 529.
of Davis to the Congress at Richmond, 495; difficulty Reventte Outters--Seized by the Confederacy, 68.
relative tp colored soldiers, 496; order of President Lin- REVERE, Col P. J.-Blogmpblcal notice or, 762.
coln, 496; treatment of colored prisoners, 497; number Revolutionary War-Its soldiers, 1; battles, 1; commanders, 1.
of Confederate prisoners, 497; attempt to liberate prisoners at Johnson's Island, 497; numbers exchanged, 668; REYNOLDS, Maj.-Gen. JOIIN F.-In command at Greenbriar,
86; in command at Dranesvillc, 114; ordered to Gnlnessuspension, 668; appeal of prisoners to President LinTi!le, 261; at the battle of Fredericksburg, 8~7; comcoln, 669 ; their distress and suffering, 669 ; order relamands 1st corps at the battle of Chancellorsville, 378; nt
t! ve to, 707.
Gettysburg, 400; klUed, 400; blograpblcnl notice of, 700.
Pri-vateers-Fitted out In Southern ports, 61.
REYNOLDS, Maj.-Gen. JOSEPH J.-CommnndJ! an expedition
P.riees-Captnred in 1868, 451.
in Tennessee, 453; advnncce In Tennessee, 456; at ChickPrOTJisional G01Jerno1·s of Southern States, 711.
amauga, 462; commands 7th army corps, 6M; commands
PrOTJost .Marsluzl8-Appolntment of, 880; duties assigned to
Department of Arkansas, 655.
them, 880.
PtrrNAM, Brig.-Gen. Hil.DD!Al>"D S.-Advances on Morris RH.IND, Com. A. C.-Attac.k s forts at Charleston, 447; explodes a powder vessel at Fort Fisher, 641.
Island ngalnst Wagner, 474; biographical notice of, 768.
RnODDY, Brig.-Gen. - - -Captures Streight, 4M; opposes
PuTN.u.r, W. L-Biographical notice of, 726.
Wilson, 708.
PYE, CoL E.-Blogmphical notice of, 788.
.Rlwde Island-Response to the first call for troops, 28.
RIIoDzs, Maj.-Gen. R. E.-.A.ttacke Berryville, 387; captures
Q.
Mn.rtlnsburg, 889; position of his division, 398; 11t Oettyaburg, 401; moves with Lee, 470; command.a in the !nva,QuANTRELL, Col. - - -Gathers followers in Missouri, 814;
s!ou of Maryland, 686; blographlcnl notice of, 790.
his operations, 315; sacks LaWTence, Kansas, 484; atRiox, Brig.-Gen. JAlfE8 C.-Commanda 2d brlgllde 4th divitacks Gen. Blunt, 484.
sion of 5th corps, 549; at tte Spotteylvanln. battle, IS5S;
Q1U61t of the West-Disabled before Memphis, 168 ; rnns
biographical notice of, 7W.
past the batteries at Vicksburg, 889; attempts to de-
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RICE, Brlg.-Gen. S. A.-Biographical notice of, 785.
RroIU.BDsoN, Maj.-Gen. Isn.u:L B.-In command at Bull Run,
. 68; in the battles before Richmond, 244; wounded at Antietam, 271; biographical notice of, 740.
Ricllnnmid, Ky.-Battle at, 282.
Riclmwncl,, Va.-Made "the seat of the Confederate Government, 54; railronds to, 809; evacuation and occupation
of, 692 ; report of, 692, 698.
·
Riel, .Mountain-Battle at, 66.
RrOXETrS, Brig. -Gen. J il!ES B.-At Bull Run, 75; commands
a division in McDowell's corps, 256; in the battle at
Cedar Mountain, 258; burns the bridge at Rappahannock
Station, 260; ordered to report to Gen. Meade for command, 549; at the Wilderness battle, 554; at Con! Harbor,
578; at Monocacy Junction, 587; wounded at Cedar Run,
627.
RIELY, Col. - - -Biographical notice of, 784.
RmoooLD, Lieut.-Col. G. H.-Blographical notice of, 774.
Rmoor.n, CoL BEN.r.-Biographical notice of, 750.
Rio G-randll--Banks' expedition to the mouth of the, 480.
Riots vn New Yo1•k and other cities-Commencement of
the draft in New York, 414; excitement, 414; disturbances on the first and second days, 414,415; meeting of
Board of Aldermen, 416; call of Gen. Wool,417; proclamations of Gov. Seymour, 417; effect, 417; murder of
Col. O'Brien, 418 ; arrival of troops, 418; persons killed,
418; damage to property, 418 ; riot in Boston, 418; do.
in Portsmouth, 419; disturbances in Holmes County,
Ohio, 419.
RIPLEY, Col. 0. H.-Biographical notice of, 780.
Rll'LEY, Brig.-Gen. R. S.-Biographical notice of, 766.
RIVES, Col. BENJAMIN A.-Biographical notice of, 728.
Roanoke Islan,d, N. 0.-Capture of, 187.
ROBERTS, Col. G. T.-Commands a boat expedition across
the Mississippi, 168 ; biographical notice of, 782.
RoBBRTs, Col. G. W.-Biographical notice of, 748.
ROBERTSON, Brig.-Gen.-Commands in _Hood's division, 468;
at Chickamauga, 468.
ROBINSON, Brig.-Gen. J. C.-Commands 2d division of 5th
corps, 549 ; commands a division at Gettysburg, 400 ; at
the Wilderness battle, 558; wounded near Spottsylvania
Court House, 556.
RonmsoN, J AltffiS F.~Gov. of Ky., 288; proclamation on the
invasion of Kirby Smith, 288.
RoclclJ Gap, Va.-Confllct at, 471.
RODGERS, Com. E. R. P.-Commands naval force in the waters
of South Carolina, 148; expedition up ~he St. Mary's, 140.
RonGEEB, Com. GEo. W.-Attacks forts at Charleston, 447.
RODGERS, Com. JoJIN.-Captures the .Atlanta, 450; attacks
batteries in Charleston harbor, 447.
Ron.MAN, Brig.-Gen. Is.uo P.-At the battle of South Mountain, 269; wounded at Antietam, 272; biographical notice of1 787.
Rom,tAN, Lieut.-Col. W. L.-Biographichl notice of, 758.
ROGERS, Col. - - -Biographical notice of, 788.
RoGGEEB, CRARLES.-B!ographical notice of, 72-1.
Romney-Virginia troops at, captured by Col. Walker, 59.
Ros:m, Col. E.-B!ographical notice of, 772.
ROBEORANB, Maj.-Gen. WILLlill S.-At Rich Mountain, 66;
operations in Western Virginia, 86; in command in
Western Virginia, 120; r etires from West Virglnln and
takes command of Pope's corps of Grant's army, 280;
relieves Gen. Buell in Tennessee, 289 ; moves with
Gmnt agal.nst Iuka, 291; fights at Iuka, 291; in command at Corinth, 292; address to his troops after the
battle at Corinth, 294; proceeds to Cincinnati, 294; advances to Bowling Green, Ky., 296 ; fights at Murfreesboro, 297, 298; position of his army, 452; replies to
Hallcck's letters, 455; begins to move his army, 455; his
plan, 451'i; further replies to Halleck, 456; takes Chatta-

nooga, 457; line of his army, 460; advances against Bragg
in Georgia, 460; at Chickamauga, 462; retreats to Chattanooga, 465; address to his army, 465; relieved of command, 466 ; in command in Missouri, 628.
Ross, Brig.-Gen. L. F.-Commands . the expedition through
the Cold Water to Fort Pemberton, 848; repulsed, 844.
ROSSEAU, Maj.-Gen. LOVELL H.-Takes command of Gen.
Mitchell's division of Buell's army, 185 ; commands a
corps of Rosecrans' army, 296 ; encounters Wheeler,
895; advances in Tennessee, 456; makes a raid on railroads in Alabama, 589 ; pursues Wheeler, 544; at Murfreesboro, 680.
RossEB, Brig.-Gen.-Captures Beverly, 672; opposes Bherid:u)'s advance, 686.
Row AN, Com. STEPJIEN C.-Captures Elizabeth City, N. C.,
187 ; moves on Winton, 187; commands South Atlantic
squadron, 686.
RUFFIN, Col. TnoYA.B-Biographical notice of, 768.
RUGER, Brlg.-Gen. TnoAtAS H.-Commands a division of the •
23d corps, 688.
·
RULISON, Dr. W. H.-Blographiclil notice of, 788.
RUNYON, Brig.-Gen. THEODORE-Appointed to command
New Jersey troops, 51 ; in command at Bull Run, 68.
RussELL, Brig.-Gen. D. A.-Commands 2d brigade 8d division 6th corps, 549; . at Coal Harbor, 578 ; kliled at Opequan Cre,ek, 624; biographical notice of, 790,
RUSSELL, EA.RL-Correspondence with Mr. Adams relative to
the destruction by the Oreto and Alabama, 280, 281.

s
SabvnB Pasa-~dition against, 480; disaster to the fleet,
480.
,
Sachemr-A gunboat captured at Sabine Pass, 480.
,Salem, Va.-Railroad destroyed by Averill, 471.
Saline Rvve1·, .Ark.-Confilct at, 516.
Sall/46--A Confederate privateer, 68; her prizes, 68.
SANDERS, Major R.-Blographical notice of, 789.
SANDERS, Brig.-Gen. W. P.-Blogrnphical notice of, 770.
SANDERSON, Col J. P.-Biographicnl notice of, 791.
Sanitar1J Olltd otlte1• OommisslO-nB-Orig!n, 594; organizations, 594; draft of powers asked for, 594; objects, 594;
material of volull.teers, 595-; prevention of disease, 595;
relief, 595; first commission, 595; tracts issued, 596;
committees, 596; agents, 596; transportation of the
wounded soldiers, 596; dltferent means adopted, 596,
597; rnilroad cars, 597; departments of work comprehended, 600; sanitllry inspection, 600 ; of general relief,
601 ; of special relief, 601 ; lodges, 601 ; cars, 602; steamers, 602; hospitals, 602; department of field relief, 602;
expenditures and receipts, 608; Western Sanitary Commission, 608; order of Gen. Fremont., 603 ; other commissions, 604; New England Soldiers' Relief, 604; the sanitary aided by the Government, 606; receipts and expenditures, 607; summary of work in 1864, Union Com•
mission, 607; object, 607; organizntio,ns, 607; officers,
GOS; system of work, 608; ·results, 608; closing np, 708.
S..uoENT, Lieut.-Col. L. M.-Biographlcnl notice of, 794.
SAUNDERS, Col. - - -Coromnnds an eiq>edition in East
Tennessee, 457.
8A.UNDERS, T. M.-Biographical notice of, 772.
,Sa,vannah,-Blockaded by Federal fleet, 54; invested by
Sherman, 621 ; evacuated, 622.
Sa,vOll'llfl,(1,h,-A Confederate privateer, 64; prizes, 64.
8a1Jaga Station,-Battle at, 250.
BA.XToN, Brig.-Gen. RUFus-Orders the organization of let
regiment of South Carolina volunteers, 155; defends
Harper's Ferry, 287.
Bo.ilWoN, Brig.-Gen. Ellakim P.-Commences a battle near
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Bull Run, 261; commands an expedition along the
Ge,,rgia line, 507.
SORA.EFPER, J. W.-Blographical notice of, 744.
SORA.LL, Col E.-Blographleal notice of, 782.
SoHENox, Br!g.-Gen. ROBERT C.- Repu.lse at Vienna, 60;
in command at-Bu!I'Run, 68; movements in West Virginia, 280; battles, 282; under Fremont at Strasburg,
288; commands the centre at Cross Keys, 289; resigns,
254; withdraws his resignation, 254; In command at
Baltimore, 885.
SoBEMMELFENNIG, Brlg.-Gen.-Movements near Charleston,
678.
SOIIlIBD>ER, Rev. JAMES H.-Blogrnphical notice of, 776.
SCHOEPF, Brig.-Gen. ALBIN- Commands at Camp Wildcat, 96; advances against Gen. Zollicotfer, 122; commands a brigade in Buell's army, 124.
SonoFIELD, Maj.-Gen. JoHN M.-In command in Missouri,
814; his orders, 814 ; commands the Army of the Frontier, 815; in command of the department of Missouri,
885; ordered to send troops to "rennessce, 460; commands Army of Ohio, 526; moves on Thomas' left, 528; ·
moves toward Cal!svllle, 581; carries first line of works
at Lost Mountain, 588; at Resaca, 580; moves to the
Chattahoochee, 585 ; at Atlanta, 585; in command at
Chattanooga, 610; at the battle near Nashville, 680;
defends Franklin, Tenn., 680 ; commands 2$d army corps,
65.5; sent with 28d corps to the Atlantic coast, 670;
placed in command in North Cnrolioo, 678; commands
d_epartment of North Carolina, 682; prepares to capture
Wilmington, 682 ; his movements, 682 ; at Goldsboro,
685; in the advance against Johnston, 689.
Sonunz, Maj .-Gen. CARL-Commands a division of Howard's
corps at the · battle of Chancellorsvllle, 879 ; routed by
Jackson, 879 ; commanding 11th corps at Gettysburg, 400.
SooTT, Licut.-Gen. WJNFIELn-Reply to the message
brought by Col. Taylor, 61; retires from active command, 109; letter of resignation, 109 ; reply of President
Lincoln, 110.
SRDGWI0K, Maj.-Gen. JOHN-In the battles befo;e Richmond,
242; at Antietam, 271; occupies Bolivar Heights, 802;
commands the 6th corps at the battle of Chancellorsville,
378; fights at Fredericksburg and near Chancellorsvllle,
879 ; at Gettysburg, 408; attacks at Rappahannock Station,
471; advances from Madison Court House, 522; com•mands 6th corps of Potomac army, 549; crosses the Rapidan, 552; at the Wilderness bottle, 558; ot Spottsylvarua
battle, 555 ; killed, 556; biographical notice of, 777.
SIIYMEs, Capt. RAPHAEL-Commands the Sumter, 276; the
Alabama, 276; vessels destroyed by his orders, 276-278;
cruises In the Alabama, 48!1 ; commands the Alabama,
648.
SEMMES, Brig.-Gen. - - -Biographical notice of, 76t
Semme8pot·t, La,-Burned by Col. Ellet, 509.
SERGEANT, Col. WM.-Biographlcal notice of, 799.
Sewell'B Poin~Fight between batteries and gunboats, 52.
SEYMOUR, HoRATIO-Goverµor of New York, 890; replies to
.calls for troops, 891; proclamation to New York rioters,
417.
Sxnrou1t, Brig.-Gen. Txm!.I..N-One of the garrison of Sumter 21 · commands in the F lorida expedition, 505; insu-:ictl~ns to, 5Q7; defeated at Olustee, 507; correspond6nce with Finegan, 507, 508; at the Wild6rness battle,
.554; in the battles west of Petersburg, 695.
SHACKELFORD, Brlg.-Gen. - - -Pursues and captures Morgan, 409; under Burnside, 457; at Cumberland Gap, 458.
SHALER, Brig.-Gen . .A.-Commande 4th brigade let dlvlslon
6th corps, 549; at the Wilderness battle, 555.
SHARKRY, W. L.-Provlslonal Governor of Miss., 711.
SHAW, Col R. G.-Au assault against Wagner, 474; biographical notice of, 768.
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SHEPLEY, Brlg.-Gen. GEORGE F.-Milltary Governor of New
Orleans, 201 ; appointed military Governor of Richmond,
698; his orders, 698.
SHERIDAN, Maj.-Gen. PnILIP H.-At the battle of Murfreesboro, 297; commands an expedition In Tennessee, 458;
advances with Rosecrans, 4515; at Salem, 457; at Chickamauga, 468; causes the "Assembly" to bo blown at
Chickamauga, 465; takes command of the cavalry of Potomac army, 549; near Wilderness, ts:13; expedition to the
James River, 572; moves to the Pamunkey 572 · repulses Hoko at Cool Ho:rbor, 578; attacked' near' the
White House, 580; rn!d to the Virginia Central Railroad,
584; his report, 584; ordered to command lu the Shenandoah valley, 589 ; in the feint upon Richmond, IS89 ; position of his command, 624 ; attacks Early, 624 ; his report
624; attacks Early at Fisher's Hlll, 626; his report, 626 ;
advances up the valley, 626 ; report of his march to Wood•
stock, 626'; destruction of property, 626; report of the
battle of Cedar Run, 627; promoted to a major-gellernl,
628; ordered to join Gen. Grant, 686; his moven:umts, 6S6;
report from Charlottesville, 686; arrives before Petersburg, 687; 5th corps placed under his command, 690; at
Dinwiddie, 690; at battles west of Petersbllrg, 690 ; operations against Lee's army, 694; his despatch to Grnnt,
694.
Shet1t011uloaT1r-Her destructive cruise, 708.
SHBRMAN, Brig.-Gen. T. W.-Commauds mlllary force against
Port Roynl, 108; its success, 109; in command in South
Carolina, 120; commands a division of Grnnt's army, 172;
commands a dlvlslon in Banks' army, 868; expedition
from New Orleans, 868 ; marches to theJ renr of Port
Hudson, 869.
SHBnMAN, Maj. -Gen. W = T.-In command at Bull Run,
68; in command In Kentucl..7, 98 ; on a reconnoissanco to
Columbus, 162; takes command at Memphis, 170; ordnrs,
170; further orders, 171; takes the field in December,
171; position at Shiloh, 178; advances on Corinth, 179;
causes Bear Creek bridge to bo destroyed, 179; orders
the destruction of Randolph, Tennessee, 189; at Memphis,
296; prepares an expedition against Vicksburg, 296;
statement of the importance of the possession of the
Mississippi River, 881; embarks at Memphis for Vicksburg, 882; bis plan to attack Vicksburg, 882; attacks the
bluffs, 888, 884; withdraws, 885; address to bis troops,
885; advance against .Arkansas Point, 886; returns, 888 ;
makes a demonstration on Haines' Bluff', 848; joins the
rest of the army at Hawkinson Ferry, 849; advances along
the Big Black Blver, 851; destroys rnllroads and l,rldges
at J aekson, 8W; ordered to march toward Br!dgport,
855; takes possession of Walnut Hills, 8155; moves in pursuit of Johnston, 868; ordered to command Department
of Tennessee, 466; moving from Mcm phis to Chattanooga, 466; at Bridgport, 46T; his movemonts, 4.61;
marches for Kno
le, 470; turns Longstre:et's fiank,
470; march from :Eastport to Chattanooga, 486; Jetter to
commanders <if mill~y on treatment of the lnhllbltants,
499; expedition to Meridian, 500; address to hls troops
at Meridian, 502; orders, 502; report or destruction done,
502_; assigned to the military division of the Mlssldslppl,
524; prepares to advance on .Atlanta, 525; commences his
advance, 528; crosses Oostananla River, 680; at Kenesaw Mountain, 584; at Marietta, 584; across the Obatta,.
hoocbee, 585; nt Atlanta, 585; destroys West Point Railroad, 542 ; address to his troops after the capture of Atlanta, 545; correspondence with Hood respecting Atlanta,
545, 546; makes a truce, 546; letter on tbe removal of the
people, 568; goes to tho relief of Corse, 610; watches the
movements of Hood, 610; takes measures to thwart
Hood, 610; bis plans, 612; sends the 4th and 28d corps to
reenforcc Thomas in Tennessee, 612; retains the 14.th,
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15th, 16th, 17th, and 20th corps, 612; moves his army to
Rome, 612; pr~pares to march to Savannah, 612; order
of march for Savannah, 613; commences his march to
Savannah, 615; his order, 615; 11t Milledgeville, 618;
communicates with the fleet below Savannah, 620 ; determines to reduce Fort McAllister, 620; orders to Gen.
Hazen, 621 ; despatch to the Secretary of W nr, 621 ; letter
to President Lincoln on the surrender of Savluinah, 622;
order for the government of Savannah, 628; prepares to
march through the Carolinas, 678 ; his plans, 678; begins
his march from Snvannnh, 678; reply to Wheeler, 676;
enters Columbia, 677; his report, 677; on the burning of
Columbia, 677; letter to Wade Hampton, 680; report of
his position, 681; his movements near Bentonsvllle, 684,
685; arrives with his army at Goldsboro, 685; advances
against Johnston, 698; reply to Johnston, 698; interview, 699; despatch to the Secretary of War, 699; report
of interview, 699 ; terms, 700 ; report on the terms, 701,,i
recel ves the surrender of Johnston, 701 ; farewell to hili
troops, 706.
SHIELDS, Brlg.-Gen. JAMES-Follows the retreat of Jackson,
209; foils back, 209 ; lights a battle at Winchester, 209 ;
ordered to join McDowell, 229; his movements, 229;
pursues the enemy up the east side of the Shenandoah
valley, 288.
Ship Island-Works on destroyed, 58; military operations
nt in June, 1861, 101.
SIBLEY, Brig.-G~n. HE..--rav H.-Snrrenders to Col. Van Dorn
in Texas, 85; operations against the northw-estern Indians, 81G; campaign against the Indians, 484; in command n,,aainst the Indi:ms, 681.
SmLEY, Brlg.-Gen. - - -Marches against Fort Craig, 812.
SIOKLES, Maj.-Gen. DANIEL E.-Commnnds a , part of Gen.
Hooker's division, 120 ; in the battles before Richmond,
246; east of the Blue Ridge, 802; commands the 8d corps
nt tho battle of Chancellorsville, 878; at the battle of
Gettysburg, 401; wounded, 408.
SIGEL, Maj.-Gen. FRANZ-Commands a force at Carthage,
61 ; in battle of Wilson's Creek, 82; commands under
Gen. Fremont, 89 ; in command under Gen. Curtis, 156,
157; at the battle of Pen Ridge, 158; position of hiR command, 256; advances to Cedar Mountain, 259; east of
the Blue Ridge, 802; commands the 11th corps, 808;
makes nn advance at Fredericksburg, 872 ; commands
department of Western Virginia, 550; advances upon
Stannton, Va., 562; defeated by Breckinridge, 568; relieved of his command, 569; evacuates Martinsburg, 585;
defeated at Leetown, 585.
BILL, Brlg.-Gen. J. W.-Biogrnphlcal notice ol; 744.
Sivver Sp,-ing, I). 0.-Confederate cavalry appear at, 898.
8LAOK, Brlg.-Gen. JAMES R.-Tnkes command nt Memphis,
169 ; proceedings, 170.
BLAOK, G. W. Y.-Biographical notice of, 727.
SLAUGHTER, Brlg.-Gen. JAMES E.-Pursues Col. Barret, 'i06.
Slav-Questions raised In 1862, 152; is the negro n citizen?
152; opinion of Attorney-General Bates, 152; his position in Massachusetts, 152; proceedings in Illinois, 158 ;
instructions to the mnrshul of the District of Columbia
relative to slaves, 158; order of Gen. Halleck, 15-3; do.
of Gen. Curtis, 158 ; do. of Gen. Hunter, 158; do. of Gen.
Williams, 158; instructions of Secretary Stanton relative to the slaves, 158; social experiment with the
negroes, 154; education, 154 ; field work, 154; organization as soldiers, 154; letter of Gen. Hunter in answer to
n resolution of Congress, 154; orders of Gen. Lane, 155;
colonization, 155; removal to the New England Stntes
proposed, 11>5. Bee Freednnen.
SLEilllER, Brlg.-Gen. .A.. J.-Occuples Fort Pickens, 99.
SLIDELL, JoUN--Cnptured in the British steamer Trent, 110;
how released, 112.

8LOOUM, Maj.-Gen. HENRY W.-Commands II division of
Franklin's corps, 269; battle nt Orampton's Gap, 260;
commands the 12th corps, 877; advances toward Kelly's
Ford, 877; at the battle of Ohancellorsville, 87S; position
nt Gettysburg, 401; at Vicksburg, 541 ; succeeds Gen.
Hooker before Atlanta, 541; on Ohattnhoochee, 548; sends
a column into Atlanta, 548; garrisons Atlanta, 610; commands left wing of Sherman's army, 618; order to his
troops, 618; commands 20th corps under Sherman, 618;
moves in the direction of Augusta, 615; march to Savannah, 615; seizes Hutchinson Island, 622; ordered to
rendezvous near Robertsville, 678; in Sherman's march
through the Cnrolinus, 675; advances, 675; at Averysboro battle, 688 ; nt Bentonsvllle battle, 684, 685; in tho
advance against Johnston, 698.
SLootru, Col. J. S.-Biogrnphlcal notice of, 722.
SLOUGH, Col. - - -Commands a Colorado regiment, 818;
lights with the Texans, 318.
SMALL, ROBERT-Runs away with a Confederate gunboat at
Charleston, 152.
SmTn, L!eut.-Col. A.-Blogrnphical notice of, 759.
SMITJI, Mnj.-Gen, ANDREW J.-At the attack on Chickasaw
Bluffs, 888; commands a division under Sherman against
Vicksburg, 888 ; fails to join Sherman, 502; embarks to
join the fleet on Iled River, 509; nenr Mansfield, 510; at
Pleasant H!ll, 510; at Cairo, 629; ordered to Missouri,
629; near Nashvilele, 680; falls back, 680; in command
against Mobile, 708.
S=n, Maj.-Gen. CnAS. F.-Commands a division in Grant's
army, 125; lands ,vitb. troops opposite Fort Henry, 125;
charges upon the enemy at Fort Donelson, 129; advances
up the Cumberland, 188; biographical notice of, 729.
8Mrrn, Lient.-Gen. E. Kmnv-Attncks Negley near Chattanooga, 185; advances from East Tennessee into Kentncky, 282; his division n part of Braggs' army, 288;
address to the Kentuckians, 288; occupies the State
capital, 2S8; at the battle of Murfreesboro, 297; in command in Texas, 499 ; order to his forces in Texas, 705;
surrenders his army to Gen. Canby, 706.
S=, Brig.-Gen. GILES A.-Commands n division. of 17th
corps, 588; at Atlanta, 588; commands a division under
Blair, 676; in Sherman's march through the Carolinas,
676; commands n division of 14th corps, 678; on the first
occupation of Columbia, 678.
•
8ID'rn, Brig.-Gen. GBEE?i C.-Defents John Morgan, 282;
in command in Euell's army, 288.
S=n, Maj.-Gen. G. W.-In command under Johnston, 241;
in command nt Augusta, 678; made a prisoner at Macon,
703.
BMITn, Col. J. L. K.-Biographlcal notice of, 789.
B=n, Capt. MELANOTRON-In the battle below N. Orleans,
194; commands in North Carolina Sounds, 688; commands Frigate Mississippi, 865; her destruction before
Port Hudson, 865.
S=n, Brig.-Gen. MORGAN L.-Commnnds a division under
Sherman, against Vicksburg, 888; wounded ut Vicksburg,
888; commands Logan's corps at Atlanta, 588.
S=, Brig.-Gen. P.-Biogrnphical notice of, 767.
8MITn, Maj.-Gen. WILLIAM F.-Commnnds n di~!sion in McClellan's army, in Keyes' corps, 220; ndvancesfrom Yorktown, 220; encounters the enemy, 221; in tho battles before
Richmond, 246; commands n division of Sumner's corps,
271; at .Antietam, at the battle of Fredericksbw·g, 807;
in command under Couch, 405 ; commands 18th corps of
.Army of the James, 5l50; movements near Petersburg,
568; moves agnlnst Richmond and Danville Railroad,
567; re enforces Gen. Grant with his corps, 578; at Coal
Harbor battle, 575; embarks at White House for the
James River, 576; at Petersburg, 577; relieved from
command of 18th corps, 589.
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SID:Tn, Brig.-Gen. THOMAS A.-Oommnnds 2d brigade 1st
division 2d corps, 549; nt Con! Harbor battle, 576; advance on Hatcher's Run, 671; biographical notice of, 799.
SNYDER, Capt. GEO. W.-One of the garrison of Sumter, 21 ;
biographical notice of, 726.
SOLOMON, Brlg,:Gen•. Fmmmuo-In the battle at Carthage,
01; commands an expedition Into the Indian te1~itory,
818; at Saline River, 516.
S<YUth Oarolina-Secesslon of, 8; m eeting of the Convention,
8; adjourns to Ohnrleston, 4; committee to draft a secession ordinance, 4; r esolution relative to State property,
4; state of affairs, 4; ordinance of secession, 5; signing
the ordinance, 5; State oath of allegiance, 5; cabinet of
Gov. Pickens, 5; military preparations 5 ·1 situation of
the forts in Charleston hnrbor, 0; dem~nd for their surrender, 6.
S<YUth .Mountain-Battle of, 209.
Spanish Fort-Nenr Mobile, SUITender o~ 704.
SPEAR, Brig.-Gen. - - -Sent to destroy the railroad at Wilson's Station, 50S.
SPINOLA, Brig.-Gen. FRANOIS S.-Reports for orders, 525.
Spotti,yhania Oourt House-Battle at, 555, 5M, 558, 559.
Springfield, .Mo. -Capture of, 156.
St. ..i!U>Cl,11,8, Vt.-Ruld upon, by Confederates in Canada, 682,
St. Andrewe--Boat expedition at, 152.
St. Oharles, Ark.-Attack on the fleet n ear, 168; captured,
la 69,888.
St. Lawrence-Frigate, captures the Petre~ 01.
St. Louie--.A.rms removed !rom the arsenal nt, to Springfield, Illinois, ol.
STAFFORD, L. A.-Blogrnphical notice of, 779.
STAJIEL, Mnj.-Gen. JULIUS H.-Commands under Fremont,
288; commands reserves nt Cross K eye, 289.
ST,Un.EY, EDWA.RD-Appointed Provisioual Governor of
N. C., 148 ; his instructions, 14.3 ; proceedings, 148.
STANLEY, Maj.-Gen. DAVID S.-In command under Rosecrans ln Miss., 291; in command under Rosecrans, 458 ;
at Huntsv!lle, 456; at .Resaca, attacker! by Johnston, 529;
at Atlnnta, 586; succeeds Hownrd ln command of 4th
corps, 541; commands 4th army corps, 655.
ST.llO!ARD, Brig.-Gen. George J.-Commands a division of
the 10th corps, 580.
STANTON, EDWIN M., Secretary of Wnr-Letter of thanks on
the battle of ~Ill Springe, 128 ; instructions to Provisional
Governor Stanley, 143; compliments to Gen. Halleck,
156; appointed Secretary of War, 208; despatch to Gen.
Shields, 209; order to McDowell to protect Washington,
216; on r eilnforcem ents to McOlellnn, 227 ; despntches to
Northern Governors on the advance of Jackson up the
Shenandoah valley, 285; orders railroads to be taken
possession of, 2S6 ; order to seize and use property of the
enemy, 825; this order objected to by Mr. Davis, 825;
despatch relative to Chnncellorsv!lle battle, 882; orders
telegraph Jines to be taken possession of, 888 ; letters to
Gov. Seymour of New York, 891, 892; order 'to raise
colored troops in Massachusetts, 420; despatches relative
to battles at the Wilderness, 556; do. of Sherman, 556 ;
others,"557, 558; further despatches, 560 ; despatch relative
to Butler's operations, 568; despatch es r elnti veto Grant's
operations, 570, 571 ; despatches o( tho battle ncnr Cool
Harbor, 575; his despatches, 592; order on receiving tho
news of Leo's surrender, 697; rejects Sherman's terms
to Johnston, 700.
STAPLES, Rev. N . A. -Biograpblcal notice of, 772.
Star of the West-Fired on nt Ohnrleston, 21.
STARK, Brig.-Gen. - - -Biographical notice of, 786.
STEDMAN, Brlg.-Gen. G. .A..- Blographical notice of, 78S.
STEEDMAN, l\1nj.-Gen. James B .-In command at Chattanooga, 544; pursues Wheeler, 544 ; at the battle near
Nashville, 080.
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STEELE, Mnj.-Gen. FREDERlOK-Tnkes command nt Helcnn,
.A.rk., 160; commands n division under Shormnn against
Vicksburg, 888; lands above Ohlcknsnw Bayon, 888;
moves to Ilelenn, 865; at Helenn, 488; caplur09 Little
Rock, .A.rk., 488; his further movements, 488; his
march from Little Rock to r eenforco Gen. Banks 1515; In
command nt Pensacoln, 704; moves agnlndt Mobile, 704.
STEEN (or STEIN), Gen . .A. E.-Blogrnpblcal notice of, 741,
STEINWEHR, Brlg.-Gcn. A. VoN-In command at Gettysburg, 401.
STELLWAGEN, Capt. - - -Attacked by rams at Ohnrleston,
444.
STRMDEL, Commander - - -Kills a Confederate pilot, 106 ;
wounded by nnother, 166.
•
STEPHENS, ALEX.ANDER H.-Choson Vice-President by the
Congress at Montgomery, 14; speech on taki ng the
chair, 15; m akes a convention between the Confederate
States and Virginia, 89; states r esult of the notion nt
Sewall's Point, 52; speech at Atlnnta, 55; sent to Fortress Monroe ns a Pence Commissioner, 660.
STEPHENS, Commander - - -Commands a night assault
on Sumter, 479.
STEUBEN, B ARON VON-Biographical notice of, 770.
STRVRNS, Brig.-Gen. G. JIL-Blogrnphlcal notice of, 786.
STEVENS, Mnj.-Gen. IsAAo 1.-In command against Port
Royal, 108; in command nt Port Royal, 250; joins Gen.
Pope, 259; killed nt Cluintllly, 26:S; blogrnphlcal notice
of, 784.
STRVRNS, THADDEUS-Offers a bill in Congress to raise
colored troops, 420.
STEVENS, Col.
0 .-Blographlcal notice of, 751.
STEVRNSON, Brlg.-Gen. T. G.-Commnnds in tho 9th corps,
555; nt the W llderness battle, 555 ; biographical notice
of, 778.
STEWART, Brlg.-Gen. - - -Commands a division of Hardee's corps, 504; moves to recnforce Gen. Polk, 504; at
Atlanta, 587; attacks Logan nt Atlanta, 541.
STEWART, Brlg.-Gen. G. H.-Cnptnred nt Spottsylvanln, 559.
STEWART, K., M.D.-Blogrnphlcal notice of, 774.
SrnwART, Lleut.-Col. W.-Blographlcnl notice of, 747.
Stone .Blockade-At Charleston hnrbor, 118; dctnlle, 118 ;
effects, 114.
STONE, Brig.-Gen. 0. P.-In command on the Upper Potomac,
102; movements before the battle of Balls' Blnif, 102;
orders to Col. Baker at Balls' Bluff, 104, 105; r eport of
battle of Balls' .Bluff', 107; arrives nt .A.lexanilrla, La., 509.
STONE, Col. - - -Commands 25th Iowa, 677; receives tho
surrender of Columbia, 677; commands n brigade ln
Sherman's march through the Carolinas, 677.
Stone Rvver-See Murfreesboro.
STONE, W. M.-Governor of Iowa, 550; tenders mlUtln, 550.
STONEMAN, Maj.-Gen. GEORGE-Leads the advance Ii-om
Yorktown, 220; bis movements, 221; expedition to the
fords of the Rapidan, 877; crosses the Rapidan, 878;
sent to cut Lee's communications, at the battle of Obancellorsville, 878 ; his cavalry movements connected
with the battle of Chancellorsvlll e, 880; pursu es Johnston, 580 ; pushed forward to .A.llntoon11 Pass, 081 ; commands a cavalry expedition against Georgia Central
Railroad, 589, 540; compelled to surrender, 541; expecl1tion in East Tennessee, 629; commands nn cxpedJUon
from East Tennessee to North Oarollnn, 696; arrives nt
Boone Court House, 696; account of his march, 696.
8-ronBn, GEo. W.-Biogrnphlcnl notice of, 772.
STOUGHTON, Brlg.-Gen.-Captnred at Pnirfax Court Honse,
876.
Biraebwrg-Bnttle at, under Fremont, 288.
STREIGHT, Col. A.BEL D.-Ills expedition In Northern Georgia,
458; bis movements, 454; capture, 454; imprl50nment,
454 ; biogrnphlcnl notice of, 788.
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STRIBLING, Com. CORNELIUS K.-Oommands East (Iulfsqll!ld·
ron, 686•
STRINGHA..'11 Rear.-.A.d. SILAS H.-Commands naval force
agninst forts at Hatteras Inlet, 88.
STRONG, Brig.-Gen. Gno. O.-.A.dvance on Morris Island against
Wagner, 474; wounded, 474, retires, 474; biographical
notice of, 764.
STUART, Gen. DAvm-Commands M. L. Smith's division after
the latter was wounded, 888.
STUART, Maj.-Gen. J. E. B.-marches iu the rear of McClellan's army, 245; dashes upon Oatlett's Station, 260; occupies Chambersburg, 800; at Fredericksburg battle.
807; at Beverly Ford, Va., 884; at Culpepper, 885; his
movements, 898; commands a division in Bragg's army,
460; moves with Lee, 4'70; commands cavalry at Wilderness, 558; attacks the Federal cavalry near Ashland, 1562;
killed, 562 ; biographical notice of, 779.
Summe1•B11ilU--8urprise of Col. Tyler at, 82.
SIDINER, Maj.-Gen. Enwm V.-Moves for Fortress Monroe,
212 ; in the battles before Richmond, 241; at Antietam,
271; commands the right grand division under Burnside, 808; advances to Fredericksburg, 808; demands its
surrender, 804 ; correspondence with the Mayor, 804;
at the battle of Fredericksburg, 807; relieved of command in the Potomac army, 878; biographical notice of,
747.
Sumter-Confederate cruiser, 275 ; her fate, 275.
Swmter, Fo1•t--Oorrespondence between Secretary Walker
and Gen. Beauregard relative to demanding n surrender
of Maj. Anderson, 20; work on the fort in 1860, 62; occupied by :Maj. Anderson, 27 ; strength of the garrison,
21; Star of the West, 21; proceedings at Washington
relative to the surrender of the fort, 21, 22; surrender
demanded by Gen. Bennregnrd, 22; assault on the fort
commenced, 28; its siege, 28-25; its surrender by Maj.
Anderson, 26; the force sent for relief, 26; attacked by
iron-clads, 447; fire opened upon by Gillmore, 476; night
assault, 479.
SWEENEY, Brig.-Gen. THOMAS W.-Commands a rllvision at
.A.tlan ta, 1588.
·
SYKEs, Maj.-Gen. GEORGE-Commands nt Bull Run, 68; in
the battles before Richmond, 246 ; commands the 2d
division of Meade's corps at the battle of Chancellorsville, 878; at Gettysburg, 401 ; reports for orders, 525;
ordered to report to Gen. Curtis in Kansas, 1549.

T
TALBOTT, THEo.-One of the garrison of Sumter, 21.
TA.LLlIADGE, Capt. G.-Biographical notice of, 789.
TATNALL, Oom.-Commandij Confederate fleet at Port Royal,
109; repulsed by gunboats on the Savaunah River, 1415.
TAYLOR, Col.-Bears a message from Mr. Davis to the Federal lineB, 61; nature of tho letter brought by him, 115.
TA non, Col. C. F.-Blographical notice of, 761.
TAYLOR, Brig.-Gen. Z. B.-Commands a brigade of Franklin's division, 261; advances from Alexandria toward
Manassas, 261 ; biographical notice of, 784.
TAYLOR, Lient.-Gen. RIOHARD-Commands in opposition to
Banks in Louisiana, 867; orders to, 86T; commands at
Shreveport, La., 509; in command at Mansfield, La., 510;
relieves Gen. Hood in command, 678; defends Mobile,
708; surrenders his army to Gen. Canby, 704.
TaWI.Dell; T,mn.-Battle at, 284.
Teczvmsel,,-.A.n iron-clad, sunk by a torpedo, 646.
Te-nnBBsee--Reply or the Governor to the call for troops, 28;
public sentiment, 44; action of the Leglslature,45; vote
Telative to Convention, 45; reply of the Governor to the
call for troops, 45; reassembling of the Legis1nture, 46;
enters into a military leagirn with the Confederate States,

46; declaration of Independence, a'nd ordinance of secession, 46; military preparations, 47; vote on the ordinance
of separation, 47; treatment of Union men in East Tennessee, 48; eff'ect of the call for troops on the Northern
States, 48; troops In the western part of the State, 09;
their commanders, 59.
Tenn88Bee--.A. ram captured in Mobile Bay, 647.
TERRILL, Gen. W. R.-Biographlcal notice of, 789.
TERRY, Maj.-Gen. A.LFRED.H.-Commands expedition to cut
Charleston and Savannah Railroad, 810; commands a
division of the 10th corps, 565, against Weldon Railroad,
565; reconnoitres in front of Bntler's position, 577; commands 10th corps, 589; commands second expedition
against Fort Fisher, 643; his movements,· 644, 645; his
position on the arrival of Schofield, 682; pushes forward,
642; secures the crossing of the Neuse, 688.
TnnnY, Col. - - -Killed at Mnnfordsville, Ky., 98.
TERREY, Brig.-Gen. W: R.-Blographlcal notice of, 797.
Te:i:as-Legislntnre convened, 88; action relative to a State
Convention, 88; vote of the State for members of th_e
convention, 84; convention assembles, 84; ordinance of
secession a~opted, 84; referred to a vote of the people,
84; result, 84; Federal troops in Texas.
TlIATOHER, Rear-Ad. H. K.-Commands West Gulf sqnailron,
686 ; commands tho fleet at the capture of Mobile, 704;
receives the surrender of Com. Farrand, 705.
TiliYER, Brig.-Gen. JOHN M.-Commands a brigade of
Steele's division agninst Vicksburg, 888; supports Gen.
Blair, 81!4; in command at Fort Smith, 1515; marches to
join Steele, 515; at Sabine River, 516.
TlioBunN, Col. J.-Blographical notice of, 792.
THOMAS, F. J.-Biographical notice of, 722.
TnoM.AS, Maj.-Gen. GEo. H.-Sent by Gen. Buell to attack
Zollicoff'er, 128; his success, 128; commands a division
of Gen. Buell's army, 124; his movements, 125; commands
a corps of Rosecrans' army, 296; at the battle of Murfreesboro, 297; commands the 14th corps, 4li2; advances ·
against Bragg, 456; bis movements, 4157; movements of
his corps in Georgia, 460 ; at Chickamauga, 462; appointed
to command of Cumberland dept., 466; his movements,
467 ;-at Chattanooga, 467; commands.A.rmy of the Cumberland, 1526; advances toward Tunnel Hill, 1528; occupies
Resaca, 1580; moves toward Cassville, 1581; at .A.tlnnta, 1585;
in command in Tennessee, 612; sent to Nashville in
command, 610; falls llack to Nashville, 680; .defends
Nashville, 680; report of first day's battle near Nashville,
680; report of the retreat of Gen. Hood, 68i"; pursues
Hood, 670.
THOMAS, Col. - - -Biographical notice of, 770.
TnlBALL, Col. -Chief of artillery 2d corps, 549.
TILGHMAN, Brlg.-Gen. L.-Surrcnders Fort Henry, 127;
commands at Fort Pemberton, 844; repulses the attack
of gunboats, 844; killed at Vicksburg, 862; biographical
notice of, 757.
TILLINGRA.ST, Capt. 0. JI.-Blographlcal notice of, 722.
Tn.L:MAN, W. - - -.A. colored steward, 62; recaptures the ·
schooner J . G. Waring, 62.
TILTON, Capt. - - -Report of" the destruction ot the Vlr·
ginla by the cruiser Alabama, 277.
Ton, DAvm-Governor of Ohio, 288; his proclamation on the
invasion of Kentucky, 288; calls for troops, 892. •
ToL..u.-n, Col. - - -Conflict iu East Tennessee, 471.
TOLLl:S 1 Col. C. W.-Biographical notice of, 798.
TOMPKINS, Lieut. - - -makes a dash upon Fairfax Court
Honse, 154.
TOMPKINS, Col. 0. H.-Chlef of artillery 6th corps, 1549.
TONERU, Maj. - - -Commands at Fayette skirmish, 155.
TonBERT, Brig.-Gen . .A.L11nnn T. .A..-Oommands 1st brigade
1st division 6th corps, 1549; reconnoissrmco to Mechanicsville, 1572; at Opeqnnn, 624.

INDEX OF OONTENTS.
ToWEn, Capt. LEvr-Biographlcal notice of, 722.
ToWNSElID, Col. - - - At Great Bethel, 57.
TBAOY, Brig.-Gen. R. D.-A Confederate general killed at
Port Gibson, 862 ; biographical notice of, 749.
TREMAINE, Lieut.-Col. - - -Biographical notice of, 796.
TBa.-mour, G. .A...,-.Appointcd Secretary of the Treasnry at
Richmond, 656.
TrentS~a;mer-How employed, 110; passengers, 110; boarded by oflicers from the San Jacinto, 110; an oflicer's report,110; protest of .Mason and Slidell, 111; details, 111;
excitement produced, 111; diplomatic correspondence
which ensued, 111, 112.
'.lr&ViUan--Conflict at, 584; Leo's account, 584.
TRUMDULL, Senator LYMAN-On the Federal strength at Fort
Donelson, 128; on the movement against Richmond, 218TuoKER, Col J . .M.-Biographical notice of, 781.
Turoran, Brlg.-Gen. Jom,: W.-Commands a division of10th
corps, 565 ; against Weldon Railroad, 565, at Fivo Forks,
691.
Tummn, Col Trro:MA.S-Attncks forts at Charleston, 447.
Tu,ecalooea-A tender to the Alabama, 489.
Twl:aos., Maj.Gen. D. E .-Snrronder of, in Texas, 84; complete seizure of Federal property, 85 ; blogrnphlc11l notice
of, 785.
TYLER, C. H .-Biographical notice of, 808.
TYLER, Brlg.-Gen. EBA STUB B.-In command at Bull Run, 68;
fights at Port Republic, 240; at Fredericksbnrg battle,
807; r efuses to surrender .Martinsburg, 889 ; attacked,
389; retreats, 889; nt :Monocacy Junction battle, 587:
TYRRELL, Brig.-Gen. - - -Killed at Perryville, Ky., 287.

)

u
UwitedStatee-Posture of affairs in tho in11uguratlon of Mr.

"

Lincoln, 26; call for troops, 27; r esponse of tho States,
28; appropri11t!on wanted by the War 11nd Navy Dep11rtm ents in July, 1861, 79; their position relative to the
insurrectloQary States, 114; policy of the Government,
114; action r elative to slnve property, 115; do. r elative to
prisoners, 115; the foreign policy, 115; yiews of the people at the beginning of 1862, 116; r eport of the Secretary
of the Navy, 116; military movements of the Government, 2156; proclamation of President Lincoln r elative
to future emancipation, 272 ; finances, 278; commerce,
278 · forces in the field, 278 ; new campaigns contemplated, 296; emancipation proclamation of President
Lincoln, 818; action of Congress on slavery, 819; oath
r equired of public officers, 819; policy relative to exchange of prisoners, 825; expenditures for arms and
munitions of war, 429; hospitals established for the
armies, 421, &c.; ordnance and small arms,- !mprovemonts, 429; progress of civil affairs, 486; President's
m essage on public affairs, 490 ; amnesty proclamation,
491; emancipation and its effects, 492 ; co!ored troops,
498; leasing plantatl!)ns, 498; status of the msurrectlonary States, 494; finances, 494; L'he cabinet, 495; confiscation, 495; views of the p eople on peuce, 657; movements
relative to peace, 657-666; commerce, 666; finances,
666; debt, 667.
·UPTON, Brlg.-Gen. El!OBY- Commands 2d brigade 1st division Gth corps, 54.9; commands a dlvislon under Wilson,
708; on the expedition into Alabama, 708 ; sent to August.ii, 708.
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VAN CLEVE, Brig.-Gon. HonATIO P.-In the battle nt Webb's
Cross-roads, 128 ; in command In Euell's army, 288 ; at
Chickamauga, 462.
V .A.NDERDn.T, Capt. G. W .-Biographlcal notice of, 771.
VAN DonN, Mnj.-Gen. EARir-Receives surrender of Federo.l
troops In Texas, 85; pursues Federal troop~ under
Lieut,!CoJ. Reeve, 85 ; their surrender, 85; commands
the trans-Mississippi dep11rtment, 15/i; commands o.t
battle of Elkhorn or Pea Ridge, 158, 159; letter to Gen.
Curtis, 159; marches for Corinth, 292; the battle, 292;
captures Holly Springs by surprise, 295; retires further
sonth, 295; commands In Tennessee, 4.52; attacks Granger, 453; biographical notice of, 752.
VAN RENSELLAER, Col. H.-Biographlcal notice or, 774.
VAN VLEOK, Col. O.-Blograpblcal notice of, 788.
VAUGRAN, Brlg.-Gen..:_Defcated by Burbridge In E:ist Tennessee, 629.
Vermont-Approprlate·s a mlllloll. dollars to war purposes,
51.
Vic"8b1t1'(7-R~!'nscs to surrender to Farragut's fleet, 199;
bombarded, 200; fleet pass the batteries, 200; r epass,
200; attack on, 810; strongly fortified, 810; arrival of
Grant before, 888; gunboats and transports run the
batteries, 846; Invested in tho rear, 8155; siege of, 856,
857; surrender of, by Gen. P emberton, 860.
VmLE, Brlg.-Gen. EGDERT S.-In command against Port
Royal, 108 ; military governor of Norfolk, 225.
VIENNA-Repulse of Union troops at, GO.
VILLil'IGUE, Brlg.-Gen. Jom,: B.-Blographlcal notice of, 74.1.
V,i-rg-i,nia-Reply of the Governor to tho call fot troops,
28; State convention assembles, 86; debate, 86; effect of
the capture of Fort Sumter, 86 ; ordinance of secession
passed, 86 ; vote, 87 ; the ordl.nance, 87 ; Governor calls
for troops, 87; excitement In Richmond, 87; raising the
Southern flag, 87 ; seizure ol' Northern steamers, 88;
t enders of money to tho Governor, 88; surplus of trllOPII,
88; the State joins the Southern Confederacy, 88; convention therewith, 89; popular vote on the secession
ordinance, 89; arrivals of troops from the South, 89;
distributed In the State, 89; militia called out for def~nce against Northern Invasion, 51; heights In, occupied
by troops from W ashlngton, 158.
Vi1•ginia. West-Public meeting of Union men, 89; convention of, assembles, 61; steps taken to organize a
State Government, 819; act of Congress for admission,
820; population of the new State, 820; oflicers, 820.

w
wADE, Lleut.-Col. W.-BJographl~l ~otice of, 794.
w ADKINS, Brig.-Gen. - - -Blogrnphlcnl notice of, 791.
wADSWORTn, Brlg.-Gen. J.ilrES 8.-Commands a division at
Gettysburg, 400; commBDds 4th division of 6th corps,

548; at the Wilderness battle, 6158; k!lled in the Wilderness battle, 554; biographical notice of, 777.

wAINWRIGBT, Commander J .

M.-Commands In the battle
below New OrleBDa, 194; commands the Harriot Lane,
811; k!lled at Galveston, 811; biographical notice or,
745.

·
tho right wing of tho
• 15th corps, 615 ; moves toward Grlswaldsvllle, 615.
w AI.KE, Com. - - -Commands the Carondelet nt Fort
Henry, 12T; runs past the batteries at Island No. 10,

wA.LoUTr, Brlg.-Gen. CIIABLES C.-:i:n

165.

V

Vawerde, NWJ .Mea:ico-Battle of, 818.
VAN BRUNT, Com. G. J.-Biogrophlcal notice of, 770.
Va,n, Bwren, .Ark.-Capture of, 814.
V ANOE, Brig.-Gen.-Chosen Governor of N. C. 1n 1862,
142; his m essage, 142.

wALKEn,

Lient.-Com. J. G.-Commands the gunboat De
Kalb 886 · expedition up the White River, 888; commands an' expedition to Yazoo City, 856; bis report,

856.
765
WALKER, Brlg.-Gen. L. M.-Biographlcal notice o~
.
W ALKIIB, M,ij,-Gcn. WILLIAM-Marches with Jackson to
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Harp~r's Ferry, 268; resists the advance of Logan, 851 ;
commands a division or Leo's army, 872; ordered to
Lafayette, 462; at Ohlckamauga, 468; biographical
notice or, 786.
WALLA.OE, Maj.-Gen: LEWls-Cnptures a body of Vh-ginla
troops at Romney, 59; commands a division of Grant's
army, 172; position at Orumps' Landing, H6; in command in Maryland, 585; defeated at Monocacy Jnnction,
587; takes command at Coving.ton, Ky., 288; declares
martial law, 288; commands a division of Grant's army,
128 ; takes chief command nt Memphis, 170 ; seizes
newspaper offices, 170; snpersede(l by Gen. Ord nt Baltimore, 587.
WA.LL.I.OE, Brig.-Gen. W. H. !.-Charges nt Fort Donelson,
129; commands a division in Grant's army, 178; position at Shiloh, 178; biogrnphienl notice of, 729.
Wandere1•-Yacht solzed by a Federal cruiser, 52.
Wappoo ()reek, 8. 0.-A,ttack on the forts at, 151.
War o/1812-Battles of, 2.
War wi,th .ilfemic<>-Bnttles of, 2.
War J)epcwtment-Its o;ganlzation, 711.
WARD, CommanclerJ. H.-.A.ttncks batteries at Sewell's Point,
52; attacks the batteries at .Aquia Creelt with gnnbonts,
54 ; kllled at Mathias' Point, 61 ; biographical notice of,
720.
WA.RD, Brig.-Gen. J. H.-Commnnds 1st brigade 8d di,ision 2d corps, 549.
WARD, Gen. -W. T.-Commlnds a brigade in Buell's army,
124 i commands a division of Slocum's corps, 543;
marches Into Atlanta., 548; at .A.verysboro battle, 684.
WA.RE, Dr. R.--Biographlcal notice of, 748.
W A.RnEN, Brig.-Gen. FITZ HEI,"RY-In command in Missouri,

481.
W ARnEN, Maj.-Gen. G. K.-Commands Meade's rear-guard,
470; attacked by Hill, 470; commands 5th corps, 548 ;
advances to the fords of the Rapidan, 552; at the Wilderness battle, o58; at Spottsylvanla battle, 555; position
of his command, 572; attacked, 578; at Petersburg, 578;
commands an expedition against the Weldon Railroad,
681; advance on Hatcher's Run, 671 ; advances from
Hatcher's Rnn, 6SS; advances on the White Oak Road,
690; relieved, 691.
Warrington, Fla.-The village burned, 100.
W .ASHBURN, Brig.-Gcn. C. C.-In commanrl nnder Gen. Hovey, 295; in command at the siege of Vickeburg, 359.
Washington-Communications with the North restored, 83;
preparations for defence, 88 ; on the first enll for trMps,
48; proclamation of the Mayor, 48; communication with
the North closed, 48; arrival of the New York 7th regiment, 48; do. of a part of a Rhode Island r egiment, 48;
do. of tho Butler 1,rignde, 48; more troops, 49 ; force at,
on June 27th, 1861, 67; persons arrested as spies, 52 ;
attacked on 17th Street, 587.
Waslvington, N. 0 .-Capture of, by Burnside's troops, 141;
skirmish, 142; attacked by Confederates, 810.
W .ASRINGTON, Col. J . .A..-Biographienl notice of, 725.
W A.TKINS, Col. - - -Captures a camp or the enemy, 458.
WATTS, T. H.-Governor of Alabama, 502; appeal to the
people, 002.
WEA.D, Col. F. F.-Biographical notice of, 782.
WEAVER, Lieut. - -Commands gunboat Winona, &71;
drives off Confederates, 871.
WEAVER, CunK R.-Refuses to surrender Resaca, 610.
WEBB, Brig.-Gen. .A.. G.-Commands 1st brigade 2d division
2d corps, 549 ; kllled in the Wilderness battle, 555.
Webb, W. H.-:Made a Confederate gnnboat, 62; destruct!~n
of, 703.
Webb's Oross-roada-The battle of, 128.
WEBSTER, Col. F.--Biographienl notice of, 782.
WEBSTER, GEORGE-Biographical notice of, 789.

WEED, Brlg.-Gen. S. H.-Blographical notice of, 761,
Weehawken-An iron-clad, loss of, 451.
WEIGIITMAN, R. H.-Blographienl notice of, 724.
WEITZEL, Maj.-Gen. GODFREY-Commands an expedition to
La Fourche Parish, La., 810 ; commands a brignde in
Banks' army, 866; on the Zeehe River, $66 ; follows the
enemy, 867; commancls an assault on Port Hudson, 869;
at Sabino Pass, 480; commands a division of 18th corps,
565 ; expedition agaist Weldon Railroad, 565; commands
military expedition against Fort Fisher, 640; at Fort
Fisher, 642; commands 25th army corps, 655; occupies
Richmond, 692; his orders, 698.
WELon, llENJ.-Biographlcal notice of, 749.
WELon, Brlg.-Gen. BENJ., Jr.-l:liogrnphienl notice of, 765.
WELon, Col. N. E.:....Blograph!cal notice of, 791.
WELD, Lieut.-Col. L. L-Blographienl notice of, 796.
WELLES, GIDEON-Secretary of the Navy, despatch to Com,
Foote, 127; on tho capture of the Atlanta, 451.
WELLES, Col. G. D.-B!ographienl notice of, 791.
WELLS, Brlg.-Gen. - - -Commands a brigude of Sheridan's
cavalry, 686.
WESSELLS, Brig.-Gen. HENRY w.-In command at Plymouth,
520 ; surrenders, 520.
WE.~T, Col, - - -Makes n demonstration above Yorktown,
565.
ll"est Point-Railroad destroyed, 542.
WHARTON, JAMES E.-.A.ccount of Gen. Hunter's retreat
from Lynchburg, 584.
WIIE.ATON, Brig.-Gen. F.-Commands 1st brigade 2d division
of 6th corps, 549 ; supports Gen. Crawford, 672.
WHEELER, Br!g.-Gen. - - -Commnnds cavalry in Polk's
corps at Murfreesboro, 297; in command of cavalry,
499; opposes the advance on Dalton, 504; appr,iaches
Decatur in Sherman's rear, 588; raid in Sherman's rear,
544; disputes the 1iassage of the Oconee, 61S; his movements, 619; letter to Ho,vard, 671>; skirmjshes with Kilpatrick, 675; obstructs Sherman's march from Savannah,

675.
WHEELER, WILLLU!-Rlographienl notice of, 784.
WheeUng-Made seat of Government of Wost Virginia, 60.
WIIEELOOK, Br!g.-Gen. C.-Biographical notice of, 795.
WHELAN, Dr. WILLLUI-Blographienl notice of, 808.
WmrPLE, Brig. -Gen. A.MIEL W.-Commands a division of
Sickles' corps at the battle of Chancellorsville, 878; killed
at Chancellorsville, 880; biographical notice of, 751.
WmTE, Brig.-Gen. JULIUs-Rctires from :Martinsburg to
Harper's Fen·y, 270.
White Oak Swamp-Battle at, 250.
WmTING, Maj.-Gen.W. H. C.-In command uncler Johnston,
241•; captured at Fort Fisher, 645; biographical notice
of, 797.
WIGFALL, Louxs T.-Bears n white flag to Fort Sumter, 25.
Wn.oox, Brlg.-Gen. 0. B.-ln command at Bnll Run, 68; retained at Richmond as a hostage, 822; at the battle or
South Mountain, 269; in the assault at Petersburg, 590.
WILoox, Brig.-Gen. - - -Commands a brlgnde of Anderson's division at Gettysburg, 404; moves with Lee, 470.
WILD, Brig.-Gen. EDWARD B.-In command of colored
troops, 568; landed nt Wilson's Wharf on the James.
568; attacked at Wilson's Wharf, 578.
Wildcat Oamvp, Ky.-Sklrmlsh at, 96.
WILDER, Brig.-Gen. - - -Defends Munfordsville, Ky.,
284; ndvances with Reynolds' division, 456; at Ohickamauga, 468.
Wild&rneBB-Battle at the, 558, 554.
WILKES, Com. CHARLES-Stops British steamer Trent, 110 i
takes out of her Messrs. Mason and Slidell, Confederato
Commissioners to Europe, 110; vote of thanks of tho
Federal House of Congress, 112; takes command of the
Vanderbilt In the West Indies, 440.
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WILLABD, Major - - -Makes a reconnaissance up the Pamnnkey from West Point, 226.
WILLIAMS, Brig.-Gen. A. L.-Commands a division of a
corps at the battle of Chancellorsville, 879; at Gettysburg, 401; at Resaca, 580 ; at .Atlanta, 586; succeeds Slocum at Vicksburg, Ml ;___commands the 20th corps, 614;
do. 655; in Sherman's march through the Carolinas, 675;
his position, 675; at .A.verysboro battle, 684.
WILLLU!ll, Col K.-Blograpblcal notice of, 729.
WILLIAMS, Brlg.-Gen. THOMAS-Located the canal opposite
Vicksburg, 888; defends Baton Rouge, 810; killed, 810;
biographical notice of, 782.
WilUam8lmrg-McClellan's advance upon, 220; position of
tho enemy, 221 ; evacUllted by the enemy and occupied
by McClellan, 222.
Wn.uou, Brlg.-Gen. - - -Commands a brigade under
Johnson, 456.
Wilmingttm, .N. 0.-Capture of, 688.
WILSON, Senator lIENllY-On' the movement against Richmond, 218, 214.
WILSON, Brig.-Gen. J. G.-Commands 8d division of cavalry,
552; moves to Germania Ford, 1552; moves toward the
Wilderness, 552; on a cavalry expedition, 561; supports
Devin against Stuart, 562; engaged with Hampton near
Coal Harbor, 5715; sent on a cavalry expedition, 580, 581;
captures the 8th South Carolina, 624.
WILSON, Brig.-Gen. J. H.-E:-q>lores the inlets around Savannah River, 144; at the battle near Nashville, 680; commands a cavalry expeditioll from Nashville into .Alabama,
708; movements, 708; report of his movements, 708.
WILSON, Col WILLli1,l-.A.ttacked on Santa Rosa Island, 99,
100; biographical notice of, 785.
Wilson's Oreek-Battle of, 82.
Wnorn, Col. J. M.-Blographical notice of, 757.
Winch88ter-Battlo ' at in March, 1862, 209; its .effect, 209;
battle with Banks and Jackson's forces, 284.
WIND11&, J. H.-Biograpbical notice of, 796.
WINSLOW, Col. C.-Biographical notice of, 785.
WINSLOW, GORDON, M.D.,D.D.-Blographlcal notice of, 788.
WlllSLow, Capt. JoBN A.-Destroys the .Alabama, 648.
WmTHllOP, Brig.-Gen. F.-Blographical notice of, 797,
WINT1IIIOP, Major TBEODOllE-Killed at Big Bethel, 58; biographical notice of, 720.
·
WISE, Maj.-Gen. HENllY .A.-In command In Western Virginia, 85; in council at Richmond, 246; In battle, 251
WIST.A.a, Brig.-Gon. - - - Commands a division of 10th
corps, 565; expedition agrlnst Weldon Railroad, 565.
WOLFORD, Col. ---Pursues Morgan in Kentucky, 410.
Woon, FERNANDO-Appeal to the citizens of New York as
mayor on the call for seventy-five thousand men, 28.
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Woon, Brlg.-Gen. THOMAS J.-Commands a brigade In
Buell's army, 124; commands a brigade of Blrney's division at the battle of Ohancellorsvllle, 879; stationed at
Gordon's MIils, 461; at Chickamauga, 462; at Atlanta,
586; at the battle near Nashville, 680; In Sherman's
march through the Carolinas, 075.
·
Woonntmv, Brlg.-Gen. D. P.-Blograpblcal notice of, 788.
WoonnuLL, Colll. M.-Blographical notice of, 747.
Wooi:., Maj.-Gen. Jo1tN-Takes command at Fortress Monroe, 83; In command at Fortress Monroe, 120 ; do., 206;
placed UD<ler the command of McOlellan, 214; countermanded, 214; organizes an expedition for the capturo
of Norfolk, 225 ; on exchange or prisoners, 822, 828 ; relieved of command at Fortress Monroe, 828; in command In New York, 417; calls for veterans In New York
riots, 417.
WORDEN, Capt. A. H.-Commands the Monitor, 225; battle
with the Merrimac, 225.
WruoBT, Maj.-Gen. HORATIO G.-In command against Port
Royal, 118 ; commands a brigade of troops at Gettysburg, 404; commands l st division of 6th corps, 549 ;
at the WIiderness battle, 554; In command of the 6th
corps, 1556; at the Spottsylvanla battle, 556; position of
his corps, 572; at Petersburg, 580; ordered to the defence
of Washington with his corps, 587; pursues the enemy
from Washington, 58'i ; crosses tho Shenandoah, 687 ; at
Opequan, 624 ; wounded at Cedar Run, 627.
WmGnT, Col. W. W.-Superlntendent of military railroa'ds,
678.
WYNDJUM, Col. - - -Commands a cavalry expeclltlon, 881
WythwiU11-1lattle at, 4U.

y
YATES, R101U.l1D-Governor of Illinois, 550; tenders militia,
550 ; address to the people of Illinois, 550.
Yazoo Oity-Surrendcr of, 856; third attack on, 508.
York, Penn.-Occupled by the enemy, 89i; assessment, 898.
Yorktown-Troops assemble at, 89; firing at commenced,
216; siege, 218, 219; evacuated, 220.

z
Zion Mt., Mo.-Skinnlsh at, ms.
ZOLLICOFFER, Brlg.-Gen. - - -Invades Kentucky on the
east, 95, 96; attacks Camp W!ldcat, 97; ln command in
Kentucky, 122; junction with Crittenden, 128; defeated
and killed at Mill Springs, 128.
Zoon:, S. K.-Biographical notice of, 761.

THE END.
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France. By OLIVE LOGAN, Authoress of ''Photographs of Paris Life," etc., etc.
Large 12mo. Cloth. Price, $2.00.
"The vivacity and ease of her style are rarely attained in works of this kind and its scenes and
incidents are skilfully wrought. "-Ckicago Jrnbrnat.
"The story Is lively and entertaining. "-Spri?iafteld Republican.

The Clever Woman of the Family.

By

the Author of " The Heir of Redclyife," "Heartsease," " The Young Stepmother," etc., etc. With twelve illustrations. Svo. Paper, $1.50; cloth,
$2.00.
"A charming story; fresh, vigorous, and lifelike as · the works of this author always are. We
are Inclined to think that most readers will agree with us in pronouncing it the best which the
author has yet produced. "--Portland Press.
" A new story by this popular writer Is always welcome. The' Clever Woman of the Family'
Is on e of her best; bright, sharp, and piquant."-Hariford Courant.
'
11
One of the cleverest, most geniitl novels of the times. It is written with great force and fervor. 'l'he cba rncters are sketched with great skill. "-Tr01J Times.
·
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The Trial.

8

More Links of the Daisy

Chain. By the Author of "The Heir of Redclyffe.''
Large 12mo. 390 pp. Cloth, price $1. 75.

Two ,•olumes in one.

"The plot is well developed; the characters ore finely sketched; It la a capital novel. "-Proo£denu Journal.
"It is the best novel we h11ve seen for many months. "-.Montr,al Gaedte.
"It ls marked by all the fascinating qualities or the works that preceded It. • • • Equal to
any of her former novels. "-Comniereial.

Too S-trange Not to be True.

.A Tale.

By Lady GEORGIANA FULLERTON, Authoress of" Ellen Middleton," "Ladybird,"
etc. Three volumes in one. With Illustrations. Svo. Paper, $1.50; cloth,
$2.00.
"This work, which Is by far the best of the fair and girted Authoress, Is the most lnteresllng
book of fiction that has appeared for years. "-Gairo Kcwa.
•' It Is a strange, exciting, and extremely lntercsling tale, well and beaullfully wilU en. n Ls
likely to become one of the most popular novels or I.he present day."-bulianapolta Gaettlt.
"A story in which truth and fiction are' skil fully blended. U hns quite nn air of truth, and
lovers or the marvellous will find In it much that is Interesting. "-.Bo11to1i Recorder.

What I Saw on the West Coast of South
and North America, and at the Hawaiian Islands. By H. WrLL1s BAXLEY, M.D.
With numerous Illustrations. 8vo. 632 pp. Cloth. Price, ,:-,!.00.
"With great power of observation, much Information, a rapid nnd graphic style, the nuthor
presents a vivid and Instructive picture. He l.s free In his strictures, 1,vecplng !11 hlsjudp;ment•,
but his facts ore unquestionable, and his motives and hl.s standard or judgment jusL."-Alliany

Argus.
"His work will be round to contain a greal deal or valuable lnformo.tlon, many 1uggesUvc
reflections, and much graphic o.nd inti,restlng descrlpUons. "-Portland Eeprua.

The Conversion of the Roman Empire.
The Boyle Lectm.is for the year 1864. Delivered nt the Chapel Roynl, "'hitcho.11, by CllAnLES MERIVALE, B. D., Rector of Lawford, Chnpluin to the Fpeokcr
of the House of Commons, author of" A History of the Romans under th~ Empir~." Svo. 267 pp. Price, $2.00.
"N~an living ls better qunliOed lo discuss the ~ubject or this volume, and he hns done It wllh
marked ability. Be has done It moreover, In the lntere•t of Chr11tian troth, and manlre.ia thorough
appreciation of the spiritual nature and elements or Chrl11lanlty."-E11an.uuut.
"The author ls admirably qualified from his hlstnricnl •lurlles lo connect theology with !nets.
The oubjectis a great one. and It Is treated with candor, vigor, aud abundar.t command of on ate, lals
to bring out Its sallent points. "-.Boston Transcript.

Speeches and Occasional Addres es.
By Jo1JN .A.. Dix.

2 vols., Svo.

With portrnit.

Cloth.

Price, 87.rO.

"Thi.s collection Is designed chiefly lo make lhCl'e who are lo come aner us acqunlnl.(>rl wlch the
part I have borne in the national movement during a quarter of a century of extu.ordlnary actlv1t7
and excltement:"-.&tract from .Dulicatlon.
"General Dix has done n good service to American statesmanship and literature by publiab!ng
In a ,~llected form the fruits or hi.a ripe cxperitnce and manly 1agacity."-.New Yori: Trlliun,.
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Christian Ballads.

By the Right Rev.

A. CLEVELAND CoXE, D.D., Bishop of Western New York. illustrated by John
A. Hows. 1 vol., 8vo. 14 full page engravings, and nearly 60 head and tail
pieces. Price, cloth extra, $6.00; mor. ant. or extra, $9.00; crushed levant
mor., 810.00.
"These ballads have gained for the author an enviable distinction; this work stands almost without a rlvnl."-Okriatiwn 1'imes.
"Not alone do they breathe a beautiful religious and Obrlstianlike spirit, there is much real
and true poetry la tl\em. 11-l/ome Jo1wnal.

Mount Vernon, and other Poems.
HARVEY RrcE.

By

12mo. Cloth, $1.25; half calf, extra, $3.00 ; full calf, extra, $4.00.

"F,·esh nnd orlglnnl In style and In thought. • •

OZoveZana L eader.

*

Will be rend with much satisfactionll-

The Internal Revenue Laws.

Act ap-

proved June 30, 1864, as ~mended, n~d the Act nmendatory thereof approved
March 3, 1865. With copious marginal references, a comP,lete Analytical Inda~, and Tables of Taxation. Compiled by HORACE DRESSER. 8vo. Paper,
GOc. i cloth, $1.00.
"An lndlspensnble book for every citizen."
"An accurate and certainly a very complete and convenient manual. "-GonureuaUonaUst.

The Classification ·of the Sciences.

To

which are added Reasons for Dissenting from the Philosophy of M. CoMTE. By
HERBERT SPENCER, Author of" Illustrations of Universal Progress," "Education,"" First Principles," "Essays: Mora], Political, and ,£sthetic," and the
"Principles of Psychology." 12mo. Paper. Price, 25 cents.
"Ia II brier, but clear manner, elaborates a plan of classification. "-HMlford O<nwam.e.
"One or the most original and deep thinkers of the age.
* Will greatly assist all who desire to study l'1enti1I Philosophy. "-PM.ladelpMa Pr68a.

* *

Lyrical Recreations.
Lnrge 12mo.

Oloth.

By Samuel Ward.

Price, $2.00.

"There ls a wealth of beauty ·which discovers itself the more we linger over the book. "-Jcmr-

nal of Commerce.
"Its pages bent· abundant evidence of ta.st~ and culture."-8p1•in(/field, Rep1tblican.

Orlean Lamar, and Other Poems, by
SARA.II

E.

KNOWLES.

12mo.

Cloth.

Price, $1.25.

"Not only lively nnd attractive \v!tb fancy, but it has the excellence of being pure, morn!, and
Ohrlstlon. "-Reli(lious IIerald.
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